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"Pole* are made by fools like me
Bat only God can make a tree."
FLAGPOLE ISSUE
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT Woodman Spare That Tree!
VOL. LX. WEDNESDAY, APRJtTfl6, 1930.
i
NO. 1
UNDERGRADUATES PROTEST MEMORIAL FLAGPOLE
SITE IN EPIC MIDNIGHT DEMONSTRATION
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It took brawn just ten minutes to land this stick here, but brains needed





James P. Blunt Will Have Major Male , ises the Story of the Passion as Basis
Lead
Plans for the Commencement drama
began to take shape this week when
the announcement was made of the
cast of "Romeo and Juliet." During
its long history the tragedy has re-
ceived only eulogistic criticism. No
doubt details have come under the eye
of the critic but always it has been
admitted to possess all the greatness
within its lines of Shakespeare's
genius. Within the past fifty years
three outstanding couples have played
Romeo and Juliet. Sir Henry Irving
and the late Ellen Terry gave a most
magnificent performance in 1882. In
the 90's Sir Johnston Forbes-Robert-
son and Mrs. Patrick Campbell were
beloved for their performance of
Shakespeare's most romantic tragedy.
In America there is but one great
team, that of E. H. Sothern, who lec-
tured here this last winter, and his
wife, Julia Marlowe. The passing of
this pair has left a place yet to be
filled.
In this drama of Shakespeare we
are able to comprehend easily how he
has been called the greatest analyst of
human motives.
The cast, which will begin re-
hearsals this week, is as follows:
Escalus, Prince of Verona, Olin S.Pet-
tingill, Jr.; Paris, Robert Ecke; Mon-
Continued on page 8
for Chapel Talk
Self-determination was urged by
President Sills in his chapel talk last
Sunday in which he criticized the hu-
man tendency of yielding one's own
convictions to the rash judgment of a
crowd. Because of the approach of
the Easter season, the President
based his talk upon the New Testa
ment story of the betrayal of Christ.
The President said that one of the
most astounding cases of change in
public opinion came at the time of
the crucifixion of Jesus. Only a short
time before the citizens had been on
the point of celebrating a triumph
for him; soon the wrath of the crowd
was aroused and his life was sac-
rificed. The good hearts in the crowd
—and they were not few—were over-
come in the wave of hatred which
swept over the city of Jerusalem. This
tendency may be noted through all
the succeeding generations. Today
everyone at some time is striving for
popularity and prefers to sacrifice his
convictions in order to agree with the
majority.
This loss of good judgment is
noticeable in many places. At base-
ball games, particularly a few years
ago, mad demonstrations against op-
posing teams showed a spirit of poor
sportsmanship which was not in the
Continued on Puce I
Bank Balance A Notable Feature
As Musical Clubs Wind Up Season
The termination of the Instrumental
Club season finds all members justly
proud of their success which exceeds
materially that of past years in both
the quality of performance and finan-
cial return. The extensive Easter
holiday trip that took the Club to
Xewtonville, Danvers, Quincy, Lex-
ington, and New York was judging
from all reports a large time.
j
Through the efforts of Manager!
John W. Riley, Jr., the proceeds from ,
the concerts netted a gain for the
first time in the history of the Instru-
'
mental Clubs. It is no little task to
j
even crash through with an even
break on a season's activities when so
much traveling is done and small
j
town concerts are thrown into the
schedule to afford the proper amount
of brushing up work for the boys.
A big hand of appreciation is due
Jack Riley for his smart and unflag-
(ging labor.
Perhaps no one had a better time
during the trip than did Gunthar
Wilmsen who captured the audience
each evening with his singing of Ger-
man folk songs. His enthusiasm was
unbounded and his solo work with
guitar accompaniment was heartily
received. Gunthar went out and
garnered first laurels in the prize
waltz at the dance following the con-
cert at Quincy in no mean style. To
him also must be conceded the first
prize for being the hit number on the
Glee Club's program.
Completing the specialty portion of
each evening's presentation was the
accomplished rendering of trumpet
solos by Warren Winslow. Herbert L.
Prescott contributed readings at Lex-
ington that scored very well. Every-
one gave their best to make the con-
certs a success and at no time did they
fall short of triumph.
The Masonic Hall at Newtonville
was the scene of the initial perform-
ance and before their hosts in full
regalia the boys from Brunswick ac-
quitted themselves commendably. The
music for the dance that followed
was furnished by the Polar Bears.
The Danvers audience the next night
was largely composed of Bowdoin
alumni. The Wednesday concert was
given in the Quincy High school au-
ditorium before the largest gather-
ing of the season. The Lexington
audience was small but highly appre-
ciative.
Friday evening brought the final
and crowning event of the Instru-
mental Club schedule when, before
a Bowdoin audience in the ballroom
of the Hotel Delmonico, New York
City, the Bowdoin Beata was sung
with the largest assembly of alumni
ever to attend a concert presented by
Professor Wass* charges. To former
manager Nate Greene '28 is given




Dr. J. Edgar Park to Speak Here
Under Delta I psilon Lectureship on
Control of Education
The Delta Upsilon Lectureship
brings to Bowdoin this year Dr. J.
Edgar Park, the president of Wheaton
College, a well-known lecturer on re-
ligious and literary topics. He will
speak tonight at 8.15 in Memorial
Hall on the subject, "Philistine or
Highbrow".
When asked to address the school
Dr. Park accepted and presented a
list of several talks on which he had
already spoken at other places. Of
this group the committee in charge
chose "Philistine or Highbrow". Ac-
cording to Dr. Park himself, his talk
will be a "discussion of the two schools
of thought which are trying to con-
trol education."
Dr. Park was born in Belfast, Ire-
land, and received a great deal of his
education in that country and in Scot-
land. He is a graduate of New Col-
lege, Edinburgh, Scotland, and the I
Royal University of Dublin. When he i
came to America he went to Prince-
j
ton and received his degree from the
j
Princeton Theological Seminary.
Tufts and Wesleyan have likewise
conferred degrees upon him. He has
been a pastor in several of the
churches around Boston and has been
a member of the faculty of the Bos-
ton University School of Theology.
Several books and articles have come
from his pen, one of the more recent
being the "Christmas Heretic".
The Delta Upsilon Lectureship was
conceived in the mind of Avery M.




Elections First to be Held






Litchfield Hall is Destroyed in Attempt to Rid Campus
of Unsightly Debris—Tossed to Greedy Flames Amid
Resounding Cheers
Three-unit Vote Used in Editor's Elec-
tion which Entails Single Vote of
Student Council, Orient Board, and
Retiring Editor
Paul A. Walker was elected Editor-
in-chief of the Orient for next year
by the election board according to an
announcement by the board last Sat-
urday night. At the same time it
was announced that Philip C. Ahern
and George T. Sewall, both of the
Class of 1932, were the choices for
Managing Editors under Walker. The
choice for the editor-in-chief's job was
between Walker and John T. Snider
while Melcher P. Forbes and Law-
rence C. Jenks were in the running
for the second named position. Other
positions on next year's Orient Board
will be announced later.
Walker is one of the most promi-
nent and high ranking members of the
Junior class. In addition to holding
Associate and Managing Editorships
on the Orient, he has been active in
debating circles during his three years
at Bowdoin, being on the varsity team
(Continued on Pas* t)
Walter Johnson has a new story to tell.
For some weeks past student opinion has been at the boiling point over
the proposed erection of the memorial flagpole in the center of the campus.
Indignation reached its peak a day or so ago, when an unwieldy spar was un-
ceremoniously dumped along one of the library paths, and a gang of men
started excavations in front of the Art Building.
There has always been a happy custom at Bowdoin of depositing various
little things in the chapel, as mementoes of loving affection. Three years ago
a passenger pigeon farm was established there, and then a Ford repair agency,
and then a large and healthy flock of chickens. There were also occasional
rumors of a shooting gallery for faculty use. This time, however, it was a
heavy rash of flagpoles.
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS
ARE HELD IN EIGHT
DISTRICTS OF MAINE
Winners Are to be Excused From
Presenting Secondary School
Certificates
DATES OF THE POLISH UPRISING
11.30 P. M. General restlessness around the college halls.
11.45 Messengers of hate in four of the ends.
11.55 Various Paul Reveres arrive on location, followed by
swarming gangs of flagpole toters and advisors.
12.00 M. Moan at partial eclipse. Clans have gathered or gone
into conference. Swell bull-session.
12.05 A-M. Equipment is gathered an£ «-tton bogina. —
12.10 She moves — a little.
12.12 Another heave, march to chapel begins.
12.15 Pole borne into chapel and deposited on floor.
12.20 Pole moved ahead onto platform, after consultation and
arm-waving.
12.30 Class in Mechanics 19 adjourns.
12.35 Spontaneous decision to remove Litchfield Hall.
12.36 Litchfield is removed.
12.50 Litchfield in flames on site of proposed flagpole.
1.00 Fire alarm blows.
1.05 Billy Edwards arrives with his pompiers.
1.10 Dean Nixon blows in. Confers with Chief Edwards.
1.15 Rest of faculty comes up, accompanied by sensation-
seeking townspeople.
1.20 Fire-laddies leave.
1.25 Everybody else clears out.
9.00 Grounds fores in huddle.
9.45 Pole eases off platform. Loud cheers.
10.00 Pole moves six inches further. Louder cheers and much
advice.
10.30 Pole reaches Junior forms.
11.00 Pole half-way out.
11.30 Pole emerges completely. Ringing cheers from A.S.B.C.
12.00 M. Pole arrives at ultimate destination. One part of wheels
removed.




Named Member of National Advisory
Board of the American Business
Men's Prohibition Foundation
Prof. Warren B. Catlin of the
Economics department of Bowdoin
College has been named a member of
the National Advisory Board of the
American Business Men's Prohibition
Foundation. The purpose of the foun-
dation, organized an Illinois, is to
make a study of the effects of pro-
hibition on industry based on a com-
parison of conditions before and after
the adoption of the 18th amendment.
In speaking of the appointment
Professor Catlin said, "Of courso
there will be little information of im-
portance to come from Maine inas-
much as the state has had liquor pro-
hibition for so long. The advisory
board of the foundation is made up
| for the most part of westerners. The
|
several questions that make the basis
I of the inquiries will give some sort
I of enlightenment, and the Business
Men's Foundation believes that con-
! ditions will prove prohibition advan-
' tageous to business, industry, and
I
public welfare."
Professor Catlin is the only mem-
ber of the board from Maine. He
stated that it is planned to have the
investigations in Maine, the part that
he is to play in the work, made
through students. He explained that a
student could report on such a topic
as the expansion of business as re-
lated to prohibition, and that after the
list of questions had been treated a
consensus of opinion could be obtained
to report to the Foundation. The
queries are to be addressed to em-
(Continued on Pas* 4)
PROF. WM. C. GREENE
LECTURES ON VERGIL
The State of Maine scholarship
examinations took place April 12 in
the eight districts into which the state
had.,been divided for this purpose.
Bowdoin College offers these eight
scholarships to students in the sec-
ondary schools of Maine. The places
of examination were as follows:
Brunswick, Presque Isle, Rockland,
Fryeburg, Waterville, Bangor, Farm-
ington and Machias. The student could
take these examinations at the most
convenient point, instructors being
sent to these places to conduct the
tests and to be of any service to those
who wished information. Dean Nixon
and Mr. Wilder had charge of those
given at Brunswick, while Professors
Smithy. HanuTiond, M^eans, Mi.tcheJl,
Brown, and Palmer were sent to the
various examination points. The six-
teen men who took the examinations
at Brunswick were guests of the col-
lege at lunch.
The College offered written exami-
nations in each of the districts, and
will award a scholarship of five hun-
dred dollars to that secondary school
student in each division who satis-
fied, so far as possible at the time
of examinations, the entrance require-
ments, and who attained the highest
average grade. This award will be
made on the basis of $250 at the be-
ginning of each semester of the
Freshman year, and no guarantee is
made for later years. Any stu-
dent who has satisfied the require-
ments in subjects and who wins on?
of these scholarships will be excused
from presenting exam or certificate.
The College, however, reserved cer-
tain freedom of action: (1) it ex-
cluded from consideration all appli-
cants obviously without need of finan-
cial assistance; (2) it was not obli-
gated to make any or all of the
awards in case the quality of the ex-
aminations was too poor; (3) it re-
served the right to distribute more
than one scholarship to one district
if in one or more other districts no
student attained a sufficient grade;
(4) it insisted that candidates be resi-
dents of Maine and that they apply
as from the districts in which they
were attending school when making
application.
It was in the dark of an eclipse of
the moon that astrologers' predictions
of horrible evils came true. Sudden
meetings in the ends were concluded
with whispered injunctions to be sure
to wear old clothes, and most of the
student body went about with the
leering frowns of Third Conspirators.
At twelve o'clock Saturday night
the first threatening mutter of thun-
I der was heard on the horizon. Some
I two hundred husky protestors as-
!
sembled in front of Appleton, and be-
I gan to strain and haul at the flagpole.
j
Slowly but surely it moved, inch by
!
inch they lifted it, carting it gingeriy
j
and tenderly across the lawn. With a
j
final wild yell of triumph the ant-Iiko
j
clusters swept into the chapel, dumped
the beam onto the whole length of the
j
floor, and announced to the
i
world at large that if Bowdoin had to
I have a flagpole it was going to be
|
baptized in blood and consecrated in
|
cataclysms.
Then Litchfield Hall went whoop-
I
ing down the aisles of time as some-
j
body gathered it in. For a minute or
I
two its late colonial roof waved and
: tossed over the howling mob, then it
,
u'u amaaiwd to kindling, and piled
' on the proposed monument site with
|
various lengths of fencing, board
I
walks, and any other little knick-
I
knacks that happened to strike the
eye. Eight gallons of gas went onto
the wreckage, and somebody set it
I
off with a match. The resulting ex-
plosion blew everybody that was still
asleep out of bed, and so stirred up
! the festive mob that somebody else
j
turned in about eleven false alarms.
j Add Billy Edwards, the President, the
! Dean, the fire companies, and most
j of the burghers of Brunswick, and
i
the ball was all set to begin.
Billy delivered the opening oration
of the evening. It was short and to
I
the point, a modern "Disperse, ye
rebels!" and the only consideration
i
that it got was a beautifully mocTu-
;
lated Bronx cheer. There were one or
I
two jocund suggestions of burning
I
him at the stake, but the motion was
!
lost by a slight majority.
We learned many things Saturday
night. There were the ninety-seven
lost verses of "The Bowdoin Y. M. C.
A.", and the little lyrics written to the
tune of the Maine Stein Song. But
perhaps the best effort of the night
was when Billy's exhortations were
rewarded by a l«ng B-O-W-D-O-I-N
with three "Go home's!" on the end.
The scene on campus resembled
nothing so much as Dante's Inferno.
A wild ring of pajamad maniacs cir-
cled the fire, and over the whole mob
(Continued on Page 4)
Professor of Classics at Marvaru-
Pictures Character of the Poet
as Shown in Works
Professor William Chase Greene,
author of several books of classical
studies and professor of Latin and
Greek at Harvard University deliv-
ered a most scholarly lecture on the
subject of "Self-Revelation in Ver-
gil" at the Moulton Union, Thursday
evening, April 10. The Classical Club,
under whose auspices the program of
the evening was conducted, was grati-
fied with the unusual size of the au-
dience present.
Professor Greene commenced by
pointing out that it is quite as
necessary for the student of Vergil to
understand the peculiar temperament
of the poet as it is to possess the pow-
er of reading his verse fluently. Ver-
,
gil, a Celt, coming from northern
Italy, wrote into his earliest works,
|
which are known as the Eclogues, the
!
several characteristics that became so
', salient later on—love of nature, love
|
of heroic mythology, and love of plain,
simple life.
These Eclogues, comprising the
j
first poems of Vergil of any impor-
: tance, are not finished in style but
|
show most plainly the intense love the
|
poet had for country life and his par-
j
ticular facility for pastoral themes,
I
quite unapproached by any of the
j
other Latin poets.
The second group of Vergil's works,
;
entitled the Georgics, tell of another
phase of country life; gardening, free
i
culture, and flower growing. Into
|
these he worked some philosophy and
|
observations on the state ofthe empire
(Contlauad oa Pa** •)
Informational Test of Scholarship
Exam Yields Amusing Results
Hopes were high as representatives
of many Maine counties strutted their
stuff in the Bowdoin College Scholar-
ship Exams Saturday, April 12.
Whether or not they aspired in vain
will best be known after the final an-
nouncement of rating is made on or
about May 15.
After passing the regular require-
ments for entrance from a secondary
school and after tendering certificate
stating financial status, the candidates
wrinkled their brows over a compre-
hensive examination which was to de-
cide their future. The highest grade
of his district is required of any appli-
cant before he can receive the five
hundred dollar scholarship and the
first year of a college career.
The exam was in four parts; the
first, was designed to test, not the
knowledge of certain books, but the
capacity to understand and write the
English language; the second, a gen-
eral information test: the third, a for-
eign language test; and the fourth a
quiz on knowledge of mathematics or
a science. The ejitire exam was com-
pleted in an afternoon and was de-
signed to. require only five and a half
hours.
The Informational Test was re-
1
quired so as to ascertain the extent of
the applicant's knowledge of matters
outside his school courses. This por-
tion of the exam which was the least
important of tho four sections pre-
sented a list of one hundred words end
names to be identified. These names
covered a multitude of subjects rang-
ing from those of Biblical history to
modern politics. Typical extracts
from the Informational Test are the
following: Long John Silver, James G.
Blaine, carburetor, July 14, The
Orinoco, Pickwick* Achilles, jiu jitsu,
sarcophagus.
This particular part of the exam af-
forded numerous revealing and diver-
sified answers. Very few of the vic-
tims were in possession of the fact
that Andrew J. Mellon and Thomas
B. Reed even existed. One aspirant
proffered the hitherto hidden bA
of knowledge that "H. M. S. Pinafore"
was "the king of England's private
'yatch' ", while several individuals
seemed quite positive that Annabelle
Lee was the wife of General Robert E.
Lee. An "antidote" was an amusing
short story to many. Achilles was
held as being Vergil's most famous
hero. , Pontius Pilate was the boldest
of Roman emperors. Gilbert Stuart
received the honor of being elected as
Hollywood's greatest screen lover. Un-
doubtedly the choicest of the morsel
of information divulged was that one's
biceps were the part of one's body
above his hips. We hope for the sake
of the candidates that the state of de-
lusion was not as profound as the above
material would indicate.
(Continued on pas* 4)
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News Editor for This Issue
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Volume LX
With this issue a new board takes office. This, we are told, is
the time for planks, platforms, and what not for the coming year.
However, we do not feel that at this time we are ready to pledge
ourselves to any definite policy. We intend, rather, to discuss
various problems and phases of college procedure, and hope to be
able to represent to the Faculty and all the readers of our paper
the opinion of the Student Body, which is only too often unvoiced.
We hope to maintain in this column the high standard set by our
predecessor in office and we wish at this time to congratulate him
and the other retiring members of the old board upon their work
during the past year.
The War Memorial
Early Sunday morning, the shaft of the proposed war memorial
disappeared inside the chapel. About half of the Student Body
were present. All in all, it would seem that this was something
more than a wild prank, something more than an outlet for surplus
energy. It was. It was a premeditated protest from the students
against this proposed flagstaff and against its proposed location.
The main objections which led to this demonstration were two
in number. In the first place, the student body is not in accord
with the choice of the committee. They feel that some memorial
other than a flagstaff, something that might have a utilitarian
purpose, would have been preferable. They have wondered why
the committee did not consider various other schemes. The point
is, the committee did consider other schemes, and considered them
very carefully. The flagstaff, possibly in part for its symbolism of
the cause for which these men gave their all, has been chosen to
serve as Bowdoin's World War Memorial. War Memorials in
general are at best but poor gestures— efforts to consecrate deeds
and sacrifices which "those brave men, living or dead, have conse-
crated far beyond our poor power to add or detract." In choosing
our memorial, the committee have in their judgment chosen some-
thing of which we shall be proud for generations to come. The
choice was made openly, and has been public knowledge for quite
some time. And whatever our feelings in the matter, our time
for protest has passed. The monument, except for its actual erec-
tion, is now complete. All the criticisms and suggestions we might
now offer would be futile and unnecessary.
The other, and to many the more important, issue brought out
by Sunday morning's protest is that of the site of the memorial.
The student body does not approve of the present plan for locat-
ing it at the junction of the mid-lines of the Library and the Art
Building. To be sure, the College Architects have passed on this
spot as the most favorable and artistic location available. We are
not quarreling with gentlemen who should and obviously do know
their own business. However, we represent the Bowdoin under-
graduates, who, together with the faculty, are that part of the
Bowdoin group living in closest contact with the college. We feel
that locating the flagstaff here will mar'the present beauty of the
campus, and that other and more satisfactory sites can be found.
Possibly we made our protest Sunday in a rather sudden and
crude manner; possibly the more impressive method would have
been to draw up a formal petition asking the faculty and the com-
mittee to reconsider the location of the memorial
; possibly on the
other hand this active demonstration has gone much further than
any petition or editorial could ever go. At any rate, we have ex-
pressed our feeling in the matter, and now that we have all cooled
down to normalcy, we ask the administration to reopen the
problem of location.
This communication was written to
the Boston Herald and we reprint it
here by request.
To the Editor of The Herald;
I am thoroughly indignant over an
incident which is directly traceable to
a recipe which was published purport-
ing to come from*some woman whose
husband holds a high position in the
enforcement forces. The recipe was
for a non-intoxicating cocktail and
called for chopped raisins, unfer-
mented grape juice and sugar—it was
said to be refreshing and stimulating.
At the time it was published, which
was last October, I happened to have
a large quantity of raisins on hand so
I chopped these and put them in a
crock, added the grape juice and
sugar exactly in the proportions the
recipe called for and put the crock
away in the cellar to await an occa-
sion to entertain.
Last Sunday that occasion arose
when a minister, his wife and daugh-
ter, who were our neighbors in Ver-
mont, came to spend the day with us.
We were very glad to have them as
we have lived in Arlington only
since the summer and we know no
one here. My husband was a deacon
in his church and our families were
always very close. Sunday morning
I drained the liquid from the crock
and put it on ice.
I had learned that cocktails were
served before dinner, so I brought
the pitcher out and placed it in the
living-room with some small glasses
and then went back to the kitchen to
do the few things that had to be
done before placing dinner on the
table. When I returned to announce
dinner, everyone was talking at once.
My husband and the minister were
slapping each other on the back and
fairly shouting at one another—the
minister's daughter, who is studying
to be a missionary, and my son were
holding hands and shouting, "Where's
the mistletoe?" and the minister's
wife was wandering around with a
glass in her hand complaining of the
heat. The house was not hot at all.
It was with the greatest difficulty
that I got them seated at the table. I
would get one into the dining room
and when I went for the others that
one would go right back to the pitcher
and only by taking the pitcher into
the dining room could I get them all
there. No sooner were they seated
than the minister picked a baked
potato from the dish in front of him
and deliberately threw it with all his
force at my husband, striking him in
the forehead. My husband merely
shouted "Good shot" and threw a
glass of water on the minister
—
everyone laughed and I almost lost
my mind.
I have never seen such disorder.
Then the minister's daughter an-
nounced that she could eat more com-
fortably if she sat in my son's lap
and her own mother and my son
helped her get there—this on Sunday
and in my own home. No one ate a
bit of food and no one paid any atten-
tion to me at all. The din was terrific
—my husband and the minister kept
throwing things at each other across
the table and when I implored them
to stop, they both threw things at me.
The minister's wife leaned so far back
in her chair that it tipped over and
instead of making an effort to arise,
she just rolled around on the floor
in hysterics. I was the only one to
pay any attention to her.
When the physician arrived, he told
me that they were all intoxicated.
Imagine my chagrin—but when I
learned later that one of my neigh-
bors had telephoned the police be-
cause of the noise, I felt I just could
not go on.
If the recipe really did originate
with a dry, it seems to me that the
time has come to do a little house
cleaning—certainly no liquor from a
saloon could have a more destructive
effect. My husband was unable to go
to work on Monday and I have not
the courage to face my neighbors.
March 26. Mrs. A. T.
Bowdoin Column
Litchfield Hall
Litchfield Hall's sad end was the anticlimax to Sunday morn-
ing's affair: It deserves little comment. The structure itself was
unsightly and we are well rid of it. It is to be regretted that some
person lost control of himself long enough to pull in the fire-alarm.
The building served its most useful purpose when it furnished the
means to capitalize the student protest over the war-memorial.
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient:
There was one episode in the affair
on campus early Sunday morning
which no one should consider lightly.
That was ringing in the fire alarm.
Some quibblers may say that there
was a fire. Certainly the fire itself
can cause no great vexation but as
far as summoning the department is
concerned, the alarm was false, un-
necessary, and not humorous in the
slightest. Jt seems to us that Chief
Edwards is too good a friend of Bow-
doin College to deserve such ridicule.
He has surely helped out many an
unfortunate member in time of
trouble. Then again when the appa-
ratus is sent out on a wild goose
chase the whole town is endangered
by its absence. Furthermore the men
in the department, many of whom
have put in a hard day's work either
in other occupations or in fighting the
numerous grass fires which come at
this time of year, do not exactly en-
joy being routed out at one o'clock
in the morning for no reason at all
except to entertain a bunch of stu-
dents. Undergraduates have cooper-
ated well in the past at a number of
dangerous fires. The work done at
the conflagration at Prince's Point
last spring will not be forgotten, but
it is certainly deplorable that some
person with such warped ideas of
humor should do so much to destroy
this reputation. We extend our
apologies to Chief Edwards and the
department, and to the brilliant joke-
ster, our whole-hearted condemnation.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL.
Does anyone have any doubts as to
the undergraduate feeling concerning
the infamous flagpole 7
* * *
The English edition of Scribner's
magazine now amounts to 11,000
copies.
• • •
It was slightly ironical that said
pole should be carried into the blessed
chapel, especially since it had been
damned so completely long before its
entrance.
* * »
It's only once in a long while that
the Bowdoin undergraduate body gets
together; but when it does things are
done in a large way.
• • *
The selected site for the ignoble
spar makes a wonderful spot for a
bonfire.
• * •
A bonfire each Saturday night
might keep a few more of us in col-
lege over the week end.
• • •
It looks as if somebody was going
to get gray hair trying to appease the
rabid undergraduates, as well as the
irate faculty.
• » •
Many a log that might have been a
flagpole has floated down the Andros-
coggin.
• • •
It was more or less a question as
to whether the "Orient" would make
its weekly appearance. The compli-
cated machinery which has been set
up for board elections has the virtue
of being impartial, but an unhappy
faculty of delay.
• • •
Of course the new "Orient" Board
is full of aspirations. Despite the fact
that we have often been told that the
Orient can never be a newspaper in
the full journalistic sense, we have
hopes of adding a few new features
which will give it variety and added
interest.
A series of special articles will be
ran on page three of the Orient con-
cerning various phases of Bowdoin's
history. Page four will be perma-
nently turned over to sports.
» * *
I
When the editors of the Orient were
frantically digging around last week
for news for this issue of the paper,
they sent out a freshman reporter to
cover a story on a research of national
interest that is being carried on by
a member of the Bowdoin faculty. On
being interviewed, the faculty mem-
ber readily gave the information re-
quested, but asked that it be withheld
from publication on account of the
probability of other members of the
professorial staff deriding a so-called
attempt to "rush into print".
The Orient respects the tradition of
modest and quiet effort that has
grown up about the public work of
men who serve the student body. It
realizes that a real authority on anv
subject generally wishes to make his
way unacclaimed by any braying of
trumpets. Yet at the same time we
would like to thank the nameless pro-
fessor for making plain a rather ex-
ceptionable attitude among the va-
rious members of the faculty.
When matters have come to such a
pass that the organ of a student body
cannot speak of the work of one of
its friends without having a session
of backbiting ensue, then something
is sadly amiss. The task of editing
the Orient is difficult enough at pres-
ent. May we once again, however,
thank the faculty member for his
concise statement. In the future we
will know why so many proposed
write-ups have gone astray at their
inception.
KAPPA SIGS TO RE-
MODEL THEIR HOUSE
TENNIS MEN OUT
Work to be Commenced in the Near
Future Will be Completed Before
Fall
Bowdoin Fifty Years Ago
'B' in communication pleads for
card catalogues in the college library.
The college team played their first
game of the season April 15th, de-
feating a picked nine 30 to 1.
The Bowdoins will play the Har-
vards in Portland May 1st or 31st, or
upon both those dates, the 31st being
a legal holiday in this State.
The manager of the B.B.A. has
made arrangements with the Trustees
of Presumpscot Park of Portland,
whereby he can use it for any game
of ball. It will be put into good re-
pair at once.
The Medic twisteth into his mous-
tache much wax, grasps his cane
complacently, and sallies forth, for the
weather is fine.
The northwest room on the ground
floor of Maine Hall formerly used
by the Athenaean Society is being
made over for the use of the praying
circle and will be ready in a "short
time.
Under the direction of Burton M.
Clough, 1900, chairman of the build-
ing committee, Alpha Rho, the Bow-
doin Chapter of Kappa Sigma, has
made final plans for the complete re-
modelling of its present house into
a two and one-half story building of
colonial type. Jt was only recently
Jhat the project of erecting a new
brick dwelling on the Harpswell road
lot was dropped, and the new scheme
pushed through to final preparation.
Work will start in May, and the fra-
ternity members have every inten-
tion of seeing the job completed be-
fore next fall.
A feature of the ground floor plan
will be the connection of the library,
living room, and sun porch by sliding
doors, which will allow of opening the
whole into a dancing floor. In addition
to these rooms the first floor will
have a sun parlor, guest room, din-
ing and service rooms, and a ma-
tron's suite.
The second floor has five student
units, each comprising study and
sleeping quarters for two men. On
the top floor there will be two more
student units and a large fraternity
hall.
In addition to Mr. Clough, the com-
mittee in charge of the building work
comprises Leon E. Jones '13, of Port-
land; Donovan D. Lancaster, '27, and
Edgar W. Lancaster, '30, secretary,
of Brunswick; Ensign Otis, '07, coun-
selor, of Portland; Charles L. Ox-
nard, '11, of Medford, Mass.; and
Keith Coombs of Auburn.
D. U. Lecture
(Continued from Page 1)
Spear '25 and became a reality
through his efforts. Under his plan
the fraternity has intended to bring
a worthwhile speaker to the college
every year and it has thus far suc-
ceeded in its purpose. In 1925 Dr.
Alexander Meikeljohn, a noted phil-
osopher and ex-president of Am-
herst College was the lecturer. In
1926 Professor East of Harvard spoke
and the following year brought Mr.
Norman Thomas. 1928 saw President
Hopkins of Dartmouth in the posi-
tion of lecturer. This year it is ex-
pected that J. Edgar Park will pre-
ent an interesting subject in a par-
ticularly interesting way and the
visit will doubtless do much to fur-
ther that intimate relationship which
exists between the faculties of the
two colleges.
Candidates for the tennis team were
called out last week and sixteen men
responded. Those who came out in-
cluded the veterans Parker, Abbott,
Altenburg, and Jensen. Besides these
men there are many other prospects
from last year's squad and from the
freshman class. Assignments have
been made for the squad to use the
cement court, which is the only one
in c« ndition now. The men will con-
tinue to work on this schedule this
week and possibly next, or until the
clay courts are in condition to play
on. Practice has been going pretty
well, and all indications point to a
good season on the courts.
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I This season, brand new Tourist 5
* ThirdCabinontheLEVIATHAN, *
* World's Large8tShip...theentire *
J second cabin assigned to "Tourist J
•* Third".
. . all its beautiful public *
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* gant, open upper deck social hall *
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OFFICIAL FLEET OF 103 COLLEGE
ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS FOR
EUROPEAN TRAVEL
There was a fine crowd in Chapel
about 12.10 Sunday morning. In fact
it will be a long time before a more
enthusiastic congregation enters the
Holy of Holies again.





J UNITED STATES f
: LINES I{ Wm. A. Mclsaac, Genl Agent J
* 75 State St., Boston, Mass. *
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t>A milestone of Telephone progress
This marker is used to show the position of
a new type of underground cable line. It is
also a monument to the Bell System policy
of constantly improving established methods
and developing new ones.
For years underground telephone cables
have been laid in hollow duct lines especially
constructed for the purpose. By this newly
developed supplementary method they can
be buried directly in the ground without con-
duit—and, under many conditions, at a sav-
ing of time and money.
To do this it was necessary to develop
a new type of cable, many kinds of special
equipment including labor-saving installation
machinery', and to work out an entirely new
installation procedure.
Progress means change. The Bell System
holds no procedure so sacred that it is not
open to improvement.
BELL SYSTEM
«/* nation-wide system of inter-temnteting telephones
'OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"
PTHE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
If you are intending to sometime turn in that old Typewriter for a
NEW REMINGTON PORTABLE —
DO IT NOW
This week we can offer you a better deal on a NEW REMINGTON than
we shall ever be able to do again.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Veriril Lecture °^ work from the point of view of
style and mechanics. The Georgics are
§ (Continued from Pa«w 11 recognized as being the finest of Ver-
and personal reflections on his own gil's short creations of countryside
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With the golf season steadily ap-
proaching, plans are under way for
drawing up the schedule and mold-
ing a team for the matches to be held
this spring. The schedule is npt en-
tirely completed as yet, but to date
there are five matches scheduled. Alt
will be played in Massachusetts in the
vicinity of Boston. The first will be
on May 16th with Worcester Poly-
technical; on May 16 Bowdoin meets
Holy Cross; on May 17, M. I. T.; on
May 19 with Tufts; and on May 20
with Boston College. It is expected
that other matches will be played be-
fore college closes in June.
The prospects for a successful year
look unusually bright this spring with
three veterans of last year's team and
many other likely candidates to
choose from. Captain Deston, Gordon
Knight, and Arthur Dillenbeck are
the three veterans who are again
ready to compete. Dick Mull in, who
was ineligible last year, "will also
be available for competition.
There are a great many in the Col-
lege who play, but not many are of
varsity calibre. Nevertheless, the vet-
erans will be given plenty of com-
petition in making the team again.
There are also several men in the
Freshman class who as yet have not
shown what they can do, but will
probably show themselves capable of
playing with the best. Considering
everything, and praying that it won't
be a rainy spring, Bowdoin should




On the instigation of Augustus,
Vergil next wrote his immortal epic,
the Aeneid. Although it is very evi-
dent that he labored under the effort
to create an Homeric hero in Aeneas,
Vergil happily falls short of estab-
lishing this kind of ancient Roman
character of the merciless, unrelent-
ing type. Aeneas as a character is an
enigma. Scholars vary widely in their
interpretations of him.
Prof. Greene, in quoting from
Garrett's Commentary on Vergil,
showed that this eminent student of
Vergil believed the great poet failed
in giving Aeneas a definite character
merely because of his temperamental
feeling of pity for any individual in
dire circumstances. Vergil could never
quite bear it when one of his char-
acters suffered too harshly.
Prof. Greene, however, proffered his
opinion that Vergil triumphs most
gloriously in these failures, for his
hero never was intended by him to be
a harsh fighting hero, but a man that
was preeminently human. Vergil
failed in his imitation of Homer be-
cause of his Celtic temperament. He
pitied the individual on the short end
Newspaper Editors Will Hold Confer-
ences Dealing with This Type
of Composition
During the course of the next two
weeks three newspaper editors will
come to Bowdoin College to give spe-
cial instruction in editorial writing
in connection with one of the ad-
vanced courses in the department of
English. This course, which is known
as English 9-10, takes up a study of
literary composition in the leading
forms of literature. It is divided into
six sections, five of them in charge
of members of the faculty and it if
the sixth section which will be handled
by the newspaper men. Professor Wil-
mot B. Mitchell has charge of the
study of the Familiar Essay, Profes-
sor Henry E. Andrews has guided the
study of Verse, Professor Thomas
Means has been in charge of Trans-
lation, Professor Charles H. Gray of
Drama, and Professor Stanley B.
Smith of the Short Story.
Robert Lincoln O'Brien of Boston
will be the first of the editors to come
to Bowdoin. Mr. O'Brien was grad-
uated from Harvard in 1891 and was
the private secretary of Grover
Cleveland from his nomination in 1892
until November, 1895. He was Wash-
ington correspondent for the Boston
Transcript and later the editor, and
for many years was editor of the Bos-
ton Herald.
Later in the month Mr. Harry M.
Bigelow, editor of the Portland Press
Herald, and Dr. Ernest Gruening of
the Portland Evening News, will meet
with the class for similar work. Dr.
Gruening worked his way from a re-
porter to managing editor of the Bos-
ton Traveler, and later was editor
of the Boston Journal. He has acted
in advisory capacity for various met-
ropolitan newspapers.
too much to allow him to suffer as did
the vanquished of all the epics of that
day.
In this respect Vergil was much
more modern than any of his pred-
ecessors or contemporaries.
Very conclusively did Prof. Greene
prove that the Aeneid was never en-
tirely completed. The abrupt cessation
of the epic with the hand to hand
conflict between Turaus and Aeneas
without even the customary song of
triumph is a strong argument in favor
of this belief. Unfinished half
lines interspersed throughout indicate
this also asserted Prof. Greene, as
Vergil left none of his other works
containing these half lines.
It is interesting to learn that only
upon the demands of Augustus was
the Aeneid saved from extinction, for
Vergil expressed a desire in his wilt
to have it burned, believing, as Prof.
Greene explained, that he would far
prefer to be remembered for his en-
„ . - m^. •* •» -- - . . - to
on the court it's FLASH /
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A FACT is more powerful than twenty i
Two puffs tell more of • cigarette's tasu then
any two-hour speech.
Taste must speak foritself . . .and Chesterfield's
refreshing, spicy flavor, its characteristic fra-
grance, do just that.
Making Chesterfields, making diem right,







FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BI
1929. * Mm* Tobacco Co. \
f,or that
week-end
Just received — large assortments of four
piece suits with extra knickers of imported
tweeds, and cheviots, loomed by hand-
crafters in England. These suits are the
best values ever offered by Harmon's and




deavors in the field of philosophy
than for his poetry, which he re-
garded as being only of secondary
worth to his more favored pursuit,
philosophy.
Orient Election
(Continued from pag* 1)
this year. He was one of the editors
of last year's Freshman Bible and
also has been active in the Bowdoin
Christian Association. Walker is a
member of Alpha Tau Omega Frater-
nity.
Ahern has been an Associate Editor
of the Orient this year and is Pub-
licity Manager of the Bowdoin Quill.
He is a member of the Psi Upsilon
Fraternity. Sewall, also an Associate
Editor, is a member of the track
squad, being one of the distance men
on Jack Magee's aggregation. He is
a member of Psi Upsilon. Both Sewall
and Ahern have devoted considerable
time to the Orient work ever since
their first year and their diligence and
perseverance were great factors in
their election.
Orient elections this year were held
under a new system which is expected
to be a vast improvement over the old
one. Dissatisfaction with the old
method of election by the entire stu-
dent body impelled the Senior Com-
mittee last year to devise a new
method which would be more likely
to insure election by merit instead of
popularity.
The plan in brief is as follows: The
editor is elected by a three unit vote.
The Student Council makes up one
group; the Orient Board the second;
and the third is cast by the retiring
editor, the retiring manager of the
Publishing Company, and the senior
faculty member of the Publishing
Company.
although sometimes the end takes a
long time to come. Human nature is
weak and we often find that our hopes
for the future are not fulfilled as
quickly as we expect. But in any
emergency we must keep our individ-
uality and, if we are lonely, turn to
Jesus Christ for help. This is what
the story of the Passion teaches.
Poor old Litchfield! It was such
a quaint structure. The roof was




In the field of health service the Har-
vard University Dental School—the old-
est dental school connected with any
university in the United States—oners
thorough well-balanced courses in ail
branches of dentistry. All modern equip-
ment for practical work under super-
vision of men high in the profession.
Write lor details and admission require-
ments to Leroy Id. S. Miner, Dean
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dept. gS . Lon*wood Ave.. Boston, Mats.
Commencement Play
(Continued from Pace 1)
tague, A. S. Davis; Capulet, Albert W.
Tarbell; Uncle to Capulet, Ronald P.
Bridges; Romeo, James P. Blunt; Mer-
cutio, James B. Colton, 2nd; Benvolio,
D. C. Perkins; Tybalt, W. M. Alten-
burg; Friar Lawrence, Paul Everett;
Friar John, George Freiday; Bal-
thasar, N. K. McDonald; Sampson, R.
C. Mullin; Gregory, Paul A. Walker;
Peter, H. M. Davis, Jr.; Abraham,
Brooke Fleck; Musicians, George Wil-
lard. John Gatchell, Richard Mallett;
Apothecary, Paul A. Walker; Juliet,
Miss Elizabeth Graves; Lady Capulet,
Mrs. John Thalheimer.
Sunday Chapel
I Continued from Pan 1}
heart of each individual, but which
was stirred up by the strange influ-
ences of a crowd. Hazing is another
example of this same thing, often
carried to the extreme, and resulting
in injury or death. Rather than be
tempted to do things which our con-
victions tell us are wrong, we should
be individual. Following the crowd
shows fickleness and cowardice.
When a person makes such a stand
for individuality, said the President,
he is very likely to find himself aban-
doned and lonely. When Abraham Lin-
coln' maintained his ideals against th*»
will of the whole country, he found
that his friends had all forsaken him.
In such times of loneliness when we
expect assistance from our friends
which we do not get, we can then
turn to Christ for help.













Charles P. Davis, Registrar
Room 2861
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Saturday • April 19th
THE SHIP FROM SHANGHAI
with
Louis Wolheim - Conrad Nagel
Holmes Herbert - Kay Johnson
Camel Myers
Comedy Song Cartoon
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVTTY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - • Brunswick, Mc.
Old Furniture, China, Gum, Pewter,
Stamp* Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
NATATORS TO HOLD
POST-SEASON DRILLS
Miller Will Build Up Material for
Next Yaar
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
Though theswimming season for this
year is over, the team is still train-
ing. All of the regulars are working
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri-
days, while the other varsity material
has been doing laps faithfully every
week. Next week the men will be-
gin on life saving work. A number of
men have been placed in vacation
camps, and will be able to keep up
their work all summer. With quite
a few of the letter-men back
and the new material which is de-
veloping all the time, the team next
year should far outshade this year's
varsity.
A tentative schedule has been
drawn up for next year, which will in-
clude meets with Harvard, Wesleyan,
Amherst, Williams, Springfield, Brown,
Worcester Technical, M. I. T., and the
New England Intercollegiate Cham-
pionships. Meets with Trinity and the
Connecticut Aggies are also being ar-
ranged. These colleges have been sup-
porting swimming teams only two
years and are in Bowdoin's position.
About four or five years of solid ex-






Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
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Continued from Page 1
rose and fell the horrible shrieks of
the exhaust whistle on a Ford which
tore up and down the paths like a
lightning-bug Iwith the blind istag-
gers. Pompiers rushed to and from
the blaze, and the crew of the hook
and ladder company nearly came to
blows with the occupants of two cars
that had neatly blocked all entrance
to the campus through the Appleton
driveway.
But the crowning glory of the eve-
ning was Prexy Sills' startling ap-
pearance in a slouch hat, an over-
coat, and pajamas. At least eleven
thousand amateur photographers
were loping up and down the campus
taking pot-shots with Brownie's.
Orient reporters sprang up by the
dozen with note-books and pencils.
And every now and then someone
would drop past the ends and bellow
"Rise, freshmen!"; and satisfied men
went around in pairs in order to
establish alibis if anyone was to go
on pro.
But good things cannot last forever.
Bowdoin went to bed.
Watching the Buildings and Grounds
fuss around on Sunday morning, any
number of people drew tasty compar-
isons between them and the slaves
that built the pyramids. There was
something of self-consciousness in the
foreman's portrayal of Moses' role, as
j
he greased the skids with P & G ( not
ian ad). Don Potter, however, as
!
Habakkuk of the Solomon's Temple
crew, was impeccable.
People strolled in and out, and made
helpful suggestions, such as cutting
a hole in the floor and letting the
pole drop through to the basement,
j
where it might easily be drawn out.
\
Some wanted the floor flooded by the>
hockey managers, so that the spar
might be hauled out on the ice. And
I
quite a number suggested cutting it
I
up into memorial gavels for presen-
tation to the alumni. The sawdust
would have been useful for sprinkling
onto the chapel floor before sweep-
ing it.
But perhaps dumping it near the old
location was the best. The boys can
play with it every night. Tradition
will spring up about it, and it will
become a healthful exercise. In time
it may even be adopted as a field
event. The Scotch in their games "nurl
a great iron-banded beam instead of
a sixteen-pound shot. Under Coach
Magee Bowdoin has always been fore-
most in athletics. It is not too late
for the White once again to take the
first step in inaugurating a novel












of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Dnnlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S
Maine Scholarships
(Continued from nag* 1)
The subjects were as follows: (1)
Every candidate was required to take
an examination in English. This was
designed to test, not the knowledge
of certain books, but the capacity to
understand and write the English
language. (2) An "Informational
Test" was also required. This paper
was intended to ascertain the extent
and degree to which the candidate had
acquired information on matters out-
side his school courses. (3) A candi-
date was required to show his knowl-
edge of one of the following foreign
languages: French, German, Spanish,
Latin, or Greek. (4) Finally, the can-
didate was examined in either Ele-
mentary Algebra, Plane Geometry,
Physics, or Chemistry, as defined on
pages 41, 50, and 51 of the current
Bowdoin College catalogue.
This coming week end the Debating
Team starts on its annual Spring
trip. The itinerary and list of prop-
ositions debated may be found in the
last issue of the Orient. A slight
change in plans has been, announced
since then by Manager Walker: the
debate with Syracuse will be broad-
cast over station WSYR at three in




who cater to fraternity trade
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting
Near Campus • T-'» Expert Barbers
TRACK TEAM RESUMES
WORK AFTER LAYOFF
Relay Men Pointing for Penn Games;
Three Freshmen Ineligible
Bowdoin's track squad is now work-
ing out daily at Whittier Field in
preparation for the Spring season.
The State Meet will be held at Bruns-
wick this year and Jack Magee hopes
to lift his charges up another notch in
the standing on their way to regain
the supremacy held so long by Polar
Bear track teams and lost two years
ago.
At present Jack is concentrating on
the relay men in an effort to whip
them into shape in order to make a
good showing at the Penn Relay
Games less than two weeks away.
Bowdoin will enter two teams at Phil-
adelphia, a mile relay and a medley re-
lay outfit.
The squad received a hard blow
last week when three of the most
promising performers on the Fresh-
man team during the winter season
were declared ineligible to compete
this Spring. Haskell, counted on for
points in the weight events, Hickok,
consistent winner in the dashes, and
Milliken, star in the high jump, were
the three yearlings tripped by the fac-
ulty. While these three would have
had only an outside chance to gain
points in the State Meet, nevertheless
they would have picked up valuable
experience which would have stood
them in good stead next year.
The remainder of the squad man-
aged to survive the warning period I
and those who are not trying out for
j
positions on the relay teams are point-
j
ing for the dual meet with the Uni-
!
versity of New Hampshire which !
takes place on April 30.
Men who are showing up well in the
relay try outs include Hal Rising,
Harry Thistlewaite, Sid Foster, Dan
Johnson, Francis Wingate, Paul
Hayes, Creighton Gatchell, Larry
Usher, and George Sewall.
Eddie Estle, distance star who was
forced out of competition near the end
of the indoor season, has been com-
pelled to give up track entirely for
'
the remainder of the year.
FOOTBALL SQUAD IN
TRAINING SESSIONS
Fifty Candidates Greet Bowser in
First Day'a Practice Session
Spring Sport Schedule
M.
April 19—Bates at Lewiston.
April 25—Maine at Bowdoin.
April 26—Colby at Waterville.
April 29—(New England Trip)
A. C. at Amherst.
April 30—Amherst at Amherst.
May 1—Wesleyan at Middletown.
2
—Northeastern at Boston.




May 7—Maine at Orono.
May 10—Colby at Waterville
May 12—Bates at Bowdoin.
May 16—Colby at Bowdoin.
May 17—State Track Meet at Bow-
doin
May 20—Maine at Bowdoin.
May 23—Bates at Bowdoin
Day).
May 27—Maine at Orono.
May 31—Colby at Bowdoin.
(Ivy
Coach Charlie Bowser lost no.time
in getting down to work on Spring
football practice last week, calling the
squad together on Tuesday, the day
of the return from the Spring vaca-
tion. In a short talk to the 50 some
odd candidates Bowser outlined the
program and emphasized the impor-
tance of Spring training. He made
it plain that those who waited until
Fall before turning out for the team
would have slim chances of winning a
varsity berth. Issuing of uniforms
was the only other activity on Tues-
day, the squad getting down to work
Wednesday afternoon.
Because of the several veterans who
are now out for either baseball or
track, the new mentor was forced to
hold practice sessions in relays. Bow-
ser immediately started to install the
rudiments of the Warner system of
attack which will be used by the
White next year. Bowser took charge
of the backfield aspirants and con-
fined his instruction for the first day
to teaching them the cutback and
methods of running with the ball.
John Roberts, new assistant, took
charge of the prospective linemen and
drilled them on the stance and other
line fundamentals. Roberts introduced
the first sign of the famous Warner
system when he had the linemen prac-
tising coming out of the line and
forming a massed wall of interference
for the runner. This is the basis of
this style of attack and with the en-
tire forward wall plowing ahead run-
ners like Dan Johnson should go
places for the Polar Bear next Fall.
Bowser refused to say how long
the Spring training would continue,
its length depending upon the prog-
ress shown by the men. The greatest
drawback is the great number of vet-
erans who are forced to give their
time tf> other sports. Crimmins, Brown,
Ricker, Sid Foster, Lloyd Morrell,
Dan Johnson and Gatchell are among
those who have been forced to sand-
wich their football in between track
and baseball sessions. The new. coach
and his assistant are determined to
make something of the Spring train-
ing season and drive home some of
the fundamentals, however, and Bow-
ser announced Tuesday that he an<l
Roberts would be at the field after
supper if necessary for those who
are unable to come out in the after-
noon.
A fair supply of veteran material
will be on hand next Fall. In the line
Bowser will have Crimmins and
Souther, ends, Brown at tackle, Gat-
chell at center, and one guard pos>-
tion should be taken care of by Harry
Pollock, All Maine guard of a year
ago. Foster, Johnson, Ricker, and
Plaisted are valuable backs who
should see plenty of service next year.
With a new system and new coaches,
however, it would not be at all sur-
prising to see new faces in the Bow-
doin lineup next year.
WHITE BALL SEASON
OPENS AT HARVARD
Ben Houser Optimistic as Veteran
Club Starts on Trip
Starting April 24 Dean Paul Nixon
will spend three days in Boston at-
tending committee meetings. On the
twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth he will
The Bowdoin baseball team will
play Harvard at Cambridge this af-
ternoon in the first game of the sea-
son for the White. A team made
almost entirely of veterans will take
the field against the Crimson although
the latter will be top heavy favorites
to cop the decision both on account
of the usual advantage of a Jarge
college over the small and because
of the recent Southern trip which
gave the Harvard players some val-
uable experience.
Ben Houser's men have been work-
ing outdoors hardly two weeks and
Ben has had little time to whip the
nine into shape. All the positions ex-
cept right field have been definitely
filled. The infield will be composed
of King Crimmins who has been
shifted from third to first, Tom Chal-
mers at second, Whittier in the short
field and Sid McKown at the hot
corner. All these men are veterans of
previous campaigns. Captain Luke
Urban and Ricker, also veterans, will
patrol the left and center gardens
respectively, while as yet Ben has
not chosen the right field guardian.
Gatchell, Rose, and Bell have been
waging a bitter fight for the position
and all three will probably see service
in today's game. Sonny Dwyer is
the choice for the receiving end of
the battery, and either Jake Smith or
McLaughlin will be taken on the trip
as a utility receiver. Smith has looked
well in practices but has been out for
a few days with a split thumb. South-
er, Stiles, or Shute will be on the
mound today for the White. Ben re-
fused to say which one of these three
would get the assignment, but rumor
hath it that Souther will be the man.
Bucknam, Morrell, Rose, and Cole
have been trying out for pitching
jobs, and one of the last two named
will be added to the staff since Ben
wants one southpaw to biVince the
three right handers.
Of late, the entire team has been
hitting better than at the start of the
practices and it is hoped that this
improvement will be a permanent one.
Last year, the Polar Bear finished at
the bottom of the State Series, but
had the games lost by one run mar-
gins been on the other side of the
ledger, Bowdoin would probably have
copped the state title. With improved
hitting power, a well rounded mound
staff, and experienced pastimers in
every position but one, the Polar
Bear seems due to go places this
Spring.
Saturday will see the team journey-
ing to Lewiston for an exhibition
game with Bates. On April 25 and
26 Bowdoin will play exhibitions with
Maine and Colby respectively and on
the 29th will begin its annual New
England trip by meeting M. A. C. at
Amherst. The State Series will be
inaugurated on May 10, the White
meeting Colby at Waterville.
be at the Vocational Conference at the
University Club and the next day he
will be present at the meeting of the
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(Continued from Page 1)
ployers, and will have to do with con-
ditions of the employes, etc.
The questions that will be treated
are: Employes' efficiency, employes*
health, savings deposits, home owner-
ship, family life, ownership of auto-
mobiles and other luxuries, wages and
wage scales, labor turnover and- ex-
pansion of business, growth of sales,
collections and losses, welfare and
prosperity in which the firm is a fac-
tor, and of the community in which
the firm is located. These topics will
be treated as to the effect of the ad-
vent of prohibition enforcement.
There are also two questions asking
for the employer's opinion regarding
prohibition and opinions on the short-
comings of the administration of pro-
hibition.
Glee Club
Continued from Page 1
much credit for arranging the details
of the New York appearance.
After the finale many, of the mem-
bers remained in New York for a
more extended vacation while a few
elected to fly home via the New York
to Boston air route.
Professor Wass was presented with
a fine pen stand by his clubs after the
curtain fell on the 1930 season in
token of their appreciation for his
invaluable coaching. His presence
throughout the entire trip was this
year happily possible.
The officers for next year were an-
nounced as follows:
E. N. Lippincott, manager; R. N.
Sanger, assistant manager; J.
Kraetzer, glee club leader; W. Wins-
low, instrumental club leader.
SO. MY nOUI BttUIY.YOU WOMD
REPULSE NE. EH?" barked DALT0N
"Iwculd indeed,"said the fairest flower ofthe countryside."And how!"
"What is there about me, gal, to bring this disfavor down upon my
head?" he demanded.
'Tour voice, sir," she answered him haughtily. "The man who wins
my heart must smoke OLD GOLDS in kindness to his throat—and
to his listeners."
OLD GOLD
FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY. . .NOTA COUGH IN A CARLOAD
. OLD GOLD—PAUL WHTOMAN HOUR. Paul Whitman and compltt* arenasOn. . . wwmy •MM P.M., Standard Tim*
Game with Maine at Pickard Field
Friday THE BOWDOIN ORIENT Where Will the Froah Banquetbe in IMo?
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BOWDOIN OPENS SEASON
BY VANQUISHING BATES
NINE BY SCORE OF 5-2
Stiles On The Mound for White Holds Bobcats to One
Hit, While Polar Bears Gather No Less Than Ten
Off Garnet Hurlera
Behind a masterful exhibition of
hurling: by Howie Stiles Bowdoin grot
away on the right foot in her quest
for the state title last Saturday by
triumphing: over Bates by a 5-2 score.
Besides allowing the Bobcat batsmen
only one lonely bingle during the nine
innings, a day's work in itself, Stiles
clicked a double and two singles in
four trips to the plate.
The entire Polar Bear team showed
much more power with the stick than
in the Harvard game, and collected
ten hits in all, every man on the team
except Chalmers and Shute getting at
least one. The. one fly in the Bowdoin
ointment was the six errors chalked
up against them, although the Bates
pastimers turned in an equal number.
Both teams flashed occasionally, how-
ever, the most brilliant play being a
great peg to the plate by Cascadden,
Bates center fielder, who took Sonny
Dwyer's attempted sacrifice and
threw to the plate to catch Sid Mc-
Kown attempting to score from third.
Ben Houser's charges got down to
business in the first inning when Kick-
er and Whittier singled and were
driven home on Luke Urban's liner
to right. Marston, the Bates boxman,
settled down then and forced Shute
and Chalmers to ground out.
Sid McKown pulled a circus catch
of a foul off Marston's bat, running
clear to the Bates bench to snare the
hoist, but outside of this there was
nothing doing until the fourth when
the White again scored. The Bates
infield blew up and allowed Crimmins
and Shute to score when Stiles got
his first contribution to the hit
column.
Bowdoin completed her scoring in
the eighth when Stiles and Bicker
doubled. Whittier and Dwyer then
flied out and the side was retired.
This last score was made off Don-
ham, a freshman who had replaced
Marston in the sixth with the bases
full. It was hardly an auspicious oc-
casion for the rookie twirler to make
his initial appearance, but Donham
rose to the occasion by forcing Bicker
to roll weakly to the box, fanning
Whittier, after which Luce caught
Crimmins on a quick throw to third.
The sixth also saw the only real scor-
ing opportunity that the Bobcat had
all the afternoon. Stiles suffered a
momentary lapse and walked Berry,
then hit MacCluskey after which
Crimmins committed his only error to
fill the bases.
Bates looked as though she was
going to make a ball game of it at
this juncture, but the necessary base
hits failed to materialize. Flynn drove
in the first tally on a long sacrifice to
deep center which was pulled down
by Kicker. After hoisting several
fouls, Jekanowski managed to get a
free ticket from Stiles and the sacks
were populated once again. Del Luce
lifted a high floater to center and an-






Honors seem to be piling on
Harry B. Thayer without end.
After four years of continual
achievement he was recently elect-
ed President of the Senior class.
This is not all, however.
The other day the Orient got
word that Leg Gages, Sports Edi-
tor of College Humor, had chosen
Thayer to a defense position on his
third All-American Hockey Team.
This special team includes men
from California, Williams, Har-
vard, Wisconsin, Michigan, Michi-
gan Tech and Bowdoin. Longmaid
of Williams is the only other fa-
miliar name on the sextet.
Thayer's selection is perhaps the
one happy result of an extremely
unhappy season. Always the moat
brilliant man on the ice here in
Maine, Thayer also eclipsed many
defense men in all parta of the
country. Thayer is to be congratu-





Stuart R. Stone Vice Pres.,
and Philip H. Chapman, Jr.,
Secretary-Treasurer
GARCELON MARSHAL
Poet, Orator, Odist, Opening and Clos-
ing Speaker, and Historian Divided
Amongst L. R. Leach, H. M. Davis,
R. C. Mallett. O. S. Pettingill. Jr.,
J. P. Pettegrove and J. M. Parker,
Respectively.
PRES. OF WHEATON,
DR. J. EDGAR PARK,
SPEAKS IN UNION
Artinian Will Handle Financial Side
of Paper for Ensuing Year
Due to Professor Wilmot B. Mit-
chell's attendance at the State of
Maine Scholarship Examinations last
week the Bowdoin Publishing Com-
pany was forced to delay the elections
to the Orient business staff until late
last Tuesday. Artine Artinian '31 was
selected to succeed Ralph B. Hutle
'30 as business manager while D. N.
Antonucci and G. L. Barstow, both
of the class of '32 were granted as-
sistant managerships over a compet-
ing field of six men.
Artinian, a member of the Theta
Delta, Chi fraternity, has been active
in business work for the Bugle and
has distinguished himself in various
activities on campus.
Mr. Artinian promises an effort to-
ward a closer cooperation between the
business and the editorial departments
of the Orient. Such a development
would be greatly for the benefit of
this publication which often suffers
considerably from misunderstanding
on disbursements.
Dominic Antonucci, of Beta Theta
Pi and Gilbert Barstow of Kappa
Sigma in their new role will have
regulation of the circulation and the
supervision of the freshman man-
agership competitors.
The call for freshman candidates
for competition for Jhe business de-
partment has been issued. Those wno
are interested speak to Artine Artin-
ian at the Theta Delt House.
Lecturer Opposed to the American
System of Education Because it
is Not Independent
Students, professors, and friends of
Bowdoin College who attended the
Delta Upsilon lecture "Philistine or
Highbrow" on April 16 found them-
selves intensely interested in the im-
portant subject so graphically and en-
tertainingly
-developed by Dr. J. Edgar
Park, president of Wheaton College.
After discussing the features of these
two major influences in educational
circles, he showed the changes whicli
have taken place or ought to take
place in the American college.
In regard to the opinion of business
men that a college graduate is un-
prepared for any commercial under-
taking, Dr. Park offered his own ex-
planation of the trouble. He firmly
believes that the reason for this un-
preparedness is the fact that in col-
lege a man is taught to be honest but
in business life he must be able to
avoid strict truth.
The speaker was decisively opposed
to the American system of education
in which the professor assumes the
responsibility of making the student
learn. If a student is old enough to
come to college, he is old enough to
learn without pressure from the in-
structor, Dr. Park maintained.
He declared that the real purpose
of education is to obtain the ability
to "be at home in strange and new
positions in which you have never
been before."
In commencing his lecture Dr. Park
explained the Philistine „ idea as the
belief that brains are utilities and
should be used sparingly for the pur-
pose of "getting by" or "collecting
the nickels". This principle is found
(Continued on pass 4)
At the elections held last Tuesday
night by the class of 1930, Harry
Brainard Thayer of Marblehead,
Mass., was elected to head the class.
Thayer has been prominent in various
activities throughout his college
career, being a mainstay on the var-
sity football and hockey squads. In
1929 he was elected to the coveted
post of "popular man" of his class.
At present he is also president of
the student council. He is a member
of Beta Theta Pi.
Stuart R. Stone, of Newton, Mass.,
was elected vice president. Stone, a
Deke, was a runningmate of Thayer's
on the hockey and football teams, and
was class president last year. With
Thayer, he is a member of the ath-
letic council. Philip Chapman, of Port-
land, the new secretary-treasurer, was
captain of the football team, and is a
star weight man on the track squad.
He was vice president of his class
last year. His fraternity is Theta
Delta Chi.
Gerald R. Garcelon of Lewiston,
Maine, was elected as class marshal;
Harrison M. Davis, Jr., of Salem,
Mass., as class orator, and Olin S.
Pettingill of Middletown, Mass., to
give the opening address. James M.
Parker of Portland will be class his-
torian, and James P. Pettegrove of
Machiasport will deliver the closing
address. Lawrence R. Leach of Dan-
vers, Mass., is class poet, and Richard
P. Mallett of Farmington is odist,
The cane committee was chosen as
follows: Emerson M. Bullard of
Wrentham, Mass., chairman; Donald
W. Berry, Hackensack, N. J.; and
I David P. Faxon, Moorestown, N. J.
i
Benjamin B. Whitcomb of Ellsworth
j
will be chairman of the commence-
! ment committee. With him were
elected Robert E. Burnham of Elm-
hurst, N. Y.; Harold M. Ridlon of
Saco; Charles F. McCreery of Brook-





Davis, Dean, Freiday, Parker and
Willard are Men Selected— One




Schedule of Dates for Season's
Competition
Calendar
April 21 - 24 — Debating Team
Sprinjr Trip: Union, Syracuse,
Hamilton, Amherst.
April 25—Baseball with Maine,
here.
April 26—Baseball with Colby,
there.
April 29—Baseball with M. A.
C. at Amherst. *
April 29—Portland Orchestra.
April 29—Track meet with N. H.
State, here.
The annual Interfraternity baseball
league swings into action today when
Delta Kappa Epsilon meets Kappa
Sigma on the Delta at 3.30. The teams
have been divided into two leagues
with six teams in each league. Six
games will be played in each division,
|
each nine meeting the other five in
I
its league once. Games between the
I
six winners will be arranged later
1 and the champion will be determined
! by elimination.
League A includes Theta Delta Chi,
Delta Upsilon, Alpha Delta Phi, Delta
Kappa Epsilon, Alpha Tau Omega,
and Kappa Sigma, while League B
is made up of Sigma Nu, Beta Theta
! Pi, Psi Upsilon, Zeta Psi, Chi Psi, and
! Non-Fraternity.
The schedule is as follows: April
1
23, Delta Kappa Epsilon vs. Kappa
!
Sigma; April 24, Beta Theta Pi vs.
Non-Fraternity; April 28, Alpha
Delta Phi vs. Alpha Tau Omega;
April 29, Zeta Psi vs. Psi Upsilon;
May 1, Delta Upsilon vs. Theta Delta
Chi; Sigma Nu vs. Chi Psi.
NOTICE
The Editors of the Orient beg to
apologize to those subscribers who
failed to receive their copies last
week. The matter was entirely out-
side our power. We shall take care,
however, that this does not occur
again!
The Faculty announced last week
the five Commencement speakers,
four of whom will take active part
I while the other will serve as alter-
|
nate. The alternate will not be chosen
;
however, until the parts are revised
and reconsidered by the Faculty. The
speakers chosen are William Henry
Dean, Jr., Harrison Merrill Davis, Jr.,
George William Freiday, Jr., James
Mitchell Parker and George Stuart
Willard.
William Henry Dean, Jr., won the
Goodwin French and Hiland Lock-
wood Fairbanks Prizes in his Fresh-
!
man year. In his Sophomore year he
I
won the Noyes Political Economy
;
Prize and won second prize in the
i
Alexander Prize Speaking also in his
j
Freshman year. For three years he
I
has been a member of the Instrumen-




Harrison Merrill Davis, Jr., has
been a member of the baseball, foot-
ball, hockey, tennis, and track
squads. He has been an Associate
;
Editor of Orient, Managing Editor,
: Editor-in-Chief just retired. He took
!
active part in the activities of The
Bowdoin Publishing Company as
! well as on the Editorial Staff of
Bearskin. During the past two years
he was Assistant and Managing Edi-
j tor of the Bugle. He is a member
i of Deutscher Verein and the Outing
Club and President of Pi Delta Epsi-
lon. During the past four years he
has taken part in the production ot
the Masque and Gown.
George William Freiday has been
Associate Editor of the Orient and
Assistant Business Manager of 1930
Bugle. He is a member of the Outing
and French Clubs as well as the
Masque and Gown. This last Novem-
,
ber he was awarded first prize in the
|
Class of '68 Prize Speaking.
James Mitchell Parker has been
active in hockey for three years, the
winner of the David Sewall Premium
in his Freshman year, Secretary of
the White Key, a member of the
;
Outing Club and Secretary-Treasurer
of his class in his Junior year.
George Stuart Willard has been a
member of the Freshman Track
Team, Instrumental Club, Mathemat-
' ics Club and winner of the Everett




Former Prose Editor Has
Served on All Major
Student Publications
BUSINESS END CHOSEN
Raymond Szukala and Elias H.
Thomas Will Jointly Hold Business
Managership and Will be Assisted
by Mullen, Lamport and Ahern in
Circulation and Advertising De-
partments.
At a meeting: of The Quill Board
on Thursday last Fred R. Kleibacker,
Jr., '31, was elected Editor-in-Chief of
The Quill for the coming year. The
management of The Quill will be given
over by Douglas Fosdick '30, the pres-
ent editor, to the new board for the
final issue of the college year.
A word might be said of Klei-
backer's activities since he has been
in college. He has been on all three
undergraduate publications. Last year
he was Sporting Editor of The Orient
and is now Art Editor of The Bugle.
His work this year on The Quill as
Prose Editor won him the honor which
the Board has conferred upon him.
Besides these literary achievements he
is a member of Pi Delta Epsilon, the
national journalistic fraternity and
Delta Kappa Epsilon. As a member
three years of the baseball and track
squads he has been active in athletics.
The play, Durga, which he adapted
from a short story of Rudyard Kip-
ling, and directed, was received so
favorably when it was presented at
the Barn Chamber that it is being con-
sidered for presentation by the Masque
and Gown during sub-Freshman week
end.
The reorganization of The Quill
started in the Spring of 1929 among
the undergraduates of the college. It
was thought that the old Quill did not
exhibit a true conception of the lit-
erary talent of the college. Definite
plans were formulated at the end of
tWE college yean. During the summer,
however, the whole scheme drifted but
was rescued from failure by the new
editor, Douglas Fosdick, and the
Board. After much diligent effort the
first copy came forth containing an
equal amount of outside and under-
graduate material. It was hailed by
all who saw it but because of its am-
bitious appearance was regarded only
as an experiment. The financial side
of such a publication must necessarily
require careful consideration and ef-




After Week Of Altercations, Class Of Thirty- Three






The menu of the Banquet of the
Class of 1933 at the Hotel West-
minster in Boston was unusually





Consomme Printaniere or Soup
of Day Queen Olives
Third Course
Half Broiled Chicken







Following the Banquet various
celebrities m the Class of '33 spoke.
Benjamin Whitcomb of the Class of
'30 was the Guest of Honor.
The Freshman Banquet last Friday
night at the Hotel Westminster in
Boston brought to a close one of the
most heated periods of Freshman-
Sqphomore conflict seen for many
years. >
As yet we have found no person
who recalls a more successful ban-
quet. The members of the class of
I
'33 have not a single regret even
j
though there was no "Fall of th-?
House of Usher", for the frosh class
officers were all at hand to claim
their places at the head table and no
"dastard dog" was forcibly detained
i from attendance. An unprecedented
triumph—no less.
How often have the lowly freshmen
in full number been free to stroll
leisurely to the scene of the festiv-
|
ities, to calmly enter the edifice and
!
proceed fiercely to sing Phi Chi, un-
j
chastised or unchallenged ?
Freshman-Sophomore skirmishes
;
started late Monday night when Pres.
t
Briggs was whisked away immediate-
|
ly under the noses of two score sophs
{
hiding in wait behind the walls of
I
Hyde Hall. Mr. Briggs faded com-
' pletely from the picture that night
< and remained unscathed in spite of
the numerous energetic and exhaus-
tive searching sorties. Apparently no
sophomore intellect penetrated the
question of his whereabouts deeply
enough to conceive of his being at
his roommate's home in Bangor. That,
COLORFULPROGRAM P*rh*Ps » ^as too much to expect.
Al Madeira, vice president, made a
DE STEFANO STRING
QUARTET PRESENTS
Messrs. DeStefsno, Sherman, Koszegi
and Guidi Members of Philharmonic
Symphony of New York
In Brief Address President Sills
Discusses Idea of Immortality
Inspired by Resurrection
Inspiring music characterized the aPPjau8e -
On Monday evening the student
body had the pleasure of listening to a
recital by the De Stefano Instrumen-
tal Quartet* brought to Bowdoin under
the auspices of the Brunswick, Music
League. It was a high-watef mark
in the history of music at the college,
for Mr. De Stefano and his compan-
ions are known throughout the country
fof their work both on concert tour
and with the New York Philharmonic
Society.
All of the numbers presented were
admirably performed. Perhaps best
of all was the opening selection,
Beethoven's Quartet in G major (Op.
18, No. 2), which in its closing quasi
presto movement gave ample oppor-
tunity for the demonstration of the
perfect technique of the visitors.
There was nothing of uncertainty,
nothing of hesitancy.
In Dvorak's American Quartet in
F major, which was next presented,
the lento movement was probably best
of the whole. Its long harmonies af-
forded wonderful melody, and when
the quartet concluded, the audience re-
sponded with an unusual burst of
Vesper Chapel Service last Sunday
when the chapel choir was assisted
by the Haydn Male Quartet of Port-
land in singing several Easter an-
thems. President Sills gave a short
sermon on the "Universality of Eas-
ter."
Those present were particularly-
impressed by
The closing numbers. Wolfs "Ital-
ian Serenade", Tschaikowski's "An-
dante Cantabile", and Percy Grain-
ger's "Molly on the Shore", an adap-
tation of an old Irish reel, were
selected with the performers' love of
more nearly contemporary ahd better-
known music.
(Continued on Tmam 4)
IS HELD IN UNION
the thrilling music
which has been written to represent
! jjf\r frk AV TP A Tk A XIC^V
the spirit of this season. A general JtULJUAI l^AUAJNtft
feeling of joy and reassurance per-
vaded all the anthems sung at the
service. The choruses by the Haydn
Quartet and the solo by W. M. Alten-
j
Small
burg '30 were particularly appreci
ated.
The Haydn Quartet, assisting the
choir in all its work, was particular-
ly enjoyed in its own selection,
Gounod's "Unfold, Ye Portals". It is
composed of the following members:
Mr. Herbert S. Kennedy, first tenor,
Mr. Ernest J. Hill, second tenor, Mr.
Howard R. Stevens, first bass, and
Mr. Harry L. Eustis, second bass.
Following the
Gathering Due to Unusual
Exodus Enjoys Music by Polar
Bear Syncopators
simple and uncontested getaway while
the efforts of '32 were centeredonthe
capture of Milt Hickok, yearling sec-
retary-treasurer. This last venture
was successful only to the extent of
obviating all necessity for Hickok'3
disappearing in the interests of his
own class for he remained a hostage
only as long as it was pleasant and
then peaceably walked by his guard-
ians in the Eastland Hotel Friday
morning and proceeded on his way to
Beantown and vne banquet.
The single member that the Fresh-
men held for the festivities proved
himself unworthy. Rumor has it that
a special banquet or convention is to
be called in his honor. There seems
to be no doubt that he merits such
united recognition.
The banqueteers began to assemble-
in the main lobby of the hotel as early
as 7.30 hoping against their better
judgment of the enemy that they
might get brave and tender a little
opposition. By two's and three's the
frosh came drifting in out of the
stormy night amid cheers and hand-
shaking. The immense building fairly
shook with the acclaim that was given
D'Arcy and Kelley when they made
their entrance garbed in the same
rugged attire they wore during the
heroic episode featuring the Monday
night exit of the class president.
Hickok received a big hand when he
(Continued on pas* 4)
PORTLAND ORCHESTRA
TO PLAY HERE AGAIN
Miss Bramson to be Soloist on Colorful
Program Next Wednesday
A tea dance, given^by the Moulton
Union on Saturday, April 19, from
four-thirty until seven o'clock in the
lounge of the Union attracted a large
number of students and faculty mem-
|
bers who declared the dance a great
i success,
quartet selection,
| Regardless of the fact that many of
President Sills gave a short address
; the students had gone home for the
on the "Universality of Easter". At
, holiday, particularly freshmen, the
this season of the year, said the
! flodr was comfortably filled at all
President, the spirit of Easter and : times. The tea was postponed until
the idea of immortality spreads i four-thirty so that those who had
throughout the whole Christian world,
| gone to Lewiston to see the Bowdoin-
and a great reassurance is put in the ! Bates game might return to the dance.
^22? of each individual by the hope! BeA6eB tho8e ,e directiy con-lone,which this doctrine inspires. A won- nected to the cMeget representatives I The program will open withd*rfuUrimty
-taith, hope, and love—
| from the English departments of the Dvorak's "New World" Svmphony,
other three Maine colleges were en- with the oboe solo part played by
tertained at the tea. The Polar Bears Clinton W. Graffam, Jr. The second
did their best and furnished music number is the familiar symphonic
poem of Saint-Saens — the Danse
these terms
Bowdoin is again to have the happy
privilege of hearing the Portland
Municipal Orchestra, under Mr.
Charles Raymond Cronham, when it
appears in a concert at Memorial Hall
next Tuesday, April 29. This is the
orchestra's third season and probably
its best thus far. Under Mr. Cron-
ham's able baton remarkable progress
has been made in a surprisingly short
time. Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, former
critic of the New York Times, said,
"Portland has reason to be proud of
her Municipal Orchestra. The orches-
tra is well balanced with no glaring
weaknesses, in any section. With in-
creasing experience the orchestra
should attain a freedom of interpreta-
tion already potentially in evidence."
On next Tuesday's program Miss
Adele Bramson. pianist, will play
Grieg's A minor Concerto for piano
and orchestra. Miss Bramson is a
talented and accomplished soloist, and
the choice of this concerto is a happy
were dealt with for some time and the
j
President emphasized the renewed
]
faith which comes to the mind of
j
every one at the recollection and I which completed the success of tho
?*f™ l!!L°
f the meamn& in each of
j
dance. Those who attended were very
thankful for the dance which the
The chapel choir sang several an- Union furnished them.
thems: "The Strife is O'er", by Pales-
' The patronesses for the dance were
tnna, Maker's "Awake Thou that Mrs. Manton Copeland, Mrs. O. C.
Sleepest", and "O Sing unto the | Hormell, Mrs. N. C. Little, Mrs.
I
Lord", a composition of Simper. In Thomas Means, and Mrs. R. B. Miller,
i this latter selection, Mr. Altenburg
sang the solo part. The entire at-
|
tendance likewise joined in the Easter
spirit and sang two hymns.
Macabre— in which we see in imagi-
nation: "Through the gloom the white
skeletons run, Leapimr and dancing in
their shrouds." Emil Hybert, violin,
and Samuel Fineberg. xylophone, will
(Continued on pam 51
Two new managers were elected at
a meeting of the Masque and Gown
on April 15th following the resigna-
tion of Manager William Locke. Those
elected were Dana Lovell '32 Business
Manager and William Perry "32 Stage
Manager.
An Apology
The Sophomore version of last
week's contest has been written by
George Pottle j '32 and will appear,
as a special feature in next week's
Orient. The editors regret that it
could not be run in this week's issue
of the Orient.
NOTICE
The Society of Contemporary
Verse is planning an anthology of
poetry which hitherto has not been
given professional publication. The
contest closes June 1, 1930.
wm
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Life?
It was undoubtedly a rude shock to Bates and Whiffer — that
Saturday game. It was a day of rude shocks— the Red Sox— the
Braves — the picture at the Cumberland. One might almost have
expected the students in a body to pour respectful libations at the
projected base of the flagpole.
The college seems to have entered an upward cycle. There is
a new regime in football that promises much. The track depart-
ment is optimistic. The baseball team is dampening the pro-Bates
ardor of the Lewiston Daily Sun. The Debating team has baffled
three opponents, and is on an excursion trying to outvoice fresh
victims. The Quill is becoming increasingly important.
The Freshman-Sophomore brawls have been rather pitiful, of
course, and Chapel attendance has not been overwhelming; but
even these can possibly, by considerable stretching of the imagi-
nation, be deemed further indications of the upward trend.
The fact is that now there seems to be a desire to accomplish
something— a desire that has been in the remote background
recently. Bowdoin has been pretty well satisfied with itself, per-
haps because of its hoary legends, former greatness, and state-
wide and undeserved reputation as a high-hat college— perhaps
merely because it was tired.
It is apparently inevitable that weary spots should appear at
certain times in any course of action. They appear to be spots of
stagnation or even regression. Probably they are not. This pe-
riod of doldrums, born it seems out of impatience with too fretful
action, continues for an indefinite time. Then three or four un-
knowns coincide. There is a click. Something whirs. Every-
thing quickens.
We heard that click when the first new Quill came out. The
Debating team and the baseball team are whirring now. The stu-
dent interest is quickening— witness the flagpole incident.
It is often futile to predict. But Bowdoin shows evidence of
being in a spurt. How long it will last is problematical, but while
Bowdoin is in this spurt— Let's Go.
The Union
If the Moulton Union had nothing else to recommend it, the
genial air it lends to college "At Homes" would be sufficient to
repay everything. Nothing could be much more bare and desolate
than a small informal at the Gym. The small orchestras used to
re-echo hollowly ; the dancers used to sift about in bewilderment
;
the stags used to stand unhappily in tne middle of the floor looking
like children in a huddle at a Sunday-school social.
At the Union, everything is easier. The chairs and divans in
particular, are easier. The stags skirt the dancers and no longer
have that hunted and hemmed-in look. The cutting-in is brisker—
in fact, astonishing, but it is the cutting-in at a Bowdoin informal
that makes it informal.
The donor of the Moulton Union has our sincere appreciation,
and the college every time it |s At Home recommends Brunswick
to us just that much more.
Platforms
Speaking about platforms. A platform is rather a useless sort
of thing. A platform requires one to make a stand for or against
something, about which one may change his mind in an instant,
and in which one may have only the faintest of indistinct prefer-
ences. A platform indicates a purpose. This just leads back to
the peculiarly tiresome idea that everything must have a purpose.
If we go to the library we must have a purpose. If we come to
college we must have some real purpose. If we read Hemenway
or Hawthorne we must have a purpose. If we laugh, sing, or
weep, we must have a purpose. We have to have a purpose—
definite, concrete, and solid— in everything we do, say, think,
or like.
Well, so be it. And for this platform with a purpose, may we
suggest a Dean's List on averages, a better— perhaps we should
say, a — road through the campus, and Modification.
Incidentally
A few weeks ago we were standing in front of the New York
Public Library. "Huh !", we muttered audibly to ourself, "it doesD't
compare with the Boston Public Library." We entered, sent for
some books, and changeo our mind.
A week ago someone asked us, "This English, this French, these
liberal courses, what good do they do you? Why don't you take
science courses— courses that take more work and skill?" We
almost apologized for our lack of vision.
Yesterday someone snorted, "Tufts ! Piffle ! It cannot be com-
pared wKh Bowdoin. No one with any brains goes there. It is




Through the long negotiations over
a war memorial, a group of us have
maintained silence who (probably
should have spoken out for a principle
of great importance. Our opinion was
not asked; we hesitated to proffer it
unsought. Besides, we appreciated the
generosity, the tireless devotion, and
the hijrh-mindedness of those interest-
ed in erecting the war memorial. We
feared our opposition might be mis-
understood. I should not' have spon-
sored the student demonstration of
last week, but I was glad it occurred
and I heartily sympathize with the
student feeling on the matter. I re-
gret the flippant tone of the news col-
umns of last week's Orient because I
fear it detracted from the value of
otherwise serious student opinion. We
all regret the fire alarm. But after all,
the student protest over the war me-
morial is an indication of a healthy
state of the undergraduate mind. The
outbreak was essentially not a col-
legiate indulgence in lawlessness nor
yet one of Spring's customary symp-
toms, but rather the expression of
feeling of some of our most thoughtful
undergraduates. Since the question has
been thus spontaneously reopened it
should not be closed witbout a defense
of the student point pf view from an
angle that has been avoided in the edi-
torial and official explanations.
Beneath the excitement of a bonfire
and the ever popular sport of intro-
ducing incongruities into the college
chapel, beneath the generally felt stu-
dent dislike of marring what really is
one of the most beautiful campuses in
the country by putting the flagpole
in the wrong place, lay a strong
opposition to the flagpole itself wher-
ever raised. The erection of a "war
monument" raises an important prin-
ciple. The modern undergraduate
ridicules Memorial Hall and opposes
the erection of war monuments not be-
cause he is less of a patriot but be-
cause he is more of a realist than his
father or jrrand/ather. He has grown
up in a period of disillusionment
about war. He knows that Bowdoin
boys in the last war went off and died
firmly believing that they were sacri-
ficing their lives for an ideal; but he
begins to suspect that actually they
were not so much martyrs to the high
ideals of democracy and peace, as vic-
tims of human stupidity in not settling
disputes peaceably and politicians' in-
trigues that led peaceful peoples into
war. He realizes that every small
German community also has monu-
ments to its boys who died in "de-
fense" of their country. He has read
a number of books portraying war not
as a romanticized holiday, but as grim,
realistic horror. He hears public men
and college speakers advocating
peace. He sees the United States
sending delegation after delegation to
sit in conferences whose purpose is the
prevention of war. He is exhorted to
develop a finer type of patriotism than
that represented by chauvinistic
waving of the flag. He regards the
D. A. R. as an organization that would
be a menace if it were not ridiculous.
He is urged to think for himself and
to think straight. He is told that the
truth and sane thinking are the high-
est aims of collesre men. When he sits
down to think about war he realizes
its stupidity. He also realizes the in-
congruity of signing Kellogg pacts and
holding naval conferences and talking
peace and then glorifying military
men and raising monuments to war.
Then suddenly he hears a respected
chapel speaker tell him that their
rushing from sheer emotion into a
fight at the first cry of war was proof
that college had succeeded with two
apparently worthless undergraduates,
whereas he would have thought that
that was certain evidence that college
had failed to teach them to think and
to act upon reason rather than emo-
tions. Then immediately thereafter
he awakens to see a "war monument"
being erected in the midst of his cam-
pus. Did he like the form and the lo-
cation of the monument better per-
haps he would not protest so quickly
over its symbolism. It is too late to
do more than build a bonfire and carry
off the flagpole in protest. To him the
flagpole is a monument to war; to the
alumni committee it was a memorial
to boys who died for an ideal. Is not
that difference in point of view the
cause of the misunderstanding ? What
the undergraduate would have liked
was a memorial that would have
served the cause not of war but of
peace. I have been interested to hear
the extent of undergraduate opinion
that a tribute to Bowdoin men who
died in the war should take a form
that would tend to make future war
less probable. The suggestion has
come from a number of thoughtful
undergraduates that a more fitting
memorial would have been a graduate
scholarship to study international re-
lations. (The income on fifteen thou-
sand dollars would provide $750 a
year).
I realize that the alumni committee
gave the matter careful consideration;
I realize that the alumni upon that
committee are high-minded men who
had none of the thoughts or motives
that many undergraduates read into
the symbol of a "war monument"; I
realize that to them the erecting of a
war memorial is an act of devotion
sacredly dedicated to the memory of
boys who died for an ideal. I have
nothing birt praise for their motive.
But after all colleges do decline gifts
from the best intentioned of men be-
cause they do not serve the best ideals
of the college. And after all it is the
undergraduate who lives with the
flagpole.
As far as I know neither the faculty
nor the undergraduates nor perhaps
even the alumni who sympathize with
the point of view of tbis communica-
tion were given a chance to voice an
opinion until after the plan for the
flagpole was completed and the money
for a flagpole was being solicited.
There were alumni who contributed
who regretted the form of the me-
morial. When the faculty was noti-
fied of the completed project too late
to have any influence in the matter,
it voted against the proposal. We like
the students were told that the non-
utilitarianism of the memorial had al-
ready been decided (by a small com-
mittee) and was not open to dis-
cussion. We now have bad student
opinion forcibly presented. In short.




It came to my attention recently
that a number of copies of the Orient
failed to reach subscribers due to cer-
tain phases of news which appeared in
the last issue.
I also understand that the college
does not believe in censoring under-
graduate publications, although it does
believe in censure! Last week's epi-
sode would seem to entail much more
of the former than of the latter policy.
The step .recently taken seems ex-
tremely inconsistent.
If the Orient did violate the rules
of decorum (which seems hardly pos-
sible) it will attempt to avoid this
dilemma in the futur*. It will never
he the policy of the Orient to hurt any-
one's feelings, nor will it stir up trou-
ble unnecessarily. It will attempt,
however, to express student opinion
unflinchingly and adequately. It will
do this with diplomacy and will ex-
pect that the faculty allow it at least
this range.
When the Orient becomes a house
organ, then it will be time tosurrender
the project to those who may use it
best. At the present time it is an un-
dergraduate publication. It is well
that it remain so.
Sincerely,
PHILIP C. AHERN.
President Sills made the following
statement in chapel Wednesday morn-
ing, April 23, 1930:
During my administration I have
known of no committee that has given
more time, more care, and more
thought to its duties tban has the
committee appointed several years
ago by the Governing Boards to erect
a War Memorial to those members of
the College who grave their lives and
their services in the World War. From
the very beginning the Trustees, the
Overseers, the Alumni, and the Fac-
ulty, have had representatives on that
committee. Purposely we did not ap-
point undergraduates, for they were
not asked to contribute, nor was the
erection of a War Memorial their con-
cern. While I have been ex officio the
chairman of the committee* the real
duties of that post were undertaken,
until his death, by the late Hon. W. J.
Curtis, and since that time by Mr.
Henry H. Pierce. Professor W. W.
Lawrence, of Columbia University, has
for the greater part of the time acted
as secretary of the committee. The
present membership is as follows: The
President, Chairman; from the Board
of Trustees, Messrs. Henry H. Pierce,
William W. Lawrence, Frederick W.
Pickard; from the Board of Overseers,
Mr. Arthur G. Staples, Mr. Edgar O.
Achorn, and Judge Frederic A. Fisher;
from the Alumni Council, William D.
Ireland and F. Arnold Burton; from
the Faculty, Professors Hutchins, Bur-
nett and Andrews. If the various in-
terests of the College could have had
abler representatives, I for one do not
know where they could have been
found. It may be well to call the at-
tention of the College to the fact that
on the committee there is an architect
who has designed buildings and gates
here at the College, an alumnus whose
war record is unexcelled, and the Di-
rector of the Art Museum. Further-
more, during all this time the commit-
tee has had the advice of the college
architects, McKim, Mead & White, and
particularly of one of the senior mem-
bers of that firm, Mr. William M. Ken-
dall, whose professional reputation is
very high indeed and who has served
on national commissions on war me-
morials both in this country and in
France.
It is fair to the committee to state
that ever>' step has been taken with
patience; much time was expended at
the very start in trying to find out the
wishes of the alumni and other mem-
bers of the College as to the form of
the memorial, and it was early decided
that it should not be utilitarian. De-
sijrns for a rostrum were submitted,
placed before the alumni and the Col-
lege and disapproved. A few years ago
it was determined to make the me-
morial less elaborate in character than
was originally proposed and to recom-
mend to the Boards that a flagstaff
with monumental base and appropri-
ate inscription should be erected. This
report was, as I recall, unanimously
adopted by the Boards. Last year in
my President's Report (p. 17) I an-
nounced the form of the war memorial
and its proposed location at the inter-
section of the axes of the Art Building
|
and Library. I received no single pro-
j
test that I can remember in written
|
form from any alumnus, member of
I
the faculty, or undergraduate ; but last
|
fall the question of the proposed site
was brought up at a meeting of the
permanent faculty and the committee
considered again an alternative site
which the faculty had proposed, and
re-affirmed the site selected by the ar-
chitect.
In line with the care and patience
with which the whole matter has been
considered in the past, the committee
is again to meet to consider once more
the site of the flagstaff before the
foundations are laid. It is needless to
say that every facility will be given
to those who have different views to
present them in written form. What
the action of the committee will be I
cannot of course predict. It may choose
another site. It may decide, despite
differences of opinion, that this is a
question where the layman must defer
to the expert. Whatever the decision
may be, I am confident that it will be
accepted loyally by all who are inter-
ested in the College, and that individ-
ual preferences and individual disap-
pointments will be cheerfully laid
aside when it is considered that a
properly constituted committee repre-
senting so many different parts of the
Collesre reaches a decision through the
steps that I have indicated.
Typing by wire—an adventure
in communication
The telephone typewriter, a new Bell
System service, has commercial possi-
bilities as yet barely realized.
Forexample,a business housecan type-
write a message over telephone wires,
and this is retyped instantaneously and
simultaneously in any number of branch
offices. The advantage is obvious — in
knitting together far-flung organizations
and in quickening the pace of business.
Here is still another extension of
telephone service which has already
proved its value. The telephone type-
writer promises even greater things as
industry discovers new uses for this in-
strument of convenient communication.
BELL SYSTEM
%A njtion-uiJe system of tnt rr- < onnscttng telephones
"OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"
</->
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
If yon are intending to sometime torn in that old Typewriter for a
NEW REMINGTON PORTABLE —
DO IT NOW
This week we can offer you a better deal on a NEW REMINGTON than
we shall ever be able to do again.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Early Years of the College were
ones of Great Difficulty
Lottery one Time Considered as a Means of Support for
the Struggling Young Institution
Beale Letter
(Continued from Page 2)
an alumni committee with the best of
intentions is unconsciously committing
an anachronism in erecting a Nine-
teenth Century symbol in the midst of
Twentieth Century undergraduates
who if they think about it at all will
dislike what the monument stands for
instead of being inspired to reverence
for those to whom the monument is
intended to do honor. y»
Personally I believe M«ph some of
the faculty and an important group of
undergraduates that a college is
breaking faith with ideals worth
fighting for in joining the unthinking
crowd in glorifying war; that a col-
lege campus is the last place in the
world where a "war monument" ought
to be erected; that a monument to
reason, the antithesis of war, would
be more fitting. Finally, I believe that
the undergraduates who oppose the
flagpole on this ground should be en-
couraged. I believe thoughtful stu-
dents among our undergraduates have
indulged in the independent thinking
that we often urge unon them. I be-
lieve that in this as in many matters
their fresher point of view is the saner
one. To me the .outburst of last week
seems one of the most healthful signs
that we could wish for among Bowdoin
undergraduates. Both for the sake
of encouraging the undergraduate in
independent thinking, and for the sake
of the important matter of college
policy involved in the erection of a
war monument in our midst, I believe
that the undergraduates should not be
told that it is too late but should be
listened to and heeded even at the cost
of the portion of the fifteen thousand
dollars that cannot be recovered if the
flagpole is abandoned.
HOWARD K. BEALE.
P. S. Since this communication
was written, a full explanation of
the history of the flagpole has been
made to both faculty and students.
The faculty have officially expressed
their opinion on the site of the flag-




should be a "war monument", has
been silenced on the ground that it
is now too late to raise that issue.
I wish merely to repeat, then, that
the question whether we want a flag-
pole at all was decided before the
discussion reached the campus. The
first time many members of the fac-
ulty and most undergraduates heard
of the flagpole it was already "too
late" to discuss whether we wanted
it. Again, then, with fuIT apprecia-
tion of the labors and spirit of the
committee, and high praise for their
motives and intentions, I reiterate
that the committee's proposal of a
"war monument" meets with student
objection that is worth heeding, and
that the undergraduate should be
heard and answered with a better
argument than that the form of the
memorial is a "closed issue".
H. K. B.
Quill Election
(Continued from page 1)
fort hut even this phase has met with
a fair degree of success. Subsequent
issues of The Quill have assured it a
place among the finest literary maga-
zines published by college undergrad-
uates in the country today.
In the national convention of Pi
Delta Epsilon held last winter the
feeling that it was unique among col-
lege publications was verified. No col-
lege publication is like it since the
Hound and Horn has passed from un-
dergraduate hands at Harvard to a
private graduate enterprise. To the
Board is due much praise for the con-
stant effort that they have shown in
making The Quill the superior publi-
cation that it is.
With the advent of the new Quill
Board the same policies will be kept.
If is hoped moreover to increase the
circulation, to make it as culturally en-
tertaining to undergraduates as alum-
ni, to have a sane view of things. The
Quill has filled an important place in
the undergraduate life of the college.
It has made a reputation for Bowdoin
in outside circles of which the college
may well be proud.
At a meeting of the Quill Board on
Monday evening the Business board
of the paper was chosen. Elias H.
Thomas and Raymond Szukala will
jointly hold the Business Manager-
ship. Richard C. Mullen, Richard H.
Lamport and Philip C. Ahern will be
assistants on the staff.
With this article we are inaugurat-
ing a series of special stories to be
run weekly on this page. They will
deal with various subjects connected
with the College and its history. At
present this is merely an experiment,
but if they prove to be of value or in-
terest, we shall continue them as a
regular feature. It should be borne
in mind that these articles are to be
in no sense filler, but will be carefully
written from accurate sources.
This week we will deal with the
earlier years of the College's history,
the material being largely drawn from
an account published in 1882 in a
"History of Bojvdoin College" com-
j
piled by Nehemiah Cleaveland, LL.D.,
| of the class of 1813, edited and com-
pleted by Prof. Alpheus S. Packard
of the class of 1816.
The College Founded
The present State of Maine, pre-
vious to the Revolution, was for the
most part wilderness, the coast towns
being the chief ones of importance,
and only a few of these carrying on
any considerable trade. The popula-
tion was small and scattered. In 1788
the first actual steps toward founding
a college were taken in Cumberland
county, although there had been some
such move before the war in Lincoln
county. The justices of the peace as-
sembled as a court of sessions, and
the Congregational ministers as a
body, each petitioned the General
Court of Massachusetts to incorpo-
rate a college in the District of Maine,
which was at that time still a part
of the former state. After consider-
able trouble a bill to that effect was
finally passed in March, 1793, but
Governor John Hancock, for some
reason or other, failed to sign it.
The next attempt, however, was more
successful and the Charter of Bow-
doin College was signed June 24, 1794.
The trustees—four clergymen and
four laymen—met for the first time in
Portland December 3, 1794. and
elected the Rev. Tristram Gilman
president for one year. A committee
was appointed to lay out the five
townships which the State had
granted the new institution. A letter
soon came from the Hon. James Bow-
doin following the legislative act nam-
ing the College for his father, in which
he gave as "a first step to the design"
$1000 and a thousand acres of land
in the town of Bowdoin. Various oth-
er meetings of the board followed in
the next couple of years, the chief
business being with regard to the col-
lege lands.
Choice of a Location
The next problem that faced the
trustees was the location of the Col-
lege. Many towns about this part of
the State, as well as in Lincoln and
Kennebec counties, were advocated by
various people. North Yarmouth,
Freeport, Gorham, Newbury, and
Brunswick were considered, while
Portland stood out prominently in the
deliberations. To settle the difficulty
a convention, consisting of the Over-
seers and Trustees, with other gen-
tlemen interested in the new .college,
met at Brunswick in John Dunning's
Inn, July 19, 1796, and walked out to
look over what Brunswick had to of-
fer in the way of land.
At last a parcel of thirty acres, the
property of William Stanwood, was
agreed upon, provided that it should
be given to the College and provided
also that three hundred acres adjoining
could be obtained on the same terms.
Stanwood and others gave the
thirty acres, and two hundred more
were donated by the town. At the
time this tract was valued at two
shillings an acre—a total valuation
of about seventy-six dollars. 1 Bruns-
wick had been finally selected as the
site to quiet the claims of the three
contesting counties, lying as it does in
Cumberland, adjoining Lincoln and
near Kennebec. Except for that and
the very favorable donation of land,
we might be going to classes in Free-
port or Yarmouth.
Up to this time, in spite of the
generous grants of land, some of
which had already been offered foi
sale, lack of money was the greatest
hindrance
—$1,500 being all that the
treasury afforded at that time. Many
people were dissatisfied with the man-
ner in which the trustees were hand-
ling affairs, and with the slowness of
their proceedings. They had been
much hampered by the frequent op-
position of the overseers in some im-
portant matters, as well as by lack of
funds, and those most closely as-
sociated with the work testify to the
generous spirit with which these first
trustees bore the care and troubles
of erecting the College. With the
course of time the lands were well
sold, one township bringing $20,000
—a rare price for those days.
The College Opened
On September 2, 1802 the' College
was first opened, under Dr. McKeen
as president, and with one professor.
Massachusetts Hall housed the whole
College and its activities. Eight men
were admitted to the Freshman class
and classes duly started. In spite of
the small number of students, the
college soon came to be respected
among such institutions, having, even
at that remote time, relatively high
standards of requirements, study, and
...off the tee itjsHlSTANCE/
Four- Piece Suits at Forty-Five
Harmon's offer for Spring. A remarkable
display of new four piece suits, in exclu-
sively designed and controlled fabrics,
faultlessly tailored and never before sold




Good Clothes for Every Man
• • in a ciga rette its (AST E /
PROMISES FILL no sack". . . it is not words,
but taste, that makes you enjoy a cigarette.
But you're entitled to all the fragrance and
flavor that fine tobaccos can give; don't be
content with less. You can expect better taste,
richer aroma, from Chesterfields — because in
making them, we put taste first
—
TASTE above everything* MILD . . . and yet
THEY SATISFY
hesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED
O 1924 Liocrrr at Mras Tobacco Co.
discipline. In 1804 Samuel Willard
was appointed to a new tutorship and
in 1805 the professorship of mathe-
matics and natural philosophy was
founded and filled by the appointment
of Parker Cleaveland.
The first Commencement came in
September of 1806, and was a mem-
orable event to all who attended.
The "History" says that "such oc-
casions were then kept as holidays,
to which multitudes resorted, as they
would go to a militia muster. Besides
this promiscuous throng, a higher
curiosity and the novelty of the scene
brought a vast multitude to Bruns-
wick from near and from far. Alas!
the long-wished-for day broke on the
young aspirants for honor, and on the
crowd of visitors, in a furious tem-
pest of wind and rain. The new, un-
finished meeting-house was filled, not-
withstanding, with a drenched and
eager audience. The boards, appalled
by the violence of the weather, and
certain that it could not last long,
postponed the exercises to the follow-
ing day. Thursday came, and the
storm, regardless of the adjournment,
still raged; and so Commencement
went on, and was followed by the ball
and by a wet night of darkness, filled
with blunders, annoyances, and dis-
asters innumerable. Happily there
were no fatal accidents".
Early Years of the College
President McKeen died in 1807 and
was succeeded, after some division
between the boards, by the Rev. Jesse
Appleton. In this year the second
large building—Maine Hall—was
completed. »
During the first eight years of the
College the students took their meal3
in various private boarding houses,
but in 1810 a commons hall was estab-
lished at Nichols* Inn. The arrange-
ment was unsatisfactory, however,
and complaints and even quarrels
were constant—fraternity stewards
note!—and the idea had to be given
up. The "History" says that "as a
school for bad manners, it was won-
derfully successful."
In 1811 Mr. James Bowdoin died,
and his large and valuable library
and collection of pictures fell to the
College. These art objects helped to
form a nucleus around which our
present valuable group has been built
up.
In 1815 the affairs of Dr. Porter,
the College treasurer, became badly
involved and Mr. Benjamin Orr, agent
and counsel for the trustees, attached
the property of General William King
of Bath, who 'was surety for Dr. Por-
ter. Orr probably did this to protect
the College, but he had always been
a strong political enemy of Gen.
King's. The affair caused King to be-
come openly hostile to the College,
which he regarded as a Federalist in-
stitution. The friends of the College,
meantime, rejoiced that it had been
saved from threatened bankruptcy.
The trustees sought to petition the
Legislature in 1816, to grant a lot-
tery for the benefit of the College,
such a course then being often pur-
sued to fill the coffers of all sorts of
organizations, charitable and other-
wise. The overseers, to their great
credit, refused to sanction such a
move, however, and it fell through.
This incident alone illustrates the
struggle that went on to keep the
College off the rocks financially.
G. T. S.
Portland Orchestra
Continued from Page 1
have the important solos.
The Grieg concerto, with Miss
Bramson at the piano, follows, and the
concert is concluded with Rossini's
famous and ever-welcome Overture to
"William Tell", with solo parts by
Katherine Hatch, 'cello, Clinton W.
Graffam, Jr., oboe, and Harold Law-
rence, flute.
The Portland Orchestra was started
in 1927 with only 65 players, but its
membership has increased to 82 with-
in the three years of its existence.
Portland's finest instrumentalists,
professional and amateur, have been
drawn together in this great enter-
prise, which is wholly voluntary, ac-
tuated by an interest in music and the
opportunity to study and present the
finest orchestral works.
This program has been particularly
well chosen for a college audience. The
numbers are generally familiar, and
those who heard the orchestra last
year will be ready to vouch for the
skill and finesse with which they play.
Bowdoin is extremely fortunate in
having them back this year—so don't













Charles P. Davis, Registrar
Room 2861
Mrs. Percival W. White of Bruns
wick announced, last Saturday, the en- t
gagement ' of her granddaughter,
,
Matilda, to John Winchell Riley, Jr.
CUMBERLAND
Friday • April 25th
-VAUDEVILLE-





Saturday • April 26th
LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY
• with -
ChaVles Kaley • Ethlind Terry
Cliff Edwards - Marion Shilling
Comedy Sound Act
MoiL-Tues. • April 28-29
ROADHOUSE NIGHTS
• with -
Helen Morgan - Charles Buggies
Fred Kohler • Clayton Jackson
and Durante
Comedy - Cartoon • News







FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.










Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.





The Spring athletic season will get
under way this week. Prospects among
the major sports are unusually prom-
ising.
Coach Bowser's problems this spring
will be those of a large college coach
adapting himself to a small college.
The paucity of material is a thing
with which the big college does not
have to contend.
Houser's outfit is liable to do big
things this season. But as they say
it is a long way to the bant. A few
victories, however, will find the college
solidly behind the nine.
The State meet less than a month
away now. This is the great grinding
period for Coach Magee's charges.
Bowdoin captured the State Tennis
Championship last year. We might
as well do it once again!
The Golf Team has a fairly likely
looking aggregation this year. Des-
ton, Dillenbeck and Stein are still
available, while Dick Mullen, last
year's mid-western junior champion,
will be seen on the links for Bowdoin
this' spring.
Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10













Bowdoin to Compete in Mile and One

























PRINTING . . .
.
of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Danlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. I
Bowdoin will send two relay teams
to the Penn Relay Carnival which
takes place Friday and Saturday of
this week. One of the teams will be
entered in the mile while the other
will run either a sprint or distance
medley race.
At the time trials held Monday Sid
Foster, Dan Johnson, Harry Thistle-
waite and either Tarbell or Stanwood
were selected to represent the White
in the mile. Francis Wingate who
was sure to have made this team is
out for the season with a leg injury.
Wingate was counted on by Jack
Magee to collect points in the quarter
mile in the dual meets and the com-
ing State Meet and his loss is a
severe blow to the Polar Bear track
hopes. Coach Magee as yet has not
decided which medley he will enter a
team. If he should choose the sprint
medley, he will have Johnson in the
220, Foster in the quarter mile, This-
tlewaite in the half, and either Stan-
wood or Tarbell in the other 220.
Should Bowdoin enter the distance
medley instead, Foster in the quarter,
Thistlewaite in the half, Usher in the
mile, and either Cobb or Sewall in the
three quarter will make up the team.
Bowdoin will be up against some
fast company at Philadelphia and the
chanoss of a first place an very slim.
In the sprint medley the following
colleges have entered teams: Univer-
sity of Chicago, Georgetown, Syra-
cuse, New York University, Columbia,
Holy Cross, Ohio State, Princeton,
Dartmouth, and Shippesburg Teach-
ers' College. In the distance medley,
Butler, Penn State, Lincoln, Michigan
State, Marquette, New York Univer-
sity, Ohio State, Manhattan, City Col-
lege of New York, Princeton, Indiana,
Columbia, Muskingum, University of
Pennsylvania, Harvard, Western
State Teachers' College, William and
Mary, West Point, and Boston Col-
lege will be competing in addition to
Bowdoin. In the mile Bowdoin will
go up against, Catholic University,
St. Johns College of Brooklyn, Stev-
ens Institute, Johns Hopkins, Ohio
University.
Dan Johnson also will be entered
in the 100 yard dash and the broad
jump while Charlie Stanwood will





(Continued from Page 1)
All four of the artists heard in the
recital are members of long standing
of the New York Philharmonic Sym-
phony, one of the greatest schools of
ensemble in existence. All four are
especially interested in chamber mu-
sic.
Michael de Stefano was born in
New York, and was a child prodigy
of the violin, making concert tours
when he was eight. For four consec-
utive years he has held a fellowship
in violin at the Juilliard Graduate
School, and has studied composition
with Rubin Goldmark. Under the di-
rection of Arthur Whiting, the de
Stefano quartette has toured the
Eastern colleges, everywhere meet-
ing with the warmest approval.
Louis Sherman, second violin, was
born in Kiev, Russia. At the age of
eleven he immigrated to America, and
began the study of music with various
well-known artists, George Lehman,
author of the "Lexicon for the Violin"
being one of his piasters. Having
worked with Jacques Gordon, concert-
master of the Chicago Symphony, he
became known to an enormous mu-
sical following through his radio
broadcasting.
Alexander Koszegi, violist, was
born in Hungary- He graduated with
distinction from the Budapest Con-
servatory of Music, winning as first
prize a thousand-kronen violin, the
SHORTS MARKET
—GROCERS—
who cater to fraternity trade
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE*S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting
Near Campus - T-«» Expert Barbers
Dwyer Scores White's Sole Tally as
Devens Baffles Housemen
—Bow-
doin Gets Four Hits
Behind as effective a display of
pitching as Cambridge has seen in
many many moons, the Harvard nine
came to life last Wednesday after-
noon and took over Bowdoin, 5-1.
Collecting nine hits and seven free
tickets to first, the Crimson rolled in
two runs in the first inning and was
never headed. Ragged fielding sup-
port and too many bases on balls
spelled the downfall of George South-
er, Ben Houser's pitching ace who had
been groomed for the start of the
season. Larry Devens struck out
eleven men in the course of the af-
ternoon, walked five, and in the eighth
came sliding in for Harvard's final
run.
Harvard lost no chance in stepping
out to a lead at the start of the game,
after Ricker, Whittier, and Sonny
Dwyer, Bowdoin's lead-off crew, had
been successively squelched. Mays,
first man up, waited patiently and




Mays galloped to second on the field-
er's choice. McGrath flew out to cen-
ter field, and then Barry Wood, of
football fame, stepped to the plate
and briskly slapped a single over the
infield. The eminent Mr. Ben Ticknor
followed his example, as Mays gal-
loped home. Then Des Roches walked,
and Sonny Dwyer let a fast ball
trickle through him, Wood scoring on
the error. Bassett ended the inning
by striking out.
The White's solitary offensive ges-
ture came in the first of the fourth,
when Dwyer walked and Luke Urban,
next man up, crashed out a beautiful
line drive through right field that
seemed ticketed for a homer. Benny
Bassett leaped up in the air, however,
to knock it down barehanded, and
with a desperate heave to the infield
held the runners on second and third.
Then Batchelder let his emotions get
the better of him, and threw the ball
into center field as Urban cautiously
moved a foot off second. Dwyer
scored. Urban died at third on a field-
er's choice that Tom Chalmers hit and
McKown struck out. Rose worked
Devens for a walk, and then Crimmins
popped up a floater that Wood
speared nonchalantly to end all of
Harvard's troubles for the afternoon.
The third crimson run broke out
suddenly in the sixth, as Bassett
smacked a single into the Texas
leaguer district. Batchelder sacrificed
him to second, and Devens won a
short sprint up the first-base line as
Whittier juggled his grounder. Mays
singled to score Bassett, and then two
fielder's choices cut the rally off in its
prime.
After McGrath had popped up to
Chalmers in the next inning, Wood
walked. Came the eminent Mr. Tick-
nor once again, with another single.
Des Roches hit into a fielder's choice,
and Benny Bassett singled once more
to score Wood. Batchelder struck out.
When Devens had loped down to first
on four balls in the eighth, Mays sac-
rificed him along the highway, and
Nugent flew out to Ricker. McGrath
smote a single to score Devens, Wood
swung up a towering Texas leaguer
that Herb .Rose .snared. Bowdoiyi's
pinch hitting establishment did noth-
ing worthy of notice, and everybody
went home.
The box score:
Bowdoin (1) ab r bh po a e
Ricker, cf 1 1 4
Whittier, ss 4 1 3 1
Dwyer, c 3 10 5 2 2
Urban, If 2 1
Gatchell 2
Chalmers, 2b 3 1 2
McKown, 3b 3 1 1
a Shute 1
Rose, rf 2 1
b Stiles 1
Crimmins, lb 4 2 11
Souther, p 4 4
Totals 30 1 4 24 12 3
a—batted for McKown in the ninth
b—batted for Rose in the ninth
Harvard (5) ab r bh po a e
Mays, 2b 1 1 1 3 1
Nugent, ss .• 4 1
McGrath, cf 5 2 2
Wood, lb 3 2 1 5 1
Ticknor, If 4 2
Des Roches, 3b 3 2 2
Bassett, rf 4 1 2
Batchelder, c 3 1 12 1 1
Devens, p 3 1 3 5
Totals 30 5 9 27 10 2
Score by innings:
Bowdoin 00010000 0—1
Harvard 20 00111 x—
5
Two base hits, McGrath, Urban.
Stolen bases, Urban, Ricker 2, Crim-
mins. Sacrifice hits, Wood, Batchel-
der, Mays. Double play, Devens to
Mays. Left on base, Bowdoin 8, Har-
vard 11. Bases on balls, off Souther 7,
off Devens 6. Struck out, by Souther 5,
Devens 11. Wild pitch Devens. Passed




Gordon W. Kirkoatrkk Will Manage
Natators During Coming Season
At a recent meeting of the Swim-
ming Team the Captain and
Manager of next year's team were
elected.
Robert H. Smith will captain Bow-
doin's natators in 1930, while Gordon
W. Kirkpatrick was chosen manager.
During the spring life saving
classes will be held under Coach
Miller as was done last year. The
life saving class will meet at 4.30 each
afternoon.
The first test will be for Senior life
saving. The work of the examiner
will be to prepare the new entrant
for the test and to renew the work
with former applicants.
The requirements are:
In deep water, disrobe from shoes,
pants or skirt, and coat, then swim
100 yards.
Surface Dive, recovering objects,
3 times. 10 lb weight once.
Approaches, front, back, and under-










Front strangle 4 times in 2 different
positions
Back strangle 4 times in 2 different
positions
Double grip on one wrist 4 times.
(Use alternate wrists)
Two people locked in front strangle




(200 to 500 words).
Float motionless one minute. (Min-
imum allowed for proper position but
no buoyancy).
Tread water 30 seconds.
One minute carry—subject fully
dressed
Fireman's or saddle-back carry
from shallow water.
Explain method of lifting subject




Comedy of Errors Leave* Cabs
Mashed with 17-0 Defeat—Two
Men Reach First
Frosh-Soph Banquet
(Continued fiom Pas* 1)
substantiated the advance reports of
his escape by putting in an appear-
ance. Soon the clan had gathered 110
strong. Probably as large a gather-
ing pf freshmen as ever shared the
annual banquet together. And Boston
is an ambitious distance.
It was a justly boisterous and
jubilant aggregation that. partook of
the elaborate fare and sang and con-
gratulated one another. Each of the
class officers said his little piece as
the feast of victory neared its close.
Tom Kimball and Hobey Lowell to
whom credit of the banquet arrange-
ments is given each had a word of
cheer for the boys. Ben Whitcomb '30
of the Student Council was the, guest
speaker of the evening. The theme
of his talk was timely and heartily
received. He entered a plea that the
class of 1933 retain its present spirit
throughout the next three years and
continue to participate in the life of
the campus in the same enthusiastic
manner that has marked its history
thus far.
Monday was a sad, sad day for Ben
Houser's baseball reserves. A tre-
mendous team came down from the
woods and Hebron Academy, caught
their opponents off swing, and
pounded three pitchers unmercifully,
while an obliging infield booted the
ball around and a series of batteries
blew up with a dull thud. The score
was seventeen to nothing, and the
band played Annie Laurie.
After the first battery had evap-
orated into thin air with a salvo of
passed balls and wild pitches, the
fated Mr. Bucknam fell into the toils
of evil in the sixth, and when he
emerged eight runs had been chastely
draped about his neck. Pile onto this
little sundries gathered here and there
by the visitors, and it adds up to sev-
enteen. Varney busted out a double
in the fourth with two men on.
Twice the reserves were on the
verge of scoring, each time working
a man all the way around to third,
only to have him lie down and die
there in the cool of the afternoon.
In the third inning Barstow, first
man up, spun out a long trickier to
short and beat the peg to first. Mac-
Lachlan struck out, and Barstow
stole second. Morrell sacrificed him
to third, and there he stayed for dura-
tion of war. Again in the sixth, Par-
menter walked with two out, stole
second, and walked into third when
Holland threw the ball into left field
trying to peg him at the second sack.
Rose's best offering, though, was a
high twisting pop to short. About the
only consolation of the game was
Boucher's pitching in the seventh and
final inning.
Read it and weep:
Hebron (17) ab r bh po a e
Arthur, If -....5 3 2 1
Tierney, 2b 4 1 1 2
Marchak 1
Mitchell, rf 3 2
Porreca, lb 4 3 2 8
Varney, 3b 4 2 2 1 2
Fogarty
Harlow, c 5 2 3 5
Archer 3
McDonough, ss 2 3 111
j
Simmons, cf 2 1 2
Downs
' Gaw, p 2
Holland 2 1 1 1





























In the Yale Courant the article of
most general interest is the editorial
discussion of Yale's position in re-
gard to religion. It declares that
"Yale is still a long way from any
abandonment of her old-time position
as a Christian college."
product of the famous Hungarian
violin-maker, Rememji. He has played
in many quartettes, including the
Hubay-Popper, the Bohemian, and his
own; and has won fame by his cham-
ber-music performances with such
great artist-composers as Dr. Richard
Strauss and Erno Dohnanyi.
Alberto Guidi, the 'cellist of the
quartette, was born in Italy. He
studied under the Hungarian virtuoso,
Dezso-Kordy, and with the notable
Piatti scholar, Professor W. E. White-
house. He made his debut at the
Queen's Gate Hall, London, at the
age of eighteen, and frequently ap-
peared in London with the Trio Guidi
and the Musica Quartet.
Sophomore Story
Robbed of their only captive, the
frosh trickled out of Brunswick. Hav-
ing assured the safety of their own
officers and foiled all kidnapping
plots, the sophomores went home to
enjoy the week end, leaving Hickok
to get to the Westminster in time
for dessert and the rest of the class
to rush a hundred and fifty miles from
danger, there to sit and look around
for the sophomore captives who
weren't captured, and listen to com-
pliments on their prisonerless feast.
It's too bad that Benny had to wait
till his senior year to get to a fresh-
man banquet.
High lights of banquet week:
Hickok ramming the steam roller;
Davis walking home from Topsham
sans trousers; Hay getting out the
window while all the freshmen sur-
round Clark and Pottle; Creighton
going to classes alone; Maderai going
to classes with a twenty-man body-
guard; Usher and Hickok playing
golf; Gatchell wreaking death and
destruction outside of Winthrop
Thursday night; forty freshmen bold-
ly attacking one sophomore in front
of the chapel; forty freshmen bold-
ly attacking one sophomore in front
of the library; forty freshmen boldly
attacking one sophomore in front of
the Art Building; forty freshmen
frantically trying to put over the idea
of stealing the flagpole when they
found numbers were even; Gerdsen
tramping along the Augusta road;
freshmen standing around the D. U.
House Monday night trying to make
up their minds to go in; Pollock pray-
ing that some one would try to rush
the Psi U House; freshman telling
a sophomore in English 2 what time
the train left; Perry with four days'
beard going to see the Dean; Clark
repairing the car he had tried to put
out of commission while Bell stood
over him and swore; sophomores hir-
ing the banquet hall at the Augusta
House on behalf of Colby College;
Thayer chasing the whole freshman
class out of Winthrop; the Sergeant
of the Flying Squadron on duty; a
Junior discharging a carload of fresh-
men at the critical moment of a melee
in Lewiston.
The Orient understands that with
the improvement of airplane trans-
portation facilities the next freshman
class, following the prudent policy of
"33, erpects to hold its banquet , in
going to classes alone; Madeira going
Honolulu, thus precluding the pos-
issue at arms with more than five
stood that the rules for interclass
combat are to be altered, making it
illegal for twenty freshmen to try
issue at arms with more than fire
sophs. This, of course, is to make
rulings conform with practice, and to
give succeeding freshman classes a
better alibi for their laudable dis-
cretion.
Totals 21 21 5 8
Two base hits, Tierney, Porreca.
Three base hit, Varney. Sacrifice
hits, Morrell, Simmons (2), Downs.
Struck out, by Morrell, 5 in 3; by
< Bucknam, in 3; by Boucher, 2 in 1;
by Gaw, 4 in 4; by Holland, 3 in 3.
Bases on balls, off Morrell, 2 in 3;
|
off Bucknam, 6 in 3; off Boucher,
in 1; off Gaw, in 4; off Holland, 1
in 3. Hits, off Morrell, 2 in 3; off Buck-
nam, 9 in 3; off Boucher, in 1; off
Gaw, in 4; off Holland, in 3. Hit
by pitcher, by Morrell (Mitchell); by
Bucknam (Porreca). Wild pitches,
Morrell (2), Bucknam. Passed balls,
MacLachlan (4). Left on base, Bow-
doin 2, Hebron 9.
Score by innings:
Hebron 1232 18 0—17
Bowdoin 2nds ... 000000 —




Dr. P. C. Brackett and H. H. Pierce in
Tie for First Place—Greens Rough
The golf season opened at the
Brunswick Club on Saturday when a
large field entered the annual
Patriots' Day invitation handicap
tournament. Dr. Philip C. Brackett
of the Portland Country Club and H.
H. Pierce of Augusta were in a tie for
first place with a score of 75. The
tournament was played under most
adverse circumstances because of the
poor condition of the greens which
were extremely uneven and gave most
of the golfers no end of trouble in
putting.
Ray Deston, captain of the golf
team, led the offensive for the college
contingent with a score of 77 and no
handicap, and the low nine-hole score
of 36. Ben Houser along with Harlan
Turner and Henry C. Berry turned in
scores of 80. Of the eight undergrad-
uates entered in the tournament five
competed without handicaps.
The summary:
Out In Gr Hd Nt
Houser 39 41 80 14 66
Morrell 48 40 88 21 67
Johnson 44 47 91 23 68
Holmes 43 44 87 15 72
Johnson 47 47 94 22 72
Catlin 46 45 91 14 77
Burke '51 46 97 20 77
Morrell 47 44 91 14 77
Deston 41 36 77 . . 77
Doherty 44 43 87 8 79
Hormell 53 48 101 22 79
Kendrick 51 44 95 14 81
Mullin 43 39 82 .. 82
DeMeyer 40 43 83 . . 83
Lippincott 51 51 102 13 84
Knight 41 43 84 .. 84
Dillenbeck ...... 44 42 86 . . 86
Always Noticed
But "Never Noticeable
jQgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
BrtBk SrotJfrra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
The best record in the United States
for running broad jump was made by
J. J. Foohees, at the last field meet-
ing at Columbia; distance covered,
21 feet, 8 1-2 inches.
D. U. Lecture
Continued from Page 1
for the most part in business circles
and particularly in advertising, where
brains are used for propaganda pur-
poses. Would many companies submit
those products which they acclaim
so highly in advertisements to a test
by scientists?
Almost all college students are
touched by the powerful doctrine of
the Philistines that men should be edu-
cated so as to make good salesmen.
The sense of truth which is instilled
in the souls of college men makes
them unfitted for business dealings.
The Philistine emphasizes the pleb-
ian virtues, such as memory and ac-
curacy in opposition to more impor-
tant ones such as creative originality.
He wants men to be instructed in ac-
curacy during college, the pursuing of
which idea has resulted in the spoil-
ing of Latin and higher mathematics
classes to a large degree.
This type of individual is inter-
ested in maintaining the status quo
and delights in scaring educators by
saying that originality will end in
Bolshevism. So he does not believe in
teaching young people to think.
Bates Game
(Continued from Pag* 1)
other run came across, but Stiles bore
down and fanned Donham for the
third out.
Bates also had a chance to score in
the third canto when Hedderigg got
the only Bobcat hit of the afternoon
on a line drive to center. He reached
third on an error, but died there when
Cascadden rolled out.
Jit Ricker played heads up ball all
afternoon collecting two hits as well
as keeping out of the error column.
He made the Bates pitcher look rather
silly when after working him for a
walk he meandered slowly to first, and
then made a dash for second reaching
there safely. Crimmins also pulled a
fast one by working the ancient and
honorable hidden ball trick in the sev-
enth on MacCluskey at first.
The most encouraging thing about
this ball game from the Bowdoin
point of view in addition to atoning
a little for a certain very uncomfort-
able afternoon last Fall, was the
marked improvement shone by the
Housermen with the willow. The
White was particularly weak in this
department all last year and collected
only three solid blows in their first
game against Harvard although this
was not too bad considering that they
were up against Devens, the ace of
the Crimson staff. With well balanced
inner and outer gardens and the best
pitching staff in several years Bow-
doin seems due to win a few major
athletic contests.
The summary:
Bowdoin ab r bh po a t
Ricker, cf 4 1 2 4
Whittier, ss 5 1 1 3 1 1
Dwyer, c 4 1 6 2 2
Urban, If 3 1 1
Chalmers, 2b 4 10
Shute, rf 4 1 1
McKown, 3b 5 1 1 1
Crimmins, lb 4 1 1 10 1 1
Stiles, p 4 1 3 1 5 1
Totals 37 5 10 27 10 I
Bates ab r bh po a e
Rhuland, If 3 2 1
Hedderigg, 2b 4 1 2 1 1
Berry, lb 2 1 7 1
Cascadden, cf 4 1 5
MacCluskey, rf 3
Flynn, 3b 2 1 2 1
Jekanowski, ss ....1 2 11
Luce, c 3 8 3
Marston, p 2 1 1
Donham, p 1
Totals 25 2 1 27 8 6
x—Rose ran for Urban in first,
third, and fifth innings




Bowdoin 2002000 1 0—5
Bates 00000200 0—2
Two base hits—Stiles, Ricker.
Stolen bases, Rhuland, Ricker. Sacri-
fice hits, Flynn, Urban, Luce. Double
play, Cascadden to Luce. Runs driven
in, by Urban 2, Stiles 2, Ricker,
Flynn. Left on bases, Bowdoin 10,
Bates 8. Bases on balls, off Stiles 7,
Marston 1, Donham 2. Hits off Mar-
ston 7 in 7, off Donham 3 in 4, off
Stiles 1. Hit by pitcher. Stiles, Mac-
Cluskey. Balk, Donham. Struck out
by Marston 1, Donham 2, Stiles 5.
Passed balls, Luce 2. Losing pitcher,
Marston. Umpires, McDonough, Gib-
son. Time, 2.05.
Annual field meeting of the Inter-
collegiate Athletic Association to be




Register your opinion in
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STUDENT OPINION OF POLE
SOUGHT IN ORIENT POLL
Committee On Memorial Submits New Suggestions To
Architects for Consideration—Meanwhile Register
Your Opinion
USE BALLOT AT BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE
Monday morning in chapel, President Sills announced that the
site of the flagpole had been reconsidered by the committee in
charge and that suggestions for the committee had been referred
to the architects for comment. While we wait for the final pro-
nouncement, the Orient would like to announce a poll in connec-
tion with this matter.
Several charges have been laid at
the door of the students directly con-
cerned with this affair. In other
columns of this issue, the reader will
find plenty of them. Among other
things are insincerity and childishness.
With these facts in mind, the Orient
is calling for an expression of the
undergraduate and faculty opinion
through the medium of a referendum.
The Orient respectfully asks the
following men to take charge of the
vote at their respective houses: Alpha
Delta Phi, Harrison M. Davis, Jr.;
Psi Upsilon, Philip C. Ahern; Chi
Psi, Albert S. Davis, Jr.; Delta Kappa
Epsilon, Frederick R. Kleibacker;
Theta Delta Chi, Artine Artinian;
Delta Upsilon, David P. Faxon; Zeta
Psi, Arthur J. Deeks, Jr.; Kappa Sig-
ma, Herbert L. Prescott; Bete Theta
Pi, James C. Flint; Sigma Nu, Charles
C. Bilodeau; Alpha Tau Omega, Wil-
PROHIBITION TOPIC
OFMONDAY LECTURE
Much Interest Aroused by Professor
Feldman of Dartmouth in
Talk Here
Professor Herman Feldman of
Dartmouth College gave a very inter-
esting talk on the "Social and Eco-
nomic Aspects of Prohibition" in the
main lounge of the Moulton Union
last Monday evening. Professor Feld-
man has long been interested in social
and economic work, and he has made
intensive research examination. Pro-
fessor Crook welcomed the speaker in
behalf of the College and presented
«him to the large audience.
liam N. Small.
Professor Feldman wished it to be
Non-Fraternity' and distinctly impressed upon the audi-
faculty members are asked to deposit
their votes in the Orient Contributors'





Colby Hurler Forced from
Mound Under Barrage of
White Hitting
STILES ON MOUND
Bowdoin Batters Driva Out No Less
Than Fourteen Hits Including Two





Tells of Cap*. Scott's Last Message
and His Sense of Membership in s
.
Great Company
Dr. Everett M. Baker, well known
in Massachusetts and Rhode Island
for his interest in the social aspect of
religion, was the speaker at chapel
last Sunday afternoon; and in a small
informal meeting at the Union after-
wards discussed some of the aspects
of Y.M.C.A. work and social discus-
sion conferences.
"
'Seek here converse with the wise
of all the aires,' the quotation over
the door of your library building,"
said Mr. Baker in part at his chapel
address, "conveys a certain sense of
membership in a great body, a sense
of belonging to the best of mankind.
"Some years ago, in a wind-swept
hut on the last frontier of the world,
a hundred miles from the South Pole.
Captain Robert Scott -lied. When a
rescue party came on his body and
those of his companions, they found
a lettei. which Scott had written to
an old friend in England, a last letter
of farewell. In that letter he ex-
pressed it^as the feeling of himself
and his men that they were showing
that 'Englishmen can still die with a
bold spirit.' In this too was found a
sense of belonging to a great com-
pany.
.
"Religion literally means being
bound to something, being one of a
vast and sometimes tenuous brother-
hood. This liaison is all-pervading.
Its first great prophet was Jesus, who
in his parable of the good Samaritan
and the man that fell among thieves,
linked together all men.
"It is interesting to see what a dis-
tinguished scientist. Dr. Robert A.
Millikan, has to say on the three most
important thinirs of life. First of
these he would place the Golden Rule,
the credo of a universal brotherhood,
of man. to the effect that 'one's own
happiness, one's most permanent sat-
isfactions are to be found through
trying to forget one's own sejf and
seekinsr instead the common good.
Secondly he places the resolution of
the theory that a natural law governs
all things, and lastly the belief fa age-
long growth and evolution.
"This belief in universal brother-
hood is of tremendous importance. We
are all bound to something. Christian
society, if vou will, and modern prog-
ress has only enlarged the circle of
our attachments. There must be some
change in our social ideals. Such a
change is continually seen in our sci-
ences, and is accepted. Yet the new
theories of the social reformer are
met with bitter opposition, and tervid
appeal to the tenets of the past. And
(Continued on Pas* »
ence that he was not speaking either
as an ardent prohibitionist or as an
anti-prohibitionist. He presented the
good and the bad results of prohibi-
tion as they are today. He brought
forth and explained the arguments for
each side of the question. He pointed
out how the old conditions existing
under the saloon necessitated a
change, and prohibition was expected
to bring about the needed change. In
many respects prohibition is the great-
est reform the country has ever had.
One unfortunate thing, though, is that
the people are ready to blame all the
evils which ws have now upon prohibi-
tion whether tt is the true cause or not:'
However, prohibition has not worked
long enough yet to prove conclusively
whether it is a success or failure. One
thing that many people firmly believe
though is that prohibition has been a
blow to temperance; temperance was
slowly getting a foothold but it lost all
as soon as the prohibition amendment
was passed.
'
There has been a very definite in-
crease in the consumption of alco-
holic drink since prohibition; that ten-
dency has been increasing since 1900.
Facts do not assert, however, that this
increase is due to prohibition. It is
true that in times of prosperity such
a thing as liquor consumption would
increase while in times of depression
it would tend to decrease. It might
well be that the increase is a coinci-
dence of the times as the increase in
cigarette consumption. That increase
is due to a change in conditions, not
to a prohibition. As it is difficult to
buy liquor today, the increase in the
production of corn sugar, grape juice,
distilled alcohol, milk, and near beer
to a small extent would tend to show
that these products are being used as a
substitute for the "drinks" of the old
days.
(Continued on pas* S)
The fast travelling Bowdoin ball
team slashed its way to a second vic-
tory and the lead in the State Series
when it completely outplayed the
Colby Mule on Saturday afternoon at
Waterville. The Polar Bears amassed
a total of fourteen hits including two
doubles, s triple, and two home runs.
From start to finish it was all Bow-
doin. The sensational fielding of the
day before was continued and the
consistent teamplay was even more
noticeable. While Bowdoin hacked
away at Colby's star hurler, Brown,
until he was forced to leave the game,
Stiles, the Polar Bear moundsman,
proceeded to check the Colby batters,
allowing only two singles. In eighteen
innings of pitching Stiles has per-
mitted only three hits and two runs.
Bowdoin started off in the first to
make up for the loss to Maine by
collecting two runs when Dwyer
smashed his first home run of the
season to score Whittier along with
him. There was no question after
the second how Bowdoin was going
to fare against this highly touted
pitcher. The barrage of hits includ-
ing a second four-bagger, eventually
raised the Bowdoin score to five while
Colby vainly swung at Stiles' offer-
ings. This second inning gave Bow-
doin a thrill that comes all too seldom
when the second home run in two in-
nings was hammered out by Whittier
far over the fence with Crimmins
on by virtue of a pass and Stiles on
by a single to center.
In the sixth Colby gathered its
sole run, when Roberts- was passed
and soared on a hot One drive "that
went through Whittier. The Polar
Bears increased the total in the eighth
and ninth frames by two runs. In the
eighth Luke Urban counted when
Chalmers drove a long smash to left
for a double. To start the ninth off
right Stiles took one of the rookie
pitcher, Waite's offerings for a double




White Team Has Had But
One Defeat During the
Entire Season
LOSE TO UNION
Team Composed of L. Carter Lee, Paul
A. Walker, Albert E. Jenkins and
Donald F. Prince foe Bowdoin Man-
ages to Humble Syracuse, Hamilton
and Amherst.
Culminating the most successful
season in many years, the Bowdoin
Debating Team returned last week
end from the Annual Spring Trip with
a tally of three victories and one de-
feat, bringing the season's total to
six wins and one loss. The four men
who represented Bowdoin on this trip
were L. Carter Lee "30, Paul A. Walk-
er '31, Albert E. Jenkins '31, and Don
aid F, Prince '81.
On Monday evening, April 21st,
Bowdoin suffered the first and only
defeat of the year at the hands of
Union College, of Schenectady, N. Y.
Bowdoin upheld the affirmative of the
proposition: Resolved that the Cana-
dian «ystem of liquor control is pref-
erable to that of the United States.
The same team which defeated New
Hampshire on the question last Feb-
ruary, Jenkins, Prince and Walker,
came out on the short end of a two-
to-one decision. This debate was
limited to three, seven-minute
speeches and one six-minute rebuttal
speech per side. Prince handled the
rebuttal for Bowdoin.
Th± following afternoon, Jenkins,
Walker, and Lee, upholding the affirm-
ative of the question: Resolved that
the government should undertake the
generation and transmission of hydro-
electric power defeated a Syracuse
University team. This debate was also
broadcast, Lee handling Bowdoin's re-
buttal. The decision was to be ren-
dered by an audience vote, and inas-
much as this vote is often slow in
coauagin the decision is still uncer-
isllIr'FBcent returns, however, show
Bowdoin leading by quite a margin.
From Syracuse, the team voyaged
to Hamilton College, at Clinton, N.
Y. The same question and side was
to be used here and therefore the
same team as on the preceding day
debated. An unfortunate misunder-
standing on the part of the Hamilton
(Continued on Page 4)*
TRACK MEET TO BE FEATURE
OF SUB-FRESHMAN WEEK END
College Will Be Host To Prep School Visitors At Annual
Entertainment of Prospective Bowdoin Men
FRESHMAN TEAM IN DUAL WITH M. C. I.
During the coming week end some hundred and fifty members
of various preparatory schools throughout Maine will pour into
Bowdoin to be guests of the student body at the annual sub-fresh-
man week end. Under the direction of Mr. Herbert W. Hartman
and Professor Herbert R. Brown, with the assistance of Alumni
Secretary Philip S. Wilder, the committee has evolved an unusually





Under cold leaden skies Bowdoin
dropped a heartbreaking fourteen
inning game last Friday at Pickard
Field to a Maine team that played
with horseshoes in its pockets. With
the game practically chalked up in
the win column four times during the game of the first round in the inter
regulation nine innings, the White
constantly ran afoul of a hounding
jinx that tripped up every rally.
Two were out as Maine broke the
string of goose eggs in the sixth
On their arrival at the college Fri-
day afternoon, the new men will be
met at Massachusetts Hall by Pro-
fessor Brown, and advised as to their
quarters for the week end. In the af-
ternoon Donovan D. Lancaster, direc-
tor of the Union, has arranged to
have the Union thrown open for in-
spection, with the game rooms offered
for the use of the prep members. At
the same time the Chi Psis will meet
Sigma Nu on the Delta in the final
fraternity baseball tournament. An
hour has also been set aside for the
use of the swimming pool.
Perhaps the biggest entertainment
of all, however, will take place on Fri-
stanza. Tom Chalmers handled Wells' , aay evening, when all of the houses
twister without trouble but threw j will join together in the presentation
wildly to Crimmins at first and the j of a series of fifteen minute vaude-
enemy runner perched on second base. > yille acts in Memorial Hall. A cup
He was promptly ushered to the plate is to be awarded to the winning skit,




Magee's Charges Show Up Well in





Non-Fraternity Men Allowed to Hold
Present Rooms; Preference to be
by Order of Classes
CALENDAR
April 30—Track Meet: Bowdoin
vs. N. H. State, here; Baseball:
Bowdoin vs. Amherst, at Amherst.
May 1—Baseball: Bowdoin vs.
Wfslevan, at Middletown.
May 2—Baseball: Bowdoin vs.
Northeastern, at Boston: Annual
Sub-Freshman Week End starts;
Interfraternitv show.
May 3—Baseball? Bowdoin vs.
Tufts, at Medford; Track Meet:
Bowdoin Freshmen vs. M. C. I.
May 4 — Coleman Jennings
speaks in chapel service.
May 7— Baseball: Bowdoin vs.
Maine, at Orono.
The Bowdoin cluster returned from
the Penn Relays with one victory to
its credit and very good showing in
other events. The mile relay team
came through in great style to beat
Catholic University of Washington,
Johns Hopkins, St. John's College,
Brooklyn, Stevens Institute and Ohio
State. Johnson led off powerfully,
and ran a strong, well-judged quarter,
finishing right up in front. With
Gatchell's lee Bowdoin dropped a bit.
although GatcheU, who! has played
baseball all the spring, outdid him-
self. Thistlewaite came from behind
in a beautiful sprint at the last cor-
ner, handing Sid Foster a five-yard
lead. Foster fought off the deter-
mined challenge of the Catholic U an-
chor man, and ran a fast, heady, well-
timed race all the way, reaching the
tape with a safe lead, and giving Bow-
doin the victory.
The day berore this race the same
team ran in the sprint medley relay
for the championship of America
and made a good appearance
against the pick of the country's col-
lege and universitvsteams. Galbraith,
Bowdoin's only individual, threw the
hammer for fifth place, barely losing
for fourth to Morrill of Penn State.
When one considers that all of these
men are sophomores except Foster,
and he >s only a iunior, the prospects
for the future look pretty bright. Give
them another vear or two and they
should be going places*. In this meet
Bowdoin was running, especially in the
sprint medley, against some very fast
and able competitors—some of the na-
tion's best—and the showing made
was most certainly a feather in Bow-
doin's and more specifically in Jack
Magee's cap.
The following regulations have been
given out by the Student Council re-
garding the distribution of rooms. If
approved by the Faculty they will be-
come effective May 5.
One hundred and fifty places will
be reserved for the incoming class.
In the week of May 12 to May 17
inclusive, non-fraternity men now in
the dormitories will be given the
privilege of retaining their present
rooms for the following year.
The remaining rooms will be as-
signed to applicants with preference
given by order of classes. Drawing
of rooms will take place in the Treas-
urer's Office at 2.30 p.m. on the fol-
lowing days.
Class of 1931—May 19th
Class of 1932—May 20th
Class of 1933—May 21st
Members of the same class who
wish to room together must apply
with their classes.
Members of different classes Who
wish to room together must apply
with* their own classes.
A deposit of ten dollars will be re-
quired at the time the contract is
signed. (This deposit cannot be
charged on the Term Bill). One stu-
dent can reserve but one half of the
room the College reserving the right
to reserve the other half.
A.T.O. AND NON-FRAT.
VICTORS THIS WEEK




doin twirler, curtailed further activ
ities by snatching the next ball hit out
of the grass with his bare hand and
whipping it across to Crimmins.
Bowdoin immediately followed in
orthodox fashion with a run to tie
the score. Ricker reached first when
Plummer made one of his quartette
of errors and was soon sacrificed to
2nd by Whittier's bunt. Sonny Dwyer
came through handsomely in the pinch
bingling sharply to right field tally-
ing Ricker.
From this point on the game was
one of endless opportunity to lift the
deadlock but it required almost sat-
other entire contest to discover
whether or not the White Bears would
reap their just reward. It was fated
otherwise. The fourteenth opened
casually as Pratt and Taft were dis-
posed of in short order but the aspect
of things was changed when an error
put the next Maine batter on base.
Palmer drew a base on balls from
Souther and the deed was done as
Hincks, the Black Bear's heavy bats-
man, singled to left. The tragedy was
completed by another base hit scor-
ing two more Bricemen.
Pickard Field will wait a long day
before it is the scene of a ball game
so replete with sensational play and
tense situations as was this overtime
(ConUnoed on pace 4)
PORTLAND ORCHESTRA
HEARD LAST NIGHT
Once again Bowdoin College had the
privilege of hearing the Portland Mu-
nicipal Orchestra under Mr. Charles
R. Cronham, in its appearance last
evening at Memorial Hall.
Miss Adele Bramsou, pianist, played
Grieg's A minor Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra as a special feature of
the program.
,
The program opened with Dvorak's
"New World" Svmphony. with the
oboe solo part nlayed by Clinton W.
Graffam, Jr. This was followed by
Saint-Saens' familiar symphonic poem,
Danse Macabre. Emil Hybert, violin-
ist, and Samuel Fineburg on the xylo-
phone, both offered brilliant solos. The
program was concluded with Rossini's
famous overture to William Tell, with
solo parts by Katherine Hatch, 'cello,
Clinton W. Graffam, Jr., oboe, and
Harold Lawrence, flute.
The orchestra showed special skill
and finesse last evening and received
a hearty response from the Brunswick
audience.
Another merry-go-round was staged
last Monday when the A.T.O. ball team
won from the A. D.'s 19-2. Witherell
held the Alpha Delt sluggers to a lone
bingle as his team-mates proceeded to
slash out a dozen hits.
The Maine Street delegation scored
two runs in their first turn at the bat
and managed to stave off the oppo-
nents with fair success until the clos-
ing stanza. Not to be denied, the
A.T.O. gathering collected 12 runs and
then gave up in exhaustion. From all
appearances the defeated club should
organize a soccer team—they boot the
pill with amazing skill.
The batteries:
A. T. O.—Witherell, p; McDonald, c.A D.—Mallett, p; Knight, p; Bara-
valle, c.
The Deke-Kappa Sig contest, sched-
uled for last Wednesday, was post-
poned on account of the absence of
necessary equipment. The game will
be played Monday, May 5th.
The Non-Fraternity nine opened the
Interfratemity baseball series last
Thursday by taking the hard-hitting
Beta team into camp to the tune of
20 to 9. In spite of the size of the
score against them the Greek Letter
contingent demonstrated themselves
as being a club to be reckoned with,
totalling 16 hits to the victors' ten.
A liberal donation of six bases on balls
and ten errors spelled their downfall.
Drew distinguished himself with the
bat, netting three hits in five trips to
the plate. A triple and a single is
credited to Hopkins. Whittier banged
out a three-bagger at his first time at
bat and Ziesel also garnered a three-
quarter trip ticket later in the game.
The batteries: Non-Frat.. White, p;
Fruitman, c; Beta, Hopkins, Kimball,
p; Harlow, c.




We wish to correct ourselves for the
statements made in the three short
separate items on the back page last
week. They were taken by mistake
from "Bowdoin 50 Years Ago".
Bowdoin College students inter-
ested in aeronautics will have an op-
portunity to compete for four scholar-
ships with a total tuition value of $7,-
100 offered by W. E. Boeing, an out-
standing figure in American aviation.
Notice of the establishment of these
scholarships, which are effective at
the Boeing School of Aeronautics at
Oakland, Cal., has been received by
the administrative officials of Bow-
doin College.
The first award, the W. E. Boeing
Master Pilot Ground School and Fly-
ing Scholarship, is a nine months'
course covering 203 hours of flying
and 1224 hours of ground school in-
struction. Second award is the Boe-
ing Master Mechanic course, consist-
ing of nine months' instruction. Third
award is the Boeing Master Pilot
Ground School course, with nine
months of instruction; and the fourth
award is the Boeing Private Pilot
course, requiring from two to four
months of ground and flight instruc-
tion.
Any undergraduate student, includ-
ing the 1930 graduating class, is eligi-
ble as a candidate.
Candidates must have maintained
Professor Stanley B. Smith, repre-
senting the Faculty; Mr. A. B.
Holmes, representing the Alumni; and
Jud the Barber, as the delegate of
The Town. Professor Thomas Means
will act as master of ceremonies.
President Sills has expressed a
wish that as many as possible of the
visitors attend morning chapel, where
a special address will be delivered.
Many of the sub-freshmen will then
go to various classes, that they may
get some idea of what Bowdoin offers
scholastically. In the afternoon Jack
Magee's Frosh charges will meet
Maine ^-irriml Wititnti at Whittier
Field. To cap the day the Union will
be thrown open, from seven o'clock
on, for an informal dance.
YANNIGANS TIED BY
BRIDGTON ACADEMY,
1-1; TWO HITS GIVEN
Bowdoin Gets Seven Safeties But
Lscks Scoring Power— Double
Play by Bossidy
For six innings last Wednesday af-
ternoon the Yannigans of Bowdoin
out-batted and were out-booted by
Bridgton Academy's crack nine. For
three innings they held onto a one-
run margin and periodically loaded
the bases, only to have the runners
go into permanent cold storage. Then,
in the fourth, Boucher issued two
walks and Bridgton proceeded to sac-
rifice wildly and enthusiastically. One
run came in, the score was tied, and
stayed that way until the game was
called by agreement in the sixth.
The reserves lost no time in can-
tering off to the lead. Parmenter, first
man up in the first, lambasted a
double into left field. Rose singled,
Crimmins singled, and Carl came
skating home. Then Connolly steadied
and struck out the next three men.
Nothing happened on the other side of
the score-book. Trainor got on by an
error, and got off by a neat throw
from first to the plate, after ScKein-
fein had singled him around a ways.
McShane struck out, and Corbett flew
to first.
Again, in the last half of the third,
Parmenter loped up to first on an er-
ror at short. He stole second after
Rose popped to the catcher, and Dave
Means drove out a towering center-
field sacrifice fly. Benny Shute struck
cut, and left Parmenter. But it was
in the next half-frame that Bridgton
went places and did things. Corbett
walked, and slid into second inches
ahead of Jake Smith's peg from thf-
plate. Comparato got another free
billet, and Sharkey dribbled out a
beautiful bunt that both men ad-
, , ,. , , , ,
, ,. .ivancedon. Then Sutcliff, batting for
a scholastic standing to classrfy them p ^ficed to short as Corbett
in the upper one-third of their class !£, Connoll 8macked out a high




elLenJ "- fly that Shute gathered in.ment. The candidates must write an ' . . .. , .. „ , „ „«,„,„
essay on one of the following sub- . The fielding gem of the Jay came
jects : "Aviation's Contribution to » the sixth. When Corbett got to
Internationalism", "The Development | second through a walk and a wild
of Air Transportation and its Possi- Pitfh, ^P*™*?. b'd?i^ATt>f™
bilities", or *The Development of K°t four balls_ Then.the two,of .them
Established AirlP"11**1 « double steal, and thingsSafety Features on
Transport Lines".
The essays which must reach the
Boeing School by June 9, will be
judged by a National Committee of
Award, composed of prominent edu-
cators and leaders in the aeronautical
industry.
j
The Boeing School of Aeronautics is ,
associated with the Boeing aeronau-
In this week's issue of the Orient I tical companies, including the Boeing
we have been forced to omit the reg- Airplane Company at Seattle and the ;
ular third page feature story, be- 1 Boeing System, operators of the Seat- j
cause of the great number of com- ! tie-Los Angeles and San . Franeisco-
munications. However, we welcome
|
Chicago air mail, express and paa-
any letters and urge that the present
J
senger routes.
number be maintained, for they show Full details of the Boeing scholar-
that the College is awake and taking ships competition may be obtained
an interest in what goes on—surely a from the Bowdoin Pub. Co., or from
healthy sign! So let's keep them com- 1 the Boeing School of Aeronautics,
ing. Oakland Airport, Oakland, Cal. |
(Continued on Pace 4)
POLL ON THE POLE
-I favor both the proposed form
of the War Memorial and it*
present site.
-I am not in favor of the pres-
ent aite, but do approve of the
proposed Wsr Memorial
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"Give 'Em the Axe"
The Stanford axe has come
home! First displayed by peg-
trousered underclassmen back
in 1898 at the Stanford-Califor-
nia football game, this talisman
was flaunted in the faces of the
Californians with accompanying
invectives and the rhythmic by-
word "Give 'em the axe". A
body of stalwart Californians,
loyal and true, showed their in-
censed wrath at the demonstra-
tion by wresting the axe from its
irresponsible guardians. For 31
years after its triumphal entry
into Berkeley the Stanford axe
had graced the rallies, the
games, and the laurel wreaths
of its bitterest rival. Last week
when this classic axe was being
conveyed in a closely guarded
armored car for the annual wild
celebration of its capture, three
young men posing as reporters
tossed tear-gas bombs into the
procession, rushed the guards
and escaped with the sacred tro-
J
reality that has grown increas
questionably the outstanding
events of the Freshman and
Sophomore years — treasured
memories which will always be
cherished, always vividly re-
membered. Later on in the same
week approximately 150 under-
graduates bodily carried a three
ton flag pole into chapel more as
a mischievous college prank than
an informal protest to its antici-
pated erection on the campus. A
huge bonfire was lighted as a
tribute to the mammoth accom-
plishment. The next morning it
took brains more than five hours
to remove what co-operative
brawn had carried in in ten
minutes.
When not of a malicious or de-
structive nature, such uniform
actions on the part of the under-
graduates are a healthy sign. I
Things like that haven't hap- 1
pened around here for years. We
feel that it is indicative of the
return of the temporarily lost
Bowdoin spirit, a disturbing
various preparatory schools.
These young men are deeply in-
terested in Bowdoin and what
goes on here. It is our duty, as
their predecessors and possibly
their companions for the next
few years, to show them every
courtesy in our power. The Col-
lege is planning quite an inter-
esting program for these few
days, but however good that may
be in itself, the real appeal to the
Sub-Freshman will be the per-
sonal. He will remember the re-
ception accorded him by the un-
dergraduates much longer than
that arranged for him by the
College. That is only natural. If
we wish to be "good college citi-
zens", we should strive to give
these guests of the College a
week-end that will be an exam-
ple of the best In Bowdoin
undergraduate spirit.
phy duringthe ensuing melee. Al-
though all the roads leading out
of Berkeley were scoured by Cal-
ifornia cars and California men,
all the good horses and all the
king's men couldn't snare those
illusive Stanfordmen. Next year
the Stanford axe again will be
brandished in California's face,
and this time with a vengeance.
This is not the first nor the
last instance of intercollegiate
or interclass feuds. Every year
at Amherst Sabrina usually re-
appears. Whoever but looks
upon this bronze goddess is at
once possessed with devilish in-
tent, for she is the symbol of su-
periority among the undergrad-
uates. Great is the fall of the
guardian class that lets her elude
its grasp. Sabrina has been sur-
reptitiously purloined, secretly
stowed in vaults, on ship-board,
in deserted houses ; she has been
sunk in Golden Gate harbor and
spirited around the world. But
eventually she always mysteri-
ously returns home and enjoys a
momentary peaceful rest under
the double watch of an odd or
even numbered class. To the
winner of the Michigan-Minne-
sota football game each year
goes the coveted "Little Brown
Jug." For the
ingly noticeable in the last two
or three years. It has been
vaguely rumored that the college
authorities or the student coun-
cil (or both) are in favor of do-
ing away with certain age-old
traditions. This would be a se-
rious step. Such vital spirit and
morale as these traditions invoke
are as much an essential to a col-
lege as the curriculum itself. For
without it there is something
|
lacking in its corporate body!
that reminds one of an engine
that misses because of a dead
spark plug. Every college or
university feels complimented
when told that it is rich in tradi-
tion. Tradition is as great an
inducement to prospective un-
derclassmen as winning teams.
Bowdoin is proud of her tradi-
tions. "Give 'em the axe."
F. R. K., Jr.
Communication
To the Editor:
The good old stand-patter instinct
is still' supreme. I guess. Anything
different from the general run seems
to have a singularly fierce and calami-
tous aspect to certain people. A new
type of window-cleaning or starting
block would be an awful blow to these
people.
But why they get so fidgety about
the Orient is more than I can see. The
Orient may have a little more life
than usual. Granted. But no one
could say it is startlingly new, or par-
ticularly original, or very distrusting.
Student opinion may be more apparent
than usual, but it is still student opin-
ion and always has been present. No
one could call the Orient radical 'or
even more than fairly conservative.
Evidently even this unradical spurt
of new life is too much for the dyed-
in-the-wool stand-patters. There is no
censorship practiced over the Orient,
so we are told. Yet the stand-
patters seek to exercise a financial
censorship over it, threatening to dis-
continue a considerable revenue, un-
less the present critical and half-
liberal tendency is changed. The
prattle (?) of undergraduates, they
think, will alienate prospective stu-
dents in preparatory schools— the
younger students will become discon-
certed at the excesses at Bowdoin.
Bowdoin will seem a seething pot of
rebellion— to say nothing of student
dissolution and dissipation. Bowdoin
will seem a place of anarchists— and
children with the wrong spirit.
This is nonsense. Any student who
is alienated by the tone of the last
Orients is well-alienated. If he wants
to go to a mud-hole and rest, let him;
we are well rid of him. It assuredly
is too bad if the slight interest the
student body at last shows is going to
be construed as detrimental and is
going to lead to financial censorship





The Orient is conducting this
poll on the flagpole in answer to
a direct charge of childishness
laid at our door by various and
sundry people interested in the
College in one way or another.
The Orient Board is seeking
vindication for the student body, f
possession of
j
In this poll we need no majority
j
"Illibuck", the turtle, Illinois and | decision to prove our contention I
Ohio State wage a mortal com- ; that we are protesting and not
j
bat. Yale's historic fence was ; merely clowning. A good minor-
stolen last autumn by Harvard,
j
ity showing is all that is neces-
And so on through the histories
;
sary to convince our critics that
of all colleges and universities we were, and are, sincere. We
who are old enough to have appeal to every member of the
hoarded about their campuses College Community at this time,
certain revered customs and tra- and earnestly solicit his vote in
ditions that are just as much a the poll. It is not that we believe
part of the college as the ground this poll will have any effect in
whereon it is built. changing the decisions of the
Two weeks ago at Bowdoin committee; but we do feel that it
the Freshman president was is about time everyone concerned
carried away into safe keeping finds out the actual views of the
by members of his class. That College on this matter,
meant just one thing: the annual
Freshman Banquet was impend-
ing. Proclamation Night, the
Flag Rush, Rising Night, Fresh-
man Banquet — these are un-
Sub-Freshnum Week-End
Again Bowdoin College is host
to a group of young men from
Communication
April 26, 1930.
To the Editor of the Orient:
Dr. Beale is to be congratulated
for his letter in the last issue of the
Orient. There are many undergradu-
ates glad to find a member of the
Faculty who does not consider their
act of protest as "childishness". How-
ever, congratulating him is not
enough; student opinion should ba
heard on the subject. If no comment
is forthcoming Dr. Beale's letter will
not be worth the space it takes up.
His attitude will be laughed at as an
unsupported theory.
The consensus of student opinion
seems to agree perfectly with Dr.
Beale's views. We do not want a
flagpole for a memorial; we would ap-
preciate more an intangible remem-
brance with an utilitarian purpose.
The scholarship suggested would be
far better and its effects more last-
ing than any flagpole.
The students have been told they
were noi consulted because they were
not asked to contribute and it was
none of their business anyway. Per-
haps if they had been asked to con-
tribute they would have. Also I fail
to see why it is not the students' con-
cern; they have to live with it be-
fore them, and after all, they are an
important part of the College.
They appreciate the great sacrifices
the soldiers made in the World War.
and because they appreciate them,
they don't want such sacrifices to oc-
cur again. Hen's deeds live after them
if they are worthy, and no huge pile
is needed on a small and beautiful
campus dedicated to learning, to re-
member those deeds. The men them-
selves, for whom the memorial is to
be erected would probably be most
opposed to it. Their reason would
not be one of modesty; they have
been through the last and most ter-
rible war in history, and they know
its horrors far better than we. They
would be against it because they are
against war, and constant reminders
of it are far from promoting peace.
We have been told that our pro-
tests come too late. Why have they
come so late? Most of us knew noth-
ing about the proposed memorial until
just before it appeared on the cam-
pus. The President said he discussed
the project folly in his last report.
The report comes out the beginning of
the summer when most of the Faculty
and all of the students have left.,Very
few of the students read the Presi-
dent's reports for the simple reason
that they do not get them.
The committee is a very good one;
none of us have any fault to find with
the gentlemen who have given a lot
of their time and thought on the plan
and have done as they thought best.
But is the committee a very large
proportion of Bowdoin men? Why
was the matter not put to a vote be-
fore the Alumni, if not the students
and Faculty ? Surely if the opinion of
the majority is against the proposed
memorial the administration should
do something other than to insist it
is too late for any change to be made.
Especially is this true when it is the
fault of the administration that it
is too late for anything to be done.
It is to be regretted that the affair
two weeks ago is considered as a
"childish prank" or a symptom of
spring fever. Still more is it to be re-
gretted that the College allow such an
interpretation to be printed in the
Lewiston Evening Journal so that the
people of Maine may get an entirely
wrong impression of the feeling of
the undergraduates on the subject.
Doubtless many of the student pranks
may justly be considered childish by
the generation before ours, but this
was not one of them. The leaders are
not ardent pacifists in the cowardly
sense of the term; but we all realize
war is wrong and raising memorials
will not aid in its extinction. We had
no time to protest in any other way
that would have been as effective and
we did want to protest.
Dr. Beale will be severely criticized
for his letter. If it is shown that he
has support from the undergraduates
he cannot be said to be theorizing. It
took a great deal of courage to write
a letter of that sort and he should
be supported. It is not yet too late
to do away with the flagpole as a me-
morial. Certainly a scholarship would
be better. The administration should
at least have a vote of the alumni




From sources I believe reliable I
have learned that my incumbency of
the 1931 Chaplaincy Is regarded with
scant enthusiasm by the permanent
faculty and governing boards. In ad-
dition to this, in itself a strong in-
ducement for me to relinquish my
post, I have my studies to consider,
which after all, constitute the lode-
stone which drew me to college. I am
carrying four extremely esoteric, con-
sequently difficult courses. Phi Beta
Kappa is my goal and I cannot con-
scientiously spare the time from my
books to attend Ivy exercises which
have degenerated into footless frivol-
ity and futile folly. In justice to my
college, to my studies, and to myself
I find myself unable to fulfill the re-
sponsibility with which my classmate*
have so signally honored me. I am
therefore offering my resignation, to
take effect at once. I wish to thank
the members of 1931 for their good
taste and lavish support and I fer-
vently hope that like Elijah of old, my
mantle may descend on some new
prophet, more acceptable to the col-
! lege authorities than I.
Warren Brewster Fuller '31 '3U '32.
Communication
The pother that lights up the rocket
I
in Professor Beale's letter of burning
indignation is beside the point. The
student demonstration the other Sat-
urday evening, which he holds to be i
sincere protest against and an opinion
about the war memorial, was nothing
more or less than spring quickening
our blood in the spiritual chill of
Brunswick. We hold few opinions
about the war. We care less.
A war memorial is a glorification of
war? a flagpole specifically? Since
when? Is What Price Glory one? Is
Im Westen Nichts Neues another? I
do not think so. A war memorial to
me, and to others whom I havte talked
with, shows the monstrous sacrilege
that war does to the spirit and heart
of man. Even a military funeral—
I
saw one Good Friday—reminds one
that war is an obscene burlesque on
I
learning and culture and common de
I
cency. The taps played at the grave
are a cogent and compelling complaint
against war. A glorification of war?
Hardly.
As to whether the Bowdoin men
who went to war were taken for a
ride is beside the point. We wish to
recognize the spirit of generosity and
utter devotion to an ideal that these
men showed in taking a gun. Were
they duped? has nothing to do with
the question at hand. Romantic, per-
haps. Fine. In a world in* which
smugness and greed predominate this
romantic impulse is all too rare. This
is what the Dean meant, I take it,
when he spoke of Bowdoin's undis-
tinguished undergraduates. The cause
and purpose of the war, who is right
and who is wrong, we know now. But
thisH has nothing to do with the war
memorial. Can't Professor Beale see
that?
Of course we object to Memorial
Hall. Not because it is a war memori-
al. We never think of it as that. Me-
morial Hall is ugly, unpretty, and
squats perpetually like a grey dis-
tended elephant. I should like to see
it razed, but we shan't if we are go-
ing to block the source of funds with
namby-pamby criticism. Our campus
is not the most beautiful, nor one of
the most beautiful, in America. That
is more nonsense. I should hate to
say what Ralph Adams Cram thinks
of it.
There are many things at Bowdoin
which should be righted. And I shall
lead a mob any time—with or with-
out the faculty—right into the Li-
brary to burn up that damnable sys-
tem called the Boyer Budget. A dis-
grace and an unmitigable nuisance in
a college as wealthy as Bowdoin.
WILLIAM MURPHY ex'27.
Editor's Note:
It appears that Mr. Murphy is at
present indebted to the amount of
seventy cents at the library.
Sunday Chapel
(Continued from Paire I i
the reformers themselves too often
approach the existing system in a
spirit of hatred rather than one of
constructive policy.
"The vocation of man is to seek
brotherhood. In the ever-increasing
complexitv of the world this has be-
come onlv the more true. You young
men, who in a few years will dictate
the will of our industries, it is upon
your shoulders that the burden of
achieving this is placed."
Speed of the aspen,
Strength of the oak
The Bell System has vitality. It grows. It
meets the needs of the nation for more
and more service, for many new kinds of
service.
To do this it has increased plant invest-
ment in twenty-nine years from $181,000,000
to more than three and three-quarter bil-
lions. Rapid growth, yet growth that has
gone step by step with smoother operation,
greater efficiency.
From laboratory and field constantly come
developments and improvements which add
to the System's usefulness. Here there
is a dynamic urge to do it better. The tele-
phone organization stays young— it thrives
on new ideas.
BELL SYSTEM
%A matitm-wid* system »f intcr-enmtttmi ttltfktuu
OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"
pp
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Symmetric Golf Clubs at $3.50
Set of Five Related Irons . . $17.50
Have you tried the New Dunlop Ball at .... 75c
Silver Kings . 85c Repaints . 25c, 30c, 40c
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Sophomores Tour Three-Quarters of
New England in Pursuit of Frosh
Sub Freshman Week-End
After the Inter-Fraternity Vaudeville, eat at
THE COLLEGE SPA
across from the campus gate
LUNCHEON Open from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m. SODA
Mustard and Cress
"Dulce.et decorum est"
(y-writ anonymously on purpose)
"The flag-pole memorial is no con-
cern of the students."—Pres. Sills.
Tune: The Stein Song
You may speak of the Chapel and
Union
—
You may mention the delta and rink
—
You can praise it or blame how the
office is run so long as the printer
has ink.
We can holler and whoop at the
majors
We can laugh at board walks all we
care
—
But the flap and the pole and the hole
in the ground are none of the stu-
dents' affair.
Chorus
Oh, it's none of the students' affair
Oh, it's none of the students' affair
We just have to ftay here and look at
the thing,
So it's none of the students' affair.
We didn't subscribe any money
—
We didn't draw up any plans
—
But we just staved here at home and
twiddled our thumbs and then found
the thing dumped on our hands.
They got it to honor the soldiers
—
The soldiers who never would care
But how it would look or where it




The guys who contributed money
Were pretty good fellows at that
—
It's no little item to hand out the
dough when the President passes the
hat.
But it's somewhat delightful to
know
—
A quite pleasing notion to share;
That although we're the ones to see it
each day— it is none of the stu-
dents' affair.
(Chorus)
So let us erect as a monument
A flag and a pole and a base.
Let us stick 'em around in the funniest
style, erect 'em in any old place
So long as they ruin the campus,
—Or don't—we really don't care
—
For the flag and the pole and the hole
in the ground are none of the stu-
dents' affair.
(Chorus)
Mr. Wilder's class is still enjoying
adjourns yet.
The President's private golf course
on Federal Street has been destroyed.
The President had approximately 40,-
000 holes laid out with bunkers, greens,
traps, and a lot of roughs, but the
town road commissioner made a mis-
take and sent up a man and a tractor,
ruining the entire links. It is ex-
By George B. Pottle '32
After a week of battling over three-
quarters of New England, the Class
of '33 (existence questioned by many
good authorities) is patting itself on
the back for its conspicuous courage
and good judgment in selecting a
banquet location so remote as to pre-
clude all possibility of having to fight
for their dinner, an idea repugnant
to our chivalrous freshmen unless
they can get six to one odds. Thus
there was no sophomore intervention
at the banquet, but on the other hand
there were no compulsory sophomore
guests.
On Monday our efficient match-
bearers (irony, don't miss it) became
alarmed at the terrifying spectacle of
four casual sophomores in a car, and
rushed their eminent president out of
town, lest the above-mentioned four
sophomores should take him away
from the twenty or thirty freshmen on
guard. Later in the night '33 visited
the D. U. in search of the sophomore
president, but decided that discretion
pected that another week will restore
the course to its former condition.
Professor Means has been compil-
ing statistics about the campus clock,
amusing his Latin 2 class with them
on various occasions. According to
him, when the clock strikes four and
points at eleven-thirty, it means a
quarter of two. This information will
kindly be converted into daylight time
now.
Hear the sad tale of the student
who came in Saturday night, set his
alarm-m-m clock ahead an hour, and
went to bed. Hear more sadness con-
cerning the room-mate who drifted in
later, set the clock ahead an hour,
and went to bed. Hear also, that the
clock was twenty minutes fast in the
beginning. Imagine our embarrass-
ment. How many other Bowdoin men
have seen the chapel at 5.55 a. m. ?
Flow Tide!
(Being a backhanded criticism of
something found in the latest Quill,
blamed on Curtis Stuart Laughlin.)
My big old black cat
Tears into the deep woods
And has kittens.
Funny black cat, she might.
Arching her back against the dim
Outline of the neighbor's barn door.
Yowling at the distant stars,
Do re mi.
As she purrs, a Tom-cat stands.
Sleek and beautiful, upon the green-
sward.
Then things happen,
And a boot tossed out stops the noise.
(euphemism) was the better part of
abduction and took it out in gazing
at the house and then going to bed.
On Tuesday the Class of *32 started
its masterly program of elimination.
Augusta was eliminated by bribery
and corruption among the bellhops,
confirmed by a diplomatic phone call
from Colby (??!!). More telephoning
disposed of the Lewiston possibility,
while police headquarters of Portland,
Saco, and Biddeford put them out.
During Tuesday and Wednesday the
upperclassmen, with misplaced good
opinions of the courage and sports-
manship of their opponents, were pro-
ceeding on the assumption that said
opponents, according to tradition,
would hold, or endeavor to hold, their
festivities in the State of Maine. But
on Wednesday it was discovered.what
the true calibre of the freshies was.
Hold a banquet within a hundred
miles of possible interference? Ridic-
ulous! Rather than risk their food
and imperil their persons they must
go where the sophomores cease from
troubling and the freshmen are at
rest.
In the meantime a group of soph-
omores and a God-sent steam roller
had been the undoing of the frosh
secretary-treasurer, and he had van-
ished from the ken of his comrades.
The remaining freshman officer found
it advisable to seek foreign parts,
and his frantic class scoured the state
for their missing officer and the badly
wanted sophomore president. Lewis-
ton, Augusta, and points north, south,
east, and west yielded nothing to the
first-year men, and they were forced
to content themselves with lesser
lights. And even so they found them-
selves unable to retain even these. A
few car wreckings and abductions
netted nothing, while the freshman
president cowered in Bangor and the
sophomore president played golf with
the freshman secretary within an
hour's drive of Brunswick.
On Thursday the men of '33 dis-
played their real prowess in arms.
They screwed their courage to the
sticking point and defeated the sopho-
mores in a pitched battle by the Art
Building. To be sure, there were ten
sophomores to thirty-odd freshmen, but
was it not in such wise that the Per-
sians won their historic victory at
Thermopylae ? All afternoon tne" fu-
ture prides of Bowdoin displayed sin-
gular military genius and remarkable
fearlessness in removing trousers
from lone sophomores, six or seven
frosh doing the removing while the
remaining thirty or forty stood by to
see fair play. Of such are world con-
querors made.
Thursday night saw a brief but
deadly battle. Fifty sophomores
swarmed out of Winthrop into the
horde of freshmen, who showed fight
.off the springboard it's
rtW/MC-icyj:
in a ciga rette it's |AS T E /
GETTING DOWN to brass tacks, a cigarette
is a smoke— made and bought for your own
enjoyment.
But between just something to smoke, and
tobacco character, richness, delicate aroma
—
in short, something to taste—well, that's the
difference that accounts for Chesterfield's ever-
mounting popularity
—
TASTE above everything MILD...and yetTHEVSAT6FY
hesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED
O 1929. Liccrrr & Mnu To*accoCo.
life is a one way street
You are not coming back . . and the impression you
leave behind is the lasting one. Every man of sound
judgment realizes the value of a good appearance, and
how much it means in business and social life ....
Harmon's are prepared to better your best appearance.
Spring Suits . . . from $35
Spring Topcoats . from $30
IfflADSMKDl^
INCORPORATED
Good Clothes for Every Man
for a few minutes. But Kelley and
Sperry having been temporarily re-
moved from the rainy landscape, the
complexion of matters changed. The
warriors who were so valorous while
there were half a dozen sophs around
felt quite otherwise before fifty.
"Fight with only one and a half to
one odds in our favor? Never!" was
the chorus of '33. "Wouldn't it be
much nicer, fellows, if we should all
run over and get the flagpole^ Let's
be friends now, there are too many
of you. Come on, boys, the flagpole."
Disdaining such pathetically futile en-
emies, the sophomores left, while the
freshmen broke for the station, pre-
ferring a train at 2.10 a.m. to re-
maining in such company.
Having failed in a well-meant but
poorly generated attempt to get Hay,
having mistimed a try for Bilodeau,
fearing to lay hands on Creighton
who lounged about the Psi U House
in perfect ease, the banqueters felt
that they must obtain some soph-
omore guest to save their faces. They
therefore laid hands upon Buzz Stud-
ley and carted him off to a prison
cell, i.e., the Kappa Sig House at
M. I. T. But the watchful sopho-
moric eyes were wide open. Knight
and Watt strolled nonchalantly into
the house, took Studley from between
the two guards who were sleeping
by his side, and strolled out again
with him and the trousers of the
guards.
Robbed of their only captive, the
frosh trickled out of Brunswick. Hav-
ing assured the safety of their own
officers and foiled all kidnapping
plots, the sophomores went home to
enjoy the week end, leaving Hickok
to get to the Westminster in time
for dessert and the rest of the class
to rush a hundred and fifty miles from
danger, there to sit and look around
for the sophomore captives who
weren't captured, and listen to com-
pliments on their prisonerlfess feast.
It's too bad that Benny had to wait





The Whiteman-Old Gold orchestra,
which for the past year and a half
has been one of the stellar attractions
over the Columbia network, will play
its concluding radio concert on the
night of Tuesday, May 6th. The fea-
ture of the farewell program will be
the rendition, of "The Stein Song".
This will be the first time this famous
old number has ever been included on
the Whiteman-Old Gold program, and
it is also perhaps the first time the
old college song has been presented
by an orchestra of the proportions of
the Whiteman group.
Mr. Whiteman's closing program
will be broadcast to the United States
and adjacent countries over station
WABC and the Columbia system be-
tween the hours of nine and ten
o'clock. Daylight Saving Time, on the
evening of Tuesday, May 6th.
Bowdoin's State Series leading base-
ball team is making its annual tour of
New England this week. The Polar
Bears met M.A.C. yesterday and are
playing at Amherst today. Tomorrow
they will take on Wesleyan. followed
by Northeastern Friday and Tufts
Saturday.
Feldman Lecture
(Continued from Pass 1)
There has been a change in social
conditions throughout the country.
The younger generation seems to have
a different conception of right and
wrong than their fathers had. It is
quite generally believed that there is
considerable drinking in colleges to-
day. Although facts will not prove it,
it is probably true that prohibition has
cut down the consumption; if there
were no prohibitory law, there would
probably be more drinking than there
is. Professor Feldman said that he
firmly believed that the home was the
place to drink if you wanted to drink.
That is one result of prohibition, it
has doubtless driven many people to
confine their drinking to their home.
Considering all the faults and all
the good points of prohibition, we
can't afford to throw it over until some
form of federal control is ascertained.
We should have the sort of control
which would permit people to buy, but
at the same time the government
should keep a firm check upon it. In
closing. Professor Feldman again said
that in seeing the faults of prohibition
we unfortunately overlook many of the
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Comedy—The Night Owls featur-
ing Laurel and Hardy
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANnQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique (roods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BR0S. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
Eirted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10
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Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S
Whittier Field Scene of First Dual
Meet of Season This Afternoon
Bowdoin opens her track season to-
day by a dual meet with the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire. This will be
the first outdoor appearance of the
team together and should give a lineup
on the team's chances in the coming
State Meet
New Hampshire defeated the White
last year by 27 points, but the charges
of Jack Magee hope to tell a different
story this year. The relay team gained
plenty of experience at Philadelphia
last week and Jack expects the men
who were on the trip to turn in some
good performances today.
In the dashes Bowdoin will have Dan
Johnson. Gatchell. Vaughan, and Tar-
bell; in the quarter mile, Sid Foster
will be the favorite to cop, but Thistle-
waite. Davis, Barbour, and Hayes
should jrarner some points among
them. Thistlewaite and Cobb will be
the White hopes in the half mile and
Usher, Sewall and Lavender in the
mile. Ben Whitcomb and Steve Lav-
ender will be entered in the two mile.
Jenkins, Stanwood, and Soule are
slated to compete in the high jump
while Soule, Johnson, and Briggs will
be in the broad jump. The pole vault
will have Cushman, Appleton, and Ar-
nold. Bowdoin will have Johnson and
Olson in the shot put, Olson and Gal-
braith in the discus, and Galbraith.
Chapman, Hay, and Thayer in the
hammer throw. Charlie Stanwood and
McLaughlin are depended on to place
in the hurdles.
Colby Game
(Continued from Pas* 1)
and Dwyer, who started the scoring
topped it off by a single to center
while Stiles trekked in before him.
In the third, Bowdoin threatened
but failed to score. Urban started off
by lacing out a double and Chalmers
counted with a short single. Urban,
trying to make third on the hit, was
out. Bell's hit enabled Colby to get
Chalmers, on a fielder's choice. Mc-
Kown lined to Donovan at first to end
the inning. In Colby's half of the
third Heddericg hit to the infield and
was out at first. Brown got the first
hit of the afternoon for Colby and it
looked as if there would be some
action for the White Mules, but
Davan's bingle only served to eaten
Brown coming down to second. Kar-
kos walked and there were two on the
sacks but the best Lovett could do
was to fly to center for the final out
of the inning.
The fourth found Crimmins fan-
ning, Stiles singled, but was out at
second on a fielder's choice, Ricker
held first. Whittier ended this half
by hitting to the infield. Colby's best
in this frame was one, two, three or-
der. Klusick lined to Crimmins, Don-
ovan drove to Urban in left field, and
Ferguson lined to Whittier at short.
Bowdoin failed to make a hit for
the first time, in the sixth, when
Brown forced the Polar Bear batters
to line out to the infield with apparent
ease. Stiles' superb pitching continued
unabated in Colby's half Deetjen,
Heddericg and Brown going down in
order. Colby's efforts from then on
were negligible.
After Saturday's game it was quit?
obvious that Ben Houser has a ball
club that is fighting and improving
every inch of the way and will, unless
the unforeseen occurs, be strong con-
tenders for the State Title. The field-
ing in both the Maine and Colby
games has been top-notch. It is now
a question how well the pitching
stands up under the strain of a full
schedule and whether the batting
punch is sufficient for victory.
The summary:
Colby
ab r bh po a e
Davan, cf 2 1
Karkos, rf 100200
Lovett, If 4 1
Klusick, ss 4 8 1
Donovan, lb 3 1 8
Ferguson, 2b 4 6 4 1
Deetjen, 3b 3 2 2
Heddericg, c 3 1
Brown, p 2 1 4
(A) Roberts, cf . . 1 1
(B) Waite, p ..... 1 2
Totals 28 1 2 27 14 2
Bowdoin
ab r bh po a e
Ricker, cf 4 1 2
Whittier, ss 5 2 2 1 4 1
Dwyer, c 5 1 2 2
Urban, If 5 1 2 3
Chalmers, 2b .... 5 2 5 2
Bell, rf 3 2
McKown, 3b 2 1 1 3 1
Crimmins, lb .... 2 13
Stiles, p 3 2 3^2_4J»




Two base hit, Stiles. Three base
hit, Chalmers. Home runs, Dwyer,
Whittier. Stolen base, Davan. Base on
balls, Stiles 4, Waite 1. Umpires, Mc-
Donough, Gibson.
Seconds Tie Bridgton
Continued from Paca 1
looked bad. Sharkey hooked one into
left field that Barstow hooked hold of.
SHORTS MARKET
—GROCERS—
who cater to fraternity trad*
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE*S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting
Near Campus - T-»» Expert Barbers
With a count of three and two, Per-
rigo drove a sailing twister at Mon-
sieur Bartholomew Bossidy, who
speared it one-handed and dropped
on top of Comparato, who was trying
to get back to second. The reserves
got two men on in the next half-in-
ning, and left them there.
The box-score:
Bowdoin Reserves (1)
ab r bh po a e
Parmenter, 2b 3 1 2 1 1 1
Rose, lb 3 1 6 1
Crimmins, 3b 1 1 1
Means 1
Shute, cf 3 1
Bell, rf 2
Bossidy, ss 3 2 2
Barstow, If 3 1 1
MacLachlan, c 1 2 1
Smith 2 4
Morrell, p 1 2 1
Boucher 1 1
Totals 24 1 6 18 7 2
Bridgton Academy (1)
ab r bh po a e
Trainor, lb 2 6 1
Scheinfein, rf'. 2 1
Graham, cf 2 2
McShane, ss 2
Borden 1 1 1 1
Corbett, 2b 1 1 3 1
Comparato, If 1 1
Sharkey, 3b 1 1
Ferry, c 1 5
a, Sutcliff
Perrigo 1 1 1
Connolly, p 2 5 U
Totals 16 1 2 18 7 4
a—batted for Ferry in the fourth.
Two base hit, Parmenter. Struck
out, by Morrell, 3 in 3; by Boucher,
2 in 3; by Connolly, 5 in 6. Bases on
balls, off Morrell, 1 in 3; off Boucher,
5 in 3; off Connolly, in 6. Wild pitch,
Boucher. Hits, off Morrell, 2 in 3; off
Boucher, in 3; off Connolly, 7 in 6.
Hit by pitcher, by Morrell (Graham).
Sacrifice hits, Sharkey (2), Sutcliff,
Means, Bell. Double play, Bossidy
(unassisted). Double steal, Corbett
and Comparato. Stolen bases, Trainor,









(Continued from pas* 1)
manager compelled a sudden change
in plans, however, and Bowdoin de-
bated the affirmative of another ques-
tion: Resolved that the State of New
York undertake the development of
the St. Lawrence project. The de-
cision, made by two judges and a
third vote from the audience, gave a
two-to-one verdict for Bowdoin. Lee
again handled the rebuttal speech.
From Clinton the team went by
forced marches to Amherst, where
Bowdoin argued the negative of the
liquor question. The decision, audience
vote, gave the Bowdoin team of Walk-
er, Prince and Lee the victory.
The Amherst debate closed what
has proved to be a very good debating
year. Prospects are bright for 1930-
31, with four of the men taking part
in this year's debates returning to col-
lege. Debating Council elections for
next year are to be held shortly and
it is hoped that an additional trip, in





Dick Obear, manager of tennis, has
arranged a ladder tournament to be
run off in order to get a line on the
candidates for the team. The tourna-
ment is under way now and is expect-
ed to be concluded this week. Practice
is still limited to the cement court,
the clay courts being rough and not
in condition to be used yet. There is
no telling when they will be available,
but it is hoped that they will he fit to
plav on some time this week.
Four assistant managers have been
selected from the candidates. The
men selected are Harold Durand.
Dominic Antonucci, Dana Lovell and
Alden Lunt.
The schedule has at last been com-
pleted. The first trip being on Tues-
day. May 6. when the team will play
Williams. The next day thev play at
the Hartford (Conn.) Golf Club. May
8 the team meets Wesleyan at Middle-
town and on the ninth thev have a
match with Holv Cross at Worcester.
The following week, on May 13th, 14th
and 15th, Colby, Bates and Bowdoin
will fight it out for the Maine State
championship here at Brunswick. The
New England Intercollegiate matches
will be played at Boston May 19, 20,
and 21. The final match of the season
will be with Bates here. The sched-
ule is as difficult this year as in the
past, and the team will have to play a
eood brand of tennis in order to cap-
ture the State championship. —-
Maine Game
Continued from Page 1
thriller. Time and time again the
affair was within a hairbreadth of
being salted away in anybody's favor
yet each instance was stopped short
by a lapse of fortune or an especially
brilliant save.
Smith,, the capable Upstate initial
sacker, credited with handling
eighteen putouts, robbed Herb Rose
of a hit in the seventh when he raced
wide of his base and snared the ball
and dove in ahead of Rose barely in
time to make the play.
In the next inning Ricker brought
the shivering spectators to their feet
with a sparkling catch of a long Maine
drive to left center field while travel-
ing at top speed. Rose was in a posi-
tion to take the fly but Ricker evi-
dently was forced to assume the re-
sponsibility because he was unable to
shut off the power of the amazing
speed that had carried him all the way
from - his own sector of patrol. A
pretty bit of garden work.
A budding rally was snuffed hand-
ily by McKown in the 13th canto as
he took a nose dive in the dirt and
came up with Kiszonak's hard hit
grounder which seemed slated for the
wide open spaces.
All individual performances for the
day were overshadowed, however, by
Luke Urban's superlative one handed
spear of the longest wallop of the
game. The imperturbable Urban was
off in the direction of the fence as
Wells connected solidly with the orb
sending it for what looked like a
round trip ticket. It came to pass,
happy to relate, that the errant apple
fell to rest in the clutch of the Polar
Bear fielder as he deerfooted it for
the Chapel with his back to the ball
game. The greatest catch since the
inauguration of Pickard Field and one
of those priceless bits that find a place
among the fond reminiscences of col;
lege days.
Souther lasted the whole route for
Coach Houser's charges accountingfor
11 strikeouts while Taft, the Maine
pitcher, managed to work himself out
of many tough positions by bearing
down in the pinches.
Bowdoin made the first bid to score
in the second when Chalmers opened
the inning with a loping single to
center field. Mr. Jinx showed up
ominously when Rose slashed the next
pitched hall on a line between first
and second hitting Chalmers, plowing
on his way toward the keystone, re-
tiring him automatically. McKown
flied out to left and Rose stole sec-
ond and went to third on a passed
ball. The bid was lost on King Crim-
mins' pop fly to Corbett.
Again in the eighth frame Bowdoin
failed to capitalize on a fine oppor-
tunity to break the tie after Ricker
and Whittier singled in succession
with one down, only to get into a jam
around third base which wound up
with a force out at the plate. An-
other chance to score in the 10th
found the breaks still against the
home nine. Souther lengthened Crim-
mins' walk with a pretty sacrifice
bunt and Ricker followed once again
with a timely hit, placing the native
first baseman on third. A sudden end
was put to the enthusiasm in the
shape of Whittier's pop bunt which the
third baseman from the realm of
Rudy turned into an unassisted double
play on Mr. King Crimmins.
It looked for a moment in the 13th
as if everything would be successfully
rounded off as Ricker, on base by vir-
tue of a base on balls, went to third
on Dwyer's well-placed lob but Urban
retired his side when Kiszonak gath-
ered in his long foul fly.
In valiant effort to -retake Maine's
three run lead in the last of the
fourteenth Rose collected his second
hit after Chalmers had flied out. Mc-
Kown was safe on a fielder's choice
when the play ior Rose at second was
fruitless but Crimmins and Stiles, who
batted for Souther, could do no better
than follow Chalmers' example and
the bitter battle was over.
Maine
ab r bh po a e
Plummer, ss 7 1 4 4 1
Palmer, rf 6 1 2
Hincks, cf 6 1 3 2
Wells, c 6 1 1 6 2
Kiszonak, If 5 2 4
Smith, lb ....4 1 18 1
McCabe, 3b 6 12 1
Corbett, 2b 2 2 4
Taft, p 5 4
Home, x
Pratt, 2b 2 1 1
Totals 49 4 8*41 17 4
x—batted for Corbett in 9th.
*
—Chalmers out; hit by batted ball.
Bowdoin
ab r bh po a e
Ricker, cf 5 1 2 3
Whittier, ss 5 1 3 3 2
Dwyer, c 6 2 11 6
Urban, If 6 1 2
Chalmers, 2b 5 1 3 2 3
Rose, rf 6 2 1
McKown, 3b 6 2 1
Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable
jQgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Srtak Sroitjprfi
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
Crimmins, lb 5 16
Souther, p 4 1 5
Stiles, z 1
Totals 49 1 9 42 17 5
z—batted for Souther in 14th.
Maine0000010000000 3—4
Bowdoin000010000000 0—1
Two base hits, Kiszonak, Hincks.
Stolen bases, Ricker, Rose 2, Plum-
mer, Hincks. Sacrifices, Taft, Smith,
Whittier, Souther. Double plays, Wells
to McCabe; Wells to Smith; Whittier
to Chalmers to Crimmins. Base on
tails, off Souther 5; Taft 3. Struck
out, by Souther 11; Taft 3. Hit by
pitcher, by Souther (Wells, Corbett).
Umpires, McDonough and Gibson.
Time 3.05.
SARGENT STUDIES SHOWN
The charcoal studies by John Sing-
er Sargent recently given to the Col-
lege are now on exhibition, having
been hung in the small lecture room
downstairs in the Walker Art Build-
ing. They are eight studies in the
nude, treated with Sargent's usual
vigor and forceful hand. One in par-
ticular will be very interesting to art
students since it shows the artist's
plan of work very clearly. The figure
is sketched in over a background »f
squares, as if it had been drawn upon
graph paper.
John Singer Sargent was one of the
greatest modern painters. His murals
in the Boston Public Library reveal
the highest genius, and his death re-
cently was a tremendous blow to art.
These studies are of such value that
any museum would be glad to have
them in its possession.
w
»ONT SHOOT!"
cried ihe willowy Winona
"And why not my gal?" demanded Wellington Threeves, thrusting
his classic chin against her heaving bosom.
"Because," replied Winona, "yon will not be annoyed at bridge by
his huskiness any longer. He has promised that, if spared, he will
change to old GOLDS, made from queen-leaf tobacco. Not a throat
scratch in a trillion."
OLD GOLD
FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY. . .NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
.On your Rfltfio ... OLD GOLD—PAUL WHTTEMAN HOUR. Paul Whlteman aod complete orcheatrs eeeey Twwitay. • to !• P. M.. la*— » >< Tl—
LSpecial State Track Meet Issue
Next Week THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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TO BE HELD NEXT WEEK
All Departments with the Exception
of Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics,
and Zoology Will Give Majors
to Seniors.
READING PEJUOD NOW
The major examinations for sen-
iors will take place during the week
Oil ill nnmm f\\i iiAn.Ti\" of May 12th - Each department will
NflALL llKUlJ" UIN HAND carry on its examination under itsown
.
rules which are not ready for pub-
lication as the Orient goes to pres?.
The departments of Chemistry, Math-
ematics, Physics and Zoology do hot
give major examinations.
The major subjects of the Senior?
are as follows:
Track meet, dance, and fraternity
vaudeville united to provide the en-
tertainment for the group of visiting
sab-freshmen, rather small in num-
ber, who were welcomed last Friday
into the strangeness of college life
by the committee, Mr. Herbert Brown,
j
Mr. Herbert Hartman, and Mr. Philip
Wilder. The fifty-odd preparatory
school students learned a little of the
serious side of Bowdoin in confer-
ences with professors and in visits to

















Spaa Idinf. E. B.
Webber, D. E.
Wilkin •. M. R.
When the new men arrived at col-
lege on .Friday, they were directed to
Massachusetts Hall where members
of the committee did their best to
make them feel at home. The major-
ity of the men then registered and
were sent to different fraternity
houses.
During the afternoon and the fol-
lowing morning, the professors of
each department held conferences
with those men who were interested.
Moulton Union opened its doors for
the guests while pool and billiards
were offered as amusements for the
new men. The swimming pool was
likewise open for use. A dance was
held in the Union on Saturday eve-
ning, with a good crowd on the floor
and the Polar Bears playing their
best.
Vaudeville and track meet attract
One of the high-lights of the en-
tertainment came Friday night in the
vaudeville program presented by five
of the fraternities, in which Alpha
Tau Omega ran away with the honors.
Its sketch, "The Truth Bird"', was
closely rivalled in the eyes of the
judges by Delta Upsilon's nimble
trickster, William Perry. Alpha Delta
Phi, Psi Upsilon, and Zeta Psi were
other Greek letter associations whko
added to the general uproar.
Saturday was marked by a close
track contest between Maine Central,
Institute and the Bowdoin freshmen,
in which the latter carried away the
honors. Both teams being of fine
quality, the meet proved very enjoy-
able to the visitors (except during
the long and frequent intervals be-
tween races).
Chapel talks by the President on
Saturday and by Edward Wheeler
Wilder on Sunday proved an added
attraction to interest the preparatory
school men. The President emphasized
the reasons which impel a man to go
to college and the ideals which should
be the aim of a college student.
Alpha Tau Omega scores
At the vaudeville show Professor
Thomas Means acted as master of
ceremonies and introduced the various
acts with witticisms more or less ap-
propriate in each case. "The Truth
Bird" of A. T. O. showed the native
ability for acting which lies latent
even in the persons of Bowdoin stu-
dents. It would be hard to conceive
of Louis Coffin's taking more parts at
once without wearing out the stage.
Where could that talent, so desirea
by the Masque and Gown, be found in
more profusion than in that person
who acted three parts, in three places,
at the same time? The dialogue be-
tween Paul Walker and William Dun-
bar, as father and son, was amusing
and highly educational. James Whip-
ple, Richard Dennis, John Dvorak,
Norwood Macdonald and Gilbert Har-
mon were also in the cast.
"What liars we all are,' thought
the audience on hearing the "truth
bird" squawk at the most simple of
statements. But even after hearing
such wild tales, the bird was not pre-
pared for the worst and, at the grand
climax of the sketch, exploded.
Other groups take part
In spite of some slighting remarks
as to past D. U.'s by the master of
ceremonies, William Perry brought
fame to Delta Upsilon by taking
everything in sight (or out of sight)
away from various persons. The
"mighty revealer" made known the
iniquities of at least one of the sen-
ior class and probably would have
produced the flagpole from the
vest-pocket of "Doc" Brown, if said
individual had been within range.
Zeta Psi freshmen showed the only
real make-up of the evening and acted
more like farmers than do the farm-
ers themselves. However they re-
vealed their unreality by their un-
successful attempts to spit accurately
at a candle. By the time they gradu
ate however they oueht to be able to















Littlefirld. M. F.. Jr.
Lyon, O. O., Jr.
Mulholland, A. B.
Riley. J. W.. Jr.
Sargent, R. H.
SmaU. H. G. , •







Berry. D. W. Murphy. W. A.
Bridges. R. P. Pettegrove. J. P.
Fosdirk. D. Praseott. H. L.
Frieday. G. W-, Jr. *Wilmsen, Gnnther
*Not taking a. major examination
DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH
Beaumont. G. R. Locke, W. N.
Ballard. E. M. MrCreery. C. F.
Davis. R. E. Moses, C. K. .
Darfson. H. A. Snow, C. R.
Fla**. J. P. Stiles. H. V.
Hunt, W. P., Jr. Stone. H. S.
Leach. L. R. Waldron. N. S.
Warnock. W.
DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN
Fisher. W. G. Longfellow, L. F.
Slosberg. S.
DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT
Biiby. F. L. Coffin. L. C.
Brawn, D. F. Heath. W. K.
Batler, C. A. Lee. L. C.




Blodgett. P. R. Jensen, R. E.
Darin. H. M, Jr. Ms hi st ir. B. G.
Farley. C. H.. Jr. Stein. A. D.
Thayer, H. B., Jr.
DEPARTMENT OF LATIN
FernaM. H. H. Snow. W. P.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Johnson. W. F. Rankin, W.
Orne, A. K. Stetson, G. E.
Willard. G. S.
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Ames. J. K. MarahaU, T. M.
Lancaster, E. W. Phelps. F. W.. Jr.
McLdlan. H. S. Ridlen. H. M.
Mallett. R. P. Stanley. J. M.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
Tower. B. H. Drew, E. B.
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Badger. G. Y. Congdon. D. G.
Bird, S. L. Spear. E.
Collins, E. P. Ziesel. L.
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY
Poll On War Memorial Indicates
Disapproval To Site and Form
If the Orient poll on the War Memorial situation indicates anything, it is
that the student protest which has been raging on campus for the last month
haa a solid backing. Three hundred votes' were cast, representing approxi-
mately sixty per cent of the student body. Though the faculty has already
expressed its opinion through a different channel, as will be seen from Pro-
fessor Chase's letter, quoted in part below, twelve professorial votes were
cast, all in protest against the present site in any form at all.
But seventy-three, or a fraction less than a quarter, of the votes that
were cast supported the erection of a memorial flag- pole in the proposed site
at the center of the campus. The principal strength here lay in the A.D.'s,
under the persuasion of Bill Murphy, and at the T.D. and Beta sanctums.
Chi Psi, tower of conservatism in the recent prohibition poll, gave a narrow
majority for a shifting of the site, but turned down the alternate proposal.
A reproduction hero of the vote by houses may be of interest
:
Prop. 1 Prop. 2 Prop. 3
Alpha Delta Phi 13 20 2
Psi I nsilon 3 21 9
Chi Psi 8 2 8
Delta Kappa Epsilon - no vote .
Theta Delta Chi 13 3 5
Delta Upsilon 3 7
Zeta Psi 10 18 9
Kappa Sigma 1 2 12
Beta Theta Pi 19 2 5
Sigma Xu 40
Alpha Tau Omega 2 4 17




McLaughlin of Bowdoin Out Scores
Larry Johnson of Prep School Fame
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BENEKER PAINTINGS I MEDIC - MISSIONARY
NOW ON EXHIBITION WORK IS SUBJECT
OF CHAPEL TALK
MacMillan Portrait and 'The Amber




Bowie, G. W. R.
Clay. V. H.












BRUNSWICK OUTFIT, 13 - 2
The Bowdoin Second team had a
merry game of run around the bases
last Monday when it met the Bruns-
wickian outfit and triumphed by the
score of 13-2. —
Ben Shute led the parade around
the bases. He managed to drive a
home run, two doubles, and a single
for his work at bat.
The second team was right in there
on the fieldinjr and showed a tremen-
dous improvement in batting.
Bowdoin 2nds
ab r bh po




Two paintings have recently been
sent to the Walker Art Museum by
the artist, Gerrit A. Beneker, to be
placed on exhibit. These pictures
which are supported on easels are the
first things to attract your eye on en-
tering the building. They are both oil
paintings and will probably remain
on exhibition until after the gradua-
tion exercises this spring.
The first painting is a picture ot
Commander Donald B. MacMillan
which was done in Truro, Massachu-
setts in 1926. It pictures MacMillan
in a typical northern scene. The
Commander stands with a sextant in
his hands as if he were preparing
to make observations. At the back
and to one side there is a dog while
on the other side a pair of snowshoes
are pictured standing upright in the
sno"""» In the background a ship, prob-
ably meant to be the "Bowdoin", is
firmly frozen in the ice. In the far
distant background there is a small
patch of blue water. The sky over-
head is overcast and sprinkled with
patches of blue. MacMillan's counte-
nance is well painted and shows a
real living man rather than a mere
tracing of a face. The whole scene
is representative of the North with
the snow capped mountains and white
cloak which covers the ground. The
painting is well worth examining.
The title of the other painting
which is done by the same man is
"The Amber Beads". The painting Is
a picture of a young woman with a
beautiful string of amber beads. The
girl is pictured as having a dark
dress, and she is painted against a
dark background which makes the
string of amber stand out vividly.
The beads are a wonderful shade of
yellow or gold and are remarkably
well painted. The most beautiful part
of the painting is the girl's hair. It
is the same color as the beads, a de-
lightful gold. It is marvelously well
colored, and has a real lifelike ap-
pearance. The face is not so well
painted. It lacks the lifelikeness
which is shown in the painting of
MacMillan's face. The features are
I more dead and lack the vividness
I
which is necessary to a portraited
,
face. This picture was painted in
|
Truro, Massachusetts in 1929. The in-
side dimensions are 19 in. by 23 in.,
I
and the dimensions of the MacMillan
picture are 39 in. by 43 in.















Psi U. and A. D. cavort
Psi Upsilon and Alpha Delta Phi
showed an active desire for schoo
and each gave its idea of*e model
"little red schoolhouse . The A. V. s
(Continued on Page «)
NOTICE
It would be greatly appreciated
if the Juniors would pay their as-
sessments as soon as possible. The
dues should be paid to Don Prince
at the Theta Delt House.
Bowdoin College will be afforded an
opportunity to learn more of the
much talked of system of education
now in use at Rollins College of Flor-
ida, when six contestants meet on the
nineteenth of May in the twenty-
ninth renewal of the Bradbury prize
debates. Two first and two second
prizes, amounting in all to sixty dol-
lars, are awarded each year from the
income of a bequest from the Honor-
able James Ware Bradbury, LL.D., of
the class of 1825.
The six speakers will be L. Carter
Lee and E. Frederick Morrow, Sen-
iors; Paul A. Walker and Donald
Prince, Juniors; and Albert S. Davis,
Jr., Freshman, all members of the
varsity debating team, and George P.
Towle, Jr., one of the yearling speak-
ers that defeated the Sophomores last
winter. Morrow, Prince, and Davis
will oppose the Rollins system' in favor
of that now used at Bowdoin, while
1 Lee, Walker, and Towle will have the
affirmative. The speeches will be ten
minutes in length, with three five-
i
minute refutations for each side.
Ralph de Somen Childs, instructor
in English and Public Speaking, is in
,
charge of the contest.
Bowdoin students were of great as-
I sistance Sunday in a fire which totally
destroyed the home of Doctor E. N.
j
Lippincott near Harpswell. The fire
was brought into close relation to the
college by the fact that Dr. Lippin-
;
cott's son, E. N. Lippincott, Jr., is a
:
member of the Junior class at Bow-
|
doin.
A wild stampede for autos followed
the alarm and a large number of the
students arrived at the house, about
• eight miles down the Harpswell road,
soon after the fire engine. At that
i time the building was blazing fiercely,
;
whipped by a strong wind, but Bow-
doinites succeeded in removing much
of the furniture and glassware.
Seeing that the house was doomed,
the students patrolled the neighboring
woods for sparks and extinguished two
' fires which had been ignited by flying
embers.
The Lippincott home was one of the
most beautiful of all houses near
Brunswick. Most of the irreplaceable
antiques which it contained were car-
ried out by the students, while others
helped the fire company to get hose
lines to the flames.
Missionary and medical work in
India was the subject of the chapei
talk last .Sunday by Dr. Edward
Wheeler Wilder. Having lived in that
country for many years and having a
great deal of experience with the na-
tives, he was able to speak with au-
thority of the conditions there.
He graphically described the crude
native doctoring and the evils and
deaths which have resulted from it.
He mentioned likewise the influences
which the American doctor has to
combat—superstition and lack of
knowledge. The greatest movements
in that country have been toward
greater education and less disease.
He emphasized particularly the idea
that Indians are our "neighbors".
"Who is my neighbor?"
_
To, the Biblical injunction "love thy
neighbor" the question was asked
"Who is my neighbor?" Dr. Wilder
went on to show that even an Indian
is our neighbor. Although the In-
dians do not seem so, they are really
very close to us. The benefits which
will come to our country nationally
from work in India are unimportant,
he said; but medicine and knowledge
must be spread abroad.
By several specific examples Dr.
Wilder showed the lack of knowledge
of the native doctor and the terrible
things which may result from such
poor surgery. But even treatment by
American methods is thwarted by the
conditions found in the country. When,
prescribing for one patient, Dr. Wild-
er told him to, take one pill three times
a day, after meals. Upon inquiry he
found that the native had no regular
eating time and that he was lucky to
have one meal a day. In their hos-
pitals, there is one bed for every
4500 inhabitants; in Massachusetts
there is one to every eighty-five per-
sons in the state.
Conditions are very poor
In the rural regions a man is lucky
to get one square meal every other
day. Breakfast usually consists of
water in which the rice of the night
before has been cooked. The common
wage in the country is three cents per
day, so that doctor's bills must be re-
duced. Dr. Wilder charges four cents
for the first visit and two cents for
(Continued on Page 4)
By, defeating Maine Central In-
stitute on Saturday, the Bowdoin
freshman track team broke down all
the theories of the dopesters as well
as retaining an unblemished record of
victories. Although Bowdoin came
through the victor by a score of 69 2-3
to 56 1-3, it was not till the- final
events that the outcome was decided.
McLaughlin of Bowdoin outpointed
all competitors by corralling eighteen
points while Larry Johnson of M. C. I.
accomplished the feat of getting three
firsts for a total of fifteen points. Mc-
Laughlin gathered his points in the
120 yard high hurdles, the 220 yard
low hurdles, a second in the 220 yard
dash and the same for the broad jump.
Johnson showed his strength as was
expected in the weight events. He had
firsts in the shot put, discus and ham-
mer throw. The White had no one to
match Johnson who threw the ham-
mer for 183 ft., 4 inches, and the dis-
cus 139 ft., 7 1-2 inches.





M. A. C, and Amherst
Humbled by Polar Bears
URBAN LEADS BAITING
The Bowdoin ball team returned to
the home wigwam last Sunday after
annexing the scalps of M. A. C, Am-
herst and Northeastern on their an-
nual spring invasion of southern New
England. Games were dropped to
Wesleyan and Tufts but three vic-
tories out of five contests is a highly
commendable average for any club
which crosses bats with the best ofthe
college nines.
Heavy hitting on the part of the
Black and White featured the entiro
trip. Tufts was the only club to out-
hit Bowdoin and their margin was
but a slim two singles. McKown, Ur-
ban, and Shute each accounted for a
circuit clout on foreign fields. Captain
Urban batted for a straight 500,
Ricker and McKown were close sec-
onds. This slugging quality that has
sweep. Purrington led with a throw of I Deen "> sadly lacking in the Bowdoin
150 ft., 4 1-4 inches while Fowler and J* teams of late years coupled with
Hammond were second and third re
spectively.
The mile run pioved to be an event
well worth watching when Scott who
was running third, put on a real
sprint to pass Boston of M. C. I. and
threaten Lowell, Bowdoin who had
the lead, but this fell short and Low-
ell retained first place, Scott winning
second place by a good margin.
Among those giving able support
were Purrington and Larson of M. C. I.
The former won the javelin, seconds in
both the 120 yard low hurdles, 220
yard low hurdles, and a third in the
discus. Larson had a second in the
shot put, hammer throw, tie for second
in the high jump, and a third in the
broad jump.
Hickok and Lowell helped the Bow
the formidable hurling of Stiles and
Souther should easily carry the Black
through all opposition to the state
pennant.
Coach Houser jrave each member of
his staff an opportunity to display his
wares. Shute, Souther and Stiles were
the winning twirlers.
Shute Accounts for Farmers
The Polar Bears had little trouble
in downing the M. A. C. outfit 10 to
5 at Amherst, Tuesday, when they
opened up against Gorman, the oppos-
ing moundman, with a heavy barrage*
of hits. Ben Shute helped to salt
away his own game with a lusty home
run and was followed with a timely
triple by Ricker and a double by
Dwyer. Captain Urban fattened his
average as he slashed out three bin-
doin cause along considerably. Hickok I K'es in four trips to the plate
captured a first in the 220 yard dash, Morrell relieved Shute on the slab
a tie for first in the pole vault with a^ ier s*x innings and held the fort
Moynehan of M. C. I., and a second m admirably allowing the Farmers lit-
the 100 yard dash. Lowell won first tie and fanning three men.
in the mile run and a second in the
quarter mile.
The summary: •
120-yard high hurdles—Won by
McLaughlin (B); second Purrington
(M. C. I.); third, Manning (B). Time
15 2-5 seconds.
Shot put—Won by Johnson (M. C.
Bowdoin Pounds Amherst Hurlers
The Bowdoin White Bears handed
the powerful Amherst nina their first
reverse ot the season 7 to 5. The Lord
Jeffs used three pitchers in a vain
effort to keep their slate unblemished.
Hostilities were commenced in the
third by the invaders who netted four
runs with a mighty swinging of bat.-;.
I); second, Larson (M. C. I.); third, ug,Z7£3^S22£Z*WKZHaskell (B). Distance 45 feet, 2 1 ' ' k r ^ ] ! - ol >• ^- -
inches.
Ushers for the State track meet
are wanted by Clyde Wakefield. See
Wakefield at Sargent Gymnasium.
"ROMEO AND JULIET"
UNDER REHEARSAL
Cast Finally Selected for Annual
Commencement Production
Under the direction of Professor
Charles H. Gray, final plans for the
Commencement Play, "Romeo and
Juliet", are rapidly being rounded out.
With the exception of Lady Montague,
the entire cast has been picked. The
play will be presented on the Walker
Art Museum steps, or in the Cumber-
land Theatre if the weather is bad.
Rehearsals are being held daily.
The players
:
Ewalus Ronald P. Bridget
Paris Benjamin Shote
Montagu? Albert S. Davis. Jr.
Capalet Albert W. Tarbell
Uncle to Capalet Howard Davies. Jr.
Romeo James P. Blunt
Mercntio Harry M. Davis. Jr.
Bonvolio David C. Perkins
Tybalt William M. Altenbarg
Friar Lawrence Olin S. Pettingill. Jr.
Friar John George Freiday
Balthasar George T. Sewall
Sampson R. C. Mollin
Gregory paB | A. Walker
Peter Paal Everett
Masieians: George Willard. John C. GatcheU.
R. P. 'Mallett
Abraham W. Brooke Fleck
Apothecary Paul A. Walker
Servants. Watchmen: George Freiday, R. C
Mallin. Paal A. Walker. W. Brooke Fleck.
Howard Davies, Jr.
Lady Capalet Miss Fabisia Caron
Narae Mrs, John Thalhsl—r
Jaliet Miss Elisabeth Graves
Pole vault—First place tie between
Hickok (B) and Moynehan (M. C. I.);
third, tie between Means and Gerdsen
both of Bowdoin. Height 9 feet, 6
inches.
100-yard dash—Won by Higgins (M.
C. I.); second, Hickok (B); third, Fay
(B). Time 10 2-5 seconds.
One mile—Won by Lowell (B) ; sec-
ond, Scott (B); third, Boston (M. C.
I.). Time 5 minutes, 3 4-5 seconds.
Hammer throw—Won by Johnson
(M. C. I.); second, Larson (M. C. I.);
third, Madeira (B). Distance 183 feet,
4 inches.
220-yard dash—Won by Hickok
(B); second, McLaughlin (B); third,
Higgins (M. C. I.). Time 23 seconds.
880-yard run—Won by Hoff (M. C.
I.); second, Barbour (B); third, Gal-
braith (B). Time 2 minutes, 10 3-5
seconds.
High jump—Won by Miller (B);
second, tie between Mil liken and
Gerdsen of Bowdoin and Larson of M.
C. I: Height 5 feet, 6 inches.
220-yard low hurdles—Won by Mc-
Laughlin (B); second, Purrington (M.
C. I.); third, Briggs (B). Time 25 4-5
seconds.
440-yard dash—Won by Hickok
(B); second, Lowell (B); third,
O'Brien (M. C. I.). Time 56 4-5 sec-
onds.
Discus—Won by Johnson (M. C. L);
second, Haskell (B); third, Purring-
ton (M. C. I.). Distance 139 feet, 7 1-2
inches. •
Broad jump won by Briggs (B);
second, McLaughlin (B); third, Lar-
son (M. C. I.). Distance 19 feet, 8 1-4
inches.
Javelin—Won by Purrington (M. C.
I.); second, Fowler (M. C. I.); third,
Hammond (M. C. I.). Distance 150




The initiation of the new mem-
bers of the journalistic society, Pi
Delta Epsilon, will be held Thurs-
day, May 15, preceding the Maine
State Track Meet.
In competition with sixteen aspir-
ants who entered the contest, the
college pool championship was won
by Benjamin Zolov, while champions
in ping-pong and billiards are soon to
be decided in the semi-finals and finals
of the tournaments to be played off
at the Union in the next few days.
Great interest has been manifested
in these competitions. In the semi-
final of the pool tournament the six-
teen starters were reduced to four
men, Zolov, Coult, Slosberg, and
Stiles; in the final 150-point game
Zolov beat Slosberg for the college
championship.
The ping-pong tournament is in-
complete as yet, though the players
have been reduced for the semi-finals
to Travis, Chalmers, and the winner
of the future matches between Stiles,
Beebe, and Frost. The billiard tourna-
ment lacks for completion only the
final 100-point game- between Coult
and Stiles.
tier won his place on the initial sack
on Gibson's error. Hemley obliged
with another misplay and then Ur-
ban and Chalmers completed the dam-
age with clean hits.
Singles by McKown and Chalmers
added another counter to the Bowdoin
run column in the sixth. The next
to the last stanza saw two more runs
chalked up for the victors. Chalmers
walked and Rose sacrificed him to
second. A larruping double from Mc-
Kown sent him, scampering home-
ward. A sacrifice fly to left field
donated by King Crimmins completed
the scoring for the day.
Souther showed fine control until
the eighth when the Sabrinas staged
a three run rally and threatened his
position on the mound. Boutwell, home
hurler, gave way to Mccuskey in the
seventh who lasted through the first
half of the eighth, but Nichols batted
for him in the Amherst half and fin-
ished the contest on the rubber.
Bowdoin surprised the Lord Jeffs
by outhitting them nine to seven.
Chalmers had a perfect day at bat.
Wesleyan Halts White Winning Stride
Wesleyan checked thewinning streak
at Middletown on Thursday with a
five run rally in the fifth, capturing
the game with a 7 to 4 score. Only
two of the visitors' runs were earned.
Urban's homer and Dwyer's single in
the fourth accompanied by Bescher's
three errors added three runs to the
lone counter made in the previous in-
ning on McKown's single, Crimmins'
sacrifice bunt, and Ricker's hit.
With two out in the fifth Wesleyan
solved Cole's delivery and rallied. De««
doubled and O'Brien singled while
Bescher stole home. The Bowdoin in-
field had an unfortunate lapse and
were guilty of four misplays which
granted a total of five runs to the
Cardinal.
Nye pitched well for Wesleyan but
received poor support. Tirrel snared
a high twisting foul in the ninth and
McKown got a big hand in the fourth
for his skillful handling of Wells'
slow grounder.
White Batsmen Run Rampant
Bowdoin collected its third victory in




Ricker 34 14 .412
Whittier 36 8 .222
Dwyer 39 9 .231
Urban 30 14 .467
Chalmers ,.19 6 .316
Rose 21 3 .143
McKown 35 9 .251
Stiles 15 7 .467
Crimmins 27 3 .111
Parmenter 6 1 .167
Souther 12 .000
Shute 19 5 .263
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You'll find a wealth of smart Spring accessories designed expressly for your most critical needs
. . . Too, you'll find our prices most attractive and the merchandise held strictly to a high qual-
ity standard . . . That's why we repeat, for IVY
Don't wish "Walshize" !
Stye BmiB* of Watalj
ALL SENIOR CANES ARE HERE
The Student smacks of the dim past, of a dark age when such mon-
strosities as "The Rover Boys" existed. An age long since laughed
off the stage.
In the word** of one of the more modern Bates men : "How's to




It seems that a former ailing squib
of ours has met alien eyes. Perhaps
we should feel flattered that the Bates
Student has taken notice of our ef-
forts.
(
Someone, at any rate, reads
the Orient
Communication







I would suggest that in fairness to
the alumni, you reprint the enclosed
editorial from the Lewiston Journal in
full.
I personally know that it expresses
the feelings of influential alumni.
Also, I might add that there is a
quite general feeling that the parents
ought to take the youngsters respon-
sible to the woodshed and vigorously
apply a strap.
Yours,
C. S. PETTENGILL "98.
(F'rom the Lewiston Journal)
Students of Bowdoin have not
helped matters much by their rude be-
havior toward a memorial, selected by
Vindication
The results of the Poll on the Pole certainly indicate that a good
percentage of the student body are opposed to the present flag-
pole site or to the flagpole itself. As we stated last week, this poll
was run to answer a charge of childishness brought by several
alumni and others who for one reason or another took issue with
us on the flagpole. An editorial by a certain alumnus is reprinted
in another column of the paper. Read it and judge. Are we childish?
^ (pos , i|v Ro (>(! fl i( . nds of thi rolle(te
To our mind, childishness lies in the threats to take us to the
|
and dedicated to those who fought in
woodshed put forth by these alumni instead of arguments. The gjjgj1 war under the banner of
When the memorial is thus far ad-
vanced, it should have become sacred;
for better or for worse to be respect-
ed, and if not appreciated, should be
accepted in silence.
It appears to be a difference of
opinion on art, that troubles these
young gentlemen who say (through
the Orient) that they, with the faculty
represent the Bowdoin group living in
closest contact with the college. We
may not deny that statement, under
the circumstances. The "contact" is
Student Council, believed by the uninitiated to be the represents
tives of the Bowdoin student body, have announced that there was
no protest. Let them interpret the Poll results. When two hun-
dred and twenty-eight votes are polled from the College Commun-
ity on the two issues of opposition to site and opposition to me-
morial combined, it would seem that the Studenc Council were not
trying to be particularly representative in their pronouncements.
Two hundred twenty-eight is a rather large minority to ignore.
But let is close the issue of the flagpole. The memorial is de-
cided upon, and the protests of the students and faculty have come I beyond peradventure. But they seem
too late for readjustment here. As for the location of the me- to have *one farther
than that !
!
have decided everything; insulted the
Memorial ; brought it into public ques-
tion; made it an unhappy recollection
for those who have given their time,
money and effort to erect a suitable
memorial; and have reproved those
artists and architects who are repre-
morial, this is being reconsidered by a committee. The results of
this reconsideration are not public as yet, but we do wonder at the
filling in of the foundation hole at the end of the Library walk.
Possibly it means nothing; we hope not; we hope the committee
or the architects will be able to change the location of the pole and sentative of tiie best of American art,
find one which will be agreeable to all. Meanwhile, we of the; in^
h
g^^'says. "Possibly, we
Orient Board feel that we have, through the poll results, received | havd made our protest in a rather sud-
confirmation of our stand on this matter and have been completely
j
^^^^SS^KS&S?
cleared of the charges of not knowing what we were talking about | Among those of us who have worked
and philHi<;hnP*<! on the memorial; raised the funds;cmia snness.
contributed; had expected a reason-
— able attitude from college-youth, and
r;rP t are now properlv abased, we will say
,
. , . m even more than that; we will add "cer-
Sundav afternoon, thanks to a lusty wind, a mysterious fire tainlv." It seems a "crude" awaken-
levelled Dr. Lippincott's house to the ground. The Fire Depart- ^ut ofa ^**£*™g^J
ment did everything in its power to save the dwelling, but to no eests {hat hereafter those who live so




„ , ,, . , ,, » ...j disturbed by further offerings, from
ceeded in saving no small amount of the household furniture. anybody.
That sort of cooperation with the town is what we need to insure; A flag is to mount the flag-pole.
„ . „ . ,, , ._, ,
I Is it crude—"possibly —to desecrate
the continuance of the present friendly relations between town f the flag or the staff ? Personally, we
and gown." That sort of cooperation does much to repay the j do not know exactly whether the chief
, , .,,. , , ., » ! objection is to the location or the me-
town for such thoughtless and childish pranks as the ringing of • moYial itself . The memorial was de-
false alarms by certain would-be jokesters among us. A fire such j signed by McKim, Mead and White of
„ . ,, . . - mj±_ I New York, rather good architects and
as this should impress upon all of us the importance of cooperation , artists The location was also made
with the town in all matters. It is time we thought about it. Let by them, in the axis of the college
us have more of it, and less of the blithe and carefree ringing of ; ^JV^SteSSIw in the Orient
alarms on occasions such as the cremation of Litchfield Hall. the memorial itself seems to be ac-
_^____ __ cepted. But its location is not pleas-'
;
ing to the Orient. It asks for a re-
Hail, Bates!
j
opening of the subject. It suggests
_, „ _. , , , , , petition. THAT would have been a
In a paternalistic tirade The Bates Student has taken upon , very fair procedUre previous to Sun-
itself the sacred duty of admonishing the Orient concerning an, day. It says that all have cooled
_,. .
, . . , ,, ,
. ... mi „j-4.^-„i : down to normalcy. And that IS a good
editorial which recently appeared in this paper. The editorial time to ^ jt ove r. Personally we
under the heading "Life?" has thrown the Bobcat machine out of j have not seen the location—trusting
that the college-architects who are re-
sponsible for the location of all things
on the campus and who are concerned
for and responsible for its beauty, are
capable of making a finished product.
For about ten years this memorial
has been under consideration. A
score of sessions lias been attended by
the committee. It was early decided
stride just when "The Little Yankee College" was about to arrive.
"Bowdoin has picked a poor time for a spurt," states The
Shident. And with an utter disregard for common modesty the
editor proceeds to flaunt before us "the glories that are Bates'."
With the pathetic lavishness of the nouveau riche he parades his
glitter before our eyes. In a melange of verbosity, self-satisfac-
tion, and archaic collegiatism Bates mounts the throne and de- *&££T1 *&£?JJTJ8
clares "that a cat cannot look at a king." And all this despite tarian. This vote was recalled; sub-
the fact that only "now can the Bates administration begin to dis- »*££^^^JS^uSt
criminate" in the selection of its student body. The Orient is not The committee felt that a simpler me-
in thp lpasf rnnvitiPMt hv thp R»t<x» nn«w» morial of pure and complete devotionne e t co inced oy ne Bates pose.
to the abstract tnoutrnt were better
Before we proceed to our original task we beg to congratulate
Bates upon its athletic prowess during the year 1929-1930. The
record has been unusually fine. The Garnet athletes have done
their part and have done it well. We are sorry that we cannot
say the same of The Student!
The SUident finds itself sadly incapable of molding a student
opinion which smacks of anything but collegiatism of the gay
nineties, or the simpering sentimentality of high school days. The
than building a "memorial heating
plant" or a "memorial swimming-
pool" or purchasing a "memorial car-
load of fuel."
And the flag, under which these lads
fought in the great war, seemed then
as it seems to us, even now, to be a
suitable memorial. Bowdoin men of
later years may be pleased to rally
around it; instead of uprooting it and
ringing in a fire alarm. It may per-
the emotion of,-, . , ., . .
,
... chance cause some
editors seemed quite amazed that fair co-eds no more wave their
j Bowdoin man to surge proudlv in rec-
kerchiefs to glorious Apollos ; that "the fire and snap of former ollection of the supreme s»<!ri fice -
celebrations is dimmed ; that no more do students parade down- beauty
e
"r it's"location at ail. we join
streetHo greet triumphant teams; and that no more does Mount
j
the Bowdoin Orient in suggestion that
David gleam with festive fires"! A deplorable condition! An | «£ °*b^^T^the' worT-fn-
unhealthy state
!
Perhaps the editors fail to recognize that this gross sentimen-
tality was cold and dead when they were still at mothers' knees
;
and that this essence of bunkum rests amid the eternal shades of
Limbo. Is it not possible that Bates men and women are just
clearing away the cobwebs of yester-year? Is it not possible that
famous flag-pole" are also crude and
are under a rebuke to good-will; to
contributions of money; to attempts to
serve the college, by those who once
were close to it and would continue to
desire to be permitted to be close to
it but who have committed the error
of wishing well to the college, working
hard for the college and leaving the
at last "The Little Yankee College" is awakening to the spirit
j
determination of art to the wrong per-
which has dominated American colleges for almost a decade ?
|
rnation^U^Xr? to^Mc^m
Mead and White, they should be left
to the young men who know how to
carry a flag-pole into the chapel and
ring in fire-alarms, at midnight.
We wish to comment.
We are quite willing to agree that
we have not helped matters by our
flagpole protest. Inasmuch as every-
thing was decided before we complete-
ly realized what was going on, that
outcome was to be expected. But we
have brought about the reconsidera-
tion of the question of the site, .and
that is something. As for rude be-
havior, we fail to see the point. We
feel that our conduct may have been
impulsive but we see nothing ungrate-
ful therein. Surely even Mr. Staples
cares to know student opinion on this
subject. And this.has driven it home.
There was no sacrilege intended, and
if our critics will but be just, they
will see that none is taken. POS-
SIBLY it may be that Mr. Staples
himself may have said unkind things
against poor old Memorial Hall in his
undergraduate years. Memorial Hall
is a very good example of the under-
graduates' point of view. _How many
times, in speaking of that building, or
looking at it, do we remember the men
and the deeds for which it stands?
Rather do we think on the incongrui-
ties of this relic of a once popular type
of architecture and ponder on the why
thereof. Isn't that so. -Mr. Staples?
That is the example of a sacred and
lasting tribute to the College dead. It
is not that we fail to appreciate them,
Mr. Staples; it is not that we are not
proud of our flag and its symbolism;
To the Editor of the Orient:
Russia has repudiated religion,
Communism considers Christianity
cacophonous, atheism is avidly em-
braced by the whiskered inhabitants
Bat it fa rather painful that thel of *he steppes. Bowdoin College in
refusing to ratify the 1931 chaplain
has shown herself to be Moscow-
minded.
For years the Ivy exercises have
been opened ,with prayer, and the
juniors have reverently chosen one of
their number to fulfill the sacerdotal
Student should take notice of us in
such a way. It seems that the "spurt"
we heralded so hopefully two weeks
ago is just a flash in the pan. The
Student says so, and further implies
that Bowdoin's spurt when compared
to the spurt of Bates is as "water
unto wine"—or in other words, the
phenomenal progress that Bates is dutie8 This pressure from with-
making makes Bowdoins thorny
progress resemble a snappy retreat.
So be it! The oracle has spoken!
The Student most modestly points
opt more of our shortcomings—ridi-
cules our debating team and scoffs at
our baseball prospects—and, in order
to emphasize our obvious deficiencies
very succinctly and* cursorily ex-
patiates on the undying fame of the
Bates Two Mile Relay Team—and
other Garnet, newly-won champion-
ships. This was unnecessary.. We
know all about Ossie Chapman and
in forced the reluctant renunciation of
the incumbent. Two conclusions can
be drawn, either that the former chap-
lain was deemed unworthy or that
the college believes prayer can be
dispensed with.
I know the recently resigned chap-
lain,well. I am aware of his occasional
frivolities, of his petty peccadillos but
my fervent faith in his essential
piety has never wavered. Long study
of the Epistles of Paul coupled with
wish him luck. It has been brought an existence of abstinence and rigorous
to our attention that the Hockey.
Crown has flown and that baseball
and football have not been so good.
Also Bowdoin still recognizes the fa-
mous tactics of Bates' debating teams.
If Twelfth Night is a sample of the
theatricals, however, we cannot con-
ceive why theatricals were included
in Bates' long recent list of achieve-
ments.
The Student has certainly at-
tempted to quench our reviving hopes.
But its complete air of puerility has
rather made a fiasco out of it. The
good old high school spirit is making
a last stand in the Bates mouth or-
gan. The Student is making its faces
asceticism had well prepared him for
his sacrosanct supplications. There is
much of Thomas Aquinas in young
Fuller and an unthinking administra-
tion has shut off a veritable well-
spring of* warmly devoted piety.
No Christian college could con-
scientiously repudiate Fuller's chap-
laincy. The only conclusion is the
obvious and unpleasant one, that on
this campus prayer is passe, that we
have graduated from God. The Black
Mass soon will be celebrated in the
chapel, a verisimilar witches' Sab-
bath looms near at hand.
I do not hold the entire college at
it is not that we wish to be insulting




. i , fault. I do charge that some of the
at us while it can and the only thing ^ administratt;n are not adaraant
we can do is to hold up a mirror to ^ insidious offers of Russian kopeck3.
ceived this pole as the fitting tribute.
It is, rather, that we look at such
things differently; it is that we prefer
the act to the symbol—and for that
reason have those among us advocated
(Continued on page 3)
agement of Bates' athletic and in- Let tne finally urge that we cleansethese Aegean stables, that we have a
that we abrogate these atheistic ac-tary outburst from the school paper
occurs is a palpable mystery to us.
We assume that the Student does
Continued on Pag* t
cessions.
LAWRENCE R. LEACH '30.





KJn the campus, where class buildings
and memorial structures are so often
distinguished by their noble form, flood-
lighting equipment serves to prolong the
enjoyment of their beauty and to enhance
pride in the institution. » » Such an
application is made for the new 165-foot
campanile at South Dakota State— mag-
nificent gift of an alumnus. Electrically
operated chimes sound the hours and
are heard in concerts. At night, shafts of
Drawing of the Cougkhn Campanile at South Dakota Statr CoUaam.
Brooking*. S. D. Porkuu and kUWayuo, artkilmat
light from General Electric floodlighting projectors effect a picture of superb beauty
done in the school colors and white. From the air, the tower is identified by the
beam from a G-E airway beacon surmounting the floodlighted dome. » » Thus,
G-E equipment plays its part in promoting progress and fine appreciation. Back of
every G-E product is an organization in which college-trained men are largely
responsible for the planning, production, and distribution.
95-767DH
GENERAL ELECTRIC
O E N E R A L ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY. NEW YORK
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Symmetric Golf Clubs at $3.50
Set of Five Related Irons . . $17.50
Have yon tried the NewDunlop Ball at .... 75c
Silver Kings . 85c Repaints . 25c, 30c, 40c
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Mustard and Cress
THE BAFFLED STUDENTS
(A hitherto unpublished ditty which
might have been written in 736, but
which probably wasn't.)
God prosper longe our president;
our liffes and saftyes all
—
A woeful battle once there didde
on Bowdoin Campus fall.
To raise a flagge-pole uppe on high
Lord Kenneth didde essay
—
The childe may rue thatte iss unborn
the planning of thatte day.
The pole was bought, a hole was
digged,
the worke wasse under way,
These tydings to the students came,
a howle wa» raised straightway.
Then uppe they rose in awful ire,
and e'en so loud they spake
That with their fries the hilles and
dales
an eccho shrill didde make.
They grasped that flagge-pole butte
and peak
and lustily didde work
Thatte longe before the cock did crew
the thinge wasse in the kirk.
"Loe, yonder doth Lord Kenneth come,
the blood is in his ee.
He hath arisen-. from his bedde
this gamesome sport to see."
"What ho! What ho!" now doth he
crye,
"My heart doth sorely burn,
Do ye not ken, Ihis flagpole, men,
is none of your concern ?
It's not for you to pay or say
or choose where itte shall bee,
Whatever plans we elders make,
we'll keepe them all, or dee."
But uppe and spake a younger lad,
all sweating from the broil,
"Wist ye not the flagge-pole will
our lovely campus spoil?"
"That is", made answer Lord Ken-
neth,
"another witch to burn,
Likewise thysse flagge-pole isse, please
knowe,
of the students no concern.
You only have to wander out
and see the thing, so learn
Thatte whether ytte isse nice or no,
it's none of your concern."
The students thereat were content,
and eke were satisfied.
Lord Kenneth hied him back to bedde,
the battle didde subside.
God save Lord Kenneth, blesse thysse
lande
with plenty, ioy, and peace,
And grant henceforth that foole de-
bate
twixt noble menne may cease.
Hear the story of the bee and the
bull, if you haven't heard it before.
The bee was playing about the pas-
ture one fine morning when the flow-
ers were sweet, and the bull found it
great sport to tease him.
Every time the bee lit on a flower
the bull would come up and scare him
off. It got to be quite a game after
a while, and the bee didn't think much
of it.
Finally he decided that the next
flower he went to, he would stay there
just as long as he wanted to, bull or
no bull. So he went to a nice bloom,
and was just getting a good taste of
nectar when up came the bull to scare
him off.
The bee wouldn't scare, so the bull
got mad and swallowed the bee. The
bee found himself somewhere he'd
never been before so he looked around.
Finally he decided that before he
stung the bull he would take a nap.
So he went to sleep.
Well, when he woke up the next
morning he found that the bull had
gone.
(Continued on Pas* 4)
Problems of Legislative Control
of Early Importance To College
Separation of Maine From Massachusetts Brought About
Perplexing Situation
This week we resume our history of
the early years of the College, using
the same source as previously. After
a sufficiently long period has been
dealt with in this cursory fashion we
will use it as a background for more
detailed sketches and accounts ot
prominent characters and important
events.
President Appleton Dies
The autumn of 1819 witnessed the
death of President Appleton, who had
held that office since 1807. He had
been a zealous president, stem in his
discipline, and constantly watching to
improve intellectual and moral con-
ditions of the college. His period ot
office had been a stormy one, and his
was the guiding hand that brought
it through the difficulties of those
tempestuous and sometimes almost
hopeless first years.
Constitutional Troubles
With the following spring the
boards assembled to elect a successor
to President Appleton and for the
consideration of other important af-
fairs. There had been a great change
in the State, Maine having only just
become a separate entity. The politics
of the new State were essentially'
different from those of Massachu-
setts, from which it had been created,
and some of the leaders of the new
government were known to be un-
friendly to Bowdoin. In drawing up
tha Constitution of Maine, however,
just such a situation had been antici-
pated, and a clause had been inserted
insuring the continued payment of
the legislative grant to the College,
and provided that the president and
boards should "have, hold, and enjoy
their powers and privileges in all re-
j
spects, so that the same shall not be
subject to be altered, limited, an-
nulled, or restrained, except by
|
judicial process, according to the
principles of law." By this clause the
College was intended to be protected
from the almost inevitable storms of
party and personal feeling. But an-
other clause restrained the Legisla-
ture "from making any donation,
grant, or endowment to any literary
institution, unless the said Legisla-
ture shall have,—the right to grant
any further powers, to alter, limit,
or restrain any of the powers vested
in any such literary institution."
Here was the quandary that faced
the boards at their May, 1820 mat-
ing—should the College receive finan-
XOVE LIKE OURS CAN NEVER DIE?
MUTTERED MARMADUKE,2*/<^.
•
"You'd be surprised," replied the sprightly Sophia. "With a rasping
voice like yours, love is likely to fly out of the window and land on
the back of its neck. What our love needs reinsurance."
"What insurance?" he wondered.
"The insurance of OLD GOLDS, boy friend. Throat-ease and tender
tonescaused bythemellow, mild, heart-leaftobacco; vocal cords that act
without a struggle; no tickle, scratch or scrape, old GOLD yourself,
Marmie, and we shall be inseparable. There's not a bark in a billion."
OLD GOLD
FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY
NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
rial aid from the State and lose its
independence of action, or should it
maintain its freedom by forfeiting
State support?
Legislature in Control
President Allen, who had recently
been elected, was strongly in favor of
submission to the Legislature in re-
turn for aid. After a period of ani-
mated discussion on the boards, a
vote was taken and the majority fa-
vored submission. The legislative
bodies of Maine and Massachusetts
consented to the alteration of the
College charter in accordance with
this new policy, and the Maine leg-
islature enacted the changes. These
changes were to be effective, how-
ever, only upon agreement of both
legislatures, according to the terms
of the Act. Through some slip or
oversight an act of approval was
never passed by the Massachusetts
body, a fact unnoticed at the time,
but later to prove a matter of im-
portance.
The Maine Legislature then pro-
ceeded to take the College into its
own hand, and by the Act of March
19, 1821 the numbers of trustees and
overseers were greatly increased, and.
appointment of these officials was
given to the Governor and council.
Governor King, whose ire, it will be
remembered, had previously been in-
curred, proceeded to this duty. The
Massachusetts grant, obtained from a
tax on banks, was continued by the
Maine legislators until the charters
of the banks should expire in 1831.
Medical School Founded
At the same time the Legislature
established the Bowdoin Medical
School, with an annual grant of $1,000
during the pleasure of the Legisla-
ture. (This grant ceased in 1834).
President Allen was the prime mover
in the project and he brought in Dr.
Nathan Smith, of the Yale Medical
Department, to open the school. Dr.
Smith was a capable and distin-
guished physician and surgeon. He
was aided by Dr. John D. Wells, a
young Harvard graduate, who early
showed his ability as a teacher of
anatomy, and he was appointed to
that chair at the end of the year. The
upper story of Massachusetts Hall
had been fitted up for the use of the
school and other parts of the build-
ing were also used for lectures. Un-
til the gift of Mr. Seth Adams of
Boston, in 1862, of a sum of money
for the erection of Adams Hall, the




An open letter to the Orient:
I thought this might be of interest
to the Bowdoin undergraduates—Tom
Riley '28.
Munich, Germany, April 9, 1930.
To the Readers of the Orient:
Certain phases of Bowdoin's in-
fluence in the world are kept before
your eyes continually, while others
hardly less important are known to
only a few Bowdoin people.
Here in Munich we have an excel-
lent example of that. One of the
greatest factors in the student life
here came into existence several
years ago through the work of a
Bowdoin man. That is the univer-
sity "Commons", known to the
Munich students as the "Verein
Studentenhaus".
Such a house denotes a revolution
in German student life. The latter has
always been famous for its lack of
unity. Its only center has been the
lecture halls and libraries of the
university building, places not very
adapted to sociableness and good fel-
lowship.
Soon after the war, however, the
great need among the student classes
called for organization of some sort,
which could help the students finan-
cially. With this tendency towards
unifying the student body came other
ideas, mostly from the American uni-
versity system. Common eating places
were built, as well as common club
rooms, study rooms, and living quar-
ters similar to our dormitories. In
Munich, these were at first scattered
about in various buildings near the
university. Then the organization
here, interested in such work, became
a part of the World Student Chris-
tian Association, in which a Bowdoin
man, David R. Porter, '06, Bowdoin's
first Rhodes Scholar, plays a leading
part. Porter raised the largest part
of the money needed for the Munich
"Commons", and some of the first
contributions were from Bowdoin un-
dergraduates.
Now the Munich "Studentenhaus
forms the center of all student activ-
ities. Its cafeteria takes care of 3000
students daily. A meal of two
courses costs about 12 cents, a price
about which none can complain. All
other additions to the meal (beer, of
course) may be had at corresponding
prices. Besides the cafeteria are sev-
eral well-furnished study-rooms, and
smoking-rooms, where newspapers
from all parts of the world are at
hand. An enormous hall gives space
for meetings, dances, concerts, lec-
tures, banquets—all the gatherings
we have in our own universities.
Besides this there are accommo-
dations for a more serious part of
student life—offices which provide
work for students lacking money. This
work is of a somewhat different type
from that in America. One of the
offices deals only in translation, for
which, of course, foreign students are
in demand. A great many of the Eng-
lish guidebooks in use in Germany
come from this office. All of the Ober-
ammergau propaganda, coming di-
rectly from the village itself, has been
translated into English by English
and American students here. Another
office manages a School of Lan-
( Continued on Past «)
Men of Judgment Buy Their
Clothes at Harmon's
Day in and day out Harmon's offer to
their customers, clothing of real merit
constructively tailored of long wear-
ing fabrics that "stand the gaff." Day
in and day out more men are realizing





(Continued from Page 2)
a different type of memorial, a living
one in preference to. the dead, such as
a graduate scholarship in the field of
international relations, for instance.
Like yourself, Mr. Staples, we fail to
see any sense in purchasing a "me-
morial heating plant" or a "memorial
carload, of fuel.*' We are not cam-
paigning for this type of a memorial
when we use the term "utilitarian."
And as for the site, we have an
unartistic, "crude" desire to keep the
Walker Art Buildinjr and Hubbard
Hall as our beautiful campus build-
ings. We think the flagstaff, at its
present location would detract from
these buildings. We hate to sacrifice
as fine a tree as found on campus
when there is no absolute need for it.
We don't quite relish the idea of
placing a war memorial within the
academic quadrangle.
There are our cards on the table.
Judjre. And then, if you still feel that
we, the Bowdoin undergraduates, have
desecrated this memorial, we are will-
ing to apologize for our views.
PAULA. WALKER.
Poll on Pole
Continued from Pace 1
Delta Kappa Epsilon returned a
majority for the architects' first pro-
posed plan, but failed to " make any
official vote. Lack of interest in the
question is shown in only a very
few places, the totals of ten ballot?
cast at the D. U. house and fifteen by
the Kappa Sigmas being the lowest in
evidence. Most amazing of all the re-
turns is Sigma Nu's unwavering de-
mand for some alternate memorial
scheme.
It was apparent on Friday morn-
ing that some action was under way,
for the grounds force removed the
pole to the carpenter shop. On being
interviewed, President Sills stated
that the College Architect, Mr. Ken-
dall of McKim, Mead and White, had
made a preliminary survey of the sit-
uation, but that no official report had
as yet been rendered. He further
added: "The proposal of ah alterna-
tive design for a memorial is out of
the question. Absolutely all work has
been completed on the flagpole and
base, save for its final erection. As
soon as the site has been picked, the
memorial will be assembled."
Faculty Opinion Given
In a highly interesting letter Pro-
fessor Chase has made plain the
stand which the faculty is taking in
the entire affair. At a recent meeting,
an informal vote showed that a large
majority favored the choosing of an-
other Bite for the erection of the me-
morial. A committee has been ap-
pointed to formulate the faculty atti-
tude toward the proposed action ot
the architects. Professor Chase heads
this committee, with Professors Mit-
chell, Means, and Bartlett.
"We took the position," says Pro-
fessor Chase's letter in part, "that the
question of the form of the memorial
had already been settled. On the
question of its location a considerable
diversity of opinions was found. A
summary of the views encountered
was included in the report, together
with a statement of the arguments
used in support of the two alternate
sites which were chiefly favored.
These suggestions, it is understood,
along with communications from indi-
viduals and from the Student Coun-
cil, have been taken under advise-
ment by the Committee on the War
Memorial."
Small Communication
(Continued from Yuge 2)
not very well reflect the Bates spirit
in spite of the fact that it has half
the college on its editorial staff; for
it would be almost heresy to think
that any American college, in these
peaceful and illuminated days, should
stoop to high school mud-throwing,
and seminary cat-calling comparisons
are interesting and often salutary,
but when they serve as the basis for
the most childish boasting, and the
most uninspired disparagement, they




The following men were named
proctors for the year 1930-1931 at a
meeting of the faculty this week: P.
T. Hayes, R. De Gray, R. S. Ecke, J.
C. Flint, Jr, H. H. Rose, S. R. Foster,
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spring St. • • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furnitnre, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.
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We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta
In spite of the defeat at the hand3
of the New Hampshire State track
team, prospects for a successful sea-
son still look bright The Bowdoin
team should be able to overcome the
Tufts outfit next Saturday. Bowdoin
and Tufts have been meeting regu-
larly for several years, in return en-
counters. Although the Tufts team
is not as strong this year as it has
been in the past, nevertheless, the
meet will not be easy. Tufts has not
such a strong team as New Hamp-
shire is supporting this year. New
Hampshire defeated Brown by about
forty points, twenty points more than
they beat us. The Bowdoin team made
a better showing against New Hamp-
shire and showed improvement in sev-
eral events. New Hampshire defeated
the White last year by 27 points and
this year by only 13 points. With the
same team that went against New
Hampshire, Bowdoin will go down to
Boston next Friday.
Bowdoin should do good work in
the high and low hurdles with Stan-
wood and McLaughlin entered. Both
of these men should place. Johnson is
Bowdoin's best bet in the 100 yard
and 220 yard dash. Foster will be
taken to run the quarter mile and will
certainly be a point winner. Botht F at nT I n ««,«- ..Jim Hbles, Ohves, Pickles, Domestic and Im- ThistI ' it_ __d Wnhh vriU eomnt>tp in
Eorted Cheeses and Biscuits of sli JWfgrg."^.y1* THi ""iy" j*
inds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10









the half mile. Although Bowdoin was
shut out of the mile run in the New
Hampshire meet, Usher will probably
place at Tufts. Lavender will be taken
to run the two mile. He ran a pretty
race against the Wildcats, and should
be able to do better still at Tufts.
Captain Soule will be entered in the
broad jump and Johnson may possibly
be his running-mate. Stanwood and
j
Jenkins will represent Bowdoin in the
high jump and should be able to show
up to better advantage than in the
New Hampshire meet. Appleton and
Williams will go to take part in the
pole vault and should pick up some
points. In the weight events Bowdoin
will be well represented. Galbraith,
Chapman, and Thayer will probably
all place in the hammer throw as in
the New Hampshire meet. Olsen and
Johnson have a stiff job on hand in
the shot put. Olsen will also compete
in the discus.
In the javelin both Soule and Olsen
will be entered and Bell may compete.
Some of the freshmen who competed
last Saturday against Maine Central
Institute may be taken to Boston,
several having done unusually good
work.
M. C. I. has a strong team and will
probably win the Conference title this
year. The thirty-three aggregation
had to work to defeat them, but must
Sportsman's Pen
The ball team is meeting the Black
Bears at Orono today. After the
spring trip the game with Maine will





The track squad will go to Boston
Saturday to meet Tufts. New Hamp-
shire conquered the Tufts tracksters
with a forty point margin. Bowdoin
lost to New Hampshire by half that
amount. Bowdoin should have an easy
time with the Jumbos.
The Tennis Team goes off on its
Southern swing with a fairly strong
aggregation. It returns to the State
Tournament to be held here at Bow-
doin.
Houser has been doing wonders
with the ball club this year. The un-
dergraduates appreciate the change
from losses to wins.
The football men have been report-
ing to Coach Bowser in dribs and
drabs this spring. Stronger support is
imperative if the new coaching system
is to bring about the necessary
changes.
The undergraduates are looking
forward to the fall with no small
amount of anticipation. After three
years of losing football the College is
about ready for an improvement. The
undergraduate body is going '$< back
Bowser to the limit. The situation of
football at Bowdoin will be towards
the happier side next year.
LECLAIR & GERVAIS | hold their own In time trials this
do the work
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State Championship Matches to be
Held Here Next Week
Seriously handicapped by the loss
of two of the most dependable men
on the squad, Bowdoin's tennis squad
entrained for the front and the an-
nual spring trip last week end. Ray
Jensen, all-round star, was forced out
by the study requirements of his ma-
jor, and Marion Short found it neces-
sary to devote his time to making up
work lost track of during illness.
Jim Parker, E. Farrington Abbott,
Bill Altenburg, Dave Perkins, Harry
Sprague, and Eddy Christian were
finally picked to make the trip. Wil-
liams is the first match scheduled,
being played on Tuesday. In the next
three days Bowdoin successively
meets Trinity, Wesleyan, and Holy
Cross. On their return they are
booked to plunge into the thick oi
another struggle for the Maine Col-
legiate Championship, won last year
by the White.
At time of going to press, the
doubles selections had not been an-
nounced. It is possible that Alten-
burg, and Parker, with Perkins and
Christian, will carry the burden of the
attack there. During the last week
plans have been maturing for the
formation of a Freshman team. No
men have been picked as yet, but 'a
tentative team met Hebron thnfaf-
ternoon in the first match of the year.
Despite the sudden rise to ath-
letic affluence on the part of Bates,
there is plenty of reason to believe
that this condition will be short lived.
We are informed that Bates holds
the Baseball Crown of 1929. It is very
much of a question as to whether
the Garnet will hold that honor in
1930.
The track meet this year will be one
in which strength will be fairly evenly
divided. The Bates, Colby and Maine
aggregations have strength in many
places where the Polar Bears are
weak.
Magee has faith in the Polar Bear
outfit to make a big jump from last
year's position.
Once again the Bowdoin Track will
come into use for the Annual State
Meet. The Bowdoin Freshmen have
run some remarkable races on this
track in previous meets. Magee hopes
for a repetition this year.
Interfraternity Baseball has called
a goodly crowd out this year. The
games as usual have the faculty for
large scores, from poor pitching and
heavy batting.
The Swimming team has been going
through continual practice this
Spring. Coach Miller's outfit is keep-
ing in trim. Perhaps Bowdoin will
have a swimming team in 1931.
Sunday Chapel
(Contfnowi from Fan 1)
extra calls. In case of extreme pov-
erty, he works without pay.
A great deal of ignorance and su-
perstition has to be counteracted. If
the country became independent now,
it would be ruled by a few men of
education. But now teachers and doc-
tors are making continuous trips
around the rural districts and condi-
tions are improving slightly. India is
calling, not for leaders, but for men
to work with her and with her peo-
ple.
Dr. Wilder graduated from* Har-
vard Medical School in 1919 and for
ten years has been working in India.
At the present time he is connected
with the hospital at Madura, India.
SHORT'S MARKET
—GROCERS—




(Continued tiom Pan* St
guages, similar to the famous Berlitz
Schools, most of the teaching being
done by English speaking students.
Connected with this building is the
"Studentenheim", similar to the In-
ternational House in New York, only
on a much smaller scale. Here a
number of students of all nationalities
are comfortably housed, also having
special social rooms, card rooms, etc.
And these two buildings owe their
existence directly to a Bowdoin mail,
David R. Porter, whom two of the
three Bowdoin graduates now study-
ing in Germany have cause to thank
for his good work. To us this "Com-
mons" has meant just as much as to
any German student.
THOMAS A. RILEY '28
Mustard and Cress
President Sills translated, for his
Literature class, Montaigne's defini-
tion of "friendship" thuther day thus-
ly; "Because it is him, because it is
me." Harry Davis will now sing a
song entitled "Mr. Jones from Bow-
doin."
One of our brilliant professors who
makes funny cracks which are some-
times funny, but mostly sometimes,
referred to our little work called
"Flow Tide", appearing in these
columns last week, as a "heavy
parody". Through this statement the
dear professor unconsciously admits
something that he would probably
deny were he accused of it, and dem-
onstrates effectively the uselessness
of trying to pick figs from thistles,
or trying to plant roses in a desert.
Were we trying to parody the Quill's
poem, we insist that we could have
done a better job, for even though
these professors may give us D's and
E's now and then, there are some
things that we know more about than
they do. Of the truth herein the
present object made probation.
We attempted to point out some-
thing that we didn't like in poetry,
and the result was that we were
given an opportunity to point out
something that we don't like in pro-
fessors. There is nothing any sorrier
than the sight of a coon-dog bark-
ing up the wrong tree, unless it's a
fox-dog out hunting rabbits. There's
an awful surprise coming for some-
»j , p, one without doubt.Hardware O. We do not blame people if they dis-
agree with us in literary criticism,
it it is rather disgusting to have
self-satisfied ignoramus rise in his
intelligence and rail at you for some-
thing you never thought of, even
though the end result is less dis-
astrous to you than it is to him. "A
wise man keepeth his own counsel'*




For First Class Haircutting
Near Csmpus • t-«» Expert Barbers
Since the founding of Bowdoin Col-
lege in 1794, there have been only
eight honorary degreesconferred upon
women. To be chosen one of the eight
recipients of an honorary degree is an
unusual honor when one considers the
minimum number of awards in com-
parison with the number of years
reaching back to 1794. The recipients
were Sarah Orne Jewett, Kate Doug-
las (Wiggin) Riggs, Lydia Moulton
Chadwick, Annie Crosby Allison, Ida
Josephine Everett, Heloise Edwina
Hersey, Rose Hawthorne Lathrop, and
Alice Mary Longfellow. It is inter-
esting to note that no honorary de-
gree was conferred by the College
prior to 1900 and that no woman has
received a degree since 1925.
Sarah Orne Jewett, the first woman
to be honored by Bowdoin College, was
the daughter of Dr. Theodore Harmon
Jewett, a physician of note and a
member of the staff of the Bowdoin
Medical School. The larger part of
her education was at home although
she intermittently attended local
schoofs. She became known through
her writing of articles and books.
From 1881 she wrote abundantly
while enjoying the favor of Mr. and
Mrs. Fields, editors of the Atlantic
Monthly, and the fellowships of the
best literary critics. In 1901, Bowdoin
College conferred on her the honorary
degree of Doctor of Letters. Thus
Sarah Orne Jewett was the first of her
sex to be given a degree by this con-
servative institution. Of her many
works those concerning Maine charac-
ters and Maine life are perhaps the
most prominent. She passed beyond
in 1909 at her homestead in South
Berwick after sixty years of devotion
to her calling.
Kate Douglas Wiggin Riggs
The second woman whom the Col-
lege honored was Kate Douglas
Smith, born in 1857 as the daughter
of Robert N. Smith. She gained her
early education at Abbott Academy
before journeying west to pursue her
career in California after attending
Santa Barbara College. She attract-
ed national attention by the progres-
sive methods she employed as the
founder of Silver Street Kindergarten
in San Francisco.
Following her first marriage in 1880
she devoted herself to literary pur-
suits. She married George Chris-
topher Riggs six years after the death
of her first husband in 1895.
She is best known through her
stories, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm," '"Homespun Tales," and her
autobiography, "My Garden of Mem-
ories," written in 1923. Many of her
words have been translated into
Swedish, German, Italian, French and
Japanese.
Bowdoin College conferred on her
the honorary degree of Doctor of Lit-
erature in 1904.
Mrs. Riggs left the College a sum
of money upon her death in 1923.
Through her sister, Nora Archibald
Smith, the College was given nearly
three hundred autographed books and
a collection of scrap books which may
be found in the "Kate Douglas Wig-
gin" case at the Library.
Incidentally the annual Hawthorne
Prize for the best short story, open
to the Seniors, Juniors and Sopho-
mores, was established by Nora A.
Smith in memory of her sister, Mrs.
Riggs.
Lydia Moulton Chadwick
The third woman, Lydia Moulton
Chadwick, received the degree of
Master of Arts from the College in
1910. She was born at Saco in 1847,
educated at home and in Germany.
She devoted her life to teaching and
taught classical and modern languages
at Saco High School and- Thornton
Academy. She died in North Caro-
lina in 1924.
Annie Crosby Allison
Annie Crosby Allison was another
Maine girl who gave her life to the
teaching profession. Born in 1871, she
graduated from Bryn Mawr in 1892
and gained her degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in 1896. For three years
she taught at the University of Wis-
consin and from 1900-05 she was pro-
fessor of Latin and dean of the Wo-
men's College at Brown University.
In 1905, she married Professor Francis
Greehleaf Allison.
Bowdoin College conferred on her
the degree of Doctor of Literature in
1911. '
Ida Josephine Everett
Ida Josephine Everett was born at
Walpole, Mass., in 1860. Following
her graduation from Mt. Holyoke in
1893 with the degree of B.L., she
taught at the University of California
for eight years. In 1901 she com-
menced graduate work at Oxford, re-
turning in 1902 to pursue her studies
at the Yale Graduate School until
1905. She taught at Wheaton Semi-
nary from 1905 to 1912 when she was
chosen dean. Bowdoin College con-
ferred on her the honorary degree of
Master of Arts in 1911.
Heloise Edwina Hersey
Little information is to be found
about the sixth recipient of a Bowdoin
degree. Heloise Edwina Hersey, born
in 1855, graduated from Vassar in
1876 and became a professor at Smith
from 1878-1883. Since 1899 she has
been a writer and lecturer. She was
awarded the honorary degree of Mas-
ter of Arts in 1921.
Rose Hawthorne Lathrop
The youngest daughter of Nathaniel
Hawthorne was born in Massachusetts.
Her education was entirely European
as she studied in England, Portugal,
London and Dresden. Rose Hawthorne
became the wife of George Parsons,
author of note, in 1871. Upon the
death of her husband and her son she
joined the Catholic sisterhood, in 1899.
She devoted her life in service to the
poor of New York, establishing two
hospitals and a home for the cancer-
ous poor.
In June 1925, on the 100th anniver-




Work Will Start a Week Earlier Thai
Usual Next Fall
Though handicapped by other
Spring sports, Coach Charlie Bowser
has been putting his football hopefuls
through their paces during the past
few weeks at Pickard Field. Bowser
and his assistant, John Roberts, have
been working hard with the candi-
dates who have turned out, but have
not accomplished as much as they ex-
pected due to the aforesaid sports.
Sometimes going as large as 18
or 20 and other times numbering only
6 or 8, the daily squads have aver-
aged around 12. For this reason most
of the work has been confined to in-
dividual play and fundamentals. On
days when there were enough men out
to form a team, Bowser has worked
them on a few plays and given the
squad some insight into the Warner
system of attack. The men also
have put in considerable work on the
dummy which should stand them in
good stead next Fall.
Although he has not yet definitely
decided as to when the practice ses-
sions will end, the new coach an-
nounced that no work will be done af-
ter Ivy. Continuance of the Spring
training will depend upon the inter-
est shown by the squad as a whole
and as long as there are men willing
to go out Bowser and Roberts will be
there to direct them.
From the sample jerseys which re-
cently arrived and are now being con-
sidered, it is evident that the Polar
Bears will present a flashily outfitted
; eleven next Fall. New equipment also
|
is to be ordered and the White will be
j
wearing the latest styles in football
I paraphernalia when they take the field
I for the first time under the new re-
j
gime.
Coach Bowser announced that Fall
! practice will begin a week earlier than
I
the usual custom and the squad will
!
probably be called out sometime
I around September 8. This will give
them a good two weeks' drill before
|
the opening of College and three or
four weeks before the first game.
Sub-Frosh, Guests
(Continued from page II
"Professor Rabbit" is our ideal type
of "dear professor" and spoke and
|
thought as thoughtlessly as we some-
j
times wish instructors would. The
class certainly presented as hetero-
I
geneous a group as one could hope for.
! Drunk, student and various unmen-
1 tionables were present (somewhat ex-
i aggerated, we hope). Someone in a
j
skirt, but looking strikingly like
"Pinky" Pinkham, appeared on the
]
stage for the briefest moment. Th»
|
sketch was brought to a violent con-
clusion by the appearance of a minia-
ture of a certain article which has
recently graced the campus in front
of the library.
In the Psi U. sketch attention was
most attracted by "Brew" Fuller
wearing his blue what-you-may-call-
'ems. This school soon degenerated
into an exciting game of "Farmer in
the Dell."
From the five acts which had been
presented on the stage of Memorial
Hall, the winner was chosen after
some discussion, by the judges—Pro-
fessor Stanley B. Smith, Mr. A. B.
Holmes, and Jud the Barber.
President Sills speaks
In chapel Saturday morning, the
President replaced the Dean's usual
talk by one especially interesting to
the sub-freshmen. He said that many
students come to college because of
curiosity to see what college life is
like. But the only legitimate purpose,
he said, was that of absorbing as
much knowledge as possible.
Although many more preparatory
school men were expected to visit
Bowdoin, there were only fifty-six
sub-freshmen on the campus. But
coming as it does during the regular
school work, this event can only be
attended by those living near the col-
lege. Likewise many fellows are still
undecided as to the college which they
will attend next fall. Therefore there
was no general surprise at the small




One of the oldest friends of Bow-
doin College has passed away. Stand-
ing for over a hundred years, the old
elm at the south-east end of Winthrop
Hall, after seeing countless events of
tragedy and, comedy, finally suc-
cumbed to Time last week.
Giving up his attempt to count the
rings in the old trunk, Philip S.
Wilder estimated that the tree was
somewhat over a hundred years old
and surmised that it had been planted
at the time of the building of the
first dormitory. Imagine the "proc
'
nights, the freshman-sophomore bat-
tles, the Ivy Days that it has seen.
Imagine its sideward glances into
Longfellow's room to see the future
poet in his red-flannels. But its end
was tragic. After all those years, to
pass away on the very eve of an event
which was at least equal to anything it
had ever witnessed, the abduction of
a flagpole.
The tree seemed as attached to the
intimate scenes around it as we were
attached to the tree. Reluctantly did
its roots unclasp the soil under the
stress of a block and tackle. Science
triumphed over age, but the tree's
familiar trunk will long be remem-




jJgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
New England* Trip
(Continued from Page 1)
four starts on its road trip by over-
whelming Northeastern 11- to 3, in a
heavy hitting fray at Huntington
Field, Friday. The slugging Polar
Bears touched the two Husky twirlers
for 16 hits while Howie Stiles al-
lowed nine well scattered bingles.
McKown's home run to deep left in
the sixth with the bases loaded
clinched the game for the visitors,
who started off with a three run lead
in the second inning, adding one more
in the third and fifth and six more in
the big sixth.
Grosz, freshman catcher, broke the
ice for the Huskies in the fifth with
a long homer along the right field
foul line.
It was a big day again with the
club for Urban and McKown each
garnering four hits out of five
chances.
Jumbo Humbles Polar Bear
Tufts took their sixth straightavic-
tory from Bowdoin on Saturday at the
Oval, playing practically flawless ball
behind the effective pitching of Lou
Adams.
The Jumboes took the lead in the
first when Souther had difficulty in
finding the plate and issued thre*
passes and from then on were never
headed. The home club tallied once
again in the succeeding frame on
Adams' double and Dwyer's overthrow
to second.
Bowdoin made a strong bid to break
down the lead in the fourth as Dwyer
lengthened Whittier's single on his
sacrifice hit and Urban and Chalmers
contributed a single and a double re-
spectively. The rally was cut short
by the umpire who called Rose out on
a third strike that was but inches out
of the dust. The calibre of the offi-
ciating throughout the entire game,
especially behind the plate, was not
by any means excellent.
The Hill-siders tallied in the next
two innings and then settled down to
get the game over with. It looked like
a lucky seventh for the Black when
Tom Chalmers opened up by drawing
a pass. Rose popped out to second
but everything seemed rosy as the
slugging McKown caught hold of one
of Adams' slants and drove it
against the fence for a pretty triple,
sending Chalmers across the platter.
Yet 'twas ruled that the mighty "Mc-
Gilliheoly" had neglected to make the
necessary contact with second on his
non-stop flight so the ace was trumped
and the bid busted wide open.
Again in the «ighth things started
to look up for the visitors by virtue
of successive singles on the part of
Dwyer and Urban with Whittier on
base. A close play at home killing
of Whittier after a beautiful throw
from right field snuffed all hopes.
A feature of the game was the re-
markably small number of outfield
put outs, Tufts making three, while
the Bowdoin outer gardeners did not
have a single chance.
Bowdoin, she received the honorary
degree of Master of Arts.
Alice May Longfellow
In 1850, Alice Longfellow was born
at the Longfellow homestead in Cam-
bridge. She was one of the first stu-
dents at Radcliffe becoming a member
of the Board of Associates in her
later life. She pursued graduate work
in Cambridge, England. Bowdoin Col-
lege conferred on her the honorary
degree of Master of Arts in 1925.
SECOND TEAM GAME
(Gontiamd from Pac* 1)
McKown, 3b 1 1 1
Means, 3b 4 2 2 3 2
Ricker, cf 1 1 1-
Bell, cf 3 3 3 1 (J
Barstow, If 3 1 •
Clark, 2b 3 1 1 2
McLachlan, c 3 1 6
Smith, c 1 4 *
Travers, p 1
Boucher, p 2 1
Brown, p 1
Totals 38 13 16 21 6 2
Brunswick High
ab r bh po a e
Bouchard, ss 4 1 2
Abelon, cf 4 1 4
Tetreault, 2b 4 1
Tomko, c ...3 1 5 1
Wakely, rf 3 1
Racine, If 3 2
Gagnon, lb 3 3
Marriner, 3b 3 2
Messier, p 1 1
Foster, p 2 1
Totals 30 2 2 18 3 1
Bowdoin 4305 10 x—13
Brunswick 0000002— 2
Two base hits, Parmenter 2, Shute
2, Bell 2. Home runar-Shute, Bell.
Stolen bases, Parmenter, Rose, Shute
2, McKown, Ricker, Bell 2, Bouchard,
Foster 2. Sacrifice hit, Barstow. Base
on balls, off Messier 2 in 3 innings,
off Foster 4 in 4 innings, off Travers
2 in 2 innings, off Brown 4 in 4 in-
nings. Struck out, by Travers 2, by
Boucher 2, by Brown 3, by Messier 1,
by Foster 4. Time, 1.50. Umpire,
Dwyer.
\Give the Team Your Support
» in Tomorrow's Meet! THE BOWDOIN ORIENT Gym Dance Tomorrow NightAfter State Meet
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STATE TRACK TITLE DECIDED HERE TOMORROW
WHITE SLUGS BATES IN
EIGHTH INNING RALLY
Maine, Colby, And Bates All Tumble Before Fighting
Houser Outfit - - Bowdoin Playing
Great Ball
POLAR BEARS LEAD SERIES
Returning from an eminently successful New England trip the
Bowdoin Polar Bear nine has once again invaded the home hunt-
ing grounds to defeat the Maine Bears 5-1, and the Colby Mule
10-8. The team further assured its position in the top berth of
the Maine State Series at Pickard Field, Monday, by handing
Bates an 8-2 licking. A weird eighth inning rally brought on by





Allen Johnson, Editor of Dictionary
of American Biography, Speaks on
"Biography— Old and New".
EMPHASIZES REALISM
Donham, a freshman, held the hard
hitting White batsmen to three scat-
tered Dingles until the next to last
inning when his teammates fell sorry
victims to the novel strain of main-
taining the large end of the score.
Whittier hit to Bomstein at short who
failed to make connections and the
circus was on. Dwyer laid down a
pretty sacrifice bunt and Whittier
perched on second. Luke Urban
slashed a mean roller to the rotund
Garnet hot corner guardian and was
safe as the ball eluded his clutch. An-
other bad bit of judgment filled the
bases when Shute grounded to Flynn
at third and the attempt to nip Whit-
tier off the bag was unsuccessful.
Bornstein contributed an additional
misplay on Rose's roller and Whit-
tier romped home with the tying
count. Sid McKown gave the visitors
their next chance to throw the ball
about and the score mounted to 4-2.
Chalmers was unlucky and was
thrown out by Bornstein. Souther and
Bicker followed with Texas leaguers
which, incidentally, were fche 'only
genuine hits in the entire seven run
rally. Dwyer closed festivities by fan-
ning and Bowdoin was sitting pretty
on an 8-2 score.
Bates opened the game by account-
ing for a tally .through Bomstein's
walk, and Caseadd -in*? double. Par-
menter turned in
ground work on
dren, as our alumni have done, would
have developed into another run.




On Sunday, May 18, Dr. Karl Rei-
land, well-known clergyman and di-
vinity student, the rector of St.
George's Church in New York City,
will deliver the address. He is the
guest in Maine of Mr. Henry H.
Pierce.
Dr. Reiland has had a long experi-
ence as pastor of several churches,
following an extensive period of study
in various schools. He was born in
Brooklyn and has centered a great
deal of his attention around New
York. He first went to school at Trin-
ity College, Connecticut, and follow-
ing his graduation there went to a
theological seminary in Alexandria,
Virginia, and later to the Berkeley
Divinity School at Middletown, Conn.
Dr. Reiland has since received de-
grees from Trinity and Hobart Col-
leges.
Upon finishing his schooling, he be-
came the rector of Trinity Church in
Wethersfield, Connecticut. A few
years later he was the assistant pastor
at Grace Church in New York, from
which position he became rector at
St. Andrew's Church in Yonkara,
h ^oerkliwr bit of !Sfece 1912 he haB been the Pa"rtor of L
RnSand^ smaTh i St' George's Church of New York. He j * *-
is recognized as a fine speaker and is




Bowdoin Piles Up Enormous Score.
Making Clean Sweeps in 220-Yard
Dsjsh, 880-Yard Run, Pole Vault, and
Hammer—Tufts Gains But Three
Firsts.
SEVERAL WIN LETTERS
A lecture, "Biography—Old and
New", was thoroughly enjoyed by a
rather smaH audience in Memorial
Hall on the evening of May 12. The
speaker, Allen Johnson, LL.D., who
gave this annual Annie Talbot Cole
Lecture, is a well-known authority on
the subject of bis address, being the
editor of the Dictionary of American
Biography.
The speaker presented the growth
and change in English biography and
illustrated them by readings from va-
rious biographies. He emphasized the
realism which is found in the modern
books of this type.
Since Mr. Johnson is so interested
in the topic which he presented, this
interest was shared by the audience
who left the lecture with a new con-
ception of biography. The donor of
the lecture, Annie Talbot Cole, had
expressed the sentiment that life is a
grand adventure and this thought
was carried throughout the address.
Allen Johnson's Lecture
Mr. Johnson began his address by
stressing the importance of biog-
raphy. In recent years, he said, an
extraordinary number of books on
biographical subjects have been writ-
ten. During 1929, over six hundred
and fifty such works appeared in the
United States, a number larger than
in any previous year. The history of
the world is the history of great
leaders, said Carlisle, and the speaker
showed the truth of this statement
The lives of men are often directed
by fate and the general social laws
of the world. So the younger histo-
rians have become disinterested in
the individual and occupy themselves
with group action.
But in spite of this, there is a
tentioh directed toward the individual
Jack Magee's track and field men
completely buried the Tufts team last
Saturday at Medford 102 2-3 to 82 1-3-
This was the first meet of the year for
the Tufts team, and the Bowdoin men
gave them a severe drubbing. Bow-
made a clean sweep in four
PALE BLUE COHOIfrS TO
DEFEND CHAMPIONSHIP
LAURELS WON LAST YEAR
Chapman of Bates to Run Half and Quarter. Galbraith
Follows in TootelTs Tracks. Stanwood and
MacLaughlin May Sweep Hurdles
BOWDOIN STRONG IN HURDLES AND HAMMER
doin
events: 220 yard dash, 880 yard run,
pole vault, and hammer, while Tufts
was able to win only three first places*
.
The times in this meet were all
slow and none of the winners were
pushed a great deal, in most cases
they had everything their own way.
The Bowdoin team may be expected
to show up well in the State meet
this week. Although it would take
some fine reckoning to figure out how
Bowdoin is going to win the state
title, there are several events in which
Bowdoin has some strong men who
will probably take first places in them.
Bowdoin is unusually strong in the
hurdles both high and low, and in the
hammer, while she will also probably
show up well in the dashes. The com-
petition last Saturday was quite nat-
urally far inferior to anything that
Bowdoin will run up against next
Saturday.
Bowdoin started off with a bang
and took first and second in the 100
yard sprint, Foster and Johnson plac-
ing respectively. In the mile run
Usher and Cobb walked away from
the competitors to come in for a tie
for first place. Ben Jenkins won the
120 yard high hurdles while two Tufts
men took second and third. McLaugh-
lin had hard luck in this event. He
got tangled up with the hurdles in
some way and fell and skinned both
knees rather badly, but not so badly
but what he could go out and win the
low hurdles. The two mile run proved
to be the most thrillins; race of the
riajfl ' Wiles of Tufts jnsx soasoeded to
jow^
beating out Lavender of Bowdoin. The
With all prayers finally registered, and the dope sheets drifting
across the office like a Montana blizzard, we rise to state our own
personal opinion as to what's going to take place on Whittier Field
tomorrow when the University of Maine begins to defend the state
track title that it wrested from the White a year or so ago.
In the first place, Bowdoin's progress is going to be from the
rear, and more or less resemble that of a man gently applying a
ten pound sledge to the base of another fellow's skull. Heaped
second and third places will make up in some measure for the lack
of outstanding distance runners, javelin and discus men, and
broad and high-jumpers. In the hurdles especially Jack Magee's
charges, led by Stanwood and MacLaughlin, should spread a trail




natural reaction. In all the men were fairly well bunched during
changes in social groups since the be- 1 the first mile, but after that Wiles and
ginning of the world, all people have Lavender began to pull ahead of the
actly the same manner to even the I _
_^
score. Ricker drew a pass and was BOWDOIN GOLF TEAM
pushed across by Dwyer's timely
double.
Souther hurled masterfully for Bow-
doin and Donham became more effec-
tive as he gained confidence. Put-outs
ON ANNUAL CIRCUIT
The golf team led by Ray Destojj
left this week on its annual southern
!
followed the leadership of one strong
I individual, usually rather radical, if
I not abnormal. Biography deals with





(Continued on page 2)
were made in rapid fashion until! New England invasion to cross
Bates pulled into the lead in the fifth
by a lone tally resulting from three
hits. Heddericg's opening single was
lucky, for a particularly bad hop car-
ried over Parmenter's shoulder to
right field. The lanky Luce bunted
Heddericg to second and Donham sur-
prised all concerned by singling over
second, scoring Heddericg. This ended
Bates' base running for the day.
Bowdoin's half of the seventh
brassies with some of the most pow-
erful collegiate foursomes in the East.
The White contingent is, however,
confident of maintaining or better-
ing last year's record of four wins out
of six starts.
Thursday, the 15th, opened the tour
with a match against Worcester
Polytechnic at the Wachusett C. C,
and today finds the Bowdoin outfit
playing Holy Cross on the same
in the higher creative
as art, science, music,
other two men. Wiles stepped ahead
and took a ten yard lead which he
held until the last lap. Then Laven-
der began his final sprint, which if
he had started it a half minute sooner
might have given him the race. As
it happened both men dove into the
(Continued on Page 4)
Representatives of the trustees,
overseers, Alumni Council, faculty,
and undergraduates will enjoy a
luncheon in the Union tomorrow.
Brought together under the auspices
of the Alumni Council, they will join
in a discussion of various college
topics.
Many of the criticisms of college
may be traced to lack of agreement
between those governing the school,
the faculty, and the undergraduates.
Trustees do not understand Che fac-
ulty and the overseers are seldom
considered by the students. The Sat-
urday luncheon is an attempt to bring
together the opinions of these groups,
said Philip Wilder, Alumni Secretary.
This conference is an experiment.
In former years formal meetings have
bald where much time has been
in lengthy «p«sches and -tittle
work has been accomplished. Under
the new type of meeting, at each
table there will sit representatives of
the governing board, the faculty, and
the students, who may do or discuss
what they wish. It is believed that
more intimate opinion and informa-
tion will be thus obtained. After the
luncheon those attending will see the
Maine State Intercollegiate Track
Meet.
looked productive for a^ while when
|
course. On Saturday the team stacks
up against M. I. T. at Weston Coun-
1
try Club. Further efforts will be at
the Unicorn, Stoneham, with Tufts on
Monday and the formidable
%
Brown
University unit will be the opposition
Tuesday, at the Agawam Hunt Club
links in Providence.
The Bowdoin team, according to
all early season indications, is well-
balanced and strong. The addition of
Dick Mullin, holder of the Chicago
Junior District championship, to Des-
ton, and Dillenbeck, veterans of last
season's campaign, bolsters up the
threat of the Polar Bears consider-
ably. Much is expected of Johnnie Dc I
Meyer who has displayed a fine brand
of golf all Spring.
COLBY 8 rSEW ADDRESS LIST
SHOWS ALUMNI ARE
WIDELY SCATTERED
Chalmers walked and was shoved to
second by Souther's sacrifice. Ricker
faced Donham and although due
for a hit his contribution was a
roller to the opposing moundsman
which was converted into an easy
put-out.
The big eighth inning changed the
tone of the situation in no little way.
The lads from Lewiston blew wide
open and Bowdoin started to get to
Donham's stuff. The work done in
this frame cinched the game and more
securely embedded Bowdoin in the
State Series lead. Friday's affair with
Maine gives the White opportunity
to clinch the championship in cer-
tainty,
BOWDOIN 10
The Bowdoin Bears battered their
way into the lead of the State Series
at Waterville last Saturday by de-
feating the Colby Mules 10-8 in one
of the wildest slugfests seen this sea-
son. Bowdoin was victorious as a
result of sheer hitting strength in
the pinches, collecting nineteen safe-
ties.
The feature of the game aside from
Deetjen's two home runs and Shute's
circuit smash was the flashy unas-
sisted double play turned in by Whit-
Only Three States of Union Without
Bowdoin Alumni
An address list of alumni of the
college has be«:n prepared for dis-
tribution from data found in the files
of the Alumni Office. This volume
contains the addresses for all living
graduates and non-graduates of the
tier in the ninth'when Colby" had "the | college and for all living graduates
bases loaded with only one out.
!
of the Medical School of Maine.
Klusick drove a vicious line drive in j This list, compiled as accurately as
the direction of the Bowdoin short- 1 possible, reveals the fact that there
stop that had all the looks of a safe
' are 4396 such alumni of the college,
hit but Whitti-r went up in the air, i Fr°ni the oldest graduate, Rev. Eben-
snared it and touched Karkos on hia «er Bean, A.M., of Walnut Hill,
way to third. If necessary, an unas- ! Maine, to the members of the last
sisted triple play would have been graduating class, the alumni are
easy meat for tiie runner stationed {oxu}^ to ** distributed throughout the
on third base before the double killing ' world.
had streaked for home as soon as i As might be expected, the largest
Karkos connected with the ball. In number, 1646, now reside in Maine,
any event it was a handsome termi- while Massachusetts follows m the
nation of a dangerous situation. * of states with 1030 alumni. The
The Colby team started off in for- ; state of New York has the next great-
midable fashion by tallying three runs est number, 440, while Connecticut
in the first after the Bears had been j stands in fourth position. A big sur-
to bat. Davan reached first on a P"«« *«U5 found in the report from
scratch hit and Donovan followed him j California, in which state 121 alumni
by virtue of Whittier's boot. Lovett reside, giving this far-western state
received a walk after Roberts and the fifth-greatest representation of
Klusick had been thrown out and the I alumni.
bases were filled. Ferguson did the
(Continued oa pas* 4)
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Fisher (3)—14
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(3)—171 ft. 2 in.
Glacier—5 ft. 6 In.
Williams
Fletcher—29 ft. 3 In.
(2>—II ft. 3 In. TrewortT
In Sunday chapel President Sills
spoke on the general subject of Loy-
alty. In the beginning he mentioned
Dante's Inferno in which all those
who were disloyal were placed in the
lowest circle. He said a selfish man
is seldom found to-be a loyal friend
although loyalty is based on emotion.
We never should be ashamed of home
or country, for they should be among
our most cherished possessions.
In colleges, he went on, men should
not allow their loyalty to be dried up
for it is there that men should most
appreciate the benefits they have re-
ceived. Disloyalists in the United
States are exploiters working for self
gain, who put rights of property be-
fore rights of man. This type has no
interest in civic betterment, he con-
tinued. There are two other points of
view which represent disloyalty: one,
"the getting by attitude" and the
other, the cynical view. The first
shows absolute lack of moral re-
sponsibility while the second sneers
at idealism and is lacking in moral
stamina.
The president then named five men
who he feels are rendering great
public service with no thought for
personal gain. They are Herbert
Hoover, Alfred E. Smith, Charles
Evans Hughes, Dwight Morrow, and
Owen D. Young, each of whom rose
from boyhood hardship coupled with
religious respect. In conclusion hei
quoted the words "Give us grateful
hearts, oh Lord, and fit us for Thy
service."
There is no doubt, of course, that
the injury of Dan Johnson at the Tufts
meet will warp Bowdoin's scoring
considerably. Del Galbraith, one of the
best hammer-throwers to turn up
since Fred Tootell, should do about
one hundred and fifty-five feet for a
first in his event. Moulton, of Bates,
did one hundred and fifty flat in the
Bobcat-Brooklyn meet, and Phil
Chapman will be in with bells on.
Ossie Chapman Slated
Ossie Chapman, sensational middle-
distance runner from Bates, according
to the latest report to come trickling
down the river, will run both the
quarter and the half. Foster has a
handsome chance for second. Wake-
ly of Bates will push Hodkiewicz of
Colby for the other place. •
Unless Chapman breaks a leg, his
victory in the half mile is fairly
certain. Rags Lind, his teammate,
did a 2.01 2-6 the other day without
any towrible trtmble, and ah«iud get
second, while Thistlewaite and Dick
Cobb will decide who takes the third
place for the White.
Webber in Shot
Hercules Webber of Maine tossed
the lead out some forty-three feet five
inches against Holy Cross, won the
event, and will repeat tomorrow. The
nearest man to bother him will be
Gorham of Bates, who can do forty
feet if he has to. Olson has a good
chance for the place.
The White seems definitely to be
out of the running in the javelin.
Dave Means of the Freshmen did
nearly one hundred and fifty-six feet
against Tufts, but he would have to
add thirty-odd feet to that to meet
the mark set by Ashworth of Maine
in the Holy Cross meet. Jensen of
YANNIGANS MURDER
LISBON FALLS HIGH
IN 9 TO 3 CARNIVAL | rather" than to "forecast the result of
Maine threw one hundred and sev-
enty-four feet, and should place sec-
ond. Tommy Treworgy, who broke the
Colby record in the recent Interfra-
ternity Meet at Waterville, may push
the Mules into a second here, but will
have to do better than his mark-
setting hundred and seventy-two.
Maine in Distance Runs
Lindsay and Brooks, Richardson
and Gunning, may be the finishing
order in the mile and two mile. Usher
will run his heart out to place in the
mile, but a second is doubtful. In
the two mile Norm Whitten, baby
marathon jaunter, should take a third
for the Garnet.
In the pole vault and high jump,
nearly anything can happen. O'Con-
nor, Burnham, Cuozzo and Chase, all
of Maine, formed a corporation in
the Holy Cross shindig and tied for
first at 5 feet six and one half inches.
There should be a first and second
there, and Stanwood has a good
chance for a third, though either
Knowlton of Bates or Glazier of Colby
can push him. The same situation ex-
ists in the pole vault, where Dill
has a good chance. Burnham of Maine
will do 11 feet, 3 inches for a second.
Williams of Bowdoin may be third.
Westcott, star pale blue vaulter, has
been injured.
The Dope Sheet
Just one thing about the dope sheet.
Don't think that we're setting our-
selves up as any 99 and 44-100 per cent
critics, for we know that anything
can and does happen in track. Colby
will certainly take more than two
points, but probably not more than
ten. The purpose of the dope sheet,
(Continued on Pase 4)
You can do a lot with just attack
•nd nothing else. That was demon-
strated for the ten millionth time last
Thursday when the Bowdoin Yanni- ;
gans fell on the neck of Lisbon Falls
High and one Galgovitch, pitcher.
During the course of the afternoon's
festivities Ben Houser's midgets com-
mitted nine errors, garnered nine
runs, and slapped out eighteen hits,
including four doubles and a triple.
.
Boucher and Brown walked six
men, struck out eleven, and. allowed
j
one lonely safety, to the second man
up of the afternoon. There was no j
"big inning" for the White, they were
;
all be-muraped with runs, except the]
i Continued oa Page 4)
CALENDAR
May 17—State Track Meet at
Bowdoin; Luncheon; Conference at
Union.
May 18—Dr. Reiland in chapel.
May 19—Professor E. K. Rand,
Phi Beta Kappa lecturer, "Virgil
and Dante".
May 20—Baseball, Maine at
Brunswick.
May 20—Bradbury Prize Debate,
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Welcome!
This week end, Bowdoin is happy to act as host to the track
teams and members of the student bodies of her sister Maine col-
leges. It is a privilege which is ours once every four years, but
one which we wish were ours more often. The State Track Meet
has ever been the field for the keenest of competition, and as is
often the case, the hotter the rivalry, the better the feeling among
the competitors. We need more intimate and friendly relations
between the colleges here in Maine, and we hope that, win or lose,
the reception accorded our visitors will be such that this goal will
be the nearer realization. We urge all Bowdoin men to remember
the Bowdoin ideal, inscribed on the grandstand at Whittier Field—
"Fair play, and may the best man win."
Wl "Majors" Over, You can now Turn to the Serious Business of Preparation for IVY
We offer for your approval a Fall Line of Flannels, Sport Shoes, Dress Clothes and Accessories. See Them Now at
Otyr Umiar nf malalj
WE ARE BOWDOIN'S AGENT FOR SPALDING ATHLETIC GOODS
the 'supplies', but the accounts of the store being open to repre-
sentatives of the student body and the Student-Faculty Committee,
all would be able to know exactly how much of a profit was being
made on each article. Again, any profits would be automatically
turned over to aid in maintaining the Union or to any other pur-
pose for which the undergraduates, through some such representa-
tive as the Student Committee on the Union, should wish them to
be utilized. With a college of Bowdoin's size, even a moderate,
just profit would result in quite an appreciable decrease in the
students' share of the Union expenses. Then too, the store could
not fail to have other uses, such as serving as a sale-center for
tickets to various College affairs, class sweaters, canes, blazers,
caps and gowns, etc. Also the establishment of a store in the
Union would necessarily attract more men to the building and
thus help the business of both cafeteria and canteen.
"In conclusion then, what about it? The vote of the student
body is the vote that should decide the matter. Shall we continue
to patronize, under the present conditions, a servant of the College
who has been, after all, for many years an honorable and re-
spected merchant, and what is more, a trusted friend of Bowdoin
men? Shall we vote for this store, and thus for a reduction of
expenses and an extension of service?"
t
Communications which followed this editorial last year seemed
to indicate that some student opinion was back of our stand. It
seems to us that the establishment of this store would be a really
progressive step, and one which is needed. We humbly submit this
view to the Visiting Committee at this time, and hope that favor-
able action can be taken.
Play Ball!
Some issues previous we complimented the baseball team on its
excellent beginning, and at the same time stated that we looked
forward to a successful season. Despite the disparaging remarks
and sneers of certain editors, we feel that our "prophecy" is being
fulfilled, and we wish to take this opportunity to congratulate the
coach and the team upon its splendid record to date. This ta
the "life".
Ivy Exercises
Ivy is approaching. Again comes the question of: "Shall I, or
shall I not attend the Ivy Exercises?" Probably, as usual, the
"shall nots" will poll a large majority. It does seem that while we
have these exercises they should be attended in larger numbers
than usual. However, times are changing, in fact, have changed.
Possibly we have outgrown a large amount of our traditions.
Possibly Ivy Exercises are a bit of an anachronism today. They
certainly are in the minds of many Bowdoin men. We hereby
suggest that this year we check up on ourselves, and if we find that
the Ivy Exercises are again so sparsely attended, that the College
abolish Ivy Day.
Store in the Union
About a year ago, The Committee on the Operation of the
Moulton Union submitted to the Visiting Committee of the Col-
lege, a well-organized recommendation for the establishment of a
store in the basement of the Union. The recommendation failed
to pass. At this time, with this committee about to meet, it seems
propitious to bring up this question.
One of the first questions asked by the freshman after he is
sufficiently settled here to think of books, is : "Is there a College
Store?" Answered in the negative, another question comes up:
"Why not?" It does seem passing strange that Bowdoin has no
institutional or cooperative store, while other colleges of our own
size and smaller are running such enterprises, and running them
most successfully.
The Committee on the Moulton Union in making its recom-
mendation studied the stores now in operation at Bates, at the Uni-
versity of Maine, and at the University of New Hampshire. With
this as a background, the Committee has studied the problem here,
and firmly believes that a college store would be successful.
The goods sold would include text-books, athletic supplies, sta-
tionery supplies and specialties. It has been estimated that the
store could sell goods at an average mark-up on cost of twenty-
five per cent, a profit which would be reduced in the future if
results warranted it.
In brief, what the Committee recommended was the following
:
1. That a college store be run in the store-room of the Moulton
Union.
2. That it should be an institutional rather than a cooperative
store.
3. That students should buy text-books through the store.
4. That the store be placed under the management of the Man-
ager of the Union.
5. That the establishing of the store be contingent upon ac-
ceptance by the College Boards of the financial responsibility for
the success of the undertaking over a period of not less than three
years. ( It is suggested that a sum of $5,000 be set up for estab-
lishing the store, interest to be paid on said sum from the earnings
of the store and a sinking fund to be established for the ultimate
repayment of capital.)
With these cards on the table, how do we, the students, feel on
the matter. One of the premises is that we shall patronize the
store. There ought to be little unwillingness in according with
that.\when here we shall be assured of getting our articles at a
nominal profit. Quoting from an editorial appearing in this paper
in the May 24th issue last year
:
"Why not have a cooperative bookstore, run not so much
with the idea of making money as with the idea of rendering ser-
vice? And what is this service? In the first place there would
not only be a reduction in prices on many articles, particularly in
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient;
The violent debate that has re-
sulted from the flagpole incident be-
gins to simmer down to quiescence,
when along comes Alumnus C. S. Pet-
teng-ill with his desire to spank the
naughty undergraduates behind the
woodpile, and the appended editorial
from the respected editor of the Lew-
iston Journal.
I have refused to be drawn into the
maelstrom, save when the official
faculty committee asked and received
my personal opinion. When, however,
it is suggested so plainly that the
present Bowdoin undergraduate is so
utterly irresponsible and childish as
grievously to affront the feelings of
more worldly experienced alumni, it
is impossible to restrain a smile.
Not all of the five hundred Bow-
doin undergraduates in a whole year of
Sundays and week days on the cam-
pus can approach, in bacchanalian
disturbance of the public peace, that
one annual night of carousal on the
part of a limited number of returned
alumni, who invariably choose to ex-
pose their loyalty to Bowdoin fcy ruin
ing the carefully coached and well
acted Shakespeare Play on the night
before Commencement.
How can the alumni expect either
the Administration or the Faculty to
have any sobering effect upon the
fires of youth when, each Commence-
ment, those young men are forced to
observe other loyal sons of jiowdoin
disgracing in a single night both
their own class and their beloved Col-
lege before the eyes of townsfolk and
visitors ?
Let us continue to advocate decorum
in any protest against the erection of
memorials, whether for war or for
peace, and protestagainst any bad form
that may be shown in the choice of
methods by our undergraduate body;
but why stop there ? Why not tackle an
opponent of more equal caliber in
the columns of the Lewiston Journal
and comment with equal fervor upon
the behavior of certain "childish"
sons of Bowdoin who annually use
the beautiful- campus of their Alma
Mater for purposes of an old-time
saloon?
WILFRID H. CROOK
P. S. In giving vent to these views
I recognize in what peril I place my-
self at the hands of that enthusiastic
A.D. Mahatma, who threatens, with
or without the services of Volstead, to
lead a mouthing band of literary
pundits into the very sanctuary of
Boyerism, to reclaim his seventy
cents.
are not in favor of the first location
of the memorial. Why was not the
proposition presented for student
opinion in a fair way without the
necessity of a riot? It may not be
any of our business, but we have to
look at the thing just the same.
The most radical undergraduate
must realize that the greater part of
the mutual debt between him and the
college lies with him, but it might
also be well to consider that after all
it is the student body that makes the
college of the present, and the col-
lege is very glad to obtain a new
student at any time if he measures
up to our various requirements, We
gladly submit to certain restrictions
but also boldly proclaim that whoever
presumes to call us purposeless chil-
dren, as our alumni have done, would
do well to look at the body they rep-
resent before they speak and consid-
er their own conduct before they sign
their name to an insult against us.
R. M. M. '31
Communication
In the last bitter stab at the stu-
dents of the college made by an alum-
nus, the same taunt which has been
thrown at us ever since the flagpole
incident has taken the form of almost
a direct insult. So we are childish!
In reply, here is a little message to
the alumni! If they consider that
their conduct at commencement when
they are "on parade'' before th» un-
dergraduates is conducive to high-
minded and well developed ideals,
they can criticize us. In other words,
they should be silent. Possibly when
a certain class of the alumni ruined
the commencement play last year
with a drunken 'parade and the exe-
cution of that touching little ballad,
"The Bowdoin Y. M. C. A.", they weie
making a last heroic attempt to im-
prove the morals and conduct of the
students by their example.
As for insulting the flag and the
spirit of the gift, I presume every
student imagined the Stars and
Stripes on the pole as it received its
manhandling. How long since has a
tree full of lead been sacred? The
main object of the venture was to
Alow off a little steam which had been
accumulating all winter, and which
our alumni must wait until commence-
ment to get rid of. The attention of
the crowd centered on the pole because
the undergraduates in all sincerity
Communication
May 12, 1930.
Since my intellectual stature has
been whittled down and my name
blackened by an editorial drop-note,
I have nothing more to lose in send-
ing to the very estimable Orient this
charming communication.
The controversy as to the revival of
athletic prowess and the burgeoning
of intellectual interests at Bowdoin
now running serially in the very
estimable Orient and in the clip sheet
from Lewiston moves me to an in-
decent rage. I should like to protest
against the furthering of it by a
Bowdoin publication because I think
it is cheap and chauvinistic. It makes
Bowdoin appear as a competitor of
Bates when actually it is not.
By printing an answer to that pa-
per's inane prattle, the very esti-
mable Orient places us on a level of
a rural high school. It suggests that
we must have whacking teams to keep
Bowdoin's name from sinking into ob-
livion. It furthers the belief that we
can become as excitable as Grover
Whalen and a bunch of communists
over silly trifles. Not only all this.
The answer in the highly esteemed
Orient /misses the 'target When it
praises the unreadable Quill. I grant
that the cadaverous Quill has a tony
format, but, as the incomparable poet
Eddie Guest vividly puts it, it takes
a heap of living to make a home. One
must judge the Quill by the contribu-
tions of the student body, and one
must come to the conclusion that the
Quill printed an immense amount of
tripe this year. The editor refused
material because "the Maine quota
was filled up".
But I am talking about the Orient.
The origin of the controversy between
the two newspapers was an editorial
printed on this campus. It was vulgar
and noisy in tone. It reflected the
very ideas behind the very estimable
Orient: in shouting heads, the giving
of by-lines to stories that have neither
sense nor merit, the efforts to startle
the reader so that the reader will for-
get its dullness and drivel, and finally
the air of familiarity which suggests
a summer camp paper.
A college (newspaper should not
choose an editorial policy which is
the opinion of a small group infected
by a puerile radicalism, nor should
it be the loud speaker for any sin-
gle man on the campus; it should not
listen to the persuasions of any single
member of the faculty—nor be dis-
ingenuous in interpreting the vote of
the student body on any given prop-
osition. I am not accusing. I am
merely stating what should be. All
we ask for is a newspaper without
bias,' printed in good taste, and free
of windy nonsense.
May I add a postscript. Professor
Crook, so one of his emissaries in-
formed me, in his quiet English
humor, is very, very, inaccurate. 1
owed the Boyer Budget one dollar and
eighteen cents ($1.18), which I paid
after holding a conference with the
Dean. In a salty stab he infers that
I am a reformer. Anything but that.
Reformers are awfully boring and
childishly naive. I have all I can do
to take care of my own soul's pas-
sage through this world of sorrow
and misunderstanding. And further-
more I am not a leader: the men
whom I live with are quite original
and fearlessly independent in their
thinking. Fancy an Englishman




(Continued from Page 1)
Changes in Biography
The history of English biography
has been the story of attempts to
change from commemorative biog-
raphy to biography of actual ac-
complishment. For centuries this
literary* form was merely the means
of expressing moral standards, and
its movement away from this ten-
dency was slow. But little by little
the biographer became more inquisi-
tive as to facts of private life and,
from researches from these personal
sources, truthful biography began to
develop at the end of the eighteenth
century. This searching into the pri-
vate aspects of life often causes one
to lose sight of the greater aspects
of the subject—the social importance
of man to the world in general.
Biography is essentially portrai-
ture, but we must have more than
just this description in order to have
real biography. Character can not
be shown without showing its ac-
complishments.
Present and Future of Biography
In biography three persons are in-
volved—subject, author, and reader.
The writer must find the means
most suitable to getting his idea of
the subject across to the reader. Some
have attempted this without regard
for time sequence in the book, but
it has been found that some under-
lying foundation of time must be
present in a biography.
In conclusion, the new emphasis on
biography is caused by a larger read-
ing public, attracted by any "human-
interest" story. The quickly-moving
and readable biographies of the pres-
ent day are very popular. And in the
future, science, industry, and arts, in
increasing numbers, will provide great
men who will be the promise of biog-
raphy.
Address List Out
Continued from Page 1
resented at all as the residences of
ex-Bowdoin students—Alabama, Ne-
vada, and Wyoming. Arkansas and
New Mexico share the doubtful honor
of having but one alumni each within
their borders Other members are scat-
tered in various numbers throughout
the states, although the West (except
for California) is represented by
much smaller numbers than the east-
ern states.
Not to be limited by national bound-
aries, many of our graduates and
non-graduates have crossed the sea*.
Seven have travelled to Central and
South America and have established
their residences there. A dozen mem-
bers, of both American and Chinese
stock, have left the college to set up
homes in the far-eastern republic of
China. Another half-dozen have gone
to Japan.
But perhaps the credit for being
the greatest traveller should be di-
vided among five alumni: Mr. J. E.
Cummings '84, now living in Hen-
zada, Burma; J. L. Curtis '11, residing
in Manchuria; W. Yemprayura "23 in
Bankok, Siam; and F. W. McCargo
'14 and H. L. Houghton '26 in Bom-
bay and Singapore, respectively.
Other of our alumni are scattered
throughout the globe, from Alaska
to the Argentine, and from Guatemala
to Greece. With a total of 59 alumni
in foreign countries and 23 in Can-
ada, the name "Bowdoin" should mean





The much-discussed system of edu-
cation in use at Rollins College in
Florida, will be further scrutinized
next Monday evening, May nineteenth,
when five contestants meet in the
twenty-ninth annual Bradbury Prize
Debate. There are two first and two
second prizes to be awarded, taken
from the income of a bequest from
the Honorable James Ware Bradbury,
LL.D., of the Class of 1825.
This year the speakers will be L.
Carter Lee, and E. Frederick Morrow,
Seniors; Donald F. Prince, Junior;
and Albert S. Davis and George P.
Towle, Freshmen. These men have all
seen service this year as members of
the varsity debating team or on the
Freshman team that met the Sopho-
mores so ably and successfully last
winter.
Morrow, Prince, and Davis will op-
pose the Rollins system in favor of
the one now in use here at Bowdoin,
while Lee and Towle will have the
affirmative, upholding the new plan.
The speeches will be ten minutes each
in length, with three five minute ref-
utations for each side. Ralph de Somen
Childs, instructor in English and Pub-
lic Speaking, who coached the var-
sity debating team so ably last win-
ter is in charge of the contest.
HIAWATHA'S CONVERSION
or
A Poem In Praise of Absolutely
Nothing
• • •
By the rushing Androscoggin,
By its noisome undulations .
And its fulsome fluctuations,
Dwelt a Chieftain just as noisome,
Heap big warrior Arthur Staples,
Dwelt a Chieftain in his wigwam,
In his wigwam without windows.
He could neither see nor listen,
Understand; nor even suffer
Comprehension nor Conception
Of a thing outside his wigwam,
Of a single thing outside it.
But the funny thing about it
Was that this almighty Chieftain,
Though his wigwam had no windows,
Though he could not see outside it,
Though his eyes were dim and misty,
Thought he could all things interpret,
Thought he knew from a to izzard,
Thought his knowledge was enormous,
Of his Grandeur was insistent.
Once he called in all the chieftains,
Once he called a mighty conference,
Called in all the Bowdoin chieftains,
And he spoke to them in this wise;
"It has come to my attention
That the youngest of our tribesmen
—Those who are not yet great war-
riors,
But who pass their time in leisure,
Reading books and other nonsense
—
Have objected to our actions,
To our Totem Pole objected;
Found our Totem Pole disgusting,
Have our Totem Pole insulted.
We have labored most astutely
To procure this handsome Totem
With its finely carved inscriptions.
And its wondrous figurations,
With its 'Breve Enim Tempus',
Most astutely have we labored."
With these words the Chieftain ended,
Finding that his arm was broken,
Smashed by being too far bended
While his back he was a-patting.
"Yes, Indeed" spoke up another.
"We have spended heap much wam-
pum
For this Totem Pole so lovely
With its pretty 'Breve Enim'
And its memory of our battles
In which died so many warriors
For the glory of our people,
To bring peace to all the nations.
i
It is right to honor warriors
]
With a Totem Pole and motto,
j
Lest this world forget the glory
;
Of a huge and handsome slaughter
|
Wherein died so many heroes."
"What?" then said another Chief-
tain,
"Have these whelps our pole insulted ?
Let us go behind the tepee,
Give them all a vicious strapping.
Never have my honest labors
And my self-admitted wisdom
Been so dastardly insulted.
Let us give them all a strapping."
"But today things are quite dif-
ferent,"
Said a mulish looking person
Who was one of the young warriors
Who the Totem had insulted,
The Totem Pole had desecrated.
j
"The Totem Pole is awful ugly,
Stands for war, and death, and
slaughter,
Not for Peacei and Love, and Beauty,Not for Learning, sweet and pleasing,
Not for anything we know of,
Not for anything we hope fpr.
If we must revere our warriors,
Have a string about our fingers
To recall the bloody battles
Wherein died so many warriors
For the glory of our people,
:
To bring peace to all the nations,
I
Let us have one more abundant,
One that will erase a memory
Of our useless embroilations,
Even while it keeps us thinking
Of our long-departed warriors
Who shed their lives in foolish
I slaughter
I
For no glory of our people,
!
But to mankind's shameful hatred.
1 Oh, you chieftains, listen to me,
|
Things have changed since Julius
Caesar,
Since George Dewey took Manila,
Since 'Delenda est Karthago',
Since Herr Bismarck coached the
Kaiser,
Since a battle made a hero
And a hero was a warrior.
Comb the cockles from your whis-
kers.
Put some windows in your wigwams.
Get your buck-saw out and file it,
Saw your Totem into cord-wood.
Go and see a good physician,
For your eyes are dim and misty.
Youth no longer wants to conquer.
Wield a sword and shoot a cannon
Get a bullet in his windpipe,
Be inspiration for a Totem,
Like the warriors that we speak of.
We do not want an ugly Totem
Stuck up just feminst our wigwams
To remind us of man's 'folly.
If you must revere your warriors.
Choose a form more altruistic."
So he spoke, this mulish person,
And the chieftains got excited,
Swore that he was disrespectful,
Swore he was a crazy ninny,
Swore they'd show him who was mas-
ter,
Swore the Totem'd be erected,
Swore they'd never be insulted,
Swore they'd die before they'd give
in.
The mulish person they berated,
Called his actions rather childish,
Told him "bluntly" he was childish,
Administered to him a strapping.
mt
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Symmetric Golf Clubs at $3.50
Set of Five Related Irons . . $17.50
Have you tried the New Dunlop Ball at .... 75c
Silver Kings . 85c Repaints . 25c, 30c, 40c




Special Sale of Silver King Fizz, Mission Orange Dry,
and Tom Collins, Jr., Ale.
RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE COLLEGE GATES
PI DELTA EPSILON
INITIATES CANDIDATES
The initiation of the new members
to Pi Delta Epsilon was held yester-
day afternoon. The candidates who
were elected to the journalistic so-
ciety are Artine Artinian of Attle-
boro, Mass., James Clapp Flint of
Chicopee Falls, Mass., John Lincoln
Snider of Portland, Maine, Elias
Thomas, Jr., also of Portland, and
Paul A. Walker of Belmont, Mass.
Fred R. Kleibacker of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was recently initiated.
The Pi Delta Epsilon Society of
Bowdoin is one of the many chapters
of the journalistic fraternity through-
out the country. Candidates are
chosen (from those men who have






BE HELD NEXT WEEK
Paul A. Walker and Donald F. Prince
.
to Lead Coming. Activities
The Debating Council met Wednes-
day, May 14, for the election of offi-
cers for the coming season, and for
the discussion of various other ques-
tions.
The Council voted to go on record
as favoring two spring trips instead
of the customary one of former years.
In view of the successful trip this
season, Bowdoin might do well to give
more prominence to debating.
The office of President of the Coun-
cil will be filled by Paul A. Walker
next year. Walker has been one of the
active members of the debating team,
and has proven himself a valuable
man on the platform. He is well quali-
fied to head the organization.
Donald F. Prince will be the Man-
ager for the 1930-31 season. His work
in this activity and in others, notably
the Bugle, should make him very ca-
pable of conducting a successful year.
At this meeting the Council created
the office of Assistant Manager, to
remove some of the duties from the
Manager's shoulders. The first in-
cumbent of the newly made position
will be A. S. Davis, Jr., a freshman.
Davis has been very active this year
in debating and other forms of speak-
ing.
NOTICE
Theta Delta Chi's telephone
number will be 8152 instead of 150
until further notice.
The election of Freshmen to the
Orient board will be held on next Mon-
day evening. The candidates for elec-
tion are Robert Louis Millea Ahem of
Newtonville, Mass., George Russell
Booth of Cincinnati, Ohio, Albert Sam-
uel Davis, Jr., of Bound Brook, N. J.,
Edward Bernard McMenamin of
Portland, Henry Allan Perry of Ar-
lington, Mass.. and Louis Colby
Stearns of Hampden. The Freshmen
who have contributed to the Orient
during the past year have done a very
superior piece of work. They have
shown a spirit of cooperation with the
editors and among themselves which
has aided immeasurably in the re-
form program of the present editorial
board.
The Orient will inaugurate a new
policy this year and will retain a
larger group on the staff than ever
before. This is being done in order
that a thorough reorganization of the
staff may be carried out. For some
time it has been felt by the Orient edi-
tors that a closer cooperation was
needed in putting out the Orient. With
the advent of the new board the
theory has become a practice. For-
merly the task of putting out the
Orient fell upon the shoulders of the
managing editor and a staff of four
reporters. It was up to the managing
editor to put. out his assignments,
copy-read his news, .make headlines
and assist at the stone before the
paper went to press. This was a tre-
mendous task including more houis of
work than the result merited. »
It is now the purpose of the board
to work the Freshmen into special
staff positions. To make them duly
efficient and not merely board mem-
bers. This will be done by taking
away from the managing editor some
of his former duties. There will be a
weekly news editor who will have
charge of assignments. There will be
a cqjjweader in charge of the news
from the point of view of style. The
other members of the staff will aid in
head making.
Under the new system the publica-
tion of the Orient falls to a staff in-
stead of falling upon one man. When
the Freshman candidates of next year
come out there will be a staff large
enough to effect the necessary changes
which have existed heretofore. De-
partment editors will be named as
soon as the present Freshmen have
time to show their capacities as actual
members of the Board.
Jug of Cider Former Lure
to Create Interest in Track
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Perhaps there is no more pertinent
time than now for a view into the
past concerning Bowdoin's track and
field history.
Field and track contests began at
Bowdoin in an extremely small way.
On October 30, 1868 a "tournament"
was held at the Topsham Fair
Grounds for the Championship of the
College. The events were a 220 yard
dash, a mile run, and a mile and a
half walk. The next fall saw a more
elaborate tournament oi some eight
events. For a few years meets were
held both in the spring and fall,
but in 1876 the fall meet was dis-
continued. Several colleges had aban-
doned fall meets, and the Orient ap-
proved of Bowdoin's action. The next
year it changed its tune, however. It
said "Of the three associations sus-
tained by the students (boating, base-
ball, and track) this (track) is best
calculated to promote health and man-
ly vigor and we believe that there is a
good deal of surplus vitality in college
that might be worked off in this di-
rection."
Attempt to incite interest
An attempt was made to incite in-
terest in the contests by freak events,
and for some years the meets in-
cluded one or more of the following
races, potato, wheelbarrow, sock,
knapsack, hop, skip and jump, and
three legged. These were for the
benefit of the spectator. The contes-
tants were lured by prizes, usually
made of silver. To the winning class
team was presented a jug of cider. On
one occasion this resulted disastrously.
It was the custom to choose the Presi-
dent of the Y. M. C. A. from the in-
coming Senior class. The class of '80
which appears to have been an im-
pious crew, had only one man in that
worthy organization, he was also a
member of the winning track team.
Someone "doctored" the cider, the
team celebrated, the Y. M. C. A. man
behaved as no Y. M. C. A. man
should, and lost the Presidency. Be-
ing a good sport he declared he had
rather have his fun with his class
than hold any college honor.
In 1895 the Maine Intercollegiate
field and track contests began and
soon took the place of the Bowdoin
field day, but later in 1902 class con-
tests again made their appearance.
We reprint the spicy account of
the first Maine Intercollegiate Meet
as reported by the Orient in 1895.
First Maine Intercollegiate Meet
June 8, 1895
The first annual Field day of the
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic As-
sociation was held on the new quar-
ter mile cinder track on the Colby
campus, Saturday, June 8th. As was
expected it proved a complete walk-
over for the Bowdoin athletes and
we left only a third of the points to
be divided among the other three Col-
leges. Over one hundred Bowdoin men
accompanied the team in special cars
and Bowdoin owned Waterville for
that day and evening. It was a gala
day for the wearers of the white, and
shows well our relative standing in
Maine in the most popular branch of
athletics.
Bowdoin scored in 14 of the 15
events, won 18 firsts, 8 seconds, and
10 thirds. Soule in the long runs,
Home in the sprints and hurdles, and
Bates in the field events did the
great work of the afternoon. The
puncturing of Stearne's tire prevented
us from scoring in the bicycle race.
New Bowdoin records were made in
the Pole Vault, 120 yard hurdles, and
throwing the hammer, and in the
latter Kimball also took the New Eng-
land Intercollegiate record." The dis-
tance for the 16 lb hammer was 113
ft., 6 in.
Some of the times were
100 yard dash 11 seconds
Half mile run 2 minutes, 13 1-4
seconds
120 yard hurdles 17 seconds
Two mile safety bicycle race 5
minutes, 42 seconds.
440 yard dash 53 3-4 seconds
Mile run 4 minutes, 52 1-2 sec-
onds
220 yard dash 23 seconds
220 yard hurdles 30 1-2 seconds
Mile walk 8 minutes, 23 1-2 sec-
onds
Two mile run 10 minutes. 29 1-2
seconds
Pole Vault 9 feet. 8 inches.
16 lb. shot 35 feet, 1 inch.
, Running high jump 5 feet, 4 1-2
inches
Running broad jump 20 feet, 2
1-2 inches.
Editor's Note: The material for the
first part of this article has been
taken from Louis Clinton Hatch's
book, The History of Bowdoin Col-
lege. The latter part of this material
comes from the Orient of June 19,
i895.
P. C. A.
Bowdoin Has Won State
Track Title 22 Times
Since the first State Track Meet way back in 1895, Bowdoin track
squads have been in first place in 22 out of the 33 meets to date. In
the number of firsts the White is far out ahead of the other colleges in
the state, Maine being second with 10, and Bates a poor third with
one. Colby has failed to cop a first thus far.
With so many firsts Bowdoin naturally leads in the total number of
points scored in the 33 meets with a grand aggregate of 1776 1-6.
Maine is second in this department with 1325}, Bates third with 720 5-6
and Colby fourth with 430i.
Maine has scored the greatest number of second places with 16 to
her credit. Bates is next with 10, and Bowdoin and Colby bring up in
the rear with five and two respectively. Bates leads in the number of
third places with 15 and Colby leads the fourth place scorers with 19.
The highest score in a single meet was in 1896 when a powerful Bow-
doin machine ran up 108 points, Bates being in second position that
year with 13. The lowest score winning the meet is 41, Maine's total
in 1911 and Bowdoin's in 1925. The smallest score of any team was
hung up by Colby in 1902 when they could garner only one counter.
The meets of 1907 and 1925 were probably the most exciting as far
as closeness of score goes, only one point separating Maine and Bow-
doin in the former year and Bowdoin and Bates in the latter.
Bowdoin has the greatest number of successive victories, those nine
straight hung up by the pupils of Jack Magee between the years 1919
and 1927. Maine won from 1914 to 1916, there being no meets during
the war years 1917-1918.
The record of the meets to date is as follows:
1895—At Waterville—Bowdoin 99, Maine 16, Colby 11, Bates 9.
1896—At Waterville—Bowdoin 108, Bates 13, Colby 10, Maine 4.
1897—At Brunswick—Bowdoin 72, Bates 24J, Maine 16, Colby 13J.
1898—At Brunswick—Bowdoin 69, Maine 39, Bates 18, Colby. 9.
1899—At Waterville—Bowdoin 75, Maine 38, Bates 19, Colby 3.
1900—At Brunswick—Bowdoin 92J, Colby 17, Bates 13, Maine 12i.
1901—At Orono—Bowdoin 89, Maine 31, Bates 10, Colby 5.
1902—At Lewiston—Maine 60, Bowdoin 57, Bates 8. Colby 1.
1903—At Brunswick—Bowdoin 67, Maine 46, Bates 11, Colby 2.
1904—At Waterville—Bowdoin 64, Maine 50. Bates 10, Colby 2.
1905—At Orono—Bowdoin 59, Maine 55, Colby 8, Bates 4.
1906—At Lewiston—Maine 51, Bowdoin 39, Bates 22, Colby 14.
1907—At Waterville—Maine 46i, Bowdoin 45i, Bates 23, Colby 11.
1908—At Brunswick—Bowdoin 58, Maine 48, Bates 18, Colby 2.
1909—At Orono—Bowdoin 68, Maine 35, Colby 12, Bates 11.
1910—At Lewiston—Bowdoin 49, Bates 37, Maine 28, Colbv 12.
1911—At Waterville—Maine 41, Bates 39, Colby 30, Bowdoin 16.
1912—At Brunswick—Bates 43, Maine 39, Colby 26, Bowdoin 18.
1913—At Orono—Maine 47, Bates 43, Colby 19, Bowdoin 17.
1914—At Lewiston—Maine 54, Colby 37, Bowdoin 21J, Bates 13}.
1915—At Waterville—Maine 60i, Bowdoin 32, Colby 27, Bates 54.
1916—At Brunswick—Maine 61, Bowdoin 39, Colby 13, Bates 13.
1917-1918—No meets on account of war.
1919—At Orono—Bowdoin 73, Maine 36, Bates 17.
1920—At Lewiston—Bowdoin 45, Maine 31, Bates 25, Colby 25.
1921—At Brunswick—Bowdoin 44Vi, Maine 28' i, Colby 26 r -.i, Bates 26.
1922—At Waterville—Bowdoin 554, Bates 32, Maine 264, Colby 9.
1923—At Orono—Bowdoin 63, Maine 37, Bates 23, Colby 3.
1924—At Lewiston—Bowdoin 50, Maine 35, Bates 25, Colby 16.
1925—At Waterville—Bowdoin 41, Bates 40, Colby 27 'A, Maine 26fi.
1926—At Brunswick—Bowdoin 534, Bates 37, Maine 334, Colby 11.
1927—At Orono—Bowdoin 51, Maine 46, Bates 29, Colby 9.
1928—At Lewiston—Maine 65>.i, Bates 32' 4, Bowdoin 27, Colby 10.




College students throughout the
country are expressing keen interest
in the first tour abroad arranged
this summer by the League for In-
dustrial Democracy in cooperation
with the Open Road, Inc., to study
the labor and Socialist movements of
Europe. Tens of thousands of stu-
dents each year visit Europe to gain
knowledge of European culture of the
past. This tour, which is described as
An Intelligent Student's Tour of So-
cialism, aims to bring students in eon-
tact with the activities and achieve-
ments of cooperative, trade union and
political labor organizations which are
engaged in building the cooperative
world of the future.
The group, which will be limited to
15, will be under the leadership of Dr.
and Mrs. Harry W. Laidler. The par-
ty will leave New York on the new
steamship Bremen on June 28 and
return to America August 23, 1930.
Its itinerary, just completed, will be
as follows:
July 3 to 9—London
July 10 - 12—En route to Russia by
the Baltic Route
I July 13 - 26—Leningrad and Mos-
cow
July 27 - 31—Berlin
July 31 - Aug. 5—Vienna
Aug. 6—Zurich
Aug. 7 - 10—Geneva, with one day
excursion to Chamonix
Aug. 12 - 14—Paris













On May eighth the college received
a gift of five hundred dollars from an
anonymous donor, to be used for the
encouragement of undergraduate in-
terest in international affairs.
The gift, the source of which has
been kept generally unknown, is
placed in the hands of the President
who is given the power to use the
funds as he desires. President Sills
stated that the money will be spent
in bringing international affairs clos-
er to the minds and thoughts of the
student body.
Part of the gift will be used each
year, either in sending delegates to
model League of Nations assemblies
or in instigating such assemblies or
other conferences on current topics
at Bowdoin. Whether the principal
of the sum or only the interest from





Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, famous ex-
plorer, statesman, and humanitarian,
who, it will be remembered, spoke
here last year, died recently in Oslo,
Norway. He was known around the
world for his explorations in the Arc-
tic. His lecture here last year was
the first to be delivered on his Amer-
ican tour. At that time he was plan-
ning a Polar expedition in the Graf
Zeppelin for the spring of this year,
but it later had to be given up be-
cause of lack of financial backing.
As a statesman he made a high
place for himself, serving as the first
Norwegian minister to England and
as a representative to the League of
Nations. For his work of repatriation
of World War prisoners and the pro-
tection of Christian refugees in Arme-




The proctors for next year have
recently been named and their dis-
tricts of surveillance allotted.
In Winthrop Sid Foster and Bob
Ecke will be in charge, and barring
the event of another Proc Night bat-
tle on the top floor, peace and order
should reign supreme.
Maine, ably cared for this year by
Lancaster and Soule, will fall to Herb
Rose and Jim Flint.
Hayes fend Appleton will stalk
about Appleton Hall and try to keep
the famous bull-sessions under son-
trol.
Hyde Hall, (whose peace is only
occasionally disturbed by wars with
Appleton, will be left to the guardian-

















Stripes — Dots — Solids
— Tux Bows —
EASTOX 4 WINTHROP
How AboutYour College
Expenses for Next Year?
Write us immediately for a good
money-making proposition selling
(1) college and fraternity jewelry in-
cluding class rings, (2) attractive high
grade individual stationery printed to
customer's order, (3) Complete line of
felt and leather goods, and (4) all
styles of college belts carrying
buckles with or without your college
colors. In your letter, state which of
the above four interests you, and be




In each country an endeavor will
be made to see the leaders of thought
and to visit significant institutions.
Nor will the recreational side be lost
sight of. A special leader will con-
duct the group in each country. The
cost from New York and return will
be $787. Further information may be
secured from the League for Indus-
trial Democracy, 112 East 19th street,
New York City.
CUMBERLAND
Friday • May 16th
-VAUDEVILLE-
— on the screen—
SPRING IS HERE
- with •
Lawrence Gray • Alexander Gray
Bemice Claire
Also Paramount News
Saturday • May 17th
WILLIAM HAINES
-in-
THE GIRL SAID NO
Comedy Song Cartoon
Monday-Tuesday - May 19th-20th
GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY
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10 Spring St. • • Brunswick. Me.
Old Furniture, China. Glass, Pewter.
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
j
Dwyer, c 4
to orders for antique roods of any kind j Urban, If 4
____^__^_— Chalmers, 2b .... 4
! Rose, rf 3


















Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
B>rted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10
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Totals 30 1 3 27 14 1
Bowdoin 10040000 0—5
Maine 10000000 0—1
Stolen base, Crimmins. Wild pitch,
Perkins. Earned runs, Bowdoin five,
Maine one. Three base hit, Hincks.
Home run, Whittier. Two base hit
Rose. Base on balls, off Taft 7 in 3
and 2-3 innings, off Souther 1 in 9
innings. Struck out, by Souther 10
in 9 innings, by Perkins 8 in 5 and
1-3 innings. Left on bases, Bowdoin
10, Maine 3. Umpires Kavanaugh and
McFadden.




(Continued tram paca I)
the meet, is to let everybody know
approximately what the outstanding
performers in every college have been
doing.
Maine first, Bates second, Bowdoin
third, Colby fourth. Bates hasn't
enough power this season in the field
events to kick through, always al-
lowing for Knowlton and Knox in the
broad-jump and Gorham in the shot.
Bowdoin lacks middle distance men,
or rather those she has are eclipsed
by a sensational performer. Aside
from the middle distance, Maine seems
to have the beat-rounded team. Her
distance men are supreme, and her
field events fairly well sewed up. Col-
by has only mediocre material,' anjl
Robinson and Pollard are both in-
eligible.
The dope sheet has been based on
various evidence including times in
practice, results of meets, both in-
terfraternity and intercollegiate, pre-
writeups from the other college publi-
cations of the state (whose coopera-
tion we would like to acknowledge),
and the opinions of various members
of the varsity squad.
Bowdoin has a young team. The




At the end of the first round of the
interfraternity baseball league com-
pleted last week, A.T.O., Non-frater-
nity, Zetes, Dekes, and Chi Psi's came
through their games on top and have
entered the second round.
Theta Delta Chi started their sec-
ond lap when they trounced the Dekes
by a 17-11 score to win the right to
enter the finals in their league. The
winners bagged only three more hits
than their opponents, but several er-
rors by the Deke fielders enabled last
year's champions to run up the score.
McCreery, Collins, French, and
Cleaves each got two hits for the
winners while Hedstrom and Crocker
starred at bat for the Dekes.
Wednesday the Zetes and Chi Psi's
met in the second round of their
league. The winner in this game will
meet the T.D.'s for the privilege of

























PRINTING . . .
.
of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S
former are favored at this writing to
renew their annual lease on the inter-
fraternity championship.
CHI PSI DEFEATS
ZETA PSI IN 2ND
ROUND LEAGUE B
In the second round of the Inter-
fraternity baseball League B, the Chi
Psi's defeated the Zetes Wednesday
by a 12-6 score. Chi Psi will play the
Non-fraternity team on Monday for
the championship of their League.
Ten errors spelled defeat for the
Zete team since the winners amassed
only seven hits to the losers' five.
Barbour pitching for the Chi Psi's
did a creditable job and kept the hits
well scattered. Sargent started for the
Zetes and lasted through the third,
eight runs being made by the win-
ners while he was in the box. Bates, a
southpaw, took up the hurling bur-
den in the fourth and managed to
last out the game.
BOWDOIN BASEBALL
TEAM OUT IN FRONT
With the State Series schedule half
over, the Bowdoin Polar Bears are
out in front of the league with a mar-
gin of a game and a half over their
nearest rival, Maine. Colby was
knocked out of the tie for first posi-
tion by the Polar Bears last Saturday
and the Pale Blue kept the Mule on
the toboggan Tuesday when they
nosed them out 7-6. Bowdoin starts
the last lap today and if the team
can keep up their present pace .they













Donham, Bates' Freshman hurler,
gave a creditable exhibition for seven
innings, and even that eighth con-
tained only two hits. If Bates had
only known what to do with the ball
when they had it, no slaughter would
have occurred, Bowdoin would have
had her title hopes darkened, and Mr.
Donham would have walked home
with a victory for his successively




who cater to fraternity trade
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting
Near Campus - -"» Expert Barbers
BOX SCORE - COLBY GAME
Bowdoin
ab bh po a
Ricker, cf .*X 5 1 2 1
Whittier, ss 6 3 2 4
Dwyer, c 4 2 12 1
Urban, If 4 2 3
Chalmers, 2b 4 2 1 1
Shute, rf 6 4 1
McKown, 3b 4 3 1 3
Crimmins, lb 2 1 5
Stiles, p 4 1 3
Souther, p
Rowe, lb 2 •
Totals 41 19 27 13
Colby
ab bh po a
Davan, 2b 4 1 4 7
Roberts, cf 5 2 2
Donovan, lb 6 4 1
Klusick, ss 5 2 2 2
Lovett, If 3 1 1 1
Ferguson, rf » . 4 2 1
Beetjen, 3b 4 3 3 5
Heddereig, c ;. 4 10 2








Errors, McKown 2, Chalmers 2,
Whittier. Two base hits, Klusick, Mc-
Kown. Three base hit, Urban. Home
runs, Deetjen 2, Shute. Stolen bases,
Donovan, Roberts, Klusick, Ferguson.
Sacrifices, Roberts, McKown, ChaV
mers, Crimmins. Double play, Whit-
tier (unassisted). First base on balls,
off Brown 2, off Waite 3, off Mans-
field 2, off Stiles 9. Hits, off Brown
8 in 5 innings, off Waite 4 in 1 1-3
innings, off Mansfield 7 in 2 1-3 in-
nings, off Stiles 10 in 8 1-3 innings,
off Souther 1 in 1-3 inning. Struck
out, by Brown 3, by Mansfield 2, by
Stiles 2, by Souther. Wild pitch,
Stiles. Winning pitcher, Stiles. Losing
pitcher, Waite. Umpires, McDonough,
Breen. Balk, Stiles. Time, 2 hours, 20
minutes.
Batted for Mansfield in 9th.
Lisbon Falls Game
i Continued rrom Page I)
fourth, when three flies extinguished




ab r bh po a e
Parmenter, ss 5 1 2 3 1
Clark, 2b 4 2 1 1
Shute, lb 4 2 3 5 2
Bell, cf 4 1 3
Barstow, If 4 1 1
Means, 3b 4 1 3 2 2
Smith, c, rf 4 1 2 8
MacLachlan, c, rf. 200300
Boucher, p, rf 4 1 3 1
Brown, p 2 1
Totals 37 9 18 21 3 6
Lisbon Falls 3
ab r bh po a e
Yasecko, lb 1 2
Reynolds, 3b 4 1 3* 1
Elcik, c 3 6 1
Galgovitch, p 4 1 2 1
Davala, cf 4 3 1
Batchelder, If 3 1
Bichrest, ss 4 1 1
Coombs, 2b 2 1 5
Atwood, rf 1 1
Totals 26 3 1 21 5 2
Two base hits, Bell, Shute, Means,
Boucher. Three base hit, Clark. Struck
out, by Boucher 5, by Brown 6, by
Galgovitch 10. Base on balls, Boucher
5, Brown 1, Galgovitch 1. -Stolen
bases, Clark, Shute, Yasecko, Rey-
nolds, Elcik, Galgovitch, Atwood 3.
Hit by pitcher, by Brown (Batchel-
der). Time, 1 hour, 40 minutes. Um-
pire, Plummer.
Score by innings:
Lisbon Falls 1110 0—3
Bowdoin Seconds 112 3 1 1—
9
The punch displayed by the Bow-
doin ball club in the eighth inning of
the Bates game was quite in contrast
to that displayed in the Maine game
at Pickard Field when the Polar
Bears seemed to lack the winning
drive. But on Wednesday the White
showed self-confidence which has long
been lacking in Bowdoin athletics.
* • *
It is seldom that two hits are put
in the same spot successively as in
the eighth of the Bates game. Ricker's
hit over short stop was followed by
Souther's which aided in throwing the
Bates cohorts completely out of stride.
• • *
Spring football is over. Coach
Bowser/has had an opportunity to get
a slight view of next year's prospects.
From a general observation we might
say that Bowdoin s chances next year
will be quite different than they were
in the fall of 1929.
Bowdoin's tennis team met with
disaster at every point on their an-
nual southern trip last week Out of
the four matches played Bowdoin was
unable to win a single one as a team,
although several individual matches
were won and many of them were
close and hotly contested. Bowdoin
met their first defeat against Wil-
liams. Jim Parker was the Bowdoin
number one man and he was turner!
back by the score of 6-1, 6-3. Abbott
played number two, Altenburg num-
ber three, and Perkins number four.
Perkins won his match, the only one
that Bowdoin won, 6-1, 11-9. Christian
and Sprague played five and six re-
spectively and both of them* were de-
feated. In the doubles Bowdoin fared
no better and was beaten three times.
Parker and Abbott made, up the first
doubles, Christian and Perkins the
second, and Altenburg and Sprague
the third. The Hartford Tennis Club
again took Bowdoin's measure, win-
ning every match. In the single
matches the same order as in the
Williams match was used with Parker
ranking as number one man for the
White. In the doubles there was a
slight shift which seemed to work a
little better. Parker and Altenburg
played together as first doubles,
Christian and Perkins played second,
and Sprague and Abbott third. On
Thursday Wesleyan was the victor al-
though Altenburg won his match and
several others were hard fought. In
the last match with Holy Cross Bow-
doin put up a desperate fight, but
were beaten out. In the singles bo^h
Parker and Perkins, who played second
man in the Wesleyan match and in
this match, were victorious. In the
doubles the same combinations played
together as in the Hartford and Wes-
leyan matches. This was the best
match from the Bowdoin standpoint,
and all of the matches hard strug-
gles.
Although this wav fiot the best
showing in the world, it was not so
bad when one considers that all of
Bowdoin's practicing has been done
on the cement court .while ever:
match was played on a clay court.
The athletic department has been
slow in getting the clay courts here
in condition, and the result has been
that all practice has been confined to
the single cement court. The sooner
the clay courts are in condition the
sooner Bowdoin can have a winning
tennis team.
Because of the poor condition of
the clay courts, it has been necessary
to postpone the State Championship
matches which were scheduled to be-
gin last Tuesday. However, it will
not be necessary to wait more than a
day or two, and the State Champion-
ship will be settled some time next
week. In spite of their setbacks last
week, the Bowdoin team will hold
their own in the championship^ race
and will give a worthy account of
themselves. The matches will be in-
teresting, and it will be worth while
to go down to Pickard field and give
the tennis team a little support.
BOX SCORE - BATES GAME
Bowdoin
ab r bh po a e
Ricker, cf 4 2 1
Whittier, ss 4 1 2 2
Dwyer, c.. 3 1 6
Urban, If ^ 1 1 2 1
Shute, lb 3 1 12
Rose, rf 4 1
McKown, 3b 3 1 1 2
Parmenter, 2b 2 6 1
Chalmers, 2b .... 1 1 1
Souther, p 3 1 1 8
Totals 30 8 7 27 15
Bates
ab r bh po a e
Bornstein, ss 3 1 2 2
Rhuland, If 3 1 1
Berry, lb 2 1 6 1
Cascadden, cf . . . . 4 3 1 1
Whittier, rf 4
Flynn, 3b.. 4 5 1 2
Heddericg, 2b .... 4 1 1 2 2
Luce, c 3 1 7 4
Donham, p 3 1 1 1
Cole, x 1




Two base hits, Urban, Cascadden 2.
Stolen bases, Dwyer, Souther. Sacri-
fice hits, Dwyer, Souther, Rhuland,
Berry, Luce. Base on balls, off
Souther 3, off Donham 4. Struck out,
by Souther 6, by Donham 6. Passed
ball, Dwyer. Time, 2 hours, 15 min-
utes. Umpires, McDonough and Gib-
son.
Sportsman's Pen
The Bowdoin ball team pulled a trick
last Monday afternoon which may be
regarded as a new phase of the grow-
ing renaissance. Going into the eighth
inning with the score in favor of
Bates 2-1, the Polar Bear nine took
advantage of the non-support which
was accorded the Garnet moundsman
to cross the plate with no less than
seven runs. And all these on no more
than two hits.
• *' *
The eighth inning of the Garnet and
White fracas was chock full of psy-
chology. In the first place a few er-
rors in the Bates infield served to
bolster the confidence of the Bowdoin
batsmen. Bonehead plays on the part
of the visiting fielders followed upon
errors. Bowdoin took advantage of the
Bates breakdown to bring across the
runs. Perhaps there was no more
clever example of the rise of one
group at the expense of another than
this eighth inning. It was clearly
significant of the fickleness of for-
tune.
• • •
At the time the Orient goes to press
the Polar Bears have yet a few games
to play in the State series. Things
look fairly rosy for a state champion-
ship, but this baseball business is not




The doctors prescribed a change of
air and travel for the Huntington
School nine a while ago. Unwitting-
ly they shoved them into worse
trouble than before, for there was no
balm in Gilead at Pickard Field last
Friday. One run up in the last of the
eighth, the junior varsity poled in
three more and won the game sin-
fully easily.
Huntington smashed out nine hits,
quite enough to win any usual game,
but the White soaked out twelve in
the same time, and hit when it was
needed. Two runs scored in the fourth
when Barbour tripled after Parmen-
ter and Rose had hit safely. Another
triple, this by Means, brought in two
more in the sixth and Parmenter hit
a double in the next inning with Mor-
rell on, scoring a minute later himself.
The summary:
Bowdoin 2nd ab r bh po a e
Parmenter, ss 5 2 2 3 5
Rose, lb 4 1 1 11 1
Cole, cf 5 1
Boucher, p, rf 3 1 1 1
Barstow, If 4 1 1 1 3
Bossidy, 3b 1 1
Means, 3b 3 1 2 3
Ricker, c 1 2 1
Smith, c 3 1 7
Clark, 2b 4 2 1 2 1
Morrell, rf, p 4 2 2 1
Totals 37 9 12 27 12 5
Huntington School ab r bh po a e
Rohan, lb 5 1 3 10 1
Freitas, ss 5 1 3 1
Velho, 3b 4 1
Sheehan, cf 4 1 1 2
Blake, If 3 1 2 1
Quirk, c 5 5 1
Yagian, 2b 3 1 2 6
Hatch, rf 3 2 1 1
Curtin, p 3 2 1 1 1
/
Totals 35 6 9 24 11 3
Innings
Bowdoin 2nd . 00020223 x—
9
Huntington .. 10030001 1—6
Two base hit, Parmenter. Three
base hits, Boucher, Means, Morrell.
Stolen bases, Rose, Velho, Sheehan,
Blake 2. Base on balls, by Boucher 5,
by Morrell 2, by Curtin 1. Struck out,
by Morrell 4, by Curtin 3. Hits off
Boucher 7 in 7 innings, off Morrell 2
in 2 innings. Double play, Clark to
Parmenter to Rose. Hit by pitched
ball, by Boucher (Hatch), by Curtin
(Boucher). Wild pitch, Morrell.
Passed balls, Smith, Quirk. Time, 2
hours, 5 minutes. Umpire, Souther.
Colby Game
(Continued from Page 1)
damage with a clean hit and soon af-
ter scored on Chalmers' error.
No scoring wa% in order in the sec-
ond. In the third stanza Lovett went
down and Ferguson walked. Ferguson
stole second and was driven home
when Deetjen whaled out his first
home run. Heddereig and Brown fiied
out to Jit Ricker and the count stood
5-0 for the home club.
Bowdoin broke into the run column
in. the fourth when Dwyer and Urban
opened the frame with successive
singles. Chalmers bingled and Ur-
ban was caught at second but Dwyer
scored. Shute hit and Chalmers went
to second. Crimmins crashed one and
Chalmers trotted over the plate.
Colby retaliated in their half of
the inning as Donovan scored on
Klusick's double, making a 6-2 count.
The fifth inning was the turning
point of the game for at this junc-
ture Brown, the Mule hurler, began
to waver and was hit freely. Whit-
tier started the fireworks with a hit
and Dwyer drew a pass, Urban came
through with a long triple scoring
both men. Chalmers had his turn next
and complied with another safe blow
bringing in Urban. Shute was thrown
out by the Mule third baseman but
McKown hit and scored Chalmers.
Waite relieved Brown on the mound
and stopped the slugfest after pass-
ing Crimmins. The score was at an
even 6-6.
Without delay Colby went to work
in their next chance with the club
and placed themselves in the lead by
two runs. Klusick opened with a safe-
ty. Lovett was out at first but Fer-
guson hit, scoring Klusick. Ferguson
was caught off base by a sharp
throw from Dwyer to Chalmers . at
second. Deetjen then poled out his
second home run, to the delight of
the fans. Heddereig dribbled to the
pitcher and was thrown out.
Shute garnered his round trip
smash in the seventh inning and the
score was 8-7 with Colby on the long
end. The gap was closed, however,
in the eighth as a result of Shute's
single and McKown's double.
In the final round Ricker, Whittier
and Dwyer hit safely in succession
and Urban's sacrifice fly to right field
gave the Polar Bears a two run lead.
Colby made a strong bid to go out
in front once again when Stiles
passed Karkos and Davan and Waite
was safe on a slow roller. Donovan
fanned and the Blue were all set for
a killing when Whittier rang down
the curtain on festivities as he con-
verted Klusick's drive into a spark-
ling unassisted double play.
BOWDOIN 5 - MAINE 1
Dame Fortune made amends with
the Polar Bear a week ago Wednes-
day afternoon at Orono as Bowdoin
defeated Maine to the tune of five
to one. Whittier clouted out a homer
with the sacks loaded and tucked the
game safely away in the fourth.
At the end of the first inning the
score was tied 1-1 and nothing se-
rious developed until the fourth when
Taft passed Crimmins, Ricker, and
Rose and Whittier stepped to the plate
and caught one of Taft's sweeping
hooks squarely and drove it into deep
right field for a circuit of the bases.
The event completed the downfall
of the Black Bear twirler and he pro-
ceeded in short order to again foad
the paths with bases on balls. At this
point Coach Brice sent in Perkins, a
Always "Noticed
But "Never Notiajble
QgRISK Clothjng which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
SrtBk Srntlpra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Oar Representative
PHIL BRISK
Tufts Meet
(Continued from Pas* 1)
tape together, and it took the judges
a long time before they finally decided
in favor of the Tufts man and
awarded the race to Wiles. In the 220
yard dash Bowdoin cleaned up rather
handily with Foster, a double winner,
Tarbell, and Rising placing first, sec-
ond, and third respectively. In the
220 yard low hurdles McLaughlin and
Stanwood came through to win first
and second respectively. In the 880
yard run Bowdoin made a clean sweep
with Thistlewaite, Cobb, and Smythe
crossing the finish line as named
above. In the 440 Thistlewaite
again took first place with Barbour of
Bowdoin third. In the field events
Bowdoin won a majority of the points.
Soule won the broad jump, and
Briggs was beaten out by a quarter
of an inch for second by Cole of Tufts.
In the shot put Sardella and Coven
both of Tufts placed first and second,
while the best Olsen could do" was
third. Stanwood and Jenkins tied for
first in the high jump, and Soule and
Cushman were in a triple tie for third
place with a Tufts man. Olsen and
Galbraith took first and second in the
discus. Cushman, Williams, and Arnold
cleaned up in one, two, three order
in the pole vault. In the hammer
throw Bowdoin again made a clean
sweep with Galbraith winning the
event.
Summary:
100 yard dash—Won by Foster, B;
second, Johnson, B; third, Sardella, T.
Time, 10 2-5 sec.
Mile run—Won by Usher and Cobb
tied, both of Bowdoin; third, Stanley,
T. Time, 4 min. 49 sec.
120 yard high hurdles—Won by
Jenkins, B; second, White, T; third,
Mayo, T. Time, 16 sec.
Two mile run—Won by Wiles, T;
second, Lavender, B; third, Sewall, B.
Time, 10 min. 28 sec.
220 yard dash—Won by Foster, B;
second, Tarbell, B; third, Rising, B.
Time, 23 3-5.
220 yard low hurdles—Won by Mc-
Laughlin, B; second, Stanwood, B;
third, Farquehar, T. Time, 25 4-5 sec.
440 yard run—Won by Thistlewaite,
B; second, Tufts; third, Barbour, B.
880 yard run—Won by Thistlewaite,
B; second, Cobb, B; third, Smythe, B.
Time, 2 min., 8 sec.
Running broad jump—Won by
Soule, B; second, Cole, T; thirds
Briggs, B. Distance, 20 ft., 10 1-2 in./
Shot put—Won by Sardella, T; sep*
ond, Coven, T; third, Olsen, B. Win-
ning distance, 37 ft, 6 in.
High jump—Won by Jenkins and
Stanwood tied; third, Bush, T, Soule,
B, Cushman, B, all tied. Distance, 5
ft, 6 in.
Discus—Won by Olsen, B; second,
Galbraith, B; third, Cohen, T. Winning
distance, 117 ft, 3 in.
Pole vault—Won by Cushman, B;
second, Williams, B; third, Arnold,
B. Winning height 10 ft, 6 in.
Hammer throw—Won by Galbraith,
B; second, Chapman, B; third, Hay,
B; Winning distance, 151 ft, 2 in.
portsider, who took immediate com-
mand of the situation and retired
the visitors.
These four runs formed Bowdoin's
comfortable margin and for the re-
mainder of the game it was a pitching
duel between Souther and Perkins
with no further scoring. Perkins held
the Black well in check during his five
innings on the mound allowing but
a lone hit. Souther was in top form
and toyed with the Maine batters who
were unable to solve his delivery for
more than three hits. The control of
the Bowdoin ace was excellent along
the entire route which is sub-
stantiated by the fact that he gave
only one base on balls.
Captain Luke Urban maintained
his batting honors by collecting two
out of four chances.
Bowdoin will probably be repre-
sented at the Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament to be held in Pittsburgh
the latter part of June. Dick Mullin
is slated to be in competition for the
White. It has not been decided whether
other members of the team will com-
pete.
* » »
Now that we know that Bowdoin in
the '90's went in for bicycle racing
with considerable ardour, it wouldn't
be a bad suggestion to build an auto
track and start competition. If some
of the records to Portland are true,
Bowdoin would be right at the head
of the list
\
Ivy Day Game with Bates
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Maine Track Team Piles
Up No Less Than Eight
First Places
POSTER LEADSCHAPMAN
Conceded Only a Second Place to the
Bales Star, Foster Upsets Dope and
Rons the Fastest Time of His
Career for Spectacular Win.
A well balanced University of
Maine track squad successfully
fought off the determined opposition
of a strong Bates cluster last Sat-
urday to take first place in the 84th
annual State Track Meet at Whit-
tier Field. Two records were ruthless-
ly smashed by the brilliant Pale Blue
performers, Gowell and Stymiest as
the Maine tracksters piled up eight
first places to give them a command-
ing lead over their Bobcat rivals.
Three startling upsets during the
afternoon's festivities lent brilliance
to the meet which found the final
score giving Maine a total of 63 1-3,
Bates 40, Bowdoin 38 2-3 and Colby 8.
The first collapse of the dope bucket
occurred when Viles of Bates took a
lead over Lindsay of Maine in the
mile after two laps and was never
headed. Running with an easy stride,
Viles loped along in fifth position for
the first lap allowing his teammate,
Hayes, to set the pace. Shortly before
the leaders had reached the end of the
second lap Viles passed another run-
ning mate, Brooks, only to see Lind-
say pass Hayes to go into the lead.
Viles refused to allow the favorite to
hold his advantage, however, and soon
was out ahead. Lindsay did not chal-
lenge until they had reached the
stretch when the sprint which he had
been holding in reserve, went for
naught as the Bates flier steadily drew
away from him at every stride.
Records Decisively Smashed
The two records which went by
the board were eclipsed by large mar-
gins. Captain Gowell of the Blue
cohorts leaped into national promi-
nence when he uncorked a heave of
157 feet, two inches in the discus.
This mark bettered the old one held
by Duke Charles of Bowdoin by an
even 11 feet and closely approached
the intercollegate mark of Eric
Krenz of Stanford University.
Inspired by his teammate's per-
formance, Harry Richardson leaped
ahead of the field in the two mile
and ran away with the highly touted
Whitten of Bates to break the yarn
in 9 minutes, 35 4-5 seconds. This
time was nine and two fifths seconds
better than the old record set by Ray
Buker in 1922. Richardson runs' with
a long easy stride that eats up dis-
tance and at times Saturday it
seemed as though he was merely in-
tent upon setting the pace for the
rest of the field for a few laps.
Foster Comes Through
(Cooitny of Portland Sunday Taicsrmm)
FOSTER WINNING 220 YARD TRIAL
Scene from State Meet in which Sid Foster, Bowdoin middle distance runner is si
yd. trials. This picture is but one of many which shows the brilliance of the
cornered meet. Perhaps his most scintillating effort of the day, however,
Oasie Chapman of Bates (picture on page 4). With the finish in sight in the
man and allowed Chapman to come up even. Chapman had no sooner moved
reserve and in a beautiful sprint leaped ahead of his rivals to win the event.
leading the field in the 220
Bear star in Saturday's four
winning the 440 yd. run from
Foster cut out to pass Tol-
when Foster called upon his
ARTICLE BY MacNILLAN
IN JUNE ISSUE OF QUILL
Final Issue . for Year Appearing on
May 28th Includes Article by Robert
P. Tristram Coffin, Well Known
Author of Poetry and Prose.
FLEURY CONTRIBUTES
The fourth and final issue of the
Bowdoin Quill this year will appear
probably the 28th of this month. It
is hoped that this Commencement
number will be the climax of the re-
organized Quill. It contains a greater
number of renowned contributors than
any other issue this year. All of the
material both prose and poetry is most
readable and of unusual variety. This
is the first issue which has been put
out by the new board which was re-
cently elected. The new board is
looking for the same cooperation from
the student body next fall, and hopes
to be able to keep up the good record
set this past year and possibly to raise
the Quill still higher in popularity
and renown which it has earned.
Contributors
The feature article of this Com-
mencement number is written by
Commander Donald B. MacMillan en-
titled "Real Value of Arctic Work."
This story -will be especially timely
as Commander Byrd will be returning
from his Antarctic exploration trip
about the same time as the Quill will
appear. The second article is by Rob-
ert P. Tristram Coffin, class of 1915;
it is an original poem entitled Sun-
. ,
rise: Maine Coast. Mr. Coffin at-A dark complexioned, well built
j tended Oxford University as a Rhodes
gentleman, wearing a uniform that Scholar after he had seen service in
was almost as black as the B on the the World War He is> at present,
jersey, however caused the crowd to , Professor of English at Wells College
almost forget the brilliant perform-
1 in New York, and he has published
ances^of the Pale Blue record break-
|
seVeral well known prose and poetry
volumes. His best known and most
recent prose writing is "'From an








White Team Stages, Valiant 11th Hour
Rally with Two Away in the Ninth
Frame But Team Lacks Batting
Punch and Fails to Knot Score.
crs. Perhaps sometime in his career
Sid Foster will run a faster 440, but
it is doubtful if he ever runs a more
thrilling race than the one last Sat-
urday. Conceded only a second place
to the Bates star, Chapman, Foster
outdid himself to run the event in
the fastest time of his career p,t Bow-
doin. Chapman was over anxious at
the start and was set a foot for
jumping the gun. Tolman of Maine
leaped out ahead at the gun and was
(Continued on Page 4)
The Colby ball team took advantage
of Morrill's wildness and the lack- of
a batting punch in the pinches on Fri-
day to win a 4-3 decision over the
Polar Bears at Pickard Field. Bow-
doin put up a determined rally in the
ninth but fell short by one run. The
inning was started inauspiciously
when Stiles flied out to Ferguson in
deep center. Ricker launched another
fly this time to right for the sec-
ond out. Rose, however, batting for
Whittier lined a clean drive along
the third base line for a single. Dwyer
managed to get a base on balls as the
crowd in the stands came out of the
doldrums to liven things up. Urban
came thru, as he has all year, and de-
livered a single, Rose raced home to
score. It was now Chalmers' chance
to put the tying run across but it
wasn't in the bat for he rolled an
easy one to Roberts who dampened the
White's hope of victory by throwing
him out at first.
Bowdoin started the festivities off in
most famous poetry publications are I good style. Morrill handled his bat-
'Golden Falcon" and "Christchurch".
Article by Jean Fleury
Jean Gerard Fleury, teaching fellow
ters with apparent ease although he
passed the second man, the other two,
however, could do nothing with his
Ivy Ball At Sargent Gymnasium
in French here at the College, has delivery. In fact, Colby did not show
contributed to this latest Quill. He is ' any great amount of hitting ability in
a correspondent for the French news- ] the whole game, corralling only six
paper, "L'Ami du Peuple", and he re- ! hits to Bowdoin's ten. In the White's
cently went into Turkey as a journal- j half, Ricker was out second to first
< Continued on ran 4) * ' on a ground ball. Whittier struck out
but Dwyer doubled to right and Ur-
ban came through with a single to
center scoring him.
Colby evened the count in the sec-
Will Echo Atmosphere of Spring tH^SSSSt: £SS
«
second while Davan scored him. Colby
took advantage of Morrill in the third,
who by this time was working hard.
Lovett got a base on balls and stole
second. Klusick singled, sending
Lovett along the paths to third. A
(Continued on Pas* 4)
HOOD'S MERRYMAKERS
PLAY AT GYM DANCE
Clothed in festive garb for the Ivy I center of this orbit of suspended bril-
Ball the Sargent Gym is resplendent
j
liancy. The fraternity booths are ar-
in Spring colors. Close to three hun- ranged according to the usual man-
dred couples are expected to attend { ner along the sides of the dance floor
next Friday evening the highlight of : and are quite gay in their apparel of
the college social season. i rainbow hpes. High above the roof of
Direct from Broadway and the Uni-
|
pale yellow the intense rays of the
versity of Pennsylvania Ivy Ball • gymnasium lighting system are soft-
comes Fletcher Henderson and his I ened and tinted through a covering of
Orchestra to furnish the music which
|
variegated paper, scattering over the
has been characterized as the finest entire scene the prismatic colors of
sepia-tinctured jazz extant No mat- the rainbow and the sunset,
ter how low spirits may be prior to The patronesses: Mrs. K. C. M.
this grand wind-up of.house parties Sills, Mrs. R. J. Ham, Mrs. G. G.
owing to the usual liberal precipita- Wilder, Mrs. F. W. Brown, Mrs.
tion and aching feet the Ivy Commit- P. Nixon, Mrs. A O. Gross, Mrs
DAY BALL GAME
[TANT TO WHITE
Rivals Slowly Waking Up as Race
Becomes a Three Cornered Affair




THREE DAY FESTIVITIES WITH
HOUSE PARTIES TONIGHT
Formal and Informal Dances, Picnics, Outings and Tra-
ditional Exercises Will Provide Colorful Program
For Coming Week End






Track Meet on May 17
tracted many people to
I
Bowdoin arranged for an intercollegi
N. C. Little, Mrs. T. Means, Mrs. jate dance to be held at the gym on
S. P. Chase, Mrs. C. H. Gray, Mrs. the evening of the meet Although
B. W. Bartlett, Mrs. C. T. Holmes, members of the other three Maine
j
Mrs. M. E. Morrell, Mrs. N. C. i colleges were particularly urged to
been responsible for the decorating Kendrick, Mrs. R. deS. Childs, Mrs.
j
attend, a small number were present
and this time he has outdone himself. P. B. Ferguson. to enjoy the music of Hood's Merry-
The color scheme of blending sunset { Chairman Allen Rogers of the makers.
tee guarantees that Henderson and
his music from the heart of Hot-
Town will dispel all such worries.
Once again Mr. Vincent Cobb has
shades that he used at the last Ivy 'dance committee announces the fol-
dance merited so much comment of
admiration that Mr. Cobb has planned
his latest original design of decora-
tion in the same colors.
Beneath a deep ceiling of latticed
yellow streamers are hung large ter-
raced lanterns of fringed multicolored
crepe paper. A hanginglanternofmuch
larger proportions than those around
the outside of the ceiling forms the
lowing men to act as ushers: James
Parker 'SO, William Perry '32, Elias
Thomas *82, Richard Boyd '33, Charles
Kirkpatrick 'S3, Daniel Bowman *S3,
Robert Burnham "30, Clifford Snow
•30.
The Ivy Dance Committee: A.
Rogers, chairman, J. P. Blunt, D. F.
Prince, J. C. Flint, and G. P.
Carleton.
,
Though the dance was considered
a success, it suffered from a lack of
support, particularly from Maine,
Colby, fcmd Bates. Handicapped by
lack of advertising among the other
colleges, the dance became a purely
Bowdoin function instead of an in-
tercollegiate event.
The patrons and patronesses were
Mr. and Mrs. Manton Copeland and
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Little.
As the baseball season speeds to a
close the game with Bates Friday be-
comes increasingly important. Colby's
victyry over Bowdoin last week gives
newf vigor to both Maine and Colby.
Thcayasce has again been hswnsjht to
a three corner affair with the Polar
Bear having the upper hand, al-
though Maine seems to have a better
team than she did two weeks ago ant}
will offer plenty of competition.
If Bowdoin expects to capture the
State Championship she must defeat
Bates. Although we have twice turned
back the Bobcat this year, we cannot
merely assume that we can do it
again. Bates has a powerful but in-
experienced team. The first of the
year it lacked hitting power and
smoothness, but as the season has
advanced it has improved vastly. In
the last game here at Brunswick it
proved its improvement by gathering
eight hits off the delivery of George
Souther. This was much better than
the single bingle which they earned
from Stiles in the first game of the
season. Donham, Bates freshman
pitcher, seems to have a high sign
on the Bowdoin batters after they
have faced him once. In the first
game he relieved Marston and put an
end to the Bowdoin scoring. In the
second game after the first two in-
nings he settled down and Bowdoin
didu't get another hit until the Bates
infield blew up in the eighth. If he
continues to pitch as he did in the
other two games with Bowdoin and
if his fielders give him some support,
he will prove a hard nut for the Bow-
doin sluggers to crack.
Although Bowdoin went strong for
several games during the first of the
season she has seemed to be in a
temporary slump the last two games.
The team as a whole has not been
hitting so well or so opportunely, but
the fielding has been good with spark-
ling plays at times. Whoever takes
the mound for Bowdoin may be ex-
pected to keep the Bates batters un-
der control and the burden «of victory
will fall on the Bowdoin sluggers.
Considering all factors Bowdoin will
be favored to win because of its rec-
ord so far this year.
Series Standing
The game between Bowdoin and
Colby was the only game played last
week but it was enough to reduce
Bowdoin's lead and place Colby in a
tie for second with the University of
Maine. Bates is still down in the cellar
with no victories to her credit. The
game between Bates and Maine was
Kstponed because of rain last week,
t as soon as it is played off the tie
between Maine and Colby will be
broken. The Polar Bear's almost im-
pressive lead in the state cnampion-
ship race has been cut in half and
cannot afford to lose any more.
STATE SERIES STANDING
W L Ave.
Bowdoin 5 2 .714
Colby 4 3 .571
Maine 4 3 .671
Bates 5 .000
NOTICE
Owing to a delay on the part of
the company making the "engrsv-
i»gs for the 1931 Bugle, it win not
be out Ivy Day, but will appear in
the very near future.
With the final touch of gaiety at the Gym Dance on Friday night, where
Fletcher Henderson's Orchestra will play, Ivy House Party comes to an end.
For three days college activities will lie more or leas dormant while the fra-
ternities give themselves over to a new routine of formal and informal dances,
picnics, outings, and all the traditional customs that go to make up Ivy Day.
Tonight formal dinners and dances, the details of which are printed else-
where in this issue, will take place at all the houses. Outings have been ar-
ranged, beginning tomorrow morning, and on the return of the students to




Formal dances at the houses
Thursday Morning
House outings and picnics
Thursday Evening
Informal dances at the houses
Friday — Ivy Day





. James B. Colton, 2nd
Oration .... Albert F. Richmond
Presentations:
Presentation of the Wooden Spoon
by George H. Souther
Planting of the Ivy
9 .-00 Baseball—Bates vs. Bowdoin




Vacancies m the Beard of Overseers,
in the Alumni Council and Board of
Directors of the Alumni Fund Must
be Filled.
BALLOT ENDS JUNE 9
Vacancies in the Board of Over-
seers, in the Alumni Council, and in
the Board of Directors of the Alumni
Fund are to be filled by Bowdoin
College alumni voting by a ballot
mailed to each man recently. The re-
turns on the election, which will fill
eight of the vacant offices, will be
completed by June 9.
From six candidates for office in
the Board of Overseers, the alumni
must choose one. This man, though
theoretically only nominated by the
alumni, by custom and a gentlemen's
agreement is in practise elected by
them. Four candidates, from a list of
twelve are to be chosen for the Alum-
ni Council in this ballot, while three
new members of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Alumni Fund will be se-
lected from nine candidates. A similar
election is held each year to fill va-
cancies left after terms of office have
expired.
Candidates for Board of Overseers
John Russell Bass, 1900, of Wilton,
Maine is one of six- candidates for the
Board of Overseers. He has been as-
sociated with the G. H. Bass and
Company, shoe manufacturers, since
his graduation, as well as being in-
terested in Maine politics. He was a
member of the Alumni Council from
1920 to 1923 and of the Board of Di-
rectors of the Alumni Fund from 1923
(Continned on Pin S)
With Seniors' Last Chapel on Fri-
day morning at eleven o'clock, the
official exercises of Ivy Day will be-
gin. Half an hour later the Juniors,
with Gorham S. Robinson of Bangor
as marshal, start their annual march.
Two of the features of the celebration
will be the presentation to "King"
Crimmins, popular man in the class,
of the Wooden Spoon, by George H.
Souther, football-captain elect and
class president; and the planting of
the class ivy at the base of Memorial
Hall.
George H. Souther, who was chosen
to head the class at the annual elec-
tions, has been extremely active on
campus in the last three years. His
football service culminated last fall
in his election to the captaincy for
1930. A mainstay of Houser's pitch-
ing staff, he also starred in hockey,
and shot the first goal of the year
in the State Series as Bowdoin won
a two-one victory from Bates. He is
a member of Beta Theta PL
Arthur L. Crimmins, popular man,
is another football star. His selection
as all-Maine end last fall was unan-
imous. He likewise holds a var-
sity first-base position, and is a mem-
ber of the Athletic Council and the
Chapel Committee. He was on the
Dean's List last fall, and is one of
the four Juniors whose election to
Ibis recently inaugurated anewscheme
of appointments to the society. His
fraternity is Psi Upsilon.
Herbert S. Rose, vice president, is
Captain-elect of the varsity hockey
team, and one of the best ice centers
that Ben Houser has developed in
some time. He is a regular on the
baseball team, and a Kappa Sigma.
Albert E. Jenkins, secretary-treas-
urer and an A.T.O., was a member
of the debating team which recently
set up such a brilliant string of vic-
tories on its spring trip.
The class poet, James B. Colton,
2nd, has been connected with the
college publications for several years,
and is Captain of the gym team. He
is recognized throughout New Eng-
land as one of the leading college
performers on the flying rings. His
fraternity is Alpha Delta Phi.
The other class officers are A. J.
Deeks, class odist, of Whitinsvilje,
Mass., a Zeta Psi; Gorham S. Robin-
son, class marshal, of Bangor, a Chi
Psi; Albert Francis Richmond, orator,
of Taunton, Mass.; Allan Rogers, of
Portland, a Chi Psi, and Chairman of
the Ivy Committee; and committee
members James P. Blunt, a Deke, of
Skowhegan; Donald F. Prince, a
Theta Delta Chi, of Portland, who
has been active in debating and lit-
erary circles; James C. Flint, a Beta,
of Chicopee Falls, Mass., retiring
track manager; and G. P. Carleton
of East Bridgewater, Mass., an
A.T.O.
Fraternity House Dances Tonight
To Be First Ivy Festivities
Eight of the eleven fraternities on
the campus will each give a dance to-
night at their respective chapter
houses with- orchestras brought to
Brunswick from far and near, while
Chi Psi has a dinner and dance in
Portland. Delta Kappa Epsilon and
Kappa Sigma will have their house
dances tomorrow night. Girls from
nearly everywhere will grace the
campus in the largest party of the
year.
All the fraternities have made ex-
tensive plans for the three day carni-
val. Alpha Delta Phi will start their
party with a dance tonight in the
chapter house for which Perley Stev-
ens' orchestra of Boston will, supply
the harmony. The hostesses will be
Mrs. H. A. Robbins of Portland and
Mrs. H. D. Lord of Saco. Friday will
again find them at Brunswick for Ivy
Day.
Alpha Tan Omega, Beta, and Chi Psi
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
will have music by the Georgians oi
Auburn, Maine, at their dance tonight
Tomorrow will be spent at Sprucewold
Lodge at Boothbay with another
dance in the evening with the same
orchestra. For the bouse dance the
hostesses will be: Mrs. Alfred O.
Gross, Mrs. Edward S. Hammond,
Miss Gertrude McGill, Mrs. Charles
Campbell, and Mrs. Florence Apple-
ton.
The Original White Cotton Pickers
will provide the music tonight for the
dance at the Beta Theta Pi house.
This fraternity will repeat the per-
formance tomorrow, again at the
chapter house.
Alpha Eta of Chi Psi will be some-
what original and will forsake the
Chi Psi Lodge for the Eastland Hotel
at Portland tonight, where Hughie
Watson's orchestra will create the
melody for the dinner and dance. To-
morrow they leave for an outing at
Cape Elizabeth. The chaperones for
the dance will be Dr. and Mrs. Man-
ton Copeland and Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Hatch.
Delta Kappa Epsilon and
Delta Upsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon is not follow-
ing the lead of the majority of the
Greek-letter societies and will not be-
gin their party until tomorrow night.
At that time Billy Loxier's orchestra
of Boston will provide music for the
foot-shuffling. The hostesses will be
Mrs. J. R. Blunt and Mrs. Fred R.
Kleibacker. After staying in Bruns-
wick all Friday, they will leave Sat-
urday for an afternoon and evening
at the Sprucewold at Boothbay,
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. "AND HE WORE THE BEST LOOKING THINGS" .
.
Naturally they'l say such things about your appearance at Ivy. Have yon attained that feeling of being dressed incon-
testably correct? You can if your dress clothes and accessories are sponsored by
®ljr -Rata* of Wahrff
CAPS AND GOWNS ... RENTAL OR SALE
Vol. LX. Wednesday, May 21, 1930. No. 6
Ivy
We are now engaged in celebrating Bowdoin's 56th Ivy Day.
We wish at this time to extend our welcome to all the guests of the
College, although we realize we may be I oit belated with our wish.
Bowdoin has always been noted for her social occasions, and this,
we feel, will measure up to the Ivies of the past. Ivy is easily our
biggest social event of the year, despite the sad fact that the
weather is frequently inclement, and offers to the visitor much of
interest with the Ivy Exercises, the baseball game and the grand
finale in the Gym Dance. We sincerely hope these will measure up
to the fine performances of last year and years previous. Ivy
Exercises have long been neglected— too long. Last week, in this
column, we called for a check-up on this part of the program. By
this, we did not mean to imply that we feel Ivy Exercises have no
place in the party; what we did mean is that they deserve the
whole-hearted support of the class interested, and only with such
support is their continuance justified. The class officers and the
committee have done their part, as always, to make these exercises
alive, and not the solemn rites of a past generation. Let us not
admit them to be an outgrown tradition.
Track
Although Bowdoin's third place at last Saturday's State Meet
was not due to unlucky "breaks" and was in fact about as much as
we could expect, the track team cannot be accused of failing in any
sense of the word. Coach and men both have worked hard through-
out the year, and Saturday's performance is definite proof of this
fact. This is no time for censure, but only praise. The team is a
decidedly strong machine, and with another year should be able to
give the teams of Maine and Bates a stiff battle for top honors,
which in late years have passed from their accustomed Brunswick
home into foreign climes. With graduation in June, we are to lose
a few men— men whose loss will be felt undoubtedly. Yet there
is much veteran material for Jack Magee's competent hands in the
coming season, and although we realize prophecies do not meet
with the approval of many of our contemporaries, we feel that we
can safeljr predict another year of improvement in track.
ences or command such a distin-
guished following.
For many years Miss Hersey con-
ducted a private school for girls on
Beacon Hill, one of the first and best
of its kind, and although she discon-
tinued it about 1900 its loyal gradu-
ates still maintain an association, pop-
ularly known as "Miss Hersey's
Girls", which is active in many good
causes. For the past 25 years Miss
Hersey has taught every Sunday
without fail—except in the summer
vacation season—the large and won-
derfully successful Bible class for
women at Trinity Church. At a re-
cent dinner' given in her honor by
the class, Dr. Sherrill, the newly
made Episcopal Bishop of Massachu-
setts, called her "the most useful and
best-loved woman in Boston".
When Bowdoin gave her an honor-
ary degree in 1921—largely through
the influence of the late Edward Stan-
wood who had long known her as a
valued editorial contributor to the
Youth's Companion—I heard one
alumnus say to another at the Com-
mencement dinner, "Of all the women
whom I know, Miss Hersey has far
the keenest and finest mind." And
the other promptly came back with,
"Yes, but why limit it to the wo-
men?" So much for our honorary
graduate of whom "little information
is to be found". Certain it is that not
one of the eight women given honor-
ary degrees by Bowdoin had better
earned the distinction, or has better
upheld the best traditions of the col-
lege.
Miss Hersey's father, a Bowdoin
graduate of 1853, was for half a cen-
tury a well beloved physician of Ox-
ford County. When he went to
Chicago in 1860 as a delegate to the
Republican convention that nominated
| Lincoln, his wife and daughter, then
! a child of only six, went with him,
j and Miss Hersey, who vividly recalls
looking down upon the epoch-making
sessions from the gallery of the Wig-
wam, is perhaps the last survivor of
air those who were present. She was
graduated from Vassar in 1876, the
youngest member of her class, and for
many years has maintained at that
college two scholarships of which sev-
eral Maine girls have had the bene-
fit.
JOHN CLAIR MINOT '96
But I disagree when he states that
the men with whom he lives are quite
original and fearlessly independent
in their thinking. Don't believe it, Mr.
Editor. And I disagree when he as-
sumes that Professor Crook crossed
swords with him. Being included in a
postscript can hardly be so inter-
preted. Before drawing one's sword,
one must postulate an opponent. No,
it seems that Brother Murphy will





Last Saturday noon, a group containing representatives of the
Alumni, Faculty and Student Bodies met as guests of the College
for an informal luncheon in the Moulton Union Cafeteria. The
guests were served at tables of four, at which sat at least one rep-
resentative of each of the three groups. During this meal, topics
of in'erfist to all three groups were discussed, many of which dealt
specifically with certain phases of college administration. This
luncheon was a new idea, first put into operation this year, but we
feel it served to afford a common ground Upon which three differ-
ing points of opinion could be brought into contact. We hope that
this interchange of ideaa will bring forth lasting results. We com-
pliment the Administration on this novel idea, and hope that this
Student-Faculty-Alumni Luncheon will be an annual affair.
The New Members of the Board
With this issue, certain men take their places for the first time
as members of the Orient Board. They have all been doing work
"behind the scenes", and it has been work of a type that deserves
much commendation. True, as various interested people have
pointed out, it has often merited much stringent criticism. We do
not deny it, but we do feel that these men have cooperated in a way
which is too often unusual in college journalistic circles.
We are at this time inaugurating a slight variation in the
Orient Board. The new Associate Editors are divided into two
main sub-groups, one to handle sports and the other to cover all
other news items that are of interest to Bowdoin men. One of
these six each week is to assume the duties of Copy Editor, and
thus the over-loaded Managing Editor will be relieved of some of
his work. The Copy Editor will at the same time be acquiring
more training in the intricacies of running a college newspaper—
a difficult, but NOT impossible job here at Bowdoin. The six men
have been retained, instead of the usual four, with the purpose of
distributing the work of the paper more evenly. The Department
Editors, created last year, have been dropped, as we feel that the






The writer of the interesting article
in the Orient, May 7, about the women
who have received honorary degrees
from Bowdoin made a statement that
rather startled us here in Boston
when he said, "little information is to
be found about Heloise E. Hersey**.
It is certain that few women have
been better known or held in higher
esteem here in Boston during the past
generation than Miss Hersey. Though
she is now more than 75, her intel-
lectual leadership remains such that
the announcement of a course of lec-
tures by her fills any hall which her
voice will fill. Not since the days
of Margaret Fuller, close to a cen-
tury ago, has Boston had a woman
who could draw such cultured audi-
To The Editor of The Orient:
When I heard that Brother Mur-
phy was to be answered in this issue
by certain members of the college, I
began immediately to consider defend-
ing him. Imagine my chagrin when,
after searching assiduously, I could
find no shred of evidence for his de
fence, no 'statement made by him
which did not call for contradiction,
scorn, or a loud horse-laugh. This
discovery made me very sad. So then
I considered again, and decided that
the least I could do would be point
out to Brother Murphy, via the same
medium which he employed, a few of
the reasons why his two communica-
tions have been met, in the quarters
which I frequent, with the aforesaid
contradiction, scorn, and loud horse-
laugh.
It is my impression that the recep-
tion of Brother Murphy's polemics has
been as it has because the larger part
of the students do not believe that:
1. Calling the Quill "cadaverous"
makes it so,
2. The Quill must be judged "by
the contributions of the student body",
3. This college newspaper ,has
chosen "an editorial policy which is
the opinion of a small group infected
with a puerile radicalism," or that it
listens "to the persuasions of any
single member of the faculty".
Since I have not yet attained to the
"whittled-down" mental stature of
Brother Murphy, which enables him
to "state what should be", I will give
my reasons for the above statements.
As for the first, no one will accept
any contentious statement without
supporting evidence; for the second,
if the students thought that the Quill
should be so adjudged, they would
contribute a sufficient amount of
material fit to print, for they can
do so; for the third, the Orient
Board has accepted Truth as an edi-
torial policy, concerning which ab-
straction Brother Murphy might
well study up a little; and the last
of his contentions is too absurd to
merit further comment, for I doubt if
there are any students left in col-
lege who can avoid the persuasions of
more than one faculty member, least
of all the students on the Orient
board.
The most unfortunate part of
Brother Murphy's excretion is his ref-
erence to Professor Crook. Now I
know that Professor Crook needs no
defense, any more than he needs or
possesses the "emissaries" with which
Brother Murphy credits him. But the
reference to him in the ex-*27 epistle
divulges a characteristic flaw in
Brother Murphy's personality. It is
this: He paid the debt to the Bbyer
Budget! If he believes the budget
to be bad, why does he knuckle to it,
Dean or no Dean? The conclusion is
too obvious; I cannot draw it, for to
me he is "Brother" Murphy.
In conclusion, he and I have agree-
ment and disagreement between us. I
agree with him when he says that he
has all he can do to take care of his
own soul's passage through the world.
I agree that merely because he is
"awfully boring and childishly naive",
we should not consider him a reform-
er. I agree that he is not a leader.
Communication
*After reading two of his bandying
communications, I have become fully
convinced that Mr. William Murphy
ex-'27 is insistently determined to
make an ass out of himself. This
proclivity seemed particularly ap-
parent in last week's Orient. Now
there's nothing wrong with a man
making an ass out of himself if he
wants to. If he doesn't mind it, I'm
sure the rest of the college doesn't.
Nothing has been said about his pre-
vious bombastic tirade for exactly
the identical reason he suggests con-
I cerning the Bowdoin vs. Bates edi-
i torial controversy; printing an answer
to such inane prattle places one on an
igominious level. But when would-be
communicators weave prevaricating
fabrications for a paper's readers, it
is high time that something shoultl
be said about such "windy nonsense".
I speak with particular reference to
the Quill.
The Board of Editors would like
to challenge Mr. Murphy's statement
that the "editor refused material be-
cause 'the Maine quota was filled
up*". The Editors defy Mr. Murphy
! to state explicitly and definitely (for
J
a change) just when any of the Edi-
tors refused to consider any contribu-
tions for the Quill of any nature what-
soever. As Mr. Murphy so astutely
pointed out, the Quill encounters
enough difficulty as it is to obtain
undergraduate material, much less be-
ing too disdainful to consider pos-
sible contributions.
Fresh from the staff of a big New
York Daily, Mr. Murphy should be
well acquainted with the fundamental
precept of journalism: Accuracy of
Facts. Perhaps that isn't included in
the first ten lessons. At any rate, he
leveals a promising affinity to the
profession in possessing that happy
faculty of misconstruing facts and re-
marks (often from indirect sources)
for his own ends—whatever they may
be!
And as for the Quill being gross-
ly unreadable, it is scarcely conceiv-
able that among 600 subscribers there
are even a very, very few who dis-
count $1.25 from their Yankee bank-
roll by refusing to scan one or two
pages of that wretched publication. It
has been the expressed hope of the
Board to elevate undergraduate stand-
ards of writing by offering them the
competitive incentive of more mature
and experienced writers, and at the
same time make the Quill more en-
joyable and readable to the under-
graduates and the Alumni as a whole.
But, alas, it appears that we have
failed miserably. Perhaps Mr. Mur-
phy, instead of crabbing in his con-
stant, indefatigable babble, would be
so kind as to put his talented pen to
paper and dash off a couple of those
lusciously charming little lyrics he
used to diffuse in the good old days,
when the Quill was in its right and
English majors didn't have to take a
major exam. But then I anticipate
with grave misgivings that such a
banal, puerile quarterly as the Quill
is certainly no medium forthe luminous
creative works of the talented Mr.
Murphy. How >we can 'adequately
sustain the loss is one of those many
perplexing problems with which the
Editors have to deal. I suppose the
Quill will have to writhe in its mire,
until another Mr. Murphy with the
affined propensities to the Mr. Mur-
phy shall metriculate through Bow-
doin and float the mired raft on the
tide of incomparable success. The
Board only regrets that Mr. Murphy
will not be with us next year (we
hope for his sake he will be gradu-
ated) to proffer us his well-known
helping hand. The Quill greatly ap-
preciates the invaluable, sympathetic,
unremunerative assistance he has so
generously rendered us and wish him
the best of luck in consequent and
similar philanthropic undertakings.
Incidentally, let us congratulate Mr.
Murphy on his bold and fearless con-
fession that he is an Irish Reformer,
although he modestly asserts he is
not a leader. That he is an Irishman,
he himself courageously admits. That
he is a Reformer must be inferred
from his own aggressive statement
that "Reformers are awfully boring
and childishly naive."
F. R. K-, Jr.
IVY DAY FIRST HELD IN THE
CLOSING YEAR OF CIVIL WAR
Ivy Day has been a customary
event of the college for many years.
As early as 1865 the Juniors cele-
brated their special day. On October
26th of that year the Junior class
planted an Ivy, probably, according to
Mr. Hatch's ."History of Bowdoin
College", at the chapel. At this oc-
casion an oration, poem, and ode
formed part of the exercises. There
were no other Ivy Days until 1874,
when the class of 1875 re-inaugurated
the idea, and since that time it has
been an annual custom, .held in the
spring instead of in the fall, as orig-
inally. In addition to the three origi-
nal parts, "Junior Honors"—continued
in various forms since then—were
conferred. The presentation of a
wooden spoon to the Popular Man of
the class has always been a part of
the ceremonies, and it is a real honor
to be the recipient. One of the early
odists was Robert E. Peary, '77, who
later achieved world-wide fame as the
discoverer of the North Pole.
Seniors' Last Chapel
Probably the most impressive part
of Ivy Day is the Seniors' Last
Chapel, when the graduating class
marches to the Chapel, where a brief
I service is held. Following this the
J
Seniors' march out in lock-step sing-
! ing Auld Lang Syne. The History re-
i marks on the touching quality of the
scene, recalling how "one Senior, a
big, hardy fellow, the very reverse of
a sentimentalist, was so overcome
that had he not been supported by his
companions he would actually have
fallen."
The revival of Ivy Day in the
seventies at first seemed likely to fail
and the custom to be discontinued,
but the contrary proved to be true.
It afforded the Orient of June 20,
1877 "great pleasure to note that 78"
had not overlooked "one of the most
pleasant and interesting customs of a
college course. The proposition of
Ivy Day seemed to be opposed, at
first, by almost every obstacle, and it
was only through the earnest en-
deavors of the class and its friends
that we were allowed to witness so
pleasing a spectacle." Besides the
presentation of the wooden spoon to
the popular man, a looking glass was
given the handsome man, a jackknife
the homely man, and a moustache
cup the man with the best moustache.
The 'dig* and ^ponyist' received a
spade and a horse respectively. The
Bowdoin Brass Quartette furnished
the music. ,S
Class Crew Races
At the Ivy exercises in 1879 "friends
of the class were present in large
numbers. Among the latter the fair
sex was largely in the majority, which
fact requires no comment of ours."
The "long-looked-for race" betweenthe
class crews was won by the Sopho-
mores. It was "the first race over
our own course in which three crews
have competed to the finish," says the
Mustard and Cress
We suppose that all the little girls
stood out on the railway platform with
colored lights Monday evening, and
welcomed the victorious athletes home
from a strenuous but pleasing contest.
(Bates STUDENT please copy).
The road to Portland is paved with
good intentions.
It is reported that sunset on South
Harpswell is beautiful, but Mustard
and Cress wasn't looking.
Orient of that time. A "select though
not very large company" was pres-
ent at the Ivy Hop that evening. "The
floor was graced by the presence of
young ladies from Portland, Bath, and
elsewhere."
The exercises of the next year
were a great success, in spite of a
shower that forced them to be held
in the chapel. The boat race, a cus-
tomary feature of those days, was
close and apparently very exciting.
The Sophomore shell won, and had
not Captain Reed's slide given out,
the record of the year before probably
would have fallen. Chandler's Six
furnished the music for the Ivy Hop,
this year the "company in attendance"'
being quite large, "including many
ladies from abroad. The dancing was
kept up until the *wee' hours, and all
expressed themselves as having an
'immense' time."
Ivy Attains Prominence
Thus the Ivy exercises came to
occupy a fixed place in the traditions
of the College. By 1884 the Orient
could say "The Ivy exercises are be-
ginning to attract nearly as much at-
tention as Commencement, filling an
important place in student life and
memories."
The crew race in 1884 between the
classes developed into a struggle be-
tween the Juniors and Freshmen,
which the former won. The Senior
material was working with the var-
sity, which defeated the Dirigos of
Portland that same day, and the
Sophomores were kept from the race
by the unwillingness of two of their
best men to row. Over thirty couples
participated in the Ivy Hop. It had
been expected to hold the affair in
the new Town hall but the structure
was not completed in time and old
Lemont Hall, had to be used again,
as in former years. Mr. Grimmer and
his seven, with their excellent music,
"did much to distract attention from
the surroundings. The costumes of
the ladies, as usual, were charming."
The company "separated in ample
time for breakfast."
Judging from contemporary ac-
counts in the Orient, each Ivy Day
has been a greater success than any
previous, with a larger and more
brilliant gathering than ever before.
Be that as it may, Ivy has come to
be one of Bowdoin's greatest events.
Compared with our houseparties of
the present day, with orchestras
drawn from all over the East, and
guests coming from many states,
these old festivities seem rather re-
mote and provincial but they served
to build up the tradition of Ivy—
a
happy tradition that has grown to be.
an integral part of Bowdoin. And so
for these three days, with exams just
around the corner, we participate in
Ivy in the same spirit that showed
itself in the days when Chandler's Six
or Glimmer's Seven played for the
ball in old Lemont Hall.
G. T. S.
FINAL EXAMINATIONS




History 4 English 2




Chemistry 8 French 4
English 26 French 6
German 12 French 16
History 14
Wednesday, June 4
Latin 4 Economics 8
Music 2 English 14
Physics 2 Latin 2
Physics 4 Sociology 2
Psychology 2
Thursday, June 5
Art 8 Economics 2






Education 2 Botany 1
Greek 6 Chemistry 6
Spanish 2 German 10
Spanish 4 Government 4




Chemistry 2 Chemistry 4




German 2 French 8
German 4 Greek 2
German 6 History 10
German 8 Mathematics 8
Philosophy 6
Tuesday, June 10




Art 2 History 6
English 22 Latin 8
Mineralogy 1 Philosophy 8
Thursday, June 12
English 18 Government 8a




Gustav Amaun—The legacy of Sun
Yatsen
B. H. Liddell Hart—Sherman, sol-
dier, realist, American
Denis T. Lynch—Epoch and a man;
Martin Van Buren and his times
Philipp Scheidemann—The making
of New Germany, 2 vol.
(Sir) Cecil Spring Rice—The let-
ters and friendships of Sir C. S. R; a
record, 2 vol.









Philip W. Wilson—Wm. Pitt, the
younger
Roy Chapman Andrews—On the





David Cecil—The stricken deer, or
the life- of Cowper.
Gustave Flaubert—Three tales
Kunt Hamsun—Hunger
Alain Rene Lesage—The adventures




John Corbin—The unknown Wash-
ington
Percy Bysshe Shelley—Lost letters
to Harriet A
Benj. Disraeli Beacousfield—The
letters of Disraeli to Lady Chester-
field and Lady Bradford, 2 vol.




Paxton, Hibben—The peerless lead-
er; Wm. Jennings Bryan
Don Carlos Seitz—Under the black
flag
George R. S. Taylor—English
political portraits of the 19th cen-
tury
Paul Wiegler—William the first
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
ffTHE CRITICAL YEAR
by Professor Beale, on sale May 22
READ DOUGLAS FOSDICK
in The June American Magazine, out May 20
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
DR.KARL REIUND GIVES
SUNDAY CHAPEL TALK
Speaker Discusses the Importance of
Self Discipline in the Life of a Man
and Urges Combat with Opposing
Forces.
SPEECH IMPRESSIVE
- Sunday, May 18, Dr. Karl Rei-
land, rector of St. George's Church
in New York City, delivered a short
address in chapel in which he dwelt
upon the forces opposing each man
and the results of resisting them. He
applied his talk particularly to col-
lege men.
He based his talk upon the biblical
sentence, "And the Canaanite -was
then in the land". Though this ap-
pears irrelevant to the college man,
Dr. Reiland showed that it can be
very closely related to all life. Learn
to overcome opposing forces, he said,
and you will be successful.
In the twelfth chapter of Genesis,
in the sixth verse, we find a sentence
which at first appears unimportant,
but in truth has a great importance,
said the speaker. It is "And the
Canaanite was then in the land". God
had called Abraham to "a paradise on
earth", but when the tribe reached
the promised land, a fierce race, the
Canaanites, resisted their intrusion.
Since Abraham had to battle against
them, it was a long time before the
promise of God was made good.
The Canaanite in Life
There is a similar occurrence in life.
Everyone is being called to "life".
When we are limited by the discipline
of our parents at home, we wish that
we were away from home, in school.
When we get in college, we find our-
selves still bound by various restric-
tions. But here besides having ex-
ternal discipline, we begin to build up
a self-discipline. After college we be-
gin to think of marriage. However,
even a wife is a "Canaanite" for she
has a certain opposition and discipline
which controls us. Even in a man's
work is this generality true, for as
one receives advancement and promo-
tion in one's work, so do the respon-
sibilities of the position weigh upon
us.
Resistance and Success
Some people are unstable and indif-
ferent to the world around them. They
must learn not to run away from dis-
cipline, for at we overcome these op-
posing forces, either external or self-
Noontained, we become greater and
stronger. Combat the Canaanite and
you will be a success, was the speak-
er's closing remark.
Dr. Reiland has had much experi-
ence, both in study and in preaching
and is well-known everywhere for his
religious work. He is a graduate of
Trinity College as well as of several
other divinity schools and has re-
ceived honorary degrees from other
colleges. He has been the pastor of
St. Andrew's Church in Yonkers and
Trinity Church in Wethersfield, Con-
necticut, as well as the assistant rec-
tor at Grace Church in New York
City. His reputation as a speaker was
supported by Bowdoin students who
heard his address. Speaking straight-
forwardly, with a simple yet powerful
address, he was thoroughly enjoyed
and admired.
House Dances
(Continued from Page I)
where there will be another dance.
Music at the dance tonight at the
Delta Upsilon house will be furnished
by the popular broadcasting orches-
tra, the Jersey Jic-Jacs of Lawrence,
Massachusetts. Having played for this
fraternity twice before this year, the
orchestra is expected to repeat its
past successes. The chaperones will
be Mrs. Joseph Stetson and Mrs. Her-
bert Brown, both of Brunswick, and
Mrs. Eugene K. Bramhall of Water-
town, Mass. Tomorrow the fraternity
and its guests will travel to Poland
Spring where a second dance with the
IVY HOUSE PARTY GUESTS
ALPHA DELTA FBI
Lois Groeman. New York City.
Sophoniaba Tucker. New Orleans, La.
Mathilda Clifford, Portland.
Mary Smith, Montreal, Canada.
Elisabeth Jonston. Portland.
Helen Colder. Stanford. Va.
Margaret Hlnes, Lewtston.
Betty Dow, Chicago. III.
Myrtle Alard, Lewiaton.
Janet Forman, Jersey City, N. <L
Margaret Beaman, Portland.
Wilma Bryant. Portland.
Baroness Von Hohenlowe, Potsdam, Ger.
Matilda White. Cambridge, Mass.
Margaret Nichols, Salem. Mass.
Elizabeth Lombard. Arlington. Mass.




Eleanor Thomas. Brookline, Mass.
Marguerite Mansfield. Danvers, Mass.
Marion Hanlon, Danvera. Mass.
Mary Sewall, Old Town.
Corris Hume, Portland.
Helen Small. Dexter.
Virginia Keef». Milton. Mass.
Dorothy Devorak. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Eleanor Rice, Middleton. Mass.
Mannret Wengren, Portland.
Isabel Ward. Orange. N. J.
Muriel Johnson. Portland.
Virginia Wilcox, Augusta.




Priscilla Perkins, Salem, Mass.
Jean Wiggers. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Elizabeth Wilson, Upper Montclair, N. J.
Esther Spear, Portland.
Edwina Worcester. Belmont. Mass.
Sylvia Stuart. Danvers, Mass.
Jane Crewes. Brookline, Mass.
Barbara Ellis. Wollaston, Mass.






Elizabeth Lutz. Montclair. N. J.
Lucille Cook, Wollaston, Mass.
Eleanor Hall. Worcester. Mass.







Virginia S. Palmer, Lewielpn.
Florence L. Phillips. Aubarn.
Mrs. Katherlne F. Clay. Waterville.
Catherine Horn. Findlay. Ohio.
Dorothy L. Jonea, Arlington, Mass.
Nancy C. Kimball. Hartford, Conn.
Hope Adams. Augusta.





Elizabeth Stratton. Milwaukee. Wis.
Dorothea Borden. Providence. R. I.
Elizabeth Kimball. Pittsfield.
Mary Helaon. Falmouth Foreside.
Frances Kinsman. Augusta.
Elsbeth Renter. Milwaukee. Wis.
Caroline Little. Portland.
Gwin Bacon. Boston. Mass.
THETA DELTA CHI
Rosemary Terhune, Wollaston, Mass.
Clara Roller, Kingsport, Tenn.
Dorothy Pennell. Portland.
Gertrude Quinby. Medford. Mass.
Rita Vaughan, Belmont. Mass.






Dorothy Young, Worcester, Mass.
Ruth Paxon. Portland.
Helen Westaway. Hamilton. Ont.
Catherine Calderwood. Westbrook Sem.
Catherine Mead. Bangor.
Charlotte Crosby. Brookline. Mass.
Katherine Halloway. Portland.
Ruth Davis. Portland
Ruth Sherry. Troy. N. Y.
DELTA UPSILON
Dorothy E. Fowler, Worcester, Mass.
Margaret Walsh, Portland.
Irma M. Illingworth. Worcester, Mass.
Rachel R. Bell. Worcester, Mass.
Vera Swif\. Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
Elsie Bennett. Brunswick.
Lucille G. Forsythe. Montclair, N. J.
Janet P. Morgan, Germantown, Pa.
Mary Doughty. Yarmouth.
Cynthia Holdsworth. Nashville. Tenn.
Betty Mitchell. Hingham. Mass.
Alice Mitchell. Cleveland. Ohio.
Nancy Thayer^Greenwich. Conn.
Mary Monahan. Exeter. N. H.
Elsie Haller, Lawrence. Mass.
Betty Seaman. Brookline. Mass.
Martha Bloom, Palmyra, N. Y.
Betty Turner. Melrose. Mass.
Catherine Weild. Troy. N. Y.
Phyllis Richardson. Brunswick.
Mildred Somers, Lynn, Masa.
Marjorie Alters. Philadelphia. Penn.
Doris Anderson, Brunswick.
Florence) Castamin, Trenton, N. J.
Persia Hathaway. Lexington, Mass.
Marion Timbie, West Newton. Mass.
Edith Johnson, Petersburg. Va.
Barbara Welsh. Lynn. Masa.
Elizabeth Tinkham. Hingham. Mass.
Mildred Schiair. Bridgewater, Mass.
Mina Tower. North Adams, Mass. /
ZETA PSI
Joan Crawford, Bangor.
Mary Jane Dretz, Cleveland. Ohio.
Sally Arnold. Cleveland. Ohio.
Janet Evans. Ridley Park. Penn.
Marjorie Lord. Framingham, Mass.
Anne Lord. Auburn.
Nancy Wright, Dallas. Texas.
Bernadette Parody, Portland.
Ruth Milton, Augusta. '
Faith Corry. Augusta.
Dorothy Ralston. Seal Harbor.
Eleanor W. Gordon. Concord. Mass.
Lois G. Appleton. Dublin. N. H.
Virginia Rand. Pawturket, R. I.
Effie L. Knowlton. Westbrook.
Antoinette Meech, Middletown. Conn.
Anne Hayes. Portland.
Natalie Brown. Westbrook Seminary.
Marguerite Demeritt. Dover-Foxcroft.
KAPPA SIGMA
Adele Hopkins, Boston, Mass.
Marion Tyler. Lowell. Mass.
May White. Denver. Colo.






Frances Mann. Woodsville. N. H.
Druzilla Powel. Arlington. N. J.
Marion Nottaue. West Medford. Mass.
Clara Gray. Brooklyn. N. Y.
June Clough. Portland.
Helen Nieschlag. New Rochelle. N. Y.
Dora Rattenburg. Connecticut.
BETA THETA PI
Maxine Blake, Somerville. Mass.
Barbara Kimball. Maiden. Mass.
Elizabeth Newcomb. Philadelphia. Penn.
Peg Elms. Auburn.
Virginia Gifford. Hartford. Conn
Caroline Crosby. Brookline, Mass.
Deborah Brooks. Taunton. Mass.
Dorothy Martin. Brunswick.
Pauline Davenport, Braintree, Mass.
Ruth Pearson. Newton. Mass.
Eleanor Hopkins. Taunton. Mass.
Myrtice Richardson. Melrose. Mass.
Constance Brewer, Belmont, Maaa.
Helen Glasier. Portland.
Mary Miller. Wakefield. Mass.






Cynthia Newman, Port Washington, L.I.
Virginia Lutz, Montclair, N. J.
Virginia McFarland. New York City.
Gertrude Mack. Sands Point, L. I.
Jean Smith. Rockland.
Floria Canfield. Norton. Mass.
Betty Taylor. Presque Isle.
Elizabeth Rogers, Springfield. Mass.
Carolyn Hall. Sharon. Mass.
Elizabeth Cobb, Florida.
Sally Braman, Portland.
Constance Killam, Marblehead. Mass.
Katherine Mayo. Lynn. Mass.
Arline Goshen, Lewiston.
Mary Walker, Portland.
Frances Lux. Philadelphia, Penn.
Edwina Morgulis, Lincoln, Neb.
Barbara Dickerman. Ayer. Mass.
Genevieve Minuth. Portland.
Ellen Stetson, Lewiston.
Betty Emerson, Methuen, Mas*.
Hope Kennard, Northampton, Mass.
Edith Boericke. Philadelphia, Penn.






Louise Milliken. Arlington, Mass.
Delia Nelson, Brookline, Mass.
Marion Jones. Hanover, N. H.
Betty Coffin. Portage.
Laura Stewart. Newtonville, Mass.
Eleanor Riley. Brunswick.
Althea Baldwin, Lexington, Mass.
Margaret Walker, Farmington.
Sally SuttiH. Bridgewater. Mass.
Margery Witherell. Northampton. Mass.
Mary Sutherland. Portland.
Marjorie Shepherdson. Beverly. Mass.
Gladys Flint. Portland.
Eleanor Frost. Brunswick.






Betty Morgon. Somerville. N. J.
Ruth Sherburne, Montreal, Canada.
same orchestra will be held.
Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu, and
Psi Upsilon
At the Alpha Rho chapter of Kappa
Sigma, the Ivy party will not begin
until tomorrow night. At that time
music for the house dance will be
furnished by Clyde Longee and his
band, f The chaperones will be: Mr.
and Mrs. C. H. Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd W. Bartlett, and Mr. and Mrs.
Donovan D. Lancaster. Saturday the
chapter will have an outing at Sebago
Lake.
Sigma Nu will hold its chapterdance
Ton m his m*e wmsuebs-
4ND IT WAS
"Lucinda, my lore, I knew 70a would be true. Tie I . . .
Jack DeUnrere!"
your own
"Jack," replied Lucinda blushing prettily, "must I confess? I
nixed yon front the first That honey-smooth voice . . . those golden
tones . .
.
that perfect throat-ease can belong only to a man who smokes
OLD GOLDS. You wag . . . you thought to confuse me, but nay! The
mild and mellow queen-leaf tobacco sets its OLD GOLD mark upon
you as sterling upon silver. There's not a bark in a billion.'*
OLD GOLD
FASTEST CROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY
NOTA COUGH IN A CARLOAD
1 Listtn tm . . . OLD GOLD-PAUL WHITBMAN HOUR, every Tuesday, 9 P. M., B«ttra Tim
tonight with the harmony provided
by Billy Murphy and his Royal
| Arcadians. There will be a dance to-
i
morrow night at Migis Lodge on Lake
! Sebago. Music here will be by Don
Morey and his Atlantic City orchestra.
At the dance tonight Bert Low-
!
from the Statler Hotel will supply
I
the music for the Psi Upsilon frater-
j nity while the patronesses will be Mrs.
' Thomas Martin of Cambridge, Mass.,
|and Mrs. E. M. Fuller of Brooklyn,
N. Y. Tomorrow they will visit the
i Sebasco Country Club.
Theta Delta Chi and Zeta Psi
Theta Delta Chi will hold its chap-
ter dance tonight with music by
Charley Boulanger's Georgia Melo-
dians. Tomorrow there will be a dance
for the members and guests at Win-
throp. Mrs. Walter M. Brown of
Newburyport and Mrs. Gordon
Bridges of Brunswick will be the
hostesses.
The dance at the Zeta Psi house to-
night will be under the influence of
syncopation employed by Hood's
Merrymakers of Portland. Thursday
will be spent at Harpswell. Mr. and
Mrs. Rust and Mr. and Mrs. Chal-
mers will be the chaperones.
College Election
(Continued from nag* t)
to 1926.
Eugene Lesley Bodge, 1897, anoth-
er candidate for the same office, has
been a practising attorney in Port-
land since 1900. He was at one time
a member of the faculty of the Bow-
doin Medical School. From 1926 to
1929 he served on the Alumni Council.
Another nominee, Philip Owen Coffin,
1903, of Washington, D. C, is vice-
president of the Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone Company.
Other Nominees Interested in Bowdoin
John Henry Joy, 1912, is actively
engaged in real estate business in
Boston. He has served as secretary
and president of the Bowdoin Club of
that city and has held several offices
in the alumni association of Boston.
He is also a member of the Athletic
Council.
Leon Brooks Leavitt, 1899, another
candidate for overseer, is a prominent
banker in New York. For the past
six years he has served as a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors of the
Alumni Fund. Donald Francis Snow,
1901, the sixth nominee for the office,
has been a practising lawyer in Ban-
Sr and is now a member of Congress
mi the Fourth District of Maine.
Mr. Snow has been a member of the
Alumni Council and the Athletic
Council. In 1901 he published "Tales
of Bowdoin" with John C. Minot "96.
Alumni Council and Directors of the
Alumni Fond
Four men will be chosen for the
Alumni Council from the following
twelve candidates:
Lester Adams '07, Hebron
Joseph B. Drummond '07, Portland
Don J. Edwards '16, Newton High-
lands, Mass.
George E. Fogg '02, Portland
Roscoe H. Hupper '07, New York
City
Edward C. Moran, Jr., '17, Rock-
land
Donald W. Philbrick '17, Portland
Richard H. Stubbs '98, Augusta
Elmer E. Tufts '18, Providence,
R. I.
John P. Vose "22, Bangor
Hanson H. Webster '99, Newton
Center, Mass.
Roliston G. Woodbury "22, New
York City
From the following nine names, the
alumni will select three for the office
of Director of the Alumni Fund:
Philip F. Chapman '06, Portland
James A. Dunn '16, Boston, Mass.
E. Curtis Matthews, Jr., '10, Ports-
mouth, N. H.
Carleton P. Merrill *96, Skowhe-
gan
William P. Newman '10, Bangor
Sumner T. Pike 'IS, New York City
James E. Rhodes, 2nd, *97, Hart-
ford, Conn.
A. Stroud Rodick '02, Bar Harbor
Thomas C. White '03, Lewiston
Communication
May 14, 1930
To the Editor of the* Orient:
Dear Sir:
I find it necessary to reply to the
communication by Mr. W. A. Murphy
which appeared in today's Orient in-
sofar as it related to the Quill lest
there be some who believed the ridic-
ulous charge he made against me.
Mr. Murphy stated that I had said
that I had rejected some material be-
cause "the Maine quota was filled".
This quotation I deny as a malicious
invention, entirely unmotivated as far
as I can ascertain. At no time while
I have been, in office has material been
rejected for other than the legiti-
mate reasons of lack of quality or
timeliness or lack of space. We have
not been so flooded by material this
year that we have had to resort to
state "quotas".
If Mr. Murphy wishes to criticize the
Quill let him do so on grounds that
have their bases in fact, not fiction,
even though his methods are in vogue




We thought the world was getting
better until President Sills read his list
of the so-many greatest Americans.
But we settled that some time ago,
don't you remember? Besides, what
does a New Yorker know about fish-
ing?
Where, but in Brunswick, could a
notice asking students to refrain from
going to fires ahead of the chemical
and hook-and-ladder be received in a
serious way ? After this students will
please call at the fire station and tote
along a section of hose.
.
Several men have discovered that
Gil Bias is a picaresque novel, and
some of them knew it.
Thomas A. Curtis, better known as
Diogenes," first came to Brunswick
i in July, 1841, bringing with him a
small "picture show" through the use
of which he had been making a pre-
!
carious living. Apparently pleased
with life in the college town, he un-
dertook odd jobs of cleaning and
|
pressing clothes, and gradually be-
: came a more or less official Janitor
I
at the College. He was employed by
;
the administration to build and care
for fires in recitation rooms and per-
formed this same service for many
undergraduates who could afford to
pay him for the work.
Throughout his years in Brunswick
i
no one ever learned from him the
! facts of his earlier life, although it
seemed evident that he had once
moved in a social and intellectual
plane considerably higher than that
on which his Brunswick acquaintances
I saw him.
Soon after his arrival in town he
: built for himself a little house, still
! standing, and there he lived for some
twenty-five years. Personally untidy
and all too fond of Irish whiskey, he
was a true lover of books and had a
remarkable taste in choosing them.
Hundreds of these, carefully boxed,
were piled high in the very center of
his little shack and he was always
glad to exhibit them to his student
friends. It was his greatest pride
that he would some day bequeath
them to the College library and with
this in mind he annually solicited from
each Freshman the sum of twenty-
five cents to be used for purchasing
additions to the collection. A strict
account of these donations was care-
fully kept in a notebook, still to be
seen in Brunswick, and it is evident
(Continued on pace 4)
STATEMENT OP THE OWNERSHIP. MAN-
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC, RE-QUIRED RT THE ACT OP CONGRESS OP
AUGUST 34, HIS.
Of The Bowdoin Orient, published weakly dur-




of Cumberland . as.
Refore me. a Notary Public in and for
the State and Cvunty aforesaid, personally ap-
peared Artine Artinian. who, having been
duly sworn according to law. depose and says
that he la the rairaie. manager of the Bow-
doin Orient and that the following la. to the
beat of his knowledge and belief, a true state-
ment of the ownership, management (and If
a daily paper, the circulation), etc, of the
aforesaid pdblleaUon for the date shown In
the above caption, required by the Act of
Annas* 14. lilt, embodied Is aeetion 411. Pos-
tal Lawn and RagnlsTluaa. printed on the
n i una of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addressss of the







Editor. Paul A. Walker. Brunswick. Maine.
SJannslngj Editors.
Philip C. Ahem. Brunswick. Maine.
George T. SewmlL
Business Manager, Artine Artinian.
S. That tan owner la
lishlng Company, of which Artine Artinian
is Manager, and Wilmot B. Mitchell. Thomas
C. Van Chrre. Paul A. Walker, and Artine
Artinian are Directors.








but alao. in caaee where the
eeeurity holder appea rs upon the banks of the.
company aa trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corpora*
tion for whom such trustee is acting, la given
:
alao that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief aa to the circumstances and condi-
tions under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stork and secur-
ities In a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person. assncilaUnn, or
corporation has any Interest direct or Indi-
rect in the said stork, bonds, or other securi-
ties than as so stated by him.
ARTINE ARTINIAN.
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
13th day of May. 19S0.
WILLIAM K HALL
(Seal)
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Charles P. Davis, Registrar
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• on the screen -
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Monday-Tuesday • May 26-27
HIGH SOCIETY BLUES
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANT1QVTTY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. • - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
SHOTS FROM STATE MEET
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popnlsr Sheet Mask and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
Btried Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds east of Portland.





Latent College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10
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Cor. Maine and Dnnlap Stream
Telephone Brunswick No. t
(Continued tram page 1)
leadins; Foster by a foot and Chap-
man by two as they went past the
grandstand.
The Maine flyer slightly increased
his lead as they rounded the turn
and for a while seemed destined to
win. Foster and Chapman closed up
almost imperceptibly and as the three
came into the stretch they were
inches apart. With the finish in sight
Foster cut out to pass Tolman and
allowed Chapman to come up even.
From the grandstand it seemed as
though Sid had challenged the Bates
star to fight it out in the dash to the
tape. Anyway, the latter had no
sooner moved up when Foster called
upon his reserve in a beautiful sprint
which carried him ahead of the other
two to victory.
Galbraith Beaten in Hammer
The third upset of the afternoon
came in the hammer when Del Gal-
braith failed to reach his peak in any
of his throws, five of them being de-
clared fouls, and took a third place.
Lunt of Colby won the event with a
throw of 146 feet, 5-8 inches and Phil
Chapman added three points to Che
White score with his toss of 146. feet,
9 7-8 inches. Lunt's mark is some
eight feet under the throws that Gal-
braith has been getting off in prac-
tise, but the little competition in
which the White sophomore has par-
ticipated probably accounts for his
failure.
Maine cleaned up in the other
weight events, Webber putting the
shot 43 feet, one inch and Ashworth
taking the javelin with a throw of
181 feet, two inches. Treworgy's sec-
ond in the javelin and Lunt's hammer
victory were the sole points scored by
Colby.
Next to Foster's great win, the
Bowdoin rooters' greatest chance to
cheer came in the high hurdles when
Stanwood, McLaughlin, and Jenkins
finished in that order. Stanwood and
McLaughlin were expected to be in
I front of the timber toppers but Jen-
kins surprised many when he nosed
out Fisher of Bates. McLaughlin came
back to win the low hurdles rather
easily with Fisher nosing out Stan-
wood for second place.
Emerson Stymiest of the Pale Blue
ruled supreme in the 100 and 220
dashes. Stymiest and O'Connor who
took firsts in both the high and broad
jumps were the only double winners
of the day. Though tired from his
440 race, Sid Foster somehow came
from last place as they passed the
grandstand to take a third in the 220
with Knox, Bates colored flash, in sec-
ond position.
The half mile proved to be merely i
an exhibition of the Bates two mile
relay team with Lind, Chapman, and
Cole, finishing in that order. Another i
Bates man was behind these three to
complete the rout.
Dill of Bates vaulted 11 feet, four'
inches for
1
a victory in the pole vault.
Bowdoin copped two and two-thirds
'
points in this event when Appleton i
and Williams tied for second with|
Wescott of Maine.
On the whole, the showing of Jack
!
Magee's men was most encouraging.
The White trackmen scored more
j
points than any Bowdoin team since
:
the end of the Bowdoin reign in 1927.
|
Sid Foster's win of course was the
brightest light and the hurdle supe-
riority of the White also was gratify-
ing. The greatest weakness seems to
be in the 880, mile and two mile. The
weight events also failed to produce
many points for the Polar Bear. If
Jack Magee can develop some point
winners in these events Bowdoin
seems due to assume her old thrown
at the head of Maine track circles.
Incidentally, it might be noted that
of the 53 1-3 points scored by Maine
at least 30 will be lost by graduation.
FINAL EVENTS'
100 Yard Dash
Won by Stymiest, Maine; second,
White, Maine; third, Knox, Bates.
Time, 10 seconds.
Mile Run
Won by C. Viles, Bates; second,
Lindsay, Maine; third, Hayes, Bow-
doin. Time, 4.22 3-5.
$<:&!^y.<AiW<>i^^&i^-i:&?&-y.
Above: Bowdoin Flyers Sweeping High Hurdles.
Below : Sid Foster Beating Chapman to the Tape in the Quarter.
Colby Game
(Continued from p*gm 1)
passed ball scored the Colby outfielder,
then Morrill threw another ball
high, wide, and handsome for a sec-
end run, Klusick scoring.
Colby put across its winning run
to Hedderig, doubling Ricker who was
racing from third to home.
The outstanding play of the after-
noon occurred in the fifth when Rick-
er galloped in from center to catch





























who cater to fraternity trade
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
tSOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Hairenttiag
Near Campos - »«» Expert Barbers
440 Yard Dash
Won by Foster, Bowdoin; second,
Chapman, Bates; third, Tolman,
Maine. Time, 50 2-5.
120 Yard High Hurdles
Won by Stanwood, Bowdoin; sec-
ond, McLaughlin, Bowdoin; third,
Jenkins, Bowdoin. Time, 15 4-5.
880 Yard Run
Won by Lind, Bates; second Chap-
man, Bates; third, Cole, Bates. Time,
1.58.
220 Yard Dash
Won by Stymiest, Maine; second,
Knox, Bates; third, Foster, Bowdoin.
Time, 22 seconds.
Two Mile Run
Won by Richardson, Maine; second,
Whitten, Bates; third, Gunning,
Maine. Time, 9.35 4-5 (new record).
220 Yard Low Hurdles
Won by McLaughlin, Bowdoin;
second, Fisher, Bates; third, Stanwood,
Bowdoin. Time, 24 4-5 seconds.
Pole Vault
Won by Dill, Bates; second, tie
among Appleton and Williams of
Bowdoin and Wescott, Maine. Win-
ning vault, 11 feet, four inches.
High Jump
Won by O'Connor, Maine; second,
Stanwood, Bowdoin; third, Cuozzo,
Maine. Winning jump, five feet, 10
inches.
Shot Put
Won by Webber, Maine; second,
Gorham, Bates; third, Gowell, Maine.
Winning put, 43 feet, one inch.
Broad Jump
Won by O'Connor, Maine; second,
Soule, Bowdoin; third, Knox, Bates.
Winning jump, 22 feet, 5 7-8 inches.
Hammer Throw
Won by Lunt, Colby; second, Chap-
man, Bowdoin; third, Galbraith, Bow-
doin. Winning throw, 146 feet, 5 1-8
inches.
Javelin Throw
Won by Ashworth, Maine; second,
Treworgy, Colby; third, Jensen, Maine.
Winning throw, 181- feet, two inches.
Discus Throw
Won by Gowell, Maine; second,
Houle, Bates; third, Curtis, Maine.
Winning throw, 157 feet, two inches
(new record).
Point Summary
Ba Bo. C M
One Mile Run 6 3
440 Yd. Dash 3 5 1
100 Yd. Dash 1 8
120 Yd. H. Hurdles 9
880 Yd. Run 9
220 Yd. Dash 3 1 5
Two Mile Run 3 6
220 Y. Low Hurd. . . 3 6
High Jump 3 6
Shot Put 3 6
Broad Jump 1 3 5
Hammer Throw ... 4 5
Pole Vault 5 2H VA
Javelin Throw 3 6
Discus Throw 3 6
Totals 40 3&* 3 8 5S lA
GOLF TEAM DRAWS
ONE AND WINS THREE
Mullin Wins AH His Matches Against
Worcester Tech, M. I. T., and
Holy Cross
Totals 32 4 6 27 10 3
Bowdoin
ab r bh po a e
Ricker, cf 5 2 4
Whittier, ss 5 1 2 1 1
Dwyer, c 2 1 1 4 2
Urban, If 5 1 2 3
Chalmers, 2b 4 4 2
Shute, rf 4 2 1
McKown, 3b 4 2 1
Crimmins, lb 4 8
Morrill, p 2 2




jQgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Sriflk Smttyra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
Quill Story
Totals 37 3 9 27 10 2
Continued from Pase 1
ist for this paper. He has written
several travelogues on his experiences
in that country, and one of these, "En
Flanant a Constantinople" is in the
Quill. The travelogue is rather
lengthy and in printing it the edi-
tors are trying a new and novel
scheme. The travelogue is to be
broken up into smaller parts and
printed in the original French. It is
hoped that this article will be favor-
ably received by the public as it is
short and none of the French is diffi-
cult to translate.
Maurice Graves '27, who is now em-
!
ployed in a bank at Chicago, has
•
I written a story "Bang Bang, Illinois".
01
1
This is very humorous, Tight, and
1 lively and interesting to read. Another
| interesting contribution will be two
| letters, hitherto unpublished, by Pro-
1 feasor Henry Johnson, who was for
I
j
more than forty years a member of
| the Bowdoin Faculty. Mr. Johnson
•
,
was Professor of the Romance Lan-
I
I
guages and was a very loveable and
delightful figure on the campus for
many years. He was rather dis-
TENNIS
The weather man put a stop to
the State Tennis matches which were
scheduled for last week, and neces-
sitated another postponement. At
present Manager Obear is trying to
arrange to have the matches next
week starting Monday, the 26th. This
date is acceptable to the Colby team,'
but as yet the Bates team has not
replied so it is not known whether
they can play then or not The Uni-
versity of Maine has not entered a
team to compete for the State Title.
If it is not possible for Bates, Colby,
and Bowdoin to play on this date, it
may be necessary to abandon the
championship matches for this year
because there isnt much time before
As the Orient goes to press , the
Bowdoin golf team has won three
matches and drawn the other. Two
matches remain in the New England
trip. A skirmish with Tufts at the
Unicorn, Stoneham and the final with
Brown, at the Agawan Hunt Club
links in Providence.
The matches with Worcester Poly-
technic Institute and M.I.T. were by
6-0 scores while the Holy Cross en-
counter was a tie. Dick Mullin, No.
1 man, has won all the matches he
has taken part in, both singles and
doubles. Dillenbeck and De Meyer
with 76 and 77 respectively were the
low scorers of the Tech clash.
The Worcester match:
Singles—Mullin, Bowdoin, defeated
Capt-. Gill, Worcester Tech. 4 and 2;
De Meyer, Bowdoin, defeated Boyle,
Worcester Tech., 2 up; Dillenbeck,
Bowdoin, defeated Heald, Worcester
Tech., 4 and 2; Capt. Deston, Bowdoin,
defeated Peterson, Worcester Tech., 5
and 4.
Doubles—Mullin and De Meyer,
Bowdoin, defeated Gill and Boyle,
Worcester Tech., 2 and 1; Dillenbeck
and Deston, Bowdoin, defeated Heald
and Peterson, Worcester Tech., 4 and
3.
The Holy Cross match:
Mullin, Bowdoin, defeated Doyle,
Holy Cross, 3 and 1.
Fay, Holy Cross, defeated be
Meyer, Bowdoin, 3 and 2. >
Dillenbeck, Bowdoin, defeated
Baxter, Holy Cross, 4 and 2.
Mayer, Holy Cross, defeated Des-
ton, Bowdoin, 2 and 1.
Mullin and De Meyer, Bowdoin, de-
feated Doyle and Fay, Holy Cross, 3
and 2.
Baxter and Mayer, Holy Cross, de-
feated Deston and Dillenbeck, Bow-
doin, 4 and 2.
The M.I.T. match:
Twosomes—R. C. Mullin defeated
Richard Yates, 3 and 1; John De
Meyer defeated Furside, 6 and 5; A.
O. Dillenbeck defeated Churchill, 7
and 5; Ray Deston defeated William
Wood, 7 and 6.
Foursomes—Mullin and De Meyer
defeated Yates and Furside, 4 and 3;
Dillenbeck and Deston defeated
Churchill and Wood, 7 and 5.
2.05.
Interfraternitv Games
£°lbv 9HO-0100 0—4 tinguished as a writer and translated
Bowdoin .... 10000100 1—3 Dante's "Divina Comedia" and pub-
-
Two base hits, Dwyer, Shute 2. Ushed several other noteworthy lit-
Stolen bases, Lovett, Deetjen. Sacri- erary works. There is an aviation ar-
fices, Roberts, Ferguson. Double plays, tide by Marion L. L. Short '32 of
Roberts to Hedderig to Donovan, which the title is "Wings Over Bos-
Ricker to Dwyer to McKown. Base on ton: A Fledgling's Diary". Mr. Short
balls, off Morrill 4, off Roberts 3. very recently secured his pilot's li-
Struck out, by Morrill 2, by Stiles 1, cense and his article is a very fascinat-
by Roberts 8. Wild pitches, Morrill 4. ing account in diary form of his ex-
Passed balls, Dwyer, Hedderig. Hit periences and feelings during his firstby pitcher, by Stiles (Deetjen). Urn- hours of flying. There are also two
pires, Gibson and McDonough. Time, short stories, "The Hammock", a
rustic tale whose source is the nearby
town of Freeport, and "Two Beers",
a psychological study. There are sev-
eral poems which will include the
As the interfraternity baseball Commencement Poem, "Reunion", a
schedule draws to a close the T.D. s°nnet and a ballad. The final con-
outfit is still favored to cop the cham- tribution is "Excerpts from an Un-
pionship. They sailed through the dergraduate Notebook". It is a very
Deke team with little trouble and will interesting series of notes which
probably continue to be out front. were jotted down by the writer
There are two games left to be played, in tne. classroom in moments of in-
which will not be played until after spiration or in whimsical wanderings
Ivy. The T.D. and A.T.O. will bat- of his mind during a lecture.
tie some time shortly after Ivy and " "
—
the winner will meet the champion writer listens to the remarks about
of League B for the championship oi h»™ he wonders whether the "national
the college. All games which were 8»™e" » slipping as it's said or it is
just because the fans are so far
removed from a superior brand of
ball that they lose interest in the in-
tricacies of the game.
scheduled for last week were rained
out.
Although it is difficult to pick it
winner beforehand, the T.D. team
may be expected to win the champion-
ship again this year. They have a
strong hard hitting outfit which usu
There, were three exceptional ex-
hibitions in the State Meet. Foster's
the college will be plunged into final
examinations and graduation exer-
cises when it will be practically im-
possible for the men on the teams to
take the time to play. Bowdoin's ten-
nis season will be ended May 28 when
they play Bates at Brunswick in an
exhibition match.
Season Thus Far
The tennis season thus far has not
been very successful, as the team met
with disaster at every step in the
southern trip of two weeks ago. In
order to rectify these matches the
team must come through and win the
State Championship again. However,
the team) has been greatlyhandicapped
all the season because of the lit-
tle opportunity to practice. The day
courts have been very. soft and all
practice has had to be confined to the
single cement court. In spite of little
practice Bowdoin should be able to
defeat Bates and Colby. The White
team has several experienced men and
the southern trip brought them
against some strong teams.
ally hits in a pinch. McCreery, who performance in the 440 was the finest
will probaby do the pitching for them, race as far as interest went. Chap-
is the equal of any other pitcher in man was all doped to ^n this event
the League. Not much is known but Foster crossed things up by do-
about the A.T.O. except that they are^ng the extraordinary and beating the
strong in batting. However, they mayf Bates ace by a half foot,do the unusual and turn back the TJJu
, , , ,
Gowell's heave of the discus was
eleven feet better than that done at
the Yale-Princeton meet on Saturday.
In a few years if he continues throw-
ing the plate something ought to be
heard from him but now he is a
Senior at Maine and therefore will
have to throw under different colors.
team. The odds between the Chi Psi
and the Non-Fraternity outfits are
about even with the Chi Psi team hav-
ing a slight edge.
Sportsman's Pen
The State Series now hangs in the
balance. Although Bowdoin has shown
herself to be superior in the early
games of the Series, the question
whether she can stand up under the
weight of previous victories, is yet
to be proved The Polar Bears would
be looked upon with derision if they
fall through now, for who dares to
question their superiority.
! ! ! !
Mr. Hedderig, the Colby catcher,
seems to be the essence of all that is
smart. The clever chatter and fre-
quent crabbing, as well as the grand-
stand act of using Ricker's cap to
dust off the plate are charming ex-
amples of this.
! ! ! !
Luke Urban takes a swing at the
ball that is always worth watching.
There is no question that he is the
most natural batter in the stall. When
the ball comes floating up he steps
into it and aits with an even hori-
sontal swing. This of course, counts
for the very few ly balls he hits.
! ! ! !
If Urban is par excellence at bat,
Ricker is the leader as a fielder.
When an opponent lofts a fly to cen-
ter, the crowd is sure of an out The
way he catches those fly balls reminds
one of Flagstead, former Boston out-
fielder, who roved all over the park
with the ease and grace of a deer.
! ! ! !
It is surprising what ignorance the
baseball crowds display. When the
I
The pace Richardson set in the two
mile run was bewildering to say the
least. The time of 9:35 is exceptional
no matter what the competition may
be. This record will stand for some
years to come.
j ; ; j
Maine will lose three of its best
men by graduation this year. Captain
Gowell, weight thrower, Richardson,
two miler, and Stymiest, dash man,
sll will depart from the Pale Blue.
Diogenes
(Continued turn Pun S)
that the whole undertaking was car-
ried on with a real seriousness of
purpose.
On the 30th of April, 1868, "Diog-
enes" died, probably at an sge of over
90 years. The funeral services were
conducted by President Harris, on
whom the old man had called each
year with great ceremony to receive
the order on the College Treasurer
entitling him to his pay as janitor.
Today there are to be found in the
College library several hundred aging
volumes, each bearing the label "From
the Library of Thomas A. Curtis".
The old man had successfully built
himself a memorial, building it gradu-
ally and unobtrusively, through reg-
ular additions to his fond, none of
them causing hardship to the donors,
and yet all ilgnhVsnt of a sincere in-
terest in the purpose for which they
were intended.
21
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Fletcher Henderson Caps Garnet Utterly Swamps
Climax at Gala Polar Bear in Dull
Ivv Ball Exhibition
LARGE ATTENDANCE WHITE PITCHING WEAK
Outings at Scattered Points Prove
Eminently Successful as Weather
Continues Fair
Bowdoin's Standing in State Series
Suffers Another Bad Setback
Pluvius forebore and Ivy festivities .
flourished. For the first time in many
years rain failed to curtail house
party plans and imprison fair guests
'
in the fraternity domicles. In spite
,
of the inadequate apology for a moon
the stars shone in gem-like abundance
each night and (rave way to the most I
striking sunrises ever witnessed by
!
Bowdoin house partiers.
Decidedly the feature of the entire
|
program of events was Fletcher Hen-
derson and his orchestra who brought
to the Ivy Ball of Friday night the
most potent assortment of syncopa-
tion that ever quivered the crannies
of Sargent Gymnasium. As the eve-
ning progressed and dancers became
increasingly applausive and enthusi-
astic the colored artists from the
heart of Harlem cut loose with that
savage brand of jungle jazz as «only
the negro can. The clever dancing and
singing of several members of the
band attracted many from the dance
floor to cluster about the orchestra
platform in avid appreciation. Hen-
derson sat unmoved at the piano and
j
serenely surveyed his aggregation as i
they exacted round after round of ap- ',
plause from the onlookers. His team-
mates, however, mindful of the un-
bounded spirit of the occasion con-
1
tributed their best and the result was j
the most tepid music that ever rang
out over the Bowdoin campus.
With the exception of Delta Kappa !
Epsilon, Kappa Sigma, and Chi Psi,
who held a dinner dance at the East-
land Hotel in Portland, festivities
!
commenced Wednesday evening with j
dinner and formal dances. All the
afternoon girls were flocking to
|
Brunswick by motor and by train with ,
the majority electing the former mode]
of travel. When dusk was falling
'
Bowdoin was graced by nearly three
hundred girls and cluttered with twice
;
as many automobiles.
• The usual fare at the fraternities |
was relegated to remote memory when
• elaborate dinner was served on beau- ,
tifully garnished tables. House dances
;
got under way about ten o'clock and j
continued through until four. The
unusual weather permitted extensive
visiting from house to house.
(Continued on page 2)
In a rather shiftless, worthless
game the Bowdoin ball team suffered
another setback on Ivy Day when the
Bates nine who have met with little
success on the diamond thus far this
season walloped a 15-5 win out of
the backsliding Polar Bears. The
pitching of the White was far below
par. Stiles and Morrell allowed
fourteen hits and threw four wild
pitches to complete the ineffective-
ness. Bates ran wild on the bases.
Murphy collected two and Cascadden
three. Much of the heavy scoring on
the part of the Garnet was assisted
by the twelve bases on balls. As a
result of the game Bowdoin now




Maine 5 3 .625
Colby 4 3 .571
Bowdoin 4 4 .500
Bates 1 4 .200
(Figures correct to Tuesday)







Little-Known Bowdoin Song is In-
cluded Among Several College
Songs Discussed
An appreciative audience was pres-
ent at the Moulton Union last evening
to hear Gunther Wilmsen, German
student, deliver a lecture on the folk
songs of his native country. Wilmsen
rendered several of the better known
German songs accompanying himself
on a guitar. r
Before entering upon his program
of songs, Wilmsen. tTBfWSVd to faff*
audience the development and gradual
decline of the German Youth Move-
ment which was so influential in re-
viving and popularizing these ancient
folk songs. Mr. Wilmsen explained
the aims and principles of the move-
ment, telling of desires to express
ideals of life in a more simple mode
of living than that of the city dweller.
The disciples of this sect wandered
through their native country and then
through Europe so that in their rustic,
carefree life it was only natural that
they should revive the songs sung by
their earliest ancestors centuries be-
fore.
Among the folk songs rendered by
Mr. Wilmsen were "The Birds of
Passage," "The Saga of the King's
Two Children," "Spinning Song,"
"Brother and Sister," "The Red Hus-
sars," "Pagan War Song," "Ballad of
the Merman," and "Song of the
Peasants' Revolution."
The Student Council last Monday
night drew up plans for a new hon-
orary organization which will take
over the duty of looking out for visit-
ing teams, a task which has received
little attention at Bowdoin. The new
society will take the name of the
White Key, and will be composed of
men from the Junior Class. The pres-
ent Sophomore organization will con-
tinue under the old title of Vigilantes,
or another if it sees fit, and will be
restricted in scope to carrying on su-
pervision of Freshman activities. Its
membership will consist of one man
from each fraternity and the non-
fraternity group as under the present
system of the White Key.
The entertaining of visitors to our
campus is an important duty, and one
which has never been given sufficient
planning or organization at Bowdoin.
Other colleges have successfully in-
stituted Key societies, and these
groups have created favorable rela-
tions among the various colleges and
universities who come in contact with
one another during the year.
Membership
The proposed White Key will be
composed of twenty members from
the Junior Class, divided as follows:
Appointed by the Student Council:
Two Junior assistant managers of
Football.
The Junior managers of Hockey,
Track, and Baseball.
Three class officers (Elected in
Sophomore Year).
Two from the Musical Clubs.
Two from the Publications.
One from Dramatics.
One from Debating.
The above members will be selected
by the council acting with suggestions
from the various organizations in the
(Continued on pace 2)
With Abundance of Young Material
Bowdoin Should Regain
Old Supremacy
SIX MEMBERS OF '31
ELECTED TO IBIS
FOR COMING YEAR
The following is taken verbatim
from the May NEW YORKER from
the column by "Pop", "Popular Sheet
Music"—subheaded: "Alma Mater
Suddenly Goes Tin Pan Alley":
I am told that the popularity of
the University of Maine "Stein Song"
this spring may tend to swell the
matriculation at the academy which
generated it. It has also influenced
our commercial producers of arias,
for there is a flood of quasi-martial
melody sweeping Tin Pan Alley. A
diverting parody has arrived
—
"The
Mug Song" which is recommended as
a counter irritant.
Almost simultaneously with the
bachanale from Maine came "Anchors
Aweigh", one of the official songs of
the Naval Academy. Whereas the
"Stein Song" is not too adroitly
wrought, "Anchors Aweigh" is pa-
tently an expert job. It is almost the
only collegiate fabrication that is free
of gush. Play practically any so-
called marching or football song in
slow tempo, and a canto amoroso
comes crawling at you.
Whether the exploration of college
soncbooks will stop with Maine and
Annapolis I do not know. In past
years, the tribute to the Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi has entered into non-
fraternal company, and once upon a
time Frank Crummit discovered on a
campus (wasn't it Ohio State?)
"Sweet Lady." Nevertheless, the busi-
ness ought not to be hemmed in by-
Maine and Annapolis. A search
through the "International Collegiate
Songbook," a singularly useful publi-
cation, suggests not a few possibil-
ities for exnloitation.
"Top" offers a list of seven col-
lege songs with a descriptive note on




Bradbury Prize Won by Negative








am not in favor of this plan
*
Tuesday night, May 20, the annual
Bradbury Prize Speaking Contest was
held in the Lounge Room of the Mout-
'
ton Union. A team consisting of Al-
'
bert S. Davis, Jr., Frederick E. Mor-
row, Donald F. Prince won the debate.
The prize is twenty dollars to each
man on the winning team, ten dollars
to each man on the losing team, and a
bonus of fifteen dollars to the best
speaker on either team.
The question was: Resolved, That
the Rollins System of Education is
preferable to that at Bowdoin. The
winning team upheld the negative
side, and the team consisting of James
C. Flint, George P. Towle, and L. Car-
ter Lee argued for the affirmative.
On the affirmative side Jim Flint was
the first speaker. He gave an intro-
duction and tried to point out where
the present system was unsatisfac-
tory. Towle, the second speaker for
the affirmative, explained the merits
of the Rollins system. Perhaps it
should be pointed out that there was
attempt to compare the merits of the
two colleges, Bowdoin and Rollins, but
the question at stake was concerned
entirely with whether the Conference
system such as is in use at Rollins
was more successful than the lecture
system that we use here at Bowdoin.
Mr. Lee, the final speaker of the af-
firmative, explained the aims of the
two systems, and to a certain extent
he tried to point out what an ideal
plan would be. As the burden of proof
rested with the affirmative side the
negative resorted mainly to rebutting
the arguments of their opponents
which they did quite successfully. L.
Carter Lee was the best speaker of
the evening and won the fifteen dol-
lars bonus, and Mr. Davis was the best
speaker for the winning team. There
did. not seem to be a great deal of in-
terest taken in the contest as the en-
tire audience consisted of the two time
keepers and the judges of the debate.
,
Honorary Society Chooses Artinian,
Jenkins, Smyth, Snider, Pinkham,
and Walker
Six members of the Class of 1931
were recently elected to membership
in Ibis, the only local honorary society
at Bowdoin. The men selected were
John L. Snider, Paul A. Walker, Ar-
tine Artinian, Hawthorne L. Smyth,
Albert E. Jenkins, and Stanley D.
Pinkham.
The other four Juniors who com-
plete the society are Arthur L. Crim-
mins, Robert S. Ecke, Donald F.
Prince and James B. Colton, 2nd. At
a recent meeting Ecke was elected
president for the coming year and
Prince named as secretary-treasurer.
Ibis was founded in 1903 as a senior
honorary society and up to this year
the members were picked mostly on
their literary ability. By the policy
adopted by the outgoing Seniors, the
members of Ibis are now chosen ac-
cording to their leadership in the dif-
ferent campus activities.
Robert S. Ecke was a member of this
year's varsity football squad and is
well known on the campus. Prince is
editor-in-chief of the Bugle and was
chosen as a member of the Ivy Day
committee. He has been prominent in
forensic activities and is assistant
manager of the Debating Council.
Arthur L. Crimmins received the
wooden spoon emblematic of his elec-
tion as Popular Man and is a member of
the varsity football and baseball
squads. He is on the Dean's List and
is a member of the Chapel committee.
Colton was captain of the gym team
this year and has been prominent in
literary activities. Snider was a man-
aging editor of the Orient this year
and will be managing editor of the
Alumnus next year. Walker recently
was elected as editor-in-chief of the
Orient and was on the debating team
this year. Artinian will be the man-
( Continued on page 4)
CLASSICAL CLUB HAS
BANQUET AT EAGLE
JkWith the taking of fifth place at
ifftrinology Field last Saturday after-
noon, Jack Magee's 1930 track squad
brought its season to a close. It has
been a period of slow recuperation
from the defeats of the last two years,
and of building up the machine which
was shattered in '28 and "29 by the
graduation of one of the most bril-
liant collections of track men ever
brought together at a small college.
With the addition of fresh material
from the lower classes, and the sensa-
tional development of some of the run-
ners and weight men he already had,
Coach Magee can sit back with a sat-
isfied grin and wait for what's coming.
"We have a team of Sophomores, a
yqwig team," he finally said at a re-
cent interview. "With such com-
petitors as Del Galbraith, Charley
Stanwood, Gatchell, Dan Johnson, and
Thistlewaite having two years of
competition before them, we can begin
to make the wheels go 'round again.
Though the present freshman class is
relatively weak in track, it has sev-
eral outstanding men. McLaughlin,
of course, is one find, and Hickok,
Haskell and Briggs will hold up their
end of the scoring in a year or so."
Though a few entries have been
made at the I. C. 4A meet next week,
plans for actual competition are
doubtful. Galbraith and Chapman
may compete in the hammer, and Fos-
ter in the four-forty. Stanwood is al-
ways a possibility in the hurdles,
where he took five points on Saturday.
It is probable, though, that Magee will
lay his men off for the rest of the
spring from actual competition.
k may be of some interest for
White track fans to sum up just where
the strength of Bowdoin in state
meets will come next year. To begin
with, she will be supreme in the hur-
dles. Unless something is seriously
wrong with every time indication this
season, sixteen points would not be
too much to hope for when the clans
gather in the state meet once again.
Galbraith can submerge anybody left
in the state next season at the ham-
mer, as he decisively proved at the
New Englands in getting rid of Lunt
of Colby without too much trouble.
Then there is Dan Johnson. A point
here and there in the weights, except
Oi The javelin, where Bowdoin is no-
toriously weak, and we come to the
footwork again. Foster will go places
in the four-forty. Ossie Chapman is
out of the way in the half-mile, but
long strings of eight-eighty men, and
good ones, are eternally bobbing in
and out of the Garnet's stronghold.
A lot of things depend on Thistlewaite
and Cobb, with their middle-distance
playmates, in the next year or so.
Usher will develop further in the







Errors at Critical Moments Bowdoin's Little Cluster
Count Heavily
DWYER WJURED
Desperate Ninth Inning Rally Falls
Barely Short of Victory w
Takes Thirteen Points
For Fifth Place
The Bowdoin Polar Bear slid back
into the doldrums once again on Tues-
day, May 20, and took the second suc-
cessive defeat when Maine slashed a
4-8 decision over the White at Pickard
Field in a game overloaded with er-
rors, due in part to the inclement
weather. Maine committed two er-
rors while Bowdoin doubled that
amount. The White's miscues came at
a time when Maine was pressing the
battle stiffly and, therefore, were some-
what responsible for the final out-
come. The pitching was steady, Per-
kins having the edge with eleven
strikeouts to Souther's two.
In the ninth the White suffered a
severe turn of fate when Sonny
Dwyer, stepping out to catch a flying
foul off Palmer's bat with his bare
hand, badly injured it. Several stitches
were required to close the wound,
which will put the Bowdoin catcher
out of the game for the rest of the
season. Jake Smith will no doubt
handle the pitchers from now on.
Bowdoin started the scoring in the
third with a- run and held the lead till
the sixth when the Pale Blue pushed
one run across to knot the count. Most
of the scoring, however, took place in
the ninth. Maine scored three runs
on a walk, two errors, one by Bell
and another by Shute, and three hits.
Bowdoin came back with a vengeance
but fell short. Smith walked. Urban
hit a long triple, which he stretched
into a home run when the catcher
failed to get him at the plate. The
rally lost all its promise when Chal-
mers, who had been passed, was
caught asleep off first. Shute and
McKown then failed in their attempt
to bring home victory as the game
ended.
COMPETITION KEEN
Foster, Usher, Stanwood, Chapman,
and Galbraith Win Places as Polar







Festivities will be Interspersed with
Vsrious Activites of More Se-
rious Nature
On Monday evening, May 26, the
Bowdoin Classical Club held its an-
nual banquet at Hotel Eagle.
After the banquet the club proceed-
ed with the election of officers for
next year. James B. Colton, 2nd, was
elected to the presidency, Hawthorne
Smyth was chosen vice-president, Ar-
thur J. Deeks, secretary, and Artino
Artinian, treasurer.
According to the custom of this so-
ciety shingles were presented to the
Senior members. Next year will be
the 25th anniversary. A celebration
is being planned which will be com-




As we go to press the news comes
in that Arthur O. Dillenbeck, Jr., '31,
has been elected captain-manager of
the golf team for next year. Dillen-
beck has been a reliable player on the
team since his first year, and seems
to be the logical man to lead it next
year. Bowdoin's golf record this year
is the brightest spot of the whole
sports chronicle, and we only hope
that it will continue as good.
With the closing of final examina-
tions on June fourteenth, the college
gives itself over to the observation
of Commencement Week. In place of
undergraduates, alumni of every class
will be coming back to fill the campus,
and college officials will hold their
meetings and conferences throughout
the week. An unusually interesting
series of events has been scheduled.
On Sunday, June fifteenth, Presi-
dent Sills will deliver the annual Bac-
calaureate Sermon in the College
Church at five o'clock. The next day
will witness Jhe Alexander Prize
Speaking finals in Memorial Hall,
during the evening, when nine con-
testants will compete for the twenty-
fifth renewal of the award.
Tuesday will chiefly be marked by
the class day exercises under the
Thorndike Oak, in the afternoon. That
evening the Senior Ball will be held
in the gymnasium. Of more impor-
tance are the meetings of the Trustees
at Hubbard Hall, in the Classical
Room, and of the Overseers, in the
Lecture Room.
Wednesday morning finds the
Alumni Council meeting in Massachu-
setts Hall at eight-thirty. Two hours
later 1910 and 1915 will stage an in-
door baseball game on the Delta, and
at half-past eleven Phi Beta Kappa,
Alpha Chapter of Maine, will meet in
the Alumni Reading room for its an-
nual elections. The annual meeting
of the alumni association takes place
at one-thirty, preceded by a buffet
luncheon in the Union. At the same
time there will be a luncheon for the
Society of Bowdoin Women.
Later in the afternoon Professor
Edward Hames Wass will present an
organ recital in the chapel. At three
o'clock the directors of the alumni
fund meet in Massachusetts Hall, and
at four-thirty a band concert will
start on the campus. President and
Mrs. Sills will receive on the terrace
of the Moulton Union after four. The
day will be capped by the out-door
presentation of Romeo and Juliet by
the Masque and Gown, under the di-
rection of Professor Charles H. Gray.
The Commencement Exercises
proper begin on Thursday with an
organ recital by Professor Wass in
the chapel. Half an hour later comes
graduation, followed by the Com-
mencement Dinner in the gymnasium
and a buffet lunch at the Union.
Tuesday evening, a week ago, three
Juniors engaged in the annual Stan-
ley Plummer Prize Speaking Contest.
Established by a gift from Stanley
Plummer, of the class of 1867, it was
first competed for in 1919. The terms
of the contest leave it open only to en-
tries from the Junior class, who shall
deliver an original oration of some fif-
teen minutes' length.
Held as a part of the English Six
Thursday evening class this year, the
competition was decided by the vote
of two judges and of the audience.
First place was awarded unanimously
to Paul Walker, for his discussion of
the place of religion in a college man's
life. Second prize was awarded to
Donald Prince, who spoke on branch
banking, and honorable mention taken
by James Flint, who also discussed
religion in college. The orations, pre-
pared and rehearsed under the direc-
tion of Ralph de Someri Childs, of the
English Department, were carefully
worded and excellently delivered. Too
much credit cannot be given to Mr.
Childs for the time which he has de-
voted to extra-curricular forensics
this year.
For the fourth consecutive year, led
this time by stocky Earl Gowell, the
University of Maine has gathered in
the New England track and field
championship. Last Saturday after-
noon a little group of wearers of the
pale blue, just half a dozen in num-
ber, proceeded to run fourteen other
teams at Cambridge off their legs and
into the bush in one of the closest
finishes that has ever been seen at
these games. Twenty-six and one-half
points gave Maine a two and one-half
point lead over Northeastern. Holy
Cross, crippled by the loss for the
time being of Jimmy Daley, was third,
and two more points down the list;
while Bates fought it out to the bit-
ter end for a fourth place and twenty
tallies.
Bowdoin was fifth, and a praise-
worthy fifth, considering the loss of
Johnson and Coach Magee's wise de-
cision to save MacLaughlin for his
Senior year. Taking a first in no
event, but piling up points in the hur-
dles and hammer, the White raked in
thirteen points. Stanwood doubled in
the hurdles, Usher ran one of the
fastest miles of his life for a fourth,
and Foster got another in the quarter.
In the hammer Chapman and Del
Galbraith buried Lunt of Colby some
four feet under to take second and
third behind Flanagan, the Holy
Cross strong man of the year.
Records Slashed Twice
Record-breaking began at the trials
on Friday, when Geoffsrton of New
Hampshire heaved the javelin up into
the wind for a new record by an inch
or so. His mark went with a flourish
on the next day when Forsberg
from Northeastern slammed the stick
out one handled and eighty-eight feet
or so. Ossie Chapman broke another
record in his usual fashion when he
ran the half in one-fifty-four and two-
fifths to take three fifths of a sec-
ond off of the mark set by Leness of
M. I. T. back in 1925.
Gowell failed to better Duke
Charles' old discus record, falling
some ten feet short of the one hun-
dred fifty-seven feet that he did at
Whittier Field a week ago. Richard-
son and Lindsay, joint holders of the
national cross-country record, jogged
home ahead of Whitten for what
looked like a dead heat in the two-
mile. After some consultation the
judges gave Richardson the five
points and his teammate a second.
O'Connor Takes Jumps
It was Charley O'Connor, though,




In Ivy Oration Calls it One of
Greatest Needs of World
Today
To Get Opinion on White Key Plan
The following men will conduct
straw ballots in their houses to-
night on the proposed White Key
plan and will please report the re-
sults to Bob Thayer:
,
Alpha Delta Phi, H. M. Davis,
Jr.; Alpha Tau Omega, P. A. Walk-
er; Beta Theta Pi, H. B. Thayer,
Jr.; Chi Psi, Weston Rankin; Delta
Kappa Epsilon, B. B. Whitcomb;
Delta Upsilon, Philip Blodgett;
Kappa Sigma, E. W. Lancaster;
Psi Upsilon, O. S. Pettingill, Jr.;
Sigma Nu, Ray Jensen; Theta
Delta Chi, H. P. Chapman, Jr.;
Zeta Psi, H. V. Stiles; Non-Frater-
nity, Robert Maynard.
The Ivy Oration was delivered by
Albert F. Richmond, who spoke on I
a prevailing evil in "A Warning!
Against Religious Intolerance". His
j
address follows in full:
Fortunately or unfortunately I '
have been chosen the class orator.
Fortunately if I can remember the
\
oration and unfortunately if I can't.
If what I have to say is pleasing to
some but displeasing to others, I hope
at least that it may be of^interest to
all. In choosing a subject for this
;
oration, my chief aim was to get
something that would not be senti-
mental, for I couldn't conceive of the
Junior Class itself in any such mood
on this occasion. While it is true
that many of us up here may just at
present look a bit serious and solemn,
I hope you will realize that it is only
temporary and that appearances do
not reveal the whole truth. And this
is supposedly the reason why once
a newly engaged couple, in order to
avoid any future conflicts after mar-
riage, agreed to be frank with each
other in all things. After they had
discussed a great many important
things in detail, the young lady final-
ly said, "Dear, there's one thing
more that I have never told you, but
I want you to know it now. I am a
somnambulist." "Aw! is that all," 1
said the young man. "Don't let that
worry you at all, Mary, because af-
,
ter we're married you can go to your
church and I'll go to mine."
One of the greatest needs that men
have today is tolerance. The many
aspects of life clearly reveal this need,
i
(Continued on pave 2)
A QUESTION TO THE
GRADUATING CLASS
As the Seniors leave Bowdoin this
spring they are leaving behind them
all the multitude of college activities
in which they have taken part for the
last four years. It is you of the
graduating class to whom this para-
graph is addressed. When you leave
us do you intend to cut all ties with
Bowdoin, or will you make some at-
tempt to keep in touch with the College
and with the old crowd ?
The latter, we hope. Now there are
just two ways of doing this—first, by
carrying on an extensive and time-
consuming correspondence, and sec-
ond, by reading the Orient or Alum-
nus, or both. Why not let them help
keep old times fresh in you{ minds?
It's much simpler.
The Bowdoin Publishing Co.,
Moulton Union, Brunswick, Me.
Gentlemen
:




Bill me next fall at the address
below; I shall then remit and ad-
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Ivy
This year's Ivy Day and attendant festivities seem to have been
voted a complete success, to judge from the comment heard during
party. The much-berated Ivy Day Exercises were fairly well
attended, and were very enjoyable. It is only to be regretted that
more of the Student Body and Faculty were not present, particu-
larly, the Juniors themselves. We wish again to congratulate the
committee and the class officers on the program provided. We
hope that this year's exercises, following upon last year's excellent
program, will do much to restore the exercises of Ivy JDay to their
former prominent place among Bowdoin traditions, from which
many feared they were slipping. Traditions, in this age, seem
destined to oblivion. Yet it is well that we keep certain of these
"outworn, empty ceremonies" to remind us of the Bowdoin that
was, of the times when our fathers attended college, of a day
which, though perhaps slower than today, was none the less alive
and fascinating.
of it was that it had an excellent sit-
uation with people confronted with a
problem loaded with drama,' but that
I had let go of it. He advised me to
work it out and polish it off. Thjs, I
did. When I came back to the cam-
pus this year, I reread the play and
liked it more than ever. I decided to
give it to the Quill.
"I can't use it," Mr. Fosdick said,
"the Maine quota is already filled."
"O, you have geographical quotas,
do you?"
"I want you to write a book re-
view," Mr. Fosdick said.
"I can't write book reviews—well,
I'll do 'Farewell to Arms' for you, but
I don't think an awful lot of that
book."
I didn't write the book review. I
didn't have the time.
After my letter about the unread-
able Quill appeared in the Orient, Mr.
Fosdick told me that he did not say
"Maine"; he said "main". He meant
the main quota. I accepted his ex-
planation and apologized for misquot-
ing, yet he turned around and
wrote a letter in which he accuses me
of being dishonest.
As for the two constant communi-
cators, one can't say much. I asked
Mr. Colton if he understood the
rhetorical device of irony. He assured
me he did. I accepted his explana-
tion, for he is Brother Colton to me.
I then asked him why he—in view of
the fact that he understands what
irony is—wilfully misquoted me and
knowingly distorted my letter. His
only defense was: "Well we had to get
you." I understand Mr. Colton teaches
Sunday School, and that Mr. Klei-
backer defends the Christian Religion
editorially in the Quill.
William Murphy ex-'27.
College Songs
(Continued from Page 1)
each. Bowdoin's little song "Forward
the White" is included among "Yea
Alabama!", "Lord Geoffrey Amherst".
"Fight for the Glory of Carnegie",
"Fordham Marching Song", "The
Panther (U. of Pittsburgh)," and "Oh!
Fairest Alma Mater (Smith College)".
The explanatory paragraph on
"Forward the White" says: "In slow
tempo this croons' magnificently, even
if the words are the usual business
about doing and daring."
Although the Bowdoin jmdergrad-
uate body has not the slightest de-
sire to have their song popularized in
the manner that the beloved Rudy
Vallee has made the "Stein Song"
familiar from coast to coast it does
seem as if "Forward the White"
ought to be more appreciated within
the campus portals. That it is a fine,
free-swinging composition which
merits more recognition cannot be
denied. Why, then, should it not be
commonly and whole heartedly
adopted? Here is a well-known critic
of present day music classing it with
the best of the college songs. Once
again—why not pay some attention to
this excellent heritage?
Used Books Bought
by John S. Phillips of the Phillips
Book Store - Cambridge, Mass.
Thursday, May 29 only, at Room 19
North Winthrop
This is an opportunity to sell all your books that
you are now through with
Ivy Party
The New Englands
Bowdoin placed fifth. Considering our past record, we cannot
exactly rise and cheer at this, but we can be and are proud of Jack
Magee's work with this year's track squad. We have fine pros-
pects for the coming year, with the great majority of our men re-
turning in the fall. We should be able to climb higher, and we
most assuredly will. In a few years, Bowdoin should be well up
in the van, where she belongs. And meanwhile, let us be patient
and appreciative.
Student Council
Student Council elections are being held today. Probably by
the time the Orient reaches its readers, they will have been com-
pleted. It is therefore somewhat of a fulsome gesture to plead for
an election free from fraternity "politics", or more politely put,
"prejudices". We hope that this election has been run with this
element at the minimum. Of course, in a fraternity college such as
Bowdoin, no election can be exactly "lily-white" in this respect, for
no man is free from a certain sense of obligation to vote for his
fraternity brother. It is for this reason among others that we
feel that the Student Council is not a representative body. It is
rather a sort of honorary position for the leading men, usually
athletes (though not always), in the College. Lately it has not
functioned as much of anything except a sounding board for the
administration, a sort of rubber stamp, as it were, on which the
opinions and wishes of this body are impressed. It is time we had
a reorganization, time we elected a Student Council that would be
representative, and as in other colleges, have the strength and
breadth to represent the opinions of the Student Body at large.
It would seem advisable to have at least one man from every fra-
ternity, and one from the non-fraternity group on the Council,
.
and also to have a certain number of men elected "at large".
Thus the Student Council would be as a body, both representative
and honorary; it would be more than just a duty to serve on it,
for the honorary phase would still exist, not perhaps as promi-
nent as before, but then, Bowdoin has enough honorary societies
that exist, if one can apply that word, merely as rewards of merit.
Let us make the Student Council graduate from such a position to
one of influence and importance.
, White Key
Continued from Page 1
spring of the Sophomore year.
Elected by Junior Class
In the fall of the Junior year the
above fourteen will nominate twelve
Juniors from which group six will be
chosen by the class.
In the event of over-lapping mem-
bership in the first fourteen, i.e.
should a class officer be a manager,
the number of members at large will
vary accordingly to fill the quota af
twenty. In this case the number nom-
inated will be double the nunfber
necessary for completion.
Officers
The officers shall be a president,
vice-president, and secretary-treasur-
er. The vice president shall serve as
corresponding secretary-. The officers
shall be elected from the eleven rep-
resentatives of the various organiza-
tions by the first fourteen immediate-
ly after selection in the spring of the
Sophomore year.
Track Prospects
(Continued from Page I I
mile. Sewall has the makings of a
strong distance man, and his easy
stride should carry him along in the
two-mile with Lavender when Rich-
ardson and Lindsay of Maine are gone
\
for good. Whitten of Bates will ere
j
ate trouble there, however.
Then come the jumps, about as safe '
a matter to prophesy on as the mean
average rainfall of Kalamazoo. John-
son, if his injured leg comes back to
form, and all indications point to that
at present, is going to go out in front
|
in the broad-jump and stay there,
j
Briggs has the stuff to make another
good man in the event, and Stanwood
and McLaughlin may try their hand
at it. As for the high-jump,.Stanwood
seems again to be the bully boy with
the glass eye.
Yes, Bowdoin has a young team, a
fighting team, and a team that's going
to come back and nail the flag to the
masthead and ring the chapel bell as
it used to be rung. Be seeing you in
thirty-one. ] "
Phi Beta Kappa Elections
A proposal has recently been made to hold the annual meeting
for election to the Bowdoin Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa earlier in
the year than the day before Commencement as under the present
system. This seems a very logical proposition and one that should
prove more satisfactory to the recipients of the Keys. Under the
present system, the Senior receives a Phi Beta Kappa Key in recog-
nition for high scholastic achievement, and proceeds to graduate
the next day. All that is his at Bowdoin in way of recognition of
his work is a mention in the Orient and a line in the Catalogue
(which is seldom seen). Were he to be awarded a Key earlier in
the year, in May perhaps, he would have the satisfaction of wear-
ing it the remainder of the year and would enjoy this recognition
that should be his. And in spite of the many slurs against Phi
Betes and other scholastic societies of this type prevalent with
wags collegiate, there are few who have earned the honor of elec-
tion to Phi Beta Kappa who do not appreciate its significance and
who do not desire recognition of some sort by their classmates.
The proposed early election would make the winning of a Phi Beta
Kappa Key more to be desired here and would undoubtedly further
interest in scholastic achievement to a greater or less extent
President Sills and Mr. Philip S.
Wilder called on Ebenezer Bean of
Walnut Hill last Saturday afternoon.
He is the oldest living graduate of
Bowdoin College being one hundred
and one years old.
(Continued from Page 1)
Thursday brought the customary
Ivy house party outings and picnics
and although the sky was overcast
and threatened of rain at times, ex-
peditions to Harpswell, Lake Sebago,
Cape Elizabeth, Sprucewold Lodge,
Sebasco Country Club were all re-
ported as superlatively successful.
House dances were again in order
at the majority of the Greek-letter
societies in the evening. Sigma Nuvre-
mained at Migis Lodge at Lake Se-
bago and danced to music furnished
by Don Morey and his Atlantic City
orchestra while the D. U.'s were en-
tertained at Poland Spring by the
Jersey Jic-Jacs.
Ivy Day exercises were held under
the perfect weather which held sway
throughout the day and evening. At-
tendance was sparse as usual. The
pathetic affair staged at Whittier
Field in the afternoon was also rather
poorly supported. It's little less than
a crime to require a ball game dur-
ing the annual Ivv celebration period
for the purpose of entertaining guests
for it is invariably a farce which is
dearly expensive to the welfare of the
team. Two nights with but a mini-
mum of rest and without practice is
fatal. As it happened this year the
Ivy game dropped the White ball
team into a ruck which will be quite
difficult to vacate at this late date.
The 15-5 score in favor of Bates which
had previous to Friday's contest not
a game to its credit is clearly indica-
tive of the poor condition of the home
team.
The Gym Dance in the evening was
a gala affair with a larger attendance
than in the past few years. The dec-
orations of Mr. Vincent Cobb measured
up to expectations and the music by
Henderson was unparalleled. Small
black walnut jewelry boxes with Ivy
'31 carved on the lid were given as
favors and were received with little
comment. Realization of the expense
of the music restricted criticism.
Saturday closed the festivities and
saw a general exit of guests except
those of D. K. E. who had their third
day of activity at Sprucewold Lodge
in Boothbay Harbor and Kappa Sig-
ma who journeyed to Lake Sebago.
All concerned tell of a highly success-
ful three days and are still reviewing
and recuperating.
Vacation in the Clouds
— while you learn to fly!
-L his Summer you can enjoy a memorable
vacation while learning to fly— at the Cur-
tiss-Wright Summer Flying Camp in Port-
land, Maine. Under ideal flying conditions,
surrounded by every facility for recrea-
tional activities, you'll enjoy every minute
of a wonderful vacation.
Flying instruction is under the direction of
government licensed, experienced Curtiss-
Wright instructors, in new modern planes.
As accommodations are limited, you are
urged tocommunicate at once with the camp
director, J. Halsey Gulick, Clapp Memorial
Building, Portland, Maine.
CURTISS-WRIGHT FLYING SERVICE








June 2—Final Exams begin.
June 14—End of Exams.
Baseball—Bates, there.
Communication
Editor of the Orient:
May 25. 1930.
pleasantries, swapped gossip, and be-
gan to talk about the Quill, in which
I am interested. He then asked me to
write something for the Quill, and I
told him that I had a one-act play and
would write several short storiesWill vou be so kind as to print this
explanation. i about New England people. The play
1 met Mr. Fosdick on the campus * wrote for Professor Gray's drama




By James Byers Colton, II
Long years have men been seeking for Wisdom's light;
The quest of Truth forever calls forth the best,
For Wisdom giveth life to them that
Have Her,— and happy is he that finds Her.
Years passing by us leave but their shadows dim;
Old times and friends reluctant to part too soon.
No more illusion gilds our thoughts with
Dreams of the world of our childhood fancies.
Truth! Truth! Art Thou our fostering mother now
?
Have we as students sought for a sign from Thee ?
Speak! Tell us secrets; show us Wisdom,
Pointing the way to a high endeavor!
Upward the path of knowledge is leading us;
Goals fade before us; stumbling, we lose the stars.
Yet, through the toilsome travail pressing,
Splendid above us, we see Truth shining.
Day follows day, and year after year succeeds.
Old orders change in yielding to new, but still
Cry we "Excelsior! The clouded
Night shall be crowned with the morning sunrise!"
Continued from Page 1
Intolerance shows a state of mind
that has failed to grasp the first prin-
ciples which any community, which
any college or university education
should inculcate. That is the respect
for the opinions of others and a real-
ization that not one of us possesses
the key to the absolute truth. De
Toqueville, in his famous "Democracy
in America", made this remark
against intolerance. "We know very
little at the present time. There is
much we can justly hope to learn.
Everyone of us has seen changes,
which when we first learned about
them, there was a much greater
than there is now. How then can we
be certain that we know the whol?
truth."
Religious intolerance as shown in
politics is to me the greatest evil
of intolerance. The three centuries of
conflict here in the United States re-
veal that there has been a steady de-
crease in the fervor and bitterness
which marked the earliest periods.
But conditions even today are far
from perfection and satisfaction. Peo-
ple may still have a reason to wonder
why there is so much religious in-
tolerance and to what end it is all
going to lead us. To me religious in-
tolerance today is largely the result
of a misunderstanding and misap-
prehension of things as they really
exist. In this connection I wish to
mention briefly as an illustration tho
position of the Roman Catholic
Church. There are many Americans
who still feel that the Roman Cath-
olic Church is not merely a religious
organization but a political power
which in it has elements of danger
to American institutions. Whether this
feeling is justified or unjustified, it
has its origin in history.
One may well look back to the Mid-
dle Ages to get a basis for the views
now held of the Roman Catholic
Church. And if one looks into the
past, he will see that as an organiza-
tion the church continually through
those ages, exercised political pow-
er. The mere mention of the claims
of such Popes as Hildebrand, Hadrian
IV, and Innocent III are enough to
recall the political power once held and
claimed by the church. It is said
that these same claims for political
power\ have evolved to the present day,
•and such documents as Pope Pius IX's
and Pope Pius XI's Encyclicals, in-
stituting the Feast of the Kingdom
of Christ, are said to contain expres-
sions that can be reasonably inter-
preted as claiming the supremacy of
the church over the state. For tho
most part these suspicions seem
wholly unreasonable. To me they ap-
pear more like the smouldering em-
bers of a once bitter conflict between
the Church and its enemy states. The
ascendancy of the Church in the affairs
of any nation is an attribute of an
age that is past and not one of an age
of enlightenment and of great social
and human progres...
Up to now, I have spoken of that
sort of religious intolerance that has
come about from a misunderstanding
of the relations between the church
and the state. And I have given one
illustration. But leaving the Church
out of it, this same misunderstanding
and the intolerance are reflected from
the people in their whole political
relation to one another. For instance,
here and there, some voice from one
religious faction or another has been
heard to advocate unity of action
through the agency of a political par-
ty. So far the chances are that not
one in a thousand who heard that
voice,.gave the suggestion a serious
thought. But it is just from such an
ill-founded notion as this gives rise to
misunderstanding, Intolerance, and
further to suspicions that either one
faction or the other is acting apart
from the rest of the American peo-
ple. And it is here that a real
warning must be sounded against in-
tolerance. To most of us it is highly
unthinkable that any religious fac-
'
tion should ever get apart from the
rest of the American people. Such
a thing would seem destructive of all
American ideals of government. If,
for instance, by a "class vote" is
meant one that is cast for reasons
which have nothing to do with the
issues themselves but for the exclu-
sive reason that the voter is a mem-
ber of that particular factor,
then the purpose of the existing struc-
ture of the American government, as
intended by the fathers of the Amer-
ican Constitution, no longer applies.
If you can imagine a situation in
which a party in power, elected by
such a group or faction, were con-
trolling the legislatures for their own
welfare and protection, a situation in
which the courts were governed and
determined by disrespect for the
rights of others, then you can readily
foresee the results. At present, how-
ever, no such conditions exist, but that
to me does not mean that such con-
ditions can never exist. If we Amer-
icans are to continue in our belief in
the absolute freedom of conscience for
all and the equality of all churches,
sects, and beliefs, if we are to con-
tinue in our belief in the absolute
separation of the church and the state,
then we must forget those ancient
prejudices that have their origin in
ages past and have no place in our
modem state of thought and section.
At a time when misunderstanding
and intolerance are so widespread
among the people at large, have^we
not reason to wonder if our system^
of education, that in particular of the
college and the university, is founded
wholly on the right basis. Are these
institutions trying to help offset this
general misunderstanding by incul-
cating the principles of tolerance. In
college we have a form of tolerance
which always seemed to me should
be known as "would-be tolerance".
It has all the appearances but some-
how lacks reality. In his definition
of tolerance Philips Brooks has g vrn a
pretty good explanation of "would-be
tolerance". In the first place, he says
(ConUnued on paa* 4)





Starts Monday May 26th. Surpassing any Previous sale sponsored by
Harmon's. This fifth annual sale is by far the largest and most impressive
event ever held in this store. Every suit and topcoat, every shirt and tie, in
fact, everything in our store will be marked at unbelievable prices! Below
are listed just a few of the articles on sale, but the space is much too limited to
enumerate a tenth of the bargains. Come as early as you can. Save at Har-


















ODD LOT OF SUITS now 19.50
4 TOPCOATS 30.00 22-50
12 TOPCOATS 35.00 2650
9 TOPCOATS 37.50 29-50
8 TOPCOATS 40.00 32-50
10 TOPCOATS 45-50 37-50
12 TOPCOATS 55-60 44-50
ODD LOT OF TOPCOATS now 19.50
ALL THE BALANCE OF THIS SEASON'S OVERCOATS £ PRICE
NECKTIES now 79c - 1.19 - 1.69
HALF HOSE now 10 to 50% off
Shoes and Sport Oxfords 10 to 20% off
White Flannel Trousers 10% off
White Linen Knickers 10% off
All Fancy Knickers and Pants 20% off
Lounging and Beach Robes 20% off
Dunhill and Sasini Pipes now 20% off
Mark Cross Leather Goods 25% off
Luggage and Wardrobe Trunks 25% off
Wool Polo Shirts now 2.95
SHIRTS
WHITE OXFORDS







Leather Jackets . GOLF HOSE
were 15.00 now 20% Off
8.95
Special Lots







THIS IS THE MOST AMAZING SALE OF REALLY
FINE MERCHANDISE YOU WILL SEE INA LONG,
LONGTIME.
(






A REAL BONA FIDE REDUCTION OF FROM 10 TO 50% ON EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR STORE. EVERY ITEM FROM
OURIREGULAR STOCK-NOTHING BOUGHT ESPECIALLY FOR THIS SALE. FOLLOWING OUR REGULAR POLICY
OF CARRYING NOTHING OVER THE SUMMER, OUR STOCK MUST BE CLEANED OUT REGARDLESS OF COSTS OR
PROFITS. MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO COME EARLY TO THIS SALE OF SALES.
9 i
FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. • - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
MUSTARD AND CRESS
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10


































PRINTING . . .
.
of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Dnnlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S
TALK O' THE TIMES
(Contributed)
Ho! what's this 'merging monster 'gainst the sky,
That's come to tell us what to say and why,
To censor that which shall from students go
As college life to Messrs. so and so!
Withhold the purse, and you'll have all your say,
( You think ) for that is commonly the way.
Sad, sad 'twould be if prep school boys should find
That Bowdoin men do aught but grind and grind
;
Right hard upon alumni to discover
Their "good old days" in these late times lived over.
One loyal alumnus has e'en said,
"Go fetch 'em and then lick 'em in the shed".
(I trust he's never sucked a cigarette,
Or drunk a single sodawater yet)
;
But there's a history' by Dr. Hatch
(For whoso 's ever read of it a snatch)
Wherein you've opportunity to learn all
In better style than Staples' Evening Journal,—
"How time does cure diseases in all things",
You're spurred to say when fretful Staples sings.
But shortly to the point, you editors
Have met a certain censorship of creditors;
And, to be plain, if you don't soon get milder—
I'll not conclude, all's wilder, wilder, wilder.
Now turn we to a late appearing Orient,
There's a grievous tedious sentimental story in't
About traditions, goddesses and tear bombs,
While men are all reduced to muddling mere Toms;
The point is, 'twould increase the blanket taxes
By making all the boys go get " 'em axes".
To publish stuff exacted in your courses
Shows both press vanity and small resources;
If you have naught to say, but say it will,
You ought to save't, and post it in the Quill,
And not go fiddling at a serious tune
That others have thought worthy their commun
-ications in the latest Orient issues.
Another donkey'ld claw this thing to tissues,
And tell us what it is to be romantic:
Romantic means — but "that's beside the point";
That royal "we" you use is out of joint,
For you have "few opinions" and "care less", —
<Jt's pitiful to publish such a mess,
And common when a man would 'scape his debts
And mob his creditors that jail he gets.
Time's flown, and this same monster, all inflated,
Again's descended on us and berated '
This world of greed, of evil, and of woe—
He's like a buzzard buzzing to and fro.
The latest Orient (if you should look)
,
Has onions from Mahatma, grapes from Crook:
This one will tell what drinks alumni please, it
And that will smart your eyes and make you sneeze;
Mahatma, like a lodestar looming high,
A thundering Jove rampaging through the sky,
Has found his intellectual stature whittled,
—
O! Who's so great to be so far belittled!
With logic like to Peter with his keys on
The Golden Gates he prates without a reason:
He says all's missed the mark that's been unfurled
(But space to stand we need to lift the world);
Berating college, and editorial policy,
He, he, the judge (he! he!) and in his follies he
Forgets plain facts; and without a single pang
Would not reform, yet heading any gang
Would rape and ravage just as soon as not—
Is this the price of his "independent" thought!
But hie thee, Muse,— time flies and thou art slow —
Ere tawny Phoebus lift his garish brow
And merge all sprites of darkness in day-dust,
Lest thou too be impaled in lacquering rust;
Here is no place to reiterate the theme,
But room enough to mark things as they'ld seem:
Remind them they have fought their battle well,
And that intentions more than outcomes tell,
That love remains, though signs and symbols pass,
That reverence is like a looking glass,
Reflecting many forms, yet emblems all
Of sympathies as certain at the call, v
Of feelings as profound and sure imposed,
As those by grizzled sages oft disclosed.
Who shall forget the ballad of Lord Kenneth ?
Or who the wigwam ditty (and what it meaneth) ?
Those words of Hawthorne, and of more, reveal
That put most trenchantly by Dr. Beale;
And then the student song mellifluent
That to the press without the inscriber went,
—
Markers, these, full worthy of the cause
Which I would merely mention ere I pause:
—
Shall we (though so remote no one may hear it)
Now countenance a military spirit
In times that make pretense of crushing war?
If so, why send peace delegates so far?
Why laud such gestures as our Kellogg Pact,
If flags and wars are what we wish in fact?
^
.
Too oft it chances in our public men,
AIL year they plead for prosperous peace, and then
On Armistice, or on Memorial day
The rose is found much tainted by the clay;
Methinks 'twould be much good for common weal
Not to confuse the fact with the ideal.
In the latest escape (we mean release) of the College Address
List we notice a sentence fresh from the pen of the Alumni Secre-
tary in which the subject is "data" and the predicate, "is". And
now Harry Davis will sing a song entitled : 'Mr. Jones of Bowdoin'
!
Sportsman's Pen
The Bowdoin ball team resembles
the Boston Braves of former years.
Starting out this season they looked
as good as any college team around
but now that they are coming down
the home stretch one would think a
cyclone had hit them.
To lose ball games because the ma-
terial and team play isn't there is one
thing, but to lose because it requires
too much effort to do otherwise is an-
other, which should not be coun-
tenanced for any reason whatsoever.
As the year draws to a close the
only team with an outstanding record
is the Golf Team who on their recent
trip accounted for four victories and
a draw. This is the nearest Bowdoin
has come recently to a 1.000 per cent
average.
Bowdoin has had too poor an ath-
letic record in late years to throw




who cater to fraternity trade
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting
Near Campus - T-"» Expert Barbers
Bowdoin athletically this year can
look to her past with little satisfac-
tion. Individual performances are
worth remembering but little else. In
football the Tufts game is the only
bright light. Hockey went the way
of the baseball team. There is some
excuse for the former, however, be-
cause of the lack of proper equipment
to carry on the sport.
The discovery of a few good men
such as Galbraith, McLaughlin and
Hickok, along with the veterans, will
help Jack Magee considerably in
bringing the state track supremacy
back to Bowdoin.
New England's
(Continued from Ptif 1)
that created ruin and havoc in the
ranks of the other squads, when he
got eight points together in the broad-
jump and high jump. His twenty-
three feet two inches was not up to
the Maine State record that he made
a year ago, but was easily enough to
take the event. In the high jump
he did five feet eleven for second
place.
Rag Lind and Cole of Bates failed
to crash through in the half as had
been expected of them. Cole ran about
three quarters of the distance in an
airtight box, and Huse of Brown and
Berry of M. I. T. swung past Lind in
the last lap of the grind to race their
way to second and third. Viles of
Bates took the mile, as had been ex-
pected, in the absence of Lindsay.
Half-way through the second lap he
moved up, passed Richardson of New
Hampshire, and was never passed.
Usher ran a beautiful race for fourth
place. The time was four twenty-five
and three-fifths.
Northeastern's threat for victory
was the result of the work of another
little group of outstanding men,, just
>ix in number, who averaged better
than four points an event in the finals
that they got into. Bates raked up a
collection in the middle-distance and
distance while Holy Cross had to de-
pend on the hundred and quarter, with
the hammer first and a point or so
here and there in the hurdles. It is
not hard to see where the presence
of Jimmy Daley might have clinched
the meet for the Crusaders for the
first time in track history. But keep
an eye on Bowdoin next year. That's
the watchword along the Androscog-
gin.
Bates Game
(Condoned fiom Past 1)
The team allowed the Garnet five
runs in the first, enough to win the
game. Bornstein fanned the breeze,
Rhuland walked, and Flynn singled to
center field. Another couplet of
passes by Stiles forced in a run.
|
Flynn scored on Coulter's sacrifice
and Luce's single brought a grand
total for, the first canto of five runs.
From the first inning on, Bates had
no trouble crossing the plate. The
sixth, seventh and eighth were the
innings in which the Garnet wielded
especially effective bats over the
mangled Polar Bear.
The summary:
Bates ab r bh po a




Cascadden, cf .... 3
Berry, lb 3
Hedderig,, 2b 4


















Totals 41 15 13 27 8.3,
Bowdoin ab r
Ricker, cf 4 1
Whittier, ss 5 1
Shute, lb 4




McKown, 3b 4 1
Smith, c 4









{gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Brisk Srn%rB
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
Finals:
100 yard dash—Won by Morin,
Holy Cross; second, tie among Troy, Bowdoin
Brown and Stymiest, Maine; fourth,
White, Maine. Time, 10 1-5.
220 yard dash—Won by Milde, Wor-
Totals 39 5 9 27 12 3
x—ran for Urban in 9th.
Bates 52000224 0—15
220001000—5
Two base hits: Stiles, Flynn, Coul-
ter. Sacrifice hits: Coulter, Shute.
Stolen bases: Murphy 2, Cascadden 3.
cester Tech; second, Bicknell, B. U.; Base on balls: off Donham 1, off Stiles
4L . , „. . M . - .. -, < m 6 2-3 innings, off Morrell 5 in 1 m-third, Stymiest, Maine; fourth, Troy, ning Hit by pitched ^ . chalmers
The acquisition of Coaches Bowser
and Roberts who bring with them the
Warner system forecasts a new era.
But is the undergraduate body going
to sit back and expect wonders, and
then criticize when results don't seem
to blossom forth ? This happens only
too frequently at Bowdoin.
It seems about time to realize that
a baseball game is useless during Ivy.
Nobody cares about it especially ex-
cept as a place to give vent to a cyni-
cal laugh. Athletics are not deeply
enough rooted in the undergraduate of
Bowdoin for him to forego any pleas-
ures that he might have from House
Party for their sake.
Brown. Time, 22 2-5 seconds
440 yard run—Won by McCafferty,
Holy Cross; second, Shea, Northeast-
ern; third, Klumbach, Holy Cross;
fourth, Foster, Bowdoin. Time, 49 sec-
onds.
880 yard run—Won by Chapman,
Bates; second, Huse, Brown; third,
Berry, M. I. T.; fourth Lind, Bates.
Time, 1 minute, 54 2-5 seconds. (New
record).
One mile run—Won by Viles, Bates;
second, Richardson, N. H.; third,
Moynihan, B. C; fourth. Usher, Bow-
doin. Time, 4 minutes, 25 3-5 seconds.
Two mile run—Won by Richardson,
Maine; second, Lindsay, Maine; third,
Gilman, M. I. T.; fourth, Whitten,
Bates. Time, 9 minutes, 37 4-5 sec-
onds.
by Donham. Wild pitches: Stiles,
Morrell 3. Struck out: by Donham 4,
by Stiles 4. Umpires: McDonough













Charles P. Davis, Registrar
Room 2861
Ivy Oration
(Continued from page 2)
that true tolerance consists in the
love of truth and the love of man,
each brought to its own perfection
and living in perfect harmony with
each other. He goes on to say that
the boy of whom the stranger asked
the way to Farmington is the image of
that love of man that is not mingled
and harmonized with the love of
truth. "It is eight miles", the youth
replied. "Are you sure it is so far?"
the weary stranger asked. And the
boy with his heart overflowing with
human kindness looked at him and re-
plied, "Well, seeing that you are so
tired, I'll call it seven miles
Maine Game
TT_
120 yard hurdles—Won by Powers, fortunately the '"wouid^'tolerance"
Northeastern; second, Stanwood, Bow- i in college is not so well intended. I
doin; third, Sawyer, Brown; fourth, | think everyone realizes that the col-
MacDonnell, Holy Cross. Time, 15 3-5
seconds.
Broad jump—Won by O'Connor,
Maine, 23 feet, 2 inches; second,
Knowlton, Bates, 22 feet, 9 1-2 in-
ches; third, Odell, Wesleyan, 22 feet, 6
3-4 inches; fourth, White, Brown, 22
feet, 5 1-2 inches.
Pole vault—Won by Martin, North-
eastern, 12 feet, 4 1-2 inches; second,
tie between Dill, Bates, Brooks, N.
H., and Root, Wesleyan, 12 feet.
16 pound shot put—Won by Wile
lege has always been and still is one
of the worst places for intolerance.
It seems that a traveling evangelist
interrupted a service for Dartmouth
college students by greeting a respect-
able local attorney who was late in
entering the meeting house, "Here
comes a miserable sinner going
straight to hell." Some of you gen-
tlemen who are frequently late for
morning chapel can well imagine the
man's embarrassment. The annals of
Dartmouth College themselves pre-
serve a more dignified but no less
significant expression of religious in-
tolerance that occurred in the same
zewski, B. C, 46 feet, 3 5-8 inches; I year. In that year it is said that a
j /-a. li. i o a _; ..professorship in chemistry and min-
second, Chubbuck, Conn. Aggies, 44 eralogy was abolished, and in the fol-
feet, 2 1-2 inches; third, Crondal, M. I lowing year restored under a new
I. T., 43 feet, 8 inches; fourth, Baker,
j
designation, that of chemistry, min-
Holy Cross, 43 feet, 4 inches. I fralogy, and geology Why? Because
Discus throw-Won by GoweM, £L3p"wL "li" S5£5S.S
Maine, 147 feet, 3 1-4 inches; second, although an excellent teacher, he wa^
Houle, Bates, 131 feet, 10 3-4 inches; so distasteful to the college author-
third, Chubbuck, Conn. Aggies, 130 1 ities themselves that tne most effec-
feet, 5 3-4 inches; fourth, Wilczewski, I 21"fi^3" ^°?ntfd; L° me 'th°W-
,
ever, the fault of i tolerance today
whether it be on the part of the col-
(Continued from page 11
The summary:
Maine ab r bh po a e
Hincks, cf 5 1 2
Smith, lb 50 9
Wescott, 2b 4 2 3 2
Home, rf 5 2 1
Palmer, If ^ 2
McCabe, 3b 5 1
Wells, c 4 111 2
Plummer, ss 4 3 2
Perkins, p 2 1 1 2 2 |
Totals 39 4 8 27 9 2
Bowdoin ab r bh po a e
Ricker, cf 4 2 2
Whittier, ss 4 4 4 1
Dwyer, c 4 1 1 2 1 1
Urban, If 4 1 1 2
Chalmers, 2b 2 1 4 2
Parmenter, 2b 2
Shute, lb 4 8 1
McKown, 3b 4 2 2
Bell, rf .. 3 1
Souther, p 3 1 1 6
Smith, c o







Two base hit: Home. Three base
hits: Dwyer, Urban. Sacrifice hits:
McCabe, Shute, McKown. Base on
balls: off Perkins 2, off Souther 3.
Struck out: by Perkins 11, by Souther
2. Hit by pitched ball: by Perkins
(Chalmers), by Souther (Palmer).
Umpires: Gibson and Lancaster.
Time: two hours.
B. C, 128 feet, 8 1-4 inches.
Javelin—Won by Forsberg, North-
eastern, 188 feet, 2 7-8 inches (New
record); second, Geofferton, N. H.,
185 feet, 1-2 inch; Roberts, M. I. T.,
178 feet, 11 7-8 inches; fourth, Tre-
worgy, Colby, 176 feet, 5 1-8 inches.
16 pound hammer throw—Won by
Flanagan, Holy Cross, 156 feet, 10
lege authorities or the students them-
selves lies not so much with either,
but more with the system of educa-
tion and in particular with the lack
of any encouragement at all. Were it
given to such a movement as toler-
ance, you would see in a short time a
real change in the attitude of col-
lege men and women towards the
more serious problems of life. Evi-
LOST
Black Overcoat on Wednesday.
May 21st, name inside pocket.
Finder please notify Bruce White.
Tel. 655.
1-2 inches; second, Chapman, Bow-
j
dence of this may be had in colleges
doin, 149 feet, 11 1-2 inches; Gal- 1 and universities where similar move-
braith, Bowdoin, 148 feet, 4 inches; ! ments have
-
recently been started
T 4 o-iu.. 1/14 * „* „-„ ~~a „ u«i* which ten or fifteen years ajro wereLunt, Colby, 144 feet, one and a half
|
quite unknown . Suctti for Stance,
inches.
j
as the success of the League for In-
220 yard hurdles—Won by French, ; dustrial Democracy, in coming in
W. P. I.; second, MacDonnell, Holy j contact with over fifty thousand stu-
Cross; third, Stanwood, Bowdow ;' denV\^ in getting several thousands
, .. . »« i t. rr- n - i to J°ln industrial movements, is anfourth, Steverman, M. I. T. Time, 2a
j
indication of what might be done if
1-5 seconds.
I any encpuragement were paid to the
High jump: Won by Morang, North- I problem of enlightening college stu-
eastern, 6 feet; second, O'Connor ! dents onJhe subject of intolerance. It
„ . c . , ,, , ... , .. i is probably true that in spite of theMaine, 5 feet, 11 inches; third, tie L^^ sophistication about many
among Woolley, N. H., Jones, Wesley-
,
things, there are great numbers of
an, and Morley, Northeastern, 5 feet,
I
college men and women who have
10 inches j never heard a real lecture against
Team point summary: intolerance, and probably never will.











„„ „ «„,. ,' 1931. Let us, after we have corn-Cross 22, Bates, 20, Bowdoin 13, Wor- ; pieted our years here at Bowdoin
cester Tech 10, New Hampshire 9, College, go out into the world with a
M. I. T. 9, Brown 8 1-2, Boston Col- genuinely liberal and tolerant atti-
lege 8, Wesleyan 5, Connecticut State I tu<*€ ' and .% our fut?re associationand contact with our fellow men, let
5, Boston University 3, Colby 2.
Ibis Election
• Continued rrom Page l)
us always contend for a spirit of tol-
erance and equality. I realize that
curs may only be a voice crying in
the wilderness of men and women;
nevertheless, let us contend for and
ager of the Bowdoin Publishing Com-
j
keep on contending for the principles
pany next year, having filled the posi-
j
that a man's religion should have
tion of assistant manager this year, nothing at all to do with his claim
Jenkins has been prominent in debat-
j for life.
ing activities since his freshman year j
and was a member of this year's team,
j
The gallant finish of Foster in the
Smyth is art editor of the new Quill 440 in the state meet to defeat Chap-
Board.
The initiation banquet was held last
night at the Hotel Eagle.
man, Bates' Hermes, will long be re-
membered as a high light of the 1929-
30 track season.
CUMBERLAND
Friday - May 30th
-VAUDEVILLE-










Mon. and Tues. - June 2 and 3
HAPPY DAYS
with 100 entertainers including
Janet Gaynor - Charles Farrell
Comedy Paramount News
Wed. and Thurs. - June 4 and 5
THREE LIVE GHOSTS
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New Members of Board
Will Serve Terms of
Three Years
Messrs. P. F. Chapman, S. T. Pike.





Followed by Sijjma Nil, Theta Delta
Chi, Delta Kappa Epsilon and Alpha
Tau Omega, All Tied
The election of Alumni Fund Di-
rectors was recently completed. Three
new men were named to serve three
year terms on this board.
The new men are Philip Freeland
Chapman, A.B., LL.B., '06, Sumner
Tucker Pike, A.B., '13, and Thomas
Carter White, A.B., '03.
Mr. Chapman has been practicing
law in Portland since 1915 as a mem-
ber of the firm of Thaxter, Chapman
and Brewster. He has been chairman
of the Board of Health and trustee
of the Portland Water District and an
officer bf a number of charitable or-
ganizations in the city. During the
war he saw service with the Maine
National Guard, being discharged as
a Lieutenant-Colonel. He has, just
retired as president of the Chapman
Bank and Trust Company in Portland.
Mr. Pike is vice-president of Case,
Pomeroy and Company, investment
bankers in New York. He is also a di-
rector of other corporations in that
city. Mr Pike served throughout the
war as an officer of Coast Artillery,
being for some time instructor in the
Coast Artillery School at Ft. Monroe,
Virginia.
Mr. White is an insurance broker at
Lewiston, where he has served as an
officer of the Chamber of Commerce
and of the Lewiston-Auburn Rotary
Club. He was a member of the Bow-
doin Athletic Council from 1!»24 to
1929.
This year the highly prized Ives
Trophy was won by Zeta Psi, accord-
ing to a recent announcement from
the Athletic Department. The Zetes
had one first place and two seconds
to their credit. Theta Delta Chi, which
won the Trophy last year had but a
single first place this season, as did
,
Sigma- Nu, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and
I Alpha Tau Omega. In the competition
for the cup soccer was won by Zeta
Psi, with Kappa Sigma and the non-
fraternity team tying for second
j
place. Swimming went to Theta Delta
Chi, with Beta Theta Pi following.
Delta Kappa Epsilon won the inter-
fraternity track meet again, although
;
Zeta Psi put up a stiff fight that
i
landed them in second. The basketball
j
tournament was won by Sigma Nu
'with Zeta Psi coming in here for an-
;
other second place. Alpha Tau
Omega's victory was in baseball, and
Chi Psi carried off second honors in
this sport.
The standing of the houses in the




















Will Lead Baseball and
Track for the Next
Season
Moyer to Manage Track with Boiling
Handling That End of
Baseball
Elections of captain and managers
of spring sports took place recently.
Sydney R. Foster, '31, of Manches-
ter, Mass., was chosen to lead Coach
Magee's track cohorts next year. His
thrilling quarter mile victory was one
of the features of the State Meet this
year, and he has always been a con-
sistently good performer. Robert C.














High Honors—William H. Dean, Jr.
Honors—Raymond Deston, John W.
Riley, Jr.
English
High Honors—George W. Freiday,
Jr., James P. Pettegrove
Honors—Ronald P. Bridges, Her-
bert L. Prescott
French
Honors—Ray E. Davis, Howard A.
Davison, Norman S. Waldron
German
High Honors—Laurell F. Longfel-
low, Kaspar 0. Myrvaagnes
Honors—Samuel H. Slosberg
Government
Honors—William K. Heath, Lyman
C. Lee
History




manage track for the coming season.
j
In baseball Gerhard H Whittier I chMie. H.Farter, Jr.
*31, of Lisbon Falls was elected cap- Mathematics
tain. He has been a mainstay of the
, Honors-Arthur K. Orne, George S.team during his years at Bowdoin a, jjjar(j
and should prove a capable leader,
j Philosophy
Raynal C. Boiling. '32 of Greenwich,: Honors-Thomas G. Braman, Frank
Conn., was named manager. jw pu„i na t-
Arthur O. Dillenbeck, Jr., '31, °f P ' p8vcnolojrv
Manhasset, N. Y., will head the Golf Hi h Honors-Ellis Spear, 3rd.team for next year, havme played a Honors—Donald C. Congdon
steady and excellent game as a_
'WORK PROCEEDS ON
KAPPA SIGMA HOUSEBASEBALL FINAL
WON BY A. T. O. TEAM
SENIORS AWARDED DEGREES
AT CHURCH THIS MORNING
Many Graduates Back For Festivities Of Bowdoin's Com-
mencement—Alumni Day Program Interesting
SENIOR DANCE TUESDAY A HIGH SPOT
-*»
The 125th Commencement of the College began its round of
colorful exercises with the Baccalaureate Service Sunday after*
noon at five o'clock in the Church on the Hill— for many years
the scene of the Baccalaureate as well as Commencement exer-
cises. President Kenneth Charles Morton Sills delivered the ad-
dress, taking as his subject "Loyalties." The Senior Class made
its first appearance in cap and gown since the Seniors' Last Chapel
on Ivy Day; Gerald G. Garcelon marshaled the procession.
TAYLOR AND POTTLE
W I N ALEXANDERS
AGAIN THIS YEAR
Only 752 Votes Cast in Election,
Representing 28' I of Eligible
Voters
Work on the remodelling of the
„n . , , „, . -. „ . ! Kappa Sigma house is proceeding un-When Alpha Tau Omega finally got der
K
the hands of Brown & Brown, con-
on to Johnny Barbour's dirty work a tractors, of Portland. The work will be
week or so ago and began to rap
j
cornpleted September first. The re-
house will be in
Poe's "The Cask of Amontillado"
Delivered by the Former Wins
Traditional Contest
The" annual Alexander Prize Speak-
ing Contest took place in Memorial
hall on Monday evening, June 16.
Thomas South Taylor, '31, and George
Burgess Pottle, '32, repeated their
performance of last year, again tak-
ing first and second prizes, respec-
tively. Mr. Tr.ylor's prize winning se-
lection was "The Cask of Amontil-
lado" by Poe, while Mr. Pottle de-
livered "The Legend of the Seven
Sleepers" from Mark Twain's "The
Innocents Abroad". The other speak-
ers on the program were Albert
Samuel Davis, Jr., *33„ Robert Harvey
•Grant, '32, and George Pierre Des-
jardins, "33.
The judges of this contest, which
forms a traditional part of Bowdoin's
Commencement week, were Horatio S.
Card, '88, Charles M. Pennell, '92,




In the recent Alumni Council elec-
tions only 752 vetes were cast, repre-
senting 28 rA of those eligible to vote.
Four new members of the Council
! were picked from among some of
Bowdoin's most prominent and ablp
graduates, the group including Joseph
Blake Drummond, M.D., '07, George
Edwin Fogg, LL.M., '02, Donald Ward
IPhilbrick, LL.B., '17, and Richard
Henry Stubbs. M.D., '98.
Dr. Drummond has been a physician
and surgeon in Portland since his
graduation from the Bowdoin Medical
School in 1910. At present he is chief
surgeon of the State Street Hospital
and consulting surgeon to the Maine
General Hospital. He is a Fellow of
the 'American College of Surgerons
and a member of a number of other
professional societies. For several
years Dr. Drummond was a member
of the Bowdoin Athletic Council.
Mr. Fogg practised law in Port-
land from 1906 to 1917 when he en-
tered the United States Army, serv-
ing throughout the war as a Major
of Artillery. In 1920 he was con-
nected with the Dupont Company in
New York, and since 1921 he has
been attorney for the Maine Central
Railroad. He is now a Colonel in the
j
Maine National Guard, in command
1 of the 240th C.A.C. (H.D.) at Port-
land. He has served in various ca-
(Continued on pare 2)
their bats around his choicest hooks,
: construeted




down to defeat in League B. In the
meantime Chi Psi had been biding its
time and patiently slugging the ever-
jlasting daylights out of three other _ , . _ _ . »
*cK * ar.-.s. ~- -• — . U»*aH*K-. Prince pf Portland. At:
Both teams collected a run
first inning, and battled on fairl
terms until the fourth, when tw
mendous drives into deep center field
With Monday given over to alumni
arrivals and registrations, and to the
Alexander Prize Speaking in the eve-
ning in Memorial Hall, the thread of
Commencement was again taken up
Tuesday. Under the historic Thorn-
dike Oak the Class of 1930 held its
exercises. The program was under
way at three o'clock, Olin S. Pettingill
delivering the opening address. Then
followed in order the poem by Law-
rence R. Leach, the oration by Har-
rison M. Davis, Jr., and the history
by James M. Parker. The closing
address, given by James P. Pette-
grove, brought an end to that part of
the exercises held under the oak.
Harry B. Thayer, class president, was
master of ceremonies.
The class then completed the Bow-
doin traditions by smoking the Pipe
of Peace in a circle between Hyde and
Hubbard Halls and by singing the
ode, written this year by Richard P.
Mallett. After eoing the rounds
"cheering the halls," the seniors bade
the College and each other a last fare-
well.
After these more solemn exercises
in the afternoon, came the Senior
James P. Blunt and Miss Elizabeth Dance in the Gymnasium that night.
Harry B. Thayer *30, Class President
President of Student Council
ROMEO AND JULIET
COLORFULLY DONE
BY MASQUE & GOWN
green blinds, having a broad pillared !
porch facing Harpswell street.
Graves Appear in Title
Roles
with the Ipana Troubadours, directed
by Harry Ford, producing their popu-
lar dance tunes. The patronesses for
the dance included Mrs. Kenneth C.
M. Sills, Mrs. Wilroot B. Mitchell.
Mrs. Charles T. Burnett. Mrs. Man-
and a minimum estimate of seven er- IMM of the grand lodge of the j **£*****£** E"f"* " ,f^fs ***£ j
rors in the Chi Psi infield put the Theta Delta Chi fraternity as the rep- i ager
William H. Perry.
_% _w to be
|
"Romeo and Juliet", this year's
tafion was given
Sh^H ' ton Copeland, Mrs. Orren C. Hormell.
„J?ftVL i Mr«- Mortimer P. Mason, Mrs. Henry
!t i .i-.-. Mrs. Charles Bruneau.
game into the sack for the A. T. O.'s.
Assistant Professor Howard K.
Beale's recently published book, "The
Critical Year", has aroused much fav-
orable criticism of late from Notably,
the New York Times, in its Book
Review section of June first, carries
an article by Charles Willis Thompson
which is deserving, of comment. Wo
quote herewith one or two paragraphs
from Mr. Thompson's review.
"The year 18^6 determined the fu-
ture of thoA^nted States. From the
blind andMrrevocable decision at the
polls against President Johnson dates
the new industrialism, the reign of
capitalism as we know it, the long
domination bv the financial interests
North and East, the contest, now-
grown acute, between the East and the
(Continued on Fs*e «)
Gerald R. Garcelon '30, Marshal
resentatives of Eta Charge.
L. Johnson,
(Continued on Patre 2)
complimented on the fine scenic ef
• fects attained. The cast was well
|
chosen, and all deserve commenda-
tion for their efforts. Mercutio, played
by Harrison M. Davis, Jr., '30, was
j
easily the, light of the play. James
: Representatives
P. Blunt, '31, and Miss Elizabeth
Graves gave a fine portrayal of
Romeo and Juliet, and Olin S. Petten-
gill as Friar Laurence, Paul E.




Organizations in New Junior
Honorary Society
After further consideration of the
excellent interpretations, some"" of I £*£* °' the.^W1 ^!iiteJ Ke& %
those playing minor roles also gave Student Council finds it advisable, /n
very finished performances. The cast £** *• avoid complexity, to norm-
follows - inate fifteen instead of fourteen men.
Escalus, Prince of Verona, Ronald i But > inasmuch as there is no Junior
P. Bridges '30; Paris, a young noble- I representative of debating, only four-
man, Benjamin F. Shute '31; Heads , teen men h»ve been selected-the re-
of two houses at variance with each maininK s,x *•*• elected bv the class
other: Montague, Albert S. Davis '33, " ^ • Other
Capulet, Albert W. Tarbell '32; An i^re will be one memwr




man, uncle to Capulet, Nor J™"M" ™us'f' < ;'ubs
S. Waldron '30; Romeo, son to Mon- I* the Junior Assistant Manager. The
old
Stuart R. Stone '30, Vice-President
tague, James P. Blunt '31; Mercutio, two ;*unior Managers of the Masque
kinsman to the Prince, Harrison M.
,
and Gown ™u _!"!* thatW
i
Davis, Jr., '30; Benvolio, nephew to Also ' three instead of two men will
Montague/David C. Perkins '31; Ty- .«P«»ent the Publications, these be-
k i* ZZi ** ioJ»r,n„i»t William > mg the two Junior Managing Editors
PRESIDENT SILLS' BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS S^pfeaTi—
Friar John, George W. Freiday '30; ! The flowing fourteen men are to
Opening the 125th Commencement .velop. This quality of simple loyalty Balthasar, servant to Romeo, George , nJ*.
et early in the fall for the election oi
Week at Bowdoin College Sunday, I often marks real heroes. Some of ,f. Sewall '32; Servants to*fcp«l«: fiTti^iZ!£A^fSfC
(Continued on page 2)
PHI BETA KAPPA
APPOINTMENTS
From the Senior Class
Paul William Butterfield, Farm-
ington; Raymond Deston, Fall
River, Mass.; William Frederick
Johnson, Princeton; James Parker
Pettegrove, Machiasport; Herbert
Leroy Prescott, Rockland; Edward
Schwartz, Portland; George Ed-
ward Stetson, Brunswick; Norman
Sumner Waldron, Rockland.
From the junior Class
Arthur Joslin Deeks, Whitins-
ville, Mass.; Lawrence Cooper
Jenks. Newton Lower Falls. Mass.;
Robert Morton McFarland, Port-
land; Donald Emery Merriam,
Owl's Head; Paul Andrew Walker,
Belmont, Mass,
The following men were elected
last year from the class of 1930:
Harrison Merrill Davis, Jr., Mar-
blehead. Mass.; William Henry
Dean, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.; James
Mitchell Parker, Cape Elizabeth;
George' Stuart Willard, Sanford.





ered the Baccalaureate address from
: and statesman lately gone to his re- I servant to Juliet's Nurse, Paul E
the pulpit of the historic First Parish ward, Dr. Nansen. He made a deep
j Everett, Jr., '32; Abraham, servant to
Church, scene of many Bowdoin Com- j impression upon all with whom he; Montague, Douglas Fosdick '30;
mencements. His address follows: came in contact, because he rang so Apothecary, Paul A. Walker '31;
,. ii • u -vi true. In his presence you felt a man
It is well nigh impossible to say
who wag stro
P
R and simple amJ loyal
anything new or startling in a bac-
j
d not despise men or things because
! calaureate address. This service which
j
they are simple. The more knowledge
emphasizes that religion has a place ' a man gets,, the more wise he becomes
;




ts/ote more and more conscious
..„,,. .c . of the truth that the important thingsis in itself of more significance than fa Hfe are the sjmple thinKS; among
sermons or admonitions—which must them service and love and loyalty,
be trite and formal in character. All | When you find a man sneering at
that we can do—and there may be loyalty, or veering away from it, or
SEVEN HONORARY
DEGREES GRANTED
Key. This organization, as was
stated in the last issue of the Orient,
will take over the duty of looking out
for visiting teams and in general serve
as does the Green Key at Dartmouth.
The Sophomore society which super-
vises the conduct of the yearlings will
(Continued on Pas* 2)
BY THE COLLEGE ! BOWDOIN PLATESBEING PREPARED
.. . .ashamed to acknowledge it, you are
small profit in the doing-is to «-
fi d «n .,^ b
|
view together certain principles of life
sophisticationf too sicklied o'er with
with which we have been concerned at
hfi ,g f h h Qne f he
the College and to attempt to con- corn£rstones of , £ is simpi icity .
nect those pnnc.ples with the larger £ , y a ,so >aged on th/virtue
and more general life outside of col- of Kratitude. It is true that we are
The following honorary degrees
were granted by the College at its
125th Commencement exercises held
this morning:
Doctor of Laws
William R. Pattangall, Chief Jus- I
tice of the Supreme Judical Court of
j
BY FAMOUS FIRM
To be Ready for Commencement
Time Next Year
A walking stick has been made
from a piece of the Thorndike Oak by
Horace Litchfield, mechanic and cah-
penter at the College for nearly twen-
ty-five years. The stick will be pre-
sented at the Alumni Dinner today by
the President to the Alumni Fund
Agent whose class has reported the
largest percentage of contributors, re-
gardless of the amounts given.
lege halls Today in a time of so C,, into hig , without havi
great uncertainty an questioning con- aBythin to about it not a sin.
cerning pnncip es and institutions to ,e human^ hag even chogen his
which we should be loyal, it has oc- [p&rents . few ym had anything
curred to me to examine some of the C
abut their early environment;
foundations of loyalty, to endeavor lnotmany have even ch^n their coun .
to see in what ways loyalty is engen-W So m of those things on
dered, and to inquire into some of I wu
;
cu thp uanninpss of our life is so
those perplexing problems where con- ffl,l£ ^H^ame to us without the class of 1915 = Professor of Eng- Etruvia, England. They
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Bowdoin is the first of the smaller
colleges to have plates bearing cam-
Frank G. Farrington, of the class of pus views made. Harvard, M. I. T.,
1894, Associate Justice of the Su-iVassar, and St. Paul's School are
preme Judical Court of Maine | among the larger institutions that
Doctor of Divinity have carried out this plan, and now
Rev. Thompson E. Ashby, Minister Bowdoin is to have her own set pre-
of the First Parish Church (Congre- pared.
gational), of Brunswick. A series of six different plates is in
Doctor of Letters the process of preparation at the fa-
Robert Peter Tristram Coffin, of mous Wedgwood Potteries at
are to be
our church, our school, very frequent-
All members of the Classical
Club
—
past and present—who have
not a certificate of membership or
who have lost their original one,
may obtain one free of charge by
applying to Professor Means or to
Arthur J. Deeks, secretary of the
:lub.
heart a fine simplicity. It has no jj our conejre and not seldom our
close partnership with sophistication business or profession> become a part
- or worldly wisdom In essence it be- o£ our lives ^g^S our having reallylongs to those emotions and qualities exercised the rieht of choice. As the
that belong to all the human race,
Doctor of Science inches. These plates will be for sale
Samuel T. Dana, of Ann Arbor, only by the Alumni Secretary's office
Michigan, of the class of 1904; Dean and cannot be bought elsewhere. Pro-
of the Forestry School, University of fits resulting from the sale will be
French sav-i'est la vie And yet Michigan; formerly State Forester of given over to the Bowdoin Alumni
that are primitive and elemental, that [JE5 .SltaStton m" our1?m!om Maine. Fund. The price is eight dollars for
>yalty
pendability and trust. One should
not quench those childlike simple
qualities as life goes on, rather one
.should allow them to grow and de-
ne
Master of Arts a set of six, three dollars to be paid
Chapman, of Boston, of now and the remainder at the time
Commencement next
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jun.- .»ir.
.
.up S. Wilder, the Alum-3Tcoldest and darkest eSL o? all ' Leonard A. Pierce, of Portland, of ni Secretory, is in charge of sales.
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To you, to whom this is the time of your life which is filled with anticipation of the fu-
ture, and mingled with regrets of the passing of your college days, may we earnestly
thank you for your kind support and wish you untold success.
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In General
Tcxfay we are celebrating Bowdoin's one hundred and twenty-
fifth Commencement. Great has been the growth of the College
since the times of her first Commencement, and great, too, has
been the growth of her reputation. In her history we find names
of no small number of America's notables. A small, Liberal Arts
college, it today ranks with the higher group of our institutions
of learning.
This week numbers of her alumni are returned to celebrate
this hundred and twenty-fifth Commencement. They will find
much that is changed since the days when they were undergrad-
uates. Some they will wish had never changed; some changes
they will approve. We hope the majority will be of the latter class.
Bowdoin is growing, and as with every period of growth, there is
an accompanying period of mutation — experimentation, perhaps.
This year has no doubt been one of great unrest to some members
of the administrative bodies on account of the revival of a spirit
of criticism on the part of the undergraduates. We of the ORIENT,
to be specific, have been free, possibly too free, in our criticism of
College policies. However, we have endeavored to be consistent
in our suggestions, all of which are, we trust, constructive. We
cannot see the value in a college newspaper that merely sits back
and lazily applauds all that the college is or stands for. We have
no need here for such a puerile organ. If the ORIENT has gone
too far in the other direction, it has never been with a spirit of
malicious radicalism that cannot adjust itself to existing condi-
tions, but rather it has been with a love of Bowdoin and a true
desire for her advance that we have advocated certain changes or
the institution of new customs. This is what we consider con-
structive criticism, and we flatter ourselves with the thought that
certain of our suggestions have been tried and apparently found
good. And yet, these are all minor points relatively speakinsr.
We have done but a little. We hope to continue to help out with
suggestions, and sincerely trust that we have proved of service to
Bowdoin and have again earned the right to the title of "good
colleee citizens."
We are at present very much in favor of certain changes.
Amonsr these we could list the establishment of a College Store,
run either on a profit-sharing basis or with the purpose of using
the profits in some useful way, such as toward the upkeep of the
Moulton Union ; we are heartily in favor of a new Dean's List sys-
tem, based on points rather than the maintenance of a "straight B
record" and so on ; we suggest a reconsideration of the chapel situ-
ation, with either the abolition of the "compulsory" phase or else
the renovation of the services themselves as the end in view ; we
should like to see the addition of certain new courses in some
departments.
And yet we are very well satisfied with Bowdoin as she stands
todav. We are proud of our high scholastic rating. We are grate-
ful for the opportunities offered us throughout the year to hear
eminent lecturers in all fields. We look forward to the Institute
of Natural Science coming next year. We are hoping for a year
of athletic gain, under our coaches, both old and new. We feel
certain that the members of the Class of 1930, now leaving the
sheltering walls of Bowdoin, will go out and conduct themselves
in a manner worthy of former classes. We hope the same success
will be theirs. Bowdoin has well fitted them for their future, and
when it is our turn to become alumni of the college, we hope that
we shall regret as much as we know they must the termination of
our undergraduate days.
Within the mossy mouldering college halls
For four long years these callow lads have played
No spectres grim have dared to end their dreams
Of love and lust and power in future times.
Now shines the light of day upon these youths
And life, with all its fearful threat of storms
Brings unaccustomed pallor to their cheeks.
But classmates, bear your burdens bravely on
Still wet behind the cars and ignorant
Of all the guile and sly chicanery
With which a heartless world assails such innocence.
Alas poor souls, there are but very few
Who fitly shall conceive your reasonings
Whose eyes can pierce and comprehend
The guise with which you veil your youth
And would appear as greatly learned men.
Yet, human spirits, bravely hold your course
And give attentive ear to talk of older men
Those veterans of battlefields of life
Who have endured, made profit by their pains.
Who truly wot the truth whereof they speak.
Yet Virtue teach you firmly to pursue
The varying grooves of active useful life
Pause not nor dally with the sins
Besetting Youth with pleasant primrose paths.
Recall Saint Augustine, the pious rake
Who made attempts to live in lechery,
Weighed Virtue against Evil in the scales
Discovered Sin an empty aching void
Of passing joys and bitter vain regrets.
Lust not for temporal power nor piled up wealth
Seek rather to enrich the deathless soul
And guide desire toward ways of chastity
Be moderate and live the life austere
Achievement can best wake the dormant mind
Impel each man to gain his destined end
And teach him scorn of sensual delight.
Fear not then. Classmates, but strongly onward press
And strain each tendon toward a wisely chosen goal
Use other lives as charts and compass for your own
Recall that what is yours can never cease to be
That life however harsh, is always friend to Virtue.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF
192930 PRIZE AWARDS
Rhodes Scholar now in Residence
—
Dana Merrill Swan '29.
Charles Carroll Everett Scholar
George Stuart Willard '30. ,
Henry W. Longfellow Scholar
James Parker Pettegrove '30.
David Sewall Premium in English
Composition—Donald Pearson Mc-
Cormick '33.
Class of 1868 Prize in Oratory-
George William Freiday. Jr., '30.
Brown Extemporaneous English
Composition Prizes—1st, Herbert Le-
roy Prescott '30; 2nd, William Mont-
gomery Altenburg '30.
Smyth Mathematical Prize—Melch-
er Prince Fobes '32.
Sewall Greek Prize — Melcher
Fobes '32.
Sewall Latin Prize — Frederick
Rushby Eames '32.
Pray English Literature Prize
George William Freiday, Jr., '30.
Goodwin French Prize — Edward
David Woodberry Spingarn '33.
Noyes Political Economy Prize—Al-
bert Edward Jenkins '31.
Class of 1875 Prize in American
History—No award.
Bradbury Debating Prizes—1st, Al-
bert Samuel Davis, Jr., '33; 2nd, Don-
ald Francis Prince '31; 3rd, Frederic
Everett Morrow '31.
Hawthorne Short Story Prize
Walter Parker Bowman *31.
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Decla-
mation Prize—1st, Thomas South
Taylor '31; 2nd, George Burgess Pot
tie "32.
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize—No
award.
Almon Goodwin Prize—Paul An-
drew Walker *31.
Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prizes
in Public Speaking—Fred Ernest Mil-
ler, Jr., '33, Albert Samuel Davis, Jr.,
*33, Albert Edward Jenkins '31.
Col. William Owen Premium—Wil-
liam Kidder Heath '30.
Stanley Plummer Prize in Public
Speaking—1st, Paul Andrew Walker
'31; 2nd, Donald Francis Prince '31;
3rd, James Clapp Flint '31.
Forbes Rickard Poetry Prize—Al-
bert Samuel Davis, Jr., '33.
Lucien Howe Prize Scholarship for
High Qualities of Gentlemanly Con-
duct and Character—Harrison Merrill
Davis, Jr., '30.
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin
Prize—Donald Derby '31.
(Continued on Page 4)
Beale Book
Cor tinned from Page 1
no longer be known by this name,
but will again assume the name of
Vigilantes.
South and the West. We are what
we are because of 1866.
"This is the thesis of Professor
Beale of Bowdoin College, maintained
with great strength in a crisp and
lucid style, and fortified by as aston-
ishing an army of authorities as ever
was gathered together. His research
is prodigious, and his authorities
chiefly unpublished manuscripts, let-
ter-books and so on. When he does
have to rely on some book, he does
so with evident reluctance. He has
been at the primal sources, and he
is able to disregard utterly the myth-
like and semi-traditional history that
has been the American credo from
1866 to 1929. He is dispassionate!yjuridicial in disposing of the whole
group of fashionable historians, most
particularly James Ford Rhodes."
Professor Beale deserves much com-
mendation for his truly excellent
piece of work. A work such as this
|
will do far more toward enhancing
i




(Continued from Pag* O
Mrs. Edward H. Wass, Mrs. Stanley
B. Smith, Mrs. Wilfrid H. Crook, Mrs.
Herbert R. Brown, Mrs. Kenneth J.
Boyer, Mrs. Philip S. Wilder, Mrs.
Fritz Kolln, and Mrs Robert B. Miller.
Those selected as ushers for the
dance were Howard Hall '31, Charles
Bilodeau '32, James Donaldson '32.
Ned Lippincott '31. William Perry '32.
and David Faxon '30.
Mr. Vincent Cobb was entrusted
with the problem of decorating the
Gymnasium, as has been customary
for many vears. The committee of
the class directly responsible for the
success of the affair was imJMe up of
Benjamin B. Whitcomb, chairman,
Robert E. Burnham, Charles F. Mc-
Creery. Herbert S. McLellan and
Harry M. Ridlon.
Alumni Day, Wednesday, was prob-
ably the fullest day of the week. It
included many regular meetings such
as that of the Alumni Council at 9.15
in Massachusetts Hall and of the
Alumni Association at 1.30 in the
Moulton Union. Both the Alumni As-
sociation and the Society of Bowdoin
Women held luncheons at 12.30. the
one at the Union, the other at 8
Cleaveland street, the headquarters of
the Society.
The annual meeting of Phi Beta
Kappa, Alpha of Maine, was at 11.00,
at which time the elections were held
for this year. Later in the day the
candidates were initiated into the
society.
One of the outstanding events of
the daj T was an innovation in the form
of an "indoor baseball" game on the
Delta at 10.30 a. m., between the
twenty-year class as challengers and
the fifteen-year class as defenders.
The new form of class rivalry sup-
planted the annual Bowdoin-Bates
game which is usually played at this
time, but supplied as many thrills
combined with plenty of laughs.
An organ recital bv Prof. Wass at
three o'clock, a band concert on the
campus at four-thirty, and the regu-
lar reception by the President and
Mrs. Sills on the steps of the Union
at four, concluded the program of
scheduled events for the afternoon.
Practically all the "five - year
classes as well as the class of 1929
were planning reunion dinners to be
held Wednesday evening at various
inns in the vicinity of Brunswick. At
8.30 the Masque and Gown offered its
annual Shakespearian production —
this vear, "Romeo and Juliet" — on
the terrace of the Art Building. Many
of the fraternities held reunions af-
ter the play, although some held re-
union teas Tuesday instead.
Today, Commencement Day, brings
a close to the events of the week.
After an organ recital at ten o'clock,
came the Commencement Exercises at
ten-thirty in the College Church. Rob-
ert Hale, marshal of the class of 1910,
led the grand procession from the
Chapel to the Church. There the
President conducted the exercises.
The Commencement speakers were
George W. Freiday, Jr.. William H.
Dean, James M. Parker and George
W. Willard. The regular degrees
were conferred, President Harrv B.
Thayer and Vice-President Stuart R.
Stone receiving the diplomas for the
class. The honorary degrees, con-
firmed by the Boards at their meet-
ings Tuesday and Wednesday, were
also conferred, and the many prizes
announced.
At the conclusion of the exercises,
the procession marched back from the
Church to the Gymnasium where the
Annual Commencement Dinner took
place. All alumni, the graduates and
their fathers, and undergraduates
were welcomed at the dinner. Presi-
dent Sills announced at this time
changes in the faculty for next year
and other items of interest which the
Trustees' and Overseers' meetings
had brought to the fore. The Society
of Bowdoin Women held a Buffet
Lawrence R. Leach '30, Poet
Luncheon at this time at their head-
quarters.
Prof. Marshal P. Cram is chairman
of the Committee on Public Exercises
which made all the arrangements for
the Commencement program. Other
members of the committee are Gerald
G. Wilder, Librarian, in charge of
registration. Prof. Mortimer P. Ma-
son in charge of tickets. Prof. Warren
B. Catlin in charge of the dinner. As-
sociate Prof. Edward H. Wass in
charge of music, and Mr. Albert
Abrahamson in charge of the exer-
cises in the Church.
Address of Welcome
Vacation in the Clouds
— while you learn to fly I
J. his Summer you can enjoy a memorable
vacation while learning to fly— at the Cur-
tiss-Wright Summer Flying Camp in Port-
land, Maine. Under ideal flying conditions,
surrounded by every facility for recrea-
tional activities, you'll enjoy every minute
of a wonderful vacation.
Flying instruction is under the direction of
government licensed, experienced Curtiss-
Wright instructors, in new modern planes.
As accommodations are limited, you are
urged to communicate at once -with the camp
director, J. Halsey Gulick, Clapp Memorial
Building, Portland, Maine.
CURTISS-WRIGHT FLYING SERVICE
"World's Oldest Flying Organization"
.PORTLAND, MAINE
Mr. President, Classmates, and
Friends:
We of the Class of 1930 extend to
I you, our friends, a most hearty wel-
J
come. It is indeed gratifying to know
Ithat there have been people beyond
!
the bounds of this campus who have
had a constant interest in our indivi-
dual institutional activities. It also
gives us great satisfaction to find at
' the culmination of our four years those
particular ones here to join with us
'in severing the intimate ties which
we value so much. We cherish a fal-
tering hope that you will be as well
impressed with our commencement as
were those who came to> Bowdoin for
i the commencement in 1805. The Port-
I land Gazette of that year remarked:
"Those who were so fortunate as to
White Key
(Continued fiom Pnge 1)
The names of the fourteen men se-
lected by the Student Council follows:





Class Officers—W. L. Usher, J. W.
Hay, J. Creighton, Jr.
Musical Clubs—R. N. Sanger
Publications—P. C. Ahern, Jr., G. T.
Sewall, W. W. Stearns
Masque and Gown—N. D. Lovell, W.
H. Perry
Debating—No representatives
be present were highly gratified and
somewhat surprised at the very manly
and, sensible compositions of the
young gentlemen concerned in the
performance of the day. Their style
of oratory was animated and correct
and free from that frippery which
was so frequently esteemed ornament-
al—to college oratory?"
Commencement is a time of re-
flection. Previously the future was
centered with many of us about going
and being in college. Beyond that we
gave little thought. Our ambitions
jwere thqse of acquiring great heights
: either in the scholastic or extracur-
ricular pursuits or both. It seemed
' far away, years and years before that
j
period in our lives would pass. But
it has, nevertheless. Four short years
jhave vanished leaving fortunately the
iinore choice memories.
In looking back over our college
career we look upon it as a great
whole. Into it are blending the de-
tailed attainments. What we have
termed mistakes 'or failures disappear
jin its immensity, never to hinder our
i
progress in the future. This great
Whole has been as we have wished to
j
make it and possesses a value for us
which we can never fully estimate,
i
The joys and profits which we have
|
reaped from it are ours forever.
All this that we have gained
j
through our life at Bowdoin we dedi-
cate to you who have made our stay
here possible. These commencement
activities can little show our deeply
felt appreciation. Only in the great
future that looms ahead can we make
manifest our indebtedness to you and
that by striving toward success in
whatever we undertake.
Classmates > We meet beneath this
ancient oak as tradition wills us. Its
trunk has been an axis around which
our lives have rotated. The circum-
ference of our four years* existence
here has been small, enabling us to
(Continued on page 3)
Alumni Council
(Continued from Page I
)
pacities in connection with the Bow-
doin Club of Portland, and is also a
: member of other organizations in that
city.
Mr. Philbrick is a practicing law-
yer in Portland, where he has shown a
decided interest in Bowdoin affairs,
serving as secretary of the Bowdoin
Club of Portland from 1925 to 1928.
During the war he was a First Lieu-
I tenant in the Intelligence Depart-
j
ment of the A.E.F., and has since
been active in the American Legion at
Portland. He is Alumni Fund Agent
, for the Class of 1917.
Dr. Stubbs is a physician and sur-
geon in Augusta, where he has twice
served as president of the Kennebec
j
County Medical Society. He has been
j
a 'member of the State Board of
l Health for twelve years. Dr. Stubbs
is a 32nd degree Mason and is now
president of the Bowdoin Alumni As-
sociation of Kennebec County.
Play
Continued from Pas* 1
Three Musicians, George S. Willard
'30, Richard P. Mallett '30, John C.
Gatchell '31; Page to Paris, Paul E.
Everett, Jr., '32; Gentlemen, guests
of Capulet, John M. Stanley '30, Carl
K. Moses '30; Citizens, James
P. Pettegrove, Arthur K. Orne
*30, David P. Faxon *30, George
W. Freiday '30, Norman S. Waldron
^O, Richard P, Mallett *30; Servants,
Arthur K. Orne, David P. Faxon; 1st
Watchman, Howard Davies, Jr., '31;
2nd Watchman, George W. Freiday
"80; 3rd Watchman, David P. Faxon
*30; Lady Montague, Lydia Riley;
Lady Capulet, Fabiola Caron; Juliet,
Elizabeth Graves; Nurse to Juliet,
Mildred Thalheimer; Ladies, Eliza-
beth Riley, Eleanor Riley, Jessica
White, Muriel Bradbury.
Richard P. Mallett '30, Odist
\ Ode
The aged father speeds his boy upon his way
And feels secure that he is safe
To tread the ways of earth.
The father feels that he has taught him, as he should
The way to think.
There is no other way.
He as learned it from his father, and has taught it
To his heir and then the son shall pass it on to his.
Benign and calm the father rests upon his laurels
Smiles complacently, the weight of duty gone.
The boy
With bolted door behind him.
With virgin world before him, >
Stands upon the step and wonders
Where he goes from here.
"What now," he cries to an open sky
And from the blue no answer comes.
Perhaps straightway hell win success
A name,
A crown.
I doubt it though.
Perhaps hell trudge alone in some small school
Or shop
And, listless, find a grave in apathy.
Or cringing on the doorstep,
Whine and whimper




Take pity, and in mercy chill his heart.
/
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Take home a copy of Robert Coffin's - An Attic Room
Prof. Beale's - The Critical Year
The Bowdoin Bugle Tales of Bowdoin
Don't forget that we carry Bowdoin banners,
jewelry and other souvenirs of Bowdoin.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
History
In the fall of 1926 a motley crew of
befogged freshmen reached Bruns-
wick to bo regaled and admonished
with the wisdom and witticisms of
Spike MacCormick of prison fame in
Memorial hall. The close relation be-
tween the ridiculous and the sublime
became a stark, staring, reality when
on Proclamation night we received the
mandates of the Class of 1929 with an
appropriate share of feathers and
paste. However, the impression seems
to have been more physical than men-
James M. Parker '30, History
tal; for in the sophomore freshman
flag-rush our first class victory was
won. As late fall and winter drew
on our sworn enemies triumphed in
the traditional way in football and in
track. Even in the face of these two
Josses there sprang up in our midst
an undeniable spirit of class unity;
the worm turned but this worm, not
like the traditional worm—the same
with the other side up, produced vhe
immortal twelve of Harry Pollock's
flying squadron familiarly called, the
bone-crushers. Sophomore supremacy
began to wane, continued to wane after
a short engagement at Louie's Hill-
side lunch their tallest warrior was
borne home on his shield and Garcelon
broke clear to call for a mobilization
of forces. Connected with this episode
are distinct memories of the diabolical
accuracy with which Louie swings, a
bat in defense of his properties. It
was when the freshman banquet was
impending that Garcelon awoke in
the small hours of a dark night to
find treachery afoot. "Henry", called
Gus, in a plaintive petulant voice,
but Henry slept on only to awaken
to the musical click of handcuffs
when both were spirited away to the
lonely fastnesses of Small Point.
Escape, however, was effected and
Freshman Banquet took place in
Portland with Gordon Larcom a reluc-
tant but honored guest. The sopho-
mores, it is rumored, were conspicious
by their absence. Then came rising
night with its wandering cohorts
searching vainly for a class that had
all too wisely taken advantage of, ex-
cursion rates to Portland, Boston, and
points west. Thus were the last bonds
of serfdom broken as we entered into
a new era of freedom.
The Fall of 1927 finds us returning
to the old campus—the same compus,
but what a changed group from the
hesitant, apprehensive, and altogeth-
er meek class of a year ago. We are
Sophomores now—men of experience
for whom college or the world out-
side for that matter holds no myster-
ies. It is with a feeling of gratifying
satisfaction and keen anticipation that
we cast glances of ill omen at our
under-dogs—the new freshmen.
Guided by a righteous desire to
save their souls and guide their paths
aright 1930 bestowed a large sheet
printed in red letters upon each fresh-
man with perhaps a bit more feathers
and glue than it had received.. In
the name of peace, order, and justice
the White Key was reorganized, a
constitution drawn up, and a regime
of iron-handed rule set in. In a clean
sweep, flag rush, the Freshman-Sopho-
more track meet with every first
place, and the football game -brought
victory to our standards. And after
that game we remember Ingoff Shan-
dor, six feet two inches of blond-
headed Swedibii "brawn holding 1 2o
freshmen at bay on the Chapel steps
exclaiming in an impressive manner
"How I would like to use my hands",
while a classmate tolled the bell.
As the year progressed and a spirit
of unrest filled the air, one bright
early spring afternoon found Apple-
ton Hall swarming with excited fresh-
men. Twenty minutes before train
time they poured forth to meet our
forces drawn up in battle cordon. The
two waves met, broke, and the battle
raged cluttering up at once the cam-
pus, Maine street and the station
platform. The feature bout was
staged by Tom Chalmers and Wally
True, a native son of Freeport and
comic effect was produced when a cer-
tain sophomore, jumped on from be-
hind in the melee, inadvertently-
tackled the legs of an innocent by-
stander and experienced the sound
ash of Billy Edwards's night stick.
But alas: "Sic fugit gloria mundi", at
the behest of the Student Council the
Freshmen boarded the train twenty
minutes late, for Augusta where with
the aid of the local bluecoats and half
the state police they staged their ban-
quet. Even then Harry Pollock showed
the wisdom of Virgil's words "Vereor
Danuoos et dona ferentes" by making
a lone sally into the banquet hall by-
way of the fire escape armed with a
maliciously concocted bottle of scent.
Harry returned unscathed leaving his
gift behind him.
Rising night of this year was
weathered by the sophomores with re-
markabily little ducking in the cor-
ner trough. The only exterior evi-
dences of freshman exuberance and
bad taste being the numerals 31
adorning the pedestals of Sophocles
'and Demosthenes, and Mulholland's
car found on the art building steps.
Malicious minds have attributed to us
of 1930 the blame for the presence of
certain birds in the College Chapel.
Whoever the culprit was it offered un-
surpassed opportunity to the Student
I
Council for living target practice with
much danger to certain heavenly
,
bodies, the dislocation of several stars
and probable puncturing of more than
i one cloud. And so our sophomore year
came to an end with undisputed evi-
dence of physical supremacy and con-
[
elusive proof of mental superiority in
(
our smashing victory over the Fresh-
I
men in a Freshman-Sophomore de-
jbate.
As Juniors we found handed down
to us a tradition of Ivy Day—an ex-
jercise which many claimed was an
out-worn and hopeless fruit of dogma.
But strangely enough there were
many members of 1930 who believed
that Ivy Day still contained the seeds
and possibilities of a nob'e in* itutonf
After several conferences between
class officers and the President and
Dean it was decided to give it a final
trial. As a consequence Ivy Day was
i reinstated with out question. Tradi-
tion is perhaps the greatest factor in
the atmosphere of a college and it is
hoped that future classes will do their
part in preserving Ivy Day Exercises
'
—an institution to which we feel very
close and for which we have great
|
veneration. It is indicative that our
Ivy is actually- alive and flourishing.
In the 1930 Bugle the staff produced
a fine piece of work with a surprising
minimum of typographical errors. It
is even reported that the New York
|
Telephone company finds the photo-
graphic section of untold assistance
in selecting its future executives from
our class.
In campus gossip of our Junior
year rumor has it that Tom Chal-
mers stole a base; upon interview he
indignantly asserts that he stole two.
I But not to be outdone Ben Houser
{has hinted that Harry Pollock was
]caugKt~rea3ihg poelry. Harry's state-
ment to the press on this score was
not for publication.
Inseparably bound up with this last
jyear at college have been major cx-
! aminations. With reference to this
;
last and hardest battle of four years a
profane Bugle has said that the
watchword is "They shall not pass",
but graduating classes year after
year seem to have proved the fallacy
of this statement. Rabelais has said
i
that the aim of a great teacher is
to make himself superfluous as soon
as possible. Not. only have we learned
the truth of this, but further we have
come to appreciate the close relations
between students and faculty which
exist here at Bowdoin, to value the
confidence placed in student opinion.
Our life here has not been made up
of conflicting forces of students and
I faculty but rather by a cooperating
combination of the two.
On Ivy Day seniors' last chapel
at which there was an attendance far
better than warranted by precedent
|
we experienced our last class func-
tion in the presence of the whole col-
lege community. As a class we have
I
taken an active part in college ath-
j
letics in proof of which we might
I
sight as a single example the fine
work of Stone and Thayer in both
football and hockey. The Quill, thru
the work of Fosdick has improved
enough to be impossible of identifica-
tion with the product of past years.
The Orient has experienced renova-
tion which brings it nearer to the elu-
sive ideal of a college paper. Phi Beta
Kappa has received its usual quota
from our number while an unprece-
dent number of men planning to en-
ter graduate school refutes the popu-
lar theory that a man goes to college
today in order to obtain a diploma.
In spite of any indications to the con-
trary we have had our serious mo-
ments. It is characteristic of lighter
ones to come up in reminiscence. Four
years of college life is not to be sum-
.med up in a few words. If we have
tied no flags on the chapel spire, if
we fail to reach the stars we aim at
as we cross the threshold, we have at
least become part of a tradition that
will roll down the years.
Olia S. Pettingill, Jr„ '30
Opening Address
not our future is involved in bringing
medical enlightment to some stricken
fireside, or wielding justice, or in-
structing others in educational lines
or handing the world's busness, we
shall meet nevertheless. Therefore





(Continued from page 2)
intermingle. Now we are finally-
drawn to its center to reflect before
parting. On the morrow the circum-
ference of this invisible circle will be-
come larger, giving little opportu-
nity for the personal contact which we
have had. Let us hope, .however,
that we shall return to this first and
innermost circle from time to time
to meet again.
Lastly we have donned this black-
ened garb befitting of the occasion.
We have assumed a serious attitude,
some of us, perhaps, for the first time.
Tradition has it that we should be
sorrowful at this last meeting but it
is said that the young man of the
present day is not sentimental.
Why should he be! The modern
world is smaller than .formerly,
smaller in the sense that it can
be covered more quickly. The stage
coach of a hundred years ago is a
good flier today. Therefore a part-
ing is only temporary. Whether or
If you ask the average undergradu-
ate, or perhaps even the graduate of a
liberal arts college just what he is
getting out of his college, or has got,
he will almost invariably stutter and
stop to consider, whereupon he will
commence to tell you of the fine con-
tacts he has made^.of his fun about
the dormitories or on the athletic
field; but seldom will he break that
mysterious silence amongst liberal
arts students with respect to what
they actually get out of their studies,
. which are presumably the first rea-
son of the existence of the college.
For this reason outsiders have very
frequently complained of and berated
liberal arts colleges because they are
of no practical use, they prepare men
i for nothing save teaching. The
courses, they say, are too general and
theoretical. The course in statistics
will not make you a statistician; nor
that in navigation a navigator. On
the part of the defenders of these
colleges there are many stock 'deal
istic phrases, one of the best of which
might be these words of Prof. White-
head: "The paradox is now fully
! established that the utmost abstrac-
tions are the true weapons with which
| to control our thought of concrete
fact".
I had thought it fitting to con-
clude these exercises in commemora-
tion of our liberal arts education with
an inquiry into the use and purpose of
|
such studies as we of the class of
i 1930 have just completed. But when
this inquiry led me to the conclusion
that all the grievances against liberal
j
arts courses converge and may be
I disposed of under the head of the
Vice of Specialization I immediately
t
aaw. that I had a real subject for a
sermon,—for what sermon does" not
,have a vice in it? Therefore I have
taken the Vice of Specialization as
I
the subject of what I now have to
say.
As men we must remember that
first and last we live within the bonds
of human experience. If we had spent
the past four years at training for a
profession, we should have deviated
by that much time and labor from the
line of free choice in life at an age
when we could not know where our
highest capabilities lay. Life is al-
ways like a game of checkers in which
with each move an irretrievable step
has been taken, but never so much as
when we specialize early in life. Man
is the least specialized of all living
creatures. Fish can only swim, birds
only fly and walk, whereas man can
do all these things and more. There
is a virtue in this lack of specializa-
tion and preservation of possibilities
of activity which in our highly speci-
alized age is not, perhaps, emphasized
enough. It is quite obvious that man's
potentiality lies in this very fact of
non-specialization, for by this means
he rises above other created things.
The diversity of experience which we
are able to enjoy is greater according
to the amount of possibilities of ex-
perience that we preserve within our-
selves; and conversely, as we special-
ize our capacity for experience is
diminished. For example, the poet
Coleridge, who had never yet been on
a sailing vessel, was able to portray
in his "Ancient Mariner" the atmos
phere of sea life so that it rings true
to seaman who, themselves special-
ized, can seldom appreciate any othei
life than their own, Shakespeare por-
trayed almost every conceivable hu-
man experience; his mind, we may
say was as completely unspecial-
ized as any man's ever was.
The true measure of a man's ma-
turity consists in the extent of ex-
perience he is capable of enjoying.
Civilization rests upon the desire that
the greatest number shall enjoy their
capacities for experience to the great-
est extent. We desire to live because
of our hopes concerning what ex-
iperience may bring. Our love of life
,
is constituted -of our faith in the good-
ness of experience, a faith which is
! such that all portrayals of exper-
ience give up joy. And it is this
I faith again which gives rise to the
|
dignity of the race that we observe in
I
the face of stirring events, since
these tend for the moment to un-
specialize multitudes of men. The sub-
limity of poetic and philosophic
striving is also a faith in experience
which is carrying men far above any
specialized life; and in these cases no
reward such as professional life seeks
is any longer comparable to that con-
tained in the striving itself. Spinoza
was content to philosophize by him-
self and live by polishing lenses even
though offered a professorship of
philosophy at Heidelburg. Milton did
not complain because the first issue
of "Paradise Lost" repaid him with
only five pounds, though it was the
work towards which his whole life had
been preparation. Shakespeare did not
care sufficiently for fame as a drama-
tist to supervise an accurate publica-
tion of his plays.
Faith in the goodness of experience
is the embodiment of the love of free-
dom which is our highest desire. We
like choices because they exercise our
freedom, that is, we enjoy experience
because through it we hope to be free;
and this is a rational hope, for it is
only through increasing breadth and
depth of experience that we approach
real freedom. Freedom means that, in-
stead of hedging ourselves about with
self-delusions, we shall face life free-
ly and squarely and consciously. To
do this is the ultimate value of ex-
perience; it is the only real value of
study, the only improvement deriv-
able from knowledge of whatever sort.
Hence, it is obvious that the primary-
purpose of study is not to develop a
mechanical perfection with respect to
a single profession, or to impose people
with mass of reading, but to promote
the ability to act freely and conscious-
ly in the midst of life's vicissitudes.
This is what Montaigne meant when
, he said: We do not educate a child to
I
burden his intellect, but to improve
|
his judgment. Sound judgments are
not mixtures but compounds; they are
[not jugglings within burdened intel-
lects but intuitions flowing from the
knowledge which the mind has been
I able to assimilate. We may say,
1 therefore, that our theoretical and
general studies have been useful ar.-l
practical according as they have
; broadened our judgments; and acoord-
|
ing as they have instilled in us an
,
enduring love of the fine arts, for it is
only minds that have not succumbed
jto the Vice of Specialization which
can appreciate the fine arts. By this
vice I mean the delusion of any man
who becomes submerged in his own
field of activity to the exclusion of
other fields,
—for example, the case
of the literary man who closes his
mind to mathematics._This is a vice
because the mastery of any field of
study is not possible within the one
field, but only through its affinities
with all other fields and finally with
human life. The fine arts are the
monarchs of the intellectual kingdom;
they are the pinnacle towards which
all study tends, for in them glimpses
of th« unity of life are fettered for the
joy and welfare of posterity.
The greatest challenge whi.-h lifp
lays before us is that of appreciating
the lives of as many fellow men as we
| can; it is that, for example, of dis-
!
covering what we have in common
jwith the mathematician, the chemist,
and the musician. In answering this
[challenge we are doing all that ever
can reasonably be asked of us; for in
grasping the experience of the scient-
ist we cannot fail to aid in the ad-
J
vantageous adjustment of human ex-
jperience to the external world after
I
which the scientist is striving, in
! grasping the experience of the mathe-
[matican and musician we cannot fall
short of a feeling for symmetry and
'harmony. Finally, as we pass in re-
jview all the qualities which a varied
[appreciation of human nature pre-
supposes in us, it is at once evident
[that together they approach that ab-
stract quality, the beautiful. And
through that same quality in our na-
ture which loves experience we in-
variably strive to impose upon the
world about us those principles of
beauty that we are capable of ex-
periencing. These are identical with
those of the good, for in evil there is
absence of symmetry and harmony.
The final test, therefore, that a man




Good bye and Good Luck
to the class of nineteen hun-
dred and thirty, whose con-
sistent patronage we both
appreciated and enjoyed.
Masy success go with your
sheepskin, and good fortune
attend you .... always.
IHIAIKMKIWS
acteristics of today. The automobile,
airplane, limited express, four-day
ocean liner, motorboat. merry-go-
round, and roller coaster
. are all
branded with the omnipresent onoma-
topoesie of speed. The very word
breathes a new spirit of motion un-
realized bv our fathers when they at-
tended college. A story goes that a
travelling salesman was hoarding a
fast train for the West and turned to
kiss his wife on the platform. As he
was extending himself for a caress in
a spirit of marital indulgence, the
train started suddenly-, and the poor
man's lips met not his mate's, but
those of a brindled cow five miles out
in the country.
The emblem of speed, to take one
phase of our chaotic civilization, from
a point of view of rapid perfection
and universality, has been the auto-
mobileV Thirty vearsTteo a weekend
was probably unheard of. A quick
iaunt to some out-of-the-way place
'Continued on Paee «>
Burton H. Tower, Adams, Mass.
Ansel B. True, Worcester, Mass.
Herman F. Urban, Seymour, Conn.
Norman S. Waldron, Rockland
Benjamin B. Whitcomb, Ellsworth
Merle R. Wilkins, North Jay




Philip W. Woods, Portland
Leon Ziesel, New York, N. Y.
James P. Pettegrove
Closing Address
his love of the fine arts and of his
fellow men, among whom he Will live
in sympathies enriched with his ap-
preciation of the finest feelings that
have actuated men throughout the
ages.
, What Sir Pnilip Sidney said
of poetry applies equally well to the
other fine arts; "They that do de-
light in poetry itself should seek to
know what they do and how they do;
and especially look themselves in an
unflattering glass of reason, if they be
inclinable unto it."
Oration
"The Old Order Changeth ..."
Once again the Class of 1930 has
committed a great political blunder
by choosing as an orator one who has
done all in his power to disprove such
an assumption. It is indeed deplor-
able that 109 men of unquestionably
high intellect should so defile the
Temple of Reason by this single act
of delirium. However, trembling as
I am at the present moment from my
second appearance before this august
gathering. I shall endeavor to strug-
gle on come what may, and if as the
hours go by you find yourselves
squirming in your seats, squirm by all
means. But remember that this is
my hour of revenge and that those
behind me are alone responsible for
this declamatory debacle.
As I cast about for something with
which to occupy these moments of
your waking hours, my mind at once
anchors me to the age in which we
live. Yet a precarious anchorage is
this age, and so whirling with the
spirit of change that it stretches any
figure of speech beyond recognition.
Speed is one of the outstanding char-
Degrees Conferred 1930
Bachelor of Arts
William M. Altenburg, Portland
John K. Ames, Machias
Charles W. Babb, Jr., Camden
Clayton M. Bardsley, Bridgton
Richard L. Barker, "Derry, N. H.
George R. Beaumont, Lewiston
Frederic H. Bird, Rockland
Philip R. Blodgett,*.Chicago, 111.
George W. R. Bowie, Vanceboro
Thomas G. Braman, Portland
Ronald P. Bridges, West Pembroke
Carleton A. Butler, Gorham
Paul W .Butterfield, Farmington
Henry P. Chapman, Jr., Portland
Vaughan H. Clay, Waterville
Lewis C. Coffin, Ashland
Prince S. Crowell, Jr., Franklin,
Mass.
Forrest S. Davis, Portland
Harrison M. Davis, Jr., Marblehead,
\fASS
Roy E. Davis, Bethel
Howard A. Davison, Attleboro
Mass.
William H. Dean, Jr, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
David Desjardins, Brunswick
Raymond Deston, Fall River, Mass.
Charles H. Farlev, Jr., Cape Eliza-
beth
David P. Faxon, Moorestown, N. J.
Herbert H. Fernald, Topsham
Joseph P. Flagg, Portland
Douglas Fosdick, Lewiston
George W. Freiday, Jr., South
Windham
Gerald G. Garcelon, Lewiston
Manning Hawthorne, Scarsdale, N.
Y.
William K. Heath, Bar Harbor
Asher D. Horn, Farmington
William P. Hunt, Jr., Woodfords
Raymond E. Jensen, Portland
William F. Johnson, Princeton
Asa S. Knowles, Northeast Harbo?
Edgar W. Lancaster, Old Town
John F. Leahy, Milton, Mass.
Lyman C. 'Lee, Dover-Foxcroft
Laurell F. Longfellow, Monarda
Oliver C. Lyon, Jr., Montclair, N. J.
Charles F. McCreery, Brookline,
Mass.
Elbert G: Manchester, Winsted.
Conn.
Theodore M. Marshall, Taunton,
Mass.
Carl K. Moses, Dexter
William A. Murphy, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Arthur K. Orne, Rockland
James M. Parker, Cape Elizabeth
James P. Pettegrove, Machiasport
Olin S. Pettingill, Jr., Middleton,
Mass.
Herbert L. Prescott, Rockland
Weston Rankin, Woodfords
JohmW. Riley, Jr., Brunswick
Howard M. Sapiro, Portland
Samuel H. Slosberg, Gardiner
Ralph S. Smith, Jr., Adams, Mass
Clifford R. Snow, Newton, Mass.
Gilmore W. Soule, Augusta
John M. Stanley, Kezar Falls
George E. Stetson, Brunswick
Howard V. Stiles, Augusta
Stuart R. Stone, West Newton,
Mass.




Pliny A. Allen, Norway
Donald W. Berry, Hackensack, N.
J.
Frederick L. Bixby, Salem, Mass.
Emerson M. Bullard, Wrentham,
Mass.
Robert E. Burnham, Elmhurst, N.
Y.
Herbert W. Chalmers, Framing-
ham, Mass.
William C. Cole, Skowhegan
Donald G. Congdon, Worcester,
Mass.
Eliot K. Coulter, Essex, Conn.
Ira Crocker, Freeport
Elmer B. Drew, Melrose, Mass.
Caleb F. Dyer, Dover-Foxcroft
Barrett Fisher, Lowell, Mass.
Ralph B. Hirtle, Maiden, Mass.
Benjamin G. Jenkins, Danvers,
Mass.
George J. Jones, Somerville, Mass.
Daniel E. Kennedy, Jr., Chestnut
Hill, Mass.
William N. Locke, Newtonville,
Mass.
Herbert S. McLellan, Maiden, Mass.
Alexander B. Mulholland, Ipswich,
Mass.
Kaspar O. Myrvaagnes, Skarbovi,k
Alesund, Norway
Frank W. Phelps, Jr., Old Town
Walter L. Placzankis, Rumford
Edward W. Rayner, Newton Center,
Mass.
Robert H. Sargent, Belmont, Mass.
Edward Schwartz. Portland
Henry G. Small, Winchester, Mass.
Edwin B. Spaulding, Bath.
Ellis Spear, 3d., Newton Center,
Mass.
Alva D. Stein, Jr., Newton, Mass.
Henry H. Stevenson, Pittsburgh,
Penn.
Hewlett S. Stone, Lexington, Mass.
Oscar Swanson, Belmont, Mass.
Harry B. Thayer, Jr., Marblehead
Neck, Mass.
Wendell Ward, Houlton
Dwight E. Webber, Houlton
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to think of the things that we are
doing, have done, or can do for our
selves rather than of what has been
I
done for us. We are impatient of
being reminded of obligations we are
'under to men and women of previous
generations, now for a long time dead
and gone. Let us live our own lives
in our own way. It is irksome to
think that we are under obligations
because our fathers and their fathers
and their fathers before them for
many generations labored not solely
for themselves but for us. Is there
|not something of this feeling behind
]
the attitude so widely prevalent with
I respect to observance of religious and
j
patriotic occasions? A lack of real
1 gratitude dries up the well spring of
'loyalty. Of course very often the
'reasons for gratitude are not e'early
We carry the largest assortment of
j
realized. There is, for example, a
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- ! great lack of loyalty to the church
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic andlm- on the part of the younger generation,
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all [and of many others too. But how
kinds east of Portland.


















few realize how deep are our obliga-
tions as members of society to the
. I church, or in other words, to organ-
ized religion? One has no quarrel
iwith those who are under misconcep-
tions of the church. But if it could
|
only be realized how much good thf-
I
church does, how it is always ready
for duty, always ready to give the
! consolations of religion to all who
call, some feeling of gratitude might
engender a different spirit; and if,
as is probable, you are not yet ready
to be grateful to the church for what
it may do for you, do not forget that
i there is a great accummulated debt
of gratitude for what it has done for
_ . ... .. , „ ., I yours. The same thesis holds of
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubber.
,oya,ty to one ,g country If we think
ROBERTS' SHOE STORE ;of all that one's country really means,
|
of all that it does, of all its potent -
~
I
iolity for good, then there is real
patriotism, a thrill that causes deep
gratitude and can be expressed only
in devoted service. Thus in nearly
every department of life you may test
I your sense of loyalty by your own
feeling of gratitude. Thus in nearly
every department of life you may
:test your sense of loyalty by your
feeling of gratitude, and this extends
to life itself with all its hopes and
fears, its disappointments and tri-
umphs, with its sin and sorrow and
victory- We all in our heart of hearts
know that the gift of life is a great
a high gift for which we should be
devoutly grateful to Almighty God.
Some of you may know that poignant
and beautiful poem of Henry New-
boldt called, "He fell among thieves",
the story of the young English officer
j
just from school and college, cap-
tured on the Afghan borders and to
be executed at dawn. The poet passes
in review pictures of life in England,
of school and college,
"He saw the dark wainscot and tim-
ber'd roof,
The long tables and the faces merry
and keen;
The College Eight and their trainer
dining aloof
The Dons on the dais serene."
The youth thinks of those happy
days, then he faces his murderers and
says,
"O glorious Life, who dwellest in
earth and sun,
I have lived. I praise and adore
Thee."
Another basis of loyalty is of a
very different nature but it is of much
more importance than on the surface
appears—enthusiasm. If we are
really loyal to a cause or an institu-
tion, we need to exercise far more
than we do the virtue of moral fervor.
We ought to let ourselves go, to get
excited, and to be capable of indig-
nation if our loyalties are unjustly
attacked. In his latest work Thorn-
ton Wilder cites the saying of Plato
that the true philosophies are the
young men of their age; "not because
they do it very well but because they
rush upon ideas twith their whole
souls. Later one philosophizes for
praise or for apology, or because it
is a complicated intellectual game."
"And what", the woman of Andros
asks, "drives them in the next fifteen
years to become so graceless, so
pompus or envious, or so visibly
cheerful?" As we pass from youth
there is very real danger of our los-
ing our eagerness, our freshness, our
—
' enthusiasm, and if we let these things
»»»l^XT»G TkOfTr1 onM"«»ip!wane, we find it harder to keep ourAL.L.U.IN O IJKUlx OIUKEj
.loyalties alive. It is not altogether
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developed on many a campus a de-
precation of true college spirit. It
is of course well to avoid a blatant
and noisy patriotism; but one need
not carry this protest so far as to
feel no thrill at the sight of the flag,
or to have no response in our souls
to the heroic and the self sacrificing.
Surely the college ought always to
encourage an intelligent participation
in public affairs; to develop an atti-
tude profoundly critical of all that is
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vicious and cheap. But college men
need also to be on guard against too
great sophistication, against airs of
superiority or aloofness, against a lack
of enthusiasm for high causes such as
democracy and social justice. There
are evils in our public . life that cry
aloud to be rectified. There are the
dangers of corruption to be fought;
there are all too many signs of in-
competency and cowardice in our leg-
islative halls. But there is not the
least good reason to abandon faith in
the principles of our democracy, or
to be faint hearted about the future
We need a new birth of loyalty to
America—loyalty that knows the
heart of the country to be sound and
true, loyalty that realizes that out of
the struggle and turmoil, out of the
momentary depression will come a
stronger and fairer land on which
the deepest loyalty of our hearts may
honorably be set.
So far I have endeavored to point
out that loyalty is built upon sim-
plicity and gratitude and enthusiasm.
The loyal soul has a certain simplicity
and directness of temper, a sense of
thankfulness and obligation, a will-
ingness to let himself go and to dis-
play more moral fervor. And now let
us turn for a few minutes to a dis-
cussion of what are more important
consideration—to whom and to what
should a man be loyal ? When should
one be ready to subordinate his per-
[sonal loyalty to the higher loyalty of
I
the larger groups.? How far can loy-
j
alty to friends, or groups, or country,
jbe consistent with loyalty to Truth?
After all everything depends on this
higher loyalty. In other words, loy-
jalty to truth is the test of all other
loyalties. Some loyalties, to be sure,
have their origin in the heart not in
the mind; these are loyalties of love
not of the intellect. But is there no
connection between loyalty to the
home and loyalty to truth ? You are
loyal to all the best that is in vour
home, to the self sacrifice and to the
love that abide there, to all those
things that are fair and lovely and of
good report. And you can with per-
fect intellectual honesty be loyal to
your college, or your church, or your
profession, not necessarily the college
of the moment, or the church of to-
day, but loyal to the best that you
know.
In the words of Kipling:
"If England was what England seems
And not the England of our dreams
Pretty, but only putty brass an' paint
'Ow quick we'd chuck 'er—but she
aint!"
To be loyal to the best that we
know, to be loyal to the truth as God
gives us to see the truth is the pur-
pose and the goal of education. And as
President Alderman of the University
of Virginia told his graduates the
other day, "Any scheme of society jn
which intolerance prevails, in which
men cannot seek God's truth patiently
and bravely and declare it when they
find it fearlessly ana reverently, is a
society branded with the cheapest in-
famy possible to the human spirit".
Loyalty to the truth must constantly
be at war with intolerance. Truth n
'. many sided. In a fine Elizabethan
phrase we read: Truth lies open to
all; it is the sole possesion of no one
individual. The country of truth has
not yet been pre-empted. There is
moral truth as well as scientific truth;
religious truth no less than material
truth. The search for truth breeds
loyalty to truth; but the quest is ard-
uous and full of setbacks. A man who
desires to be intellectually honest
must be constantly on guard against
himself. We are all so frail and so
human that we are prone to to take
a stand and afterwards to justify
f
that stand by specious argument read-
! ing into a situation elements that
were not in the first place present.
Let me give a rather common ex-
ample. Many men today profess no
interest in the church. As a matter
of fact, they prefer to have Sundays
for other exercises, or dislike religious
' obligations. But the reason that in
I
many cases would be given is that the
! church is too dogmatic, or has too
'much doctrine, or too strict a creed.
I Yet very often the objectors have
never studied for a moment a creed,
nor do they know anything about doc-
trine. Such kind of intellectual rea-
soning is not based on loyalty to the
I truth. In political life there are con-
i
stant cases of lack of intellectual
I
honesty. To vote for or against a
bill solely on the grounds of putting
your opponent in difficulties in one
current .example. To oppose a treaty
not on its merits but for the sake of
embarrassing the administration is
another. We suffer more in our pub-
lic life from evasion and insincerity
and passing of responsibility than we
:do even for stupidity of ignorance.
A person who is loyal to his coneep-
j
tion of the truth however warped that
conception may be may some day see
'the light. But beware the intellectual-
ly dishonest man, the man who has in
his heart no loyalty to truth.
And it is because men have different
conceptions of the truth that honest
differences of opinion arise and that
conflicts of interests occur. Here is a
fine man, a candidate for American
citizenship, who says he cannot con-
scientiously take an oath that will
obligate him to take up arms in a
cause he may deem unjust. Here is
an equally fine man, a judge, who
decrees that such a position might
render our nation impotent in time of
crisis. How are you going to deter-
mine which is right? I know of no
other way than by testing each case
as it comes along, by the reaction of
your own conscience to the higher
loyalty. If you get to be a lawyer,
you will no doubt at times have to
choose between loyalty to your client
and loyalty to your profession. You
may be placed in a position where loy-
jalty to your own kind, or your
own class, or your own race, may be
j
treason to the higher loyalty you owe
I
to ever increasing groups. Hut if
jyou begin by being loyal to the local,
'to your very own, and then increase
,the circumference of your loyalties,
as circles are formed by throwing a
stone in a pond, you will not go far
J
wrong. For real loyalty is never
! exclusive; it is conclusive. Like love
jit rejoices not in iniquity; it rejoices in
the truth.
I Members of the Graduating Class:
I have chosen for my theme the
bases of loyalty with particular ref-
erence to your own development in
the next few years. Wherever you
go and whatever you may do, I hope
you will be known as men who arc
not ashamed of loyalty to the simple
things of life, not averse to being
grateful and always ready to show
enthusiasm for those things that are
of good report. We need today not so
much brilliance or cleverness as de-
pendability and character. If you be-
gin by showing loyalty to your home
and your college, if in the next few
years you can keep your ideals high
and your enthusiasm aflame, you will
be so much the better prepared to put
your loyalties to the test of the sor-
rows and disappointments, the tri-
umphs and successes of later life. All
of us need individual training in loy-
alty, and that training begins with
the most simple things which I hope
you will never despise. More than
you have been aware, in your college
life you have been associated with
loyalty to truth. Despite many in-
consistencies and weaknesses in col-
lege instruction, it is a fact that for
four years you, like all other college
men, have been under teachers who
are intellectually honest, who have
no axe to grind, no reason for trim-
ming or for evasion, and from that
contact I trust you will all strive to
be intellectually honest all through
your lives. Go forth as uncompromis-
ing champions of the truth as God
gives you to seek and possess it; and
when there is so much cynicism
abroad and so little faith, do not
hesitate to be simple and direct and
loyal and honest—loyal to your home
and your college, loyal to the chosen
companion of your life, loyal to those
who trust and employ you, and above
all loyal to that truth which is re-
vealed to us in Christ. And may God
bless you and strengthen and confirm
your loyalty to Him.
FORTY-FIVE MEN
AWARDED LETTERS
Letters were recently awarded by
the Bowdom Athletic Association to
those who earned them in spring
sports. The major letter men follow:
Track
G. W. Souple, '30 (captain)
J. C. Flint, '31 (manager)
F. M. Appleton, '31
G. L. Arnold, Jr., '32
H. P. Chapman, Jr., '30
R. N. Cobb, '32
S. R. Foster, '31
D. L. Galbraith, '32
D. A. Johnson, '32
R. E. McLaughlin, '33
R. Olson, '31
C. F. Stanwood, '32
H. B. Thayer, Jr., '30
H. W. Thistlewaite, '32
W. L. Usher, '32
J. V. Williams, '32
Baseball
L. Urban, '30 (captain)
H. P. Robinson, '31 (manager)
T. M. Chalmers, '30
W. C. Cole, '30
A. L. Crimmins, '31
B. S. Dwyer, '31
S. E. McKown, '32
E. C. Parmenter, '31
J. A. Ricker, Jr., '32
H. H. Rose, '31
B. R. Shute, '31
G. H. Souther, '31
H. V. Stiles, '30
G. Whittier, '31
Minor letters were warded in Fenc-
ing, Golf, Gym, and Tennis:
Fencing
W. M. Altenburg, '30 (captain)
W. B. Fleck, '32 ,
N. K. Macdonald, '32
Golf
R. Deston, '30 (captain)
J. R. DeMeyer, '32
A. 0. Dillenbeck, Jr., '31
R. C. Mullin, '32
Gym
J. B. Colton, 2nd., '31 (captain)
E. A. Christian, '32
W. L. L. Short, '32
A. T. Leavitt, Jr., '30
Tennis
E. F. Abbott, Jr., '31
W. M. Altenburg, '30
J. M. Parker, '30
D. C. Perkins, '31
tion of woman's lower hem is only a
surface change of a greater and more
deep seated movement toward free-
dom of thought from unwise restric-
tions.
Before the Great War our land had
been passing through an age of femi-
nine education. The 19th Century saw
the foundation of girls' colleges,
which went under the titles of Fe-
male Seminaries, Female Colleges,
Colleges for Females, and other phy-
sical headings. The slogan of "Votes
for Women" began its career. So did
Carrie Nation. This movement was
a foundation of the new position of
woman today, and belongs properly
with the educating and liberating
forces of the Great War and its im-
mediate aftermath.
Woman's place in the world, which
the new movement for liberation is
seeking to improve, was determined
by momentous events many years be-
fore the chaos of 1914 during the
Crusades of the 11th, 12th, and 13th
Centuries. It must be remembered
that when mankind leaves for the
trenches, womankind entrenches in
the leavings. The Crusader, upon re-
turning home from his Christian duty
of saving the world for Christianity,
found a different wife. I mean, some-
times he actuallv did, but in all events
she seemed different and mysterious.
Within a few decades, one million
pedestals had been ordered for the
knightly households upon which wo-
man placed herself supreme for at
least eight centuries. But it was man
in his scheming cleverness who put
her up there, and once in position she
could not get down to tell him where
to throw his dirty underwear. Yet
he, smirking in his triumph, could yell
up to her where the devil was his col-
lar button. What defeated man was
the fact that woman usually knew
where his collar button was. But did
man wonder at her miraculous vision ?
He did not. He was too elated over
his own cleverness.
This befooling of the male went on
for centuries. The soldier, when he
returned home in 1919 from his Chris-
tian duty of saving the world for de-
mocracy and Mussolini, found a dif-
ferent wife. Not actuallv different,
due to the energetic task of keeping
the home fires burning, but she
seemed different and mysterious.
These home fires I just mentioned had
been kept burning by the diligent use
of the pedestals supplied her in the
11th, 12th, and 13th Centuries. Now
it must be remembered that "when
Always "Noticed
But Never Notictjble
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was dependent upon the strength of
the horse and the quality of one's
Strain. In those days a person had
indeed to know his oats if he were to
get anywhere.
But the automobile has been more
than a mere consumer of distance.
It has contributed to one of the most
noticeable changes of our present age.
Up to 1910 the auto was essentially
a man's instrument. But in that year
the self-starter was perfected and the
market was broadened by a gradually
increasing number of women drivers.
The effect of this simple invention
was profound. When woman began
to move her feet about the pedals,
skirts twenty-six inches in length be-
came a nuisance. As "the child is
father of the man" so it is the mother
of the woman. Year by year skirts
climbed higher. A poet. Sir John
Suckling, I believe, wrote in the early
part of the 17th Century:
Her feet beneath her petticoat
Like little mice stole in and out.
As if they feared the light.
This could have been written with no
untruth up^to the Great War. But
had Sir John been living in 1919, he
would have been forced to say,
Her. calves beneath her petticoat
Like little mice — /
yet he could hardly have compared
calves to mice. A few years later the
change of dress would have necessi-
tated: "Her knees . . . like little
mice ..." The petticoat had passed
into the realm of unwept memories.
By 1930 — but perhaps I should stop.
Poetry was not intended for non-
classical physical culture and the lit-
eratus has turned to the distorted
meter of unrimable and mechanical
moanings. Instead of dainty, lyric
loveliness we have "Hog-butcher for
the world." "stacker of wheat."
"tool-maker," "player with rail-
roads." and the like. But the eleva-
the cat's away, the mice do. play." But
it is also true that when the mice are
away fighting other mice, the cats
learn to enjoy freedom from many,
homely cares, if you will pardon the
personification. Woman had grown
tired of standing on a pedestal. She
was no longer content to remain a
figure-head or an attractive pilot,
calling out the position of collar but-
tons. But when men returned from
the war, it was necessary for her to
fortify her newly-won freedom, or she
might actuallv have to look under the
bureau for that accursed button.
Without the pedestal woman was lost.
Man had grown alarmingly critical
during his absence, steeped in the suc-
cess of method. What price a new-
pedestal ?
Science answered her call and the
male paid. Within a decade one mil-
lion electric ice machines, vacuum
cleaners, mangles, stoves, and toast-
ers had been ordered for the house-
holds of the country. Coal shovels re-
fused to fit a woman's hand and the
dog became the furnace man. The
stronger sex was won over to the doc-
trine: "Don't kill your wife with hard
work, let electricity do it." Even
Promethius was defied by tireless
cookery. Behind these devices woman
has placed herself supreme.. The only-
button she has to worry about now is
the switch. The isolation of the ped-
estal has gone forever, but the su-
periority which it afforded has not
been lost. Man has found his realms
invaded on all sides, in the smoking
car, in the barber shop, an the barber
shop's offspring, the House of Repre-
sentatives. In the Middle Ages
woman wanted to be a statue and
have songs sung about her. The
Great War liberated her from this
passive existence. And yet the songs
still go on, not greatly endowed with
art perhaps, but songs nevertheless.
For, along with women who do. we
are again beginning to elevate women
who are, and upon this, people like
Ziesrfeld. Al Jolson, and Rudy V'allee
are making vast fortunes.
The question before us today is how-
far should this liberation go? Much
of it has been wise, but there is al-
ways the danger of excess. A sane
and rational understanding of the re-
lations between man and woman is
undoubtedly the cornerstone of the
advancement of civilization. But such
freedqm can be carried too far, and
we should guard ourselves against a
possible condition of too much relaxa-
tion from the traditions and conven-
tions of our ancestors. With all oar
speed, efficiency, and turmoil we
must avoid a too great leaning on
the progressive propulsion of the
primrose path. We are obviously in
an age of change, and this metamor-
phosis, so pronouncedly material in
its outward appearance, has gone far
deeper and is affecting the mental,
moral, and spiritual structure of our
civilization. It is up to all of us. and
more especially the young men of our
countrv who are being graduated this
month, to prevent a stagnation of
humankind, to fight against a subordi-
nation of the soul to scientific exist-
ence, and to beware of a dangerous
liberation from restraining influence
in morals and manners. We should
remember to live our lives and not be
content with lives which are lived for
us by ingenious devices. One must
distinguish between a helpful and ra-
tional co-operation and the impending
tragedy of mass thinking, of the blind
and heedless following of the crowd.
The great chain newspapers and
the dependence of the brains of jour-
nalism on the power of business are
making for a standardization of
thought. Editorial writers are think-
ing for us in many phases of our
complex life, and bound as they are to
material factors for theirHaily bread,
they do not think very clearly or con-
vincingly. Modern organizations are
laying a death trap for independent
thought and positive expression.
An emotional waving of the flag
will turn science from the aid to the
destruction of mankind. The Great
War is a poignant example of this
hysteria. Automobiles kill thousands
every year, and the disregard for
human life goes on apace.
W^ith all our material gains, the
luxuries of the past which have be-
come the necessities of the present,
the ease and broadened scope of com-
munication and travel, and the in-
creasingly successful fight against
disease, it is man that really counts.
Is he contributing his just share to
the mental advancement of civiliza-
tion? We must remember that man
should place himself above and not
below material things. We must be-
ware lest he lose himself in the ever
multiplying luxuries of life. No
amount of labor on the radio can as-
sure us of some one worth hearing
when the perfected instrument is
ready. No amount of increased
knowledge in medicine can build char-
acter. If we bear this always in our
minds, we shall look to the future
with confidence, knowing that the
world can never.be "too much with
us."
Benjamin B. Whitcomb '30
Chairman Commencement Committee
Prizes
(Continued from Page 2)
Sumner I. Kimball Prize for Excel-
lence in Natural Sciences—James
Mitchell Parker '30.
Nathan Gould Prize—Herbert Hall
Fernald '30.
Horace Lord Piper Prize — No
award.
Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prize
Scholarship— Wallace Morse True '31
Poetry Prize—Walter Parker Bow -
man '31.
Brown Memorial Prizes—Edward
Schwartz '30, Benjamin Zolov '31,
Melcher Prince Fobes '32, Edward
Bernard McMenamih '33
Leon V. Walker of the Class of
1903. of Portland, has just been elect-
ed President of the Alumni Council.
CLASS OF 1878 MEMORIAL GATEWAY
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Curtis Gift of Half Million Dollars
and Two Bequests Totalling Eighty
Thousand Dollars Assure Increased




Coach Charles W. Bowser Stresses
Pertinent Need of Active and
Enthusiastic Backing for Polar
Bear Eleven
FACULTY LARGER
As far over five hundred students
crowded into the forms and aisles of
the chapel last Thursday morning,
the college year of 1930-81 formally
began. An augmented faculty and
the largest enrollment in several
years were two of the outstanding
features which accompanied the start
of the semester. Approximately one
hundred and seventy men are in this
year's Freshman class, and six oth-
ers transferred from various colleges
and universities bringing the total
enrollment to five hundred and sixty-
five.
Most of the fraternities welcomed
back their actives over the week end,
that they might open the rushing sea-
son as soon as the class of 1934 ar-
rived. Pledge smokers and enter-
tainment of all sorts went on until
and during upper-class registration on
Thursday. On Wednesday night the
new men met in the lounge of Moul-
ton Union for a smoker, and the next
evening found them assembled once
again for an All-Bowdoin night.
Curtis Makes Large Gift
During the summer Bowdoin re-
ceived one of the largest single gifts
in the history of American Colleges,
when Cyrus H. K. Curtis, head of the
Curtis Publishing Company, a trustee
of the college, and one of its greatest
benefactors, donated half a million
dollars outright, the income of which
is to be employed in strengthening
the salaries of our faculty. A com-
mittee, which will report to the Visit-
ing Committee next June, has been
formed, and after careful study of
the situation will make recommenda-
tions as to the course which they be-
lieve it would be wise to take. On this
committee are President Sills, Gov-
ernor Cobb of Rockland, Professor
Lawrence of Columbia, Mr. Philip G.
Clifford of Portland, and Mr. Ellis
Spear of Boston.
Scholarship Fund Larger
Another fifty thousand dollars for
application on the scholarship funds
comes from the estate of Dr. Lucien
Howe of the class of 1870. Dr. Howe,
who lived in Buffalo, was a distin-
guished ophthalmologist, and specified
that the income from his bequest
should be placed at the disposal of
men intending to enter his field of
study.
Yet another thirty thousand dollars
was given to Bowdoin during the
summer months by Mrs. Maynard, of
New York, in remembrance of her
father, the late Hon. Henry B. Quin-
hy. '69, who at one time was governor
of New Hampshire. The income is to
provide three scholarships of fiv?
hundred dollars each, which are to
be awarded to students from Maine.
In company with the scholarships
from the Lawrence Foundation this
money will provide so well for Maine
scholarships that there need be no
(Continued on page 2)
LANCASTER PRESIDES
Thursday evening of last week the
Annual All-Bowdoin Night was held
in the Lounge Room of the Moulton
Union under the auspices of the Bow-
doin Christian Association. The
greater part of the Freshman clast,
attended along with a few upperclass-
men, but that was more than enough
to fill the Union to overflowing.
In order to start the meeting off
with a little enthusiasm, Dr. McShane
'20 of Portland led the group in
singing some college songs. In spite
of the capable leadership, the result
was pretty feeble and from that
showing Bowdoin might well deserve
the title of "the worst singing Col-
lege in the East". Don Lancaster,
Manager of the Moulton Union, acted
as toastmaster and he introduced
Arthur L. Crimmins, President of the
Student Council, as the first speaker.
In a brief address he welcomed the
incoming class on behalf of the Stu-
dent Council and upperclassmen.
Bowser Urges Support of
Football Team
After another song which was a
little bit better than the first ones,
Charles W. Bowser, Coach of the
football squad was introduced. Coach
Bowser after a word of welcome con-
fined his talk to football. He pleaded
for the support of the student body
in the coming football season. He
pointed out the necessity of having
not only a strong team but also an ac-
tive and enthusiastic backing from
the students of the college. He
expressed a desire to see the entire
college playing football and spoke of
the formation of interclass teams this
fall which is discussed elsewhere in
this paper. If a larger percentage
of the men in college are given a
chance to play football, it will not
only_ increase the interest in the var-
sity team but will also be an excel-
lent means of developing material
which might be of varsity caliber. In
closing his address Coach Bowser re-
stated the need of a staunch support
and hoped that the undergraduates
would continue the interest they had
shown at the squad's first home drill.
Sills Points Out Advantages
of Bowdoin
The last speaker of the evening
was President Sills. Ho opened bis
speech by repeating the welcome of
Crimmins and Bowser and then went
on to explain the importance of the
organizations which they represented.
He explained the part that the Stu-
dent Council plays in the administra-
tion of the College and urged whole-
hearted support by the students. He
seconded Coach Bowser's appeal for
support of the football team, and ap-
proved of not only the support of the
undergraduates but also the support
of the entire faculty and administra-
tive staff.
Because of the many meetings and
lectures which the Freshmen had at-
tended since they arrived in col-
lege, President Sills did not force
any more advice upon them, but
skipped over it and pointed out the
advantages which Bowdoin has over
many other colleges. He explained
the advantages of the small college
over the large one. In a college of
Bowdoin's size new members are
quickly taken in by the older men
on the campus. Before a freshman
has been here twenty-four hours, he
has begun to fit himself into the




Dr. Edward C. Kirkland to
be Munsey Professor
of History
M. Biraud of Poitiers, France, Fellow
in French; Dr. Bollinger Instructor
of Chemistry, and Dr. Stallknechl
in Philosophy; White and Daggett
to Teach German and Government
EX-GOVERNOR BAXTER
WELCOMES CLASS OF '34
Speech Concerning Strict Observance
of Law Provokes Sharp Retort




The inauguration of Bowdoin's
129th year finds the teaching staff in-
creased in number by the advent of
seven new instructors to the campus.
Although two of the younger men are
Bowdoin graduates, the others will
bring ideas foreign to this campus
which will aid in broadening the scope
of instruction.
Outstanding among the newcomers
is Edward Chase Kirkland who this
year begins active service as associate
professor of American History.
Francis Marie Edmond Biraud comes
this year as Fellow in French, the
fourth young frenchman to hold that
position. Other departments are to
be enlarged by the presence of five
new instructors: Giles M. Bollinger
of the chemistry department, Newton
P. Stallknecht of the philosophy
branch, Charles V. Brooke, instructor
in Romance languages, James F.
White, instructor in German, and
Athern P. Daggett of the history and
government departments.
Edward Chase Kirkland
Campus Undergoes Many Changes
And Improvements During Summer
While students scattered over the I
country during the summer holidays,
Don Potter, superintendent of
grounds and buildings, carried on his |
annual Bowdoin clean up and paint
up campaign and thus the returning
:
undergraduate cannot mistake innu-
merable changes around the campus,
j
A vacancy beside the .swimming >
pool broadcasted the information that I
the observatory had been .wafted
j
away. Lo and behold, the flagpole
j
was standing benignly on the very |
campus and dim hammerings from
the «.dusky confines of Memorial Hall
told of drastic but secret changes.
Farther away Pickard Field assumed
greater flesemblance to an athletic
field.
A New Auditorium
Although the details have been
rather vague in the minds of tin-
students, everyone has realized that
something momentous' is happening
to Memorial Hall. From the blows of
the hammer and the rasp of the saw
shall arise an auditorium of which
we shall no longer be ashamed.
Almost the entire stage has been
removed and a new one is to be built.
From a comparatively small center
-tage two low wide flights of stairs
will rise to the right and left to
slightly elevated secondary platforms.
Above the stage a new acousticon
ceiling will be constructed to improve
tht acoustic qualities of the hall.
There will be new paneling on the
walls and new glass is to be placed in
the windows.
Theater Seats and Fireproof Stair
One of the greatest changes will be
the substitution of regular theater
seats for the movable benches whose
scrapings and creaks have for so long
been a terror to the lecturer. To add
to the safety and convenience of the
auditorium a fireproof stairway has
been built into the northeast corner
with corresponding changes on the
first floor to provide for an outside
exit to this staircase. In addition to
these major changes the whole hall
is to be redecorated and made into
a modern auditorium.
At Pickard Field also great changes
have come during the summer
months. The baseball diamond was
graded and much improved, with the
outfield equipped for intramural soc-
cer. Three other gridirons were put
in good condition for soccer and foot-
ball. A new gate nearer the general
entrance has been set in the fence
around the baseball diamond to as-
sure greater convenience at games.
A stretch of macadam road was
built at the entrance and water pipes
laid to several points in the field. To
complete the equipment an attractive
building was erected to house the
rollers and other materials.
Observatory Removed
One of the most noticeable changes
has been the removal of the observ-
atory from its position beside tht
It was built in 1890
construction of the
interfered with it.
The structure is being rebuilt on a
solid ledge of rock in the southwest
for the smaller telescopes and sex-
tants has been set up on the roof of
corner of the Pickard Field area near
Harpswell street. A large platform
the Science Building for use in class
work.
On September 17 a new painting of
Augustus F. Moulton was hung in
the Moulton Union by its painter
Joseph B. Kahili. The portrait was
completed within the. last month.
Popular as Scholar and Teacher
Mr. Kirkland is a graduate of
Dartmouth College in the class of
1916. After service with the Amer-
ican forces in France he began grad-
uate work at Harvard where he
stayed for four years on two scholar-
ships. He did special work in his-
tory with emphasis also on govern-
ment and economics. He received his
master's degree from that school in
1921 and the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in 1924.
His teaching experience has been
varied. In 1920 Mr. Kirkland re-
turned to Dartmouth as instructor in
the history department. He then held
a similar position at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. In
1924 he moved to Brown and the
following year received the assistant-
professorship of history there.
But he is likewise noted for being
highly successful in winning friendly
esteem. While at Brown he was twice
chosen by the students as the most
popular professor on the faculty.
Munsey Professorship Filled
Mr. Kirkland's particular interest
lies in the history of the United







The Athletic Council of Bowdoin
College, which was reorganized at the
annual meeting of the Governing
Boards last June, held its first meet-
ing since its reorganization on Fri-
day afternoon at the Bowdoin Gym
with Dr. Allen Woodcock '12 of Ban-
gor as temporary chairman.
The council elected Harvey D. Gib-
son '02 of New York as chairman and
Prof. Boyd Wheeler Bartlett '17 of
Brunswick as secretary. Other mem-
bers are John H. Joy '12 of Boston,
William R. Crowley '08 of New York
and Charles L. Hildreth '25 of Port-
land from the alumni; Prof. Morgan
B. Cushing from the faculty, Arthur
L. Crimmins '31 of Brunswick, George
H. Souther '31 of Waban, Mass.,
John L. Ricker, Jr., '32 of Medford,
Mass., William L. Usher '32 of Cam
bridge, Mass., and Raymond E. Mc-
Laughlin '33 of Skowhegan from the
student body.
The council voted its commendation
for the work of Dr. William L. Casey
of Portland during the ten days that
he was in charge of the physical wel-
fare of the members of the football
squad, while at the Y. M. C. A. Camp
at Winthrop, and it awarded a var-
sity letter to Dwight H. Andrews *31
of Cambridge, Mass., for his services
as intramural manager of track.
On Freshmen Day, September 23,
the class of 1934 was officially wel-
comed to the college and initiated in-
to a few of the joys and tribulations
which they will suffer here. At 8.30
jn the morning Dean Paul Nixon ad-
dressed the incoming class in the
Moulton Union and outlined the prob-
lems of the year. At 9.30 the Frosh
were conducted to the gymnasium and
Even a chance to show what they
lew about a few simple things
some of which they had heard of be-
fore and some of which they had not.
These "simple things" were, of
course, the pyschological tests given
under the direction of Professor
Charles T. Burnett. At the conclusion
of these tests Malcolm E. Morrell,
Director of Athletics, spoke to the
new men concerning freshmen ath-
letics and concerning the system at
Bowdoin of having required athletics
for Freshmen during the fall term.
Immediately after lunch all were
conducted to the library and divided
into three groups. Gerald G. Wilder
and his assistants showed these
groups through the building. They
explained the system of card indexes
used and the method of borrowing
books from the Library and how to
distinguish between books which
could be taken from the building and
volumes which could not be taken
from the rooms in which they be-
longed.
Baxter Advises Strict Law Obedience
At 2.30 everybody gathered in the
Lounge Room of the Union where
Percival P. Baxter *98, former gover-
nor of Maine, addressed the new
members of the college and gave
them some advice which should prove
useful. Mr. Baxter said that the col-
lege is the training ground for rulers
of tomorrow. Every man in college
should strive to make himself a better
citizen, and a good citizen must obey
the laws of his country. He urged
support of the Prohibition Law and
other laws of the college and state.
Fundamentally no one has the right
to choose what laws he will obey
and what laws he will disobey. He
pointed out to Kenneth L. Roberts,
the.noted author, as- an example of a
man who should not be followed, as
he advised following not laws but
one's own free will. It is interesting
to note that this statement of Mr.
Baxter's aroused considerable ex-
citement and Mr. Roberts has de-
fended his stand in severtel news-
papers and has attacked Mr. Baxter's
speech quite vigorously. In closing
Mr. Baxter again pointed out the
necessity of law abiding citizens in
order to have a peaceful government.
In his own words: "A citizen who acts
deliberately contrary to a certain law
because he does not approve of it
is a low type of citizen, encouraging
anarchy."
As an anti-climax to the day's pro-
ceedings four men from the faculty
addressed the freshmen in regard to
the four freshmen electives. Profes-
sor Orren C. Hormell represented
the government department; Profes-
sor Thomas Means represented the
classics. Greek and Latin; Professor
Edward S. Hammond represented the
department of mathematics; and Pro-
fessor Noel C. Little spoke in be-
half of the physics department.
During this day as well as during
the examination period a general in-
formation bureau was conducted in
the Union for the benefit of the
Freshmen.
BOWSER'S WARNER SCHOOLED
ELEVEN WELL DRILLED FOR
MASS. AGGIE CONTEST SAT.
Grid Season of 1980 Awaited Anxiously By Undergrad-
uates and Alumni—Feeling of Optimism Keynote of
Campus Sentiment
SQUAD SMOOTHS OUT PLAY THIS WEEK
The dawn of what is hoped will be a new era in Bowdoin football annals
will break Saturday when the Polar Bears, drilled for four weeks last spring
and almost the same period this fall in the intricacies of the Warner system
of football, take the field against Mass. Aggies in their first game of the sea-
son. The White will start their schedule with only a week's practice on their
home field, following their three weeks' sojourn at Winthrop.
Interest in the grid team among Bowdoin students and alumni has never
been greater than right now as the time for the first appearance of Bowser's
pupils draws near. Ever since a certain sunny day last spring when Charlie
Bowser made his debut on the campus, hopes have run high among students
and alumni that a turning point in the fortunes of White grid teams hss at
last been reached and Saturday's game is expected to tell at least a part of




Physical Education Department Will
Attempt to Stir Greater Interest
in Football in Order to Assist
Bowser Program
ALL TO BE EQUIPPED
able
In an effort to stimulate greater
interest in football at Bowdoin the
Physical Education Department of
the college will this fall sponsor in-
ter-class football. For the past sev-
en years inter-fraternity soccer has
been under the supervision of the col-
lege but it has been thought advis-
to give the football program
has been inaugurated by Coach
Charles\ W. Bowser greater impetus.
Although—it is possible that soccer
may be played this fall, it will be
left entirely to the fraternities them-
selves whether or not inter-fraternity
soccer isvto be played. During the
past few years there has been a
movement! to do away with all sports
that do not aid the athletic program
of the college.
It is hoped that if all four classes
are unable to put teams in the field
this year, they will do so in the next
year. Already the freshman foot-
ball team is out for practice and will
challenge the three upper classes. It
is expected as usual that the fresh-
man-sophomore football game will be
played, but games with the two up-
per classes will depend entirely upon
the initiative these upper classes take
in the matter.
The college will furnish uniforms
to the teams and members of the
football staff will assist in coaching
the teams during the season. All
members of the football squad except
men on the varsity will be eligible to
play with their respective class teams.
By means of this newly organized
football program it is expected that
Bowdoin will be able to swing into
the win column. The plan which is an
ambitious one will be brought along
slowly and in the future perhaps in-
ter-class games may be played with
other colleges in the state.
Harvard and Yale Adopt Plan
The idea of inter-class competition
was introduced at Harvard and was
soon followed by Yale where the plan
has worked most satisfactorily. Al-
though the inter-class idea has not
been widely used in the smaller col-
leges, there is no reason why it
should not work beneficially at Bow-
(Continued on page 4)
Football Team In Superb
Shape After Winthrop Camp
Inaugurating the most ambitious
schedule of pre-season training in the
history of Bowdoin football Coach
Charles Bowser had a troupe of
thirty-four huskies answer his call to
football camp at Winthrop, Maine,
early in the month. The site selected
at the state Y.M.C.A. camp on the
shores of Lake - Cobbosseecontee was
one that afforded unusual opportunity
for diligent training in addition to
tennis, swimming, fishing and boating
facilities. •
Coach Bowser had as his aides-de-
camp, John Roberts of the University
of Pittsburgh as line coach, John J.
Magee, Bowdoin track mentor and
physical conditioner extraordinary in
the capacity of trainer and Dr. Henry
L. Johnson as attending squad phy-
sician. To Varsity Manager Edwin
Milner fell the responsible minor
duties of camp together with the su-
pervision of the crew of assistant
managers. B. Binley and R. Lamport
were the junior assistants to Milner
and reporting for managerial com-
petition were W. Copeland, A. Moyer,
B. Bossidy and H. Lowell.
Fred Lord '11, vice president of the
Gannett Publishing Company comes
in for no slight measure of respon-
sibility in the success of the early
session at Winthrop, for he made the
laborious life of the squad pleasant by
frequent calls to camp bearing apples
and reading matter besides driving
the boys to the movies at town. On
the second Sunday at Winthrop Mr.
Lord broke the tedium of football
routine by taking them as his guests
on a long boat trip while the follow-
ing Sunday Mr. Lord played host to
all at dinner at his Augusta home.
Each man at Winthrop has expressed
his appreciation for the hospitality of
Mr. Lord.
One of the highlights of football
camp was the horseshoe pitching
tournament which was contested with
much enthusiasm yet was unfortu-
nately never brought to a close. Safe
to say, however, that either Morrell,
Souther, Eastman or Milliken were
of championship calibre.












—Start of Afternoon Practice





On the arrival of the squad at
Brunswick last Wednesday Doctor
Henry Johnson stated that the work
at the Winthrop camp had rounded
the boys into superb condition and
that he could report but a limited
number of very minor injuries. He
and all the football men spoke in
praise of the fine food served at the
training table. \
At the present time the outlook is
much brighter than it has been for
many a campaign. Next Saturday's
encounter with M.A.C. will be
watched with keen interest.
The Polar Bears will present an of-
fense and defense taught by pupils
of the great "Pop" Warner and con-
sidered to be one of the two leading
systems in the Country. Bowser and
his assistant, John Roberts, have tak-
en weeks to drill the squad in the
fundamentals of this system and
while the hopes of some of the more
enthusiastic Bowdoin supporters, a
touchdown on every play, seems hard-
ly likely to be fulfilled, certain it is
that the 1930 edition of the Polar
Bears will not be just another Bow-
doin football team.
As to the lineup, veteran material
will not be scarce. At ends will be
Captain George Souther and "King"
Crimmins, considered to be one of
the leading if not the best pair of
wings in the State last year, Crim-
mins being chosen for All-State end.
The tackle berths are at present a
tossup among Doc Brown, Ecke, Hay,
and Kimball, with the first two named
probably getting the call to start,
and the others getting a chance to
show their worth before the final
whistle. Harry Pollock, All-State
guard of the 1928 season, seems due
to assume his old position with either
Cramer or Charlie Bilodeau on the
other side. John Milliken, star of
last year's freshman team, has been
playing center the greater part of
the time this fall and will probably
start although George Carleton, a
veteran of last season's campaign will
see service.
Backfield is Fast
The backfield looks to be one of the
fastest in recent years with Sid Fos-
ter leading the attack. According to
reports from Winthrop, Foster is
faster than ever and should go places
this fall. With Foster will be Jit
Ricker at the other half, Lloyd Mor-
rell at fullback and Gatchell at quar-
ter. Gatchell is showing much prom-
ise with great speed combined with
the necessary weight. Other men who
will probably see action are: Plaisted,
Clark, Bakanowsky, Dwyer, and
Boucher in the backfield and
Madeira, Torrey, Eastman, Allen,
Bates, Olsen, Loring, and Barton in
the line. All of these have seen ac-
tion in the scrimmages at the train-
ing camp and will be used as reserve
material.
Aggies Lack Veterans
While Coach Bowser has refused to
make any predictions as to the out-
come of the game, pointing to the
fact that it will be the White's first
battle while their opponents opened
last Saturday, Bowdoin will be fa-
vored over the Aggies. The latter
went down before Bates last week
by a 26-0 score and at times looked
rather ragged. The team has been
shot by the loss of several veterans
through graduation and injuries and
several of the positions are being filled
by green men. The line is light and
failed to give the Garnet forwards
very much competition. The backfield
also is small and is forced to depend
upon speed and deception for the
greater part of its attack. The Ag-
gies' ace last Saturday was the sub-
stitute fullback, Diggs, who showed
up to good advantage during the
short period in which he was in the
game. Foley's punting was an out-
standing feature while the defensive
end play of Dangelmayer and
Staniewski was a bright light. The
Aggies' play cannot be taken too
lightly, however, since Bates ha.<
plenty of veterans back from last
year's State titlists who are no soft
sort for any team.
Light Sessions this Week
Light practice sessions will be the
Polar Bears' program for tomorrow
with the work concluding Friday af-
ternoon with a signal drill. It is un-




Alpha Tau Omega 10.613
Kappa Sigma 10.217
Zeta Psi 9.666
Theta Delta Chi 9.000
Delta Upsilon 8.846
Alpha Delta Phi 8.363
Beta Theta Pi 8.303
Sigma Nu 7.800
Psi Upsilon 7.750
Delta Kappa Epsilun . .
.
7.068
The address of Francis M. E. Biraud
was printed incorrectly in the 1930
Freshman Bible. He is now living at
38 College street.
P"**fl
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WELCOME 1934
*•
Thru the contacts we have already made with you, we congratulate Bowdoin on a splendid entering class.
If at any time thruout the year we can serve you in any way, we can assure you of quality merchandise
at reasonable prices.
8
®ip 3Uram> of Uaialf
"More than a toggery ... a Bowdoin Institution"
College Opening
Vol. LX. Wednesday, October 1. 1930. No. 9
Continued from Page 1
withdrawal of funds from other stu-
dents.
Taken as a whole these three gifts
add immensely to the power of Bow
doin, both in aiding its members and
in strengthening a faculty which al-
ready holds respect throughout the
country.
Changes During Summer
Considerable change has been made
about campus during the summer,
notably the shift in the location of the
Observatory, the work carried on in
Memorial Hall, and the final peace-
ful erection of the Memorial Flag-
pole. ; All of this is commented on at
greater length elsewhere in this is-
sue.
The usual large classes in life-sav-
ing and Red Cross work were carried
on in the swimming pool during the
summer. A good many Life Saving
emblems of various grades were
qualified for. It is fortunate that the
college can place such facilities a-
these at the disposal of local people
during the summer months. Through
By Way of Introduction
You new men who read this editorial hardly need to be wel-
comed again to Bowdoin and to be invited to participate heartily
in the affairs of the College. More people and more groups than
you can recall off-hand have probably already done so, but we
should like at this time to commend the Orient to you and to hope I out the vacation the Delta was used
that you will take an active interest in it during the coming year. & t0,™ Sf^S KeloltegTS
The Orient professes to be an organ for the expression of student different times. Two conferences were
opinion as well as a newspaper. In fact, it is in this first function | held on campus
during the summer,
that we take greater pride. We have tried in the past to serve the
College in these two capacities, and to a certain extent, have suc-
ceeded very well. Quite naturally, our success has been dependent
on popular support, not only in contributions but in moral backing
as well. It is our hope to continue along these lines this year, and
any men interested will find the Staff ready to cooperate at all
times
Mustard and Cress
We have our shot-gun loaded, our
suit-case full of pine-apples, and a
frown *on our sometimes beautiful
We do not intend merely to applaud the College ; we do not brow - **<* we are !»"»"»* with care-






nt!°n every *»y individual
. A ... ^ . , . ... , , 7 ! whose trail crosses our bow, hoping
intelligent praise and constructive criticism whenever and wher
ever merited. It is in the accomplishing of these that we hope
you will be interested and will cooperate with us.
and praying with the fervor of a bed-
ridden Arab that we meet one R. Val-
lee, citizen of Westbrook, whom we
shall immediately and positively dis-
patch to his great reward, to his
great surprise.
Our one-time friend and counsellor,
All to the Mustard
We should like to follow out the policy stated in the above edi- 1 Roue* Davis",'"hlm'that Snpaftnl mnl
torial by congratulating the Administration on the purchase of the | » J« commencement, wrote us a stir-
Mustard homestead for use as a rooming-place for such members
of the faculty as should desire its facilities. Bowdoin has for a
long time needed some such "faculty dormitory", and from all ob-
servations its purchase will prove an excellent investment. Many
a new instructor has come to Brunswick to find himself in serious
difficulties on the rooming problem. After a good deal of hunting,
he may find a very desirable place, but the chances are equally
ring appeal a few days ago telling
us that Herr Vallee would broadcast,
believe it or not Mr. Ripley, some
Bowdoin songs, and that since you
could hear Vallee sing on the radio
without having to see him at the same
time, he thought we could stand it if
we tuned in.
We tuned in, and since then we
have been looking for Vallee. Out of
, the pastoral environs of Orono came
good that he will not, and that he will be forced to pay high rent, i the stein song, pretty, stirring, roi-
to live at considerable distance from the campus, to try to feat S^^*^,^ ,feJSte
warm in rooms where weather-vanes would work with great effi- : dubious results.
ciency, or to live in surroundings so dirty and run-down that he is ! . w^n ^r°fessor Chase tells of
,,., „ _, ., ., ... hearing the tinkling strains of the
ashamed to have callers. For a college with as high a rating as ! stein Song coming from the tin-pan
Bowdoin, such a state could not long be tolerated, and we are ! orchestration of an English country
.. ,, . , ... ,,





, ,, fair merry-go-round, and the movies
highly pleased with the step the College has taken. We have often
(
present it for people to laugh at—
wondered why the houses on Cleaveland Street that the College
I
picturing the Maine football team
, , , .... , . ... _. , .. T parading around disguised as mice,owns have not been utilized for a similar purpose. Perhaps they
j
poodles, baby-hippos, and all the oth-
will if the Mustard house proves popular, as we have reason to er animals of Hollywood's animated
A . . , ,, .. . .. cartoons, it makes one wonder justAt any event, we hope that sometime in the near what Vallee did for Maine.believe it will.
future they may be made more attractive,
they are hardly a credit to Bowdoin.
In their present state,
Ave atque Vale!
Seriously, a half-dozen or so op-
posing colleges are going to be bored
to death this fall, and next fall, and
perhaps ever after, while the Maine
band repeats ad infinitum a song
which oy now is killing off whatever
Changes in both the faculty and student body are bound to ! sun>lus population we once had. The
j
-i • *.i_- *-• * • A - i •;, ! song, once loved, once beautiful, once
occur, and it is at this time of year in particular, with everyone
. dear to our State institution (the one
returning and looking for familiar faces on campus, that we! at\°r°no) is now about as popular as









we regret. Naturally, many of us have lost friends through the
i
coffee-l-love-tea any day.
graduation of another class; we of course will make more among
| RilVlonsTf S^„ fV^g"3Sto
those entering. This applies equally well to both faculty and every Bowdoin man is a veritable
students. From our faculty this year, we are losing Professor *»SfiStS Mbf.SE
Beale, and Messrs. Pollock, Newton, Daggett and Palmer. We feel of the Great White Pay, it suddenly
sure that all who have been privileged to take courses with these
j ^UTck'to'SH ^antd'ow?
men will feel more or less regret at their departure. Professor i gnash his teeth, and swear in four




doin will feel keenly. Furthermore, he was actively interested in I JE£ ?£* T"? JStJSZ
students and student problems, as all who knew him well know ! son*- Better still, they should declare
It seems rather unfortunate that the Administration could "4?»TVtrgMBft
have prevailed upon him to stay with us. Men of his ability and | college songs. Westbrook papers
scholarship are needed here, and needed sorely. The same is true please copy"
of the four instructors, though of course some of these men were While we've been writing that Mr.
leaving for work for advanced degrees. Their places will be filled, Vallee has made $y,ooo.
of course, by the new instructors, and we have confidence that they
will uphold the high standards of scholarship of past years. We JSl^i^TLr^^fK
also hope that their residence here and the associations that they | our friends say with that goidarned
will make will be most pleasant and lasting, In conformity with
| Em2L*8i °yea°r ?» Fo?" sever*"
the small college theory, faculty and students are in very close seasons we have always boasted "Fine,
relationship here, and much of the benefit of a course is to be de-
rived from the contacts made outside the actual class work. We
look forward with great pleasure to the new associations that will
be formed this year, and trust that they will compensate those
broken off by these recent changes in personnel.
MUSTARD HOUSE TO BE
j
in* Place for students and profes-
HOMF FOR RArHlTiril? |SOrS -. Xt 'S convenient to a» collegetlUmtj fUK B L HHiLAJKj activities as it is situated on the
MEMBERS OF FACULTY:£5?X^£i££.'™i£.
The purchase of the home of the ! At commencement time the house is
late Mrs. Fannie L. Mustard"T>y the ; usually the meeting place of members
college was announced September 25. ; of the governing board assembled un-
The house, directly across from the j der the name of the Mustard Club,
campus on Maine street, is to be used ' The building is to be remodeled in
as a home for unmarried members of ; the near future for its proposed use
the faculty
The Mustard house has been used
for the last thirty years as a room-
as a home for professors but neither
the plans nor the exact date have
been decided at the time of writing.
fine, fine," ahd then the team has
made ninnies of us. This year wt»
dont know anything about the team,
having been kicked out twice during
secret practices, but we sure wish














An Eating Place of Refinement
FACULTY VACATIONS
The first week of college this
semester found the faculty once again
gathering to Bowdoin from their
summer homes. Professors Living-
ston, Stanwood, Cushing and Cobb
return from their sabbatical leaves.
Professor Wilmot Mitchell possibly
was the busiest during the summer
months. After six weeks at the Bates
Summer School, where he presented
two English Literature courses, he
gave six lectures at the Bangor The-
ological Seminary, where the Meth-
odist clergy of the state were con-
vened. A trip to New Hampshire
followed this. Professor Ham spent
his summer in study at Brunswick.
Professor Cram made a rather exten-
sive trip through Eastern Europe
and the Balkans, visiting Athens and
Constantinople during his travels.
Another traveller in Europe was Pro-
fessor Hartman, of the English de-
partment, who summered in England
after his marriage in June.
A number of the faculty made their
j
first part of the summer in his camp
vacation trips through New England j at Franconia, N. H.
automobile. Professor Catlin ! , An . extremely interesting trip
abroad was that of Professor Stanleyby
visited the White Mountains ana
Connecticut, Professor Hormell took
several short motor trips, and Pro-
fessor Andrews was at Kennebunk
Beach. On his return from sabbatical
leave Professor Carson Stanwood
spent some time on a fishing trip in
the north of the state. Professor Lit-
tle, while not engaged in research
here at the college, was at Cliff
Island.
Professor Copeland of the biology
department returned once again to
Woods Hole, Mass., made famous by
the government biological investiga-
tion station located there. After at-
tending his twentieth reunion at Yale,
Professor Means read the Latin and
set the Greek for the College En-
trance Examination Board. Trips to
Nantucket and Michigan followed this.
Another visitor to Michigan was Pro-
fessor Smith, after he had spent the
P. Chase. Following extended study
in Paris, he toured England, devoting
most of his time to Cornwall, Devon,
and Wales. Doctor Johnson sum-
mered at Watch Hill, where he has an
extensive practice. Two more of the
faculty remained in Maine, Mr. Boy-
er at Mere Point and Professor Gilli-
gan at Beechwood.
Professor Cobb and Coach Miller
were associated in the management
of a large chain of boys' and girls'
summer camps in the northern part
of the state. Mr. Wilder had a cot-
tage at Pembroke. Professor Gross
spent a busy summer in Wisconsin,
studying the prairie chicken, which
has become so scarce in recent years
as to give the State Conservation
Commission fear for its survival. Pro-
fessor Gross made several thousand
feet of film, which will be used in
lectures this year.
Taking Electrical Convenience
From Or Man River
And those secret practices are
funny. You can't be in the field, but
anybody can sit on the fence. "You'll
have to leave," said the third assis-
tant to the second vice president of
the assistant manager, "We're going
to have secret practice." "Who are
you afraid we'll tell?" a student
asked with a sly twinkle in his
roguish eyes. "Why", was the retort
brilliant, "Nobody, but it's secret
practice and you'll have to get out."
••••• We betcha the team will be
stage-struck when all those peoples
get out there Saturday, huh?
Join us in the General Electric
program, broadcast every Saturday




'T'HE total capacity of waterwheel generators
•* built by General Electric in the last ten years is
more than enough to supply light and power for
twenty cities of one million population.
Installed in power houses along the waterways,
these machines transform the strength of mighty
rivers into useful electric energy for homes, for
industry, and for transportation.
The vision and skill of college-trained men are
largely responsible for the continuing leadership
of General Electric in its service of furnishing
machines and devices that provide the swift, sure
convenience and the economy of electricity— on
land and sea and in the air.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY SCHENECTADY N 9*-7^6DHE W Y O R
THE BOWDOKM ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
If you are intending to sometime turn in thai old Typewriter for a
NEW REMINGTON PORTABLE —
DO IT NOW
This week we can offer you a better deal on a NEW REMINGTON
than we shall ever be able to do again.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
/ WEBSTER'S \
COLLEGIATE \The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon WEBSTER'S vS
NEW INTERNATIONAL— Tbe "Supreme Authority". Here is 5r
a companion ior your hours oi reading and study that will prove its flk
real value every time you consult it. A wealth jK
of ready information on words, persons, places, Sf
is instantly yours. 106,000 word* and *g?
phrases with definitions,etymologies.pro- $S
nunciations, and use in its 1,256 pages. iSP
1,700 illustrations. Includes die- jW
nonaries of biography and geog- 3fc
raphy and other features. ££
See It at Your College Bookstore or JtHr
Write for Information to the I'uh- jja,*
Ushers, free specimen pages







Along with the other varsity sports
swimming got underway this after-
noon when Coach Robert Miller met
candidates. This group includes men
of the last year's varsity and all
Freshmen. The squad will meet three
times a week, on Monday, Wednes-
day and Friday from 3.30 to 4.30 un-
til after Thanksgiving when it goes on
its regular schedule of work.
Coach Miller will start conditioning
work on the deck. Exercises in-
tended to stretch and harden th<?
muscles will be the first step. After
this fundamental instruction, that is
—strokes, turns and starts—will be
mastered. The squad will be carried
along carefully so that it will be at
its peak when the meets begin on
Jan. 9. Harvard will be the opponent
at that time.
This year there will be a pretty
good nucleus to start. Bob Smith, this
year's captain, ought to count many
points in the sprints. He is much
improved this fall after an operation.
There is a good group coming along.
Howard Esson, Bowman and Easton
are expected to strengthen the team
considerably. Easton will handle the
backstroke; Sperry and Bowman will
be counted on in the medley swim
while Carpenter and James will fill
the gap left by Chalmers. Densmore
will try to maintain breaststroke
honors which Bill Locke coveted last
year. Perhaps the most improved
man on the squad is Bowman who
displayed remarkable improvement in
the spring. At that time he was
breaking many of the pool records.
With the new men coming along bet-
ter things are hoped for in swim-
ming this season.
The Freshman team will have five
meets, two with Hebron, one with
Exeter, and two pending further de-
velopments.
STATEMENT OP THE OWNERSHIP. MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION. ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OP CONGRESS OP
AUGUST 24. 1912.
Of The Bowdoin Orient, published weekly dar-












County of Cumberland, as.
Before me. a Notary Public in and for
the State and County aforesaid, personally ap-
peared Artine Artinian. who. having been
duly aworn according to law. deposes and says
that he Is the business manager of the Bow-
doin Orient and that the following is. to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true state-
ment of the ownership, management (and if
a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown In
the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24, 1912. embodied in section 411. Pos-
tal Lawn and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit.
:
1. That the names and addresses of the







Publisher. Bowdoin Publishing Company.
Brunswick. Maine.




Business Manager, Artine Artinian.
Brunswick, Maine.
2. That the owner Is: The Bowdoin Pub-
'lishing Company, of which Artine Artinian
is Manager, and Wilmot B. Mitchell. Thomas
C. Van Cleve. Paul A. Walker, and Artine
Artinian are Directors.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If then
are none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giv-
ing the names of the owners, stockholders, ana
security holders, if any. contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company
but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or In any other fiduciary
relation, tlie name of the person or corpora-
tion for whom such trustee is acting. Is given
:
also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and condi-
tions under which stockholders and security
h-.M.-rs who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and secur-
ities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner: and this affiant has no reason to
believe that any other person, association, or
corporation has any interest direct or indi-
rect in the said stock, bonds, or other securi-
ties than as so stated by him.
ARTTNE ARTINIAN.
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this




(My commission expires February 11. 1932)
LIBERAL SPIRIT NEEDED
In his opening address of the col-
lege year, delivered at chapel last
Thursday morning, President Sills
evaluated the more vital issues of
college for the undergraduates.
Showing wherein something more
than exterior polish must be achieved,
he pleaded with the students as a
mass to realize the adaptability of
the college to the demands of life at
the moment and called on them to fol-
low the best.
"Bowdoin College opened its doors
128 years ago," he said, "and as its
charter dates from 1794 its history
has been to all intents and purposes
coterminous with that of the Amer-
ican nation. As we contrast these
early days with the present we think
first of the development of a small
local institution into an important na-
tional college with an unusually rich
heritage in tradition and in well
known and useful graduates. Ono
necessarily compares scanty equip-
ment and most limited resources with
the beautiful campus and with the
strength of the college today. One
puts beside the narrow curriculum of
those early times, hardly worthy of
a good modern academy, the varied
departments and courses available
for present undergraduates that
would take scores of years to com-
plete. One is aware of change and
growth and progress along many
lines. And then one comes right up
against the significant fact that the
purpose of the college has not altered,
that it has remained all these years,
I
to quote an editorial in a New York
paper—'a traditional small New Eng-
land college of the first quality, re-
maining true to type through many
generations.' In the words of the
charter, Bowdoin is 'a college for the
purpose of educating youth' and it is
to 'promote Virtue and Piety and the
knowledge of ... . the useful and
liberal Arts and Sciences.'
Lesson in Growth
"There is in the growth and evolu-
tion of Bowdoin College an important
lesson for all of us. It is the lesson
of holding fast to principles and
standards and aims, all the time rec-
ognizing that methods and means
must vary with the changing years.
The same rule applies to many other
walks of life—in the political field, in
social institutions, in religion. The
man who is rooted and grounded in
conviction, the man who has prin-
ciples of conduct and character ought
never to be afraid of change. of cir-
cumstance or unwilling to try new
methods.
"One of the aims of a college edu-
cation is through the study of the
civilization of the past and of the
present in literature, in science, in
history, in art, in philosophy to get
hold of standards and principles to
apply to the problems of today and of
tomorrow.
Aim of Education
"In many ways life becomes infi-
nitely more varied and complex each
passing year. The individual mint!
and individual capacity remain pretty
constant. You have no better brains
than your fathers or your grand-
fathers and probably no better brains
than your remote ancestors. And yet
each year the problem of adjustment
to environment becomes increasingly
difficult. That is one reason why the
training of the mind, why education,
is so important and so thrilling. The
boy in college who has not the wit to




With summer over and Bowdoin opening on
its one hundred and twenty-ninth fall term,
it seems good to see the new, bright young
faces of the first year men, and the familiar
faces of our old friends, the undergraduates.
. . . This feeling has been Harmon's
privilege and pleasure for nearly a decade.
*




Likewise familiar to you, perhaps, are the
famous names of Langrock, Gamer,
Dorward,' Dobbs, Lotus, Mark Cross,
etc., whose quality merchandise has
helped to make Harmon's the





the student who realizes it has a pur-
pose and an aim that will make the
most routine work take on a glow and
be filled with inspiration and inter-
est.
"It is often claimed that at col-
lege one learns to think. I am not
so sure of this as I once was. The
human mind is so intricate and deli-
cate an instrument that it would cer-
tainly be folly to assert that one par-
ticular method can best start it on a
thinking expedition. But a college
training, properly conceived and exe-
cuted, can free and liberalize the
mind; can open unconceived avenues
of exploration and discovery, can con-
duct a ceaseless warfare against
prejudice and intolerance and the
closed mind.
Discerning Minds Needed
"From this it follows that one
should stand by conviction but al-
ways be ready to change one's mind
on the presentation of new evidence
or new reasons. To do this it is
decidedly helpful to note constantly
the distinction between the end and
the means. So much confusion comes
from failure to do this. You can find
illustrations of this truth on all sides.
Take the vexed problem of prohibi-
tion. Great harm has been done by
conceiving of prohibition as an end in
itself rather than as a means. The
end is temperance; the question full
of increasing complexity is whether
or not prohibition is the best means
to that end. Or consider world peace.
As far as our country is concerned,
is isolation or co-operation the best
means to that end? Remember, too,
that peace itself is a means to a kind
of life that shall give ample scope
to liberty and justice.
"Again, most of us are agreed on
the necessity of making some change
in our social order that shall render
less oppressive and less hideous the
dangers of unemployment. The college
man with all his privileges and lux-
uries has no more important duty
staring him in the face than the an-
swer to such a problem. You are
here because of those who toil. If
in your studies and your thinking
you fail to see your obligations to the
working men and working women of
America you are indeed blind and
ungrateful. A task that is now baf-
fling the best minds not only in this
country but in Europe will indeed be
a hard one for your generation to
solve. But as earlier Americans did
find a solution for the problem of po-
litical independence—as your grand-
fathers did work out an answer to the
problem of slavery, so you will have
to deal with the more complex task of
securing social and industrial democ-
racy and freedom. And you can do
this only by working for the desired
end through constant and intelligent
experimentation with varied means.
Curricula are Adaptive
"The importance of the liberal
spirit, the willingness not to be sat-
isfied with the status quo is one of
the vital characteristics of every good
college. For the pursuit of learning
and the search for truth are the least
SEVENTY FROSH TURN
OUT FOR 1934 ELEVEN
On Tuesday afternoon in the Hyde
Athletic Building seventy freshmen
reported for football to Donovan D.
Lancaster, freshman coach. At that
time equipment was distributed to
members of the squad who will re-
port for practice immediately at
Pickard Field. As yet little is known
of the capabilities but if numbers
mean anything the freshmen ought to
static things in the world. The
true scholar can never be satisfied
with things as they are; the seeker
after truth pursues an ever flying
goal. It is the attitude which is all
important—far more important than
marks and grades and courses and
honors, which, after all, are merely
the necessary impedimenta of a col-
legiate education and not to be con-
founded either by teacher or student
with education itself. Nor is the ma-
terial with which we deal as impor-
tant as the attitude we endeavor to
inculcate. That material may shift
and change. One generation will put
emphasis on the classics; another, on
the social sciences; another, on nat-
ural science—for generations like in-
dividuals have different tastes. We
must expect and welcome from time
to time new fields of knowledge in our
curriculum. There is surely nothing
sacrosanct about the program of the
moment; it is simply the best that
for the time being can be devised.
Nor, as President Hopkins of Dart-
mouth recently told his students, is
there anything static about culture.
Art is long and life is short; and to
the succeeding generations of men
beauty speaks through different
media. But good taste is permanent;
impatience with the cheap and shod-
dy and artificial should not vary with
the ages.
Real Values Stressed
"In a word, your job is to find out
what is the permanent and to cling
to it, to distinguish between the end
and the means, to strive for those
intangible and eternal qualities that
follow in the train of a good educa-
tion—a right judgment in all things
—
an appreciation of the beautiful—
a
tolerant point of view and a desire to
make these things effective in a rich-
er and more useful life. What I have
been trying to do in this opening ad-
dress is to start you out in the year's
work with an attitude, a point of
view about your college work. Try
to be alive and awake: never neces-
sarily satisfied with things as they
are: really liberal, clinging to prin-
ciples and convictions but never hesi-
tating to change your personal opin-
ions. At the end of four years you
may graduate after going through
the motions and getting the necessary
marks but unless you acquire some
real interest and the attitude of which
I speak you will not have won for
yourself a place in the society of edu-
cated men."
have one of the strongest elevens in
the history of the college. Most of
the material is drawn from high and
preparatory schools in Maine and
Massachusetts. Fifty freshmen have
earned letters, a number that far ex-
ceeds any previous squad in late
years. At this writing little is known
of individual stars but within the
week their names ought to be brought
to light. The team will play three
games not including the freshman-
sophomore contest which closes the
Bowdoin football season.
Doji Lancaster during the past few
weeks has been with coaches Bowser
and Roberts at the football camp at
Winthrop becoming acquainted with
the new system. This system will be
employed uniformly throughout the
college teams in order that each mem-
ber of the squad may be accustomed
to the fundamentals when the fresh-
man football season closes.
The football schedule for the fresh-
man team is as follows:







President Kenneth C M. Sills while
presiding over the first chapel service
at opening of the 129th academic
year of Bowdoin College Thursday
morning wore an historic doctor's
gown which has recently come into his
possession. This gown, which is of
heavy black silk, was the property of
the Rev. Leonard Woods, D.D., LL.D.,
who served as president of Bowdoin
from 1839 to 1866. It was* given by him
to Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain, LL.D.,
of the class of 1852, who was a mem-
ber of the college faculty from 1855
until the outbreak of the Civil War
and who returned to the college as
president in 1871. The gown has re-
cently been in the possession of Gen-
eral Chamberlain^ daughter, a resi-
dent of Brookline Mass., who this fall



























Jan. 9—Harvard at Cambridge
Jan. 10—Wesleyan at Middle-
town.
Jan. 17—M. I. T. at Brunswick
Feb. 14—Springfield at Bruns-
wick
Feb. 21—Williams at Brunswick
Feb. 28—Brown at Brunswick











completed and balanced equa-
tions, classified and arranged
for ready reference. It is no
more difficult to find a de-
sired equation in this book
than it is to find a word in
the Standard Dictionary.









Friday - October 3rd
-VAUDEVILLE-
- on the screen -
SCARLET PAGES
- with -
Elsie Ferguson - Marion Nixon
Also Paramount News
Saturday - October 4th
NUMBERED MEN
- with -
Conrad Nagel • Bernice Gaire
Raymond Hackett
Also Short Subjects
Mon. and Tues. - October 6th-7th
COMMON CLAY
- with -
Constance Bennett • Lew Ayres
Also Short Subjects




Also Comedy and Sportlight
Thursday - October 9th
MANSLAUGHTER
- with -
Claudette Colbert - Fredric March
Also Comedy and Sound Novelty
FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
anttqvity shop
THE BRICK HOUSE
19 Spring St. • • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique sroods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Afent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
Eorted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
inds east of Portland.




BRUNSWICK -:• -> MAINE
Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10


































PRINTING . . .
.
of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Dunlap Street*
Telephone Brunswick No. S
Following is the list of members
of the entering class at Bowdoin this
year:
Kendall P. Abbott, Wakefield, Mass.
Frank H. Abbott, Waterboro
Samuel Abramovitz, Revere, Mass.
Carl A. Ackerman, Swampscott,
Mass.
Robert M. Aiken, Wellesley Hills,
Mass. .
Charles W. Allen, Portland
Horatio C. Allen, Jr., New Bed-
ford, Mass.
Paul S. Ambler, Natick, Mass.
James P. Archibald, Houlton
John L. Arnold, Brookline, Mass.
Edward F. Appleton, Newton Cen-
ter, Mass.
Richard P. Atwood, Auburn
Francis C. Bailey, Gardiner
Sanford O. Baldwin, Framingham
Center, Mass.
Thomas D. Barnes, Ojai, Cal.
George C. Bartter, Waban, Mass.
James E. Bassett, Jr., Larchmont,
N. Y.
Nicholas Bashkeroff, Brooklyn, N.
Y.
Frederick C. Batchelder, Wenham,
Mass.
Frank D. Bates, Winchester, Mass.
George S. Bennett, Quincy, Mass.
Gordon C. Bennett, Winchester,
Mass.
Herbert S. Bicknell, Jr., Woon-
socket, R. I.
Howard R. Black, Jr., Flushing, N.
Norman H. Bowley, Camden
Dudley H. Braithwaite, Auburn-
dale, Mass.
Raymond S. Brown, Jr., Allentown,
Penna.
John D. Brookes, Stoughton, Mass
Philip E. Burnham, Elmhurst, N. Y
Frederick W. Burton, Auburndale,
Mass.
George D. Cabot, Jr., Canaan, N.
H.
Kenneth G. Cady, Waban, Mass.
Ralph F. Calkin, Maiden, Mass.
Colin Campbell, Elizabeth, N. J.
Robert J. .Carson, Jr., Philadelphia,
Penna.
Alexander P. Clark, Stamford,
Conn.
Barrett Clark, Thomaston
William W. Clay, Clinton, Mass.
George M. Cleaves, Bar Harbor
Kennedy Crane, Jr., Rockland
Henry J. Curtis, Jr., Melrose, Mass
Vinson F. Philbrick, Kittery
Frederick P. Pickard, Ipswich,
Mass.
Asa O. Pike. Jr., Fryeburg
Gardner C. Pope, East Machias
Robert C. Porter, Philadelphia,
Penna.
Raymond F. Prince, Bangor
Seth H. Read, Belfast
M. Chandler Redman, Bangor
Donald E. Reid, Dorchester, Mass.
Bertram Q. Robbins, Lincoln
Richard C. Robbins, Waban, Mass.
William D. Rounds, Rockland
Richard P. Sherman, Belfast
John M. Sinclair, Rumford
Neal T. Skillings, Portland
Norman T. Slayton, Watertown,
Mass.
Donald M. Smith, Concord, Mass.
Leo Sternberg, Quincy, Mass.
Robert B. Stetson, Brunswick
Arthur D. Stone, Danvers, Mass.
Thurston B. Sumner, Somerville,
Mass.
Frederick N. Sweetsir, Merrimac,
Russell W. Dakin, Jamaica Plain,
Mass.
Woodbury K. Dana, Cape Elizabeth
Byron S. Davis, Concord, N. H.
Richard H. Davis, Wellesley Hills,
Mass.
Stephen R. Deane, Leeds
Edward Delong, Bath
Clement L. Donahue, Presque Isle
Frederick E. Drake, Bath
Bryant C. Emerson, Somersworth,
N. H.
Richard P. Emery, Rochester,
Mass.
Harold H. Everett, Wellesley, Mass.
John G. Fay, New York, N. Y.
Prescott W. Ferguson, Belfast
J. Neally J. Fernald, Nottingham,
N. H.
Franklin H. Fiske, Greenfield,
Mass.
Robert S. Fletcher, Portland
Laurence B. Flint, Jr., Milton,
Mass.
Robert M. Foster, Melrose, Mass.
James R. Fox, Norristown, Penna.
James C. Freeman, Portsmouth, N.
H.
John D. Freeman, Arlington, Mass.
John C. Gazlay, Jr., New Rochelle,
N. Y.
Gordon E. Gillett, Winchester,
Mass.
Bartlett E. Godfrey, Winchester,
Mass.
Richard L. Goldsmith, Skowhegan




who cater to fraternity trade
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE*S BARBER SHOP
For First Gas* Hairrutting
Near Campus - t—» Expert Barbers
Donald K. Graham, Manchester, Vt.
Braley Gray, Old Town
John U. Griffin, Pittsfield
James E. Guptill, Fryeburg
Garnet R. Hackwell, Bridgewater,
Mass.
Robert L. Hackwell, Worcester,
Mass.
Albert L. Hagerthy, Ashland
Frederick G. Hall, 2d, Scituate,
Mass.
Roger S. Hall, Central Valley, N.
J. Gardner Ham, Scarsdale, N. Y.
James W. Hand, Jr., Elizabeth, N.
J.
Charles E. Hardies, Jr., Amster-
dam, N. Y.
Robert W. Harrington, Jr., West
Newton, Mass.
Robert F. Hayden, Newton Center,
Mass.
Alfred S. Hayes, Boothbay Harbor
Frank A. Helton, Beechwood,
Penna.
Herbert C. Hempel, Essex, Mass.
John B. Hickok, New Rochelle, N.
Y.
Walter D. Hinkley, Lancaster, N.
H.
Julius J. Hohl, New Haven, Conn.
Luther G. Holbrook, Walpole, Mass.
Albert P. HoK, Jr., Braintree,
Mass.
Henry B. Hubbard, Torrington,
Conn.
Enoch W. Hunt, 2d, South Portland
Eugene G. Ingalls, North Bath
Alan B. Johnson, Melrose High-
lands, Mass.
Donald F. Johnson, Reading, Mass.
Charles F. Kahili, Portland
Stanley Kamykowski, Milford,
Conn.
Ralph A. Kelley, Peabody, Mass.
Jerome H. T. Kidder, South Straf-
ford, Vt.
Robert F. Kingsbury, Ithaca, N. Y.
Arno T. Koempel, Jr., -Ambler,
Penna.
John H. Kozlowski, Milford, Conn.
Thurman A. Larson, Machias
George Lauder, Greenwich, Conn.
James W. Lawrence, Gardiner
Henry G. Lewia, Jr., Skowhegan
Herbert C. Lewis, Newton, Mass.
Thomas W. Libby, Augusta
Arthur B. Lord, jr., Melrose, Mass.
John W. Lord, Pittsburgh, Penna.
Eric C. Loth, Jr., Elizabeth, N. J.
Charles H. McKenney, Wellesley
Hills, Mass.
C. Richard Mandeville, Lake Bluff,
111.
Harrison P. Martin, Wyncote,
Penna.
Gordon H. Massey, Wollaston,
Mass.
Robert J. Meehan, Gorham
Brewer Merriam, Framingham,
Mass.
Karl E. Miller, Turner Falls, Mass.
Nathan C. Miller, Brunswick
John Morris, Newtonville, Mass.
John E. Mullen, Brookline, Mass.
Richard F. Nelson, Squantum,
Mass.
Alden S. O'Brien, Lubec
Lawson Odde, Belmont, Mass.
Carl G. Olson, Belmont, Mass.
George F. Peabody, Houlton
Philip C. Pearson, Jr., New Castle,
Penna.
James B. Perkins, Jr., Boothbay
Harbor
Mass.
Roger K. Taylor, West Kennebunk
William R. Tench, Portland
Blake Tewksbury, Cumberland
Mills
Henry N. Tibbetts, Mount Vernon
Edward C. Uehlein, Lawrence,
Mass.
Henry P. Van DeBogert, Jr., West
Medford, Mass.
Alden H. Vose, Jr., Westport,
Conn.
Robert B. Wait, Reading, Mass.
Malcolm S. Walker, Grand Beach
Carl F. A.. Weber, South Portland
Carleton S. Wilder, Rye, N. Y.
Jack H. Wilding, New York, N. Y.
Robert W. Winchell, Newton, Mass.
George B. Wood, Rockland, Mass.
James G. Woodruff, Barre, Vt.
Richard Y. Woodsum, Braintree,
Mass.
Blakeslee D. Wright, Newton-
ville, Mass.
Theodore A. Wright, West Hart-
ford, Conn.
The following students have trans-
ferred to Bowdoin from other col-
leges:
Stanton W. Gould, Junior, of
Chicago, 111.
Arthur G. Jordan, Sophomore, of
Swampscott, Mass.
Edward H. Morse, Sophomore, of
Minneapolis, Minn.
James H. Norton, Sophomore, of
Detroit, Mich.
Robert T. Smith, Junior, of Glou-
cester, Mass.




ALUMNI DAY, NOV. 8
TRACKMEN REPORT
FOR CROSS COUNTRY
This afternoon all the men inter-
ested in track reported at the offics
of Coach Jack Magee. This group
included both candidates for position
on the varsity and Freshmen who
will endeavor during the next four
years to maintain the high standards
of Bowdoin track teams. Within a
few days men will come out from the
class of '34 to seek the position of
manager of track. During the fall
season the usual training period will
get men prepared for the indoor sea-
son. The squad will do its training
outdoors as is the custom in the fall.
New Professors
Programs of the annual alumni
day were sent to the Bowdoin college
alumni Saturday in an attempt to
bring a large number of them back
to this important occasion which will
take place this year on November 8.
The chief attractions will be the
Maine game and the dedication of the
memorial flagpole.
The committee in charge, consist-
ing of Principal William E. Wing of
Deering High school, Dr. Joseph B.
Drummond of Portland, and Profes-
sor Philip Meserve, met at Deering
High school Monday September 15
and discussed the plans.
The day will start off with an
Alumni Council meeting at 9.30 a.m.
At 11.00 a.m. the War Memorial
Flagstaff will be dedicated followed
by an alumni luncheon in the Sar-
gent Gymnasium at which President
Sills and Coach Bowser will speak.
In the afternoon the big attraction
will be the Maine football game after
which President and Mrs. Sills will be
at home to alumni and friends of the
college. An informal dance will be
held as usual in the evening at the
gymnasium.
At the luncheon in the gymnasium
the speakers will be heard by means
of the new amplifiers which have been
installed. The wives and friends of
the alumni will at the same time-
have luncheon in the Moulton Union
and will also hear the speeches
through an extension of this amplifier
system.
All Bowdoin Night
(Contlnuad from Pag* 1)
mechanism of the college, he becomes
a part of the system which is Bow-
doin. Every upperclassman is fa-
miliar with every other upperclass-
man, and it is not long before the
freshmen reach that same familiarity.
The social advantages of the small
college far outstrip the large uni-
versity; the small college is a single
unit whereas the large university or
college is broken up into several dis-
jointed parts, one part having very
slight social connection with the oth-
er divisions. In closing his address
Dr. Sills pointed out how much easier
the requirements of a college today
are as compared with a college of
the eighteenth century, but in con-
trast he showed how very little the
purpose and aim of the college had
changed.
To end the program everybody
stood up and sang "Bowdoin Beata"
with some real life and pep. After
this strenuous exertion refreshment*
were served and thus brought to a
close this annual meeting.
SEXTANTS WANTED
Due to the unusually large num-
ber of students taking astronomy
this year. Professor N. C. Little
has requested the loan of two or
three good sextants to the Physics
Department. The usual instru-
ments are inadequate for the work.
All alumni who desire to make
such a loan should get in touch
with Professor Little.
(Continued from Pas* 1)
States, both social and economic, and
he is now engaged in writing a book
concerning this phase of history. He
is also the author of "The Peacemak-
ers of 1864".
The Frank A. Munsey Professor-
ship of History is filled for the first
time by the appointment of Mr. Kirk-
land to this chair. This professorship
was founded in the spring of 1925 by
Frank A. Munsey of New York City,
an honorary graduate of the college
in the class of 1918. The donor
showed his generosity and interest in
Bowdoin by a bequest of a quarter of
a million dollars at the time of his
death a few months later.
New Fellow in French
Bowdoin is likewise glad to wel-
come another well-known scholar, Mr.
Biraud of Poitiers, France. He is a
graduate of the schools of Poitiers,
and of the University of Poitiers,
where he received his license in Phil-
osophy and Letters. During the past
year he has been teaching in a sem-
inary at Meaux. He is the fourth
young frenchman to be brought to the
college on the fellowship established
in 1926 by Mr. Frederick W. Pickard
of the Board of Trustees.
Athern P. Daggett, a Bowdoin
graduate in the class of 1925, returns
to the college in the department of
history and government. On leaving
Bowdoin Mr. Daggett went to
Lafayette College as instructor in
history and debating, remaining in
this position for two years. Since that
time he has been at the Harvard
Graduate School where he has re-
ceived his master's degree. He is
now working for his doctorate in the
field of political science.
Other New Instructors Come
Giles M. Bollinger becomes instruc-
tor in chemistry, increasing the staff
in that department from two to three.
A graduate of Alleghany College in
1920 and a holder of the master's de-
gree from the same school, he was a
member of its faculty for three years,
later going to Harvard where he re-
ceived the degrees of M.A. and Ph.D.
James F. White of the Bowdoin
class of 1929 becomes instructor in
German. Since graduation he has
been doing advanced study in Ger-
many. Charles V. Brooke, a gradu-
ate of Queen's University in Canada
in the class of 1925 and holder of an
A.M. from Harvard, will be instruc-
tor in Romance languages. Mr.
Brooke has taught French and Span-
ish at his own alma mater and at
Harvard and Dartmouth, from which
institution he comes to Bowdoin.
Newton P. Stallknecht, graduate
and holder of the doctorate from
Princeton University, becomes instruc-
tor in Philosophy. In addition to




(gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
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(Continued from Pare 1)
doin. Within a few years it is ex-
pected many colleges will take up
this plan which endeavors not only
to aid in getting further material for
the varsity but also gives a greater
number of men a chance to play foot-
ball.
(Continued from Pat* 1)
likely that many plays will be used
Saturday since scouts from all three
other Maine colleges will be in th"
stands as well as representatives
from Williams, Tufts, and Wesleyan.
Bowdoin will be garbed in snappy
new uniforms when they take the
field, a complete equipment having
recently arrived. Jerseys will be
white with black trimmings, the
stockings, white with three black
bars, and the helmets, white.
Sports fans all over northern New
England will be watching the results
of the clash since the result will af-
ford them a chance to dope the State
Series standing of Bowdoin and
Bates. The Alumni are expected to
be back in larger numbers than usual
at the opening game to determine the
results of their prodigious efforts last
winter to secure a miracle man who
would lift the White out of its annual
mire of defeat.
Art Catalogue on Sale
Copies of the fourth edition of the
Art Catalogue have been received
from the publishers and are now on
sale at the Curator's desk in the
Walker Art Building.
The catalogue contains a complete
description of the art collection ol
Bowdoin College and is profusely il-
lustrated. The catalogue was edited
by Professor Henry E. Andrews, di-
rector of the Art Museum and head
of the College Art Department.
TRUTH
STRANGER than FICTION
It required a host of official and unoffical observers,
scientists, writers, travellers, statisticians, journalists and
other authorities from all parts of the world to gather
the f actrs to be used in,one advertising series or a
local concern. /
More than one year was
required bijahignlu trainee






Photographs, newspapers. ?ee ^iem ^/fc^
magazines and educational and in * j ljf\
scientific publications of many *~~ ""*" ""^
lands contributed to thie
collection of amazing PACTS /
Beginning next week, these amazing truths will be














No Serious Injuries. However. During
Annual Interclass Struggle — This
Year's Scrap Held Entirely Out
of Doors
MISS DENEKE APPEARS
AT BOWDOIN AGAIN IN
NEW LECTURE-RECITAL
'Programme Musk" to be Subject of
Evening at Her Second Visit
Here Friday
After three-quarters of an hour of
melee in which two hundred odd men|
attempted to drown each other in thej
sea of mud behind the gymnasium,
j
the freshman class emerged with!
traces of molasses and proclamations'
on their several backs while the soph-
omores cheered and raised their flag |
of victory to the summit of the Me-|
morial Flagpole. This traditional
battle, which this year took place last;
Thursday evening, was carried on in
a manner most satisfactory to the
spectators, though rather fatiguing to
the combatants.
As the two classes dragged them-
selves from the mud. they seemed to!
be united in at least one thought, that
finer and gamer fight had never
been fought. For in the face of icy-j
water under pressure and confined by
!
the walls of the swimming pool and >
the gym the freshmen offered spirited
|
resistance to the advances of the
sophomore class and only lost when
the elimination method used in fixing
the proclamations on their backs fin-
ally decimated their ranks.
Frosh Barred From Ends
Enriched by the experience of last
year, the Student Council, proctors,
and fraternity presidents held a mass
meeting on the evening set for the
episode and their combined efforts
kept the freshmen from organizing in
the dormitories. In the open the op-
portunities for a fair and unobstruct-
ed competition were much greater.
The freshmen this vear were excep-
tionally well organized and conducted
themselves in a creditable manner.
At the sound of the chapel bell they
fled en masse to the small quadrangle
which lies to the rear of the gym next
to the swimming pool. At the same
time the sophomores with a slowly
accumulating force advanced from the
Delta to the gym with the suggestions
of many sub-lieutenants to guide
them. But though they were smaller
in number than the class of '34 they
moved on to the scene of the activities
with a vanguard carrying a fire-hose
and several buckets of freshman lo-
tion — molasses.
Contest Is Wet
After the second-year men had con-
quered the intricacies of the five-sided
nut of the fire-hydrant with an ordi-
nary wrench — no easy task.— theyj
rushed the refuge of the freshmen and
j
the battle royal began. For a fewi
minutes the most interested spectator!
could see nothing but a sea of mud, a
few bedraggled specimens of human- 1
ity, and countless detached articles of;
apparel.
None of the cheering onlookers
could have cause of complaint. Taken
as a whole it might have been!
imagined to be either a battle scene!
from "Macbeth" or a part of a prison I
riot. But when it was observed in its
j
many details it appeared mostly to be
I
a combination of a wrestling match, 1
a bull fight, and a lunatic asylum.!
For who could see clearly in the flick-
ering lights of myriad flashlights,
dimmed by the icy-spray which
seemed to dampen the ardor of none ?
;
Little Damage Is Done
Though rivaling the battles of yorei
in ferocity, the chances of injury
seemed to have been almost entirely!
removed. For throughout the whole
,
combat no serious offence was done to
anybody with the exception of the de-i
struction of clothiner which would!
have been sufficient to start a small-!
sized haberdashery.
The contest was notable for its lack
of unfair methods of scrapping. Many
times through the spray from the hose
men would be seen, apparently bat-
tling' to the death, but upon rising





On Friday. October 10. the students,
professors and friends of Bowdoin
College will have the opportunity of
hearing a lecture-recital on the sub-
ject of "Programme Music" given by
Miss Margaret Deneke of Oxford,
England. She will illustrate her lec-
ture by selections on the piano.
Members of the College will remem-
ber that Miss Deneke spoke here last
November on "Chopin's Life and
Works" and she was so well received
that the College has made arrange-




Strong JVilliams Eleven to
Test Real Strength of
Polar Bears
ENTHUSIASM^ IS HIGH
Purple Team Said to be Strongest in
Years, with Stout Aerial Threat
—
Bowdoin's Offensive Good Though
Defense Needs Polishing
SSEBS. Powerful Bowdoin Team
AT BOWDOIN SUNDAY
Popular Clergyman Will be Heard
in Chapel and at Informal Union
Gathering
The college will have the opportu-
nity next Sunday of hearing a man
who is perhaps the outstanding
teacher of religious doctrine in Can-
ada when Canon Frederick George
Scott of St. Matthews Rectory, Que-
bec, speaks in the chapel service.
Arch-deacon of Quebec, he is said to
have great power in his sermons.
Canon Scott has had varied expe-
riences in the field of religion. From
preaching to soldiers during the war
he has turned his attentions to peace-
time religion and his face and voice
Fresh from their rather easy vie
... v...., .... tory over the very ragged M.A.C. ag .,
, t .
During the talk on programme gregation last Saturday, the Bowdoin ! •**
.
wel1 known throughout the do-
music Miss Deneke will offer illustra- Polar Bears stack up against one M
\
ui2rm' , . „ -, .. , .
tive selections from William Byrd, 1 the strongest small college teams in L £e was born in Montreal while his
Kuhnan. Vanden Gheyn. Rameau. New England when they meet Wil- 1 ££*?. wTas? Professor of Anatomy at
Bach. Beethoven. Schumann, McDow- liams at Whittier Field next Satur- McGill_ University. Brought up within
ell. Ravel, and other composers. j day. Williams, boasting a lineup
Miss Deneke is choirmaster of Lady ! made up entirely of veterans except
Margaret Hall, Oxford, England, un- j for one position, looks like the hard-
der whose auspices she is traveling. | est eleven on the Bowdoin schedule.
The proceeds of her tours, of which! Bowdoin in her game last Saturday
this is the fourth annual, are turned
j
showed potential power but at the
over to it.
j
same time exhibited many rough
This year she has been touring the spots that will have to be smoothed
Maritime Provinces as well as cities out before any hope of victory over
in the United States. She likewise | teams of the Williams calibre can be
has been or will be the guest of a ' held. The White's greatest weakness





The report of the Finance Commit-
tee and Treasurer of Bowdoin College
for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1930, has just come from the press
and will soon be mailed to alumni.
Presenting as it does an enormous
feeble M.A.C. offense was able to
penetrate for goodly yardage. A tend-
ency to fumble also considerably
slowed up the White attack, due
either to poor passes from center or
over-eagerness. With all this, how-
ever, the White showed more offen-
sive power than any seen in long
years around these parts. When the
backs took the ball there were men
in front of them to clean out would be
tacklers, and it was this veritable
man screen of interference more
than anything else that warmed the




many points which may be of interest
to the general public and to the stu-
dent, body.
Since the close of the books in June
Williams, on the other hand, from
all that can be learned has one of the
greatest teams in years, and consid-
ering the fact that almost the same
1929. the endowment of the College men debated Bowdoin 26 to 6 last
increased by more than $400,000, thus
bringing the total figure to $5,407,-
924.05. This figure is more than dou-
year, they must be favored in the
doping.
Williams had no trouble in defeat-
the influence of learning, he has been
a great scholar during his whole life.
He was ordained priest in 1886 and
became rector of St. Matthews in
1899. Seven years later he becam<:
Canon of the Quebec Cathedral and
was then made Arch-deacon of Que-
bec in 1925. He has received the fol-
lowing honors and degrees: C.M.G.,
M.A., D.D., LL.D., D.C.L., D.S.O.,
F.R.S.C.
Though of middle age when the war
broke out. he went across with the
first Canadian Expeditionary Force
and served throughout the war. Dur-
ing the war he was made Senior Chap-
j lain of the Canadian forces. In spite
of his position he did not remain be-
hind the lines but spent a great deal
of his time in the trenches. Wounded
once, he was mentioned four different
times in dispatches.
He is likewise a great student and
writer. He has written many books of
poetry, many about the Great War
and in 1922 wrote a book entitled,
"The Great War As I Saw It".
Besides hearing Canon Scott in the
Sunday chapel service, the students
iwill have the additional privilege of
•hearing him again in the evening. At
this time he will speak informally of
his experiences during the war and
his work in the trenches.
Sweeps Over Mass. Aggies
To Win by Margin 45-0
Weak Opponents Give Polar Bears Little Trouble in Season
Opener as White Rolls Up Enormous Score —
Much Flashy Running
DEFENSE SHOWS ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
ble the amount reported at the close! J"*
Middlebury last Saturday 26 to
of the year ending in 1920 and showB i °- two of the touchdowns being scored
an increase of nearly $3,000,000 sineel -irmMmm* -. »— <? •
President Sills assumed the leader-
ship of the College. Approximately! CLASS FORMED TO$35,000 has come to the Colleire dur-
ing the year in the form of gifts for
designated purposes. One of the most




What may become a great Bowdoin team, led by a snake-hipped
weaving broken field runner, in the person of Sid Foster, opened
its season on Whittier Field Saturday afternoon by crushing a
dispirited eleven from the Massachusetts Agricultural College,
45-0. There is plenty of room for improvement yet, the defensive
play has evidently been only a matter of secondary consideration,
but when the ball came down the field and the Aggy benches were
yelling for a score, Bowdoin rose up in the shadow of her goal-
posts and beat the attack flat.
In many ways Saturday's game was more like scrimmage than
anything else. When the assignments were all filled, nothing but
merciful Providence or an act of God could stop the relentless
drives of the backs. When one man went wrong, then the play
piled up on the spot. One refreshing evidence of Coach Charley
Bowser's work these last few months was plain, though, for once
Bowdoin's backs were not falling over their interference, and for
once the interference went through like baby tanks. About ten
plays at most were used, and as an enthusiastic alumnus jovially







Gift of Class of 1920 a Great
Aid in Keeping Stands
Informed
READ LATIN BIBLE \ CmtKt Work ™8 We«k Shon,d
Show* Real Merit of Those
Group Will Meet Each Sunday
Read and Discuss Text of
Latin Vulgate
to
Junior Organization to Take
in Entertainment of Visiting
Teams
For the benefit of those who wish
to know their Bibles better, and of
i those who, being interested in the
Part! Classics, wish to read Mediaeval
source material not available in the
curriculum, an informal class has
Trying Out
More indicative than anything else
of the real interest that the college
and alumni are taking in the team
this fall is the manner in which the
various departments are cooperating
to aid it. The amplifier system which
was in use at Whittier Field last
Saturday is one of the best examplea
Freshman football practice has I bearing out this statement,
been getting underway the past week
j
When the class of 1920 met last
under Coach Donovan D. Lancaster spring at its ten-year reunion, a fund
at Pickard Field. Practice is being | of two thousand dollars was handed
held the first five days of the week
j
over outright to the college, with the
and about 55 fellows are showing up
; suggestion that it be used for the pur-
at each session. This week contact, ! chase f some form of public address
work will be started. With so large
;




a squad it will be difficult for some i provided at Commencement, thoughbeen instituted by James B. Colton
! time to determine who will be there I it was only rented. The acquisition of
of several
Seldom have two organizations dif-
fered as radically as the old White
Key which was in operation on cam-
pus during the last college year, and
the new Junior honor society bearing „ ,„ , . . .,
¥ , * , j_j course of study and discussion willthe same name. In place of a hooded ,• t..j_ iU _ ,-„__i "* " ...
and secretive group enforcing Fresh
2nd, '31, with the help
members of the faculty.
The class, which began last Sun-
day, meets on Sunday afternoons at
3.30 in the B.C.A. room of the Union.
The texts are furnished free. The
include the Gospel of Luke, some of
man rules through the business enTof
; ^flBfeafc^ttfSL^L^S:
a paddle, Bowdoin has acquired a ser-
vice organization comparable with
that already in existence at so many
Kastern colleges. The Green Key at
Dartmouth is only one of the many
examples followed in the engendering
of the new plan
terial is desired by the class after the
completion of the first two items. The
text is that of the well-known Vul-
gate version of the Bible, being in
the Latin of Jerome, who translated
it from the Greek of the Septuagint.
The larger part of the hour and a
In the first place, the function of ¥lf Per,od *5 be ^m\ ,n d,S£US"
campus discipline has vanished for SS &K denominational, on what-
good and all from the society's amis. ; ever topics, ancient or modern, are
In its stead, they have taken upon.'" 1™? S ^ *** *• the Port,on
(Continue on Vw *> I of the text read that day.
I An intimate knowledge of Latin is
•
not necessary to the appreciation of
!
the class. Three years of high school
i
Latin should suffice. The object of the
j
class is not to take the place of Sun-
;
day School nor of bull sessions on
!
religion, but to provide an accurate
j
background for the first and to ob-
viate the necessity for so many of
j
the second. Men interested should no-
I tify Colton.
Recommendations of Committee of
Investigation Acted Upon in
New Schedule
Last spring a committee composed
of both undergraduates and members
of the faculty was appointed by the
President to investigate the chapel
programs and recommend any
changes they deemed advisable. As
a result beginning this week there
will be several alterations in tMsc
exercises. Each Saturday the sched-
ule for the coming week will be
posted on the College bulletin board.
Th» services will vary more than
formerly. As in the past members of
the faculty will make addresses in
chapel, but under the new schedule.
the subject of the man's speech will
be posted in advance. Besides these
talks there will be musical programs.
I Kiasionally the entire service will
be devoted to music, either by. the
choir or organist and sometimes by
both. Under this broader plan it is
hoped that the programs will be more
interesting and helpful.
ATTENTION FRESHMEN!
Freshman competition for posi-
tions on the Orient board will start
this week. All those wishing to try
out should report at the publica-
tions office on the second floor of
the Union tomorrow night (Thurs-
day) at seven o'clock sharp.At this
time the competition will be ex-
plained and there will be a chance
for new men to find out about the
paper and the work connected with
it. So if you are interested, come





Tendency to Conform is Threatening
Principles of College Men,
President Says
when the season officially gets started
The squad will be brought along
gradually so that the best efforts
may be obtained. At the present writ-
ing some of the men who have shown
speed, coordination, and weight are:
Centers: Dakin, Davis and Stern-
berg
Tackles: Drake, Fay and Wait
Ends: Brookes, Flint and Miller
Backs: Godfrey, Koslowsky, Lar-
son, Lewia, Hubbard, Odde, Read and
Robbins
This of course, is only a partial
list and only serves to give the names
of those who have come under early
observation. With a few days much
more will be known of the progress of
the team. There are, no doubt, a
great many men who will turn in per-
formances as good if not better than
these already listed as time goes on.
The freshmen ought to prove a very
formidable opponent for teams the
calibre of Hebron.
twelve hundred dollars worth of ma
terial by the physics department, un
I der the direction of Professors Bart-
lett and Little, followed this, and
;
the announcements during the game
i
were made over a loud-speaker ar-
rangement prepared by them.
At the same time that Bowdoin was
engaged in this, Dartmouth an-
nounced that it was trying such a de-
vice for the first time in the East.
Public address systems are widely
used at collegiate games in the West
and along the Coast, but it remained
for the Big Green and the White to
set the example in New England.
Aside from use at football games,
a wide variety of purposes await the
(Continued on Patft 4)
BASEBALL SQUAD TO




Open House to Fathers of Freshmen
October 18, the day of the
Tufts Game
Fourteen Report to Coach Ben
Houser — Material the Best in
Some Time
In a talk at Chapel last Sunday,
President Sills chose for his text:
"Ye are the salt of the earth". He
emphasized the danger of losing un-
der storm and stress both principles
and individuality. In college where
POf I PT'TItfYVQ' there is such a tendency to conform,
^V/L^Tj^IIVI^O




October 18 has been set as the date
for the annual Bowdoin Fathers'
Day to which all the fathers of fresh-
men are invited by President K. C. M.
Sills. This event which was held for
the first time last year and which
was so successful is expected to
bring many visitors to the college.
The outstanding entertainment of I of batting, fielding, and base running
the day will be the football game j are being worked on at the present
between Bowdoin and Tufts. Other
| writing.
plans for the occasion are in the i Along with Ben Houser, Ben Shute,
hands of Donovan Lancaster, mart-
; varsity utility man, is assisting in the
Fourteen men, the largest squad in
some years, turned out to Baseball
Coach Ben Houser last week for prac-
tice. This Freshman group does not
include those "who are working for
positions on the Freshman football
squad. No doubt when the spring call
is sent out many more will be on hand.
Practice will be held on the Delta
every afternoon because of the prom-
ise shown by the squad. Rudiments
There were almost as many scouts
and pressmen in the stands as stu-
dents when the white-shirted second
string tore out onto the field and be-
gan to run signals. But the roar that
went up to greet their entrance was
nothing in comparison with the wild
howl that accompanied Souther and
his team-mates as they trotted out of
the field house. The old jinx reared
its ugly head for the last time as
Bowdoin lost the toss and the Aggies
elected to receive.
Souther lifted a fair kick-off to
Wood, who dodged his way back to the
twenty-seven yard line before he went
down under six or seven tacklers. It
had been evident in the press box be-
fore the game that the Massachusetts
team were jumping their signals, and
on the first play of the game Referee
Butler set them back five yards as all
four backs swung into motion too
soon. Sylvester battered through
tackle for five yards, and then punted
to Ricker, who squirmed as far as the
forty-nine yard line. Foster smashed
into the line on the right side for six
yards, and then fumbled on what
started out to be a left end run, fall-
ing on the ball for a loss of six yards.
A crack at left tackle brought three
yards, and Ricker punted out on the
Aggy twenty-eight yard stripe.
The third down, with a foot and a
half to go, and Ecke smacked Wood
flatter than flat. Ricker ran back Syl-
vester's kick to Bowdoin's forty yard
line. On the next play Morrell
ground through center for five yards,
whereupon the eminent Mr. Foster
hitched up his pants and announced
that he was going places. He got as
far as the Ag^y thirty-seven yard
stripe before four tacklers forced him
out of bounds. It took Ricker two
plays to make a first down with a
yard to spare, and then Lloyd Morrell
put his head down, bucked into the
line, was held for a minute, and
roared over and through what was
left of the secondary defense for
twenty-six yards and the first touch-
down of the season. Souther's place
-
kick was batted down by an incoming
tackle. Bowdoin, 6; M. A. C, 0.
When the run-back of Wood's kick-
off and a pair of plays had brought
the ball to the thirty-three yard line









A peppy rally, held in the Gym last
Friday evening and attended by ap-
proximately 150 students, most of
them freshmen, resulted in a consid-
erably improved cheering section at
the game last Saturday.
The gathering started off with a
series of cheers by cheerleaders Ap-
ager of the Union, and Philip Wilder, I work. The team will be captained this pleton, Colton, and Kraetzer followed
Alumni Secretary. At noon time ! year by Gerhard H. Whittier and man- 1 by several songs. Next Colton intro-
there will be a luncheon in the Union j aged by Ray Boiling. With such prom- ! duced the only speaker of the evening,
to ensemble the fathers to meet the
j
ising prospects to fill the shoes of th^ ' Coach Bowser. The latter spoke very-
ting the tang of his own character j faculty members. | men who graduated, there should be • briefly and pleaded for whole hearted
be lost. The savor of his own in-
1 .
Tnis event was tried last year for
| little pessimism as to the outcome of j support of the team this year whetherThe number of visitors to the Walk-
er Art Building during June, July and dividuaiity may be squeezed out. As I the first time and with the greatest I the baseball season when the spring I in defeat or victory. As he left the
August, was three thousand and one. salt is useless when it has lost its j success. It was planned as a means j comes around once again. The var- 1 hall a wall bending cheer showed the
The English landscape artist, Au- ' own characteristic, just so a selected I °f acquainting the families of new ' sity will have a large share of vet- j approval of the Bowdoin supporters.
gustus W. Enness of London, was group such as college men is all too




During the month of October the! He closed his talk by reading a
Curator of the Bowdoin Museum, Miss letter from the famous English
Anna E. Smith, will be absent. She teacher and scholar, Benjamin Jowett,
is to visit the important mid-western to his students at Balliol College at
museums, and returning take in the Oxford University shortly before his
j
of History




students of the college with tHe-aima,
ideals, and methods of Bowdoin.
erans and will be especially well sup- Following this a short time was spent
plied with infield and catching ma- in rehearsing cheers and songs anil
|
terial. Ben Houser will have to seek ; the gathering closed in time for the
Through error it was stated in la»t ' someone to assist George Souther and boys to attend the movies.
week's Orient that Dr. Edward C.
\
Lloyd Morrell on the hurling end
Kirkland was the first man to hold but this ought not to be a difficult
Pittsburgh.
the Frank A. Munsey Professorship I task with so many candidates.
It appears that he is i Freshmen trying out for the man-
Prof. Thomas C. Van agership will not report until the call
Institute, j waste the precious opportunities of | Cleve having held that position for i is issued for varsity practice in the
college days. the first time in the year 1925-1926.
j
latter part of February.
The great improvement last week
in the cheering at the game demon-
strated the value of a gathering the
night before a game and a bigger
turnout at future rallies should insure
a well drilled cheering stand for the
wearers of the White.
^ mm^mmm
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There are Tea Dances Saturday !
!
That leaves three days in which to visit
' QHp Bmrae of fflalalj
"More than a toggery ... a Bowdoin Institution"
authorized to regulate intramural sports. We feel certain that the
!
substitution of this sport for soccer would result in fewer with-!
drawals by the various houses and in a livelier competition by
virtue of the popularity of "touch" at the present time.
Editorial Shavings
Vol. LX. Wednesday, October 8, 1930.
J
It would be difficult for any ob-
server of the Mass. Aggies game to be
pessimistic concerning Bowdoin's
chances during the football season of
1930. The reaction of course is one
of optimism and in certain quarters
a tendency towards over-optimism.
No. 10 ! Obviously, the team has great possi-
bilities, yet on the other hand it is
plain that much work remains to be
done.
Notwithstanding the brilliance of a
number of Mass. Aggie men, it can
be safely and fairlv said that the
team as a whole did not offer the type
of resistance necessary to test the real
power of the Bowdoin team. Next
week the White will meet Williams
and it will be on the basis of this
rather than on last Saturday's con-
test that the White should be judged.
The cautionary note which we offer
does not fail to take into account the
great strides which Coach Bowser and
his men have made. The team is in
splendid condition, it is well ground-
ed in the fundamentals of football,
and is fast growing familiar with the
intricacies of the Warner system.
The observer sees a certain "esprit de
corps" growing under Bowser's lead-
ership. It is this spirit which is al-
ways the best insurance for winning
aggregations. From every possible
angle, it is apparent that the under-
graduates and alumni are beine as-
Mustard and Cress
The Amplifiers
"Foster carried the ball ten yards
through the center, making a first
down .... Dr. Pletts is wanted on
the telephone On the next
play Mass. Aggies held Bowdoin for
no gain Dr. Pletts is wanted
on the telephone, this is an emergency
call Foster next carried the
ball thirty yards Dr. Pletts,
P-L-E-T-T-S, is wanted on the phone
under the grandstand. This is ar
emergency call On the last
play Morrell went through left tackle
for five yards gain. Chief Edwards
is wanted on the telephone under the
grandstand . . . . "
Mustard and Cress announces that
persons wishing their name to come
to public attention may assure them-
selves that this will happen if they
will leave their card and fifty cents
at this office before every football
THE COLLEGE SPA
Is open for the convenience of the students,
from 7 a. m. until 1 a. m. Before retiring come
in and try one of our TOASTED SANDWICHES.SSSMS^———^^— ^"--SM»B«SSSSSSSSSS«—SSSSB^a«SSSSt^a»aS-»«SSB«SSSSSSSSSS^SSSWSS.S»»«»MSSMSM».^S»»S^
BE SURE AND GET IT AT THE SPA
freshmen to shave only one side of
their face for the first month in the
institution. The bushy adornments
of various first-year men skulking
about our campus (squirrel-studded
variety) show that even one side
would be an improvement.
Just the same, we lament the loss
of Memorial's expansive hollowness in
one vital matter. Where, but in the
dim vastnesses of that unbounded in-
terior, stretching yawningly into un-
fathomable distances, will our old fa-
vorite English 4 speeches amount to
anything? How will Spartacus regale
the gladiators, or the broad platform
be laid out to stand upon, or a line
of Federal forts be stormed in any of
thing should be done about this.
The Pledgeman
A large body of the readers of the ORIENT are now in this
status, and are quite new to it . Anything we might say here may
seem unnecessary and fulsome after all you have been hearing and
reading from various sources. We should like to echo the Hand-
book once again, however, and counsel each pledge to be loyal to his
house, but at the same time to be so without narrowing his social
contacts and general vision on campus subjects. One other point
we should like to make is that you be sure to keep your head. Do
not think because you are a fraternity man that you are auto-
matically singled out as better than others of your class who have
not, for one reason or another, "«one" fraternity. If you do get
this idea, the shock will be sudden when you wake up. No combi-
nation of Greek letters is an "Open Sesame" for success, and no
one combination is better than any other on campus because of its
traditions, history, and so on. Each fraternity's success is in direct
proportion to the ability and worth of its members. It is there-
fore up to you new men to take an interest in things both inside
your house and out and to work in both fields if you desire your
house to be a leading one. In a few short years, you will be the
mainstays of your respective houses, and your attitude now may
well decide the fate of your chapter then. However, as we have
said before, do not let the fraternity go to your head. You are Insured of a team of which they may be
primarily in college, Secondarily, at Bowdoin, and after these two, | justly proud, whether it meets with ^^"^^^rtoTy^^fai'r
1
dam- lon/Ushere arthe'weddfngweTe Ray- 1 the"morale of the school as a whole
i j.i 11 ~. — m * « » '-- - 4-uA«A-Pm.a id victory or defeat. Staunch support __i m.- :*_„ *u„* ;* ;„ _ __*__ mond Leonard. '31. and W. Lawrence and of the football team in particular.
G. R. B. '33.
A freshman is a person who wildly
waves his hand in the air when a lec-
turing professor asks, "Have any of
you ever read so-and-so before?"
game. During the game Mustard and j our small, mean, class-rooms? Some-
Cress will call the grandstand, when
Announcer Bartlett will call the name
in loud, clear tones over the extensive
amplifier system in use during games.
Emergency calls will be twenty-five
cents extra. This is a wonderful op-
portunity for rising young lawyer*,
physicians, and plumbers to achieve




We would have went (I know it, 1
know it!) to the football rally last
Friday evening, but we thought it
was going to be secret.
Being in correspondent with a fair
damsel at Dalhousie University,,
which is situate in Halifax, we will
pass along to the sophomores, and
various house committees a bit of news
Communication
Being present at the football rally
before the M. A. C. game, I was im-
pressed by two things: first, the fine
spirit that was shown by those few
who attended; secondly, the great
number of men who had so little re-
gard and interest for the success of
the football team that they could not
spend a few short minutes in prac-
tising the cheers. Evidently the ma-
jority of Bowdoin men have no desire
to see their team win.
Siiye the loyalty alone of the stu-
dents seems insufficient to create a
really successful rally, why do we not
have some physical stimulus which
will help in instilline such an interest
in their minds? Other colleges, be-
fore their more important games,
make use of the bonfire for the pur-
pose of calling all the student body
together. If this has proved valuable
to these other schools, why not insti-
tute this custom at Bowdoin?
In regard to this matter I would
susrpest that such a bonfire be held on
the evening before the Tufts game.
The marriage of Miss Agnes Chal- 1 this being one contest which we are
mers, of Framingham, Mass., and particularly desirous of winning. It
Henry Ward Stoneman, of Albany, j could be carried out under the official
N. Y., took place at the home of the management of the college by the as-
bride's parents, September 27th. sistance of all of the students. Such
Mr. Stoneman graduated from I materials as boxes, barrels, kerosene,
Bowdoin in the Class of 1930. During \ etc., necessary to a large fire, could be.
his four years in 'college he was
j
collected by the student body in ad-
prominent in athletic circles, being a , vance in some suitable place, such as
member of the varsity football, track on the Delta. I truly believe that
and gym teams, and of the Outing '. some such effort would help unite the
Club. His fraternity is Delta Upsi- j students into one body and improve
in some other, smaller group. Your first allegiance, therefore, MB?"*- „ t; s ™n "?"*
„ , , . , •„ , • j ,, ,i • it...*' from all will complete the circle of co-
to college work; your second is to Bowdoin and those things that operation> in an effort to produce the
she cherishes. After these two are satisfied, you are a member of\^st football team Bowdoin has seen
your particular group, and should work for its betterment. ior many years.
Proclamation Night I It has been very boldly and very
•Proc" Night has come and gone once again. This year's^fa**?*^,T JE"3
was in few ways exemplary and in many ways can hardly match
j the worst singing coneees \n the coun-
the epic struggle on the "heights of Winthrop" last year. One: try.
welcome feature was that the festivities occurred outside the college , The orient, realizing this very un-
buildings, and all concerned, from the Student Council to the en-
j
happy state of affairs is attempting
terprising Freshman "Council", are to be congratulated on that; to revive the lost art of Singing
fact. Injuries ran about the same this year, however, even though
!
-ffi££ES5E-^
the battle was in the open. The three or four men whom we sawj of dear M bowdoin have b^ not_
sel. She writes that it is a custom , ,





taken to the Infirmary and the unestimated number who nursed
their own wounds make us wonder if the stake is perhaps a trifle
overrated. And yet, "Proc" Night almost alone remains to us of
the glorious traditional interclass wars of former years. In spite
of all the temporary excitement, resentment perhaps, and even
ably nauseous, the college has four
or five songs which have survived, de-
spite their annual wear and tear.
"Forward the White", one of the less
worn (being less used) of Bowdoin
songs has met favor with as brilliant
actual injuries that follow in its wake, it is a worth while institu- j a periodical as the New Yorker
tion still. The team-work on both sides is in itself invaluable, not
merely for offense and time of war, but because of friendships
made, respect won and so on. Times like Thursday night show up
the true sportsman. With but one or two exceptions, cases who
now probably regret their own actions, both Sophomores and
Freshmen fought cleanly, and no doubt parted as good friends as
Sophomores and Freshmen can be. It is of course regrettable that
those injuries had to occur. We feel, however, these were mini-
mized by the choice of the field of battle, and hope that they will
not cause the ceremony of "Proc" Night to fade away into oblivion
as have Flag Rush, Rising Night and other scraps of former years.
Intramural Sports
A suggestion reached our ears the other day that interfrater-
nity competition in touch football supplant interfraternity
soccer, in which many feel there is too meagre an interest here at
Bowdoin. We should like to say a few words in its favor. For
one reason, it is very popular. Go around to the various frater-
nity houses just before or just after the noon meal, and that fact
will automatically be driven home. Large groups from the va-
rious houses on Maine Street will be playing it on the Mall; up
McKeen Street the Beta gang will be in it ; the houses on College
Street will most likely be at it also ; and traffic will be slowed up
down Federal Street by two A. T. O. teams. A second reason, or
perhaps we should call it a corollary of the first, is that it is very
good exercise Many are wont to scorn the sport as lady-like, to
wit one of its names, "lady-football", but when played as it usual-
ly is here, it can be equally as hard and as rough as soccer. An-
other reason in its favor is that soccer, unlike baseball, basketball,
and the others, is not generally played except at the time set for
the various fraternity contests. The results are as might be ex-
pected: green, inexperienced teams, unscientific play, and rough
stuff. Good individual players do crop up, in spite of an inade-
quate training in the sport here, but they are few and far between.
The great majority of the men playing soccer on the various house
teams know little about the finer points of the game, and while this
does not prevent their enjoying it after a fashion, one would think
that the playing of a game which most of the fellows do like and
do know would be a greater inducement for participation in intra-
mural sports. We should like at this time to call this to the atten-
tion of the Interfraternity Athletic Council or whatever body is
The Orient is running the chorus
to the afore-mentioned song. Some-
time during the week this chorus
will be sung in chapel and we beg
that the fraternities carry on the good
work by rendering it (not meaning
"to tear apart") at their various
houses. The band will play this song
on Saturday and it is expected that
the level of Bowdoin's collegiate can-
tatory endeavors will rise from its
ancient depression.




On through the fight,
Emblem of honor.
Peerless and bright,
Through stress and strain,
Peril and pain,
Borne to the end
With ne'er a stain.
Loyal and true
Always to you
Each son of Bowdoin



















A group attack on the "X" of industry
Research, finding answers to the eternal
x = ?, keeps step in the Bell System with
the new industrial viewpoint.
The joy in working out studies in de-
velopment is shared by many. Results are
reached by group effort. Striving to-
gether, the mature engineer and his
younger assistants, each contributes to
the final solution of the problem.
Men of the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories are sharing in useful, interesting
research. They are getting valuable train-
ing in the modern strategy of organization
attack.
And because that strategy assures them
the aid of men and material resources,
they are actually turning some of their
vision into fact.
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF MORE THAN 20,000.000 INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
CORONA SPECIAL TYPEWRITERS
— NEW IN COLORS —
$39.50
Including Carrying Case — (One Year Guarantee)




One Hundred Forty-One Freshmen
and Six Upperclassmen
Pledged
jflfr' Recommended by '*toV





With the active rushing season for
the fraternities completed, first year
men are fairly well distributed over
the campus. Of the large freshman
class one hundred and forty-one have
been pledged by the eleven national
fraternities represented here. Besides
this number, four sophomores and two
juniors have likewise been pledged. Mass
Chi Pai
Kendall Parker Abbott. Wakefield.
Mass.
Garnet Rodney Hackwell. Bridge-
water. Mass.
Eugene George Ingalls. Bath.
Philip Coombs Pearson. Jr., New
Castle. Pa.
James B. Perkins. Jr.. Boothbay
Harbor.
Richard R. Sherman, Belfast.
Neal J. Skillings. Portland.
Blake Tewksbury. Cumberland
MiUs.
H. Nelson Tibbetts. Mt. Vernon.
Robert C. Hill. Sanford (Junior).
Delta Kappa Epsilooi
James P. Archibald, Houlton.
Frederick C. Batchelder, Wenham,
TRUTH STRANGER THAN FICTION
You. can. rry an. e«U
on. a cake of ice/
i The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon WEBSTER'SNEW INTERNATIONAL— The "Supreme Authority". Here is ^a companion ior your hours oi reading and study that will prove its <S
real value every time you consult it. A wealth fi
of ready information on words, persons, places, A
is instantly yours. 106,000 words and *g
phrases with definitions,etymologies.pro- 4np
nunciations, and use in its 1 ,256 pages. jy
1,700 illustrations. Includes die- *W
nonaries of biography and geog- ^m
rapby and other features.
See It ax Your Colltte Bookstore or
Writefor Information to the Pub-
lishers. Free specimen pages





The engagement of Miss Frances Mc-
Dougall of Portland to John H. Mc-
Loon of Rockland has recently been
announced. Mr. McLoon was a mem-
ber of the Class of 1930 and of t) e
Sigma Nu fraternity. At present he
is in business with his father in the A.
C. McLoon Co., Penobscot Fisheries.
Following is the list of names of those




Sanford O. Baldwin. Framingham
Center, Mass.
Thomas D. Barnes, Ojai. Cal.
George C. Bartter, Waban, Mass.
Gordon C. Bennett. Winchester.
Mass.
Philip E. Burnham. Elmhurst. N. Y.
Alexander Clark, Stamford, Conn.
Byron S. Davis. Concord. N. H.
Henry P. DeBogert. West Medford.
Mass.
Robert Dowling. Boston, Mass.
Burton Flint, Milton, Mass.
John D. Freeman, Arlington, Mass.
Bartlett Godfrey, Winchester!
Mass.
George F. Peabody, Houlton.
Robert Winchell. West Medford.
Mass.
Psi Upsilon
Paul S. Ambler. Natick, Mass.
Edward F. Appleton. Newton Cen-
ter, Mass.
James E. Bassett, Jr., Larchmont.
N. Y.
Ralph F. Callsin. Maiden, Mass.
Richard H. Davis, Wellesley Hills,
Mass.
Edward DeLong. Bath.
Frederick S. Drake. Bath.
Robert L. Hackwell, Worcester,
Mass.
J. Gardiner Ham. Scarsdale. N. Y.
Arthur B. Lord. Jr.. Melrose, Mass.
M. Chandler Redman, Bangor.
Arthur D. Stone, Danvers, Mass.
Braley Gray, Old Town.
Luther G. Holbrook, Walpole. Mass.
Henry B. Hubbard. Tarrington,
Conn.
Jerome H. T. Kidder, South Straf-
ford. Vt.
Harrison P. Martin, Wyncote, Pa.
Thurman A. Larson, Machiasi •
George Lauder, Greenwich, Conn.
Henry G. Lewia, Skowhegan.
Richard C. Robbing. Waban. Mass.
Donald M. Smith, Concord, Mass.
Carl F. A Weber. Portland.
Theta Delta Chi
Carl A. Ackerman. Swampscott,
Mass.




William W. Clay, Clinton. Mass.
Russell Dakin, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Woodbury K. Dana, Cape Elizabeth.
Robert S. Fletcher, Portland.
Robert M. Foster. Melrose, Mass.
James C. Freeman, Portsmouth,
N. H.
Charles E. Gould. Portland.
John B. Hickox, New Rochelle,
N. Y.
Perry A. Holt, Braintree, Mass.
Enoch W. Hunt, 2nd, South Port-
land.
Alan B. Johnson, Melrose High-
lands, Mass.
Robert F. Kingsbury, Ithaca, N. Y.
Gordon H. Massey, Wollaston,
Mass.
Robert C. Porter, Germantown, Pa.
Malcolm S. Walker, Grand Beach.
Theodore A. Wright. West Hart-
ford, Conn.
I A tennis ga.mx? between
> a.man a.nd a woman.
was placed- on, tKe
wink of art aero —
plaive 3000 ft. high..
This statn.p-wh.icK
originally cost
a. penny - is ivow
worth. $40,000.
,
It is Also true
That our new Fall Suits, Topcoats and
Furnishings are the best values we've
offered in years. :-: :-: :-:
Come in and be convinced.
IHIAIKMDN
IhIRTY thousand
welcoming shouts as he steps to bat
. . . the idol of them all. Ball one!
Ball two! . . .and cr-r-ack! he's done







HOME RUNS are made at the
plate — not on the bench
!
Likewise what counts in a ciga-
rette is what a smoker gets from
it— not what is said about it.
Chesterfield has a policy
—
give
smokers what they want:
MILDNESS— the wholly nat-
ural mildness of tobaccos that are
without harshness or bitterness.
BETTER TASTE—such as only
a cigarette of wholesome purity
and better tobaccos can have.








Thomas B. Card, Somerville, Mass.
(Sophomore).
Arthur G. Jordan, Swampscott,
Mass. (Sophomore).
Edward H. Morse, Minneapolis,
Minn. ( Sophomore )
.
Delta Upsilon
Horatio C. Allen, Jr., New Bedford,
Mass.
Frank D. Bates, Winchester, Mass.
Frederick W. B:irton, Auburndale.
Mass.
Gordon E. Gillet*. Winchester.
Mass.
John U. Griffin. Pittsfield, Me
Carl G. Olson, Belmont, Mass.
Frederick P. Pickard, Ipswich,
Mass.
John M. Sinclair, Rumford.




Bath has a new physician. Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph I. Smith and son Robert
came Friday from Concord, Mass.,
Richard (TManferiBe. Lake Bluff. 1 S06".,!16 has practiced the past year.He will occupy the office of the late
Dr. Seth S. Mullin.
The new doctor was an outstanding
athlete at Bowdoin college in 1920,
21, 22 and 23. During that time he
was selected All-Maine quarterback
and mentioned by the late Walter
Camp as Ail-American calibre. In
baseball Dr. Smith was equally bril-
liant, holding down the shortstop job.
Following graduation in 1923 he at-
Robert M. Aiken. Wellesley Hills,
; tended Tufts Medical school in Bos-
Mass,
j ton from which he graduated in 1927.
Raymond S. Brown. Jr.. Allentown. i He practiced a year in Somerville.
Pa - Mass., where he served his internship
111
John Morris. Newtonville, Mass.
John E. Mullen. Brookline, Mass.
Richard F. Nelson, Squantum, Mass.
Robert B. Stetson. Brunswick.
Thurston B. Sumner, Somerville,
MasB.
Edward C. Uehlein, Lawrence,
Mass.
Zeta Psi
George M. Cleaves, Bar Harbor.
Henry J. Curtis, Melrose, Mass.
R. Ferguson Hayden,
Mass.
James M. Lawrence. Gardiner.
Herbert C. Lewis, Newton, Mass.
Thomas W. Libby, Augusta.
Asa O. Pike, Jr., Fryeburg.
Donald E. Reid, Dorchester. Mass.
Robert M. Wait. Reading. Mass.
Warren K. Lewis, Jr., Newton,
Mass. (Junior).
Kappa Sigma
Kennedy Crane. Jr.. Rockland.
Charles F. Kahili. Portland.
Stanley Kamykowski, Milford,
Conn.
Ralph A. Kelley, Peabody, Mass.
John H. Kozlowski. Milford. Conn.
Brewer Merriam. Framingham,
Mass.
Alden S. O'Brien. Lubec.
Gardiner C. Pope, East Machias.
Bertram Q. Bobbins. Lincoln.
William D. Rounds. Rockland.
Beta Theta Pi
John D. Brookes. Stoughton, Mass.
Kenneth D. Cady. Newton, Mass.
Richard P. Ernery, Dorchester.
Mass.
John C. Gazlay, Jr., New Rochelle,
N. Y.
Frederick Hall. Scituate, Mass.
John W. Lord, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles H. McKenney, Wellesley
Hills, Mass.
Alden H. Vose. Jr., Westport, Conn.
James G. Woodruff, Barre, Vt.
James H. Norton, Detroit. Mich.
( Sophomore )k
Sigma Nu
Robert J. Carson. Jr.. Germantown.
Pa.
Clement L. Donahue, Presque Isle.
Bryant C. Emerson, Somersworth,
N. H.
John G. Fay, New York, N. Y.
Franklin H. Fiske, Greenfield,
Mass. \
James R. Fox. Norristown. Pa.
Charles E. Hardies. Jr., Amsterdam,
N. Y.
Frank A. Helton, Beechwood. Pa.
Walter D. Hinklev. Lancaster, N. H.
A. Koempel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Seth H. Read. Belfast.
Norman T. Slayton. Watertown.
Mass.
Roger K. Taylor. West Kennebunk.
Carleton S. Wilder. Rye, N. Y.
G. Wood, Rockland.
Richard Y. Woodsum, Braintree.
Mass.
Alpha Tau Omega
George D. Cabot, Jr., Parkersburg.
W Va.
Harold H. Everett. Wellesley, Mass.
James E. Guptill. Fryeburg.
Albert L. Hagerthy, Ashland.
Julius J. Hohl. New Haven. Conn.
Eric C. Loth, Elizabeth. N. J.
Joel Y. Marshall. Alfred.
Nathan C. Miller. Brunswick.
Arden E. Nilsen, Whitefield.
Lawson Odde. Belmont. Mass.
and later at Concord, Mass., where he
specialized in mental work at the
Newton, State hospital. He was also connected





completed and balanced equa-
tions, classified and arranged
for ready reference. It is no
more difficult to find a de-
sired equation in this book
than it is to find a word in
the Standard Dictionary.
F. W. Chandler & Son
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CUMBERLAND
Friday - October 10th
-VAUDEVILLE-
• on the screen -
THE WAY OF ALL MEN
• with •
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Dorothy Revier - Noah Beery
Also Paramount News
/





Monday and Tuesday - Oct. 13-14
JOHN McCORMACK
• in -
SONG O* MY HEART
Also News and Sound Comedy
Wednesday - October 15th
LET'S GO NATIVE
• with -
Jack OaJde - Jeanette McDonald
Also Comedy and Pathe Review
Thursday • October 16th
THE SPOILERS
• with •




FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. • - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson (rives personal attention
to orders for antique jroods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.
The Sport Store of
Brunswick











Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10





574 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Proc Night































President Kenneth C. M. Sills, 85
Federal street, 297.
Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell, 6 College
street, 388-M.
Prof. Roscoe J. Ham, 3 Bath street,
715-W.
Mr. Gerald G. Wilder (Librarian),
2 Page street, (553-M), Lib. 5.
Prof. Charles T. Burnett, 232 Maine
street, 222.
Prof. Marshall P. Cram, 83 Federal
street, (686), Lab. 23-M.
Prof. Frederic W. Brown, 265
Maine street, 648
Prof. Manton Copeland, 88 Federal
street, 717-M.
Dean Paul Nixon, 260 Maine street,
(417-M). Off. 157.
Prof. Warren B. Catlin, 268 Maine
street, 389-M.
Prof. Orren C. Hormell, 15 Potter
street, 527-M.
Prof. Alfred O. Gross, 11 Boody
street, 437-M.
Prof. Philip W. Meserve, 79 Federal
street, 717-W.
Prof. Thomas C. Van Cleve, 9 Page
street, 649.
Prof. Henry E. Andrews, 264
Maine street, 512.
Prof. Daniel C. Stanwood, 165
Maine street, 40.
Prof. Noel C. Little, 8 College
street, 388-W.
Prof. M. Phillips Mason, 156 Maine
street, 144.
Prof. Thomas Means, 267 Maine
street, 306-W.
Prof. CJharles H. Livingston, I
Page street. 649.
Prof. Edward S. Hammond, 9
Thompson street, 544-W.
Prof. Stanley P. Chase, 234 Maine
street, 308-M.
Prof. Charles H. Gray, 45 Harps-
well street, 442-M.
Dr. Henry L. Johnson, 10 Boody
street, (615), Inf. 112.
Asso. Prof. Edward H. Wass, 7
Page street, 533-W.
Asso. Prof. Morgan B. Gushing, 159
Maine street, 70.
Asso. Prof. Roland H. Cobb, 286
Maine street (743-M), Gym 551.
Asso. Prof. Arthur C. Gilligan, 84
Spring street, 501-W.
Asso. Prof. Boyd W. Bartlett, 43
Harpswell street, 442-W.
Asso. Prof. Stanley B. Smith, 8 Mc-
Keen street. -642-M.
Asso. Prof. Edward C. Kirkland, 18
Longfellow avenue, 489.
Asst. Prof. Herbert R. Brown, 7-A
McKeen street, 362-W.
Asst. Prof. Malcolm. E. Morrell.
262 Maine street, (44WVK), Gym
551. ^/ ^k
Asst. Prof. Nathaniel C. Kendrick,
271 Maine street, 39-M.
Asst. Prof. Cecil T. Holmes, 6
Longfellow avenue, 316.
Mr. Kenneth J. Boyer (Asst, Li-
brarian), 13 Longfellow avenue,
746-M.
Mr. Philip S. Wilder (Alum. Sec.),
27 McKeen street, (537-M), off. 117-R.
Asst. Prof. Albert Abrahamson, 41
Harpswell St., 708-J.
Asst. Prof. Herbert W. Hartman,
16 Longfellow avenue, 746-WK.
Asst. Prof. Fritz K. A. Koelln, 15
Cleveland St.
Mr. Donovan D. Lancaster, 40
Harpswell St., 56-W.
Mr. Jacques R. Hammond, 84
Spring street, 501-W.
Mr. Robert B. Miller, Topsham,
602-W.
Mr. William W. Lockwood, Jr., 141
Maine St., 345-M.
Mr. Ralph D. S. Childs, 15 Cleave-
land street. 497-M.
Mr. Peter B. Ferguson, 276 Maine
St., 145.
Mr. Athern P. Daggett, 23 School
St., 433-M.
Mr. James F. White, 27-A Federal
St., 415-W.
Mr. Giles M. Bollinger, 86 Federal
St., 671-W.
Mr. C. Vyner Brooke, 17 McKeen
St., 169-W.
Mr. Newton P. Stallknecht, 1
Maple St., 241-J.
Mr. Francis Biraud, 38 College
St., 365-M.
Visiting Prof. Enrico Bompiani.
Student Council
President. Arthur L. Crimmins, '31
Vice-President, George H. Souther,
Sydney R.
their hands would be clasped in
friendly congratulation.
But after the first skirmishes the
tide of battle went toward the sopho- «,
mores and with the exception of a ai„ , _,
scarceness of proclamations, though pJrffr^ti7
" lreasurer
'
the molasses was in abundance, the f «' p\. - . ,„, R «, n_-„






bruised bodies bedward but with the
satisfaction in their hearts of having
had a good, square contest in which
the merits of each showed up.
Treasurer's Report
(Continued from Pure 1 )
interesting of these gifts is a fund of
$2,000 from the class of 1920 for the
purchase of amplifiers to be used at
Commencement dinners, football
games and other occasions. Another
item is $11,000 from Mr. Frederick
W. Pickard '94 for the continuation of
work at Pickard Field. Mr. Pickard
Class Officers
1931
G. H. Souther, President
H. H. Rose, Vice-President
A. E. Jenkins, Sec.-Treas.
1932
W. L. Usher, President
J. W. Hay, Vice-President
J. Creighton, Jr., Sec.-Treas.
1933
G. D. Briggs, President
A. P. Madeira, Vice-President
M. T. Hickok, Sec.-Treas.
PRINTING . . .
.
of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S
The alumni secretary has mailed
applications for all the Maine State
series games to alumni who are in
the eastern part of the country and
within reasonable distance of the col-
lege. To a larger group extending
farther throughout the country ap-
plications for the Maine game have
also been sent. This has been done
in an effort to revive interest in the
football team among the alumni a.s
well as to give them a greater oppor-
tunity to secure good seats.
SHORT'S MARKET
—GROCERS—
who cater to fraternity trade
Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE»S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting
Near Campus - **—» Expert Barbers
Board of Proctors
F. M. Appleton, R. De Gray, R. S.
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ago. Lectureships have been provid- er ' a l ot iydl - -
ed by Walter V. Wentworth ob o:
}
Phi Beta Kappa—1931
Great Works and by the Delta Upsi- A. J. Deeks, L. C. Jenks, R. M. Me-
lon Fraternity. The Davenport trus- Farland, D. E. Merriam, P. A. Walk-
tees of Bath have sent the College er
more than $1,200 for the payment of 1931 \\^a
board, room and tuition for certain -^ . « .. — « .-.- c v„i,^
students from Bath. Other items are President Robert S. Ecke
the alumni contributions for the War Secretary-Treasurer, Donald
Memorial Flagstaff and an anonv- P^a^,- T t» ^ 1* o j
mous gift of $500 "to encourage un- T A~ Artlnian . f- B. Colton, 2nd.,
dergraduate interest in international *£. Cnmmins, A c E^enTkms ' S .
.
affairs " Pinkham, H. L. Smyth, J. L. Snider,
The report shows the income yield P * A' Walker
from college investments to be 5.4%. Orient
Since 1920 the College budget has Editor-in-Chief, Paul A. Walker, '31
grown from slightly more than $200,- Managing Editors, Philip C. Ahern,
000 to about $475,000. with a propor- '32, George T. Sewall, '32
tionate increase in income. Income Alumnus
from students through tuition is list- Editor.in-Chief, Philip S. Wilder,
ed as $134,000, approximately 30% of too * "





of the College in service and value to n,
the community may be found in the *
fact that the cost of instruction, which
this year was about $207,000 was in
1900 $30,000, in 1910 $51,000, in 1920
$70,000, and in 1925 $132,000. This is
even more interesting when one con
Managing Editor, John L. Snider,
A. Artinian, '31, Business Manager
Miss Margaret Mairs, Editorial As-
sociate.
1932 Bugle
Editor-in-Chief, Warren W. Stearns,
siders that more than $25,000 is dis- ^2
tributed each year to students in the Associate Editor, Norwood K. Mac-
form of scholarship awards, exclusive donald, '32
of the $10,000 from the Garcelon and Business Manager to be chosen lat-
Merritt Fund, which provides for er.
graduate scholarships in medicine. Quill
graduate scholarship awards amount- Editor-in-Chief, Fred R. Kleibacker,
ing to $1,200 and prizes of $2,000. jr »31
Somewhat more than $8,000 has been Associate Editors, James B. Colton,
contributed by Bowdoin men through 2nd., '31, Hawthorne L. Smyth, '31
the Alumni Fund for current ex- Business Managers, Raymond J.
penses, with some $2,000 more as an Szukaia> >31> Elias Thomas, Jr., '31
addition to endowment. Assistant Managers, R. M. Lam-A new exhibit in the report is the p^ >32 , R . C . Mullin, '32, P. C.
faculty retirement fund, endowed last Ahern '32
year by Mr. Cyrus H. K. Curtis of the _ ' . ." „.,... ^
Board of Trustees. This fund is made Bowdoin Publishing Company
up of deposits made bv the facultv Manager, Artine Artinian, '31
and added to by the College from the Assistant Managers, D. N. An-
endowment mentioned. tonucci, '32, G. L. Barstow '32





^A,Ue °f se.cur 'ties " e,xce,S!u°f Editor, Paul A. Walker, '31$5,450,000. approximately 25V of this Associate Editor, Donald F. Prince,
sum being invested in preferred and »3 j
common stocks. » „. -. .. _, .,
Pi Delta Epsilon
President, Donald F. Prince, '31
Vice-President, James C. Flint, '31
Secretary-Treasurer, Paul A. Walk-
er, '31
A. Artinian, '31, F. R. Kleibacker,
Jr., '31, E. Thomas, Jr., '31
Debating Council
President, Paul A. Walker, '31
Manager, Donald F. Prince, '31
Assistant Manager, Albert S. Davis,
Amplifiers
(Continued fiom Page 1)
announcing network. At Commence-
ment it was used to amplify speeches
made in the Gym at the Commence-
ment Dinner, and it is hoped that
some sort of hook-up may be made in
the future which will have the Gym
as its center and connecting lines to J r > '33
the Union and possibly to Memorial Masque and Gown
Hall. President, James P. Blunt, '31
Since the outfit is entirely portable, stage Manager, William H. Perry,
it may be used at any advantageous »3£
point. A particularly happy sugges- Business Manager, Norman D.
tion is the possibility of its use at Brown '32
inter-class and indoor meets, at the Elected Member of Executive Coun-
State Track Meet, and possibly for ^ Henry M. Pollock, Jr., '31
lectures. Ivy Day and Class Day will Musica, c ,ubsdoubtless depend on it to quite a de- ,. „
, .«-««_«
gree in the future. Manager, Edmund N. Lippincott,
Briefly, the equipment consists of a •"•> •* »* t>-
power amplifier, four great exponen- _ Assistant Manager, Richard M.
tial horns, and a three-foot cone
speaker to be employed in indoor
work. The voice, picked up by a table
or standard suspension microphone, it.
amplified in
Sanger, '32
Leader Glee Club, Joseph G. Kraet-
zer, '31
Leader Instrumental Club, Warren
: th're'e-ban'k"
r
Western E - Winslow. '31
Polar Bears
Leader, Raymond R. Leonard, '31
Outing Club
President, Julian C. Smyth, '31
Secretary-Treasurer, Philip C.
Electric power amplifier, and then
conveyed over field telephone lines to
the broadcasting points.
The Class of 1920 is to be congrat-
ulated on its valuable suggestion. The
Physics Department, too, deserves
' Ahern ^32
no small share of applause for the, '
keen interest with which it has gone «Matn Club
about solving all the little difficulties
\
President, Robert E. Maynard, '31
which placed themselves in the way 1 Vice-President, Lawrence C. Jenks,
of installing the equipment. Such i "31
service to the college is doubly im- ' Secretary-Treasurer, J. Clinton
portent. Roper, '32
; Classical Club




Secretary, Arthur J. Deeks, '31
Treasurer, Artine Artinian, '31
Athletic Council
Arthur L. Crimmins, '31, George H.
Souther, *31, John L. Ricker, '32, W.
L. Usher, '32, Raymond E. McLaugh-
lin, '33
Interfraternity Athletic Council
W. L. Usher, '32, President
W. Baravalle, '31, Vice-President
D. L. Galbraith, '32, Sec.-Treas.
Football
Coach, C. Bowser
Assistant Coach, J. Roberts
Captain, George H. Souther, '31
Manager, Edwin Milner, '31
Assistant Managers, B. M. Binley,
j
'32, R. M. Lamport, '32
Baseball
Coach, B. Houser
Captain, Gerhard H. Whittier, ^1
Manager, Raynal C. Boiling, '32 .
Hockey
Coach, B. Houser
Captain, Herbert H. Rose, '31
Manager, Richard C. Van Varick,
•32
NOTICE
A meeting of the gym team will
be held Thursday afternoon at
3.30 in Mr. Cobb's office at the
gymnasium. All men on the squad
and all others interested in going
out for it are asked to attend.




Following the Saturday afternoon
gridiron battle with Williams the
Sigma Nu, Alpha Delta Phi and Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternities will enter-
tain at tea dances.
There will be an informal dance at
the gym in the evening with the Bow-
doin Polar Bears furnishing the mu-
sic. The Polar Bears will divide
forces in the afternoon and appear at
the D.K.E. and Sigma Nu houses.
Joe Roman's orchestra will play at
the A.D. dance.
(Gmttnatd from Pin 1)
in Bowdoin's possession. Foster
dropped the ball as he swung into mo-
tion. A pair of Aggies fell on it with
great eclat. On the fourth down Syl-
vester shot a flat pass to Holmberg.
who was the star light of the visiting
eleven. The stocky little back was
finally brought down on the five-vard
line, and the bleachers relapsed into
a period of prayer and meditation.
Wood made one yard at center. Then
the defense went stark raving crazy,
and nailed Sylvester for three succes-
sive losses. On the last, as he dropped
back for a wild forward, Crimmins
and Souther ripped through the line
and smacked him down for a ten yard
loss.
M. A. C. took time out and sat down
to think it over. When thev got up
again Foster galloped around right
end for fifty yards. Morrell made a
two-play first down off tackle, and the I
quarter ended. Three plays after the!
next one started, Sid shot a forward
!
to Ricker, who jumped five feet into
the air to drag it down into the end
zone. Souther's place-kick went wide.
Bowdoin, 12; M. A. C, 0.
The parade got under way once
more as drum-major Gatchell scooped
up the kick-off and scooted back
forty-odd yards to mid-field. Seven-
teen yards came out of a Foster-
Souther pass, and Morris Brown, who
had replaced Morreil, ground out a
first down in two plays. Foster slid
off first tackle for six yards, and then
a snappy trick forward and buck
brought fourteen yards as he scored
the first of his four touchdowns.
Souther place-kicked into the line.
Bowdoin, 18; M. A. C, 0.
A minute or two later the whole
second team and a few of the third
went into action and stamping down
the field. Thev failed to score, but
when Dwyer dropped a punt at safety
and Kneeland fell on it on the four-
teen yard stripe thev stamped three
line bucks flat and Sonny leaped up
to intercept a desperate forward on
his own five yard ime. A punt brought
the ball to mid-field as the half ended.
Bowdoin, 18; M. A. C. 0.
The White failed to score in the
third period. Somebody remarked
caustically that the backs were wind-
ed. But at the close of the quarter,
with the ball in mid-field, Foster spun
through right tackle, reversed his
field, and tore down the side-line for
an apparent touchdown. He was ruled
out of bounds, and the ball brought
back. This was unwise, for it peeved
several Bowdoin players, and the'*
swept down the field for a first down.
Foster then took the ball once more
and danced down to the ten-vard line
before being forced out as the whistle
blew for the period. Bilodeau recov-
ered Ricker's fumble. A line buck lost
two yards, and then Foster squirmed
off tackle again (those tackles put in
a busy afternoon, all in all), for an-
other touchdown. He flipped a pass to
Souther for the point. Bowdoin. 25;
M. A. C, 0.
White Key
Continued from Pane 1
themselves the burden of entertain-
ing visiting teams and college men, of I
acting in informational ways at inter- 1
collegiate contests, and in short, of;
rendering themselves useful to the|
college as a whole in whatever wayj
they may see fit.
The method of filling White Key!
posts under the new system is some-]
what too complicated to explain fully
here. Briefly, as was announced last!
spring, it is composed of a number of
jmembers elected from various campus]
organizations, a number of other men]
elected by the classes, and still anoth-j
er group who are chosen from a panel
nominated by the Key itself.
The first opportunity for the White!
Key to act in its capacity of enter-!
taining visitors came last Saturday. I
when Sewall, Phil Ahern, Moyer and.
Usher took on their shoulders the
work of caring for the Massachusetts 1
Agricultural College football team. It!
is believed that thev were successful;
in every way.
Taking over the function of the old,
Key, members of 1933 have assembled
a disciplinary force from the various!
houses on campus which bears the
title of Vigilantes, a name once al-
ready borne by the Sophomores since!
the extermination of the ancient Phi;
Chi, which held sway at Bowdoin al-
most from time immemorial. Fresh-
man rules went into effect last week,
following a brief and highly success-





jgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Brisk VratiftVB
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
The ball was on, and Gatchell called
the figures for the grand march. Rick-
er took Wood's punt back eleven yards
to his thirty-five yard line. Gatchell.
center, six yards. Brown, right tac-
kle, five yards. Brown, left tackle,
eleven yards. Brown, center, three
yards. Ricker, left end, six yards.
Foster, right tackle, thirty-four yards
and a touchdown. Play that on vour
big brass bassoon. A forward pass
for the point failed. Bowdoin. 31;
M. A. C. 0.
Then Foster ran one more fast two-
twenty and retired from circulation
for the rest of the afternoon. When
Ricker had grounded the kick-off on
his twenty-seven yard stripe, an off-
tackle play to the right was called.
Sid shot through the line, dodged a
wing-back and went down the side of
the field and then cut back towards
the goal posts for seventy-three yards
and his twenty-first point of the after-
noon. Dwyer replaced him at once,
and every man in the stands rose as
Foster, hardly winded, raced into
the shower-room. Dwyer flipped a
forward to Barton. Bowdoin, 38;
M. A. C. 0.
One more touchdown was on the
way, and the third team scored it as
the last vestiges of Aggy defense
crumpled up. Brown and Dwyer
slipped in a pair of first downs after
the kick-off, and marched down the
field to a scoring position on the ten
yard line. Clark roared through left
tackle for a touchdown that was dis-
allowed as both teams were offside.
Two line bucks brought the ball to the
one yard line, and Clark went over.
Plaisted drop-kicked the point. Final
score: Bowdoin. 45; M. A. C, 0.
The line-ups:
Bowdoin (45) (0) M. A. C.
Souther (Capt), lc re. Little
(Allen) (Ohlstrom, Costello)
D. Brown, It rt, Burrington
(Kimball, Madeira)
Olson, lg ; . . rg. Bunten
(Bilodeau)
Milliken, c c, Thompson
(Carleton)
Pollock, rg lg, Cummings
(Torrey) (Gertz)
Ecke, rt It. Foskett
(Hay)
Crimmins, re le, Stansiewiski
(Barton, Gerdsen) ( Foley
i
Gatchell, qb qb, Holmberg
(Plaisted) (Kneeland)
Foster, lhb rhb. Wood
(Dwyer) (Brown)
Ricker. rhb lhb. Sylvester
(Bakanowsky, Boucher) (Brown)
Morrell. fb fb, Hammond
(M. Brown, Clark) (Pollard)
Score by periods:
Bowdoin 6 12 27—45
M. A. C 0—0
Touchdowns: Foster (4), Morrell,
Ricker, Clark.
Points after touchdowns: Souther
(pass from Foster). Barston (pass
from Dwyer), Plaisted (drop-kick).
Umpire, McDonough. Maine; ref-
eree, Butler, Catholic U.j head lines-
man, Vinall, Springfield; field judgt.
Nelson, Springfield.
News has been received here of the
marriage of Miss Merideth C. Far-
num, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
,
S. Farnum of Brockton. Mass., and;
John W. Tarbell. son of Mr. and Mrs.'
Lester F. Tarbell of Bangor, which
took place Saturday, Sept. 27, at the
home of the bride's parents.
Stephen P. Trafton of Auburn was
one of the ushers.
Mrs. Tarbell is a graduate of thei
Howe-Marot School in Connecticut!
and Smith College. Mr. Tarbell is a I
graduate of Bowdoin College and is
I
engaged in business in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Tarbell are now on a
honeymoon. On their return, thevi
will reside at Jackson Heights, N. Y.
Williams Game
Track
Coach, J. J. Magee
Captain, Sydney R. Foster, '31
Manager, Robert C. Moyer, '32
Swimming
Coach, R. B. Miller
Captain, Robert H. Smith, '31
Manager, Gordon W. Kirkpatrick,
•32
Fencing
Captain-Manager, Norwood K. Mac-
donald, '32
Gym
Captain, Marion L. L. Short, '32
Manager, Daniel J. Bowman, '33
Golf
Captain-Manager, Arthur O. Dillen-
beck, Jr., "31
(Continued from I'ak'* I i
on passes, one of the forward variety
and the other a lateral. Markowski
and Tuttle were the big guns in the
Purple attack which seemed to gath-
er power as the game progressed.
Coach Bowser's plans for the com-
ing game could not be learned but it
is probable that the Bowdoin bag o£
tricks will be opened a little wider
than last week. The starting lineup
of the White also is uncertain, many
of the positions being still open. Lloyd
Morrell is expected to be in condition
by Saturday in spite of a broken
nose. Morris Brown should see plenty
of action judging from his play lad
week when he entered the game with
a scanty knowledge of the signal,
and gained considerable yardage.
Foster, of couise, will be the main-
stay of the attack along with Ricker
and Gatchell or Plaisted.
Saturday's game will be a far truer
criterion of the worth of Bowdoin
than was the M.A.C. game. Eyen
though the White's score was 19
points better than that of Bates the
previous week, the tissue paper de-
fense and unsustained offense of th»
Aggies gives no cause for undue op-
timism. Should Bowser's pupils win
or hold their opponents to a small
score next Saturday they must t>-
reckoned as a powerful factor in the
State Series race.
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Wu Called the Bravest Chaplain of
Canada's Expeditionary Forces Dur-
ing World War. Is Now Arch-
deacon of Quebec
A gentleman never fails, sheer grit,
one of the most beautiful verses in
the Bible, an etching of charity,
—
these are catchwords of the sympa-
thetic and pithy talk which the Rev-
erend Canon Frederick G. Scott de-
livered at chapel last Sunday after-
noon. President Sills introduced him
with a few words, mentioning a dec-
oration for bravery and reading six
lines of a poem by Canon Scott,
"Armistice." The kindly, venerable
clergyman began his address em-
phatically and with no preliminaries.
His sermon was an illumination of his
text, the thirteenth chapter of St.
Paul's first epistle to the Christians.
He started with the line, "Charity
suffereth long and is kind."
Canon . Scott stated that this is
rightly given a place as oneof the most
beautiful verses in the Bible. But
why. and what is its meaning? Most
people think of charity as giving
money to the poor. That is not what
Paul meant by charity. Our word love
does not quite explain his idea either.
Canon Scott substituted the word
gentleman as the embodiment of char-
ity. Paul's idea of charity was the
manifest love of a human being
touched by Divine love, of a man made
gentle.
Then, with a warm voice and vig-
orous gestures, the distinguished
preacher pictured the ideal of a gen-
tleman, of charity. The base color of
a gentleman's life is found in the
first line, "—suffereth long and is
kind". Because Paul was able to write
those true words in such a time as he
did, Canon Scott thinks one should
believe in the New Testament. Then
follow the lines, "Charity envieth not;
vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up".
The devastating sin of envy is one to
which it is easy to give in; a man
who boasts, who has a swelled head^
even though he has done something
worthwhile, is of no further use in
the world. "Doth not behave itself
unseemly." New Year's celebrations
are often examples of disgraceful
conduct. A gentleman should be full
of fun, and full of spirits, but he
knows the line beyond which he must
not pass. "—Is not easily provoked."
A great amount of unnecessary dam-
age is due to pitiful touchiness and
sensitiveness. "—Thinketh no evil; re-
joiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth
in the truth." It is easy to condemn
acts and sins into which, perhaps only
through chance, we ourselves haye,
not fallen. The idea of enjoying and
exploiting the mistakes of another is
unchristian. Sorrow, and not joy,
ought to be the emotion felt for any-
one who has fallen. "—Beareth ail
things, believeth all things, hopeth all
things, endureth all things." To hope,
to endure, to stick to a thing with
plain grit, these battles belong to the
gentleman. Grit won the war. Grit I
wins when one faces an operation; a
temptation, a big piece of work.
j
"Charity never faileth." In the crises
j
the gentleman always comes through.
Remember this strong verse, memo-
1
rize it, put it up in your room, keep it
before you as an ideal. "Charity suf-
fereth long, and is kind; charity en-
j
vieth not; charity vaunteth not it-
self, is not puffed up, Doth not be-
J
have itself unseemly, seeketh not herj
own, is not easily provoked, thinketh !
no evil; Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but
rejoiceth in the truth; Beareth all
things, believeth all things, hopeth all
thing*, endureth all things. Charity |
never faileth." There was only one
perfect gentleman, and He was Jesus.
Christ never faileth.
Langmaid, captain and one of the aces of the Williams backfield, being smothered beneath an
avalanche of Bowdoin players after futilely attempting to skirt the Bear's end in the third period. Lloyd Wor-
rell, wearing number 20, is actually making the tackle with John Milliken boring in to his assistance from in
front. . (Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram)
BOWDOIN TEAM SCORES
IN SEVEN SWIFT PLAYS
EARLY IN FIRST CANTO
Greatly Improved Defense Serves To Halt Repeated
Attacks of Highly Reputed Williams Backs—Aerial
Game Baffles Bowdoin and Leads to Score
Fickleness of fortune alone served to give a much outplayed
Purple eleven the wherewithal to tie a valiant White team 7-7
at Whittier field last Saturday in the final minute of play. From
the opening whistle until well into the final quarter Bowdoin was
easily the more brilliant and the more aggressive. Williams looked
inert, lackadaisical, and almost awkward through nine-tenths of
the game and only arose to the occasion when the watch was tick-
ing away the final minutes of the conclave.
"PROGRAMME MUSIC
IN LECTmE-RECITAL
Miss Deneke's Return to Bowdoin Pro-
vides a Pleasant Evening
"Programme music is that music
which tells a story without words,"
began Miss Margaret Deneke in her
lecture-recital on that subject which
she gave last Friday evening in the
Union. Her talk, illustrated by se-
lections on the piano, explained the
development of this type of musical
literature in a most delightful way.
Due to the extraordinarily successful
reception with which Miss Deneke
was accorded last year when she lec-
tured on the life and works of Chopin,
a very large audience was present to
enjoy her lecture and playing.
Miss Deneke is choirmaster for
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, Eng-
land, and has made several annual
lecture tours in this country under
the auspices of this school. Besides
being of charming personality and an
excellent lecturer, she seems to know
how to get the great effect from a
piano with very little effort. Her ren-
dition of several complete selections
and part of other compositions im-
pressed everyone present.
"I shall attempt to explain and fol-
low the development of programme
music, wordless stories in music, from
its beginning down to the present
time in a rather sketchy but com-
prehensive way," began Miss Deneke.
Among the first experimenters in this
field was William Byrd who in the
sixteenth century wrote a piece in
which he attempted to describe a bat-
tle scene. She played a short simple
sketch from this composition.
The next step in its development
was found in the music of Kuhnau.
The first real piece of programme mu-
sic for the piano was his "David and
Goliath", parts of which she played
and explained. Only four years lat-
er in reality John Sebastian Bach had
a style a century in advance of that
of Kuhnau. While the latter- de-
scribed the outer things of life—bat-
tles and actions—Bach turned to the
inner things and explained thought
and emotion.
The reproductions of noises wcie
very popular at this time. Miss
Deneke gave examples' of the song of
the cuckoo, the chicken, and the blue-
( Continued on page S)
THE CHATEAU OF OLD
TOURAINE TRAVELER'S
SUBJECT_THURSDAY
Lecture Will Be Illustrated
By Lantern Slides and





Miss Marie Ware Laughton of
Boston will give a lecture in the
lounge of the Union tomorrow eve-
ning, October 16, on "The Chateaux
of Old Touraine". Although this is
Miss Laughton's first talk at Bow-
doin, she has lectured extensively
throughout New England. The talk
will be illustrated by fifty slides and
a short moving picture.
As Miss Laughton has travelled ex-
tensively in France during the last
few years, she is very familiar with
the country and its beauty spots.
Among the places she has visited are
Chambord, Blois, Tours, the old
chateau of Amboise where Mary
Stuart and her young husband
Francis II saw the Huguenots slaugh-
tered at Marie de Medici's command.
She will also describe Loches, the
cradle of the Plantagenets, England's
famous line of kings. The history, ar-
chitecture, and romance of all these




USHER CHOSEN TO HEAD
JUNIOR HONOR SOCIETY
Hay and Sewall Will Fill Vice-Pres.
and Sec.-Treas. Positions in New
White Key
Twelve sophomores, representing
each fraternity of the college and the
non-fraternity group met recently to
elect the officers of the Vigilantes for
the coming year. Other business ac-
complished was the decision to change
the name of the society from the
Vigilantes to Phi Chi, subject to the
approval of the Student Council.
In the elections Albert Madeira,
T. D.. was chosen as president. Gor-
don D. Briggs, Deke. vice-president,
and Thomas Kimball, Beta, secretary
and treasurer.
(Continued on page 2)
The White Key, junior honorary
organization, held its second meetine
on Thursday, Oct. 9, at seven o'clock
ia the Masque and Gown room of the
Moulton Union. Business carried
through was the election of the offi-
cers of the society, the nomination of
extra members, and the deciding of
plans for the future.
B*oresentatives of the Student
Council opened the meeting. The first
business of the evening was to elect
the officers for the year, and the fol-
lowing men* were chosen: President.
W. Lawrence Usher '32; vice-presi-
dent, John W. Hay '32; secretary and
treasurer, George T. Sewall '32.
Next, they proceeded to the nomina-
tion of twelve men. taken from the
junior class as a whole. These were
as follows: Hubert C. Barton. Charles
C. Bilodeau. Richard N. Cobb, Roland
H. "^Cramer. Delma L. Galbraith,
Creighton E. Gatchell. Edward N.
Merrill, Richard C. Mullin, John A.
Ricker, Jr.. Charles F. Stanwood,
Harry W. Thistlewaite and Francis
A. Vaughan.
The White Key decided that they
would meet the Williams football
team on Saturday, Oct. 11. and give
them suitable entertainment. No defi-
i
nite plans as yet have been drawn up
i
for the coming year.
. The White Key was formerly a
sophomore organization, founded for
|
the welcoming of the freshmen. The
i meeting and entertainment of the
i
visiting teams was merely a side is-
sue. Last spring-, the Student Coun-
cil changed its status to that of an
honorary junior society. The sole
purpose of the present White Key is
to meet all the visiting teams.
The White Key consists of twenty
members from the junior class. Four-




First downs 10 10
Gained from
scrimmage .... 191 106
Lost from













Avg. yardage . . 32 33
Run-back of ... 41 40
Kick-offs-
Averaged 53 27




Polar Bears Seek Revenge
For Doubtful Loss to
Tufts Last Year
BIG CROWD EXPECTED
Prediction That Tufts Backfield Made
Up of I anna. Haber, LeCain, Clay-
man Will Surpass the Famous
Offense of Two Years Ago
PLAY BY PLAY ACCOUNT OF
WILLIAMS-BOWDOIN GAME
With memories of a certain sad
Saturday afternoon in Medford last
year, a grim Bowdoin football team
will take the field next Saturday
against Tufts determined to wipe out
the stain of that doubtful 7-6 loss
last year. In spite of the fact that
this game comes about mid-season this
year, the Massachusetts members of
the squad and student body have
raised it to the position of almost The
Game in point of desirability of vic-
tory.
Bowdoin will have one advantage
over the visitors in that it will be
the third start for the Polar Bears
while Tufts did not get underway un-
til last Saturday when they eked out
a victory over a crippled Colby eleven
7-0. The Jumbos, like Bowdoin, are
under a new coach this year, and the
game will attract considerable inter-
est throughout New England. Tufts
looked fairly good for their starter
last week according to reports and
Boston papers freely predicted that
the backfield of dayman, Uanna,
Haber, and LeCain will surpass the
Tufts backfield of two years ago
(Continued on I' nut. 4)
BUGLE CANDIDATES
The editor of the Bugle requests
that all freshmen interested in
competing for positions on the
Bugle staff report at a meeting
held Thursday noon, October 16,
at the Chi Psi Lodge.
The following men were elected








Those who missed hearing Canon
Scott reminisce at the Union Sun-
day night are really unfortunate, for
the Canon spun a colorful yarn and
mingled in it many strands tinged
with the deeper aspect of war.
Canon Scott told in a charmingly
simple way of his first experiences, of
the apprehension he felt at the start,
and of the varied feelings that
gripped him as he sailed with the first
troops of the Canadian Expeditionary
Force. On the way over to Europe a
man fell overboard and the whole col-
umn of troopships stood by while he
was rescued. Later, with so many
men dropping in the lines, unheeded,
the singularity of the incident often
came back to the Canon. After get-
ting sent to England chiefly through
his own determination to go, he got
to France through the same expedi-
ent, rather than stay at the base.
From then on his life was one of in-
tense and tireless activity. Canadian
soldiers still speak reverently of the
fearless padre and his deeds, though
he himself subordinates those acts
which earned for him the name of
"bravest chaplain in the service." He
spoke of days of uncertainty and peril
in the first days of fighting, when
supplies of all sorts were limited and
(Continued oi Pass S)
First Period
Captain Souther kicked off to Good, who
carried the ball bark forty yards to the Wil-
liams forty-eight yard line.
Gatchell stopped Fowle at center for no
Bain.
Fowle failed on another buck throjgh the
middle of the line.
On an attempted right end sweep, Olson
smeared Fowle for a loss of three yards.
Fowle punted, and Ricker allowed the ball
to roll over the goal line, from where it was
brought out twenty yards.
Foster swept through right end for thirty-
three yards, and only a flying tackle at his
ankles by Good stopped what looked like a
certain touchdown.
Ricker bored through left tackle for ten
yards.
Griffin stopped Morrell at right tackle for a
gain of only a yard.
Ricker cut through left tackle, reversed his
field twice while going through the secondary
defense, and was brought down by the safety
man after a twenty-four yard gain.
Williams took time out.
Foster cut through right tackle for two
yards.
Morrell made four yards off left guard.
Foster went through right tackle for a yard
or so, swept to the right, and went over for a
gain of four yards and a touchdown.
Souther place-kicked the extra point.
Souther kicked off to Fowle, who carried the
ball back thirty-one yards to the Williams
thirty-six yard line, being tackled by Gatchell.
Brown stopped a line buck for a gain of two
yards. V
Langmaid made four yards through center.
Gatchell threw Tuttle tor a gain of a yard
through center.
Tuttle punted and the ball hit the Bowdoin
safety man. It was recovered by Eynon and
another player on the Bowdoin thirty-one yard
line.
Fowle lost a yard on a right end sweep.
Fowle made two yards off right guard.
Fowle threw a forward pass to Langmaid.
who carried it two more yards for a total
gain of eight.
Gatchell tackled Langmaid for a yard loss
as he started through right tackle, Williams
losing the ball on downs.
Morrell crashed through center for five
yards.
Foster was stopped dead at right tackle by
the secondary defense, which had come lip to
plug the hole.
Ricker cut through left tackle and almost
got away, gaining twenty yards, and bringing
the ball to the Williams forty-five yard line.
Foster went through right tackle, reversed
to the left, and gained fifteen yards.
Williams took time out.
Morrell was stopped at center.
Morrell made a yard off right tackle.
Foster went around right end for five yards.
Foster made eight yards off right tackle.
Ricker waB stopped for no gain by the end
and tackle on an attempted left end sweep.
Foster's attempted forward pass to Crimmins
was intercepted by Langmaid. who carried it
back two yards to the Williams twenty-three
yard line.
Ecke stopped Fowle for a gain of two yards
at left tackle.
Milliken threw Tuttle for no loss on a cen-
ter buck.
Langmaid barely made a yard crossing the
field to the left.
Fowle punted to Ricker. who instead of at-
tempting to swerve, ran straight through the
Williams tarklers for twenty-five yards, finally
being brought down on the Williams thirty-
one yard line.
Kipp stopped Ricker for a gain of a yard
around left end.
Foster fumbled, and three Williams men re-
covered on their thirty-one yard line.
Ecke stopped Fowle dead at jeft tackle.
Ecke stopped Good at ceo..-"-.
Tuttle threw a wild forward pass, which fell
yards from any Williams receiver.
As the quarter ended Fowle punted to Rick-
er. who ran the ball back five yards and was




The second annual Fathers' Day at
Bowdoin College has been definitely
set for Saturday, October 18, the day
of the Tufts game, and the committee
in charge has made arrangements for
the entertainment of the guests.
Last year about forty fathers and
guardians of freshmen visited the Col-
lege on the day of the Wesleyan
game. Mr. Philip S. Wilder, Alumni
Secretary; Mr. Donovan D. Lancas-
ter, and the Faculty Committee have
prepared the schedule of events for
the day.
From 9 to 9.30 the men will register
in the office of the Moulton Union
where they will receive tickets which
will admit them to the luncheon In the
cafeteria and to the Bowdoin-Tufts
football game. Two hours, from 9.30
to 11.30 will be devoted to attending
classes and visiting the various places
of interest on the campus.
From 11.30 till twelve, the Presi-
dent, Dean, and members of the Fac-
ulty will hold an informal reception in
the main lounge of the Moulton Union
which is to be followed by a luncheon
in the cafeteria.
The freshmen will not be present at
this luncheon but will accompany
their fathers to the football game.
Bowdoin opened with a decidedly
improved defense. In a short succes-
sion of line bucks Fowle had tested
the stamina of the Bowdoin line
enough, and elected to kick. The ball
sailed high and far, going into play
on Bowdoin's twenty yard stripe. Then •
the fun began.
Sid Foster began things by skirting
right end with the speed and drive of
a Western cyclone. For no less than
thirty-three yards did he go when he
was halted by Fowle. Ricker next
carried the ball to add eleven more
and another first down. Morrell hit
the line but was held with but a yard
gained. Once more Mr. Ricker was
carrier and got away for twenty-six.
Morrell and Foster plugged the line
successively for six good yards. The
ball was now on the Purple's 13 yard
marker. For the third time Foster
took the ball, rounded Kipps, at right
end, and dashed across the final stripe
for Bowdoin's touchdown. Souther
place-kicked successfully.
Williams received the ball on its five
yard line and returned it to the thirty-
sixth where rowle was nailed by
Gatchell. After a eerie* of plays, in-
dicative of an impotent offensive, the
ball once again came into the White's
possession.
Morrell drove through right tackle
for five yards. Ricker tried the same
but gained no ground. Again the ball
went to Ricker and on this attempt
twenty stripes were passed before he
was downed. Foster was next carrier
for Bowdoin and travelled on for fif-
teen. After this notable advance an
attempted forward was snared by
Captain Langmaid of the Purple, and
here the Bowdoin offensive ended its
attack.
The Purple initiated the attack with
a series of line bucks. It was evi-
dently the thought of the Williams
backs to test the putty defense which
had given the Aggie outfit its few
brilliant spurts. After three unsuc-
cessful tries in the vicinity of Mr.
Ecke and Mr. Pollock the Williams
outfit felt they had been tricked, for
on each of these occasions the intend-
ed assault was very rudely rebuffed.
To the observer of both of Bow-
doin's contests the newly developed
defense was nothing short of a reve-
lation. In the Aggie contest defense
stood out like a sore thumb in contra-
distinction to the offense. Not so
Saturday! Every yard gained through
the White line was payed for in no
small measure.
It was the Purple passing attack
that was the greatest source of worry
to the White. In this department
Bowdoin seemed to lack a dependable
defense. Whenever the Williams
passers were at all accurate, they
gained their objective without stren-
uous opposition on the part of the
White.
Just one of these passes seemed to
give the visitors their lone oppor-
tunity to score, despite the fact that
the pass which did all the mischief
was aided and abetted by the gods of
chance. The last minutes of the final
quarter were at hand, when Mr. Tut-
tle, whose performance all afternoon
had been decidedly in arrears of his
reputation, came into the Purple hack-
field to replace Brown. The atmos-
phere of calm which had distinguished
the visitors vanished into oblivion.
Williams received Bicker's kick on
their 34 yard stripe. Langmaid came
back for a 15 yard gain. A well aimed
pass nestled in Tuttle's arms on the
twenty-seven yard stripe. A second
attempt failed, however, but the Pur-
ple cast their dice with abandon and
followed the first failure with another
attempt.
This was the fatal thrust! Tuttle
to whom the pass was aimed, was far
out of reach when the ball shot
through the air. but Plaisted in at-
tempting to ground the ball had the
misfortune to knock the ball into the
arms of this lately arrived Purple
back. The White made a glorious
stand. Langmaid was thrown for a
loss, but came back on another at-
tempt, to gain four yards. Bowdoin
was set for another attack by the
Purple captain, but Correale took the
ball and crossed the Bowdoin line for
a touchdown. Langmaid drove a per-
fect place-kick through the cross bars
and the score was tied.
(Continued on page 4)
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Communication
To the Editor of the Bowdoin Orient:
Dear Sir,
Vol. LX. Wednesday. October 15, 1930. No. 11
The Williams Game
A 7-7 victory ! That was last Saturday's game. Coach Bowser
and his men deserve the hearty congratulations of the College for|
their excellent playing against a college which for years has de-
feated Bowdoin and which a majority believed would repeat the
process Saturday. That smashing Bowdoin attack of the first
period should give encouragement to all those of us who are weary
of cellar status in the State Series. And for that matter, through-
out the entire game, the spirit that pervaded both team and spec-
tators was a totally different one from that of the past few years.
We do not wish again to be overconfident. Perhaps the team will
collapse, die off, be spirited away or a thousand and one other
things may occur. However, one thing we can say with assur-
ance: the College has never before been more whole-heartedly be-
hind any football team. We hope that, win or lose, we can keep
this spirit. The team needs our support, and furthermore, merits:
it. Let's show Tufts next Saturday, and the remaining teams in the
schedule as well, that the Polar Bear has a flock of loyal cubs
!
It was with great interest that I
read the sketch of Beautiful Bowdoin
in our paper, Old Gold and Black.
Being in the Southland, nevertheless I
am a loyal son of Maine, and any men-
tion of that State arrests s my atten-
tion immediately.
I can assure you the tribute paid to
Bowdoin is sincere. Though the Mason
and Dixon line remains in the mind of
many, and the North is not of the
South, yet in -the things of the Spirit
there is no middle wall of partition.
Beauty will be recognized wherever it
is found and respect will be paid by its
admirers. It is in this light that the
article Beautiful Bowdoin appears.
I am proud of Bowdoin, being
in my state, and I am proud of
Wake Forest, my Alma Mater. May
the common interests and aims which
exist and have been recognized con-
tinue to grow, fostered by love.
Please find enclosed the article as
it appeared in our paper this week.
I am sure you will be interested. Also
I am sending a copy of a poem writ-
ten by a Maine son while in Phil-









Last week, the Orient published the Student Directory. A
careful perusal of the list of names shows a remarkably small num-
ber of individuals represented. Is this because this certain few
are so actively interested in campus affairs or rather because
there is a lack of interest in them generally on campus?
From all. observations, however, these prominent few are not
ambitious to the extent of excluding others from participation
and competition for 4;he various societies. In fact, a far different
spirit is manifest, in that these leaders feel that there is a woeful
lack of interest in extra-curricular activities, generally speaking
that is, among the undergraduates and faculty. This inertia is
not universal. Some of our organizations, the Musical Clubs for
instance, are very much alive and doing excellent work in their
respective fields. Even the ORD3NT, reviled lately in Chapel Serv-
ices, shows prospect for improvement with a squad of some twen-
ty promising Freshmen answering the first call for reporters.
And even the Flagpole Committee will admit that the Orient
is active. Other organizations, on the other hand, are little bet-
ter than ghosts. Who ever hears of the Government Club, for ex-
ample, save when the time comes for Bugle pictures to be taken ?
Or what function has the Bowdoin Christian Association? Pi
Delta Epsilon is another society that could well stand rejuvenation.
At other institutions, the Pi Delt charm denotes a position of im-
portance, and the chapter has an important function in journal-
istic criticism and censorship. This year, of course, the Bow-
doin Chapter did sponsor the publication of the Freshman Hand-
book, but that step, although admittedly it indicates activity and
progress, was made at the expense of the Christian Association.
Again, consider the Outing Club. That is an organization of
which Bowdoin can hardly be proud. Dead wood, again, and
there is too much of this around Bowdoin. The Student Body
should be encouraged to support these extra-curricular activities,
which in many ways are every whit as important in the life of
the College as are athletic teams. We suggest, that unless sup-
port by the undergraduates is not forthcoming, a weeding-out of
some of these decadent societies be begun and not ceased until the
campus is rid of those organizations in which there is no inter-
est. This we give as a challenge to the Student Body.
Chapel
Bowdoin has Compulsory Chapel, though a large number of her
sister colleges have abandoned the system as archaic and unsuited
to the spirit of modern education and of modern youth. The old
question of whether modern youth knows what is good for itself
or whether age should continue to judge for it again arises here.
This is an old question, and one that can hardly be settled by a
war of words alone. We should like to see this system put to the
test here. The President has himself said that our Chapel Serv-
ices are traditional. He has likewise admitted that there is no
value in a tradition once its purpose is outworn. We submit the
hypothesis that the tradition of Compulsory Chapel is outworn
at Bowdoin, and propose a referendum, to be held in the columns
of the Orient next week, on the subject. We urge all undergrad-
uate and faculty readers of this paper to vote on this poll, for we
feel, that in this manner we may arrive at some definite conclusions
about the subject.
Before closing, we should like to make one observation. Attend-
ance these first weekfe has been about as heavy even though no
monitors were present, as it averages throughout the year. Up-
perclassmen, surely, knew they did not have to go to Chapel. Yet
they went. This seems to us a very good argument for the theory
that Chapel could be popular and could succeed without the help
of compulsion to get an audience.
The following is a letter sent in to
the editor by Dr. W. R. Cullom, Al-
britton professor of Bible here, relat-
ing some of his cherished memories
upon visiting beautiful Bowdoin:
"It was a Saturday afternoon that
I stepped off at Brunswick, Maine.
The main center of attraction for me
at this point was Bowdoin College.
This was the college of Nathaniel
Hawthorne. It was the college of
Longfellow. It was the college of
Peary. On the second floor of the Li-
brary building they have a sled that
was used by Peary when he discovered
the North' Pole. This building was
erected by General Hubbard and pre-
sented to the college. Peary was a
special friend of General Hubbard's,
and it was through the General that
the sled was secured and presented
to the coIIpitp.
"It would be hard to find a more
beautiful campus than that which sur-
rounds the dozen or more buildings at
Bowdoin. Three of these buildings
impressed me especially. One was the
gymnasium. And the thing about the
gym that interested me most was the
beautiful swimming pool. When I
was in it it seemed to me that every
young boy in town was in it! And
what a happy time they were having.
Modern machinery and modern meth-
ods of work are giving to people more
and more leisure. To induce people to
use and to train people in the higher
use of this leisure in the interest of
body and mind and spirit is one of
the major issues before the world to-
day. The man who gave this gym-
nasium and swimming pool to Bow-
doin provided for its perpetual main-
tenance—a most important factor in
any such gift—and was making a
very important contribution to the
civilization of his day.
"Another building that impressed
me was the Art Museum. In this
building one might see in a little
while reproductions of the world's
best output in the way of paintings,
sculpture and other expressions of the
aesthetic. Appreciation of such is a
most important part of a liberal edu-
cation.
"The other one of the three build-
ings in question was the beautiful
chapel. It stands right in the midst
of all the rest, a silent witness in it-
self to the fact that this institution
stands for the things of the spirit as
well as for those of the hand, the
mind, and the sense of the beautiful.
"It was also a matter of interest to
see in Brunswick the house in which
Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin'. The impression of
Brunswick and of Bowdoin will lin-
ger with me as a pleasant memory
through the days."
After two weeks of extensive prac- i
tice, in which conditioning exercises
|
played a main part, the Freshman
j
and the Varsity swimming teams are j
gradually rounding into shape for the
j
regular schedule of work which will j
start immediately after the Thanks-
giving recess.
The following Freshmen have re-
ported to Coach Robert Miller: H. C.
Allen, Jr., G. S. Bennett, H. R. Black,
Jr., R. F. Calkins, R. J. Carson, Jr.,
R. M. Foster, J. R. Fox, A. L. Hager-
thy, E. H. Morse, A. E. Nilson,
E. C. Uehlein.
Twelve veterans of last year's var-
sity are available this year. Among
those are: W. P. Bowman, J. F. Car-
penter, D. M. Dana, E. D. Densmore,
N. P. Easton. L. K. Eaton, J. E. Es-
son, Jr., F. Howard, J. C. Roper, R.
H. Smith, and J. W. Trott.
During the second time trials, over
the longer distances, held last Friday,
several unofficial records for the pool
were broken by Densmore in the
breaststroke, and by Easton in the
backstroke. Coach Miller is optimis-


















Is open for the convenience of the students,
from 7 a. m. until 1 a. m. Before retiring come
in and try one of our TOASTED SANDWICHES.


















Following the football game with
Williams on October 11, the Alpha
Delta Phi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and
Sigma Nu fraternities entertained at
tea dances. In the evening an in-
formal dance was held in the Sar-
gent Gymnasium with music fur-
nished by the Polar Bears.
At the A.D. house the patronesses
were Mrs. Charles T. Burnett and
Mrs. John Winchell, while Joe Ro-
man's orchestra played for the dano-
The Polar Bears divided forces and
played at the D.K.E. and Sigma Nu
houses. The patronesses at the D.K.E.
were Mrs. Frederick Kleibacker, Mrs.
J. W. Blunt, and Mrs. Hartley Bax-
ter, and those at the Sigma Nu dance
were Mrs. Stetson and Mrs. Jenson.
At the gym dance the patrons and
patronesses were Prof, and Mrs. Noel
C. Little and Prof, and Mrs. Daniel
C. Stanwood.
Professor Stephen P. Duggan,
Director of the Institute of Inter-
national Education, will deliver
over a nation wide network of the
Columbia Broadcasting System
twelve addresses on the general
,
topic, "Our Changing World" on
successive Thursdays, beginning
October 9, 1930, at 6 p.m., Eastern
Standard Time.
Concluding their second week of;
practice with a scrub fame against
j
a Sophomore nine, the Freshman
baseball squad earned a 9-6 victory,
last Friday on the Delta. More com-
(Continued from Page I)
Other members who were present at
the meeting were: Leo Christopher.
Kappa Sigma; Elston Eaton. Chi Psi:
Russell Hall, Jr., Sigma Nu; Clyde
Johnson. A. T. O.; Guy Kelley, A. D.;
Ray McLaughlin. Zete; Edward Mc-
Menamin, Psi U.; Walter Travis,
D. U.; Fred Whittier, non-fraternity.
During the meeting it was decided
to change the name of the group from
|
Vigilantes to Phi Chi, subject to thej
approval of the Student Council. The;
Council will consider the matter at its
|
next meeting.
As can be divined from the intended I
change of name, this organization has
'
received from the former White Key
the work of enforcing the freshman '
rules. Any infraction of these rules
[
will be met by a summons to appear
|
before Phi Chi at its weekly sessions.'
—
I
pact fielding and bunched hits gave
the first-yearmen their win over the
disorganized Sophs.
The Freshman squad, all members
of which participated in the game, I
consists of twelve men: Henry Cur-
tis, Arthur O'Brien, Gardner Pope,
Herbert Hempel, Blenn Perkins,
George Bennett, James Freeman, R.
GL Dowling, Jack Griffen, Edward De-
Long, Jack Wilding and Perry Holt.
Freshman batterymen were Curtis




To Appear at D. U. and A. T. O.
Houses Saturday Afternoon, and at
Gym in the Evening
After the Tufts-Bowdoin game Oc-
tober 18, the Polar Bears orchestra
is scheduled to play for the tea-dances
to be held at the Delta Upsilon and
Alpha Tau Omega houses and at the
informal (fantfe in the gymnasium
that evening, just as last Saturday it
furnished the music for the dances
at the Sigma Nu and Deke houses
and the gym dance.
This Bowdoin dance orchestra con-
sists of the following members: piano,
Eliot Smith '33 and Gordon Bennett
'34; drums, Joseph Kraetzer '31; bass,
Richard Mawhinney '33; saxophone,
Edward Fuller '31 and Francis Don-
aldson '33; banjo, Raymond Leonard
'31.
The orchestra has been very well
developed by regular rehearsals un-
der the direction of Raymond Leon-
ard, leader for two years. The Polar
Bears' performance compares favor-
ably with that of many professional
orchestras. However, more brass
could be used to advantage and Ray-
mond Leonard requests that all who
desire to try out, or who feel that
they have not had a fair trial, oee
him at the Delta Upsilon house.
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Scientist and Salesman
THE MODERN PARTNERSHIP
Like every other modern industry, the Bell
System requires the combined effort of scien-
tist and salesman. The commercial man has
again and again shown the. public how to use
new products of the telephone laboratory,
and how to make new uses of existing
apparatus.
Transmitting pictures and typewritten mes-
sages over telephone wires are services right
now being actively promoted. Scientific selling
by long distance is among manv ideas origi-
nated to increase the telephone's usefulness.
In short telephony is a business, with prob-
lems thac stimulate commercially minded men
and a breadth of opportunity in step with the
fast moving world of industry today.
BELL SYSTEM
X NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF MORE THAN 20,000,000 INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONu-
^*m
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(Continoed from Dm 1)
The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon WEBSTER'S
NEW INTERNATIONAL— The "Supreme Authority". Here is
a companion for your hours of reading and study that will prove its
real value every time you consult it. A wealth
of ready information on words, persons, places,
is instantly yours. 106,000 words and
phrases with definitions,etymologies,pro-
nunciations, and use in its 1,256 pages. i5J
1,700 illustrations. Includes die- jot
nonaries of biography and geog- £gli
I
I
bottle fly by such composers as Von
Dein Gheyn and Rameau. These se-
lections are not noted for their ac-
curacy in representation but rather
because of the beauties which have
been added to the sounds in the mu-
sic. *
This type of music is also found
in the works of the master, Beethoven,
but particularly in his sonata in which
he describes a farewell to a friend,
which Miss Deneke played in its en-
tirety.
In the romantic age of music Rob-
ert Schumann was the outstanding
example of a composer of programme
music. He had a somewhat different
conception of this term and so he
composed first and interpreted after-
ward. Miss Deneke played his "In
the Night" with very fine effect.
Brahms approached the question
with a still different idea. He took
poetry as his plan for compositions
and made the music fit the words.
The lecturer chose as an example his
"Edward" which is the musical tran-
scription of the old ballad by that
j
name.
Skipping to modern times Miss
I
Deneke played descriptions of a foun-
tain and of a horse and concluded
her recital by musical portraits of
her own family composed by Dr.
Ernest Walker of Oxford.
raphy and other features.
See It at Your College Bookstore or
Write for Information to the Pub-
lishers. Free st>ectmcn pages
if you name this p..per




Hands Frosh 12-0 Licking
The hardhitting: Bridgton Academy
team defeated the Freshmen 12 to
on Pickard Field Monday afternoon.
Bridjrton kicked off and Bowdoin at-
tempted to punt, but the pass went
wild, going over the kicker's head. 1
Fenton, formerly all interscholastic
linesman on Maiden High, broke
through and fell on the ball. On the
next play Borden, all interscholastic
star on Medford High, received the
ball and scored. They scored again in
the second period by an aerial attack.
ROCKNE FOOTBALL
FILMS TO SHOW AT
CUMBERLAND SOON
America's Master Football Coach and
His Notre Dame Eleven Re-
Enact Epic Moments of
the Gridiron
Rhodes Scholarship Candidates
Lawrence <C. Jenks '31 Paul A. Walker '31 Arthur J. Deeks '31
RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
CANDIDATES CHOSEN
Faculty Committee Selects Four to
Go Before State Committee
at Augusta
James P. Pettegrove '30
James Parker Pettegrove '30, Ar-
thur Joslin Deeks '31. Lawrence Coop-j
er Jenks '31 and Paul Andrew Walker,
'31 were selected by the faculty com-!
mittee on Rhodes Scholarships to rep-j
resent the college before the Maine;
State Committee at Augusta on the:
sixth of December. The Maine State]
Committee will nominate two candi-
dates from the four Maine colleges to
appear before the New England dis-|
trict committee in December.
For the first time in the history of
the Rhodes awards the state commit-
\
tees will not make the final choice.
Professor Thomas Means has been!
named secretary of the Maine com-!
mittee for 1930.
The faculty committee which se-
lected the Bowdoin candidates con-i
sists of Professor Charles Harold
Gray, chairman, and Professors Ed-
ward Sanford Hammond and Stanley
Barney Smith. Dean Paul Nixon will
serve as a member of the New Eng-
land committee which will make the
final appointments in December. Four
men will be selected to represent the
New England region at Oxford.
The new plan of selection which
goes into effect for the first time this
year will mean that there will be a
competition in everv state each year.
Formerly each state named its own
scholars. Maine is in the New Eng-
land region which includes colleges
and universities in Maine. New Hamp-
shire, Vermont. Rhode Island. Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut.
All of the Bowdoin men selected by
the committee are members of Phi
Beta Kappa and prominent in extra-
curricular activities. Pettegrove is
Longfellow Scholar in Philosophy and
English at Harvard this year. Deeks
was class odist and is assistant in
classics. Jenks has been connected
with the staff of the Orient. Walker
is editor of the Orient and the Fresh-
y "Promises fill no sack"—
it is taste and not words





One will always stand out!
<T l«M, LnctTT a Mvns Toatcco Co.
Beginning Wednesday and Thurs-
day, October 22 and 23, the Cumber-
land theatre will present the six reel
football scenes of Knute Rockne which
have invited so much comment this
fall.
The Last Yard
Knute Rockne in Pathe's Rockne
Football Series of six single reels re-
enacts with the Notre Dame squad
many famous plays of famous coach-
es. This subject opens with Coach
Rockne, photographed in color, mak-
ing a highly entertaining talk on the
great gridiron game. In the first
of the group, "The Last Yard", he
sh6ws as his initial play a forty-yard
pass for a touchdown, from Benny-
Friedman to Osterbaum, of Michigan.
Slow motion photography adds great-
ly to the effectiveness of the presen-
tation. Odd angle views of the hud-
dle and of plunges through the line
are included in this reel.
The Hidden Ball '
Every section of the country is
represented in this gridiron series.
Reel two, "The Hidden Ball," open*
with a sequence photographed by
Pathe's coloratura process. It shows
the famous Notre Dame band playing
the school's stirring "Victory March".
The first scenes on the gridiron re-
veal a series of three scoring plays,
all done in slow motion. One of these
is Coach Rockne's favorite hidden
ball play, a cleverly arranged maneu-
ver which has fooled many of Notre
Dame's opponents. Stirring plays and
slow motion photography distinguish
the reel. It closes with a thrilling
run by Chris Cagle of the Army for
50 yards and a touchdown in the Yale
Bowl.
Flying Feet
Reel three, "Flying Feet," opens
with scenes of crowds in many stadia
at leading games of the last three
years. Student rooting sections form
human letters and figures of mas-
cots in greeting their rivals. First of
the plays re-enacted by Coach
Rockne's squad is the favorite ground-
gainer of the famous Four Horse-
men backfield of 1924. Next Red
Grange is seen catching the ball on
the kick-off in the Illinois-Michigan
game and racing down the field from
goal line for a touchdown. The finak
of the reel is a thrilling play through
the line, shot from four or five dif-
ferent angles.
Touchdown
How a great eleven attempts to
move down the field after accepting
the first kickoff is told by Coach
Rockne in reel four, "Touchdown".
The Notre Dame eleven runs off a
sequence of plays calculated to ad-
vance the ball from the 30-yard line
to the opponent's goal line. Rockne,
master of trick formations, illustrates
many of his favorite deception plays
in this reel. The Irish backs, fa-
mous for their hard hitting, plunge
into these plays with all the dash and
go of a big game. Odd angles shot
by two slow motion cameras help
make this a splendid reel.
Two Minutes to Go
Shift plays take an important role
in the fifth reel, "Two Minutes to
Go." Coach Rockne has his squad
present the plays that they would use
in an attempt to score a touchdown
in the final moments of the game
when they are six points behind.
These are among the most interesting
that Coach Rockne has done for any
subject of the series. They are de-
ceptive and clever and the team runs
them off smoothly, each man carrying
out his assignment just as though he
were playing the big game of the sea-
son. One of the scoring plays in this
subject is a masterpiece never before
revealed to the camera.
Backfield Aces
Master showman as well as master
Coach, Knute Rockne in reel six,
"Backfield Aces," rings down the cur-
tain with a thrilling finale for the
Pathe football series. Plays he de-
signed especially for illustrating his
talks are run off in this reel. Some of
these plays are duplicates of those
that his 1930 squad will use in their
games with leading elevens of the
country. They're tricky and make
fine sequences for this final reel.
Rockne's famous backs play the lead-
ing roles in this subject, doing some
of the deceptive work for which
Notre Dame and its coach are famous.
A subject that closes the series with
a smash.
STRANGER THAN FICTION
Come in and ask for proof of every statement
in this advertisement.
The averaqe m*r) speaks
it.ooo,ooo.words aqear/
An. oik. tz<A in. Ativans
Ga holds a deed to the,
land, it occupies r
Another surprising truth is that many men buy
their shirts from us a dozen at a time. This is




Competition in the intramural golf
and tennis tournaments, which started
on Wednesday. October 8. is now well
under way with the probability that
the matches will be completed in an-
other week. The tournaments, be-
sides giving the men playing a chance
to compete for a prize, are also re-
vealing promising material for the
varsity t^ams in the two sports.
Twenty men, about one half of
them freshmen, enrolled for the ten-
nis tournament. The matches are
j
played off daily except during the
hours set aside for freshman ath-
letics, Monday, Wednesday and
i
Thursday from 3.30 to 4.30 p.m. Th:
winner of each match must defeat
his opponent in two out of three sets.
The results of the games are posted
on the bulletin board in the gym-
nasium. The following members of
the freshman class have entered the
tournament: Aiken, Bassett, Braith-
waite, Davis, Deane, Ferguson, Gold-
smith, Holbrook. Kidder, Miller and
Porter. The sophomores that en-
rolled were Baker, Beebe, Cannon,
Frost, Kellet, and Travis; and the
juniors, Creighton, Gould and Leo.
The men signed up for the golf
tournament are playing 18 holes ac-
cording to the rules of the United
States Golfers' Association^ In or-
| der to have a match count for the
j
tournament, a score card signed by
all the players must be handed in to
I
the Manager of Intramural Athletics
The men enrolled for the tournament
are Brown, Lawrence, Braithwaite,
Lauder, Woodsum, Batchelder, Bald-
win and Gazlay of the freshman
class; and Burke and Andrews of the
senior class.
Other men who have not yet signed
up may enter the golf tournament by
playing according to the rules posted
and then turning in their attested
score cards to Edward Merrill, the
Manager of Intramural Athletics, at
the Zeta Psi House.
Scott Smoker
(Continued fiom Page 1)
I the men were green. He told of nights
of horror in hospitals where he went
to comfort the dying, and of scenes of
trust and comradeship in his convacts
with men wounded or overwrought in
spirit.
All throuarh Canon Scott's intimate
discourse one felt the quiet strength
of a brave, modest personality and a
sincere faith. Even with his own sons
lost in the war. he clung to the ideal
that hate should never be used as a
personal force. And when the call
"Cease firing!" thrilled along the lines
of both armies, this man came out un-
shaken in his faith and stronger than
ever in his belief in the Christian




At a meeting of the musical clubs
Thursday afternoon Richard A. Ma-
whinney, *33, was elected assistant
manager, filling the place left by
Richard Sanger, '32, who now holds
the managership.
No definite statement can be made
in this issue concerning the glee club
choices, but a list of names will be
posted soon. Professor Wass reports
that the interest in the tryouts this
fall was the greatest in four or five
years. The quality of the voices is
so high, he declares, that there u
difficulty in making selections. The
first cut in the glee club will be made
at Thanksgiving time.
The instrumental club tryouts will
probably take place this week. Here,
too, there should be much interest;
for many talented men have appeared
among the freshmen.
man Handbook, president of varsitj
debating, a member of Pi Delta Epsi-
lon and Ibis.
In the past eighteen years Bowdoin
has sent eleven Rhodes scholars to
Oxford and has maintained an envi-
able scholastic record at the English
university. Dana Merrill Swan '29 is
the present Bowdoin man in residence
at Oxford.
In reply to the notice concerning
the competition for positions on the
"Orient" board, a large group of
freshmen appeared in the publications
office, last Thursday night, where
they received advice and instruction
in newspaper work
After the candidates had been in-
troduced to the staff, they learned
something of the purposes of the pa-
per from Paul Walker, '31, Editor-in-
Chief. He outlined the plan of com-
petition for positions, and divided the
freshmen into two groups, respective-
ly, news and sports writers. Manag-
ing Editor spoke, stressing journal-
ism.
The men trying out, twenty one
strong, were: N. Baskeroff, James
Bassett. Dudley Braithwaite, Ray-
mond Brown, Alexander Clark, Ed-
ward DeLong, James Freeman, C.
Golberg, James Guptill, R. S. Hall,
Julius Hohl, Jerome Kidder, 'lhomas
Libby, Richard Mandeville, Edward
Miller, John Morris, John Mullen,
Carl Olson, John Sinclair, Nelson
Tibbets, Theodore Wright.
Marion L. L. Short Thrills
Spectators With Air Stunts
Marion L. L. Short '32, entertained
the spectators at the Bowdoin-Wil-
liams football game Saturday with an
exhibition of air stunts. Short, who
is a qualified flier, keeps his plane at
the Portland air port. Saturday he
came to Brunswick, arriving over the
field between the halves of the game
and for fifteen minutes thrilled the




completed and balanced equa-
tions, classified and arranged
for ready reference. It is no
more difficult to find a de-
sired equation in this book
than it is to find a word in
the Standard Dictionary.




The Jumbos look forward to the
annual Bowdoin football fracas much
as the Polar Bears look forward to the:
Maine game. It will be a warring,
fighting eleven that will travel to
Brunswick for the game Saturday.!
Jack Magee has been doing a fine
job as trainer for the Varsity. The
team is in the best of shape. Train-
ing and condition makes all the dif-;
ference between winning and losing
teams. j
Friday - October 17
-VAUDEVILLE-
- on the screen -
ROAD TO PARADISE
- with -
Loretta Young • Jack Mulhall
Also Paramount News
Saturday - October 18th




Mon. - Tues. - Oct. 20th-21st
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT
The Smashing War Story by
Eric Maria Remarque
Abo Paramount News




Also Comedy and Sportlight
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
Two Minutes to Go
by Knute Rockne
Thursday - October 23rd
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
- with -
Fifi Dorsay - Reginald Denny
Also Short Subjects
laiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiamiiiiiiiiioj
FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
Eorted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
inds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10


































of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Dunlap Street*
Telephone Brunswick No. S
Sid Foster who with "Jit" Ricker were the big guns of the Bowdoin offensive is seen breaking away from
Captain Langmaid (No. 10) to freely dash on his way until halted some 15 yards further down the field by
Fowle, the Williams safety man.
Sid Foster, consistent- Bowdoin ground gainer, cutting back through a beautifully opened hole at right
tackle to reel off a substantial gain before being hauled down to earth by a Williams secondary defense man.
(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)
SPORTSMAN'S PEN
It has been twenty-six years since
a Bowdoin eleven has defeated a col-
lege opponent by a score equalling
the 45-0 debacle of a week ago Sat-
urday. The victim was the Colby
Mule at the bottom of a 52-0
avalanche. In 1919 Bowdoin won from
a Fort McKinley team 73-0.
The great trek of alumni has
started and will increase as the weeks
pass until the climax is reached at
the Maine game. Of late years Bow-
doin grads have had to go in mourn-
ing in the fall. It has been a long
time since the ticket takers at Whit-
tier field have earned their pay.
Pre-game carousing seems to be in
order at Bowdoin. Despite the fact
that such celebrations as we refer to
are perfectly assinine and smack of
a rather detestable collegiatism, as
the French said in 1789, "it will go
The chief objection to thison
practice is that it seriously interferes
with the night-before rest of the foot-
ball men. The undergraduates and
alumni will do well to celebrate, if
they must, after the game.
bad "breaks" which seem ever to be
ours.
We hardly dare speak of injuries
for fear that we may share the same
fate as our opponents. Mass. Aggies
was riddled with injuries before the
season started. Williams lacked the
services of its captain, Langmaid, be-
cause of a foot injur)'. From' Colby
comes news daily of new casualties.
Let us hope that the long training
season will protect us from such an
end.
Now that we have a team which is
a credit to the college, how long will
it be before we rid ourselves of the
Fowle, the Williams quarterback
who ruined Bowdoin supporters' hope
of at least a one point victory, seems
to be made of "hero" stuff. Last year
after a Williams back had run ST
yards to a touchdown in the final
minute of the Union game, Mr. Fowle
stepped calmly out to boot the goal
that gave the Purple a tie. Inciden-
tally, the Williams spectators were
considerably surprised to see the
"hero" allowed to make the try for
point last Saturday, since his efforts
during the previous week's practice
sessions resulted mostly in failure.
Although post-mortems are as ob-
noxious here as elsewhere we cannot
refrain from mentioning four leaf
clovers and the fact that Columbia is
the only team to have defeated a Wil-
liams eleven in the last three seasons.
INTER -FRAT ROAD
RACE ON OCTOBER 23
Magee's Long Distance Men
Out to Bring Home Bacon
in Annual Competition
Interfraternity track competition
gets underway this year on October
23, the date of the annual road race.
Following this event is the Interfra-
ternity Outdoor Meet and the com-
petition for the Ives Trophy.
The road race will be conducted in
the same manner as in previous years.
A minimum of five men is required
to constitute a fraternity team and
the first quintet to finish for each
house will be reckoned in the scor-
ing. The customary three mile course
will be followed.
Last fall seventy-eight men started
the race and seventy-two found their
way to the finish line at Whittier
Field. Nearly as large a squad of
starters is entered for this year's
race. Many are conditioning with
cross country work daily and by the
twenty-third should be capable of
turning in some fast times.
For the past two years fraternity
honors have gone to Psi Upsilon.
Lavender, Sewall, Usher and Cobb
look like safe bets for individual hon-
ors this year.
Williams—Bowdoin
(Continued from Page 1 I
brought down on Bcwtioin'g thirty-six yard
line.
Second Period
Ricker made a yard and a half through left
guard.
Ricker loat a yard around left end.
Foster made four yards through right tackle,
being stopi>ed by Tuttle.
Ricker punted to Good, who came twenty-
five yards to the Williams thirty-nine yard
line.
Morrell came in fast and stopped Tuttle at
left end for a loss of two yards.
Olson stopped Good at center after a one-
yard gain.
Fowle threw a forward to Good, who car-
ried it six more yards for a total gain of
eight.
Langmaid made a yard and a half through
center.
Olson stopped Fowle with a gain of two
yards at right tackle.
Milliken stopped Fowle for a one yard gain
at left tackle.
Fowle threw a forward over Langmaid's
head.
Langmaid and Good worked a lateral around
left end. The latter picked up the ball on the
bounce, but under the new ruling it was
called complete for a gain of thirteen yards.
Foster batted down a forward from Mar-
kowski. who had been sent in to pass, to Rey-
nolds.
Another Markowski-Reynolds pass was wild,
and Williams was penalized five yards.
Fowle threw another wild pass, and Wil-
liams was penalized five yards more.
Foster made three yards at right tackle.
Foster threw a forward to Crimmins. who
caught it. but fell out of bounds.
Ricker swept around left end for a gain of a
yard, the tackle being made by Good.
Ricker punted to Markowski, who came back
eleven yards to the Williams twenty-four yard
line. Crimmins mad" the tackle.
Markowski completed a forward to Steele.
who was stopped dead for a gain of fifteen
yards.
Markowski failed to complete a forward to
Correal*.
Markowski threw a forward to Fowle on
Bowdoin's forty-four yard line
—gain, seven-
teen yards, as the half ended.
Third Petted
Fowle kicked oft* to Morrell who came back
sixteen yards to Bowdoin's thirty-four yard
line.
Foster made three yards off right tackle.
Ricker made four yards around left end.
Ricker made four yards around right end.
Morrell made a yard and a half through
;
Center.
Foster's attempted forward paas waa inter-
cepted by Markowski on the Williams thirty-
j two yard line.
Markowski made seven yard* around right
! end.
Good was stopped by Brown for a yard gain
at right tackle.
Brown again stopped Good at right tackle,
this time after a two yard gain.
Crimmins threw Markowski for a loss of a
yard at left end.
Rynon caught Markowski's forward at his
very finger-tips and then made another yard,
for a total gain of three.
Good made four yards through center.
Good punted very poorly, the ball going out
on the Bowdoin forty-six yard line.
Foster made a yard off right tackle. Thayer
making the tackle.
Ricker was stopped for no gain at left end.
Gatchell made a yard through center.
Ricker punted to Markowski, who was im-
mediately smashed down by Souther in a
beautiful flying tackle.
Lcke threw Markowski for no gain on a
mass play at right iimni.
Markowski made six yards around right end.
Eynon was Btopped short by Ecke at left
tackle.
Good made another poor punt, the ball going
out on the Bowdoin forty-nine yard line.
Foster was stopped by Thayer, after making
four yards off right tackle.
Foster made two yards around right end.
Foster threw a forward pass to Ricker. who
made six yards more for a total gain of
thirteen yards.
Foster lost five yards on a right end sweep.
Ricker threw a forward to Foster for a Rain
of a yard.
Ricker lost four yards on an attempted
spinner off right guard.
Foster's forward pass was intercepted by
Fowle who came back four yards to the Wil-
liams twenty-five yard line.
Markowski made no gain at left tackle, be-
ing stopped by Bilodeau.
Bilodeau again broke up the play, stopping
Brown for a gain of two yards.
Morrell broke through and threw Correale
for a loss of three yards.
Fowle punted to Ricker. who was Btopped
dead on Bowdoin's forty-five yard line.
Ricker made two yards at left tackle.
Foster was stopped by Reed from behind
after a six-yard buck through right tackle.
Brown made nine yards through the same
hole.
Ricker was stopped at left tackle, and Bow-
doin was penalized fifteen yards for holding.
Foster threw a forward pass to Souther,
who made five yards more for a total gain of
live yards.
Foster lost a yard at left tackle as Correale
stopped him.
Foster's forward pass was intercepted by
Eynon on the thirty-one yard line.
Markowski was stopped at renter.
Ecke threw Correale for a loss of a yard
at left tackle.
Good punted to Ricker. who came back ten
yards to the Williams forty-five yard line.
Fourth Petted
Foster threw an incomplete forward paaa.
Brown made three yard* at left tackle.
An attempted pass from Ricker to Crimmins
was incomplete.
Bowdoin was penalized five yards.
Fowle made ten yards .through right tackle.
Souther stopped Markowski dead at right
end.
A forward pass from Markowski to Cor-
reale made six yards, but was ruled incomplete
as Correale had stepped out of bounds.
Brown made two and one-half yards at left
guard.
Foster was stopped at right tackle.
Ricker made three yards through left tackle.
Ricker punted, and the ball went out on the
Williams twenty-six yard line.
Markowski made eight yards through left
tackle.
Markowski made five yards through right
tackle.
Plaisted intercepted a forward thrown to
Foehl by Markowski on the Williams forty-
four yard line.
A forward pass from Ricker to Souther «<
incomplete.
Ricker started to skirt left end, but Thayer
broke through and threw him for a loss of
six yards.
Ricker was t.topi>ed dead at left end.
Ricker punted to Markowski. who was
driven out by Crimmins on the Williams
twenty-two yard line after a gain of three
yards.
Markowski made two and one-half yards
through right tackle.
Brown broke up a forward pass from Mar-
kowski to Langmaid.
Langmaid made five yards through left
tackle.
Good punted to Ricker, who came back a
yard to Bowdoin's thirty-five yard line, but
Bowdoin had been offside on the play and was
penalized five yards.
Bowdoin took time out.
Markowski threw a wild forward pass.
Tuttle made five yards around right end.
Tuttle made six yards through left tackle.
Tuttle made four yards through right tackle.
Fowle made four yards through left tackle.
Markowski made four yards through right
tackle.
A forward pass from Fowle to Tuttle with
an added gain of one yard made eleven yards.
Tuttle was stopped dead at right tackle.
Fowle's attempted forward pass to an end
was incomplete.
A lateral pass from Markowski to Fowle
was completed for a gain of four yards.
Fowle threw a wild forward over left end.
Plaisted batted It down, and it fell directly
into the hands of Tuttle. The ball waa now
on Bowdoin's four yrrd line.
Tuttle was thrown for a yard loss off right
tackle.
Fowle made three yards through right tackle.
Correale went through left tackle for what
was barely a touchdown.
Fowle drop-kic.ked the point tying the score.
Tuttle deliberately kicked a slow roller to
a Bowdoin lineman, who was immediately
smothered by six Williams taeklers.
Gatchell lined Bowdoin up. and started the
signals, but the game ended before play
started.
M. A. C. Game Statistics
Bowdoin M. A. C.
First downs 15 8
Yardage from
scrimmage . . . .476 125
Yardage lost in
scrimmage .... 31 31
Forward passes
—
Attempted .... 7 10
Completed 5 2
Yardage 36 12
( + 16) (+8)
Punts 5 4
Yardage 197 144






Run-back of ... 55 32
Tufts Game
(Continued from Page 1)
which was led by the famous "Fish"
Ellis, dayman, flashy sophomore
quarterback, is said to be the equal
of Ellis at the same stage of develop-
ment while Haber, halfback, and Le-
Cain, fullback, are both veterans of
last year. The line also contains four
veterans while the other men are
from last year's second team or
frosh lineup. The Jumbos showed
considerable power against Colby and
had threatened to duplicate their
early score in the closing 'minutes of
the game.
The Polar Bears showed a marked
improvement last Saturday over the
Mass. Aggies game and gave prom-
ise of making it hot for their re-
maining opponents. While a weak-
ness against an aerial attack cropped
up, the play on both offense and de-
fenese was a treat to watch. The
White line which was not too strong
against the Aggies time and again
piled up the mountainous Purple for-
wards to throw the backs for a loss
or no gain while the interference be-
fore the ball carrier was as prominent
as in the Aggies game. The Bowdoin
line did wilt in the final period, but
this was due to their prodigious ef-
forts in the other three quarters rath-
er than to- any inferiority of play.
Williams had many more replace-
ments than Bowdoin and this advan-
tage began to tell in the final minutes
as the White tried gallantly to make
a goal-line stand that would save
them the victory. Tufts substitutes
may play an important part in the
game Saturday. The forward wall of
the Jumbos, however, is not so heavy
as that of Williams, and with a con-
tinuation of their aggressiveness of
last week, the Bowdoin linemen
should give a good account of them-
selves.
Ricker and Foster will probably
come in for lots of attention from
the Tufts taeklers after their spark-
ling play of the first two games. Gat-
chell will probably remain at quarter
with Lloyd, Morrell or Morris Brown
starting at fullback. The line is ex-
pected to be the same as started
against Williams last Saturday.
Always Noticed
But Never Notict^ble
jQgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Sriflk SrntJjrra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW) YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK










Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircutting
Near Campus - T--* Expert Barbers
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker










The first meeting of the gym team
was held last Thursday in Mr. Cobb's
office at the gymnasium. Only three
men were lost last June by gradu-
ation. Those returning" are Short,
Bowman, Colton, Artinian, Bradt,
Clarke T. L., Davies, Desjardins,
Eaton, Jackson, Thomas, Watson, and
Whittier. Nearly all of these men
were present Thursday afternoon. R.
W. Dana, after two years' absence, is
back. Cabot and Bennett, freshmen,
are also on the roll.
M. E. Morrell, athletic director;
R. H. Cobb, gymnasium director;
T. Means, coach of the gym team;
M. L. L. Short, captain; and D. F.
Brown, manager; are the officials of
the Bowdoin gym team for the year
1930-11)31. As last year Colton,
Christian, and Short made < their
"B.G.T." and Colton made his "B'\
the team is looking forward to a very
successful season.
Thursday Prof. Means made tem-
porary assignments to the men accord-
ing to their ability and inclination.
He also discussed the tentative sched-





Feb. 21—Contest, Harvard (Home)





Apr.—Contest, New. Eng. Junior
( Springfield
)
Apr.—Contest, New Eng. Senior
(Tech)
Williams Game
(Continued from Paga 1)
It was a silent, dumbfounded crowd
that drifted off Whittier. The Bowdoin
supporters felt they had deserved an
honest win, and no nebulous moral
victory. The Purple's performance
during the entire contest hardly mer-




in Orient Chapel poll THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Back the team at
Colby Saturday








Outcome Uncertain in Spite of Paper
Superiority of Bowdoin Outfit—
Donovan and Johnstone Powerful
Colby Threats
In the dying moments of the Tufts
(fame in 1929, a little knot of Bow-
doin players on the big oval at Med-
ford suddenly found themselves and
began an attack that blazed down the
field to within inches of the gates of
victory. The same flame has burned
through the games of 1930, and on
Saturday the White goes undefeated
into battle with Colby.
If there is anything in the idea of
experience being worth touchdowns,
then Tufts against Bowdoin was two
touchdowns stronger than Tufts
against Colby. A little more than a
week ago LeCain battered his way
over the Colby forwards for the
touchdown that meant a 7-0 victory.
Which would all seem to bring Bow-
doin to an 18-6 favoring.
There are other things to consider.
The usual floods of crocodile tears
have been shed at Waterville over the
number of injured stars, but Colb>,
always strongly phoenix-like on the
eve of the State Series, will have its
full strength in the coming game.
And twenty-four hours before j his
last opportunity to scout Bowdoin,
Jimmy Connellan finally came to
terms and joined the Mules. He was
in the stands on Saturday.
It may be that Bowdoin had an off
day against Tufts. One thing is cer-
tain, the defensive will have to be
greatly improved before it can stop
Wally Donovan, fully as (fast and
powerful as LeCain. Gatchell and
the secondary defense had no small
task in plugging the gaps in the line.
As far as aerial attacks are con-
cerned, Williams set up a big question
mark. Only four forwards were
thrown by Tufts, two of which were
wild, one knocked down, and one com-
pleted. There is little doubt that this
week will see freshmen and scrub
backs filling the air at Whittier with
passes. The overhead gate to scoring
should be fairly well closed Saturday.
Everything seems to depend . on
Bowdoin's ability to shake Foster and
Ricker loose in the secondary defense.
A seventy-five yard run for a touch-
down by one of them would solve in
a good measure the bruises of a year
ago. And while Colby watches Rick-
er and Foster, Morrell and Brown will
be tearing the line apart.
To date, Bowdoin has unleashed
practically nothing startling in the
way of attacking formations. The wool
(Continued on Patct 4)
ACTIVE SEASON FOR
BOWDOIN DEBATERS
Heavy Schedule to Include Several
Trips and a Number of Debates!
Here; Interscholastic Debating!
League to be Continued I
The Debating Council held its first
meeting this year in the Debating
Room of Hubbard Hall, last Wednes-
day afternoon. The time was given
over to a discussion of the plans for
the forthcoming year.
The Council is planning to hold
several debates at Brunswick, this
winter, including one with Amherst
and another with the University of
California, whose team will stop here
on its Eastern tour. Our team will
journey to Medford, Mass., where it
will debate with Tufts. In February
it will start on a trip that may ex-
tend into the Middle West. On this
tour it will debate with several col-
leges, including Union at Schenec-
tady. Last year in competition with
colleges like Hamilton, Union, Am-
herst, and Syracuse, the team won
six out of its seven contests.
The Interscholastic Debating League
will be continued this year. The
league is composed of a number of
accredited Maine high schools com-
peting each year for a cup given by
I Bowdoin. The purpose of the league
j
is to arouse interest in debating and
|
in Bowdoin among the high school
i
students of Maine. This year plans
j
are being made to enlarge the league.
Invitations to participate in the con-
I
test and a choice of debatable ques-
I tions of current interest are being
sent to over one hundred and fifty
high schools in the state. The pre-
liminary rounds of the contest will be
held in the earlier part of Decem-
ber and the final rounds will come
after the Christmas vacation. Albert
S. Davis, '33 the assistant manager
of the debating team, is in charge,
The Council decided to hold an
open meeting of men interested in
debating. At this conference, which
was held yesterday, October 21, at
Hubbard Hall, a topic for the annual
Freshman-Sophomore debate was
chosen.
The Debating Council is an organi-
zation composed of men who have
participated in intercollegiate, or in-
terclass debates. The president is
Paul A. Walker '31. The manager of
the debating team is Donald F.
Prince '31 and the assistant manager
Albert S. Davis '33. The other mem-
bers of the Council are J. C. Flint,
A. S. Jenkins, A. Richmond, B. R.
Shute, W. M. True, of the senior
class; G. B. Pottle, L. Smith, and
A. W. Tarbell of the junior class;
and G. Desjardins and G. P. Towle





Thursday, October 23: Inter-
Fraternity Road Race.
Saturday. October 25: Football:
Colby at Waterville.
Thursday. October 30: President
Sills and Professor Mitchell attend
meeting of the Association of New
England Colleges at Tufts.
Friday. October 31: Freshman
Football: Fryeburg Academy at
Brunswick.
Board Plans November 15 Appearance'
of First Issue for the
Current Season
The rejuvenated Quill will begin
its second year under its new edito-
rial policy with an issue about the
fifteenth of November, according to
a statement made yesterday by Fred
Rawlings Kleibacker, Jr., '31, the
editor-in-chief.
Although the format and general
plan of the quarterly will be similar
to the issues of last year, there will
be a marked change in the cover
which will be of cream colored vel-
lum or semi-parchment with black
printing. The editorial policy in-
stituted last year will be continued.
The columns will again be open to
distinguished contributions from those
outside the college as well as under-
,
graduates. Among the notable names
in the -numbers of last year were:

























Renowned Scientist Appearing Here
November 5 Has Contributed
Much in Recent Discoveries
Professor Julian Huxley, world-re-
nowned biologist and writer of King's
College, London, will deliver 'an illus-
trated lecture on the subject "De-
velopment, Heredity and Evolution",
Wednesday, Nov. 5. If completed,
Memorial Hall will be available for
the talk.
Since the recent discoveries in the
field of science by Prof. Huxley and
his colleagues are of utmost import-
ance today, particularly in regard to
the future of the human race, a more
opportune topic could hardly be
chosen. It is said, however, that
Huxley's method of presentation ap-
peals to the general as well as
scientific audiences.
This is the scientist's debut as a
lecturer in the American field, he hav-
ing recently returned from a four
months' sojourn in East Africa where
he undertook work on behalf of the
British Colonial Advisory Committee
on Native Education.
Prof. Huxley's talk deals primarily
with a comparison of the relative
growth of parts of the body. He will
explain in detail the effect heredity
exerts ' upon development, as well as
the bearing these facts have upon va-
rious aspects of evolution.
(Continued on Pace S)
POWERFUL SPEAKER
POINTS^CONTRAST
"Dynamite or Morphine?" Subject of
Incisive Talk by Rev. F. J. Neal
in Chapel Last Sunday
E. A. THOMPSON ^1 *
HERE IN READING
OF "CAPONSACCHI"
Blind Dramatic Reader Charms
Enthusiastic Bowdoin Audience
Last night Mr. Edward Abner
Thompson of the class of 1891 reap-
peared before a Bowdoin audience in
a reading of the play "Caponsacchi",
at the Moulton Union. His presenta-
tion this year was received with
much enthusiasm by a large gather-
ing, many of whom heard an equally-
finished performance of Rostand's
"Cyrano de Bergerac" by Mr. Thomp-
son at Bowdoin two years ago. The
play "Caponsacchi", written by Good-
rich and Palmer and based on Robert
Browning's dramatic poem "The Ring
and the Book" was awarded a gold
medal by the Theatre Guild as the
best play of the year in which it was
produced. Mr. Thompson's interpre-
tation showed careful study of mean-
ing and a fine sense of dramatic val-
ues.
Mr. Thompson attended the Frank-
lin Family School in Topsham and
later graduated from Bowdoin in
1891 after a college career of distinc-
tion both in the classroom and on
the athletic field. Shortly after he
graduated Mr. Thompson was struck
by a tennis ball and has been blind
ever since. In 1928 the College, in
recognition of his achievement, con-
ferred an honorary master's degree
upon him. At that time president Sills
said of Mr. Thompson:
"Edward Abner Thompson of the
class of 1891, teacher in various
schools and colleges of oratory and
dramatic reading and himself an
admirable exponent of the art he
teaches; physically blind, he has sub-
mental vision and he has been to
Continued on pave 3
The original Greek of a New Testa-
ment verse shows a contrast between
two words. From one word the Eng-
lish word "morphine" is derived;
from the other, "dynamite". These
two words, morphine and dynamite,
formed the text of the chapel sermon
preached last Sunday by the Rev. F.
Jefferson Neal of the St. Lawrence
Congregational Church, Portland.
In the second epistle of the Apostle
Paul to his pupil Timothy, the third
chapter, the fifth verse, are these
words, "Having a form of godliness,
but denying the power thereof". If
we were to consult the original Greek,
we would find that there is much more
contrast. Are there any two words
that contrast more than morphine and
dynamite? Each of these English
words is derived from a Greek word
found in the passage quoted above.
We have religion that contrasts in
the same way. On one hand we have
that like morphine, a drug, which
stupifies; on the other hand we have
dynamic religion throbbing with life
and power. Here we have opiate;
there, opportunity. We can choose
the drug, or we can choose the dyna-
mo. Blind believing of what one
hears results in tragic deception.
Nowadays too many judge rather by
form than by actual power. Study
Christ thoroughly, and study him sin-
cerely. You will find that he never
appeals to the secondary. He ap-
( Continued on Fas* I)
Bowdoin Triumphs Over
Tufts In Close Game At
Whittier Field Saturday
Jumbos Threaten Polar Bear Defensive Throughout
Uncertain Game Fraught With Thrills and Surprises
FIRST VICTORY OVER TUFTS SINCE 1925
For the first time since 1925 when Tufts went down before the
White 14-7 at Medford, a Bowdoin team that at times appeared
bewildered defeated the Jumbos by a 19-14 score in a game that
seesawed back and forth from the opening minutes almost to the
final whistle. Bowdoin, apparently suffering from the battering
it received last week from Williams and from lack of practice due
to the weather, at times looked woefully weak especially when on
the defensive, and only the brilliant running of Sid Foster enabled




Architecture and Social Standards of
Medieval France Described with
Lantern Slides
Before a large gathering in the
lounge of the Moulton Union last
Thursday evening Miss Marie Ware
Laughton, of Boston, gave a pleasing
informal lecture on the Chateaux of
Old Touraine.
Miss Laughton, who has travelled
extensively in France and has visited
and studied most of its principal
spots of interest, began her talk with
a brief summary of the origin and
history of the chateaux in general.
Most of the old chateaux, she ex-
plained, were built over the remains
of the Roman fortresses which were
left open to pillage and plunder
when Rome finally lost control of
what was then called Gaul. Successive
barons and feudal lords, as they ac-
quired the various chateaux, would
alter and add to the building origin-
ally there, until the chateaux be-
came veritable towns in themselves,
each having its own artisans and
small army. Many still bear the
marks of battles which took place
hundreds of years ago. But, upon
the advent of cannons and gun pow-
der, the chateaux became useless as
forts and gradually were developed
into magnificent residences. The Re-
naissance, with its ornate carving,
'painting, and weaving, all imposed
upon the original massive background
of the chateaux, made them doubly
majestic.
The Court of France, Miss Laugh-
ton explained, moved continually
from one chateau to another and
throughout the Touraine district were
many estates which at one time or
another had entertained the royal as-
semblage.
Miss Laughton, aided by lantern
slides, took her audience on an imag-
inary journey down the River Loire,
which flows through central France.
Views of the Chateau de Bloise were































































Fifty-eight fathers registered at
Massachusetts Hall, Saturday morn-
ing, for the Fathers' Day program
to follow.
After registration the group at-
tended classes with their sons, thus
having an opportunity to see for
themselves the way Bowdoin work is
conducted. A tour of the campus
was also a part of the morning pro-
gram. At 11.30 the fathers and sons
adjourned to the lobby of the Union
where the fathers all met the Presi-
dent and the Dean. At 12.00 lunch-
eon was served in the Union
Cafeteria, to which the fathers had
tickets and where they had an op-
portunity for further conversation
with the faculty members at their
tables.
At 1.45 the group proceeded to
Whittier field, accompanied by their
sons, and witnessed that stirring bat-
tle between Bowdoin and Tufts.
One did not have to watch closely
to see that these fathers were among
the most ardent of Bowdoin's sup-
porters and the most lusty of voice
in the cheering. It is to be hoped
that Bowdoin's "Fathers' Day" may
become a permanent institution in
the college.
On Saturday. October 18, after the
football game with Tufts College,
several fraternities held tea dances.
Theta Delta Chi's music was furnished
by the Arcadians while the Polar
Bears played for Delta Upsilon. Joe
Roman and his orchestra wete the
musicians at Alpha Delta Phi house
and the Georgians at the Alpha Tau
Omega. Kappa Sigma had Trafton's
orchestra playing during their dance.
The patron and the patronesses at
Theta Delta Chi were Mr. and Mrs.
Edward S. Hammond and Mrs. Wil-
mot Mitchell, while at Delta Upsilon
they were Mr. and Mrs. Thoma-
Means and Mrs. Joseph Stetson. Mrs.
Charles H. Gray and Mrs. Boyd W.
Bartlett were the patronesses at the
Kappa Sigma House and at the Alpha
Delta Phi house, Mrs. Charles Bur-
nett and Mrs. J. Winchell were pa-
tronesses. At the dance given by.
Alpha Tau Omega Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bathrick were the patron and
patroness. These dances were all held
at the respective chapter houses im-
mediately after the game.
Foster off on 36 Yard Dash to Score Second of His Three Touchdowns Against Tufts
(Courtesy of Sunday Telegram)
Tufts presented one of those "now
you see it, now you don't" offenses
with even the spectators at times
having difficulty to keep the ball in
sight. The ancient spinner play, out-
worn but still able to reap yardage,
was the greatest groundgainer of the
Jumbo repertoire and time and time
again the Bowdoin linemen would
charge in to nab backs that were
seemingly bound for end or off tackle
runs only to see LeCain sneak through
right or left guard to journey deep
into the secondary defense territory.
At times the Jumbo backs would vary
the play by really giving it to Haber
or dayman for an off tackle shoot or
an end run, but it was the sneak
through the middle of the Bowdoin
line that was the greatest ground-
gainer for the Jumbos.
Foster and LeCain Outstanding
As usual the stands were thickly
populated with enemy scouts and
Bowser chose to play his usual cagey
game in allowing them to see as little
as possible. The Polar Bears tried
only one pass and this was not com-
pleted, Tufts backs swarming in
hordes over Sid Foster before he
could get the ball away. Foster it
was who scored all three of the White
touchdowns and brought fear into the
hearts of the Tufts rooters every time
he took the ball. The brilliant Bow-
doin back turned in a fine perform-
ance and was the big gun in the Bow-
doin attack as well as doing his share
to back up the line when the Tufts
backs leaked through.
As Foster was the shining light
in the Bowdoin offensive so did Le-
Cain shine almost as much for the
Jumbos. He scored both of the los-
ers' touchdowns and continually
smashed the line to reel off substan-
tial gains.
Tufts Scores
Tufts started the game looking like
a veritable whirlwind when dayman
and LeCain figured in a march which
started at the Bowdoin 44-yard mark-
er and ended behind the goal lint.
Ricker had received the kickoff and
advanced it seven yards to the White
21-yard line. After Bowdoin had
failed to make a first down from that
point Ricker, attempting to punt was
hurried and his kick rolled out of
bounds at the White 44-yard line,
dayman and LeCain next advanced
the ball to the Bowdoin 15 and on the
next play the former, sweeping
(ConUnoed on pact 4)
Compulsory Chapel
Yes or No?
In accordance with the announce-
ment made last week, the Orient is
conducting a poll on compulsory
chapel. We are making an especial
appeal, at this time, that everyone
vote in this poll. We are very anx-
ious that the results will give us the
opinion of the student body on this
subject which should be of great in-
terest to all. The following men
have kindly consented to serve as
ballot collectors in the various fra-
ternity houses. Non-Fraternity votes
should be left in either of the two
Orient Contributors boxes (one is lo-
cated in the Union entry and the other
at the main desk in the Library).
Faculty votes may be left in these
boxes as well. All votes must be made
on the ballot printed in this paper,
and must be in the hands of the col-
lectors or in the Orient boxes by
eight o'clock, Sunday evening, Octo-
ber 26.
Ballot Collectors
Alpha Delta Phi—James B. Colton,
2nd
Alpha Tau Omega—Paul A. Walk-
er
Beta Theta Pi—John A. Ricker, Jr.
Chi Psi—Albert S. Davis, Jr.
Delta Kappa Epsilon—Louis C.
Stearns, 3rd
Delta Upsilon—G. Russell Booth
Kappa Sigma—Donald BL Merriam
Psi Upsilon—Philip C. Ahern
Sigma Nu—David C. Perkins
Theta Delta Chi—Donald F. Prince
Zeta Psi—H. Allan Perry
POLL ON COMPULSORY
CHAPEL
-I am opposed to the continu-
ance of the compulsory
chapel services
-I am in favor of the continu-
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Compulsory Chapel
Last week in this column, we announced that the Orient would
in this issue conduct a poll on compulsory chapel. In another
column, you will find a ballot for use in this poll. We cannot urge
you too strongly to make use of this. We must have some definite
index of student opinion on this question, an index which we feel
will be furnished through the medium of this poll. However, on
a subject of such high interest as this, we must demand a ballot
for every vote in order that no partisan of the losing cause may
be able to insinuate any toying with the results.
We are calling for this vote at this time because we feel that
the time has come for a definite reorganization in the chapel sys-
tem. We may find ourselves practically alone in this opinion, but I is a comment made by
Ahearn, the Sport Editor
"prayers", if he can worship God or listen to a talk or some music
for ten minutes in company with others who are of the same mind
and not trying to be funny or catch up on their French,— if these
conditions hold, then and then only can he enjoy the service. The
presence of men who are there because they have to be is not:
exactly conducive to a highly successful chapel service, and the
canine element's presence is probably of small help. Why not
abolish the rule of the "big stick" and try a period of chapel ser-
vices that are non-compulsory?
In connection with a program of non-compulsory chapel ser:
vices, we should also advocate a change in the time. By starting
the first two periods ten minutes earlier, and setting the time of
chapel between the second and third periods, we feel that a larger
and more interested audience would be secured. This, however,
is a minor consideration, and is something to be settled after the
major issue: whether or not the chapel services should be com-
pulsory. We feel that the compulsory phase should be discarded
as outworn and unnecessary, and should the undergraduates,
through this poll, give us support in this stand, we should like the
Administration to present our views to the proper authorities.
THE COLLEGE SPA
Serves Regular Dinners - 40 cents
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You may be interested in knowing
that the progress of the Bowdoin
team is being followed with interest
not only in New England but also in
other parts of the country. The at-
tached clipping was taken from the
Post Standard of Syracuse. N. Y., and
George






dent body and quite a number of the faculty behind us. The
(
be as satisfactory and the team con-




years ago, was the correct feature of practically every college. In SANFORD B. COUSINS,
those days, too, we hear of bustles and of crinolines. Times have
changed. We cannot see that abolition of compulsory chapel would
indicate any concession to immorality or to an irreligious spirit.
That phase of the question, by mutual agreement of all save the
more bigoted in our midst, can be ruled out
Bowdoin 1920.
It was Booth. Booth and more
Booth at New Haven but it appears
that Harry Mehre's Georgians don't
read the papers . . . And if they
Admitting, then, the do they don't believe everything they
lad that neith-r r-ligion nor morals is at .takeout is the ,vason| gji^Z^wS**? ttofwE
for maintaining this compulsory phase of chapel? A tradition? Hams.
Traditions |"K progress
Mustard and Cress
While roamin' about the wild and
wilder regions of Medford last Sat.
eve. in the performance of attempt-
ing to let people up the»"e lcnw w>u>
won the ball game, a Bowdoin stu-
dent reports having seen nn automo-
bile bearing a banner—"For presi-
dent, Alfred E. Smith." Well, well,
what could Professor Means have
been doing in Medford ?
* * •
Speaking of the football game and
who isn't, did you, too, have a man
sitting behind you who kept putting
little diagrams in a note-book?
* * »
Topsham Fair has been and gone,
and there was nary a freshman went
up to bet on Triangle!
* » *
Perhaps this needs an explanation,
this Triangle. Professor Moody, math
retired.
fairgrounds every fall to bet on some
old plug which was named, tempora-
rily, Triangle. Triangle, like a large
number of the freshman math stu-
dents, always flunked out.
» « *
Here lies a fullback •
Six feet down.
He tried to run
A play through Brown.
* *
Then there's the one of the Police-
man who stopped the Baby Austin
driver with the words, "Judas, man
alive, your car was off the ground
—
all four wheels were off the road at
once."
"Well", says B. A. D. f "I've got
the hiccups".
* » »
There may be funnier things in the
world, but it's fairly hilarious to see
Professor Little trying, by gestures
and crooked fingers, to signal to Pro-
fessor Bartlett that "Foster, failing
to forward pass, was grasped by
somebody and thrown for a twenty
yard loss."
Editorial Shavings
Once in a blue moon a good pic-
ture comes to Brunswick. On Monday
and Tuesday of this week "All Quiet
on the Western Front" was run at the
Cumberland and provided an occasion.
The picture is tremendously powerful
and produces an effect which is not
readily dismissed. The average
theatre goer would not choose to see
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
twice but he has been too often in-
veigled into seeing the average taw-
dry offering a very unhappy once.
We cannot "refrain from giving a
word of congratulation to Mr. Ed-
ward A. Thompson for his very bril-
liant dramatic reading last evening.
One receives an inspiration from the
achievement of Mr. Thompson. His
fortitude under one of the most un-
happy physical handicaps is re-
markable. Bowdoin is always happy
to have Mr. Thompson return to give
his widely known readings.
# * *
Well, Colby, Bates, and then Maine. . This *ime of the Jg is always con-
The Chapel bell is sure going to take I f»uave to a very subtle but neverthe-
a beating this year. Jj" Teal SV^ of melancholy. What
I
this is or where it comes from, we
* * *
I do not know. Perhaps it is due to the
The uproar emanating from the ' tendency to look back over the peace
Tufts bleachers throughout the game
| and quiet of a pleasant summer,
ematics professor , was sup-
1
Charley Bowser is mak- 1 Dosed to have a fine harness race-
So was Freshman Flag Rush. So was Rising Night.- i-auu^ j^ tne man-power. . . : The Tar
are not iron-bound rules, laid down by supernatural powers, and tans may later prove too much for
for that reason as constant as Keats's "bright star". And as Presi- Notre Dame. . . Brown didasex-
pected and without uncovering much
dent Sills himself admits, traditions, when outworn, should be
J,nt ji iate and then only for a flash.




at. . . . Oklahoma husked the Corn-
The question narrows down, therefore, to the point : Is compul- huskers, 20 to 7. . . . And Howard





j . „ those Trojans how to get that extra
other institutions, similar in many respects to our own, and talk point. . . . Washington State's vie
with members of their undergraduate bodies. We find a growing tory is one of several that have gone-
feeling against this archaic system of compulsory chapel. We find ^'r
"s
Dame has collected a couple
more and more that the number of schools embracing the system by converting the try. ... If Mkhi-
is diminishing. Modern tendencies in education have wrought £an
"
state Tan hold Michigan score-
quite a change in the curricular requirements of "the good old less, how much work will Colgate have
days". Modern tendencies in religion have likewise wrought quite
^JJJjHS'tfS ^ capable of.
a change in the religious ideas and ceremonies of the past. We . . . Fordham and Boston College,
cannot see that education and intellect have gone down-hill. The jjj/S'JSLj'f into fiSer^
teacher who today taught as did those teachers of the Class of : smallpox and Northeastern flogs
1831 would be laughed at by the modern educators. Was not that °\?.° s\ate > iy \° 2 - ,: -g Bn"l: rf
. ,.
will not go and get himself a half
method of teaching every whit as much a tradition as our com- dozen other ailments the wildcat.-;
pulsory chapel services?
t .
will walk into that Big Ten title.
Ah, but someone rises to point out that we have had a reorgan-
ization of our chapel services : musical programs, interesting, pro-
fane and semi-humorous talks on such subjects as "Undistin-
guished Undergraduates", and singing of various college songs.
We are quite willing to grant this and to praise the changes made.
But the main point has not been met. It has merely been evaded.
Why the adjective "compulsory"? It is reminiscent of* musty
\ J*"™ &*** $m?2Z tt
and mistaken theory of college discipline or of the stringent laws keynote of Dean Nixon's brief but





. ... . .
morning in which he applied the
discipline ; why we Cling to a rellC like compulsory Chapel IS pUZ- mythical "Choice of Hercules" to the
zling. Are we "asking for the moon" when we ask that this last college man possessing all the oP-
, , , ., , ,,,..,. , ,. , ,„ ,, T • ,, . , i portumties of the present day.
shred of the absolute discipline be discarded? We do not think I He cited a story from mythology
so. Bowdoin men, notwithstanding their freedom from strict! in which Hercules encountered two
, ... ,iii *« .. » women. Pleasure and Duty, who tried
supervision and proctorship, are on the whole no worse than their
j
to bribe him with gifts. Hercules, al-
fellow-students at institutions where the lock-step method rules : j though not commonly considered an
scholastically, athletically, spiritually and socially, Bowdoin |pi?xamp p
Carnegie proved
\
horse named Triangle, and the sopho
mores herded the freshmen to the
was not the Jumbo cheering section:
j
merely one of Sam Davis's more con-
j
servative shirts. One fair damsel mis-
took said shirt for the sunset. (Note:
Davis asked that his name be men-
tioned at least once in this issue).
while on the other hand the chill
breezes and scurrying breezes make
us feel that grim, harsh winter is
just around the corner. Then again
it may just be the proximity of hour
exams.
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
DEVOTION TO DUTY
IS URGED BY DEAN
Choice Between Pleasure and Duty
Is Important Question Before
Every College Student
about on a par with any college of her class. Why, then, not go
the whole way?
Do we, in consideration of all this, need Compulsory Chapel
services. The answer, we feel is "No". Suppose we abolish the
custom. Then what? Will our beautiful chapel merely stand
empty till it crumbles away? No, let the chapel services still con-
tinue— just as they have been conducted so far this year, and the
Administration will find that there will still be a use for the chapel.
Those of us who went to chapel quite regularly the first of the year
were impressed with one fact: attendance in all the forms was
very heavy — as heavy if not heavier in the upperclass forms as
it will be later in the year when mornings are chilly and cuts are
numerous. These upperclassmen who attended knew very well
that their presence was not compulsory, that no penalties were
involved if they failed to appear; and yet, the attendance was
heavy. Surely, that is a significant fact. It would seem that the
compulsory phase of chapel were hardly necessary to insure at-
tendance— and it would also seem, perhaps, that we were creating
a tempest in a tea-cup over the whole affair. If students like to go
to chapel, why fight about it?
The answer is, that granting the popularity of the chapel ser-
vices among quite a number of the undergraduates, no one likes
to feel that he is obliged to be present. If he can go out of his own
volition, if he feels that he is in chapel for his own enjoyment or
spiritual uplift instead of to avoid going on "pro" for overcutting
Duty and ever afterwards strove to
obey her commands.
The question of such a choice is
before every student but by the time
that he reaches the college age each
one should have resolved upon his
course. With the opportunities open
to students, duty should not be a
hard path to follow. We can blend a
great amount of recreation with our
studies and still be able to cling to
our decision.
The final point stressed by Dean
Nixon was that humans are not ma-
chines, but that each person is a liv-
ing soul with the power of the Al-
mighty instilled within him. There-
fore everyone should spread his per-
sonality abroad by living a life de-
voted to the path of duty.
John Whitcomb. Bowdoin 1925, will
act as the Master of Ceremonies on
the new Vermont Lumberjack's Pro-
gram which will be heard each week-
day morning over WJZ and a large
NBC network.
Mr. Whitcomb, a resident of Ells-
worth, has spent much of his life in
the lumber camps of Maine, learning
the business from the bottom up. He
will create a picture of the logging
camps with anecdotes of the life he
knows, told in the language of the
lumberjacks themselves. This is Mr
Whitcomb's first experience in broad-
casting.
They shut the door on hybrid styles
Quantity production of equipment has long
been practiced by the telephone industry.
Telephone designers years ago shut the door
on many hybrid styles—seeking first to work
out instruments which could best transmit the
voice, then making these few types in great
'quantities.
This standardization made possible concen-
trated study of manufacturing processes, and
steady improvement of them. For example, the
production of 15,000,000 switchboard lamps a
year, all of one type, led to the development
of a highly special machine which does in a
few minutes what once took an hour.
Manufacturing engineers, with their early
start in applying these ideas, have been able to
develop methods which in many cases have be-
come industrial models. The opportunity is there!
BELL SYSTEM
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Sunday Chapel
(Continued from Paga 1)
peals to the primary, the heroic. The
noblest lives, the finest temperaments
have been those of men who were
closely attracted to Jesus Christ.
When Garibaldi, the noble patriot
and man, appealed to the youth of
Italy he told them frankly that as
men they would find glory, hardship,
difficulty, wounds, and death. In re-
sponse the flower of Italy's manhood
rose to that appeal to the finest that
was in them.
David Livingston, a noble and per-
severing man, was told before h'o
exploration of South Africa, "I will
take you to a place from which you
can see the smoke of a thousand vil-
lages where Christ has not been
heard of". It was a challenge to the
finest that was in Livingston, and he
accepted the challenge.
One of the finest pictures I have
seen is that familiar one, "The Boy-
hood of Raleigh", in it one sees the
weatherbeaten, browned, old seaman
pointing out to the west as he tells
his marvelous stories of adventure
and heroism. At his feet is the boy,
lost in contemplation, his chin in his
hands, his elbow ,pn his knee, while
his eyes reflect the story. Just as he
little realized the adventurous life
Which lay before him, so it is with
followers of Christ. They little know
where the path will l^ad. What if the
sturdy fishermen who left their nets
and their boats to follow Jesus had
been able to look into the future ?
What if the intrepid forefathers had
been able to realize the destiny of
the great republic with whose mighty
deeds they were to have such a close
connection? How little we know
where our consecration will lead us.
God is often hidden. Morphine or
dynamite, religion which is dead or
religion which is alive and flaming
—
which shall we choose? Richard Rob;
erts of Toronto," Canada, in a recent
sermon, spoke of radio-active Chris-
tians. He was talking of men with
radiating power, men who inspire to
holy endeavor those with whom they
come in contact, men who revive the
spirit of the crusades. He was talking
of just such a radiant personality a?
Jesus had. When he climbed the hill
to Capernaum, a woman, deceived,
tragic, broken, saw him pass and
thought, "If I coulfl touch only the
very hem of his robe!" What a strong,
virile, radiating personality must
have been his! The glowing possi-
bility of consecration is toward the |
farseeing glory of Christ. Will you
take morphine or dynamite, religion
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Alumni Secretary, Philip S. Wilder,
Director of Williams
Conference
On October 23 and 24. the Ameri-
can Alumni Council will hold a dis-
trict conference at Williams Collie,
Williamstown. Mass. Mr. Philip S.
Wilder, Bowdoin Alumni Secretary,
will be the director. The last district
conference was held at Brunswick last
January 24 and 25.
The American Alumni Council is an
association of the men and women in
charge of alumni work at the colleges
of the United States, Canada and
Newfoundland. Among the purposes
Quill
(Continued fion Past 1)
Arthur Garfield Hayes, Commander
Donald B. MacMillan, Robert P. Tris-
tram Coffin. Austin H. MacCormick,
and Wilbert Snow.
The Editorial Board for the ensuing
year are: F. R. Kleibacker, Jr., '31,
J. B. Colton, 2nd, '31, H. L. Smythe,
•31, P. C. Ahern, '32, A. S. Davis,
Jr., '33. L. T. Steele, '33, and G. D.
Briggs, '33. The Business Board
will consist of E. Thomas '31, Busi-
ness Manager, R. M. Lamport, '32,
Advertising Manager, and R. L. Hel-
ler, '32, D. N. Antonucci, '32, W. H.
Lowell, '33, L. C. Stearns, '33, and
A. P. Madeira, '33.
Huxley Lecture
The meeting of the Maine Teachers'
Association will take place at Bangor
October 23 and 24, at which several
Bowdoin alumni and present members
of the faculty will fill prominent
places. A combined meeting of the
Bowdoin Teachers' Club of Maine
and the Penobscot Valley Bowdoin
Alumni Association will likewise be
held there October 23.
S. L. Merriman '97, principal of the
State Normal School, Presque Isle, is
a member of the Committee on
Legislation of the Maine Teachers'
Association. On Thursday afternoon,
when the Department of Classics
takes charge, Dr. Stanley B. Smith,
now Assistant Professor of Classics
at Bowdoin, will be chairman. During
the course of the afternoon, Mr. Ed-
ward Buxton '28, Instructor in Latin,
Wassookeag School, Dexter will dis-
cuss the subject: "Certain Problems
Raised by the New College Entrance
Examinations".
The Department of English has as
one of its speakers Dr. Wilmot B.
Mitchell '90, Professor of Rhetoric
and Oratory of Bowdoin College. His
subject will be, "Can Rhetoric be
Taught to Freshmen? And if so,
How?" The Vice Chairman of the De-
partment of Secondary School Prin-
cipals is Principal Ernest R. Wood-
bury '95, Thornton Academy. Mr.
Harrison C. Lyseth '21, State Agent
for Secondary Education, Augusta,
will speak on the "Freshman College
Record," Friday morning, under the
auspices of the same department.
"The Use of the Shadow Graph in
Preventive and Corrective Physical
Education" will be Mr. Roland Cobb's
subject on Friday morning. He was
of the Class of '17 and is now As-
sistant Professor of Physical Training
here.
Principal Arthur B. Scott '17, Bath
High School, is Vice Chairman of the
Department of English, during the
second group of departmental meet-
ings. Again Mr. Harrison C. Lyseth
'21 will speak, this time on "The Edi-
son Congest".
The Department of College Faculty-
Members has Mr. Philip S. Wilder,
'23, Alumni Secretary of Bowdoin
College as its Secretary. On Friday
October 24, The Elementary and Sec-
ondary Teacher-Training Council will
have its meeting, Principal W. G.
Mallett '91, Farmington Normal
School, Farmington, Maine, speaking
on "Adjustment of the Supply of, and
the Demand for, Thoroughly Quali-
fied Teachers."
On Thursday evening, October 23,
the dinner of the combined Bowdoin
Teachers' Club of Maine and the
Penobscot Valley Bowdoin Alumni As-
1
sociation will take place at the Cham
ber of Commerce Rooms, Bangor, at
C>.00 p.m. The speakers will be Presi-
dent Sills and Professor S. B. Smith.
Chairman of the Committee on State
of Maine Scholarships.
of this association are the furthering
of friendly relations between its mem-
bers, the interchange of ideas on their
common problems, and the stimulat-
ing of the individual alumni associa-
tion.
(Continued from Pas* 1)
For a number of years Huxley's
articles have been appearing regular-
ly in the leading publications of both
England and America. His most re-
cent literary effort is his forthcoming
book, "The Science of Life", written
in conjunction with the celebrated H.
G. Wells.
Professor Huxley is a graduate of
Eton and Balliol Colleges, and has
instructed in such institutions as Rice
Institute, Texas. He capped his
former achievements by his election
as president of the National Union of
Scientific Workers. For two years he
has been Professor of Zoology at
King's College.
S. K. Ratcliffe, journalist and lec-
turer, says of Julian Huxley: "He
occupies a unique position among
British thinkers and men of science.
At the Universities of Oxford and
London he has taught a succession of
England's young scientists
Alike in the college classroom and be-
fore larger audiences his gifts have
triumphed. Julian Huxley is the
most important of recent recruits to
the American lecture platform."
Laughton Lecture
Continued from Page 1
shown first. Next; Chambord, with
its four hundred and forty rooms
and thirteen staircases, and then
Chaumont were viewed. The ornate
and beautifully tapestried bedroom of
Catherine de Medici was the subject
of another slide.
Supposedly the oldest of the
Chateaux of Touraine is Ambroise. It
is said that King Arthur was actually
at this castle. It was here also that
Mary Stuart (later Mary Queen of
Scots) with Francis II, her husband,
saw the great massacre of the
Huguenots for which Catherine de
Medici was responsible.
Several views of Tours were shown
and commented on by Miss Laughton.
Perhaps the most remarkable was
that of St. Martin's Tower, centuries,
old, which a few years ago collapsed
in only twenty-four hours. At Tours
there are also standing today the
ruins of old Greek-style theatres and
of aqueducts left by the Romans.
Many battles have centered around
Tours, the most famous being the
one in 732 A.D. when western Eu-
rope was saved from Moslem invasion
by Charles the Hammer.
One chateau, Miss Laughton said,
had originally been built for a place
of amusement and as a home. This
was the Chateau of Asidiero. Once
a Roman villa, it now is used as an
art museum. This somewhat smaller
chateau was perhaps the most beauti-
fully situated of all.
To conclude her lecture, Miss
Laughton showed some views of more
modern and perhaps more ornaty
Versailles, for part of which the un-
fortunate Marie Antoinette bought
furnishings which the course of one
of the world's bloodiest revolutions
prevented her from using. Fontaine-
bleau, the palace of Napoleon was
shown also. This is now used as an
art museum and school.
Though a few of the old chateaux
are still owned by private individuals,
most of them belong to the French
Government and are kept open for
the public as museums and Govern-
ment buildings.
A ' '
You can bet your
bottom dollar—
)i«M,Uee*TTtMTat O.





with Games Scheduled for
This Week
As an interfraternity sport, soccer
is out, and in its place we shall have
Touch Football. The first games of
the series, between the Kappa Sigs
and the Zetes, and between the A. T.
O. and the Chi Psi, were to be played
Monday but were postponed. The
games slated for today at Whittier
Field are between the Dekes and D.
U.. and between the Alpha Delts
and the Sigma Nu. After today the
schedule published in this issue of the
Orient will be carried out as closely
as possible. As the schedule is ar-
ranged at present, all the frater-
nities, including the non-fraternity
group, are divided into two leagues.
League games are to be t played
through the fall by the different fra-
ternities and the winners of each
league are to meet in a final game
at the close of the season.
There are a few changes in the
ordinary touch football rules, but
they will make a big difference in the
game. The two most important ones
are as follows: A tackle must be a
two-handed touch below the belt. It
is thought that this will be a great
disadvantage to the defensive, but it
is somewhat counterbalanced by the
second rule. Only one pass per down
is allowed, and this must be thrown
from behind the scrimmage line.
This, as some claim, will slow up the
offensive, and will cut down the too
frequent use of the aerial game. At
any rate, the game should develop
some broken-field runners, as stiff-
arming is barred. The rules about the
forward pass and the two-hand touch
are experimental, and if they prove
to be practical in the first few games,
they will be retained. Members of
the Varsity and Freshman squads are
not eligible in the interfraternity
competition. A complete summary of
the rules follows:
Rules for Interfraternity, Touch
Football
1. Officials: Two men for each
game.
2. Field: Regulation size football
field.
3. Time: 10 minutes for quarters;
2 minutes between quarters; 5 min-
utes between halves.
4. Uniform: No cleats or spikes of
any kind allowed.
5. Regular time out: Three for
each team for one game.
6. Time out:
(a) Grounded pass.
(b) Ball outside field.
(c) Injury to player.
(d) At referee's discretion.
7. Tackle: Two hand touch below
belt.
8. Lateral pass at any time.




(a) Offside: offensive team,
loss of down; defensive
team, add down.
(b) When referee places ball
for play, it must be plaved
within thirty seconds; five
yard penalty.
(c) Blocker must have both
feet on ground, must not
go to ground; five yard
penalty.
(d) Only one forward pass per
down; must be from be-
hind scrimmaee line; pen-
alty, loss of down.
Forward thrown from be-
yond scrimmage line is
dead from point of throw.
Second forward pass on
same down; ball dead
from point of throw.
(e) Distance to be made on
down; twenty yards.
(f) No stiff arm by ball car-
rier; five yard penalty.
(g) Interference with receiver
of forward pass; goes to
opposing team at point of
foul.
11. Intramural manager and the
committee of the Interfraternity
Council are the final court of appeals
on all questions.
12. Eligibility: No member of the
Varsity or Freshman squad is eligible.
Protection for at least two
When you travel to Waterville Satur-
day for that important game with
Colby, you won't mind the wintry blasts
if you're overcoated in a Harmon
Viking. Made in the manner of a polo
coat, with an abundance of style and
warmth, they're eminently fairly priced
at fifty and sixty-five dollars.












A new anthology of American col-
lege verse will be published in May
1931 by Harper and Brothers, it has
been recently announced by the pub-
lishers. The book will consist solely
of poetry written by students at-
tending college during the 1930-31
college year. It will be edited by Miss
Jessie C. Rehder, Randolph-Macon
'29 and Columbia University '30.
All students, either undergradu-
ate or graduate attending any col-
lege during the current year, are in-
vited to submit poems for inclusion
in the anthology. The verses will be
selected for publication solely upon
their literary merit, it was announced.
If the venture is a success it is ex-
pected that it may become an an-
nual affair.
The verses may be written upon
any subject, but must be limited to
fifty lines or less. Students wishing
to make contributions should mail
their manuscripts to Anthology of
College Verse, c-o E. F. Saxton, Har-
per & Bros., 49 East 33 Street, New
York City. All contributions must
be in the publishers' hands by De-
cember 10, 1930.
Although the details concerning the
improvements in Memorial Hall have
been rather vague everybody realizes
that something is happening. How-
ever, the work is progressing rapidly
and we shall soon have a much better
auditorium. . !
Practically the entire stage has
been removed and a new one has been
built in its place. From a compara-
tively small center stage two low.
wide flights of stairs rise to the vight
and left to slightly elevated secondary
platforms. A new acousticon ceiling
has been constructed over the entire
hall to improve the acoustic qualities.
The panelline has been extended from
the top of the former wall seats to the
baseboards, and new glass has been
placed in the windows. There will be
approximately four hundred and fifty
stationary, cushioned seats. Exami-
nations will be held in the hall as s~
as the work is completed. A fireproot
;
stairway has been built into the north-
;
east corner of the auditorium to add
j
to its safety and convenience. Cor-i
responding changes have been madej
on the first floor to provide for an out-
j
side exit to this staircase.
All of these changes, along with the
'
repainting that has been done, greatl"
improve the general appearance of
the auditorium.
An artistic little booklet of linoleum
prints has been prepared for all those
who wish to remember the Bowdoin
men of the 19th centurv who became
prominent. "Eight Bowdoin Grad-
uates" is the work of Hawthorne
Lewis Smyth '31, who made the cuts,
and Ronald Perkins Bridges '30, who
arranged the pamphlet. Nathaniel
Hawthorne. Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow. Franklin Pierce, William Pitt
Fessenden. Thomas Brackett Reed,
Melville Weston Fuller. Oliver Otis
Howard and Robert Edwin Peary are
pictured. Any one nay have a copy





A musical program and reception
will be given to Dr. and Mrs. Thomp-
son E. Ashby at the First Parish
Church, Thursday evening, October
23. at 8 o'clock. All Congregational
students are invited.
Donald Webber, Bowdoin cum
laude 1927, was admitted to the Maine
Bar on the 7th of October.
Total of 411 Contributors Build Up
Sum of $11,071.15 in Gifts to
Income and Endowment
It is reported in the Alumni Secre-
tary's October Report of the Alumni
Fund that the sum of $8,000, which
was named as a goal for returns in
1930, was exceeded despite the fact
that the percentage of contributors
was only fifteen. The percentage of
contributing Dartmouth alumni was
fifty, and that of some others of the
small colleges was between twenty
and thirty.
It is believed that too many men
feel it necessary to give large
amounts; however, if they would give
as much as from two to five dollars,
it would help not only the pecuniary'
part of the fund but it would raise
the number of contributors.
Mr. Wilder commends the work of
Dr. George F. Freeman, agent for
the class 1890, who secured dona-
tions last spring from 70% of his
classmates.
Gifts were received from members
of classes from 1864 to 1923 The
class of 1864 boasts one contributor,
while 1890 is the oldest class with
a relatively large number having
twenty-one donors. The whole num-
ber of contributors is 411, whose
gifts totalled $11,071.15 of which $8,-
307.30 went to the income fund and
$2,763.85 to endowment.
(Continned from Page \)
many young persons of our country
a source of inspiration and a dis-
criminating literary guide: an out-
standing example of the Bowdoin





Friday - October 24th
-VAUDEVILLE-
- on the screen -
BRIGHT LIGHTS
• with •
Dorothy Mackaill - Frank Fay
and Noah Beery
Also Paramount News
Saturday - October 25th
COLLEGE LOVERS
• with -
Jack Whiting • Marion Nixon
Also Short Subjects
Moo. -Tues. - Oct. 27-28
FOLLOW THRU
• with •
Charles (Buddy) Rogers and
Nancy Carroll
Also News and Short Subjects
Wednesday • October 29





Thursday • October 30
WAY FOR A SAILOR
- with •
John Gilbert - Wallace Beery
Also Short Subjects
laiiiiiimiiioiiiiiiiiimaiiiiiiimiiaimiiiiiiiiQ
FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVTTY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique Broods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
Tufts Game
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles hi
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10
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around right end, was thrown on the
one yard line. The next play was
sufficient to put the ball over and
Tufts scored the point after Touch-
down when a Bowdoin lineman was
offside. It was a sudden and rath-
er startling beginning to what hai
seemed to the Bowdoin supporters as
another win and deep silence ruled
the White bleachers.
If the spectators expected to see
Bowser's men wilt under the sudden
score they were due for a distinct
surprise. Soon after the opening
score, Ecke pounced on a fumble by
Clayman on the Tufts 34-yard marker
and the turning point had come. Fos-
ter and Ricker reeled off a first down
on two rushes. Foster then made two
yards off right tackle and on the next
play gained iseven more. Ricker
picked up a yard around left end and
Foster went around right end for a
touchdown. Souther kicked the goal
and the teams were even once again.
Determined to eke out a win Bow-
doin came back in the next period to
score again. Tufts was penalized 13
yards for holding near the end of
the period and immediately punted to
the Bowdoin 43-yard line. Poster
picked up 11 yards on two plays and
tried a trick forward pass which
failed. Morrell went through center
for eight yards and then Foster again
was given the ball which he carried
through tackle for 24 yards and an-
other score. Souther's place kick
went into the line and the period
ended soon after.
Ricker'a Kick Blocked
The Jumbos came back in the third
period to throw a terrific scare into
the hearts of Bowdoin supporters,
when Godfrey blocked a Ricker punt
and beat the little Bowdoin back to
the ball to recover for the Massa-
chusetts team on the Bowdoin 24-
yard marker. LeCain made six yards
then Haber went around the end for
two and one half yards. As a first
down seemed inevitable, the Bowdoin
line stiffened and stopped LeCain in
his tracks when he hit the line.
Ricker punted to Clayman who ran
the ball back to his 51<-yard line only
to see LeCain fumble on the next
play and Bowdoin recover. Foster and
Morris Brown then proceeded«,to tear
off successive first downs and ad-
vanced the ball to the Bowdoin 26-
yard line. On the next play the
Jumbos were penalized 15 yards for
holding bringing the ball to their
four. Brown was stopped dead at the
line, but Ricker and Foster on suc-
cessive rushes took the ball to the one
foot line. Foster hit the line, leaped
into the air over the line and was
thrown back. The score was made,
however, but Souther's kick was
blocked. •
Bowdoin kicked off and Clayman
taking the ball tore through the
would-be Bowdoin tacklers 50 yards
to the Bowdoin 41-yard line. Clayman
had beautiful interference and for a
time seemed to be free but was
nailed from behind. From the Bow-
doin 31-yard line Tufts started their
goal line march with first Clayman
and then LeCain ripping the White
line to pieces for long gains. On the
one yard line Bowdoin rose to new
heights and seemed due to hold for
downs in the shadow of their goal
but on the Jumbo last rush, LeCain
went over for the score. Bowdoin was
again off side and the point counted.
Bowdoin in Scoring Position
In the closing minutes of the game
Foster got off two pretty runs, one a
40-yard runback of a kickoff and the
other a dash of 28 yards to put the
ball within scoring distance. Sid
failed to get off an attempted for-
ward, however, and Ricker punted
across the Tufts goal line. A few
more plays and the game had enacd.
The running of Sid Foster was the
bright light in Bowdoin's play and
served in part to offset the weak de-
fense put up by the Polar Bears. As
to the pass defense, it was impos-
sible to determine whether or not the
Polar Bears had become less preg-
nable against the sky game due to the
few passes attempted by the Jumbos.
In first downs, Tufts had a slight
edge, their superiority in rushing be-
ing nullified by numerous penalties
and Ricker's long punts. As last week,
Bowdoin was outweighed by her op-
ponents and had to make up for the
difference with speed and deception.
Tufts brought down a sizeable dele-
gation and their well-trained band
created a most favorable impression
in their marching tactics between the
halves, forming first a B, then a T in
front of their own stands.
PRINTING . . .
.
of all kinds handled effi-
ciently and promptly at










Cor. Maine and Dunlap Streets
Telephone Brunswick No. S
Colby Game
Continued from Page 1
will be lifted from the eyes of the
state on Saturday.
While Bowdoin was lacing Tufts at
VVhittier Field, Colby administered an
artistic li»-0 beating to Lowell Tex-
tile. Two years ago, when the Weav-
ers thrashed Brown, 7-6, this would
have meant a lot. In 1930 it is not so
sipmificant.
Barring injuries during the week,
the regular White line will start. On
their shoulders lies the necessity of
stopping the bull-like plunges of
Donovan and Johnstone, and the
lance-like thrusts of Wopper Deetjen.
If they play as they did against Wil-
liams in the first half, Bowdoin wil!






The Freshman baseball team made
it two in a row over their Sophomore
opponents by a 6-5 score on the Delta
on last Wednesday afternoon. The
Class of '34 ball club got away to a
good start in the opening session
when they scored four runs. .. After
this surge the Sophomores tightened
but were unable to prevent the two
winning tallies which decided the
game.
The contest uncovered two fairlv
promising hurlers. Dowling, a south-
paw put up a great game in the box
while Jordan, a Sophomore showed
up to advantage. Pope, Freshman
catcher, did well both in the field and
at bat. Travis, Captain of the Sopho-
more aggregation hit into tough luck
as did Clark, the *33 second sacker.
Fall baseball along with the other
sports has shown that there is an
increasing interest in Polar Bear
Athletics. Every afternoon a large
group has been working out on the
Delta while a good sized audience
has been present at the Freshman-
Sophomore clashes. This week the




The Interfraternity Track Meet
will get under way on Monday, Oc-
tober 27, according to the announce-
ment of Track Manager, Robert C.
Moyer. The events will continue
throughout the week at Whittier Field
and on the following Monday the final
events, the pole vault and discus,
will be held in the cage of the gym.
The schedule is as follows:
Monday. October 27—Two mile;
Hammer; 75 yard dash.
Tuesday, October 28—300 yard;
Broad jump.
Wednesday, October 29—Three-
quarter mile; High jump; 150 yard
dash.
Thursday, October 30—6 High hur-








At the meeting of the Interfrater-
nity Athletic Council last week, by a
unanimous vote, the officers of last
year were re-elected. W. Lawrence
Usher '32 is President, Wilbur Bara-
valle '31 is Vice-President, and Delma

















(A) Delta Kappa Epsilon vs Delta
Upsilon ,
(B) Alpha Delta Phi vs Sigma Nu
October 23
(A) Psi Upsilon vs Theta Delta Chi
(B) Beta Theta Pi vs Non-Fraternity
October 27
(A) Kappa Sigma vs Delta Kappa
Epsilon
(B) Alpha Tau Omega vs Alpha Del-
ta Phi
October 29
(A) Zeta Psi vs. Psi Upsilon
(B) Chi Psi vs Beta Theta Pi
October 30
(A) Delta Upsilon vs Theta Delta
Chi
(B) Sigma Nu vs Non-Fraternity
November 3
(A) Zeta Psi vs Delta Upsilon
(B) Alpha Delta Phi vs Beta Theta
Pi
November 5
(A) Kappa Sigma vs Theta Delta
Chi
(B) Alpha Tau Omega vs Non-Fra-
ternity
November 6
(A) Delta Kappa Epsilon vs Psi Up-
silon
(B) Chi Psi vs Sigma Nu
November 10
(A) Delta Kappa Epsilon vs Theta
Delta Chi
(B) Chi Psi vs. Alpha Delta Phi
November 12
(A) Kappa Sigma vs Psi UpsiiOh
(B) Alpha Tau Omega vs Beta Theta
-Pi
November 13
(A) Zeta Psi vs Delta Kappa Epsilon
(B) Sigma Nu vs Beta Theta Pi
November 17
(A) Kappa Sigma vs Delta Upsilon
(B) Chi Psi vs Non- Fraternity
November 19
(A) Zeta Psi vs Theta Delta Chi
(B) Alpha Tau Omega vs Sigma Nu
November 21
(A) Psi Upsilon vs Delta Upsilon





Uanna and dayman of the Tufts
backneld are sophomores. Both re-
placed varsity men this season.
Six of the biggest coaches in col
legiate sports will give the radio au-
dience their own ideas of the major
football games in a series of Football
Forecasts the Bond Street Spat com-
pany is sponsoring through stations
WLW, WOR, and WMAQ. The pro-
grams began on Friday, October 17,
at 6.30 p.m. (E. S. T.) and will con-
tinue every Friday at that time for
the next six weeks'.
Coach Fielding H. Yost. Univer-
sity of Michigan; Dr. Marvin H.
(Mai) Stevens, Yale; Bill Roper
(Princeton); Bob Zuppke, (University
of Illinois); Alonzo Stagg (Univer-
sity of Chicago) ; Arnold Horween
(Harvard); and a coach whose name
will be announced later will appear
in the order mentioned. Each one will
discuss his own team and its pros-
pects for the game next day. Each
one also will give a general view of
the college football scene, doping out
games in all sections of the coun-
try. A part of the half hour Foot-
ball Forecasts will be devoted to a
brief interview with the coaches who
later will speak independently for
eight or ten minutes.
On each broadcast, music of the
university whose coach is speaking
will be played or sung by musical
organizations from the colleges.
Princeton's famous Triangle Club is
expected to present some of its
dramatic talent, Ohio's Scarlet Mask
Club will produce some of its best
musical comedy stars on the eve of
the Ohio-Michigan game, and the
University of Chicago glee club will
sing later in the series.
Mai Stevens, Yale football coach,
will talk from New Haven October
24, the eve of his team's tussle with
the Army.
BiU Roper of Princeton will speak
from Chicago on October 31. The
next day in the University of Chi-
cago stadium, his eleven will play
Alonzo Stagg's men.
Coach Bob Zuppke, astute leader
of the fighting Hlini, will broadcast
from New York on November 7 as
his team is waiting to meet the
Army at thte Yankee stadium the
next afternoon.
Alonzo Stagg, revered coach of the
University of Chicago, will step
before the microphone on November
14, the evening before his game with
Zuppke's Illinois team at Chicago.
The final forecast for the season
will be on November 21. Arrange-
ments will be completed later for
this broadcast after the football sea-
son is under way and a championship
team may have shown its form in sev-
eral games."
Now that the first victory over Tufts
in 5 years has been tucked away
—
on to Colby and the State Series!
Rev. John C. Schroeder of the State
Street Church, in Portland, will give
the address in Sunday Chapel on
Nov. 2. The address for next Sunday
will be delivered by Pres. Sills, who
will speak on the subject of "Tem-
perance".
First Period
Bowdoin won the toss and elected to receive.
Littleton kicked off to Ricker. who returned
the ball seven yards to the Bowdoin twenty-one
yard line.
Foster made four yards off right tackle.
Foster made five yards off left tackle, Le-
Cain and Haber stopping him.
Morrell made half a yard off left tackle.
Ricker punted, the ball rolling' out on the
Bowdoin forty-four yard line. The kick was
hurried.
Clayman made two yards through right
tackle. Souther bringing him down.
LeCain made five yards off right tackle.
LeCain bored through left tackle again for
seven yards.
Milliken stopped Clayman after a gain of
five yards at left tackle.
LeCain went through left guard 'for four
yards.
LeCain went through right tackle for a
yard.
Haber, on a left end run. made five yards.
Clayman, sweeping around right end, was
thrown by two tacklers on the Bowdoin one
yard line, and rolled over. The score was dis-
allowed.
LeCain went through guard for a touch-
down. Tufts 6. Bowdoin 0.
Clayman place-kicked the point, which was
technically awarded to Tufts since Bowdoin
was offside on the play. Tufts 7. Bowdoin 0.
Littleton kicked off to Foster, who came
back twenty-five yards to the Bowdoin thirty-
three yard line.
Bowdoin fumbled on a line buck,- and Le-
Cain recovered the ball on Bowdoin's thirty-
seven yard line.
Clayman ran the ball out for no gain.
Haber made three yards through left tackle.
Ecke stopped Haber dead at left tackle.
Uanna attempted to skirt right end, but
Foster rushed in for a beautiful tackle for a
three yard loss. Bowdoin taking the ball on
downs.
Morrell lost a yard in running the ball out
of bounds.
Foster made two yards at right tackle.
Ricker, on a left end sweep, lost a yard.
Ricker punted to Clayman. who made a fair
catch on his own thirty-three yard line.
Clayman started through left tackle, but
fumbled, and Ecke recovered on the Tufts
thirty-four yard line.
Foster made sliwhtly more than four yards
through right tackle.
Ricker made six yards and a first down
around left -end.
Foster made two yards at right tackle.
Foster made seven yards on the same play.
Ricker made a yard around left end.
Foster went around richt end for thirteen
yards, and a touchdown, out-raring three
tacklers. Tufts 7. Rowdoin 6.
Souther place-kicked the point. Bowdoin 7.
Tufts 7.
Souther kicked off to Hymanson. who came
twenty-six yards to the Tufts thirty-five yard
line.
LeCain made a yard through left tackle, be-
irir stopped by Olson.
LeCain made eleven yards straight through
center. The period ended with the ball in
Tufts' possession on their forty-seven yard
line, first down, and ten yards to go.
Second Period
LeCain. on a fake reverse through right
tackle made four yards.
Haber made four and a half yards through
left tackle, but Bowdoin was offside and Tufts
accepted the penalty of five yards.
LeCain made a yard at right guard. Brown
making the tackle.
Hymanson skirted right tackle for three
yards.
LeCain went through right tackle for four-
teen yards.
Haber made three yards off left tackle.
LeCain made two yards at right tackle. Hay
making the stop.
Souther stopped Hymanson dead on an at-
tempted right end run.
LeCain was held to a two yard gain, after
apparently breaking clean through center.
Bowdoin took the ball on downs.
Foster made seven yards around right end.
Ricker made twenty-nine yards before Clay-
man. safety man. brought him down from be-
Complete Summary In Play-By-Play Account of Game
hind on Bowdoin's forty-yard line. He went
through left tackle.
Morrell went through left tackle for four
yards.
Ricker was stopped dead by the line.
Foster made three yards through right
tackle.
Ricker punted to Clayman. on the Tufts
twenty-yard line, but the Tufts team had
been offside, and they were penalised five
yards.
Morrell fumbled a bad pass from center, and
recovered the ball on his own thirty-three yard
line, a loss of nineteen yards.
Ricker made three yards through left tackle.
Ricker punted, and the ball rolled out on the
Tufts twenty-nine yard line.
Clayman made six yards around left end.
Clayman lost two yards as he tried left
tackle.
Tufts was penalised fifteen yards, to their
own eighteen yard line, for holding.
LeCain made five yards through left tackle.
LeCain punted, and the ball rolled out on
the Bowdoin forty-three yard line.
Foster, on a fake reverse, made a yard
through rignt guard.
Foster went through right tackle, reversed
his field, and gained a little over ten yards.
A trick forward pass Behind the line from
Foster to a back who was clipped out was in-
complete.
Morrell went straight through center for
eight yards.
Foster went through right tackle for twenty-
four yards and a touchdown. Bowdoin IS.
Tufts 7.
Souther's place-kick went into the line.
Souther kicked off to Oayman. who attempt-
ed to catch the ball over his head, fumbled,
and allowed the ball to roll over the goal line.
He picked it up and returned it seventeen
yards to the fifteen yard line. Morrell made
the tackle.
Clayman made five yards through right
tackle.
Clayman made four yards through left
tackle.
LeCain made seven yards off left tackle, and
the period ended.
The half ended with the ball in Tufts' pos-
session on their thirty-one yard lfne. first down,
j
and ten yards to go.
Third Period
Littleton made a poor kick-off to Pollock,
who scooped the ball up and ran it bark ten
yards to his thirty-six yard line.
Foster lost six yards on a right tackle r<-
verse.
Ricker loBt six yards on an attempted swing
through left tackle.
Ricker punted to Clayman, who returned the
j
ball seven yards to his twenty-five yard line,
j
Tufts was penalized twenty-five yards to their
fourteen yard line for clipping from behind.
Clayman made two yards at right g*jard.
Clayman made two yards at right tackle, but
Rowdoin was penalized five yards for being
otfside.
LeCain made three yards through right '
tackle.
Olson threw LeCain at left tackle for a loss!
of a yard.
Clayman made five yards at right tackle.
LeCain punted to Ricker. who ran out of
)
bounds at the Bowdoin forty-six yard line,
'
after a run-back of five yards.
Foster made eight yards off right tackle.
Foster lost thiee yards, as Haber cut in to
tackle him on an attempted reverse off right
tackle.
Ricker lost seven yards at left end. but Bow-
doin was penalized fifteen yards for holding.
Ricker punted. The kick was blocked by
Godfrey, who recovered the ball on Bowdoin's
twenty-eight yard line.
LeCain made four yards through left tackle.
LeCain bored through center for two yards.
Haber went around left end for two and one-
half yards.
Three men smothered LeCain as he attempt-
ed to fight his way through right tackle. He
failed to obtain a first down.
Ricker punted to Clayman. who came back
four yards to his fifty-one yard line.
LeCain fumbled, and Morris Brown recov-
ered the ball on Bowdoin's forty-seven yard
Une.
Foster made three yards off right tackle.
On a faked right tackle reverse, Foster went
through center for seven yards and a first
down.
Brown made four yards through left guard.
Brown made seven yards through right
guard.
Foster went through right tackle for four
yards, but Tufts was penalized fifteen yards
to her four yard line for holding.
Brown was stopped dead at right tackle.
Ricker made a little over a yard on a re-
verse play.
Foster made a yard through right tackle,
bringing the ball to the one foot Une.
Foster went over right tackle for a touch-
down. Bowdoin 19. Tufts 7.
Souther's place-kick was blocked by Little-
ton.
Souther kicked off to Clayman. who came
back an even fifty yards to Bowdoin's forty-
one yard line.
A hurried forward pass from Clayman to
LeCain was batted down by Milliken.
LeCain went through right tackle, reversed
his field, and gained eleven yards.
The period ended with the ball in Tufts' pos-
session on Bowdoin's thirty yard line, first
down, and ten yards to go.
Fourth Period
L«Cain. on a fake center buck, was thrown
for a two yard loss by Olson.
LeCain made eleven yards through right
tackle.
LeCain made two yards through left tackle,
but both teams were offside.
LeCain made a little over two yards through
right guard. Milliken made the tackle.
Milliken threw Clayman for a two yard loss
on an attempted left end run.
A lateral pass from LeCain to Clayman was
completed, but Clayman was thrown by sev-
eral tacklers for a loss of two yards.
Clayman completed a forward pass to Haber
for a little more than ten yards.
Clayman was held for barely a yard through
right guard by Milliken.
Clayman came through right tackle and was
barely dragged down on Bowdoin's half-yard
line.
LeCain was stopped dead at center.
LeCain went through right tackle for
touchdown. Bowdoin 19. Tufts 13.
Clayman again place-kicked the point, the
point again being technically awarded for
Bowdoin's being offside. Bowdoin 19. Tufts
14.
Littleton kicked off to Foster, who carried
the ball back forty yards to Bowdoin's forty
eight yard line.
Brown ran the ball out of bounds for no
gain.
Brown made a yard at left guard.
Foster went through right tackle for twenty-
eight yards.
Foster lost three yards at left end.
Ricker was stopped at left tackle.
.
Foster attempted to throw a forward pass,
but was throw n by the ends for a ten yard
loss.
Ricker punted over the goal line, and the
ball was brought out to Tufts' twenty yard
line.
Haber made four yards at right tackle.
Clayman made two yards at left tackle.
Milliken made the tackle.
LeCain made eight yards through left
tackle.
Clayman made a yard off left tackle.
LeCain made a yard off right tackle.
A forward pass. Clayman to Haber, was in-
complete, going over the receiver's head.
LeCain dropped back to pass, was forced
bark, and threw a wild forward. Tufts was
penalized five yards.
LeCain fumbled, and Foster recovered the
ball on Tufts' twenty-one yard line.
Foster was stopped at left tackle.
Ricker punted, the ball rolling out of
bounds on the Tufts five yard line.
Ecke stopped LeCain for a gain of two
yards at left tackle.
LeCain made four yards through right
tackle.
LeCain punted, and the Tufts ends grounded
the ball on Tufts' forty seven yard line as
the game ended. Bowdoin's ball, first down,
and ten yards to go.
Always "Noticed
But Never Noticeable
£gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Srtak Snitlyrra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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PHIL BRISK
Lyman B. Chipman, Inc.
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Prompt Service - Fair Prices
SOULE'S BARBER SHOP
For First Class Haircut ting
Near Campus - Tw„ Expert Barbers
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
INTERFRATERNITY
ROAD RACE TO BE
RUN OFF TOMORROW
Outcome Seems Uncertain as Evenly
Matched Teams Await Annual
Struggle
Tomorrow afternoon the various
house teams will gather for tho run-
ning off of the annual lntcfrater-
nity Road Race. For the pasc three
years Psi Upsilon has carried off the
honors but this year the competition
is unusually close and it is not at all
improbable that the title wil! change
JBMX. The race will start at Whit-
tifr field shortly after three-thirty
and will be run over the iisual course,
to the cross-roads and back, finishing
with a lap around the track.
The Zeta Psi team, led by Don-
worth and Pottle, with Thistlewaite,
Wingate, and Lewis among the upper-
classmen competing seems to be a
strong contender. Delta Upsilon trail-
ing along with Larry Usher, will have
Dufton and Perry among their lead-
ers. Weakened by the loss of Ben
Whitcomb, the Dekes seem to be
much handicapped, though Kmmous
and Hayes have been putting in a lot
of hard work and some of their oth-
er men must be counted on. The Chi
Psi aggregation, with Julie Smyth as
|
leader, is certain to put in a strong
bid. Right now it looks as though Psi
| U, with Lavender and Sewall the only
I
veterans running, would have a tough





As a preparation for Saturday's en-
counter with Tufts, the football team
was shown motion pictures of the
Williams game on Thursday evening
in the gymnasium. The films were
presented through the courtesy of
Frederick R. Lord '11, of Augusta.
The pictures were first shown rapid-
ly in their entirety. Then, in order
to remedy the faults revealed in the
game, the films were run again and
the plays were analyzed, explained
and criticized.
Regard Registered Opinion
In Chapel Poll THE BOWDOIN ORIENT On. En Maaae toLewiston




Professor Alfred 0. Gross
Elected To Fellowship In
Am. ornithologists union I Magazine To Appear at House Parties
"The Growler" Independent Humorous





But One House Stands in Support
of an Otherwise Soundly
Defeated Issue
•Compulsory attendance of chapel
services was decisively rejected by
Professor Alfred O. Gross, Ph.D.,
who has been a member of the Bow-
doin faculty since nineteen twelve,
and who is, at present, Professor of
Zoology, was elected, at a recent
meeting of the Congress of the Amer-
ican Ornithologists Union, to a Fel-
lowship in the association. This hon-
or was given him in recognition of
a life of distinguished work in the
field of ornithology.
In being singled out for such an
honor, Professor Gross attained no
small achievement. In the United
States and Canada there are only
fifty Fellows and one hundred mem-
bers in the Ornithologists Union
while the Associates are unlimited in
number.
At the Congress. Dr. Gross pre-
sented an illustrated lecture on "The
Prairie Chicken in Wisconsin". This
nearly two-thirds of the college in a lecture is the result of last summer's
test ballot conducted by the Orient
last week. Counting of the votes re-i
vealed the fact that the college was
opposed to the traditional method of
required attendance at chapel by a
majority of three to one, though the
true sentiment is still questionable be-
cause of the number of students and
faculty failing to vote.
The largest vote was found among
!
the fraternities where 373 votes were
j
recorded. Of this number an over- ,
whelming majority showed preference '
for voluntary attendance, 2S«) oppos- i
ing the present system while 84 fa-
j
vored it. A census of the houses re-
1
vealed the same sentiment. Of ali <
the fraternities all but one were de-
cisive in rejecting the tradition which
has been the order of things for so
long in Bowdoin chapel services. Del-
ta Upsilon alone maintained that re-
quired presence at these services was
necessary to the continuation of this
part of college life.
Faculty Fails to Vote
One of the surprising and some-
what discouraging results of the poll
was the disinterest of faculty mem-
bers. Only two votes were received
from this body from which at least
fifty votes had been expected. Al-
though absolutely nothing can be de-
1
cided about faculty opinion in the
matter, the votes recorded were in
opposition to compulsory chapel.
Another weakness in the vote lie.-. I
in the scarcity of ballots from the
!
non-fraternity men. Of this number
only seven men showed interest in
;
turning in their votes. Of this num-
ber four were opposed to compulsory
,
attendance and three showed favor
toward it. Again the results may be
misleading.
Even the returns from the frater-
nities proved rather disheartening.
The average number of men voting in
each house w^as only about thirty-
four or five from an average of forty-
,
two men. However this number seems
large enough so that we can say that
the fraternity vote is representative
of the group and that in general fra-
ternity men are predominantly in fa-
vor of voluntary attendance. Beta
Theta Pi voted unanimously
against compulsory chapel attend-
<
ance, its returns showing thirty-four
men opposed to it and none in favor
of it.
Chi Psi was also strongly opposed
to compulsory services. By a vote of
twenty-nine to three they expressed
criticism of the system as used at
(Continued on page 3)
work in that state.
CHAPEL POLL
Following are the statistical re-
sults of the Orient poll on compul-
sory chapel:
Alpha Delta Phi
Votes Cast 31; For 6; Against 25
Psi Upsilon
Votes Cast 33; For 9; Against 24
Chi Psi
Votes Cast 32; For 3; Against 29
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Votes Cast 38; For 8; Against 30
Theta Delta Chi
Votes Cast 32; For 10; Against 22
Delta Upsilon
Votes Cast 40; For ?3; Against IT
Zeta Psi
Votes Cast 29; For 6; Against 23
Kappa Sigma
Votes Cast 31; For 8; Against 23
Beta Theta Pi
Votes Cast 34; For 0; Against 34
Sigma Nu
Votes Cast 41; For 5; Against 3G
Alpha Tau Omega
Votes Cast 32; For 6; Against 26
Non-fraternity v
Votes Cast 7; For 3; Against 4
Faculty
Votes Cast 2; For 0; Against 2
Totals
Votes Cast 382; For 87; Against 295
Total Faculty and Students 617;
Number Voting 382; Number
Not Voting 235
Percentages
Percentage Voting 62 r 'c ; Percent-
age for 77*4 ; Percentage-Against.
23';
"The Growler", an independent,
1 humorous magazine, published by stu-
dents of Bowdoin will make its first
appearance shortly before Christmas
i houseparties according to an an-
nouncement last night.
"The Growler" is the first inde-
;
pendent publication on this cam-
i pus in several years as well as being
the first attempt at humor by Bow-
doin students with the possible ex-
ception of the annual "Occident" since
the demise of the old "Bowdoin Bear-
skin". The subscription drive started
j
last week with nearly every frater-
i nity house on campus signing up one
;
hundred per cent. Added to this, ma-
! terial is being submitted in unex •
1 pected quantity and the support re-
I
ceived from the student body thus
;
far seems to insure the success of
the magazine.
In the statement, issued by the
;
Growler board last night it was
|
stated that the magazine wants any-
! thing in the line of humor and the
i
publication may be a medium for any-
j
one regardless of age, color, or affili-
ations. Short stories, verse, draw-
! ings, and jokes are wanted for the
magazine and two prizes, the first of
$10 and the second of $5 will be
awarded by the Editorial Board for
the best two contributions in each
issue. Short articles will be limited to
1500 words in length.
All students who show ability by
the worth of their contributions will
automatically become members of the
Board of Editors.
The makeup of the Board is simi-
lar to that of the Harvard Lampoon
in that all contributions will be
judged by the entire Board and the
only officers will be a chairman and
secretary directing both the business
and editorial policies.
The members of the temporary
Board include: Chairman, Raymond J.
Szukala, Secretary, Richard C. Mullin,
Philip C. Ahern, James B. Colton, Al-
bert S. Davis, Frederick C. Dennison,
Howard S. Hall, Lawrence C. Jenks,
Christy C. Moustakis, George T.
Sewall. Donald D. Sloan, William R.
Small, Lendall A. Smith, Warren W.
Stearns, Lewis T. Steele and Nor-
man von Rosenvinge.
All members of the Board are ready
to receive contributions at any time
between now and publication and any
student who feels he has ability in
any line of humor is asked to make




In addition to the amplification sys-
tem which has worked so successfully
at Whittier Field this season, a simi-
lar device is now being installed in
the Gymnasium, to amplify the voices
of speakers at dinners and various
other functions. Wires are being run
to khe lounge of the Union, where a
loud-speaker will transmit the
speeches to those unable to be pres-
ent in the Gym. The work is expected
to be completed by November 8.
The entire system will include wir-
ing of the chapel, so that during in-
tervals betwfeen speakers organ re-
citals can be heard in the Gymna-
sium. Mr. Potter, grounds foreman,
says; "We are installing permanent
wiring in the Whittier Field system,
which until now has been only tem-
porary, but there will be no connec-
tion between the two installations,
as many people would not go to the










Lloyd Morrell Leads Invaders' Attack









WILL SING IN TOPSHAM
LIBRARY CLUB BENEFIT






States That Present System
is Great Handicap to
Small Towns
Orren C. Hormell. De Alva Stan-
wdod Alexander professor of Govern-
ment declared the system of taxation
in Maine towns to be the greatest
handicap that the small communities
have to face, before the New Eng-
land City Managers' convention at
Hotel Eastland, Portland, last Fri-
day night.
Professor Hormell, a proponent of
the city manager system, ascribed
the trend toward that to the failure
of the obviously antiquated system of
town meetings, once so popular in
New England; and the degeneracy of
finance boards.
In brief Professor- Hormell said:
Members of the Glee Club are to
sing in the comedy "Aunt Lucia", a
benefit performance for the Topsham
Library Fund, which is to be pre-
sented Wednesday and Thursday eve-
nings, October 29 and 30, at the
Brunswick Town Hall. However, this
appearance will not be a function of
the Glee Club as a whole.
Although the Glee Club plans for
the year have not been completed, the
schedule will probably be similar to
that of other years. The club in the
past has taken trips which included
appearances at New York, Boston,
Springfield, and other places not so
far away. It also made good show-
ings at several Glee Club contests
held at Springfield College. At all its
engagements, the Glee Club has al-
ways sung before large and appreci-
ative audiences.
If the ability and attitude of the
members is any index to its success,
the Glee Club is about to launch upon
another successful year.
The Glee Club this year has forty-
five members headed by Joseph
Kraetzer '31. The managers are
Richard Sanger '32 and Richard Ma-
whinney '33.
The group is divided according to
their voice ranges into four groups:
first tenor, second tenor, first bass,
and second bass. Rehearsals are held
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons un-
der the direction of Professor Wass
In reply to a notice concerning the
Freshman-Sophomore debate, a num-
ber of men, most of them freshmen,
assembled in the Debating Room of
Hubbard Hall, Tuesday evening Oc-
tober 21. The plans of this year's
varsity team, outlined in the pre-
ceding issue of the "Orient", were de-
scribed by Paul A. Walker, the
president of the Debating Council.
Mr. Ralph D. S. Childs, the coach of
the team, then spoke stressing the
interest and value of debating.
The annual Freshman-Sophomore
debate, it was announced, will be held
on Tuesday. December 9. The topic
will be decided upon by the partici-
pating teams each of which will con-
sist of three men and an alternate.
Tryouts for positions on the teams
will be held next Monday, November
3, at seven o'clock in the Debating
Room at Hubbard Hall. The topic for
the speeches during the tryouts will
be: "Resolved that Compulsory
Chapel Be Abolished". The freshmen
and sophomores interested in par-
ticipating: in the debate and in pos-
sibly gaining a place on the varsity
team are requested to prepare five
minute speeches on either the affirm-
ative or negative side of the ques-
tion and to be ready to give a two
minute rebuttal. Members of the
Sophomore class who are interested
in debating but who did not attend
Tuesday's meeting are urged particu-
larly to come to the tryouts.
Last year the present sophomore
class, as freshmen, defeated the
present junior class in the Freshman-
Sophomore Debate the topic beinp





Urges Students to Look on





"Can Rhetoric Be Taught to Fresh-
men? And If So How?" Is Prof.
Mitchell's Subject
"The unjustifiable inequalities of the of the Music Departmentburden of taxation resulting from a
BOWSER SPEAKS ATlack of any intelligent method of de-termining values is growing rather
than diminishing.
"The method of taxation in vogue
in this state grew up in the day of
Continued on Pag* 8 -
PORTLAND LUNCHEON
CLASSICAL CLl'B MEETS
The Classical Club of Bowdoin will
have its first meeting of the current
year on Thursday, October 30. This
will be held at the Zeta Psi House ai
seven-thirty in the evening. After the
usual business procedure has been
terminated the initiation of the new
members will take place. Following
this, various discussions will be held.
One will be on the probable perform-
ance of one of the "mimes" of
Theocritus. Then a general discus-
sion will be held regarding the va-
rious lectureships to be filled this
year, after which the type of ob-
servance to be made of the twenty
-
fifth anniversary of the Classical
Club, will be talked over by the mem-
bers.
Coach Bowser at a luncheon given
by the Portland Bowdoin Club, in that
city, last Wednesday noon warned
against an excess of optimism. The
superb showing against Williams was
largely the result of a determined ana
unlooked-for opening assault against
a team that was greatly overconfi-
dent.
"1 doubt", said Coach Bowser, "if
we will look as (rood defensively all
season as we will not need a less
rounded attack from any of our re-
maining opponents. Tufts gave us a
hard ball game and if we were to
meet them later in the season I be-
lieve that they would be at us, as they
had strong tackles, as well as speed
and power in the backfield."
Continuing with his resume of past
Continued on Pan t
A large number of the faculty
journeyed to Bangor on Thursday and
Friday October 23 and 24 to attend
the annual convention of the Maim
Teachers' Association. A total of
about four thousand teachers from
the various schools and colleges of
Maine participated in the mass-meet-
ings of the Association. In addition
to attending the large gatherings, the
teachers, divided into departments ac-
cording to their type of work, held
conferences and discussions in the
smaller assembly halls of Bangoi.
Several members of our faculty took
prominent parts in these department
meetings.
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell spoke,
at a meeting of the English Depart-
ment, on: "Can Rhetoric be Taught
to Freshmen? And if so, How?" As-
sistant Professor Herbert R. Brown
was elected chairman of this depart-
ment. At the meeting of the Depart-
ment of Physical Education, Associ-
ate Professor Roland H. Cobb spoke
on: "The Use of the Shadow Graph
in Preventive and Corrective Physical
Education". Associate Professor Stan-
ley B. Smith was chairman of the
Department of Classics and Mr. Philip
S. Wilder was secretary of the De-
partment of College Faculty Mem-
bers.
President Sills Sneaks
On Thursday evening a dinner of
the Bowdoin Teachers' Club of Maine
and the Penobscot Valley Alumni As-
sociation was held at the Chamber of
Commerce in Bangor. The meeting
was presided over by William P.
Newman, president of the Alumni As-
sociation. Approximately seventy-
five alumni were present.
(Continued on Fac* t)
Emphasizing the fact that true tem-
perance is more a matter of moral re-
sistance than of legislation, President
Sills addressed the college on the
subject "Temperance" in the chapel
Sunday afternoon, October twenty-
sixth. He maintained however that
abstinence is not synonymous with
temperance although it may easily
be an "effective means toward that
goal".
President Sills stated that temper-
ance is not a question of political opin-
ion but of immediate moral welfare.
Jn proving the value of a real goal
to the student body he used a quota-
tion from Marshal Foch, "You can
never win war simply by holding the
line."
The president directed his address
toward drinking: among college stu-
dents and particularly urged tem-
perance in this respect. Picturing the
uselessness and danger of this prac-
tise, he emphasized the greater im-
portance of moral rectitude over any
legislative action.
Temperance and Prohibition
"Since the adoption of the prohibi-
tion amendment we have heard com-
paratively little about temperance.
Those people who have been most
ardent in support of prohibitory law
have certainly given the impression
that prohibition is more important
than/temperance, and that the evils
of mtemperance can be effectively-
cured by legislation. On the other
hand, too many of those who oppose
the prohibitory law are thinking
more of personal liberty and personal
indulgence than they are of true
temperance.
"It seems to me, then, highly im-
portant that in our colleges from time
to time attention should be drawn to
the necessity of temperance. When
all is said and done, we cannot put
too much trust in mere law. It is
doubtful whether people can ever be
legislated into a happy state of mor-
als. We must rely in the future, as in
the past, on the training of character,
on persuasion, and on the inculcation
of proper Christian principles.
Abstinence is Not Temperance
"Now let me say in the first place
that there is a very real difference
between temperance and abstinence.
Temperance, the moderation and con-
Oontinued on page 3
N. E. COLLEGE ASSOC.
TO MEET AT TUFTS
THIS WEEK END
STATISTICS OF THE GAME
B C
Gained from scrimmage 193 220
Lost from scrimmage
. . 39 19









Punts, total yardage . . . 206 246
Punts, average yardage. 21 25
Punts, runback of, net . 13
K ickoffs 1 5
hickoffs. total yardage . 54 234
KickofTs, average yard-
age 54 47
Runback. total yardage . 105 12
Runback, average yard-
age 21 12




Zetes Capture Shield from
Psi U Team Which Comes
in Second
Larry Usher led a pack of seventy
Interfraternity Road Racers a merry-
chase last Thursday, and managed to
take first place with a very sub-
stantial lead. Zeta Psi was the win-
ning house however, taking the shield
away from the Psi U's who finished
second, for the first time in three
years. The Zetes managed to bunch
their men and piled up a score of
sixty nine points. Psi U finished sec-
ond with eighty three.
Sewall and Lavender of Psi U came
in neck and neck to tie for second
position while Hayes finished up in
next position.
Usher ran a good race to the cross
roads, making the turn under the
record at that place. His final time
however was not a new record.
The following list shows the
points earned by each house:




Delta Kappa Epsilon 113
Kappa Sigma 143
Alpha Delta Phi 167
Alpha Tau Omega 171
Sigma Nu 210
Theta Delta Chi j. 27;>
Non-Fraternitv 286
Beta Theta Pi 303
*





"Boy Scouts of Bowdoin through
the Dismal Swamps" would be the
only fit title for a story of last Satur-
day's game with Colby, Floundering
through a soupy morass of mud the
White finally sank for the third time
under the terrific line plunges of
Johnstone and Donovan. pounds
heavier than the Brunswick backfield,
and alone able to hold their feet in
the slime.
But for the first five minutes of the
game, while her backs could still run,
while the lighter line was still fresh
and opening great gaps off tackle,
Bowdoin blazed down to the Colby
line once for a score and once again
for a lancing threat that bid fair to
bring her once again to the champion-
ship of Maine and the undefeated
ranking.
It is greatly to Bowdoin's credit that
they could handle the ball at all un-
der the worst conditions ever seer,
on a state football field. It was an
afternoon of slithering backs and
slipping balls, an afternoon when
backs slipped without being tackled
and went down under geysers of black
water, and when linemen came off
the field looking like nothing human.
"Here's mud in your eye!" was thy
toast of the day.
When Ricker's punt on the second
down after the White had received
the ball went out on the Colby
nineteen yard line, Donovan spun at
right tackle, and hurled himself high
in the air only to have two linemen
smash him flat. He dropped back to
punt, and the first break of the day
asserted itself when the ball skidded
off his toe and went over the side-
line without a foot of gain. Ricker
crashed at the line for a hole that
wasn't there. Then Foster dropped
back, swung to the right, skidded
over a couple of secondary defense
men, and went over for a touchdown.
Souther place kicked the point. A
drop-kick would have been impossible,
for he lifted the hall out of a sloppy
puddle an inch deep. And up in th»
stands shivering Bowdoin rooters
were beginning to yell for a victory
that seemed all but certain.
A Colby back took Souther's kick-
off and squirmed back fourteen yards
to his own twenty-one yard line.
Bowdoin rose up in its wrath and
crushed the next three plays, was
stopped in turn, losing eight yards at
off-tackle attempts and Ricker wafted
the ball out on the Mule's twenty-
one yard line. Karkos made eight
yards off tackle, and Donovan ground
through remorselessly for very near-
ly twenty more. With the ball on Col-
by's thirty-seven yard line, the Bow-
i Continued on Face 3)
GARNET NEXT RIVAL
FOR POLAR BEAR TEAM
IN STATE CONCLAVES
Bates Has a Powerful
Defense But is Impotent
on Offense
Pres. Sills and Prof. Mitchell Will
Attend Annual Gathering of
Eastern Educators
On Friday and Saturday, of this
week. President Sills and one repre-
sentative from each of the fourteen
leading colleges and universities of
New England will come together at
Tufts to attend the annual meeting
of the Association of New England
Colleges. President Sills will arrive
at Medford from New York where he-
will have previously visited a session
of the College Entrance Examination
Board at Columbia University. Pro-
fessor Wilmot B. Mitchell will be the
representative from the faculty. The
meeting will be devoted to a discus-
sion of problems in connection with
college life and administration.
Although the subject matter of the
conferences is not published, the meet-
ings are of great importance as they
are attended by some of the leading
educators of the country. Once in
every fourteen years the annual ses-
sions of the Association are held at
Bowdoin, and in past years they have
been attended by men famous in the
educational world, like President Eliot
of Harvard and President Hadley of
Yale.
Three events have been run-off in
the Interfraternity track meet at
present writing.
The 75 yard dash v?as won bv
Stanwood D. K. E. in 8 2-5 whife
Thistlewaitp. Winslow and Johnson
followed in order.
Usher won the mile and half. Time
7.40 1-5. Sewall, Pottle and Lavender
came in his wake.
Galbraith set a new fall interfra-
ternity record, with a throw of 136
feet. 1 1-2 inches. Yose<and Arnold
won second and third places.
L'OURS BLANC HOLDS
ITS FIRST MEETING
On Saturday, the state series will
continue when the Bowdoin Polar
Bears and company will march to
Lewiston to take on the Bates Bob-
cat. While the two dowtistate team.-,
are battling it out, Maine, stung by
the measly 2-0 defeat at the hands of
Bates, and Colby, cocky on account of
its muddy victory over the Polar
Bear, will go to it with all the venom
that this state series has engendered.
The game with Bates remains very-
much of a question mark at this
writing. All year Bates has shown
great defensive work while Bowdoin
has been the cause of much com-
ment for its offensive play. Which is
to fall is more or less conjectural. It
may be that this Morey coached team
has the ability to hold in check Bow-
doin backs. On the other hand maybe
the tricks of the Bowsermen will baf-
fle the men from Bates. Two or thret
factors may determine the outcome.
(Continued on Patn. «)
The first meeting of "L'Ours Blanc"
t)M French Club, was held in the;
Masque and Gown room at the Moul-
'
ton Union Monday evening, Oct. 27th.
Plans for the meetings which are to
j
follow were discussed, particularly
j
for the next meeting which is to be
held the latter part af next month,
j
and at which time the new members
Will be taken in. The Membership
Committee consists of the following:
Warren Winslow, Melcher Fobes and
,
Dwight Andrews. Anyone who is in-
terested in spoken French and who
might wish to join the club should
submit his name to any of the offi-
cers or members of the committee
on membership.
JACK MAGEE CHOSEN DELEGATE
The election of John J. Magee,
Bowdoin track coach, as delegate to
the national convention of the Ama-
teur Athletic Union to be held in
Washington November 17, IK and 19
was recently announced. Following
this he will attend the meeting of the
American Olympic Association on
November 20 and 21 in the same city.
At the American Amateur Union
he will be a member of the Track and
Field Championship Committee and
of the Record Committee which inves-
tigates and establishes the standing of
records. At the Olympic meeting he
is one of the six representatives from
New England.
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• Colby Game
Technically, Bowdoin was defeated last Saturday by a 20 to 7
score. There is little virtue in bewailing the fact now. In fact,
there is little need to bewail it at all. It was, of course, extremely
unfortunate that we did lose, but let us remember that Saturday
was hardly the most ideal football day. The game was anybody's.
We are not insinuating here that Colby did not deserve to win ; we
are not offering any apologies for Bowdoin's defeat. But under
those conditions no true comparison between the two teams can be
made. We feel, and we do not think this is a case of bigoted Bow-
doinism on our part, that we have a fine team, perhaps as good if
not better than Colby's. The relative position of these two teams
will not be settled this year; at least, last Saturday's mud and rain
gives us no grounds for a definite conclusion. Perhaps the better
team did win ; perhaps the better team lost. Let us think the latter,
and continue to back Bowser s.nd his men to the limit. We have
still a chance to tie for State Series supremacy. Let's show the
team, and our friends the enemy from Lewiston, that a wet day
and an unavoidable defeat cannot kill the spirit of Bowdoin.
in general did not deign to vote, we believe the scant attendance in
the Faculty forms is a reliable index as to their feelings on the
matter.
The President continued his defense of chapel by saying that
it was a very good thing in corporate institutions for the College
to meet together once a day,— that this made for a feeling of
unity. On paper, this sounds quite good, but when only about half
the students and only a very small group of Faculty attend, whence
comes this spirit of unity? And for that matter, in a college of
this size, it would seem that every student would have the oppor-
tunity, if he desired it, of course, to meet each and every man he
wished to meet without the need of the medium of chapel.
The President went on to say that our chapel was one of the
most beautiful in the country, and spoke particularly of the fine
organ. True, the chapel is a beautiful structure, one which we are
proud to claim as our own. We wish we could say the same about
the chapel services, but these, alas, are usually far from beautiful.
We do not propose, however, to let this building fall into disuse.
Many would still like to have their morning period of devotion.
And there are other uses to which this building could be put. And
as for cleaving to the beautiful and abjuring the ugly— if that
were to be carried out, classes would be held in the chapel instead
of Adams.
Of course, there is much truth in President Sills's statement
that it was not a bad thing that the young men be brought into
contact with the literature of the Bible, even though it be very
casual. This was to be gained from attending chapel. Of course,
the President continued, what you get out of this (i. e. chapel ser-
vice) depends on you. The College won't force it down your
throat.— No, the College will not force it down your throat ; but
it will force it in one ear, either to go out the other or to be re-
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tained. If one type of forcing is renounced, why not renounce the
other? You do not need to fear that you will be forced into ac-
cepting it, but exposed to it you must be. Those are the sailing
orders.
Every student who comes to Bowdoin, went on the President,
knows in advance this requirement ; there are no false impressions.
— We are ready to admit this. However, if this were the ideal sys-
tem, if this compulsory chapel were working as it should, then
would it be the underclassmen, upon whom the beneficent effects
had not been so strong, who should be leading the radical party.
Unfortunately for the logic of the conservatives, this is not so. It
is the Senior, or the Junior, who has experienced all the "benefits"
of this system and who should therefore be its most loyal sup-
porter,— it is this man who opposes it most vigorously. Some-
thing is surely amiss with any system that in four years cannot
impress a man favorably. Something is surely lacking in the pres-
ent system of compulsory chapel service.
Now probably all this will fail to impress the Faculty or those
(Continued on page 3)
The Growler
This past week there have been very definite signs of life along
certain lines, namely the publications. We have a new organ in
our midst : The Growler. This magazine, we are told, is to be pub-
lished independently (thanks to Faculty ruling) and will be
the successor (unofficial, of course) to the lamented Bear-Shin.
Perhaps we should not use that adjective. In certain groups, at
least, the Bear-Skin was not lamented— anything but, in fact.
We have every reason to believe, however, that The Growler will
be above the general level of its predecessor. It should be, and if it
is, it can be of real service to the College. A humorous magazine
is something we have needed here for a long time, for it is this
type, rather than the type of the Orient, Alumnus or Quill, that
has a strong appeal to men of college age and younger. The Dart-
mouth Jack-O-Lantern, the Harvard Lampoon, the Penn Punch-
Bowl and others have been successful in this, and we think, have
benefited their respective institutions on account of the certain
amount of "advertising" they furnish. The Faculty could not see
this point, but then, it does exist. Also, we are certain that there
is a definite field for such a magazine here on the campus, particu-
larly around house-party times when the college is being "shown
off" to THE guests. We of the Orient should, therefore, like to
welcome our new half-brother (even though his legitimacy may
be questioned in the inner circles) to our midst, and to wish him
good luck.
Chapel
Some very skeptic and over-bored student prophesied that the
ORIENT would come forth in this issue and boast about the results
of the Chapel Poll. If only more of the Student Body had voted,
we might well have done so, to judge by the partial results of the
ballot. However, we can only say that a large portion of the Stu-
dent Body is opposed to the continuance of this quaint custom.
This same student also made the remark that we had failed on the
Flagpole question and that the stony walls of the chapel and the
no less stony conservatism of the Administration would with-
stand any assault the Orient was capable of delivering.
To go back into ancient history, we do not feel that we failed
on the Flagpole issue. We helped to keep it off the middle of cam-
pus, and almost succeeded in getting it out of the way altogether.
It may be that the Administration can see the weight of our pres-
ent objections, and that something will be done which will either
improve the quality of our chapel services or else, will abolish
them in the compulsory sense.
The former step, improving the chapel services, might be pos-
sible, but it would mean discarding much of the present system
and going back to the religious services of former years. The
average chapel service of today offers little to the religious stu-
dent, and even less to the students to whom religion is of little
import. As religious services, most of them are rank failures.
And, another phase of the situation, do we need religious services?
Some students feel we do ; for them, let us keep chapel. Why, how-
ever, make it compulsory? Why not separate sheep from goats?
Why not introduce a bit of freedom of choice in the matter?
This leads us to our second alternative. Before going any
farther, let us go back to one of the early chapel services of the
year, at which a large number of students were present despite
the fact that attendance was not being taken. The President was
the speaker, and he talked at some length on the subject of chapel.
In the first place, he said that the provision for compulsory chapel
was to be found in the By-Laws of the College, and that it was
closely linked to Bowdoin's traditions. He also said that there was
little sense in keeping a tradition that was outworn. Is it, then,
outworn? We believe that the Poll results will answer this ques-
tion as far as the students are concerned, and although the Faculty
HE favorite—whose
flashing hoofs have brought him
in ahead so many rimes! Again he
shows his mettle! Again he leads
the field.
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(Continued from page 2)
in charge because they have, as a point on their side, that By-Law
of the College which states that chapel is compulsory. We do not
feel that we are asking the mountain to come to Mahomet when we
ask if it is not possible for By-Laws to be changed. We feel, 1
furthermore, that the students have registered their opinion and
the majority of the Faculty, by their abstinence from these little
ten-minute spiritual meetings, have also registered theirs. The
time has come, therefore, for a complete survey of the whole sit-




(Continue/I from Patre. 1)
trol of passions and desires, is the
real goal. Abstinence is often an ef-
fective means toward that goal; but
in speaking of temperance this after-
noon, I wish to use the word in its
broadest and truest meaning.
"Opposed to temperance is intem-
perance, and that is a very real evil
today in many of our colleges as it
has been in the past. Every year
I know of two or three graduates in
every class whose careers are going
to be ruined by drink. That may sound
to you an exaggerated statement, but
it is, nevertheless, a fact that a cer-
tain proportion of college graduates
either in school or college acquire
habits of intemperance that ding to
them through life.
Drunkenness in Students Inexcusable
"It also has seemed to me a rather
singular thing that we are so often
accustomed to smile on the antics of
drunken students, or of those higher
up in the scale of society, while we
turn away in disgust from an ex-
hibition of such beastiality on the
part of a working man or of some-
one who is down and out, although.
as a matter of fact, there is much
more excuse for the latter than there
is for the former. *
To Refrain is Common Sense
"I want you all to understand that
I am not speaking on the question of
retaining or repealing the prohibi-
tory amendment. I am urging you all
to look at this whole question from
the standpoint of your moral wel-
fare.
Temperance Wisest Policy
"There is not a question or the shad-
ow of a doubt that experience, judg-
ment of older people, advice that has
nothing to do with fanaticism, would
all unite in saying with all possible
emphasis that during your four
years in college it is very much better
to leave intoxicating liquor absplute-
ly alone and, during these four years,
whatever may be your own personal
ideas on prohibition or temperance,
to refrain from intoxicants. You will
be more effective in every way; you
will have learned a good lesson in self-
control; and then when you are older
and wiser you can decide for your-
selves what shall be your future at-




The annual controversy about
freshman hazing is in full swin?
again in many colleges where it is
more of a feature than at Bowdoin
McGill abolished it in all forms, last
year but now is at a loss to fin;!
something to fill its place—if such a
thing is possible. The University of
West Virginia, through its student
council has abolished hazing and in
its place put a freshman court, to
regulate freshman conduct and en-
force rules. Bucknell University has
gone a step farther. It is attacking
not only hazing but freshman rules
as well. The official organ of the
college attacked freshman caps and
acrobatics &s being childish and pub-
lished a letter in which a freshman
stated that he had not come to college
to revert to the antics of his pre-
school davs. Even from our neigh-
boring Bates comes a sign of reform.
For the first time in four years the
freshmen of that institution were not
hauled put onto the field ""betwe n
the halves of the first home foot-ball
game to be forced to "scringe and
salaam" for the benefit of the sopho-
mores and the entertainment of vis-
itors. The Vermont Cynic has been
fighting against hazing for snmf
time. Now its staff itself is threat-
ened with a paddling if it doesn't
keep quiet on the front page, or any
other. Three student organization-
have combined to protect their pres-
tige and to impress an inferiority at-
titude on the freshmen.
Parents
Not long ago Bowdoin held open
house to the fathers of freshmen.
|
From Coe College in Cedar Rapids, i
Iowa, we hear of Parents' Day, or
\
rather week-end, when the parents,of
;
the undergraduates are the honored
j
guests of the college. As at Bowdoin i
an attempt is made to acquaint the
parents with the various phases of
:
college life. This sort of thing is
important as it is largely the par-
j






games, Bowser said, "It was gener-
ally agreed that we looked good
against Williams. This was because
Williams took us too lightly and we
got the jump, scoring in the first
seven or eight plays."
Fall Camp Aids Team
The three week period of rigorous
training at the YiM.C.A. camp at
Winthrop, Me., was largely respon-
sible for the fine showing of the
Polar Bears in their opening trio of
contests, according to Bowser. He en-
dorsed it heartily.
Nevertheless spring practice is dis-
appointing in its results. There are
too many letter men out for basebali,
track and other 'varsity sports at
that time to afford material enough
for practical purposes. This is
especially so at a college of Bow-
doin's size.
Assistant Coach John Roberts also
spoke at the luncheon, voicing his
pride in the team spirit, as well as
the loyal co-operation of the alumni.
He concluded by saying that if he
were a Bowdoin player, he would be
glad to have such a teacher as Coach
Bowser.
Alumni Day Announced
Mr. Dwight H. Sayward, president
of the Bowdoin Club, made known the
plans for the coming Alumni Day at
the college. November 8, the date of
the Maine game has been chosen, at
which time the formal dedication of
the War Memorial flag pole will be
held.
Chapel
While undergraduate Bowdoin is
voting for and against compulsory
chapel some colleges are employing
a middle course, having chapel com-
pulsory on certain days of the week,
some only require the freshmen to at-
tend regularly, and others are com-
plaining about the type of speakers
that officiate in chapel. At Amherst,
where chapel is not compulsory, it
was noticed recently that chapel at-
tendance was steadily on the increase.
Not believing that worship was the
prime motive, someone looked into
the matter and found out that some
of the students were conducting a
pool, as to which hymn would be
chosen for the day—Trying to serve
both God and Mammon, perhaps.
A. T. O. and T. D.'s Win
Fraternity Football
CALENDAR
Nov. 2—Prof. John C. Schroeder
College Preacher














into full swing last Thursday after-
noon, when the T. D.'s defeated the
Psi U eleven on the Delta with a
score of 20 to 6. As the figures show,
the T. D. aggregation had the edge
on their opponents throughout, scor-
ing on some fine running and passing
by Cleaves and Brown. Dana and
Mullins were the consistent ground-
gainers for Psi U.
A fine spirit was shown during the
game by both sides, and the sport bids
well to remain fixed in the intramural
athletics of the College. To further
prove this point, one has. only to make
the rounds of the various fraternities
and watch each group practicing
earnestly for the coming games.
The game between the Dekes and
the Kappa Sigs has been postponed
until Tuesday, as this goes to pres--.
Alpha Delt—A. T. O. Game
The scandal on the Alpha Delt-A.
T. O. football game which was played
last Monday has it that the A. T. O.'s
floated to the top of a 16-0 conquest.
It looks as though the A. T. O.'s are
headed in the right direction, for
they are going strong. A touchdown
and a safety were scored in the
first period right at the start, but no
more scores were shown unt:l the
closing period. The A. D.'s held their
opponents off until the game was
nearly over and then let Libby of the
A. T. O.'s get away with a touch-
down. A touchback in the same period
put the A.D.'s under two more mark-
ers, but we wonder how far the A. T.
O.'s would have gone if Whipple
hadn't stretched his legs all over the
Delta.
In Sea Of Mud Colby Mule
Beats Polar Bears 20 - 7
Continued from Paire 1
doin line battered three attacks flat.
Donovan dropped back to punt, and
Souther rushed through to slap the
hall down as it rose. He leaped past
Donovan and recovered on Colby's
seven yard line. P'oster made two
yards off right tackle, and the Blue
and Gray stiffened for a desperate
last-ditch defense that held the gap.
Bowdoin took a five-yard penalty for
off-side, and the secondary defense
crashed onto Foster at left end. An-
r>th"r splurge at left tackle was turned
back gainless, and then Karkos
loaped mto the air on his own eight
vard line, grabbed Foster's forward,
and started down the field. Southev
loomed up behind, lunged forward,
and the two crashed down into a pud-
dle on Colby's twenty-nine vard line.
Karkos had been facing a clear field,
and Souther's tackle may have been
the onlv defense against a certain
toocbdown, for the Colby interference
had wedged ahead of and around him
perfectly.
Then Donovan punted again, and
Foster, standing in mid-field, fumble-
!
the slimy ball. Crabtree fell on it, and
Johnstone unlimbered for act'on. Four
times he and Donovan smashed into
the line, and three times the linesmen
yanked up their stakes and moved
down tho field, till the ball rested on
Bowdoin's nine yard lino, and the
stands hushed in expectation of des-
perate defense against a score-crazy
hackfield. Milliken smashed through on
the first play and hung crepe all over
Donovan's off-tackle hopes. Johnstom-
made three vards straight through
r-uard. Then, as Karkos grew cagey,
j
Morrell crushed a criss-cross and tho
jquarter ended. On the first play of
t'-.o next period a bad pass from en-
ter shot into the Colby backfield and
jCrimmins recovered on Bowdoin's i
eleven yard line.
But the gods that rule football had
j
a whack yet to take at the White.
Souther fell on Ricker's bad punt.!
dead on the scrimmage line, and Fos-
1
ter sloshed onto a fumble with a loss i
of three yards. Then Ricker tried to
punt once more, the ball carroming
off after going four yards over the I
l'ne. Colby went berserk. It was
jJohnstone, Johnstone, Johnstone,—
|
two, four, four, one, and one yards at
j
a slam, till he finally went over in
the midst of a young lake at tackle.
He fumbled on an attempted buck for
the point, though, and Bowdoin re-
covered, holding its lead.
But the breaks had started against
Bowdoin, and the breaks would not
stop. Morrell, the Bowdoin mud-horse
of the afternoon, took the kick-off |
back thirty-five yards to his forty-
five yard line. Foster ripped off six!
more, Morrell was stopped, Foster
lost a yard, and as the Colby end»
almost stood him on his head Ricker
snapped a short punt out of bounds
only ten yards down the field. Don-
:
ovan smacked off six yards at tackle,
and a quick kick was called. Ricker
went back after the ball, but was
straight-armed out of the way by a
Colby end, while Glazier scooped 'in
the ball on the two-yard line. Ricker
ripped through tackle, but fumbled as
he was hit, and Deetjen recovered on
the seven-yard line. There was a fum-
ble, and Donovan fell on the ball for
a yard gain. He hit left tackle for
two yards more, and then Johnstone,
the big kick in the White Mule,
ground over to put Colby in the lead.
Glazier place-kicked the goal.
There was no scoring from then on
till the final period, but when the
second half opened Bowdoin proceeded
to lash out first down after first down
until once again the Jinx stuck its
head out of the mud and took a healthy
whack at the White. Foster though
injured when a Colby lineman piled
on after the whistle on the final play
of the second quarter, took the kick-
off and skated back twenty-five yards
to his thirty-eight marker. Morrell
roared over tackle for five yards.
Foster took a hand in the proceedings
and six yards along with it. Morrell
made another six at left tackle,
Dwyer hit right guard for two, Mor-
rell made seven more on two bucks,
and Dwyer another six at tackle,
while the White stands howled man-
iacally for another touchdown. Mor-
rel skated off right tackle again, was
downed, and dropped the ball after
the whistle had sounded. Donovan
pounced on it and recovered, but af-
ter a short oration on man's inhuman-
ity to man, surrendered it to Bow-
doin, with a four yard gain on the
play. Morrell made three more, anci
then Foster skirted right end for six
more. Bowdoin took a setback of five
yards for off-sides, and then Dwyer
broke away for the fourth successive
first down since the kick-off. Morrell
made a yard again, and then Gatchel!
dived deep into his hag of tricks to
resurrect the hoary Statue of Lib-
erty, which Crimmins had made good
for ten yards and a first down at the
end of the second period. This time
there was a fumble in the back-field,
a loss of ten yards, and Colby held
for downs. Bowdoin had shot its
bolt.
From then on the plot was one of
bull-like rushes by the Colby backs,
and a game but mud-blinded and bat-
tered defense by Bowdoin. Colby had
the wind once again at her back, and
took advantage of it continually in
the matter of punting. After Donovan
had kicked over the goal line, anu
Morrell and Dwyer failed of a first
down, Ricker kicked out on Bowdoin's
thirty-three yard line. Donovan and
Davan picked up six of this in two
plays, and then Wally put his head
down and blasted through to the
White nineteen yard strip. His rush< sa
gave a first down by inches, a plunge
brought the ball to the three yarn
line, and he battled through for the
final touchdown of the game. Glazier
kicked the point.
From then on reserves poured onto
the field continuously, with Bowdoin
seeming to have a little the better I
of matters. The game was hopelessly i
lost, for a forward pass attack w:as
out of the question. Foster tried two,
;
the ball both times going wild as his
j
fingers slipped on it.
If Bowdoin had had a dry field, she
might have beaten Colby. But "If's" \
Mustard and Cress
DEEDS OF
VALOR AND SHAME COMMINGLED
Recounted In
• manner lone forgotten, including an
invocation to the muse, and a moral.
Harsh Goddess, whilome liltinj? on your lute.
Lay off your wheezing, syncopating flute.
And sing once more of battles and of blood :
Of victors trodding vanquished in the mud :
Of elements that thwart the human will
And wanderings song Godly whim to fill.
Stng Goddess, if your rusty strings will bend.
A song recounting deeds of futile end.
The Muse replies. A battle once there was.
A battle fought to justify the cause
Of Bowdoin's football prowess, justly great,
And Colby's High School boys t'exasperate.
It rained. The northeast blizzard raged apace.
And in the depths of Neptune's wat'ry space
The very fishes sought some sunken set
To keep their scaly sides from getting wet.
It rained, the tides of Seavern's Lake o'er-
spread
The campus. Through the bounding billows sped
The engines, sloshing aqua in the air
Where falling aqua met its onslaught there.
And drenched dear Colby's all too wet confines
From chapel steps to glist'ning railway linvs.
It rained, and in the mucky, slushy fen
The Colby boys attacked the Bowdoin men.
With Colby rooters each in's comfy seat
And Bowdnin rooters each upon his feet.
For courtesy in Colby's narrow land
Lets hosts to sit while visitors must stand.
It rained, and while the Colby team sat down
The Bowdoin team treil water lest it drown.
For in the press of greeting parsing trains
A Bowdoin bench eluded Colby brains.
It rained, and down the street there com«s
The trumpet's toot, the thud of soggy drums.
As Bowdoin's band arrives to <hecr the team
And Orpheus-like arrest the torrent's steam.
Bold Gilman. bearing horn of brilliant brass.
Cries. "Open, gates, and let the music pass !"
And from the lips of Colby's janitor
Arose a silly, simple Haw-Haw-Haw—
For Plutocrats gain Heaven's high estates
As Bowdoin bands get in at Colby gates.
And while the Colby Wardens smiled a smile
The band marched in together — single file —
To show how nice the Colby kind can be.
(They almost made each member pay the fee!)
It rained. The wind blew back the bounding
tide.
The referee, with umpires by his side.
Rushed in where hurricane a moment dams
The waves, and dug three pecks of clams.
The press-men. simple Simon folk so vicious.
Each cast his line and pulled in countless
fishes.
Indeed, the sight was rare, and quite delicious
For seldom does a fish go catching fishes.
As Caesar's legions reached the British land.
A thousand others wade on Colby's strand.
And still it rained, and still the waters rolled.
The ball game sloshed and slobbered in the.cold.
When White stays pure it must avoid the dirt- -
In mud the slime assists its own pervert.
And lost in unknown waters far from shore
The Bowdoin team could scarce expect to score.
It rained, the oozy, woozy, goozlem of the sty
Besmeared the ball, the umpire wiped it dry
On Bowdoin's. not on Colby's, linen drapa—
It seemed a shame to dirty Colby naps.
But then, the host knows best what shoald be
done.
Do trifles count when games are being won?
And so it rained. And Colby would forget —
"What's wet can get no wetter once 'tis wet."
From Colby's steel-girt zone they'd Colby
take—
What's left will be some deep, Avernian Lake.
Some noisome slough, some dark, forbidding
range—
Pray God that Colby soon may make the
change!
And pray that Colby, cured of berng blind.
Her manners may be kinder, more refined.
And grant may God that Sunshine may de-
scend.
And storms that dampen Colby lives may end.
* • • *
If. Bowdoin student, you have read to, laugh.
You've missed the writer's mind by half.
And, Colby boys, if you should read to tret.
Remember, sun and warmth will cure what's
wet.
There is more to a Kenwall
than what you can see
CMonths of careful planning have gone
into these New Kenwall Suits. In the
quality, the tailoring, the styling . . a new
standard of value has been established.
Moderately Priced
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President Sills spoke on "Bowdoin
College in 1930". He discussed the
financial policy of the college which is
to keep the tuition fees low and to
meet the additional expenses of tho
college from the endowment fund. He
explained that the purpose of this
policy was to enable poor but deserv-
ing students to obtain the advantages
of an education at Bowdoin. He spoke
of the gradual raising of the stand-
ards of college requirements and of
college work. He mentioned the gift
of $500,000 contributed by Cyrus H.
K. Curtis to raise the salaries of the
faculty. Higher salaries, he pointed
out, would raise the standard of the
teaching profession. While the pres-
ent incumbents of professorial chairs
would benefit by an increased salary,
when their places were vacant, the
larger salaries would also attract
better men.
Associate Professor Smith then
spoke concerning the new Maine
scholarships initiated last year.
Y. M. C. A. WORK
All students interested in Y. M.
C. A. work are asked to meet in
the room of that association in
the Union, on Monday Nov. 3, at
7 p.m., to talk over opportunities
for desirable activities along this
line. The attention of freshmen is
particularly invited to this confer-
ence. There will be no program
planted upon those attending; rath-
er, opportunity to do what the
students themselves may wish.
are things of the past. One thing has
to be done, that is to beat Bates and
Maine, which is a lively contract for
any team, but by no means impos-
sible. If Maine takes Colby, and
Bowdoin takes Bates, just stick
around Brunswick on the eighth an<l
watch things happen.
The lineups:
Colby—Bryan, Yukisa, Hersey, le;
Langley, Waite, It; Crabtree, Fergu-
son, lg; Pollard, c; Allen, rg; Lobdelt,
rt; Glazier, re; Karkos, Deetjen, qb;
Davan, Haydee, lhb; Donovan, rhb;
Johnstone, Thomas, fb.
Bowdoin
—Crimmins, re; Ecke, rt,
Pollock, Cramer, rg; Milliken, c; Ol-
son, Eastman, Bilodeau, lg; Hay, I).
Brown, It; Souther, le; Gatchell, qb;
Ricker, Bakanowsky, rhb; Foster, lhb;
M. Brown, Morrell, fb.
Score by periods 12 3 4
Colby 13 7—20
Bowdoin 7 — 7
Touchdowns, Johnstone 3, Foster, i
Points by goal after touchdown, i
Glazier, Souther. Point by rush aftei
touchdown, Johnstone. Referee, E. W.
Lewis, Brown. Umpire, W. S. Can-
nejll, Tufts. Linesman, G. H. Vinall,
Springfield. Field judge, K. J. Butler,
Catholic University. Time, four 15m
periods.
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient:
The press has given considerable-
publicity recently to an article writ-
ten by Frederick J. Haskin,' a Wash
ington correspondent, extolling How-
ard University as the largest Negro
institution of higher learning in the
United States and the headquarters
of study of the Negro problem. Mr.
Haskin writes: "Howard University
itself stands as a monument to the
first comprehensive step taken towaru
the enlightenment of the Negro race.
Gen. Howard was one of the leading
commanders of the confederacy dur-
ing the civil war. He was a Missis-
sippi planter, one of the richest men
of the state and the owner of hun-
dreds of slaves." Mr. Haskin has
written, I have no doubt, in entire
good faith, but he must have gotten
his generals confused.
Howard University was named for
Maj.-Gen. Oliver O. Howard, who
was born in Maine and who was grad-
uated from Bowdoin College in 1850
and subsequently from the West Point
Military Academy.
General Howard ranks as one of
the great general officers of the Union
army. He commanded a brigade at
the first battle of Bull Run; fought
under McClellan in the peninsular
campaign, where he lost his right
arm; commanded the 11th corps at
Gettysburg and Sherman's right-wing
in the march to the sea.
As commissioner of the Freedman's
bureau he, with the cooperation of
Gen. Whittlesey, the Rev. F. B. Mor-
ris, Senators Watson and Pomeroy,
Congressman Cook, Gen. Bullock and
a number of others, obtained the char-
ter of Howard University, approved
by the President of the United States,
March 2, 1867. Thirty thousand dol-
lars of the Freedman's bureau funds
were invested under Gen. Howard's
order in this university and for many
years it was developed according to
plans that he worked out. Gen. How-
ard was elected president of the uni-
versity April 5, 1869, and held this
office for five years and four months.
It should be a matter of interest
and pride that the two men most in-
fluential in founding and developing
How^ard University were familiar fig-
ures in the town of Brunswick and
prominently identified with Bowdoin
College—one as Trustee, the other as
overseer and teacher.
General Eliphalet Whittlesey was
a minister in Bath from 1859 to 1862
and Professor of Rhetoric and Ora-
tory at Bowdoin from 1862 to 1865,
most of which time he was on leave
of absence with the army.
He was Professor of Rhetoric and
English Literature at Howard Uni-
versity from 1867 to 1874.
General Whittlesey lived with his
family in the Dunlap house on Maine
street, afterwards used as an inn, and
located on the spot where the Ton-
dreau Block now stands. •
I am ready to testify under oath
that General Howard was not a Mis-
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the present time. Other fraternities,
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Alpha Delta
Phi, Zeta Psi, Psi Upsilon, Kappa
Sigma, Alpha Tau Omega, and Sig-
ma Nu also were strong in favor of
a new system.
Delta Upsilon showed themselves
generally in favor of compulsory at-
tendance by a vote of twenty-three
to seventeen. Theta Delta Chi also
had ten in favor of this system out of
thirty-two voters.
The total returns from all sources
showed 295 votes in opposition to
compulsory attendance of services
with 87 votes in favor of it. The total
number of men voting was 382 and
there were 235 who did not turn in
ballots.
New Plans Offered
Besides the dissenting opinion shown
in these results, there were many who»
offered other plans which might be
substituted for the present system. Al-
though not officially counted, these
opinions have been found to be quite
common.
One suggestion would have three
chapel services a week with a limited
number of cuts allowed. Another
would. lower this number to two, one
service on Sunday and another on
Wednesday. Another opinion is that
the same system should be used as
is followed in compulsory physical
training, that is, it desires daily
chapel services with but three attend-
ances required a week.
Another plan forwarded is that of
having but one chapel a week at
which attendance is required with no
possibility of cutting. Other minor
changes were suggested, such as to
have Sunday chapel attendance equal
to the attendance of two week-day
services.
These suggestions, as well as the
general results of the poll, though
showing no one outstanding feeling
on the subject, at least show a feel-
ing of dissatisfaction in chapel attend-
ance requirement prevalent in many
bodies on the campus.
rural towns, when all property was in
the form of real estate or live stock
and readily could be appraised by se-
,
lectmen who gave part of their time
'
to the town's government".
The system of lot and block deter-
1
mination of values recently adopted
by Portland and Auburn is the only
solution of the problem, according to
j
Professor Hormell.
The speaker then cited six Maine i
cities and towns that have adopted
tin manager system in one form o. \
another. They are Portland, Auburn,
Belfast, Camden, Fort Fairfield anu
Rumford.
RED CROSS DRIVE
The annual American Red Cross
Roll Call will begin on November
11 and will continue until the 27th.
Bowdoin has always led the College
field in subscribing to this work.
Let's fo'.low the tradition this year.
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CUMBERLAND
Friday - October 31st
-VAUDEVILLE-
- on the screen -




Saturday - November 1st
BILLY THE KID
- with -
John Mack Brown - Wallace Beery
Also Short Subjects
Mon. and Tueg. - Nov. 3rd and 4th
SCOTLAND YARD
- with •
Edmund Lowe - Joan Bennett
- also •
Paramount News^- Sound Comedy
Wednesday - (November 5th
GOOD NEWS
- with -
Bessie Love - Cliff Edwards
- also -
Knute Rockne's Football Series
Sound Comedy - Pathe Review
Thursday - November 6th
RAMON NOVARRO
- in -
CALL OF THE FLESH
- also •
Comedy — Knute Roclcne
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
Eorted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
inds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10


































Mose Johnstone Plunges Over For First Mule Score
Photo by Staff Photographer
The Sunday Telegram sharpshooter nails Mose Johnstone ramming over the Bowdoin goal line for Colby's first
touchdown in the State Series tussle at Seaverns Field, Waterville, Saturday afternoon. At this stage of the game the Polar
Bears were leading as the White Mule failed to pick up the point after touchdown on a running play. Colby's first score
came in the second period but a little bit later the Waterville collegians were rolling along out in front to eventually win by
'he score of 20 to 7.
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Good Typography
Reasonable prices and prompt
service — the aim of
The Record Press
Get in touch with us for your
next job of printine.
Tel. 3
Brunswick Publishing Co.
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Pictures by Staff Photographer
Top—Creighton Gatchell of Bowdoin being stopped b\ the Colby White Mule with the goal line in sight in the third
period. Colby took the ball as it was fourth down and the Polar Bears failed to make their distance. Bottom—Lloyd Morrell




Complete Summary In Play-by-Play Account of Colby Game
First Period
Glazier kicked off to FciKter, who ran the
ball bark eleven yards to his twenty-one yard
line.
Foster made two yards at riitht tackle.
Kicker punted, the ball Koinir out of bounds
on the Colby nineteen yard line.
Donovan made a yard at riuht tackle.
Donovan punted, the ball KoinK out of
bounds on his twenty yard line.
Kicker loKt one yard at riirht tackle.
Foster crossed throuxh rijtht tackle, swuntf
past the secondary defense, and doditcd over
the line for a touchdown. Bowdoin 6 : Colby 0,
Souther place-kicked the point. Bowdoin 7 :
Colby 0.
Souther kicked off to Davan, who returned
the ball twelve yards to his eighteen yard line.
Donovan punted, the ball Koine out of
bounds on the fifty yard line.
Kicker lost two yards at ri«ht end.
Kicker lost six yards at left tackle.
Kicker punted, the ball KoinK out of bounds
on the Colby twenty-one yard line.
Davan made eight yards through right
tackle.
Donovan made nineteen yards around left
end.
Karkos failed to gain at right tackle.
Colby fumbled. Donovan recovering on his
thirty-seven yard line.
Donovan punted. Souther blocked the ball,
and recovered on the Colby seven yard line.
Foster made two yards off right tackle.
Foster failed to gain at right tackle. Bow-
doin being penalized five yards for offsides.
Foster lost a yard at right end.
Foster was stopi>ed dead at left tackle.
A forward pass by Foster was intercepted
by Karkos. who ran the ball bark twenty-four
yards to the Colby twenty-nine yard line.
Donovan, on an attempted criss-cross mm-
inir through left tackle, was stopped with a
loss of eight yards.
Davan made five yards at right tackle.
Donovan punted to Foster, who fumbled on
the fifty yard line, a Colby linesman recover-
ing.
Davan made twelve yards at right tackle.
Karkos made two yards at left tackle.
Deetjen made five yards off right tackle.
Davan ran the ball outside for a sain of
two yards.
Donovan went through left tackle for seven-
teen yards.
A buck at right tackle failed to gain.
Donov»n made two yards at right tackle.
Donovan made one yard around left end.
The quarter ended with the ball in Colby's pos-
session on Bowdoin's nine yard line, fourth
down, and seven yards to go.
Second Period
A bad pass from center went wild in the
Colby barkfield. and Crimmins recovered for
Bowdoin on hi* own eleven yard line.
Kicker punted, almost missing the ball, and,
Souther fell on it on the line of scrimmage.
Foster recovered a bad pass on his own
;
eight yard line, a loss of three yards.
Rirker punted, the ball going out of bounds
on his own twelve yard line. i
Johnstone made two yards at right tackle.
Johnstone made four yards at right tackle.
Johnstone made four yards at right tackle.
Johnstone made a yard at right tackle.
Johnstone went over for a yard and a touch-
,
down through left tackle. Bowdoin 7 : Colby *.
Johnstone attempted to rush the point, but
fumbled, and Bowdoin recovered.
Glazier kicked off to Morrell who came back
thirty-five yards to his forty-five yard line.
Foster made six yards at right tackle.
Morrell was stopped at right tackle.
Foster lost a yard at right tackle.
Rirker punted, the ball going out of hounds
on the Colby forty yard line.
Donovan made six yards off right tackle.
Donovan punted. Glazier downing the ball
on Bowdoin's two-yard line.
Rirker fumbled. Deetjen recovering for Colby
,
on the Bowdoin seven yard line.
Donovan made three yards at right ta<k'e.
Johnstone made four yards and a touchdown
through right tarkle. Bowdoin 7; Colby IS, i




Glazier kicked off to Morrell. who came hack
twenty yards to Bowdoin's thirty-six yard line.
Bowdoin fumbled. Gatrhell recovering on the I
Bowdoin thirty-four yard line.
Foster made two yards off right tarkle.
Kicker punted to Deetjen, who came bacM
three yards to the Colby thirty-seven yard lin-
Davan made four yards off right tackle.
Donovan punted out of bounds on the Bow-
doin twelve yard line.
Bowdoin fumbled. Morrell recovering on his
eight yard line.
Bowdoin was penalized five yards for excess
time in the huddle. i
Morrell made eight yards at right tarkle.
Morrell made five yards at right tarkle.
Ricker punted to Donovan, who was thrown
for a yard loss by Souther on the Bowdoin
twenty-eight yard line.
Donovan was stopped at left tarkle. Colby
being penalized fifteen yards for unnecessary
roughness.
Donovan punted over the goal line.
Morrell made fourteen yards at left tarkle.
Foster made six yards off right end.
Rirker was stopped for a six yard loss at
left end.
Crimmins took the ball from Rirker on the
Statue of Liberty play, a faked forward devel-
,
oping into an end sweep, and made eleven
yards and a first down.
The half ended with the ball in Bowdoin's
possession on her forty-five yard line, first
down, and ten yards to go. Foster was car-!
ried from the field, having been injured on the
play. I
Third Period
Glazier kicked off to Foster, who came back
thirty yards to Bowdoin's thirty-eight yard
line.
Morrell made six yards at right tarkle.
Foster made six yards at left tarkle.
Morrell made six yards at left tarkle.
Morrell made a yard at left tackle.
Foster made six yards at left tackle.
Morrell fumbled, and Donovan recovere/
after the whistle had blown. Bowdoin was i
awarded the ball, gaining four yards.
Morrell made three yards oft* right tackle.
Foster made six yards around right end.
Bowdoin was penalized five yards for off.
sides.
Foster made sixteen yards around left end
Morrell made a yard through right tarkle.
Crimmins fumbled on the Statue of Liberty I
play. Bowdoin recovering with a loss of ten i
yards.
Foster barely failed of a first down around
right tackle.
Donovan made one yard at right tarkle.
Donovan went through right tarkle for six-
teen yards.
Davan made two yards at left end.
Donovan made eight yards at right tarkle.
Donovan made a yard around left end.
Donovan made three yards at right tarkle.
Donovan mad" seven yards at right tarkle.
Johnstone made three yards at right tackle
Donovan made five yards at left tarkle.
Johnstone failed at right tackle. Brown stop-
ping him.
I>onovan punted, the ball going over the goal
line.
Morrell made three yards at left tarkle.
Foster made a yard at right tackle.
Foster made a yard at riyht tarkle.
Ricker punted out of bounds on the Bowdoin
thirty-three yard line.
Donovan went through right tarkle for three
yards.
Davan made three yards at left tarkle.
Donovan made eight yards at right tackle.
The period ended with the ball in Colby's
possession on the Bowdoin nineteen yard line,
first down, and ten yards to go.
Fourth Period
Johnstone failed at left tarkle.
Donovan made six yards at left tarkle.
Donovan made three yards at right tackle.
Donovan made two yards around left end.
Donovan mad» two yards through left tackle.
lVmovan made a touchdown and three yards
[
through left tackle. Bowdoin 7; Colby 19.
Johnstone rushed the point. Bowdoin 7 :
Colby 20.
Glazier kicked off to Morrell. who came ten
yards to his thirty-two yard line.
Foster made four yards through right tackle. -
Foster made two yards through left tarkle.
Morrell made three yards through left tackle.
Ricker punted to Donovan, who came eleven
yards to the Colby thirty-four yard line.
Deetjen made three yards around right end.
A buck off right tackle made three yards.
Donovan punted to one of his ends on the
Bowdoin thirty-four yard line.
A buck at right tarkle was stopped with a
loss of a yard for Bowdoin.
Foster made eleven yards after going i
through right tackle.
Morrell made a yard and a half through !
right tackle.
Morrell made three yards through right
.
tarkle.
Foster lost a yard at left tarkle.
Morrell made four yards through right
tackle.
Foster made five yards through right tackle. !
Morrell made a yard through left tarkle.
Bakanowsky made five yards through left !
tarkle.
Foster recovered a fumble for a loss of a!
yard.
Foster punted over the goal line.
Deetjen made three yards through right
tackle.
Donovan made seven yards through left
tarkle.
Davan made eight yards through right
tarkle.
A buck through right tackle was stopped
dead.
Donovan made six yards through left tarkle.
A buck off right tarkle made a yard.
Donovan made four yards through left
tackle.
Davan made a yard around left end.
Donovan punted six yards, the hall going out
of bounds on Bowdoin's forty-four yard line.
Foster threw an incomplete forward pass.
Foster made eight yards through right
tackle.
A fumble was recovered by Bowdoin for a
loss of three yards.
Clark failed to gain at right end.
Foster threw an incomplete forward pass.
The game ended with the ball in Colby's
possession on Bowdoin's forty-nine yard line,
first down, and ten yards to go.
BOWDOIN SCORES
The scores of the Rowdoin-Bate*.
(Tames for the past five years fol-
low:
Bowdoin Rates
1925 At Brunswick 6 7
1926 At Lewiston 13 7
1927 At Brunswick
1928 At Lewiston 12
1929 At Brunswick 26
It is seen that Bates has won only
two out of five frames. The first vic-
tory for Bates was in 1926 and then
they v>on onlv by a one point margin.
The second Bates victory came last
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for Bowdoin, the first, whether the
weather, which served as a bugbear
to the White in its initial series start
Rives us a break. For the efficiency
of a fast moving aggregation such
as Bowdoin is limited in a swamp
—
for instance Seaverns Field. Secondly
whether Bowdoin's battering at Colby
will show its effect at Bates and last-
ly, whether Bowdoin's fighting spirit
can surpass itself in its effort to
win.
From last Saturday's games there
is little sure evidence of the poten-
tialities of the two teams. Chamber-
lain of Bates proved that his punting
is going to count much in the game to
come while the running of Morrell
put a new» light on the White's full-
back. The fact that Bates failed to
make a first down is something which
may give cause for the Bntes co-
horts to worry about. The Bowdoin
line which has been an in-and-outer
all season will give manv a Bowdoin
man gray hairs during the next few
days.
During the past few years the
spirit between Bowdoin and Bates has
been very much in the ascendency;
next week's game will only prove
more conclusively that Bowdoin spirit
is unquenchable as the game at Wa-
terville displayed vwhen perhaps one
of the largest Bowdoin crowds in
years floundered its way to Water-
ville.' The game next week will, no
doubt, find a far greater gathering go-
ing to Lewiston to see Bowdoin cut
loose a vicious attack which will be
Always Noticed
But Never Notictjble
{gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
SrtBk Sr0%ra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK










Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Ex|>erienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S
Candy and Ice Cream
74 MAINE STREET
Complete Travel Service Free
—
Booklet Tours Cruises Bermuda.
Havana. Florida, West Indies.
Europe. Phone, call or write PORT-
LAND TOURIST CO.. 198 Middle
St.. Portland. Maine.
needed to bring home our first state
series victory in two years than has
heretofore been the case.
Sportsman's Pen
The Bowdoin squad reported for
practice this week somewhat battered
and bruised from the battle on the
clay beds of Seavern's field last Sat-
urday but major injuries were absent
once again.
The flip that gave Bates a chance
to nip a 2-0 victory from the Oron-
ians Saturday saw Maine defeated
on her own field in a state series
game for the first time since 1921.
when Bowdoin scored a victory.
Yale is giving the football offi-
cials a lot of trouble this season.
The legality of one of (ieorgia's
touchdowns was questioned and al-
so the play which brought a tie
score for Army at the Bowl last
Saturday caused considerable to-do.
Bowdoin supporters are praying
for clear weather over the week end
so that Waterville's Tragedy in the
Mud will not be enacted all over
again.
Wesleyan came out of the infan-
tile paralysis area like a freight
train, collided with the Lord Jeff
outfit, collected a 19-19 tie which
surprised everybody, and left Am-
herst with her entire first string
backneld incapacitated.
Zeta Psi finally broke the three






Don't Forget the Rally
Friday Night! THE BOWDOIN ORIENT Flagpole Dedication atEleven o'clock Saturday




Last Quarter Onslaught of




Rev. J.C. Schroeder Wonders Whether






Final Score of 13-0 Result of Constant
Fierce Attack Held Through First
Three Periods Only to* Break
Through Bowdoin Defense in Last
Period
There's an old, old fablef about th^
worm that is trodden on otiee too of-
ten turning around and taking a
healthy swat at the gentleman with
large feet. Last fall Bates College
rose from the push-around state and
won the state championship. Last Sat-
urday the worm developed boa con-
strictor tendencies and proceeded en-
thusiastically to wallop Bowdoin in
the last period, 13-0. The mud pies
that Colby flung hither and yon with
such gay abandon have turned to a
slough of despond.
Just what caused the shattering of
the team that was tied by Williams
on a fluke in the last two minutes of
play, that buried the Mass. Aggies,
and was undefeated until it entered
the State Series, is something that
nobody knows. It can't be blamed
on the weather, which was perfect,
nor on the condition of the men, for
the regular line-up started. Possibly
it was a lack of Are. Bowdoin played
methodical football, Bates played to
win, and in that may lie the secret
of the score.
Up to that fatal last period, though
Bates had from time to time shoved
its way deep into scoring territory,
Bowdoin had held like a rock when it
had to. Ricker was out-punting Mc-
Cluskey, and the toll of first downs,
though over-whelmingly the Bobcats',
was not as important a thing as it
usually is. Even a forward passing
attack had been stopped at the close
of the half.
Bates Threatens Goal
Then something snapped. As the
period had ended, McCluskey snapped
out a quick kick which bounded out-
side on the Bowdoin ten yard line.
Foster slipped towards the left end
of the line, but found himself blocked
off by the end and wing-back, who
slammed him down for a five-yard
loss. Ricker dropped back of the
goal-line, and punted out to Valicenti,
Crimmins making the tackle with
Milliken after the stocky Bates quar-
terback had gained three yards. Then
the riot started.
Farrell had difficulties at left
tackle, and made barely two yards.
Then Brown legged it for left end.
He found Souther and Foster waiting
for him, and the two immediately
dumped him for a yard loss. Valicenti
ran the ball out of bounds with no
gain, and on the fourth down, with
nine yards to go, came the break that
ruined the ball game. Brown threw
a bullet-like pass fifteen yards over
the line to Kenison, who snapped it
in and made two yards more before
Ricker and Foster smacked him down.
Then Farrell broke through left
tackle, cut towards the right, and was
finally pulled down on the one-yard
line. McCluskey took a flying start
and cannoned his way straight
through the center of the line for a
touchdown. And Valicenti gracefully
kicked the point, the ball sailing over
the fence and hitting McCluskey's
numeral on the score-board.
Bates Scores on Fumble
Then the trouble started again. Mc-
'
Cluskey kicked off, Plaisted snatched
the ball, and made eleven yards be-
|
fore he went down in a knot of Bates
tacklers on the Bowdoin twenty-four
yard line. Someone fumbled in the
;
backfield, and Kenison, who had made
White hair stand on end earlier in I
the afternoon fell on the ball at the
nineteen yard line. Brown hit right I
tackle, went through it, and made
eleven yards before they dragged him i
down. Two more of his bucks gave
!
(Continue! on Fase 4)
While encountering, day by day,
new adventures in the life around us,
soaring into heights in search of
more knowledge of God and truth,
and delving deep into the unknown
spheres of human influence, do we
not at times estrange the simple, fun-
damental facts of life? This is the
question that would naturally arise
in one's mind upon hearing the Rev.
John C. Schroeder's talk in Sunday
chapel. And it was the basis for his
discourse. First citing as his text
the familiar Biblical story of the two
houses, one built upon rock and the
other upon sand, he launched into his
subject, "The Religious Quest".
Trundy was a boy who, with his
companions, used to go boating in a
large bay near his home. Soon he
came to know all the shoals and reefs
of that harbor as well as he knew his
name. Upon growing up, he became
a skipper. For three years he sailed
abroad, bringing his ship through
many dangers, but upon coming into
the familiar harbor on his return, he
grounded his ship on a reef that he
had always known to be there.
Is this not a parallel with study?
As we uncover some new phase of
literature such as the truths of Keats,
or marvel at the discoveries of Beebe,
at the stupendous business organiza-
tions of the modern world, it is an
adventure as much as Trundy's was,
while sailing the seven seas. Further-
more, as we widen our understanding
of morality and religion, we are none
the less encountering adventure.
The greatness of the scope of ad-
venture depends, of course, upon one's
demand upon God. If we ask small
narrow things of God, we can but ex-
pect to receive in kind; but if we put
a broad, generous demand upon him,
we will share to a greater degree in
the true discovery of Him and His
works. The larger our idea of God,
the larger the possibility of adven-
ture.
While these new adventures are al-
ways being encountered and new
fields opened to our understanding, we
tend to forget the familiar, basic
things of life. Honesty, loyalty, good
sportsmanship, self control, and true
bravery are thrust aside in the search
for strange, new ideas. The reason
for many religious shipwrecks is
that, always pursuing something
just beyond our reach, we disre-
gard the essential truths. We" must
first learn the fundamentals of
our Religious Quest, and keep them in
mind as a solid foundation, through-
out our climbings and aspirations.





Committees Appointed to Consider
Plans for Biennial Play and to
Arrange for Club's Anniversary
Celebration
SPEAKS IN UNION
Owing to Lack of Space, Admission
to be by Ticket Only, Contrary to
Custom of College
Professor Julian Huxley, well
known English biologist and writer,
will speak here tonight on "Develop-
ment, Heredity, and Evolution", il-
lustrating his lecture with lantern
slides. As the alterations of Memo-
rial Hall are not yet completed, the
lecture well be delivered in the main
lounge of the Moulton Union. Admis-
sion will be by tickets only, as lack
of space limits the audience.
Professor Huxley, who has just re-
turned from a four months' tour of
East Africa, is now starting on his
first American lecture trip. In this
field he is continuing the work of his
famous grandfather, Thomas Huxley,
in bringing Biology closer to the gen-
eral public.
Professor Huxley was for two
years Professor of Zoology at King's
College, London, and since 1927 has
been honorary lecturer there. For
four years he has been president of
the National Union of Scientific
Workers and has also been Fullerian
Professor of Physiology in the Royal
Institute. Together with H. G. Wells
he has written "The Science of Life",
and his many works include "Individ-
uals in the Animal Kingdom", "Es-
says of a Biologist", "The Stream of




FOR THIS WEEK END
Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon. Delta
Kappa Epsilon, Theta Delta Chi.




This week the first issue of the year i
of the Bowdoin Alumnus appeared. |
It contains an editorial written by
Albert W* Tolman '88 of Portland
the subject of which is "Why Col-
lege?" Mr. Tolman has attracted the
attention of the public by his short
stories and this editorial by him
should prove of particular interest
to undergraduates. There is an ap-
preciation of Prof. Wass by F. King
Turgeon '23, leader of the Glee Club
in '22-'23, and who, last June, was
appointed the Assistant Professor-
ship of Romance Languages at Am-
herst.
Other articles include "The Cup De-
|
fender of 1930" by James P. Pette-
grove. The author spent the summer
j
as a member of the crew of the yacht
Resolute and all of the illustrations




Six fraternities will uphold the old
Bowdoin tradition, and will initiate
their pledges just previous to the
Maine game. In all cases the full
list of pledges will go through the
initiation ceremony, unless Freshman
warnings make it necessary to post-
pone initiating in individual cases.
Warnings have not come o*ut at this
writing.
The fraternities initiating are:
Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon, Delta
Kappa Epsilon, Theta Delta Chi, Del-




Gym Dance to Take Place in Eve-
ning After Maine
Game
Small Crowd Watches Cubs Romp




First down* j jg
Gained from wrimmafr .... 85 245
Last from Krimmiit 25 15




Yardafe sained 24 (5)
Yardace lost 2<-2) t
Intercepted a 1
Ran-aark of intercepted
. . • 5
Females 2 2
Recovered own females 1 2
Last on females t 2
Penalties It to
Pants 12 8
Total Tardace 424 2S8
Average Tardace 2( 24
Ran-aark of. yards 9 5<
Average ran-aark of .- .. 2 5
Rickets • 4
Total tardace • 157
Averace vardace • 29
Ran-aark of. yards 29 •




Yardace lost ( 9
Yardace cainrd 9
Total net fain 512 992
Presenting a smooth running of-
fense and a strong defense, the Bow-
doin Freshmen easily overcame a
lighter Fryeburg Academy team by
a 28-0 score on Pickard Field last
Friday afternoon. In spite of the per-
fect football conditions, a meagre
crowd was present. The team showed
a marked improvement over the
Bridgton game. Wait and Kozlowski
were sensational in the tackle berths.
Time and again they opened wide
holes in the Freyburg line for their
backs to romp through. Odde showed
himself to be a hard plunging full-
back and came through with many
fine gains while "Heinie" Hubbard
gave a good exhibition of broken field
running.
The opening kick-off was taken by
Kozlowski on the nineteen yard lino
and he returned the pigskin to the
thirty-five. Odde hit right tackle for
a couple of yards but a fumble put
the ball back to thirty-one. Lewia's
punt went offside on Fryeburg's thir-
ty-eight. Led by Glovern, the Acad-
emy boys started on a drive which
carried the ball down to Bowdoin's
fourteen. Here the home team braced
itself and on the fourth down Hub-
bard snared a Fryeburg pass, which
Odde had partially blocked. A Bow-
doin procession up the field placed the
ball on the enemy's thirty-one as the
period came to a close.
The White started to click at the
(Continued on P *.-«. 4)
Immediately after the Maine gam?
next Saturday, November 8, tea-
dances will be held at the Alpha Tau
Omega, Chi Psi, Beta Theta Pi, Sig-
ma Nu, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and
Alpha Delta Phi fraternity houses.
Following a reunion of its members,
the Kappa Sigma fraternity will give
a dance later on in the evening.
At the A. T. O. house, Professor
and Mrs. E. S. Hammond will be the
patron and patroness while music
will be furnished by the Pinelanders
from Augusta. Mrs. Daniel Q, Stan-
wood, Mrs. Stanley Smith and Mrs.
George Woodman will be patronesses
of the tea at the Beta Theta Pi house
and the Polar Bears will provide mu-
sic for the dance. The patron and
patroness at the Chi Psi dance will
be Professor and Mrs. Copeland while
music will be supplied by the Arcad-
ians. The Georgians of Lewiston will
play at A. D. house. The patron and
patroness at the evening dance of
the Kappa Sigma fraternity will be
Professor and Mrs. Charles H. Gray




Members of the Glee Club sang in
the comedy, "Aunt Lucia", a benefit
performance for the Topsham library
fund, presented Wednesday and
Thursday evenings, October 29 and
30, at the Brunswick Town Hall. How-
ever this appearance was not a func-
tion of the Glee Club as a whole.
The performance was well received
by two full houses and the dance af-
ter the last evening was also well at-
tended. The college was represented
in both the cast and chorus. The lead-
ing part (of a lady) was played by
L. T. Steele. The parts of twb fra-
ternity brothers and students of Bula
Bula College, were taken by Frank
Carpenter and David Perkins. The
Fraternity president was Norton Pick-
ering while the freshmen of the play
were John Fay and John Lord. George
Badger was the president of the Bula
Bula Glee Club. Various feminine
parts were taken by local people.
Most animated and lifelike imper-
sonations of mythological characters
by the initiates, as well as general
hilarity from all concerned, marked
the ceremonies of the Classical Club,
when eleven new members were
added last Thursday night, at tb»
Zeta Psi house.
The following were admitted into
membership: F. R. Evans '33, A. T.
O, J. Fine '32, G. C Knight, A. D.,
P. E. Jackson '32, Psi U., G. B. Par-
ker '32, D. U., A. F. Moyer '33, T. D.,
W. W. Travis '33, D. U., B. Crystal
'33, W. W. Galbraith '33, Chi Psi, A.
S. Davis '33, Chi Psi, and George
Bartter '34.
When the initiation ceremonies ha,!
been completed, the members went
into a business meeting. Two com-
mittees were appointed to consider
plans for the coming season. The first
will take over the possibility of pro-
ducing the Mime of Theocritus, en-
titled, "The Syracusan Women".
To Celebrate Anniversary
Plans will be formulated by the
other committee concerning the ob-
servance of the Classical Club's twen-
ty-fifth anniversary. It is expected
that many former members will re-
turn for this celebration. The anni-
versary is of immense importance be-
cause the organization is Bowdoin's
oldest.
A committee on programs for the
year hopes to secure several lectures,
two of them, at least, public. The
poet Vergil is considered as a sub-
ject for one of these talks, as this







White Followers Look For Return of Early-Season Spirit
To Bring: Victory In Annual Battle Back to Bowdoin
HOSTS OF ALUMNI TO COME FOR GAME
The University of Maine football team and followers will invade Bruns-
wick once again to tackle a valiantly fighting Polar Bear team which has
borne the marks of defeat in the two previous State Series encounters. Whit-
tier Field is waiting in readiness for the crowds that will see the traditional
rivals meet on Saturday. The alumni too will find their way back to Bruns-
wick to see a team that has shown early season greatness but has as yet been




Busy Program for Saturday Includes
Maine Game, Flagpole Dedication,
Luncheon, Committee Meetings and
Gym Dance '
Hon. Robert Hale '10 to be Chairman
of Conference on Fund
Policy
On Alumni Day, among other
events to take place is a meeting oi
the Alumni Fund directors. This will
be held in the Moulton Union at six
in the evening. The discussion will
be on fund policy and Hon. Robert
Hale '10 of Portland will be chair-
man. The other directors to attend
this meeting will be George C. Web-
ber '95 of Auburn, Willard S. Bass
Hon. Robert Hale '10
Alumni will gather from all parts
of the country next Saturday to at-
tend Bowdoin's annual Alumni Day.
Committee meetings, an alumni
luncheon, the memorial flagstaff dedi-
cation, and the Maine game are ac-
tivities planned.
In the morning, following Alumni
Day custom, there w$ll be several
meetings of executive groups. The
Alumni Council, under the leadership
of Leon V. Walker '03, will meet at
9.30, while the Athletic Council will
also hold a meeting. Harvey D. Gib-
son '02 of New York is chairman of
this group. The Executive Commit-
tee of the Governing Boards will also
hold a meeting during the morning.
The final meeting of the day will be
at six o'clock, when the Directors of
t
the Alumni Fund gather for supper
in the Moulton Union.
The feature of the day will be the
dedication of the War Memorial Flag-
staff. In this ceremony the student
body will march behind the College
Band from the Gymnasium to the
Flagstaff site. Governor Gardiner will
be present as representative of the
State, and will deliver the introduc-
tory address. The formal presenta-
tion on behalf of the alumni will be
made by Robert Devore Leigh '14,
president of Bennington College, and
a former member of the Alumni Coun-
cil. The memorial will be accepted
for the College by President Sills. As
the thirty foot ceremonial flag is
raised for the first time by repre-
sentatives of the student body, the
band will play the "Star Spangled
I Banner", and the assembly will then
be led in singing "America the Beau-
tiful" by the band and the College
Glee Club.
At noon bmcheon will be served in
the Sargent Gymnasium for an ex-
pected gathering of about 400, who
will listen to brief addresses by Presi-
dent Sills and Coach Bowser. A. L.
Richan '20 of Lewiston will lead the
singing. The amplifying system
presented to the College last June by
the Class of 1920 will be used in-
doors for the first time at this lunch-
eon. At the same time a ladies'
luncheon is scheduled for the din-
ing room of the Moulton Union, where
an attendance of 175 is expected. The
ladies will hear the speeches and
songs from the Gymnasium through
an amplifier hookup running by un-
derground cable to a loudspeaker in
the main lounge of the Union.
General arrangements for the ob-
servance of Alumni Day have been in
the hands of a committee of the
Alumni Council including Prin. Wil-
Continued on rasa •
"96 of Wilton, Dwight R. Pennell '98
of Boston, Mass., Sidney W. Noyes
'02 of New York City, Thomas C.
White '03 of Lewiston, Philip P.
Chapman '06 of Portland, Sumner T.
Pike '13 and Earle S. Thompson '14
both of New York City, and Philip
S. Wilder '23 who is secretary.
The fund has been rapidly in-
creasing but the percentage of con-
tributors is very small. It is just
under 15V(, while Dartmouth's is 50'/r
and Harvard's 257r. As Mr. P. S.
Wilder points out in the last report,
it is not the amount that is lacking
but the number of contributors. Too
many men feel they must give from




Freshman Candidates Deliver Trial
Speeches on Compulsory Chapel
Question
CHAPEL TO BE USED
FOR CELEBRATION OF
MASS EACH SUNDAY
Through the cooperation of Presi-
dent Sills and the faculty, the Bowdoin
College Chapel is to be used Sunday
mornings for Roman Catholic Serv-
ices. At eight o'clock and ten o'clock
each Sundav mass will be held for the
English speaking people of Bruns-
wick. Beginning last Sundav the first
mass was celebrated by Father Dun-
nagan of Portland. The Chapel will be
used until such time when a small
church for the "benefit of jEnglish
speaking people can be built. This
idea arises from the fact that for
many years the Catholic Church has
been primarily for the French speak-
ing people of the town. Services will
probably be continued for some time
but it might be mentioned that church
authorities have already been looking
at several locations in town where
an English church might be con-
structed.
A number of rather uneasy fresh-
men assembled in the Debating Room
of Hubbard Hall last Monday. Novem-
ber 3, for the tryouts of the annual
jFreshman - Sophomore debate. The
;
topic for the speeches during the try-
j
outs was one now much discussed on'
the campus, "Resolved, That Compul-
sory Chapel Be Abolished." The can-
,
didates delivered five minute speeches
and two minute rebuttals. Paul A.
Walker '31 presided. The judges
were Mr. Ralph D. S. Childs. coach of
the Debating Team. Paul A. Walker
and Albert E. Jenkins of the Debating
Council.
The fact that collesre students are
sufficiently mature to decide questions
for themselves, the fact that more
benefit would be derived by students
attending: a voluntary chapel service,
and the fact that compulsion destroys
much of the atmosphere of the chapel
services were some of the arguments
brought forward bv the affirmative
speakers. The speakers on the nega-
tive stressed the benefit of compulsory
chapel in furthering the spirit of;
unity in the collejre, the advantage of
compulsory7 chapel as a method of
starting the day. and the consrruitv of
compulsory chapel with many of the
established features of a college as re-
quired courses, required attendance at
lectures and required examinations.
During the deliberation of the
judges, Albert S. Davis '33 and Nor-
( Continued on Paca t)
It will have to be a fighting Bow-
doin team, one perhaps like the eleven
that faced Tufts last year at the Med-
ford Oval, to win Saturday's game.
It may on the surface be for Bow-
doin that the eleven men will seek to
smash their way to victory but be-
neath it will be for Charlie Bowser,
who has tried with all his ability to
bring Bowdoin football teams out of
the morass which has long dogged
their path.
No series title lies ahead for the
Polar Bears but victory from a long
standing rival will be the prize if we
Win. Maine enters the game with
three victories and two defeats while
the White shows two wins, two losses
and a tie. If we should take this
alone as evidence the gap that lies
between the two would seem not too
wide, but on the other hand Maine
has grown in power both offensively
and defensively since the series got
under way. Even though the Bates
game was lost it is no reason to be-
lieve that the team was not improved
for Maine was able to match that
super defense for which the Bates
Bobcat is famous while on Saturday
the offense showed up to particular
advantage when two fast recruits
raised ructions with the heavy Colby
line. Walter Riley and Johnny Wilson
will be worth watching when they en-
ter the fray. It is reinforcements like
these that will help the Maine cause
along considerably. Maine therefore
has a great edge on us when
replacements are in order. Then too
there is the weight factor which will
play a large part in the outcome of
Saturday's contest. The line of the
Pale Blue almost outshadows the
Polar Bear line in this respect. Bow-
doin linemen will face strenuous op-
position; they will have to fight back
in inspired fashion to prevent a re-
currence of Saturday's outcome. To
turn to offensive play Bowdoin will
have to watch the spinners for which
Coach Fred Brice has a fondness.
These are of no little concern for
the Tufts Jumboes worried the Polar
Bears plenty by them in their game
this fall. A passing game will no
doubt result if Maine is in the rear.
Bowdoin men realize that this has
raised some havoc in the games thus
far played this fall. It will be sorrow-
fully remembered that the first score
in the Bates game was made after
Kenison had grabbed a pass hurled
by Brown to bring it down to the 19
yard line.
Bowdoin's chances are more or less
conjectural. If the White line can
work itself back into the same posi- .
tion it held in the Williams game,
Bowdoin will carry a heavy threat to
the team from Orono. Then too, the
interference which once worked so
well must be pulled out of the hinter-
land to which it disappeared in last
Saturday's game before we can ex-
pect to trample the Pale Blue under
foot and allow the backfield force of
Gatchell, Ricker, Foster and Morreil
to scintillate. The team will go into
the game without injuries but on the
other hand, as we have already said,
lacking in good reserve material. All
in all it may be summed up in one
short sentence. The team must "click"
as it has shown it can in order to win.
Win or lose the Bowdoin student
body has no reason to falter at this
time. The support on Saturday should
be as unwavering as if we were fight-




Intense excitement pervading the
college on the eve of the Maine game
will come to its climax Friday night,
when, bringing with it a monster bon-
fire, band music and speakers, a pep
rally will be held on the Delta back
of Adams Hall.
Coach Magee will address the stu-
dents, alumni and other interested
spectators present. An alumni rep-
resentative will also be present to
speak on behalf of Bowdoin's grad-
uates. In addition to the inevitable
impromptu demonstrations of the stu-
dents, there is planned a huge bon-
fire. Bowdoin's band will be present
to add to the enthusiasm of the eve-
ning.
Professor Roland H. Cobb, direc-
tor of Physical Education in the col-
lege, struck upon a pertinent topic
when he addressed the students gath-
ered last Friday night in the gym for
the Bates game rally.
Mentioning trends in athletics at
Bowdoin during the past five years,
Prof. Cobb called the attention of
the students by saying: "If there la
any athletic project in Bowdoin which
is worth having at all, whether it be
football or any other sport, the stu-
dents should back it to the limit"
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Football
The showing the team made against Bates last Saturday was
unfortunate, but not "deplorable" as one Bates man put it. Grant-
ing it did prove that Bates had the better team, Bowdoin has every
reason to be proud of her coach and of her sons who wear her
colors. There is little need to review the game and to criticize
either coach or players. Another game, the Maine game, is almost
;
upon us. In former years, not only has Maine defeated Bowdoin,
'
she has trampled all over her. This year, we feel, there will be a
far different story to record. We have still every confidence in |
Coach Bowser and-his men, and we know that the Alumni are go-
j
ing to see a real football game to climax their annual Alumni Day.
j
(Continued fiom Pace t)
are snapshots taken by him from the
deck of the Resolute. Another article
is the Undergraduate Editorial by
John L. Snider '31, the subject of
which is "The Bowdoin Undergradu-
ate of Yesterday and Today". It is
based largely upon items from the
Orients of 1880. There is also an ar-
ticle on the class of 1934 featuring
James C. Freeman who is the first
fifth generation Bowdoin man to en-
ter college. His great, great grand-
father was the second treasurer of
the college which was during 1776 to
1779.. There is the usual commence-
ment article which features a singu-
lar occurrence. Last June John W.
Riley '05 celebrated his 25th reunion,
his son John W. Riley, Jr., '30 grad-
uated and his father Thomas H. Riley
'80 had his fiftieth reunion. John W.
Riley, Sr., is Secretary of the Trustees
as his father was before him. The
j
remainder of the issue includes sev-






This Saturday, as one of the features of Alumni Day, we dedi-
cate our Memorial Flagpole. Those words conjure up remi-
niscences of certain scenes of last Spring, of the Student Protest
against the original site. Now that the pole has been erected, we
cannot help but feel, and we know that even many of our quondam
opponents also feel, that the present site is quite an improvement
over the first. We do not care to go deeper into the matter. The
pole is a memorial to our worthy dead, and while some of us would
have perhaps preferred a memorial of a different sort, this repre-
sents the homage of Bowdoin to those of her sons who died in the
World War. As such do we honor it.
Science
To have the opportunity of hearing Julian Huxley, grandson
of Thomas Huxley and Thomas Arnold, lecture on such a subject
as "Development, Heredity and Evolution" is one that few people
would care to miss. It is a distinct honor that Huxley comes to
Bowdoin on his first American lecture tour, and it speaks much
for the College's attitude toward the sciences that he was secured
at this time. Liberal Arts colleges in general, it is often claimed,
pay but small attention to the science department. This year,
with Professor Huxley and the various speakers at the Institute
of Natural Science to be held next Spring, Bowdoin is most cer-
tainly disproving the truth of any such statement in her case, and
is proving herself the well-balanced small college she has always
claimed to be.
Chapel
Again an editorial on chapel, but this time in a slightly differ-
ent vein. We believe we have demonstrated sufficiently that there
is quite a feeling against this antique institution ; we hope that at
the next meeting of the Boards, steps will be taken either toward
abolition of the compulsory phase, or else toward a modification
of the present system along lines which will be more in accord
with modern tendencies in education.
Meanwhile, however, we still are faced with the old situation,
and we must make the best of it, we suppose. It is therefore with
great pleasure that we note the latest modification of the chapel
system : the holding of masses in chapel on Sundays. To our mind,
these services will be a means of intensifying the religious signifi-
cance of chapel, and perhaps will make for a better religious spirit.
It also, of course, gives opportunity to those of us who profess the
Catholic Faith to worship according to our own beliefs in our
chapel.
In addition to this, however! the institution of masses has a
much deeper significance. It is a concrete and definite proof of
the fine spirit of toleration which exists at Bowdoin. We are emi-
nently a college without religious bias: Protestant, Catholic and
Jew find a welcome within our walls. What, then, could be more
fitting than a mass in the College Chapel ? And by the same token,
the institution of services conducted by a rabbi for the benefit of
our Jewish brethren would be another opportunity for the ex-,
pression of this tolerance of the Administration.
These services, also, should give more opportunity for the de-
velopment among the members of the student body, of a better
spirit of tolerance and of a better understanding of religion itself.
Being the skeptic and over-bored
student mentioned by Mr. Orient in
the last issue of the .college weekly,
it seems that I might break into print
in my defense, if it is possible to of-
fer a dissenting argument in these
columns of "student opinion". To be
sure, my name is in the column of
contributing editors. I also hear thit
the title of count is still appended to
names in France.
To complete my article on the
chapel situation, several useful para-
graphs of which I note in Mr. OrientV
column in the Oct. 29 issue, there are
a few more interesting considerations
of the matter. Since the above men-
tioned gentleman has never had the
opportunity to bask in the beneficial
influence of philosophy 1, certain dis-
crepancies in logic are excusable.
In the first place, my stand is defi-
nitely against compulsory compul-
sory chapel. In that respect I might
indeed be considered over-bored. My
unwelcome contributions to the
Orient's columns merely took the
form of a protest and criticism against
the blatant, preparatory-school dis-
play of countless editorials on a sub-
ject which was worn out before we
were born and which has acquired an
impregnable abode and college laws
to assure its continuance. College by-
laws are not broken in a day by the
students, nor particularly by the at-
'
tempt of one man, nor again by a
straw vote which would draw
"Against" from the students on any-
thing connected with academic work.
Congratulations are also in order for
the two votes resulting from faculty
,
interest. I only hope that the re-
hashing of the subject is less boring
to other students and faculty than
to myself.
The pen may be mightier than the*
sword; but then again, actions speak,
louder than words. I would uncon-
ditionally support my antagonist in
this dispute if he should attempt to
lead the oppressed students away
from chapel in a general walk-out;
but my present platform is to see the
limited space in the Orient used for
something interesting and to have the
editorial column filled with a more
useful, popular, and novel subject.
R. M. MCFARLAND '31
In some instances, as one observer
commented, too specialized athletics
has resulted in What might be termed
a course in "sports appreciation" but
has added no credits to the individual
student's record. What is needed, ap-
parently, is a program which is val-
uable to all students primarily as
physical recreation, and which has be-
sides, a certain practical aspect.
For years the Red Cross has been
welcomed in universities and colleges
with its program of swimming in-
struction, Hfe-saving and first aid.
These courses have been adopted as
official requirements in certain insti-
tutions where physical education is
stressed. In the U. S. Military Acad-
emy at West Point, among others,
and most state colleges the Red Cross
certificate is the highest award for
swimming and life-saving. In techni-
cal institutions, such as schools of
mining and engineering and in normal
schools stressing physical education
the first aid course is recognized for
its practical value after graduation.
The Red Cross, it is explained, has
no part in a discussion of too special-
ized sports; nevertheless, as the prob-
lem has arisen, it has suddenly been
realized that in the Red Cross pro-
gram which is a part of the work at
so many institutions of higher learn-
ing, there is an answer ready to hand.
As one Red Cross instructor put it,
"the college man is supposed to have
higher academic qualifications than
one who is not college trained—why
should he not be better equipped for
practical sport? He very likely wil!
be a golf enthusiast, a tennis devotee,
and in summer at least, will spend
part of his time on the water. He
may be a good hand at the former
games, and through Red Cross in-
struction he can be sure of his quali-
fications as a swimmer."
The degree of interest in these
Red Cross college sports is indicated
by the fact that a considerable part
of the instruction is by qualified stu-
dents who give volunteer service.
This service has its reward in a cer-
tificate from the Red Cross in rec-
ognition of a certain number of hours
of such service, a higher award in a
medal, and of course, the distinctive
emblem of the life-saver. Should the
graduate elect physical education as
his field, he has a valuable asset in
this official recognition of his effort.
These facts are generally recog-
nized among college leaders, conse-
quently each year sees a closer de-
gree of cooperation between the Red
Cross and the country's educational
institutions. Educators are found
among the important groups of Red
Cross leaders in the country, while
the contact of students with the prac-
tical values of Red Cross service to
themselves and to the communities
over the United States has drawn
into local leadership of Red Cross
Chapters many younger men as they
have graduated and started their
careers.
Why Not Come to the Spa and Try One of Our
Special Dinners? . . .
only 40C
Do It Today ... Get It at the Spa
CALENDAR
Wednesday, Nov. 5—The Presi-
dent will deliver the third talk in
the series "Bowdoin Worthies",
discussing President Joseph Mc-
Keen.
Thursday, Nov. 6—Musical Serv-
ice. Prof. Mitchell presiding.
Friday, Nov. 7—The President
Saturday, Nov. 8—Alumni Day.
Prof. Mitchell will speak discuss-
ing the purpose and significance of
Alumni Day.
Sunday, Nov. 9—Rev. Chauncey
W. Goodrich, D.D. Subject: "Les
sons of Armistice Day". Dr. Good-
rich was pastor of the American
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The Bowdoin A. A. has planned
to have some 9,100 seats at Whit-
tier Field for the Alumni Day tus-
sle, the largest seating capacity in
Bowdoin history, we're told.
man von Rosenvinge staged a semi-
humorous debate on compulsory
chapel.
The judges later announced that the
freshman team would consist of Fred-
erick Burton, Stephen Deane. Charles
Kahili and Carl Olson while the soph-
omore team will be composed of Al-
bert S. Davis, Jr., Norman von Rosen-
vinge and George P. Toole, Jr.
Merely because Bowdoin has failed
thus far to "come through" in State
Series games, is no reason why the
student body should slacken the
slightest in supporting the team. When
Saturday comes, let's forget those de-
feats! Remember the victories of
earlier in the season, and above all
remember that the team can repeat
them—if we are out there giving all
our enthusiasm in support. Of course
they can't get up to the necessary
fighting pitch if the whole student
body does its best to keep the place
shrouded in gloom.
It's up to us to see that enthu-
siasm reaches a high pitch Saturday.
It's not just another game—it's the
;
Maine Game! If we win, it will be the
j
greatest Bowdoin victory in years. If
I we lose, it will be just another hope
i
gone up the spout.
If we lose, who should shoulder the
|
weight of defeat? Not the team
—
I
they have come through a hard.
J
fighting season. Not the coaches—they
j
have done their utmost and done it
well.
The student body should bear the
I
blame, for not giving their whoie-
i hearted support, for lettinjjf- the team
|
down. Anybody can cheer a victory,
j
but it takes nerve and courage to
j
keep faith in defeat.
Tea Dances
Professors Bartlett (right) and Lit-
tle at the microphone of the new am-
plifying system.
Evidence that university faculties
are giving thought to the need of a
sports program which will attract
general participation on the part of
the students in their institutions is
seen by Red Cross representatives
having extensive contacts with the
educational centers of the country.
The discussion of too much spe-
cialized athletic activity, in which only
super athletes are wanted, or devel-
oped, leaving the majority of the stu-
dents on the sidelines, has drawn at-
tention not alone of the public, but
has aroused interest among the stu-
dents themselves, even though th-
charge is not necessarily applicable in
all cases.
t Continued from Tmsr I)
and the orchestra will be the Trafton
Collegians of Auburn.
An informal dance will be held
the same evening in the Gymnasium
Many alumni are expected to attend.
The patronesses of the dance will be
Mrs. K. C. M. Sills, Mrs. Gerald Wild-
er, Mrs. Charles T. Burnett, Mrs. Al-
fred O. Gross, Mrs. Noel C. Little,
Mrs. Stanley P. Chase, Mrs. Edward
H. Wass, Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett, Mrs.
Roland H. Cobb, Mrs. Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, Mrs. Herbert W. Hartman,
Mrs. Donovan D. Lancaster and Mrs.
Peter B. Ferguson.
Following nomination by the Stu-
dent Council, the President has ap-
pointed the following undergraduates
as members of the Committee on the
Union: Gerald H. Donahue 'SI, of
Presque Isle, Harold V. Durand '32,
of Montclair, N. J., and Walter W.
Travis '33, of Mahwah, N. J.
Johnny Milliken will have his hands
full with Mr. Fickett Saturday while





The repairs and rehabilitation of
Memorial Hall are still underway.
The date of completion is still uncer-
tain. However affairs are progress-
ing rapidly, and the work is being
pushed ahead as swiftly as possible.
The chairs have arrived, and the stage
with its tiers on each side is near
completion. The walls have been
finished in buff. The stairs leading
down to the side door are nearly fin-
ished. It is hoped that the hall will















Above: Bornstein, Bates sub, scoring second touchdown of Saturday's game. Below: Brown of Bates carrying ball through Bowdom line
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
MOM SPECIAL TYPEWRITERS
— NEW IN COLORS —
$39.50
Including Carrying Case — (One Year Guarantee)
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Alumni Fund
Since the publication of the list of
men newly pledged to fraternities,
in the second issue of the Orient,
Colin Campbell from Elizabeth, N. J.,
and Neally J. Fernald from Notting-
ham, N. H., both of the class of '34
have been pledged to the Zeta Psi
and the Beta Theta Pi. fraternities, re-
spectively.
There will be no tea dance in the
Union Armistice Day, owing to num-
ber of dances being held at the Col-
lege Saturday, but it is planned to
have one sometime in the near future,
possibly November 22.
The first picture of the faculty
made in recent years was taken by
Webber on Monday.
Continued from Pag* 1
$25 to $30 and therefore only a few
give anything. If more gave from
$5 to $10 the total returns would be
increased as well as the percentage
of contributors. The money is being
collected mainly by class agents, a





Miller Believes He Has Makings of
the Best Team He Ever Had
Alumni Day
Continned from Pag* 1
Ham £. Wing '02 of Deering High
School, Portland, Dr. Joseph B.
Drummond '07 of Portland, and Prof.
Philip W. Meserve '11. The special
committee appointed by President
Sills to arrange the flagpole dedica-
tion comprises Prof. C. T. Burnett,
Dean Paul Nixon, Prof. H. E. An-
drews '94, E. O. Achorn '81 of Bruns-




CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES or* manufactured by LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
The hanks of G-E floodlights at Georgia Tech's Grant FitId cam he adjust**" to
illuminate track meets at well as football games.
G-E Floodlighting Wins Favor for
Football - Hpckey - Track - Baseball - Tennis
G-E floodlighting equipment has a winning record. Its victories are
counted in terms of pleased spectators, increased attendance, satisfied
coaches and players.
The development of G-E athletic-field floodlighting equipment was
planned with every consideration for the fundamental and special playing
conditions it must meet. That is why the big Novalux projectors give
ample and evenly diffused light over the entire playing area. *.
The development of General Electric floodlighting equipment has
largely been the work of college-trained men in the G-E organization
— other' college-trained men are largely responsible for the continuing
leadership of General Electric in furnishing the many other products
which bear the G-E monogram.
JOIN US IN THE CENERAL ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY
EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE N.B.C. NETWORK
GENERAL® ELECTRIC
Although it will be difficult to fill
the vacancies left by the graduation
of Capt. Locke, breaststroker, Chal-
mers, diver, and Collins, sprinter,
Coach Miller of the swimming team
believes that he is working with the
"makings of the best team he ever
had". The reason for such belief lie»
in the fact that Capt. Smith, Walter
Bowman, Norm Easton, Jim Esson,
and Frank Howard are all swimming
faster than they have ever done be-
fore.
Ted Densmore is improving in the
breaststroke, and Frank Carpenter,
a natural diver, is showing a great
deal of promise. Jimmy James, an-
other leading candidate for diving
honors, is getting back into form af-
ter a recent illness, and Coach Miller
looks to him to score points in coming
competition.
Freshmen who look very good are
Calkins and Foster. The former is
one of the fastest first year men ever
to enter Bowdoin, while the latter
is bound to show well in the distances
and the backstroke.
Prospects Seen in Time Trials
There have been two time trials
during the past three weeks of prac-
tise, and in these trials, Bowdoin rec-
ords have been broken. However,
Coach Miller did not care to divulge
in what distances nor by what swim-
mers these new times were set, al-
though he said that Capt. Smith far
exceeded any of his past performances
in the fifty and one hundred yard
swims, and that he would undoubted-
ly figure in the intercollegiate meets.
Improvements Made in Building
The building crew is working on a
new varsity room in the basement of
the gym which will be used by the
swimmers as a club and exercise
room. It is hoped that a sun ray
lamp will be installed in this room,
so that in the winter colds may be
prevented and sore muscles relieved.
Incidentally, this will enable the men
to have an August tan throughout the
season. There is also in the course of
construction a diving pit which will
be very instrumental in the training
of divers, especially those who arc
making their initial attempts. In this
pit a safety belt will be used in order
that men may jump into space with
little fear of a physical hurt.
Recently in the mail to the Ath-
letic Department have come letters
from Union College and Connecticut
Aggies requesting that arrangements
be made for dual meets, and it is very
possible that both these requests will
be met. The team will probably swim
Conn. Aggies during the week end
of January tenth when it travels to
Wesleyan.
A Lamb or A Llama
Or a Bear, or a Camel Hi-Pile.
Whatever your choice you'll
find it here. They're hot ideas
for cold days — $50 to $65.
Our Kenwall Suits
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year marks the two thousandth an-
niversary of his birth.
Every two ye*ars the Classical Club
presents a play, and this being the
lucky year, the Mime will be pro-
duced. There will be at least two per-
formances, the first for the faculty,
members of the club, and their
friends. The second will be for the
college in general. It will be given
sometime after the opening of the







Edward N. Merrill, Zeta Psi, in
charge of Interfraternity touch foot-
ball, is of the opinion that the lack
of support accorded the idea in some
cases is due to conflict with inter-
|, class football. When a group from
For thirtv-four years Maine and *"? houseW *£** intointerclass
Bowdoin have struggled together on football, & 1S hardly possible to put
the gridiron, in which time Bowdoin a" ""** t?am on the 5eld for the
has won thirteen, lost seventeen, and , »>terfraternity games. In any case,
tied four games. In the last few vears. ! •»•>«»• the idea is helping to make
Two Halves of Squad Slated
Competition as Orient Goes
to Press
for
Swimming came to the front this
afternoon when the powerful Black
team faced the equally potential
White to a meet at the Curtis pool.
To be more specific, let it be known
that the Black and White teams were
carefully chosen halves of the present
swimming squad, and that each team
was as determined to win as if it were
at an intercollegiate meet. Conjec-
tures were freely given as to the out-
come, but neither side would definitely
assert that it was a sure thing. The
contest was open to the public and
every event was run off as at a prop-
erly conducted meet.
it is worthy of notice that Coach
Miller has had enough material to
form two teams at such an early date.
There has hardly ever been shown
such great student interest in swim-
ming as this year's turnout indicates.
Following is the list of events and
the participants from each team. The
results of the meet have not vet been
•><=certained as this goes to press.
Whites Blacks








however, the results of the games
show a preponderance of scores for
Maine.
In 1918 Bowdoin did not have a reg-
ular football team but had several
spirited fellows who banded together
to form an unofficial phalanx which
defeated Maine 7-0. In 1919 when
Roger Greene was coach and Brew-
ster led the Polar Bears, Maine broke
Bowdoin's lucky era by winning 18-0.
Nineteen hundred and twenty saw
a compromise in a 7-7 tie. This game,
the last in the state series, was noted
for an eighty-yard run by a man from
the much heavier Maine team. In '21
Fred Ostergren was coach and Capt.
Al Morrell proved to be the hero at
Orono as Bowdoin took a 14-7 victory
from Maine. The '22 game was very
close; the Polar Bears had one touch-
down to their credit but had failed to
make the point. Then Maine made a
touchdown and their kick for the goal
was blocked, but the ball freakishly
bounced over for the extra point.
Maine Victories Predominant
In 1923 Maine won by a score of
28 to 6. Next year came a no-score
game. In '25 Bowdoin fumbled twice,
and each time Maine turned them
into six points apiece. The final score
was: Maine 28. Bowdoin 14. In *26,
a pass from Howes to Forsythe made
Bowdoin's only six points, while
Maine made 21. In '27 a tie or a win
would have given us the state series;
but unfortunately three passes were
intercepted, and Maine won the game:
27-0. In *28 Buzzell and Moran of
Maine were our jinxes. Maine made
27 first downs and took the honors.
26-0. In '29 Souther scored our only
touchdown as Maine won 25-6.
Bowdoin football-conscious. The list
of games will probably remain intact,
and a team which is scheduled to
meet Psi U, the Betas, or the Dekes,
will get credit/for a technical win.
SIGMA NU TEAM IN
VICTORY OVER ALPHA
DELTA PHI OUTFIT
SIGMA NU AND T. D.
VICTORS IN TOUCH
FOOTBALLTHURSDAY
Three Teams Withdraw from Leagues
But Other Houses are to Continue
Contest
Bowdoin's Interfraternity touch
football program was literally thrown
for a loss in the second week of com-
petition when three teams were with-
drawn. Psi Upsilon and Delta Kappa
Epsilon in League A. and Beta Theta
Pi in League B, have decided to for-
feit their scheduled games. Last Wed-
nesday Zeta Psi and Chi Psi, by vir-
tue of forfeits by Psi U, and the
Betas respectively, were credited with
technical victories.
Theta Delta Chi defeated Delta Up-
Smith
.WW..... Calkins I si'on 12-0 'on Pickard Field last Thurs-
990 v mm i ^f' Things were very even until the
p . &*M-\ ard I second half, when Art Jordan inter-
*2Sp Bowman cepted a Delta U pass and ran for aroic Morris
, touchdown. Toward the end of the
300-Medley Swim
j
game, Cleaves grabbed a forward
Sperry Durham ! which had been juggled considerably




Theta Delt score. On the whole, the








Sigma Nu, high scorers of the cam-
pus in Interfraternity touch football,
had little trouble in downing Alpha
Delta Phi 24-0 Monday on the Delta.
Dave Perkins threw forward passes
to Lloyd Miller for three touchdowns,
and Jerry Donahue snatched anoth-
er wayward aerial to complete the
scoring. It was a battle for both
teams, notwithstanding the heavy
scoring by Sigma Nu; and the Alpha
Delt spirit was strong throughout the
game. The A. D. team, incidentally,
got credit for a win as well as a loss
Monday, for their scheduled contest
was with the Betas, whose team has
been retired.
Zeta Psi advanced again by default
when Delta Upsilon failed to appear
on the Delta on Monday. The Zetes
are getting to be a jinx in their
league. Last week it was Psi U who
gave up the ghost with the Zeta Psi
game in the offing, and now D U.
chooses not to play. It is a techni-
cal possibility for a team to win the
league pennant without a game, but
















Smith Calkins full teams.
attack.
Sigma Nu Is Victorious
While Delta Upsilon was being'
badly treated at Pickard Field, Sig-
ma Nil was pasting an artistic 18-0
beating on the Non-fraternity men on
the Delta. Sigma Nu had a good
man in Al Edwards, who tallied all
18 points. He converted two forward
passes and one intercepted lateral in-
to touchdowns. The poor playing sur-
face seemed to hinder the teams lea ;
than their inexperience in playing with
HiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimiaiiimmmniiiiiiiiiiiiDi
CUMBERLAND
Wednesday - November 5th
GOOD NEWS
- with -
Bessie Love - Cliff Edwards
Stanley Smith
Also Sportlight
Knute Rockne Football Series
Thursday - November 6th
RAMON NOVARRO
- in -
CALL OF THE FLESH
Also Short Subjects
Friday - November 7th
VAUDEVILLE




Saturday • November 8th
The GIRL of the GOLDEN WEST
- with -
Ann Harding - James Rennie
Also Sound Comedy





Paramount News Sound Comedy
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN* ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique (roods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment ' of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.





Bates Game Fryeburg Game
Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10

















(Continued from Page 1)
six yards and then Bomstein went
into action. Swinging far over to
the left, he dodged King Crimmins'
flying tackle by inches, and though
Gatchell dove at him a second later,
it was in vain. Pollock batted down
Valicenti's drop-kick.
Early Scoring Attempts
So much for the scoring of the
game. It was merely the consumma-
tion of one attempt after another, that
had continually kept threatening Bow-
doin. The first and greatest unful-
filled thrust, though, came earlier in
the game when a series of punts had
ended with the ball in Bates' posses-
sion on their thirty-nine yard line.
On the next play, which failed to gain,
Olson ripped a tendon and had to be
carried from the field. Farrell made
eight yards through tackle, and then
McCluskey broke through the left
side of the line. He cut towards
the right, and squirmed along for
twenty-four yards and a first down.
His next smash at the line gave six
yards, and he and Ted Brown teamed
for a first down.
Valicenti fell on a fumble, Farrell
made a couple of yards, and as the
quarter ended McCluskey got another
two. On fourth down, with six yards
to go, Brown chucked a pass over the
line. It was fairly in the arms of
Kenison and Valicenti when Fostei
jumped up from nowhere and knocked
it down, Bowdoin holding for downs
on the play.
The last minutes of periods always
seemed bad for Bowdoin. Affairs were
going giddily with a minute or so to
play in the second quarter, when
Brown again threw a forward down
the field to Kenison. This time it
was completed for a total of twenty-
two yards, and Bowdoin braced for a
line assault. Instead Bates took to
the air. Once more Kenison jumped
up to catch a forward from Brown,
this time he had it fairly in his hands,
but finally dropped it, scooping it up'
again on the bounce. Ricker went into
a flying tackle, and a slight brawl
ensued. A fifteen yard penalty for
Bates was the only result. Pollock
cuffed down another forward before
it was well on its way, and as Bates
grew desperate Kenison raced into
the clear and had a forward rip off a
finger-nail or two. Bowdoin stopped
Valicenti's plunge at the line, and took
the ball on downs.
That was that as far as scoring
!
plays and threats wjent. But we would
like to know what happened. And we
still think that Maine may go on th<
skids. Just a little interference, a lit-
tle stiffening of the line, and off we
go.
The lineups:
Bates—Kenison, le; Carnie, It;
Long, lg; Shapiro, c; Berry, rg; Ful-
ler, rt; Italia, re; MacDonald, Vali-
centi, qb; Browne, Garcelon, lhb;
Farrell, Bornstein, rhb; McCluskey
fb.
Bowdoin—Crimmins, Barton, re;
Ecke, rt; Pollock, rg; Milliken, c; Ol-
son, Bilodeau, Cramer, lg; Brown,
Hay, It; Souther, le; Plaisted, Gat-
chell, qb; Ricker, rhb; Foster, lhb;
Morrell, fb.
PLAY SAFE
















stein. Point by goal after touchdown,
Valicenti (drop kick). Referee, R. N.
Swoffield, Brown. Umpire, F. W.
Lewis. Linesman, R. N. Good, Colby.
Field judge, J. S. Nelson, Springfield.
Time, 15m periods.
Maine Game
(Continued from Pag* 1)
big the final battle for the state title.
This year a new spirit has been ap-
parent and it is this new spirit which
must continue to permeate the halls
of Bowdoin if we are to overcome the
gloom which has persistently dark-
ened our athletics. A victory on Sat-





(Continoad from Pag* 1)
start of the second period and in two
rushes Hubbard made ten yards and
a first down. Then on an off-tackle
thrust, Odde broke through the line,
eluded the secondary and dove across
the line for a touchdown. The same
man added the extra point on a short
side play.
The next tally came in the third
quarter when "Don" Reid downed
Lewis's kick on Fryeburg*s one yard
line. An attempt by Glovern to skirt
right end was frustrated by "Red"
Miller who brought this little flash
down behind the goal-line for a safe-
ty. Again Kozlowski received Frye-
burg's kick; this time on the forty-
three. He returned it twenty yards
before- he was brought down. A pass
from Lewia to Hubbard placed the
ball on the thirteen. Odde smashed his
way through for five yards and then
on a reverse Hubbard carried the ball
around left end for the remaining dis-
tance. A completed pass from Lewia
to Hubbard gave the Freshmen a total
of sixteen points.
Taking- the ball on their own forty-
five, the Polar Cubs started on an-
other drive for a touchdown in the
final stanza. Odde and Hubbard al-
ternated in carrying and after seven
plays, the last-named crossed the
final white stripe. A forward pass
for the extra point was intercepted.
At this point in the game, the en-
tire first string, with the exception
of Odde, was replaced. In the final
minute of play, Winchell got his
fingers on a Fryeburg pass on the
thirty-five and raced to the six yard
stripe. On the first play, Robbin-
wormed his way across the line for
the final six points. The final score:
Bowdoin Freshmen 28, Fryeburg 0.
Bowdoin '34 Fryeburg
Reid, Kelley, re le, Cotton
Kozlowski, Fay, rt It, Guptill, Stearns
Archibald, Pickard, rg
lg, Webster, Rankin
Davis, Sternberg, c c, Bussell
Ackerman, Massey, lg . . rg, Kilburn
Wait, Drake, It rt, Hill
Miller, Stone, le re, Charles, demons






Odde, fb fb, Glovern, Shaw
Touchdowns: Odde 2, Hubbard, Rob-
bins. Points after touchdown: Odde
(rush), Hubbard (pass from Lewia).
Referee, Shute. Umpire, Rosenfeld.





This Cap, Comparatively Unknown, is
Awarded for Prominence in
• All Sports
The announcement of the Ives
Trophy Track Meet has set everyone
thinking about the trophy itself.
Strange as it may seem, very few
students about the campus could tell
what the trophy is, who donated it,
who holds it now, who has won it in
the past, or what events count in win-
ning it.
The Howard R. Ives '98 trophy was
donated four years ago as an induce-
ment for interfraternity sports. It is
surprising to learn that it was given
not by Howard Ives but by an
anonymous donor. It is a huge
silver cup, nearly three feet tall, with
the names of the winners engraved
upon it. At present it stands in the
trophy room of the gym where it
may be seen at any time.
Cup Held by Zeta Psi
The trophy has changed hands
every year and at present is held by
Zeta Psi. Four years ago Sigma Nu
won it, three years ago, Kappa Sig-
ma, and two years ago, Theta Delta
Chi. The trophy is a reward not for
merely one sport or event but for an
entire year's record in all sports.
Baseball, basketball, track and swim-
ming are the main sports. Soccer was
formerly included but this has been
dropped. Touch football has taken it.-;
place but it has not been definitely
decided whether or not this will count
toward the trophy. Winter sports also
were formerly included but were dis-
continued two years ago. If sufficient
interest is shown in them this year it




Yards gained by rush-
ing 309 75
Yards lost by rushing 37 16
Yards lost by penalties 10 30













PLAY BY PLAY STORY OF BATES GAME
Well, hopes are blasted once again
but it wasn't just another Bowdoin
football team that succumbed as a
result of mediocrity; it was rather a
defeat at the hands of a powerful
line that couldn't be staved off longer
than three quarters of an hour.
The Garnet line was easily the ]
hardest driving seven Bowdoin has
faced all season.
It's no exaggeration to say that
Red Long of Bates is one of the best
linemen in the Eastern small college
ranks.
ALLEN'S DRUG STORE





Reasonable prices and prompt
service — the aim of
The Record Press
Get in touch with us for your
next job of printing.
Tel. 3
Brunswick Publishinjr Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
Due to various and sundry causes,
but chiefly the weather, the Fall In-
terfraternity track meet was not run
off entirely last week. The events
completed and the men placing in
them are as follows: High Jump,
Stanwood, 5 feet, 9 1-2 inches, Kahili,
Cushman, Packard. Broad Jump.
Stanwood, 18 feet, 9 inches, Allen,
Galbraith, Olson^ 300 Yard Dash,
Stanwood, 35 seconds, Thistlewaite,
Sew-all, Wingate. Mile and a half run,
Usher, 7 minutes, 40 1-5 seconds,
Sewall, Pottle; Lavender. Hammer
Throw, Galbraith, 135 feet, 11 inches,
Vose, Arnold. Shot Put, Haskell, 35
feet, 11 1-2 inches, Vose, Galbraith,
Stanwood. Seventy-five Yard Dash,
Stanwood, 8 2-5 seconds, Thistle-
waite, Winslow, Johnson. Three-quar-
ter Mile, Sewall 3 minutes, 22 2-5
seconds, Usher, Thistlewaite, Cobb.
Pole Vault, Appleton, 10 feet, 9
inches, Arnold, Cushman, tie, Hickok
third.
The house standings in these events
are:





Alpha Delta Phi 81
Delta Upsilon 8
Kappa Sigma 7




Stanwood is the outstanding man in
the meet with five first places. Sev-
eral other men are showing up ex-
ceptionally well in the races and much
may be expected of them next spring.
Suffering a pulled muscle in his
side as Doc Brown did in the Tufts
game, Olson had to give up the
battle early, but will probably be
on hand to answer the call against
Maine.
Ricker was lightning getting away
his punts Saturday. He had to be.
A Bowdoin victory over Maine is
long since due and would send the
alumni away well satisfied. We




Rumor That Jayvees Will Play Other
Junior Teams of Maine Colleges
Next Fall
For the past three weeks, a group
of men thirty-four strong, made up
of thirteen seniors, ten juniors, and
eleven sophomores, has been holding
daily football practice under what is
being called, in Bowdoin athletic cir-
cles, a Junior Varsity System. This
system is supervised by Coach Bow-
ser of the Varsity, while its actual
working is directed by Mr. R. H.
Cobb of the Athletic Department. The
group uses varsity formations. It is
rumored that next fall this junior
squad will play a schedule of games,
probably with similar teams from the
three other Maine colleges.
Linemen who siand out as players
with experience are Lippincott,
tackle, Thomas, end, and Gould,
tackle, while outstanding candidates
for backfield positions are Richardson
and Shute. All these men have seen
service with Bowdoin's first squad.
Coach Roberts, who assists. Coach
Bowser with the Varsity, has spent
several afternoons with Mr. Cobb
helping to coach. He has spent time
especially with the linemen.
Friday afternoon of this week the
Junior Varsity squad will take on the
freshman team. Although it is hard
to predict as to the outcome of this
conflict, it is very likely that the
Frosh, who have had five or more
weeks of practice, and who have
played two games, winning the second
one decisively, will have the edge.
Bowdoin won the toss and chose to receive.
Chamberlain kicked off to Ricker. who re-
turned the ball twelve yards to the Bowdoin
thirty-one yard line.
Morrell made four yards off left tackle.
Ricker lost a yard on a reverse at left
tackle.
Ricker swung around right end. being al-
most brought down three times, and waa final-
ly brought down after making seven yards
and a first down.
Long broke through and smeared Ricker for
a loss of two yards on a reverse play through
left tackle.
Foster was thrown for a three yard loss on
a criss-cross developing at right end.
Ricker lost three yards at left tackle.
Ricker punted to MacDonald. who was
tackled by Milliken after coming three yards
to the Bates twenty yard line.
Bowdoin was penalized five yards for off-
sides.
McCluskey hit right tackle for seven yards
and a first down.
Brown stopped Brown for a gain of Only a
yard at right tackle.
McCluskey punted to Ricker. who was
thrown for a yard loss on the Bowdoin thirty-
five yard line.
Foster ran the entire width of the field,
gaining two yards.
Morrell ran the ball out at right guard,
failing to gain.
Morrell failed to gain in a fake reverse at
right tackle.
Ricker punted, and the ball rolled out of
bounds on the Bates thirty-eight yard line.
Bowdoin was penalized fifteen yards for hold-
ing.
Ricker punted. Crimmins and Souther fall-
ing on the ball on the Bowdoin forty-six yard
line.
Valicenti made a yard through right tackle.
Farrell fumbled, but recovered for a loss of
two yards.
Farrell made two yards through left tackle.
McCluskey punted. Ricker falling on the ball
on the Bowdoin thirty-seven yard line.
Morrell made seven yards through left
tackle.
Plaisted made one yard through left guard.
Ricker lost five yards on a criss-cross
towards left tackle.
Ricker punted to Valicenti. who ran the ball
back six yards to the Bates thirty-nine yard
line. Milliken made the tackle.
Farrell failed to gain at right guard. Olson
was injured on the play, and carried from the
field.
Farrell made eight yards through left tackle.
McCluskey came through left tackle, re-
versed his field, and dodged through the sec-
ondary defense for twenty-four yards and n
first down.
McCluskey hit left tackle for six yards.
Brown went through right tackle for two
yards.
McCluskey hit left tackle for two yards and a
first down.
Valicenti fumbled, recovering the ball with
a loss of one yard.
Farrell made two yards through left tackle.
McCluskey nu.de two yards through left
tackle. The period ended with the ball in
Bates' possession on the Bowdoin fourteen
yard line, fourth down, and seven yards to go.
Second Period
Brown dropped back to throw a pass : it
went over the goal line, and Foster jumped up.
batting it almost out of the arms of two Bates
receivers, Kenison and Valicenti. Bowdoin took
the ball on downs.
Foster went through right tackle, and
ground off fifteen yards before the secondary
defense could bring him down. The line had
opened up a wide hole, and the interference
was good for the first time. First down.
Foster started towards left end on a criss-
cross, but was thrown for a six yard loss.
A trick forward pass behind the line.
Plaisted to Ricker. was complete, but Long
and Shapiro were on top of the receiver and
threw him for a four yard lass.
Ricker punted to Valicenti, who waa thrown
for a one yard loss by Crimmins and Milliken
on the Bates twenty-nine yard line.
McCluskey made five yards at right tackle.
McCluskey went through left tackle for
seven yards and a first down.
Brown broke through right tackle, cut
towards his left, and was in a clear field. He
went down the field for twenty-five yards.
Crimmins finally bringing him down with a
flying tackle. First down.
Bates was penalized five yards for offsides.
Brown made three yards through left tackle.
Pollock, aa Brown tried right tackle, broke
through the line and drove him back for a
five yard loss.
A wild forward pass from Brown was in-
complete.
McCluskey punted over the goal line. Bow-
doin taking it on their twenty yard line.
Foster took the ball on a criss-cross and
made a yard at right tackle.
Morrell went through left tackle for three
yards.
Morrell made a yard at left tackle.
Ricker punted to Valicenti. who dodged back
fourteen yards to Bowdoin"* forty-six yard line.
Farrell made five yards through left tackle.
Brown stopped McCluskey for a yard gain
•t right tackle.
McCluskey made three yards through right
tackle.
On fourth down, with one yard to go.
Pollock dropped Farrell for a three yard loss.
Bowdoin took the ball on downs.
Morrell made one yard through right tackle.
Foster swept to right end. cut back, and
gained only a yard.
Foster went through right tackle for seven
yards.
Ricker punted, and Valicenti ran the ball
back three yards to the Bates twenty-six yard
line.
Rrown made seven yards through right
tackle.
Farrell went through right guard for three
yards and a first down.
McCluskey made four yards through right
tackle.
Brown threw a forward pass of nineteen
yards to Kenison. who made three more yards
before the secondary defense pulled him down.
First down.
Farrell made nine yards through left tackle.
Brown dropped bark and threw another for-
ward to Kenison. who apparently had it in his
grasp, but dropped it. Ricker tackled him as
he picked it up again, waa ruffed on the head,
and Bates was penalized fifteen yards for un-
necessary roughness.
Pollock jumped in the air and batted down
a forward pass from Valicenti.
Kenison was again in the clear for Vali-
centi's forward, which barely grazed hi<
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finger tips. Bates was penalized five yards for
a second incomplete forward.
Valicenti crashed into left tackle, and was
promptly thrown for a loss of one yard by
Pollock. Bates lost the ball on downs.
The half ended with the ball on the fifty yard
line in Bowdoin's possession, first down, and
ten yards to go.
Third Period
McCluskey kicked off to Gatchell. who was
run out of bounds for six yards' gain on the
Bowdoin twenty-four yard line.
Foster made one yard at right end.
Morrell hit left tackle for one yard.
Ricker made one yard at right tackle on a
criss-cross.
Ricker punted to Brown, who ran the ball
back fifteen yards to Bowdoin's forty-nine
yard line.
Valicenti carried the ball out of bounds for
no gain.
Brown made four and one-half yards
through right tackle.
McCluskey hit right tackle for three yards.
McCluskey punted over the goal line, the
ball going to Bowdoin on its twenty yard line.
Souther swung around right end on a re-
verse for seven yards.
Morrell hit right tackle for two yards.
Morrell hit left tackle for two yards and a
first down.
Foster lost five yards on a right end sweep.
Ricker went around left end for nine yards.
Ricker made one yard around left end.
Ricker punted to Valicenti. who ran the ball
back three yards to the Bates thirty-three yard
line.
Farrell made one yard around left end.
On a fake kick that developed into a spin-
ner. Valicenti was stopped dead at the line.
McCluskey punted to Ricker. who was
thrown in his tracks on the Bowdoin thirty-
two yard line.
Foster lost six yards on a lateral pass.
Foster made four yards around left end.
Ricker punted to Valicenti. who came back
ten yards to the Bates forty-seven yard line.
Valicenti ran the ball out of bounds for a
gain of less than a yard.
Farrell made five yards through left tackle.
Brown stopped Brown dead at right tackle.
McCluskey punted to Ricker. who came back
ten yards to the Bowdoin twenty-five yard
line.
Foster made two yards through right tackle.
Foster was stopped dead at right tackle.
Morrell recovered a fumble for no gain.
Ricker punted to Valicenti. who was stopped
without gain by Crimmins. on the Bates
thirty-eight yard line.
McCluskey hit right tackle for five yards.
Farrell hit right tackle for three yards.
McCluskey made half a yard through right
tackle.
McCluskey got off a quick kick, which rolled
out on Bowdoin's ten yard line.
The quarter ended with the ball in Bow-
doin's possession on its ten yard line, first
down, and ten. yards to go.
Fourth Period
Foster lost five yards around left end.
Ricker punted to Valicenti. who ran the
ball back three yards to Bowdoin's thirty-four
yard line.
Farrell made two yards through left tackle.
|Brown started towards right end, but Foster
and Souther flashed up and threw him for a
yard loss.
Valicenti ran the ball out for no gain.
On fourth down, with nine yards to go.
Brown threw a forward fifteen yards to Keni-
son who made two more yards before Ricker
and Foster brought him down. First down.
Farrell broke through left tackle, reversed
towards his right, and brought the ball to
Bowdoin's one yard line. First down.
McCluskey crashed straight through center
for a touchdown. Bates 6. Bowdoin 0.
Valicenti drop-kicked the point. Bates T.
Bowdoin 0.
McCluskey kicked off to Plaisted. who ran
the ball back eleven yards to Bowdoin's
twenty-four yard line.
A fumble in the Bowdoin backfield was re-
covered by Kenison on Bowdoin's nineteen
yard line.
Brown went through right tackle for eleven
yards and a first down.
Brown went through right tackle for three
yards.
Brown went through right tackle for three
yards.
Bornstein was substituted, and on the first
play swept far tc the left end and over for a
touchdown. Bates 13. Bowdoin 0.
Pollock broke through and blocked Vali-
centi's place-kick.
Valicenti kicked off. the ball hitting a Bow-
doin lineman. Ecke fell on the ball on Bow-
doin's thirty-three yard line.
Foster threw a forward just out of Plaisted' »
reach.
Foster made five yards through right tackle.
Foster's forward pass to Souther was
knocked down by Brown.
Ricker punted to Valicenti. who came back
seven yards to Bates' thirty-five yard line, but
Bates was penalized fifteen yards for unneces-
sary roughness.
The ball was now in Bates' possession on
their own twenty-one yard line.
Bornstein ran the ball out at right guard
for two yards.
Bornstein swung around left end for seven-
teen yards and a first down.
McCluskey .nade a yard at left tackle.
Brown failed tc gain at right tackle.
Brown went through right tackle for ten
yards and a first down.
Bornstein was thrown by Barton for no gain
on an attempted end run..
Valicenti fumbled and recovered for a three
yard loss, but Bates was penalised fifteen yards
for holding.
Bornstein lost two yards at left end. but
both teams had been offsides.
Brown lost three yards at right tackle.
McCluskey punted to Foster, a quick kick.
Foster ran the ball back five yards to Bow-
doin's thirty-five yard line.
Brown intercepted Foster's forward pass to
Plaisted. and ran it back five yards to Bow-
doin's forty-five yard line.
McCluskey made six yards through center.
McCluskey gained nine yards and a first
down through left tackle.
Farrell went through right tackle for five
i
****»
Brown made two yards through right tackle.
Brown made one yard through right tackle.
McCluskey made two yards and a first down
through left tackle.
Bates was penalised five yards for too much
time in the huddle.
Bornstein was thrown by Barton for a loss
of two yards on an attempted left end run.
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There will be a meeting of all
the men interested in the religious
activities of the college in the B.
C. A. Room of the Union at 7.00
pjn., on November 13th. The mem-
bers of the faculty committee on
religious activities in the college
will be present. Every man should
come prepared to hear, discuss, and
offer suggestions on a possible pro-
gram for a Christian Association.
DUNHILL LIGHTERS
$4.95
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General Pershing Unable to




Flagstaff is Styled by President as
"Simply a Fitting and Decent and
Beautiful Symbol of Affectionate
Gratitude"
Breaking free in the frosty breeze
just as the college band finished the
"Star Spangled Banner", the great
ceremonial flag floated triumphantly
over the heads of the assembled
crowd. It was a splendid climax to
the dedication of the Bowdoin War
Memorial Flagstaff, erected to honor
those of this college who gave their
lives during the World War.
Several hundred people, alumni,
friends of the college, and students
gathered on the terrace of the Walker
Art Building last Saturday morning,
Alumni Day, to witness the formal
presentation of the flagstaff, which, as
President Sills remarked in his ad-
dress, "is simply a fitting and decent
and beautiful symbol of affectionate
gratitude."
Following the parade of the stu-
dent body led by the band, the doors
of the Library swung open, and the
Bowdoin faculty appeared, garbed in
cap and gown, the President leading;
they filed slowly to the terrace of the
Art Building which was utilized as
an outdoor rostrum.
Governor Gardiner Speaks
Before introducing Governor Wil-
liam Tudor Gardiner, of Maine, Presi-
dent Sills read a personal letter from
General Pershing:, expressing his re-
grets at not being able to attend the
ceremonies. Another communication,
from Admiral William V. Pratt, Bow-
doin Alumnus, was also read. On be-
half of the State of Maine, Governor
Gardiner said in part: "It seems
suitable for Maine to join in the dedi-
cation of a monument to graduates
who have served their city, state and
nation. . . . The state is proud ol
Bowdoin men; and Bowdoin openeu
her doors in a spirit of patriotism and
hospitality to the recruiting of a regi-
ment. Their names will endure on
this monument."
President Robert Devore Leigh, of
Bennington College, and a former
member of the Bowdoin Alumni Coun-
cil, delivered the presentation speecn
as representative of the college alum-
ni. Addressing President Sills he
said: "Among those gathered here
today are teachers, classmates, fra-
ternity brothers, and intimate friends
of those whose names appear on the
base of the flagstaff. Solemn mem-
ories make speech but rude interrup-
tion.
Flagstaff a Permanent Object
"This monument will be a perma-
nent landmark on the Bowdoin cam-
pus. It is not only a shrine, but a
living symbol for those in daily con-
tact." President Leigh continued by
citing the utter uselessness of war,
and its tragedy. "Listen to the schol-
ars", he said.
"The only justification for this
sacrifice is that through the tragic
drama of death periodic national
anarchy may be ended. Dare we not
hope that the intimate appeal of man
will weave strength and purpose for
youthful lives?"
"The task of world peace calls for
the united resources of varied intel-
lects. May this flagstaff stand ou
the campus as a monument that men
serve other ends than self-ambition.




When the applause for President
Leigh's speech had died away, Presi-
dent Sills delivered a brief accept-
ance, in main a plea for world peace.
He said in part: "In accepting and
dedicating this flagstaff erected in
memory of the sons of the college
who ottered their lives and their serv-
ices to their country in the World
(Continued on page 3)
A Decidedly Close Call Near White Goal Line WHITE'S SPEED
PUZZLES PALE
BLUE ELEVEN
Bowser Inspired Polar Bears
Completely Outplay Orono
Contingent
MORRELL GAINS 75 YDS
IN FOUR LINE BUCKS
Valiant White Line Raises Partic-
ular Havoc on Massive Maine
Forward Wall and Opens Holes
For Hurricane Offense
Photo by Sunday Telegram
An action shot of the Bowdoin Maine game Saturday, in which the Polar Bear triumphed, 13 to 7. This Maine forward pass was intercepted by
Bicker on Bowdoin's five yard line and led to the first Bowdoin score, the Polar Bears putting on a sustained drive of 85 yards which ended in
Maine's end zone. In the picture, Lamb, the Maine receiver missed the ball by inches and as it sailed over his head it was seized by Bicker, who
is nearly hidden behind Morrell, number 20. Bicker ran the ball to his 15 yard line before being dropped.
"A Garrulous Grad"
The very first person to climb
to his seat in the grandstand at
the game last Saturday was John
Clair Minot '96, one time Editor-
in-chief of the Orient, present Lit-
erary Editor of the Boston Herald,
overseer of the college, and, in his
own words, "a garrulous old grad".
The thing about Mr. Minot of per-
tinent interest is that he was cen-
ter on the sophomore team of '93,
the first football team represent-
ing Bowdoin that played Maine.
Bowdoin won by the score of 12-
10.
This game was played in 1893,
the first year Maine had a team.
Bowdoin did not have a varsity
team till 1896.
Mr. Minot has never missed a
Maine-Bowdoin contest. Last Fri-
day night was the first time in 38
years that he has been absent















Herbert Ross Brown, assistant pro-
fessor of English, read a paper en-
titled "The Longfellow Tradition" to
members of the Fraternity Club of
Portland at the residence of Judge
Ingraham last Monday night. Within
the last few years the Club has heard
papers by Professor Burnett on the
life of the late President Hyde; by
Professor W. B. Mitchell on Ben-
jamin Franklin; and by Dr. Lincoln
on his impressions of the situation in
China.
Last Wednesday evening, Profes-
sor Julian Huxley, eminent British
biologist and writer, lectured before
a capacity audience in the Moulton
Union Lounge. In a sense, perhaps,
this lecture opened the Bowdoin In-
stitute of Natural Science, the main
part of which will be held this spring.
Professor Huxley's subject, "De-
velopment, Heredity and Evolution",
though admittedly one of popular in-
terest, is nevertheless one which lends
itself with difficulty to popular pres-
entation. Professor Huxley, however,
delivered his material with a minimum
of technicalities and quite impressed
his audience.
He stated first that all life comes
from preceding life, and hence there
is a continuity of living substance
from one generation to the next. Cer-
tain characters, furthermore, \seem
hereditary—to mark one line. These
must be transmitted from parent to
offspring, ami therefore must be con-
tained in that part of the parent
which becomes the offspring, namely
the germ cells. How then are theso
characters transmitted? Again, one
notes a gradual change in certain
races, or evolution. How does this
come about?
Biologically speaking the proof of
evolution was the greatest discovery
of the nineteenth, century. The great
triumph of the twentieth century has
been the development of Heredity
to the large subscience it is today,
due to the rediscovery of Mendel's
Laws in 1900. These discoveries of
Mendel have shown us a picture, or
rather a mosaic made up of independ-
ent units. They have also shown us
that these changes, to which Evolu-
Oootipued on rag* >
Five fraternities continued Bow-
doin's time-honored custom of fall in-
itiations when, last week, they re-
ceived seventy-two men into member-
ship. Hell Week, in all cases, was
culminated by formal banquets.
Alpha Delta Phi, with nearly thir-
ty alumni present to view the cef,-
monies, initiated fifteen men, after
which they served a banquet. Over
thirty old graduates returned to Psi
Upsilon for the occasion, when
twelve men, all freshmen, were made
brothers. Doctor Lincoln, '91, ad-
dressed the banquet.
Thirteen men comprise the new
membership of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
At dinner last Friday night, twen-
ty-five alumni present, John Eliot,
'73, of Boothbay, the chapter's oldest
living graduate, spoke. Judge Fish-
er, '81, of Lowell, Mass., was also a
guest of honor.
By far the largest delegation, twen-
ty-one men in all, was initiated by
Theta Delta Chi. Ceremonies were
conducted from Monday until Friday
because of this number. Professor
Wilmot B. Mitchell was toastmaster at
their Friday night banquet. Thirty
alumni were present.
Eleven men were taken into Zeta
Psi Friday evening, and one Satur-
Continued on page 3
POLAR BEAR ELEVEN
TO WIND UP SEASON
WITH WESLEYAN GAME!
Inspired Bowser Outfit Has
Large Chance of Winning
Biennial Contest
Bowdoin will wind up her football
season this Saturday at Middletown
when the team meets Wesleyan. Over-
confidence is an unhealthy state of
mind, and conjectures as to results'of
football games this fall have been a
decided waste of time. Especially is
this true when we consider what little
weight predictions concerning this
year's State series have really held.
However, the temptation to compare
a few scores is too strong to resist.
Williams tied Bowdoin, and last Sat-
urday Williams beat Wesleyan 40-0
That would make it an easy thing for
the Polar Bears. It might be, though,
that the boys from Middletown were
suffering from infantile paralysis
when they met Williams, but the lat-
est reports ' have it that the epidemic
down there in Connecticut is all over.
This would make it a little harder
for the Bowdoin team.
Everything else oeing equal, a;
comparison of the players alone means
a lost, for Wesleyan. Bowdoin has a
stronger line and a much classier
backfield. Ricker and Foster form a
'
double speed threat that Schlums will
have trouble in equalling. Last Sat-
urday Fowle, Tuttle and Markowski
battered great holes through the Wes-
leyan line. Morrell should follow in
their tracks without much difficulty.
MAINE GAME STATISTICS
Bowdoin Maine













Runback of. yardage 27 16




Lost on fumbles .... 2 10
Penalties 5
Punts ...' 4 6
Total yardage ....138 195
Average yardage . 35 33
(Continued on Page 4)
MANY HOUSES HOLD
POST GAME DANCES
Large Crowd Fills Sargent
Gymnasium as Bowdoin
Celebrates Victory
Play by Play Account of
Bowdoin-Maine Contest
First Qaarter
Fonter took Ficketfs kickofT on his own two
yard line and dodged his way to the t§ when;
he was tackled by Sims. Sims was hurt and
was replaced by Wilson at left half.
On the first play, a cross buck. Ricker fum-
bled and Romansky recovered for Maine on the
Bowdoin 3a.
Wilson got two yards around right end be-
ing stopped by Souther.
Romansky picked up another on a spinner
through the center.
Bagley dropped back and tossed a pretty
pass to Romansky who was downed in his
tracks on the Bowdoin 24. First down.
W'il.4on got a yard on a cross buck.
Bagley turning left end took a lateral and
was stopped by Ecke after a gain of two yards.
Bagley tossed a long pass over the goal line
and it was Bowdoin's ball on their own 20
yard line.
On the next play the Maine line broke
through to nail Foster for a two-yard loss on
an off tackle shoot.
Ricker took the ball around left end for 12
yards and a Bowdoin first down on their own
30 yard marker.
Morrell shot through center for four yards.
Foster, headed by beautiful interference,
twisted his way for IS yards and a first down
on the Bowdoin 39.
Calderwood nailed Ricker for a one-yard
loss.
Morrell picked up three through right guard
before being stopped by Davis.
Souther, on an end-around play, picked up
five yards. Romansky made the tackle.
Ricker faked a punt and went through left
tackle for 27 yards and a first down on the
Maine 27 yard line. The Bowdoin stands were
going wild.
Maine took a time-out and on the next play
"i
1*" P,unKed through left guard for 8 yards.
Morrell picked up another on the opposite
side of the Maine line.
Foster went off right tackle and continued
I to the Maine 10 yard line for another first
|
down.
Ricker got a yard at left tackle.
Foster turned the right end for 4 more.
Morrell hit the middle of the Maine line to
be stopped by Davis.
Ricker went around left end. but failed t<>
make a first down and it was Maine's ball on
,
their own 2 yard line.
I
Romansky on a spinner tore through the
Bowdoin line for 3.
I
Riley was stopped by Milliken after a gain
of about a yard.
Bagley punted to Ricker who. standing on
:
the Maine 49 dropped the ball, picked it up
and twisted to the Maine 32 before being
tackled.
,
Foster on a Statue of Liberty turned riitht
end and scooted down the sidelines being
pushed outside on the Maine 16.
Souther barely failed to snare a pass from
Foster which was grounded over the goal line.
I Maine's ball on her own 20.
Riley tried left end but could not gain.
Means was thrown for a five-yard loss.
Bagley punted to Foster on the Bowdoin 44
and Sid carried it to midfield.
Ricker lost C yards on an off tackle shoot.
Foster's pass was Intercepted by Romansky
who was finally stopped on the Bowdoin 48.
Second Qaarter
Romansky worked the spinner through een-
(Continued on page «)
Immediately after the game last
Saturday tea dances were held at a
number of the fraternity houses on
campus. Dinner dances later in the
evening preceded the informal at the
gymnasium, where the Arcadians
played. Patronesses at the gym
dance were Mrs. K. C. M. Sills, Mrs.
Charles T. Burnett, Mrs. Boyd W.
Bartlett, Mrs. Stanley P. Chase, Mrs.
Roland H. Cobb, Mrs. Peter B. Fer-
guson, Mrs. Alfred O. Gross, Mrs.
Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Mrs. Donovan
D. Lancaster, Mrs. Noel C. Little,
Mrs. Edward H. Wass, Mrs. Herbeit
W. Hartmann, and Mrs. Gerald Wild-
er.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip S. Wilder were
patron and patrone^s at the Alpha
Delta. Phi dance, where the Georgian.-:
played. At the Chi Psi lodge Mr.
and Mrs. Manton Copeland were pa-
tron and patroness. The Arcadian/;
furnished the music. Mrs. John Bax-
ter and Mrs. Emily P. Chase were
patronesses at the D. K. E. house,
where the Trafton orchestra play-id.
Clyde Condi and his Romancers
played at the Sigma Nu house, where
Mrs. Stockman and Mrs. Roehr were
patronesses. At the Beta house the
patronesses were Mrs. Daniel C.
Stanwood, Mrs. Stanley B. Smith,
and Mrs. George Woodman.
Dinner dances were given at the
A. T. O. and Kappa Sig Houses. Pro-
fessor an<l Mrs. Charles H. Gray
were patron and patroness at the A.
T. O. house, while the Trafton or-
1
chestra furnished the music. At the
|
Kappa Sigma house the patron and
patronesses were Professor and Mrs.
E. S. Hammond and Mrs. Florence
Appleton. The Pinelanders played.
Driven by a force which was quite
evidently the inspiration of its coach.
Charles W. Bowser, one of the most
valiant of Bowdoin aggregations up-
set the dope of the dopesters and hum-
bled the much touted Maine outfit to
the lyrical melody of 13-7, last Sat-
urday at Whittier Field.
It was a flashy elusive and ghost
like attack which the rampant White
Bear launched forth upon a com-
pletely baffled Bruin from the north.
The game was all Bowdoin grads and
undergrads have dreamt of during
those long desolate years which go
back into the dim roaches of 1921.
It would be hard to pick any in-
dividual stars of the game for they
worked in a unison which was per-
fection itself. In the backfield Fos-
ter and Ricker never looked better on
those famous end runs while Morrell
outshone himself in hammering thru
the corpulent Maine line while Gat-
chell led the way for him in admir-
able fashion. Cnmmins and Souther
were down under punts like shots out
of. the blue-while Barton- who roiievod
Crimmins made the Maine backfield
lose heart by his flash-like tackles
behind the line. Ecke, Pollock, Milli-
ken, Bilodeau, and "Doc" Brown were
in there from start to finish vicious-
ly smacking the Maine forward line
although outweighed 15 pounds
to a man. Davis and Home highly
rated Pale Blue linesmen were help-
less before the siege of the White's
first defense.
All that was left of the supposedly
great Maine backfield was a blurred
I memory of the Colby game. Even this
I
was erased in the battering onslaught.
During the game Bowdoin made six
j
magnificent surges. The first saw the
White carry the ball 80 yards only to
falter but this acted only as a spur to
their efforts. The second drive was
rewarded after travelling 95 yards by
i a score. Another charge of 80 yards
j
made the score 13 to nothing while
I additional charges of 75, 50, and 35
j
yards kept the White cohorts in a
j
frenzy. They were dazed by the ex-
I
hibition before them. Old Alumni who
j
hadn't seen a victory since 1921 and
j
others who realized that 1909 was
i
the date before that when Bowdoin
i tasted victory lost all the dignity for
I which they are renowned. Now was
! the time to show appreciation to the
I
efforts of Charlie Bowser and surely
!
it was manifest here. At last a Bow-
!
doin team has learned to fight back
!
with a viciousness that is enough to
I
give the most disgruntled alumnus
! heart.
Statistics show how completely out
rushed Maine was entirely through-
out the game. Bowdoin gained 435
yards via the rushing route against
177 for the Pale Blue. This alone
I
would show that the Maine men were
i baffled at every point throughout the
! game. The figures on first down are
I
not indicative of the exhibition, how-
ever, for the long rur.s of Ricker and
I
Foster and the twisting drives of
Morrell were of no mean length.
j
During the afternoon Bowdoin co!-
;
lected 16 first downs to 12 for Maine.
The start of the game was none too
i auspicious for Bowdoin but this lasted
1 only a matter of seconds. Fickett
kicked off to Foster the ball going
to the White's two yard line. Foster
ran it back twenty six yards where
Ricker on the next play on an at-
tempted cross buck fumbled, Roman-
sky recovering. Maine on the Bowdoin
2o yard line attempted a pass from
;
Bagley but it rolled over the line
(Continued on i*agk 4)
FRESHMAN WARNING
A comparison of the last four
fall freshman reviews and warn-
ings for the first year men shows a,
gradual improvement, an improve-
ment more noticeable in the major
warnings than the minor warnings.
Starting with the fall of 1927 we
have charted below the statistics








Average ... 27 45
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The Maine Game
After Saturday's brilliant performance, Coach Bowser and his
men deserve great praise. And yet, anything we say here seems
trite and unnecessary. The team, the student body, the faculty,
the alumni— in fact, anyone who has followed the season— all
know how superb that game was. Smarting from a somewhat un-
expected defeat at the hands of Bates, the Polar Bear awoke, and
did what every Bowdoin man has wanted him to do for years—
beat Maine. To the coach and to each member of that team—
"Well done!"
The War Memorial
Last week, surprise was expressed in certain quarters that we
of the Orient should write as we did about the war memorial. To
be sure, we opposed it, and vigorously, last year. Since then, how-
ever, it has been erected in a much more pleasing location than the
one originally chosen. Moreover, last Saturday it was officially
dedicated as Bowdoin's tribute to her World War dead. It is no
longer that troublesome flagpole; it is a monument to that group
of young men who died for their country and her ideals. It is to
them, however, and not to war. We are distinctly opposed to
glorification of war in any manner. We hope that those who con-
sider this monument in such a light will be few in number. The
sacrifice itself may» have been noble; the principle involved was
not. In thus honoring those who died, let us not lose sight of the
significance of that horrible barbarism, war. Let us hope that
Bowdoin will have to erect no more memorials to war dead
!
Union Cafeteria
As most of us know, the College has been running the cafeteria
in the Moulton Union at a decided loss. It would seem that this
had gone on long enough, and that something drastic should be
done, either by the students or by the College itself to remedy
this situation.
Now, of course, the College should not expect, nor does it, to
make money out of this enterprise. The students, however, cannot
expect that the cafeteria will be continued at a loss.
What is the situation? Judging from what information we
could gather from those who patronize the cafeteria, the food is,
in general, well-cooked, reasonable in price, and generous in quan-
tity. We heard but minor criticisms of the management— such
as a slight irregularity in prices of dishes, some being a bit higher
than necessary and others a bit lower. One of the persons con-
sulted felt that the men behind the counter were not as efficient as
they should be. We feel that more criticisms would be helpful and
welcomed by the Manager.
Well then, if this is the situation, why is the patronage so
small? The answer perhaps lies in the fact that, after all, the
Union is relatively new. Before its time, boarding houses and
various restaurants in town fed the non-fraternity group and oth-
ers. In each of these, quite definite eating clubs were formed—
that is, a certain group ate together and had much in common.
Survivals of those groups exist today and are faithful to these eat-
ing houses. Moreover, men who have entered College since the
cafeteria facilities were installed have been taken into these
"clubs". Perhaps these are admirable in their way, but we feel
that they do work against the financial success of the cafeteria.
Of course, there is one big problem in the system itself, and
one which cannot be changed unless the system itself be discarded.
This is the fact that unlike the various boarding houses, the cafe-
teria offers quite a large variety of food from which its patrons
may choose. Imagine a fraternity dining club (which, after all,
serves roughly the same number of men) with a choice of three
meats on the bill-of-fare ! Or a private boarding house either!
Variety may not only account for the spice, but the price as well.
Quite a howl would arise from the patrons if the cafeteria were to
adopt the boarding house system. And yet, if more patronage is
not secured, it would seem that this might be a very logical step
for the College to take: the formation of an eating club at the
usual weekly rates and serving the table d'hote style. At least,
this would give the management a definite number of meals to
prepare and consequently do much toward the elimination of the
waste which so often prevails under the a la carte plan.
This problem of the cafeteria deficit is a real one, and one in
which the College as a whole should be interested. We may not
realize now the convenience of having this cafeteria in the Union
,
once taken away, however, its loss would be felt keenly by almost
everyone. As we said above, we feel that the students and faculty
could help much with suggestions. We know that such appeals
have been made before, and with little success. We can hardly ex-
pect that we are capable of overcoming that huge discouraging
inertia which is the characteristic of so many members of both
student body and faculty. However, we may at least stir up a
few helpful suggestions by this editorial, and if so, its purpose will
be served.
The speaker at Chapel, Sunday af-
ternoon, November 9, 1930, was the
Reverend Mr. Chauncey W. Goodrich.
In introducing the Rev. Mr. Goodrich,
President Sills remarked that no more
appropriate speaker than this one
could be chosen to give an address
the Sunday before Armistice Day, be-
cause Mr. Goodrich was pastor of the
American Church in Paris during the
World War. *
Mr. Goodrich was a fine preacher,
striking in appearance, and with a
strong voice that carried his thrilling
message to everyone present. Mr.
Goodrich illustrated his address with
many impressive and colorful inci-
dents.
If I were to choose any text for
my sermon this afternoon, I would
take it from that stirring chapter in
the Bible, the eleventh of Paul's
Epistle to the Hebrews. There is
there a roll of honor of the faithful.
The last two verses are, "And these
all, having obtained a good report
through faith, received not the prom-
ise: God having provided something
better for us, that they without us
should not be made perfect."
Verdun
Twelve years ago two men found
themselves together in the city of
Verdun, a city which, if any were,
was baptized in blood. The day was
the eleventh of November. One of the
men was a chaplain, whom I knew.
The other was a colonel in the French
army, a gray-haired man, who had
aged in the service. The two were
standing at the top of the wide steps
leading from the square to the doors
of the Cathedral of Verdun. The
doors were closed behind them as
they looked out over the square. A
seething crowd filled the space, a
mob that moved restlessly as if wait-
ing for something. Then word came
of the signing of the Armistice. Be-
hind the two men, the doors of the
cathedral swung open. With a surge
the mob turned toward the church;
and, following some instinct, poured
up over the steps, down the aisles,
stopping only at the chancel rail. The
two men had been borne along with
the crowd; and, as they turned, they
saw an unforgetable sight of a
heterogeneous congregation. The
American chaplain realized that he
should conduct the service. Since his
voice had been affected by gas a few
days previous, he turned to a group
of Englishmen standing near, and ut-
tered the words, "The doxology". Im-
mediately all the Englishmen joined
in. After that he hesitated, trying
to think of some prayer to say. The
congregation realized more keenly
than he what to say, and started the
Lord's Prayer, the French joining in.
As they prayed, realizing the unique-
ness of such an occasion, the chap-
lain glanced out over the people.
Everyone had fallen to his knees.
The English were praying with their
heads lifted up, and the light from
the holes in the roof shone in their
faces. The Americans and French
were praying with their heads bowed.
What an illustration of the fine im-
pulses that do show themselves at
a turning point!
Guerre a la guerre
We have become so used to peace
that we are not thankful for it. What
would those who endured the unen-
durable say now? Behind our army
was an impetus, behind our men a
purpose. Americans do not do just
what they are bidden without some
thinking. There is a bit of the man
from Missouri in every one of us,
thank God. For two and a half
years our men had been watching the
conflict, and they came to it with a
definite mind. First, negatively,
they were not fighting for their own
country. It is one thing to be a
Frenchman, fighting for one's own
home and native land, and it is quite
another thing to be fighting miles
from one's own American home for
another country.
If one were to ask the average
man disembarking at Brest what he
was there for, he would probably in
some way try to say that he was
there to curb tyrannical autocracy.
He might say, "Can the Kaiser". A&
the wiar went on they began to real-
ize the inefficiency and the inutility
of war as a final means of decision.
This thought grew to a fierce hate
for war and a hope that this was «»
war to end war. This became the
idea of the English, too, and on many
a French memorial are these words,
"Guerre a la guerre", war against
war. It seems, sometimes, as if our
men had an instinctive sense of the
relations between the allied forces,
the ideas of hospitality that have been
fostered by thinkers for two centuries.
A prominent and fine statesman
once said that slavery should be
perpetuated, that God intended it,
and it would be on the earth forever.
At the same time, here in this town
a woman thought differently and
wTote an inspiring, influential book.
The woman was Harriet Beecher
Stowe; the book, Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Today people say that war is inevit-
able. They may be proved to be
wrong also.
Sandbags and Flood
When the river Seine was at an
unprecedented fullness in 1910, and
news came to Paris that a large swell,
moving up the river would reach
Paris in nearly two hour*, people
feverishly set to work to fill up the
spaces in the walls with sandbags.
The swell slowly rose until only
twelve inches of sandbags were be-
tween the river and the homes of
Paris, but the twelve inches were
enough. Who can say that each bar-
rier which we set up against war may
not someday save us ?
It is not without emotion that I
Time and again we've sworn to
"lay off" the Lewiston Journal, never
again to poke fun at it, never again to
,
laugh at it, never again to pity it. and
never again to care what it does. Then
the Lewiston Journal does something
that makes our earnest vows like
nothing, makes us forget our good
manners, makes us laugh, pity, etc.,
all over again. The latest is their
scare-head of last Saturday's first edi-
tion which went like this. "BOWDOIN
HOLDS MAINE 0-0 IN FIRST PE-
RIOD." Having seen with what gigan-
tic convenience Bowdoin accomplished
this, it made us add a little P.S. to
j
our Saturday evening prayers, in the
interest of Lewiston Journal intel-
lects.
» # *
Doubtless last Saturday was the
first time that foes of the Stein Song
have ever resorted to aerial warfare.
* *
Maine's football team wasn't the
onlv thing that took a beating Sat-
urday. All honor to Oilman and Wins-
low, roommates who run the band, for
downing the Maine 150. 46 of whom
showed up. From the press stand it
was clear that Bowdoin men know the
Stein Song better than Maine men.
* •
Anyway, Maine has one of the best
engineering colleges in the section.
* » *
Being an undergraduate, and not
privileged to make a fool of ourself.
we could only join mentally in the an-
tics of the alumni who played ring- i
around-a-rosy shouting the while,'
"Bowdoin made a touchdown, goody.
goody, goody."
• * *
A Maine man. before getting on the
train Saturday night said. "Bowdoin
never saw a Maine team plav like
that. now. did they?" Hats off to the
Bowdoin freshman whe piped up. "No.
and Maine never saw a Bowdoin team
plav that way. now. did thev?" The
Maine student boarded the train for,
for — lessee, now. O. ves — Orono.
• * #
Maine's football team concerning
which vou have probably heard much
of late vears. seems to have gone from
the sublime to the pediculous.
* • *
It didn't take the alumni long to
understand that the Baby Volstead
act had been repealed.
recall the times I stood upon this
platform in 1914, 1915, and 1916, be-
fore boys like you, with their full-
ness of life before them, a little more
serious than you because of the fu-
ture they looked forward to. They]
offered all they had to give. Some oi
them gave all they had to give. Let
us run with the patience che race be-
fore us. For them it was a swift,
courageous dedication. For us it must
be a strong determined perseverance.
God grant that no one of us will fail
because of indifference or cynicism.
For without us they can be of no
avail. •
Why Not Come to the Spa and Try One of Our
Special Dinners? . . .
only 40C
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The Bowdoin Alumni Council, an
organization which acts as the exec-
utive committee of the general Alum-
ni Association, held its annual meet-
ing last Saturday morning at 9.30
o'clock in upper Massachusetts Hall.
Leon V. Walker '03 presided.
The Council first considered routine
business and, then, proceeded to dis-
cuss the practicability of an early
mailing of Alumni ballots to Bowdoin
men in foreign countries. At present,
the alumni resident in Europe and
particularly the alumni in the Near
East are often unable to return the
ballots mailed to them by the Alum-
ni Secretary for electing various offi-
cers in the Alumni Association in
time to have their votes counted. If
a scheme of early mailing was
adopted, it was felt that the alumni
abroad could then be sure of having
their votes included.
Composition of the Council
The Alumni Council is composed of
fifteen members. Of that number,
twelve are chosen from the general
body of the alumni for a three yeai
term, four men being chosen every
spring. There is one representative
of the alumni in the faculty, one rep-
resentative of the Governing Board
and the Alumni Secretary.
The following alumni were present
at last Saturday's meeting: Henry H.
Hastings '90 of Bethel, Harry L.
Palmer '04 of New York, William E.
Wing '02 of Portland, Albert T. Gould
'08 of Boston, Frank A. Farrington
*27 of Augusta, George E. Fogg '02
of Portland, Donald W. Philbrick '17
of Portland, Hon. Wallace H. White
'99 of Boston, Professor Philip W.
Meserve '11 and Philip S. Wilder '23.
A meeting of the Executive Coun-
cil of College Business was held in
the President's office on Saturday
morning. Among those present were
Judge Hale of Portland, Mr. Henry
H. Pierce of New York, of the Board
of Trustees, Mr. John F. Dana of
Portland, Mr. Clement F. Robinson of
Portland, and Mr. Hoyt L. Moore.
Various matters of college business
were considered,—among them plans
for remodelling the Mustard House
into small apartments for unmarried
members of the faculty. Additional
appropriations were made including
an appropriation of $200 for a state
conference on Physical Education.
Famous Portrait Accepted
A portrait of E. P. Mitchell '71,
for many years editor of the New
York Sun, given by Mr. William T.
Dwart, President of the paper, was
accepted with gratitude. The por-
trait is now on exhibition in New York
City with other works of its painter,
Soulisbury, an English artist of dis-
tinction. It will come to the college
in a month or so, and will be placed
in the Walker Art Building.
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. * * - - »Mppeimeei neves
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES-ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE-S2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
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Me Higher Rates
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
6-ton reels of cable distributed
with the speed of perishable food
A carload of telephone poles laid down a thov
sand miles away within 36 hours after getting
the order! Rush calls of this sort must fre-
quently be handled by Western Electric, dis-
tributors for the Bell System.
But even more remarkable is the regular day
by day flow of telephone supplies. The Chicago
warehouse—one of 32 in the national system
—
handles 1,400 ordersa day. In 1929 more than
|400,000,000 worth of equipment and materials
was delivered to the telephone companies.
Distribution on so vast a scale presents many
interesting problems to Bell System men. The
solutions they work out mean much in keep-
ing this industry in step with the times.
The opportunity is there!
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDB SYSTEM OF I N T B R - C O N N B CT I N G TKLBPHONBS
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War. I feel that the occasion calls for
but few words and those of fairly ob-
vious content.
"This memorial is the gift of more
, than seven hundred of the alumni and
friends of Bowdoin and is thus in a
very real sense an expression of a
widespread interest. No more than
the bronze tablets on the walls of
Memorial Hall commemorating those
who fought to preserve the Union,
do these inscriptions and names in
any way glorify war. -
"To many of us these names are
those of dear and familiar classmates
and comrades. . . . The flag floating
from yonder height will mean a little
more to us because of their sacrifice;
but it will mean not nearly so much
as it should if we in our day, inspired
by such examples, fail our own gen-
|t eration in duty and in service."
World peace, according to the
speaker, is a duty for all. But a
pacifism of ease and selfishness is as
menacing to our republic as "blatant
militarism". "Earnestly we hope",
said Pres. Sills, "that this flagstaff
with its simple message may still be
bearing the flag of our coun-
try aloft long after war has become
unknown. But that will never be if.i-
less we and our successors are will-
ing to make sacrifices for peace. . .
"In the twtelve years that have
passed since our chapel bell pealed
out the tidings of the Armistice
three or four generations of youth
have passed through these college
halls . . . until today to the under-
graduates the memory of those iron
days seems rather remote and unreal.
"But the college, Alma Mater, does
not forget. In her own eternal youth
she thinks with tenderness and grati-
tude of those who gave their merry
youth away . . . She calls the roll
of the missing 'whose bodies axe
buried in peace, but whose name
liveth for evermore.'
"
On one face of the base of the
staff the simple Latin inscription
reads: BREVE TEMPUS AETAT1S
SATIS LONGUM EST AD BENE
HONESTEQUE VIVENDUM. "Our
short span of life is long enough to
live well and honorably."
Although the dedication was the
principal feature of the Alumni Day
activities, other enjoyments were
found. Old acquaintances on the fac-
ulty were renewed; President and
Mrs. Sills held open house to visitors;
familiar scenes were again recalled. At
twelve noon the alumni gathered in
the gymnasium for a luncheon, after
which all adjourned to the Maine
game.
MR. LEON V. WALKER '03
PRESIDES AT ALUMNI
DAY LUNCHEON IN GYM
President Discusses Fresh-
man Year and Senior
Major Examinations
MOTION PICTURES TAKEN
The outstanding events of Alumni
Day were recorded «on 125 feet of
motion picture film taken throughout
the course of the day by Philip S.
Wilder, Alumni Secretary. The films
are* intended primarily for Bowdoin
men in the West and will be shown
at various reunions probably includ-
ing a reunion at Los Angeles where
it is expected that an Alumni Asso-
ciation will organize this winter.
The annual Alumni Day banquet
was held on Saturday Nov. 8, in the
gymnasium. After the meal, Leon V.
Walker '03, the presiding officer, in-
troduced A. L. Richan '20 who led the
assembly in the singing of Phi Chi.
Following a short introductory
speech, in which Mr. Walker out-
lined a few of the essentials of an
ideal football coach, Charles Bowser
was introduced as a good example
of the ideal coach. Mr. Bowser's
speech was brief and to the point.
Among other things he hoped that
the Alumni would enjoy the game
with Maine, which he thought would
truly be a game worth seeing. After
Coach Bowser's speech, the Alumni
sang "Glasses Clinking High".
President Sills Speaks
Mr. Walker next presented Presi-
dent Sills to the assembly after ,a
very short introductory speech. The
president stated that there were many
phases of College life, upon which
he could speak, but that he would con-
fine his speech to a few of the more
interesting features of Bowdoin life.
The most important of these were
first, the main problems of the fresh-
man year at college, and secondly,
the question of the general examina-
tions taken by the senior class. Con-
cerning this first question, he stated
that the freshman year was the most
interesting and critical of\the four
years. He said that the irishmen
were thrown on their own in college,
and that they were usually baffled
by the proceedings of the college.
They were, as a rule, graduates of
preparatory schools where they led a
more or less easy life. They find
themselves at a loss as to how to study
when they reach college. At Bow-
doin, said President Sills, we have a
system in which the freshman is made
to work hard and in which he still
has the desired social life. This sys
tem, according to the President, is
very well worked out. He also men-
tioned the fact that out of the fresh-
man class of 175, only 24 failed in
two or more subjects. This goes to
show that the system is not so severe
that the freshmen can not pass their
subjects.
The next main point which Presi-
dent Sills brought out was concerning
the general examinations taken "by the
seniors. He stated that Bowdoin was
more or less of a pioneer in this
phase of college life. Thus far the
system, although in its experimental
stape at Bowdoin, has worked out
very well. The advantages of thi3
plan are obvious. It makes the last
year of college what it should be.
In " other words the average senior
is inclined to take his studies in a
rather easy way. These examina-
tions, which the seniors take in their
various majors, force them to keep
up in all their studies in order tha-
they may pass the examinations.
The President next mentioned the
work being done in several of tho
courses given in Bowdoin. For ex-
ample he mentioned the economics
department, which he said was not
merely going into the academic side,
but that it was also delving into the
practical side of life. He stated that
the college had engaged several
prominent men who are to give lec-
tures and courses of instruction in
some of the courses at Bowdoin.
Among the most prominent of these
is Enrico Bompiani who will give a
two month course in Mathematics.
At the close of President Sills'
speech, the luncheon was closed with
the singing of Bowdoin Beata.
The ladies, who had their luncheon
at the Moulton Union, were enabled
to hear these speeches by means of
the amplifier hookup, which con-





Many Large Sized Men in
Ranks of This Year's
Yearling Aggregation
Bowdoin's varsity squad will be
somewhat depleted by graduation
next June, and Coach Don Lancas-
ter's Freshman team is being ex-
amined already with regard to fu-
ture varsity material. The yearlings
have several big fellows in the line
who can be made into varsity squad
replacements with little trouble. John
Kozlowski, who started the season as
a fullback, has been made into an
excellent tackle. He hits hard, out-
plays all opposition, and has un-
bounded energy. A substitute at his
position is John Fay, a six-footer and
very nearly as good a football play-
er. Another tall man is Carl Acker-
man, guard, whose game has been
dependably smooth all season. The
pivot man is Byron Davis, with Leo
Sternberg and Bob Dakin as under-
studies. Davis has made great prog-
ress since his first game. James P.
Archibald, holds down the other
guard berth. He has developed speed
this year, a great asset to running
interference. Gordon "Red" Massey,
George Bartter, Fred Pickard, and
Clement Donahue are substitute
guards of the first order, Massey in
particular slaying the opposition's
line bucks lately.
Plenty of Weight
Bob Wait looms at left tackle, 195
pounds of defensive power and of-
fensive drive, and one of the team's
outstanding regulars. Every bit as
big as Wait, if not as potent, is Fred
Drake, able second at that position.
The team is strong in ends. Nathan
Miller and Don Reid are staunch de-
fensive wingmen and very fast under
the kicks. Ralph Kelley and Arthur
Stone are hardly less dependable.
Henry "Pete" Lewia of Skowhegan,
firststring quarter back, has been
developed into a canny field general,
and a good man on the business end
of kicks and forward passes. His re-
placement is a toss-up between Bob
Hayden and Bob Winchell. Henry
"Heenie" Hubbard and Thurman Lar-
son are two halfbacks of promise, as
those will agree who saw them work
against the Junior Varsity last week
Prominent among the second-string
halfbacks are Dick Robbins, who has
a way of shaking off tacklers; ana
Fred Burton, a new hand at football,
but with speed to spare. Lawson
Odde, fullback, has picked up power
and speed since September, and is a
consistent gainer in off-tackle
smashes. Jack Morris can be depended
on to pinch-hit for Odde.
Large Squad of Subs.
Other men on the squad who havo
shown up well are: ends, Kenneth
Cady, John "Pete" Brookes, Neal
S killings, and Eugene In galls; tackles,
Jack Freeman, Fred Hall, Bob Kings-
bury, Chandler Redman, Henry Van
de Bogert, and Ray Prince; backs,
Thurston Sumner, Stanley Kamykow-
ski, Bert Robbins, Donald Smith,
Seth Read, and Arthur B. Lord.
In spite of the good showing made
in some cases, there is yet much to
be done. As Coach Don Lancaster
remarked, "They aren't ready-made
football players by any means, and
they still have a lot to learn." The
Hebron game of next Saturday may
seem like a large order, but with the
spirit that the varsity showed in beat-
ing Maine last Saturday, the Frosh
will stand an even chance. Coach
Lancaster's accomplishment in bring-
ing the ponderous squad to its pres-
ent stage of achievement must not be
underestimated, and if the boys come
through, as they yet may, a-ainst a
favored adversary, a full half of the





One will always stand out!
£ KM, Uxctr * Mvm Tomco* Ca.
The Tailcoat comes into its own
It is not too early to think of the house parties and the holidays, and
the tailcoat. This garment, as sponsored by Harmon's, embodies
every detail of distinction — at eminently fair prices.





Turning out in large numbers, Bos-
ton University freshmen recently
mads a desperate attempt to win the
annual flag rush. However, the sopho-
mores, clustering around the pole in
a compact mass, succeeded in pre-
venting the yearlings from . securing
the victory. One defiant freshman,
nevertheless, did manage to climb
half way up the greased pole before
he was dislodged. This was only one
of the several activities in which the
first and second year men engaged.
As the result of a predominance of
sophomore wins in these encounters,
the freshmen must continue to enter
via the back door and wear the be-
dazzling bow tie—outlawed by our
own Phi Chi.
FRARTERNITIES INITIATE
(Continued from Page l)
day, after the Maine game. Sixty five
alumni, among whom were Judge Far-
rington, Chief Justice of the Maine
Supreme Court, and Lyman A




The men initiated into Alpha
Delta Phi were: Charles Allen,
Sanford O. Baldwin, Thomas D
Barnes, George C. Bartter, Gor-
don C. Bennett, Philip E. Burn-
ham, Alexander Clark, Byron S.
Davis, Henry P. DeBogert, Robert
Dowling, Burton Flint, John D.
Freeman, Bartlett Godfrey, George
F. Peabody, Robert Winchell.
Psi Upsilon's new members are.
Paul S. Ambler, Edward F. Ap-
pleton, James E. Bassett, Jr., Ralph
F. Calkin, Richard H. Davis, Ed-
ward DeLong, Frederick S. Drake,
Robert L. Hackwell, J. Gardiner
Ham, Arthur B. Lord, M. Chandler
Redman, Arthur D. Stone.
New men in Delta Kappa Ep-
silon are: James P. Archibald,
Frederick C. Batchelder, Braley
Gray, Luther G. Holbrook, Jerome
H. T. Kidder, Harrison P. Martin,
Thurman A. Larson, George
Lauder, Henry G. Lewia, Richard
C. Robbins, Donald M. Smith, Carl
F. A. Weber.
Theta Delta Chi's delegation
consisted of: John Arnold, Richard
Atwood. Dudley Braithwaite, Wil-
liam W. Clay, Russell Dakin,
Robert S. Fletcher, James C Free-
man, Robert M. Foster, Charles E.
Gould, John B. Hickox, Perry A
Holt, Enoch W. Hunt, Alan B.
Johnson, Robert F. Kingsbury,
Gordon H. Massey, Robert C.
Porter, Malcolm S. Walker, Theo-
dore A. Wright; and three sopho-
mores, Thomas B. Card, Arthur G.
Jordan, and Edward H. Morse.
The delegation of Zeta Psi in-
cluded: Robert M. Aiken, Ray-
mond S. Brown, Jr., Colin Camp-
bell, George M. Cleaves, Robert F.
Hayden, James W. Lawrence, H.
Clay Lewis. Thomas W. Libby, K.
Edward Miller. Asa O. Pike, Jr.,
Donald E. Reid and Robert B.




Continued from Page 1
WEDGWOOD PLATES
ARE PUT ON DISPLAY
tion owes its impetus, take place in
all directions and at random. And yet
Evolution still proceeds in definite
lines.
He next illustrated the chromosome
mechanism by various slides, and
pointed out the localization in thn
chromosomes themselves of the fac-
tors governing this transmission of
characteristics. Much work on this
independent recombination of the fac-
tors has been done by Morgan in his
studies of the Fruit Fly.
Professor Huxley said that a return
to the ideas of Darwin might be
necessary to explain certain evolu-
tionary phenomena, although his
views must be modified to some ex-
tent. The struggle for existence still
holds, and variations still occur.
These tend to -modify the race and
to bring it up to certain specifica-
tions. He spoke of Castle's work on
the hooded rats in this connection,
and showed how Artificial Selection
works toward certain ends. Castle
succeeded in changing the race in a
specific direction, and he feels that
once a beginning is made in one di-
rection, changes in that same direc-
tion are the more favored subse-
quently. Hence, in Nature, we have
an explanation of the directive in-
fluence of evolution, although
thousands of generations may be re-
quired.
He also mentioned the effects of iso-
lation in the development of new
species and gave illustrations of this.
Next followed a discussion of the
way that the Mendelian factors ac-
tually work. External influences, of
course, are brought to bear on this,
and changes in these various external
stimuli produce corresponding changes
in the development of the individual.
Internal factors, such as the hor-
mones carried in the blood stream, arc
also of influence. In connection with
this. Professor Huxley brought up
some interesting material on prefor-
mation in the egg. Regeneration in
young and adult of some of the lower
vertebrates was next mentioned in
connection with the influence of
growth on development. This phase,
of development occupied the major
part of the remainder of the lecture,
and Professor Huxley elaborated to
show how growth and growth gradi-
ents may explain much which other
theories have found troublesome. He
also mentioned briefly the theory of
Orthogenesis.
He then proceeded to apply this
growth theory to the case of man,
who is somewhat different from hi&
other examples in that he possesses
a permanent adult phase, whereas the
!
crab, for example, never stops grow-
ing. At this point, he also discussed
the relation of physique to intelli-
gence. Physical types depend par-
tially on the secretions of certain
ductless glands and on relative
growth, and these artso have an effect
upon the intellect. In every organism
there is an extremely delicate mechan-
ism which is affected to a greater or
less extent by the outer world and
also by certain internal factors. The
changes thus produced figure in the
development of both individual ana
race, and hence are of significance in
both heredity and evolution.
A set of six different plates ten
and one-fourth inches in diameter are
now being prepared for Bowdoin Col-
lege by the famous Wedgwood Pot-
teries at Etruria. England. The bor-
der design will be the same on all
plates, the Bowdoin seal and coat of
arms, with maple and oak leaves, and
sprays of pine. The centers of the
six plates will each depict a different
Bowdoin view. The colors are black
on white or blue on white. When or-
dering it will be necessary to specily
what colors are wanted. Plates will
be prepared only on order, through
the Alumni Secretary's office and
cannot be procured commercially. Sets
of six with different centers are eight
dollars and a dozen (two sets) will
cost fifteen.
Orders will be filled next June, in
order of receipt and must be accom-
panied by a three dollar deposit for
each set
.
ordered. Samples may be
seen at the Moulton Union, manager's
office, or for further particulars, see
Mr. Wilder at Massachusetts Hall.
It took some time to understand
that short kick-off of Maine's. But it
must have been that new pee-wee
football.
» *
Ray Dyer, former Sigma Nu chef
for years and years and as true a
iBowdoin man as if he were president
emeritus, was at the game. His
daughter Alice, a freshman at Maine,
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and Bowdoin took the ball on the
twenty. From this point the back-
field trio clicked in runs of 12, 15, 27
and 10 yards along with plunges of
lesser distance to bring the ball to
the two yard line where Ricker took
the ball and failed to make a fir.-t
down and Maine punted out of dan-
ger.
The first score was made in the
second period. After Lamb let a
beautiful pass trickle through his
fingers Bowdoin took the ball on their
own 30 yard line. Morrell slid thru
to Maine's 46 yard line by dodging
the secondary defense. Ricker ripped
off twelve more for a first down.
Short gains by Morrell and Foster
brought the ball to the twenty-four
yard line when Foster outwitted
Maine completely by balking and
then tossing a pass to Souther over in
the left corner of the field who stepped
across the line for the first touch-
down. Souther then added another
point by a kick right between the
bars to put the Bowdoin stands in a
worse frenzy than they already were.
In the third period Maine forgot
what a football felt like. The Polar
Bear had Maine standing on its head
by this time. It was a period of fur-
ther colorful rushes and terrific
ground gaining. Ricker intercepted a
pass from Bagley to start things off
in good fashion. In a few seconds
Foster ran wild in characteristic fash-
ion when he tore down 47 yards to
Maine's 28 yard line. By this time
Bowdoin stands became almost para-
lyzed with excitement. Morrell then
helped to take it to the eighteenth
while Maine was forced to call time
out to find out whether it was the
state track meet or a game of soccer.
Morrell then fulfilled the life am-
bition of many a Bowdoin alumnus
by scoring what proved to be the win-
ning touchdown. Words can not dis-
play the feelings of the Polar Beai
cohorts, in fact your correspondent
found it difficult to maintain his men-
tal equilibrium and it was minutes
before he could recover from the
dazed condition.
Maine came to life in the fourth
only too late. Riley who had looked
so good in the Colby exhibition tried
to regain a fading reputation by col-
lecting a pass and bringing it down
on the Bowdoin 32 yard hne. Spin-
ners aided the cause along consid-
erably and before the White realized
it the ball was resting on the 12 yard
marker. Ricker and Riley were
knocked at this point and the Maine
man withdrew to safe cover. Roman-
sky aided the cause along a bit but
was removed only to allow the au-
dience to know how griped he was
about it. Curtis replaced the per-
turbed Mr. Romansky. Soon the judg-
ment of the all knowing Brice was
vindicated when the recruit put the
ball over the line by successive
plunges. Means made the count 13-
7 by kicking the goal.
Only time cut short another score
for the White when the whistle blew
on the two yard line after Morrell
had intercepted a pass. But as it
was the complete rout of the Pale
Blue was so apparent that the score
proved nothing.
Sportsman's Pen
All praise and appreciation to
Coach Bowser and his men who turned
the trick so handsomely.
The Bowdoin team last Saturday
would have had the edge on any team
in the state. That—without reserva-
tions!
Referee F. J. O'Brien of Tufts
made the statement after the game
that it was the cleanest contest in
which he had ever officiated.
It is noteworthy that an offside
penalty of five yards tells the whole
story. That's far more than can
be said of the other state series
games this year.
Notwithstanding, it was a savagely
fought battle.
Riley of the Brown Bears put up
the gamest fight seen on the. Whit-
tier gridiron for a long day. Actually
weighing in at 132 pounds he is sub-
ject to smashing treatment.
Courtesy on and off the field such
as Maine displayed Saturday goes
a long ways. Colby especially
could profit by a little of this.
Coach Fred Brice was one of the
first to congratulate Coach Bowser
and the squad in the locker room af-
ter the game. Thank you Fred—you're
a sportsman.
One yard to go for a touchdown
and a Maine man was offside long
enough to bring the final whistle of
the game. A minor tragedy, how-
ever, in the light of the complete
predominance of the White through-
out the entire game.
Hugh Barton showed us Satur-
day that he won't rattle in King
Crimmins' shoes next season.
How Plays Went in Saturday's Bowdoin-Maine Game
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Play By Play Account of Maine Game
Continued from Page 1
tcr for seven yards.
He picked up three yards on the same play.
The play worked again for six yards and a
first down on the Bowdoin 35.
Means went off right tackle for 11 yards and
another first down on the Bowdoin 26.
Romansky picked up three yards through the
line.
Riley made another three on a criss-cross.
Bagley passed to Lamb who went to the
Bowdoin 15 for another first down.
Romansky again tried the spinner but Doc
Brown loomed up to throw him for a loss.
Ricker intercepted a long pass after it had
bounced off another Bowdoin player's hand and i
was downed dn the Bowdoin 12.
Foster made a yard around left tackle.
Ricker punted to the Bowdoin 44 where Bag-
ley signaled for a fair catch as Souther and
j
Crimmins closed in. The Bowdoin ends were
smearing all run barks of punts.
Riley tore through left tackle for five yards.
The spinner worked again. Romansky tear-
ing off 10 yards for a first down on the Bow-
doin 29 yard marker.
Two Maine backs fumbled and Means recov-
ered to be smeared by Doc Brown for a hve I
yard loss.
Basley tried a pass but it was knocked down.
Riley dodged 11 yards to be brought down by
Souther on the Bowdoin 23.
With a clear field Lamb dropped a pass from
Bagley and the ball bounded into the end xone.
Bowdoin's ball and first down on their own 20.
Ricker picked up four on a fake kirk.
Morrell went through left guard, dodged the
secondary defense, and was nearly free but
was brought down by Bagley on the Maine 46.
Bowdoin's ball, first down.
Ricker led by beautiful interference tore off
12 yards off tackle for another first down on
the Maine 34.
Foster tried right tackle, seemed to be
stopped, but leaped high into the air for a
three-yard gain.
Morrell knifed the center of the Maine line
for another three yards.
Foster went off tackle for a first down on
the Maine 24. Crimmins was knocked out. but
resumed play alter a few minutes.
Ricker was run offside after a gain of about
a yard.
Foster skirted the right end for four yards.
Foster dropped back and as the Maine for-
wards closed in. after what seemed minutes. '
calmly turned and tossed a beautiful pass to
Souther over in the left corner of the field who
stepped over the goal line. The Bowdoin stands
were going berserk. Score : Bowdoin 6,
Souther place-kicked the goal. Score: Bow-
doin 7. Maine
Moran took the kick-off and ran it back to
his own 45 before being stopped. Bareon was
sent in for Crimmins.
Romansky got five yards on the ever success-
ful spinner.
A lateral, Romansky to Bagley netted Maine
a first down on the Bowdoin 45.
Means got a yard at right tackle.
Lufkin carried the ball on a cross buck to
the Bowdoin .13 fpr another firxt down.
Romansky could get only a yard on the
spinner.
Barton smeared Moran who had been sent in
for Riley for an 8 yard loss.
Moran let a long pass from Bagley slip
through his fingers and Bagley punted, the ball
going offside on the Bowdoin 6.
Morrell disappeared into a mass of players
at right tackle, emerged, and continued to the
Bowdoin 28. The Bowdoin fullback was hav-
ing little trouble in gaining through the line.
Curtis was sent in for Romansky.
Morrell again plunged through for six yards.
He next added three more.
Morrell shot through the line, twisted away
from the secondary defense and ran to the
Maine 25 before being brought down by three
Maine players.
Morrell fumbled and Barley recovered for
Maine as the whistle blew to end the half.
Second Half
Maine's kick was short and was grabbed by
Flrkett for a first down on the Bowdoin 48.
Rilodeau stopped Romansky for no gain.
Barton pushed Riley bark four yards and the
Maine bark wax injured.
Bagley punted offside on the Bowdoin 39.
Morrell made three yards through guard.
Ricker fumbled but recovered on his own So.
Bagley took Ricker's punt and was downed
on his own S3 by Barton.
Milliken brought Means down after he had
gained three yards.
Bilodeau stopped Romansky for the second
time.
Bagley punted to Foster who was downed in
his tracks on the Bowdoin SO yard line.
Foster started around the end, then cat
through tackle for 8 yards.
Morrell shot through center for six yards
and a first down on the Bowdoin 44.
Ricker got two yards off tackle.
Bagley intercepted Foster's pass on his own
44.
Means skirted the end for 6 yards.
Romansky tried the spinner and met the en-
tire Bowdoin team. No gain.
On the next play he got five, however, for a
first down on the Bowdoin 45.
Bagley took a lateral around left end and
pranced 1 1 yards for another first down on the
Bowdoin 33.
Means made six yards off tackle.
Romansky again could not gain through the
center of the White line.
Ricker intercepted a long pass from Bagley
on his own ten.
Morrell got three before being brought down
by Davis.
Foster struggled along for four more.
Ricker on a long end run managed to go
ahead ten more yards for a first down on the
Bowdoin 29.
Foster sent the Bowdoin stands into hysterics
as he turned right end and tore down the side-
lines for 4? yards to the Maine 28, being
tackled by Romaine.
Morrell made seven yards through the left
side of the line.
Morrell collected three more for another first
down on the Maine 18.
Maine took a time-out in an effort to col-
lect herself after the dazzling exhibition by
Morrell, Ricker and Foster.
Foster made three off tackle.
Ricker started for the right end. rut thro-jgh
tackle for 4 more.
Morrell went through center, twi
dodged his way over the line. Score : Bowdoin
13. Maine 0.
Souther failed to place kick the goal.
Bagley took the kick-off and ran it hack to
his own 44 yard marker. .
Riley was stopped after a gain of a yard.
On the same play he picked up another yard.
The Bowdoin line was piling up Maine plays
with regularity.
Maine tried a pass but Lufkin let it slip
through his hands.
Bagley punted offside on the Bowdoin 25 as
the quarter ended. Home's ankle was hurt and
he was taken out.
Fourth Qaarter
Foster tried right tackle and made two yards.
He made three more in the same place.
Ricker lost a yard as he tried to round right
end.
Ricker punted to Bagley who traveled to the
Bowdoin 46 before being downed.
\
Milliken tackled Romansky after he had
made a yard.
Blocklinger went in for Bagley and on the
first play was smeared for a loss as he tried
a pass.
Riley caught a Aort pass and kept on goinv
around right end to the Bowdoin 32 for a first
down.
Romansky made 8 yards on a spinner and
whs tackled by Morrell who was knocked out.
but recovered.
Milliken brought down Blocklinger after a
yard gain.
Romansky plunged through for a first down
on the Bowdoin 19.
Riley made 7. yards on a pass bark from the
line and both he and Ricker were knocked out.
Riley left the field but Ricker resumed play.
Curtis came in for Riley.
Romansky plunged through center for a first
down on the Bowdoin 7 yard line.
Romansky made three more on a spinner.
Curtis came in for Romansky who left the
field in high dudgeon.
Curtis hit the center for a yard.
Curtis got half a yard through the line.
Curtis went over for the score.
Means place-kicked the goal.
Barton foiled Maine's short kick by grabbing
the ball on his own 47.
.Morrell made three and was tackled by Cal-
derwood.
Ricker lost them, however, on a long end
run.
Foster cut through right tackle for five.
Ricker punted to Blocklinger who was
owned on his own 17.
Moran got five off tackle. Crimmins re-
placed Barton.
Means fumbled momentarily, but recovered
for a five yard loss.
Morrell intercepted a long Maine pass and
was stopped on the Maine 35.
Ricker tore off five at left tackle. Plalsted
came in for Gatrhetl.
Morrell got four in the same place.
Morrell went through left guard for a first
down on the Maine 23.
Foster got three off tackle.
Morrell picked up three in one of his little
jaunts through center.
Foster made two more on the right side of
the line.
On the next play Souther came around right
end to lug it behind Doc Brown to the Maine
2 yard line.
As Bowdoin lined up, the whistle blew, rob-
bing the Polar Bears of another score.
Final score: Bowdoin IS, Maine 7.
Always Noticed
But Never Noticeable
QgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Uriah Srntbrrfi
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
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Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing:
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S
Candy and Ice Cream
74 MAINE STREET
Complete Travel Service Freer-
Booklet Tours Cruises Bermuda.
Havana. Florida. West Indies,
Europe. Phone, call or write PORT-
LAND TOURIST CO.. 198 Middle
St.. Portland. Maine.
There will be a meeting of all
the men interested in the religious
activities of the college in the B.
C. A. Room of the Union at 7.00
p.m., on November 13th. The mem-
bers of the faculty committee on
religious activities in the college
will be present. Every man should
come prepared to hear, discuss, and
offer suggestions on a possible pro-
gram for a Christian Association.
The towheaded sophomore center,
Johnny Milliken, has seen more ac-





Much interest is being shown at
Boston University in the organizing
of a dance orchestra and banjo club.
A University dance orchestra is
needed there, since many people who
arrange for a Glee Club entertain-
ment are desirous of holding a dance
after the concert. The banjo club
when formed will take part in the
Glee Club programs.
Maine Game Statistics
(Continued from Page 1)
Runback of. total . . 23 30
Average runback of 9 10
Kick-offs 2 3
Total yardage 84 83
Average yardage . 42 28
Runback of. total . . 26 57





Average yardage . 5
Total net gain 701 466
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT




Ends with Four Victories,













Points Out Great Need for
Simple, Aggressive
Faith
BOWDOIN WINDS UP SEASON WITH
VICTORY OF 24-12 OVER WESLEYAN
ON DRENCHED MIDDLETOWN FIELD
Tie in Williams Game Upsets
Predictions of AH the
Dopesters
When the final whistle blew at
Wesleyan last Saturday announcing
another Bowdoin football victory, it
marked the end of the most success-
ful season enjoyed by any .Polar Bear
football team since 1926, the last
year of Jack Cates' reign. The four
victories, two defeats, and one tie of
Charlie Bowser's men compare most
favorably with the five wins, two
losses, and one tie of the 1926 season.
Thus it is that the end of the first
year of Bowser's coaching finds the
Polar Bear seemingly starting on an
upward grade to a more respectable
position among the smaller colleges
of New England. After an all-winter's
hunt for a coach during which every-
one from Knute Rockne to the most
obscure high school coach was men-
tioned for the berth, the naming of
Charlie Bowser, formerly of Pitts-
burgh, as head coach was the first
step in the rescue of the fast drown-
ing Polar Bear. Next came four
we£ks of spring practise with funda-
mentals being stressed, but little else
accomplished due to the numerous
other athletic activities of many of
the returning regulars.
Training Camp
Shortly after Labor Day Bowser
started his real drilling at the Y. M.
C. A. Camp at Winthrop, which con-
tinued for three weeks, returning to
Brunswick for a week's practise be-
fore the first game. It was on Octo-
,
ber 3 that the long awaited rejuve-
nated Polar Bear made his first ap-
pearance, going up against Mass.
Aggies on Whittier Field. In spite of
the pitiful exhibition of football
shown by the visitors from Massachu-
setts Bowdoin gave evidence that a
ikw order of things had come into
'ieing. For the first time in many
a long year Bowdoin supporters were
seeing their ball carrier running be-
hind a wall of interference that tore
to shreds the weak Aggies line to
run up a score of 45-0. Sid Foster
and Kicker seemed to be the partic-
ular White threats in this game, the
former especially running wild
through the Aggies line and second-
ary defense. Bowdoin looked good
but showed enough flaws to merir
plenty of drilling and practise.
Ties Williams
The next week found the White
facing an entirely different kind of
opposition in the shape of Williams,
probably the leading small college
aggregation in the East. Williams
took the field with a front wall of
giants and a backfield that looked
like a coach's dream. The Polar Bear,
however, just could not seem to be
impressed either by the size of the
visitors or by their speed, and taking
the ball shortly after the kickoff had
a touchdown in seven plays. Fostei
(Continued on t'axt. 4)
PROFESSOR BOMPIANI
BEGINSJVORK HERE
Visiting Lecturer on Math
Under The Tallman
Foundation
Completion of the improvements on
the interior of Memorial Hall has been
set for the middle or latter part of
this week, according to statements
issued by Don Potter, in charge of
buildings and grounds of Bowdoin
College. Extensive repairs which
have been going on for several
!
months will provide the college with
j
a modern and attractive assembly and
|
lecture hall.
Work on the entire second floor of
the building has been progressing
'
rapidly since it was started last Au-
gust
. The renovation includes an
j
entirely new stage, installation of
theatre seats, and complete redecora-
tion. The improvement, planned sev-
eral years ago, was delayed somewhat
until conditions made it necessary.
The cost of the work was about twen-
ty-five thousand dollars and was paid
for by the college improvement fund.
The necessity for such a hall has been
felt particularly this year while it
was under process of reconstruction.
Extensive Improvements
The hall has been vastly improved
both in appearance and utility. Th»
walls and ceiling have been decorated
in a light buff color and the new
woodwork is in the natural finish.
The small round windows have been
removed and the larger ones supplied
with plain white frosted glass.
The stage is also greatly changed.
The central section is somewhat as
before, but tiers of seats have been
built up on both the right and left of
it. The temporary benches which
were used before on the main floor
have been replaced by regular theatre
seats with leather upholstery. Thus
the capacity of the hall as well as its
convenience and comfort has been in-
creased. These seats can be supplied
with wide arms which are now being
constructed and thus hour examina-
tions can still be held there. These
arms can be fastened on or detached
with great ease and will undoubtedly
prove very satisfactory.
Capacity Increased
By the addition of these theatre
seats the capacity of the hall has been
greatly increased. As now arranged
there are about 460 seats on the floor
and sixty more on the right and left
of the stage.
> A Rr*-^aoape h*» h«en jsg^jj in
_
(Continued on page 2)
HORMELL SPEAKS ON
MAINE STATE SURVEY
Points to Opportunity of
State in Talk at Bates
Meeting
"Without faith we are not able to
please God or to live an aggressive
Christian life." These words sum up
the thought which the Reverend Ralph
H. Hayden clarified in his talk in chap-
el last Sunday. It was no dissertation
on theological theory nor an admon-
ition as td what doctrine we should fol-
low, that he impressed so forcefully
upon his audience, but a simple, fun-
damental fact, that faith is needed
every day, in every walk of life.
It is a tremendous challenge to us
in this modern world who are prone I
to quibble over methods of conduct j
and to argue heatedly for and against
the various religious theories. If we i
would only face the question squarely
and seek the real way to enter into
j
the spiritual life, we would find that i
it would be simply "by faith". All
j
the wrangling and discord would dis- :
appear, no matter in what way we
j
worshipped God, and we could ac-
1
complish much more with the added
;
power and clearer vision afforded us.
j
Searching Passages
Many of the passages found in the j
Bible are perfect examples of this
challenge to our clear thinking. The
fifty-first Psalm has a wealth of
truth that runs throughout its length
like a pure stream of water: "Against
thee, thee only, have I sinned, and
done this evil in thy sight; that thou
mightest be justified when thou
speakest, and be clear when thou
jadgest. Behold, thou desireth truth
in the inward parts; and in the hid-
den part thou shalt make me know
wisdom." And let us go back to the
book of Genesis. Though much of its
context is questioned today, none can
deny the great truth that "God
created man in his own image, in' the
Continued on Pas* S
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George P. Desjardins '33, a member
of the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,
was recently appointed by Gov. Gar-
diner as candidate for West Point.
Desjardins was graduated from
Brunswick High school with the class
of 1929. In April 1930, he joined the
National Guards in Battery C, 240th,
Coast Artillery Corps as a private.
Desjardins ranked the highest of four
National Guardsmen who competed in
a two-day physical and mental exami-
nation by army officers for the honor
of representing the Maine National
Guard at West Point. He will enter
the Military Academy next July as
one of the 80 National Guardsmen
selected from all states if he success-
fully passes the entrance examina-
tion. If Desjardins is successful, he
will be the first man to be admitted
to West Point from the Maine Na-
tional Guard since 1925.
Foster* Morrell and Ricker Star In White Offensive As
Polar Bears Smash Thru Heavier Cardinal Team






Professor Enrico Bompiani of the
University of Rome, Italy, now in
[
America as visiting professor of the i
American Mathematical Society, has
!
just begun active work at Bowdoin
j
as visitine professor of mathematics!
on the Tallman Foundation. He is
one of the world's leaders in that
branch of mathematics known as
Differential Geometry. Professor Bom-
piani has been in the United States
since last spring, having spent the
summer at the University of Chicago
and having been at Johns Hopkins
University during the past month. He
has also given lectures at Harvard.
Cornell, the University of Iowa and
at Ohio State College,
He will be at Bowdoin during the
remainder of the first semester, con-
ducting an advanced course in the
"applications of calculus to geom-
etry." This course is made up of
juniors and seniors and was conduct-
ed under the leadership of Professor
Edward S. Hammond until the arrival
of Professor Bompiani. with whom
Professor Hammond formerly studied.
During the second semester it will be
broken into two groups, in charge of
Professor Hammond and of Professor
Cecil T. Holmes. Professor Bompiani
is also lecturing to the members of
the departments of mathematics and
physics at Bowdoin on Absolute Dif-
ferential Calculus or Tensor Analysis,
which is the mathematical foundation
for the theory of Relativity.
Professor Bompiani received his
education in the schools of Rome and
at the University there and has
taught at Bologna, at Milan, and at
Pavia. in addition to his work at
Rome. He leaves Bowdoin in January
and will begin his courses at Rome on
February 1st. I
If any one suggestion in the recent
survey of the State Government of
Maine deserves special mention and
more unquestioned support, it_is that
relating to highways, declared Prof.
O. C. Hormell in a talk before the
meeting of social scientists at Bates
College last Friday.
"A single highway commissioner
appointed by the Governor with the
advice of the Council should displace
the present commission," he said.
"The power of appointing and re-
moval of the chief engineer is vested
in the commissioner. The danger of
bureaucratic tyranny is to be removed
by the appointment of an unpaid ad-
visory council of three members rep-
resenting the different parts of the
State.
"I unreservedly approve of the rec-
ommendation that the highway pro-
gram and expenditures be brought
under the proposed budget system
and that the state highway develop-
ment should cease to be jeopardized
by granting 36 per cent of available
funds to the state aid roads built un-
der the incompetent management of
local officials. The appropriations
($150,000) for emergency construction
in the towns may be discontinued as
recommended by the survey to elim-
inate what the survey calls 'purely
political pap.' Divisional storage
places for highways equipment lo-
cated in the several geographical dis-
tricts should replace the plan of cen-
tral storage at Augusta. Likewise I
(Continued on Pag. 2)
REV. T. E. ASHBY
TO GIVE SERIES OF
LECTURES ON BIBLE
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell was
one of the prominent educators who
spoke on "Are There New Ideals ia
!
TMmalljH g" la* flatnnmr Miiiiipjfj
a meeting of the Economics Club oT
Portland at the Eastland Hotel. Pro- •
fessor Mitchell's address followed a 1
discussion of the same subject by
President Hamilton Holt of Rollins
College in Florida and by Payson
Smith, Commissioner of Education in
Massachusetts.
Dr. Holt, who became president of
Rollins College after serving for a
number of years as editor of the Inde-
pendent, brought out in his speech the
revolutionary features of the Rollins
College plan. At Rollins, there are no
recitations or lectures. Instead the
day is divided into two-hour confer-
ence periods during which the stu-
dents meet informally with the mem-
bers of the faculty. In his discussion.
President Holt, illustrating profusely
from his own experience, pointed out
failings of modern colleges such as
excessive specialization, the promo-
tion of teachers on the basis of outside
work, and Darticularly the lack of
contact between teacher and student.
Professor Mitchell, in addressing
the club, agreed with Dr. Holt's opin-







Placing three men on the Portland
,
Sunday Telegram's All-Maine team
was one of the accomplishments of
Bowdoin's 1930 football aggregation
as George Souther. Sid Foster and
:
Lloyd Morrell were chosen to fill
berths as end, half-back and full-back,
!
respectively on the mythical eleven.
In number selected the White was sec-
ami to Bates with its six representa-
;
tives, while Colby had two and Maine
but one. With two men drawing
equal recognition, Foster of Bowdoin
and Farrell of Bates, the hypothetical
team was composed of twelve mem-
bers.
The speed with which he got down
under punts and his dangerous end-
running won Captain Souther one of
the end positions while the other was
j
filled by Sam Kenison of Bates. Crim-
|
mins followed closely on their heels,
though his playing was rated slightly
f
less consistent.
Morrell and Foster Outstanding
Bowdoin's backfield seemed partic-
ularly powerful to the Telegram. I
Lloyd Morrell easily won the full-back
,
position from all other contenders.




Large Audience Expected For First
Entertainment In Rebuilt
Auditorium
Contracts for Production of Junior
Year Book Already
Made
Masque and Gown to Produce Gals-
worthy Drama at Christmas
House-Party
To Discuss General Aspects in Tues-
day Morning Chapel
Talks
This coming Tuesday the Rev.
Thompson E. Ashby, who has been the
preacher of the college for many
years, will begin a series of talks
on "A General View of the Bible".
Owing to the shortness of the morn-
ing chapel he intends to divide the
,
subject into several parts and deliver
them separately.
Mr. Ashby is known to many stu-
;
dents as a man of attractive person-
ality and sound intellect. Those who
have never heard him should find in
'
him a forceful and worthwhile speak-
er. However, everyone should find his
topic extremely interesting as well as
instructive.
Since the tryouts last Wednesday
for the cast of the annual Christmas
play, "Escape", by John Galsworthy,
Professor Gray of the English De-
partment has chosen the male mem-
bers of the cast. Following is a list
of the characters and the students
who are to play the roles:
Matt Denant Robert Ecke '31
The Plain Clothes Man
Joseph F. Carpenter '32
First Policeman . . . Russell Hall '33
Second Policeman •
Robert F. Hayden '34
The Fellow Convict
E. W. Spingarn '33
First Warder .... B. Q. Robbins *34
Second Warder . William Rounds '34
The Old Gentleman
Norman von Rosenvinge '33
The Shopkeeper
Charles L. Kirkpatrick '33
The Captain
.
John Henry Gordon '33
The Man in Plus Fours
David C. Perkins '31
The Dartmoor Constable
Frederick W. Burton '34
(Continued on Fan z)
TO HOLD TEA DANCE
IN UNION SATURDAY
The production of the 1932 Bugle
to be published on or about Ivy Day
has already been started under the
leadership of Warren William Stearns
'32, editor-in-chief. The business
manager this year is Gordon Curtis
Knight '32. The editorial assistants
are Albert Pierpont Madeira and
Francis Horton Donaldson of the
sophomore class while Dominic Nor-
bert Antonucci '32 is photographic
editor. A large group of freshmen
have entered the competition for, posi-
tions on 'the staff of the 1933 Bugle.
The Freshmen trying out for editorial
positions are T. Barnes, N. Bas^jkiroff,
L. Flint, J. C. Freeman, J. D. Free-
man, R. Fletcher, R. Kingsbury, J.
Marshall, P. Pearson and B. Tewks-
bury while G. C. Bennett and Rob-
ert Dowling are working for positions
on the business staff.
The forthcoming Bugle will be
printed principally in black and white
with some touches of a light yellow
brown. It will have an eight page
photographic section containing a new
set of views of the campus printed
on a special antique tweed-weave pa-
per. The contracts for the publica-
tion of the Bugle have already been
completed. The photographic contract
has been let to the White Studio of
New York and the engraving, print-
ing and binding contract to the How-
ard Wesson Co., of Worcester.
The Portland Polyphonic Society
will appear here again after an elapse
of two years on Monday evening, No-
vember 24. in Memorial Hall aj. 8.15
o'clock. It may also be noted that
this will be the first entertainment
in Memorial Hall since its recondi-
tioning. A large audience is antici-
pated as this is expected to be one o£
the outstanding presentations of the
current year.
This society is a small choral or-
ganization which was founded about
ten years ago by Alfred Brinkler,
for the purpose of singing old and
modern partsongs and madrigals writ-
ten for more than the usual four
voice parts. The people who com-
pose this unusual musical group are
all specially selected singers, includ-
ing some of noteworthy talent, and it
will be found that their ensemble
presentations are most excellent.
Their program on Monday evening
will be a well-varied and profuse one,
which will include examples from the
early English school of madrigal and
partsong writers, as well as modern
English, German, Italian, Russian,
and our own American writers, who
are represented in particular by J.





Dr. Goodrich to Lead Discussion!




There will be a tea dance, at the
Moulton Union on Saturday, Novem-
ber 22. from 4 to 8 P. M. Present in-
1
dications point to a large crowd, and
those in charge promise a good time.
The music will be furnished by the Po-
lar Bears and the price of admission
will be .75 per couple, or .50 stag.
Due to our oversight the account of
the Delta Upsilon initiation was left
out of last week's issue of the Orient.
The ceremony took place Friday eve-
ning, November 7, at eight o'clock.
The charge (Was delivered by Mr.
Samuel Furbish. The banquet was
held the following evening and was
well attended bv the alumni. At the
latter event Dean Paul Nixon was the
master of ceremonies while William
S. Piper '31 spoke for the chapter and
John Morris '34 for the initiates. The
following freshmen were initiated:
Horatio Cushing Allen. Jr.. New Bed-
ford, Mass.; Frank Donald Bates.
Winchester. Mass.: Frederick Warren
Burton. Auburndale. Mass.: Gordon
Edward Gillett. Winchester. Mass.;
John Ulric Griffen. Pittsfield; Rich-
ard Canterbury Mandeville, Lake
Bluff. 111.: John Morris. Newtonville.
Mass.: John Ernest Mullen. Brooklihe.
Mass.: Richard Franklin Nelson.
Squantum. Mass.: Thurston Bradford
Sumner. Somerville. Mass.: Edward
Carl Uehlein. Lawrence. Mass.
The Orient begs to apologize for the
omission of the preceding article in
the initiation article of last issue.
P. C. A.. News Editor.
On Thursday evening, November
20, at 7.30 o'clock, Dr. Chauncey W.
Goodrich, retired pastor of the Con-
gregational Church at Brunswick,
will speak on "Possible Programs of
I Religious Activity at Bowdoin" in the
i
small assembly room on the second
)
floor of the Moulton Union. All mem-
bers of the college are invited to at-
\ tend. A discussion concerning the]
|
starting of a program of religious ac-
,
tivities will follow the talk.
Dr. Goodrich's talk is the outgrowth
of a meeting of men interested in the
• religious activities of the college held
last Thursday evening at which plans
:
for the discussion were made and at
'
• which a committee headed by Warren
;
S. Palmer '32 was appointed to make
arrangements for the talk.
Dr. Goodrich has been connected
with social and religious work for
;
; many years. During his undergraduate
i
days at Yale, he was prominent in
j
, the social work of the college. After
j
his graduation from Yale and from
j
the Union Theological Seminary, he
!
! carried on his religious work in many
churches including the Fifth Avenue
|
Church of New York, the American
I
Church in Paris, and the Congrega-
I
tiohal Church at Brunswick. He is an
honorary graduate of Bowdoin. Dr.
Goodrich is known and admired by
,
many students at Bowdoin, being the :
leader of the student Bible class at
the Congregational Church and hav-
;
ing been a Sunday Chapel preachei I
several times.
A white-flaming juggernaut from
Maine rolled into Middletown last
Saturday and for two thunderous pe-
riods proceeded gaily to smash Wes-
leyan's face into one of the wettest
fields this side of Halifax. It was an
afternoon that recalled the soupy
sloughs at Colby, and the hideous day
that Bowdoin spent there a while ago.
It also recalled the fact that seven
men were playing their last game.
A good deal has been said at one
time or another this year to the effect
that Bowdoin is a dry-weather team.
Fast, but no drive in bad going. Sat-
urday saw that myth as efficiently
drowned as the one that Maine couldn't
be beaten. For a slipping squirming
dry-field back by the name of Foster
ran forty-five, fifty, and seventy-five
yards through a dazed Wesleyan de-
fense, and a ripping grinding full-
back by the name of Morrell punched
a thirty-yard touchdown through the
line, and a mite by the name of Jit
Ricker skittered gaily around on top
of the mud. It was a great day.
Schlums and Streibinger were the
best that the Cardinals had to bring
up against this combination. They
played gamely, Schlums was carried
from the field, but they lost. And in
the line Captain Miller found Milliken
hanging on his neck like a long-lost
brother. There was no sudden second-
half crumpling of Bowdoin's forward
line, they simply took it easy. They
could afford to, the score was twenty-
four to six at the end of the first
thirty minutes.
In the first moments of the game
the White opened up a drive frus-
trated by the invariable fumble. Bow-
doin kicked off to Wesleyan, who lost
the ball on downs on their own thir-
ty-yard line. Then Sid dropped back,
scooped in the ball, and skidded twen-
ty-five yards around right end. With
what looked like a certain touchdown
in sight, somebody fumbled, Wesleyan
recovered, and Tirrell kicked. Far
back up the field, in the double safety
man formation, Foster took the ball,
dodged a tackier or two, and tore
down the side-line, his interference
forming as he came. He stopped un-
der the goal-posts. Bowdoin took a
deep breath, and everybody relaxed
for the rest of the period. But with
the whistle, war began again.
After an exchange of punts, the
White went into a huddle in mid-field.
Foster scratched his head reflectively,
tucked the ball under his arm, and
swung around end once more, this
time for an even fifty yards and six
points. But all of this was merely
a little warming-up drill. Four min-
utes later, when the boys had booted
the ball around a time of so, Foster
tore off seventy-five yards while every
man on the Cardinal team seemed to
have a crack at him. It did about as
much good as flagging down the Em-
pire State Express. And while the
stands were still howling Morrell and
Foster came down the field once more,
and Lloyd crashed through left tackle
to grind along for a thirty yard touch-
down and Bowdoin's total contribution
for the day.
Wesleyan's second period touchdown
was scored on a break, when some-
body fumbled in the muck, and Tirrell
recovered on the three yard line. He
took it over on a line buck. In be-
tween halves an oration to the gladia-
tors must have been in progress, for
the Methodists came out on the field
with a frantic determination to do
something about it. Tirrell and Sch-
lums began driving through off
tackle, straight battering football, un-
( Continued on r».u«' 4)
ABBE ERNEST DIMNET
TO SPEAK HERE SOON
Renowned Author of "The
Art of Thinking" Appears
December 16
Abbe Ernest Dimnet, the world re-
nowned, French philosopher, will
speak here on Tuesday December 16.
The lecture will be held in Memorial
Hall at 8.15 p.m. Judging from his
previous lectures there is no doubf
but what a large crowd is to be ex-
pected.
Abbe Dimnet will speak on "The
Art of Thinking" which is the title
of his greatest book. The Abbe's flaw-
less use of English is decorated by
bewitching Gallic accents and it is
hard for one to believe him to be a
Frenchman. The book, the title of
which he has chosen for his subject,
was written in English which adds to
its greatness. Abbe Dimnet is now
on tour in the United States having
already lectured at Boston and the
vicinity.
In his lecture at Boston the Abbe
referring to thinkers spoke of Mus-
solini as of the Napoleonic type. He
branded him as dangerous. After the
lecture he was asked "Is thew danger
of war between France and Ger-
many?"—"No, it is with Italy. Mus-
solini is preparing Italy for a war
with France. Italy wants to expand
(Continaad o» Pa*, t)
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be of benefit to the cafeteria, but would also tend, even though
possibly only in a small way, toward the establishment of closer^
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Louis C. Stearns, 3rd, '33
Albert S. Davis, Jr., '83
George R. Booth '33
Nov. 9, 1930.
The Editor of the Bowdoin Orient
Brunswick, Maine
Dear Sir:
For the purpose of giving an ac-
Robert M. McFarland '31 1 count to the undergraduates in partic-
William N. Small '31 | ular and in jreneral to all interested,
it is requested that publicity in your
pages be given to the disposal of the
Blanket Tax Fund for the current
academic year.
The Faculty, on Nov. 3rd, voted to
approve the report of its BlanketAssistant Managers
Dominic N. Antonucci '32 Gilbert L. Barstow '32 j Tax Committee which report is here-
Published every Wednesday during the Collrfce Year by the StudentB of Bowdoin ColleKe. ! by attached. In explanation of the
All contribution* and communications ihould be given to the Managing Editor Ly Sunday! figures it should be stated that every
o'.ght preceding the date of publication. The Ediior-in-Chief is responsible for the editorial
|
interest received every Cent it ap-
eolumn : the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding subrfrip- | plied for.
Uons should be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Co. Subscrip-
tions. S3.50 per yerr (including Alumnus) in advance.
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick Maine.
News Editor for This Issue
George T. Sewall '32
The non-athletic interests
Abbe Dimnet
I Continued from Pas* O
and wants colonies. I look for a war
with Italy in two years. Had Italy
the finances now Mussolini would
bring about war." Mussolini, he said,
is a great thinker and has accom-
plished great things for Italy.
The following paragraph has been
taken from an article in the Provi-
dence Journal, written, after he had
lectured at the Plantation Club;
"There was of course immense cu-
riosity to see what he looked like
—
Why Not Come to the Spa and Try One of Our
Special Dinners? . . .
only 40C
Do It Today ... Get It at the Spa
Mustard and Cress
HERE THEY ARE!
Mustard and Cress takes Wicked
delight in presenting this "All" team,
because it is chosen, unlike so many
other teams, solely on the basis of
color of hair, length of eyebrows, and
the provocative Abbe whose famous j other similar traits of phorm and i
book has been sold by the hundred
[
character which after all is the main
thousand to a nation anxious to com- thing to be considered in a football j
prehend but far too busy to pursue
Vol. LX. Wednesday, November 19, 1930. No. 16
The Football Season i by vote of the A. S. B. C, they have
It is always interesting, even though perhaps not always pleas-»,*« LSSf^Jw^S
ant, to review the football season. This year, however, we can do ; be given prior consideration in the
are, accordingly, perfectly taken care j the art of thinking. And there he
of. The block figure for Athletics is was—slight, of middle height, with
to be subdivided solely by the Faculty i white hair somewhat sparse upon a
members of the Athletic Council,—for moderately lofty brow; there he was,
the protection of minor sports. All of in his clerical attire which, for its
these actions by Faculty Committees
]
simple black, managed to suggest
are pursuant to instructions of the
j
thoughtfulness in dress; there he
Governing Boards of the College. j was, the man behind a very famous
The "Quill" applied too late for ; book."
consideration on Nov. -3rd. However, The Abbe comes to us very highly
so with a pardonable display of pride. We do not wish to break
forth into any fulsome effusion over our college and her superior-
ity in the approved Bates manner. In the first place, we could not
do so for ethical reasons. In the second place, we do not feel that
our showing in the State Series warrants any such acclamation.
disposal of any present or future
funds available.
These funds are imposed by taxa-
tion on the part of the Governing
Boards, collected by the Bursar of the
College, appropriated by the proper
Faculty Committees and spent with
the advice and under the direction
The "All-Maine" Team
The Orient and the student body congratulate those three men
who have been selected to the mythical "All-Maine" eleven. Cap-
tain Souther played a fine game at left end all season ; to our mind,
there was no better fighter in the State. Foster and Morrell in the
backfield have shown themselves to be of the first water, both de-
fensively and offensively. All three have done splendid work, and
are more than fit to take their places among the best that our sister
Maine colleges can boast. To those others of the team who have
also made the "All-Maine" squad, we owe praise as well. The
selection is a mirror, reflecting good work, hard work and clean
work on the part of every man. We can add little.
Compulsory Chapel
be of distinct interest to the under
graduate to know how these funds are
being managed and it is for this pur-
pose that this open letter is being




Chairman Blanket Tax Com.
Bates clearly defeated and outplayed us in that last quarter at
j of proper Faculty advisors. It should
Lewiston. Colby's victory, though not quite so well merited, was
nevertheless a victory. But the team's showing against Maine,
against Tufts and against Williams quite evens the tally. The
College should, and does, feel proud of her coach and her team.
Bowser has done his job well ; he has built up a team which far
surpasses any Bowdoin team in many long years. His machine
has, furthermore, no mercenary troops as its cogs— merely men
who have chosen Bowdoin as their college. There is no financial
reimbursement of any sort as an inducement, for these men. In a
week" or so, little will remain to them of the transient glory of
football,— little, that is, outside of warnings for some and injuries
for others. And yet these men have gone out and produced the
best season Bowdoin has had in years. It is no small honor that
we have downed Maine for the first time in nine years, that we
defeated another ancient rival, Tufts, that Williams, champion of
The Little Three, managed to tie us by what was admittedly an
enormous "fluke". We feel that this 1930 season has been a big
one for Bowdoin. We hope that next year will see a bigger one.
With Bowser and the many veterans that will be back, we see
much promise.
lauded and we should realize how
fortunate we are to have such a man
to speak before us. He is a most
prolific writer, having written about
a dozen books and scores of maga-
zine articles. He has written, among
others, "The Bronte Sisters", "Paul
Bourget", "France Herself Again",
"Tendencies of French Thought",
"From A Paris Balcony", etc., not to
mention the Lowell lectures and a
series of six lectures (printed in book
form later) at the Institute of Poli-
tics, Williamstown, Mass.
In closing let us read what John
Dewey says of "The Art of Think-
ing"; "Before a work of art one is
likely to be dumb or to indulge in
ejaculations; and when asked why one
likes it, to reply 'go and see for your-
self. That is the way I feel about
this genial and witty book."
REPORT OF BLANKET TAX COMMITTEE
1929-1930 1930-1931
i Appropriated Recommended
Band $ 317.00 $ 526.25
Debating 450.00 475.00
Musical Clubs 500.00 500.00
Publishing Company 500.00 500.00
Y. M. C. A 150.00 100.00
Total Non Athletic 1,917.00 2.101.25
Total Athletic 9,200.00 9,200.00
Total Appropriation 11,117.00 11,301.25
Surplus Balance 65.24 163.38




RALPH DE S. CHILDS
THOMAS MEANS, Chairman.
All-Maine Team
(Continued from Pane 1)
His four successive smashes netting
75 yards through the Maine line were
rated as the most spectacular individ-
ual effort of the season.
The choice between Sid Foster and
Sid Farrell of Bates was so close that
they both finally found positions.
Farrell's weakness in the Maine game
was decidedly not in his favor. The
Hormell Lecture
ciate the attention our plea has received.
The Tea Dance
Quite naturally, we were pleased the other day in chapel when j !«* .°/ spectacular playing on the part7 , ,, t, ., .. ... . • j u -i of Sid Foster, however, in the Colbywe heard the President announce that the issue raised by the
j and Bates eames was likewise ajrainst





, , , ., ,, ... .... , , ,,
•. Iter s work against three most formid-
ferred to the proper authorities. Whatever may be the outcome, I abie foes. Williams. Tufts and Maine.
it is highly gratifying to observe this cooperation of the faculty [the Telegram showed a very slight
with the student body. We hope that we too shall be as ready to ^g^,, °a
r
„d Richer Mentioned
cooperate with them should occasion arise. At any rate, we appre- Valicenti, Bates quarter-back, easily
won that berth on the all-state team.
Though Gatchell's interference and
defensive work was most valuable, his
weakness in other lines lost him the




socially with a tea dance, such as the one this Saturday in the j by the work of the two half-backs
Union. Quite often, unfortunately, the social side of college, par-
) ^"'choice of Home. Maine captain,
ticularly a men's college, tends to be neglected. We therefore ap- j and Fuller of Bates for tackles was
plaud the sponsors of this dance. However, one big question comes
into our mind, even as we know it does into the minds of many I worthy of commendation in the eyes
others; why cannot we have an orchestra that will furnish music, |°f *h« H*w» iiIwIim. **» }**-
,
! line again proved its superiority as
not merely a blare of brass, with drum solos intermingled? This [both its guards. Long and Berry, re-
is a criticism that exists for no small number of those attending , c«iv£d positions on the team Pollock" of Bowdoin. though playing a fine
the dances given thus far this year. The Polar Bears have failed
-game, was not as conspicuously good
to produce much of anything in the way of good or new music.
;
as eitner * those chosen.
What should be corrected within the orchestra we leave for the' „.„., ' ! ™ , mmen e
. „
, , , . , ,r -, , , , - , • Milhken of Bowdoin was commend-
musically talented to settle. Until they do settle it and correct it,
\ ed for his playing of center position.
however, let us have music, not just sound! bLut Pollard of Colb.y was consideredthe better man. The whole line of the
Continued from Pas* 1
believe the recommendation is sound
to create decentralized supervision of
field work under a divisional engineer
responsible to the chief engineer.
"I was much interested to see what
recommendations would be made con-
cerning the Public Utilities Commis-
sion. No drastic charges were pro-
posed except to remove from among
the duties of the commission those
functions which functionally belong
to the department of health and to
the proposed Department of Conser-
vation. This recommendation I be-
lieve is unquestionably sound, as well
as the recommendation, that some of
the dead wood handed down from
the railway commission should be
cast off.
"In my opinion the survey has al-
ready justified itself, whatever the
final action of the state may be. The
average citizen of Maine has learned
more truth about this government in
a month than he had learned before in
10 years.
"Opposition is inevitable and
course desirable. The only danger is
. — that concentration on the trees may
' made without much chance for argu- obstruct the view of the forest,
ment. Ecke of Bowdoin, however, was
J
"It is claimed that the plan is
man. u
What difference does it make
whether or not a man can skirt an
end, knock a tackle for a row of Lis.
terine labels, or gain twenty yards |
through guard ? This is not the mail.
|
thing. No, no. What we like to see
is a chap who can give exactly the |
main trends in religion during the
Jdark ages, write out the 23 reasons j
why Jefferson was a great man, or
|
recite sections of the Comedia. These |
are the things that count, these the
j
things that win games, these thej
things that ... oh well, have it your
own way.
However, here's our first "All-





Center, Mitchell, Bowdoin, Tues.,
Thurs., Sat., 10-30, Adams.
Right Bower, Spinks.
Left Bower, Miller.
Tackles, Wette and Dampe, blth
Colby. (By Permission of the Gan-
netts of Augusta.)
Ends, Appleton and Hyde.
Substitutes, Long, Donovan, Long,
Donovan, Long, Donovan, and Dono-
van and Long.
Second team;
Backfield, the four horsemen,
Boardman, Johnson, Gray and Sills.
Center, Betty Co-Ed.
Right Guard, Barnesfc (With both
guns.)
Left Guard, Barnes. (With only one
gun.)
Tackles. Dont forget your weekly
meal at the Union. (Advt)
Ends, this end and that end, throw
It overboard and that's the end of the




Substitutes, Long, Donovan, Long,
Donovan, Long, Donovan, and Dono-
van and Long.
It is suggested that persons had
better come around and fight it out
like gentlemen, instead of taking
pot-shots through our window. All
right, officer, we'll go peacefully.





Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) t Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
New Ent1;nd's Most Modernly
Equipped and Perfectly
Appointed Hotel
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
for one—$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO—$4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
No Higher Rates
When it is understood that there are
at least 2,500 persona regularly em- •
ployed by the State and 'that personal
service, is the largest single item of
the cost of government' the import-
ance of civil service reform is no
longer a controversial question.
"Those who are familiar with the
situation can not question the truth
of the indictment that among the em-
ployers of the State 'there are no
standards of compensation for posi-
tions of comparable value; titles of
many positions have no relation to
work actually done; length or effi-
ciency in service apparently bear no
direct relation to increases of com-
pensation or promotion; appointments
are not made on the basis of the ac-
tual qualifications of the employes
and promotion to higher positions is
purely fatuitous; and many employes
are utterly unqualified for their posi-




idealistic, but not practical undei
Maine conditions. But every worth
while reform in government has had
to face such criticism. Some say that
the constitution should not be tink-
ered with. Fortunately the constitu-
tional changes proposed are com-
paratively simple and easily compre-
hended by the people. Besides the
framework of government is a legiti-
mate subject for constitutional treat-
ment.
"Probably the greatest protest "will
Mules appeared to have been built up i come from those who fear vesting so
around him and he was outstanding i much power in the Governor. They
both in offense and defense. I fail to recognize that effective gov-
Of all the men on the team Bates
Sunday Telegram's All-Maine Team
The Cafeteria Problem
Last week, we wrote an editorial on this subject. During the
week, the Student body have received letters from the Committee was represented by the largest num- 1 those of her opponents. Of the twelve
*„ *u^ \r ,.i* _ we— i n iL j-a • i j i ii. [a* ber Four of the seven linemen were ; selected Bowdoin men filled three po-on the Moulton I mon. Both editorial and letter were written
?r m the Garnet team and two of her i sitions. Colby two. and Maine only
independent of each other. (No, the Orient is not seeking the backfield were considered better than i one.
credit for the ideas set forth by the Committee in their letter!) :
The similarity in thought between the two is striking. It must
seem, therefore, that the formation of an eating club on the board-
ing house plan is the regrettable, but inevitable, step, unless of
course patronage increases. Will it increase? Probably not. Un-I
doubtedly, it is too much trouble for some of us to be that loyal. \
Much as we hate the idea of compulsion in any form, we might
suggest the following wild idea. Let each fraternity delegate each
i
week a certain number of its Freshmen, perhaps two, to eat for a
week at the cafeteria. This would increase the clientele by twenty-
1
two men, which should prove a considerable help. It would also
|

























ernment rests upon the recognization
that responsibility for policy making
should rest with the Legislature,
while the policy executing function or
administration should be centralized
in a responsible executive.
- "Maine has a great opportunity to
join the forward looking states. Let
us hope that progress will, not be re-
tarded by narrow provincialism and
petty selfish interests.
"Considering the nine proposed ma-
jor departments the greatest innova-
tion seems to be that of the 'executive
department.' The duties of the Secre-
tary of State relating to keeping of
records, issuing commissions, and is-
suing of ballots should be assigned to
this proposed executive department.
"It is interesting to note here that
the investigation seemingly over-
looked entirely the duties of the Sec
retary of State relative to primary
nominations, election returns, and the
administration of the corrupt prac-
tices act. We can only guess where
they might have assigned the admin-
istration and enforcement of that act
had they discovered its present futil-
ity for lack of adequate administra-
tive machinery. Probably the function
might be assigned to a bureau in the
proposed executive department.
"The proposal to create, in the
executive department, a bureau of ad-
1 ministration with a budget officer and
a personnel officer, offers a remedy
for two most outstanding defects in
Maine's state government, namely the
lack of a budget system worthy of
the name, and the complete absence
of any civil service reform. I believe
that the survey is sound in its rec-
ommendation that 'the responsibility
should rest squarely on the governor
for the preparation and execution of
the state budget'. The permanent
budget officer in the executive de-
partment would be indispensable as an
agent for fact finding and compiling
the necessary financial data. Sound
financial practice in cities as well as
states includes a budget which pre-
sents a comprehensive plan of the
state's financial requirements. There
can be no justification of Maine's so-
called budget system which embraces
less than half of the annual expen-
ditures. The proposals relating to
budgetary control are no less import-
ant than those relating to the prep-
aration of the budget.
"I likewise give my whole approval
to the proposal for an up-to-date ac-
counting system, and for a central-
ized purchasing plan such as is now in
operation in 36 oT our 48 states. Too
much emphasis can not be placed or.
the value of proper control of goods
in storehouses and storehouse ac-
counting.
"Personal Management: An effec-
tive civil service plan has been in
operation in Massachusetts for 46
years. Why Maine continues to hire,
pay, promote or remove her adminis-
trative employes under the outworn
spoils system of Andrew Jackson's
day is almost beyond comprehension.
(Continued Irom page 1)
the northeast corner of the building.
Completely enclosed on all four sides
by steel walls and With a cement ceil-
ing and floor this stairway can be
opened at any time from the interior
of the hall.
Another improvement which has
been added is the treatment of the
ceiling so as to improve its acoustic
properties. Lack of funds prevented
the purchase of new lights, but the old
chandeliers have been rebuilt and are
expected to serve temporarily. Next
year new lighting fixtures will prob-
ably be obtained. The old fixtures
have been so changed as to give an
indirect lighting to the hall.
Other Minor Improvements
A method of signaling from the
stage to the balcony has been ar-
ranged. This will enable lecturers
who are using lantern slides to con-
trol the appearance of the slides.
The benches which were built along
the wall have been kept as they were,
though refinished. Likewise the bronzo
tablets have kept their place on the
eastern wall. However, the pictures
which formerly were hung on the
walls have been taken down and the
old organ which stood on the left hand
side of the stage has been moved up-
stairs.
Christmas Play
(Continued from Dage 1)
The Foxhunter . . John E. Mullen '34
First Laborer . Robert F. Hayden '34
Second Laborer . . . Russell Hall '33
The Farmer John G. Fay '34
The Parson . . Walter D. Hinckley '34
The Bellringer
Raymond R. Brown, Jr., '34
This Galsworthy drama was first
produced in London in August
of 1926, and ran there for nearly
a year. Brought to America by Win-
throp Ames in October, 1927, it
played successfully through the sea-
son at the Booth Theatre in New
York, with Leslie Howard in the chief
role, jThe play deals with the experiences
of an escaped convict, who has just
been jailed for the accidental killing
of a policeman. There are several dis-
tinct episodes, in which the convict
meets persons in various walks of life,
who reveal their different reactions to
him.
The performance this year will take
place at the Cumberland Theatre on
December 19, the Friday of the
Christmas House Parties.
The following men are trying out
for the assistant business manager-
ship of the Masque and Gown: P. S.
Ambler '34, Chandler Redman '34,
Fred Miller '33, W. Bashkiroff '34.
At a recent meeting of the officers
and the membership committee of
"L'Ours Blanc", the French Club, the
following men were admitted to mem-
1 bership: R. Beaton, W. Berry, G.
i Booth, R. Buffington, J. Burke, T.
i Card, B. Crystal, C. Doherty, W. Grey,
I H. Kellett, C. Kirkpatrick, R. Mande-
| ville, A. Moyer, R. Moyer, L. Smith,
j
E. Spingarn, and B. Staples.
At present the roster of L'Ours
]
Blanc comprises about thirty mem-
j
bers. The club is planning an active
I program for the year, and it is hoped
j that it will be possible to present
something of popular interest during
the year. The first regular meeting
will be held next Monday evening at
seven-thirty at the Kappa Sigma
House when M. Francis Biraud will
speak on his impression* of America.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
For the continual whirl of events during your Thanksgiving recess, may we suggest a Mt Rock Fleece
Overcoat. A Mt Rock Fleece, conservative in appearance and most conservative in cost, can assure you
of attaining that well dressed feeling.
Hats, Gloves, Mufflers, Shoes, Linen and Ties, as well as Evening Wear and Accessories, are merely re-
minders of what you may need over the recess.
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Continued from Page 1
ion that an intimate contact between
the faculty and the students is hisrhly
necessary, pointing out that anv
means to secure this result was desir-
able. He then described how Bowdoin
while retaining the old lecture and
recitation system has made exception-
al progress within the past fifteen
years in establishing a contact be-
tween the teacher and student.
Problem Like One in Public Speaking
In discussing the subject, "Are
There New Ideals in Education," Pro-
fessor Mitchell said that he wished to
take an illustration from the art of
public speaking. There are. he said,
two attitudes which a public speaker
may take towards his audience, two
different wavs in which he may inter-
pret his task. One way is this: He
may write out his address carefully in
correct English. He may check up
his statements of fact painstakingly.
He may make sure that his reasoning
is sound and that good authorities be-
lieve as he does. He may then go be-
fore his audience— perhaps in some
country village in Maine—and his at-
titude may be this: "What I have to
say is all right; I know it is. It is
truth: it is good, sound doctrine. Now
you may listen or not just as you like.
You mav take it or leave it as you
please. That's none of my business."
The other way seems much the
same yet is very different. It is this:
He may prepare his address with
equal care. He may verify his facts
and opinions in every way he can. But
after all he will remember that that
is not enough. That in a sense is
only the beginning of his job. His
supreme task is to make those facts
and principles so interesting to his
audience that they will listen. Per-
haps by a skillful use of his voice, by
unique or poignant phrasing, by apt
allusion, and concrete illustration, by
humorous anecdote, in some way or
other he must hold their attention. It
is his task to deliver his speech to the
men and women for whom it was in-
tended. It has often been pointed out
that the telegraph boy does not de-
liver his message by throwing it over
the fence or into the back yard: neith-
er does a man really deliver his ad-
dress by shouting it into the air. Un-
less he can win his hearers' attention
and hold it. he has failed. He has
fallen down on his job.
Now it seems to me that almost ex-
actly the same thing is true in teach-
ing. And the principal changes that
have taken place in teaching, espe-
cially in college teaching, during the
last twenty years have been largely
due to this conception of the teacher'?
task. He must of course, as the stu-
dent puts it. "know his stuff." He
must be sure that his facts are facts,
his logic logical, and his principles
sound. He must of course have a
message to deliver. And he must also
be able to "deliver" it.
Teacher Must Reach Student
The other day I saw a book with
this title: "Reaching Other Minds."
That is the task of the teacher which
is being recognized today as perhaps
never before— to reach the other
mind. And any device that he can
use, any method that he can invent,
any skill that he can employ to help
him in accomplishing that great task
he should value and cherish.
I would not imply that this is a re-
cent discovery. It is not. It is a
pedagogical platitude. Great teachers
have always recognized it. It was well
known by Socrates who in his desire
to help thoughts and ideas to be born
from other minds used to call himself
an intellectual midwife. It was known
and used by Dr. Arnold of Rugby and
by Mark Hopkins of Williams and by
many great teachers whom you and I
have known. But both secular and
religious education is extremely likely
to become institutionalized and too
often methods that at first in the
hands of a master are vital and effi-
cacious, in the hands of his successors
become perfunctory and futile.
So long as the classes are small and
the students few, the problem of
reaching the other mind is not felt to
be so pressing; but when, as in some
of our large universities, the classes
run into the hundreds, if not thou-
sands, then arises the conviction that
some way must be devised by which
we can retail rather than wholesale
education.
That I think we may well say is one
of the new ideals in education. And
we are all grateful to President Holt
and Rollins College for what they
have done and are doing today to
achieve this ideal.
Progress Made at Bowdoin
As I look back over the last twenty
years at Bowdoin, the most significant
changes that we have made have per-
haps been in this direction.
To most of the principles that Pres-
ident Holt has mentioned and sug-
gestions that he has made I can say
"Yea and Amen." I do, however, have
to take exception to some of them. I
cannot help thinking that in some re-
spects President Holt is describing the
college of thirty years ago rather than
the college of today. At Bowdoin cer-
tainly there is no great gulf fixed be-
tween student and teacher. In gen-
eral our class sections are small ; and
because of our system of advisers, of
fraternities, of departmental clubs, of
small group conferences as supple-
mentary to the lectures, and because
of the frequent meeting of the in-
1
structors and students in preparation
for their major examination, to say;
nothing of the house parties and ath-
'
letic games, our students and teachers
j
mingle together easily and happily I
and have vital and human contact.
And one thing more: I cannot sub-|
scribe to the suggestion that the lee-
ture system or the recitation system,!
or any other system should be
scrapped "in toto". I believe that the
.
teacher should be free to use anyj
method that he wishes to arouse the
student's curiosity, to keep him men-l
tally awake and alive, in other words
!
ONE WI L L ALWAY TAND OUT
^Whole-hearted,
natural, real!
EQUALLY genuine is the re-
, sponse of smokers to Chester-
field's satisfying goodness, its
wholesome smoothness.
No one ever has to "acquire"
a taste for Chesterfields. You
don't have to learn to like them.
Smokers take to their pleasing
flavor instinctively . . . and
here's why:
MILDNESS — the entirely
natural mildness of tobaccos
that are without harshness
or bitterness.
BETTER TASTE — Such as
only a cigarette of wholesome {£
purity and better tobaccos
can have.
Or MILDER
Cbestcrfuld Cigarettes art manufactured by
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. I
DRAGGING home the
TURKEY
Is no doubt a good equivalent of
"Bringing Home the Bacon."
A still more modern version is taking
home a "Kenwall".
Then there can be no question that your
Thanksgiving will be highly successful
!
"Kenwalls" are our new suits at $45.00.
In English Worsteds and Sharkskins,
they are everything good suits should





The Athletic Council of Bowdoin
College held its second meeting of
the year at the gymnasium on Satur-
day, Nov. 8, 1930. Ths meeting was
very short and nothing of any great
importance was discussed, only the
usual routine business of the Council
being carried on. The new set of by-
laws was approved and there was a
discussion of dual track meets at
Bowdoin. It was also voted to pro-
cure a new set of boards for the sides
of the hockey rink. The Athletic
Council consists of the following
members: Harvey D. Gibson, Chair-
man, Malcolm E. Morrell, Dr. Henry
L. Johnson, Boyd W. Bartlett, . Mor-
gan B. Cushing, Arthur L. Crimmins,
'31, George H. Souther '31, John L.
Ricker '32, W. Lawrence Usher '32,




























(Coatinoad fiom Paa* 1)
image of God created he him." Can
we help but cease our blundering and
find* a clarity of perception, can we
not disregard the text book technical-
ities for a deeper, boundless faith, if
we take the significance of these read-
ings to heart?
The Need for Faith
Many men of today have a sort of
slip-shod faith, either blindly follow-
ing a set of rules, or trying to ge*
by as best they can. But does this
find favor in the sight of God? Did
he choose his prophets and apostles on
this basis? In fact, he only chose a
small number because of the singu-
larly simple faith of these few. When
we follow a "faith-life", we feel as if
we were floating on a stream, being
pushed irresistibly forward to a ca-
reer of accomplishment.
In this changing age, we do not
need a restatement of theological doc-
trine, but a rebuilding in terms of
character and action. Our duty is not
one of repose, and faith is greatly
needed to forge ahead in both the
spiritual and everyday world.
In truth, faith is the one great
(Continued on pa«« «)
The student Bible class engaged in
reading the Vulgate at 3.30 on Sun-
days in the Moulton. Union under the
leadership of James B. Colton. 2nd.
'31, is now entering the second month
of its existence and has made consid-
erable progress in reading the Latin
version of the Gospel of St. Luke.
Some very interesting facts concern-
ing the history and the text of the
Vulgate have been brought out in past
meetings. There is still room for
those who wish to join. No extensive
knowledge of Latin is necessary to
join the class as the Latin in the Vul-
gate is comparatively simple.
On about every third Sunday a
speaker from the faculty or from
Brunswick will address the class on
some subject relative to the Vulgate.
On November 23. President Sills will
speak on "A Comparison of the Styles
of the Septuagent and of the Vul-
gate." Later on in the year. Dr. Good-
rich of Brunswick will address the
class on "Conditions Giving Rise to
the Need for Jerome's Translation of
the Bible." At such meetings of the
class the student body in general is
invited to attend. Other speakers will
be announced later.
Ives Trophy Meet
Three days of interfraternity com-
petition for the Ives Trophy con-
cluded, Alpha Delta Phi has snatched
the lead from Psi Upsilon, the
scores standing 21 to 17i. Sigma Nu
and Beta Theta Pi, in a deadlock,
trail the leaders with 15 points each.
Zeta Psi stands third; Delta Kappa
Epsilon and Kappa Sigma tied for
fourth; with Theta Delta Chi and Chi
Psi bringing up the rear.
to reach his mind. In some courses,
on some days, with some men the lec-
ture system mav be best; under other
circumstances, the recitation method;
and under still others, the conference.
At any rate, however much we mav
differ in method, we all agree that we
are working for the same result— to
impart the truth, to advance scholar-
ship, and to develop men and women
of power.
Henry S. Dowst '29 has just be-
gun work completing the catalogue
record of approximately a thousand
alumni who have died since 1912.
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CUMBERLAND
Wednesday - Nov. 19th
RENEGADES
- with -
Warner Baxter - Myrna Loy
Noah Beery
Also Sport Light - Comedy
Knute Rockne Football Series
Thursday - Nov. 20th
WAY FOR A SAILOR
- with -
John Gilbert - Wallace Beery
Also Comedy - Sound Act
Knute Rockne Football Series
Friday - Nov. 21st
VAUDEVILLE
- On the Screen -
THE GORILLA
- with -
Lila Lee - Joe Frisco
Also Paramount News
Saturday - Nor. 22nd
' OUTSIDE THE LAW
- with -
Mary Nolan - Edward G. Robinson
Owen Moore
Also Short Subjects









FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVTTY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. - • Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any lrind
EATON HARDWARE CO.










Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit* Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.





Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10
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Reasonable prices and prompt
service — the aim of
The Record Press
Get in touch with us for your
next job of printing.
Tel. 3
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
(Continued from Pat* 1)
and Ricker were running wild
through the Purple line and in ten
plays Bowdoin had gained 110 yards.
Williams braced however and for the
greater part of the remainder of the
game the two teams fought on even
termsv _ .The weight of the visitors
began to tell in the closing minutes,
and after the Purple had penetrateo
into Bowdoin territory, a long heart-
breaking pass batted into a Purple
back's hands by a Bowdoin player
spelled the end of the White's hopes
for an upset. Bowdoin was at a peak
in this game, a peak the team did
not reach again until the Maine game,
and the feat of tying Williams at-
tracted considerable attention to
Bowser and Co.
Apparently showing the effects of
the Williams battering, the White had
all it could do the following week to
eke out a 19-14 victory over Tufts,
the first, incidentally since • 1925.
Tufts scored first on a 40 yard marcn
but Bowdoin came back with two
scores before the end of the first half.
Both teams scored once in the sec-
ond half. Tufts made several sub-
stantial gains through the White
line on spinner plays but the wizardry
of Sid Foster and Jit Ricker offset
these, both getting away for long
gains.
Two Defeats
The story of the Colby gam>
marked the first defeat of the Polaj
Bears when the Mule kicked the high
scoring Brunswick team into the mire
on Seaverns Field by a 20-7 score,
after Bowdoin had led the way by
one touchdown in the early stages of
the game. The loss of this game had
little to do with the result of the
game to come a week later with
Bates, for at Colby the field was well
named by an Orient reporter "a dis-
mal swamp" and the weight of such
men as Donovan, Johnstone, "Snub"
Pollard and others did much to wreck
an otherwise competent Bowdoin
team. The game resembled water polo
on the Ganges more than America's
fall sport of football. The ardor of
the Bowdoin spectators, which was
by the way the largest group to at-
tend an "away" game in years, was
not as dampened as might be ex-
pected. In fact the spirit that was
manifest was unusually loyal when a
victory appeared hopeless.
At Bates the story was entirely
different. There is no doubt as to the
superiority of Bates over the White
that Saturday afternoon. It was ap-
parent from the start that Bowdoin
wasn't clicking. The interference that
had been outstanding up to this time
had completely disappeared. Despite
this Bates fought vainly for three pe-
riods, carrying the ball most of the
time but failing to work a consistent
offense. At last the break came on a
pass which brought the ball to the 19
yard line when the far-famed Bates
line began to do its bit by tearing
holes in the side of the Polar Bear,
which resulted in the first score. The
second count followed immediately on
a fumble and an end run by Bornstein.
Triumphs Over Maine
To reconcile the play in the finai
State Series game with Maine and
the Bates exhibition is an impossible
task. That the team reached their
peak twice in the same season seems
to be the answer. Once in the Wil-
liams game and once in the Mains
game the Polar Bears looked like a
real football team worthy of any
praise that might be heaped on them.
Anyone who saw the Maine game
would agree that they were inspired
from start to finish. It was the
first victory over Maine since 1921
and only the second since 1909, which
is none too conspicuous a record but
does point out how much commen-
dation is due Coach Bowser for his
efforts in the first year. It is diffi-
cult to point out any outstanding per-
formance in the White's play for they
played as a unit, not as individuals.
The runs of Foster and Ricker, and
the line plunging of Morrell cannot
soon be forgotten. Gatchell proved
even more conclusively his power as
an interfering back. Crimmins, Bar-
ton, Souther raced down under punts
in perfect fashion all afternoon, while
man to man the line smashed asun-
der the Pale Blue defense which was
pounds 'heavier to the man. Alumni
will not forget this game soon. They
had waited long, but the game was a
fitting reward for such patience. It
was an astounded crowd that poured
out of the gates of Whittier Field that
afternoon: Maine because "Foxy
Fred" Brice had been badly "foxed",
and Bowdoin because it had become
apprehensive after the games of th««
two preceding Saturdays. The Maine
game alone was proof enoogh to both
graduates and undergraduates that
Charlie Bowser had had inculcated a
real football spirit which had been
j
dormant for years.
The result of the Wesleyan game
remains only an anticlimax to the
Maine game so we need to draw no
conclusions from it. That the season
as a whole was a success there is no
doubt. The record of this year has
done much to dispel the caustic criti-
cism of all except a few—we are glad
to say a very few—who expected the
superhuman of Charlie Bowser in his
first year at Bowdoin. But critic.-*
like these we shall always have with
us. However, we can see nothing but
a new era ahead. Optimism is the
keynote, while athletic prosperity










The gym team is working hard in
anticipation of a long season of ex-
hibitions and matches. On December
13th a number of the gymnasts will
go to Fryeburg to start the year offi-
cially with an exhibition. Some of
the dates on the tentative schedule
which was published a few weeks ago
have been definitely agreed upon. The
team will go to West Point for a
match on January tenth, and Dart-
mouth will come here on the seven-
1
teenth. The Harvard meet, scheduled
J
for here in February, is still an un- 1 D¥ * mxa iTTki) T»r> A r<v
decided event. I LAIN 55 tUK 1 KACIV
The number of men who are to
perform on the high bars has been
cut to six. These are Bradt '33, Bow-
man '33, Dana '32, Eaton '33, Pea-
body '34. and Colton '31.
The squad, as it is today, comprises I Arrangements are under way for a
twenty men, six of whom are Fresh- 1 dual track meet withthe Army at
men. There are seven of last year's "
competitors in the group, and only one
The Fencing team, under Capt. Nor-
wood K. Macdonald '32, will com-
mence training soon after Thanks-
giving. Matches are being arranged
with Dartmouth, Boston College, Bos-
ton University, Harvard, Norwich,
and Massachusetts Tech. The Nor-
wich and M. I. T. contests will prob
ably be in Brunswick, though nothing
definite has as yet been decided. This
year's team will be formed with Capt.
Macdonald, Douglas Anello, and Fred
Miller as a nucleus. Besides the reg-
ular schedule, Capt. Macdonald hopes
to enter his team in the New England
Amateur matches at the Boston Ath-





and Heavy Line Too Much
for Yearlings
a statement issued recently by Coach
of tJsso. CoJtMl, TTlB be lost in Jam | John J. Magee. With many veterans
by graduation. The rest are Capt.
Short, Davies, Bradt, Bowman, Eaton,
and Clark,
Hebron's thunderous steam-roller
proved conclusively that the Polar
Bear Cubs have not the sharp claws
of their sires, when it trampled the
Frosh 44-0 last Saturday at Whittier
Field. Except for one fruitless
march to the Green zero marker, the
striped players were held powerless
by the forward wall of the Hebronites,
and out-classed by their fleet backs.
The faultless forward and lateral
passing combination of Harlow to
Bleiler spelled destruction to the first -
|
year men. Time and again they
functioned perfectly, reeling off long
gains around the ends by the lateral,
and skipping over the heads of the
helpless cubs with the forward.
Occasionally, however, the young
Bears would break into a play, and
West Point next spring, according to smear the Green men for substantial
MEET WITH ARMY
NEARLY COMPLETE
back in the White ranks, prospects
losses. Johnny Kozlowski showed
himself an adept at this phase of the
game. He was the outstanding Bow
Always "Noticed
But Never Notictjble
QgjRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Uriah Srnthrrfi
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
for a successful year look fairly j doin defense star, while Hubbard,
bright. This meet with the Army is a Odde and Robbins did most of the
Professor Means, the. gym team!»ew, feature on Bowdoin's jregular | home team's ground-gaining.
Green Opens Up
It didn't take Hebron long to find
cessful year. of the College, has ottered nis yacht
| the cubg, weakness on the aerial
HOCKEY CANDIDATES




from New York City to West Poin
and back. At the present time it is
planned to take a fairly large squad
on this trip.
SCORELESS TIES IN
Candidates for the Hockey team
\
will report directly after the Thanks-
j
giving recess to Coach Ben Houser.
Preliminary training in the form of
|
"Houser-ball", and shooting practice |
in the gymnasium will be in order un-
INTERFRATERNITY
TOUCH FOOTBALL
and Odde had been stopped dead
Bowdoin punted. Bleiler, on the first
play, an attempted skirt around left
end, was brought to earth by Kozlow-
ski before he could get under way.
They punted to Bowdoin; and after
Hubbard, who received it, was downed
in his traces on his own 30 yard tape,
the Frosh tried a forward, Robbins
to Hubbard.
Hebron, not daunted by a 5 yard
,.,, With the aid of several forfeits, the offside penalty, shot a long forward,
til after the Christmas vacation, when interfraternity touch football leasrues! O'Connor to Lockery. The latter, pick
actual practice on the ice will begin
The dates of the Northeastern and
are rapidly coming to a close. Durine
the past week only two srames were
Boston University contests may be I actually played. On Wednesday. No
changed to make way for the Boston | vember 12, Kappa Sigma and Theta
Bruins, but this will be the only









—New Hampshire at Dur-
Delta Chi played to a scoreless tie
The play was very even throughout
with neither side ever eettinsr into a
scoring position. In the only other
ing it out of the air on the Bowdoin
38 yard stripe, dashed under cover of
Borden, for the first score of the
game. O'Connor drop-kicked the ex-
tra point.
Hebron Scores Again
Hubbard took the Hebron kickoff,





Jan. 16—Northeastern at Boston
Jan. 17—Boston University
Boston
/ Feb. 11—Bates at Lewiston
Feb. 14—Colby at Brunswick
Feb. 17—Open
scoring.
made, and that by Zeta Psi.
at
!
contest of the week. Zeta Psi tied
, made thr^ yards tefore tei Uckled
!
Kappa Surma again, with neither side
^
on his 15 d line A plunge by
Only one^ first down was Bowdoin's fullback, Odde, netted
l
three yards; but this small gain was
j
lost on the next play, a criss-cross by
|
Hubbard. Kozlowski punted to his
!
own 45 yard ribbon, and after two
PC \ unsuccessful tries, Hebron returned
.875 1 the kick, which rolled out on the







The junior varsity football squad is
commended by Mr. Cobb for its inter-
est in a sport for which there is no re-
ward other than the fun of playing.
A new plan, the system of having a
voluntary eleven, is proving to be most
successful; no schedule is followed,
but the frequent scrimmages keep the
players in trim. The freshman team
put them to the wall the other day.













Alpha Tau Omega 3
Non-Fraternitv 2






Nov. 19—Zeta Psi vs. Theta Delta











serious about their game, for they | Nu.
have a reward in the form of numer-
als at the end of a hard season.
Junior Varsity line-up:
L. E.: J. C. Flint. A. S. Ferguson.
F. B. Cleaves.
L. T.: S. Gould.
L. G.: R. T. Sperrv. A. S. Davis. Jr.
C: A. R. Smith. E. M. Fuller. Jr..
P. A. Walker.
R. G.: L. C. Stearns, 3rd. J. Keefe.
J. Creiehton.
R. T.: E. N. Lippincott. R. E. Mor-j
ris.
R. E.: E. Thomas. Jr.. D. N. Anton-
Nov. 21—Alpha Delta Phi vs. Non-





Coach Miller Expects New System





J. C. Rosenfeld. M. Lo-Cicero.l L*»t Saturday at noon, the swim-
B.: B. J. Shute. D. D. Sloan. n»nK team partook of its first meal
L. H. B.: G. D. Briggs. P. T. Hayes. at the training table m the I nion,
F. B.: H. Richardson. H. Rising.
Wesleyan Game
(Continued from Pan 1)
I til the Sophomore back took it over.
I
Late in the game Wesleyan rose
, again, but when Tirrell fumbled deep Sperry
I down in scoring territory, and a Bow
Kozlowski soon kicked again, which
.500 1 also went out, on the 42 yard line.
.100 Here Hebron began an irresistible
jaunt down the field: O'Connor, on u
sweeping sprint around left end, car-
ried the pigskin 15 yards to first
H ,
. down. Three plays brought the ball
1 000 *° tne ^ yarc* st"Pe « from whence
66" t^le Harlow to Bleiler duet passed it
VqA ! safely over the goal for Hebron's see-
200 onc* s ix"P°mter. The kick was missed.
For the remainder of the period Bow-
doin held, and a punt, just before the
whistle, placed the ball on the Green's
30 yard line.
Harlow and Borden Score
Bowdoin took over the spheroid on
I a punt, and after smashing their way
|
from their 26 yard line to the 45,
| Kozlowski booted down to Harlow,
who ran it back seven yards to his
own 30 yard marker. A lateral, from
Harlow to his old faithful, Bleiler,
resulted in first down; Hubbard
forced the fleet Green right end out
on Hebron's 46 yard line.
Notwithstanding a 15 yard penalty
for holding, the Hebron machine
drove their way down to Bowdoin's
one yard line, via a Harlow-Bleiler
lateral which ticked off ll yards; a
twisting, dodging end run by Harlow
and a fluke pass which bounced into
two players' arms, and finally into
Gordon's of Hebron, who ran thirty
yards to the White's goal line. Har-
low hurdled the line for the third
touchdown; the point was missed.
Hebron gained the ball immediately
and thereby inaugurated a system en
tirely new at Bowdoin. Besides Coach
Bob Miller, there were nineteen men!^\ ghoVf kick~ and "counted" off two
who gathered round the board. They first downs on three plays The bal i
are Capt. Smith, Mgr. Kirkpatrick
'32, Bowman '33, Carpenter '32, Dens-
more '32. Easton '32, Esson '32,
Eaton '33, Howard '32, James '32,
'32, Trott '33, Durham '32,
in action on the Bowdoin 8 yard tape,
was carried over by Borden on an
around end play.
At this stage of the fray Hebron's
second string had replaced the regu










Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S
Candy and Ice Cream
74 MAINE STREET
Complete Travel Service Free
—
Booklet Tours Cruises Bermuda.
Havana, Florida, West Indies,
Europe. Phone, call or write PORT-
LAND TOURIST CO.. 198 Middle
St.. Portland. Maine.
doin back leaped up in the air to grab Foster '34, Nilson '34, and Hagerthy
i a forward, the goose was cooked. : '34. On week days meals are served
It's M.A.C. in October, following to these natators at 7.45, 12:45, and
spring and fall training grind. Be see- I 6.00. on Sundays at 8.30, 1.00, and
Murray '32, Calkins '34, Carson ^34, 1
,ars The reserve men took advan-
tage of a fumble by the cubs on the
ing you at Amherst.
The lineups:
Bowdoin (24)
6.00. In Coach Miller's opinion, ihis




White 28 yard mark, when Bennett
fell on the ball. The Green then
crossed the goal line on a pass, But-
ler to Borden. Krause made the cx-
n«n Woalovan success of the season. Swimmers,{.!£) wesiey . ,
....mi,.., _mh v^v Hebron Firsts in Again
|
Souther, le re, Odell, Bailey Jo
be in *"*™™™'
J£J JJ I The big Green tallied again before
Ecke, It rt, Sweet, Wolloneck\^^^'T^iStS^Smii\** third quarter ended, when Traf-




^TS £**£f*3 taortthe ton ran back a punt 25 yards by dintMilliken, c c, Miller ™V u*> ; . Jl ; of skillful broken-field running, to
Pollock, rg Ig, Means, Dunlop
.
mo™e ™
_V?* !!£_• :_ the bl, sem ,nt Bowdoin's 38 yard streamer, and Mc-
Brown, rt It, Lum, L. Brown . The xarsity room in ^
ei
J
™ Lean on a whirlwind slide around the
Crimmins, re .. le, Warner. FrescoingiS^ " / Wpek has Polar cubs' right end brought the




* this room at present include mats for : culm™itacI in Borden;, riippmy
r r, u r, in
Houseev exercising, and four cots for relaxa-rn, . KEutns, it. ; . . ,
t
.
on after hard workouts> A sun ray
lamp will be added jus" as soon as
Dr. Johnson completes hi> :nvesti-
ft «4 gation as to what type of n achine is
" best for the swimmers.
It is expected that the team will
The story is told of the collejre offi-
cial who. on showing a foreien visitor
the plans for a proposed new univer-
sity, including a football field, base-
ball diamond, golf course, swimming
pool and billiard room, remarked that
if they had money enough left over,
they might put up a recitation build-
ing.
In accordance with this comes the
Ricker, rh . lh, Streibinger, Hodgman
















ball ar e plays
over
the goal line on another end-around
play.
Hebron's regulars went in, en
masse, in the final period, as the ball
rested on their own 10 yard stripe. And
strangely enough, at this point the
White showed their first burst of pep.
be strengthened this week "and" next I After the Green punted to their 30
when some of the varsity and Fresh- yard line, Robbins passed to Hub-
man football men join the ranks, bard, who ran the remaining ten
Hayden, Kingsbury, and Ackerman, I yards of an 18 yard gain, for first
in the way of a clear forward pass
from Robbins, which was meant for
Winchell, the White quarter, Harlow
folded it into his arms and from his
own 23 yard tape, after waiting
for his interference to form, ran
straight to Bowdoin's goal line and
a touchdown.
The line-ups:
Bowdoin Frosh (0) (44) Hebron
Reid, Stone, Brooks, re . . . . le, Borden
Kozlowski, rt It, Reese, Home
Archibald, Massey, rg . . . . Ig, H iggins
Davis, Kingsbury, Sternberg, c
c, Dunbar
Ackerman, lg . : . . rg, Mooney, Lowe
Waite, Drake, It
rt. Robertson, Bennett
Miller, le re, Lockery





rhb, Jensen, Blanchard, Traftor.
Odde, fb fb, O'Connor, Butler
Touchdowns: Harlow (2), Borden
(3), Lockery and Bleiler. Point after
touchdown: O'Connor, Krause. Offi-
cials: Referee, Morrell; Umpire,
O'Brien (Maine); Head Linesman,
Cobb (Bowdoin). Time, 12 minute
quarters.
under Coach down. Odde galloped along the right
Princeton savine that present day col- 1 Miller's guidance as will probably
lege is in most cases a football 8ta-'Ll°yd Morrell '32, a diver.
side-line for an easy touchdown, which
was unfortunately called back because
ie st, i D ii sx - > "*Xi «*«»*-• . --» -.; _ . . _f R„wHnin offsidedium with an adjunct of a few other The Interfraternity Swimming o Bo do nsio
buildings off to the aide—that football Meet which comes on Dec. 11 will
will suffer from this present over- ' aee some stiff competition among the
emphasis and will disappear, in its teammates. The results of this swim
Intercepted Pass Scores
With the ball seesawing back and
forth until the last seconds of play, it
present form and spirit, in' five or will count towards winning the Ives looked as thoughithe_ rampant scoring
ten years! i trophy for the day was finished. But stepping
Sunday Chapel
(Continued from page 3)
characteristic needed. In the parable
j
of the talents, the servant that buried
j
his talent should have been rewarded L
instead, since he relied only upon onel
simple thing to sustain himself, and'
did not bother about the complicated^
ideas of his fellow servants. Although]
we may learn and profit by worldly i
experience, our real love and willpow-l
er comes only from the soul depths.
So, not until we learn this one facfj
will we be able to find the true faitn]






Finish Up The Annual
Red Cross Roll Call THE BOWDOIN ORIENT Randolph Churchill Speaksat Memorial Hall Tonight




New Captain Has Starred
for Three Years on
White Teams
Facts and Figures Prove
Polar Bear Football Team
Is New England Champion
LAMPORT TO SUCCEED
MILNER AS MANAGER
Richer and Lamport are Prominent
in Campus Activities — Members
of Beta Theta Pi
One of the fastest lightest ^>acks in
the history of the White will carry
the title of Captain next fall when
the Bowdoin eleven sweeps out onto
the M.A.C. field at Amherst in the
first game of the season. At a meet-
ing of the letter-men a day or so be-
fore vacation John Albert (Jit) Rick-
er, a Junior, and brilliant football and
baseball player, was picked to bear
the burdens of the war in 1931.
Ricker, who prepped at Medford
High and New Hampton and Hunt-
ington, has starred in football at
Bowdoin for three years. After hav-
ing played outstanding ball his
Freshman year, he was crippled in
the Williams game a season ago, and
it was thought that he might never
play again. His comeback this sea-
son is one of a series of events that
have signalized the development of
Bowdoin's grid machine.
A passer of great ability, unusual-
ly fast, and one of the best punters
in the state, he will be a thorn in
the side of any oponents given a
reasonable amount of interference. In
addition to football, he is probably
the best collegiate outfielder in tht.
state.
At the same time Richard Morey
Lamport, of South Bend, Indiana, was
elected football manager. He and
Ricker are both Beta's, and active in
other campus activities.
There have been many discussions
in the past few weeks concerning the
probable football champions of New
England. Some people will give the
championship to Harvard, some to
Yale, while still others will give it to
one of the various other colleges in
New England. Many of these peo-
ple, however, will "award" the cham-
pionship with reference to the various
scores of the year. They might be
extremely surprised to read the fol-
lowing, taken from "The Boston
Globe" of December 1st.
"If by any chance you are trying
to figure a New England college
champion, these scores will help you:
Bowdoin 19, Tufts 14; Tufts 10, New
Hampshire 8; New Hampshire 9;
Browtn 0; Brown IS, Holy Cross 0;
Holy Cross 27. Harvard 0; Harvard
13, Yale 0;Yale 0, Dartmouth 0. Sim-
ple isn't it?"
However, when we consider the
following, where are we? Bates 13,
Bowdoin 0; Dartmouth 20, Bates 0.
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Lowell and Mover Chosen
Assistant Managers at
Same Meeting
The Athletic Council has awarded
major letters to eighteen members of
the varsity football squad. At the
same meeting Arthur E. Moyer '31,
and William H. Lowell '31, were
elected to assistant managerships,
with William V. Copeland '33, as al-
ternate. The men who received ma-
jor letters are: Captain George H.
Souther of Waban. Mass.; Arthur L.
Crimmins of Brunswick; Dwight P.
Brown of South Portland; Robert S.
Ecke of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Reino 01-
sen of South Union; Harry M. Pol-
lock of Brookline, Mass.; Sidney Rae
Foster of Manchester, Mass.; Brooks
Eastman of Lovell; all of the class of
1931. Manager Edward Milner '31,
was awarded a manager's letter.
Juniors who received major letters
are John A. Ricker of Medford.
Mass.; F. Lloyd Morrill of Brighton,
Mass.; Creighton Gatchell of Newton,
\ Mass.; Morris Brown of Evanston,
w.Ht.; John W. Hay of Westbrook;
" Charles C. Bilodeau of Augusta; Hu-
bert C. Barton, Jr., of South Amherst,
Mass.; and Roland Cramer, Douglas-
ton, N. Y.
John Milliken, Saco, and Harris
Plaisted of West Newton, Mass., were
the only sophomores to be awarded
letters.
The work of revising the General
Catalogue of Bowdoin College is be-
ing carried on by Henry Doust '29 at
Hubbard Hall. Mr. Doust has his
headquarters among the "stacks" and
is checking up on the Bowdoin gradu-
ates who have died since 1912, at
which date the last General Cata-
logue was issued. This catalogue,
supposedly issued every ten years,
contains a list of the presidents,
trustees and overseers, officers of in-
struction, and graduates, whether by
honor or from the college or the med-
ical school wfhich alosed in 1921. In
looking up deaths of graduates Mr.
Doust has had to add any honors or
degrees conferred since 1912, and any
changes in business or residence since
that date. Scrap books have been
kept for each class and & page for
each member of the class whether a
graduate or not. The work which Mr.
Doust is undertaking requires con-
siderable correspondence with friends
and relatives of the men he is check-
ing up.
Mr. Doust is a graduate of Bow-
doin College, class of 1929. He was
a member of the Theta Delta Chi fra-




Speaker Has Been Active
for Many Years in Arctic
Exploration
Exceeding Liberality Displayed As
Midsemester Warnings Appear
The results of the mid-semester re-
view are always of interest, not only
to those students who do or do not
receive the warnings, but of interest
also to those who follow the fortunes
of Bowdoin College with an anxious
eye and to whom the results show
whether or not the College is prog-
ressing as it should. Last year at this
time the best record of major warn-
ings, that is, the least number, wia
turned in of all the records that had
been turned in since 1920. Therefore
it will not be with as great misgiv-
ings that one surveys this year's rec-
ord as it would be if last year's rec-
ord was merely mediocre, and in this
year's record there is little to fret
about. In 1929 thirty-five major warn
ings were issued at the fall mid-
semester review. Of these, fifteen, u»
forty-two and six-sevenths per cent
were from the freshman class of that
year. This year, 1930, forty-eight ma-
jor warnings were recorded, and of
those, twenty-five, or fifty-two and
one-twelfth per cent were from the
Class of 1934. This is a general in-
crease of thirty-seven and one-sev-
enth per cent, and, in proportion to
the whole number of warnings, an
increase of nine and one-fourth per
cent of freshman warnings.
Interfraternity Standing
Let us turn to a comparative rec-
ord of the fraternities, always inter-
esting
-in 'a strong (fraternity col-
lege like Bowdoin. The eleven fra-
ternities together with the non-fra-
ternity group differed less in number
of major warnings this year than
they did last year. Of the three fra-
ternities who were tied for first place
last year, only Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity retained its place, but with
two warnings instead of none. The
Theta Delta Chi fraternity came sec-
ond this year, rising from a position
with the four last of last year and
reducing its number from five to
three warnings. The Chi Psi's and the
Zeta Psi's, tied last year with the
Alpha Tau Omega's for first place,
this year tie with the Kappa Sig-
ma, Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Upsilon,
Beta Theta Pi fraternities and the
non-fraternity group for third place
with four warnings each. Last, with
five warnings each come the Sigma












PAUL E. EVERETT '32
STUDYING ABROAD
With I'niversity of Delaware Foreign
Study Group at Nancy and Paris
Paul E. Everett, a sophomore at
Bowdoin last year, is spending hL-
junior year as one of the members of
the University of Delaware Foreign
Study Group. Everett received his
scholarship from the University of
Delaware as a result of a competi-
tive examination last spring. He is
the only Bowdoin man to have ever
been a member of this foreign study
group.
From July to October, Everett ami
the other sixty college men and wo-
men who comprise the group, studied
at the University of Nancy. In the
examinations held at the end of the
semster at Nancy and conducted
wholly in French, Everett stood
fourth among the members of the
group having missed .third place by
only one hundreth of a percent. In
October the group transferred to the
Sorbonne in Paris where it will spend
the rest of the academic year. Everett
will return to Bowdoin next fall.
Robert Edwin Peary, a graduate of
Bowdoin College in the class of 1925
and well known as the son of the
discovered of the North Pole, will de-
liver an illustrated lecture on the
Arctic in the Moulton Union at the
college on the evening of Monday,
December 8th. Since his graduation
from Bowdoin Mr. Peary has shown
an active interest in arctic work and
has twice been north to Baffin Land
with expeditions sponsored by
George Palmer Putnam. He has
kept a rather complete motion picture
record of these trips and has prepared
lecture material to use in connection
with these films.
•Mr. Peary has also been employed
as an engineer on various important
construction projects and has pre-
pared a second lecture which illuj»-
trates some of the more interesting
features of bridge building.
The Bowdoin Quill, literary quar-
terly published by the undergraduate
body, under the leadership of Fred
R. Kleibacker, Jr., '31, Editor-in-chief
made its first appearance this year,
on Tuesday. It may be noted that
the format and general appearance
is marked by a decided change, the
cover being a cream-colored vellum
with black printing. The quarterly
will be given gratus to the student
body 'for the first time.
President Sills begins a series of
articles which will be succeeded by
articles from the- the presidents of
the three other Maine colleges en-
titled "College Teaching as a Career".
A very scholarly article has been
contributed by George W. Frieday '30
called "The Poetry of A. E. Hous-
man". Freiday won the Pray Eng-
lish Prize last year. "S. S. Panama"
by H. S. Bradt '33, is taken from his
diary written while on a trip on a
freighter. A. S. Davis '33 who won
the poetry prize la/t year has con-
tributed a poem entitled "Cantilles
Battle." The winner of the Haw-
thorne Prize last year, Walter P.
Bowman '31, has written a short story
entitled "Louisa". An article styleu
after William Lyon Phelps who
writes for Scribners called "Chron-
icle" is contributed by Luis T. Steele
'33. E. D. W. Spingarn '33, has writ-





Semi -Finals Will be Held
in the Latter Part of
December
The musical clubs of the college art
getting off with a rapid start since
the Thanksgiving vacation and plans
for public appearances are being
made.
The Instrumental Club held its first
rehearsal on Wednesday, December 3,
at 4.30 p.m. in Memorial hall and
rehearsals will be held hereafter on
Monday and Wednesday of each week.
Concerts will be held in Bangor and
Augusta during the early part of
the second semester. Plans for the
annual trip are also being completed.
On its trip the club will appear sev-
eral times in and near Boston and
thenwill proceed to New York where
it wlw appear a number of times in
the city and its environs. The Glee
Club under the leadership of Joseph
G. Kraetzer has been rehearsing
since the early part of the college
year. The turnout for the Glee Club
this year has included a considerable
number of men of exceptional talent
and an extraordinarily successful sea-
son is expected. One of the early ap-
pearances of the Club this year will
be on February 27 when the club will
participate in the New England In-





for Posting Events Three
Weeks in Advance
BOWDOIN GRADS
GO FAR AFIELD IN
EDUCATIONAL WORK
Hawthorne '30 in Switzerland, Fowle








December !»—Organ Recital by
Raymond Robinson in Chapel at
fc.00 p.m.
December 1 1 — Interfraternity
Swimming Meet
After College—what? Is an oft-re-
peated question. But equally inter-
esting is—where ? The best in life are
said to be few and far between. Com-
paratively speaking this may be true
of Bowdoin graduates. Naturally
Bowdoin graduates are less numer-
ous than graduates of larger Univer-
sities and Colleges. Nevertheless, two
Bowdoin Alumni and former mem-
bers of the Classical Club have been
discovered to be in entirely opposite
parts of the world. One Lloyd W.
Fowles '26, is now after teaching at
the Loomis School in Windsor, Conn.,
an instructor in the Punahon School,
Honolulu, Hawaii. Of the class of
'30, Manning Hawthorne is now
teaching English at Lie Rosey, a pri-
vate school in the Province of Vaad,
in Switzerland.
The employment by reputable
schools both at home and abroad of
Bowdoin graduates may certainly be
considered as a bright feather in the
caps of both the College and the
Classical Club.
Annually, a prize amounting to
forty-five dollars is awarded to that
member of the senior class who pro-
duces the best written and spoken
oration of the year. This prize is
given by the class of "sixty-eight"
who have left a fund sufficient to
carry on this work.
Professor Mitchell has chosen the
delegation from which this years
prize winner is to be chosen. The
following men comprise the delega-
tion: W. M. True, J. L. Snider, W. P.
Bowman, R. M. McFarland, H. L.
Smyth, P. A. Walker, D. F. Prince,
A. E. Jenkins, J. T. Gould, A. J.
Deeks, J. B. Colton, and L. C. Jenks.
Six men will be chosen from this
number to compete in the finals
sometime in January. The semi-finais
will be held late this month.
MITCHELL PORTRAIT
GIFT TO BOWDOIN
Later this month Bowdoin is to re-
ceive another work of art to add to
its present wellknown collection. This
time the masterpiece is of double in-
terest. Aside from the artistic point
of view it is a portrait of Edward
Page Mitchell a graduate of the col-
lege in the class of 1871. Dr. Mit-
chell for many years has been editor
of the New York Sun. The portrait
was executed by Salisbury the noted
English artist, and is now on exhibi-
tion at New York City. It is being
given to the college by William De-
wart, president of the New York Sun
and for many years a close associate
of Dr. Mitchell. Upon arrival here
it will go on exhibition in the Walker
Art Building.
Bowdoin is inaugurating this week
an improved publicity service with
a view to making official and semi-
official college news more readily
available to student and local news-
paper correspondents. Henry S.
Dowst '29, who has recently returned
to the college as an assistant to the
alumni secretary, will devote a por-
tion of his time to the news service,
which will be centered in the alumni
office, as has been the case in earlier
years. The principal mechanical fea-
ture of the service is a release board
which has been set up in the vestibule
of the administration building. This
board is divided into twenty-one sec-
tions and provides for listing news
releases three weeks ahead. This will
enable correspondents to know what
news can be expected for rejease
from the office and also to have an
idea as to what athletic and other




In chapel Monday, December first,
Mr. Gaylord W. Douglass, the East-
ern secretary of the National Coun-
cil for Prevention of War, spoke to
the student body on the "internation-
al mind". He was introduced by
Dean Nixon as a "most convincing
speaker". The message that he
brought was that of creating a habit
of thought, especially when the
world is turning toward the gospel
of goodwill. He emphasized the mind
that thinks beyond team, beyond the
college, beyond the state, beyond
the nation, to an international
state of well-being and cooperation.
Lax Student Memories
Keep "Boyer Budget" Busy
Despite World Depression
Intense perusal of the files of the
"Boyer Budget" has brought to light
many facts, interesting though often
damning. For computation shows
that students already owe the library
over thirty-two dollars for books
kept over-due. Amounts vary: "Stan"
Pinkham is indebted to the amount
of $2.64 while the notorious "Sam"
Davis will be prosecuted for the two
cents which he owes.
Investigation proves that football
men, contrary to the belief of maga-
zine writers, sometimes study, for
Souther, Foster, Pollock, Bilodeau,
M. Brown, and Barton all have debts
to settle with the library.
In the race for the honor of owing
the most money, Sigma Nu leads with
a total debt of $6.44. Kappa Sigma
seems to be very prompt in returning
books for its owes but twenty-five
cents.
Predictions are bright for a pros-
perous year, with the possibility of




Will Take as Subject for
Lecture "Can Youth be
Conservative?"








Follows Family Tradition and Remains
a Sturdy Adherent to Con-
servative Party
Before an appreciative audience in
the recently renovated Memorial Hall,
the Portland Polyphonic Society con-
ducted by Alfred Brinkler gave a de-
lightful recital of partsongs and
madrigals on Monday evening, No-
vember 24.
At exactly eight-fifteen in the eve-
ning the society consisting of twenty-
two voices filed out upon the stage
and sang together the first part of
its program beginning with the
"Gladsome Light" by A. Yesauloff.
The society at once snowed itself to
be excellently trained.
Soloists Present Selections
The first soloist of the evening,
Miss Irene Eagles Close, then pre-
sented a group of songs beginning
with Handel's "Oh Sleep, Why Dost
Thou Leave Me". Her tones were
pure and airy and her renditions were
well received by the audience.
The entire society sang the third
part of the program which was a
group of songs all written by J. W.
Clokey a modern American composer.
Of these, "He's Gone Away" a
Southern mountain song was given
with particular atmosphere and col-
or.
Continued on Fas* I
Randolph Churchill, the 19 year old
son of the great English orator and
statesman, Winston Churchill will
lecture here this evening. It is the
first American Lecture Tour of this
young man who, after holding Ox-
ford Union spellbound at his first de-
bate last February by his fearless
arguments and smashing reasoning
has aroused widespread interest by
his brilliant: "Youth Challenges the
Church". He has drawn even more
attention in England by his exposi-
tion: "Britain's Troubles as Youth
Sees Them". His amazing straight-
forwardness in this trenchant article
is such that nobody who reads it
could help but have a strong desire
to hear him speak. In all his talks
he takes youth's point of view. As
witness: he says "Once the passing
generation shows that its usefulness
is exhausted, the choice of these men
—his 'present leaders of democracy'
—and methods must be wrested from
their hands by youth."
Randolph Churchill follows his
father, that eminent statesman Win-
ston Churchill and grandfather, the
famous Lord Randolph Churchill, two
immediate forbears who have stamped
their names upon the history of their
country. Will he succeed? The opin-
ion of the press and public of Eng-
land is that this latest generation of
the famous Churchill family bids fair
(Continned on Pas* l)
COLLEGE GIVES STRONG
SUPPORT TO ANNUAL
RED CROSS ROLL CALL
Attempt Being Made to





Suggests That People Know
the Man and His Problems
Before Judging
The Red Cross drive which is now
being carried on in the College, under
the leadership of James Clapp Flint
'31, is progressing very rapidly. Each
fraternity house on the campus has
been requested to attempt to make
itself 100% , for the goal of the Col-
lege is this high percentage. Last
year the College's percentage was 70
r/r of the total student body, which is
rather high for any college. This
! year, however, it is expected that the
I College will back the project in such
| a manner that the 70 r/r record will l>e
left far in the rear. Manager Flint
I
recently stated that he hoped and ex-
]
pected that the College would back
this drive with all the cooperation
and sincerity possible. He also said
that the drive was advancing ex-
tremely well, and that before long
he expected to see all the men in the
College, members of this nation-wide
organization.
Last week's Orient carried with it
an article about the coming of Abbe
Dimnet. The various remarks made
by this famous French philosopher in
regard to the Franco-Italian situa-
tion were stressed. Owing to the fact
that Professor Bompiani is from
Italy it was considered wise to hear
what he had to say upon the policies
of Mussolini. During this interview
Professor Bompiani said he would
like to know upon what data Abbe
Dimnet based his statements. He
pointed out that anybody to judge the
situation at all fairly should know a
great deal about Mussolini and what
he is actually doing. Furthermore, one
should know the real and lasting re-
sults of these plans and operations.
An historical background would also
be needed, according to Professor
Bompiani to understand the present
situation. Therefore Professor Bom-
piani, though just from Italy, does
not feel competent to prophesy con-
cerning the outcome of Mussolini's
work. Let the people know the man
and his problems before they judge,






Warren S. Palmer '32 is Chosen Pres
ident of B. C. A. for This Year
in Election of Officers
NOTICE
Those wishing to be ushers at
the Gym Dance, are requested to
apply to Paul E. Hayes, 23 Apple-
ton Hall.
Six ushers will be drawn for
from those who apply.
On Thursday evening, November
20, officers were elected for the Bow-
doin Christian Association during
this year. The officers are Warren
Palmer '32, President; James Byers
|
Colton, 2nd '31, Vice-President; Rich-
; ard Merrill Sprague '32, Secretary
-
|
Treasurer. A constitutional commit-
I
tee was also appointed and includes
I Beaton, Obear, Lunt, Graham, and:
Packard.
The speaker of the evening was Dr.
,
Chauncey W. Goodrich of Brunswick
who gave a general talk on the im-
portance of having a strong Y.M.C.A. I
organization at Bowdoin. The speak-
j
er suggested planning six Sunday
evenings for talks on the Bible. He
j
also stressed the importance of selfj
expression in organized Christian
life.
The meeting was well attended, in- !
eluding four members of the faculty !
and fifteen undergraduates. After Dr.
(Continued on pair* S)
On December ninth Professor Ray-
mond C. Robinson of the School of
Music at Boston University will give
an organ recital in the college chapel.
This affair should be well attended,
since Professor Robinson is an emi-
nent and experienced musician, be-
ing the organist of King's Chapel in
Boston. He is well known in mu-
sical circles, being the dean of the
New England chapter of the Amer-
ican Guild of Organists. The Profes-
sor is an accomplished composer a-
well as a musician, and Bowdoin is
certainly fortunate to be able to se-
cure the services of this artist. Al-
though his program is not known at
this writing, it will be a specially se-
lected one for the faculty, students,
and friends of Bowdoin College.
Governor's Council Meets
President and Mrs. Sills, Professor
Orren Hormell, and Mr. Albert Abra-
hamson attended the meeting of the
Governor's Codncil, which met re-
cently at the City Hall in Portland.
President Sills and Professor Hor-
mell were speakers at this meeting,
the principal object of which was
discussion of the recent Maine State
Survey. Professor Hormell declared
that the survey has been worthwhile,
regardless of the ultimate action of
the state.
As a result of this survey laymen
unintiated into the state system of
government have learned a vast
amount concerning the state's man-
agement.
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Junior - Varsity
This year, Bowdoin inaugurated a Junior-Varsity team. While
as yet, no organized schedule has been developed for the Jay-Vees,
we feel certain that another year will see these men playing other
college Junior-Varsity teams. If Bowdoin does want to develop
more football and athletic spirit, we can think of no better way to
do just this than by encouraging a more complete participation in
the game. Many men in college might develop into excellent var-
sity material were they given this opportunity to build up a certain
added confidence in themselves. The Junior-Varsity also affords
a chance for transfers and other ineligible men to keep in the game.
This year, as we have said, was the first time Bowdoin had
attempted Junior-Varsity football. Results were very encourag-
ing. Quite a large squad responded to the call, and each man
played the game to the best of his ability. The squad showed up
very well in scrimmage, and in the one game, they held a superior
Freshman team to two touchdowns. We look to next year for a
bigger schedule and perhaps a more seasoned team ; however, we
need not think we can find a team with better spirit.
The 19SU Team
And while we are on the subject, we should like to congratulate
Don Lancaster and his yearling charges for a fine season. Bow-
doin's football enthusiasts may well look to 1934 for some excellent
replacement material for the varsity. Bobbins, Odde and Hub-
bard all showed up well in the backfield, while in the line Koslow-
ski, Wait, Beid, Miller, Ackerman and others did commendable
work all year. In our opinion, this Freshman team has proved
itself the best in some years.
With such material, why should we merely schedule such games
as Bridgton, Fryeburg, and Hebron? Not that we always trample
these schools underfoot — not at all. But why could not a State
Series for the various Freshman teams be arranged? Such a sug-
gestion we should think would meet with favor at Maine, Bates
and Colby. It would undoubtedly tend to heighten the athletic
rivalry and interest among the four colleges and would prove more
of an inducement to the yearlings in that they would be represent-
ing their chosen colleges in a more complete way.
Decadence
During vacation, we chanced to be talking with two men, each
of them Seniors at their respective colleges. One of these men
came from a college of our own size ; the other, from one quite a
bit larger. The subject of conversation turned to scholarship, and
thence to the faculties of our institutions.
The chap representing the smaller college grew quite eloquent
in his praise of her faculty and their accomplishments as scholars.
He discoursed at great length on, we guess, practically every mem-
ber. They were a very learned and scholarly group, but most im-
portant of all, they were active, — writing, publishing, editing,
etc., all the time.
The other man was much less enthusiastic. He spoke con-
temptuously of the "decadence of certain departments", not one
member of which had published (probably in fact not even had
written) anything in several years. "We may have one or two
excellent men," said he, "men- of real ability, but do they do any-
thing? I should say not!" All they cared to do apparently was
to make fun of the young, enthusiastic worker or of the elderly
scholar, calling them "bundles of useless energy" and "old shell-
backs" respectively. As for their own scholarship, they were al-
ways "about to publish" something, but never getting to it.
_
We were spared any attempt at description of the activities of
our own faculty by the armistice occasioned by dinner. Perhaps
it was just as well. t
There was much cheering;. Several
fowling pieces went off (within).
Bells rang, two windows were broken,
and a pile of hats were smashed.
"Wh-wh-whafs a matta?" yelps
somebody who naturally thought
that something important was going
j
on.
"It's a golf match", explained a
man with red pants and three chins,
"and 'Sugar' McFarland and Will
|
Small got beaten."
"No wonder they cheer," thought
the man who naturally thought some-
thing important was going on.
• • *
Somebody said (a phrase calculated
to produce the supposition that this
wheeze is not original with this de-
partment) that the old style football
is largely passing, and is being re-
placed by the new-style football,
which is largely passing.
• • *
For the benefit of professors who
might not yet have noticed it (pri-
marily directed at Professor Hor-
mell) this department would advise
that the board walks have been laid,
and that they are sometimes hard to
I see late at night When one is return-
I
ing home from the library.
It has been figured out by many
who have taken the matter seriously
that it is going to be a long, hard,
winter.
• * *
Feeling that many of the present
students will not appreciate the news
items recently concerning the re-
tirement of Mike Madden, Mustard
and Cress wants to turn serious foi
a moment, and say a few words about
him.
For years and years Mike has been
a porter at the local depot, in the
employ of the railroad, loading mail
into the cars. He was known to
every mail-clerk who ever learned
state of Maine distribution, and al-
though he was not in the mail serv-
ice he kept up on distribution, and
knew more about it than many of
the clerks. He was, as far as is
known, the only man outside the Pos-
tal Service who was kept informed
1 by official general orders as to hand-
ling mail.
To Bowdoin men of a few years
ago, and before that, Mike was well
known. But of late years he has
not visited at the dormitories so of-
ten. Mike's canes, from a collection
of really noteworthy walking sticks,
are always used on commencement
and class day occasions. Mike him-
self, bearing a cane and with coat
covered with medals and buttons, is
always at games.
He was just a local citizen, known
to all the town, Who took more than
an interest in Bowdoin. He loves the
college as much as the most loyal
alumnus, and in his own way has
shown it on many occasions.
Mike's retirement from the porter
job was an occasion for the presenta-
tion to him of a desk and chair by
his friends in the mail service.
Bowdoin Column
Professor Orren C. Hormell ad-
dressed the citizens of Dexter on Dec.
3. He read a paper which reviewed
the conditions of the town since the
latter decades of the 19th century.
Dean Paul Nixon and Alumni Sec-
retary Philip S. Wilder of Bowdoin
"College left today for Boston where
they will represent the college at the
annual meeting of the New England
Association of Colleges and Second-
ary Schools. President Sills of Bow-
doin is chairman of the Standing
Committee on Institutions of High-
er Education of this organization and
was expected to preside at the dele-
gates' luncheon at the Hotel Statler
on Friday. President Sills is detained
in Brunswick, however, and his place
will be taken by President Cousens
of Tufts.
John C. Thalheimer, Bursar of Bow-
doin College, left today for Easton,
Pa., where he will represent the col-
lege at the annual meeting of the Na-
tional Association of College Busi-
ness Officers. The association will
meet as the guests of Lafayette Col-
lege.
Donovan D. Lancaster of the Moul-
ton Union, left Thursday, Dec. 4, for
Brown University in Providence
where he will be representative at the
Eleventh Annual Convention of the
Association of College and University
Unions. This Convention, which is
being held in Rockefeller Hall at
Brown, lasts during three days: Dec.
4th to 6th.
Bowdoin's Art Collection
News has recently reached here of
the death of Dr. Alfred Lewis Pinner
Dennis, author and professor of in
ternational relations at Clark Uni
vereity since 1923. After receiving
his Ph.D. from Columbia in 1901, Dr
Dennis served as instructor or pro
feasor of history at Bowdoin, Chi
cago, Harvard, and Michigan
achieving marked prominence in thr
field of international relations.
There is hardly a college in the
United States of America or anywhere
else that does not boast to some ex-
tent of its art museums and art col-
lections. Most of the important aggre-
gations, to be sure, are found at the
large colleges. Harvard in particular
is famous in this respect.. The Yale
School of fine arts and the Columbia
Collections are also noted.
Bwdoin College is fortunate in own-
ing one of the finest art colections in
this section of the country and among
the best of College Collections to be
seen anywhere in the United States.
The Walker Building and Collection is
not large but the quality and value
of its contents is altogether respons-
ible for its fame.
Most important of its galleries i.~
perhaps the one containing the Bow-
doin Collections of painting and draw-
ings.
Most any stranger is inclined to ask
how Bowdoin came into possession of
such things as Gilbert Stuart's Jef-
ferson, the four Fekes and drawings
by such as Titian. Benevolence and
sheer fortune perhaps form the larg-
est part of the answer.
The Stuart portraits of Jefferson
and Madison were not painted for
those particular Presidents but were
done for the Honorable James Bow-
doin, the first patron of the college,
who left his library, paintings and
and drawings to the college in appre-
ciation of it having taken its name af-
ter his father, James Bowdoin, who
was Governor of Massachusetts when
the college was founded under charter
from the legislature of that state in
1794. These two presidential portraits
have been reproduced on magazine
covers and elsewhere. Five other
Stuarts augment this already invalu-
able collection.
The painter whose works are most
in vogue at present is Robert Feke.
The Walker Art Building is honored
with four of these: Governor James
Bowdoin; his brother William; Wil-
liam's wife, Phoebe; and a life size
portrait of General Samuel Waldo.
Perhaps more remarkable than any
of these paintings are the drawings
by great and old masters which the
Hon. William Bowdoin collected while
in Europe. This original Bowdoin Col-
lection is now supplimented by Pro-
fessor Johnson's collection of draw-
Interfraternity Council
Wealeyan
The Wedgewood Potteries, Inc., of
England, are makinar a set of Wes-
leyan plates on the same style as
those for Bowdoin. These will be
ready for the Centennial of Wesleyan
next October.
Our Daily Bread
We have all received letters inform-
[
ing us of the difficulty of effectively >
operating: the Cafeteria of the Moul-
ton Union with so small a patronage.
'
Perhaps that is where the trouble lies
—or could this be the reason?—
A
sophomore a£ the Ohio State Univer-
sity manages to dine on ten cents per
day! This student claims to have
gained twelve pounds during? the past
year in spite ol' his slicrhtly restricted
diet. This sort of thine is hard on
any restaurant—worse than jroinjr in
with a bouillon cube and ordering a
cup of hot water.
The Bowdoin Seal
In spite of its strone resemblance
to the flag of Uruguay it is different in '
its Latin inscription—"Bowdoin Col-
1
legii Sifrillum" which makes no pre-
!
tence of being a motto but simply
reads—The Seal of Bowdoin Colleee.
Therefore there can be no such rank :
misunderstanding; as came to the
front at Lovola Colleirev
"A freshman, on inquiring the
meaniner of 'Lobo y 011a\ on the col-
lege seal, wlas told by an upper-class-
man that it meant 'AH above 65 is
wasted effort.' Such interest and con-
cern in the proper enlightenment of
,
freshmen is indeed commendable."
—
The Greyhound, Loyola College.
Water!
That familiar war-cry has been
rather rare around the Ends during;
the last month. Perhaps the pepper,
pineapple and squash fierht which took
place at North Winthrop one nisrht. *
was somewhat responsible for curtail-
1
ing the enthusiasm of the "town fac-
tion" which so enjoyed being; a target
for scrap - baskets - full of water,
thrown from windows of the dormi-
[
tories. Dean Hawkes (at Columbia)
Why Not Come to the Spa and Try One of Our
Special Dinners? . . .
only 40C
Do It Today ... Get It at the Spa
announced the expulsion of three
freshmen for "making asses of them-
selves." The particular actions re-
ferred to were the frequent occa-
sions of throwing water and "various
articles"—including a trunk—out of
dormitory windows!
Pinch Hitters
No, it's not baseball season, but re-
cently a Boston University professor
thought that one of his young lady
pupils seemed to have become rather
old and trrav, over night. On investi-
gation it was discovered that due to
the illness of one of his pupils, her
mother was attending classes for her,
taking notes, and finding the profes-
sor's course very inspiring indeed.
Pledging
Not satisfied with its present rush-
ing system, George Washington Uni-
versity is considering new tactics.
Some of her student body are in favor
of deferring the pledging season for
a month, while others suggest post-
poning it until the second semester
or even until the sophomore year. The
general consensus of opinion seems
to champion a free association period,
the vital problem being how long that
period should be.
cipal of the Aroostook County State
Normal School at Presque Isle, Me
Miss Peckham, who has been as-
sistant national director of the
Junior Red Cross at Washington for
eight years, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Elisha Angell Peckham of
Middletown, R. 1. The wedding will
take place this winter in Middletown.
Charles N. Cutter, Bowdoin 1926,
will make a survey of the state of
Maine to determine the feasibility of
establishing a trunk air line into the
state in the near future.
ALUMNI NOTES





Direct Entrance from B. eV M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(ThreeStation Service) Seryidox
ings, also by famous artists some of
whom are not represented in the Bow-
doin Collection. The college hopes e-
ventually to secure this valuable
Johnson collection for its own.
Announcement of the engagement
;
of Miss Edith M. Peckham of Wash-
ington, D. C, and Prof. S. Lorenzo]
Merriman of North Harpswell. Me..
|
has iust been made in the National
,
Capital.
Prof Merriman is a graduate of i





Dining Room, Coffee Shop, OWer
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE-S2.50, SUM, $.50, 4.00
FOR TWO-54.00, 4.50, SUM, 0.00
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
It looms up large in their lives
The telephone has a big place in the daily lives
of most people today, but its place will be even
bigger tomorrow.
Its importance has been fostered by the work
of men in all phases of the telephone business
and no little part has been taken by those en-
gaged in selling. They have helped to effect
an increase of more than three and a half mil-
lion Bell telephones in the last five years. In
the same period they have been instrumental
in making the public realize more completely
the telephone's usefulness. Result : an in-
crease from 49,000,000 calls per day to
65,000,000.
For men with a leaning toward sales pro-
motion, the opportunity is there!
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OP I N TB R- CO N N BCTINO TELEPHONES
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
Chandler is Going to Have a
RUMMAGL SALE
at 53 Maine Street
In St. Onge Block - Thursday, Friday and Saturday • Dec 4, 5 and 6





Cleanliness of American Cities Makes
Great Impression Upon Young
Frenchman on Arrival Here
On Monday evening, November 24,
the French Club, L'Ours Blanc, met
at the Kappa Sigma House at seven
thirty. After the business meeting
had been conducted, Artine Artinian
•31, President of the club, introduced
the speaker of the evening, M. Fran-
cois Biraud, Fellow in French, gave
his first impressions of America.
He said, that the general cleanli-
ness of America impressed him first
on landing at New York. Next the
size and organization of our hotels
was very striking. The fact that
sports play such an important part in
our school life made a strange im-
pression upon Biraud. He was very
much impressed by what the Ameri-
can home requires in adition to the
French. Such utilities and luxuries as
the telephone, radio, and automobile
were emphasized by the speaker. Our
good humor also favorably impressed
M. Biraud.
After the talk by M. Biraud light
refreshments were served and the
meeting was adjourned. The time and
place of the next meeting will be
announced later.
Fifty Prints of the Year
Exhibited at Art Museum
MATHEMATICS CLUB
HOLDS FIRST MEETING
Form of Initiation Will be Introduced
for New Members This Year The above picture shows the many changes which have been made in the
Memorial Hall auditorium by its recent renovation
From December 7 to 21 there will
be shown at the Walker Art Building
of Bowdoin College the fifth annual
exhibition of the "Fifty Prints of the
Year", held by the American Instit-
ute of Graphic Arts. The choice of
the fifty prints has been largely in
the hands of John Sloan of New York,
a leading artist of the time.
One of the finest prints of the ex-
hibition is an etching by the well
known John Taylor Arms, entitled
"Gothic Glory". The exhibition con-
tains prints ranging from the con-
servative style to the modernist, with
a decided predominance of the lat-
ter. The exhibitors include John
Taylor Arms, Gifford Beal, Richard
Bennett. Walter Cole, Saul and Shel-
by Shackelford. There are a num-
ber of etchings, and the rest are wood
cuts, lithographs and drypoints.
, In reviewing the exhibition, which
was shown reecntly in Boston, the
Christian Science Monitor says of it
and of the man who chose most of
the items: "Everywhere in art cir-
cles, academic or modernistic, Mr.
Sloan's aesthetic sincerity is re-
spected. Being himself an artist of
leading rank, he is as personal in his
choice of prints, naturally, as he is
in the choice of materials for his own
pictures. For one thing, he will bar out
all that is mawkish, sentimental,
trival and too obviously imitative. In
the prints of his choice there will be
found mental pressure and individual-
ity, humor, integrity of form, good
craftsmanship, clarity of desig^n_and
variety of subject, if we are to judge-
by this selection."
The first meeting of the Mathe-
matics club was held in the Moulton
Union at 7.30 Fridsy evening, Nov.
21. The presiding officer was Presi-
dent Maynard. The business dis-
cussed was plans for the present year.
It was decided that the meetings
wtould be held monthly. The next
meeting will be on Dec. 12. At this
meeting the Juniors eligible for the
club will be initiated. This plan is a
new one in that previously any Junior
or Senior taking advanced Mathema-
tics and paying the necessary dues
could become a member. This year
however, the eligible Juniors are to
undergo a form of initiation.
Lawrence C. Jenks '31 presented an
interesting paper on the fallicies of
of Mathematics. He brought out a
great number of very unusual facts
about the fallacies.
There were fourteen members pres-
;
ent at this meeting. The members
,
of the faculty at the meeting were I
Prof. Hammond, and Mr. Hammond
of the Mathematics department, and
Prof. Little of the Physics depart-
j
ment. Professor Enrico Bompiani,
visiting professor of Mathematics, I
also attended this- meeting.
The present officers of the Mathe-
1
mat ics Club are as follows : President,
Robert E. Maynard '31 ; Chairman of
;
the Program Committee, Lawrence
C Jenks '31; Secretary-Treasurer, 1




(Continued from Pag* 1)
at least to uphold the prestige of the
name, if not to eclipse the brilliance,
of his ancestors. The London Sunday
Dispatch is very enthusiastic. It
praises him highly and Oxford stu-
dents who heard him
.
predict that
young Mr. Churchill should have a
brilliant career in the Conservative
Party and will perhaps leave his
mark on British politics.
On the other hand, what about
American opinion ? Here is a United
States point of view expressed by the
Omaha World-Herald. In an edi-
torial entitled "An Old Man of Nine-
teen" this newspaper flays Churchill
for his emperialistic ideas on Great
Britain's foreign policy in India and
Egypt, on the "great joke" of naval
disarmament, and his cynical treat-
ment of the American prohibition and
English unemployment problems. It
makes this declaration: "Ramsay
MacDonald and all he stands for, says
young Churchill, must go if England
is to recover. But of the two visitors
to these shores, the one who offers the
world the more youthful, optimistic
and promising outlook is the man
whose career is near an end, not the
man whose testing is yet to come.
England may send us charming and
gifted men to instruct us in the arts
of peace and the way of internation-
al affairs, but Randolph Churchill has
no message for this country. He






This Time of Year
The World Peace Movement which
has attained such popularity during
the past year is to find practical ex-
pression in education in the Abraham
Lincoln University which is expected
to open in the fall of 1934. The plans
for the University are being made by
the Abraham Lincoln Foundation,
which is intended to establish and
,
finance the University, and the whole
project represents the vision of Roy
\
Curtiss of New York and his desire tv>
work for greater understanding and
co-operation between nations.
The detailed plans, which should be
'
of great interest to all who are watch-
;
ing the progress and development of
new ideas in education have not been i
made generally known yet, but in the
June issue of Progressive Education
Dr. Eugene R. Smith tells some of the
j
ideas which the organizers are seek-
ing to incorporate in the University,
j
The students are to come from all
j
countries, and the total enrollment is
to be 1,200, because there are to be
six classes of 200 in the University
j
at once, four undergraduate classes
and two graduate ones. Each
j
class is to include 80 students
from the United States, one froin
each state and the remainder from the
country at large, and 120 students
j




ing by John Taylor Arms
American Colleges in the early
years of the 19th century were quite
as much pervaded with the "gang
spirit" as the fraternized colleges of
today. Bowdoin was no exception to
the rule.
A literary society was founded
here upon the graduation of the first
class. On November 22, 1805, some
eight students formed a society called
Philomathian (LoverofLearning).The
constitution was drawn up and a pre-
amble which had a singularly similar
sound as that of the constitution of
the United States was adopted. It
read: We the members of Bowdoin
College in order to form a more per-
fect union to promote literature and
friendship land realize the (benefits
resulting from social intercourse do
establish this constitution of our so-
ciety.
In 1814 this group was divided
into a "General Society" which con-
sisted of old members, graduate and
undergraduate, and which had final
authority, and an undergraduate so-
ciety which made its rules subject
to the approval of the General So-
ciety.
After the Philomathian club had
been established a short time there
arose a clamor to change the name to
the Peucinian Society. The argument
used in favor of the new name seems
to have been its peculiarly local color.
One advocate said "Cambridge has its
willows, Oxford its osiers and we
have our pines. What object around us
can give us a better name?"—This
argument carried a great deal of fa-
vor and with various others carried
the day. The Peucinian, the new so-
ciety, took for its motto Pinos lo-
quentes semper hobemus.
Meetings were held fortnightly in
fall and winter, and weekly in the
summer terms. Among the subjects
discussed were: "Whether the Dis-
trict of Maine becoming a separate
State would be an advantage to the
inhabitants? Whether the fear of
shame or the love of honor be the
greater inducement to Virtue?
Whether the practice of Duelling bo
justifiable or not? Whether elo-
quence be advantageous to a com-
monwealth? Whether the crimes re-
sulting from barbarism or the vices
allied to refinement be most perni-
cious to Society?"
Meetings were held in rotation in
the rooms of the various members
then they were allowed to use first
one and then two of the recitation
rooms in Maine Hall. These rooms
were the inside ones, one room be-
came the library of the society and
the other its assembly hall.
November 22, 1805 being the date
of the founding of the society, it was
a year later when a celebration of the
first birthday was voted "to celebrate
the approaching anniversary by a fes-
tive agglomeration of social atoms
over materials of bliss."
This annual birthday celebration be-
came an important and much touted
event of the college year. Professor
Packard in his Reminiscences de-
scribes how "Members decked with
the society medal and blue ribbon,
President and officers with broad blue
scarfs, and the elite of the town
tramped from Maine street, through
the dark muddy lane to a hall in the
house of Mr. John Dunning and lis-
tened to the oration by the President
of the society, and a poem, if the
Muse had inspired anyone with the
gift of song. After exercises, mem-
bers had a supper served in the best
Taking as his text the verse from
St. Paul's Epistle to the Hebrews.
"Now faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things not
seen", President Sills spoke, on Sun-
day November 23 in chapel on faith
as a practical support for us in life.
He treated it not from the viewpoint
of Christian ethics nor from any
theological standpoint, but as a na-
tural and necessary part of our
everyday life.
In beginning, President Sills said
that this is about the time of year
when many men get discouraged. The
glory, excitement, and tensity of the
opening days have all passed and the
rising to attain the final goal is too
far off to affect us greatly. We are
liable to ask about this time, "Is it
all worthwhile ?" Our expectations
and hopes have not been realized and
not a few of us have this sense of dis-
couragement and inability.
Discouragement Natural
This sense of discuoragement is
perfectly natural. We feel it many
times as we go through life, no less
when we get out into our life work
than now. It is not weak, nor is it
unmanly. It is so only if we allow it
to get the better of us, if we do noth-
ing to stop our feelings. When we thus
jpve in we are not courageous. Presi-
dent Sills said it was not as a Chris-
tian virtue that he was going to advise
faith. It was as a help. The word
faith is not popular in academic cir-
cles. However is not all education a
matter, of faith ? We take much for
granted whatever we do. We think
that when we get through college and
into professional life that we shail
see the relation between our study
and our life. It is now a question
of faith. And we shall find it not a
matter of kind, but a matter of de-
gree. The medical student may not
see the direct relationship between
his study of anatomy and his first
client that comes in the door. Nor
may the law student see the direct
relationship between his study of
torts, his early course in bills and
notes between his first client.
Most things have to be taken on
faith before they can be worked out.
It is so with our scholarly life. Why
try to do good work in college ? What
is it that we shall find in our close
application to study that will bene-
fit us in later life ? One must have the
belief and faith that if he does a
thing it will be to advantage. The
same is true of religious life. One
believes in order to know.
Believe and Experiment
Many principles have to be taken
in faith and then followed and
worked out. All precepts and ad-
monitions, that we read in books or
hear will be of little use to us if we
have no faith in their efficacy. Take
things not necessarily in terms of re-
ligion, but in a feeling of the adven-
ture of trust and see how the things
work out.
The late Hiram Ricker, who died
recently was a citizen of Maine, one
to whom the state came for help on
practical affairs, and one who never
failed the state. When this practical,
hardheaded man died this quotation
from Bacon was found on his desk.
"It is as natural to die as to be born".
In this faith he had lived. A instance
of it was when, although pressed by
business, he made a trip to Bowdoin
to tell President Sills that Bowdoin
men which he had employed had late-
ly not been as much filled with the
sense of responsibility as they should
be.
Others have struggled through the
same problems as we. Let us do
everything so that it may be said
of us that we "walk in faith".
General Catalogue
(Continued from pure I)
ternity. While in college he did con-
siderable newspaper work being the
correspondent for nearly all the
Maine papers and also the Boston
Herald, the Boston Globe, and the
Boston Post.
In his work Mr. Doust has reached
the class of 1866. Among the facts
which he has noticed is that many
Bowdoin men go west and became
prominent men in their communities.
Several classes, Mr. Doust said, have
only one living member. As most
Bowdoin undergraduates know, the
Rev. Ebenezer Bean, class of 1857,
is now the oldest living graduate. He
is. in fact, the only centenarian Bow-
doin has had.
style of the favorite boarding house
of the Village in the parlor below."
On the roll of the Peucinians were
Henry W. Longfellow, George Evans
and Sargent S. Prentiss, men later
distinguished in the literary world.
Among those presents
How about a tie for the room-mate,
or some gloves, or a pair of English
Hose? How about a dressing gown
for your Dad, or some MARK CROSS




Continued from Page 1
Miss Evelyn Badger Carroll, con-
tralto, presented a series of songs
and madrigals including the familiar
"Oh Dear, What Can the Matter Be"
arranged by Arnold Bax. Before giv-
ing her second selection, "Water
Boy", Miss Caroll explained its ima-
ginary setting. "Imagine yourself",
she said, "on an old dusty road in
Georgia. Negro convicts are working
amid heaps of stones piled up on the
road. Beside them is a small negro
water boy. When the boy wants to
go away, a convict threatens to tell
his "mammy", a serious threat for
the boy". Miss Carroll then rendered
the song in the negro dialect. Miss
Carroll combines with her fine con-
tralto voice a pleasing personality
both of which were very much ap-
preciated by the audience. After her
final selection the onomatopoeic
"Night Wind", Miss Carroll replied
to the persistant applause by singing
a humorous song "He Met Her on the
Stairs".
The fifth and final part of the pro-
gram was sung by the entire society
with the solo parts of "In the Great
Hall" by Gustave Ferrari rendered by
John P. Thomas. Tennyson's well
know poem "The Splendor falls on
Castle Walls" set to music by Gil-
bert Alcock concluded the program
of the society.
The complete program of the con-
cert was as follows:
1. Gladsome light A. Yesauloff
Amidst the Myrtles . J. Battishill
Lay a Garland R. L. Pearsall
Polyphonic Society
Oh Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave
Me Handel
A Spirit Flower Campbell-Tipton
Damon Max Stange
Irene Eagles Close
If I But Knew J. W. Clokey




He's Gone Away . . arr by Clokey
Polyphonic Society
Oh Dear, What Can the Matter
Be arr by Arnold Bax I
Water Boy Avery Robinson
j
The Night Wind . . Roland Farley
He Met Her On the Stairs
Encore
Evelyn Badger Carroll
Night T. Tertius Noble
The Virgin's Slumber Song
Max Reger
In The Great Hall
Gustave Ferrari
Solo by John P. Thomas
The Splendor Falls on Castle
Walls Alcock
Dr. Barker Lectures Here
Yesterday Dr. Charles F. Barker,
personal physician to the late ex-
President Taft, visited Brunswick and
Bowdoin under the auspices of the
Brunswick Rotary Club and the Col-
lege. He made four speeches, one in
the morning to the High School boys-
and girls, another to the women of
the town, at two-thirty a lecture to
the Bowdoin Class of '34, and finally
he spoke before a mass meeting of the
men of Brunswick and Topsham and
the Student Body of Bowdoin at 8











Ford—The John Riddell Murder
Case.
Maugham—Cakes and Ale.
Munthe—Story of San Michele.
Galsworthy—On Forsyte Change.













Delta Kappa Epsilon 179
Delta Upsilon 34
Psi Upsilon 6
Theta Delta Chi 150
Beta Theta Pi 123
Sigma Nu 290
Alpha Delta Phi 119
Chi Psi 293
Alpha Tau Omega 10





Alumni Secretary's Office 117-R
Union 639-W
Cafeteria 639-R
Prof. Kirkland Is Speaker
The accurate research of historical
facts is no more important than the
accurate writing of them Prof. Ed-
ward C. Kirkland, head of the Amer-
ican History Department, told the
Portland section of the Reciprocity
Club of America at their monthly
meeting on November 18.
Scientific research forms the basis
for physical laws on which our me-
chanical age depends, Prof. Kirkland
pointed out, while history is the back-
ground for the political thinking of a
nation. "Fake" history books are writ-
ten by those who have either selfish
or magnanimous ideals. He concluded
by saying that true presentation of
history is nearly impossible because
the writers' attitudes are different
from those of the times about which
he writes.
B. C A. Meeting
(Contlnawl from Pas* 1)
Goodrich's talk, Colton, the chairman
of the evening, took charge of the
meeting and asked for suggestions
for organization. The election of offi-
cers was held and committees were
appointed. The meeting then ad-
journed at 9 o'clock, and the time of
the next meeting was left to the dis-









Lupe Velez - Lewis Ayres
Edward G. Robinson
Also Paramount News
Saturday - Dee. 6th
THE CAT CREEPS
with
Helen Twelvetrees • Raymond
Hackett - Lillian Tashman
Jean Hersholt
Screen Song Comedy
Mon. • Tues. Dec. 8th • 9th
JUST IMAGINE
with
£1 Brendel - Maureen O'Sullivan
John Garrick • Marjorie White
Paramount News Screen Song













FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANWQVITY SHOP
THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St. • - Brunswick, Me.
Old Furniture, China, Glass, Pewter,
Stamps Bought
Miss Stetson Rives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
EATON HARDWARE CO.










Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
T,el. 13ft—87 Maine St.—Tel. 1S7
20 ENGRAVED
CHRISTMAS CARDS
with name printed - $1.75
STUART & CLEMENT
Town Building
Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10


















FRYEBURG ON DEC. 13
Prof. Roland Cobb Will Aid
in Training Squad Along
with Prof. Means
After another week of intensive
training and drilling, the Gym team
has been more specifically organized,
according to the ability of each man.
Following is the list of events and
the men selected by Professor Means
for the Fryeburg exhibition on De-
cember thirteenth:
First Event: Horizontal Bsr—Bow-





Bradt, Colton, Dana, Short
Fourth Event : Rings—Colton,
Clark, Eaton, Peabody, Smythe, Wat-
son.
Fifth Event: Ropes—Colton, Clark,
|
Davies, Eaton, Smith, Smythe, Thom-
as, Whittier.
Sixth Event: Mats — Bennett,
Bradt, Clark, Peabody, Short, Thom
as, Watson, Whittier.
Every man is being trained on the
rope, although only eight have been
chosen for the coming exhibition.
From now on, Professor Means will
have the assitance of Professor Cobb







Monday afternoon found a large
majority of upper classmen reporting
for the sport of their choice which
they intend to follow during the win-
ter. Also a large number of Fresh-
men transferred from the completed
sports of football, tennis and golf.
After completing his tabulations Pro-
fessor Cobb announced that a total of
WHITE NATATORS TURN
IN NEW POOL RECORDS
Bowman and Easton Each
Cut Slice Off 150 Yard
Backstroke Time
In a recent practice session of the
swimming team, Walter Bowman set
a new pool record of 2 minutes 1 1-5
seconds in the 150 yards backstroke
swim. Immediately after this per-
formance, Norm Easton jumped in
and made better time at the same
distance swimming it in 2 minutes
and 1-5 seconds. Both these times are
faster than any previous Bowdoin
natator has been able to turn in. Per-427 students had enrolled on the first
day. The remaining crowd is ex-
j
haps the reason for such speed is the
pected to appear or be summoned be- giving of an extra dessert at train
fore the close of the week. The sched- 1 ing table for new records.
Coach Bob Miller says that, since
the inauguration of a training table,
every man except one has gained
weight. This, of course, is gratify-
ules for these athletic activities are
now engrossing their director.
As usual track claims the largest
group with 85 reporting. Only ten less
than that signed up for work in the i ing.
swimming pool, while Coach Houser
j
Although managers were unsuc-
has a squad of 69 puck chasers. The cessful in trying to arrange meets
basketball court drew 68 and 31 ex- 1 with Trinity and Connecticut Aggies,
pressed their intentions to ride horse- I it is very probable that the team will
back for their required exercise, i swim Boston University in March, as
Handball, a sport limited to Seniors, B. U. is sponsoring a team again this





















You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE.RECORD
are at your service. Tel. 3
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing; Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
Football is again the storm-center
of controversy in the college and pub-
lic press. The public attitude toward
the game, the problem of recruiting
and subsidizing of players, and the
whole question of the place of ath-
letics in university life, are receiv-
ing their annual discussion.
This fall the situation is arousing an
unusual amount of feeling, with the
recent pronouncement of Grantland
Rice, sports writer, and Bill Roper,
Coach of Princeton University, that
American football is definitely on the
decline. They declare that it is be-
ing approached as a business, not as
a sport; that too much emphasis is
being placed on winning, and too lit-
tle on sportsmanship; in a word, that
football is dying. These statements
have not passed unchallenged. Several
western college newspapers arise to
defend the game, and to insist that
the strictures of Mr. Rice and Mr.
Roper do not apply to the West, how-
ever true they may be in the East.
Professionalism in football is being
attacked in the Middle West. The
University of Kansas was recently
dropped from the Big Six Confer-
ence because two of its varsity play-
ers were found to be receiving pay-
ment. Commenting on this the Daily
Nebraskan places "the blame squarely
on an athletic-minded public. These
wolves are to blame, in all probabil-
ity, for the present catastrophe at
Kansas." On the other hand, the Uni-
versity of Nebraska and Missouri as
well as other large universities in try-
ing to guard against the danger of
athletes transferring simply for the
sake of playing football, have insti-
tuted an eligibility rule which foiLids
transferred students engaging in any
activity until they have attended th^
institution for one year. This rule
is causing a great deal of protest at
Nebraska as being too extreme, and
barring valuable athletes from taking
part in activities which really need
them, and in which they are inter-
ested. It is undoubtedly the effort to
avoid the stigma of professionalism
which has led to this rule.
,
At the other extreme is the opinion
of the editors of the California Daily
Bruin, who deprecate the subterfuges
now being used to secure and keep
good football players, and who see
no other solution to the problem than
"open athletic subsidies, openly ar-
rived at." This stand assumes that
good athletic teams are absolutely
necessary to the development of a uni-
versity. In fact, it seems to declare
that the university exists for athletics,
and not the athletics for the univer-
sity,—a point of view which has been
attacked by other college newspapers.
An editorial in the Columbia Specta-
tor comments: "We do not* believe ath-
letics are doomed to professionalism
. . . We should like to see some
encouragement given to a return of
the amateur spirit . . . The only de-
duction to be made from it (the Cali-
fornia editor's declaration) is that the
expenditure of funds for books, for
the establishment of professorial
chairs, in brief, any money not spent
on extra-curricular activity is just so
much coin of the realm that has been
scattered to the winds."
College football is in a, strange posi-
tion. Some colleges are attacking it
as merely "a form of intoxication for
the spectators" (Oregon Daily Emer-
ald); others are defending it as the
mainspring of university life, and urg-
ing more financial support for it;
and while athletic experts are pro-
nouncing it dying, thousands gather
weekly to watch it.
Tea Dance Held on Nov. 22
squad in many years reported to Cap
tain Macdonald. It numbered 23. The
gym team claimed 10, wrestling 7,
boxing 5, the advanced 4a course, 6
and 19 are in the body-building class.
BOWDOIN ATHLETIC
HISTORY
year after a lapse of two years.
The Freshman on the squad are
coming along fine, according to Coach
Miller. Bob Foster is doing particu-
larly well over the distances, and is
developing at the backstroke.
The members of the team prepar-
ing now for the Interfraternity meet
in December. From all appearances
it would seem that Beta Theta Pi and
Theta Delta Chi are about nip and
tuck for first honors.
The team this year will at least be
very well appearing. New suits,
bathrobes and clogs have been ac-
quired, and all that is needed now to
FR0SH TEAM UPSETS
DOPE TO DOWN SOPHS
BY NARROW MARGIN
Hubbard Scores Touchdown
on Reverse Play in the
First Period
At the beginning of Bowdoin's his-
tory no serious consideration was
given to the matter of athletics as a
part of the curriculum In fact phys-
! maTe"'curtis"* pooUookllke" Baifey's
ical training nowhere piayed a part
j
Beach are a few colored sun shades.
in American college life in the eight-
;
,
eenth century. Trustees and faculty' TJClCWV PPTC GIYTV
members considered physical health Jm-^Ivr' * UfilOOlAlI-
incompatible with scholarship and the
"pallid student" was the custom and
the ideal.
However, reform at Bowdoin was .A New Rink Will Replace Dilapidated
SEVEN CANDIDATES
Boards of Last Yearnot long in coming, though it took a
century to bring it to its maximum
iT^ }? J8?? ^President McKeen I Ice Hockey, fastest-mpving sportdecided that students should have of them an, made its annual -debut
some physical training and so set
j here Tuesday when sixty-seven candi-
aside Plots in his garden for members dates reported to Coach Ben Houser.
of the first class, that "they might ob-
tain exercise and recreation by culti-
vating them."
From this crude and rustic form of
exercise developed an intricate ath-
letic system, but at this early date,
except for such agricultural workouts.
Of this group thirty- four are fresh-
men, and five were with the team
last year. The veterans are Captain
Herbert H. Rose, George H. Souther,
Frederick C. Dennison, Charles C.
Bilodeau, and Caleb F. Dyer, all sen-
. , . ) , , , , i
iors. Conditioning drill from now
students were discouraged in all forms
j until the Christmas holidays will con-
Zlm








fish we™„in ab™fcnce m Houser-ball on the Delta. Three af-
file country around Brunswick, hunt-
ing was expresslv forbidden except bv
special permission. This state of af-
fairs certainly had a weakening effect
on Bowdoin undergraduates.
ternoons every week practice in pass-
ing, stick-handling, and shooting will
be held in the gymnasium, probably
in the handball room.
A new rink this year replaces theT»» -iqoa t „__*_n i i_ *» "t um wn m
hi, ZZht&SZ • vi°te. home * decrepit boards of other seasons, andh s has been a very sickly term m . -T_ . , _„„ , » . ,'T
<JmZ. h™™ Ji^E. *v i V a supplementary rink may be erectedcollege^ Hgweyr. wttto the last
near^ on the fi^ In c *ge the b
week, the government, seeing that
something must be done^ to induce the
students to exercise, recommended a
game of ball now and then: which
communicated such an impulse to our
limbs and joints that there is nothing
now heard of in our leisure hours, but
ball. ball, ball ..."
About this time interest in athletics
brought about the construction of an
open-air bowling alley where the
chapel now stands and students imme
oys
!
are blessed with cold weather before
the holidays, light practice sessions,
with stress on speed skating and
passing, will be attempted on the
neighboring ponds.
The game with Boston University
has been cancelled because of lack of
a date convenient to both teams. The
only time available conflicted with
Bowdoin's mid-year examinations.
However, taking into consideration
FOR WINTER TRACK
Ample Supply of Veteran Material
on Hand as Indoor Season Begins
diately proved it a success. Such was & lar*6 "Umbe., °l me" tryi"g Sfc
the enthusiasm that, after the alley j
the season s outlook ls exceptionally




constructed an out-of-door gymnasium nipumv T7"T17-xti o?nv
in the pines on the site of the present i^lvxll II - r 1 V Cj MixJN
athletic building. The advantages of;
this institution were described in the
following enthusiastic terms in the
Bugle for 1860:
"
. . . summary of the present
condition of the great department of
'
Callisthenics in Bowdoin College, two I
ropes (suitable for swings). 2 do.
J
Eighty-five track men, over half of
(considerably shorter). 1 ladder (mov- them freshmen, signed the roster in
able), iron rings (four inches in diam-
i Coach Jack Magee's office Monday,
eter, one inch wire). 1 chopping block making an auspicious start on the
(for leaping over). 1 wooden frame 1 winter season. There is an ample sup-
(a cross between a rail fence and a ply of veteran material on hand as
saw horse). 4 big- stones (for feats well as some newcomers who have
of strength), little ditto (for quoits),
j
shown up well thus far. Among the
quant, suf. Pine trees (for climbing dependables of past campaigns are:





Dick Cobb '32, Delma Galbraith '32.
Already, though, successful at- Milton Hickok '33, George Sewall '32,
tempts were being made to obtain, not \ Steve Lavender '32, Charles Stan-
only equipment, but also a building | wood '32, and Raymond McLaughlin
Upsetting tradition and the pre-
game dope, the Polar Bear yearlings
fought their way to a victory over
the Sophomores by a 7-0 margin in
their annual game which was played
at Whittier Field the Friday before
Thanksgiving. A large crowd of stu-
dents witnessed the fray and class
spirit was not lacking. Both teams
proved fairly consistent ground
gainers but the attack of 1933 failed
to show the necessary drive when
they penetrated into Freshman ter-
ritory.
Kozlowski's kick off traveled to the
ten yard line where it was gathered
in by Bakanowsky to open the en-
counter. "Bakky" wriggled his way
back sixteen yards before he was
downed. A line buck yielded a soli-
tary yard but on a dash around right
end, Boucher gave the Sophs a first
down on the thirty-six. Trying the
other flank, Bakanowsky added seven
yards. Clark hit the line hard and
carried the pigskin to the Freshmen's
forty-eight. Continuing their attack,
the '33 eleven penetrated to the thir-
ty-two yard line before they were
finally repulsed. The Cubs took the
ball on the thirty-seven after the
Sophomores had failed to make the
necessary ten yards in four downs.
The march of the first year men was
rapid and was aided by a fifteen yard
dash by Odde and another one of sev-
enteen yards by Hubbard. The Sophs
tightened their defense as the year-
lings came within striking distance
of the goal line. With fourth down,
six to go and the oval resting just
fifteen yards away from a touchdown,
Robbins completed a pass to Hub-
bard, placing the ball on the three
yard line. An offside play set the
Freshmen back five yards but on a
reverse around his left end, "Heinie"
Hubbard scampered across for a
touchdown. A forward pass for the
extra point was unsuccessful but th-j
Sophomores were offside, thereby
giving the yearlings the counter.
The second period found the up-
per-classmen threatening only to lose
the ball on downs twenty yards awa>
from the goal line. In the last half,
the story was reversed. Successive
gains through tackle by Odde and
Robbins carried the ball to the six
yard line but no further. All this
time Bakanowsky was playing a
whale of a defensive game. He made
tackle after tackle in backing up the
line. During this half the 1933 failed
to enter the Freshman territory and
as the game came to a close the lat-
ter held the ball on the twenty-four
yard line.
The Freshmn team as a unit played
a great game with "Don" Reid and
John Kozlowski standing out as in-
dividual stars. The victory was a
splendid way to end the season and
the team staged a great comeback
from the playing which they pre-
sented the week previous. "Bakky"
was of course outstanding for the
losers while Clark and Madeira both
played exceptionally well.
1934 1933
Reid, re le, Jordan, Frost
Wait, rt It, Madeira, Loring
Ackerman, rg Ig, Bates Stearns
Davis, c c, Milliken
Archibald, Massey, Donohue, lg
rg, Torrey
Kozlowski, It rt, Kimball
Miller, le re, Gerdsen, Barbour





Touchdown, Hubbard. Point after
touchdown, (Sophomore offside ).
Referee, Butler. Umpire, Aldred.
Head linesman, Morrell. Time, two




(fflUSK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Sriak Vrxxttftta
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK









Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD






By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S





'33. Stanwood and McLaughlin will
get strong competition from Charles
Allen of the class of '34, according to
present indications.
1'he Ives Trophy Meet has been
completed, and Alpha Delta Phi is the
victorby the topheavy margin of 51
points to 35 for Sigma Nu, the run-
ner-up. Bill Haskell, Sigma Nu, won
the javelin throw with a toss of 133
feet 61 inches, followed by Charles
On Saturday afternoon, November
22, a tea dance was held in the Moul-
ton Union. A crowd suitable to the
size of the floor was on hand and the
dance was fairly successful. The
! dance began at 4.00 and lasted until
i 8.00. Music was furnished by tho
j
Polar Bears. The patronnesses at the
dance were as follows: Mrs. Roscoe
J. Ham, Mrs. Boyd W. Bartlett, Mrs.
Robert W. Miller, and Mrs. James F.
i White.
I
for a gym. Upon the plea of the stu
I dents in 1860 an old brick structure on
i Bath street, formerly used as College
Commons was partiall v repaired and
J
proved immediately popular. In fact
j
the enthusiasm was so great and the
|
number interested was so large, that
j
"Commons Hall" soon became inade-
|
ouate and the lower floor of Memorial
Hall, though only partly completed,
was used for a gym in 1873. Forced
from here by the completion of the
j
McKenney, Beta, "and Richard Boyd,
building, the "gymnatics". as they | A.D. The 600 yd. run was won by
called themselves, took half of the
i Charles Allen, A.D., and the other
lower floor of Winthrop Hall as their
! places were taken by Sewall, Psi U,
headquarters. i ^ray D.K.E., and Davis of A.T.O.
This place served until 1885 when i The final score for the meet reads as
Dudley A. Sargent, former physical : follows : Alpha Delta Phi 51, Sigma
trainer at Bowdoin. donated money! Nu 35, Psi Upsilon 28, Beta Theta' Pi
for equipment of a new gym and the 24, Delta Kappa Epsilon 10, Zeta Psi
following year found a new era in
j
9, Kappa Sigma 6, Theta Delta Chi
Bowdoin's life with the construction
j
and Chi Psi with 3 points a piece, and
of a separate athletic building. In ! Alpha Tau Omega with one point.
I
fact interest in athletics took on such
a decided increase that in a few years ! ment has been greatly improved and
j
petitions for an even larger building
j
the swimming pool built. A complete
j
were going around. As a result came system of physical training has been
l
the present gymnasium in 1911. the inaugurated and the compulsory plan
I
culmination of a century's work on the
i
Put into effect. Now the students
part of the students in obtaining j spend most of their time, not in
I
equipment for physical training and j swinging Indian clubs in a drafty
,
in promoting athletics at Bowdoin.
[
building as of yore, but in planning
The tendency in the past few years ' arguments whereby they may be ex-
| is a matter difficult to state. Equip- ' empted from compulsory athletics.
There is a certain must about Com
pulsory Athletics which is not ex-
actly an inducement to the average
undergraduate. This must is, how-
ever, a kin to the rest of the college
system and therefore is nothing ex-
traordinary.
It has often appeared quite impos-
sible to make athletes of non-atjdetes
in college. There are exceptions of
course. By and large if a man is
fairly good in some line of sports
when he gets to college the chances
are ten to one that he never will be.
Ben Houser has got his hands full
this year. Losing Stone and Thayer
from last year's sextet was a great
blow. It will be a very much reno-
vated sextet that swings into action
this year.
Jack Magee can brace his feet this
year and drive with a real goal in
view. That State meet is down in
the dim flashes of May, but it ex-
ists as a possiblity of a great come-
back for Polar track men.
The Gym Team has developed in
mean fashion under Prof. Tom Means.
It is that Means drive, touch and go,
or what have you which has turned
the trick.
Roily Cobb will be a big asset to
the Gym Team. If Prof. Means can
do what he has done alone, what a
magnificent job both of them will do.
Miller is handling a squad of
rookies large enough to crowd Madi-
son Square Garden. If anyone de-
Various rumors have been circu-
lated about recently concerning the
General Catalogue. It might be wise
to crystallize these rumors. The last
General Catalogue was published in
1912 with a supplement in 1915 con-
taining the non-graduates up to that
time.
What is a General Catalogue .' This
question will probably come to the
minds of many. A General Catalogue
is a complete, detailed list of all past
officers of government and instruc-
tion, all past graduates of the college
including, the medical school, anu all
non-graduates of both.
A new catalogue is due to appear
about 1932. Last June a committee
was appointed by the governing board
to undertake this task. The commit-
tee consists of President Sills, chair-





Yards gained by rushing 141 139
Yards gained by passing 12
Yards lost by rushing .
.
21 71
Yards lost by penalties . 30 5
Number of first downs . 9 10
Passes attempted 2 5
Passes completed 1
Passes intercepted 1
Average distance of kicks 29 23
Average distance of
rushes 3.9 3.3
Total runhack of lacks
. 3 58
cided to take swimming for a pipe
see Mr. Miller 4.30 - 5.30, Mon., Wed.,
and Fri. You'll change your mind
about that mighty soon.
"Kind of rough on this year's Sen-
iors, knowing that Seniors of next
year will not be forced to take ath-
letics. That also is anothes one of
those college rulings which always




















The most startling, the most dis-
cussed and one of the most clever
speeches of the season was delivered
last Friday evening, December 5, by
Randolph Churchill, to a capacity
audience in the auditorium of Me-
morial Hall. Mr. Churchill is the
son of the famous British statesman,
Winston Churchill, and, as he puts
it, has torn himself away from his
studies at Oxford to make a lecture
tour in the United States.
Mr. Churchill's subject was "Can
Youth Be Conservative?", which
question he answered with an em-
phatic "Yes". Mr. Churchill spoke
of conservation in its abstract sense,
in regard to world politics.




I Gives Illustrated Account
'Long and Well-Balanced Program l # * •*. .':. ** ~ " -
Delightfully Played by Boston Ol Life On Northern
Ownist Trjpg
Last night in the college chapel,
Professor Raymond C. Robinson ofi
the School of Music at Boston Uni-
versity gave the first of a series of
,
organ recitals to be presented here
this winter by visiting organists and
by Professor Wass. Professor Robin-
son, who is an eminent and expe-
rienced musician, organist of King's
Chapel in Boston, and dean of the
New England Chapter of the Ameri-
eaa Guild of Organists, played a long
and carefully balanced program. The
j
choice of numbers and the finished
\
manner in which they were played
completely enchanted Professor Rob-
1
inson's audience, and their interest
was held to the very end of a long
|




March of the Night Watchman
Bach-Widor
j
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring . . Bach






Wind in the Pine Trees .... Clokey
Final on "Ave Maris Stella" . Dupre
Dreams Stoughton
Finale (Symphony I) Vierne
DIMNET TO APPEAR ' pettegrove named
HERE NEXT TUESDAY RH0DES candidate
Will Speak on 'The Art
of Thinking" in Bowdoin
Lecture
FROM THIS STATE
SKt^srs^ C™?T ™ OF
0UH1 IS REVIEWED
FOR THE ORIENT
England or the Conservative Party,
but actually, he represents, Mr. I
Churchill—Mr. Randolph Churchill.
Indeed he states that British politics
|
are so muddled up that it's hard to
tell what any party really stands for. TVIr. CMldS PaSSeS Judgment
After a few introductory comments
;
including an apology for his extreme
;
youth, Mr. Churchill proceeded to out-
1
line his recipe for a state of world
bliss which he heartily believes may |
be made possible if the younger gen-
eration (of which he is a member) '
will take timely action to prevent the
spread of the contagious, motheaten
and sloppy policies of the men—such
as Ramsey McDonald—who now, ac-
cording to Mr. Churchill, feebly hold
the reins of the English Govern-
ment.
As his premis, Mr., Churchill took
the very true statement, shared by!
both England and America, that peace
is wanted. To secure peace Mr.
Churchill emphasized that a logical
on Merits of December
Number
In the life of any college there is
a very real place for a paper or a I
magazine which does not concern it-
j
self primarily with either the current
news in the manner of the Orient, nor
with the more outstanding items of
note and import in the life of the col-
lege in the manner of the Alumnus,
jbut whose first interest is literary; i
and it is with pleasure that the re-
j
viewer congratulates the "very, very
jfew energetic pariahs" (the words
i
are Associate Editor Colton's) to
CHAPEL TALK USES
ANAL0GY_0F PETER
Pres. Sills Shows We Should
Look at All Sides of
Man's Life
whom the Quill owes its present ex
and active point of view must be'tak- ' irtttnca. on its fa l l iaW ,
en, that the present "silk hat" and ! Mr. Colton's editorial deals very I
(Continued on pag» ») ! properly with the ambitions of the
Quill both in the fields of literature |
and finance, with its liberal editorial
policy and aim to please its reader;-
rather than to mold public opinion,
\
which, as a quarterly magazine it
'
cannot hope to do; though he does,
nevertheless, comment on the Chapel
situation, Library administration, and
,
certain athletic conditions. He feels
Un year to be one "potentially great i
j
for Bowdoin" and hopes that with the i
„,, , . , . _ e. i strength and enthusiasm which goThree related passages from St. ££ the undertakings of the collegeMattheWand St John dealing with Hfe there £,so ^ sincerifvthe character of St. Peter formed the which wi„ a,fowr these undertaking>£1S i Sn, PresiJent Sllls Jfi*JU be carried on in the snirit of the jchapel talk on the general topic of words of Luther „Gott helfe Jg gjpassing judgments on other people kann nkht anders >.
In the first passage, we find Christ
designating Peter as "the rock upon
which 1 shall build my church". In
the second passage, Peter denies
Christ thus failing his Master in the
crisis of his career. In the third,
Christ appearing to Peter and Simon
after his resurrection again asks
Peter if he loves Him.
These three passages as well as
many others in the New Testament
give excellent delineations of the char-
acters of the apostles. The apostles
were not as perfect as they are often
imagined. Some were jealous of one
another, some could not understand
Christ, one of them doubted Christ
and another failed him. In passing
judgment on their characters and in
choosing them as disciples Christ saw
their worth as well as their bad qual-
ities.
A Problem in Daily Life
We are daily passing judgment up-
on people in political life, upon our
friends, and upon our teachers. Judg
Robert Edwin Peary, son of the fa-
mous explorer lectured in the main
lounge of the Moulton Union, Monday
evening, December eighth. The sub-
ject of his talk was the first of the
two trips which he has taken to the
Arctic since graduating from Bowdoin
j
in 1925.
Dean Nixon introduced "Bob" byj
telling a story of the lecturer's col-
1
lege days. Young Peary received an
j
"E" at one of the marking periods. \
Not long afterward the Dean accosted
him and asked him the reason for the
low mark. He received the answer,
"Sir, I underestimated my opponents".
The Dean also mentioned the fact
that being the son of a famous man,
especially one as famous as Peary,
was sometimes embarrassing, and he
recounted the instance when the re-
mark was dropped within the hearing
of Peary, although unconsciously so,
that sons of famous men seldom
amount to anything. However, Bob
Peary was quite out of the ordinary
at college and continued so when, af-
ter an engineering course at Lehigh,
he was greatly attracted by the Arc-
tic and was employed in several en-
gineering projects.
Mr. Peary said in beginning his lec-
ture that five and one half years ago,
at his graduation amid the surprised
congratulations of his friends, he had
no idea that he would return with
such pleasure to share his interest-
ing experiences with a Bowdoin au-
dience. He said that his memory
holds good for many aspects of col-
lege life, and he remembers that the
less a speaker said the more popular
he was, and that there was too much
education at college. So, he would
try to make his talk as little educa-
tional as possible.
The pictures were part of a visual
diary of two trips. One was to Green-
land and one to Baffin Land, the latter
country being more inaccessible. The
first was under the auspices of the
American Museum of Natural His-








Outlines Athletic Prospects and
Makes Suggestions at Two
Meetings
Abbe Ernest Dimnet, the famous
French cleric, lecturer and author of I
"The Art of Thinking", will speak;
here at Bowdoin Tuesday evening De- '
cember 16, at 8.15 in Memorial Hall.'
He will take for his lecture subject
j
the well-known title of his above-
mentioned book: "The Art of Think-
ing". This is Abbe Dimnet's first ex-
:
tended lecture tour, and one of the
reasons for his popularity is that
since his book "The Art of Thinking"
is so universal, so all inclusive that
those who have read it are doubly
!
eager to meet the man, "to hear this i
wise and gentle scholar expound hit-
1
doctrines of thought." A good proof!
of this prolific writer's lecturing-
j
popularity is shown when on thu
|
evening of the nineteenth of October
jin Boston 4000 people turned out to i
hear M. Dimnet, and only half of the
jhuge throng were able to crowd into
Ford Hall. The following night at
Providence the Plantations Club had
J
to reject an endless string of ticket
applications, they were in such great
demand. The Abbe speaks quietly,
fluently, but firmly in flawless Eng-
lish, is a great thinker himself, and
advocates reading of good books.
Last week's Orient carried some com-
ments made by Professor Bompiani
on M. Dimnet's opinion that Musso-
lini is a dangerous but great thinker.
We're wondering if the Professor will
have more to say after the Abbe's









House Dances, Masque and Gown





To Argue Extent of Menace of
Science to Religion Among
Students
L
The first article in the current is-
1
sue is by President Sills on "College '
(Continued on page 3)
DR. CHAS. R. BARKER
SPEAKS FORCIBLY ON
SUBJECT OF YOUTH
"The Biggest Business in the World"
is the Subject of Bowdoin
Lecture
"The Biggest Business in the ;
World"—bringing up your son to be a i
fine, upright young man. This was the '.
subject which Dr. Charles R. Barker
j
dealt with so forcibly before an au-
1
dience of Brunswick men and college
students that almost filled the Memo-
rial Hall auditorium Thursday night.
Dr. Barker first stated that he was
BOt going to apologize for his at-
tack upon the laxness of the modern i
father, because there is not enough i
mg other people adds a great deal of effort and money spent on this phase
zest and interest to life. In passing in proportion to the other systems of'
education.
"These ideas may be rather trite,
I know", he went on to say, "but the
;
proper conduct of the child deter-
1
mines his future safety, well-being,
j
and regard for law. For instance,!
back the Boy Scouts, Sea Scouts or!
any such organization that does work
r, r> u >, j «•*<„ m _., f°r the betterment of youth, and youOn December 11 and 12 the fourth are fulfilling one of a father's in-
annual interfratermty swimming portant duties to his and every son.
judgment on them we must not in




Jack Magee, Bowdoin track men-
tor, was a guest of the Portland Ath-
letic Club at their weekly supper last
Thursday night. The Club was host
to the combined football squads from
Deering, Portland, and So.uth Port-
land High schools, and their coaches.
In his address, Coach Magee com-
plimented these teams on their splen-
did seasons. As trainer of the Bow-
doin team he realized the vigorous
training that the schoolboys must
have gone through. Then as commis-
sioner of the A.A.U. for the State of
Maine, he suggested that the Club
become affiliated with that organiza-
tion. He further suggested that the
Club promote amateur athletic events
on a national scope. He felt that
with the erection of the new munici-
pal stadium, which is now in the final
stages of construction, that there
would be no question but that the
New England Intercollegiate Track
and Field championships would be
held there.
At the conclusion of the talk,
President Phil P. Chapman of the
Club stated that a committee would
be appointed immediately to consid-
er the advisability of carrying out
Mr. Magee 's proposals.
On Friday, night he spoke at Bos-
ton before the Bowdoin Club of lhat
city at their monthly dinner at the
University Club. Many of Jack's
former pupils were present.
He commenced by giving a general
resume of Bowdoin's football season
(Continued on i'i^i 4)
ART BUILDING SHOWS
NOTABLE COLLECTION
'he impending debate between the
freshman and sophmore teams, sched-
uled for tomorrow evening, has creat-
ed no small amount of interest among
the faculty as well as the students.
The topic under discussion, "Resolved:
That the present emphasis on science
in college is a menace to the belief in
oatablishnd religion among the stu-
dents", is one notable for the attention
given it in late years everywhere, and
one on which every thinking student
has an opinion. These factors insure
the popularity of the meeting beyond
doubt.
An important change has been
made in the form of the debate.
Whereas the original plan called for
main speeches of ten-minute length
and rebuttals of three minutes each,
the new arrangement reduces the
speeches to eight minutes and in-
crease the time for rebuttal to five
minutes. The freshmen are support-
ing the affirmative, and their first
speaker will be Stephen R. Deane.
Charles F. Kahili and Frederick W.
Burton are the other two freshmen,
and the alternate is Carl G. Olson.
The sophomores will be represented
by Norman Von Rosenvinge, George
P. Towle, Jr., and Albert S. Davis,Jr.,
speaking in that order. It is an inter-
esting fact, if insignificant, that ah
but one of the debaters comes from
either Maine or Massachusetts. Davis
hails from New Jersey.
Both teams have made intensive
preparation for the debate, the fresh-
men having invaded even the Boston




Chosen Jointly with N. D. Palmer of
Colby to Go Before District
Committee
James Parker Pettegrove '30 was
selected by the State Rhodes Scholar-
j
ship Committee meeting at the Au-
j
gusta House, Augusta last Saturday,
|
December 6, as one of the two can- i
didates from Maine to appear before,
the New England District Committee
for the awarding of Rhodes Scholar-
j
ships. Pettegrove will be one of the
twelve candidates from all parts of
(New England who will appear at I
Boston before the District Committee
|
on Wednesday, December 10. From,
these twelve candidates, the Commit-'
tee will select four men to be the! Once again the Christmas season
Rhodes Scholars from New England ', rolls around, bringing with it the
next year. Norman D. Palmer '30 of j opening festivities of the vacation-
Colby is the other candidate from Christmas House Party. Not even
Maine. j an 'ce storm such as we saw last year
The State Committee which made can kill the spirit of this happiest of
the selections was appointed by Presi- I Bowdoin parties. Thursday of next
dent Aydelotte of Swarthmore, Amer- week will witness the traditional m-
ican Secretary to the Rhodes Trus- ' ""* of guests and that evening will
tees. It consists of Dr. Augustus 0. i see things in full swing, with the
Thomas a Bates alumnus, formerly : house dances the predominant feature.




State of Maine, Chairman; Professor | *'"day morning The next afternoon
Thomas Meins of Bowdoin, formerly i the Cumberland Theatre will be
of Connecticut and Merton College turned over to the Masque and Gown
Oxford, Secretary; Professor Weber i {)* their presentation of Galsworthy s
"Escape". Friday night the always
brilliant formal in the Sargent Gym-
nasium will bring the carnival to a
close, and the dawn of Saturday morn-
ing will see another Christmas House-
party on the road to history.
Some of the fraternities have not
completed their plans as we go to
press, but following is a resume of
arrangements as determined to date:
At the Alpha Delta Phi house Per-
ley Stevens and his orchestra will be
in attendance. The patronesses for
the dance have not as yet been
selected.
As we go to press, neither the
patronesses nor the orchestra at the
Psi Upsilon house have been chosen.
The Chi Psi house has engaged the
services of Perley Reynolds and his
orchestra. The patronesses have not
as yet been selected.
At the Delta Kappa Epsilon house
Joe Roman will furnish the music.
Here again the patronesses have not
At the Theta Delta Chi house the
music of Boulanger and his Georgia
Melodians will be enjoyed. The
of Colby formerly of Maryland and > patrons and patronesses for this
Queens College Cambridge; and Pro-' dance are as follows: Professor and
fessor Asby of Maine, formerly of > Mrs. Mitchell. Mrs. O. C. Moyer and
Texas and Merton.
j Mrs. Ethel Loring.
Pettegrove an Outstanding Scholar
! Bill Edwards and his Jersey Jicc-
Pettegrove, who was a resident of
Machiasport, is Longfellow Scholar in
English this year and is studying at
Harvard. He graduated with high
Jaccs will furnish the music at the
Delta Upsilon house, and Mrs. Means
(Continued on Page «)
rank and received honors in English. IfOINfT PARTV PI AV
He was on the freshman and sopho- ! Ill/l 'V ,J - I rtl11 » * |j <f
"11
more track teams and on the varsity
track squad.
Pettegrove was one of the ten can-
didates presented to the State Com-
mittee by the faculty committees in
the various Maine colleges. Of these
ten, four were from Bowdoin, and
two each were from Bates, Colby, and
Maine. Two of the candidates came
from regions outside of New England
while five of the others were from
Massachusetts and the
three from Maine. The Committee
"ESCAPE" EXPECTED
TO BE HUGE SUCCESS
Fine Drama by Galsworthy
Has Been Most Popular
Elsewhere
The Christmas play "Escape", by
remaining jonn Galsworthy, is well under way.
com It will be presented on Friday, De-
reported that the candidates this year cember 19, at the Cumberland theatre
comprised the highest average group as one of the features of the Christ-
ln over a decade. All were of Phi
Beta Kappa rank and the per centage
of A's and B's received by the can-
didates during their college courses
ranged -from 37 to 100%. The major





meet will take place at the Curtis
pool. The trials will be held on
Thursday at 4.00; and on Friday eve-
ning at 8.00 the finals will come off.
The competition is expected to be
close, as the coveted Ives trophy,
which must be won for three consec-
utive years for permanent possession,
has been won for the last two years
by Theta Delta Chi. Beta Theta Pi
has a very strong group this year
including Easton, Carpenter, and Es-
"In San Antonio, Texas, during one
year not one of the 4,200 Boy Scouts I
in that city was in court. The Boy \
Scouts train the habits of dependabil-
ity naturally and simply.
Importance of Religious Training
"Another tremendous responsibility
of a father is to attend some church
regularly and thus show his son the
right path. Russia, trying to bring
up her children without religion, is





E . V Wl1 undoubte,.ilv *lve time and again that a nation cannotthe T.D.s its strongest opposition. survive without God. So when youThe program will be of regulation men would' like to go out on SundayNew England Intercollegiate style morning and play golf or motor, re-
with one exception, namely, that the member you are' denouncing God in
regular quarter mile race will be the sight of your children, who will
substituted by a 200 yard swim. The not give the church the support they
order of events will be as follows: and it need when they are grown.





portant than proper nurturing or
.,,..,.,
, ,,
education. Over 51'; of present dav
and 200} ard Relay. All students will crimes are being committed by boyVbe eligible to enter this competition under twenty-one. and this isn't be-
with the exception of varsity letter cause
holders.
of Prohibition, either.
(Continue.! on part 4)
The
A collection of the "Fifty Prints of
the Year" was placed on exhibition in
the Bowdoin gallery of the Walker
Art Building last Sunday afternoon
and will remain there until December
.21. The exhibition comprises a group
of prints made this year and selected
as the finest for 1930 by Mr. John
Sloan, a prominent modern artist, at
the request of the American Insti-
tute of Graphic Arts. The collection
has attracted considerable interest in
the college, and many visitors have
come to view it.
Many well known modern artists
are represented in the collection in-
cluding John Taylor Arms, Gifford
Beal, Richard Bennett, Richard Lahey
and Wanda Gag. Several kinds of
prints are represented including etch-
ings, drypoints, woodcuts, lithographs,
and linoleum prints. The prints por-
tray every variety of subject from
New York sky scrapers and indus-
trial scenes to country barns and west-
ern deserts. One of the outstanding
prints of the collection is a picture
of a medieval church "Gothic Glory"
by John Taylor Arms which was re-
printed in last week's Orient. Other
fine pictures are "Inscription Rock''
by A. L. Groll, and the sombre "Rest-
ing Along the Way" by Eugene Hig
gins, an artist of note, ope of whose
other works is to be found in the
permanent collection of Prints in the
basement of the Art Building.
Dean Paul Nixon and Alumni Sec-
retary Philip S. Wilder of Bowdoin
College represented the college at the
annual meeting of the New England
Association of Colleges and Second-
ary Schools in Boston last week end.
President Sills of Bowdoin is chair-
man of the Standing Committee on
Institutions of Higher Education of
this organization and was expected
to preside at the delegates' luncheon
at the Hotel Statler on Friday. Presi-
dent Sills was detained in Brunswick,
however, and his place was taken by
President Cousens of Tufts.
John C. Thalheimer, Bursar of
Bowdoin College, represented the col-
lege at the annual meeting of the
National Association of College Busi-
ness Officers. The association met as
the guests of Lafayette College at
Easton, Pa., the latter part of last
week.
Goodrich Discusses Selection




John Galsworthy's "Escape" was
first produced in London in 1926, and
successfully brought to New York in
i 1927. Last week this drama was pre-
sented by the Amherst Players, and
j
was very well received.
The body of the play is concerned
; with the reactions of different types
of people to an escaped convict, who
has unintentionally killed a man. There
|
are ten episodes in which the reaction
of each type is shown.
Cast of characters is as follows:
i Matt Denant Robert Ecke '31
; The Girl of the Town
Mrs. Morgan Cushing
The Plain Clothes Man
Frank Carpenter '34
First Policeman Russell Hall '33
Second Policeman, Robert Hayden '34
I
The Fellow Convict
E. W. Spingarn "33
• First Warder B. Q. Robbins '34
Second Warder . . William Rounds '34
The Shingled Lady, Mrs. James White
t
The Maid Miss Eleanor Riley




Arthur L. Crimmins, '31, President
of the Student Council, has been dele-
gated as representative of the college
at the meeting of the National Stu-
dent Federation Association to be
held from December 29 to January 2
at Atlanta, Ga. Georgia Tech will act
as host to delegates at the confer-
ence which will discuss the student
problems confronting colleges and
universities throughout the United
States. The conferences will have
representatives from both men's and
women's colleges. Bowdoin did not
send a representative to this meeting
last year, but a delegate went to the
Intercollegiate Association which
met in New York.
Last Sunday afternoon Dr. Chaun-
cey W. Goodrich spoke to the Vulgate
Class on The Non-Canonical Litera-
ture of the New Testament and gave
much interesting information on how
the present canon of the New Testa-
ment was selected.
In treating of his subject. Dr. Good-
rich explained the possibility of the
oral transmission of Christian litera-
ture. Since nothing was written con-
cerning the life of Christ for twenty-
five years after His death, many oi?I>ir¥r,l7,CJ r.l7« 11*aw
critics have put forward the tnrtUil **"•—LW — mx \Jr 31i\A I
tion that on this account what was
written must necessarily have been in- i
accurate and undependable. In con-
,
trast. Dr. Goodrich cited the cases of
thetoral transmission of the works of
Homer over a much longer period, and
also his own vivid recollections of
speeches and remarks of famous men
with whom he came in contact during
his own college life forty-five years
ago. He eliminated further doubt on
this point when he remarked how
much more clearly a group of men
would remember the words and acts
o'f a beloved teacher with whom thev
were associated every dav and in
whom thev had the utmost faith
CHURCES HELD IN
CHAPEL BUILDING
With the opening of the new Ro-
man Catholic chapel in Brunswick
late in December or early in January
Catholic services will no longer be
held in ,the Bowdoin College chapel,
where they have been conducted since
the organization of the English
speaking parish some weeks ago. At
the time when Father Dunnigan was
appointed to his post at Brunswick
by Bishop Murray an appeal was
made to the . college authorities for
Dr. Goodrich went on to show the I °ie use of the chapel on Sundays and
periods of years during which the New-
Testament literature was produced.
The first extant piece of Christian
literature was a letter of Paul, writ-
ten in 51 A.D. From that time on
until the Council of Nicaea in 325. a
large amount of literature was writ-
ten, a very small part of which is now
included in the New Testament. But
during those vears. almost anv one
of the accounts of the life of Christ
had as much face value as anv other.
Some of these accounts, which are
now called non-canonical because they
(Continued on page 4)
special festival days and, as has been
done in many earlier cases, the chape!
building was at once made available
for temporary use. The college has
since its organization been closely as-
sociated with the churches of the
town, the first known record of this
association being in 1808 when th"
college contributed to the erection of
the first parish meeting house with
the provision that the north gallery
of the building be reserved for the
use of students. In 1811 a second
record shows that the chapel bell was
Continued on fas* I *
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Churchill Lecture
The effect produced by the recent speech of Randolph Churchill
may be favorably compared with that produced by a sleight-of-
hand artist who by skill and cleverness is capable of making the
most simple of his deceits attain the subtle realm of the magic.
Mr. Churchill backed by a renowned Conservative heritage,
aided by a politician's facultas dicendi, and spurred on by extreme
precociousness has attempted to convince us of policies peculiarly
analogous to the political motives which dominated Europe for
almost fifty years prior to the World War. Admittedly a reac-
tionary he attempts to reincarnate German Kultur in the garb of
an Anglo-Saxon supremacy. Churchill may be assured once and
for all that the older generation which watched the growing ani-
mosities of Europe from the latter decades of the 19th century
until they burst forth into flames in 1914 will decidedly oppose
any plan which attempts a revival of such policies as have already
cost the lives of millions of men.
Inevitably, the plan suggested will bring an era which the
older generation is attempting to banish forever. The present
policies of the nations in regard to peace may be "sob stuff" to Mr.
Churchill, but to those who have known the horrors of war, the
folly of secret diplomacy, the dangers of competitive armaments,
the new methods of settling international difficulties are a substi-
tution of justice in a world which formerly knew but subterfuge
and deceit. The Anglophobia of Mr. Churchill will never lead the
nations up the highroad of peace.
The speaker was deft and suave in his attempt to right the
English position in regard to India. He was entirely theoretical
in his solving of the Russian situation. From a dusty bag of
political tricks he drew out benevolent despotism and imperialism
for exercise upon the Chinese. He seemed never to have heard of
« the Boxer Rebellion, and thus with naive equanimity prepares for
a situation already repudiated by the facts of history. For "the
little snarling puppy dogs of Europe" he did not give a snap of his
fingers. His utter disregard for history in this regard borders on
stupidity. Has Mr. Churchill so soon forgotten the lessons indel-
ibly imprinted upon the minds of the nations by the World War?
His view of methods for the solving of international problems
through an alliance of England and the United States is subtly
analogous to a very natural tendency which prompts individuals
as well as nations to seek out rich though distant relatives. This
is indeed not to be construed as a compliment to the United States
on the part of Mr. Churchill.
In conclusion, Mr. Churchill is a very young man with equally
young ideas. He is indeed clever, but is armed with all the con-
ventional accoutrements of the politician. Conceit, egotism and
arrogance characterize jejune and yet archaic ideas. In the final
analysis we are not wont to take Mr. Churchill over seriously. If
he is sincere in his views, he has a great deal to learn, if he is not
it were better that he engaged once again in the pursuit of his
subjects at Oxford rather than impose upon an already too much
imposed upon American public.
P. C. A. '32.
j
and the sport is a popular one. Why is it that basketball has found
I no place in the sun here? Possibly it is feared that the establish-
j
ing of basketball as either a major or a minor sport would weaken
hockey and track, but this year we can think of sixty-eight men
| who have no connection with either of the above sports and who
I could undoubtedly furnish material for quite a basketball team.
I It is ridiculous that we should have a gym team, a fencing team,
and now agitation for a winter sports team, and yet have no recog-
\
nition of basketball With a large and spacious gym already at
'
our disposal, it cannot be the cost of maintaining the sport which i
has prevented its existence here at Bowdoin. Nor can it be lack |
of spirit among those of the student body interested in basketball.
Granting that a large number of the sixty-eight men signed up for
I
the sport may have done so merely for lack of anything better, we
vrager a squad of some twenty basketball enthusiasts could be
found among the number. Why can't we have a Bowdoin basket-
ball team?
THE COLLEGE SPA
The Meeting Place of Bowdoin






The Editor of the Bowdoin Orient
Brunswick, Maine.
Dear Sir:
It was rather regrettable, to our
point of view, that after the lecture
Friday evening, certain evidences of
common courtesy and good breeding
were decidedly lacking in several in-
dividuals who gathered to question
Mr. Churchill after he had left the
platform. These people seemed to
hold to the theory, so prevalent in
this country, that the opinions of
Americans are, by nature, far super-
ior to those entertained by others,
and that our ideas are the logical so-
lution for all problems of world im-
portance. Tolerance and open-mind-
edness should be more in evidence,
even though we disagree. One ques-
tioner showed his narrow-mindedness
when, in an impolite manner, he en-
quired if people elsewhere agreed with
Mr. Churchill's ideas. On being in-
formed that such was probably not
the case, he exclaimed, "Then why
the devil do you hold to them?" "Be-
cause I believe in them", was the re-
ply.
The above questioner was a member
of the college. One person, not con-
nected, approached Mr. Churchill bel-
ligerantly and asked if he meant cer-
tain things which even the most feeble
intellect should have realized the gen-
tleman had not said or did not in the
least imply. If the discourteous at-
titude had been confined to this in-
dividual who in no way represents
the college, the matter would not have
been so serious, but it wan noticeable
in the previous example and others,
who do. Mr. Churchill maintained an
agreeable attitude throughout, in
marked contrast to that of thesp
others. And, too, their questions dealt
with mere trivialities which wero
quite irrelevant to the main point at
issue. Such picking to pieces of minoi




in the manner it was done—seems
rather petty, and brought up to bring
about the discomfiture of the visitor,
or to satisfy the personal vanity of
the interrogater.
Apart from whether or not we ac-
cept the beliefs of a speaker, it should
be the duty of all members of the
college to present an appearance of
courtesy to visiting speakers, and to
do our best, at least, to render a for-





a long, hard, winter.
* *
There isn't much indignation this
week, so we can't make verses. We
j
just couldn't get indignant at dear
Rand, albeit we didn't exactly get all
in a lather and a whiffle over him. :
However, we will grant him the bene-
fit of security from our portable
tripewriter, and wish him godspeed
in returning to England where his
presence is so deplorably needed. We
do not believe America will suddenly
begin to sing God Save the King when
America is played because of Rand's
enlightening visit. Personally Mustard
and Cress believes that the main
trouble with youth is that it is con-
servative.
Gordon E. Gillett '34. conducted a
service last Sunday in St. Matthew's
j
Episcopal Church in Lisbon Falls in
the absence of the regular pastor.
He delivered a sermon on "Prayer"
and R. Lloyd Hackwell, '34 read the
scripture. Both are intent on the min-
istry for their life work, and Gillett
is already active as a lay reader in
the diocese of Massachusetts, where
he was the organizer and leader of
several young people's groups. He has
been giving his own sermons for two
years, and plans to enter theological
school upon graduating from Bow-
doin.
My senior year and I have beer,
asked to review the November 1930
issue of the "Quill". No doubt owing
to an admirable change in the finan-
cial policy, the originality of its last
year's cover has been lost and an in-
effectual substitution made. Such a
procedure, it seems to me, defeats the
end toward Which the magazine strove
under the first period of its renas-
cence; a national sale, no longer at-
tractive, suffering from intellectual
malnutrition, it becomes its own
ghastly end.
Reading the first sentence of the
editorial, I had and still have before
me the chaste image of the empty
egg. Further on I notice the
phrase "who cares what the Quill
stands for". We should cross our
hands and wish to God that it stood
for something. And then the phrase,
"we wish to please our readers" looks
up imploringly. Cecil de Mille and
"The Daily Mirror" pursue that ver>
policy. Vanity Fair nominated Mr. de
Mil'e for oblivion. As for the "Mir-
ror"—well!
I agree with Mr. Colton on th~
subject of Chapel. It is part of tht
College activity and should remain
so. Softened by such a mutual un-
derstanding. I was about to feel, all's
right in the world, when he up ami
mentions honor in 'the library and
touch football. The honor of a col
lege undergraduate, though sincere at
the core, at times travels amazingly
dense by-paths. As for touch foot-
ball versus soccer, I doubt if the
student body feels as deeply as does
Mr. Colton on the subject. And there
is a tinge of idealism rather than
optimism in these editorials.
President Sills' article is very
sane, mild and intelligent, but I am
inclined to disagree when he dog-
matically asserts that a professor or
instructor must be both a teacher and
a scholar. There are some men who
cannot teach, yet are great scholar;
(Continued on Ps*e S)





Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) Servuior
Circulating Ice water.
Hew England's Moct Modtmfy
Equipped and Perfectly
Appointed Hotel
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service,
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR one—$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO-S4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
No Higher Rates
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Mustard and Cress
An All-Maine Conference
The Editor of The Dates Student has recently proposed a
scheme for an All-Maine Conference. We are as yet unfamiliar
with the details of his plan, but we understand each of the four
Maine colleges would be represented by the president of the stu-
dent council and by the editor of the college paper. It would seem
to us that here is a suggestion of real value, one which we believe
should be carried out as soon as possible. There are but four col-
leges in the state; yet, how much does the average Bowdoin under-
graduate know about conditions at Colby? at Maine? or at Bates?
Very little. Perhaps we do not care to know? It is just here we
believe lies the value of Mr. Thomas's idea. It is about time that
wo threw overboard the petty contempts now existing between the
student bodies of these four institutions; it is about time that we
realized that to limit one's interests to Bowdoin, or Bates, alone
is to become too narrowed in an age as broad in its interests as is
our own; it is about time that we abandoned the bitterness that
exists between certain Maine colleges in connection with athletic
rivalry. We are not claiming any cure-all virtues for this pro-
posed conference, but we do feel, and feel strongly, that any group
including the two chief spokesmen of the various student bodies
involved cannot help but make for a better understanding on all
problems.
If Mr. Thomas can realize his excellent plan, we feel sure that
the Bowdoin student body will be willing to cooperate fully.
Basketball
Something like sixty-eight men have signed up for basketball
this year. That is no unusually large number in comparison with
other years. And yet, with as large a squad available as this,
Bowdoin does not recognize basketball as a sport! This seems
rather strange. Other colleges our own size have basketball teams,
Randolph Churchill, we call him
Rand, said he was most anxious to
meet Al Smith and Al Capone, above
all other Americans. He also men-
tioned Rudy Vallee as a desirable ac-
quaintance. Mr. Churchill, we under-
stand was advocating Conservatism.
Well, he's dated now ....
* » *
Mr. Ben Lindsay, noted Judge and
so forth, rather put himself in a funny
place last Sunday. We would advise
the learned justice to confine his ac-
tions to times when he has the floor.
But pertinently, we mention him be-
cause there have been so many times
that we have yearned for the courage
to jump up on Professor Wass' organ
box and ask for five minutes in refu-
tation. Would we, too, be arrested?
« » *
Mr. Churchill, we still call him
Rand, persisted that Rudy Vallee
shouldn't boast about having written
his autobiography with which Rand
didn't just find favor. We might sug-
gest as well that Rand should cease
doing so much boasting himself. By
the way, does Rand croon?
* * *
What famous college president
found it necessary to go over on the
Delta the first of the week and chide
several small boys for using base,
vile, obscene, and exceedingly blas-
phemous language? We had supposed
that the overwhelming influence of
Bowdoin's purity and elegance had
long since rid Brunswick of all but
Puritanical speech.
» » »
There are so many people selling
apples in New York's unemployed aid
scheme that most of the doctors are
out of work, and are selling apple*.
* » *
It still seems likely that it will be
Clipping a second would
save 25,000 hours
A second saved here — an unnecessary
step cut out there — on such close atten-
tion to detail rests the success of modern
industry. Nowhere is this more strikingly
shown than in the telephone business.
In accounting work for instance, an
improved method that clips just one
second from the time required to handle
one toll ticket would have great results.
Applied throughout the System—hand-
ling an average of more than 90,000,000
toll tickets each month— it would effect
a monthly saving of 25,000 hours!
Such "litde" things often are tremen-
dously important in so vast an industry.
That is one reason why men find Bell
System work so fascinating.
The opportunity is there I
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Read "THE ART OF THINKING" by Ernest Dimnet
before hearing him lecture, Dec. 16th.
A Good Book for only $1.00
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Faculty Quill Review
(Continued from Fw 1)
Teaching as a Career", the first of a
series of articles by the presidents
of the four Maine colleges to be pub-
lished in the Quill. President Silb
emphasizes the need for interesting
able young men in the profession of
college teaching »and discusses the
pros and cons of such a career with
perhaps a natural bias in favour of
the pros. He enters very frankly in-
to the matter of financial returns as
compared with those to be expected
in other professions and in business;
and it is perhaps unfortunate, in view
of the optimistic and encouraging
tone of the article, that he brings
the highest professional salaries in
close association with the financial
expectations of the average citizen
when it is not the average citizen
whom it is wished to attract to the
profession, but "young men of the
highest quality". He also ignores that
fact that the average college profes
sor has perforce to live upon a
somewhat different social scale from
that of the average citizen. That sal-
aries are on the upward trend is
true, and it is also true that the
"teachers and investigators profes-
sion is one that calls for altruistic
conception of life and duty" so that
it is possible that the problem of
remuneration should not occupy so
major a place; but the reviewer feels
that the man who loves the life of a
scholar and a teacher will turn to
the profession no matter what sac-
rifice of self denial he must lay on
the altars of wisdom, whereas the
equally promising young man who
might make as brilliant a scholar,
and as inspiring a teacher turns to
other fields because he has a natural
desire, not only for glory, but also for
jam on his bread and butter. The fact
that, compared with business and
most of the other professions, there
is slight difference between the sal-
aries of the good, the bad, and the in-
different, whereas the security of
tenure of a position is iar greater
makes the teaching profession too of-
ten alas! a shelter for mediocrity
which is at least assured of a living
wage.
For the rest President Sills stresseo
the necessity for those who enter the
profession of being both scholars and
teachers, and dwells on the advant-
ages of intellectual liberty oppor-
tunities for progress and self de-
velopment, and freedom of time which
go hand in hand with an academic
career, and, assured at least of bread
and butter, these blessings are per-
haps in themselves the greatest in-
ducement for college teaching as «.
career for the ambitious young man,
for, after all, one's life work must
' depend somewhat on the form one.,
ambitions take.
The next article is by George Wil-
liam Freiday, Jr., on "The Poetry of
A. E. Housman". As this is the Fray
English Frize winner its scholastic
and literary merit is already vouched
for. The essayist show*- a keen sym-
pathy and intellectual insight into
the work of Mr. Housman, gives a
brief sketch of what is publicly
known of his life, gives him the honor
due for his scholastic achievements
and shows great skill and discern-
ment in looking "for the man" in hu
prefaces and other works " in order
to understand the poet" in his poetry.
Mr. Freiday discusses the construc-
tion of Mr. Housman's poems, admit-
ting the classic influence while he
maintains that "the poems are only
infrequently in the literary tradition",
deals with the subject matter in
them, and with their mood and
tone of which he admires the consist-
ency, and illustrates and embellishes
his discussion with many quotations
taken mostly from "The Shropshire-
Lad". It is a splendid essay, and
the pertinence and frequency of the
quotations will add greatly to the
pleasure of Housman lovers in read-
ing it.
"Cantilles Battle", a narrative
poem by Albert Samuel Davis, Jr.,
comes next on the list. It tells the
story of how Sir Francis Drake re-
deems a promise made to a fellow sea
captain by rising from the drowned
to help in battle. The poem has a
tremendous swing to it, and there is
a well sustained atmosphere of sea
and ships, of blood and horror, and
all the best and goriest thrills one
associates with the Spanish Main in
the days of the great Elizabeth. The
swing contributes largely to this, as
well as the excellently chosen de-
scriptive phrases, some of which are
almost lyric in their quality, but in
a manner sufficiently restrained not
to be out of keeping with the genera,
mood and subject of the poem.
Following "Cantilles Battle" are
excerpts from two diaries, one "S.S.
Panama" by H. Schuyler Bradt, and
the other "Leaves from a Western
Diary" by E. D. H. Spingarn. Neither
of them deal with very extraordi-
nary experiences, but the former has
a very considerable charm in wha*
the reviewer can describe only as a
sense of vitality. The descriptions in
"S.S. Panama" are less forced, (I
had a feeling, quite unwarranted in
all probability, that Mr. Spmgarn
wrote with an eye to publication;
there is something not quite spon-
taneous in "Leaves from a Western
Diary") and there seems to be rather
less emphasis on the ubiquitous per-
sonal pronbun, first person singular,
nominative case, so inevitable in
diaries. Comparisons are odious, it
has been well said, and it is too bail
that the juxtaposition in the Quill
should suggest them to the review-
er's mind, for both diaries are amus-
ing in their way, and both contain the
j
highlights of interesting, if not, aa
previously stated, extraordinary sum-
j
mers.
Next on the Quill's fall menu of lit-
j
erary dishes come a poem, "Dread'
|
and a short story "Louisa" both by
Walter Parker Bowman. The poem!
the reviewer had to read at least'
twice for the sense, perhaps because
of its rather unusual arrangement;
but as sense is not one of the major
prerequisites of poetry perhaps this i
is not fair criticism. It is a poem of
considerable strength and power, and
the underlying emotional content is
felt intensely throughout. Some of:
the phraseology has the rare quality
of beauty and the irregular rhythms !
add much to the merit of the poem.
"Louisa" won the Hawthorne Short
Story Prize for the year 1930. It is
the story of a poor old woman who,
in her pathetic attempt to bring
beauty into her drab life, steals Wool-
worth pearls, and of the mental
state resultant upon considering her- i
self a thief. Granted the original
premise of robbing, the following
psychological study is interesting and
well handled; but it does occur to the
reviewer's skeptical and materialistic
mind that an old lady who could sup-
port herself adequately by her work
as a seamstress and odd job woman,
could have afforded, in all probabil-
ity to patronize the local Woolworth ;
emporium in a thoroughly legal man-
ner. Why she did not is left to the
bewildered reader's imagination.
"Chronicle" by L. T. Steele is the
usual review of contemorary theatre,
cinema, books, etc., and as such is
done in a competent manner. Find-
ing he shares with the reviewer a few
intense enthusiasms such as those for
Dashiell Hammett and Thorne Smith,
the reviewer is inclined to regard his
,
opinions as sound, and also to pass the
good word along to read Hammett for
,
thrills, and Smith for humor.
"Chronicle" is the last article in
the Quill, so that review brings this
one toward its conclusion. There is
food for thought and food for enter-
tainment, on the whole well chosen
and well expressed, and the editors
of the Quill are certainly to be con-
gratulated. Of course, in this world
of woe, there is always room for im-
provement; but, if subsequent num-
bers of the Quill are as good as this,
I shall look forward to them with
interest; and, if they are better, the
more honour to the Quill board and
its authors. Let me wish them all
possible success. It is an enterprise
worthy of their best effort, and of our
own interest and cooperation.
saying that the greatest and most un-
fortunate result of his statesmanship
was the London Naval Conference
which had only one result—to de-
crease the size of the British Navy,
leaving America, France, Italy, and
Japan with larger navies. The British
Navy, along with the American Navy
and the French Array was cited as
one of the three great bulwarks of
civilization. It was that fleet that
drove the slave trade off the sea and
that same navy helped' to carry
American troops to France during the
World War. Also three reasons for
Britain's having a larger navy than
the U. S. were cited: (1) England
(Conunim on pun 4)
Intercollegiate Column
Little Three Parley
Most every college has trouble of
some kind or another. Bowdoin's agi-
tated about compulsory chapel while
Vermont is trying to do away with its
Freshman Frecus. Recently the Little
Three Parley was held at Amherst
where Wesleyan, Amherst, and Wil-
liams talked over their troubles. Am-
herst is cursed with an examination
system that seems unjust, when com-
pared with the system of other col-
leges. Mid-year examinations are giv-
en there and a student must pass
his examination or possibly be
dropped. Then in June examinations
are given—on not only the work
of the second semester, but on the
whole year's work. So, at mid-
years, a student has nothing to gain
but everything to lose.
The Williams student body finds it
difficult to support its non-athletic
activities. Those activities are sup-
posed to be run by an undergraduate
tax, collected by undergraduates and
they suffer accordingly. Williams has






Brown University is now in the
midst of pledging. The sophomores
after a year of free association are
given their bids and submit their
choices to an interfraternity council.
An International Relations Club is
now in existence at the University
of Vermont. The organization is ar.
open forum discussing current prob-
lems.
Our River of Learning
The Wesleyan Argus announces the
interesting discovery of some clever
statistician Who has shown that the
Connecticut river is the most edu-
cated river on earth (too bad Barnum
couldn't ha\e carted it around with
his circus!) This river far surpasses
the Charles and the Thames in the
number of institutions of higher
learning to be found on its banks.
Dartmouth, Norwich, Northfield and
Mt. Hermon Seminaries, Amherst,
Smith, Mt. Holyoke and the Massachu-
setts Agricultural Colleges. Two col-
leges at Springfield, Mass., Trinity
and Hartford Theological Seminary
at Hartford and finally Wesleyan, at
Middletown. Yale was formerly lo-
cated at Saybrook, at the mouth of
the river but moved a short distance
away—to keep dry.
Use of Chapel
Continued from I'atce 1
used in connection with the regular
church services and in 1824 an agree-
ment was made which made avail-
able the building of the first parish
for Commencement exercises and
other large college gatherings.
Jn 1812 the Rev. J. C. Richmond, an
Episcopalian clergyman, was passing
through Brunswick and sought the
use of the Congregational meeting
house as a place to conduct a service
for such people of the town as might
be interested.
. Being refused this
privilege, he appealed to President
Leonard Woods of Bowdoin, who im-
mediately opened the college chapel
to him and in that building was held
the first Episcopal service in the town.
Mass was said regularly in the chapel
building while the Milliken Regiment
was statipned in Brunswick during
the world war and the structure has
at all times been available for re-
ligious services, although seven of
the eight presidents of Bowdoin have




looked upon in the early days as
rather intolerant of sects other than
his own.
Christmas Play
'i"«.nt nupil rrom Paife I)
The Old Gentleman
Norman von Rosenvinge '33
The Man in Plus Fours
J. F. Jenkisson ,'33
His Wife Mrs. Hubert Barton
The Village Constable
F. H. Burton '34
The Farmer John Fay '34
The Little Girl . . Miss Nancy Cushing
The Two Maiden Ladies
Mrs. John Thalheimer
Mrs. Carleton C. Young.
The Shopkeeper .... A. S. Davis '33
The Captain . . John H. Gordon '33
The Parson . . Walter D. Hinckley '3*
The Bellringer
Raymond R. Brown, Jr., '34
The Foxhunter . . John E. Muller '34
First Laborer . . Robert Hayden '34
Second Laborer .... Russell Hall '33
The Shopkeeper's Wife
Mrs. John Thalheimer
Her Sister . . Mrs. Carleton C. Young
The passing student may often have '
cast a glance of wonder on a college
landmark, now resting beside Mas-
sachusetts Hall. This object, unusuai,
to say the least, is a small grave-
stone of common gray granite, bear-
ing the simple but impressive in-
scription "Anna 77". Few indeed
know the pathetic story which is the
background of this marker.
Memories are short, but history
records the origin and nature of this
sad affair. The monument was conse-
crated on the night of June 29, 1875,
when the class of '77 wept over the
passing from this earthly sphere of
its dearest and most beloved friend
—
Anna Lytics, a person of outstanding
mathematical trend of mind.
The Orient as usual was most ably
j
represented at this ritual and the is-
sue of July 14, 1875 describes with
the greatest sympathy these last
pitiful rites in the following terms:
"On Tuesday night, June 29, the
class of '77 assembled for the per-
!
formance of the last solemn rites and
ceremonies in honor of their deceased
friend, Anna Lytics.
"The terrible anxiety which they!
had felt for her welfare during her
last illness of two long weeks, was
now at an end, and the reaction that
followed was peculiar in its nature and
effects.
"At half past nine the procession
was formed and took up its solemn
march to the Old Oak, followed by
crowds of awe-struck Freshmen and
'Yaggers'.
"The literary exercises consisted of
an eulogy and elegy, which were well
suited to the occasion and accom-
panied by frequent groans and sobs
from the assembled mourners. The
procession then marched to the fu-
'
neral pyre, where the 'Lamentation'
was delivered' and appropriate songs
were sung. The pyre was then
lighted, and amid the wild, unearthly
yells of her followers, the last remains
of Anna were hastily devoured by
the flames."
Alas! this ceremony was not the
(
only one of its kind. An affair equal-
ly moving was the burial of Calculus
in 1859, described thus in the Bruns-
wick Telegraph:
"Ye eulogist and elegist wore
dickeys of monstrous size running out
into triangles as sharp as the sever-
est reprimand ever received by un-
lucky student, neglectful of his du-
ties, and the necks of the distin-
guished speakers were environed by
good clean white cotton neckcloths
just 3-4 long and 3-4 wide, purchased
by 12 1-2 cents per yard. The mourn-
ers wore long white frocks and some
of them hats as high as "Sugar Loaf"
mountain, with tails of black cambric
depending therefrom, as extended as
the wreaths which cling to the sides
of Sugar Loaf.—The funeral pile was
constructed in the Delta of light in-
flammable stuff, and it was a pile in-
deed, say 8 or 10 feet square and 12
or 15 feet high upon the summit were
deposited the bier and books and then
the order apply the torch was given."
Editor's note: There is a similar
stone to the sacred memory of Anna,
almost wholly buried in the bank at
the south end of Maine Hall.
Christmas Holidays
For the house parties and the holiday
season . . . Dinner Coats or Tails . .
.
styled distinctly and definitely in the
young man's manner.
TUXEDOS from $40.00
FULL DRESS SUITS from $60.00
IHAIKPMM
Churchill Lecture
(Continued from page 1)
speech-making methods will never
suffice, by themselves, to prevent fu-
ture wars. Mr. Churchill believes
that such organizations as the
League of Nations does help, some-
what, and that its usefulness would
be much enhanced if the United
States were to join.
"It is a perfectly arbitrary as-
sumption," the speaker remarked,
"that war is a crime; I think it is a
great bore, and an unnecessary ex-
pense. I would find it a thousand
times more interesting to be shot
down on the streets of Chicago than
on a battle field—in a lot of mud."
Since war is, then, a great bore,
legislation such as the Kellogg Peace
Pact should not be enacted against it.
Mr. Churchill said that no crime was
absolutely stopped on account of a
law, though he cited one glaring ex-
ample of an exception to this rule
—
Amendment No. 18, of the Constitu-
tion of the United States. He also
criticized our habit of inviting silk
hats to a tea-party every time we
believe some other countries ought to
listen to our own solution to their
problems, whether they like it or not.
Had Mr. Churchill been Prime Minis-
ter (instead of Ramsey McDonald)
he would have been—oh, very polite,
but would have gracefully declined
Mr. Hoover's invitation to hold a
naval conference by saying "I thank
you, but we don't wish to hold a naval
arms limitation conference today".
Mr. Churchill went on to outline his
remedies for bettering the situation
of things as they stand today, con-
fining his criticism chiefly to English
policies and politicians. His first tar-
get was Ramsey McDonald again,
Sunday Chapel
(Continued from patre 1)
noticing their prominent limitations
forget their good traits, particularly
if we see that they are tryinsr to
remedy them.
Biography is a method of analysing
the characters of prominent men of
the past. The present age has seen
a great spread in the writing of biog-
raphy. Unfortunately many of these
works aim solely at debunking and at
presenting a few minor episodes in
a person's life, often distorted, giving
the reader an erroneous conception of
the subject's life.
Charles W. Eliot Cited as Example
Will James' recent biography of
Charles W. Eliot, the great president
of Harvard, on the other hand, gives
a rounded picture of this noted ad-
ministrator including his limitations
but at the same time fully treating
his merits just as we should do in
passing judgment on the lives of peo-
ple today. Eliot rose to prominence
without any great degree of academic
ability. He was a mediocre teacher
and research worker. He read com-
paratively few books and had but a
meagre knowledge of art and music.
Yet his patience, his courage, and his
devotion to ideals, when viewed after
his death, greatly overshadow his
limitations. We all have limita-
tions and defects and we must
allow for this fact in passing judg- !
ment on others. The late James
Plaisted Webber is another example
of a person with both good traits
and limitations.
Strengthen Strong Points
We all have individual gifts and
limitations. Perhaps everyone in col-;
lege has something that he can do bet-
ter than anyone else. We should cul-




try to remedy our shortcomings, al-
ways remembering that our way to
success lies with our strong and not,
our weak points.
Peary Lecture
(Continued from Dam I)
tory of New York, and directed by
George Palmer Putnam of the Put-
nam Publishing Co., of New York,
and backer of Amelia Earhart in sev-
eral of her trips. The second was un-
der the direction of Mr. Palmer en-
tirely. The first trip wws to get speci-
mens from the Arctic, animal, min-
eral, and vegetable, so to speak. The
second was to map the west coast of
Baffin Land, then shown on the map
as a dotted line. It was found that
often this dotted line was as far off
as 150 miles. Many things could not
be taken with the camera, for instance
the trips, especially one in particular
when they drifted on ice one-half mile
from shore. With only a pipe pole ano
a .38 revolver, they had to kill a COO
pound polar bear.
The Eskimos are an interesting peo-
ple. Their origin is unknown, but
many theories are proffered. A doc-
tor on the trip was trying to detei
mine by blood grouping. It is a known
medical fact that full-blooded racial
species group in certain ways. The
results seemed to show that the Es-
kimos are of Asiatic origin. Another
way of finding out the origin is
through folklore. All the folklore is
handed down by word of mouth, there
being no written or picture language.
All tribes but one have in their tales
a story about crossing a large body
|
of water. This one exception is a I
tribe in Alaska, and it is separateo
by water from all the other tribes
This seems to point out that • all the
other tribes originated from the one
tribe near Alaska.
The Eskimos are a remarkable peo-
pie considering the materials they,
have to work with and the handicaps
;
under which they work. In the north |
fully six months are totally dark. In
the summer there are flowers but no
!
trees. The only trees of any kindi
are a sort of willow that creeps along
the ground, sometimes attaining six
feet in length but never more than a
few inches in heighth, and never
j
achieving bulk enough for fire wood,
j
Their fuel is blubber, their clothes,
are animal skins, their food, flesh. Up
|
to the time "Dad" went up, they were I
living in the stone age. One tribe had
flakes of steel. A meteor had fallen
in their territory and by pounding at it
j
with rocks until the rock crumbled,'
and then picking up another, they
|
would chip off a flake of steel which;
they would set in a bone handle. For\
harpoons, the kayak, and the like, 1
bone is needed. The Eskimo woman j
with a bone needle, sinew of hide, and
skin, can make a waterproof seam.
In the summer the Eskimos use
skin teepees, but in the winter they
burrow under. They will excavate a
hill, line it with rocks, and cover iti
with more rocks and turf. This will
leave a chamber about eight by twelve
by four feet. The entrance is a tun-
nel, depressed about a foot below the
house. They have learned that cold
air falls. At the back of the house is
a raised platform, about six and one-
half feet long and the width of the
house. For light and heating pur-
poses they use the blubber lamp. A
soapstone is shaped to resemble a
pan. Moss is put over the bottom and
fat behind this. Fat is drawn into the
moss which is lighted and the heat in
turn draws more fat from the blubber.
The woman spreads the moss around
so as to make a larger fire, or, when
she wants to put it away, she puts all
out except about a half an inch which
is left burning separate from the rest
of the wick.
Igloos are plenty warm. There is
no ventilation and the heat of the
bodies and the blubber lamp keeps the
room warm. In spite of the lack of
air the Eskimo seems to be a healthy
being. There is, however, an "at-
mosphere" about him which one of
the shipmates was pleased to call the
"Aroma Borealis". >
After his talk, Mr. Peary presented
his pictures. There is not room to
describe them here, but they left us
impressed with the demands of life
in the North upon the stern and hardy
side of a man, physically and mental-
ly. There were pictures of capturing
polar bears, of upsetting in a kayak,
of being hemmed in by ice, of a heavy
storm during which the waves broke
over the ship, while Peary was lashed
to the- wheel to prevent himself from
being washed overboard.
The talk proper being finished, a
few questions were asked about the





















(Continued from Paire 2)
and a credit to their colleges. With-
out teaching as a means of support
they would be unable to carry on their
work. On the other hand there is
the teacher whose enthusiasm is of
great value in conferring on the part
of his classes interest in their work,
and whose idea of scholarly research
is very impressionistic. We cannot
afford to lose one or the other. Do
you ' recognize "the man with the
lawnmower".
Turning to Mr. Freiday's essay I
find A. E. Housman no different from
when I left him last June. The en-
cyclopedic nature of the work is a
disappointment. I know that Mr. Frei-
day knows, more than he has told us,
about these poems. If Mr. Wilfred
Blunt had followed Mr. Freiday's
suggestion on how to worm informa-
tion from Mr. Housman, I am afraid
that Mr. Blunt would still be nursing
a somewhat intellectual though ten-
der bottom. To the last sentence of
the essay, I object most strenuously.
"Perhaps no poetr in the world has
ever more beautifully resigned his
art." This is certainly unfair to the
majority of poets who, when ceasing
to write poetry were naturally more
sentimental. They, unlike Mr. Hous-
man, have no other work within which
they might bury themselves.
Mr. Davis' poem is the finest of the
undergraduate material in this issue.
Although the signs of genius are not
very evident, there is at least mascu-
linity and vigour in his imagery. The
poem is striving too consciously for its
lurid effect and does fail because it
lacks metrical variation. One is in-
clined to chant the poem after the
first page. There's a gleam on the
West'ard for Mr. Davis, though he
and Mr. Masefield suffer from the
same malady.
The next two articles—well, both
writers are still sophomores. A diary,
it seems to me, in the hands of those
unable to sketch character in a few
lines and whose experiences have not
been too interesting and those who
lack a graceful wit, is an instrument
of terror. Perhaps they have been
waiting to put their summer doings
into a form not accepted by high
school and preparatory school teach-
ers.
And here is another poem, this
time by Mr. Bowman, not very good
because the author pulled it all out of
shape. Or should I say that he has
met the God of Modern Progress, with
a finely tempered Greek spirit? I still
think that the author wishes us to
laugh at the figure of the great stone
feet and that the author is not in the
least terrified by his figure.
Louisa, another effusion by Mr.
Bowman, this time in prose, is
"bathed" with O'Henryesque irony.
On the first page I find the scrambled
image of the cat and the mouse. Dan-
gerous stuff! Late afternoon from
42nd to 48th street on 5th avenut,
has to a great many of us never been
"almost deserted". However, it is a
mean type criticism. I now come
across, "sank down in the chair". Why
not "sank into", if one must use such
a phrase? And later on why italicize
"thief"? Then I find a Galsworthian
passage on "what constitutes theft?"
What do you think about the ques-
tion, Dear Reader? As a whole, the
story has a quality of intimacy which
is characteristic of a feminine author.
The moral is, unless you are truly
whimsical, do not take your reader by
the hand and walk with him through
a tale of sorrow. This note also ap-
plies to the puerile use of the nega-
tive in "notes on contributors".
Now I come to the real cosmo-
politan touch which will everlastingly
associate the Quill with Scribner'j
Magazine. Bowdoin has discovered a
William Lyon Phelps for its own
• Continued on Pare 4)
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVTTY SHOP
Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson (rives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St., Brunswick • Tel. 243-M
25 years in business
EATON HARDWARE CO.











Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
For the past four years the effort
to organize winter sports to the point
where Bowdoin can compete on an
equal basis with the other colleges in
the Intercollegiate Winter Sports
i
Union has been of no avail. Three
j
years ago Bowdoin resigned from
;
that organization because of the lack
i of interest in the college. The mem-
i
bers of the I. W. S. U. have been
I remarkably courteous to us in view
I
of our lack of support of their cause,
j
having in these past three years never
i failed to invite our participation in
VARSITY SWIMMING TO
GET UNDERWAY WITH
HARVARD MEET JAN. 9
An encounter with Harvard in
Cambridge on January 9th will open
Bowdoin's swimming season. Thi;
will be followed by a schedule of six
meets and the New Englands, Coach
Bob Miller announced today. Bow-
doin's prospects for a winning wa-
ter aggregation look quite good this
year with about thirty men now on
the squad. Most of these men have






RUN IN TWO LEAGUES
Squad Then to Start Grooming for
Army and Dartmouth
Meets
1st and sixteen of them are eating
divisional and™ championship meets, a* a sPeci?' *rainin.*. tab!e
even though we have nothing to of-
fer in return.
Dartmouth, New Hampshire, and
Bates have invited us to compete in
their respective carnivals each year,
j
*° build
but never in the past few years has' 1 '^
Bowdoin been able to send a repre-
sentative team. The Lake Placid
Coach Miller will miss Captain
William Locke, last year's star, but
he now has on hand nine veterans,
and with these as a nucleus he hopes
'a well rounded swimming
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of i Club has, each Christmas, invited
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta- I representative
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
20 ENGRAVED
CHRISTMAS CARDS
with name printed • $1.75
STUART & CLEMENT
Town Building
Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10
Also Tennis Shoes, Moccasins, Rubbers
ROBERTS' SHOE STORE
The schedule is as follows
:
January 9—Harvard at Cambridge
January 10—Wesleyan at Middle-
team to be their I town
guests during College Week, to per- i January 17—M.I.T. at Brunswick
form under the best conditions to be j February 14—Springfield at Bruns-
found anywhere in the East. It is : wick
to be regretted that only one man I February 21—Williams at Bruns-
has been representing Bowdoin in wick
these contests ; a representative squad j February 28—Brown at Brun»-
might garner enough points in one wick
of these meets to start a little inter-
est in maintaining such a team. It
was with this in mind that the plea
|
was posted for men who could and
I would go to Lake Placid this coming
I vacation.
The conditions, it must be admitted, I eluded for two contests for the juri-
are very uncertain here in Brunswick,
| ior varsity swimmers, one with He-
March 7—Boston University at
Boston
March 13 and 14—New Englands
at Wesleyan University, Middle-town.
Conn.
Arrangements are now being con.
situated as it is so near the water
Especially is this true from the
standpoint of a skier, but in this par-
ticular instance our greatest need is
a speed skater and a figure skater.
It would almost seem that in a col-
lege with a hockey team of good
standing we might recruit two such
bron Academy and one with Phillips
Exeter.
Sportsman's Pen
As usual the hockey men are mark-
SHORT'S MARKET
—GROCERS—
who cater to fraternity trade
is a
!
could qualify for the trip he should
communicate immediately with F. M.
|
Appleton (Tel. 692-M or 275) at the
Zeta Psi House.
Far from interfering with hockey
j
the trip will afford an opportunity to
!
get in some practice and is looked
j
upon with favor by that department.
,
If there is no response to this plea
j
the team will go as it now stands,
x i^i^T AID if f~*l?T>\T A ¥G w'*n *wo men m tne snowshoe events,LUiL/LAlK & VfHilv V AlO
|
and one in the ski events. It is hoped
that the team may be more complete.
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in no way interfere with requiredU oratb.le - N°l that H.°"s« bal1 *
athletics should open it to every man. exactly marking time but it doesn't
If there skater who feels he 1 *° far to mak,ng ^r coordination and
Working hard in preparation for its'
exhibition at Fryeburg this Saturday
night the gym team has been prac-
ticing six days a week. Coach Means
j
has reduced his squad to fourteen with
\
i further cuts before Saturday pending.
The present group consists of Bennett,
I Bowman (manager), Bradt. Clark,
Colton, Dana, Davies, Eaton, Peabody,
Short (captain), Smythe, Thomas,
! Watson and Whittier.
The object of this exhibition is to
present variety coupled with brevity
and finesse in the performances,
,
hence each event carries more entries
i than it would in a competitive meet.
;.Coach Means also wishes to get the
squad used to performing before an
|
audience.
On the horizontal bars Bowman,
Bradt, Eaton, Peabody. Smythe, Wat-
son and Whittier are entered. Three
I men. Bowman, Dana and Davies, are
i going to work on the horse, while
I
there are five to exhibit on the parallel
i bars: namely, Bradt. Colton. Dana,
|
Davies, and Short. Clark. Colton.
i Eaton and Smythe will perform on ;
I
the rings and Bennett, Bradt, Clark.
:
• Peabody, Short, Thomas, Watson and
j Whittier on the mats. Everyone will
', take part in the rope climb.
On the Monday following the Frye-
;
burg exhibition the squad will start
,
! grooming for the meet with Army at
i West Point which is five weeks off and
1 for the meet with Dartmouth here at
i
Brunswick the following week. The
team is shaping up very well with
i Eaton and Peabodv showing the
greatest improvement during the last
;
two weeks.
A meeting of the Inter-fraternity
Board was held, Tuesday evening and
plans were discussed for an inter-fra-
ternity basketball tournament. Two
leagues are to be formed from the
fraternity and non-fraternitv groups.
The schedule of games and the dates
will be announced later. The tourna-
ment will begin after the Christmas
vacation, and will count towards the
winning of the Ives athletic trophy.
Credit for compulsory athletics will
be given for participation in the




Bowdoin's football slate for 1931
remains unchanged as far as new
teams are concerned. There is, how-
ever, a slight change in the order, the
odd-year sequence being followed, of
course. The Tufts game, which came
third on the schedule this year has
been changed with the Wesleyan
contest so that it now comes last.
October 3—M.A.C at Amherst
October 10—Williams at Williams-
town
October 17—Wesleyan at Bruns-
wick
October 24—Colby at Brunswick
October 31—Bates at Brunswick
November 7—Maine at Orono











































Jan. 16—Northeastern at Boston
Jan. 21—Bates at Brunswick
Feb. 6—B. U. at Boston
Feb. 11—Bates at Lewiston
Feb. 14—Colby at Brunswick







(Continued from Pane 1)
amount of adolescent lawlessness has
increased in a steadily mounting
curve irrespective of the innovation
of Prohibition. This can be accounted
for only by a growing laxness of dis-
cipline in the home. Disregard of
parents at home leads to disregard of
law later on.
Sex Relations
"Another very important factor in
the right bringing-up of child is ac-
quainting him with the facts of sex
relations. For ages, parents have re-
frained from instructing children as
to the fundamental emotions and
facts concerning sex, and they had
to pick it all up in the streets from
questionable sources and with disas-
trous results. But the child can be
told these things without any embar-
rassment on the part of the parent,
and with far more beneficial results.
Relate the facts simply, while the boy
is still young, and divulge more as he
grows older and more fully able to
|
comprehend. Certainly a lot of trouble
QTOITE 1 an(* regret will be spared the young
° * vlVii l man thus informed."
Dr. Barker closed his address with
an afterword, complimenting his au-
dience on its close attention. But his
interesting manner and delivery could
not have made it otherwise. He spoke
feelingly and plainly, holding his au-
dience from start to finish. Dr. Bar-
ker has travelled over the entire
United States talking to college and
high school students and older men.
He was for four years personal phy-
sician to the late President Taft dur-
ing his term at the White House.
speed on the frozen surface.
Coach Houser's big problem this
year is his defense. Thayer and Stone,
luminaries on the points last year,
will be sorely missed.
Sophomore material is tied up
chiefly in Johnny Rosenfeld and
Hobey Lowell. Rosenfeld is fast, clev-
er stuff for the forward line and
Lowell looked good at defense work.
Kimball and Clark may possibly be
called on for service.
Someday—ah, yes, someday down
along the line into the dim future
Bowdoin will get a covered hockey
rink and then, (and not until then)
the White Bears will turn out pow-
erful conquering hockey teams. Years
past it has not been Tack of material;
it has been rather lack of practice.
The omnipresent Dame Rumour has
it that now football is over Jack Ma-
gee is pounding away on his track
squad.
Jack has held his annual Varsity
and Freshman track meetings which
mark the start of the long stretch
through the winter indoor competition
to spring dual meets and the New
Englands.
Rhodes Scholars
Continued from page 1
subjects of the various candidates
were Biology. Chemistry. English,
Government, History, Law, Mathema-
I tics and Zoology.
Scholarships Awarded Under New
System
Formerly, IRhodas Scholars were
selected by the State Committees in
i
the various states. This system was
; objected to by many Rhodes scholar?
as giving an undue advantage to the
• less populous and often more back-
ward states. This year for the first
!
time, therefore, the country was di-
;
vided into larger districts comprising
j
groups of states and the scholarships
1 are now awarded by the District Com-
|
mittees in each division. The scholar-
I
ships which defray the expenses of a
1 years study at Oxford with a possi-
|
bility of renewal are given to th^
men best satisfying the qualifications
i set down by the late Cecil Rhodes of
England; "force of character and
i
leadership; literary and scholastic
ability; physical vigor as shown by
;




(Continued from Pag* 1)
describing the routine work of the
squad under the supervision of the
football staff and each game from the
first one with Massachusetts Aggies
to the last with Wesleyan. He con-
tinued by outlining the prospects for
track, hockey, and baseball as well as
the entire athletic program for the
college. At the end of the address,
the speaker answered many questions
from his audience concerning the ath-
letic activities of the college.
Always Noticed
But Never Noticwble
{gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
IStink SrntlyFra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY













There will be a meeting of the
Classical Club at the Theta Delta
Chi House tomorrow, Thursday
evening, at 7.30.
A. J. Deeks, Sec.
You will find the sen-ice ren-
dered by this office all . you
could desire. Whether it is a




are at your service. Tel. 3
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishinsr Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
Houseparties
(Continued from Pag* 1)
j
and Mrs. Beebe will serve as patron-
I
esses at the dance.
At the Zeta Psi house. Hood's
' Merrymakers will play. The patron-
' esses have not vet been decided upon.
The Kappa Sigma house will eniov
: the services of the Varsitonians. The
' social committee has not decided who
i the patronesses will be.
Beta Theta Pi has eneasred Perley
•Breed and his Club Karnak orchestra.
The patrons and patronesses are as
follows: Mr. and Mrs. William N.
' Woodman and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Foster.
Hector Duane's New Yorkers will
be heard at the Siema Nu house. The
patrons and patronesses have not as
yet been agreed upon.
At the Alpha Tau Omega house,
Ralph Bisaillon's orchestra will play.
Vulgate Class
(Continued from Pam- 1)
are not included in the New Testa-
ment, were the Gospels according to
Peter, to the Egyptians, and epistles
by such men
v
as Barnabas, the travel-
ins: companion of Paul, and by many
others not so well qualified to speak
or to write.
In the year 397, however, a council
was held at Carthage, to which the
whole body of the Church sent repre- '
sentatives. At this council the dele-
gates undertook the task of selectine
the books which now make up our
New Testament. About the necessity
of including- twenty books they were
not in doubt. But seven more books
were considered to have a doubtful
content of sufficient inspiration.
Same Books Now Included
The New Testament which we
know, contains twenty-seven books.
;
twenty of which are identical with the
twienty selected by the Council of
Carthage. The other seven have been
the subject of debate throughout the
history of the Church.
In conclusion. Dr. Goodrich said that
!
when one realized how the modern
fern of the Bible was achieved, he
'
might well take that thought into
J
consideration when modern debates
are waged on fundamentalism.
For, in some cases, it was only by
the merest fraction that some books
!
were included in the canon, while
others were relegated to the list of
non-canonical literature, and. with i
that, to practical oblivion. At the
end of his discourse. Dr. Goodrich
read several selections from the more
extreme non-canonical books, showing
quite clearly the difference between
the opinion of the personality of
Christ held therein, and the impres-
sion one receives from reading the
New Testament with which some of
us are familiar.
The patrons an<l patronesses include
Professor and Mrs. A. O. Gross, Pro-
fessor and Mrs. E. S. Hammond and
Mrs. Florence Appleton.
On December 19th the formal dance
will be held at the gymnasium under
the auspices of the Student Council.
Boulanger and his Georgia Melodians
will play here. Mrs. K. C. M. Sills
Mrs. W. B. Mitchell. Mrs. M. Cope-
land. Mrs P. Nixon. Mrs. D. C. Stan-
ivood. Mrs. T. Means. Mrs. If. B. Gush-
ing. Mrs. S. B. Smith. Mrs. E. C. Kirk-
land, Mrs. K. J. Bover. Mrs. P. S. Wil- !
der. Mrs. R. B. Mill* r and Mrs. J. F.
!
AVhite will be in the receiving line.
Frosh-Soph Debate
(Continued from Paire 1)
Public Library in their research.
Last year's debate was won by the
Class of 1933 team, so that to-
morrow's clash will be their second
opportunity to prove their argument-
ative powers. In view of this a larger
attendance than usual is anticipated.
Student Quill Review
(Continued from page 3)
personal use. Sincerely, I beg the
Quill in the future, to drop this kind
of trash. Such stuff is reserved for old
ladies who wish their intellectual ac-
tivities and their recreation pre-!
scribed.
There is much in Mr. Steele's ar-
ticle that I cannot judge. But it is to
my mind far more interesting to read
the New York papers occasionally.
I commend the editors of Transi-
tion on ' realizing that their maga-
zine had become sterile.
Every one, I guess, agrees with
Mr. Steele on the question of mov-
;
ing pictures. It is neither wise nor .
comforting to know that you are
the unconscious spokesman and ar
j
biter of collegiate taste.
Allow me to say finally, work of
this sort demands no literary quality,
but that it does require the mellow-
ness of age and an aversion to using j
such words as "vital" and "compel-
ling" in criticism.
The future, with an introduction of
fresh blood, may produce a Quil!
seeded with commendable material. A
literary magazine and its contributor?
do not require coddling and kindness.
A true literary spirit possesses amaz-
ing toughness and unless his work
lacks any kind of thought, he will
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(Continued from page 3)
has food for two weeks only, within
her own boundaries and must needs
have her dependable ships while we
have a huge territory with foo<;
enough to live on without outside
help. (2) England is an Island, while
the U. S. is a huge, territory with no
neighbors which would give us any
cause for worry. (3) England has
a large Colonial Empire which needs
protection, while ours is comparative-
ly small. Mr. Churchill stressed the
need for co-operation and, very sen-
sibly, the folly of disarming a friend
and ally.
It is logical said Churchill that
America and England co-operate be-
1
cause of the "Unique Identity of.
Ideals" which we have because "Our
j
ancestors carved up all the best
|
chunks of land on earth and further-
more we intend to keep them" (even
if Ramsey McDonald is trying to
give away the British Empire!) Also,
we both are above jealousy. While the
other nations of Europe are all want-
ing something more, all the Anglo-
Saxon nations ask for is peace-
blessed peace. That's right. But here's
where the greatest minds of the day
'
fall down. Disarmament is not the
way to get it, nor will disarmament
stop fighting. After all, we still have
our teeth.
Mr. Churchill then outlined three
ways whereby England and America
might co-operate. In the first place
he asked "What's wrong with the
world?" and answered it with one
word—Asia—India, Russia, and
China, to be specific. He quickly set-
tled India by picturing the now per-
fectly quiet and serene state of af-
fairs in that powdermine and by tell-
ing that England could and would
continue to keep good order and im-
prove living conditions therein. He
here brought out the difficulty of such
actions by showing how the Hindu's
"filthy" religion blinded its people to
any social improvement.
Russia took the lecturer's atten-
tion next. "What's wrong with Rus-
sia? I think everything's wrong with
Russia," spoke Churchill, when dis-
cussing that race of "godless crea-
tures". He strongly recommends Eng-
1
land and America co-operating and|
emphatically stopping the Soviet;
Government from dumping their com-
j
modities upon the other countries and '
underselling everyone else. Russia
should also be forced to stop its prop-
aganda and ought to be made to ac-
knowledge and pay her debt.
China brought up the rear of this
parade of naughty nations. Taking
the disputed stand that Western
Civilization is far superior to East-
ern, Churchill made a very naughty
suggestion in regard to that country,
j
torn by strife and civil war and hard- ',
ly being allowed to trade anywhere
—with anyone. The suggestion of-
fered was that the Western nations,
especially England and America, go
right in there and give—or make
j
China accept a good government—,
which, to Mr. Churchill, is better
;
than liberty. This of course was the
most disputed part of Mr. Churchill's
'
lecture. To some, this policy would
perfectly justify the pre-war attitude,
taken by Germany as to imposing he.
"kultur" on us barbarians. Yes, we
might let other nations in on it if they i
wanted to come and help out, but if
the other "little snarling puppy dogs" I
didn't like it what would they do?;
What could they do! England and
America are all powerful. Mr.
j
Churchill was not arguing that might
,
makes right, but that as we (Eng-
land and America) are right and have
might, we should, it is our duty to
|
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step in where angels fear to tread
and establish an open market in Asia
which would benefit both the Orien-
tals and ourselves. Mr. Churchill
emphasized the fact that we should
not intercede against China—but for
her. Anglo-Saxon civilization has
helped India so why would it not help
China ?
In speaking of the superiority of
Anglo-Saxon civilization, Mr.
Churchill remarked that the East has
really few educated men—that the
masses are ignorant. This left a place
open for argument and one of the
audience asked, then. Why, if he ad-
mitted the Orientals were ignorant,
even when India has been controlled
by Britain, did he expect to educate
the Chinese by going in there now.
The answer was that though England
did not expect to educate all the peo-
ple she could give them sanitation,
law and order, and protection. Mr.
Churchill told that we Anglo-Saxons
must get over this inferiority com-
plex which seems to be so fashionable
at present along with Rudy Vallee,
whom Mr. Churchill would like very
much to meet.
The appeal of this address was di-
rected to the youth of America and
England, the coming generation
whose responsibility it is, according
to Mr. Churchill, to change the pres-
ent method of carrying out our in-
ternational relations. The success or
failure of the rising generation, said
Mr. Churchill depends on two things:
Whether or not we preserve peace
and whether or not we preserve
democracy. Since the war democracy
has produced very few big men, mi-n
who are capable of leading their peo-
ple. Mussolini, Churchill cited as
one of these, but deplored the fact
that so many democracies had now
become dictatorships, thus leaving
England and the United States th«-
only true democracies now existing.
Later, Mr. Churchill expressed his
opinion that it is only a question of
time when the English speaking peo-
ple will be merged for all practical
purposes and again urged that co-
operation and assurance take the
place of suspicion and competition in
the dealings of friendly nations.
^Growler Will be Out After
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Bowdoin Man of 1930 One of
Four Chosen from All New
England Colleges
John Galsworthy's "Escape", Annual
Presentation of Masque and Gown,
Given At Cumberland Tomorrow
NOW STUDYING AT
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Election Takes Place Under New
System Inaugurated for More
Favorable Representation
James Parker Pettegrove '30. was
recently elected one of the four Rhodes
Scholars from New England. These
four men were chosen from twelve
candidates, two from each state in
New England.
Pettegrove is at present a gradu-
ate student at Harvard where he is
studying literature and philosophy.
While at Bowdoin Pettegrove won the
-Henry W. Longfellow scholarship
which allowed him to go to Harvard
this year. He majored in English at
Bowdoin and was an assistant in this
subject last year. He received very
high honors here, and also won special
honors in English. He is a member
of Phi Beta Kappa. He was a mem-
ber of the freshman and sophomore
track teams and of the varsity track
squad.
Palmer of Colby also a Candidate
Norman D. Palmer of Colby Col-
lege was also a candidate for this
honor. He and Pettegrove were chos-
en from ten candidates representing
the various colleges in Maine. These
two men represented Maine in the
final contest of which Pettegrove waa
one of the four winners. This plan
of selecting two candidates is a new
one which was inaugurated this year.
Under this new plan the country is
divided into eight districts of six
states each. Under this plan . there
were competitions in ever/ state In
the Union instead of in only two-
thirds of them. Each state may now
have two scholars appointed in a
given year, or none at all, in accord-
ance with the qualifications of the
candidates it presents. Committees
of selection in the United States, both
state and district, are Rhodes Schol-
ars with the exception of the chair-
man. The chairman of the New Eng-
land district is Jeremiah Smith, Jr.
The other successful candidates
from the New England District are
Alfred Hayes, Jr., of Yale Univer-
sity; Morris L. Shaffer of M.I.T.; and
John B. Martin of Dartmouth.
John Galsworthy's powerful drama
of prejudice and caste feeling,
"Kscape" is the entertainment offered
by the Masque and Gown, tomorrow
afternoon in the Cumberland Theatre,
! as a feature of the Christmas House
Parties. In twelve episodes, each re-
quiring a different setting, it is one
• of the most elaborate plays yet pre-
|
sented by this society.
"Escape", as a drama for college
acting talent, is a proven success, as
I evinced by the performance given
! by the Amherst Players two weeks
ago. The play is extremely typical of
Mr. Galsworthy's style, bearing
through its entirety a certain thread
of caste feeling, and the troubles
arising therefrom.
According to Mr. Robert Hay Coats,
(
in his book on the dramatic artistry
1 of John Galsworthy: "Could we put
|
ourselves in the place of one another,
J
and act accordingly, many of our dif
| Acuities would vanish." Here, pre-
j
cisely, is the situation .presented in
: the Masque artd Gown play.
Ecke In Leading Role
Robert Ecke '31, as Matt Denant,
i plays the difficult lead role of an
escaped convict—once a soldier an-1
a gentleman—who has broken out of
Dartmour Prison one dismal, foggy
October afternoon. The ensuing ac-
' tion provides ample opportunity for
i
the exercise of dramatic ability.
"Escape" is not so much a play in
the narrow sense as it is a series of
psychological episodes, ten in num-
ber, in each of which Denant, fleeing
from pursuing justice, meets a dif-
ferent type of individual, such as: a
young married woman, a judge, some
laborers, a farmer, and finally a par-
son.
Nearly all of these people bear out
the testimony that the average human
is guided by common instincts of hu-
manity, rather than prejudice or laws
of caste. In other words, he is gen-
erally found to be a "good sport".
Replete With Suspense
Incidents which afford excitement
to the audience are numerous; but in
order to be outstanding each member
of the cast must make a brilliant per-
formance, as his time on the stage is
short. One scene in particular is
especially potent in its dramatic pos-
sibility.
Denant finally reaches a church,
wherein he takes sanctuary. In do-
ing so he places the honest parson
in an uncomfortable moral position,
whether to "deliver the convict up to
the law. and be false to his own con-
science and his instinct to humanity;
. . . or to screen the convict and be
false to the truth and his honor as a
clergyman."
What finally transpires; depends
for its dramatic force on the skill of
the cast. The character of Denant
is unlike the usual escaped convict of
the footlights. He is depicted as a
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HELD HERE IN JAN.
Many Prominent Health Educators
Will Attend Third Annual
Session
The closest interfraternity swim-
' ming meet in the four years of com-
' petition took place last Friday eve-
' ning, when the Y.D.V came on" ""with
a hard earned victory over their near-
;
est competitor, the Sigma Nu aggre-
gation. To say that the victors were
on top by a half-point margin at
;
the end of the struggle, is sufficient.
;
Up to the last event, the outcome was
in doubt, and even then no-one could
be certain without the aid of figures
i before him.
The outstanding individual winners
I were Smith, (Sigma Nu), Bowman,
j
(Non-Fraternity), and Foster, (T.D.;.
j
Smith came out first in the 100-yard,
!
tied for second in the 50-yard dash,
,
and with the help of his teammates
I won the 200-yard relay. Bowman,
j
showing much improvement over his
!
previous record, churned to victory
over the 50-yard course and in the
300-yard medley swim, besides tak-
ing a second in the 100-yard. Foster,
j
a freshman, showed much promise as
(Continued on pak'e 4)
"Growler" Embarks on
Career with Hearty Sup-
port from All Sides
;
Bowdoin will be host to the Third
Annual Conference on Health and
Physical Education which will be
held on January 10, 1931. The pro-
gram takes in a larger field than
usual; for it includes Health Educa-
tion as well as Physical Education.
The greater part of the program will
be devoted to the consideration of
athletics in the school curriculum. The
Conference will be held in the Moui-
ton Union, the morning session
commencing at it.00. At noon the
guests of the college will have lunch-
eon. An hour later the Conference
will divide into two sections with Pro-
fessor Morrell leading the men's
group and Professor Walmsley, head
of the woman's department of Phys-
ical Education at Bates, chairman of
the woman's division.
Three of the leaders in the field of
(Continued on p&tre 4)
COLLEGE LEGATEE
IN WILL OF LATE
EDWARD P. KENNEDY
GLEE CLUB CUT TO
THIRTY-FIVE MEMBERS
Word has recently been received
that Bowdoin has been named in the
will of the late Edward P. Kennedy
of Boston as one of the six residuary
legatees to an estate in excess of a
million dollars left by him in trust
until the death of his wife. The funds
in all cases will be known as the
Bridget Kennedv foundation, named
in memory of Mr. Kennedy's mother,
and the income from these funds will
be devoted to the general purposes of
the beneficiary institutions. Mr. Ken-
nedy was a native of Lewiston, Maim.,
where he attended the public schools
and engaged in business as a grocer
until about 1900, when, with two
brothers, he organized a chain of
stores in and around Boston. Although
never in any way directly connected
with Bowdoin, he had 'been interested
in the institution, particularly through
association with Thomas C. Spillane,
of the class of 1890. Alfred B. White,
a boyhood friend and a member of
the Bowdoin Board of Trustees, has
been named executor of the estate.
Prior to Thanksgiving vacation
j
there were about forty-five men in the
I
Glee Club. Now there are but thir-
i ty-five. A cut had to be made be-
i cause the manager could not take so
many on the coming trips. Dr. Wass
i
had a difficult problem before him in
! making this last cut as there were so
! many good singers to choose from.
The following is the official Glee
Club for the year 1930-31:
Richard A. Mawhinney '33, Ned W.
i
Packard '32, Frederick Hall '34, Len-
i dall A. Smith '31, Warren E. Wins-
j
low '31, Earl A. Greenlaw '32, Gor-
don E. Gillett '34, Harold P. Robin-
son '31, George T. Sewall '32, Free-
1 land W. Harlow '32, Horatio C. Allen,
i Jr., '34, John P. Barnes, Jr., '32, Mil-
! ton T. Hickok '33, Gordon C. Bennett
j
'34, Raymond Prince '34, Luther G.
, Holbrook '34, Albert W. Tarbell
'32, Carlton H. Gerdsen '33, Walter P.
1 Bowman '31, Robert N. Grant '32,
Albert S. Davis, Jr., '33, Edward D.
Densmore '32, William L. Bryan '33,
I Richard F. Nelson '34, Roland H.
!
Graves '33, Ronald G. Torrey '33, Al-
bert E. Jenkins '31, Owen W. Gilman
'31, John Creighton, Jr., '32, Thomas
] F. Johnston '32, Vinson F. Philbrick
'34, Alden P. Lunt '32, Edward P.
i Loring '33. W. Holbrook Lowell, Jr..
,
'33, Charles H. McKenney '34.
"Story, jest and quip"—in the
words of the Bowdoin song—becomes
an actuality' for the first time- with
the debut of the new, independent
student humorous publication, the
"Growler", tomorrow at House Par-
ties. The gay venture embarks upon
its initial voyage with the heartiest
encouragements from all sides; sub
scribers, advertisers and contributors.
Bright, flashing colors on the cov-
er design place it on a par with that
of any college comic in the country.
The artist, Richard Webster, is a
prominent Boston commercial illus-
trator whose newspaper work, and
window displays for such well-known
Boston concerns as Jordan's and
Filene's has attracted wide comment.
Mr. Webster, a young man himself,
has employed all his versatile talent
toward producing a cover which is
bound to win praise on all sides.
But the cover is only the introduc-
tion to a magazine which is replete
with drawings, cartoons, stories and
jokes. In form the "Growler" closely
resembles "Judge" in size and column
arrangement.
Artistic and literary skill, mani-
fested shortly after the first an-
nouncement of publication by the
(Continued on page 3)
Debating Team Maps Out
2500 Mile Western Tour
The Very Reverend Abbe Dimnet, energetic,
ruddy-faced, keen, and evidently enjoying hi*
every minute, presented before an eager audi-
ence Tuesday night a lecture on the Art of
Thinking.
Thinking is a condition many of us know.
But listen to the conversations on will here at
college. About the things we see only, trivial
conversation, not thought. We know it. But
Just above us we are conscious of something,
something in the upstairs of our thoughts,
something real. If we did not have inferiority
complexes, the idea that we cannot think, we
should be able to rise above the trivial. It
takes hold of some and keeps them away from
thought with an incapacity to rise above the
little things. We think like a machine.
What are the differences between thinking
that is not thinking and real thought? Don't
you realize, that it is a matter of different data
and different attitude. One person thinks only
of trivial things. He is in the downstairs of
his mind. Another person is filled with the
thought that does everyone some service. A
thought like that necessarily places you above
the petty. You can find data above the daily
routine of humdrum life.
What shall we do about it? We can substi-
tute data for that we have now, live upstairs
instead of downstairs. In what way can we
do this? Keep away from trivial things. We
have to have something to do with little things.
We dispatch the daily routine work. What we
ought to do is to reduce those duties to surh
a state that the automaton in us does them for
us. Then we can rise above ourselves. Keep
away from trivial people as well as trivial
things. S»y goodbye to them.
Among the ancients the poets were the
amusement. The people turned to law and
theology for their thought. Today what are
we confronted with? Look in the bookstore
in Brunswick. There is a deluge of botiks.
attractively jacketed, furnished with a catchy
line or two to draw the eye. Publicity is there.
How can you choose? It is fiction all the time
appearing.
H -w does one katw « book is trash * THero
are tests. Read it out loud. Try a half page
and see if it bears up under the test. If you
feel you can't stand its being read that way
further.it is trash. Do you quote from it, remem-
ber passages in it? No? Then it is likely
trash. I have been a critic of books. British.
French, and American, they all have come to
me. Each is wonderfully introduced by the
publishers. It has, what do you call it? a blurb.
It. is a masterpiece. It is the book that peo-
ple have been waiting for. I put it aside, for
twelve weeks. If in twelve weeks people still
talk of it, I read it. Surely I shall not be a
back number if I read it within twelve weeks.
I assure you if you read it that way. you will
read very few books. The "Bridge of San
Luis Key" was not great fiction, it was art.
"Death Comes to the Archbishop" by Wills
Csther was not great fiction. Willa used
precise, artistic English.
















By a unanimous decision of the
judges, the freshman debating team
upholding the affirmative of the ques-
tion. Resolved: "That the present em-
phasis on science in college is a men-
ace to the belief in established re-
ligion among the students", won the
annual Freshman-Sophomore debate
held last Thursday evening in the
small lecture room on the second floor
of Moulton Union. The members of
the winning team were Stephen R.
(Continued on page 4)
The Bowdoin College Debating
team in mapping out its 1931 western
trip is planning to cover approximate-
ly 2500 miles, a distance considerably
in excess of the usual route. Three
men and an alternate will make the
trip which includes nine debates at
as many middle-western colleges.
The principal subject for debate will
be "Unemployment". The team is
coached by Mr. Ralph Childs of the
English Department and is under the
management of Donald Prince '31, of
Portland.
The team will leave Brunswick on
February 8 and will have its first de-
bate at Union College the following
night. This debate will be broad-
cast through radio station WGY at
Schenectady. Following this the in-
stitutions to be visited are: University
of Buffalo, Albion College, Albion,
Michigan, Denison University, Gran-
ville, Ohio, the University of Pitts-
burgh, Bucknell University, Dickin-
son College, Carlyle, Pa., and Lafay-
ette College, Easton, 'Pa.
Alumnus Is Ready
To Go To Press
The January number of the Alum-
nus is about to go to press. For the
first time since its establishment the
cover will not be a photographic view
of the campus, but will be a portrait
of one of the "BOWDOIN WORTH-
IES", who has been discussed by
President Sills in his Wednesday
chapel talks. The editorial is being
written by Leland M. Goodrich '20,
editor of the Orient his senior year
and now a member of the faculty of
Brown University.
Delivers Interesting Message to Bow-
doin Students
President Day of Union College
Schenectady, N. Y., spoke in chapel
Sunday afternoon. In introducing the
speaker, President Sills mentioned the
ties which necessarily unite any col-
leges of liberal arts. The Reverend
Leonard Woods, President of Bowdoin
College from 1839 to 1866, was a
graduate of Union College in the class
of 1827. A distinguished member of
our faculty now has served on the
faculty of Union College.
Season's Greetings
President Day brought the season's
greetings to Bowdoin men from the
Union College men. Beginning with
the statement that he had no text
and that he had not had much ex-
perience as a chapel speaker and that
he had acquired very little technique,
President Day begged that the con-
gregation listen to him or he would
think himself a worse speaker than
he really was. The listeners needed
no such invitation to be attentive to
the address which the broad-should-
ered, gray-haired, speaker gave in a
clear voice that carried distinctly to
everyone. The talk was an inspiring
one, not in any trite sense. The fol-
lowing is not verbatim.
Across the sea in England there
is a gray city of gray colleges. It
was there that twenty-five years ago
1 spent three happy, carefree, joyous
years of my life. Oxford, full of beau-




Bowdoin College has just received
|
word of a bequest of $2000 from the ,
estate of Mary R. Jewett of North I
Berwick, Maine. Miss Jewett was
j
the daughter of Theodore H. Jewett,
a Bowdoin graduate in the class of
|
1834 and at one time a member of
the faculty of the medical school at
Bowdoin. A sister. Sarah Orne Jew-
ett, also of North Berwick, was well
known as a writer and received the
honorary degree of Litt.D. from Bow-
doin in 1901. The fund is given in
memory of Theodore H. and Sarah O.
Jewett and will be applied to the gen-
eral endowment of the college.
At a meeting of the Sophomore
class held in Memorial Hall last Tues-
day evening, the officers for the com-
ing year were elected. Albert P. Ma-
deira defeated John Milliken for
President on the « second ballot. Dur-
ing his year and a half at College
"Al" has been very active and he is
well known and popular not only in
his own class but also among the
other classes. During his Freshman
year he was a member of the Frosh
football and Frosh track teams. Abo
during the winter and spring he OTU
a member of the varsity track squad.
He is also a member of the business
board of the Quill, and a member of
the editorial board of the Bugle. Last
spring he was honored by being
elected vice-president of his clas.i.
This fall "Al" returned to football
and played on the second varsity
team. - As further proof of his ability
and popularity he was chosen Presi-
dent of Phi Chi.
Milliken Vice-President
For Vice President John H. Milli-
ken, Jr., was chosen over Milt
Hickok. John is another outstanding
athlete in the Sophomore class. He
was captain and center on the Fresh-
man football team of last year. The
past fall he played regular center on
the varsity team and played practi-
cally the full time in every game. He
is likewise an excellent track man and
earned his numerals on the freshman
team last winter.
McLaughlin Sec-Treas.
After a spirited fight between Mc-
Laughlin, Hickok, and Travis, Ray-
mond E. McLaughlin wras elected M
secretary and treasurer for 1930-31.
It took three ballots to decide the out-
come and as it was a three cornered
affair, it was necessary to choose
the man with the highest number of
votes. Mac is one of the outstanding
track men in college at the present
time, and was the first member of
the Sophomore class to earn his var-
sity letter. He was a member of the
Freshman track team last year and
a member of the varsity team in tht*
spring. He was the best low hurdler
in the state last year and if the Gods
of fortune favor him he will improve
this year. He like Madeira is a mem-
ber of the Sophomore disciplinary so-
ciety, Phi Chi.
Soph Hop Committee Chosen
The fourth and last matter to be
considered was the Soph Hop Com-
mittee. Walter W. Travis was
elected chairman of the com-
mittee. He was a member of the
baseball squad last spring and saw
some service in second team games.
He has also been recently elected into
the membership of the Classical Club.
The four other men on the committee
are Arthur E. Moyer, Schuyler Bradt,




This evening marks the opening of the Christmas House Parties.
With snow covering the ground, with the fraternity houses gaily
decorated with wreaths, festoons, and Christmas trees, and with a
feeling of expectation and excitement throughout the college, the
stage is properly set for this annual winter social event.
Tonight, the fraternities Will entertain their guests with bril-
liant house dances starting at about nine o'clock in the evening
and lasting well into the small hours of the morning. Well known
orchestras will furnish the music for the dances. Tomorrow after-
noon at four o'clock the Masque and Gown will present its Christ-
mas play, Galsworthy's "Escape" at the Cumberland Theatre, In
the evening, many of the fraternities will hold formal dinners at
which favors will be presented to the guests. Later all will depart
to the Sargent gymnasium where the final event of the Christmas
House Parties, the brilliant and elaborate formal Gym Dance, will
be held.
Fraternities Plan Brilliant Programs
At the Alpha Delta Phi house, the
social committee consisting of Sher-
wood Aldrich '31, Francis Donaldson
'33, John Jenkisson '33, Arthur Stiles
'33, and Gordon C. Bennett '34, have
completed the arrangements for the
dance. Perly Stevens and his orches-
tra will play while Mrs. Thomas Win-
chell and Miss Edith Weatherell will
be patronesses.
The Psi Upsilon committee com-
posed of Wallace Dyson '31, John
Creighton '32, and John Clarke '33,
have engaged Dan Murphy and his
Musical Skippers to play at the house
dance at which Mrs. F. E. Drake of
Bath will be patroness.
At the Chi Psi house, Perly Rey-
nolds and his Commanders will fur-
nish the music for the house dance to-
night. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eye and
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Richardson will be
the patrons and patronesses. The com-
mittee arranging the program are
Allen Rogers '31, Gilman Arnold '32,
and Warren Steams '32.
At the Delta Kappa Epsilon fra-
ternity, Joe Roman and his orchestra
will furnish the music. James P.
Blunt '31, and Garth James '32, are
on the committee making arrange-
ments for the dance and for the din-
ner on Friday night.
At the Theta Delta Chi fraternitv,
Robert C. Moyer '32, Francis A.
Vaughan '32, John C. Roper '32, ana
Arthur E. Moyer '33, were the mem-
bers of the committee who planned
the program. A Christmas tree has
been set up and a stand to house the
orchestra has been erected. Boulanger
and his Georgia Melodians who will
play at the Gym Dance tomorrow will
provide the music for house dance to-
night. Mrs. Wilmot B. Mitchell, Mrs.
O. C. Moyer, and Mrs. Ethel Loring
will be patronesses
The Delta Upsilon fraternity ha<
done considerable work in preparation
for the House Parties. Their living
room has been redecorated and the
house has been adorned with ever-
greens. Their program calls for two
informal dinners, one tonight and the
other on Friday evening. A dance
will be held tonight at which Bill Ed-
wards and his Jersey Jicc-Jaccs will
play while Mrs. Means and Mrs. Alex
Hammer of Lexington, Mass., will be
patronesses. Joseph G. Kraetzer '31,
William H. Perry '32 and Newton K.
Chase '33 arranged the program.
(Continued on Paso S)
ANNUAL CATALOGUE
TO APPEAR SHORTLY
The 1930-1931 Catalogue of Bow-
: doin College is now being prepared
' and it is expected that this issue will
i
be ready for distribution before
I
Christmas vacation begins. Few
j
changes have been made in the new
catalogue. One, however, is that the
i section formerly headed Scholarships
' is now headed "Financial Aid", with
! scholarships as a secondary heading.
I
For the first time, it is being em-
phasized that scholarships are by way
i of financial aid given to deserving
students who need assistance. They
,
are not primarily rewards for high
grades.
Three new regular scholarships
have been added besides the new
i State of Maine scholarships.
The Loan funds have been given
a special section in the 1930-11)31 Cat-
' alogue.
President and Mrs. Sills received
informally the Bowdoin student Epis-
copalians in the ballroom of their
home on Federal street, last Saturday
evening at 8 o'clock. Those who at-
tended were introduced both to each
other and to the President and Mrs.
Sills. Gillette of the class of 1934
first addressed the meeting which was
held for two purposes: to acquaint
the Episcopalians with each other, and
to organize into a co-operative group.
(Continued on Pake <)
Bowdoin Club Meets Dec. 30
The Bowdoin Club of Portland will
observe its annual "BOWDOIN
NIGHT" on Tuesday evening, Decem-
ber 30, when preparatory school men
from Portland and vicinity will be the
guests of the club. All Bowdoin un-
dergraduates are cordially invited to
be present at this dinner, when the
student body will be represented by
John L. Snider '31, undergraduate
editor of the Alumnus.
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EVENING WEAR
The cut and details of your dinner jacket and its accessories are especially important since black and
white is obligatory. Absence of color leaves the silhouette and line as chief mediums in producing a smart
effect, and the elegance of formal clothes must be brought out by a careful selection of accessories.
These smart accessories will be found here, and for your
better being, "Don't wish Walshize"
Sb? Urnta* af Halab;
breaking another belonging to someone who is probably asleep and
doesn't know anything about it. But above all, why start some-
thing we can't finish — something as futile and prolonged as a
dormitory war, that produces nothing but factions within the Col-
lege and an augmented crop of damage assessments?
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Houseparties
Once again it is our privilege to welcome to Bowdoin a throng
of houseparty guests, and we do it with the greatest pleasure. To
you, our visitors, we wish every happiness in your all too short
stay on our campus, and we hope that you may carry away the
impression of Christmas houseparty as a brief but joyous break
in the monotony of college life.
To the student body, this or any other of our houseparties
should offer a few unusual items for consideration. All of us
think of it as a time when we relax more or less from our ordinary
routine and spend a little while really enjoying life, and most of us
will wake up sometime Saturday feeling pretty blue at the realiza-
tion that it is about all over. This is the self-evident part. But
there is something more to a house party— especially a Christmas
party — that seems important yet seldom gets much attention.
There is a certain spirit of idealism, at least apparently, in our
attitude toward the College, toward our fraternities, and last but
not least, toward each other. This may be only something as-
sumed along with the inescapable houseparty geniality, or it may-
be a temporary manifestation of a truer feeling ordinarily hidden
by a sort of psuedo-sophistication. At any rate there is, undeniably,
a quality of enthusiasm and good-fellowship that often seems sadly
lacking in college life. We are more ready to support and to ap-
prove the endeavors of others. For once we forget to take the
Masque and Gown, the Chapel Choir, the Orient, or any one of a
number of other things for a "ride". For the time being we cast
off fraternity jealousies or animosities and go about from house
to house, welcome everywhere. We seem to take an increased
measure of pride and idealism with regard to our own fraternities, i
and we are not too unwilling to show off the College to our guests.
All of which, reader, you will say is a lot of sentimental booh,
and wholly an over-statement of the case. Perhaps the picture is/
a bit overdrawn, but nevertheless, the spirit it portrays is there,
in some measure at least. Well, you say, what of it? Precisely
this: if we can forget for a couple of days a lot of worthless
superficiality or bad feeling, and show even the slightest bit of
enthusiasm or generosity toward the College and things of the
College, why can we not continue to show it, even without the stim-
ulus of houseparty? Not that we would turn the student body into
a bunch of what the sophisticates call "Rotarians" ; far be it from |
our intentions to inculcate in the undergraduates of our staid'
Alma Mater the high-pressure methods and ideas of the glad-hand
j
boys. But it does seem that we might seize upon this opportunity to
start things moving in a different direction. Why not try to strike a
little truer balance between our old pseudo-sophistication — for
that is really what it is— and our spirit of holiday enthusiasm and !
cooperation ? Thus we could show ourselves more loyal to the
j
College, more friendly toward the work and ideals of others, and
immeasurably truer to ourselves.
' Rhodes Scholarship
With the appointment of James Parker Pettegrove of the Class
of 1930 to a Rhodes Scholarship, Bowdoin once again is shown to
be capable of producing men who will be recognized as gentlemen
and scholars. The Rhodes requirements are not by any means
easy to meet, and when a college of Bowdoin's size places a man,
as she so often has done in past years, on the roster of Rhodes
Scholars, it is a feat worthy of recognition and applause. It is not
an easy thing to determine how it happens that Bowdoin manages
to hold her own so well in this respect. Competition always has
been of the keenest, and under the present new system of choosing
the men, we are running against the finest that New England
colleges and universities have to offer. Doubtless the character
and the ability of the individual in question bear much weight in
the consideration, but these alone would avail but little had they
not been favorably trained and fostered. The highest type of
Bowdoin man seems to carry away with him a certain resource-
fulness and independence coupled with a high degree of scholar-
ship and a fairly broad culture that can only be gained in an
atmosphere such as we have at Bowdoin, where comparative free-




It was ye tattered pan-handler
That stoppeth one of three.
"Bv thv quaking voice, and tearful eye.
Now what the hell ails thee?"
He held him by his coat collar.
He 'gan his piece to speak,
"I once was well, and prosperous.
But now I'm poor, and weak.
UNION NOTES
Jacques Joseph Miller of the Class
of 1933 has done an exceptionally
good drawing of the Union doorway.
This drawing was done for the cover
of the Union booklet. It has been
framed and is now on display in the
window of the store quarters in thr
basement of the building.
Christmas House Parties
Are Here Again! Don't forget to bring your guests to the
Spa for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, or Before or After the




Takes Place In Boston
Margaret Elizabeth Mairs and
Henry Starr Dowst, Bowdoin '29,
were married in Trinity Church, Bos-
ton, on Saturday, Dec. 6 at twelve
noon.
The bride, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
FACULTY NOTES
Prof. Alfred O. Gross, head of the
department of biology at Bowdoin, is
to give an illustrated lecture at the
monthly dinner meeting of Portland
Section, Reciprocity Club of America,
next Tuesday evening in the Fal-
mouth Hotel.
Prof. Gross is to talk on the subject
Life in the Jungle, and will accom-
pany his talk with motion pictures.
The program will begin with dinner
forum discussion.
Ralph Mairs of Brunswick, is a grad
uate of Kathenne Gibbs School at at 6 30 >ciock, followed by the speak-
Boston. Coming to Bowdoin origi-
j
Jng program and closing with an open
nally as Secretary to the Dean since
1926 she has been Assistant to the
j
Alumni Secretary. /\
The bridegroom is the son of the
late Henry Payson Dowst, weli-
known writer, and Mrs. Dowst, pres-
1
ent director of Camp Cathedral Pines
(for girls)." Mr. Dowst, who is a
member of Theta Delta Chi frater-
nity, entered Bowdoin in 1927 as a
transfer from Columbia. While here
he was a newspaper correspondent.
He is now at Bowdoin as Assistant to
the Alumni Secretary and is working
on the new general catalogue of
the College and on publicity work.
The guests present from Bowdoii.
were Dean Paul Nixon, Bursar John
C. Thalheimer, and Mr. and Mrs
Philip S. Wilder.
other fraternities will follow this lead
Some of the fraternities are eo-
;
operating in helping the dining room.
I The Chi Psi and the Delta Kappa I and make the cafeteria a success. The
|
Epsilon fraternities are taking onej facilities and the dining service of
i meal a week in the cafeteria as a | the Union are open to all members
group, and part of the members of j of the college and their guests during
;
"I once had money by the peck,
I once had work each day.
But now that Hoover s in the chair
, h Kappa Sigma fraternity are doing | the Christmas house parties as well asAnd deep depression s in the air
j
th
™ m ft is h ^ that the I other tiAnd times are hard most everywhere,
>
I have to bum my way.





Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Mew England's Most Modemly
Equipped and perfectly
Appointed Hotel
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and SoJ a Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE-S2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO—$4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
No Hi(h«r
The "Growler"
Tomorrow night a new venture — the Growler — is to be
launched forth into Bowdoin life. We take this opportunity to
wish ituevery success and a longer life than its ill-fated predecessor
in the humorous field. If the new magazine is in any considerable
measure successful, it will vindicate the board's belief that the
College contains sufficient talent to put across such a venture, and
it will disprove the dire forecasts of some of the more cautious
•members of the student body and faculty. Here again we have
watched Bowdoin's evil genius at work, trying hard to discourage
a new endeavor, this time unsuccessfully, it appears. We hope
that this fresh attempt to produce something worth while and
original will be able to survive the traditional inertia, and that the
enthusiasm shown in connection with the first issue will go on, and
even increase, rather than take the customary road down to indif-
ference. Perhaps it will be the Growler's happy mission to help
chase out this old Bowdoin jinx and bring in a new and better
spirit to the College. May the real interest shown by those con-
nected with the new organization spread! In this way we may
come to see more students in campus activities for the sheer fun
of it ; and we may ljkewise see some of the dead wood cut out of
campus affairs.
"So please be kind to my poor soul,
My lot is hard, and drear,
Would'st let me have a coupl'a bits,
To bring me Christmas cheer?"
His lisfner blinked his pale blue eyes.
With sympathy intense:
He thrust his mitt into his coat
And brought forth fifteen cents.
"Look here, my friend." he sadly said.
"This represents my pelf;
I go to College here, vou know.
I'm not so well myself.
"But take this change, you're welcome
to't.
I'm glad to help the poor;
I'll get along as best I can.
To Buffer's to become a man.
That Charity's a noble plan
Is God's own word. I'm sure."
The bum he shed a tear, and sighed.
"Ah, boy, be wise. In few.
You need your change much worse
than I;
Here, take this dollar, too.
"I need your fifteen cents, I know,
But pity intervenes;
I went to Bowdoin once myself,
I know just what it means."
Communication
Dormitory Wars
Although it seems almost out of place at this particular time to
j
bring the matter up, the attempted revival of the old Appleton-
Hyde war the other night certainly deserves a word in passing,
j
Nobody seems to know exactly how it started, but apparently a!
window was broken and all hands immediately rallied to take re-
venge on the other End. Participation seems to have been limited
to freshmen, so it is to them we address our remarks.
In the first place it struck us as being sort of a "kid trick".
Throwing water is one thing, and smashing windows out whole-
sale is quite another. After all, we are the ones who will ulti-
mately have to pay the bill, so we gain little on that score. Further-
more, it really does little good to retaliate for a broken window by
Brunswick, Maine, Dec. 11, 1930.
Philip S. Wilder, Esq.,
Alumni Secretary of Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, Maine.
My dear Mr. Wilder:
Again I wish to express my ap-
preciation as well as that of the Town
of Brunswick, for the fine response
from the faculty, and the whole stu-
dent body of Bowdoin College, when
the call came from the Town of Free-
port, for assistance in locating a
small boy that was lost yesterday in
the woods nearby the village in that
Town.
While the case involved was not in
our own Town, and the fact that the
call came inta this office at two o'clock
a.m. and in near zero weather, yet
there was no delay nor hesitation in
the response, and within forty min-
utes from the time the call came in
about one hundred students had
turned out and were in the woods in
Freeport, a distance of eight miles
from this Town.
For about four hours the students
scoured the woods with other volun-
teers, firemen, deputy sheriffs, and
state police, and let me say that they
were orderly and efficient, and obeyed
orders like trained officers.
Again this morning when the call
came for more men to start another
search for the child, the students re-
sponded just as promptly as in the
early morning.
It certainly is very pleasing to me
as well as the whole town to know-
that no matter what the call may be
we can always depend on the Bow-
doin students for assistance. Again I
wish to thank the Faculty and the




Chief of B. F. D.
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Now they manufacture weather
for telephone testing
A test illustrating work in the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories is made with the
weatherometer. This device produces
rain and sunshine to order, and deter-
mines the weather-resisting properties
of telephone equipment.
This test indicates an interesting habit
of the men engaged in telephone re-
search. It is to get sure knowledge
bearing on efficiency, economy, life and
reliability of apparatus.
Information is sought continuously
during the development of a design,
in advance of manufacture and of
course long before the equipment gets
into use.
Men who delight in thoroughness of
method find that the opportunity is there.
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION. WIDB SYSTEM OF I NTB R-CON N ECTING TELEPHONES
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
New Vanities — Combination Cigarette Case and Lighter
The Alarmist Perfumer — All with Bowdoin Seal
BOWDOIN SEAL CHRISTMAS CARDS — BOOKS for CHRISTMAS
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
J* you art going to graduate ... or if, ^J
for that matter, you aren't ... if you
havt disappointed someone in love ... or if
perchance someone has disappointed you ... if study
has impaired your health or if it hasn't ... if you've
never seen a whale or if a whale has never seen you
... if you've never driven through the Bois at dawn
... if you've never tamed the lions at Trafalgar Square
... if your feet hurt or if your back aches ... or if you're
alive at all . . . it's an STCA passage abroad and back
you need and incidentally, a stopover in EUROPE . . .
about $200 Round Trip . . . up-to-the-minute accommo-
dations . . . careful cuisine . . . college orchestras . . .
lecturers . . . the only modern loan libraries ... all
maintained entirely for college people and their friends
. . . more than 5000 college people insisted upon STCA
for their crossing last summer . . . now it's your turn . . .










Continued from pas* 1
true hero of romance, a dashing, gal-
lant fellow; and to enlist the sym-
pathy of the audience he is shown as
being a desperate fugitive, making a
daring try for his liberty with only
a slim chance for success.
Galsworthy Points No Moral
Mr. Galsworthy, denies that in
"Escape" he has set forth a moral.
He says: "I set out to prove nothing
and I have certainly succeeded. There
is a platitude at the end, of course.
Out of one's decent self one cannot
escape—but, Lord bless me, if plati-
tudes are to be considered morals,
let us all lay up our pens."
Published first for acting in 192G,
"Escape" bears, in many ways, strik-
ing resemblance to one of Mr. Gals-
worthy's other plays, "Justice", first
presented in 1910. Both present the
queer twist of human law; the man
who escapes from gaol before his
time is .taken in and sheltered by the
world; the man who remains incar-
cerated during his full time is
shunned.
"Escape" A Powerful Drama
The fleeting glances at the char-
acters in tomorrow's play reveal the
fact that it is a strong vehicle of in-
dividual psychology. The parson in
the drama, unlike most of Gals-
worthy's clergymen, is powerful and
competent. Walter D. Hinckley '34,
takes the part. The little girl, por-





(Continued from Patce 1)
ty and memories of the medieval
times ; Oxford, the mother of men who
have upheld, sustained, fought for
home, church, and state for genera-
tions. It has been scornfully named
the home of lost causes, and it ac-
cepted the name proudly. Better than
that is the old saying, "When Oxford
draws knife, England's soon a*
strife." It is on a low stretching
plain between two rivers. It is sur-
rounded by settling brown streams,
green meadows, and trim gardens.
I have idealized it in the twenty-five
years that have passed since then. To
me Oxford is an undergraduate's
paradise.
Oxford in Arms
Then there came a time, when the
World War broke out, in 1914, when!
Oxford was emptied of its young men.
It didn't matter to them what the]
cause was, whether it was right or|
wrong, where it would lead. All that]
mattered was that there was a hardj
job to be done, and it needed them,
immediately. There was something 1
to be achieved and away they marched. I
Cozy rooms, friends and comrades,!
laughter and merriment, books, wine,
;
and easy life, were all sacrificed, and
in their place were accepted mud, dirt,
whining shells, destruction, death. A
!
poet passing by Oxford during war-
1
time, noticing the gray towers against I
the gray skies, said that the word ut-
terly describing the scene was emp-
The masculine roles are taken by
, tyness. He wrote a poem about it, i
members of the Bowdoin student
j and though it is sentimental, perhaps
body; the feminine parts are played | slightly effeminate, it remains as one
\
of the best poems written during the
|
«V 89 State StreetBoston
war.
"I saw the spires of Oxford
As I was passing by,
The gray spires of Oxford
Against the purple sky.
• « •
God rest you gallant gentlemen
Who laid your good lives down,
God bring you to a fairer place
Than even Oxford town."
Potential Idealism




(Continued from Page 1)
At the Zeta Psi house, Francis M.
Appleton '31, Edward N. Merrill '32,
and Henry A. Perry '33, have engaged
Hood's Merrymakers to play for the
house dance tonight at which Mrs
Philip L. Pottle will be patroness.
The Kappa Sigma fraternity:
started its Christmas program lastj
Saturday night by holdig its annual
entertainment for town children. 1
About a dozen children ranging in
age from seven to ten attended. A
dinner was given and later Brooks
Eastman acting the part of Santa
Claus distributed presents consisting
of toys and clothing. Professor and
Mrs. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster
and Mr. Fritz Kolln were present. To-
night the fraternity will entertain it.-
guests at a house dance at which the
Varsitonians will play and at which
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Coombs will be
patron and patroness.
Gordon Kirkpatnck '32, John H.
Jenkins '32, Charles Kirkpatrick '33,
Roger Lowell '33, and Bertram Rob-
bins '34, prepared the program for
the house party.
The Beta Theta Pi has engaged
Perly Breed and his Club Karnak or-
chestra from Boston to play at their
dance tonight at which Mr. and Mrs.
William Woodman and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Foster will be patrons and
patronesses. The committee who have
arranged the program are James
Flint '31, George Woodman '31, Rich-
ard Lamport '32, and Eliot Smith '33.
At the Sigma Nu house, the so-
cial committee consisting of Norton
Pickering '31, David Perkins '31, and
Louis Steele '33, have engaged Hector
Duane's New Yorkers to play while
Mrs. Lloyd Hatch and Mrs. William
Haskell will be patronesses. Tomoi-
row afternoon from twelve-thirty to
• four o'clock, the fraternity will hold
a breakfast dance. Before the gym
j
dance an informal dinner will be giv-
j
en.
At its house dance tonight, the A1-,
pha Tau Omega fraternity will bei
entertained by music from Ralph i
Bisaillon's orchestra while Professoi
j
and Mrs. Gross, Professor and Mrs.
j
E. S. Hammond and Mrs. Florence)
Appleton will be patrons and patron-
esses.
Overcoming the architectural ob- '
^tacles that complicate the transfor-
mation of a gymnasium into an ar-
;
tistic ballroom, Mr. V. S. Cobb has
done wonders in the preparation of the
;
Sargent Gymnasium for tomorrow
evening's formal dance. The ceiling
has been completely hung with crepo
streamers in the Christmas colors of
green and red. Garlands and festoons
have been artistically suspended
from the cardinal points in the ceiling.
The usual booths for the fraternities
and for the patronesses have been
erected and tomorrow morning the
furniture will be moved in. A large
Christmas tree has been set up in
the center of the gymnasium and
adorned with lights. Twenty smaller
trees decorated with artificial snow
have been placed along the sides.
Preparations for the dance have
been made under the direction of the
Student Council. Boulanger and his
Georgia Melodians were engaged to
play. As the Orient goes to press,
however, the Committee announces
that it has dropped this orchestra and
has engaged the Royal Arcadians of
New York. This change is due to the
fact that Boulanger's orchestra has
lost a number of its better players
due to a shift in personnel.
Mrs. Noel C. Little has arrangeu
the list of patronesses. They will
be: Mrs. Kenneth Charles Mor-
ton Sills. Mrs. Wilmot B. Mitchell,
Mrs. Manton Copeland, Mrs. Paul
Nixon, Mrs. Daniel C. Stanwood, Mrs.
Thomas Means, Mrs. Morgan B. Cush-
ing, Mrs. Stanley B. Smith, Mrs. Ed-
ward C. Kirkland, Mrs. Kenneth J.
Boyer, Mrs. Philip S. Wilder, Mrs:
Robert B. Miller, and Mrs. James F.
White.
by local dramatic talent and by sev-
eral of the faculty's wives. The cast
includes the following:
Matt Denant Robert Ecke '31
The Girl of the Town
Mrs. Morgan Cushing
The Plain Clothes Man
Frank Carpenter '34
First Policeman Russell Hall '33
Second Policeman, Robert Hayden '34
The Fellow Convict
E. W. Spingarn '33
First Warder .... B. Q. Robbins '34
Second Warder, William Rounds '34
The Shingled Lady, Mrs James White I in "the 'young"menlhat then Is almost
The Maid ... . Miss Eleanor Riley i no crusade with an honest challenge,
The Old Gentleman I no cause with any s i0fran f rjgnt)Norman von Rosenvinge So but would find men who mu|d re_




^-Jenkissono^j tnree things necessary for the cru-H« Wife Mrs. Hubert Barton I
.,«, , warm emotiona i k1ow> a




"• Burton o4 men If we should be attacked over-
The Farmer . ..... .John Fay 34 nig,ht by a foreiKn nationi our homes
The Little Girl
.
Miss Nancy Cushing and friends destroyed, and our cities
The Two Maiden Ladies
I plundered, the chapel of Bowdoin or








, now . r if a prophet, with clear
The Captain
. .
John H. Gordon TO Rowing eyes, a radical but clear call
The Parson .
.
Walter D. Hinckley 34
j
im?f and a wholehearted ideal should
The Bellnnger I appear, the perennial idealism of
^ t, ^
Raymond R. Brown, Jr. 31 youth would rise up to give him sup-
The Foxhunter . John E Muller
, port Give us an ideal and we wi„
First Laborer .
.
Robert Hayden 34 desert our everything. We will trade
Second Laborer Russell Hall o3 our beds for „ wet irritating blanket;








eimer til our bodies call a halt and long'
Her Sister Mrs. Carleton C. \ oung after our bones and musc ies are all
Rehearsals have been held daily for i sore and crave a rest shoot us> burn
the production, under the direction of I us> nai j us to a cross, persecute us
Professor C. H. Gray. This eve- to the uttermost, and we will still
ninjr is the date set for the final and struggle on. We crave a lost cau.-e
dress rehearsal. A stage crew, under
j and death as the reward. It is a
William Perry, and his two assistants,
| SOrry affair that we crave more of
Richard A Mawhmney and Albert P.
| the unusual. Cannot the common-
Madeira have been laboring to get' p iace be made the object of devotion,
the complicated scenery into shape fpr
j made worthy of such struggle as we
the presentation Friday afternoon, at i have described ? I believe it can. The
4 P-m<
|
principles of Jesus were not new.
He stated them so firmly that he
drew men to him. If you Bowdoin men
are at all like Union College men, you
don't care much for constitutionalized
religion. You do not care a snap of
your fingers about a heaven nor are
Read a ltfe of Jefferson, of Washington, of you very much moved by the SCOrch-
Lincoln. Take the diary of Washington, dry
j jno. heat of anv holl Our no-e in
a* dust. Extract the human element from it ! '"* "V" 0I "V M"-
,
UU JP* ™
and yon have a new view of the man.
\
general may be called one that is
Imagine a novelist trying to write the life of , listless, sceptic, moody, of no great
a man who from log cabin made his way to jdea Wanted- a nronhet anH a slntran
the White Hoase! Imagine a novel as a.toond- iu d - *»aniea. p pneT. d ogan,
ing as the rise of the son of a poor Corsican j l COUId not pretend to be a prophet,
lawyer to the emperor of nearly all of Europe! i but I shall attempt to give you a
n>v forget.^ «. ^•g-Mjjj j slogan. The Age of Gold is before
Christmas Holidays
For the house parties and the holiday
season . . . Dinner Coats or Tails . .
.
styled distinctly and definitely in the
young man's manner.
TUXEDOS from $40.00
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events of
found that in every community there has been
someone who is the creator of a beautiful lite,
The Royal Arcadians will fur-
nish the music for the Formal in
Sargent Gym tomorrow evening.
Boulanger's orchestra was dropped
due to a shift in personnel. This
fact was brought to the attention
of the Dance Committee as the
Orient goes to Press.
us. Let us bury the past. Let us
devote ourselves to making the world
a better place to live in, a fit place
to live in.
in pursuit of some service. Life is open be-
fore you. You are all young, like Hercules
before the two roads. On • train a prominent
lawyer wrote a note across to me in the din
and bustle: "What would you do If you had
your ltfe to live all over again"? I answered,
"I would dsj just the same as I have done."
That is conceit. It is merely my satisfac-
tion at having chosen ways of reading and
I
understanding that have afforded me more
than "just a good time."
Perhaps you will ask. "Cannot you put all
1 in a word?" Yes. When you go back to your
rooms, do not finish that trashy book.
Christmas House Party Guests
ALPHA DELTA PHI
Ruth Allyn. New Haven. Conn.
Elisabeth Babcock. WeUesley, Mass.
Sally Braman, Portland.
Lyle Cunningham, Portland.
Elisabeth Htckey. Arlington. Mass.
Elisabeth Johnston, Portland.
Constance Libby, Berlin. N. H.
Imogen* Peelle, Douglaston. N. Y.
Betty Lombard. Arlington. Mass.
Ruth Robbins. Auburndaie. Mass.
PSI UPSILON
Peggy Bartlett, Boston.
Betsy Beaver, New York.
Dorothy Davis. Belmont. Mass.
Helen Favinger, Waban, Mass.
Ann Fenderson, Boston.
Martha Gier. Portland.
Virginia Class. Belmont. Mass.
Margaret Goodwin. Marblehead. Mas
Margaret Hellier. Rockland.
Lillian McLean. Swampscott, Mass.
Iva Mayberry, Pittsburgh. Pa.





Emily Roche, Watertown, Mass.
Helen Small. Dexter. Mass.
Muriel Williams. Brookline. Mass.
Elisabeth H. Clark. Orono.
CHI PSI










Sally Srhaff. New York City.




Martha Bloom. Palmyra. N. Y.
Elisabeth Barrows, Orono.
Barbara Brigga. Lexington. Mass.
Florence Brown, Cambridge, Mass.
Jane Crews, Brookline, Mass.
Nina Crassman. PitUield.
Janet Haskell, Worcester, Mass.
Persis Hathaway. Lexington, Mass.
Iraaa Illingworth. Worcester. Mass.
Virginia Donald. Springfield. Mass.
Naomi Davis. Brunswick.
Phyllis K. Jensin. Auburndaie. Mass.
Hilda Lowery, Brunswick.
Carol Mather, Concord, N. H.
Elisabeth Matcher, Newton Highlands.
Jane Mossier, Brunswick.
Ann Piper, Brookline, Mass.
Madoline Ptnnell, Yonkers. N. T.
Elisabeth Turner. Melrose. Mass.
THETA DELTA CHI
Marguerite Armstrong, Weston, Mass.
Augusta Bonsani. Melrose, Mass.










Eulalie Mann, Livermore Falls.
Janet Walker. Waban. Mass.




Virginia Allen, Providence, R. I.
Mary Atkinson, Minneapolis, Minn.
Dorothea Barden, Providence, R, I.
Mrs. Hubert Barton. Brunswick.
Virgene Hamilton. Rowley, Mass.
Mary Holderneas, BanksviUe.
Caroline Little, Portland.
Mildred Mason, North Dartmouth, Mass.
Elizabeth Merrill, Portland.
Elizabeth Mitchell. Hartford, Conn.
Prisellla Place. Now York.
Lena Riley. Brunswick.




Janet Appleton. Dublin. N. H.
Kathrine Bacon, Providence, R. L
Helen Craven, Portland.
Marguerite Demeritt, Dover-Foxcroft.
Madelene Gannett, Lake Elizabeth.
Virginia Hay. Westbrook.
Ann H. Lord, Auburn.
Ruth Milton. Augusta.




Virginia Wad.worth. Winchester, Mass.
Frances Walker. Augusta.
Anne White, West Point, N. Y.
Hope Adams, Augusta,
KAPPA SIGMA
Nellie Bratenas. Boston, Mass.
Mrs. E. H. CaUendo. Mexico.
Barbara Bamon, Ipswich, Mass.
Ardienne DeLisle. Waterrille.
Ruth F. Garrod. Mt. Holyoke. Mass.




Emily Hopkinson. Newton, Mass.
Elva Heeler. Peterborough, N. H.
Marion Nottage, West Medford, Mass.
Barbara Preeourt. Reading. Mats.
Ruth Stafford. Andover, Mass,
PrisciUa Webster, Auburn.
BETA THETA PI
Jean Babcock. Cambridge. Mass.
Kathleen Bradley, Haverhill. Mass.
Deborah Brooks, Taunton, Mass.
Gladys Keim. New York.
Marion Flanders, Brookline. Mass.
Julie Foster. Beverly, Mass.
Frances Kinsman, Augusta.
Lois Morse. Maiden. Mass.





Helen Byon, Boston. Mass.
Ruth Davis, Hamilton, Mass.
Michella Allen, Boston. Mass.
Marion Dugan, Portland.
Mary Lawrence. Rockland.
Margaret O'Leary. Waban. Mass.
Mary Perkins. Lowell. Mass.
Frances Porteous, Portland.
Frances Retter, Chicago. IIL







Jean M. Bonar, Montreal.
Muriel Bradbury. Brunswick.
Mildred French, Wsldboro, Mass.
Florence Moses, Portland.




Frances Soule, South Portland.
Dorothea Westcott. Portland.
Alice Ballatine. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Bertha Clark. Springfield. Mass.
Josephine Ellington, New York.
Alice Harrison, New Haven.
Martha Hinkey, Boston.
Helen Jacobs, Boston.
Hrlois* Lafayette, White Plains.
Louise Moon. Portland.
Ethel Salter.
B. E. Staples. Biddeford.
Dorothy Van Buren, Trenton, N. J.
HUMOROUS MAGAZINE
TO MAKE ITS INITIAL
APPEARANCE 'MORROW
(Continued fiom Page I)
"Growler", has fully warranted the
Board's expectations. However, not
only have the student contributors,
gratified the aspiring Editorial Board,
but the Business Board has also been
aided by the warm support of many
of the leading business establish-
ments of the state of Maine, and the
merchants of Brunswick.
Humorous magazines of the col-
leges and universities all over tho
United States have been most gener-
ous in offering suggestions and hearty
wishes for the success of a brother
publication. Letters of good-will
have been received from such eminent
.comics' as the Harvard "Lampoon".
M.I.T. "Voo Doo", the Pitt "Panther",
Columbia "Jester", Penn "Punch
Bowl" and the Stanford "Chaparral".
Organization of the "Growler"
The "Growler" stands alone, inde-
pendent of all college affiliations. The
only honor the Boards desire, or as-
pire to, is the satisfaction of produc-
ing a successful magazine, and of
serving Bowdoin in a long-felt need.
Although on the campus the "Growl-
er" will be virtually a successor to
the defunct and unlamented "Bear-
skin", which last drew breath in 1926,
it does not. in any way, continue the
old magazine's policies or style.
Both in appearance and content the
"Growler" undeniably compares fa-
vorably to any comic publication put
forth by a college of Bowdoin's size.'
On its own individual merits it ex-
pects to gain a footing in the life
of the college.
The task of printing the magazine
fell to the Printwell Printing com-
pany, of Portland, Me., while the en-
gravings were executed by the Rex
Photo-Engraving Company, of New
York City. The co-operation of both
firms has helped the "Growler"
tremendously in the hustle and bustle
of launching the first issue.
The "Growler" Boards
Raymond J. Szukala '31, is the
Chairman of both the Business and
Editorial Boards of the "Growler";
Richard C. Multin '32, is the Secretary
of the Boards. On the Editorial
Board, at _the present time, are:
James B. Colton, 2nd, '31, Lawrence
C. Jenks '31. Lendall A. Smith '31,
Philip C. Ahern '32, George T. Sewall
•32, Donald D. Sloan '32.
Also Albert S. Davis, Jr., '33,
Christy C. Moustakis '33, Louis T.
Steele '33, Norman C. von Rosenvinge
'33, Herbert T. Wadsworth '33 and
James Bassett, Jr., '34.
„
. The Business Board consists of
Howard S. Hall '31, A. Hall Stiles,
Jr., '33, H. Allan Perry '33, Guy F.
Kelley '33. The copy editors for the
December issue are George T. Sewall
'32, and Albert S. Davis, Jr., '33.
Next Issue Out Soph Hop
The second issue of the "Growler"
will appear during Soph Hop. By
this time the publication hopes to ex-
pand, in every way, according to
plans outlined by the ambitious
Board. All contributions may be
turned in to the campus office of the
magazine, in 25 North Appleton. Such
material as short stories of a humor-
ous nature (1500 words, or less),
poems, cartoons, or jokes is accept-
able. A five dollar prize is offered




(Continued from Dags 1)
Gillette cited Amherst and Williams
as having a well-organized religious
group. He urged those present to
try to persuade their friends to go to
church, and stressed the value of reg-
ular church attendance. Then he sug-
gested several things the organiza-
tion might do: to increase the church
school by canvassing the town; to
hold corporate communion; and to or-
ganize a Young People's Fellowship.
Thereupon President Sills recom-
mended organization and Gillette was
unanimously elected chairman of the
executive committee. The other four
members of this committee are to di-
rect the various phases of the or-
ganization's activities in aiding the
execution of which each student pres-
ent volunteered his services. The fol-
lowing men hold these four places:
Robert W. Card '31, Choir and Serv-
ing; Herbert S. Bicknell '34, Church
School; Albert E. Jenkins '31, Work




Memorial Hall will soon be at its
best appearance when the pictures
which Professor Andrews is having
cleaned are hung again on its walls.
The age of the old and figured ex-
amination tables which used to be
placed in the gymnasium for the use
of the students is now a thing of
the past. Mr. Thalheimer has in-
vented a more comfortable arrange-
ment which is rather like the famous
one-arm lunch and has a small shelf
which may be attached to the arm of
each seat.
NOTICE
Dr. Ashby's usual talk on the
Bible will be on Monday, Dec. 22,
instead of on Tuesday, Dec. 23. His
subject will be "The Beginning of
the Writing of Hebrew History".
Competition for positions as hock-
ey managers is so intense this
year that the twelve freshmen out
for the job have to work in shifts
to keep out of each other's way.
Dr. Goodrich's weekly discussion
group will meet hereafter in the Bow-
doin Christian Association room on
Sundays at 12.05 pjn. Undergradu-
ates are cordially invited to attend








SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY






Also COMEDY and SOUND ACT










Note—Matinee starts at 1.30















FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVTTY SHOP
Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spring St., Brunswick - Tel. 243-M
25 years in business
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic ana Im-
Eirted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds- east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
20 ENGRAVED
CHRISTMAS CARDS
with name printed - $1.75
STUART & CLEMENT
Town Building
Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10














Photo by Webber VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD 1930 Courtesy of Portland Evening Express
Front row, left to right—Foster, Olson, Captain Souther, Ecke, Crimmins. Second row—Morrell, Cramer, Plaisted, Barton, Capt.-elect Ricker,
Eastman. Third row—Gatchell, M. Brown, Milliken, Bilodeau, Manager Milner. Fourth row—Assistant Manager Binley, Manager-elect Lamport,
D. Brown, Hay, Pollock.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CONFERENCE WILL BE
HELD HERE IN JAN.
(Continued from Page 1)
THETADELTS CAPTURE j student council CHARLES ALLEN LEADS
FRATERNITY SWIM BY adopts new plan FROSH TRACK MEET AS
ECLIPSING SIGMA NUS j for clearing rink ORIENT GOES TO PRESS























You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
Tel. 3are at your service.
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
Physical Education in the nation will
be present to address the Conference.
Principal among these is Dr. Jesse
:
Peiring Williams of Columbia Univer-
sity, President of the Eastern district
of the American Education Associa-
1
tion. Dr. Williams is a writer of ex-
!
traordinary ability and is probably i
the most outstanding man in the field
j
of Physical Education in the coun-
try. Dr. Clifford Brownell, also of
Columbia, former director of Health |
and Physical Education in the state
of Ohio will be present and will
speak on "State Progress in Health
and Physical Education." Miss Mar-
jorie Bouve of the Bouve-Boston I
School, and Vice-President of the
|
Eastern District of the American
Physical Education Association, will
address the woman's section on the
subject, "Athletics for girls in
Maine".
Besides these, Mr. Ray Shaw, Presi-
dent of the Maine Sports Writers
Association and Sports Editor for the
Lewiston Sun; Mr. Bertram E.
Packard, Commissioner of Education
for the State of Maine; Dr. Clarence
F. Kendall, State Commissioner of
Health, will address the Conference
during the course of the day. Prin-
cipals Purington of Sanford High,
Hunt of Hebron Academy, Perkins
of Cony High and Wing of Deering
High will lead the discussion groups.
At the beginning of the afternoon
session President Sills will give a
short address. Later in the afternoon,
at the meeting of the men's section
Coach Bowser, Professor M. E. Mor-
rell, Professor R. H. Cobb and Dr.
Johnson of the college will speak. The
complete program follows:
9.00 a.m. Introduction. Professor Ro-
land H. Cobb
9.05 a.m. Cooperation between Our
Schools and the Press, Mr. Ray
Shaw, President of Maine Sport
Writers Association
9.25 a.m. Discussion. Leader, Prin-
cipal Purington of Sanford High
School
9.40 a.m. The State Department of
Education in Its Relation to These
Projects. Commissioner Bertram E.
Packard
10.00 a.m. State Health Projects. Dr.
Clarence F. Kendall, Commission-
er of Health.
10.20 a.m. Discussion. Leader, Prin-
cipal Hunt of Hebron Academy
10.35 a.m. State Progress In Health
and Physical Education, Dr. Clif-
ford L. Brownell, Columbia Univer-
sity
11.00 a.m. Discussion, Leader, Prin-
cipal Perkins, Cony High School
11.20 a.m. Open for meetings of any
organizations and for conferences.
12.00 Luncheon. All in attendance
are guests of the College
1.30 p.m. Address, President K. C. M.
Sills, Bowdoin College
1.40 p.m. School Athletics and their
place in Physical Education, Dr.
Jesse Feiring Williams, Columbia
University
2.10 p.m. Discussion. Leader, Prin-
cipal Wing, Deering High School
2.30 p.m. Section Meeting
WOMEN'S SECTION
Professor Walmsley, Chairman












4.25 p.m. Women's Division of a StaU
Athletic Association, Dr. Brownell
a natator, winning the 200-yard swim
and the 150-yard backstroke. He was
also the final man for his team in the
200-yard relay, in which T.D. finished
second. James, Deke. showed fair
style on the springboard, taking first
in the diving, and Densmore, a D.U.,
broke through to a victory in the 200-
yard breaststroke.
Coach Miller was very pronounced
in his praise of the contestants, and
stated that all of the entrants were
in excellent form. He believes that,
from the results of Friday night,
there is every reason to expect a
well-balanced, winning group of
swimmers to represent the college in
the approaching season.
Following are the events as they
were run off, and the final winners of
each:
300-Yard Medley Relay—1st, Esson,
Beta; 2nd. Trott, Sigma Nu; 3rd, Mor-|
ris, D.U.; 4th, Roper, T.D. Time,
4.04 4-5.
50-Yard Dash—1st, Bowman, Non-
Frat; 2nd, Smith, Sigma Nu, and
Calkins (tie); 3rd, Atwood, T:D.
Time, 26 2-5.
200-Yard Swim—1st. Foster, T.D.;
2nd, Howard, Chi Psi; 3rd, Trott, Sig-
ma Nu; 4th, Roper, T.D. Time, 2.25
4-5.
300-Yard Medley Swim—lstr Bow-
man, Non-Frat; 2nd, Sperry, T. D.;
3rd, Durham, Kappa Sig. Time, 4.32
1-5.
Diving—1st, James, Deke; 2nd,
Carpenter, Beta; 3rd, Carson, Sigma
Nu; 4th, Becknult, Sigma Nu.
150-Yard Backstroke;—1st, Foster,
T.D.; 2nd, Easton. Beta; 3rd, Eaton,
Chi Psi; 4th, Dudley, T.D. Time 1.56.
100-Yard Swim—1st, Smith, Sigma
Nu; 2nd, Bowman, Non-Frat; 3rd,
Howard, Chi Psi; 4th, Esson, Beta.
Time, 59 3-5.
200-Yard Breaststroke—1st, Dens-
more. D.U.; 2nd, Sperry, T.D.; 3rd,
Carpenter, Beta; 4th, Durham, Kappa
Sig. Time, 2.55.
200-Yard Relay—1st, Smith, Sig-
ma Nu; 2nd, Foster, T.D.; 3rd, Es-
son, Beta. Time, 1.54.
Freshmen Divided Into Four Groups
of Three to Make Quick Job of
Removing Snow
At the suggestion of the hockey
authorities a resolution was passed
by the Student Council and approved
by the presidents of the fraternity
houses to the effect that the Fresh-
man delegation of each house will
help to shovel and clear the rink at
the request of the manager.
This isn't nearly so bad as it at first
sounds. For in the first place the fra-
ternities have been divided into four
groups of three houses each including
the non-fraternity body. With thirty
men working. on the rink the ice will
be cleared before the frailest trojan
raises a sweat. In the second place,
the rink probably will not have to be
cleared more than eight or twelve
times, since the season is so short.
This would mean only two obliga-
tions by each group and each house,
or at the most not more than' three.
If the sense of loyalty in Bowdoin
undergraduates can be measured by
their active support of college teams,
we don't doubt for a second that the
houses and the Freshman delegations
will be more than willing to meet the
modest request of the hockey team.
The fraternities have been grouped
as follows:
1
—Delta Upsilon, Delta Kappa Ep-
silon, Kappa Sigma.
2—Sigma Nu, Theta Delta Chi,
Non-Fraternity.
3—Beta Theta Pi, Chi Psi, Alpha
Delta Phi.
4
—Psi Upsilon, Alpha Tau Omega,
Zeta Psi.
Piles Up Thirty-two Points
to Lead Braley Gray
by Five
Training for the hockey team is
a very systematic process, and
candidates get work in three phases
of the game daily. Forty-five min-
utes regularly each day is spent in
contact work and shooting practice
on the Delta, followed by a half-
hour of stick-handling and checking
practice in the gym. The team has
everything now but ice.
4.45 p.m. Discussion
5.05 p.m. Special Conferences
MEN'S SECTION
Professor Morrell, Chairman
2.40 p.m. A State Athletic Associa-
tion, Dr. Brownell
3.00 p.m. Discussion
3.35 p.m. Football, Mr. Charles Bow-
ser, Bowdoin
3.55 p.m. N.I.A.A. Report on Ath-
letics, Prof. M. E. Morrell, Bowdoin
4.15 p.m. Physical Director's Report,
Prof. R. H. Cobb, Bowdoin
4.30 p.m. Professional Training, Dr.
Williams
4.50 p.m. Discussion
5.05 p.m. Special Conferences
The Maine Public Health Associa-
tion, through Secretary Mrs. Frank
McGouldrick, has kindly consented to
assist us with a Health Education ex-
hibit. The Association will hold a
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Deane, Charles F. Kahili and Freder-
ick W. Burton with Carl G. Olson as
an alternate. The sophomore team
consisted of Norman von Rosenvinge,
George P. Towle, Jr., and Albert S.
Davis, Jr. Mr. Ralph De Someri
Childs, Mr. Jacques R. Hammond
and Mr. Newton P. Stallknecht of the
faculty served as judges. Donald F.
Prince of the Debating Council pre-
sided.
In the opinion of the spectators,
the debate was the best of this an-
nual series of struggles in years.
Several of the freshman debaters
showed exceptional promise. The
struggle between science and religion
is of vital importance to every think-
ing person and the particular phase
of the question was fittingly called
by one of the debaters a "most im-
portant question" in the educational
policies of colleges and universities.
In upholding the affirmative, the
freshman team endeavored to show:
that science is emphasized in the cur-
riculum of modern colleges, that
science as taught in colleges conflicts
with a student's religious belief, and
that, hence, science as taught in col-
leges is a menace to a student's reli-
gious belief. To prove the statement
that science is emphasized in mod-
em colleges, the freshmen taking
Bowdoin as a typical college cited the
Huxley lecture, the coming Institute
of Natural Sciences, the graduation
requirement in science and the fact
that twelve out of the twenty-four
courses taught at Bowdoin are
sciences.
The freshman track meet is still
uncertain as the Orient goes to press.
Charles Allen has thus far led the
pack with the remarkable total of
thirty-two points, including four first
places. Right at Allen's heels, how-
ever, with two or three events yet to
be run off, is Braley Gray with twen-
ty-seven points and a very even chance
i of deposing Allen in the last day of
| competition. These two have easily
dominated the meet by their sheer
versatility, their nearest rival for
!
point-scoring honors being Ned Ap-
j
pleton at fifteen. But the meet cer-
tainly has not been monopolized by
one athlete or group, for no less than
; twenty-six men have scored in the
nine events run off to date.
The scoring so far is as follows:
C. W. Allen, 32; B. Gray 27; E. F.
Appleton, 15; F. W. Burton, 14; G. C.
Pope, 13; T. A. Larson, 12£; D. E.
Reid, 10; N. T. Skillings, 9J; P. S.
Ambler, L. Odde, 9; B. Q. Robbins, C.
F. Kahili, 6J; J. G. Woodruff, 6; R.
B. Wait, 5; J. G. Fay, 4; M. S. Walk-
er, A. T. Koempel, 3; E. G. Ingalls,
J. D. Brookes, G. C. Bartter, 2; and C.
G. Olson, F. H. Fiske, J. B. Perkins,
Jr., W. D. Rounds, H. N. TiEbetts with
one point each.
Charlie Allen won the 300 yd. dash,
followed by Gray. Skillings, Reid,
Brookes, and Perkins in the order
named. The time was very good.
Fred Burton had no trouble winning
the 1J mile run, and the result was a
slow race. Ambler, Woodruff, Koem-
pel, Bartter, Tibbetts were the other
scorers.
Thurman Larson took the shot put
with a beautiful heave, winning over
Wait, Fay, Reid, Ingalls, and Rounds
in that order. The high jump went to
Lawson Odde. Gray took second, Ka-
hili and Larson tied for third, and Al-
len, Pope, and Olson divided the re-
maining points by a triple tie.
Charlie Allen won the broad jump,
trailed by Pope, Appleton, Reid, Lar-
son, Robbins, and Skillings. The last
two named tied for sixth. Allen ate up
the 45 yd. hurdles next. Appleton,
Gray, Kahili, Burton, and Robbins
j
cleaned up the other places.
The 30 yd. dash was run in good
time in the order of Allen, Skillings,
Gray. Walker, Appleton, and Reid.
The 1000 yd. run went to Braley Gray
I who nipped Fred Burtotn at the tape
in a fast finish. Ambler, Allen, Wood-
I
ruff, and Fiske plodded home in that
order.
Gardner Pope soared to a new
freshman mark in the pole vault, and
the other men in the event were Rob-
I bins, Appleton, Gray, and Odde. On
j
the whole it was a very successful
j





jgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Sriflk Sratlfrra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
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Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
•JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S





On October 1, 1931, carefully selected
first and third year students will be
admitted. Applications may be sent
at any time and will be considered in
the order of receipt. Catalogues and




Captain MacDonald Has Promising
Squad of Recruits in Addition
to Veterans
Horseback riding has at last been
recognized as fulfilling the compul-
sory athletics requirement, and
|
thirty-three men are now enjoying
the sport. Polo will be started in
the spring, with the remote possi-
bility of a varsity team in a year or
so. The thought is not an idle
dream, for Mr. Bartlett, the riding
instructor, was a member of the
U. S. Army team the year they
were national champions.
This year there are about 25 men
out for fencing. Of course the team is
not chosen, because it is still very
early in the season. As yet there has
been no individual competition for a
berth. Since the number of men out
for fencing is larger than that of
several preceding years, with more
material to pick from, the team
should be relatively better. Captain
Norwood K. Macdonald is assisted in
his duties of starting off the new re-
cruits by Harry Timson '32, Fred
Miller and Douglass Anello '33. There
are about six out of the 24 men for
whom this is not the first year.
Several good prospects came into
the limelight during the recent fresh-
man track meet. Braley Gray and
Charlie Allen fought a great battle
for top scoring honors right up until
the last day of competition. The high-
class pole-vaulting of Gardner Pope
was another feature.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
The hockey team must work fast
and hard to get into shape before
the New Hampshire clash. The
game is dated for the day after
classes recommence after the holi-
days, which means that the skaters
will probably return a day or so
early for team practice.
SOPH HOP TO BE
FEBRUARY 19th-20th THE BOWDOIN ORIENT KNIGHT LECTURE ON SEAHAWKS - PASTIME - TONIGHTIT





at Meetings Here Last
Saturday
OVER 100 DELEGATES
The members of the Sophomore
class, voting in fraternity groups
recently approved a $5.00 tax upon
each member. This tax entitles
the payer to tickets for the Soph
Hop Formal at no further cost.
It is urged that all Sophomores
cooperate with the committee in
charge by paying this fee as soon
as possible.
VISITING PROFESSOR
FINDS MUCH GOOD IN
AMERICAN COLLEGES
Youthful Spirit and Air of
Friendship Inspires
Bompiani
Many Problems of Modern Physical
Training Discussed by
Conferees
On Saturday. January 10. the third
annual conference of Physical Educa-
tion Teachers. Health Officers and
Nurses was held in Memorial Hall. Be-
ginning at nine o'clock several noted
speakers gave their views on Physical
Education. Prof. Roland Cobb was in
the chair and expressed the feeling
that he was glad the college was
realizing its obligation to the com-
munity as a free-of-tax institution.
This was the third conference of this
nature held here at Bowdoin, and Mr.
Cobb pointed oijt the manv ways in
which it had grown. The various and
sundry exhibits found upon the walls
and elsewhere were explained as hav-
ing been placed there by the Maine
Health Association. These exhibits
dealt mainly with the physical educa-
tion problems by which so many
schools are now faced.
Then Prof. Cobb went on to intro-
duce Miss Marjorie Bouve whose sub-
ject was "Athletics for Girls in
Maine". It seems that there is no
state organization for physical educa-
tion. As a result, the school physical
training schedule 'suffers. She ex-
plained how one could use an appar-
ently small place to develop many
sports. Ingenuity, not a great deal of
money, is what is primarily needed.
In beginning a program for a new
year the part dealing with athletics
should be organized first and the rest
afterwards. In order to attain the
physical education one must have
strong leadership and allow other
things such as rhythmic work to enter
in with it. The goal of a community,
according to Miss Bouve, should be an
entire group of well trained youth,
rather than several Olympic stars. She
went on to show how physical educa-
tion should yield a life of maximum
value. Beginning at the bottom and
progressing slowly is better; research
must be carried on.
A short interval was taken up by
informal discussion from the floor of
what had been said. Prof. Cobb then
introduced Mr. Bertram E. Packard.
Commissioner of Education, as the
next speaker. Mr. Packard said that
(ConUnued on Pas* S)




Jan. 14 Zoology 1
Jan, 16 Chemistry 7
Jan. 19 French 7
Jan. 20 Latin 1
Jan. 22 Physics 7
,
English 11
REV. R.B. BRAGG TALKS
ON MODERN RELIGION
Points to Three Great Prob-
lems Facing present
World
"What Shall We Expect from Re-
ligion ?" was the subject of a suc-
! cinct but forceful and challenging
talk, at last Sunday's chapel service,
delivered by the Reverend Raymond
i Bennett Bragg of Chicago, Secretary
i
of the Western Council of Unitarian
\ Churches. The speaker, a young man,
' with an interesting manner of speak-
ing and keenly alive to the problems
I
of modern life, discussed the prac-
1 tical side of religion and pointed out
' that religion must solve the problems
;
of today.
The most difficult problem with
1 which religionists are confronted, to-
day, is "What is Religion?" Many
opinions have been expressed but the
I
diversity of these only reveals that
each has been colored by the preju-
dices of its author. Religion, apart
i from its Gods and saviours seems to
|
be man's effort to lead a satisfying
life and to create a satisfying world
I for men to live in.
There are three situations that
}
modern religion has to face in help-
ing man to lead a satisfying life.
I
Religion today must aid in the recon-
j
struction of the social order building
! up an order in which spiritual values
|
will predominate. War and Poverty
(Continued on page 2)
IBSEN'S GHOSTS TO
BE SOPH HOP PLAY
Masque and Gown Considers Putting
on Production in Memorial
Hall
Discusses Causes and Effects of War,
and Means for Its
Prevention
At a session of the Gardiner Rotary
Club last Wednesday. George L. Lam,
a Hungarian student studying at Bow-
doin, gave an interesting talk on the
various phases of war and possible
means of preventing international dis-
order. Introduced by President Da-
vid F. Kelley, Mr. Lam held his audi-
ence by a description of conditions
that affected not only himself but each
of his listeners.
"War is a very bad business," he
stated simply. "The nations are the
customers who take their goods on
credit and in redoubling amounts dur-
ing the crisis, but who cannot repay
their creditors, the people, when the
money is most needed by them for eco-
nomic restoration. As an illustration.
I might mention my father's estate
which, before the war. was worth ap-
proximately $9,8Q0 in American
money. It new has a value of around
$0.70. Dependent on this, surely I
cannot be expected to spend money to
help commerce for the livelihood of
thousands of others. And my govern-
ment cannot pav my claims in any
way that will benefit me personally.
I am hindered in my future- plan for
life. Naturally I revolt from the idea
of waa, and its effects.
The New Economic Cycle
"What about the present economic
conditions in Europe and America?
All of Europe has lost a great deal of
wealth in this bad business, and the
results will last through several gen-
erations. America, possessing about
two-thirds of the world's wealth, has
no market in Europe for its otherwise
flourishing business.
"Higher standards of living and bet-
ter education would tend to lessen the
influences for war. Teaching the peo-
ple to enjov a pride only in work thev
themselves have done, and the main-
tenance of a balance of wages where-
by the lowest yearly income would be
$2,000. are other possible steps
against war. A desire for the use-
less luxuries of life should be subordi-
nated and the money thus saved put
into something that would give em-
ployment to other people. Give high-
er wages to the workers and thev in
turn will spend more money.
"Your excellent sporting system is
a fine institution for taking the lust
for war out of vour sons, as thev may
live out their instinct to fight in their
football and hockey games.
Internationalism Desirable
"Great artists of this centurv have
alwavs been thought of as interna-
tional, as belonging to the world at
large. Paderewski. Rachmaninoff, or
(GMtteaa* oa ra*» S)
The second play of the year to be
given by the Masque and Gown has
been chosen by the committee, and
sanctioned by Professor Gray; it is to
be Henrik Ibsen's well known drama,
"Ghosts". It may be interesting to
note that, although Professor Gray
teaches this play, he did not instigate
the choice of it, but left the initiative
to the society's committee.
The tryouts for "Ghosts", which is
to be given at Soph Hop time, were
held last evening in the loft of Me-
morial Hall. One remarkable feature
of the production is that it has only
one setting—that, an interior. Be-
cause of this fact, the idea is now cur-
rent to try as an experiment the pro-
duction of "Ghosts" in the renovated
auditorium of Memorial Hall instead
of the Cumberland Theatre.
Remarkable also, and advantageous
because of approaching mid-year ex-
ams is the fact that there are only
five characters in the play. These five
places were filled by the tryouts held
fast night, the results of which were
unavailable in time for publication.
An indomitable spirit of youth and
a real feeling of kindness and friend-
ship were Professor Enrico Bom-
piani's chief impressions of America
and Bowdoin College as expressed
during an interview with a member
of the Orient staff. He made several
rather poignant comments, revealing
ideas on the college, the American
educational system, and international
connections.
Professor Bompiani expressed the
wish to mention first the real friend-
ship which had been accorded him
while in Brunswick, a kindness which
had made him feel more at home
there than in any other part of the
country. He liked the subtle influ-
ence of old traditions found in the
college, the rather aristocratic sense,
and particularly the humanistic tra-
ditions which descend from such men
as Longfellow. The Professor con-
sidered that these literary connections
of the college were the greatest link
between Bowdoin and himself.
Approves Small College
Fundamentally the idea of the
small college agreed with his ideal-
of education. He thought that the
small college, situated in a small
town, was far superior to the large
university, even though he repre-
sented that type of large school.
When asked whether he noticed any
difference in the students here and in
Italy, Professor Bompiani remarked
that any differences might be caused
by the dissimilarity in the two sys-
tems of education. In Italy the sec-
ondary schools, which are here called
high schools, are parts of the univer-
sity and must be passed before any
university work can be done. In these
secondary schools each student must
take a prescribed amount of general
background work; therefore when he
gets to the university proper, he is
prepared to begin to specialize im-
mediately. The Professor suggested
that if the high schools in the United




Problems of Present -Day
College Life Discussed
at Atlanta
Arthur L. Crimmins, President of
the Student Council, was a delegate
to the sixth annual Congress of the
National Student Federation of Amer-
ica, held December 29-January 2nd,
at the Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, At-
lanta, Georgia, which was attended
by 195 delegates representing colleges
and universities throughout the coun-
try. Georgia School of Technology
acted as host to the boys and Agnes
Scott School was the hostess to the
girls.
The program included, not only dis-
cussion groups on various student
problems, plenary sessions and
speeches by various educational and
political leaders, but also several
pleasant social functions especially
arranged for the delegates by the
hosts and hostesses.
Opening of the Congress was offi-
cially made by Mr. E. R. Murrow,
President of the N. S. F. A. He
congratulated the delegates for their
achievements during the past year
and for their interest in national and
international affairs. He stressed the
I purpose of the Congress and the or-
]
ganization. He said that the N. S.
F. A. is an idealistic venture and that
his faith was a result of a study
made by those working with the fed-
i
eration. He said that the keynote
of the Congress should be the link-
ing up of emotional enthusiasm and a
hard-headed, dynamic drive toward
some definite object.
Addresses of welcome in behalf of
Georgia Tech and Agnes Scott were
made by Dean Floyd Fields, Dean of
Men at Georgia Tech, Dr. Brittain,
President of Georgia Tech and Dr.
i
McCain, President of Agnes Scott
|
School. At this first meeting also a
portrait of great value of David Storr
j
Jordan, painted by Winifred Rieber,
wap presented to the Congress. In
presenting this portrait, Mr. Murrow
referred to Mr. Jordan's high ideals
anj understanding of matters of


















MUCH OF INTEREST IN
CURRENT ALUMNUS
Editorial on The Future of




Last Saturday evening a new fea-
ture on the Moulton Union program
was inaugurated when Professor C.
H. Gray of the English department
read to a fair-sized audience
of undergraduates. The selections
chosen for this first program were
Joseph M. Marsh's "The Setup", and
"A Tragedian in Spite of Himself"
by Anton Chelchov. It is planned to
carry out a series of these readings
at the Union each Saturday night.
This week Professor Gray has chosen
a part of Cumming's "The Enor-




Professor Bruneau, who has just
returned to France rfter a year at
Bowdoin College, told an audience at
the University of Nancy on January
sixth that America has succeeded in
improving the human species.
The professor depicted for his
hearers what he called the social-
charitable type produced in America,
which he regarded as having been
made possible by high standards of
living and by true sentiments of
democracy. He said America had a
general kindliness and friendliness
which might at first appear slightly
mechanical, but which was really
genuine.
Professor Bruneau concluded his
talk by saying greater understanding
between Frenchmen and Americans
would be the best possible guarantee
for human advancement and for
peace.
Today the January issue of The
Bowdoin Alumnus made its appear-
ance bearing the silhouette of the
Hon. James Bowdoin. The alumni
themselves have done much work in
this, the second issue of the vear. On
the editorial page Leland M. Good-
rich '20 has written an editorial en-
titled "The Future of the Small Col-
lege" which presents a very interest-
ing aspect of the controversy over the
position of the small college in Ameri-
can education.
The powers of the President and the
Board of Trustees is discussed at some
length by Henry Hill Pierce '96. A
summary of the important events of
the college year including an account
of Alumni Day. a summary of the 1930
Football Season bv F. A. Smith '12.
and a story on the lecture delivered by
Randolph Churchill, are the other
articles written by alumni.
• A most interesting article on the
work of Visiting Professor Enrico
Bompiani of University of Rome who
is here under the Tallman Foundation.
Other articles in this latest Alumnus
are those on Rev. Ebenezer Bean, Bow-
doin's oldest graduate. James Parker
Pettegrove. the second Rhodes scholar
to come from Bowdoin in the last two
years, and finally an article entitled
"Bowdoin Men in Who's Who in
America."
Mr. H. M. Anderson of the New
York Sun tells us of the new portrait
of Edward Page Mitchell '71, editor
of The Sun. which has been presented
to the College bv William Thompson
Dewart. The British painter, Frank
O. Salisbury, Esq.. has done the por-
trait which has received commenda-
tion in the public press of the countrv.
As usual there are campus notes,
alumni notes, announcements, and ath-
letic schedules which go to complete
this latest issue of The Alumnus. ,
B&CAXSt WREST HARD
CONTEST FROM WHITE
Goals by Richardson and
Sloan in Final Period Make
Score 3 to 2
A new spirit in economics, govern-
ment, and policy was the explanation
of one of the world's greatest marvels
of the present day, the rejuvenated
Italy, according to Professor Enrico
Bompiani of the University of Rome
in a lecture given last Wednesday. De-
claring that recent propaganda pub-
lished in criticism of the Italian na-
tion is not "a contribution to good-
will and to international understand-
ing which is what we human fellows
|
most particularly need", the lecturer
offered proof contrary to many of the
I
rumors forwarded bv the press.
The professor said. "Mv goal is. bv
the exposition of some facts, to
sharpen your interest toward Italy, to
mak<! you careful in accepting state-
ments regarding Italv and in drawing
conclusions from them." He then con-
tinued to produce a complete series of
facts in a lecture which did much to
give the hearers a rather different
idea of his nation. He proceeded in
substance as follows:
Resume of Lecture
As impossible as a short explana-
tion of the Einstein theory is the task
of removing all prejudice in regard to
Italy from vour minds in the limited
period of an hour. It is almost incon-
ceivable to try to show the complete
picture of present-dav Italy in a short
hour so as to bring about the desired
spirit of good-will between the Italian
• nation and the United States.








Many Prominent Figures of Scientific




The cuts having been made, both
the Musical Clubs are now functioning
harmoniously. The total number en-
rolled is about thirty-three in the
Glee Club and twenty in the Instru-
mental Club. Intensive rehearsals are
whipping both Clubs into shape for
their approaching concert season. The
Glee Club will take part in the In-
tercollegiate Contest at Yale on Fri-
day, February 27; then the Instru-
mental Club will join them at the Uni-
versity Club in Boston for a combined
concert there the following evening.
The complete list of members fol-
lows:
Instrumental Club
S. D. Abramovitz '34, H. F. Cleaves
'32, J. Creighton, Jr., '32, H. H. Ever-
ett '34, E. L. Fay, Jr., '33, R. L. Gold-
smith '34, O. E. Hanscom TO, F. W.
Harlow '32, Kendall, G. L. Lara
•81, A- P. Lunt "32, W. D. Munro *32,
G. B. Parker '32, y. F. Philbrick '34,
R. N. Sanger "32, G. T. Sewall *82,
(Continued on pane S)
The Bowdoin hockey team suffered
its third setback of the season at Lew-
iston. last Monday evening. ' by the
narrow margin of 3-2. to a combina-
tion which will no doubt be. undisput-
edly, irrefragably, and inevitably
Shinny Champions of America.
Referee Lindquist who presided
over the melee must have prepared
for the job in the bull rings of Spain,
for anything short of a race riot was
perfectly satisfactory to him. This
game was merely a more fully devel-
oped edition of the Colby fray. The
meeting between the Mule and the
Bobcat is going to be a backwoods
struggle — distinctly primeval but
"hardly hockey.
The game opened auspiciously. Gar-
celon and Rosenfeld clashed on the
face-off. and the White center gained
the rubber. Starting from the blue line
he skated down the ice with Rose and
Sloan in combination. On a pass
Sloan stickhandled his wav through
the Garnet defence to take a shot at
Farrell. guardian of the strings. Far-
rell turned the shot off. and Lord car-
ried back for Bates. With Lord and
Oarcelon in combination in the mid-
|
die of the period Mr. McKluskv. right
j
wingman of the Garnet aggregation,
managed to take a shot off the side
boards and drive it bv Stockman for
the first score of the game. Mean-
while plav was distinguished bv all
types of illegalities. Tripping, slash-
ing and high stick-handling being
among the high crimes and misde-
meanors.
Herby Rose was attempting to res-
cue the puck from the stick of Lord
in the second period and was having
his hands full in doing so. The rubber
was directly behind the Garnet cage
and Cageman Farrell abandoned his
duties as guardian of the draperies for
the moment, came behind the cage,
grabbed Rose by the shoulder, swung
right haymaker from the ground to
send the White captain to the ice.
somewhere the other side of conscious-
( Continued on paire 3)
CAPT. C. W. R. KNIGHT
GIVES ILLUSTRATED
TALK HERE TONIGHT
Naturalist to Speak on Sea Hawks at
Second Appearance at
Bowdoin
Tonight at 8 o'clock Captain Charles
W. R. Knight will deliver a lecture.
"Sea Hawks", illustrated with moving
pictures, at the Pastime Theatre.
In this second lecture at Bowdoin
Captain Knight will describe the life
and habits of the Sea Hawks, or the
Osprey, which were exterminated in
Great Britain about twentv vears ago.
At that time the eggs of the onlv
i surviving hawk were stolen by col-
I lectors. The scene of the picture
j
moves from the British Isles to Gar-
diner's Island, off Long Island, a world
I
famous bird sanctuary, now harbor-
| ing the largest osprey colony in ex-
I istence. Approximately four hundred
' pairs of these birds are kept safe on
this island. Shown in the picture are
, scenes on Gardiner's Island of os-




Governor Gardiner recently ap-
pointed Lieutenant-Colonel Sherman
N. Shumway, a graduate of Bowdoin
I in the class of 1917. to succeed retir-
j ing Colonel James W. Eastman of
i Fryeburg as a member of his staff,
which otherwise remains unchanged.
Colonel Shumway. a brilliant ath-
lete while at Bowdoin. entered the
World War with Company E of the
Second Maine Infantrv (later the One
Hundred and Third Infantry), and was
promoted from second lieutenant suc-
cessively to lieutenant-colonel. He
was with the Hundred and Third (YP)
throughout the war. making a distin-
guished record. At present he prac-
tices law in Bangor.
CLASS OF '68 PRIZE
SPEAKERS GIVEN OUT
H. C. KNIGHT, CLASS
OF 1898, HONORED
Plans for the coming Institute of
Natural Sciences have been completed
by a facultv committee headed bv
Professor Manton Coneland. Some of
the most prominent figures in natural
science today have arranged to give
lectures here at some time during the
first two weeks after the Easter vaca-
tion. This Institute will be the fifth
in a series begun in 1923. when the
subject chosen was "Modern History",
and continued at intervals of two
years with "Modern Literature".
"Art", and "The Social Sciences". The
Institutes have sought to give the stu-
dent body, the community, and the
friends of the college an opportunity
to hear something of the problems
which_claim the attention of the lead-
ers in the several fields of activity
represented. The specific fields of
natural science to be represented in
the coming Institute are: Astronomy.
Biologv. Chemistry. Geography. Geol-
ogy, Medicine, Physics and Psychol-
ogy.
Professor Julian Huxley's lecture on
November 5, on the subject of "De-
velopment. Heredity and Evolution",
can be considered as the first lecture
of the present series. The lecture was
delivered in the fall as Professor Hux-
ley will not be available as a speaker
during the regular Institute period.
Noted Astronomer to Speak
Doctor Harlow Shapley. director of
the Harvard College Observatory, and
probably the most learned astronomer
of the East, will speak on Tuesday.
April 7, taking as his subject "The
Cosmic Panorama." A graduate of
the University of Missouri and a
holder of the honorary LL.D. from
that institution, he received his Ph.D.
at Princeton in 1913. going at once
to the Mount Wilson Observatory, in
California, from which position he was
called to Harvard in 1921. He is a
member of manv scientific societies
and was awarded the Draper Medal bv
the National Academy of Science in
1926. in which vear he received the
University Medal at Brussels when he
was an exchange lecturer to the Uni-
versities of Belgium.
Professor Kirkley F. Mather, also
of the scientific staff at Harvard, will
speak on the "Sons of the Earth: the
Geologist's View of History" on Wed-
nesday evening. April 8. A graduate
of Denison University, he holds his
Ph.D. from the University of Chi-
cago, having also been honored bv an
Sc.D. from his Alma Mater in 1929.
He has served as instructor and pro-
fessor of Geology. Paleontology and
Physiography at a number of institu-
tions and since 1925 has been Chair-
man of the Department of Geology
(Continued on Page 2)
TRIALS FOR DEBATE
TEAM TO BE HELD
TOMORROW EVENING
General Topic for Several Debates
to be Unemployment
Insurance
The speakers for the class of 1868
Prize Speaking Contest have been an-
nounced by Professor Wilmot B. Mit-
chell. On Tuesday evening, January
20, at 8 o'clock in Memorial Hall the
six speakers will deliver their papers.
The following men have been chosen
out of the ten provisional speakers:
Walter Parker Bowman, James Byers
Colton, II, John Thomas Gould, Law-
rence Cooper Jenks, Albert Edward
Jenkins, and Robert Morton McFar-
land. At this writing the titles of
the six papers and the list of judges
are not ready for publication but will
be announced in an early issue of The
Orient.
The Class of 1868 Prize is an award
of forty-five dollars "given annually
to the author of the best written and
spoken oration in the Senior Class".
Elected President of New England
Council, All-New England Devel-
opment Corp.
Mr. Harry C. Knight. Bowdoin '98.
was recently elected president of the
New England Council, all-New Eng-
land development corporation, at its
annual meeting at Hartford. Conn.
Mr. Knight, a successful and promi-
nent business man, is president of the
Southern New England Telephone
Company and director of several oth-
er telephone companies in New Eng-
land. He is a director of the Union
and New Haven Trust Co., the Secur-
ity Trust Co.. New Haven Hospital
and the New Haven Community
Chest: trustee of the New Haven Sav-
ings Bank and the Hopkins Grammar
School, besides being a member of the
New Haven City Planning Commis-
sion.
Mr. Knight is a member of Alpha
Delta Phi Fraternity.
Trials for the Bowdoin Debating
team, which has before it one of the
longest trips for which a Bowdoin
team has ever had to prepare, and one
which will take the men as far west
as Michigan, will be held this coming
Thursday. January 15. The general
topic will be unemployment insurance,
which will be the subject of several of
the debates.
The trip will start February 9 with
a debate with Union College. Sche-
nectady. N. Y.. and will finish prob-
ably at Tufts February 19. Although
the annual debate will be held at
Tufts this year, the date has not been
actually decided upon but will prob-
ably be at the end of the trip as stated.
The trip will include debates with
Union College at Schenectady. N. Y..
the subject being uncertain: Buffalo
University at Buffalo, N. Y.. the sub-
ject being. "Resolved, that the states
should enact legislature providing
compulsory unemployment insurance
to which the employe shall contrib-
ute": Albion College. Albion. Mich.,
the subject being the same except that
.the qualifying clause reads "to which
the employer shall contribute": Deni-
son University. Granville. Ohio, sub-
ject uncertain: Pittsburgh University
at Pittsburgh, Pa., the subject being
uncertain: Dickinson College. Carlisle.
Pa., the subject being the same as
that with Albion College, and with
Lafayette University. Easton. Pa., the
subject being. "Resolved, that the ex-
pansion of the chain stores is detri-
mental to the interests of the Ameri-
can people."
February 27 Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College will debate here on
the unemployment insurance question.
The Swarthmore women's team will
debate here March 6 on the same ques-
tion. The debate with Amherst will
be at Brunswick, probably in the lat-
ter part of April. Tentative arrange-
ments have been made with Colgate
for a debate here probably in the third
week of March.
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Master of Arts, Bowdoin
Someone recently made the statement that no institution of
learning should be called a College unless it gave the Master of
Arts degree, and added that those who merely granted the Bach-
elor degree should be relegated to the Junior College class. In
support of this statement, he advanced the theory that the atmos-
phere created by the active research of the graduate student pro-
vided a spur to the undergraduate — a spur often sorely needed.
We wonder how such a theory would work out here at Bowdoin.
The spur, admittedly, would not be wasted altogether. There is
little here of that atmosphere of scholastic activity so noticeable
in an institution which graduate students attend. Research and
individual work are present here, but in a very minor degree. Some
initiative is required in the preparation of major theses, and in
certain departments, individual work is actively encouraged. One
course, Zoology 7-8, is definitely described in the catalog as a re-
search course. But, after all, individual work should be encouraged
to a greater extent than this. Perhaps it is rather a big step to
advocate the awarding of a Master's degree, and yet we wonder if
that is not a step which Bowdoin will be forced to take in the near
future if she wishes to maintain her present scholastic reputation.
We cannot help but feel that to provide courses for graduate stu-
dents today would not be a premature move. We believe that there-
are plenty of students who would take advantage of the opportu-
nities thus afforded. Of course, a large number would not. but the
presence of even a few graduate students on campus would un-
doubtedly heighten interest in things scholastic.
No doubt, with Bowdoin's present equipment, such a step would
be quite impossible, but a gradual strengthening of the various de-
partments and increased opportunity and inducement for individ-
ual work would be a feasible and, we believe, a very concrete ad-
vance in the right direction. Enlarging the faculty, the plant and
the curriculum, we feel, Would be a very useful and fitting way to
employ such funds as might be available.
of unemployment, and still other
homes had such a number of members
that the father was unable to meet
the needs of all. At some of the
homes onlv the head of the family ap-
pealed at the door, and if we entered,
the other members scattered out of
>isrht. but throusrh curiosity mieht put
in an appearance from a different di-
rection. One or two of the dinners
were accepted with apparent indiffor-
once, which was most probablv hesita-
tion on the part of the family to re-
ceive charitv because of pride. But
most of the dinners brouo-ht forth such
exclamations as. "1 didn't expect anv-
thine like this!" or "This certainly
"vikes it seem like Christmas!" in ad-
1 dition to a sincere "Thank you".
It certainly was (?reat fun to have
the privilege of presenting the jrifts,
^^ s^s and it is you fellows who made it
No. 20 possible for these people to enjoy
their Christmas.
N. W. P. '32.
Mustard and Cress
Have a Chair!
We note with high pleasure that the Library has replaced the
barbaric contraptions we formerly sat upon, and on which we
tried to study, with chairs that not only add to the beauty of the
reading-room but also to the comfort of its patrons. The old chairs
received some pretty harsh treatment during their long service
and showed it. Most visitors of the sort that notice such things
went away with the impression that Bowdoin men have a predilec-
tion for hob-nailed boots. We respectfully suggest that the new
chairs be accorded the respect which their newness and comfort
should command. In other words, be careful with the feet.
"Can youth be conservative?" Tis
rumored by certain ones who ought
to know and who oupht to know bet-
ter that our own dear Mr. Churchill's
son, him as kindly condescended late-
ly to tell us everything we didn't
know, is making eyes at and spending
the paternal funds on a choice bit of
middle-west femininity. She happens
to be of the clan of Abraham, Isaac
and Yacob, which points to interest-
ing complications about to be compli-
cated. Can youth be conservative?
Some of the freshmen are laugh-
ing at the man who had an Austin and
a Ford, and when it came cold weath-
er he decided to put up the big car
for the winter.
Many of the freshmen are planning
to attend the '68 prize speaking con-
test.
Walter Winchell (to whom we are
now and then indebted as well, how-
ever m.ich we hate to admit it) is re-
ported as having liked the new Growl-
er very much. "I seem to have heard
some of the jokes before, however,"
he is supposed to have said as he
opened a letter and took out another
Austin joke. *
This Friday will be a great day in
that it is the anniversary of the rati-
fication of the prohibition amendment.
Did no one else know that, or did you.
too, get one of those convenient desk
calendars for Christmas?
To make those in authority feel
good, we wish to assert that just as
soon as convenient we will pay the
38 cents we owe at the library, and
state that we thoroughly agree with
the policy in vogue.
During the scholarship application
.-eason the students can find solace in
the fact that the Lord dealt kindly
with the Hebrew midwives when they
prevaricated to Pharaoh.
On the Ice
Unquestionably Colby had that hockey game just there last Sat-
urday. In fact, it is the honest opinion of most of the spectators,
both Bowdoin and Colby men, that the visitors could have won that
game even without the referee. However, another fact upon which
both Bowdoin and Colby men seem to be in agreement is that the
refereeing left much to be desired. If we remember aright, there
was talk of this sort last year. It would seem that a change of
air migmM>e a good thing. Surely an official should not make bit-
ter and slighting remarks about either of the colleges engaging in
a game which he is refereeing. His knowledge of the year's hockey
rules is also a prerequisite. As we have said above, this is not a
protest over the defeat incurred last Saturday. Bowdoin played
as good a game of hockey as deficiency of ice for practice would
permit ; we were purely and simply beaten by a better team, and
are quite ready to admit it. What Bowdoin needs is a covered
hockey rink, or else a long hard winter!
Along about this time do you
secretly and openly wish for the sum-
mer months, when the sun is high and
warm, trees are dressed and singing
from wjthin, brooks run low and mur-
muring, lazy in the mossy riparian
regions, humming birds and mosqui-
toes dance in the moonlight—well, the
picture may not be so good, -but the
idea is—do you wish summer were
here and it was all over again—or
are you majoring in psychology ?
As we get to this point it starts to
snow, so we will fold up the type-
writer and move over by the window
where we can watch the snow-flakes
filter down. We'd rather see a snow-
storm than ten of the latest 100',;
talkies.
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient:
This communication is written upon
the suegestion of certain interested
parties.
On the mornine of Dec. 17. Warren
S. Palmer '32. president of the newly
reorganized Christian Association,
und Ned W. Packard '32, an active
member, stood outside the chapel
doors to receive donations for the
benefit of the Brunswick poor at the
Christmas season. President Sills had
previously made an announcement to
this effect, at the same time commend-
ing the new organization for its re-
vival. It was thoueht that it mieht be
of interest to the students, who so
eenerouslv srave of their own. to know
how much was received and for what
purpose it was used. The amount to-
taled $23.05. a very srood representa-
tion of the Bowdoin spirit in things
of this nature. The active members
of the association had. agreed to dup-
licate whatever sum was obtained. b\
drawine from the amount allowed the
association by the collejre for its ex-
penses. So approximately $45.00 was
to be spent.
Being the onlv active member re-
maining at college durine the Christ-
mas holidavs, I volunteered to take the
job of spending the money. Names of
needy families were obtained from
Mrs. Sarah Cook, the Brunswick police
matron, and clothes or dinners were
eiven according to her sueeestions. I
bought two simple dresses for one
girl, six years old. and a cap and
sweater for one boy. fourteen years
old. Unfortunately one of these chil-
dren was in bed. and the other not at
home when I arrived, so I did not have
the pleasure of presentinjr the erifts
to the riehtful recipients. Dinners,
ranging in price from $2.50 to $5.00.
according to the number of individuals
in the family, were presented to eight
families. These dinners were pur-
chased at Short's Market, and credit
is due Mr. Short for having a special
trip made for these deliveries with
truck and driver.
The homes which the driver and I
vi sited possessed different atmos-
pheres. Some were neat in their sim-
plicity whije others were ouite unclean
through neglect, perhaps from lazi-
ness, perhaps from despondency. Some
were scenes of sickness, others, scenes
CHAPEL SPEAKER ASKS
NEW VIEWPOINTS
(Continued from Pas* 1)
are two conditions which must be
eradicated from the social order. This
can be done not so much through
prayers and services, although they
have their place, as through seeking
a technique and a pattern on which to
reconstruct the world, a quest in
which the scientists such as the
sociologists must play an important
part. Religion has hitherto often been
used merely to comfort the oppressed.
It should be used in trying to remedy
the defects of civilization. One must
stamp out of one's mind the idea that
the ills of mankind are a part of an
almighty plan.
The Problem of Morality
The second situation that religion
must face is the problem of morality.
If morality is to survive it must in-
terpret life properly. A cold Cal-
vinistic morality whose aim is to
crush and to repress the natural de-
sires of man is not suitable and can-
not be permanent. A true morality-
should allow men to satisfy their na-
tural desires one after the other but
should not allow men to satisfy one
desire at the expense of others.
The third situation that religion
must face is that of rediscovering
the individuality of man which is now
smothered by social and moral in-
fluences. This can be done by aiding
man in achieving his primary de-
sires. One of the desires common to
all men is the desire for security—that
is, to have the same things tomorrow
which one enjoyed today. The sec-
ond great desire is for recognition.
Professor Hocking of Harvard has
said that happiness comes in the dis-
covery that one belongs to something,
that one is identified with something.
As culture ladvances, we notice, a
man seeks to identify himself with
more and more things. The third de-
sire is one for creative activity. There
are several ways of satisfying this
desire. One of them is making old
things new like the man who recent-
ly preached that the earth was flat.
Another way to satisfy the creative
urge is to live on the borderlines
where new ideas, new possibilities and
new ideals are being formulated.
The fourth desire common to all men
is for response as in friendship and
in love, or in the words of the mys-
tics "that which fills the cup".
SCIENCE INSTITUTE TO
BE IMPORTANT EVENT
(Continued from Pace 1)
and Geography at Harvard. A mem-
ber of manv scientific organizations,
he is also well known as an author,
two of his best known books being
"Mother Earth" and "Science in
Search of Cod." both published in
1928.
On April 9. Professor Daytop C.
Miller, of the Case School of Applied
Science at Cleveland. Ohio, will pre-
sent "Demonstrations on Visible
Sound." A graduate of Baldwin Uni-
versity, he holds the degree of D.Sc.
from Princeton. Miami, and Dart-
mouth, and was given an LL.D. by
Western Reserve in 1927. He is a
member of manv important scientific
organizations and has served as pres-
ident of the American Physical Asso-
ciation. The holder of several gold
medals foi research in his field, he is
the author of a number of books, in-
cluding "The Science of Musical
Sounds."
Professor George H. Parker, biolo-
gist and neurologist, who will speak
here on Friday. April 10. has chosen
as his lecture subject "Animal Colora-
tion and the Nervous System." Pro-
fessor Parker has been director of the
zoological laboratory at Harvard since
1C06. having graduated at that insti-
tution and been granted its degree of
Sc.D. He has done a great deal of
writing and constructive research in
his field and in 1914" was sent bv the
United States government to investi-
gate the Pribilof seal herd.
History of Psychology to be
Discussed
Professor Kdvvard G. Bor.ng. grad-
uate and holder of the doctorate from
Cornell, will discuss "The Rise of
Scientific Psychology" on April 11.
In addition to teaching at Cornell,
Clark University and Harvard, where
since 1924 he has been director of the
psychological laboratory. Professor
Boring has served the United States
government in his field, being attached
to the Surgeon-General's Office during
the latter part of the World War. He
is the author of "History of Experi-
mental Psychology" and a contributor
to numerous scientific magazines.
On the following Mondav. April 13.
Professor Charles H. Hertv of New
York, former president of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society, will speak on
"Chemistry's Service in the Promotion
of Industrial Research in America."
A graduate of the University of
Georgia, with advanced study in Ger-
many and at Johns Hopkins, where he
received his Ph.D.. he has had an in-
teresting career as college professor,
expert consultant to the United State?
Department of Agriculture and to sev-
eral associations of manufacturing
chemists, and also the one-time editor
of the Journal of Industrial and Engi-
neering Chemistry. Retiring as ad-
visor to the Chemical Foundation in
1928. he is now an industrial consul-
tant in New York Citv.
Director of American Geographical
t Society to Speak
Dr. Isaiah Bowman. Director of the
American Geographical Society, will
discuss "The Invitation of the Earth"
on April 14. A Harvard graduate, he
received his Ph.D. at Yale where he
was given an honorary A.M. in 1921.
As an active geographer in the field
he has led expeditions into South
America and has served as advisor to
a number of important governmental
commissions, being chief territorial
specialist of the American Commis-
sion to Negotiate Peace at the close of
the World War. He is a member of
geographical societies throughout the
world and holds several gold medals
for special work along this line. Doc-
tor Bowman is the author of several
books of importance and of many
papers on the geographv of South
America. He was a speaker at the
Bowdoin Institute of Modern Historv.
On April 15. Doctor Florence R.
Sabin of the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research, will present as her
topic "Recent Studies of the Chemis-
try of Bacteria as Applied to Disease."
A graduate of Smith College, she
holds the degree of M.D. from Johns
Hopkins and honorary degrees of
Sc.D. from Smith, the University of
Michigan and Mount Holvoke College.
She is the author of manv books and
articles in the field of Anatomv and is
looked upon as one of the outstanding
women scientists of the present time.
The final lecturer in this vear's In-
stitute will be Professor Edward G.
Conklin of Princeton University,
speaking on "Fitness, the Great Prob-
lem of Life and Evolution." A grad-
uate of Ohio Weslevan University
with a Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins, he
holds honorary Sc.D.'s from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania and from his
Alma Mater and has also been grant-
ed his LL.D. bv Western Reserve Uni-
versity. He is a member of manv
scientific societies and has served as
President of the American Society of
Zoologists and American Society of
Naturalists. He is the author of sev-
Continued on Face 8





Direct Entrance from B. A. M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Hew England's Most Medemly
Equipped and Perfectly
ppoinieo frosei
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
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RATES—ROOM AND BATH
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No Higher
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Nothing small about this work
Reaching out to the far corners of the
earth for raw materials of telephone ap-
paratus, is a Western Electric function
in the Bell System.
To assure adequate sources of supply,
men engaged in this work of mass pur-
chasing continually search the entire
•jlobe. To buy wisely, they study all
factors affecting prices—economic and
labor conditions, transportation facil-
ities, freight rates—on a world-wide
scale. Each year their purchases, worth
many millions of dollars, include such
diverse products as platinum from
Russia, mica from India, asphalt from
Venezuela, flax from Belgium and
France.
All in all, a vast and fascinating task.
For men of keen business judgment,
the opportunity is there I
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTB R-CON N BCTI NG TELEPHONES
^THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
New Vanities — Combination Cigarette Case and Lighter
The Atarmist Perfumer — All with Bowdoin Seal
BOWDOIN SEAL CARDS
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
BOMPIANI ANALYZES
ITALIAN SITUATION
(Continued from P»k* 1)
BOMPIANI LOOKS AT
* U.S. COLLEGE LIFE
(Continued from oasa 1)
vouth." President Sills concluded,
"and the kind of education that you
here represent is certainlv of increas-
ing importance. It is well to keep in
mind what the function of vour pe-
States could be improved so as to culiar type of work is. The bodv is
give this compulsory general back- ! the habitation sen-ant _and sometimes
ground knowledge, the college could , the master of the nlmd It is.mpor-
then be a place of specialization and tan* t« build kw*ll That is the task,
consequently of greater value. This \ take it. which von have set out to
idea has indeed been carried out to I ° () -
a certain extent in the new Junior
College system in this country.
Foreign Foundations Important
He considered that foreign scholar-
ships and foundations are one of the
most important and commendable
phases of the college. These "mental
exchanges" which are brought about
by the presence of foreign profes-
sors in a college form perhaps the
most positive methods of influencing
international cooperation and good-
will.
The Professor commented briefly
upon the fraternity life and sports de-
partments of the college. He said
that in Italy there were no bodies*,
which would in any way resemble the
fraternities. Probably this could be
explained by the greater influence of
the family in his country. Likewise
intercollegiate sports of all kinds are
just beginning to spring up in Italian
schools, birt thus far have reached no
great heights of prominence as in
the United States.
Likes House Parties
Having attended the Christmas
house party, Professor Bompiani
could not but be impressed by it. In
fact his face was wreathed in smiles
as he became very enthusiastic on the
whole idea of the party.
He finally said that his outstanding
impression of America and, in partic-
ular, Bowdoin College, was the youth
of all whom he met, this youth which
gives life and spirit to one's whole
existence. It is this continual line
of youth of about the same age, pass-
ing before the eyes of any professor,
which makes the life of the teacher
most happy and which provides the
greatest interest in one's life, said the
Professor in closing the interview.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CONFERENCE HERE
iCnntinwd from Putt* 1)
mavbe the late progress of physical
education in Maine has not been no-
ticed but it is ever present. He went
on to talk of how when he went to
school the conditions were totally dif-
ferent. One must know his field be-
fore bee-inning, advocated Mr. Pack-
ard. Therefore he backed up with va-














School athletics and their place in
scholastic education constituted the
basis of the speech delivered bv Dr.
Jesse Feiring Williams, chief of the
Department of Physical Education in
Columbia University. "We should not
isolate athletics from other phases of
education." said Dr. Williams, contin-
uing the theme stressed bv President
Sills.
"From entrance to graduation the
school bears heavv responsibilities for
those in it. For this reason school ath-
letics are vital. They exert most pow-
erful influences on young people . . .
at the moment of an athletic contest
nothing is quite so important." These
reactions are. of course, ouite different
on both the plaver and the spectator.
"The wish to have the school con-
cern itself onlv with mental training
is too narrow." Nevertheless. Dr.
Williams said along this same trend,
that is' why studies and nhvsical ed-
ucation are separated. "Minds do not
come to school alone: the bodies must
accompany them." This emphasis on
mental education is the direct cause
for the "misfits in society."
Vital Need for Athletics
"The inherent desire of young peo-,
pie to play, to give vent to their dra-
matic emotions and to vie with one
another brings about the wish for
games." This wish, disregarded by
older, and so-called wiser people, was
fostered by the undergraduates. The
exercises sponsored by the elders also
grew, resulting in a dual department,
sometimes two utterly distinct groups
—physical training and athletics.
"Sports are taken for granted in
British schools and colleges." said Dr.
Williams. "The masters regard the
training of their teams as important
as classroom instruction." Opportuni-
ties for social contact are indeed acute
in a keen game, he averred. "Only
competent leadership can promote so-
cialization under conditions of stress
and strength. The setting of stand-
ards in plav become part of business
and industrial affairs."
Sports and Human Conduct
"The admonishments 'Plav the
game: Play fair: Hit the line: and
Follow through' are not mere cards
to grace the outer office of an execu-
tive, but a Dortion of the realistic Ian
To correct any mistaken ideas as
to mv countrv I must revert to facts,
historv, which shows us that no sys-
tem of government can be called the
best under all conditions. All are rela-
tively good and so historv gives us a
sort of vision and humility in iudgine
different systems.
To understand the value of Fascism
we must consider conditions following
the war. Italy, strangled economical-
ly, politically, and socially bv the war.
was in a state of great unrest under
the liberal eovefnment and heading
toward Bolshevism and anarchv.
Work of Mussolini
As a saviour of the people came
Mussolini, a man from the forge. Of
low parentage he rose to become
the Cincinnatus of the Italian race.
Supported by his own indomitable
will and by the consent of the masses
disgusted with the status of affairs.
Mussolini returned a united Italy to
the King,
Exceptional man as he isi he cannot
deserve the title of Dictator with all
its hateful meaning. Parliament has
j
not lost its i osition in Italy, and sen-
i ate control still remains intact. "If
1 Dictator means a man who denies that
j
there is room for personality in a
j
well-ordered community. Mussolini is
i
certainlv a Dictator: but then. Lin-
i coin also was a dictator ..."
The American press generally nre-
j
sents the grotesque side of Musso-
i lini. You must understand that he has
brought real government to his coun-
try, and that Italv does not groan, but
rather chortles, at the. new system.
Mussolini's aim is to bring harmony to
the countn' torn bv the pettv. unim-
portant strifes of the past.
Improved Economic System
In pointing out the achievements of
this government we will begin with
the economic system. From a budget
greatly exceeded in 1920 extensive re-
ductions in the cost of government
have brought about a large surplus on
the budgets of later years. War debts
are now being naid regylarlv. Italian
currency was stabilized. Internal fi-
nancial rehabilitation has also resulted
in the last few years and everything is
notable for the straightforwardness of
the government in facing all such dif-
ficulties.
The government does not plav the
demagogue; witness the drastic re-
ductions in the budgets of all depart-
ments of nublic expenditure, which
havo resulte ,1 in the firm upward trend
of the lire on the international mar-
kets.
Banks of a national character have
closed the vear with large earnings.
Italian government ami private loans
abroad have been almost completely
oliminated. On the other hand Italian
hanks have sent much capital to fi-
nance industry in other countries. In
spite of anv propaganda to the con-
trary Italy has neither tried nor has
any need to execute further loans. The
Government has issued the statement,
"Fascist Italy has no need of and does
not seek credit abroad."
(Contir.ue<7 on Tnce «>
Musical Clubs
(Continued trom Pas* 1)
P. T. Walters '32, J. R. Whipple, Jr.,
'31, W. E. Winslow '31, (Leader),
T. A, Wright '34.
Glee Club
N. W. Packard "32, F. G. Hall, 2d,
'34, R. F. Prince '34, R. A. Mawhin-
nev '33, W. E. Winslow '31, G. E. Gil-
lett '34, H. C. Allen, Jr., '34, E. D.
Greenlaw '32, L. A. Smith *31, G. P.
Robinson '31, J. G. Kraetzer '31, G.
C. • Bennett '34, G. T. Sewall '32, L.
G. Holbrook '34, M. T. Hickok '33, T.
D. Barnes '34, W. M. Kline '33, W. P.
Bowman '31, E. D. Densmore '32, R.
II. Graves '33, A, W. Tarbell '32, R.
H. Grant '33, A. E, Jenkins '31, W.
L. Bryan '33, A. S. Davis, Jr., '33,
J. Creighton, Jr., '32, E. P. Loring
"33, T. F. Johnston '32, V. F. Phil-
brick '34, O. W. Oilman '31, A. P.
Lunt '32, R. W. Card '31, W. H.
Lowell, Jr., '33.j— _
Knight Lecture Tonight
(Continued from pane 1)
need for a state director was stressed
by him and also promised bv him.
Such a man could make visits and ex-
amine existing conditions. Programs
should include the need for every child
and not for born athletes. The great
leisure of th» present day must be su-
perintended bv good training.
In speaking somewhat later on the
program on state progress in health
and physical education, Dr. Clifford
L. Brownell of Columbia University
showed how people had been educated
to health and how there was room for
improvement along that line. He also
pointed out how nhvsical education
helped the vouth of the day.
Afternoon Session
At noon all those present at the
conference were guests of the College
at a luncheon in the Muulton Union,
after which President sWsT"Ve1eofned
the delegates in a brief address.
"Intercollegiate football is in much
more danger at the hands of its
friends than of its foes or enemies."
stated President Sills in his welcom-
ing address. Over a hundred teachers,
coaches and visitors attended this last
half of the extensive program.
President Sills prefaced his brief
talk by remarking that this conclave
was the first to be held in the State of
Maine, and that as such it afforded "a
very peculiar interest and pleasure" to
hear representative coaches, physical
education instructors, and sports
writers from different Maine papers
express their views.
"All modern teaching and education
emphasize what was known centuries
ago," said the speaker, stressing the
loint that physical training in schools
is no new thing: mental and physical
education are not contradictory, but
rather complementary. "It is put on
a proper basis ... if we substitute the
word 'education' for 'training', and
speak more frequently of 'physical
education' rather than 'physical train-
ing'."
Too Much Coaching Dangerous
"There is danger of too much direct-
ed plav in public schools." continued
President Sills, "thus taking awav
some initiative and resourcefulness."
Particularly in the case of football
coaches, he stated, is this deplorable
fact true. "However, it is not so
around this section of the countrv
. . . the bovs plav their own games,
and the plavers are not mere automa-
tons."
"A well-directed program takes into
consideration three factors." said the
President, outlining the benefits of
proper physical education, "getting
the body into condition for its work:
giving an opportunity for moral dis-
cipline so important in these davs of
shifting moral standards: and gives a
real pleasure and relaxation from the
drudgery of school work." This last
was emphasized by the speaker.
"Strong Mind in a Strong Body
of the usual alumnus is characterized
by his experience in college ... he is
most voluble in his criticism of the
management of sports.
"Physical education in anv time and
place is the expression of that time
and place. It is not a technique, nor a.
liygiene of physical exercise, but rath-
er a wav of living. Any education of
society should teach it to live more ef-
fectively. In general, team games are
of less value than purely individual
sports."
After Dr. Williams' address, the
conference was broken up into two
groups, the women meeting under the
leadership of Professor Walmslev. and
the men's section under Professor
Malcolm E. Morrell.
In the men's section Dr. Brownell
showed the advantages of having a
state athletic association. Coach
Charles Bowser of Bowdoin spoke on
the place of football in physical edu-
cation and its importance in training.
Prof. Morrell read the N.I. A. A. re-
port on athletics and Prof. Cobb read
the physical director's report. In the
closing talk of the day, Dr. Williams
cave an interesting lecture on profes-
sional training.
The women's section meeting
opened with the same talk that closed
the meeting of the men's section. Miss
Marjorie Bouve outlined the present
position of girls' athletics in Maine,
showing where the situation might be
improved. An interesting talk was
given by Professor Walmslev on the
women's division of the N.A.A.F. Dr.
Brownell was the final speaker in this
section, giving the possibilities and
advantages to be gleaned from a wo-
men's division of a state athletic as-
sociation.
After each talk 15 minutes was
given over to a discussion of the
points brought out.
A special feature of the conference
was the interesting health exhibit
given bv the Maine Public Health As-
sociation. This exhibit was under the
supervision of Mrs. Frank McGould-
rick. secretary of the association.
MID-YEAR EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
1930 -1931
Note: Examinations in courses not scheduled below will be
held at hours to be fixed by the instructors concerned.
Monday, January 26
8.30 1.30
English 13 Gymnasium History 7 . . Gymnasium
Latin 1 Gymnasium Literature 1 .... . Gymnasium






Greek 3 Gymnasium Music 1 . Gymnasium
History 9 Gymnasium Physics 1 . Gymnasium





Chemistry 3 Adams 204 Chemistry 5 .... . Gymnasium
Government 1 Gymnasium German 9 . Gymnasium
Government 9 .... Gymnasium Government 5 . Gymnasium
Italian 1 Adams 204 Greek 1 . Gymnasium
Psychology 5 Gymnasium
. Gymnasium




Education 1 Gymnasium Astronomy 1 . . . . . Gymnasium







Gymnasium French 3, Sections A to D
English 23 Gymnasium Adams 204
Gymnasium French 3, Sections E to G
Latin 7 Gymnasium Gymnasium
Mathematics 13 ... Gymnasium
.
Gymnasium
Philosophy 7 Gymnasium French 7 . Gymnasium
Zoology 3 Gymnasium French 11
. Gymnasium
Saturday, January 31 .
Chemistry 7 Gymnasium English 5 . Gymnasium
French 1 Gymnasium Hygiene
. Gymnasium
German 11 Gymnasium History 17
. Gymnasium
History 15 Gymnasium f
Monday, February 2
German 1 Gymnasium Art 3 Walker Art Buildii
German 3 Gymnasium Economics 3 ....
. Gymnasium
German 5 Gymnasium Economics 9 .....
. Gymnasium
German 7 Gymnasium English 11
. Gymnasium
Tuesday. February 3
Economics 7 Gymnasium French 15
. Gymnasium
English 19 Gymnasium Mathematics 1 ...
. Gymnasium










Greek 9 Gymnasium Art 7 Walker Art I i im_
History 11 Gymnasium Economics 5 . Gymnasium




(Continued from 1'aire 1)
Bates Game
• Continued from Pace 1)
ness. Bates managed to score once
again in the second battle of this thre»-
canto war and got its final goal in the
third.
Bowdoin made the most of the final
period, driving the puck twice by the
pugnacious Mr. Farrell. Richardson
scored first from a shot off the boards.
Sloan scored later after having cir-
cumvented the defense. He took a
shot which whizzed bv Farrell to land
safely in the far corner of the cage. •
The tvpe of plav displayed at Lew-
iston and the tvpe of refereeing will
not in anv way aid the playing of
.
orthodox hockey. The sooner that
teams plav the game for itself and do
awav with roughness, slashing, trip-
"You are concerned, all of you ... as
| ping and the rest^ the sooner the game
all of us are. with the education of will be hockey and not shinny.
brotherhood and world peace.
The speaker of the evening was Mr.
Norman Thomas, who addressed the
N. S. F. A. on the subject "World
Depression demands World Coopera-
tion", This Jspeech was broadcast
over the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem. He was against the high pro-
tective tariff and he stated that he
did not think that the world wide de-
pression was primarily due to tariffs.
Failure is partly due to the lack of
production planning, he said. He also
stated that doing away with the high
tariff would be the biggest single
immediate contribution to immediate
peace. A result of international folly
in economic depression was the strife
of men for gain. To him a high pro-
tective tariff is government interfer-
ence in business, it being his opinion
that it enables the government to
handle and put into their pockets
money for their own needs. In clos-
ing, he said that freedom, peace and
plenty demand international planning,
but in that planning such a high tariff
cannot have a proper place.
A report was also made by Miss
Virginia Loomis of Bryn Mawr, of
the 1930 debating team. This was
exceedingly interesting and showed
how extraordinarily active the N. S.
F. A. is in having foreign teams visit
American colleges.
On Tuesday morning we had the op-
portunity to hear the Hon. D. W.
Davis, Ex-Governor of Idaho, speak
on the subject, "Protection, and Why I
am a Protectionist". He gave a
brief summary of the history of the
tariff and pointed out the suacess
which was the result of this tariff.
He said that protection is as essential
to the perpetuity of American ideals
and our standards of living as the
very air we breathe. Also that the
tariff was essential in order to keep
the standard of living which we en-
joy in this country.
Although one of the purposes of
the N. S. F. A. is to develop an in-
telligent student opinion on questions
of national and international impor-
tance, it does not fail to emphasize
the importance of due consideration
to questions affecting students' inter-
ests. Discussion groups were promi-
nent. A group consisting of the larg-
er colleges, another made up of wo-
men's schools, and a third consisting
of the smaller schools, took place on
Tuesday afternoon. In the discussion
of the smaller colleges, the methods
of the makeup, scope of power, fac-
ulty representation and authority of
student councils were discussed. The
point system, as regards the number
of offices a man can hold, was also
discussed at some length. Each school
brought out the situation existing on
his or her campus. The discussion
proved very valuable and it is in-
teresting to note the fundamental
similarity of our own Council with
other Councils of colleges of about
our enrollment.
In the discussion on the fraternity
situation, many situations were pre-
sented. The effects, influence and
control of the fraternities, clubs and
sororities were discussed. The influ-
ence of campus politics in the frater-
nities and the question of scholastic
standing, of fraternity men in rela-
tion to the non-fraternity men, were
also discussed. The group as a whole
felt that the fraternity situation was
unique in that each college had its
specific problems and troubles to
solve. The discussion of the relation
of fraternities to campus politics
showed that in many universities
fraternities have a large influence
over athletics. This is particularly-
true in the election of team captains,
and as a result of this, many uni-
versities have eliminated captaincies.
It was also evident that the situa-
tion in the West in regard to fra-
ternity politics is much more severe
than in the East. In some colleges
men are known to spend up to $1,000
in campaigning for office. Other col-
leges have certain hours set aside for
the candidates to present speeches
and their arguments for their election.
Certainly no such condition exists at
Bowdoin. The group as a whole were
decidedly in favor of fraternities.
The discussion group on the honor
prevs in various stages of life. The
picture also contains pictures of the
American bald eagle and the opening
of the new osprev sanctuary in Scot-
land, established bv Colonel Cameron
of Ix>chiel.
The picture is noteworthy for its re-
markable feats of photography, in-
cluding a scene wherein a hawk cap-
tures a duck in mill-air. as part of the
snort of falconing so popular in the
Middle Ages. This lecture, under the
Mavhew lecture fund, is said to be su-
perior even to the one he delivered
two years ago entitled "The Eagle."
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
HERE THIS SPRING
(Continued from page 2)
eral books on heredity, environment
and evolution and a co-editor of the
Biological Bulletin and of the Journal
of Experimental Zoology.
JAMES N. MASON '33
ANNOUNCES MARRIAGE
James Nelson Mason, of the class
of 1933. surprised his friends recently
with the announcement of his mar-
riage to Miss Rowena Y. Macklin, of
Worcester. Mass.. earlv last month.
Mr. Mason and Miss Macklin were
married in the Little Church-Around-
the-Corner. in New York Citv on De-
cember 3. Miss Macklin is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Macklin:
she was formerly of Welleslev Col-
lege. The couple will occunv a resi-





Only Six Out of Eighteen Graduates,
Manv of Whom Achieved Fame.
Now Living
Although Bowdoin is generally
classed as a liberal arts institution
there was a unique break in its con-
senative curriculum from 1871 to
1881 when President Joshua L. Cham-
berlain inaugurated a four years'
course in civil engineering. During
this ten year period Bowdoin con-
ferred the degree of bachelor of
science in civil engineering on nearly
20 students, most of whom achieved
success in their chosen profession,
many becoming eminent engineers.
The course was to have one profes-
sor, a set of suneying instruments
and a small draughting room and the
teacher's mantle fell upon the shoul-
ders of George Leonard Vose, a na-
tive of Augusta and a practicing civil
engineer who had been engaged prin-
cipally in railroad location and con-
struction in the middle West for 20
years previous to his arrival at Bow-
doin. Professor Vose was the author
of "Manual of Railroad Engineering",
the first practical work on American
methods of railroad location and
bridge construction, which soon sup-
planted the English texts then used
in American engineering schools. One
of Professor Vose's students has
characterized him as "a clear and in-
teresting writer on engineering and
scientific subjects and a real inspir-
ation to any student who came under
his instruction."
In 1881 he left Bowdoin to accept
the Harvard prttfessorship of civil
and topographical engineering at
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and the college's engineering
episode came to a close. Professor
Vose later lived quietly in Brunswick
for some years and passed away here
in 1910.
Only Six Now Living
Of those 18 graduates who followed
strictly engineering and scientific pui-
suits only six are now living. Augus-
tus L. Crocker was born in Paris, Me.,
in 1850, and after graduating in 1873,
became a mechanical and civil engi-
neer in Illinois and Minnesota. He
was a prominent figure in the Ufa
and growth of Minneapolis, being for
a number of years, president of the
board of trade. From 1912 until the
time of his death in 1925 he was
chairman of the Minnesota Water-
ways Commission.
Albert G. Bradstreet was born in
Bridgton in 1852. He graduated in
1874 and for a number of years was a
civil engineer for the Maine Central
Railroad. He later went to Mexico
and became one of the construction
engineers on the Mexican Central
Railroad. He died in 1893.
Charles L. Clarke of the class of
1875 was born in Portland, in 1853
and now lives in Schenectady, N. Y.
He studied in Europe and upon his re-
turn was chief engineer for the Edi-
son Electric Light Co., in New York
City and a consulting electrical en-
gineer in New York.
Francis R. Upton, also a member of
the class of 1875, was born in Pea-
body, Mass. He studied in Berlin, Ger-
many, later being engaged in en-
gineering work with Thomas A. Edi-
son at Menlo Park and Orange, N.
J. At the time of his death in 1921
he was recognized as one of Edison's
right hand men.
Charles D. Jameson, a member of
the class of 1876, was born in Bangor
in 1855 and had a wide engineering
experience which covered work on the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad, the
Mexican Central, the French Pana-
ma Canal Company, an instructor in
railroad engineering at Massachusetts
Tech, a professorship in civil en-
gineering at Iowa State University
and 15 years as railroad and consult-
ing engineer to the Chinese govern-
ment in Tien-Tsin. Bowdoin gave
him the degree of Sc.D. in 1914. He
died in Florida in 1927.
Alvah H. Sabin, who now lives in
Flushing, N. Y., was born in Norfolk,
N. Y., in 1851 and graduated in 1876.
He was professor of chemistry at
Ripon College in Wisconsin and later
at the University of Vermont, state
chemist of Vermont for a number of
years, lecturer at New York Univer-
sity for a long neriod and also vis-
iting lecturer at Massachusetts Tech.




'Continued fiom Pag* 1)
system took place Thursday after-
noon. Various arguments for and
against that system were presented.
The schools in which this system wa^
successful presented their plans and
other schools where the system was
tried and failed were also active in
the discussion. The discussion was
very interesting and the group as a
whole felt that in some colleges, par-
ticularly in the large urban univer-
sities, the honor system is impracti-
cable and not to be recommended,
yet where it can be established, the
group believed that an honor system
is effectual as a character builder.
The keynote address of the Con-
gress was on Friday morning when
Mrs. Nellie Taylor Ross, former Gov-
ernor of Wyoming and at present
Vice-Chairman of the National
Democratic Committee, addressed the
Congress. Her subject was "The
Tariff and Related Problems". In her
speech she stated some of the funda-
mental differences between the two
political parties as demonstrated in
their declared policies and in their
records. She stated that the Dem-
ocratic party is a party of progress,
a liberal party, "generous in its whole
attitude toward all humanity." She
stated her opinion of the protective
tariff very clearly and concisely. Her
manner of presentation was excellent
and she was by far the best speaker
of the Congress.
The N. S. F. A. is a very active
student organization and rapidly be-
coming recognized throughout the land
for its work along the lines of student
interest. The organization issues a
Weekly News Release which brings
items of national interest to the stu-
dent. Radio broadcasting is another
feature of their expansive program.
Through their influence, foreign de-
bating teams annually come to this
country and debate with some of the
member colleges. An information bu-
reau, where one can solve many stu-
dent problems, is another remarkable
feature of the N. S. F. A.
Work is now being done to estab-
lish a N. S. F. A. local committee at
Bowdoin. The duties of this com-
mittee would be to accumulate in-
formation about student activities for
the benefit of the information sendee,
to arrange for the entertainment of
foreign students and debating teams
and other similar duties pertaining to
the advancement of the aim and pur-
pose of the N. S. F. A.
Toscanini are not known bv their na-
tionality, but as great musicians of
the world. And there should come a
time when all workers are not confined
within their own little country, but
mav reach out where thev like.
"The fighting of the future will not
be done on the battlefield, but in life,
i The generations to come will see that
war is confined to onlv a natural com-
petition for living, with the weak
submerging always, and perhaps an
international competition being
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Also Comedy and Pictorial
Friday - Januarv 16th
-VAUDEVILLE-
• on the screen -
GOING WILD
• with •
\ JOE E. BROWN
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANnQVTTY SHOP
Old Furniture, China. Pewter, Glass
Hiss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique goods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
10 Spring St- Brunswick - Tel. 243-M
* 25 years in business
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
WHITE PUCKSTERS
DROP GAMES TO N. H.
STATE AND COLBY
Scores of 3-1 and 3 - Against








Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10


































You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
are at your service. Tel. 3
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sta.
The Bowdoin sextet opened its sea-
son by losing by the narrow margin
of 3-1 to the University of New
Hampshire six.
The Polar Bears have been handi-
capped by lack of ice, but appeared
in this contest to have the makings of
a powerful combination.
Sloan scored the lone tally for Bow-
doin.
In the second game, marked by
roughness and at times ragged
hockey, a fast passing Colby team
drew first blood in the State Series
Saturday sending the Bowdoin Polar
Bears down to a 3-0 defeat. Both
teams showed lack of practice, Bow-
doin especially in team work, but the
Polar Bears put up a battle before
admitting defeat a/id kept the crowd
on edge.
No Score in First Period
Neither team could score in the
first period although both threatened,
Colby keeping the puck in Bowdoin
territory for the first part and the
Polar Bears making their bid near the
end of the period. Souther twice took
the puck from behind his own cage
past center ice for bullet-like long
shots but Draper, Colby goalie, was
always there to block the disc. Mid-
way through the period Coach Ben
Houser sent in a new front line com-
posed of Captain Rose, Sloan and
Rosenfeld and managed to keep the
puck in the opponents' territory for
the remainder of the period.
The White Mules coming back in
the next period lost no time in scor-
ing. After the puck had been carried
up the ice and back twice by rival for-
ward lines, Kenney, rugged right
wing of the Mules, took possession of
the rubber in mid-ice, eluded several
stabs for it made by Dwyer as he
jockeyed it around, suddenly turned
and snapped a long hard shot into
the Bowdoin draperies. Hardly had
the crowd recovered from the sudden-
ness of this score when the mules
made it two after a rough scramble
in front of the White goal during
which Pomerleau managed to sneak
by Stockman. The entire Bowdoin
team along with Ben Houser forcibly
protested that the rubber had been
| knocked on top of the cage and
dropped in but French could find no
holes in the top big enough to allow
the rubber to drop through and the
score was allowed. This ended Colby's
scoring for this period and fine de-
fense work by Pollard, Hilton and
Draper stopped the rush of the Polar
Bears who came back strongly.
Rest On Laurels Late In Game
Colby seemed content to rest on its
lead in the third period for a while
and the Bowdoin attack centered
mostly on the long shot attempts of
Souther and Rose most of which were
accurate but there was just a little too
much Draper. Half way through the
period Colby completed the scoring
with a beautiful goal by Hilton. Af-
ter a face off directly in front of the
Colby cage "snub" Pollard got pos-
session of the puck, started down the
ice past Rose and passed to Hilton
who shoved it into the curtains.
Johnny Rosenfeld, Sophomore wing
and former Andover captain, put up a
beautiful individual game on the of-
fense as did George Souther. Bilodeau
also assisted in several drives down
the ice and was the main cog in the
defense.
Colby Bowdoin
Kenney, rw lw, Dwyer
Lovett, lw, c lw, Sloan
Webster, rw rw, Souther
Wilson, lw rw, Loweli
Pomerleau, lw Iw, Rosenfeld
Pollard, rd c, Richardson
Hilton, Id Id, Kimball
Draper, g rd, Bilodeau
g, Stockman
Score: Colby 3, Bowdoin 0. Goals
by Pomerleau, Hilton, and Kenney.
Referee, Pat French. Timers, Sperry




Mile and Two Mile Teams Grind in
Preparation for Cominsr Year of
Gruelling Meets
Jack Magee's track squad swung
into action last Saturday afternoon
when the first time trials were held
for the varsity one and two mile relay
teams and the Freshman relay. The
Bowdoin mentor has his eye on that
State Meet in May and is leaving no
stone unturned to develop a team that
will come through at Orono. How-
ever, at this time the development of
strong relay teams and a Freshman
track team is absorbing most of his
time.
Captain Syd Foster, present Maine
440 champ, is leading the pack of
fliers vying for places on the one
mile team. He is closely followed by
Harry Thistlewaite, Dan Johnson
and Creighton Gatchell, all members
of the 1930 quartet which was class
champion at the Penn Relays last
year, defeating nine other colleges.
Other men who are showing up well
are Francis Wingate, who is back
after a leg injury which kept him out
of spring competition last year, Milt
Hickok, Frannie Vaughn, Charlie
Stanwood, Steve Leo, Tarbell, Boyd,
Winslow, Moyer and Smithwick.
The two mile quartet is also com-
ing along fast. There are many good
men and Coach Magee is attempting
to get the best out of each. Larry-
Usher, George Sewall, Steve Laven-
der, Cobb, Donworth, Estle, Davis,
Galbraith, Lowell, Pottle, and Lewis
form the squad.
The Freshman squad is command-
ing a great deal of Coach Magee's
attention; for a large percentage of
it is inexperienced. The yearlings
have been working out on the cinder
track in the Cage in preparation for
their first meet which takes place Sat-
urday, the seventeenth in the Cage at
2.00 p.m. The visiting aggregation
is the South Portland High squad.
The Capers are newcomers on th?
Freshman schedule.
Coach Magee believes that the 1934
squad shows promise and predicts
that many future champions will de-
velop from its ranks. Although there
is a great deal of raw material, they
are very apt in picking up the funda-
mentals. Already there is a notice-
able improvement in them.
There is also a group of Freshmen
working out on the boards in prepara-
tion for a relay team which will takt
part in some of the indoor meets this
winter. At this time, the most
promising candidates are Charlie Al-
len, Braley Gray, Don Reid, Neal
Skilhngs, Glenn Perkins, Fred Bur-
ton and Paul Ambler.
Unfortunately, this year the K. of
C. games at Boston, which come Jan-
uary 31, conflict with the midyear
exams and therefore there will be no
Bowdoin team entered. Last year the
I
Bowdoin one mile team defeated
j
Colby. The cancellation of this entry I
makes it possible for a larger squad
to compete in the B.A.A. games.
SWIMMERS LOSE TO
WESLEYAN IN CLOSE
MEET THERE JAN. 10
Meet the Night Before an Overwhelm-
ing Victory for Harvard
—
Densmore Stars
Though Bowdoin's tank team went
down to defeat in both meets at the
start of the season, being literally
drowned by Harvard last Friday
night and then having Wesleyan nose
them out by virtue of the relay on
Saturday, there seems to be consid-
erable hope for a good season.
It is highly to the credit of the
swimmers that they could buck
through in the second meet in trying
to shake off the mental clouds of the
evening before. Up to the final event
the White held a narrow lead. The
36-33 margin was washed away then,
when Boden, Seyboldt, Krantz, and
Wilcox tore in about two-fifths of a
second in front of Bob Miller's four.
Wilcox proved the shining star of
the meet, when he did forty yards
freestyle in just a tenth of a second
over the New England record, nine-
teen and one-fifth being snapped for
the pool length. Densmore did his
customary good work in the breast-
stroke events, his first against Har-
vard was Bowdoin's only win, and he
came in yards ahead at Wesleyan.
Bowman collected himself quite a
mess of points, and Boden did every-
thing within the letter of the law,
rolling up seven points individually
and swimming the first lap on the
relay that won the meet.
M.I.T. is listed for the next clash.
With the work that is being done in
preparation, Bob Miller is hoping for
a win.
The summaries:
Medley relay—Won by Bowdoin
(Easton, Densmore, Smith). Time
3.27 4-5.
40-yard dash—Won by Wilcox,
Wesleyan; second, Bowman, Bowdoin;
third, Boden, Wesleyan. Time 19 1-5
seconds.
440-yard swim—Won by Boden,
Wesleyan; second, Russell, Wesleyan;
third, Trott, Bowdoin. Time 5.53.
Medley race—Won by Bowman,
Bowdoin; second, Sperry, Bowdoin;
third, Boden, Wesleyan. Time 4.26.
Dives—Won by White, Wesleyan;
second, Carpenter, Bowdoin; third,
Tirrell, Wesleyan.
150-yard backstroke—Won by Eas-
ton, Bowdoin; second, Krantz, Wes-
leyan; third, Eaton, Bowdoin. Time
1.59 2-5.
100-yard dash—Won by Wilcox,
Wesleyan; second, Smith, Bowdoin;
third, Esson, Bowdoin. Time 57 1-5
seconds.
200-yard breaststroke—Won by
Densmore, Bowdoin; second, Cham-
berlain, Wesleyan; third, Guiffridda,
Wesleyan. Time 2.49.
160-yard relay—Won by Wesleyan




Hockey: Colby at Waterville
Freshman Hockey: Hebron at He-
bron
Friday, January 16
Hockey: Northeastern at Boston
Saturday, January 17
Hockey: Boston University at Bos-
ton
x
Swimming: M.I.T. at Brunswick
Gym Team: Dartmouth at Bruns-
wick
Freshman Hockey: Bridgton at
Bridgton
Freshman Track: South Portland
High School
Wednesday, January 21
Hockey: Bates at Brunswick
Freshman Track: Portland High
School
Friday, February 6
Hockey: Boston University at
Boston
Saturday, February 7
Track: Millrose Games, N.Y.C.
(relay)
Tuesday, February 10
Freshman Track: Bridgton Acad-
emy
Wednesday, February 11
Hockey: Bates at Lewiston
Thursday, February 12
Fencing: Dartmouth at Hanover
Saturday, February 14
Hockey: Colby at Brunswick
Swimming: Springfield at Bruns-
wick
Track: Boston A.A. (relay)
Fencing: Boston University at
• Boston
Parallel bar—Won by Wiseman,
Army, 550 points; Short, Bowdoin,
second, 492 points; Stewart, Army,
third, 479 points.
Flying rings—Won by Ford, Army,
573 points; Helms, Army, second, 567
points; Young, Army, third, 481
points.
Tumbling—Won by Yates, Army,
575 points; Neely, Army, second, 507
points; Short, Bowdoin, third, 459
points.
Bompiani Lecture
(Continued from page 3)
ARMY "GYMERS" TAKE
FIRST MEET OF YEAR
FROM WHITE SQUAD
Soldiers Monopolize First Places in
One-Sided Struggle at West Point
—Dartmouth Next Saturday
The Bowdoin gymnasts suffered a
severe defeat at the hands of Army
last Saturday at West Point. The
score was 46-8. Army, rated as one
of the best gym teams in the country,
monopolized all the first places. Coach
Means sent down a squad of five out
of which four managed to score. Cap-
tain Short performed very well tak-
ing second in the parallel bars and a
third in the tumbling. In the rope
climb, Cefeda of the Army was the
winner in the excellent time of 5 2-5
seconds. Cushman of Bowdoin and
Carlisle of Army divided the remain-
ing points.
The team competes against Dart-
mouth next Saturday in the Sargent
gymnasium. Because of the Fresh-
man track meet and the swimming
meet also taking place then, the time
will be announced later.
The summary for the Army meet
follows
:
Horizontal bar—Won by Sibley,
Army, 517 points; Helms, Army, sec-
ond, 507 points; Eaton, Bowdoin,
third, 333 points.
Side horse—Won by Steele, Army.
567 points; Fraxer, Army, 527 points,
second; Bowman, Bowdoin, third,
495 points.
Rope climbing—Won by Cefeda,
Army, 5 2-5 s.; second, tie between
Cushman, Bowdoin, and Carlisle,
Army. Time, 6 l-5s.
Industrial Growth
Italian industry is still voung; yet
27 per cent of the population are em-
ployed in it and 33 per cent of the
total national income comes from it.
The country has slight deposits of raw
materials and so is forced to im-
port all fuel, iron. etc. By buying
materials of low quality and turning
out excellent products with advanced
and perfected processes, the industrial
part of the nation maintains its posi-
tion among the more fortunate coun-
tries. Artificial and natural water-
power have been developed extensive-
ly for the profit of all.
Italian technicians are outstanding
in various lines of development. For
instance, the highest frequency elec-
tric lines used in this country came
originally from Italian factories and
even now are produced under the
guidance of Italian engineers. In the
fields of rubber, cotton, dyes and ferti-
lizers we not only produce all that we
need for consumption but even export
large quantities to foreign nations.
And we do this without having anv
source of the raw materials except
from what we import from other na-
heights. For instance the wheat pro-
duction has been increased about six
times without any increase in the area
planted.
Unemployment Ratio Low
In one of the most discussed prob-
lems of the present day Italy is far
in advance of her sister nations. Only
one per cent of her population is un-
employed while even in the United
States where industry and labor are
supposed to be of a high standard,
there are five per cent of unemployed.
These great improvements have
been the result of a new cooperation
between the government and the peo-
ple. Realizing the necessity for great-
er social work on the part of the state,
the government has nurtured such
laws as require the eight-hour day
obligatory insurance, regulated work
for women and children, and other
measures of a social nature
The Fascist regime considers the
productive function as a national
function. From this idea has sprung
up the consciousness of the necessity
of discipline. The leading notion is
that the interest of the individual or
of a class can not but identify itself
with the people as a whole. This is
not a new idea; for instance, national
legislation in the United States con-
cerning obligatory arbitration of
strikes is based on the same principle.
Italy has no obligatory act. but the
labor courts stand as mediators in
any controversies between classes to
promote the harmony which is the
backbone of its system.
Labor-Capital Organizations
To help to acquire this united action,
many organizations have been drawn
UP. "Syndicates" are formed of bodies
of employers or employes in a given
| category of business. Larger confed-
tions. The aluminum industry has I erations of employers in each Indus
also thrived because of the large de
posits of this material in Italy.
No Luxuries in Italy
In connection with Italy's foreign
tiade we must note the difference in
the things imported and those export-
ed. Imports are composed almost en-
tirely of the absolute necessities of
life; exports are of a less essential
nature. Evidently Italians are willing
to do awav with the luxuries of life in
order to obtain what is indispensable
to their frugal standard of living.
Vast improvements have also been
made in all kinds of public* works.
Spending more money than ever be-
fore in improvements, many new
roads, public buildings, electric plants.
try have been formed. Other bodies
assure interrelation between capital
and labor, so that the workingman is
really given much power in industry.
Labor courts of appeals have been set
up to settle controversies which have
not been settled by the corporations.
So use of force has been relegated and
real justice substituted.
To agree with this new importance
of industrial classes, parliament is
partly formed from representatives
from these various labor confedera-
tions, so that "the members of parlia-
ment represent singly and collectively
both the entire nation and the given
categories of productive activities."

















Tuesday, January 13—Zeta Psi vs A.D.; Sigma Nu vs D.U.
Wednesday, January 14—T.D. vs A.T.O.; Deke vs Beta
Thursday, January 15—Psi U. vs Non-Frat; Chi Psi vs Kappa Sig
Tuesday, January 20—Zeta Psi vs Non-Frat; Sig Nu vs Kappa Sig
Wednesday, January 21—A.D. vs A.T.O.; D. U- vs Beta
Thursday, January 22—T.D. vs Psi U.; Deke vs*Chi Psi
Tuesday, February 24—Non-Frat vs A.D.; Kappa Sig vs D.U.
Wednesday, February 25—Zeta Psi vs T.D.; Sig- Nu vs Deke
Thursday, February 26—Psi U. vs A.T.O.; Beta vs Chi Psi
Tuesday, March 3—T.D. vs Non-Frat; Deke vs Kappa Sig
Wednesday, March 4—A.D. vs Psi U.; Chi Psi vs D.U.
Thursday, March 5—Zeta Psi vs A.T.O.; Sig Nu vs Beta
Tuesday, March 10—A.T.O. vs Non-Frat; Beta vs Kappa Sig
Wednesday, March 11—Zeta Psi vs Psi U.; Sig Nu vs Chi Psi
Thursday, March 12—T.D. vs A.D.; Deke vs D.U.
Time—Four four-minute periods, with one minute between quarters
and ten minutes between halves. The first game will start at seven-
thirty sharp, the second at eight- forty-five at the latest. Any game
not started on time will be forfeited by the team not appearing.
Each house will furnish time-keeper and scorer for each game
their house plays. All teams will wear jerseys distinctive of their
group. All disputed questions should be referred to Intra-Mural
Manager Edward N. Merrill.
and improved railroads have been con- Producing a much improved schooling
structed. In problems of sanitation system. Ihe government has encour-




rts and fences of all kinds and
them, the work has even brought forth ; «« illiteracy has been reduced from
extensive commendations from the ' 20
,
& ° peLr cent ln .ten Years - As for
United States officials. religion, the obscurity of the relations
Agriculture is Italy's most impor- | of the state with the Catholic church
tant industry. Although prominent in in the Past has been cleared up and an
this field, vast reclamation proiects i open-faced and non - controversial
and intensive farming have brought I agreement established. At the same
the productivity of the land to new! tlme complete freedom has been ac-
corded to all other forms of religious
worship throughout the nation.
Italian Foreign Policy
The Italian foreign policy must be
dealt with carefully, to prevent more
mistakes from arising. Italy has a
simple policy with a whole net-work of
agreements which cement harmony
between nations without anv specific
alliances with great powers.
Many matters concerning Italy dis-
cussed by the world have had wrong
interpretations placed on them. A
condition of perfect harmony now ex-
ists between the Italians and Aus-
trian s in Upper Adige. The govern-
ment allows the German language to
be used commonly and shows other re-
spect to Austria, particularly by re-
!
nouncing the war debt owed by Aus-
tria to Italy.
We are very eager to bring about
world peace and disarmament. We
have scrapped many war-vessels and
have built only enough to remain on a
par with other continental powers.
Italy's sea power is entirely a defen-
sive measure. With her great indus-
tries and lack of resources, she must
import all her materials through the
Mediterranean which has but three
outlets which are controlled by other
foreign powers.
Interest in United Europe
The Italian government has also ex-
pressed a sincere desire to cooperate
in the formation of an European Fed-
Always Noticed
But Never Notictjble
{gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
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NEW YORK CITY
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Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
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On October 1, 1931, carefully selected
first and third year students will be
admitted. Applications may be sent
at any time and will be considered in
the order of receipt. Catalogues and
application forma may be obtained
from the Dean.
eral Union to be harmonized with the
work of the League of Nations and to
be based on a reduction in all arma-
ment.
"I hope I have been able to arive you
an idea of the new sense of iustice. of
serious purposes, of harmonv and con-
cord which sruides now the destinies
of all the peoples and classes in Italy:
an idea of the immense task that
Mussolini has accomplished in organ-
izing economically, politically, and
morally his country.
"... Italy needs peace. Italy wants
peace because we really know what
war is. Every different statement is
false. . . .Finally the truth is finding
its way: time will render us iustice of
the slanderous propaganda. Anvwav
Italy is accustomed from her old his-
tory to endure; and she' will."
Bowdoin took on New Hampshire
following just three practice sessions
on the Delta rink. It is the same
old story of a taring battle with the
elements.
Walter Johnson is back at the rub-
bing table in the gymnasium. Walter
has been missed.
This columnist has never seen a
game refereed so inadequately aa the
homicidal affair with Colby last Sat-
urday. Illegal body checking, espe-
cially among the forwards, slashing,
tripping, and obviously unfair face-
off*—all these combined to make a
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HERE ON JAN. 27
Speaker to Discuss Revival




Is at fnmm Professor of Philosophy
at University in Johannesburg,
South Africa
On next Tuesday, January 27, Rein-
hold Friedrich Alfred Hocrnle, the
distinguished Professor of Philosophy
at the, University of the Witwaters-
rand, Johannesburg. South Africa,
will lecture in Memorial Hall at 8.15
p. m. on the subject, "The Revival of
Idealism as a Philosophy." During
the past semester Professor Hoernle
has been lecturing at the University
of Southern California. Toward the
end of the month he is returning to
South Africa and during his trip East
he will stop at Bowdoin to deliver his
lecture. As Professor Hoernle will
sail before the dose of the semestei
examinations, the college is making
an exception to its rule of not sched-
uling lectures during the examination
period in order that the college may
not miss the opportunity to hear so
distinguished a lecturer.
Professor Hoernle is already well
known to the members of the faculty
and to a number of the undergrad-
uates, having taught philosophy and
lectured to the public in the fall of
1926-1927 during the sabbatical leave
of Professor Mason.
Lecturer Has Distinguished Career
Professor Hoernle has had an inter-
esting Kfe which has taken him to
many parts of the world. He was
(Continued on page t)
WHITE NATATORS
CONQUOR M. L T.
Team Hangs Up First Vic-








No Insurance Collected as Theta
Delt Chimney Blaze Proves Flop
Barrage of Snowballs Greets Prompt Fire Department
When T. D's. are Balked in Attempt to get





Four Maine schools of the Bowdoin
Interscholastic Debating League were
in Brunswick Monday to hold the
finals in the cup contest. South Port-
land High School, which put up the
best argument on the question: Re-
solved: That the Five-Day Working
Week Should Be Adopted by Ameri-
can Industries, won the cup in a very
close race. The four schools which
were picked for these semi-final and
final rounds were South Portland
High School, Bangor High School,
Leavitt Institute of Turner Centre,
and Cony High School of Augusta.
The speakers were all judged excel-
lent; all showed very careful prepara-
tion and development of their sub-
jects.
Semi-Fmah Held
On Monday morning the South
Portland High teams wop from
Leavitt Institute, 11-7; and Bangor
won from Cony High, 11-7 in the
semi-finals. In the afternoon South
Portland High beat Bangor High. The
South Portland negatives, won 6-3,
and their affirmatives won 5-4. Pre-
liminaries for this event have been
going on since the fall. In all there
«are nine schools in the league; each
school has two teams of two men
each, one team taking the negative,
the other the affirmative. In the
league, competing for the cup which
will be donated in the spring, are:
Portland High School, Bath High
School, Brunswick High School, Jor-
dan High School of Lewiston, Hallo-
well High School, Winslow High
(Continued on page 4)
The White Natators hung up their
initial victory in the historv of Bow-
doin swimming last Saturday night by
defeating M. I. T. by the lyrical mel-
ody of 46-31. Competing before a
large crowd of students and towns-
people, the White natators had little
difficulty in showing their superiority
over the engineers.
Individual honors went to Lots of
the visitors, who captured both the 50
and the 100 yard dashes besides
swimming anchor man on the relay
team and giving his teammates a vic-
tory in that event. Sperry managed
to cop two second places for Bowdoin
while Ted Densmore came through
with an easy victory in the breast-
stroke besides swimming on the vic-
torious 300 yard medley relay team.
The above-mentioned relay was first
on the program. Eastoa swimming
the first hundred yards back-stroke
gave Densmore an eight yard lead.
The latter swam right away from
Lambert to lead him bv a length at
the exchange. Esson held his own on
the last leg free style and touched the
finish line a whole length ahead of
Wilson of M. I. T.
The 50 was captured by Lata, who
held a yard lead over Teague. also of
M. I. T., and Smith of Bowdoin who
finished second and third respectively.
The quarter-mile proved easy for the
home swimmers. Trott took this event
bv several lengths in 6 m. 193-5 s.
Durham, of the White, plowed through
the last 150 yards strongly to pass
both Thomson and Heiming of M. I. T.
for an easy second.
Bowdoin succeeded in finishing one-
two in the 300 yard medley when Bow-
man and Sperry finished in that or-
der. Divinir honors went to Crick of
M. I. T. who amassed a total of 65.3




By the Arson Reporter
Shortly after the evening meal last Sunday, the Bowdoin campus
was startled by the ringing of gangs, the hoarse shouts of hardy
firemen, and the crackling and growling of leaping tongues of
flame. Blinding clouds of smoke blotted the stars from the sky.
"Prince is smoking his first cigar!" was the thought that leaped
into the minds of hundreds of Bowdoin students, as they saw
whence the commotion was forthcoming. They flocked in great
crowds to the T. D. Fraternity house, in the exclusive millionaire
district of Maine Street-on-the-Mall. But there they saw what
undoubtedly was the crummiest display of amateur arson since
the Burning of Litchfield Hall, which at least served to provide
amusement for the boys. The T. I}, conflagration was an out and
out display of inexperience in the time-honored racket of phoney
fires. It looked like an Old Gold test from the street.
The Orient's fervid fire correspon-
dent, having 'nothing better to do
(worse luck!) agreed to go over and
watch the old pile, but whan he got
there he found that the only tiling apt
to collapse was the fire department's
morale. Diligent sleuthing enabled
this newshound to ferret out the facts,
and to reconstruct the whole affair
from dastardly beginning to inglorious
I
end. Your correspondent is a man
i of few words, and especially when he's
1
writing for a paper that pays nobody,
not even special correspondents, so
let's get to the bottom of the whole
business. The bottom is currently
rumored to have been the notorious
Brunswick Camera. "Cupid" Brown,
who was pretty sick of the old T. D.
house. And you'd be pretty sick of
it too. if you'd been there as long as
he has.
Anyway, the incendiary, whoevet he
Fourth Annual Bridge Proves Very
Successful as Many Attend
Party
planned the crime with fiendish
cleverness, considering the fact that
be was a Bowdoin man and must have
set in motion his vile machinations at
the time the house was filled to the
doors with hungry undergraduates,
' "y awakened shortly after the
unary unsatisfactory repast, from
ir post-prandial bridge games. Into
ti|e room full of careless card-players
Ifcrst "Weary Willy" Wilder, the
Phantom of Hubbard Hall. Choosing
hfc words carefully from the infinite
~ ulary he has painstakingly built
during his long association with
sauri and other such wild beasts
roam untrammeled through the
marble halls of the Library, he curtly
informed them of the peril in which
they had been placed. "Boys," said
he, never faltering, never batting an
eyelash, and Wilder's eyelash-batting
(Cootinaad pa put 8)
FROSH TRACKMEN
BURY PORTLAND
Charlie Allen Leads Scoring
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Hopelessly left at the post in six
events, the South Portland tracksters
bowed low before the Polar Bear Cubs
last Saturday, when the powerful win-
ners chalked up an 89-24 total. Charlie
Allen, former Deering ace. took five
firsts and a second to be undisputed
star of the afternoon, with 28 points.
Both distance events, the mile and
the 1000, were carried by Coombs, the
indefatigable Caper strider. He had
an easy time with the 1000, but Am-
bler, Frosh distance star, battled him
to the tape in the mile, losing by a
few scant yards.
The White romped through both low
hurdle events, the 600, broad jump, 12
pound shot, high jump, as well as tak-
ing the relay. Bowdoin started with
the dash, to garner eight points, from
which time on the ultimate result was
never in doubt.
Charlie Allen Stars
After taking the trial heat with
ease, Charlie Allen duplicated his win
in the finals, closely pursued by Skill-
ings, Bowdoin, and Curran, the Caper
speed star. Allen again took both a
trial and a final with easy grace when
he bounded over the high hurdles
ahead of Good, of South Portland, and
Appleton of«the Frosh.
At the crack of the gun in the 1000,
Miller of the Polar Bears romped into,
the lead, which he held for three laps
with a wide margin. Then Burton,
also a Frosh, took the lead, with
Coombs, Caper ace, trailing; Gray,
Bowdoin, was holding down fourth
position. With two laps remaining,
the lanky Caper flash drew ahead,
lengthened his stride perceptibly, and
Burton, running hard, was dropped
behind slowly. Coombs finished with
five yards to spare, Burton and Gray
behind.
Capers Sweep Three Hundred
After Skillings, lone Frosh to re-
main in the 860 finals, became hope-
<Conuno«i am SPOT O
SUBJECT IS "VALUE OF
CLASSICAL STUDY"
Other Speakers Discuss Many Phases
of Literature, Science, Education
and Government
A verv pleasant eveninsr was spent
bv members of the facultv last Fri-
riav evening, with the Kappa Sigma
fraternity as host at the fourth an-
nual formal bridge party given by
that group, rt was the first occasion
the faculty has had to examine the
new house, and inspection brought
ofrth acclaim on every side.
Twenty-seven facultv members
were present, and twelve tables were
in use during the evening. When the
final tallies had been compared, it
was found that Mrs. Stanwood had
won the ladies' prize, Mr. Abraham-
son the gentlemen's prize, and Mr.
John Keefe the prize for the highest
score among the fraternity members.
Refreshments were then served, and
the guests departed with hearty con-
gratulations on the improved house
and the fine entertainment.
Many of Faculty Attend
Those of the faculty who attended
were: President Sills. Dean Nixon,
Professor and Mrs. Mitchell, Profes-
sor Catlin, Professor Van Cleve, Pro-
fessor Andrews, Professor and Mrs.
Stanwood, Professor and Mrs. Little.
Professor and Mrs. Means, Professor
and Mrs. Hammond, Professor Chase,
Professor Gilligan, Professor and Mrs.
Bartlett, Mr. Abrahamson, Mr.
J. Hammond, Mr. and Mrs. Childs, Mr.
and Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. Daggett, and
Mr. Biraud.
"GHOSTS", SOPH HOP PLAY, OF
HENDRIK IBSEN IS STYLED
INTENSE, REALISTIC DRAMA
Vivid, stirring reality, and with it
horror, is the keynote of Hendrik
Ibsen's family drama, "Ghosts", which
will be presented by the Masque and
Gown as its contribution to the Soph
Hop entertainment. So different from
the last presentation of the players,
this tragedy consists of but one scene,
and has only five in its cast.
Talented dramatization will be re-
quired of this quintet of actors: of
James Blunt to portray the difficult
role of Oswald Alving, fated to suffer
bv heredity for the sins of his father;
of Mrs. Charles Gray who will enact
the part of Mrs. Helen Alving, striv-
ing to whiten the tainted memory of
her husband.
D. E. McCormick also carries a
role requiring talent, that of Pastor
Manders, a shortsighted, blundering
cleric, responsible for much of the
trapredy of the drama. The fourth
member of the cast is Donald Randall,
who depicts the role of Jacob Eng-
strand, a rather coarse, mercenary'
carpenter.
Play Created Sensation
Ibsen's "Ghosts", written in 1881
immediately created a vast amount of
pro and con criticism. So strong did
the objection to its moral lesson grow
that in some places rights of presen-
tation were denied. For several years
it was completely banned in England,
as a direct result of criticism arising
from a private performance of the
tragedy. However, in 1894 it was
successfully produced in the United
States.
William Dean Howells called it "a
great theatrical event—the very
greatest I have ever known." Since
then the play has been widely acted
and read. Soon after Ibsen's death in
1906, his brother-writer, Bjornson,
said in an interview that he consid-
ered "Ghosts" to be the playwright's
most outstanding work.
Intense. Realistic Drama
From the point of view of the au-
dience this drama "makes all other
art seem dead." It is an interpreta-
tion of life itself. Oswald, at the
final curtain, burned with evil, op-
pressed by the sombre shadows of his
existence, cries out in despair, "Tnt
sun—the sun!"
Says Jennette Lee, in her treatist,
"The Ibsen Secret": "The vividness of
the play, the reality, the horror, are
what stir one, and linger • . Os-
wald, with the steady, consuming fire
(Continued on Tmrnm I)
The Class of 1932 holding the tra-
ditional Junior elections, chase W.
Lawrence Usher popular man on the
first ballot, last Monday evening.
The nominations for president
brought forward Ricker, Hay, and
Stanwood. The first ballot found
Ricker and Hay fighting the matter
out. Hay was chosen on the second
ballot Bilodeau, Barrett, Ricker and
Stanwood appeared in the vice-presi-
dential nominations. Stanwood and
Ricker lead on the first ballot. Ricker
maintaining enough strength on the
second to swing into office.
Short Secretary-Treasurer
Nominations for Secretary-Treasur-
er brought no less than six men into
the field. Cobb. Lamport, Mullin.
Moyer, Thistlewaite and Short were
up, but the first ballot found only
Cobb, Mullin and Short left. The sec-
ond eliminated Mullin. Short was
elected on the third.
Creighton, Galbraith. Gatchell, Har-
low and Johnson were up for marshal.
After two ballots Galbraith and
Creighton were left. Creighton ulti-
mately won out on a third ballot.
Fobes Class Odist
The class poet chosen was Sewall.
Hill, Densmore and Leo were named
along with Sewall for the office. Hill
and Sewall fought it out on the sec-
ond, the election being made on the
third. Fobes was elected odist on the
second ballot, winning over Densmore
and Pottle.
Nominations for orator being in or-
der Ahern, Barrett, Pottle and Plais-
ted remained on the first, but a land-
slide on the second ballot gave
Plaisted the office.
Out of eleven nominations for the
Ivy Day committee, Cleaves was elect-
ed chairman. Binley, Dunbar, James
and Stanwood were named his hench-
men.
At the annual class of 1868
speaking contest, held in Me-
morial Hall at eight o'clock
last evening', Jsmes Beyers
Colton, II, was judged the best
speaker. All the speeches were
very well presented. After
every other speech, music by
Warren's orchestra was played.
The judges who awarded Col-
ton the decision were: Rev.
Andrew T. McWhorter, of Au-
gusta; Professor Samuel F.
Harms, of Batea College; and
Mr. G. Allen Howe, Esq., of
Brunswick. Colton took as his
subject "The Value of the
Classics."
Walter Parker Bowman
Bowman's speech had the title of
"The Snake in the Grass." It was a
few reflections on the imperfections of
modern literature. It was a parallel
suggestion to G. K. Chesterton's pro-
posal that science should take a ten
year holiday. Bowman proposed, half
seriously, that literature take a ten
year holiday or the equivalent of such
a holiday in reflection. He stated
that there is too much sensationalism
in the form and matter of present day
literature. He also said that we of
today, need a higher standard of
thought.
Continued on Tmtu I
MANY BOWDOIN GRADS
>m~T& HARVARD UNIV.
The Department of Physical Edu-
cation has now before the faculty a
new plan for required athletics. In
this plan Freshmen and Sophomores
are required to attend classes in Phys-
ical Education three days a week
from October 1st until one week be-
fore final exams in June. They may
select from any of the following ac-
tivities in season:
A. Supervised Varsity Sports. Track,
football, baseball, hockey, swim-
ming, and gym team.
B. Other Vigorous Sports. Boxing,
wrestling, touch football, and class
football.C Carry-Over Value. Golf, tennis,
handball, swimming, and horseback
riding.
D. Other Activities. Fencing, bas-
ketball, winter sports, body building
classes, and P. T. 4A.
Participation for at least one season
of one year (a year is divided into
three seasons—fall, winter and
spring) in some sport from Group
A or B is required of men in these two
classes. Exception: men excused by
the College Physician on account of
physical condition.
No requirement for Juniors and
Seniors, except that in order to satis-
fy this requirement a man must have
passed an achievement test in some
sport in Group C.
All the above activities will be of-
fered if possible for all classes, and
Juniors and Seniors will be encour-
aged to participate. An effort will be
made to have all sports supervised
by members of the staff.
Eighteen of These Graduate With
Honors
According to a recent article in the
Alumnus there are a number of Bow-
doin men at Harvard. It states to be-
gin with that Bowdoin is sending
far more men to the Graduate School
of Arts and Sciences at that institu-
tion than any other college of its size.
The enrollment of thirty-one is sec-
ond only to Harvard's own four hun-
dred forty-three and the thirty-seven
sent by Dartmouth. Fifty Bowdoin
men are enrolled in other departments
of the University, being divided
among the Schools of Law, Medicine,
Theology, Education and Business Ad-
ministration. Twenty of these are at
the Business School and fourteen are
studying law.
Thirteen of the classes between
1897 and 1930 have men at Harvard.
The last seven are all represented the
largest enrollment being from the
class of 1929 which has a total of
twenty men. *
Concerning the activities of these
men in studies the Alumnus says:
"A study of the undergraduate rank
of these graduate students shows that
a remarkably large proportion of
Bowdoin's best students continue their
study at Harvard. Of the eighty-one
men. eight graduated summa cum
laude, six magna cum laude, and nine-
teen cum laude. This high rank is
particularly prominent among the
group in the School of Arts and
Sciences, where eighteen of the thirty-






FOR ANNUAL CLASS DANCE
On Saturday evening, January 17,
Professor C. H. Gray of the English
department presented two intensely
interesting plays to a rather small au-
dience of undergraduates. He read
part of Cummings' play "The Enor-
mous Room" and several of Shaw's
one-act plays. Professor Gray's read-
ings are unique in their presentation,
and were well received by his inter-
ested listeners.
These readings on Saturday evening
are a continuation of selected readings
inaugurated by Professor Gray. He
plans to continue his readings each
Saturday evening and it is hoped that
more interest will be stimulated
among the undergraduate body for
his future readings as this is a rare 1
opportunity to hear excellent readings
like these.
Following the announcement by .the
Soph Hop committee that house par-
ties will hold sway February 19th and
20th, comes word that the celebrated
Casa Loma Orchestra will play at the
Gym Dance.
A record breaking attendance is
expected as a result of the fortunate
choice of the Casa Loma outfit which
has enjoyed a phenomenal rise to a
position among the nation's best
dance orchestras since their return to
the states scarcely two years ago.
Last winter they provided the music
at more college proms than any one
other orchestra.
The history of this musical team is
interesting. The Casa Loma Orches-
tra originated at the Casa Loma in
Toronto, Canada. Upon the comple-
tion of this engagement they were
brought to Detroit where they played
the entire summer of 1929 at Edge-
water Park under the management of
the well-known maestro, Jean Gold-
kette. September, 1929, found them
at Atlantic City playing a week for
Roger Wolf Kahn, after which they
came to New York where they played
the fall opening of Roseland Ballroom
on Broadway. They scored a big hit
at Roseland and accepted an offer to
furnish the music at the Senior Prom
at Princeton University. The sensa-
tion they caused at both Roseland and
Princeton brought offers from all over
the East. In rapid succession until
late June 1930, they played the prin-
cipal dances at such schools as Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Penn State,
Cornell. Amherst, Washington and
Lee, Vanderbilt, University of South
Carolina, Ohio, Lafayette, Gettysburg
and Ohio State. It was during this
time that they contracted to record
for the Okeh Phonograph Company.
In conjunction with these college
functions they have played at nearly
every prominent ballroom between
New York City and Kansas City.
So much confusion arose over the
exact identity of the orchestra that
they incorporated under the New
York State Laws in the name of
Casa Loma and at the same time went
under their own management. It is
almost unique in this Tatter respect.




of Falconry in Middle Ages
"Sea Hawks" was the title of the
lecture given by Capt, C. W. R.
Knight Wednesday evening, January
14 at the Pastime Theatre. Capt-
Knight is well known as a lecturer.
He is rated as one of the foremost
photographers of birds of prey. This
lecture follows upon the success of
another amaring picture, "Filming
the Golden Eagle".
The picture dealt with both Scot-
land and America. The first of the
pictures show the theft of the last
nest of the sea hawks or ospreys in
the Scottish Highlands. This depre-
dation of nests by egg collectors re-
sulted in the extermination of the
species in Great Britain.
Bowdoin Professor Helps
On Gardiner's Island, off Long
Island, owned by Mr. Lion Gardiner
and leased by Mr. Clarance H. Mac-
kay, is a bird sanctuary famous the
world oyer. Mr. Mackay. who is an
internationally known financier and
sportsman, here harbors the largest
colony of ospreys in existence. More
than four hundred pairs of sea hawks
live there protected in absolute
security. It was with this sanctuary
that most of the lecture dealt. Some
of the slides, however, were taken not
far from here. A bald eagle's nest
was shown. It was through the co-
operation of Dr. Alfred O. Gross, Pro-
fessor of Biology here, that this pic-
ture, taken on the shores of the Ken-
nebec river, was made.
The sea hawk or osprey lives en-
tirely on fish Which it catches with its
talons. It will sometimes dive from
a height of seventy feet into the sea
to catch its meal. It is strong, grace-
ful, and a relentless bird of prey. The
wring spread of this bird is about five
feet.
Falconry in the Middle Ages
An interesting part of the lecture
(Continued from pace 3)
PRES. WILL ATTEND
ALUMNI MEETINGS
Annually at about this season of
year Bowdoin's various alumni asso-
ciations hold their reunions. Presi-
dent Sills plans to attend several of
these meetings, the first of which is
to take place at the University Club
in Boston January 28. On January 29
the Association of Western Massa-
chusetts, whose president is George
Palmer Hyde '08, A.B., LL.B., con-
venes at Springfield. On the 30th
there is a reunion at the Park Avenue
Hotel in New York of the Associa-
tion of New York and vicinity, whost.
president is R. H. Hupper '07, A.B.,
B.L. President Sills will also speak
at the meeting of the Bowdoin club of
Philadelphia, whose president is Les-
ter D. Tyler '01, A.B., on the 31st.
President Sills will be away from col-
lege from January 28th until Feb-
ruary 3rd during part of the mid-year
examination period and will speak of
the results of his trip in chapel when
he returns.
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Friday begins the mid-year reading
period, so-called, though the period is
hardly worthy of the title. One sup-
poses that we should be grateful to
the college authorities, who, out of the
greatness of their hearts, have set
. „ . ,. . aside and added on to the ordinary
column ; the Managing Editor for news and make-up. All communications regarding subhcrip- weej{ en(j an extra day and a half in
which to review the semester's work.
Just imagine it—a whole day and a
half! Perhaps the College feels that
its student body is sufficiently bril-
liant to review and organize the work
covered in its courses in a single
glorified week end. Or possibly the
College feels that the matter con-
tained in the courses it offers is not
sufficiently weighty to require more
time.
Be that as it may, it does seem al-
most ridiculous that the College
should take such a half-way step as
the award of this absurdly short ex-
tra fine. Why, if we are to have
a reading period at all, not make it of
sufficient length to permit of an in-
telligent review instead of a hit-or-
miss cramming ? Why not try a week
tions should be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Co.
tions. S3.50 per year (including Alumnus) in advance.
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick Maine.
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Athletics
Despite a tempest of athletic competitions last Saturday, Bow-
doin fared well, considering all there is to consider. The swim-
ming team's victory over M. I. T. was notable. The Freshmen
climbed to the foreground with the victory over South Portland
High School in the track meet, and with the win in hockey over
Bridgton, 4 to 1
lead over the Freshmen, yet the latter held an indisputable su
perior team for quite a time before breaking down in the rushing
paca Perhaps we are being a bit premature in our prophecies,
but indications point to some valuable additions to varsity squads
after Mid-Years.
Mid-Years
Even those of us who are never without our Murads become
caught in the giant swirl of feverishness at times, and surely the
Big Exams mark such an occasion. The reading period comes
shortly, and down we shall sit to congest facts we should not have
postponed learning, facts we never intended learning, and facts
we never will learn.
It is a time when we probably become more highly keyed up
than any time during the year. True, finals come later, but by
that time we feel sufficiently hardened to succeed in anything,
basing this judgment on the many preceding exams and the en-
durance record for Ivy.
As exams come at this psychological high spot for the year,
we should give them more attention in preparation— not only
for our own preparation, but for all the other students. The
dormitory halls are, admittedly, the most tempting places for soio
attempts with "The Penalty of Love" and "Little White Lies",
"bull" sessions, and all kinds of bannister breaking sports, but for
the welfare of the majority, quiet is requested throughout the
exam period. After the worst ones are over, or after the final one,
please don't become so absorbed in a personal situation as to for-
get the situations of the other dormitory inhabitants.
..,,
, T T i i i j li „ I sometime, and see if the general toneAlthough Hebron showed a considerable scoring
j of ihe exam papers isn
'
t somewhat
higher? Harvard, an institution
noted neither as radical nor as par-
ticularly lax in its standards, allows
one much longer than that. We might
cite numerous other examples. As
things stand now we are expected to
cover most of our courses in the time
allotted and do the rest piecemeal
as exams proceed. In the first place
the silly little reading period now in
existence affords no more than time
for a systematic review of a single
course, or perhaps two of the less dif-
ficult ones, and even at that the work
has to be done so hurriedly that it is
far from thorough and at such high
pressure that one reaches the exam
room pretty well "bushed". In the
case of those unlucky enough to have
all or even a majority of their exams
the first two or three days and such
cases are not unusual the odds are
pretty unfairly distributed. "Start re-
viewing a little earlier", says the ad-
ministration, blithe as a May morn-
ing. "Great idea", we agree, but then
ve come to and realize that besides
ordinary class work to prepare we
have an hour exam and a long writ-
ten report to get in this week, to say
nothing of doing the few chapters
the professor forgot to assign out
expects to cover in the examination.
Not much time for review there.
All of which brings us inevitably to
the subject of these last-minute hour
exams. According to the perpetrators
they are justifiable and even desirable
inasmuch as they give one a chance
to get all that reviewing done before
finals. Frankly, we can't see it. In
the first place, why give two exami-
nations in quick succession covering
the same general ground, anyway?
In the second place, while hour exams
do give one a chance to fix details of
a portion of the course in one's mind,
they do not help much in the sort of
wide-sweeping correlation of facts
and material so essential to a final
review. So when we get all nicely
reviewed, we have to turn around and
go over everything again when we
come to link it up with what goes be-
fore. Thirdly, if a man has one or
two hour exams to prepare for the
last week of the semester, the
chances are that he will enter the
reading period pretty much all ground
out, with little enthusiasm or energy
for further grindings.
Therefore, in view of these condi-
tions, we ask why the College does
not take some definite stand upon the
matter. Why not do away entirely
with reading period and leave the re-
viewing to be done grammar-school
fashion, the night before the exam?
Or why not take the other alternative
making the radical and un-heard of
assumption that a majority of the men
in college are sufficiently grown up
to know how to use their time, and
give a reading period that really
amounts to something. The present
one is a disgrace, not only to the sys-
tem but to the men who give the
courses which we are expected to re-
view and correlate in that period. And
it can be fairly said that most courses
do require such a correlation and link-
ing up of the work covered in the
whole field. If they are so simple
that this can be done intelligently in
a couple of days, they must be next
to worthless, so why bother to give
them at all ? G. T. S. '32
Union Dining Service
Earnest efforts are being made by the Dining Service authori-
ties of the Union to secure a financial balance. At this time the
new $8 a week board plan is half through its first week of experi-
ment, with close attention being given to the results.
An extension of the canteen service will probably take place
according to reports, around the first of the second semester. Men
studying in the dormitories frequently cannot take time to drop
into the Canteen for a bite or so, and for the benefit of these stu-
dents the new service will be inaugurated, it is indicated. The fra-
ternity houses will not receive the Canteen service, most likely,
because they are so distant from the Union, but will receive the
usual service.
In view of the splendid attempts of the Dining Service, full
patronage should be given it. It is a splendid possession of the
college and well deserves all support.
From the Future
A great deal has appeared concerning the year 1980, the theme
of a recent delightful, imaginative talkie. Much of the world in
general was commented upon in the picture, but something much
more personal to us all was omitted. We beg you! to think seriously
of this pre-print of an article in the Orient, March 16, 1980
:
Orley Smith, Sr., Class of 1935, recently enter-
tained a group at his home in honor of the birthday
anniversary of his son, Orley, Jr., who is now follow-
ing closely in the footsteps of his father, head of
Television, Inc., in the improvement of visual broad-
casting.
The real purpose of the gathering was explained
in the after-dinner address of the senior Smith.
"My friends, you have come here to attend the
birthday festivities in honor of my son. You have
given your gifts and now I wish to give mine. I
wish to say a few words in advance, however.
"As nothing could be more fitting than a family
heirloom. I wish to present what is closest my heart,
a gift that carries with it all the spirit of Bowdoin
College in the '30 Decade. Those were the good old
days
. . .
when Bates and Colby were able to provide
opposition. But I am digressing. I give to you, my
son and heir, the most precious possession I have
the Bowdoin plates."
.
Alumni Secretary Wilder bulletins that the closing date for
placing orders for the plates is January 26. The plates will be a
valuable
'
order will reach the same conclusion quite some years before 1980
P. T. W. '32.
Of the several galleries in the
Walker Art Building none present a
more varied display than the Boyd
Gallery, named from the Col. George
W. Boyd Collection of Paintings which
comprises the principal exhibition
therein.
The paintings of the Boyd collection
are of Italian, French, German, Eng-
lish, Chinese, American and some of
unknown schools. The Healy portrait
of Henry W. Longfellow is one of the
best of the painting's shown here. The
head is of special merit. To the right
I
a remarkable portrait of a youne man
'attributed to Mazo. The latest por-
. ,, ;
trait to be acquired by the Boyd Gal-lmestment, and we venture to predict that those who
;
lery is the painting by Frank a
i Salisbury of the late Edward P.
! Mitchell, once editor of the New York
IN WALKER ART
GALLERY
Sun. Mr. Salisbury is an English
painter of excellent reputation and
the Mitchell picture is considered one
of his finest works, and one of the
best likenesses possessed by the
College. The other paintings in the
Boyd Gallery are of widelv varied
subjects by well known artists, both
modern and Renaissance.
Two drawings by John Flaxman are
displayed with the paintings. These
were purchased in 1918 by President
K. C. M. Sills from funds given by
the Classical Club.
The Boyd Gallery sculpture exhibit
contains works of American, Italian
and classical artisans. The bust of
Rear Admiral Peary by W. O. Par-
tridge is the most outstanding here.
The largest exhibit is the Japanese
Buddha given by Hon. Harold M. Sew-
all. The suit of Chinese armour, old
English carved oak chair (1630), and
the unique and beautiful alabaster
model in alabaster of the Taj Mahal
are the features of the classical sculp-
ture exhibit.
The case displays here are too va-
ried to classify, being made up of mis-
cellaneous contributions of valuable
and interesting antique and modern
pieces Coins, ancient and modern,
ancient pottery, precious stones and
statuettes form the bulk of the en-
cased objects. The collection of an-
cient coins at the east end of the gal-
lery is of special interest to numis-
matists.
The Assyrian Room
The Assyrian Room contains five
Gypsum slabs carved in bas-relief
with cuneiform inscriptions. The
color is light gray and they contain
contemporary records of the deeds of
King Assur-nazirapal (883-858 B. C.)
and were given by Henry Bryon Has-
kell, M.D., '55, missionary physician at
Mosul. The slabs were received in
1860.
A copy of the inrcriotions on the
rosetta stone and the Charles A. Cof-
fin collection of etchings complete the
exhibit in this room.
The Corridor
Paintings in the corridor in the
basement are from the Bowdoin and
Boyd Galleries. A cage of old Eng-
lish and American porcelain and glass-
ware lent by Miss Theodosia Pendle









Recently the executors of a will of
a certain Southern gentleman were
confronted with carrying out the fol-
lowing provisions in regard to the
establishment of a new college, which,
among other things, was to be situ-
ated "no nearer than fifteen miles to
a town". The institution was, fur-
thermore, to be attended by male pu-
pils of American or British decent
only, to give no examinations, to
have no instruction in foreign lan-
guages, to have no religious buildings
or exercises and to engage no minis-
ter of whatever denomination or faith
on the faculty—May God speed this
ignoble experiment!
Holy Cross College, an institution
wherein democracy is emphasized, is
planning for its Freshmen, their first
reception to the college. The new
class members are welcomed on an
equal footing with the other mem-
bers of the college by the Senior
class instead of being subjected to
humiliating initiations. The pro-
gram is to consist of talks, acts, re-
freshments and a smoker.
Classroom
The Classroom contains the ap-
paratus for stereopticon views to il-
lustrate lectures to art students and a
collection of Eight Charcoal Studies,
by John S. Sargent, given by Miss
Emily Sargent and Mrs. Francis Or-
mond.
Lewis J. Preney Dies
Last Monday evening Lewis J.
Preney, for many years Pressman for
the Brunswick Record and well known
to editors of the Orient died of
double pneumonia after a week's ill-
ness.
Mr. Preney was always well liked
by members of the Orient. In all cir-
cumstances he was helpful and pa-
tient. Mr. Preney was associated with
the Record for fourteen years and
was always an untiring conscientious
worker.





Direct Entrance from B. A M. Depot
•nd Boeton Madison Square Garden
SOO ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) v Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR one-52.50, 3.00, S.S0, 4.00
FOR TWO-S4.00, 4.50, S.00, 6Jt
*
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD*
Fitting the service
to the customer's needs
Bell System service is custom-made. Each of
the 65,000,000 telephone calls handled in the
average day must meet the exact wishes of
the person making the call.
Telephone men study a customer's com-
munication needs, then advise the type of
equipment that fits them best For depart-
ment stores they may recommend the "order
turret" — a special switchboard for taking
orders by telephone. Thus they enlarge the
store's service and simplify ordering for the
customer. They develop equipment and plans
for brokerage houses, police departments,
nation-wide sales forces — and all manner of
business firms.
The telephone industry continues to grow
by fitting its service more and more com-
pletely to the user's needs. For men with
insight and the ability to coordinate, the
opportunity is there!
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONE
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
New Vanities — Combination Cigarette Case and Lighter <
The Atarmist Perfumer — All with Bowdoin Seal
BOWDOIN SEAL CARDS
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
PROF. HOERNLE
WILL LECTURE
HERE ON JAN. 27
(Conttanad tram Pas* 1)
born in Bonn, Germany, of Anglo-
British ancestry, hi3 grandfather hav-
ing been a missionary in India. He
was fitted for college in several Ger-
man schools including the Gymnasium
Ernestinum at Gotha. He attetidod
Balliol College at Oxford where he
received his A.B. degree in 1903. He
was the John Locke scholar at Ox
ford in 1904.
He became Assistant to the Profes-
sor of Moral Philosophy in the Uni-
versity of St. Andrews, Scotland, in
1905. From 1908 to 1911, he held the
professorship of Philosophy at South
African College, Cape Town, South
Africa. In 1912, Professor Hoernle
returned to Great Britain where he
became Professor of Philosophy at
Armstrong College in the University
of Durham. Two vears after, he came
to America. Here he became Assis-
tant Professor of Philosophy and Psy-
chology at Harvard wh^re he re-
mained until 1920. He was called in
1923 to become the head of the Phil-
osophy Department of the University
of the Witwatersrand which position
he has occupied since then. In the
fall of 1926, he absented himself from
South Africa and taught at Bowdoin.
His interesting and attractive person-
ality made him very well liked among
the students, the faculty and the peo-
ple of Brunswick. The latter invited
him to be a judge at a beauty contest
held in Brunswick at the time. While
at Bowdoin, he gave a public lecture
on "Philosophy and Religion" which
was very successful. During his stay
in America at that time, he also at
tended the International Congress of
Philosophers at Cambridge. „
Author of Several Books
Professor Hoernle is the author of
a number of books on philosophy
which are widely read in colleges. He
is a contributor as well to the British
psychological and philosophical mag-
azine, "Mind". His books include
"Studies in Contemporary Meta-
physics" (1920), "Matter, Life, Mind,
and God" (1923), and "Idealism as a
Philosophical Doctrine" (1924), en-
larged and reissued in 1927.
VARSITY DEBATING
TEAM IS CHOSEN
Will Take 2,000 Mile Trip Through
Mid-West After Mid-Years
The trials for the varsity debating
team were held last Thursday eve-
ning, and Coach Childs, with the as-
sistance of Paul Walker, Chairman of
the Debating Council, chose Albert
Samuel Davis, Jr., '33, Chi Psi; Don-
ald Francis Prince '31, Theta Delta
Chi; and Norman von Rosenvinge '33.
The subject of debate for the trials
was: Resolved, that America Should
Adopt a System of Unemployment
Insurance Contributed to by Em-
ployer and Employee and Superin-
tended by the Several States. Since
this will be Prince's and Davis' sec-
ond year working together the two
may be expected to show the polish ol
practiced collaboration.




was a section devoted to a picturiza-
tion of the ancient sport of falconry
as practised in the Middle Ages. There
was some striking photography here
including a scene showing the cap-
ture in mid-air of a duck by a hawk.
The life of an osprey from the
moment it left the egg until the time
it was ready to shift for itself was
shown. Intermingled with this was
much about other wild life on the
island. Capt. Knight's trained eagle,
"Mr. Ramshaw" was made the ob-
ject of an attack by ospreys. The bat-
tle was shown in some amazing slow
motion pictures. There were some pic-
tures of the ospreys diving into the
ocean for fish.
To revive the species in England
a bird sanctuary has been established
in Lochiel by Colonel Cameron. The
last scenes of this picture take us
back to Scotland and we see Captain
Knight releasing two ospreys in the
same place where the picture opened.
A few touches of humor were intro-
duced by interesting cartoons shown
at various intervals throughout the
lecture.
On the Mid-Year's Coming of Age
In this period of economic and
business depression we hear from
M. L T. that the students of that
•jmrwsrsity are celebrating Mid-Years-
with a Depression Dance. Those who
are, unfortunately, preparing for mid-
year examinations are welcome
—
pro-
CASA L0MA ORCHESTRA TO PLAY AT SOPH HOP THETA DELT FIRE
j
ONLY SMALL BLAZE
(Coattraad from Pm 1}
IBSEN'S "GHOSTS" TO
BE SOPH HOP PLAY
(Continued from pas* I)
eating into his life, and his mother
fluttering helplessly near, are real-
ities."
And Oswald, sunk in the depths 01
his despair, feeling the inevitable
doom caused by the tainted memory
of his father, groans, "Everything
will burn. There won't remain a single
thing in memory of my father. Here
am I, too, burning down." This is
when the Orphanage, built by the
wife to expiate the crimes of her hub-
band, is fated to destruction : the sym-
bol of the ultimate collapse , of evil.
Attains Thrilling Climax
Strong in dramatic power, com-
pelling in its symbolism, and search-
ing in its study of human souls,
"Ghosts" provides no slight entertain-
ment for an audience. As George
Brandes, the Danish critic, said: "He
becomes the most modern of the mod-
erns. This, I am convinced, is his
imperishable glory, and will give last-
ing life to his works."
Action in the tragedy is psychologi-
cal; affairs work up to a dramatic
climax when the Orphanage burns at
a crucial moment, Mrs. Alving's
plans are shattered, the Parson de-
serts her, Engstrand takes his booty
and leaves, and Regina departs. Yet
the entire play is encompassed in the
short space of twenty-four hours.
There is but one scene throughout the
three acts: the spacious garden-room
of Mrs. Alving's country house, be-
side one of the larger fjords in West-
ern Norway.
Characters All Realistic
The characters are all vital, realis-
tic, and their interpretation offers
endless scope of possibility to the
five members of the cast chosen.
From the beginning of this week,
when rehearsals started, until the
dress rehearsal, efforts will be bent
to secure the desired effect to impress





Interest of Active Members and
Alumni Play Large Part in
Carrying Out Work
vided they bring doleful, ragged, or
dirty clothes—and a long face, in view
of the mighty holocaust to come.
Help will be given to the poor and
needy and apples and doughnuts will
be given away gratis.
As one approaches the site of the
new Kappa Sigma fraternity house
on Harpswell street, it is not difficult
to understand that here is the culmi-
nation of a long-felt want, of over
five years' planning and of the efforts
of many alumni brothers. Situated on
an advantageous position at the corn-
er of Harpswell and College streets,
every factor of the building's impos-
ing appearance is brought out. The
tall colonial-type columns of the
piazza immediately attract the eye,
while the refreshing simplicity of the
house proper tends to set them off
to advantage. A sun porch and gabled
roof complete the colonial-style effect.
Upon entering the living room, we
find this spacious interior paneled
with pumpkin pine and furnished with
luxurious maplewood furniture. A
large fireplace increases the hominess,
and at one end a smaller room in-
spires a sense of comfort.
Also opening off the living room
is the dining room comfortably seat-
ing fifty people. On this same floor is
a suite for alumni guests and quar-
ters for the matron.
Ascending the winding stairway we
may examine on the second and third
floors eight suites each rooming two
students and one suite for three.
These are all furnished, and afford
ample studying and sleeping quarters
for the men.
A thorough survey of all this can
only bring to mind the great effort
put forth by the building committee,
consisting of Burton M. Clough '00,
cf Portland, Charles L. Oxnard '11,
of West Medford, Mass., Leon E.
Jones '13, of Portland, Donovan D.
Lancaster *27, of Brunswick, and Her-
bert H. Rose '31 of Houlton. Mr.
Mayo formerly of Miller, Mayo and
Beales of Portland, drew the plans
for the house.
Present members of Kappa Sigma
afe'lhdeed fortunate in being able to
enjoy such an elaborate house
furnished to them by interested alum
ni.
Which is bigger— the air-
plane's landing wheel or the
setting sun ? Guess first, then
check your guess with a
measure.
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT
your taste tells the Truth!
MILDER. ..and
BETTER TASTE
© 193 1 , Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
average is 1.000, too!)—"Boys, the
house is on fire!"
"Hurrah!" cried the boys, and as
one man they rushed for the cans of
kerosene which they had been keeping
in the cellar £or just such a good
break as this. "Now we can get a
new house."
"What a break for Spring rushing!"
cried Dapper Don Prince.
But there was a fly in the ointment!
Some stupid Freshman, unwise in the
j
ways of his wily seniors, had turned
I
in an alarm, and in the distance could
! be heard, crescendo, the noise of the
I approaching Brunswick's Finest, with
! Dauntless Billy Edwards at their
head, resplendent in his Other Uni-
form, and with a new whistle. What
j
was this mighty sachem's surprise,
xi vi n i al?t< t?\ rvi\T* ! when ne alighted before the doomedtitjlAf L,i\S»l LV £,i>IiNU house, to find himself greeted with a
tremendous ovation of snowballs
which were thrown with uncanny aim
at the chief's calloused kisser. "Hey!"
James Beyers Colton
j neye(j tne chjeft «cut tnat out ;« and
The title of Mr. Colton's speech | he proceeded to arrest the instigator
was "The Value of Classical Study".
'68 PRIZE SPEAKING
(Continued from Pass 1)






i wight named Wright. Wright wasThe main theme of the speech wa I d bv w indijrnant confpanions
,that we owe to the civilization of
and ^ g^ wag JJ™ ^^^
ders. An erection was forthcoming.Rome and Greece everything that is
valuable In this modern time. That
is of course, with the exception of
science, for we have not invented
anything excepting scientific things.
Not even poetry or tragedy or comedy,
or even in religion, Colton stated. In
and the chief mounted to the level of
the roof's edge, where he launched at
once into a brilliant campaign speech,
with both eyes on the coming election.
The cheers of the student body, byVA ^ » ^.11 All A CI1K1VI1| VVUiVH OM11CU All . » • . • . . . —
_
~
order to get the best benefit from!*1"8 tune arriving in great numbers
classical studv, it is necessary for : <f™wned out evervthine the chief had




' "" in all. was a great




f bowed and nearly
translations are like photographs, 1 f
e» off the ladder, but as luck (bad
best for producing drawings and luck} would have it, he regained his
worse for sunsets. He concluded bv j footing, and waved his hat to
saying that the best of our English , acknowledge the plaudits of the multi-
and American authors were men
j
tude.
versed in Greek and Roman literature. At this point it was discovered that
John Thomas Gould | delegates from six of the other fra-
ternities had collected all the Sunday
Dapers in the six houses, and were
Nonsense literature and its value as
an escape from the affairs of litera-
ture was the thesis of Mr. Gould's
hastening to throw them on the pyre,
oration, as he attempted to add to thejg^Je£«J™dTer ^ imP™ssjon that
Wordsworthian philosophy that "The * WasK?
eow
Tf
km s mustache which
.unrM ic *™ ™,T^ ™ti, „„» n^ n_ was ablaze. It was a crucial momentworld is
. too much with us
'ning with a glance ahead to the time
i egin-'
**00 *,u"*ac> ll WBa
„ *; i for the Brunswick pompiers! A
when the affairs of grown-up men
wag
-..-. .... ... k. . Jf . ,. |« the group at the foot of the ladders
will cause students to forge *heir had suggested, very audibly, that they
younger dreams and ambitions, he j ma*f
S0
1
me «ffort to *>ut ?ut the nre.
explained what nonsense literature fad. department went into a huddle
what it means to those who find it a to djscuss this suggestion. The upshot
relief from the too-sensible things in "J8* a statement from the assistant
life, and followed with several exam- f
hl«f that financial conditions in the
pies of the best nonsense prose and Lnjted States were basically sound,
poetry. He closed with an appeal and that Spring would see a rising
for the greater attention for Mother ; maJrket.
Goose, Alice in Wonderland and simi-i An<1 then the fire-laddies went to
lar things, as a chance to add color to I work with a vigor. At this writing
life when it begins to pale under the \ the name of the vigor with whom they
effects of worldly cares.
|
worked is unknown, but subsequent
Lawrence Cooper Jenks investigations are expected to reveal
Mr. Jenks' speech had the HHa g^'& %*?» «*% *! I'
"Shaking the dry bones of civiliza-
! fit*! IS-*? S8 5? S*™.68'but to no avail. In spite of all they
could do, the fire died out eventually,
tion". The brief resume is as follows:
Youth of today is demanding a
„ , «
change from the continual system of ?
nd the insurance company expressed
mass education. In response to this tne fS"* °PmiQn of the onlookers
.rnminpnt Curators i when its agent made the follow-in"
Just another lousy
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dividualized methods in their colleges.
These experiments emphasize the im-
portance of individual experience ana'
initiative in learning, as well as the
j DISCUSSION
value of closer contact between in-
structor and pupil in the student's
development. They seem to show, too
that training of the young man in his
own special capacities is the best Owing to the temporary absence of
preparation for the world's work that Dr. Goodrich, Professor Burnett had
the college can give. Although the the weekly student discussion in the
many experiments vary in form, they B. C. A. room of the Moulton Union
present a unity of spirit and demon- Sunday, January 18th. Dr. Burnett
strate conclusively that youth and talked on "The Psychology of Reli-
educators alike are recognizing and gion", stressing that psychology and
accepting the challenge of individual-
1 religion are not necessarily joint in-
lsm
- jterests, that the student of that
Albert Edward Jenkins j branch of psychology which studies
Mr. Jenkins spoke with considerable, religion does so at a perfectly neutral
enthusiasm on "Communistic Russia". I standpoint, not Questioning whether
After a short review of the historical the religion be good or bad. but study-
and psychological background upon
|
ing the effects of this and that reli-
which Russian Communism is founded, : gion on certain people and their emo-
he presented rather an interesting tional reactions and attitude on life
contention. He maintained "that in general.
Communism
—
good or bad in our esti- ! These discussions are held each
mation—has done at least one thing
j
Sunday at 12.08 j». m. and are open
for Russia, namely, it has presented , to all interested,
a new faith." That popular faith, and I —
enthusiasm for Communism is the
great motivating power which is mak-
ing possible in Russia a maximum so-
cial and economic development in the
shortest possible time.
Robert Morton McFarland
As the material for his speech, Mr.
McFarland chose to discuss some of
the popular criticism of Science. He
brought out several important points
in this, the first of which was that
Science classifies facts and has no
control over nature. He said that we
can't explain Life in Spiritual prin-
ciples by Science, because that is not
the purpose of Science. When phi-
losophers try to do this, they misuse
Science. One of his most important
points was that there is no definite
connection between Science and Re-
ligion. He said that one encroached
upon the other, and hence we have the
eternal conflict. He concluded this
point by saying that the Church goes
beyond its proper domain. Although
many attempts are made to lament it,
our modern civilization is a good
thing, if we do away with the super-
stitions, and let social rules catch up
with Science. Without meddling at
all, Science has gone to the fore-
ground as the leader of advancement.
WHITE KEY MEETS
VISITING TEAMS
The latest informal meeting of the
Junior "White Key" Society was held
last Thursday evening at the Moulton
Union. Committees were named to
take charge of securing accommoda-
tions for the Dartmouth gym team
Friday night and the M. I. T. swim- i
ming team Saturday. In accordance
with its usual custom, the White Key \
will continue its functions throughout
the year, providing a welcome for each
j
visiting team that comes to Bowdoin. |
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Charles Farrell - H. B. Warner
Maureen O'Sullivan
Also Pathe Review and Comedy
Thursday • January 22
EYES OF THE WORLD
- with -
John Holland • Una Merhle
Nance O'Neil
Also Comedy and Sound Act
Friday - January 23
VAUDEVILLE
• on the screen •
A LADY'S MORALS
- with •
Grace Moore - Reginald Demy
Wallace Beery
Also Paramount News
Saturday • January 24
THE NAUGHTY FLIRT
- with *
Alice White - Paul Page
Myrna Loy
Also Comedy and Talkartoon
Mon. and Tues. • Jan. 26 and 27
MOROCCO
• with -
Gary Cooper - Marlene Dietrich
Adolphe Menjou
Also Paramount News - Sound Act
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVTTY SHOP
OM Fwittve, China. Pewter, Glaas
Miss Stetson gives jsj—sj aHnjidioi
to orders for antique goods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spriag St„ Ikmmmkk - TeL S4S-M
25 years in
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Mask and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St,—Tel. 137
20 ENGRAVED
CHRISTMAS CARDS
with name printed - $1.75
STUART & CLEMENT
Town Building
Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10




who cater to fraternity trade
'Anything y'want Pressed?



















CONQUER M. I. T.
(Continued from Put 1)
his last four dives Janes managed to
just nose out Lynch of the visitors for
followed with 56.4. By doing well in
the third place.
The 150 back-stroke proved another
easy triumph for the White. Easton
and Eaton, finishing about a yard
apart in that order, led Crick, the
nearest Tech man, by two lengths of
the pool. The century went to Lutz,
the visitor's ace, in one minute flat.
Densmore captured the breast-
stroke handily in 2 m. 50 3-5 s. He
was followed by his teammate, Sperry.
The relay, the final event, proved the
most thrilling on the evening's pro-
gram. Esson finished his fifty with a
two-yard lead. This was increased
slightly by Howard and Bowman.
However, Lutz, swimming anchor
man, churned up the water to come
alongside of Smith in the final length
and then beat him out by inches.
• The swimming manager wishes to
apologize for the erroneous announce-
ment that was circulated around to
the Houses the night of the meet.
This was to the effect that the blanket
tax was not good. This was not the
case and the blanket tax will be hon-
ored at all swimming meets.
The following are the complete re-
sults:
300 yard medley relay—Won by
Bowdoin (Easton, Densmore, Esson).
Time: 3 m. 45 3-5 s.
50 yard dash—Won by Lutx, M.I.T.;
second, Teague. M.I.T.; third, Smith,
Bowdoin. Time: 25 3-5 s.
440 yard swim—Won by Trott,
Bowdoin; second, Durham, Bowdoin;
third, Thomson, M.I.T. Time: 6 m.
19 3-5 s.
300 yard medley—Won by Bow-
man, Bowdoin; second, Sperry, Bow-
doin; third, Turner, M.I.T. Time:
4 m. 404-5 s.
Dives—Won by Crick, M.I.T.; sec-
ond. Carpenter, Bowdoin; third,
James, Bowdoin.
150 yard breast-stroke—Won by
Easton, Bowdoin; second, Eaton, Bow-
doin; third. Crick, M.I.T. Time: 1 m.
59 s.
100 yard dash—Won by Lutz,
M.I.T. ; second. Smith, Bowdoin; third,
Teague, M.I.T. Time: 60 s.
200 yard breast-stroke—Won by
Densmore, Bowdoirr; second, Sperry,
Bowdoin; third, Turner, M.I.T. Time:
2 m. 50 3-5 s.
Relay—Won by Bowdoin (Esson,
Howard, Bowman, Smith). Time:








Squad of Inexperienced Fencers Are
Rounding Into Shape by
Daily Training
The College fencing team, under the
able leadership of Capt.-Mgr. Nor-
wood K. Macdonald '32, has been
working out in the gym every day of
the week in preparation for a stren-
uous season. Some of the men who
are showing the best work in this
sport are Douglas A. Anello '33, Fred
E. Miller '33. John W. Gauss *S3. Will
M. Kline '33. Harold H. Everett '34,
Arthur B. Lord '34. Anello is the
only one of the candidates who has
had any previous experience.The team
is working without the aid of a coach.
This is indeed a handicap, for all the
teams which Bowdoin fences have the
services of professional coaches.
Captain Macdonald stated that the
team has been invited to attend the
New England division of the Ama-
teur Fencers' League to be held in
Boston, but that the team would be
unable to be present. He also stated
that the Boston A. A. has extended
an invitation to the Bowdoin team to
a contest when it is in Boston at
either the B. U. or the B. C. match.
The schedule, as announced by Mac-
donald, is tentative:
Feb. 12—Dartmouth at Hanover.
Feb. 14—B. U. at Boston.
Feb. 21—Norwich at Brunswick.
Feb. 28—B. C. at Boston.
March 1—Harvard at Cambridge




Psi U's Establish New
League-Scoring Record
by 140-11 Win
On January 13 Zeta Psi swamped
the A. D. warriors by a score of 47-14.
Bob DeGray and Dick Van Varick
were outstanding on the Zete team
while Davis and Knight on the A. D.
team gained most of their points.
Zeta Psi (47) G FG Pts
DeGray, rf 7 2 16
Merrill, If 2 1 5
Knox, c 3 6
Van Varick, rg 4 1 a
Pike, Ig 2 2 fi
Evans, If 2 4
Lawrence, lg . 1 1
20 7 47
Alpha Delta Phi (14) G FG Pts
Bennett, rf
Knight. If 2 4
Davis, c... 4 8
Donaldson, rg







The Dekes and the Betas clashed on
January 14, the Dekes winning by a
score of 33 to 16. Leo, Kleibacker and
Allen starred for D.K.E., while Bos-
sidy, Lippincott, and Flint tallied all
the points for the Betas.
D.K.E. (33) G FG Pts
Leo, If 4 3 11
Means, rf 3 6
Allen, c 4 . 8
Stearns, lg
Thomas, rg
Kleibacker, rf 4 S
15 3 33
Beta (16) G FG Pts
Hopkins, rf
Flint, rg, c 2 4
Lippincott, c, rg 1 3 5





Sigma Nu and D. U. met on Jan-
uary 15 and played a rather close
game, Sigma Nu leading at the end by
a score of 42-30. Murray and Donahue
on the Sigma Nu side brought most
of their points while on the D. U.
team, Piper and Hall were outstand-
ing.
Sigma Nu (42) G FG Pts
Edwards, If 2 2 6
Perking, rf 3 6
Murray, c 9 1 19























On January 14 the A.T.O. delega-
tion overwhelmed the T.D.'s with a
score of 62-12. Royal and Prouty
starred for A.T.O. and Cleaves and
Holt were outstanding on the T. D.
team.
A.T.O. (62) G FG Pts












Coach Houser Uses Large Squad of
Yearlings to Advantage in
First Encounter
IF ITS PRINTING
You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
Tel. 3are at your service.
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.














iessly entangled with the South Port-
Colton and Short Bag Firsts^ZUtttttfSSAiSl
On Flying Rings and places in that order. Allen again as
cended to the winner's pedestal, when
he flashed to the tape in two low hur-
dle events, with Bowdoin men follow-
ing in both cases, Gray and Keid in the
two hurdle event, Gray and Appleton
in the three.
Reid, in the 600, took an early lead,
and held it despite the efforts of Dues-
enberry of the Capers to take him
over on the second lap. Allen pulled
up into second op the second lap, pass-
ing the Caper, man, and in a thrilling
home-stretch dueL Brooks, Bowdoin,
fought his way past the Caper to fill
out three places for the Frosh.
Coombs Wins Thrilling Mile
Bowdoin started off to a fast start
The general rejoicing over victories
last Saturday was somewhat overcast
when the Dartmouth gym team
walked away on the long end of a
thirty-eight to sixteen score. While
they had no srreater number of indi-
vidual stars than Bowdoin, there was
a marked margin of superiority in the
general calibre of their material.
Bowdoin took first place in the par-
allel bar event, and on the flying rings
where Colton was pushed to defeat
Hutton, who scored only one less
point. Although Hutton's work was
j
in the twelve lap grind, with Perkins
flashy, it lacked the finish of Cotton's
j
holding the first position,.followed by
performance. I Burton and Ambler. South Portland's
Short had a fairly comfortable nine- ace, Coombs, was far back in fifth
point lead in the parallel bar event. , place. After two laps, however, he
His work was slow and marked by drew up to pass all three White run-
perfect control, the final dismount be-ners; Messer, his teammate, romped
ing a back somersault to the floor and
j
into third position, leaving Ambler to
a roll-up coming from a standing po- ' uphold the Frosh in second,
sition. Colton seemed to have at least I Messer struggled into the lead with
a third place clinched, and his failure | 600 yards to go, but both Coombs and
to score in the event was a surprise j Ambler flashed by him; Burton passed
to the crowd.
j
him on the next turn. Coombs broke
The display of work in tumbling i into his winning stride with two cir-
was superior to anything seen at Bow- 1 cuits remaining. With Ambler in hot
doin in some time with the exception
|
pursuit the lead increased to nearly
of the work of Disque, Springfield
j
six yards. Burton was rapidly losing
Training School man. a year ago. I ground. Finally, with but a furlow re-
Seney's flips took first for the Green,
with Halm, his teammate, running a.
fairly close second. Short took third.
The other events lacked an equal de-
gree of the spectacular, but showed in
some cases the result of arduous
training. Peck did some neat work
on the horse, performing slowly and
smoothly, while Blakalie had second,
and Dan Bowman, Bowdoin sopho-
more, the third place. In the rope
climb Norris tied the five and two-
fifths seconds reached by Cefeda of
Army in the first Bowdoin dual meet,
while Cushman's six seconds flat took
the next position. Halm was third.
Dartmouth made a clean sweep of the
horizontal bar.
The summaries:
Horizontal Bar—Won by Dart-
mouth: Harper (D), 1st, 101 points;
Hatch (D), 2nd, 94 points; Jennings
(D), 3rd, 82 points.
Rope Climbing1—Won by Dart-
mouth: Norris (D), 1st, 5 2-5 sees.;
Cushman (B), 2nd, 6 sees.; Halm (D),
3rd. 7 sees.
Side Horse—Won by Dartmouth:
Peck (D), 1st, 208 points; Blakalie
(D), 2nd. 182 points; Bowman (B),
3rd, 179 points.
Parallel Bars—Won by Bowdoin:
Short (B), 1st. 198 points; Hunley
(D), 2nd, 189 points; Hatch (D), 3rd,
183 points.
Flying Rings—Won by Bowdoin:
Colton (B). 1st, 201 points; Hutton
(D), 2nd. 200 points; Eaton (B), 3rd,
138 points.
Mats—Won bv Dartmouth: Seney
(D), 1st, 202 points; Halm (D), 2nd.
191 points: Short (B). 3rd. 178 points.




QgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Brisk Srattpra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY






















The Freshman hockey team jour-
neyed to Bridgton last Saturday and
ahnded the Bridgton Academy hockey
outfit a 4 to 1 beating. As Coach
Houser used all of the squad at dif-
ferent times, there was not much time
for prolonged individual starring.
However, Robibns of the Frosh came
off with high honors by finding the
Bridgton cage for two goals, and
Pickard and Allen completed the
score, each have one goal to his credit.
Coach Houser could use his large
squad to advantage, putting six dif-
ferent teams on the ice. He is plan-
ning to face the Varsity against the
Cubs on Tuesday, as this goes to
press, and on Thursday the '34 squad
will meet a group of local players
called the Brunswick Hockey Club.
25 YEARS AGO
The College Catalogue is out, an-
nouncing three hundred and sixty-
eijrht students in college.
Cheat Wizards Congregate
The Chess Club which organised in
1905 reorganized in 1906 with William
T. Johnson '06 as president
The closest game so far was the
clash between the Kappa Sigs and
Chi Psi, Kappa Sigma finally winning
with a score of 32-29. Bakanowsky
starred on the Kappa Sig team and
Barbour was outstanding for Chi Psi.
Durand was the referee.




























The week end was kinder to Bow-
doin than the one previous. The Frosh
overwhelmed the South Portland
track contingent and won the Bridg-
ton Academy hockey game. The local
mermen chalked up the first victory
of their short existence against M. I.
T.
Charlie Allen, freshman trackster.
ought to go far under the tutelage of
our track mentor. Jack Magee.
Lowell, Richardson, Kimball and
Rosenfeld are all sophomores and
fleet, fighting stuff for Smiling Ben.
The Bowdoin-Northeastern hockey
game at Boston was handled by two
referees and was a hard but clean
contest, featuring an abundance of
combination passing and open play.
It was an example the Maine State
Series might well profit by. especially
the dual officiation which has long
been in vogue in civilized hockey cir-
cles. ;
The Bowdoin relay quartet will not
face the delegation from the U. of M.
at the B. A. A. games as was an-
nounced. It seems that the Orono
institution has some ruling which
frowns on out-of-state competition
with a team hailing from within the
far flung borders of the Pine Tree
state.
Sonny Dwyer stepped into the nets
against Northeastern and did a very
creditable job for one who has been
playing the wings.
maining. Ambler let out his final
sprint, and succeeded in closing to a
scant two yards. Coombs broke the
tape, with Ambler and Burton draw-
ing second and third.
Visitors Outran in Relay
Skillings of Bowdoin, and Good of
South Portland, started off the show,
with the latter galloping in carrying
an apparently safe twelve yard lead.
Eton Reid, tired by his exertions in the
600, managed to close in a few yards
on the flying Angel, however. Allen
was handed the
t
stick when his oppo-
nent, Catlin, was already around the
first bend. Allen, outrunning his man
all the way. passed him on the final
turn, and passed the baton to Gray,
with a five yard lead. The White an-
chor man led all the way, and finished
well in the lead of Coombs.
The Capers were no match for the
Polar Cuba in the field, for Allen, Rob-
bins and Reid took the horizontal leap;
Larsen, Waite and Ingalls the 12
pound shot heave; Kahili, Larsen and
Porter the high jump; and Pope and
Robbins tied in the pole vault, both
stopping before their ceiling was at-
tained.
The summary:
40-yard dash—Won by Allen, Bow-
doin; second, Skillings, Bowdoin;
third, Curran, South Portland. Time:
5 seconds.
1000-yard run—Won by Coombs,
South Portland; second, Burton, Bow-
doin; third. Gray, Bowdoin. Time: 2
minutes, 30 4-5 seconds.
45-yard high hurdles—Won by Al-
len, Bowdoin; second. Good, South
Portland; third, Appleton, Bowdoin.
Time: 6 2-5 seconds.
300-yard run—Won by Good, South
Portland; second, Curran, South Port-
land; third, Angel, South Portland.
Time: 35 2-5 seconds.
45-yard low hurdles (2 hurdles)
—
Won by Allen, Bowdoin; second, Gray,
Bowdoin; third, Reid, Bowdoin. Time:
6 seconds.
45-yard low hurdles (3 hurdles)
Won by Allen, Bowdoin; second, Gray,
Bowdoin; third, Appleton, Bowdoin.
Time: 6 seconds.
600-yard run—Won by Reid, Bow-
doin; second, Allen, Bowdoin; third,
Brooks, Bowdoin. Time: 1 minute,
24 1-5 seconds.
One-mile run—Won by Coombs,
South Portland; second. Ambler, Bow-
doin: third. Burton, Bowdoin. Time:
5 minutes, 3-5 seconds.
High jump—Won by Kahili, Bow-
doin; second. Larsen, Bowdoin; third,
Porter, Qowdoin. Height: 5 feet, 6
inches.
Broad iumj>—Won by Allen, Bow-
doin; second, Robbins, Bowdoin; third,
Reid. Bowdoin. Distance: 19 feet 63
inches.
12-pound shot put—Won by Larsen,
Bowdoin; second. Waite, Bowdoin;
third, Ingalls, Bowdoin. Distance: 41
feet. 111 inches.
Pole vault—Tie for first between
Pope, Bowdoin, and Robbins, Bowdoin;
third, McCarthy, South Portland.
Height: 10 feet.
Relay—Won by Bowdoin (Skillings,
Reid, Allen and Gray); South Port-
land (Good, Angel. Catlin and
Coombs). '
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Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Senrice - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing:
By An Experienced Watchmaker









The most overwhelming defeat of
the season was the game between Psi
U and the Non-Fraternity team, the
score being 140 to 11. McMenamin,
Dana, Purdy, and Boucher made most
of the points for Psi U and Lo Cicero
and Ferguson were the biggest scor-
ers for the Non-Fraternity team.































School, Stevens High School of Rum-
ford, Rockland High School and He-
bron Academy.
The teams were: South Portland,
negative—Lawrence Keene, Faith
Dinsmore, (alternate, Bernice Dean).
Affirmative: Beverly Davis, John
Monihan. Bangor negative: Robert
Cummins, Robert Vurson. Affirma-
tive, Berna Stein, Constance Hedin.
The finals were presided over by
Miss Mary N. Brock of Augusta, Pro-
fessor Childs, and Professor Holmes.
Judges were Professor Childs, Dr.
Ashby, D.D., Professor Lewis, Don-
ald Prince '31, Norman vonRosen-
vinge "33, George P. Towle '33, Albert
S. Davis, Jr., *33, John Gordon '33,
Albert Jenkins '31, and Stephen R.
Deane "34.
LEBEL'S
Candy and Ice Cream
74 MAINE STREET
NORTHEASTERN WINS
OVER BOWDOIN BY 6-3
Northeastern University flashed a
fast attack to defeat Bowdoin's
hockey team at the Boston Arena on
Friday night, 6 to 3. The Polar Bears
for two periods battled the Huskies
on even terms but faltered miserably
in the last session when the Bay
Staters tallied three times.
Carter scored first for Northeastern
on a clever bit of individual play at
the start of the second frame after
both teams had played scoreless
hockey in the first canto. Souther than
evened the count for Bowdoin and
the invaders were put in the lead
when Rosenfeld fired a long shot into
the ribbons. This goal stirred the
Huskies and before the period ended
the team garnered two tallies to stay
out front for good.
Kreusel and Anderson were the big
guns for Northeastern teaming to-
gether for the final three goals for
the Huskies. Rosenfeld scored for
Bowdoin in the final session. The sum-
mary:
Northeastern (6) (3) Bowdoin
Anderson (Alcorn, Reed) lw
rw, Sloan (Bates)
Kreusel (Sommers, Diskin) c .
c, Rose (Richardson)
Carter (Gallagher, Martin, Russell)
rw lw, Rosenfeld (Lowell)
Rice, Id rd, Bilodeau
McMullen (Munroe) rd . . .Id, Souther
Kuposky (Denton) g g, Dwyei
Score—Northeastern 6, Bowdoin 3.
First period—No score.
Second period—Northeastern, Car-
ter, 3.35; Bowdoin, Souther, 10.10;
Bowdoin, Rosenfeld, 12.30; Northeast-
ern, Kreusel (Anderson), 13.15;
Northeastern, Carter, 13.21.
Third period—Northeastern, Ander-
son (Kreusel) 2.35; Bowdoin, Rosen-
feld, 4.13; Northeastern, Kreusel
(Carter), 11.01; Northeastern, Krusel
(Anderson), 11.45.
Penalties—Bilodeau, leg check;
Bilodeau, board check;' Sommers, leg
check; Carter, hooking; Richardson,
tripping. Referee, Hughes and Duplin.
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Chi Psi, Kappa Sigma, Beta
Theta Pi, Sigma Nil and
A. T. 0. Initiate
FEW UPPERCLASSMEN
AMONG CANDIDATES
Traditional Ceremonies to Take Place
Friday and Saturday of
This Week
Five fraternities will carry out then
annual initiation rites this week end,
Friday the thirteenth and Saturday,
the fourteenth of February. The
houses initiating are Chi Psi, Kappa
Sigma, Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Nu, and
Alpha Tau Omega. A few upper class-
men and entire freshman delegations
will be initiated into the several fra-
ternities except where, in individual
cases, insufficient grade averages pre-
vent. At the time of this printing
the Anal lists of initiates have not
been made out.
The following is the tentative list
as it now stands. Men listed are
freshmen unless otherwise indicated:
Chi Psi
Kendall Parker Abbott, Waterboro
Garnet Rodney Hackwell, Bridge-
water, Mass.
Eugene George Ingalls, Bath
James Blenn Perkins, Jr., Boothbay
Harbor
Richard Rankin Sherman, Belfast
Neal Thombs Skillings, Portland
Blake * Tewksbury, Cumberland
Mills
Henry Nelson Tibbetts, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.
Kappa Sigma
Walter Parker Bowman '31, Yonk-
ers-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Kennedy Crane, Rockland
Richard Leslie Goldsmith, Skowhe-
gan
Roger Shultz Hall, Highland Mills,
N. Y.
Stanley Hohn Kamykowski, Mil-
ford, Conn.
Harry Raymond Kellett, Lawrence,
PROGRAM
Friday, February 13
Prof. Walton B. McDaniel, "In
the Wake and Footsteps of
Aeneas"
Sunday, February 15
Mr. Clayton H. Ernst, Editor of
the "Open Road". Chapel Speaker.
"International Friendships"
Monday, February 16











Next Week to Witness
Another Soph Hop at
Bowdoin
The Student Council crystallized
student sentiment in regard to the re-
cent resignation of Ben Houser, as
Baseball and Hockey Coach, to take
effect this June, in a statement is-
sued to the Orient Tuesday, in which
it viewed with 'high disfavor', the ac-
ceptance of Houser's resignation by
the Athletic Council.
It is the opinion of the Student




Miss May Korb Featured as
Soprano Soloist Last
Evening
Eighty musicians of the Portland
Municipal Orchestra, the largest and
most versatile of harmonic organiza-
tions to appear at Bowdoin this year,
played before an enthusiastic audi-
ence of students and townspeople in
Memorial hall last evening. This mu-
sical event was offered under the aus-
pices of the Musical Department of
the college.
Mr. Charles R. Cronham, under
whose direction the Portland
Ralph Ahrah Kelhw, Peabody, Mass.
Charles Fox Kahili, Portland
Brewer Jay Merriam, Framingham,
Mass.
Alden Stuart O'Brien, Lubec
Gardner Chase Pope, East Machias
Bertram Quincy Robbins, Lincoln
William Darsie Rounds, Rockland
Beta Theta Pi
John Dono Brookes, Stoughton.
Mass.
Kenneth Gordon Cady, Waban,
Mass.
Richard Potter Emery, Dorchester,
Mass.
Joseph Nealley Fernald, Notting-
ham, N. H.
John Chester Gazley, New Rochelle,
N. Y.
John William Lord, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles Henry McKenney, Welles-
ley Hills, Mass.
James Horace Norton, Detroit,
Mich.
Raymond Francis Prince, Bangor
Alden Hampton Vose, Jr., Westport,
Conn.
. - ^
James Graham Woodruff, Barre,
Vt.
Sigma Nu




Bryant Chamberlain Emerson, Som-
ersworth, N. H.
John Gilbert Fay, N. Y. C.
Franklin Howe Fiske, Greenfield,
Mass.
(OoDttmwd oa ram S)
Plans are being made by the va-
rious fraternities for House Parties on
the week end of February 18th and
19th. Full details have not been for-
mulated as yet but most of the or-
chestras have been ensrasred.
The Alnha Delta plan a sleigh ride
and McKinney's Cotton Pickers will
furnish the music. The Casa Loma
orchestra will play at the Psi U house
dance and also at the D. U. house. The
Chi Psi's plan to engage one of Sulli-
van's orchestras and Delta Kappa Ep-
silon will share the Cotton Pickers
with Alpha Delta Phi. Kappa Sigma
has engaged Lougee's Hudson-Essex
Challengers and Dick Marston's band
will play at the Beta house dance.
Alpha Tau Omega has engaged Ross
and his gang from New Hampshire.
should have had some voice in the n * o cu n r ua play
ers have previously performed at




Secretary P. S. Wilder
on Tour
Athletic Council meeting of January
24, and it backs up its formal pro-
test to the Orient with a petition
which urges the Athletic Council to
reconsider the resignation of Houser.
The statement follows:
To the Orient:
In view of the fact that the
Students were not allowed to ex-
press their opinion or to have any
say whatsoever in regard to the
resignation of Ben Houser, the
Student Council deems it advisable
to send a petition, signed by the
undergraduates, to the Athletic
Council in hopes that it may bring
to light the high disfavor with
which they hold its acceptance
and also show the respect and
praise they have for their coach.
Certainly the students or those
whom they name to represent
them should have an opportunity
to state their ideas on the mat-
ter and surely the resignation of
Ben Houser should be given due
consideration before its accept-
ance. He, who has been so suc-
cessful in producing winning
baseball and hockey teams, should
not even be allowed to think of
resigning.
Surely the authorities will find
it extremely difficult to secure a
baseball coach of the caliber and
experience of Ben Houser.
(Signed)
A. L. CR1MMINS,
For the Student Council.
From January 28th to 31st five Bow-
doin Alumni Associations held meet-
ings in various parte of the East.
,
President Sills and Alumni Secretary i »
v
rTl?l»cr,tJnT ACTfr
Philip S. Wilder represented the col- *H * **!*&«-!iUL«AO 111
lege. MEET TO BE HELDThe Bowdoin Association of Boston
_^ ,„„_ ,„,_„„. „.„..,=.>.,•«. .,».. ,v ...w *...




that city with 130 members present. T . p . . ,j ;„ ,vti „, . ™ ;„t ,
S3S mStU Present gSEj^ g£J gy^V" Tnediscussed the advantages and disad- 2S3Li^^l-,22!!?X hCh
vantages of the fou*r-year college XS^^^mT^ -*
this concert, featuring classical com
positions by Wagner, Beethoven,
Verdi and Bach. Several solo num-
bers were interspersed in the program,
among them notably the charming
songs by Miss May Korb, lyric-colora-
tura soprano.
Another bright spot on the eve-
ning's entertainment were the pleas-
ing renditions of the string trio,
Stella Brewster, Katherine Hatch and
Francis McPherson. The accom-
paniment was arranged for violin,
violincello and harp.
Program Weil-Balanced
The harmonic entertainment opened
with the orchestral interpretation of
the Introduction to Act III of Wag-
ner's great opera, "Lohengrin". Fol-
lowing this they rendered "Symphony
No. 5 in C Minor", a composition of
the immortal Beethoven.
The intermission was followed by
a group of numbers sung by Miss
Korb, accompanied by the stringed
trio. First on the quintet of songs
was a Spanish serenade, "Come, Love,
with Me," by Camevali. Following
this Miss Korb sang the delightful
"Love Finds out the Way" of Raff.
"Dreams", a vocal composition of the
composer Chasins was her third of-
fering.
A particularly pleasing number,
"Nymphs and Fauns", by Bemberg,
came as Miss Korb's fourth song. She
concluded this group by singing the
Bach-Gounod number, "Ave Maria",
arranged by the Orchestra's director
Mr, Cronham.
Operatic Selection Concludes
The mighty orchestra burst into the
ATHLETIC SCHEDULE
Wednesday, February 11




-Fencing, Dartmouth at Hanover
Saturday, February- 14
Hockey, Bates at Lewiston
Varsity Track, Boston A. A.
(relay).













Swimming, Williams at Bruns-
wick
Saturday, February 28
Swimming, Brown at Brunswick
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AGAIN TO BE VISIT-
ING LECTURER HERE
To Deliver Series of Three
Scientific Lectures This
Semester
course, Dr. Sills defending that
j
scheme, believing that less time spent
in college does not tend to make for
maturity as does the full four year
period—the first year one of appren-
ticeship; the second, one of foreman-
ship; the third, one of guidance; and
the fourth, a year of leadership. Dur-
ing this meeting Dr. Alfred E. Burton
'78 blew on the gewgag, an ancient
horn, used to summon the member*
of Phi Chi during the 70's. Mr. Wilder
spoke also.'
The election of officers resulted in
William M. Emery '89 being rein-
stated with Earle W. Cook '17 as sec-
retary.
On the same day the Bowdoin Club
of Portland met at the Falmouth
Hotel with thirty-five present. Pro-
fessor Albert Abrahamson spoke onj
unemployment.
At the Stonehaven Hotel at Spring-
field, Mass., the Bowdoin Association
of Western Mass., met on Thursday,
(
January 29th. Here President Sills,
spoke again on the advantages of the
four-year college course, with Presi-
dent Nielson of Smith College sub-
stantiating his opinions. Louis W.
Doherty '19 was elected president and
Sidney P. Brown was reelected sec-
retary. This meeting was attended by i
about thirty people.
The Bowdoin Association of New
York and vicinity met on Friday, Jan-
uary 30th. The speakers were Presi-
dent Sills, Coach Bowser, and William
Trewford Foster, co-author of "The
Road to Plenty", and former faculty
member. Mr. Foster is now director
of the Pollak Foundation for Eco-
nomic Research. The gewgag was
blown again. This time by Horace E.
(Continued on pace 2)
and the pre-
(Continued on pern «)
ber's opera, "Euryanthe". With the
conclusion of this number the musical
evening came to an end. Professor
Wass, head of the Musical Department
of the college was instrumental in se-
curing this program for the general
public as well as the students them-
selves.
Bowdoin will make her first bid of
the season for relay honors Saturday
evening when a one-mile team picked
this week will face Villanova and
Northeastern University in one of
the features of the BAA. games at
the Boston Garden. The team will be
Bowdoin alumni throughout the
United States as well as the entire
student body were distinctly surprised
and shocked by the resignation of
Coach Ben Houser, veteran hockey
and baseball mentor, which was ten-
dered two weeks ago. Sports fans
outside the college all over New Eng-
land shared in the surprise and shock
and the announcement of the con-
clusion of Houser's career as a mem-
ber of the coaching staff here gave
rise to a veritable torrent of discus-
sion and speculation.
Ben Houser came to Bowdoin in
1918 with an enviable record in base-
ball behind him, both as player and
manager. His advent marked the
beginning of a new era in Bowdoin
baseball and though playing some of
the strongest college ball nines in the
East, the records of his teams have
been consistently on par with those of
any other small college in this part of
the country. Against the other three
colleges of Maine Houser has enjoyed
particular success and has turned in
more State baseball championships
than any other coach in Maine. Inaug-
urating the custom of making an an-
nual trip through New England which
formerly extended as far south as
Delaware, "Smiling Ben" has made
Bowdoin a name to be respected
among college baseball circles and on
several of these trips the White ball
hawks have humbled colleges with far
larger student bodies and better ma-
terial. Among the colleges which
have tasted defeat from the Houser-
coached Polar Bears are Columbia,made up of Johnson, Foster, Thistle- U„„ T„, t ,„ ,. ,. f p»„„„. ,•.„.„„,
Wesleyan, Brown, Norwich, North-
eastern, Mass. Aggies, Trinity, Tufts,
New Hampshire State, and Worcester,
a list which does not include the many
one run defeats by such colleges as
Yale, Holy Cross, West Point, An-
napolis, and Providence College.
In hockey also the White has met
with success under the tutelage of
Hiekufc as" alternates.
Both Villanova and Northeastern
are represented by strong teams this
year according to the advance dope,
and the White flyers will have their
hands full in coming out on top. The
latter are especially strong and have
not lost a relay in several years.
Individuals to Compete
At the same time several other! Ben. winning as many if not more
members of the track squad will be
I State titles during the few years that
entered in various individual events! Houser has been at the reins in the
with a view to giving them experience
j
ice sport. Players and coach have
rather than offering them the glory
| been severely handicapped in this
of winning. Larry Usher will face one i sport, however, by lack of a covered
of the strongest fields in the country
j playing surface, lack of material and
in a- special 1,000-yard invitation I equipment.
event, including Seraphin Martin, re- 1 Houser played major league base-
cently imported French short distance! ball for the Philadelphia Athletics un-
star, Sover, formerly of N. Y. U., and
J
der Conny Mack and is a well-known
Russell Chapman, the Bates sensation, figure in Maine semi-pro and profes-
considered by Jack Magee to be the I sional baseball circles, having man-
greatest half-miler in the country ana aged the fast Augusta Millionaires
possibly the world. While having lit- 1 semi-pro nine for several summers
tie chance of leading the field home, and piloted the Lewiston club of the
Larry should pick up some valuable ! short-lived New England League.
experience which will stand him ir.i
good stead when Spring and the State I
Meet roll around. The two Charlies,
AUea and Stanwood, will also be tak-
en along, both being entered in the
high hurdles while Stanwood will also
OPENING DEBATE OF
TRIP LOOT TO UNION
compete in the high jump. Robbins, t» . n ,
Frosh pole vaulter, will enter his fa- "nnce, VOn KOSenVlllge and
vonte event, he and Allen being thei
only members of the Freshman squad






Twelve Delegates to be Sent
Annual Meeting from Each
Maine College
to
Professor James Flack Norris, of
the department of chemistry at the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, will deliver three scientific
lectures at the college during this
semester, under the auspices of the
Bowdoin department of chemistry.
The visiting professor returns for
the second time, for in the spring
semester of 1928-29 he was lecturer in i
chemistry. At the Bowdoin Com-i
mencement of the latter year Profes-i
sor Norris was awarded an honorary
,
degree of Doctor of Science. The pro-
fessor was at one time President of
the American Chemical Society.
"Motor Fuels" is the topic of Pro-
fessor Norris' first lecture, to be de-
livered for all men taking chemistry,
on Monday at 10.30. All other me;i
interested in these talks may attend.
On Monday, March 2, Profes-
sor Norris will lecture on "Some
New Chemical Industries". His final
address will be Monday, March 16,
and is entitled "Chemistry and the
Farmer".
During* the afternoons of the three
weeks which Professor Norris is at
Bowdoin he will be available for any





CHANGE MADE TO END




"In the Wake and Footsteps
Cafeteria and Can^n Now Combined °f A^eas" Subject of
in Upstairs Dining Room Friday Talk
Both Freshmen Prominent in Class
Standing and Activities
The varsity debating team opened
its season last Monday evening by
debating Union College at Schenec-
| tady on the subject: "Is the Expansion
' of Chain Stores Detrimental to the
|
Best Interests of the American Peo-
|
pie?" The debate was broadcast over
station WGY at eleven o'clock in the
evening. The judges of the debate
were residents of Schenectady and in-
Last Monday morning a revolution-, „In the Wake and Footsteps of eluded Henry A. Allen and John A.
ary change was instituted
I
in the din-
i Aeneas" will be the subject of the Holland. Their decision broadcasting service dispensed at.the Moultoi.
j lecture delivered Friday night by Doc- over the radio a few minutes afterUnion The Canteen which formerly
| tor Walton Brooks McDaniel of the I the close of the debate awarded the
operated in the basement between the
j
University of Pennsylvania, in the! victory to Union College,
hours of 9.30 a.m and midnight has! Main Lou^e of Moulton Union. This Last Monday's debate was the firstbeen closed and the Cafeteria which
iecturei jiiustrated with over one hun- one of a series that constitutes the
!7"J
for™er,y o^n one hour for each, dred lantern slide8> is under the aus_, team's spring trip this year. The '.am
of the three meals will now remain; . g of th<j Bowdoin classical Club, will travel next to Buffalo where it




regular meal will be; ^^ t the Quaker State institution, I From there it will go to Albion, Mich
A congress of 48 students from
i Maine's four colleges will make a
study of the Pine Tree State's busi-
ness and professional opportunities at
the Second College Economic Con-
ference to be held by the Maine De-
velopment Commission at the State
House, March 13 and 14.
, (l , , v.
Twelve delegates from each college,; obtainable at any time throughout the; has chosen a topic particularly appro




! priate, as the year 1931 marks the
case of the co-educational institutions ''
will be present at the parley. TheyCarl Frederick Albert Weber
South Portland and Theodore An-; will be addressed by four Maine busi
thony Wright of West Hartford, ness and professional leaders on four
Conn., both members pf the class of; subjects chosen from the following:
1934, were recently announced as win
ners of the Hiland Lockwood Fair-
banks Prizes for excellence in decla-
mation. These prizes are awarded
annually from the fund established
in 1906 by Captain Henry N. Fair-
banks of Bangor in memory of his
son, Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks, a
member of the class of 1895.
Weber entered Bowdoin from Deer-
ing High school, Portland and is a
high ranking member of his class. He
was salutatorian and president of hi
1. Banking
2. Vocational Opportunities for Wo-
men in the State
3. Pulp and Paper
4. Power
5. Boots and Shoes
6. Textiles
igan. to debate Albion College. Among
.. ,, . . , ...,, ,,,= . the other colleges where it will stopThe new plan is an attempt both, 2000th anniversary of the birth of are Denison, Pittsburgh, and La-
fayette. It will wind up its western
tour at Medford, Mass., where it will
debate against Tufts College. It will
return to Bowdoin just before the
house parties. It will debate once
more on the topic of chain stores. In
to solve the deficit problem of the the t Ver^, $he lecturer is one





In his many years of professorial!
experience, Dr. McDaniel has made
himself a recognized authority onprovement over the Canteen service SUDJects pertaining to the private life the remaining debates it will have as
which could accommodate only about £ the Roman period He graduated its topic Resolved: "That the Several
genial and more complete dining serv
ice for the students throughout the
day. The larger Cafeteria open
throughout the day will be an im-
from Harvard University with high ,
honors, and later had conferred upon
,
him the Master's and Doctor's degrees
from the same institution.
Experience Covers Wide Field
Dr. McDaniel spent a few years'
a dozen students. The unification of
the Cafeteria and Canteen services
will bring about a reduction of the
The conference will be divided into overhead expenses and it is hoped will
four periods of 60 minutes each, two put the dining service financially on
in the afternoon of March 13, and two its feet. It is hoped also that at
in the morning of March 14. A speak- house party time students and their
er will open each period with - a 20 lady friends will become generous pa- teaching at Harvard, and soon after at
minute address, followed by the read- ; trons of the cafeteria under this 1 Radcliffe College. From there he
class in high school and was named' ing of two 5 minute student papers, policy which will undoubtedly prove went to his present post, which he has Donald Francis Prince '31, and Albert
as winner of the State of Maine; The remaining thirty minutes will be more convenient for guests. If this held since 1909. During the year* Samuel Davis '<3 upheld the negative
Scholarship from the Portland dis- devoted to questions and discussion, experiment succeeds in increasing the 1920-21 Dr. McDaniel instructed as
trict last Spring. He is a member of, In fostering the move to keep Maine patronage of the establishment it is professor at the American Academy in
the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, j youth employed within the state, the I possible that when warm weather Rome. To further round out his
Wright ranks high in his class and is Commission invites employers to send comes the college will appropriate scope of classical knowledge, he is
a member of the Theta Delta Chi Fra-j representatives to the conference. j enough money to establish a soda the author of several books, as well a-
ternity. (Continued on pes* I) fountain. j numerous contributions to periodical.-..
States Enact Legislation Providing for
Unemployment Insurance to which
the Employer Shall Contribute."
Bowdoin on Negative
In last Mondayls debate Union rep-
resented by Louis G. Bruin and
Charles Ossiper upheld the affirma-
tive while Bowdoin represented by
side.
The affirmative opened its case by
tracing the development of the chain
store system. The first chain store
was the Great Atlantic and Pacific
(Continued on Pace t)
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Even the most religious disciple of superstition must grant that this coming Friday the thirteenth will do
much toward dispelling the gloom that usually attends such a date, for from Friday, February the thir-
teenth, to Tuesday, February the sixteenth, Mr. Mattice, college representative of Nettleton and Miller
Cook shoes, will be in Brunswick displaying an unusually large number of smart spring sport and dress
shoes. At meal times on these dates Mr. Mattice will show at the various fraternities, and the hours in
between he will be at "The House".
Naturally it seems a bit incongruous to buy sport shoes in the middle of February, amid the most snow that Maine has
seen for many a moon, but — shoes ordered at this time msy be delivered at any date you may specify.
Be sure and see this large and unusually' fine line of warm weather footwear.
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Athletics
And with our mind full of the above, we chanced upon an edi-
torial in the Portland Evening News, of February the fourth,
entitled "A University Goes Academic". We hope that many
Bowdoin men have read it, for much of it is applicable here, but
for those of you who have not, we quote it in full herewith
:
Far-reaching reforms in its athletic system have
been ordered at the University of Pennsylvania by
its new president, Thomas S. Gates. After a four
months' survey, he has decided to incorporate the
athletic control into the administrative structure of
the university. The existing Council of Athletics
composed of alumni, students and faculty members
is abolished. That is to say, athletics will no longer
be run by a handful of "grads" who are prepared to
sacrifice almost anything, including the college's
scholastic standards, for victories on the gridiron,
diamond and track.
Henceforth athletics at Pennsylvania and all
physical training will be welded into a department
of physical education directed by a dean responsible
only to the president and a board of trustees. The
ex-star alumni no longer figure. This new depart-
ment will be divided into three branches — student
health, physical instruction and inter-collegia^e ath-
letics — and apparently the least of these is inter-
collegiate athletics. For, further reform includes
the abolition of spring and pre-season training in
football, abolition of training tables, abolition of
scholarship aid beyond any that is rightfully earned
by scholastic standing. Concomitantly is contem-
plated wide extension of intra-mural athletics. In-
ducements to promising high school and prepara-
tory school athletes to come to the university are to
be frowned upon.
And finally, most drastic of all — radical revolu-
tionary— is the reduction of coaches' salaries to that
of the ordinary faculty member.
Hail, U. of P. ! Is it possible that a truly great
university is to arise in the metropolis of the Key-
stone State? Can it be that its halls of learning, its
lecture rooms and laboratories are to be exalted
above stadium, cage and cinder track'.'
Are brains truly to be esteemed rather than beef,
a quick mind more than a fleet foot, a thesis more
than a touchdown 7 Will the day dawn in the City
of Brotherly Love when a wise teacher of youth, a
profound scholar, and a contributor to the knowledge
of mankind, will be cherished as much as a coach
who produces a winning eleven and a big "gate?"
If so, here is an example and a challenge to our
other American colleges and universities.
Only one improvement suggests itself to President
Gates's program: the coaches' salaries should not
have been reduced to the level of the faculty mem-
bers'; the professors' stipends should have been
raised to the level of the coaches'.
We feel that much of the above is applicable to Bowdoin's case.
Of course, certain abuses cited in the News's editorial are happily
not to be found here, but others are— and we all know which ones.
We do not advocate a complete subjugation of athletics to scholar-
ship — a certain amount of competitive athletics with other
schools is good, but championship teams need not be the great
goal, as it often seems to be in the minds of the alumni. Naturally,
we all puff up with pride whenever we produce a great team— we
had an acute case of swelled-headedness because of our victory
over U. of M. — so much so that we forgot the thrashing Bates
gave us the week previous. Later we found sundry alibis to ex-
cuse the season's reverses. In fact, the finding of alibis is one of
the strong features of the Bowdoin athletic system. That, and
blaming the coach instead of the team when no alibis are to be
manufactured. We might well add a new course to the curriculum
— Alibi Manufacture 1-2. But the simpler way would be to learn
from the II. of P. and settle down as a college and not a training
camp.
Coach Houser
In accepting the resignation of Ben Houser, Bowdoin is losing
the services of a loyal and hard-working coach, a man who by his
earnestness and even temper has been looked up to for many years
with respect and love by many Bowdoin men. Baseball and hockey
will indeed seem strange without "Smiling Ben" on the side-lines.
We wonder what lies back of all this ? We suspect a very large and
powerful nigger in the woodpile.
Well, then, how do we feel about it all ? Do we feel that the
services of such a man be thus ended, or do we feel that a recon-
sideration of his resignation should be had? With this end in view,
petitions have already been circulating among the undergraduate
body, and we earnestly hope that each of you will make an effort
to sign one of them. We, the students, should certainly have some
voice in the accepting or declining of the resignation of such a
valued man. And we do not want to see Ben Houser leave us!
So, let us all get together with the Student Council and back them
and Ben to the limit
!
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient
Is it true, <as has been suggested,
that the romantically bizarre combi-
nation of houseparty guests and
Ibsen's "Ghosts"—a play in which, to
quote G. B. S., "a model wife and
mother" suffers "in silence lest she
shatter her innocent son's faith in the
purity of home life by letting him
know the disreputable truth about his
father," a |man who, stealing "his
pleasures in secrecy and squalor . . .
brought upon him the diseases bred
by such conditions"—is a sort of re-
action against Bowdoin's position as a
minor fortress of the new humanism ?
Or, rather, is the peculiar choice of
this play an insidious attempt by the
Masque and Gown to inculcate moral-
ity in the midst of frivolity?
At any rate I do not believe I am
the only Bowdoin man who wishes the
Masque and Gown would leave even
artistic moral propaganda where it
belongs, in the Chapel, and devote
itself to providing houseparty guests
with gay and amusing plays, in which,
to be sure, English drama is less rich
than the French, but all which, even
in English, have by no means yet
been acted by Bowdoin's too tragically
minded dramatic organization.
Alumnus, '25.
P.S. It occurs to me that before writ-
ing this letter I should have asked the
producer what interpretation he is
going to give the play. Perhaps, after




To the Editor of the Bowdoin Orient:
Dear Sir:
Not long ago the Rockefeller Foun-
dation listed Bowdoin as one of the
few colleges free of commercialized
sport. Naturally, Bowdoin men felt
no pride on hearing of this, for to
them it seemed superfluous to broad-
cast the fact that such a college as
theirs was honest.
From another point of view, how-
ever, we were proud because Bowdoin
had been publicly set apart from
"hurrah-colleges". We had been placed
definitely among those who love ath-
letic victories but who consider them
of vital importance to none but a
school-boy. And, interested though
we were in the child-mind, we were
glad not to be among those who have
to have it thrust upon them by "foot-
ball alumni." In short, we enjoyed a
serene consciousness that Bowdoin
was a college.
Therefore, it was alarming to many
of us to read in the newspaper that
Bowdoin had "gone football". Al-
though we knew the accusation to be
unfounded, we disliked even the ru-
mor. And again, the alumni I speak of
had to admit that the papers were
basing their statements on an incident
that looked sinister.
If Memorial Hall were to vanish,
it would be astonishing, but that Ben
Houser should resign and that his
resignation should be accepted, was
more incomprehensible, and far more
deplorable. Moreover, supposing there
could be any truth in the newspapers'
insinuation that Ben's resignation had
been requested, Bowdoin had obvious-
ly fallen beyond a point where we
cared to admit our connection with
it. If even the slightest credence
could be placed in the gossip we had
heard about the- incident, we were
deeply shamed. But naturally we
are amused by the rumors. There
cannot be any truth in them.
For all this affects no less a person
than Ben Houser. Praise of Houser
here would be as superfluous-^ praise
of Bowdoin's honesty. Wfe have all
known Ben as a great coach and as a
very fine man. The point) at issue is
the apparent danger that any of Bow-
doin's policy could be /directed by
mean, ignorant persons. We are too
well acquainted with Bowdoin to be-
lieve this possible. We are interested
in nothing but avoiding even the ap-
pearance of evil.
It may, of course, seem to a mere
outsider that Bowdoin has degenerated
into an athletic asylum. But to us it
is a certainty that the authorities
must be using every means at their
disposal to win Ben Houser back to
us; we are sure that Bowdoin is not
mad enough to lose needlessly what it
could never again replace.
Sincerely yours,
George Stuyvesant Jackson. 1927.
OPENING DEBATE OF
TRIP LOST TO UNION
Otntinw*! from Ptif ll
which was founded in 1857. Wool-
worth's followed in 1879 and Kresge's
came later. Since 1900, the chains
have entered 55 different fields of re-
tailing. The speaker, then, proceeded
with his main point, namely, that the
chain store system is injurious to the
American people because of its es-
sential principle. Its ownership is
concentrated and dangerously mono-
polistic. Its efficiency in dealing with
the public and its competitors^makes
it all the more dangerous. The chains
are as dangerous as were the rail-
roads a number of years ago when
the government saw fit to regulate
them. The A. and P., however, is now
doing more business than the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, the largest railroad
in the world. It is not enough that
the chains usurp the means of distrib-
ution. They are reaching out for
the means of production. For instance,
one of our largest chains recently
took over the manufacture of its own
bread and thus greatly injured the
business of numerous independents.
One of the most dangerous and effi-
cient methods that the chains have at
their disposal because of their size is
price cutting to drive out local com
petition. At one time the A. and P. dis-
tributed bread free. This was not
done for altruistic motives but to
drive out competition. The chains con-
tribute nothing to the welfare of the
communities in which they are located
as their money is taken directly to
the large cities. Here, the speaker
quoted from Justice Brandeis of the
PRES. SILLS VISITS
ALUMNI MEETINGS
Henderson '79. Wendell P. McKnowr.
'98, was elected president and Philip
W. Porritt '15, secretary.
On Saturday, January 31st, the
Bowdoin Club of Philadelphia met at
Germantown with about fifty mem-






Come Over and Refresh Yourself
at the SPA
Supreme Court and Senator Copeland
of New York to the effect that in the
smaller cities and towns the chains
do not aid the prosperity of com-
munities but act only as parasites.
The chain system is also inconven-,
ient for producers. The manufacturer 1
is always nervously uncertain about
|
the future. He does not know when,
the chain will discontinue a given
|
product and leave him without cus-
tomers. In dealing with independent
distributors on the other hand, which
are far more numerous than chains,
the manufacturer is certain that even
if one or two stores discontinue his
product he will still have an ample
market.
Chains Compatible With American
Methods
The first speaker for the negative
Donald F. Prince '31 of Bowdoin,
pointed out that the affirmative has
thought only of the disadvantages of
concentration, neglecting entirely to
observe the many benefits.
The chain store system of distri-
bution corresponds with the American
methods of mass production. Dr.
Julius Klein of the Department of
Commerce has stated that in 1929
there were between 8 and 10 billion
dollars of waste in America. What
were the causes for this waste ? They
were principally—excessive use of
sales promotion, unwise credit, insuf-
ficient data, loss of perishables and
extravagant advertising. Chain stores
have been eliminating these losses
through their unified and efficient
operation and are thus doing a great
service to America. The chain stores
are not driving many independents
into bankruptcy as figures show. In
1929 according to the United States
Department of Labor, 79% of
the independents reported a suc-
cessful year while only 21% were
failures. Of the failures, 35% were at-
tributed to inefficiency and misman-
agement, 31% to original lack of cap-
ital and only 4% to competition. The
chain stores are not one vast .mo-
nopoly as the affirmative seems to
think. There are 6,000 chains in Amer-
ica and they do a total of only 18%
of the retail trade.
Effect of Chains Disclosed
The second speaker on the affirma-
tive took as his main contentions the
facts that chain stores are a menace
i Continued on Pa** II





Direct Entrance from B. AV M. Depot
and Boeton Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) Scrvidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR one—$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR two-$4.00, 4^0, 5.00, 4V40
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Striking a balance
for a #4,000,000,000 industry
"On a large scale" describes account-
ing in the Bell System, whose properties
cost more than $4,000,000,000.
On the outgo side are, for example,
four or live hundred million dollars
annually for new construction; vast
sums for keeping telephone equipment
in good order; a payroll running into
hundreds of millions a year. Under in-
come are such diverse items as a few
cents for a local telephone call, or thirty
dollars and upward for a call to a city
across the Atlantic.
The men responsible for this phase of
the telephone business have worked out
scientific methods of control—but their
effort to refine old practices and devise
new ones goes on. The opportunity isthere !
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF I NTE R -CO N N ECTI N G TELEPHONE*
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Hare Been Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Prices. This Chance
Does Not Cone Often.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Bowdoin Medical School Had
One Hundred Years Existence
BurdettCollege
Train for business the individual way.
Intensive technical courses, Business
Administration, Accounting, Executive
Secretarial, Stenographic-Secretarial, Of-
fice Management, Bookkeeping. Per-
sonal attention, able faculty, placement
service. Men and women from 70 dif-
t
ferent colleges in attendance. Placement
calls for graduates numbered 3149 last
year. New building and equipment.
Special attention paid to the needs of
college men and women. Previous com-
mercial training not required for en-
trance. .





156 Stuart St., Boston, Mass.
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(Continued from Pnire 2)
to American industry and that they
are detrimental to the communities
where they are established. Local
merchants are injured while the
profits of the great chains flow to a
few financial centers. The "chain*"
destroy individualism and are aptly
called by that name. Their employees
work longer and receive less wages
than do those of the independents,
Figures from the Department of La-
bor show that chain store workers
are employed at an average of 63 to
73 hours per week. On the other hand,
the salaries of Woolworth's employees
average only 12 dollars a week. The
chain stores are vast machines regard-
ing their employees as mere cogs
which they can manipulate for their
own profit. Independents deposit in lo-
cal banks and contribute to local char-
ity—chains do neither of these things.
Chains do not develop communities
but merely enter communities already
developed to exploit their wealth.
The second speaker on the negative,
A. Samuel Davis '33 pointed to the
popularity of the chains as a good
indication of their service to the peo-
ple. The chains are abolishing waste
and thus render a great service to
the community. The affirmative has
laid much stress upon the fact that
chains send their money away while
independents keep the money in the
community. As a matter of fact,
statistics show that the chains send
out 8c on the dollar less than the
independents. They also save 3c
on the dollar by reducing overhead.
Thus, they save a total of 11 cents on
the dollar which is kept in the com-
munity. Independents are not efficient.
A survey of 37,000 independents was
made. They yielded on the average
a profit of only $8 per week. Since
the American methods of mass manu-
facture require mass distribution
and since the chains benefit the local
community to the extent of 11 cents
on a dollar, the chain store system is
a benefit to the American people.
Economic Conference
(Continued from oaaa 1)
Delegates to the conference will be
chosen by Professors John Carroll and
Bartlett of Bates, Albert Abrahamson
of Bowdoin, Curtis Morrow and Ar-
thur Eustis of Colby and John Ash-
worth of Maine.
Plans are under way for the fifth
reunion of the class of '26. Secretary
Albert Abrahamson of the faculty is
in charge.
A handsome new motor snow plow
has been purchased for the college.
In these days, when the student's
knowledge of the former Medical
School at Bowdoin is carried on only
by a hazy idea of the Garcelon and
Merritt Scholarships, the harrowing
exhibits in Freshman Hygiene, and
tales that have grown up around the
memory of the medics, some little ac-
count of their history at Bowdoin
might be of interest.
Back in eighteen-twenty, upon his
election to the presidency of the col-
lege, President Allen wrote to Dr.
Nathan Smith, who had founded Dart-
mouth Medical School, and at the time
was serving as a full professor at
Yale, requesting inforamtion as to
the development of medical practice
and instruction in Maine. The an-
swer emphasized the wide opportunity
which would attend the opening of a
medical school at Bowdoin, stressing
the enthusiasm with which a newly-
formed state should greet any enter-
prise calculated to help it forward in
any way. Some hope of a state sub-
sidy was also mentioned.
Established 1820
The hope here expressed was ful-
filled when the first Legislature of
Maine, on June 27, 1820, established
a medical school at Bowdoin, giving
the governing boards full control.
Fifteen hundred dollars was voted to
help the organization to get under
way, and a further annual appropri-
ation of one thousand dollars made..
Twenty-one men attended the first
courses, an unusual number, consid-
ering the circumstances. Three pro-
fessors collaborated in the work of
the new school, during the spring of
1831, Professor Smith, and Assistant
Professor Wells, in Anatomy and Sur-
gery; and Professor Cleaveland in
Chemistry. The number of students
continually increased, and up to the
last days of the school in 1921, the
average attendance was in the neigh-
borhood of eighty.
First classes were held in Massa-
chusetts Hall. Though a move from
that building was contemplated from
the start, it was not made for a good
many years. In time it was known
as the Medical College. State sup-
port, heavily counted on from the
first, was speedily abandoning it. A
hospital for statewide use was ur-
gently needed, but obstinate legisla-
tures, in the face of repeated recom-
mendations from faculty and
medical men. alike, repeatedly refused
to give the school any encouragement.
Though they consented to the incor-
poration act in 1826, largely achieved
through the work of Professor Cleave-
land and Hon. Robert Dunlap, they
entirely withdrew the subsidy in 1834.
At this time the Medical School had
the finest library and apparatus of
any in New England.
New Courses Added
.From time to time new courses
were added. Materia Medica and
Therapeutics were first constituted a
chair in 1846, followed shortly by the
opening of a lecture course in medical
jurisprudence. To call the roll of the
professors who lectured or held
classes at this time, is virtually im-
possible, their number prohibits it.
In 1872 a chair of Physiology was set
aside, separating the subject from its
old connection with the Anatomy
courses. In the meantime the school
had moved to a new building, Adams
Hall. In 1858 the college and its
friends petitioned the legislature to
make some grant for such a purpose.
This request was at once refused, but
succeeded to some small degree the
next year. Certain restrictions at-
tached to the final grant in aid were
so stringent that the Maine Medical
Society informed the Trustees that it
would not recognize men graduated
under such circumstances.
This proviso was finally removed,
and a gift from Seth Adams, Esq.,
brought in enough money to provide
for the erection of Adams, given over
to regular classes now, but for years
the stronghold of the medics.
Garcelon Bequest
Though a large bequest was re-
ceived from Mrs. Catherine M. Garce-
lon, interior disorganization finally
began to break down the existence of
the school at Brunswick. In 1907, fol-
lowing an investigation and report by
Professor Hyde, the entire frame of
government was remodelled. In the
meantime, the question of a move to
Portland, which in the future was to
be a contributing cause to the end of
the Medical College's existence, was
once again brought up with great in-
tensity. The majority of the medical
faculty wished such a move, holding
that it would allow of immediate con-
nection with the Maine General Hos-
pital; would supply a much larger
variety of clinical material; would be
aided by the existence of a large lot
available for the purpose in Port-
land; would aid in liaison between the
students and faculty, since most of
the latter lived at Portland; and
would follow out the general trend of
medical study, which Iney felt to be a
city-ward one.
Though holding a fairly even course
himself, President Hyde indicated the
arguments in favor of the school re-
maining at Brunswick. There were al-
ready available at the college ade-
quate if not ideal quarters and facil-
ities for medical work; the chemistry,
bacteriology, and histology laborator-
ies were nearly perfect; the intimate
connection of the medical school with
the college would make possible the
adoption of a more liberal spirit; the
existence of the school at Bowdoin
lent to it a certain aura of tradition as
the medical center of Maine, rather
than of some large city; and expenses
of living at Brunswick were felt to
be less than they would be in Port-
land.
Moves to Portland
In 1899 the Boards voted to move
the courses of the last two years of
college work to Portland. A year
later the college took over, upon as-
sumption of a mortgage, the building
of the Portland School for Medical in-
struction, and the medics for once and
all fled to the city. The move was ac-
companied by a general raising of
standards and increase in faculty.
President Hyde in 1904 spoke at
length about the great progress being
made. Entrance requirements were
made much harder, calling finally for
Which of these cigarettes
is the tallest — but maybe
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James Richard Fox, Norristown, Pa.
Charles Edward Hardies, Jr., Am-
sterdam, N. Y.
Walter Drew Hinkley, Lancaster
N. H.
Arno Thomas Koempel, Jr., Ambler,
Pa.
Norman Thomas Slayton, Jr., Wal-
tham, Mass.
Roger Kimball Taylor, Kennebunk
Carlton Stafford Wilder, Rye, N. Y.
George Babcock Wood, Jr., Rock-
land.
Alpha Tau Omega
Philip Thomas Walters '32, Johns-
town, Pa.
Harold Hutchinson Everett, Welles
-
ley, Mass.
James Ernest Guptill, Fryeburg
Julius Joseph Hohl, New Haven,
Conn.
Eric Charles Loth, Jr., Elizabeth,
N. J.
Joel York Marshall, Alfred
Lawson Odde, Belmont, Mass.
Carl Gustaf Olson, Belmont, Mass.
John Mclnnes Sinclair, Rumford
Frederick Nelson Sweetser, Merri-
mac, Mass.
two years in a college.
Though there was enthusiasm in
the work that went on, bit by bit va-
rious influences undermined what had
been built up. Most of the faculty
were practicing physicians whose
time available for classed was limited
by their number of personal cases.
A general report, instituted by An-
drew Carnegie, was issued, in 1909,
which in some respects, largely in ref-
erence to research facilities, was un-
favorable. While the President in-
dignantly controverted most of the
charges, a vital blow had been struck
at the small medical school.
Ends Existence in 1921
Somehow or other, closer intimacy
seemed to exist at this time between
the student classical or liberal and the
student doctor. This has been utterly
untrue in the past. And then, with
the World War, and resultant devia-
tion of interest and funds, the Medical
School tottered on for a little while
before it collapsed. Efforts to raise
foundation funds were unsuccessful,
and a seven thousand dollar yearly
deficit had to be met by the college
proper. The Council for American
Medical Education dropped it, solely
on account of its low income, from the
Class A. Roster of Medical Schools,
no endowment was forthcoming, and
with the June of 1921 the Bowdoin
Medical School, time-honored and tra-
ditioned, passed out of existence.
Cabanel, Landseer, and other noted
masters. One cabinet includes draw-
ings depicting the events in Long-
fellow's Evangeline.
The twelve cases in Walker Gal-
lery contain both ancient and modern
articles; old glassware, pottery and
statuettes. Miniatures, East Indian,
English, and French are shown in
cases rv, V, and VII. Other cases
show, in miscellaneous array, cameos,
medals, watches and armor, etc.
The remainder of the collection in
Sophia Walker Gallery comprises ar-
ticles such as furniture, military an-
tiques, ivorys, books, and sculpture
which are not grouped under any one




Perhaps the two "pipiest" courses
offered recently are the one in ball-
room dancing given, with credit, at
Iowa State College and the course in
rest and relaxation given to the tired
student girls at Barnard.
FASHION SHOW
On February 17. at 8.00 p.m. in
the Town hall. The Women's Al-
liance of the First Parish Church
will give a Fashion Show, and also
a one act play by college students.
A dance will follow this entertain-
ment.
Signor Paul Pola-Mantonne and
his daughter Jeanette will arrive
Tuesday afternoon for the Fashion
Show.
ART NOTES
Not only did the Misses Walker
give the splendid art building, named
in honor of their uncle, Mr. T. W
Walker, but they donated their own
private collection also. This collection
is to be found in the Sophia Walker
Gallery.
The collection in the Walker Gal-
lery is miscellaneous but highly in-
teresting on account of valuable and
rare pieces found there. The paintings
in the room are of the French, Italian,
Belgian, Dutch, German, English,
and American schools. Some of the
famous artists represented here are
Corot, Rosa Bonheure, Girard, Cere-
mano, Koekkoek. Mauve, Myer,
Gainsborough, Cole and La Farge.
There are several drawings by
aiiiiimiiiiaiiiiimiiiiDiiiimimiaimiiiiiiiioi
CUMBERLAND




Also Comedy and Sportlight
Thursday • Feb. 12th
THE LOTTERY BRIDE
- with -
Jeanette MacDonald - Joe Brown
John Garrick
Also Comedy and Sound Act
Friday Only - Feb. 13th
VAUDEVILLE
- on the screen -
DRACULA
- with •
Bela Lugasi - David Manners
Helen Chandler
Also Paramount News
Saturday - Feb. 14
THE THIRD ALARM
- with •
Anita Louise - James Hall
Paul Hurst • Jean Hersholt
Hobart Bosworth
Also Comedy and Sound Act




Paramount News and Sound Act
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQV1TY SHOP
Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson (rives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spring St- Brunswick • Tel. 24S-M













Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.




Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10
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to make the trip.
During the annual B.A.A. schoolboy
meet which takes place Saturday af-
ternoon at the Garden, George Sewall
and Steve Lavender will face the
cream of New England two-milers in
the N. E. A. A. U. championships.
Hickok besides acting as alternate on
the relay team will aiso enter the 600.
35 Pound Weight
Bowdoin will make a real bid for at-
tention in New England track circles
on February 21 when Doc Brown and
Del Galbraith will represent the White
at the N.E.A.A.U. 35-pound weight
championships at the Harvard Cage.
This event will be held in conjunction
with the annual Harvard-Dartmouth-
Cornell triangular meet. Brown and
Galbraith will be facing the leading
weight men in New England, Flan-
agan of Holy Cross, winner of the
hammer at the Penn Relay Games
last year, and Lunt of Colby, who
took first in the Blaine State Meet in
the same event last year, being two
of the favorites.
Usher Wins
Larry Usher broke into the lime-
light at the Knights of Columbus
games in Boston January 31 when he
took first place in a special handi-
cap three-quarter mile race. While
Usher had a 20-yard start on the
scratch man, the Bowdoin flyer had
little trouble winning though being
held in check all the way by Coacrh
Magee.
While it may seem a bit early to be
thinking of Spring and the State Meet,
the announcement by Jack Maget*
last week that Ray McLaughlin,
crack hurdler, is out of competition
forever due to foot trouble came as a
severe shock to Bowdoin hopes of a
State track title. McLaughlin gar-
nered a first in the low hurdles and a
second in the high in last year's meet
and he was being counted upon to do
as well this year. The eight points
which he would almost certainly win
this year were he in shape may mean
the difference between first and second
place in the annual classic.
Until the announcement of the loss
of McLaughlin Bowdoin seemed to be
in a fine position to climb back to the
heights of Maine track eminence with
most of last year's point winners back
and steadily improving.
At present it would seem that most
of the White point total will be
amassed in the dashes, hurdles, the
high and broad jumps, and one or two
of the weight events. Johnson, Fos-
ter, Gatchell, Hickok, and Wingate are
expected to be the White hopes in
the three dashes and they should col-
lect a substantial number of points
since many of last year's winners are
lost by graduation. Stanwood stil
looks good for a first in the high
hurdles with Charlie Allen placing
somewhere in the first three. These
two should also place in the low
hurdles. In the longer distances, the
half-mile, mile, and two mile, Bow-
doin will rely principally on the ef-
forts of Thistlewaite, Usher, Sewall,
and Lavender, of whom only Usher
has placed previously in the State
Meet.
Stanwood and Dan Johnson will
enter the high and broad jumps and
Magee will be counting on both of
them to add to the White total. Stan-
wood especially will be favored to win
in the high jump since his only con-
queror last year, O'Connor of Maine,
has gone the way of all good grad-
uates.
In the weights Galbraith and Brown
should be among the leaders in the
hammer and shot put and at present
there is a dearth of good material
in the discus and javelin thougli
Spring may tell a different story. Ap-
pleton, Arnold, and Robbins are the
best bets in, the pole vault but ru-
mors of two University of Maine
sophomores who were doing 12 feet
and over last year dispel hopes of a















Will Meet Strong Spring-
field College Team in
Today the hockey players who have IJUai Here
made their way safely through the
mid year examinations will go to Lew- ***** Saturday evening the Spring-TVT . ., . ... . ... "eld College swimming team will in-iston to play their third game with vade ^ Curtis 8wimmlno. pool ^
Bates. At present It cannot be said fond hopes for carrying off a victory
who will represent Bowdoin and over the Bowdoin natators. The
escape the ban of probation. Johnny I Springfield men are known as com-
*_» i. . „«* doubtful
-iSHf ^SSft-'Sfc'-fi
would be missed after h tine show-
1 sprinter. The best divers in New Eng-
As this issue of the Orient reaches
the hands of its readers the White
Frosh tracksters are meeting what
was expected to be the stiffest op-
position of their season in the person
of the Bridgton Academy track squad
in a dual meet.
Although scoring overwhelming vic-
tories over Portland and South Port-
land high schools in respective meets
,
. ....„
the Polar Bear cubs were figured to inK with Herb Rose, Richardson, I land represent them on the board, as
have a stiff battle on their hands in ' Bilodeau, Holby Lowell, Kimball, and j Fisher and Lamone are so considered,
today's meet. Bridgton, composed j others who stayed at college for prac- This aggregation has chalked up wins
mostly of former Greater Boston tise before the second semester be- 1 against Williams. Connecticut Aggies,
school boy stars as in former years Kan - . i ana Amherst, while they have lost
again has a strong team while ac-
cording to Jack Magee the Fresh-
man team has very Tittle good ma-
terial.
Captain Charlie Allen is expected to
Freshmen Eligible for Varsity
]
only to the Army and Dartmouth.
According to custom, the varsity i However, Bowdoin can boast a med-
squad may be reenforced at the be- ! ley relay that has not been beaten,
ginning of the second semester by
j
while Coach Miller says that there are
members of the freshman team who strong odds for winning the medley
be the leading figure this afternoon j show exceptional talent. Such men swim, with a chance for the 150-yard
as in the two previous meets and he -as Bart Godfrey, flashy left wing, backstroke. Besides this, the team has
is counted upon to take both hurdle I and Robbins, and a '34 defense with , been showing up much better general-
events with ease as well as the 40- j the tall McKenney and bouncing ly due to the training table and vigor-
yard dash. Bowdoin is probably the Dakin will be valuable. If facts ous practice. The meet should be
weakest in the 300, no consistent ! prove anything, this little injection of something worth watching, and a fight
point winner in this event being un- freshmen is of some significance when throughout every event,
earthed as yet. In the 600, however, we remember that the cubs have Following are the events to be run
it is a different story with Reid, Allen, trimmed the varsity in scrimmage off and the men that are to represent
and Brookes ail strong. Burton and this season. tach college:
Gray look good in the 1,000 and Am- On Saturday the third game of the Medley relay—Springfield: Restall,
bier and Burton in the mile. Kahili, I season with Colby will be played. Fisher, Letson; Bowdoin: Easton.
Larsen, and Porter in the high jump,; Bowdoin hopes are high for this Densmore, Smith.
Allen, Robbins, and Reid in the broad match when we consider the whipping; 50-yard dash—Springfield: Zweid-
jump, and Pope and Robbins in the! taken by Colby at the hands of j inger, Humphrey; Bowdoin: Esson.
pole vault are expected to be respon-j Northeastern University, whose team, 440-yard—Springfield: Nelson, Case;
sible for a goodly number of point.. I the Polar Bears held much more sue- \ Bowdoin: Trott, Durham, Howard
cessfully, and the defeat of Colby 1
in a recent game with Bates.
Bowdoin 25 Years Ago
for the Frosh side of the ledger. Lar-
sen, Waite, and Ingalls will represent
the Cubs in the shot-put with the first
named having a fine chance to cop.
Bridgton is favored to take the
relay even though only one of last!
year's champion quartet, Borden, is ' Minstrel Show Attracts
running this year. Borden, a real star, The minstrel show seemed to be oc-
also is entered in the 600 and a sweet
| cupying the attention of most of Bow-
battle between him and Charlie Allen . join during the weeks of Jan. 12th and
is expected to develop for top hon
ors.
150-yard back—Springfield: Ford,
Fowler; Bowdoin: Easton, Eaton.
Medley swim—Springfield, Kisker,
Letson; Bowdoin: Bowman, Sperry.
100-yard—Springfield: Zweidinger,
Nelson; Bowdoin: Smith, Howard.
200 breast—Springfield: Restall,
George; Bowdoin: Densmore, Sperry.
Relay — Springfield: Zweidinger,
Fisher, Humphrey. Ford; Bowdoin:
Howard, Esson, Bowman, Smith.
Dives—Springfield: Fisher, Lamone;
Bowdoin: James, Carpenter.
UNIV. OF M. SURVEYS
COLLEGE EDUCATION
IN STATE OF MAINE «jajgfc **iSS
19th. The show was given for the
' benefit of the Baseball Association
i and presented in 4he Town Hall. The
i cast was entirely of Bowdoin men with
j DnUrnn|V rrvrrDO
j
the College Orchestra assisting. The | *>UW I HJ1 .\ t H.IN I £.Kd
i performance was under the direction
Toothaker. of
(From Boston Transcript)
Maine's program for higher edu-
cation during the next few years tromboneVdrums"and'piano. The song
(?)
as interlocutor. The orchestra then
consisted of three violins, one viola,
one 'cello, one flute, one clarinet, a
should be one of concentration, in
tensification and development of ex-
isting facilities, rather than a pro-
gram of diversification or of expan-
sion into new fields, according to the
conclusions reached through the re-
cent survey made by the School of
Education of University of Maine in
conjunction with the Maine Develop-
ment Commission.
According to the survey, evidence
has not been found to support the
development of additional institutions
for women nor for the development
of additional professional schools at
the present time. Abundant evidence
has been available to demonstrate the
hits of the 1906 mini-trels were "No-
body", "My Dusky Rose". "Honey,
Won't You Let Me Go?", "The Pearl
of Sweet Ceylon", "Nothing from
Nothing Leaves You", "Mamy's Little
Honey Boy", "We Meet in Lovers
Lane", "Rufus Rastus Johnson
Brown", "Everybody Works but Fa-
ther", and "Starlight". The rest of
the program consisted of a banjo
specialty, monologue, Bowdoin Double
Quartet number and selections by the
orchestra.
Bowdoin Professor in Polar Survey
TAKE SEVERAL TRIPS
Capt. MacDonald Looks Forward to
Successful Season; Miller and
Anello to be on Team
On Thursday. Feb. 12, the Bowdoin
fencing team journeys to Hanoverto
cross with the Dartmouth team. The
following Saturday they invade Bos-
ton to meet the'B. U. representatives.
Captain MacDonald is taking Miller
and Anello with him. and he thinks
that the outlook is exceptionally good.
Miller, who entered the New England
Amateur Fencing Championships,
was able to reach the finals before he
was out-pointed. This speaks well for
the future outlook on fencing this
Professor Joseph C. Pearson is an- i ' jt
'
wag iearned that Altenburg. last
nounced to have accepted a position ! vear>s fencing captain, took second
with the Carnegie Institute. He will p jace
' m the championships.need for the improvement of exist- c
ing enterprises and for the enlarge- ! ?fsl9t. 1? g? ma«ne*lc S^LoiiZ
ment of facilities already established.
,
North ?a"fic ' a work which will like- __
With the provision of considerable ** r*f'mre two yeaP' £"« tlf, v^ty
increase in support, the report states, to Fanning Islands, Japan, Aleutian
the four institutions, Maine, Bates, i Islands, and return. Professor Pear-
Bowdoin, and Colby, which are now ; son taught physics, was a member of
functioning, can care for any num- ; the Alpha Delta Phi and Phi Beta
ber of students which may reasonably Kappa fraternities. His successor is
be expected to desire higher educa- Mr - Alpheus W. Smith*
tion and their progress may be stud- Rhodes Scholar
ied. modified and improved to pro-i David R. Porter 06, second year
vide ample and adequate higher edu- ! Rhodes Scholar, was elected president
cational facilities for the State dur- of the American Club at Oxford Uni-
ing the next few years, the summary versity. •
concludes. I College to Hold Teas
In a digest of the survey, a para-
j
The faculty announces that there
graph on the need for higher educa-
j
will be a repetition of the college teas
tion in Maine, it is stated that a re-' so popular last year (1904-5) and
cent study of student migration in urges the student body to support and
the United States by Zook for one : make the effort worth while.
PSI UPSILON AND
SIGMA NU LEAD IN
HOOP LEAGUES
Play to be Resumed This Week with
Return of Students to Regular
Campus Activities
year, 1922-23, indicated that while
Maine produces as many students in
proportion to her population as the
average state, yet 40 per cent of them
seek their higher education in other
states. This percentage of loss, ac-
cording to the digest, is somewhat
higher than the average for the coun-
try, as is indicated by the fact that
only fourteen states show a highei
percentage of net loss than does
Maine.
IF IT'S PRINTING
You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
are at your sen-ice. Tel. 3
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
Interfraternity basketball is well on
its way to what promises to be anoth-
er successful and exciting struggle.
Now that the smoke has had a chance
to clear away, over mid-years, we can
get a slight inkling as to how the
teams stand. Each fraternity has
played two games. One or two of the
gym-floor battles mav have been rath-
er one-sided, but the number of con-
tests that were not decided until the
last whistle far offsets them.
In League A we find Psi IT., A.T.O.,
and Zeta Psi jointly holding down
first place, with undefeated teams.
League B has only one in this posi-
tion. Sigma Nu. However, at this
point in the schedule the leaders have




Psi Upsilon 2 1.000
Alpha Tau Omega 2 1.000
Zeta Psi ... : 2 1.000
Alpha Delta Phi 2 .000
Theta Delta Chi 2 .000
Non-Fraternity 2 .000
League B
Sigma Nu 2 1.000
Kappa Sigma 1 1 -500
Delta Kappa Epsilon ..1 1 .500
Chi Psi 1 1 500
Delta losilon 1 1 .500
Beta Theta Pi 2 .000
Next game: Feb. 24th.
Orient Desires Fencing Team
In this issue The Orient urges' that
a fencing team be established and
students now interested in that sport
be taught the regulation drills.
Musical Clubs Unearthed
Evidence of the existence of the
Bowdoin Glee and Mandolin Club was
given by an announcement of a re-
hearsal for same. The Clubs were at
this time preparing for a trip to in-
clude Bangor, Old Town, Newport and
Augusta.The survey also showed that enough
residents of other states attended
j Gigantic Freshman Orchestra
Maine colleges to reduce the net loss < aj Dance
to 19.9 per cent for 1922-23. Since! The Psi Upsilon Fraternity gave a
such a loss is properly a reason for
| chapter house dance with about twen-
some concern, the survey considered it tv COUpies present. The music washighly desirable to investigate its rea-
sons and the results of these studies




furnished by a three-piece Freshman
orchestra.
weak, unathletic, affected, polished. |
studious and effeminate. Radcliffe
adds that Harvard students are also
conceited and snobbish.
Harvard, in turn, describes its Rad-
1
cliffe campus mate as a homely, I
|
studious, flat-heeled, bespectacled,!
The results of tests in advanced ! snobbish young woman,
social psychology, recently given stu- Yale came in for its share of at-
dents at Harvard, Radcliffe and Dart- ' tention from the other three New
mouth, in which the students were I England institutions, but the con-
requested to present their versions of i sensus of opinion of the New Haven-
the qualities that go to make up the
j
ite is that he is a debonair young so-
typical or stereotyped Harvard, Dart-
j
cial lion, whose worst habits is the
;
mouth, Yale and Radcliffe student, ; use of slikum.
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Out of state 1
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Out of state 1
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j[gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Sriuk Vrotlprfi
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
Lyman B. Chipman, Inc.
PURE FOOD SHOP
Wholesale - Retail





Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S





CotiECB men—prepare (or a profession of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent re-
search has enlarged the scope of every phase
ot dentistry- The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tuft*
College Dental School o'fers to its student*.
School opens on September 30, 1931. Our
cata'.og may guide you in choosing y<Mir
career. For information address
—
D«. William Rice, Denn






paratory schools in another division.
. The age limit in the high school di-
vision, as has been the case in the
past, will be 20 years, while the age
limit for preparatory schools will be
21 years.
All the scoring will be in separate
divisions. The date of this meet thij
year will not conflict with the four
Wave you chosen
your life work?
In th» field of hraltta service the Har-
vard Uni\rr?iiy DentapShonl—the old-
est denial tdMSf manetuti with any
university w. » he in T*a-Aale»—otters
thorough wHl-ba'anced courses in all
branch-? of denistry All modern equip-
ment for practical work under super-
vision of mm Maw in the profession.
Write for drtaih ltd admitsinn require-
ment! to Lervy M. S Miner. Dean
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dent. 70. Longwood Ave.. Boston. Mass.
plosion at all four institutions when
| The results as a whole are a bit cornered high school meet in Portland.
the results became known last night,
j
startling. ! since the Portland meet has moved
For example, the Harvard man's : Here are the virtues that 55 Har- ahead a week and comes the first Sat-
j
picture of his Dartmouth brother Is vard men state are found in the typi- : urday in March. The Bowdoin meet,
;
an athletic, crude, uncultivated, alco- i cal member of their own student as usual, will be on the second Sat-
i holic youth, who is a poor scholar, j body: "Harvard men are indifferent, j urday.
j
Radcliffe depicts the Dartmouth stu- ; blase, indolent, conceited, snobbish. The Bowdoin meet has grown stead-
! dent as a rah-rah collegian, big, ! independent, . individual. . intellectual i ily since its inception, last year being
brawny, unintellectual and uncul- I cultured, sophisticated, and cosmos- j the best in number of schools ami
tured, and a heavy drinker. i politan. They speak with accent, competitors entering. The meet was
Dartmouth comes back with the
]
wear old clothes, and usually come
j
first held in 1912. Entry blanks will
j
retort that Harvard men are small, i from old families." < be forwarded to all schools applying. -
Bowdoin Men at Harvard
The registration of Bowdoin
graduates in the Harvard Gradu-
ate School of Arts and Sciences for
1930-1931 is surprisingly large, be-
ing exceeded only by Harvard's
and Dartmouth's. Dartmouth ha*.
37 graduates enrolled, as against
31 from Bowdoin. Next below Bow-
doin come Boston University and
Columbia with 27 each. The thir-
ty-one Bowdoin graduates are dis-
tributed among departments as
follows: Biology 5, English 5,
Romance Languages 4, Economic-
3, History 3, Chemistry 2, Classics
2, Mathematics 2. Psychology 2,
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SOPH. HOP BEGINS TONIGHT WITH HOUSE DANCES
Bowdoin Six Brings Season
to Close With Brilliant
Victory Over Bates Team
State Champions Fail to Stop Eleventh Hour Assault of
Polar Bears as Bart Godfrey Scores Winning
Goal at Bell
With the score 2-1 against them and twenty seconds left to play,
the Bowdoin hockey team scored twice to win from the state cham-
pion Bates outfit at Lewiston Saturday. Don Sloan tallied on a
beautiful play in the dying moments of the third period to tie the
score, and Bart Godfrey, freshman left wing, won the game single-
handed a scant two seconds before the final bell. The game was




Four-fifths of Student Body




Newly Adopted Council Constitution
Prove* Source of Entire
Controversy
Bates Opens Offensive
Bates assumed the offensive soon
after the opening whistle and Cap-
tain Rose's team had to be content
with defensive tactics. Heavy check-
ing was the rule, but the smooth com-
bination play of the Garnet six sifted
through often enough, and Lord soon
converted a teammate's pass for a
score. Charlie McKenney, replacing
Souther on defense, broke a skate and
was through for the day. Souther's
long shot sizzled past Farrell. but the
referee detected offside play, and the
score was null and void. Another ex-
cellent combination steamed by the
Bowdoin points, and Lord tallied
again for the home team, ending the
scoring for the first period, and for
the Lewiston team.
Second Canto Scoreless
The Polar Bear six went more than
halfway to meet their adversary in
the second round, and Farrell and
company gave them a warm recep-
tion. Souther's long drive again
found the net. but Godfrey was off'
side on the play. Rushes were ex
changed, but there was no further
^scoring in this canto.
Bates Leads in Final
Bates entered the third stage of the
conflict with a new goalie and an ap-
parently safe 2-0 margin. The White
now' unleashed a heavy attack, with
the forwards hovering constantly
about the Bates citadel. Herbie Rose
at last caged the tally that brought
Bowdoin within sinking -distances
"
victory. Bates took the offensive now,
however, and it seemed that the game
was virtually over. Don Sloan
skated in fast and tucked away a
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Life of E. 0. Achorn Marked





Cubs Make Clean Sweep in
Three Events and Take
Six Firsts
Last Tuesday afternoon the Bow-
doin Frosh chalked up their fourth
successive victory on the cinders by
defeating the Bridgton Academy team
64-26. In spite of the overwhelming
victory, the enforced lay-off during
WAS AUTHOR OFMANY
BOOKS AND ARTICLES
Edgar Oakes Achorn, perhaps the
most devoted of all the friends of
Bowdoin College, died February 13 at
Orlando, Fla., following an emer-
gency operation. Diplomat, lawyer,
author, above all Mr. Achorn was an
actively loyal alumnus who always
carried the interests of the college
with him and strove indefatigably for
its welfare throughout his life. He is
survived by a wife and a son, Erik
Achorn '17, a professor at Princeton
University.
In the words of Philip S. Wilder,
Mr. Achorn was "undoubtedly the
most actively loyal alumnus." For
twenty-two years he had served on the
Board of Overseers, beside* holding
positions on many of the college com-
mittees. He had likewise written sev-
eral articles and books concerning
Bowdoin and even at his death was
preparing an article for the Alumnus.
Upon hearing of his death. President
Sills stated, "Wherever he went he
took the interests of the college with
him. Bowdoin has lost a very devoted
son."
The college flag on Memorial Hall
was set at halfmast when notice of
his death had been received. This flag
was the gift of Mr. Achorn, himself,
who furnished new flags as often as
they were needed.
Led Life of Service
Mr. Achorn had always led a life of
service. He was born in Newcastle,
Maine, in 1859, and received his A.B.
degree from Bowdoin in 1881. He
tausrht for two or three years and
went to the Boston University Law
School. In 1884 he was admitted to
the bar in Massachusetts and had
since maintained a practice there. In
Three hundred and ninety-five mem-
bers of the Bowdoin student body
through a petition circulated by Ar-
thur L. Crimmins, president of the
Student Council, and submitted to
Harvey D. Gibson, chairman of the
Athletic Council asked a reconsidera-
tion by the latter body of the action
resulting in the resignation two weeks
ago of Ben Houser, veteran hockey
and baseball coach. A letter explain-
ing the petition and containing a list
of the signers also was sent to each
member of the Athletic Council.
But two days were consumed in
securing signatures of nearly four-
fifths of the entire student body and
the reception of the Student Council's
move indicates that Bowdoin students'
are solidly behind the movement \o re-
j
tain Houser as coach here. Thirty-
two varsity letter men and four mem-
bers of the Student Council were
among those to sign the petition.
Council Heads Cause
The petition was instigated by
Crimmins at the behest of the Stu




Second Edition of Magazine
Will Contain More Art
Work Than First
Donald Emery Merriam of Rock-
land, Maine, and Paul Andrew Walker
of Belmont, Mass., are the recipients
of the two important graduate schol-
arships granted under the direction of
the President and Trustees of Bow-
doin College. The Charles Carroll
Everett Scholarship was awarded to
Walker who is majoring in biology
and themistry, and the Henry W.
Longfellow Graduate Scholarship was
awarded to Merriam whose major sub-
ject ia French. Both intend to study
at Harvard University, Merriam work-
ins: in literature and Walker studying
physiology and biochemistry.
Merriam Brilliant Student
Donald E. Merriam is a graduate of
Rockland High School. Rockland,
Maine* He has been an assistant at
the library since his freshman year. In
his sophomore year he joined the
French Club. In that same year he
took part in two productions of the
Masque and Gown. "King Lear" and
"Andrpcles and the Lion." He has
been * member of the college band.
(Continued on Ptsa II
Slightly Over One Hundred
Guests Arrive for Annual
Sophomore House Party
Formal In Sargent Gymnasium Tomorrow Evening
—
Masque and Gown Play "Ghosts" to be Presented
in Mem. Hall in Afternoon
With dinner tonight at the various fraternity houses, another
Soph Hop houseparty breaks! into full swing, and a few short hours
from now will see the customary house dances well under way.
Slightly over a hundred guests have arrived in Brunswick during
the course of the day for the festivities of tonight and tomorrow,
and though this number is somewhat smaller than usual, there
seems to be little doubt as to the success of the party. The tradi-
tional Soph Hop program will be carried out, with house da/ices
tonight, followed tomorrow by the Masque and Gown play
"Ghosts" in the afternoon, and the formal in the gymnasium in the
evening, lasting well into Saturday morning.
FRATERNITIES
INITIATE FROSH
Many Alumni Return Friday




IN MEM HALL FRIDAY
James P. Blunt Takes Role
of Oswald in Annual
: Soph Hop Play
FESTIVITIES END
WITH BANQUETS
the examination period took its toll on :r"
„ l(l(. fi , , ,„„ - -- *
the general condition of the- i«ti




the United States Embassy at St. Pe-
tersburg, Russia. For a time Mr.
Achorn grave lectures at the Lincoln
(Continued on pairs 3)
This was particularly apparent in. Memorial Union and received his
the pole vault and high jump event.-. I LL.D. from there in 1910. For twenty-
Bridgton offered the Cubs the stiffest; two years he had been an overseer o{
competition of the year. The failure; Bowdoin and had served on many ot
of the visitors to furnish any entrants , fts governing committees. He was a
in either the high jump 'or the mile member of the Zeta Psi fraternity, of
run cost .them all chance of winning I which he was the Grand Chapter offi-
the meet. One new record was, cer m 1892-1898, and he was likewise
established in the 600 by Smith of the j connected with several historical socie-
visitors, former Lawrence High star
j t jes jn the years past he had writ-
He raced away from the entire field
and finished eight yards in the lead of
Don Reid in the excellent time ot
one minute nineteen and two-fifths
seconds.
Confusion in 600
Ollie Borden, furnished Charlie
Allen some great competition in the! •
dash, losing to the Bowdoin star by!
scant inches. In the 300, the fresh-] The obligation of a college man to
men ran against some hard luck. Al-| take a broader view of the world and
len dashed for the first corner on even! *s people was the theme of Mr. C.
terms with Noseworthy and Borden of H. Ernst, editor of The Open Road ,





turn the former fouled him and
Charlie was forced up against, the
wall. Brailey Gray stepped up and
led Noseworthy to the tape but he
could not catch the fleet Borden. Al-
( Continued on !'»»;» 4)
Again the Polar Bear will wax
facetious, as the Growler appears this
week for the second time. This in-
fant venture into collegiate humor
met with approbation on all sides with
the launching of the Christmas num-
ber, now the staff sets about to du-
plicate the trick.
According to the Assistant Editor
of one of the nation's most renowned
university comics, the Pitt Panther,
in his criticism of the Bowdoin publi-
cation: "... It was with a real
start of surprise that I looked over
the first issue of the Growler ... I
have seen . . . college humor mag-
azines from schools . . . start up
in the past several years, and tho
Growler is by far the best of the lot,!
and compares most favorably wivhj
the average college comic of the coun-|
try."
To Have More Art Work
This forthcoming issue of thft
Growler will contain a greater num-
ber of drawings than did the first
number. There are several line and
wash cartoons by the talented Sloan,
with Bassett also contributing art
work. The cover of this issue is
done in a striking black and white,
after the design of Fred . Dennison.
George Sewall, for the second time,
and Christy Moustakis have contrib-
uted their editorial abilities, and as
copy editors have supervised this
Soph Hop edition. New to the Growl-
er editorial board are Fred Dennison,
Lloyd Kendall, Tom Johnson and Ed
Merrill. Schuyler Bradt is a newcom-
er on the Business Board.
Material is Diverting
Once moire the Walter Wincjiell
page will turn its searching spot-
light on Brunswick society in a dia-
tribe which will prove most amusing
to all. This and several other humor-
ous creations are the works of Ted





Maine Central Institute 10.500
Newton High 8.875
Winchester High .... 8.312
The winner Bangor High, is rep-
resented at Bowdoin by M. Chand-
ler Redman, Raymond Francis
Prince, and Eugene Ellis Brown.
1928—Deering H. S 15.167




which arise among the nations of the
earth.
The world, he said, has suddenly
found itself smaller. Fast and im-
proved means of transportation and
quick ways of communication have
made opposite sides of the globe phys-
ically very near together. Yet the
peoples of the earth are in many cases
wide apart as far as understanding
each other is concerned. Our judg-
ment of other nations is formed in
most cases from opinions which we
gather from newspapers, moving pic-
tures, stories told by travelers, and
persons whom we see from different
countries.
The college man, Mr. Ernst said,
has both the opportunity and the obli-
gation to step out of himself and
a broad view of the world and
He must do more than
BOWDOIN DEBATERS
ARE UNSUCCESSFUL
One of the most intensive, realistic
and tragic plays of the famous Nor-
wegian dramatic master Henrik
Ibsen, "Ghosts", will be the Sophomore
Hop presentation of the Masque and
Gown next Friday afternoon at 3.30
in Memorial hall. The actors have
been rehearsing under the supervi-
sion of Professor Charles Harold Gray
for about a month and have mastered
the numerous difficulties presented by
the psychological studies and poignant
mental struggles of the tragedy.
Hunt Experienced Actor
The difficult leading male role, that
of Oswald Alving, son of the dissi-
pated Captain Alving, will be taken
by James Blunt '31. Blunt is an actor
of wide experience in college produc-
tions. He played in the "Adding Ma-
chine", the 1929 Christmas play. He
participated in Shaw's "Androcles and
the Lion" and starred as Romeo in
Shakespeare's"Romeo and Juliet". The
chief female role that of the mother
of Oswald * taken by Mrs. Lenore
Gray. Her part, that of a loving
mother trying to hide the sins of her
husband from her boy and later con-i
fessing them to him, is very long and!
difficult requiring endurance and aj
deep insight into Mrs. Alving's char-j
acter and emotions.
The part of the pastor Manders.j
a dogmatic and near-sighted clergy-!
man will be played by Donald Randall.
Mrs. Rosamond Barton will act the
part of Regina, the handsome but
rather coarse and impetuous serving
girl of Mrs. Alving with whom Os-
wald falls in love. Donald P. McCor-
mick will play the part of Jacob Eng-
strand, a crafty and mercenary car-
penter in Mrs. Alving's employ.
Prof. Norris Gives First
Lecture
Following a very strenuous Hell
Week, in which the neophites were
made to perform the customary ob-
noxious duties, five fraternities held
their initiations on either Friday or
Saturday of last week. The initia-
tions of all the houses were followed
by banquets.
At the Chi Psi bodge eight men
were made brothers. The initiation
and the banquet took place on Sat-
urday evening. The following were
the speakers at the banquet: Malcolm
Stanley '30, T. 8." ChadDourne' 'ID,
and G. R. Mclntire '25.
Twelve men were taken into the
Kappa Sigma fraternity on Satur-
day evening. There was a banquet
after the initiation. Charles Onard
'11 was the toastmaster at this occa-
sion. The following alumni and
guests were present at the initiation
and banquet: Leon Jones, Donald
Lancaster, William Cole, Gorham
Scott, Herbert Prescott, Walter
Moore, John Depon, and John At-
wood. The last two were delegates
from the chapter at the University
of Maine. Prof. E. H. Gray was the
member of the faculty present.
The Beta Theta Pi fraternity held
their initiation and initiatory ban-
quet on Friday evening for ten men.
At the banquet Clarence Brown was
the toastmaster. The guests and
alumni present were as follows: F.
Harlow, W. McGorrel, A. Roberts, E.
Humphreys, J. Kenniston, S. Trafton,
and F. Allen.
On Saturday night the Sigma Nu
fraternity held their initiation. 10
men were initiated. The banquet was
held immediately after the initiation.
The following were the guests of the
fraternity during the initiation: Wil-
liam Altenburg, Ray Jensen, Sears
Crowell, Edward Buxton, O. C. Small,
Ned Raye, Peck Harvey. Charles
Tweedy and E. H. Williamson were
the delegates from the chapter at the
University of Maine. Prof. Hormell
was also present. Mr. Raye was the
toastmaster at the banquet.
Alpha Tau Omega held its annual
initiation and banquet on Saturday af-
ternoon and evening. Twelve men
were initiated. The toastmaster at
the banquet was Albert E. Jenkins
(Continued on Ptmu I)
"Ghosts" to be Given
Ibsen's famous "Ghosts" will be
staged in Memorial Hall tomorrow af-
ternoon at 3.30 o'clock by members
of the Masque and Gown, ably coached
and directed by Professor C. H. Gray.
James P. Blunt and Mrs. C. H.
Gray will appear in the leading roles,
playing as Oswald Alving and Mrs.
Helen Alving, respectively.
In the evening the widely-known
Casa Loma orchestra will be fea-
tured by the sophomores at the form-
al. The gym has been most color-
fully decorated to suit the spirit of
the occasion, and all signs point to-
ward a highly successful and enjoy-
able dance.
No Theta Delt Party
Only one fraternity, Theta Delta
Chi, is not having any house dance,
though Zeta Psi and Delta Kappa Ep-
silon have combined forces for this
evening at the Deke house.
The party at the Alpha Delta Phi
house will be entertained by Mc-
Kinney's Cotton Pickers, and Mrs. A.
L. Farquarh will be the patroness.
The Psi U's will have a part of the
Casa Loma orchestra, which is to
play at the gym dance tomorrow
night. The patrons and patronesses
Tftvc not beeit announced as -we go to
press.
The Chi Psi's have engaged one of
Sullivan's orchestras for their house
dance. At this date we have not







The winning school^ for the past
five years have been: /take
192ft—Livermore Falls H. S. 12.025/ its people
1927—Deering H. S 16.000 simply see the City Hall and museums
of foreign cities. A person should
take advantage of his opportunity to
get in touch with
,
other nations
through knowing the people of this
really small world.
On its annual of the year the debat-
'
i ing! team thus far has been defeated at
every turn. In the three debates that i
1 haye been held at this date, the Bow-
j
doin men were overcome by Union
,
College, Buffalo College, and Albion
{
1 College of Albion, Michigan. Buffalo
won their debate by an unanimous
.
.
vote of the judges, 3-0. The last con-
1
test was at Albion and the teams were
j
much more evenly matched than in |
I
the two previous debates. Only after
!
|
thirty-five minutes of deliberation did
' the judge finally award the decision
j
i
to the home team. Information has
j
I
been received by Mr. Childs from
|
Manager Don Prince from time to
j
time. In his latest letter Prince I
wrote that in spite of their unimpres-
sive start, the men were not discour-
aged. In general it may be said that
all of the debates have been concerned
with some phase of "unemployment."
A lecture entitled "Motor Fuels"
was given last Monday morning, Feb-;
ruary 16, by Professor James F. Nor-
1
ris in the lecture room of the Chem-j
istry department. He was available
for student conferences during thej
afternoon. Professor Norris was ftl
lecturer here in Chemistry in the sec-
ond semester of the year 1928-1929.
Following this period he received the
honorary Sc.D. degree from Bowdoin.
He is to return again on March 2 and
March 16 for further lectures.
REORGANIZED B. C. A.
ADOPTS CONSTITUTION
IN REGULAR MEETING
Art Exhibition Being Held
An exhibition of contemporary
American art is to be seen at Bowdoin
from February 23rd to March 7th.
This exhibition is sponsored by sev-
eral of the foremost art connoisseurs
and collectors in the country, among
whom are Charles R. Morey, head of
the Art Department at Princeton and
Paul J. Sachs of the Toledo Museum.
The exhibition will be composed of
paintings, drawings from the collec-
tion of Mr. Daniel Fellows Piatt,
prints and books on art by noted au-
thorities.
Last Wednesday night at the reg-i
ular meeting of the recently reor-
ganized Bowdoin Christian Associa-
tion the new Constitution was read
and accepted with a few minor sug-
gestions. Committee members were
also elected.
The Constitution was drawn up by
a committe^of six men from the or-
ganization: headed by W. S. Palmer,
the President. It is being printed
and will be available by the last of
the week at' the B. C. A. room in the
Union for anyone to read, who so de-
|
sires.
As provided for in the Constitution,
the Program Committee with R. W.
Obear as chairman, and Membership
Committee, E. R. Lays chairman,
were elected as the permanent com-
mittees. The Poland Spring confer-
ence committee under R. S. Beaton,
and the General Publicity Committee
with A. P. Lunt chairman were the
two special committees elected.
The Membership committee urged
everyone to read over the Constitu-
tion and to get in touch with any
member interested.
"In the Wake and Footsteps of
Aeneas" was the subject for a witty
though scholarly lecture delivered by
Professor Walton Brooks McDaniel of
the University of Pennsylvania la?.t
Friday evening in the main lounge of
Moulton Union. The lecture was il-
lustrated by a large number of lantern
slides some of them taken by Doctor
McDaniel during a tour through Italy
and Sicily and others being the re-
productions of well known paintings
and sculptures.
Professor McDaniel was introduced
by James Byers Colton '31, president
of the Classical Club under whose
auspices the lecture was presented.
Colton outlined Professor McDaniel's
career as a student and teacher at
Harvard, and as a teacher at Rad-
cliffe, Pennsylvania and at the Amer-
ican Academy in Rome. He then pre-
sented Professor McDaniel to the au-
dience.
Phoenician Source of Epics
Doctor McDaniel began his lectuie
by commenting upon the fact that
last year marked the two thousandth
anniversary of the birth of Virgil. His
opening slides were pictures of an-
cient and modern Phoenicia. It is
from Phoenician sailors that Homer
obtained much of the material for his
epics. Since Virgil drew much of his
material from the poems of Homer,
the yarns of the Phoenician tars are
the source of a large part of the
Aeneid.The Phoenicians were fine sail-
ors and conducted an extensive trade
throughout the Mediterranean. But
they were jealous of their trade and
did not want competitors. To pre-
vent competition they frequently
played on the superstitious fears of
other nations describing the terrors of
the more remote parts of the Mediter-
(Continued on paw* 3)
STUDENT COUNCIL STANDING
1. Chi Psi 11.301
2. Non Fraternity 11.154
3. Alpha Tau Omega 10.913
4. Theta Delta Chi 10.265
5. Kappa Sigma 10.177
6. Beta Theta Pi 9.454
7. Zeta Psi 9.248
8. Delta Upsilon 9.071
9. Alpha Delta Phi 9.035
10. Delta Kappa Epsilon
. . 8.795
11. Sigma Nu 8.682
12. Psi Upsilon 8.340
TWO THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Brunswick. Maine Established 1871
Philip C. Ahern '32
Sports Department
Robert L. M. Ahem 'S3
Edward B. McMenamin "38
H. Allan Perry '33
John T. Gould '31
Fred R. Kleibacker '31













the Faculty has met and considered
the question of compulsory chapel.
Praise be to Allah! It is about time
that something happened. We trust
that the vote will betray a modern
spirit and that some attempt will be
made to improve the present archaic
status quo. And while we are on the
subject, may we remark that "con-
solation literature" has once more ap-
peared at Bowdoin. There is some-
thing very ludicrous in the picture of
an official of the College exalting the
George T. Sewall *32
j
virtues of the "undistinguished under-
graduate". We had thought that the|
"undistinguished undergraduates"]
were dead for this year, but alasJ
they are reborn. It is all too true I
that every one of us cannot make Phi
Beta Kappa or captain the football
Small '31 i team, but rather than be consoled for
SECTION X
A. Method ef Amendment ef CoastHatien
This Constitution may be amended by the
action of the Board of Trustee* and Overseen.
Communication
News Department
Louis C. Stearns, 3rd, '33
Albert S. Davis, Jr., '33
G. Russell Booth
William N.
John L. Snider '31







our shortcomings, if that is the proper
word, we should prefer to be treated
as men, not infants. In fact, .the more
we hear the more we wonder what is
the goal of the Bowdoin educational
system. We certainly seem to haw
plenty of undistinguished products
—
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Athletic Council
Constitution
(The Orient runs in this column the.
Athletic Council Constitution. It sug-
gests that its -eaders examine the
To the Orient:
Mr. Editor:
My little girl Betsy has been in-
vited down to the dance at Bowdoin
and I have told her she can't go ami
I am writing you to let you know
why. The reason is because of that
show about Ghosts that's to be put on
My friend the minister says as how
it's a loathsome, disgusting, nauseous
play and that it's washing dirty linen
in oublic. Now I'd like to know whjj
the sophomores want to wash dirty
linen in front of their pretty little
friends, like my Betsy, that they're
inviting to their party. I think it's
all wrong, sir, and so does my friend
the minister that the students of a
Christian college should produce a
play that stinks like the brimstone
pits of Hell. In conclusion I am for










.constitution closely, noting the I
column: the Managing Ed.tor for new. and make-up. All communications regarding sub^crip-
[ predominance of alumrti influence and
tlons should be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Co. Subwrip- tne comp lete lack of power granted!
to the undergraduates in significant!
tions. S3.SO per yes-r (including Alumnus) in advance.
Entered as second class matter at the postoffice at Brunswick Maine
News Editor for This Issue
Philip C. Ahern '32
discussion )
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SECTION I
A. Name and Composition
' Thin body shall be known as the Bowdoin '
M o<» Colle,re Athletic Council, and shall consist of ]WO. IS five alumni, five undergraduates, and three
^_^^_ members of the faculty.
B. Manner of Elections
1. The Alumni Members shall be appointed :
each June by the Governing Boards of the
i
College. They shall enter upon their duties at
The Student Council, in assuming the leadership for the reten- Lhe ?u st 1 m.<?,.in,K of the ensuing college year.
;
* F r°r the initial formation of the Council, under
tion of Ben Houser as baseball and hockev coach, is not only back- m ' constitution
:
.
" One Alumnus Member shall be appointed
lng an individual fully meriting its support, but is setting itself in
A Square Deal'.
opposition to a group which is attempting to carry out an obvious
injustice. The words on the field house at Whittier field "FAIR
PLAY AND MAY THE BEST MAN WIN," have a distinctly!
ironic tone when viewed in relation to the means and methods
for one year
One Alumnus Member shall be appointed
for two years
One Alumnus Member shall be appointed
for three years
One Alumnus Member shall be appointed
for four years
One Alumnus Member shall be appointed
for five years
, , , ,
, ,. . , , , ,
. , , ., - ,,
and thereafter as each term expires the va-
used by the alumni members of the Athletic Council in the removal cancy. *» created, shaii be niied by an
of Houser. Knowing full well that injustice has been done, that v^nci™" for "'unexpired" t°rm 8 Vshau e*r£
., • j. TT , , . ., . ., •_
.
filled by the Alumni Members of the Council
the resignation of Houser was not voluntary, that the opinions ex- until appointment can be made by the Govem-
pressed by the alumni members of the Council were scarcely rep-
; wJK^^t^tnJ^^JZ**]
resentative of the entire alumni body, that the uMlergriuWe tJ&*2&*£riSZ£'l* m+mi 1U
members of the Council were treated with high disregard, — the euringhe^i%eaV tXr rfhemi^ ££





which may rectify the present situation.
The new Athletic Council constitution may well be regarded
as the crux of the entire controversy. This constitution, which
for one year
One Faculty Member shall be appointed
for two years
One Faculty Member shall be appointed
for three years
and thereafter as each term expires the va-
was drawn up in final form at Commencement last year, and which cancy » created shaii be niied by an appomt-r
,
ment for a term of three years. Vacancies for
was foisted upon an entirely unsuspecting undergraduate body unexpired terms shaii be fined by the Faculty.iitt i_ '• * "ve undergraduate members of the
last Fall, is quite definitely the seat of the trouble. Here may be ; Athletic c©undi shaii be elected by the stu-
,. « . , , • i_ ,1 j • c dent Body for one year. Vacancies for unex-
found the machinery which brings about the predominance or : pired terms shaii be niied by the student
alumni influence in Bowdoin athletics, and which, quite obviously,! section ii
made it possible to force Houser to resign. j The officers of *; jSKJ. council .h.u be
In analyzing this constitution, we find it made up of five mem- j « g^XtaSj JLiWSi GroUP b i.
bers from the alumni, five from the undergraduates, and fo™-^£^'™^™J^*jJ%
from the faculty. It will be further noted by regarding Section . «nd «haii keep a record of the proceedings of
**
_ m all III©frX 1D 0*"
V-B, that undergraduates are deprived of a vote in recommending; section hi
coaches. It was upon the liberties taken with this clause in the I Refn,ia r meetings""" he At!** Council
constitution that the undergraduates were dismissed from ftp}*, a*m£jwm* m. r* - ********
meeting which brought about the resignation of Houser. Despite , 5-5 «-*£^;d-yA^j^STdK
the apparent desire of some alumni to get rid of undergraduate in- j -5 ~ %SSJZ&'wEZZZm S*£
fluence in the retention of coaches, we fail to note anywhere in the , «*g thereof. -«^—M?.£
constitution a clause which denies the right of undergraduate
j
&?^«^JfiS?^«^'£«Si
members of the Council to be present at such discussion, or any •-£«»£,_, ghall mmmmm a ouorum
denial to the undergraduates of an expression of opinion on such
matters. In dismissing the undergraduate members of the Coun-
., ., , „ ., 1 j - . — m ! letic Director concerning the general athletic
cil from that meeting, the Council quite definitely overstepped • poijCi«,s of the college, it shaii approve the
I management of all funds for athletics and
I physical training except those whose disburse-
SECTION V
A. The Athletic Director shall be elected by
To the Editor of the Orient:
Dear Sir
Like the majority of my fellow un-
dergraduates, I am highly incensed
over the Houser affair. I feel strong-
ly that the alumni members of the
Athletic Council have gone much too
far in this matter. Ben is entitled
to far better treatment than this
especially if one credits the story that
he turned down an excellent position
at West Point to remain with us here.
Ben may not have produced a large
number of winning teams, but he has
worked hard at his task. His person-
ality has made him a Bowdoin insti-
tution.
Furthermore, there is a rumor go-
insr the rounds that the resignations
of Roland Cobb and of Bob Miller
were also recommended. Is Bowdoin
jroing to have but two sports: track and
football ? It all looks like over-
emphasis. I suppose the theorv is
that if we can't have a winning foot-
ball team with hockey, swimming and
baseball existing, we can have one
without it. As reasoning that is very
good ping- pong. But the reasoning is
not the only "fur.ny" thing about this
whole affair. I should like to request
here and now that Mai Morrell come
forward and give us an account of
what happened in that Alumni Council
Meeting:—if he knows. Probably he to
as much in the dark as all of us. I
thought the davs of riilroading legis-
lation were over. What is all this




J. A. W. '31.
i House party again arrives with dis-
1
cussions ,of morality apparently in
vogue, all of which do not seem to be
,
confined to our Soph Hop play. The
last warning was the discontinuance
1
of house parties; now from the power
1 behind the throne comes the threat of
closing fraternity houses on provoca-
tion. It seems that we are not so
lucky as the Illinois fraternities.
There is no opportunity to wait for
the state police. Instead, the college
claims the pleasure of padlocking so
cial organizations.
The significant fact is that no state-
ment is ever made of a precedent
which would indicate any coming
tragedy. Parties come and go with no
evident after-effects except an oc-
casional headache. Of course, we re-
ceive our little list of rules which
1 practically make it a crime for one to
i light his guest's cigarette. This com-
ing raid of our "dens of evil" could
I
hardly be caused by infractions of
these prep school regulations. They
;
take the student back to childhood
days, when he asked permission to
attend an afternoon movie or to go to
1 the drugstore for an ice cream soda.
i Similar restrictions are searched for
i in vain at the leading institutions out-
side our state.
All that can be said of these rules
i is that prohibition was also a noble
! experiment. Ethics cannot be classi-;
fied by fraternities, classes, or col-
i leges. Whv should the conduct of any
j student reflect upon or bring punish -i
ment upon any of these groups ? In-
'
i
dividual treatment of non-conforming i
' students may be necessary. Let it re-
1
main as such!
The truth that makes the previous i
arguments rather superfluous is that
j
social rules can be enforced only by
reverting to the disgusting custom of}
having couples individually chaper-|
oned. In the face of this fact, let u&;
do away entirely with house parties or
j
else usher in a new governing prin-
ciple—that the judgment and experi-i
j
eice of the participants is sufficient to I
I handle the situation without the fu-|
I
tile, but undesirable, threats and reg- !
! ulat'ons with the constant attempt to!
intimidate and spy upon social func-
tions of the college. R. M. M. '31.
The recent action of the Athletic
Council smells of boss politics. It
does worse than smell,—it stinks. Any
supposedly deliberative body that
will force the resignation of an em-
ployee whose term of honorable serv-
ice has been as long as that of Ben
Houser, — any college committer,
vested with the power of spending
student moneys, that will treat the
objects of such expenditure with so
little regard for the opinions and de-
sires of the student body,—any group
of men, responsible for the just ad-
ministration of so important a de-
partment of collegiate activity, that
will attempt to adjudge the worth
of any man so adequately that it doe.-,
not consider it necessary to admit any
defense from the man concerned,
—
any moving and acquiescent spirits in
this action of the Athletic Council
are, I say, deserving of whatever
contempt and coercion the members
of the Alumni and student bodies
choose to visit upon them.
Ever since the time when the pow
er of voting on the hiring and firing
of coaches was taken away from the
student representatives on the Ath-
letic Council, many students have been
(Continued on Page 3)





Direct Entrance from B. A. M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Hew England's Most Medernly
Equipped and Perfectly
Appointed Hotel
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
for one-52.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO-S4.Q0, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
No Higher
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
SFCTION IV
A. General Duties and Powers
This Athletic Council Rhall ADVISE the Ath-
its power
We find the power of engaging and dismissing coaches allotted
'
to the Athletic Director, with the approval of the President and (| ( t





than face the issue squarely, attempted to shield itself by forcing jwn ^E*V£ "»**»~* Counril
HmiSPr's hand It obvioUSlV feared the Complications WhlCh the i shall have no vote in recommending the Ath-nuupvi o
_«•!• i »v v.^ j
^ jj-i. • J A f 'et ' r D' r*ctor - coaches, or any i«rsons con-
nroarrancred machinery mitrht have involved, and it provided ior j nerted with athletics and the Physical Depart-
1 ""•'" f>- jo
! ment. When the Council is entrained in the
itself a very nice loop-hole from which it could escape from assum-
ing the responsibility for its action. We are not prone to construe
this action as a square deal.
When the problem is considered as a whole, it is found to in-
volve two very definite points of view. It urges upon the under-
graduate the pledge of continued work for Houser's retention, and j ^^^^ mai vtvitJ^rSZiSta2a
performance of these duties, three alumni
members and two faculty members shall con-
stitute a quorum.
C The Athletic Director shall be a member
of the Faculty and shall have general direction
of and supervision over
:
(a) All Physical Training
(bl All Inter-colleiriate Sports
(c) All Intramural Sports.
it brings to light the need of a change in the constitution of toe^jr&'Mn^^Jw™ 1^;
_. ../.., !••!.• r • * - -— * „_»,4-,.r.| I major sport. He shall have cversiirht of all
Council, for the elimination ot alumni conn 91. | prounds „„„ buiidim™ devoted to Athletics and
The Student Council has handled the earlier part of the ^ig^^J^-^^",^^^^;
A SDecial meetinff Of have charge of all other equipment devoted to
'
'
Athletics and Physical Training.
F. All coaches and all other persons con-
nected with Athletics and Physical Training
the Athletic
approved by the
well, but the task is by no means complete.
the Athletic Council must be called, grievances talked over, and
definite steps taken towards a consideration of the Student Council ^^^STlS^JS^*1^
petition. A recommendation by the undergraduates must be made
(
^-^-Jf.^gSr^ ™££u°[
to the Boards for a shift in the balance of power in the Athletic , * ^^^ ^^ ^ ^ __
rminoil In the final analvsis. Houser must be brought back to nis ber of the Ci—tfi but ordinarily shaii * with.V.UUIU.1I. ll U1C imoiaiiaV o , ~ M „„+ U„ and be hesrd by it.
position, and alumni predominance in Bowdoin athletics must be







Offhand, we should say that "w<-.
the peepul" (rot tojrether and did a J
rifcht smart job on the Student Coun-
j
cil petitions for the reconsideration;
of Houser's resijrnation. It would al-
1
most seem as if real concerted action
j
had occurred—something very rare|
amid the sleepy and moss-covered
halls of Bowdoin. And from all re-!
ports in circulation, it would seem;
as if the Faculty were none too,
pleased with our hijfh-handed alumni j
friends either. And we all know that
there are plenty of alumni with us.
The Penn Plan
Throujrh devious and sundry chan-i
nels, we hear of possibilities of a cart-
ful consideration of the Penn Plan
and its practicability here. Our pres-
H. It is understood that in the event of a
disagreement the derision will ultimately rest
with the Governing Boards of the College.
I. It is also understood that nothing in this
Constitution shall be interpreted as preventing
the Boards from assigning academic rank to
various members of the department.
SECTION VI
A. The Bursar of the College shall be cus-
the watchword of an industry
ent system is about ten years behind
the times and smacks very patently todian of sll Athletic Funds and disburse them
of an aroma reminiscent of BOSS on order of the Athletic Director
Tweed and others of a similar species. . any a , ;
B. Any surplus remaining to the credit of
, ,, »o thletic account at the end of the season
We hazard the jruess that tne renn shM ^ disposed of by the Athletic Director





. ! Disputed Elections
One feature of the student vote on| A1| nuegtions of eligibility, except scholastic
the Student Council petition Strikes a eligibility, and all questions of interpretation
„„*^» Whv is. it that SO few ' ot th« By-Laws, or of disputed elections shallqueer note. y IS It ln V _ . .1. i be decided by the Athletic Council, and its de-
cisions shall be final.
SECTION vin
A. Fewer ef Removal
The Athletic Counril shall have power by a
track men saw fit to sign? It seems
queer that so perceptible an alignment
occurred. Was it a question of per-
sonal views, or was it a fear of dis-
,wo_third8 vote of m„ of iu memhen ^
pleasing Jack Magee . we cannoi mov ,e flX)m offlce a mamMter , M11i»unt n
help feeling that Jack would never, a*er. or captain
stoop to demanding such an expres-
sion of loyalty, but someone has ap-
parently sown this idea.
The Bell System—whose plant cost more than
$4,000,000,000 and is still growing—offers
wide opportunity to the man of engineering
bent. Here he has ample scope for testing new
ideas, not only in telephone apparatus devel-
opment butalso in manufacture,construction,
installation, maintenance and operation.
m matter what his particular branch of
engineering—electrical, mechanical, civil, in-
dustrial, chemical— his training stands him
in good stead. For "telephone engineering"
calls for the broad engineering point of view
as well as specialization.
Basic technical knowledge, an appreciation
of economic factors and the ability to cooper-
ate are some of things that count in Bell
System engineering. For men of this stamp,
the opportunity is there !
BELL SYSTEM
Speaking of chapel, we hear that j council.
SECTION IX
A. Power to Make and Amend By-Laws
The Athletic Council shall make its own By-
Laws. The By-Laws may be altered or amend- '
ed by a two-thirds vote of the entire 'Council
after at least ten days' notice of the proposed
change has been given to every member of the A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
^ V m
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Hare Been Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Price*. This Chance
Does Not Come Often.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
®
u ! MOC round tr»P »« ** "...-« p.op\«









(Continued from page 2)
waiting to see how great attention
would be paid to student opinion on
such matters. The answer has come,
and it is obviously, "None". Now the
question is, "Will the student body
sit idly by and watch their money
be alternately distributed and retained
without any regard for their wishes?"
I am confident that the answer will be,
"No!" But if anything is to be done
about this matter, it will be done only
after an expression of opinion from
the alumni and students, an expres-
sion so vigorous that there will be no
uncertainty in the minds of those
who await it as to what action they
should take.
As I have tried to indicate, the
charges to which certain members of
the Athletic Council have laid them-
selves open are very grave. The first
is that they have unjustly forced an
action without any consultation (at
least, without any formal consulta-
tion) of the parties most involved,
namely: Mr. Houser and the student
body. The second charge is that by
this action they have been guilty, in-
formally, of maladministration of the
moneys entrusted to them by the stu-
dent body. It is only too true that
neither of these charges can be proved
by the exact terminology of the ar-
ticle which grants the Athletic Coun-
cil its power. But it is just as true that
SOPH. HOP GUESTS
ALPHA DELTA PHI




Isabella Brit-ham. Kingston. N. T.
Mary MacKinnon. Loo Angeles, Cat,
Isabel Murphy. Brooklyn. N. T.
Aimee McPberson. Sooth Bend, Ind.
Priaeilla White. Wakeleld. Mass.
Ann Stratton. Portland.
Elizabeth Thomas. Portland.
Urania Parrotte. Hoboken. N. J.
Lacy MeBain, Newton, Maes,
P8I UPSILON
Margaret Beach. Capo Elisabeth.
Barbara Merrill. Portland
Margaret Goodwin, MarMehead. Mass.
Virginia Hyde. Belmont. Mass.
Corris Home, Portland.
Martha Crowther. Marblehead. Mass.
Marion Hoalon. Danrers. Mass.
Virginia Snow, Rockland.
CHI PSI
Lacille Cook. Wollaston. Mass.
Marjorie E. Reed. Wakefield, Mass.
CamiUe Delnore. Mt. Vernon. N. Y.
Sylvia Smyth. Mt. Vernon, N. Y.




DELTA KAPPA EPSILON and
ZETA PSI
Lilla Draper, Hopedale, Mass.
Caroline Little. Portland.
Priaeilla Place, New York City.
Catherine Denney, Harvard, Mass.
Marguerite Demeritt, Dover-Foxcroft.
Nancy Wright, Dills.. Texas.
Peggy Lincoln, Pepperill. Mass.
Elizabeth Sennett, Newton. Mass.
Sara Arnold, Cleveland. Ohio.
DELTA UPSILON
Barbara Welsh. Lynn. Mass.
Elizabeth Melcher, Newton Hlds.. Mass.
Martha Bloom. Palmyra, N. Y.
Helen Mills, New York City.
Marjorie Brown, Winchester, Mass.
Louise Piper, Holden. Mass.
Dorothy Fuller. Eureka Springs, Ark.
Helen Bidwell. Scaradale. N. Y.
Angela Johnson, Topsham.
Rath Alexander, Brunswick.
Marjorie Ryan. Worcester, Mass.
Persia Hathaway. Lexington. Mass.
Helen Glazier. Portland.
Dorothy De Wolfe, Portland.
Barrio Dowdy, Yarmouth.
Carol Mather. Manchester, N. H.
Virginia Donald. Springfield, Mass.
Lob Wilson. Brunswick.
Virginia Pierce, Plainneid. N. J.
KAPPA SIGMA
Janice Mackey, Belmont, Mass.
Beatrice Bell. Gloucester. Mass.
Carolyn Green. Auburn.
Janet Hamilton. Wollaston. Mass.
Barbara Willis, Qaincy. Mass.
Pearl Warren, Portland.
Jane Hideout. Brunswick.
Virginia Hood, Lancaster, N. H.






Elizabeth Noyce, Cleveland, Ohio.
Catharine Lameth, Thomaaville, N. C.
Muriel Johnson, Portland.
Elisabeth Douglas, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Virginia White. Portland.
Anne White, Reno, Nevada.
Louise Burr. Chicago, III.













Helen Rose, Chicago, III.
Alice Waring, Maiden. Mass.
Emily Mulford. Washington. D. C.
Margaret Huse. Bath.
Marjorie MacKinnon, Topsham.




These evening clothes were designed exclusively for
young men who unquestionably like really
smart apparel at a popular price







(Continued from Page 1)
Steele, Christy Moustakis, Tom Johr.-
son and Herbert Wadsworth.
Besides these feature skits Ihe
Soph Hop issue is replete with short
articles, drawings, and jokes, both
original and exchange.
House Party
I Con! !«•»••• • trnn' P*jr* '*
been able to find who the patrons and
patronesses will be.
Dekes and Zetes Combine
The Deke-Zete party, as we have
said, will be held at the house of the
former, with the Cotton Pickers fur-|
nishing the music. Prof, and Mr.-.,
Charles H. Gray, and Prof, and Mrs.
both of the charges can be proved on
the basis of the most important thing
that every civilized man owes to his!
fellow: a square deal. And if, on this;
basis alone, the charges are not se-j
jdous enough to wa/rant reconsidera-
;
tion of the action, the members of the •
Council who precipitated the action'
will have proved themselves more un-j
worthy of Bowdoin than they have al-|
ready done. Colton, 1931.
1
Bovd Bartlett are to be faculty-
guests.
Delta Upsilon seems to be having
about the largest partv on the cam-
pus. Thev are dividing the Casa
Loma band with the Psi U's. Pa
tronesses will be Mrs. Thomas Means
and Mrs. Anna F. Prindham.
Longee's Hudson-Essex Challengers
will play for the Kappa Sigma house
dance, and Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Caliendo will be the patron and pa-
troness here.
No information regarding the Beta
Theta Pi party is available as we go
to press.
At the Sigma Nu house Billy Mur
phy and his Royal Arcadians will be
the orchestra for the evening. Other
plans are still dark.
Ross and His Gang from New
Hampshire will entertain the Alpha






The size of the student, body ail
Urbana University was swelled to
about twenty-four undergraduates by
the addition of a new music course
this year. This institution claims to
have the smallest student body of any
j
higher educational corporation in the
country—We won't dispute it.
Which is the larger of these
two white squares? Don't
trust to your eyesight alone.
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT
your taste tells the Truth!
MILDER. ..and
BETTER TASTE
© 1931, Liggett ft Mras Tobacco Co.
(Continued from Page I)
Merriam is a member of the Kappa
Sigma fraternity. He has been a con-
sistent scholar being one of the high-
est ranking in his class and was elect-
ed to Phi Beta Kappa last year.
Walker Debater and Journalist
Paul A. Walker graduated from the
Belmont High School. During his
freshman year he was on the fresh-
man football squad and was also a re-
porter on the Bowdoin Orient of which
he is now the editor-in-chief. He was
on the varsity swimming squad his
sophomore year. That same year he
was an associate editor of the Orient.
He was a managing editor of that
paper during his junior year and be-
came editor-in-chief then. Walker's
debating work started during his
freshman year when he was a member
of the freshman debating team. He
was a member of the debating team
and the debating council his sopho-
more and junior years and was man-
ager his junior year. During his soph-
omore year he was manager of inter-
scholastic debating. Walker is a
member of the P ; Delta Epsilon, Phi
Beta Kappa and Alpha Tau Omega
fraternities. He has been assistant in
the library, assistant in chemistry,
and assistant in zoology.
Charles Carroll Everett Scholarship
The Charles Carroll Everett Schol-
arship is given in memory of Charles
Carroll Everett, D.D.. of the class of
1850, by his daughter, Miss Mildred
Everett. Real estate in Brunswick
was converted into a fund amounting
to%$13,584 and bequeathed by Miss Mil-
dred Everett. The net income of the
sum is given to a member of the sen-
ior class who the President and Trus-
tees think is the best qualified to take
post-graduate work. This work may
be either in this or some other country.
Henry W. Longfellow Scholarship
The daughters of Henry W. Long-
fellow, of the class of 1825 — Miss
Alice M. Longfellow. Mrs. Edith L.
Dana, and Mrs. Anne L. Thorp — gave
a fund of $10,000 to provide a schol-
arship "that would enable a student,
after graduation, to pursue graduate
work in some other college, or abroad,
if considered desirable: the work to be
done in English, or general literature,
and the field to be as large as pos-
sible—Belles Lettres in a wide sense.
The student to be selected should be
someone not merely proficient in some
specialty, or with* high marks, but
with real ability in the subject and
capable of profiting by the advanced
work and of developing it in the best
way."
Present Holders
Students at Harvard now holding
these scholarships are George Stuart
Willard. of the Class of 1930. who is
studying under the Charles Carroll
Everett Scholarship, and James Par-
ker Pettegrove. also of the class of
1930, who holds the Henry W. Long-
fellow Graduate Scholarship. Petti-
grove was recently awarded a Rhodes




(Continued from Page 11
ranean such as Scvlla and Charibdy:^.
Thus as a result of the prevarications
used bv the Phoenicians to discour-
age rivals arose many of the myths
used by Homer and Virgil.
Travels in Sicily and Italy
Professor McDaniel restricted his
account of the wanderings of Aeneas
to his adventures in the western
Mediterranean. Aeneas sailing from
Greece skirted the foot of Italy as
far as the straits of Scvlla and Charib-
dys. Then he sailed along the
coastline of Sicily past Mount Aetna.
Professor McDaniel showed a num-
( Continued tram Paga 1)
ten many articles on education, travel,
politics, etc., and was the author of
"The Unknown Quantity" (1918). In
1929 he edited the book "Bowdoin in
the World War." In the last few
years he had had his winter home in
Brunswick where he had even closer
connections with the college. News of
his sudden death was received with
great regret by all those acquainted
with him or connected with the col-
lege.
"Tsk Tsk!"
At Rhode Island State University
a freshman caught flirting with a co-




(Continued from Page I)
'31. The following were present at
the initiation: Lee Rollins, David
Desjardins, John McGill, Francis N.
Carter, from the alumni; Leo G.
Shesong, Reed Eliot, Howard Archi-
bald, Oscar Nickerson. Willis Ran-
dall, Cecil Goddard, "Red" Graffan.
The last mentioned names were the
delegates from the chapters at Tufts,
Colby, and the University of Maine.
ber of photographs of Mount Aetna
during a recent eruption. He then
traced Aeneas' journey as far as the
land of the Cyclops. He displayed a
photograph vividly depicting some of
Odysseus' men gouging out the eyes
of the giant Cyclops with a huge stick
as large as a modern telegraph pole.
He continued with a modern view of
the region with its huge boulders
which were supposed to have been
thrown by the blinded Cyclops at the
departing ships.
Professor McDaniel's travelogue
then followed Aeneas to Carthage.
Here Aeneas fell in love with the
charming Dido, a young widow who
after the death of her first husband
had vowed never to marry anyone
else. A picture was flashed on the
screen showing Dido and the young
Aeneas in an ardent love embrace.
Aeneas did not remain in Carthage
as Fate urged him on. He sailed
north to Italy passing Vesuvius and
the famous pits of Avernus, the fabled
entrance to Hades, and finally sailed

























Lawrence Tibbett - Esther Ralston
Screen Song Comedy
Monday. Tuesday- February 23, 2
HELL'S ANGELS
with
Ben Lyon. Jean Harlow, James Hal
News Sound Ac
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ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Furniture. China, Pewter, Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
If Spring St, Brunswick Tel. 243-M
25 years in business
EATON HARDWARE CO. 1 ^FORTUNE.DOCS
POLAR BEAR RELAY
TEAM AT BAA. GAMES









Popular Sheet Mask and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 13fc—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137






Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10




























An evil Goddess of Misfortune!
dogged the footsteps of a plucky
Bowdoin relay team last Saturday;
night at the B. A. A. Games in Boston
j
and prevented them from making a
powerful bid to defeat Northeastern.
As it was the Polar Bears finished
second, Villanova placing third.
Forced to withdraw Dan Johnson
who was declared ineligible two days
previous Jack Magee took a long
chance and substituted Charlie Allen
who more than justified Jack's confi-
dence in him.
Allen for Johnson
Allen running in the leadoff position
ran a great race against his oppo-
nent and after a gruelling fight yielded
ten yards to the speedy Northeastern!
runner. Gatchell, however, electrified,
the crowd by gaining six yards oni
Shay of Northeastern, New England:
champion for the past two years and!
handed the baton to Thistlewaite only i
four yards in the rear. It was thenj
that the aforesaid Goddess stepped in-j
to the situation. Thistlewaite started
j
out strongly but on the second turn
fell, lost his baton and precious yard-'
age and the race was practically over
as far as the Polar Bears were con-!
cerned. Sid Foster, anchor man,;
started 60 yards behind the North-
:
eastern entry and even then made up
considerable of the lost ground but the
j
advantage was too much and the
White had to be content with a second
place.
As it was, losing to Northeastern:
was no disgrace. The latter are ad-i
mitted by track experts to be one;
of the fastest college teams in the:
East while the Polar Bear team wa3
j
running for the first time against
strong competition.
Stanwood Flashes
Miss Misfortune, however, was not
through with the Bowdoin represen-l
tatives and Charlie Stanwood was the
next to be denied glory through her
machinations. Stanwood running the
high hurdles was entered against a
fast field in his heat and there is
still question in the minds of those
present as to whether or not he should :
have been denied a place. Stanwood,:
"Red" Record of Harvard and Sawyer;
of Dartmouth ran what seemed to be
a dead heat but only the last two!
named were qualified. Coaches Jenk-
ins of Bates and Thompson of the;
University of Maine both said that
Stanwood was the first to breast the:
tape but the judges ruled otherwise. 1
Record later went on to take second
in the final.
Larry Usher as was expected failed
;
to place in the special 1000-yard invi-j
tation. Usher faced a particularly fast
field and since it was his first attempt
against such high ranking competi-





(Contlnood tram Pact 1)
len finished a poor fourth but Nose-
worthy was disqualified.
Shot Put Hotly Contested
Thurman Larson got off a couple of
pretty heaves in the shot put and won
the event, after edging some tough
competition. His best toss of forty-
six feet,seven and three-eighths inches
was only an inch and a quarter better
than Eldred's contribution.
The pole vault was rather disap-
pointing to the White for both Rob-
bins and Pope failed around ten feet
after having done consistently supe-
rior work all season.
The event went to Noseworthy of
Bridgton at ten feet eight and a half
inches.
Smith took the lead in the 1000 but
the record breaking jaunt in the 600
seemed to have tired him consider-
ably. Burton, Ambler, and Perkins
passed him after five laps and imme-
diately proceeded to walk away with
the race.
The meet started late and dragged
along until so late in the afternoon
that both the relay and the broad jump
events were called off by agreement
between the two coaches.
40 yard dash—Won by Allen (B);
Borden (Br), second; Skillings (B),
third. Time 4 4-5 a,
45 yard low hurdles—Won* by Allen
(B); Borden (Br), second; Gray (B),
third. Time 5 4-5 s.
45 yard high hurdles—Won by Ap
pleton (B); second. Barnes (B); third,
Olson (B). Time 6 2-5 s.
300 yard run—Won by Borden
(Br); second, Gray (B); third, Allen
(B). Time 34 3-5 s.
600 yard run—Won by Smith (Br>;
second, Reid (B); third, Brookes (B).
Time 1 m. 19 2-5 s. New meet record.
1000 yard run—Won by Burton
(B); second, Ambler (B); third, Per-
kins (B). Time 2 m. 32 s.
One mile run—Won by Bartter (B);
second, Fiske (B); third, Miller (I ).
Time 5 m. 12 s.
Shot put—Won by Larson (B); sec-
ond, Eldred (Br); third, Waite (B>.
Distance 46 ft. 7 3-8 in.
High jump—Won by Larson (B)
second, tie between Odde (B) and El-
dred (Br). Height 5 ft. 5 in.
Pole vault—Won by Noseworthy!
(Br); second, Pope (B); third, Rob




Sperry Provides Thrill by
Battling from Last to First
Place in Medley
ALLEN'S DRUG STORE





You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a




are at your service. Tel. 3
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishine Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap St*.
MANY SIGN PETITION
FOR BEN HOUSER
(Continued from Page 1)
dent Council after student indignation
had risen to a pitch seldom reached
on this campus at the action of the
Athletic Council. Principal protest of,
the student body was that their rep-
resentatives, had had no voice in the'
virtual dismissal of Houser.
This action of the Council, how-
ever, was perfectly in accord with the
constitution of that body which forbids
the student representatives to have any
voice in the matter of hiring or dis-
missal of coaches. This clause was in-
serted at the final meeting of the
Council last June when a new consti-
tution was adopted.
While no resentment was felt iv.
regard to other members of the Ath-
letic Department the fact that
Houser 's salary is paid entirely out at
the blanket tax assessed on every stu-
dent gave rise to the petition.
The letter sent by Crimmins to th«?
i




To the Members of the
Bowdoin College Athletic Council
Gentlemen
:
"We, the undersigned, Students of
Bowdoin College, hereby petition tht
Athletic Council of Bowdoin College
to reconsider the resignation of Mr.
Ben Houser, present baseball and
hockey coach. We sincerely think that,'
in accepting his resignation, the col-
;
lege is losing a splendid coach and a
fine gentleman whom it will find ex-
treme difficulty in replacing."
Copies of the above petition have
been signed by 395 undergraduates of
Bowdoin College. The original peti-
tions and signatures are in our hands,
and for convenience, we are enclosing
a college list with the names of the
signatories underlined. These origi-
nals are available for your examina-
tion.
Included in the list are 32 varsity
letter men, and four student members
of the athletic council.
As president of the student council,
acting for the whole membership, I
am submitting this material to you.
While the students are the ones pri^
marily affected by a change in coaches,
and while they contribute through the
blanket tax the salary paid the coach'
in question, they have had no oppor-
tunity whatsoever to express their
views. Convinced of the desirability
of retaining Ben Houser, they an-
using this method of making their
convictions known.
In behalf of the signatories of this




Despite the fact that Charlie Allen,
fleet Frosh captain, was absent, the
Polar Bear Cubs handed a weak
Morse High aggregation a 66-11 trim-
ming on the cinders last Saturday. Out
of the eight events run, Bowdoin took
three sweeps and the relay. The times
in all distances were unusually slow.
Rowland, of the Bath team, was
their only dependable point scorer,
taking a first in the high jump, and
thirds in both the dash and the broad
jump. His teammates. Hatch and
Stein, came through for second in the




TO GREEN AND B. U.
Close Matches in First Meets of
Year Show Much Promise for
Future Exhibitions
Bowdoin lost its first fencing meet
of the season to Dartmouth, Thurs-
day, February 12th. The score was
7-2, but the last match between Warne
of Dartmouth and Capt. Macdonald
'32 of Bowdoin was very closely con-
tested, the points being 5-4 for the
former. This was Dartmouth's first
match also, Warne, Crosse and Town-
send representing the Hanoverians.
The former two were the stars for
Dartmouth each turning in three vie
tories.
Despite the tremendous improve-
ment shown by the Polar Bear na-
tators, a powerful team from Spring-
field College swamped the Bowdoin-
ites last Saturday to the tune of 47-
30. The efforts of the plucky White
squad kept the ultimate result in
doubt until the last two events.
The lead-off number on the program
saw a pool record broken when the
Polar Medley relay trio romped
over the course in 3 minutes
and 25 seconds; this team included
Easton, Densmore and Smith. Spring-
field's star captain, Case, propelled his
way to a new mark in the 100, doing
the distance in 56.4 seconds.
When Art Sperry battled his way
from a poor fourth to a courageous
win in the 300 yard medley, the crowd
was drawn to its feet in wild enthu-
siasm. Starting oat several yards in
the rear of Bowman, and two Spring-
field men, Sperry hung on to the lead-
ers. At the 200 yd. marker he was
still behind, but slowly drawing in on
the leaders.
Then, with a scant fifty to nego-
tiate, the plucky little star drove
ahead to pass all three men, leaving
his teammate, Bowman, to draw sec-
ond place.
Springfield Man Stars
Holding two individual firsts,
Zweidinger of Springfield remained
star for the afternoon. Ted Densmore
swam to an easy win in the breast-
stroke, with Sperry making a gal-
lant stand for third.
The summary:
Medley relay—Won by Bowdoin
(Easton, Densmore, and Smith);
Springfield, (Fowler, George, Ca'se).
Time, 3 minutes, 25 seconds.
(New pool record )
.
50-yard dash—Won by Zweidinger
Springfield; second, Humphrey,
Springfield; third, Bowman, Bowdoin.
Time, 26 1-5 seconds.
440-yard swim—Won by Nelson,
Springfield; second, Trott, Bowdoin;
third, Durham, Bowdoin. Time, 6 min-
utes, 1 2-5 seconds.
300-yard medley swim—Won , by
Sperry, Bowdoin; second, Bowman,
Bowdoin; third, Kisker, Springfield.
Time, 4 minutes, 26 4-5 seconds.
Diving—Won by Walker (74.4)
Springfield; second, Lanoue, Spring
field, (73.6); third, Carpenter, Bow
doin, (52.5).
150-yard backstroke—Won by Fowl-
er, Springfield; second, Ford, Spring-
field; third, Eaton, Bowdoin. Time,
1 minute, 55 1-5 seconds.
100-yard dash—Won by Zweiding-
er, Springfield; second, Smith, Bow-
doin; third, Nelson, Springfield. Time,
56 4-5 seconds. (New pool record).
200-yard breaststroke—Won by
Densmore, Bowdoin; second, George,
Springfield; third, Sperry, Bowdoin.
Time, 2 minutes, 52 1-5 seconds.
200-yard relay—Won by Springfield,
(Ford, Humphrey, Fisher, and
Zweidinger); Bowdoin (Esson, How
ard. Bowman, and Smith). Time, 2
minutes, 44 4-5 seconds.
COLBY SEXTET BOWS TO
REJUVENATED WHITE
TEAM .TOAST GAME
Frosh Bolster Polar Bear
Attack as Bowdoin Wins
by Score of 5-3
FACULTY RECOMMENDS
ATHLETICS PROGRAM
BE ALTERED IN FALL
Would Confine Require-
ments to First Two Years
of College
The National Student Federation of
America is announcing a contest in
which two prizes will be awarded:
one to the author of the best editorial
against the immediate entrance of the
United States into the World court
and the other for immediate entrance.
Both prizes are $50 each; material
for the editorials may be obtained at
the central office of the NSFA at 218
Madison Avenue, New York City. The
editorials which appear in the con-
test will be picked from the college
newspapers before February 25th and
the results will be stated in Congress
to show the present condition of stu-
dent opinion upon the subject of the
World Court. The last NSFA confer-
ence in December showed that the ma-
jority of the students of the United
States favored entrance.
The newly organized Bowdoin
Chapter of the NSFA as its first offi-
cial act sponsored E. O. Ernst in an
informal forum at the Union. Senior
members of the NSFA committee are
Donald F. Prince, and Frederick C.
Tucker; other members are Philip
C. Ahern, Charles F. Stanwood,
and W. D. Munro. The committee
will take charge of publicity organi-
zations on campus.
letic council refuse to accept the resig-
nation of Ben Houser and use every
effort to persuade him to reconsider.
Yours respectfully,
ARTHUR L. CRIMMINS,
President of Student Council
The faculty held a meeting Monday,
February 16, at which it was voted
to recommend to the Governing
Boards the removal of the present re-
quirements in Physical Training and
their replacement bv those outlined be-
low, to apply in the fall of 1931. Thei
sports have been divided into the fol-|
lowing four divisions:
A—Supervised Varsity Sports:
Track, Football, Baseball, Hockey,
Swimming, Gym Team.
B—Other Vigorous Sports:
Boxing, Wrestling, Touch Football
Class Football.
C—Carry Over Value:
Golf, Tennis, Handball, Swimming
D—Other Activities:
Fencing, Basketball, Winter Sports I
Body Building Classes, P. T. 4a, !
Horseback Riding.
Freshmen- and Sophomores will be
required to attend classes in Phys-
ical Education three days p week
from October 1st until one week be-!
fore the final examinations in June
|
They may select from any of the
above activities in season.
Participation for at least one sea !
son of one year (a year is divided
into three seasons: fall, winter and
spring) in some sport from Group
A or B will be required of men in
these two classes. Exceptions will
be made of men excused by the Col-
lege Physician on account of phys-
ical condition.
Each man must demonstrate a play
ing knowledge of some sport in Group
C some time during his four years m
College. Exceptions will be the same
as above. (This may be done during
the Junior or Senior year)
.
All the above activities will be of
fered if possible for all classes, and
Juniors and Seniors* will be encour-
aged to participate. An effort will
be made to have all the sports su-
pervised by members of the staff.
The state hockey title was cinched
for Bates last Wednesday when the
Bowdoin sextet outplayed Colby 5-3
on the Delta rink. Scoring three goais
in the first period, the Polar Bear
outfit led all the way. The loss of
Johnny Rosenfeld, sophomore for-
ward, was partially compensated for
by the addition of freshmen Bart
Godfrey, Bob Dakin, and Charlie Mc-
Kenney, who were playing their first
varsity hockey.
Goalies Work Hard
The game warmed up fast, and af-
ter the first few spasmodic rushes, the
opposing goaltenders were kept very
much on the qui vive. Mai MacLach-
lan drew first blood for the White
with a rolling shot that bobbled over
goalie Hill's stick. Excitement gave
way to hilarity when, shortly after-
ward, "Duke" Bilodeau picked up a
loose puck at the Bowdoin defense,
skated to center ice, and drove a shot
past the whole Colby team, includ-
ing the flustered Mr. Hill. "Sonny'
Dwyer in the Bowdoin net, was mak-
ing nonchalant work of the many dif
ficult shots that came his way, but
was at last caught off balance by
Lovett's hard drive. Jack Clarke soon
retaliated with a slow lift at an angle
that baffled Hill completely, and the
period ended without further scoring,
3-1.
No Scoring in Second Stanza
Constant rushing in combination
was the order of play in the second
period, and only the extraordinary
activity displayed by both goalies
prevented scoring by either team.
Captain Herbie Rose wielded a long
stick at the opponents' blue line, and
his poke checking was a persistent
menace to the Colby passing attack.
Of the freshmen, McKenney drew
special attention for his habit of top-
pling the weightiest of the adversaries
with his healthy body-checking.
Both Sextets Tally Two
To open the final period, "Red'
Lovett's second tally resurrected
Colby's hopes, and the boys from
Waterville again took interest in the
hockey game. Herb Rose's great in-
dividual efforts now bore fruit, how-
ever, and the Polar Bears' lead was
momentarily safe again. Wilson came
back with another tally for Colby to
keep the spectators interested. The
last goal of the game was registered
by Don Sloane on a solo dash the
length of the rink, one of the most
spectacular plays of the contest. The
final score was Bowdoin 5, Colby 3.
Entire Contest Brilliant
Besides the fact that the outcome
was a victory for the White, the game
was remarkable in other aspects.
Passing combinations made connec-
tions far oftener than usual, although
the forward lines were new. The ac-
tion seldom dragged, penalties were
few, and there was no evidence of the
wild shinny playing that has char-
acterized several recent contests here.
"Sonny" Dwyer's. exhibition of sang-
froid left little to be wished for, and
his dependability gave the whole team
some necessary confidence.
Bowdoin Colby
Bilodeau, McKenney, Id . rd, Brogdon
Souther, Dakin, rd Id, Hucke




Clarke, Sloane, Bates, rw
lw, Wilson, Pollard
Goals: Sloane, MacLachlan, Clarke,
Rose, Bilodeau, Lovett 2, Wilson.
Referee, Brooks.
Goal umpires, Dowling, Willette.
Timers, VanVarick, Snyder.
Time. 3 20 minute periods.
BATES SEXTET BOWS
TO POLAR BEAR TEAM
(Continued from naga 1)
beautiful shot to knot the count at
2-2 with but twenty seconds left to
play. There was a faceoff, a Bates
combination was broken up, and Bart
Godfrey retrieved the puck at center
ice. Skating full tilt at the defense
men, he feinted an attempt to crash
the defense, cut sharply to the right
and coasted in to score nonchalantly
the third Bowdoin counter as the b*-Il
rang to end the game.
Bowdoin Bates
Godfrey (McLachan),. lw
rw, Ralph (McCluskey, Toomey)
Rose (Richardson), c •
c, Swett (Pendergast, Garcelon)
Sloan (Lowell, Bates, Clark), rw
lw, Lord (Ray, McCluskey)
Bilodeau (Kimball), Id
rd, Chamberlain (Kenison)
Souther, rd Id, White
Dwyer, g g, Green (Farrell)
Score—Bowdoin 3, Bates 2. Goals
—
Lord 2, Rose, Godfrey, Sloan. Referee
—Lindquist, Army. Umpire—French,
Maine. Time—15m. periods.
Glee Club To Sing Feb. 27
The Glee Club will compete in the
contest of the New England Inter-
collegiate Glee Club Association which
will be held at Hartford on February
27. On the following day the club
will sing at the University Club in
Boston under the auspices of the Bos-
ton Bowdoin Club.
On the ninth and tenth of March
Always 'Noticed
But Never Noticeable
QgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Stink firotfpra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
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Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S





On October 1. 1931, carefully selected
first and third year students will be
admitted. Applications may be sent
at any time and will be considered in
the order of receipt. Catalogues and







prrpare (or a profession ol
widening interest anil opportunity. Recent re-
search has enlarged the HOpC of every pfca*t)
of dentistry. The fie'd demand, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior traimnu. Siuh tiaming Tuits
College Dental School o'er* to its smd.-nts.
School opens on StytnnbtC 30. 1931. Our
catalog may guide y«i i'i choosing >">ur
caiter. For information addtss—
Da. William Rice, Dran
416 Huntington Avenue Bo»ton, .-\in.
Have you chosen
your life work?
In THr field of KrVth irrvire the Har-
vard V'nixrr-ity Denta'. S hr».l -the old-
est deiual »tii«ii connected with any
university in i»e I n:ied stales— oilers
thorough well ba'anced course* in all
branches of denmtry Ml modern equip-
ment for practua! work under super-
vision of men V h in the profession.
Write lor di tails ani admistum rrquirt-
menls to Lrriiy XI S Winer, Dtan
HARVMtll L'NIYKRSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dept. 70 . Longwood Ave.. Boston, Mats.
the Musical Clubs will give a concert
at the Cumberland Theatre in town
and will ask the cogent support of all
the student body.
^THE BOWDOIN ORIENT









Customary New York Concert Called
Of Because of Adverse
Conditions
With their Ion* series of rehearsals
which began as far back as the third
week of the college year, nearly com-
pleted, the Musical Club of the college
consisting of the Glee Club and the
Instrumental Club will open their ac-
tive seasons on Friday and Saturday
of this week. The first appearance
of the Glee Club this year will be at
the annual contest of the New Eng-
land division of the Intercollegiate
Glee Club Association to be held at
Hartford, Conn., on Friday evening,
February 27. On Saturday evening,
the combined Musical Clubs will ap-
pear at the University Club in Boston
in a joint concert sponsored by the
Bowdoin Alumni Club of Boston.
On the ninth and tenth of March,
the clubs will give concerts at the
Cumberland theater in order to; give
the college and town an opportunity to
hear their repertoire. Following these
recitals, the clubs will appear in va-
rious nearby towns. The annual
spring vacation tour to New York
has been called off this year because
of the business depression and the ,
coincidence of the trip with Holy
1
tV cck«
Many Colleges to Compete
On Friday night at Hartford, Bow-
doin will be one of the thirteen New
England colleges to compete. Among
the other colleges and universities to
be represented will be Amherst, Wes-
leyan, Williams, University of Ver-
mont, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Boston University, Clark
University, and Middlebury. Consid-
ering the larger size of most of its
opponents, Bowdoin has done well m
previous years, often standing near the
top, and it is hoped that this year
will equal or surpass its fine record.
As usual, the contest will be broad-
c&st.>
The Saturday night concert of the
Musical Clubs at Boston will include a
varied program of college songs, clas-
sics, folk songs and popular songs.
Two college songs rendered by the
combined forces "Rise Sons of Bow-
doin" and "We'll sing to Old Bow-
doin" will open the concert. The In-
strumental Club will then present a
medley of operatic pieces arranged py
Berry. Grieg's Discovery sung by
the Glee Club with the solo parts tak-
en by A. W. Tarbell '32 will follow.
Selections from the popular musical
comedy "Nina Rosa" will be played by
the Instrumental Club. A quartet
composed of W. L. Winslow '31 first
tenor, G. T. Sewall '32 second tenor,
A. W. Tarbell '32 first bass, and O.
W. Gilman '31 second bass will sing a
series of three pieces: "Jolly Fellows"
by Rhys-Herbert, "Suabian Folk
Song" harmonized by Brahms, and
"Viking Song" by Coleridge-Taylor.
The sixth offering of the evening will
comprise Elgar's "Feasting I Watch ,
Stebbins' "Song of the Sea", and
Gaul's "Son* of Fellowship", sung
by the entire Glee Club. The Instru-
mental Club will follow with "Desn
Ardent" by Zamecnik and "The En-
chantress" by Peters. The concert
will be concluded with "Phi Chi" and
"Bowdoin Beata".
Members of the Clubs
The arrangement of the schedule
and of the details of the trip have been
in the hands of Richard N. Sanger
'32 and Richard A. Mawhinney *33
while Joseph G. Kraetzer '31 and War-
ren E. Winslow '31 are the leaders
of the Glee and Instrumental Clubs
respectively.




Yearlings Pile Up 84 Points
to Visitors' 11 in Decisive
Victory
Hebron's vaunted Big Green wave
was hopelessly swept aside when the
unconquered Froth tracksters outran
outjumped and out-vaulted them last
Thursday to amass the astonishing
total of 84 points to the Green's 11.
This is the most decisive yearling vic-
tory in years, coming as the third suc-
cessive Frephman triumph.
Gathering 12 points singlehanded,
and running anchor on the Cubs'
winning relay quartet, Captain Charlie
Allen stood in the limelight again as
the individual star of the afternoon.
Bob Porter, star Freshman high jump-
er, reached new heights when he
knotted first place with McLean of
Hebron with a 6 feet 8 inches leap.
Thurm Larsen heaved, the heavy
iron to a new meet record, spanning
45 feet 11 3-5 inches with his throw.
Exhibiting a 'surprising endurance,
iron-man Fred Burton of the White,
broke the tape in both the 1000 and
the mile; in the latter he distanced
Olds, touted Hebron miler, by twenty
yards.
Frosh Sweep Dash, Hurdles and 1000
Coming as a distinct surprise, Mai
Walker, heretofore mediocre sprinter
on the Frosh squad, repeated his pre-
vious week's performance by sweep-
ing the 40 yard dash field, and led the
speedy Skillings and Allen across the
tape.
The yearlings romped over the high
hurdles, gathering all three places as
another unexpected win was forth-
coming. Ned Appleton topped the
boards to break the tape ahead of the
flying feet of Gray and Allen, in the
good time of 6.3 seconds.
Immediately after the gun in the
1000, Burton sped to the head of the
procession and soon established a
lead which he held throughout the
run. Ambler fell in at his heels, and
pursued him closely until the last
fifteen yards, when he slackened per-
ceptibly and finished in a dead heat
with Fisk, also of Bowdoin, who had
been closing in fast.
Score Wins in 300 and 600
Charlie Allen, gaining the corner in
the final and only heat of the 300, led
USES WASHINGTON'S
LIFE AS_ EXAMPLE
President in Chapel Talk
Sketches Great Man's
Character
the pack aou^line.with Wai^Many -tod«U profoas to hold oar
Frosh, following. Mooney of Hebron
made up the third place. The Polar
Bears' robbed Hebron of another ex-
pected win when Braley Gray nego-
tiated the 600 in a remarkable 1:19.4.
Reid of Bowdoin, and Smith, Hebron,
dogged his flying heels for second and
third.
(Continued on pas* 4)
"George Washington and the Col-
lege Man" was the subject of Presi-
dent Sills' talk in Sunday chapel, as
a part of the patriotic program given
at that time. First of all, the Presi-
dent called attention to the fact that
the character of the Father of our
Country contained much that should
be regarded as precepts and ideals
for the modern college youth.
One of the first things that should
be of significance to the college stu-
dent is the knowledge that George
Washington—and many other great
men both past and present—received
no formal education. He reaped all
educational benefits from his own ef-
forts, and never enjoyed a college
training.
Character Important
Again, the fact that Washington
was born to the better things in life,
that he was the richest man in the
country of his time, and yet was
ready to sacrifice all for his people,
ought to be worth noting by the col-
lege man, who has so much of re-
source at his disposal.
The character of General Washing-
ton was of far greater account than
his ability. Although he made mis-
takes at times, men trusted him be-
cause of his fundamental soundness
of character. In our quest for learn-
ing, "we are apt to overlook the true
worth of an individual, simply be-
cause he may be rich in book-learning.
Washington Had Sane Patriotism
Washington had, above all, a "sane
patriotism". Applied to the student,
this means, in part, a training in
citizenship. The late Henry Johnson
has said "Loyalty that is not based on
intelligence is a vapid thing".
But if we allow our patriotism to
become cynical and lacking in fervor,
it is just as useless. He who is not
stirred by the sight of his flag or by
a patriotic display ought not to be
called a true citizen.
Then there is another important
function of this "sane patriotism".
Few, in or out of college, take the




Loom as Good Material
Turns Out
The return of Jupe Pluvius, and the
resulting melting of snow, along with !
the annual flood of news from the
i
South that the Big Leaguers are
;
swinging into action in various south-
j
ern training camps caused Ben Houser
!
to give out the first call for battery '
candidates to meet in the cage for the
j
usual preseason limbering up.
The outlook from the battery end
\
of things is decidedly up in the air.
On the receiving end there is a small*
amount of material, while hurlers at
present writing are less than few.
Hooaer has a large amount of ma-
terial to draw from for fielding posi-
tions. The outlook for a successful
season this year is more than good.
This week battery candidates will I
go through limbering up exercises. '•
It will be merely a question of gel- !
ting the legs into shape. Very little






Astounding things are being done
in laboratories throughout the world
and that at Bowdoin is no exception.
Under the direction of Prof. Noel C.
Little and Ralph Frazier Derby many
pieces of intricate apparatus have
been constructed in the college ma-
chine shop in past years. The latest
developments have been a new Tesla
transformer capable of delivering a
half million volts and a mechanical
model of a geyser.
The new Tesla transformer, which
was designed by Prof. Little and built
by Mr. Derby, operates from an
ordinary 110 volt light circuit and
delivers a current of very high fre-
quency and voltage. In demonstrat-
ing it, R. F. Derby brought a bar of
metal which he was holding in his
hand within ten inches of the instru-
ment. Immediately a long blue spark
played up and down the bar. He ex-
plained that the current thus pro-
duced was of such high frequency that
it could pass through the body with-
out breaking down the human cell
structure. This explains why he re-
ceived no shock, but only a sense of
heat, though the bar was held in his
bare hand.
Geyser Action Duplicated
Another interesting bit of appa-
ratus is an imitation of a geyser. It
appears to be a long tube with a
heating element consisting of two
2000 watt immersion coils at the low-
er end. When the tube is screwed
into a wide metal pan on the floor
and when the current is turned on in
the coils, the unit begins to heat.
After heating for about 45 minutes
it will start spouting and continue
from that time on at about ten min-
ute intervals, exactly imitating the
action of "Old Faithful".
(Continued on pas* 4)
VULGATE CLASS PLANS
SEMESTER ACTIVITIES
tain views on affairs, but as gradu-
ates or under graduates, they do not
(appreciably) make their actions felt.
Washington's "sane patriotism"
also demands a faith—a trust in one's
God and fellow-men. The great lead-
er was always an active and close
member of his church, and turned con-
stantly to his Maker in times of trial.
BROWN IS VICTORIOUS
IN N.E. WEIGHT THROW
Sprague of Colby Second
While Del Galbraith Wins
Third Place
On Saturday afternoon last, "Doc"
Brown, giant football player and
weight thrower, annexed the New
England A.A.U. 35 pound weight
championship at the Harvard base-
ball cage in Cambridge when he
heaved the weight for a distance of
50 feet, 4 inches. It was expected
that Brown would be able to cap-
ture the title for he has consistently
down over 50 feet this winter. In
another week he will go to New York
to pit his skill with many who will
gather for the I.C.4A. games. Brown
will there attempt to become Eastern
Intercollegiate Champion. Brown to
win the title last Saturday was faced
with dethroning the New England
champion hammer thrower of last
year, Flanagan of Holy Cross. The
other qualifiers were Perkins of Colby
and George Sprague of the same in-
stitution who captured second place
over Del Galbraith, the other White
representative, with a toss of 49 feet
3 inches. Galbraith's distance mounted
to 47 feet 2 1-4 inches.
BOWDOIN FENCERS IN
EXHIBITION FEB. 20
Stevens May Coach Here Next Year
— Several Meets Planned for
Near Future
The Vulgate Class which was
formed last semester, under the guid-
ance of James B. Colton, '31, met
Sunday, February 22nd, and formu-
lated plans for the next term. The
work will consist of translation of
the new testament, translated into the
Vulgate bv Jerome. Speakers are to
be engaged who will talk on the dif-
ferent phases of Biblical literature,
history and thought. This class meet?
at 3.30 each Sunday in the B.C.A.
room of the Moulton Union. Any one
is welcome to attend.
The Bowdoin fencing team pre-
sented a fine exhibition of fencing on
Friday night the twentieth of Feb-
ruary before the Men's Club of West-
1 brook. Another exhibition by the
|
Bowdoin team, consisting of Douglas
A. Anello '33, Fred E. Miller '33, and
i
Capt. Norwood K. Macdonald '32, is
i
planned for March 10. This will bo
;
given at the Westbrook Kiwanis Club
meeting.
The next fencing meet falls on
;
March 2, with Harvard. It is uncer-
i tain at the present time whether or
! not Bowdoin will have a return match
with the B. U. swordsmen who de-
feated the White last week by the
I
score of 8 to 3, this season.
Capt. Macdonald announces that
;
possibly next season Mr. Stevens of
! Portland will be Bowdoin's unofficial
j
fencing coach. Perhaps with the ad-
;
vent of a regular coach, fencing at
i
Bowdoin will come into its own, and be
;
raised to the standard which it en-





Portland Organist to Hay
in Chapel Next Sunday
Afternoon
Next Sunday afternoon at 4.30
o'clock, Alfred Brinkler, F. A. G. O.,
A. R. C. O., organist at Saint Luke's
Cathedral in Portland, will give a ves-
per recital in the college chapel. This
program will be of interest to all
music lovers, as Mr. Brinkler is well-
known in this section and has ap-
peared before at Bowdoin to please
large audiences. He is conductor of
the Portland Men's Singing Club and
the Portland Polyphonic Society.
The program he offers contains a
fine variety of selections, both of a
light and happy trend, and of a
more serious touch. Following are
the numbers Mr. Brinkler has chosen
to play:
1. Variations de Concert
Joseph Bonnet
2. Dreams R. S. Stoughton
3. Chanson Joyeuse
Will C. MacFarland
4. Au Convent . . Borodin-Dunkley
5. Minuet a l'Antico
Seeboeck-Brinkler
6. Melodie
. . . Charpentier-Brinkler
7. Festival Toccata
Percy E. Fletcher
This service will be held in place of
the regular Sunday chapel.
COLLEGE ART ASS'N
SPONSORS CONTEST
Prize to be One of Group
of Prints Now Being
Shown Here
Any one of a group of five prints
is offered by The College Art Asso-
ciation for the best essay on the ex-
hibition of contemporary American
art which is sponsored by the College
Art Association and is now on dis-
play at the Walker Art Building.
The criticism must be of not more
than five hundred words and must be
accompanied by a statement telling
the name, address, class, year, major
subject, and the degree to which the
contestant aspires. All reports must
be in the hands of the College Art
Association, 20 West 58th street, New
York Wtp, before March 20th. Essays
should be typewritten, preferably, and
written on one side of typewriter
paper.
The five prints which are offered as
prizes are: "Church of St. Etienne du
Mont, Paris", Albert Flanagan;
"Mare and Foal", Anne Goldthwaite;
"Happy Days", Pop Hart; "The
Louvre", Richard Lahey; and "Miss
Angna Enters", John Sloan.
There will be a still further selec-
tion of essays and the best of these
will be published in Parnassus, the




FOR THIS WEEK END
B. C. A. Has Quota of Six Delegates
to Meeting
For three days, February 27, 28
and March 1, the Mansion House and
Ricker Inn at Poland Spring will
house delegates from Boston and
Northeastern New England to the
sixth mid-winter Christian Associa-
tion conference for men and women
students. The main subject, so far-
reaching as "a whole, "Political Cor-
ruption", will be narrowed to the
consideration only of Special Privi-
lege vs. General Welfare, in the re-
lation of business and government.
This, in turn, is to be studied in two
phases only.
Mr. Edward C. Moran, Jr., of Rock-
land, Maine, and Mr. A. Gerald
Holmes, a representative of the In-
sull interests, will present opposing
views on the Maine State Power is-
sue. Mr. Damon E. Hall of Boston,
Dr. Harry Laidler, Executive Secre-
tary for the League of Industrial
Democracy, Dr. John Schroeder of
Portland, and Dr. Buell Gallagher of
the National Staff, will be the princi-
pal leaders.
The quota which the B.C.A. will
send to the Poland Spring Conference
is six. The total expense for the en-
tire conference, from Friday supper
through Sunday afternoon will be
about $9.00. Anyone interested in
representing Bowdoin should get in




Awards to be Made Following Fifth
National Radio Audition Soon
to be Held
Students of college music depart-
ments and college students generally
are being informed of the announce-
ment by the Atwater Kent Founda-
tion of the forthcoming Fifth Nation-
al Radio Audition, which offers $25,-
000 in cash awards and musical schol-
arships to the best young men ami
women singers in the country. The
attention of college students has been
called to the fact that the women's
first prize of five thousand dollars
and two years' musical scholarship
was won in 1929 by a college stu-




President Johnson of Colby
Writes Article-on "Educa-
tion for Leisure"
Appearing next Wednesday or
Thursday, the February issue of the
Bowdoin "Quill" will again adopt the
rich style of last year's Commence-
ment number, with its heavy, three-
color cover, larger size, and better
grade of paper. The excellent read-
ing material embraces nearly every
phase of literature.
President Franklin W. Johnson, of
Colby College, is the author of the
second in a series of articles on edu-
cation, by college leaders. He has
selected for his topic "Education for
Leisure". Coming at a time when the
country is arousing itself from the
grip of economic depression, and un-
employment, "We Want Work", by
Mr. William T. Foster is most appro-
priate.
The writer is connected with the
Pollack Foundation for Economic Re-
search of Boston, and is well quali-
fied for the treatment of such a topic.
In addition to being a prominent econ-
omist, Mr. Foster has written such
books as "Money", and "The Road to
Plenty".
Bowdoin Graduate Contributes
A man who has studied medicine at
the University of Edinburgh, is con-
tinuing his training at Tufts Medical
School, and who has had practical
experience, Mr. Robert Titus Phil-
lips, Bowdoin '25, tells of a Boston re-
lief station in a vastly informative
article, "A Month at Haymarket."
George Lam, Hungarian exchange
student now at this college, appears
for the first time in the columns of the
"Quill" with a short story, "A Mu-
sician". Continuing the first of his
contributions, which appeared in the
Commencement issue, Mr. Jean
Gerard Fleury writes a short descrip-
tive article, wholly in French, en-
titled "En Flanant a Constantinople".
Last year M. Fleury was Teaching
Fellow in French at Bowdoin; before
that he was a journalist in Paris.
"An Ode to the Taj Mahal", which
won the poetry prize last year, from
the pen of Walter P. Bowman is an-
other undergraduate contribution.
Ted Steele appears in the pages of
Bowdoin publications for the last
time with his pithy comments on the
stage, screen and books of today, in
a feature, "Chronicle".
A Wanderer's Narrative
Mr. F. Conrad Tucker tells an in-
triguing tale of transcontinental wan-
dering in his narrative "Hallelujah
I'm a Bum." At an early period o:'
his life the author ran away from
home, and started across the country
to the Pacific coast. This story of
the adventures of a sixteen year old
lad will appear in the next three is-
sues of the "Quill".
Editor Fred Kleibacker asserts that
this issue of the literary publication
will be one of the most interesting
yet published, and that the materia!
printed contains some of the best that








GROUP A MEDIUM FOR
STUDENT EXPRESSION
Prince, Tucker, Ahern, Stanwood and




Extended Western Trip Sees
Many Defeats
The Friday after midyear examina-
tions, February 6, the debasing team
encamped in the Boston library to
train for the trip. To state that the
team was handicapped from the out-
set by insufficient study is not an ex-
cuse for the defeats in the debates for
which decisions were given. Most of
the material had to be worked up on
the train, however, and more time
was really needed.
The first debate was with Union
College, Schenectady, New York. The
subject for debate was: "Is the Ex-
pansion of Chain Stores Detrimental
to the Best Interests of the Ameri-
can People?" The debate was
broadcast over the radio. The decision
was 3-0 in favor of Union. Of the
three Bowdoin debaters, Donald F.
Prince, A. Samuel Davis, Jr., and Nor-
man von Rosenvinge, the first two
only spoke.
The next day we debated Buffalo
University, Buffalo, N. Y., the sub-
ject being: "Resolved that the States
Should Enact Legislation Providing
Compulsory Unemployment Insur-
ance to which the Employee Shall
Contribute." The decision was 3-0
against Bowdoin.
Third Debate Close
At Albion, Michigan, the next day,
Wednesday, we debated Albion Col-
lege on the affirmative of the same
question. There was one professional
judge and critic who gave against
Bowdoin the close decision of one-
half to nothing.
At Toledo, Ohio, the boys took a
day off to study up their debate and to
prepare to meet Denison University
Granville, Ohio, the next day. ThU
was a no decision debate.
Saturday evening, February 14, the
debate was with the University of
Pittsburgh on the same question of
unemployment. The debate was, as
the Denison debate, one with no de-
cision, which was unfortunate as it
seems that Bowdoin held its own in
the no decision debates. After the
debate there was an open forum.
(Continued on Fam I)
Bowdoin has again shown its tend-
encies toward a broader outlook by
joining the National Student Federa-
tion of America. This Federation is
made up of more than 800,000 stu-
dents in the colleges and universities
of the United States. There are three
main purposes of the Federation. They
are:
(1). To achieve a spirit of co-op-
eration among the students of the
United States in order to give consid-
eration to questions affecting the stu-
dents' interests.
(2). To develop an intelligent
student opinion on questions of na-
tional and international importance.
(3). To foster an understanding
among the students of the world in
the furtherance of an enduring peace.
In working for these ends the Fed-
eration works independently of any
political party or religious creed.
The ideal of the N.S.F.A. is: "to
recapture the senses of responsibility
for human welfare that inspired the
builders of our civilization to willing
sacrifice, and to develop voting
citizens of America with a world-
vision."
Origin and Growth
The N.S.F.A. was founded in De-
cember of 1925 when students from
245 colleges and universities met at
Princeton to discuss the question of
the entrance of the United States in-
to the World Court. The students
realized the need for an organization
which might become the medium for
the development and expression of
student opinion on matters of educa-
tion, of citizenship, and of internation-
al relations. In 1927 the Federation
,
became a member of the Interna-
tional Confederation of Students,
' which is a world organization com-
posed of 36 national federations. In
1928 a large body of students in
Southern California were amalga-
mated with the Federation.
The N.S.F.A. has done a great many
useful things in the furthering of the
I good relations between the students of
|
this country and foreign students. Foi
;
example there is a Bureau of Hos-
i
pitality through which the foreign
j
students are given a warm welcome
;
and made to feel as much at home as
!
it is possible. There is also a branch
i
which arranges debating tours
i through the United States by English
|
and foreign debating teams. The
! Federation also arranges for the stu-
|
dent tours of the foreign countries
J
with the co-operation of the foreign
students.
Publishes Paper
The activities of the N.S.F.A. are
,
recorded in a small paper called the
I
N.S.F.A. News Service, which is sent
j
to all colleges which are members of
the association. This paper contains
a great number of interesting hap-
|
penings which have occurred at the
colleges from all over the world.
The N.S.F.A. is made up of and
run by the students of the United
States. There is an executive com-
mittee of twelve students which di-
rects the policies of the Federation.
A national board of directors, made'
up of prominent citizens, supports and
guides Ithe Federation. Theije are
also standing committees and local
committees. There is a local com-
mittee in each of the member col-
leges. The committee at Bowdoin
was chosen by the Student Council a
few weeks ago. It consists of the
following members: Donald F. Prince
I
'31, Frederick C. Tucker *31, Philip C.
!
Ahern '32, Charles F. Stanwood '32
and William D. Munro '32.
BOWDOIN SWIMMERS
LOSE T0_ WILLIAMS
Meet Marked by Flashy
Individual Work
For the second time in as many
weeks, the Polar Bear natators tasted
defeat. This time it was by the Wil-
liams team at the Curtis pool last
Saturday to the tune of 48-29. Al-
though some of the individual work
was flashy, the steady and consistent
Williams team proved too much for
the Bowdoinites.
Williams won the medley relay but
because of an illegal start on the part
of Gilfillan, Williams second man,
Bowdoin was given the race. Swayze,
showing remarkable speed, flashed
over the 50 yard course in 25 seconds
flat to set a new pool record. Art
Sperry repeated his act of last week
against Springfield when he stayed
behind until the last 25 yards at which
place he went ahead to force his
teammate, Bowman, into second plac«\
His act again brought the specta-
tors to their feet, and with mad yell.-;
they cheered him on to his second vic-
tory in two weeks.
Ted Densmore again managed to
(Continued on !*•*». 4)
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It is well for the Freshman to realize that an honest response
to the individual ideal is unquestionably of greater value than
tagging along with the crowd. Upon the Freshmen of this year
is determined the internal strength of Bowdoin in the threeyears
to come. Upper-classmen wake up rather late to realize the mis-
takes and follies of a brief college sojourn.
Communication
JOHN M. SINCLAIR
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At the present time when one looks at college life and college
thinking he is led to wonder much at the attitude he finds. There
seems to be altogether too much superficiality regarding things
that really matter — that should come in for a greater share of
deeper thought. Certainly no one would have our colleges turned
into a lot of institutions for graybeards, but at the same time there
is a definite need for a greater amount of sane thinking on a num-
ber of important problems facing the students of today than is
ordinarily found in our colleges. Why, as a general thing, it is
the smart thing to profess complete ignorance or at least indiffer-
ence toward questions of international relations, political tenden-
cies, and other social developments, is a hard question to answer.
Most assuredly we shall not attempt it here.
Nevertheless, the fact remains — there is a woeful lack of in-
telligent interest in really important affairs. It is to help in recti-
fying this situation that is one of the prime objectives of the
National Student Federation of America. This organization,
through its many affiliations in this country and abroad, hopes to
be able to bring student opinion to a focus on certain definite
questions that may arise from time to time. If it is successful —
and its broad membership should assure this — it will become a
powerful influence in shaping undergraduate thought and crystal-
lizing undergraduate action. By sending out carefully chosen
speakers to address college groups and by conducting student con-
ferences and forums the Federation plans to do much in the way
both of stimulating and guiding collegiate thought. Such meet-
ings, coupled with the publication of the group — the N. S. F. A.
News Service — promise to become important as clearing houses
for the exchange and coordination of student opinion, and as
formulators of definite plans for concerted student action upon
important questions.
Here, at last, we have an organization that goes beneath the
ordinary petty struggles and triumphs of campus life, that tran-
scends the rather narrow influence of fraternities, national though
they may be in membership, and receives into its ranks all sorts
and conditions of undergraduates, with its chief aim the fostering
of better understanding of each other and each other's problems.
Bowdoin has shown a worthy interest in linking itself up with
such an organization. The initial steps have been taken. Now it
is up to us, the student body, to carry the thing through and to
keep it from flopping, as so many other activities here have shown
a tendency to do. This is a chance to give real service and true
understanding to a worthy cause, without the ballyhoo that gen-
erally attends such movements. Probably no one of us can con-
tribute much, but by giving at least a friendly interest to the
movements of the local group we can do something that we can be
sure will not be wasted effort. For in these days of political and
social unrest and uncertainty there is an ever-growing need for
understanding, both national and international. It is to just such
movements as this, and almost wholly so, that we can look with
any degree of assurance to the establishment of world-wide peace
and security.
To the Editor of the Orient:
I suggest that the following edito-
rial, taken from the Boston Globe, be
published in the Orient.
HOT AIR
The debating team of Bowdoin Col-
lege is off on the longest tour in its
history, 2500 miles. For the next
two weeks the Bowdoin boys will be
meeting teams through the Middle
West, Pennsylvania and Massachu-
setts. Coming, as it does when there
is so much emphasis placed on the
over emphasis of certain college
sports, this trip must be considered
deplorable. It may give the boys a
false idea of the power of argumenta-
tion. Will it not make a great public
spectacle of the good old college "bull
session"? It may persuade every
Bowdoin man to think he is Senator
Borah.
But the sad effect of such exagger-
ated emphasis on the art of dressing
up the applesauce, in the after-life of
the Bowdoin graduate, is almost too
sad to contemplate. Traditionally, the
woman is supposed to have the lasi
word. What chance would she have
with a Bowdoin man in the house?
The ghastly effect to future genera-
tions, if acquired characteristics are
inheritable, as some think, need only
be mentioned to bring a shower of,
tears from hardened cynics.
Once it was said that you could
i
always tell a Harvard man, but you'
couldn't tell him much. Let us hope,
this will never be said of Bowdoin
men.
ence MacDavitt. Dartmouth '00, one
of the chief workers for the Dart-'
mouth alumni fund.
Frank 1. Cowan '13 completed his
four year term as recorder of the
Municipal Court of Portland, • eh
ruary 8. with the commendations and
good wishes of all the court officials!
following him. Judge Max L. I'inan-
sky gave a short speech congratulat-
ing Mr. Cowan for his "splendid pub-
lic service."
A small dinner was given February'
10 bv the Bowdoin graduates of Bui-''
falo," N. Y., at the Buffalo Athletic
Club. The Bowdoin debating team'
was the truest of the group which was
assembled by the efforts of Stephen
H. Pinkham '05, the father of Stan-
ley Pinkham '31. Donald F. Prince
'31 gave a brief talk concerning af-
fairs & the college.
Dr. John Hinkley Morse of Augus-
ta, who attended Bowdoin with Coin-!
mander Donald B. MacMillan in the
class of 1897, was recently invited
by the latter to go to Northern Lab- 1
rador with him from June 20 to Sep
tember 20, 1931.
XOITD Walk a Mile for a Camel - - but you




On Tuesday evening, March 3, at
8.15, Georjre Lam. Hungarian Ex-
change Student, will give a musical
reading in the Moulton Union lounge.
His chief selection is entitled "Tiie
Ball". The reading will be open to
the public.
Editor, Bowdoin Orient:
The .recent resignation of Ben
Houser comes as a distinct surprise to
all Bowdoin students and most alumni.
The loss of a man who has rendered
such inestimable service to the collejre
and to those who have been associated
with it cannot be rejrarded liehtly.
In justice to the student body and
to the alumni, it is incumbent upon the
Athletic Council to present the facts
which induced the resignation of Ben
Houser. The silence which the Athletic
Council has maintained about this
matter causes one to doubt the sincer-
ity of the Council in accepting the
resignation.
Yours verv truly.
W. R. HOWLAND '29.
lege, during an intelligence test,
knew that people under 21 could not
vote in the United States.





Direct Entrance from B. aV M. Depot
and Boston Madiaon Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
New England's Mart (Wedernly
Eejujpped and Perfectly
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR one—$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO—$4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
Best wishes in your battle for Ben
Houser.
H. A. D. '30.
Bowdoin Column
Professor C. H. Gray will give an-
other of his series of readings in the
Union at 8.30 this Saturday evening. I
As we go to press his choice of se-
|
lections has not been announced.
Why?
"The Daily Nebraskan" finds that
women attain higher grades than
men. Every reason but superior intel-
ligence was assigned to this fact.
Intercollegiate Column
Twenty-one Bowdoin graduates rep-
resenting classes from 1881 to 1923
met at the University Club of Los
Angeles, February 12, and organized
the new Bowdoin Alumni Association
of Southern California. Captain Don-
ald B. MacMillan '98 gave an illus
trated talk on Arctic work. At the
first business meeting John W. Wil-
son '81 was elected president and G.
C. Wheeler '01 secretary of the new
association.
The engagement of Miss Florence
E. Knight of Portland to Adelbert
H. Merrill ex-'24 was recently an-
nounced. Mr. Merrill is now manager
of the research and statistical de-
partment of the Portland Chamber of
Commerce.
On Friday, February 20, there was
a meeting of the class agents of
the college alumni fund at the Uni-
versity Club in Boston. Mr. Dwight
R. Pennell '98 of the Board of. Di-
rectors presided over the meeting.
The principal speaker was ; Clar-
The Criminal Code
The criminal code of New York
State contains laws prohibiting the
hazing of Freshmen. The City Club
of New York advocates the repeal of
various blue laws, among them the
one mentioned above. (Sophomores at
Columbia eagerly back up the City
Club in its campaign).
Beer Bottles
A professor in a leading German
University recently in a psychology
experiment advertised for a boy who
would drink fourteen bottles of beer
per day for a certain period. (There
were several applicants!)
How to Study
The University of Ohio makes its
six hour "how to study" course a re-
quirement for freshmen on probation.
2,725
Sophomores at Harvard must pass
an examination of 2,725 questions,
covering nearly every department of
college education. The time allowed
is twelve hours.
Show Down
Only one student at Franklin Col-
"Sans" Catastrophe
No member of the class of '34 at
Colby College has been dropped as
yet, as a result of poor grades. AB
have showed ability to do the college
work. This phenomenon is said to be
due to the limiting and therefore
more diligent selection of the candi-
dates for admission last fall.
The Letter
A prominent Lynn citizen was re-
cently awarded by Wesleyan a letter
which he had won in 1884 for partici-
pation in baseball. The long wait
was due simply to an oversight on tne
part of the college authorities.
An Intercollegiate Theatre
Dr. George B. Franklin of C. B. A.
wishes to create a "college theatre"
which is intended to focus the dra-
matics of the fifty thousand students
in colleges in and about Boston, to be
a theatre for, by and of college stu-j




now operating in the several colleges-
One phase of the work would include
the reading, in the English courses, of
the same author at the same time and
to then see some of his works
presented in the college theatre. The
idea needs much work to become a
reality but if such a guild should
come into being it is expected that it,
will satisfy a long felt want.
Model League of Nations
Next year the Model Assembly of
the League of Nations will be held at
Wellesley College. All Colleges in the
East will be invited to send delegates
to this convention. The custom is to
have various topics assigned to the
colleges and to discuss them af the
meeting. This time, Amherst will
have the international bank problem,
Springfield, the opium traffic, Smith,
intellectual co-operation, Harvard,
the mandates commission, M.A.C., the
minorities commission, and Mt. Hol-
yoke, the federation of Europe.
Freshman Publication
The University of Maine recently
woke up (one morning) and found
that—not the stork, or Kriss Kringle,
but the Freshmen—had presented it
with something entirely new—
A
Freshman Newspaper, called The
Freshman. As far as is known this
is an entirely original idea and such
a thing does not exist anywhere else.
The paper purposes to be the me-
dium of class expression and to unify




Harvard and Yale have been .
cently trying new dormitory schemes
and arrangements in order that dem-
ocracy, formerly an unknown quantity
on those campus, might be intro-
duced.
Smaller dormitory divisions have
been arranged and students are
brought together frequently in order
that they may at least know each
other well enough to speak.
Freshmen
Although Bowdoin's Rushing system does much to eliminate
the more common problems of fraternity pledging; in a very pe-
culiar sense one very notable problem exists. This problem arises
through the haste which our plan necessarily entails. In a word:
Just how are the Freshmen going to turn out?
About this time of year the reflective upper-classman is sur-
veying with a very critical eye the harvest of last Autumn. He
remembers with embarrassment the anxiety which such and such
a man caused him. He recalls the rumors which heralded the
arrival of some prep school "big shot", and he smiles with satis-
faction that a certain Frosh pledged elsewhere.
Upper-classmen come to the conclusion that chance is a great
element in the Bowdoin system and sometimes the gods are good.
The average Freshman at Bowdoin receives a grand reception on
his entrance here. He is bound to feel his importance too early
in the game. There naturally follows a period of acclimation.
During this time the Freshman either goes his own way — devel-
ops along the line of his own individuality — or goes "collegiate".
By now the dice are cast, and although this is not apparent to the
Freshman, it is unmistakable to upper-classmen.
On every side of this Campus wo have examples of men who
were the prize pledges of their respective years. Their careers
during college have never proved the fact, their prep school records
still remain questionable and mythical glory.
Where will the two slanting
lines meet if the shorter one
is continued? Good eyes
6
are needed for this one.
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT
- w
your taste tells the Truth!
MILDER. ..and
BETTER TASTE
! © 193 1 , Liggett & Mvers Tobacco Co.
z7
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The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Have Been Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Prices. This Chance
Does Not Come Often.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Crew Maintained at Bowdoin





(Continued from Page 1)
The members of the Glee Club are:
of the senior class, Owen W- Gilman,
Albert E. Jenkins. Gorham S. Robin-
son and Warren E. Winslow; of the
junior class, John Creighton, Jr., Ed-
ward D. Densmore, Earl D. Greenlaw,
Freeland W. Harlow, Thomas F.
Johnston, Alden P. Lunt, Ned W.
Packard, George T. Sewall, Lincoln







A. Mawhinney, JCliot Smith, and Ro-
land G. Torrey; of the freshman class
Thomas D. Barnes, Gordon E. Gillett, I
Luther G. Holbrook, Vinson F. Phil-
brick, and Raymond F. Prince. The
men in the Instrumental Club not al-
ready enumerated in the list above
are, Lloyd W. Kendall, George L.
Lam, and James A. Whipple of the !
senior class; Henry F. Cleaves, Wil- I
liam D. Munro, Gilbert B. Parker, and
|
Richard N. Sanger of the junior class
;
Edward L. Fay, Jr., and Oscar E.
Hanscom of the sophomore class;
Samuel D. Abramovitz, Harold H.
Everett, Richard L. Goldsmith and








Bowdoin's allowing Freshmen to
wear little black hats and Seniors to
carry canes in the springtime are only
a minor two in the list of privileges
which American Universities confei.
Princeton, for instance, allows its
juniors to play marbles, while the
seniors may amuse themselves at
spinning tops—Even fair and un-
biased Harvard has repealed its reg-
ulation forbidding students to at-
tend the Episcopal church.
Down in the grandstand at Whit-
tier Field resting among the rafters
is an eight oared shell which harkens
back to the days when Bowdoin rowed
with Princeton, Pennsylvania, Cor-
nell and many others in spring re-
gattas. The history of Bowdoin
boating is a fascinating one. It went
through periods of victory and de
feat, it struggled hard for existence,
it carved a well earned niche in Bow-
doin Athletic history.
As early as 1858 we find boating
mentioned, even before baseball or
football were organized sports in
America. The class of 1860 formed
the Bowdoin Boat Club while the
Class of 1861 became their rivals by
forming the Quobnack. Credit for the
sport goes to the Class of '60 for they
had already put an eight oared boat
on the river. These crews were not
without uniforms for we hear of
Thomas Brackett Reed wearing the
white and blue, shirt and pants, and
to make things more complete a
straw hat.
In these early years Bowdoin crews
and boat clubs were more for recrea-
tion than for racing, yet the club of
'61 was anxious to race at Worcester.
The Civil War put an end to boating
till the '70's although a strenuous
effort was made in '66 and '67 to re-
vive it but to no avail.
State Regattas at Brunswick
The state regattas rekindled the
boating spirit at Bowdoin for thev
were held in Brunswick on three suc-
cessive years, 1868, '69, and '70. Be-
cause of the regatta being held so
late in the college year of 1871, on
June 11, to be exact, we have little
detail concerning the event in the
Orient. But we do know that the
college's four oared crew the Forget-
me-not had hard luck, when the bow
oarsman had to give up on account of
being afflicted with boils and the
whooping cough.
In 1872 the college obtained "the
services of one of the most celebrated
oarsmen on this side of the Atlantic
to act in capacity of trainer to the
crew" (Orient, March 11, 1872). But
misfortune dogged the activities of
the crew in 1872 when Captain Sar-
gent injured his arm and the new
shell was damaged in transportation.
When the regatta was held in Spring-
field on July 23, 1872 Bowdoin took
the lead for one and a half miles only
to have one man take the race so
seriously as to be overcome with a
"nervous spasm" and put Bowdoin m
fourth place at the finish line. The
Orient at that time proceeds to remon-
strate at having undying faith, in any
one man.
Bowdoin lived up to its present
reputation of having supposedly goo-1
material only to find in the final
analysis that it is not as startling as
first supposed. This was true in 1873
but by this time the White had a
bad "break" when they were so un-
fortunate as to draw the shallows.
New York Times Discusses Crew
The drill rebellion kept the crew out
of competition in 1874.
In 1875 after not doing well in the
regatta at Saratoga we find an ar-
ticle in the New York Times on the
Bowdoin crew. To quote that paper in
part "There is one little draw back
in a poor college that has a taste for
boating, and that is, it is very hard
to get money, for when a student has
to subscribe to a class boat, he does
not feel excessively liberal toward the
college boat." In concluding his article
he exhorts the Alumni to help "this
gallant crew" writing "If the Alumni,
however, do not help them, I do not
see how they can go, for they have no
boat." This is a far cry frpm the
present day when the student body
would be highly pleased to see the
Alumni keep from meddling in Ath-
letics.
After the race at Saratoga, 1875,
it was thought best to withdraw from
the rowing association and work for
a boat house devoting time to inter-
class competition. The class of 1873
had presented a cup which made the
races one of the great events of the
college year. Up until 1893 this cup
decorated with the ribbons of the win-
ning class was put in competition.
Robert E. Peary was a member of the
victorious crew of '77. However suc-
cessful, the college departed from the
inter-class policy to send a team in
1882 to join Pennsylvania, Wesleyan,
Princeton and Cornell in the Rowing
Association. Again they failed to ful-
fill the hopes which were held for suc-
cess. In 1883 Bowdoin did not take
part although it joined the Intercol-
legiate Rowing Association. In 1884
the crew was swamped by a passen-
ger steamer although H. H. Brown '84
won the single scull race. In 1885
and 1S86 Bowdoin came to life with
a. start, winning o\er Brown and
Pennsylvania respectively. At this






change ham recently been made
REWARD
tor the best answers to this questions
e
What significant change has recently been made in
the wrapping of the Camel package containing 20 cigarettes and
what are its advantages to the smoker?
Wednesday Night
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Second Prize, $10,000 Third Price, $5,000
Forthe fivenext bestanswers • #1,000 each
Forthe fivenextbestanswers • $500 each
Forthe25 next best answers • $100each
Conditions Governing Contest:
1 Answers limited to 200 words*
2 Write on one side of the paper only.
3 No entries accepted that bear a postmark later
than midnight, March 4, 1931.
4 Contest open to everybody except employes and
executives of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and
their families.
5 In case of ties, the full amount of award will be
paid to each of the tying parties.
6 It is not necessary to buy a package of Camel ciga-
rettes in order to compete. Any store that sells
cigarettes will permit you to examine the Camel
package containing 20 cigarettes.
.411 emmmmmlrmrtmmm mu< he sMN—l to Contest Editor—
















Contest open only until MIDNIGHT,MARCH 4, 1931
(Winners will be announced as soon as possible offer contest closes)
record for one and one-half miles
with a time of eight minutes and
twenty-four seconds. In 1887 Bowdoin
J
lost by two and one-half feet to Cor-
I
nell; this was the last four oared shell
| used by a Bowdoin crew.
Baseball and Football Become
Prominent
The great expense and increasing
interest 4n both baseball and foot-
ball soon brought the final races of
Bowdoin's aquatic history. The White
tried the eight oared crew in 1890
but did miserably although the Orient
blamed it on the unsportsmanlike
methods of the Cornell crew who kept
them waiting a long time. Finally
class races gave way to Intercollegiate
competition. In the spring of 1894
the class of '96 defeated '97 ending
almost thirty years of rowing activity
which is unsurpassed by any small
college in the country. The college
sold the boathouse to the Lewiston,
Bath and Brunswick electric railway
when it was moved on the ice to the
Merrymeeting Park.
To quote John Clair Minot '96 from
the Quill of April 1902 "Gone the
old boat house that stood so long at
the end of the railroad bridge, the
first evidence of the college to one
approaching Brunswick by train from
the East; gone the old shells which
brawny backs and arms forced over
the line, winners in record time; gone
the glory of those 'class races on the
Androscoggin when wildly yelling
students and enraptured maidens in
summer gowns lined the green banks,
and followed, through minutes that
seemed hours, the crew?' struggle for
mastery over the course from Cow
Island to the bridge; gone the greater
glory of those intercollegiate triumphs
in other states, with the grand demon-
strations at the old station, through
the town, and on the campus when
the winning crew and its winning
shell returned. All are of the fading
past, and there remain only the frag-
ments of a boat or two in the old
i boathouse now transplanted to Mer-
rymeeting for the edification of unap-
preciative excursionists; a few treas-
ured banners and cups; a few pic-
tures and records in the Bugles; and a
few memories which, in some hearts,
at least, will never be effaced by the
later and greater victories of Bow-
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The next day being a Sunday the
team studied for the debate with
Dickinson University, Carlisle, Pa.,
which took place the next day. The
subject was again on the question of
unemployment insurance.
Judges Split on the Lafayette Debate
The debate with Lafayette Univer-
sity, Easton, Pa., was on the question:
"Resolved, that the Expansion of
Chain Stores is Detrimental to the
Interests of the American People." Of
the two judges, one gave his vote to
Lafayette and the other to Bowdoin.
The audience vote was 18-13 against
Bowdoin.
The final debate was with Tufts
University at Medford on the unem-
ployment insurance question, Bowdoin
upholding the negative. Tufts was
given the decision, 2-1.
Tufts May Debate Here
There is chance that Tufts may de-
bate here the tenth or twelfth of
March. Perhaps there will be a de-
bate with the University of New
Hampshire next week sometime. The
Swarthmore women's team will de-
bate in March, and a debate with
Massachusetts Agricultural College is
on the books.
Music Hath Its Charms
Periodically, along with suicide epi-
demics, in colleges comes someone
along with some trick or another to
make students study. Sleeping more
or sleeping less has been tried; Cho-
colat at ten P. M. also. The latest
"proof" comes from the University of
Minnesota, which has discovered that
students study better under the in-
fluence of jazz music over the radio.
Qiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiimiaiiiiiiiiiiitammiiiiiiai
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Also Sportlight and Comedy
Thursday • Feb. 26th
MOTHER'S CRY
• with -
Dorothy Peterson • David Manners
Also Comedy and Sound Act






Saturday • Feb. 28th
PARLOR BEDROOM and BATH
• with -
Buster Keaton - Sally Eilers
Reginald Denny
Also Comedy and Talkartoon
Monday - Tuesday - March 2 - 3
THE FIGHTING CARAVANS
- with -
Gary Cooper • Lily Damita
Ernest Torrence
Also Paramount News - Sound Act
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FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Furniture. China. Pewter. Glass
Miss Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
It Spring SU Brunswiek - Tel. 243-M
25 years in business
EATON HARDWARE CO.









Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
Btried Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
BOWDOIN SWIMMERS
LOSE T0_ WILLIAMS
(Oonttnoed from mc* t)
keep his slate clean in thebreaststroke,
when he snatched victory from the
hands of Gilfillan, Williams ace. Dens-
more, after remaining 3 yards be-
hind for seven laps, started to gain on
his opponent, and with one final burst
of speed in the last few yards, he
managed to reach the final wall a i
few scant inches ahead of Gilfillan.
Williams Man Stars
Swayze was easily the individual
star of the afternoon. Besides setting
,
a new mark in the 50 yard dash, he
.
also took the century dash in fast
time. Densmore and Sperry starred
for the Polar Bears.
The summary:
Medley relay—Won by Bowdoin
t
;
(Easton, Densmore, Smith); William*.
(Bixby, Gilfillan, Beatty) (Disquali-
fied). Time, 3 minutes, 26 1-5 seconds.
50 yard dash—Won by Swayze, Wil-
j
Hams; second, Kerr, Williams; third,
!
Bowman, Bowdoin. Time, 25 seconds.
'
Sportsman's Pen
We quote the following from the
Lewiston Evening Journal of Feb-
ruary 13.
It's Bowdoin's business but they are
losing one of the best baseball coaches
that has stepped onto a Maine col-
lege diamond in many years when
they permit Ben Houser to leave.
Down there at Brunswick Ben has
been trying to make ball players out
of students and has done a fine job
of it. If he was getting any material
down there his outfit would be on a
par with the best any college of the
same size can produce.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
Just another weight laurel for a
Magee pupil. Doc Brown's victory in
the New England A.A.U. 35 pound
weight championship justifies Magee's
early season predictions about the
big weight hurler. Doc should add a
few points to the Bowdoin State
Series total this Spring if he con-
tinues in his present form,
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
While the snow and slush are still















who cater to fraternity trade
'Anything y'want Pressed?




440 yard dash—First, tie between : in getting a line on his baseball pros-
Fenton and Whitbeck, both of Wil-
1
pects. Batterymen reported this
week and aspirants for the other posi-
tions will be out soon. With Captain
Whittier, Dwyer, Shute, McKown,
Rose, Ricker, Souther, and Smith left
Hams; third, Trott, Bowdoin. Time,
6 minutes, 2 4-5 seconds.
330 yard medley—Won by Sperry,
Bowdoin; second, Bowman, Bowdoin;
third, Bird, Williams. Time, 4 minutes,
{
from last year's varsity besides a
23 2-5 seconds. ! goodly amount of fine freshman ma-
Diving—Won by Holmes, Williams,
|
terial, the Polar Bears should make
(71.6); second, Lapham, Williams, I just as determined a bid for the State
(61.7); third, Carpenter, Bowdoin, : title as last year. And with a few
(56.5).
I
better breaks they may proVe a bit
200 yard breaststroke—Won by I difficult to conquer!
Densmore, Bowdoin; second, Gilfillan,! Speaking of Ben, and who isn't?
Professor Wilmot B. Mitchell of
Bowdoin College, who has been con-
nected with Bowdoin English depart-
ment for a number of years, will again
give two courses at Bates summer
school next season. Prof. Mitchell
has been going to Bates every sum-
mer since 1926. His special field in
the summer session are courses in
American literature and in 19th cen-
tury English literature. He conducts
the work in a series of three summers
and next summer courses in American
I
literature will deal with the literary
I movements in America during the
I middle of the 19th century. Among the
j
authors to be considered will be
I
Lowell, Holmes, Emerson, Thoreau,
Whitman and Mark Twain.
In the course of the 19th century
English literature '.such writers as
Wordsworth, Carlyle, Lamb, George
Eliot, Stevenson and Kipling will
form the basis for discussion. Profes-
sor Mitchell is well known in the State
of Maine because of his many lectures
i that he gives in all parts on phases
1 of American and English literature.
He is a pleasing, magnetic speaker
and his classes on the Bates cam-
pus are always very popular.
This will be Dr. Mitchell's sixth
summer at Bates.
Williams; third, Bird, Williams. Time,
2 minutes, 49 seconds.
150 yard backstroke—Won by Eas-
ton, Bowdoin; second, Bixby, Wil-
liams; third, Eaton, Bowdoin. Time,
1 minute, 58 4-5 seconds.
100 yard dash—Won by Swayze,
Williams; second, Beatty, Williams;
third, Smith, Bowdoin. Time, 59 2-5
seconds.
200 yard relay—Won by Williams,
(Kerr, Downs, Beatty, Swayze;;
Bowdoin (Esson, Howard, Bowman,
Smith). Time, 4 minutes, 4 3-5 sec-
onds.
the showing of the hockey team in its
last two games went a long way to-
ward making up for the remainder of
the schedule. Those freshmen have
put a rose colored tint on the puck
outlook for the next three years!
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
Those who have chosen to stay
away from the swimming meets this
year have denied themselves the
pleasure of watching some great
fights for supremacy in individual
events. Densmore's bitter battle last
week with Gilfillan of Williams to
keep his slate clean had everyone on
his feet while Art Sperry's two
MacMILLAN OUTLINES
PLANS ARCTIC TRIP
A.A. KENT FOUNDATION j «up .erb I"ed !ey..races a«*inst sPr.inK:
: field and Williams have provided
OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS ! enou*h thril,s for several meets.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
Ted Densmore seems to have a
(Continued from Page i)
j
great opportunity to produce Bow-
__,-,_. .
--j g fWl}\ T 4 TC i <*ent ' **'ss Genevieve Rowe, a junior ! doin's first individual New England
I iK( JjiAUC & txEiKVA1o j of Wooster College and the Wooster j championship. Unless Brown can
Conservatory of Music. Other col-
1
produce abetter man next Saturday

























You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
Tel. 3are at your service.
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
national finalists in each of the four
previous auditions. Selection of can-
didates for the final awards will be
made by joint ballot of radio listen-
ers and professional judges, the an-
nouncement states.
Any young man or woman between I
the ages of 18 and 25 years, anywhere i
within the United States is eligible to
J
compete for the cash and scholarship
awards which are to be allotted the I
winners as follows:
Two first awards, for a young man
j
and a young woman respectively, of :
$5,000 cash and two two-years schoi- '
arship in any musical conservatory I
or under any recognized vocal teacher :
the winners may elect.
Two second awards of $3,000 and
;
one year scholarships each.
Two third awards of $2,000 and one !
year scholarships each.
Two fourth awards of $1,500 and
one year scholarships each.
Two fifth awards of $1,000 and one
j
year scholarships each.
"I believe we are building for the
future in searching out talented young '
singers for that great medium of cul-
j
ture and entertainment—Radio," said i
A. Atwater Kent, president of the |
Foundation bearing his name, in mak-
ing the announcement recently. "The :
discovery of one of those rare voices,
of which each generation produces a
few, seems to me an event of pro-
|
found national importance. Even
when such a voice could give pleas-
ure to only a few thousand people it
;
was a national treasure. Now that
millions may enjoy it through the me- |
dium of radio, such a voice becomes
priceless. So, just as a good voice is
the New England title should be be-
tween Ted and Gilfillan.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
The language used by Swayze of
Williams when he takes a false start
is almost as shocking as that in one of
the poems read by Professor Gray at
one of the Saturday night, siestas at
the Union not so long ago. And was
his face red!
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
Lapham, Purple diver, had the spec-
tators' hearts thumping every time he
left the board. On a practice back-
dive he misjudged his distance and
barely escaped serious injury and
landing on the board head foremost.
As it was his legs hit the board and
he glanced off into the water. In-
stead of profiting by the experience,
however, the stocky Williams diver
continued to clear the board by inches
on his following dives.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
The fair spectator who wanted to
know why "they dry themselves af-
ter a false start or dive and then
dive right in again" may have been
dumb but just the same it is still puz-
zling us.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
The -loss of Ray Deston, Dick Mul-
lin, and Art Diflenbeck will be a
severe blow to the golf team this
Spring. Deston has graduated, Mul-
lin is ineligible, and Dillenbeck is no
longer in college.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
Bob Carney, star Bates lineman the
past season, and starter at all home
swimming meets here had plenty of
trouble keeping out of the way of
the divers' splashes last week. Carney
was nearly drowned when one of
Donald B. MacMillan is planning an
expedition into Baffin Land and the
North Polar region for next summer.
The expedition will be in three sec-
tions, the first, sailing from Wiscasset,
Maine, June 20, to be followed by Dr.
Alexander Forbes of Boston and Sir
Wilfred Grenfell, of London. Three
airplanes will be included in the
equipment.
One of the principal objectives, h-:
said, would be the study of glaciers to
determine the possibility of the
formation of another "glacier age".
"Glaciers in other parts of the world
are diminishing in size, but those in
the Far North are increasing to an ex-
tent that would indicate another gla-
cier age is approaching. It would take
thousands of years, however, to af-
fect seriously the temperatures in the
United States. We expect to make a
careful survey of the Baffin Land ice
caps along those lines."
At Nain, Labrador, a permanent
base will be established. From there
Commander MacMillan plans to rly
inland in a cabin monoplane, capable
of taking off and landing on ice caps.
The expedition will be In touch by
radio with New York and Chicago at
all times, the Commander said. He
plans to remain three months in the
frozen Arctic and to map in a few
days territory that would have taken




a divine gif^, radio offers opportunity Jimmy James' efforts went slightly
to share that gift with the greatest \ amiss and James made a pretty 3-
number. , point landing on the surface of the
"In previous auditions conducted by pool,
the Atwater Kent Foundation our
|
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
records show contestants have come ' The battle staged by the two Wil-
back the second, third and even a
|
Hams distance swimmers for a first
fourth time after losing out in a first ; in the 440 was our idea of wasted
attempt. This should be encouraging : effort. The two Purple swimmers
to all who have taken part in pre-
vious contests. The National Radio
Audition is an undertaking to search
the entire country for beautiful voices
and to offer such singers full oppor-
tunity for development, recognition
and reward. We hope each community
in the country will receive the an-
nouncement of the Fifth National Au-
dition in the spirit in which it is thus
made and will present its candidates
for state and national honors."
The announcement states that the
headquarters of the Fifth National
Radio Audition are in the Albee
Building. Washington, D. C, and that
organization of state and community
committees to take charge of pre-
liminary tests during the spring and
summer months will begin at once.
Grave Mongers
loafed most of the way bui both sud-
denly decided that a victory would be
very acceptable and they staged a
bitter battle for the last 10 yards,
the judges calling it a tie.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
It seems too bad that the Bowdoin
Interscholastics and the Bates bas-
ketball tournament conflict in dates
this year. Both these events attract
wide interest in schoolboy circles
throughout the State and many sport
fans would like to attend both. Both
are scheduled for March 14.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
Speaking of the Interscholastics,
the splitting up of the schools into
high and prep school classes should
produce much keener competition this
year. The strong entries of large
Massachusetts high schools and Maine
prep schools served only to discourage
The Tech reports that a certain the'smaller schools under the old sy
Cambridge motorcycle officer sought { m -
to halt a figure of a man, running
amuck in a cemetery at 3.30 a.m. The
figure did not stop when ordered but
kept running in weird circles about
. o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
Some torrid action this week in the
Interfraternity basketball leagues.
And watch the boys slip and swear on
Coach Jack Magee left Brunswick
Tuesday morning for New York with
six men who will represent Bowdoin
in the N.A.A.U. track meet at Madi-
son Square Garden tonight. Those
who made the trip are Charles W.
Allen '34, Sidney R. Foster '31,
Creighton E. Gatchell '32, Charles F.
Stanwood '32, Harry W. Thistlewaite
'32, W. Lawrence Usher '32. Bowdoin's
relay team will probably be com-
posed of Gatchell, Thistlewaite,
Usher and Foster.
Saturday, March 7th, the team will
compete in the I.C.A.A.A.A. games in
New York. In addition to those who
will take part in the meet tonight,
Dwight F. Brown '31, Gordon D.
Briggs '33, Delma L. Galbraith '32,
Milton T. Hickok '33, Stephen A. Lav-
ender '32, George T. Sewall '32, and




Finally the officer that gym floor the scene of Soph Hop
loot and thereby '• ™"u>k? TViia week's frames mav
ghost" who was taken
At Los Angeles, California, last
week, the Bowdoin Association of
Southern California was formed. The
baby Bowdoin Association numbers 21
men among the charter members. The
men met at the University Club in
Los Angeles on February 12, and or-
ganized the association electing
George C. Wheeler '01, as secretary
and John W. Wilson '81, as president.
Both of the officers were born in
Maine, Wheeler coming from Farm-
ington and Wilson coming from Gar-
diner, and both were business men in
Portland for some time after their
matriculation at Bowdoin. Mr. Wil-
son was in business in Portland, while
Mr. Wheeler had a flourishing law
business in that city.
At the first baseball meeting, held
yesterday afternoon, the following
battery men turned out: Catchers,
Basil S. Dwyer '31, M. MacLachlan
•32, H. B. Stanley '32, H. G. Lewia; Jr.,
'34, N. C. Miller '34, R. W. Dakin '34,
R. F. Hayden '34; pitchers, G. H.
Souther '31, B. R. Shute '31, E. C.
Baker '33, A. G. Jordan '33, D. G.
Means '33, W. W. Travis '33, R. G.
Dowling '34, B. C. Emerson '34, R.




(Contlnoad from Fag* 1)
Burton, although obviously worn by
his fast 1000, went into first position
at the start of the mile, passing Olds
of the Big Green, who relinquished
the place readily. Ambler, starting
off in the second rank, found himself
far in the rear. After three laps, he
had worked up into fifth place, while
Burton was fighting for a lead over
Olds.
Two laps from the tape Ambler,
now in third position, flashed by the
fading Olds, and started a break-neck
battle with his teammate for the lead.
Burton crossed the line, holding a
scant yard advantage over Ambler,
with Olds drawing a poor third.
Cuba Draw Firsts in Field
Larsen'su record-breaking heave in
the shot put started the yearlings off
on their virtual sweep of the field
events. Waite, of Bowdoin, and Sul-
livan of Hebron tossed the pellet for
second and third places.
Hurtling through the air on his sec
ond try, Charlie Allen drew out the
tape a full twenty feet. Pope, also of
the White, fell short of his mark by
scant inches, while Hebron's Taylor
finished third. Pope again established
his versatile superiority when he
soared toward the ceiling on a vault
of 11 feet. Robbins, his teammate,
drew a second, with two Hebronites,
McLean and McDonald, tying for third
place.
While the large gallery held their
breath in expectancy, slim Bob Por-
ter of Bowdoin, and McLean, of He-
bron, battled it out for high jump
honors, finally both failing at 5 feet
8 inches. Clark, of the Big Green,
took third place.
White Takes Relay Easily
Starting off with a beautiful two-
lap dash by Mai Walker, the Frosh
swept into a fifteen yard lead in the
relay; this advantage was strength-
ened by each following runner. Reid
and Gray lay back in their stride and
increased the gap between the White
and the Green to nearly twenty-five
yards. Charlie Allen, taking the
baton on the final stretch settled down
to a steady pull, and finished with a
clear twenty yard lead.
The summary:
40 yard dash—Won by Walker,
Bowdoin; Skillings, Bowdoin, second;
Allen, Bowdoin, third. Time, 5 seconds.
45 yard high hurdles—Won by Ap-
pleton, Bowdoin; Gray, Bowdoin, sec
ond; Allen, Bowdoin, third. Time, I
3-5 seconds.
1000 yard run—Won by Burton,
Bowdoin; Fisk, Bowdoin and Ambler,
Bowdoin, tied for second. Time, 2 min-
utes, 35 4-5 seconds.
300 yard dash—Won by Allen, Bow-
doin; Walker, Bowdoin, second;
Mooney, Hebron, third. Time, 34 3-5
seconds.
600 yard run—Won by Gray, Bow-
doin; Green. Bowdoin, second; Smith,
Hebron, third. Time, 1 minute, 19
4-5 seconds.
Shot put—Won by Larsen, Bowdoin,
(45 feet, 11 3-8 inches); Waite, Bow-
doin, second; Sullivan, Hebron, third.
Broad jump—Won by Allen, Bow-
doin, (20 feet); Pope, Bowdoin, sec-
ond; Taylor, Hebron, third.
Mile run—Won by Burton, Bow-
doin; Ambler, Bowdoin, second; Olds,
Hebron, third. Time, 4 minutes, 50
1-4 seconds.
High jump—Tie between Porter,
Bowdoin,! and McLean, Hebron,
(height, 5 feet, 8 inches); Clark, He-
bron, third.
Pole vault—Won by Pope, Bowdoin,
(11 feet); Robbins, Bowdoin, second;
McDonald, Hebron, and McLean, He-
bron, tied for third.
Relay race—Won by Bowdoin
Freshmen (Walker, Reid, Gray, Al-
len). Time, 2 minutes, 15 1-5 seconds.
the tombstones
threatened to sh I last week! his k game y
stopped the
to court but let free on explaining
that, as part of his Hell Week cele-
bration, he was exhorted to find a
tombstone over one corpse "Wilson"
and take its measurements.
just about decide the outcome of the
leagues. At the present writing Sig-
ma Nu seems to have League B
sowed up, but watch the Psi U's and
A.T.O.'s fight it out for the leadership
in their league tomorrow night.
Doc' Brown and Del Galbraith arc
expected to make a good showing in
the IC4A meet in the weight events
in the near future. Their perform-
ance at Boston last week drew con-




(Continued from Pare I)
Other interesting arrangements
have been made in the physics labor-
atory. Many subjects are taught with
the assistance of moving pictures. In
order to darken the lecture room for
this, automatic shutters have been
devised. When the control button is
pushed, metal shutters automatically
cover the windows, and by a special
syncronizing device the small win-
dows and large are all closed at ex-
actly the same time.
Other Apparatus
Mr. Derby has built a small railway
car to show the principle of rotor
propulsion invented in Germany. Witn
its mysterious revolving tower turn-
ing around, the small car runs quick-
ly down the track, just like the Ger-
man made rotor ships.
Among other constructions, Mr.
Derby has built a special device for
measuring the velocities of bullets.
By the use of two revolving discs of
paper and a pendulum, he has been able
to measure such speeds very accur-
ately. Other demonstration ap-
paratus constructed by him includes
a vertical force table, enlarged mod-
els of atomic structures, a machine for
showing variable speeds, a model
force car, model gyroscopes, etc.
This is the fifth year that Mr. Derby
has had charge of the physics work
shop, having come to Bowdoin in
1926. Most of this time has been
spent in making various models for
demonstrations in the lecture room.
His work has helped immensely in
making the physics department popu-
lar among the students.
Always Noticed
But Never Noticejble
jQgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
y6ur individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Sriak ludfrni
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK










Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialise in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S







prepare for a profession of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent re-
search has enlarged the scope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tufts
College Dental School o ,vers to its students.
School opens on September 30. 1931. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing ymr
career. For information address
—
Dm. William Rice, Dm
416 Huntington Avenue Boston, Mat*.
Wave you chosen
your life work?
In the field of health service the Har-
vard University Dental School the old-
est dental school connected with any
university in the fnitni Siatrs—otters
thorough well balanced courses in ail
branches of dentistry. All modern equip-
ment for practical work under super-
vision of men hiah in the profession.
Write for drtaili ail odmiuiem require-
ments to Lrroy it. S. ilmrr, Dtun
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dent. 70 . Longwood Ave.. Boston, Mats.
Student Employment
In these days of business coopera-
tion with collejre students employment
is being offered all sides. In the West
Point Pointer a chance was recently
offered to young men of promise and
ability whose desire it was to start
at the bottom of the ladder and work
to the top. Would-be applicants for
said position were instructed to apply
to the manager, Podunk Fire Dep't.
pFOLLOW THE HOUSER ISSUE
ON PAGE TWO THE BOWDOIN ORIENT GLEE CLUB SINGS AT CUM-BERLAND, MARCH 9 and 10




Nearly Ten Thousand Dol-




Funds are Distributed Among
Less Than Ten Uni-
versities
no
Professor Manton Copeland, chair-
man of the committee on medical
scholarships at Bowdoin College, an-
nounced February 27 the award of
thirty-three scholarships, amounting
to $9,950. from the Garcelon and Mer-
ritt Fund. Owing to the unusually
large number of applicants all of the
awards were made to Bowdoin men, as
it is the policy of the committee to
give these men a preference wherever
possible. Individual awards range
from $200 to $800. as has been the
case in earlier vears.
Tne list of men receiving scholar-
ships, with the medical schools at
which their studies will be pursued
and the class numerals at Bowdoin is
as follows:
At Harvard—John C. Angley '28.
formerly of Bangor, Matthew J. Bach-
ulus '28 of Annapolis, Md., Theodore
D. Clark »26 of Sanford, Kenneth W.
Sewall '29 of Livermore Falls. Weston
F. Sewall "11 of Livermore Falls.
Mayo H. Soley '29 of Maiden. Mass.,
Carl E. Dunham '24 of Portland. Pliny
A. Allen '30 of Norway, and Gilmore
W. Soule '30 of Augusta.
At Johns Hopkins—Norman F.
Crane *27 of Winter Harbor. Paul S.
Hill "27 of Saco. Elfred L. Leech '29 of
Kennebunk, and Harold S. Schiro *29
of Bangor.
At Yale—Dana L. Blanchard '27 of
Newton. Mass.. Hollis E. Clow *25 of
Haverhill, Mass., Philip A. LaFrance
'27 of Laconia, N. H.. Waldron L.
Morse *29 of Canton, Ansel B. True
'30 of Worcester, Mass., and Clement
S. Wilson '27 of Portland.
At Tufts—Ernest H. Joy '25 of Bar
Harbor. Wilbur F. Leighton '28 of
Portland, and Benjamin Zolov n'81 of
Portland.
At Jefferson—George W. R. Bowie
*30 of Vanceboro, Howard M. Sapiro
'30 of Portland, and Edward Schwartz
'30 of Portland.
At McGill—Gerald G. Garcelon '30
of Lewiston and Benjamin B. Whit-
comb '30 of Ellsworth.
At Boston University—Paul W.
Butterfield '30 of Farmington and
Herbert H. Smith '29 of Milton. Mass.
Men studying at other medical
schools are as follows—Paul C. Mars-
ton '21 of East Brownfield. University
of Vermont: Richard P. Laney '28 of
Skowhegan. Hahnemann Medical Col-
lege; Charles B. Woodman '28 of
Westbrook, University of Edinburgh,
and Don Marshall '27 of Amherst,
Mass.. University of Michigan.
The Garcelon and Merritt Fund was
established at Bowdoin College in
memory of Seward Garcelon of the
medical class of 1830 and Samuel Mer-
ritt of the medical class of 1843. About
$10,000 from the income of the fund is
appropriated annually for medical
scholarships, most of the awards being
assigned to students alreadv engaged
in pursuing studies in medical schools.
VOCATIONAL DAY
Vocational Day will be held a
week from today, March 11, and
offers an opportunity for all those
interested to attend talks on Law,
Publishing, Electric Power, College
Teaching, Lumber and Shipping.
The talks will be given in the As-
sembly Room of the Moulton Union
and will be given in successive
hours.
Upperclassmen will as usual be
allowed to cut classes to attend
these meetings. Freshmen will at-
tend classes or cut at their our dis-
creation.
The program is in charge of the
Placement Committee of the
Alumni Council, and comprises the
following: Albert T. Gould '08, of
Boston, Prof. Philip W. Meserve,
Donald W. Philbrick '17 of Port-
land, Frank A. Farrington '27 of
Augusta.
The exact schedule of thes<s
meetings will be announced shortly.
RECITAL OF NATIVE
MUSIC IS GIVEN BY
, EXCHANGE STUDENT
George Lam Recalls Works
of Franz Liszt and Other
Musicians
Presenting in the unique form of a
modern short story his discourse on
the music and customs of his native
I
Hungary, George Lam, Budapest ex
change student, spoke last evening in
the Moulton Union. Mr. Lam is an
i exceedingly patriotic young man, per-
I forming his recital in the role of a
volunteer for the support of the mu-
sic of the land of Franz Liszt There
1 being at this time a certain anti-
Semitic tendency prevalent in Hun-
gary (to the extent that only five
per cent of the enrollment of an acad-
emy or school may be Jewish), Mr.
Lam presented in his story a little of
this feeling of friction with the hope
of restoring friendly relations be-
tween the races. There is, he pro-
; posed, only one difference be-
', tween the Hebrew and the Protestant:
! that, he said, is not a racial diiparity;
\
it is solely a religious discrepancy.
Three Types of Music
At five intervals in the descriptive
I
story, which illustrated the uses and
distinctions of the ifcata vdi8exa»t
types of Hungarian music, Mr. Lam
played on the piano selections of Bela
Bartok who uses the augmented
I Continued on Fas* •)
'PUBLIC OWNERSHIP"
IS TOPIC OF DEBATE
AT Y. M. C. A. MEETING
Effects of Religion on Corruption




Yearlings Pile Up 801-6
Points to Visitors'
5 5-6 Score
The Bowdoin yearlings brought a
very successful indoor season to a
close last Saturday afternoon when
they overwhelmed Deering High by a
score of 80 1-6 to 5 5-6. The meet was
spiced by several outstanding per-
formances and all the times were ex-
cellent. Thurman Larson, robust
freshman shot-putter, heaved the
twelve pound pellet forty-eight feet
four inches to break the meet record
by over four feet and to establish a
neW- Bowdoin freshman mark. Nelson
Tibbetts fan a heady race in the thou-
sand and easily led his teammate
Burton to the tape. His time of two
minutes and thirty-two seconds
eclipsed by four-fifths of a second the
record held by Marshall Davis of the
class of '33.
The final of the forty yard dash was
extremely close and there was some
doubt as to who won it. The judges
finally decided that Skillings and
Walker placed first and second respec-
tively and that Stevens of Deering
was the third man.
Allen Wins in Both Hurdles
The high hurdles proved easy for
Charley Allen with his teammate, Ap-
pleton, in second place. The time of
six and one-fifth seconds was extreme-
ly good. The lows were also captured
by Allen. He was closely followed by
his teammates Gray and Reid.
Braley Gray set a very fast pace in
the six-hundred. Don Reid dogged
him closely for the first three laps but
then faltered. However, he had a
large lead and finished an easy second.
The battle for the third position be-
tween Brookes of the freshmen and
(ConunuM cm pas* 4)
Messrs. Aitine Artinian '31 and
Warren Palmer '32 spent Friday eve-
ning, Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 27,
28, and March 1, at Poland Spring,
as representatives of the college at
the New England Students' Christian
Association Convention, held at the
Mansion House. There were about 160
students in attendance from Welles-
ley, Wheaton, Brown, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, Har-
vard, Boston University, Radcliffe,
Simmons, Emerson, Framingham Nor-
mal, University of New Hampshire,
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby and the Univer-
sity of Maine. Friday evening after
a sumptuous dinner a debate between
Mr. Edward C. Moran, Jr., of Rock-
land and Mr. Gerald Holmes a rep-
resentative of the Insull interests was
held. The subject was "Resolved that
Present Day Regulation of Electric
Utilities does not Adequately Safe-
guard the Public." After the debate
an open forum was held and was led
by the student in charge of that par-
ticular feature.
Public Ownership Discussed
On Saturday morning Dr. Harry
Laidler, Executive Secretary for the
League for Industrial Democracy
spoke on "Public Ownership". His
main point was the fact that the
present running of public utilities is a
detriment to the public. Then Mr.
Damon E. Hall of Boston, who was
the State Attorney in the Garrett
case gave a very clear outline of the
case and showed its general applica-
( Continued on page 3)
VISITING COMMITTEE
MEETS AT COLLEGE
The Visiting Committee, one of
the most important of the joint stana-
ing committees of the Boards which
play a large part in the government
of Bowdoin College, met here Friday,
February 27. It is charged with the
duty of visiting the College, preparing
and submitting recommendations of
such policies, measures and improve-
ments as will promote the interest
and prosperity of the College, and
also presenting a budget setting forth
the estimated receipts and appropria-
tions recommended for the ensuing
year. The report of the committee
is to be accompanied by forms of
votes to carry out their recommenda-
tions.
The following are the members of
the present Visiting Committee:
Messrs. W. T. Cobb, A. B. White, W.
D. Ireland. G. F. Cary, and H. K.
' McCann.
Ardent Debate Staged Over
Taxation as Town and Gown
Convene in Annual Meeting
In a battle over auditing of tax books, the college sages crossed
bats with the hoi polloi, profanum vulgus, and Boss Edwards Mon-
day afternoon in the annual town and gown fracas. The result
was an overwhelming assertion of the truth that we are all created
equal, that the good old New England Town Meeting is divinely
inspired, and that Aristotle is still the master of those who know.
Details follow
:
While this was going on a. similar
rehearsal was taking place down on
Edwards Field (named by its donor in
honor of the donor). Boss Bill, wear-
ing his other uniform, his solid-gold
badge (donated to him by the local
chief of police) and carrying a thou-
sand feet of hose, was gesticulating
wildly, thundering a torrent of vitu-
peration toward the Glengarry Bot-
tlinr Works, and only repeating him-
self twice in every line.
''The abuses of the citizen must
cease. Every man is entitled to the
pursuits of life, liberty, and happiness
in this glorious nation of ours, whose
red, white, and blue emblem stands
for freedom and equality. The happy
fireside in our loved homes is no long-
er safe, the housewife can't never tell,
(Continued on i*an*. 4)
Sub-Frosh Week End
The sub-freshman week end
which was to be held the 13th and
14th of this month will be post-
poned until the last of April or the
first of May, it was decided Feb-
ruary 28th at a meeting of the
faculty committee on preparatory
schools and the presidents of the
fraternities. It was thought un-
wise to have the houses crowded by
the many track men who would be
here and the sub-freshmen at the
same time. The faculty committee
on preparatory schools consists of
the following men: Professor
Mitchell, chairman, Associate Pro-
fessor Smith, Assistant Professor
Brown, and Messrs. P. S. Wilder,
and A. P. Daggett. Eight of the
eleven fraternities had presidents
at the meeting and they voted
unanimously for the postponement.
The sub-freshman week end will
now be held in connection with
some track meet which will fall the
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Well Known Organist Gives
Delightful Program As
Feature of Sunday Chapel
OFFERS VARIETY
OF SELECTIONS
In place of the usual Sunday chapel
talk, the college listened last Sunday
afternoon at 4.30 to a delightful organ
recital by Alfred Brinkler of Port-
land Mr. Brinkler is organist of
Saint Luke's Cathedral in that city
and is a fellow of the American Guild
of Organists and an associate of the
Royal Company of Organists, an hon-
orary British organization. He is con-
ductor of the Portland Men's Singing
Club and of the Portland Polyphonic
Society which appeared here in the
earlier part of the first semester.
About two years ago he played at
another of the Sunday chapel serv-
ices,
Mr. BrinBer's program consisted of
a wide variety of selections both of
light and serious nature. The stately
"Variations de Concert" by the mod-
ern French organist and composer,
Joseph Bonnet, opened Mr. Brinkler's
recital. His second selection,
Stoughton's "Dreams", was a direct
antithesis to the almost martial
strains of the first and revealed Mr.
Brinkler's mastery of the softer tones
and the finer details of organ tech-
nique. A gayer selection, "Chanson
Joyeuse", written by W. C. Macfar-
lane who was for a number of years
municipal organist of Portland, fol-
lowed.
Borodin's Au Couvent Played
The first number after a short in-
termission during which a service was
conducted was "Au Couvent" by tho
Russian composer Alexander Por-
phyrievitch Borodin, best known for
his operatic rendition of the Russian
epic "Prince Igor". The selectidn was
arranged for the organ by Dunkley.
The piece, which was meant to con-
vey the serene and quiet atmosphere
of a monastery, required /the use of
the organ's chimes. The clear and
realistic tone of these chimes notice-
ably surprised and pleasid the audi-
ence. I
Then followed the light/and rippling
strains of the "Minuet a' l'Antico" by
the Austro-American composer See-
bock, arranged for the organ by Mr.
Brinkler himself. The charming and
fantastic "Melodie" by Charpentier
was the next selection. To serve as a
contrast and to balance his program
in regard to the nature of his selec-
tions, Mr. Brinkler concluded his pro-
gram with the pompous and stately
crescendos of the "Festival Toccata"
by Percy E. Fletcher.
LARGE SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDSANNOUNCED
$27,000 Made Available to
More Than Quarter
of School
On Wednesday. Feb. 25, the com-
mittee on student aid at Bowdoin Col-
lege announced the award of scholar-
ships in excess of $23,000 which will
be made immediately available to 148
students of the college, or slightly
more than one quarter of the entire
student body. The average scholar-
ship for the group is about $160, the
exact figure being slightly higher than
that of a year ago.
In addition to the above awards five
State of Maine Scholarships, amount-
ing to $500 each, have been given to
the Maine boys chosen last spring as
the result of competitive examinations
throughout the state. The five mem-
bers of Bowdoin 1934 who won these
scholarships are Edward DeLong,
Raymond Francis Prince, Roger Kim-
ball Taylor, Henry Nelson Tibbetts,
Carl Frederick Albert Weber. These
awards, with the aid made available
for the foreign exchange student now
in residence, will, with a few other
Continued on raca S
BROWN NATATORS
DEFEAT BOWDOIN
Brown Captain Sets New
Pool Record in 50 Yard
Dash by Time of 24.4 Sees.
POLAR BEARS WIN
MEDLEY RELAY RACE
Driving the Bruin mermen to an
exhibition of their best efforts, the
Polar Bears lost the season's final
meet to the tune of 46-31, last Sat-
urday in the Curtis Pool. A trio of
pool records were shattered by the
visitors, and a New England Intercol-
legiate 300-yard medley mark re-
placed when 4:10.1 was clicked off, ten
seconds better than the best pool time.
When Ted Densmore romped
through the 200-yard breaststroke in
2 min. 50.3 sec, easily outdistancing
Butler, the Brown entry, he estab-
lished a clean slate for the season,
having scored wins over Harvard,
Wesleyan and M.I.T. Art Sperry,
drawing last position ~ shortly after
the gun, dropped behind the Bruin
swimmers, who were closing in on
Densmore. Holding his gallant spurt
until the last lap, the plucky little
Bowdoin ace could only overtake the
last of the Brownmen, for a third
place, losing to Butler by scant inches.
Bruin Sets Dash Mark
Brown's speedster, Hall, took the
lead in the 50-yard dash, and aided
by a beautiful turn, swept to the
finish for a new pool record, 24.4 sec-
onds. Handicapped by poor starts,
both Bowman and Esson of Bowdoin
could only pursue the Bruin for sec-
ond and third.
Hall again made his powerful arms
and legs count when he served on the
200-yard relay quartet which trounced
the White to shatter yet another pool
record in 1 min. 41.4 sec. White, who
had furnished the thrills in the med-
ley, supported the relaymen, along
with his teammates Koebig and
Walsh.
Brown offered a fine exhibition of
diving to clinch first and second in
the event. Hawkinson won with a
comfortable point-margin totalling
64.9. Carpenter, blond Polar Bear
diving star, was squeezed out of a
second by Aldrich, Bruin star, their
respective point averages standing at
59.8 and 57.6.
White Romps Away With Medley
Bowdoin's medleymen also show a
clean home-meet sheet in their event,
scoring a victory over the Bruins in
3:26.2 minutes. Easton, of the White,
opened up the Bowdoin lead to seven
yards in the backstroke, gaining over
Brown's Silverson at every lap.
Densmore widened the intervening
Rap in the breaststroke number of the
relay, creeping steadily away from
(Continued on paw* 4)
Bowdoin songsters and musicians
returned Sunday from their week end
trip to Hartford and Boston during
which they entered the New England
Intercollegiate Glee Club contest at
the Connecticut capital and appeared
before the University Club of Boston.
The Bowdoin singers met real op-
mn. nnw-, . »r »* r s*w m r^m-mwWPos^on when they displayed their
TO SPEAK IN CHAPELita,ents aeainst »>"*". Jrn^K"
REV. SHERWOOD EDDY
NOTED SOCIAL WORKER
Comes to Bowdoin Under
Auspices of New England
Y.M.C.A. Ass'n
Rev. Sherwood Eddy, secretary for
Asia of the Young Men's Christian
Association, will be the College
preacher at Bowdoin College on Sun-
day, March 8th. In addition to eon-
ducting the regular chapel service,
Mr. Eddy will preach at the First
Parish Congregational Church in the
morning and will conduct a student
forum in the Moulton Union on Sun-
day evening, under the auspices of the
Bowdoin Christian Association.
Mr. Eddv is a graduate of Yale and
holds honorary degrees from that in-
stitution and from the College of
Wboster. From 1896 to 1911 he was
in India as a national secretary with
the Y.M.C.A. and in 1911 accepted his
present appointment as secretary for
Asia. From 1915 to 1917 he served
as a Y.M.C.A. worker with the British
army and in that latter year was
transferred to the American forces.
He is the author of a number of books





Responsibility for "Dry" Condition
of Campus Taken by Student
Council
An unknown committee has taken
the "responsibility" for liquor en-
forcement at the University of Kan-
sas. A letter to this effect was re-
ceived by Kenneth Meuser, president
of the Men's Student Council; Prof.
Henry Werner, men's student adviser;
Polytech, M.I.T., Boston University,
Williams, Vermont, Clark, Middle-
bury, Wesleyan and Trinity. Singing
three selections, a college song, choice
song, and a prize song, each college
met with enthusiastic response from
the audience.
Williams College, with an advan-
tage of only five points over Wesleyan,
was awarded first place by the judges,
who were introduced to the audience
by President John J. Gibbons, of the
New England College Glee Club As-
sociation. Third place in the com-
petition for the eagerly sought cup
went to Amherst, trailing Wesleyan
by a scant two credits.
The judges experienced the great-
est perplexity in deciding the issue at
stake among the eleven almost equal-
ly well-prepared glee clubs. So close
was the final result that only twen-
ty points intervened between the first
and last places.
Bowdoin Sings Three Songs
Bowdoin sang "Rise Sons of Bow-
doin" as its college song in the contest,
following it by the prize number,
"Feasting I Watch", by Elgar. The
final contest offering was the choice
song, "Autumn Sea", a composition of
Gericke.
One fact alone stood before the au-
—^wmee—that-the-contest would be vjx-
tremely close. As each group sang a
song the problem grew; and with the
renditions of the prize song, which
was identical in all cases, tne indeci-
sion was complete.
"The Lost Chord", rendered by the
entire, mighty chorus of male voices,
ushered in the program. This, and the
"Star Spangled Banner", which con-
cluded the evening's entertainment,
was under the leadership of Mr. Ralph
Baldwin.
As another feature on the program,
the colleges again united to sing "On
the Road to Mandalay", conducted by
Dean W. Hanscom, with Mr. William
Ellis Weston at the organ.
Glee Club Appears in Boston
Saturday night the Bowdoin glee
club, and the Polar Bears were guests
of the University Club in Boston. Here
they gave a well-balanced program,
and the Daily Kansan. It follows,:
"To whom it may concern:
"In reply to the so-called clearance I ied|by°the baton of JosTphG. Kraetzer
resolutions passed by the men s Pan-
|
'31 . Tneir program included four
SOCIAL INSURANCE
SUBJECT OF DEBATE
No Decision Rendered as
M.A.C. and Bowdoin Dis-
cuss Vital Matter
Hellenic and Student Councils 'clear-
ing' the drinking problem on this cam-
pus, we a group of eight students
with the co-operation of an outside
group, are taking it upon ourselves to
see that these promises are fulfilled.
"Working among the student body
we hope to gather sufficient informa-
tion to rid the campus of its student
drinkers and bootleggers and to see
that your diplomatic 'lankets' are not
idle threats.
"We are forwarding a copy of this
letter to the men's student adviser, the
president of the Men's Student Coun-
cil, and to the University Daily Kan-
san.
"Wutch your step,
"The Group of Eight."
College officials refused to com-
ment on the letter today, saying that
anonymous contributions of this sort
were usually of little importance.
college songs, a group of numbers
by the quartet composed of George
T. Sewall '32, Warren Winslow '31,
Albert Tarbell '32, and Owen Gilman
'31, several selections by the instru-
mental club, and songs by the Glee
Club.
Following this Bowdoin entertain-
ment there was a dance, at which the









The Swarthmore College women's
debating team, composed of Miss
A congress of forty-eight students
from Maine's four colleges will make
a study of the business and profes-
sional opportunities of the Pine Tree
State at a second College Economic
Conference to be held by the Maine
Development Commission at the
State House, March 6 and 7. '
Twelve delegates from each college.
A debate was held Friday, Feb-
ruary 27, between the Massachusetts
Agricultural College and Bowdoin de-
bating teams on the subject, "Re-
solved that the several States should
enact legislation providing for com-
pulsory unemployment insurance, to
which the employer shall contribute."
Mr. Ralph deS. Childs, chairman, wel-
comed the visiting team to their first
debate at Bowdoin and announced
that it would be a no decision debate.
The first speaker for the affirmative
was Donald F. Prince of Bowdoin,
who outlined the scheme of unemploy-
ment insurance which the affirmative
advocated. Unemployment insurance,
he said, would eliminate severe
unemployment in times of depression
and in times of prosperity would de-
crease the effects of technological
causes of unemployment, such as la-
bor-saving machines. Three types of
unemployment insurance may be out-
lined—one to which the employer
lOonttaoad oa Paaa 1)
Mary E. Betts and Miss Margaret
j
eight men and four women in the case
Zabriskie, will oppose the Bowdoin of co-educational institutions, will at-
contestants on the question, "Re-
solved, That the emergence of women
from the home is a regrettable feature
of modern life," on Friday evening,
March 6, in Memorial Hall, 8 o'clock.
The visiting debaters will defend the
negative.
tend the parley. They will be ad-
dressed by four business and profes-
sional people from Maine on the fol-
lowing subjects: Banking. Vocational
Opportunities for Women in the State,
Pulp and Paper, and Power.
The conference will be divided into
The Bowdoin team consists of Nor-
! four periods of an hour each, two in
man von Rosenvinge '33, one of this
! the afternoon of March 6. and two in
season's debaters, and Paul A. Walker | the morning of March 7. A speaker
'31, veteran of last year's debates and
; will open each period with a twenty
President of the Debating Council.
|
minute address, followed by the read-
The fair contestants from Pennsyl- j ings of two five-minute papers by the
vania are now in the progress of an
'
students. The remaining thirty min-
extended New England tour, debating utes will be devoted to discussion and
Vassar, Wellesley, and will oppose questions.
Bates the previous night. March 5th. The representatives from Bowdoin
In the past few years Swarthmore has will be Robert W. Atwood. Norman A.
been known to have some outstanding
j
Brown, Donald M. Cockroft, Lyman A
debating teams and this year has met Cousens, Jr., John S. Donworth
with some brilliant successes. It is Brooks Eastman, Albert E. Jenkins!
felt that they will offer strong compe- Robert I. Libbey, Richard Perry*
tition because of both their oratorical Charles G. Prouty, Harold P Robin-
qualities and mastery of their sub- son and Francis A. Wingate. all of the
ject.
j
senior class. Jenkins and' Wingate
It has been requested, however, that will address the conference, the for-
the Swarthmore debate be a "no deci-
1 mer on "Pulo and Paper" the latter
sion" disputation. I on "Banking".
\
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To the Editor of the Orient:
I am inclosing the letters which I received in answer to the peti-
1
tion which the Student Council sent to the Athletic Council. As
everyone is very much interested in the outcome of this affair, I
:
trust that you will avail yourself of the opportunity to print them
|
in the Orient.
Sincerely: A. L. Crimmins.
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Chapel
After much cynical comment, pro and con, from all sides, the
question of compulsory chapel has been brought up in faculty
meeting. Unfortunately, no vote was taken on the subject, but it
will surely come up again in the March meeting. We take this as
a promising omen. Bowdoin is quite apparently waking up to the
fact that tradition need not necessarily be law. Without doubt, in
the early days of the College, chapel was a splendid institution,
and morning prayers were the regular and expected order of
things. But today, educational institutions are realizing that
they need no longer assume religious responsibilities of a body
of students who would prefer to think for themselves and go to
worship when and where they pleased. Of course, here at Bow-
doin the religious element in daily chapel services has been little
short of farcical for some years — as far as we can make out,
neither the faculty nor the students themselves want chapel ser-
vices of this sort. The question of alternatives and of the "raison
d'etre" of the word "compulsory" have been discussed in the
Orient before and there is small need to go over the whole affair
again. However, we do feel and feel strongly that the time has
come for the faculty to take that initial step which will start the
ball rolling. Obviously, some change is imperative. We can only
hope that the Governing Boards or the- faculty, whichever has the
final decision, will act in a spirit worthy of modern educational
practice and theory.
Soph Hop
As a belated afterthought, it occurs to us that there is some-
thing wrong about Soph Hop. Why should this party always be
the smallest of the year? Is it that the date usually set is not par-
ticularly fortunate? We believe this has quite a bit to do with the
small attendance. This last party was one ol the best in years in
our estimation as far as music was concerned, and yet, we believe
that the crowd at the Gym Dance was among the smallest on rec-
ord. The fraternity dances were also fewer this year. A lot of
this may be explained by economic conditions throughout the
country, but this: year is not the exception, it is the rule. Soph Hop
is always a small party. But once, thanks to an epidemic of influ-
enza, Soph Hop had to be postponed until the last week end before
Easter — and it was a marked improvement. Weather is gener-
ally better for one thing in March; scholarships are out then, and
there is not that "down in the mouth" feeling which overpowers
so many directly after Mid-Years; also, there is a more festive
spirit as one approaches a vacation. These are but a few reasons
which come to mind why Soph Hop might well be held later in the
year. We should like respectfully to suggest to next year's Sopho-
mores that the possibility of a date in March be thoroughly
investigated.
« Hearing Tests
At a Junior College of the University of Pittsburgh a late de-
velopment in provision for the students is a system of hearing
tests. The records of these tests are to be used for the seating
arrangements in all classes.
While this idea will undoubtedly be improved in time, such as
to provide for both the seeing and hearing ability of students, still
it is a marked move for the better in considering the student's
physical makeup in education, as well as his mental. Perhaps
another move will be to install amplifiers in classrooms. It is
rather difficult to see why we should miss none of conversation
at a poor talkie, yet lose the point of some intricate explanation
in class because someone coughs at the critical moment. Inci-
dentally it might be supposed that this isxthe reason for the greater
attendance at movies than optional lectures, but we forego debate.
To return to the subject — this move is an important one, and
scientific classification of the students for seating at lectures is
likely to prove worth all the trouble Pitt puts into it.
Sir John T. Middlemore
Bowdoin Medical Student
Bowdoin College and its medical de-
partment, the Medical School of Maine,
which closed its doors in 1921, have
had quite a number of foreign stu-
dents enrolled at various times in the
past and perhaps one of the most in-
teresting of these was the late Sir
John Throgmorton Middlemore who
received his M.D., in the class of 1866.
Sir John was born in Birmingham,
England, on June 9, 1847 and passed
away at Woodside, Worcestershire,
England, in 1924. During his 80 years
of life Sir John originated and car-
ried out a unique and successful plan
of caring for English orphans. In
Birmingham he founded an institu-
tion called The Children's Emigration
Home and established a branch at
Fairview, Halifax, N. S. His scheme
contemplated the finding of new
homes and new environment for these
unfortunates and so successful was the
idea that nearly 10,000 English chil-
dren, have been placed in good homes
across the sea in Canada. The insti-
tution is now called the Middlemore
Emigration Home.
In addition to this occupation Sir
John found time to sit in Parliament
from 1899 to 1918, served nine years
February 20, 1931.
Mr. Arthur L. Crimmins, President
The Student Council of Bowdoin Col-
lege,
Brunswick, Maine.
My dear Mr. Crimmins:
I am in receipt of your letter of
February 12th enclosing che petition
signed by a large number of students
of the College, requesting reconsid-
eration on the part of the Athletic
Council of the resignation of Mr. Ben
Houser.
First of all let me say that the
petition is a wonderful tribute to
Houser and an action on the part of
the students for which he should be
grateful for the rest of his life. So
far as the student body is concerned, I
think it is an expression of loyalty
which has always been one of the real
qualities of Bowdoin men generally.
I think the members of the Student
Council will, however, agree with me
that it is unfortunate that this expres-
sion of loyalty couples with it in a
way, criticism of the action of the
Athletic Council, and a somewhat pub-
lic protest of their action as reflected
by the College publication.
You may be assured the action of
the Athletic Council in accepting Mr.
Houser's resignation was in no way
influenced by any unfriendly feelings
toward him, but their unanimous ac-
tion was taken after a great deal of
deliberation, and many phases con-
tributed to their final decision.
I am sure you all realize that the
members of the Athletic Council have
only one thought in mind and that is
to render to their College, unselfish
service, and to give the Council their
best judgment for what it may be
worth. The present Athletic Council
is the -first one appointed by the
Boards of Trustees and Overseers of
the College, following the adoption of
the Athletic Constitution by the
Boards last June. This step in con-
nection with the supervision of the
athletic situation at the College was
taken as you know, after about two
years exhaustive study of situations in
various other colleges, successful and
unsuccessful in operation, and every
endeavor was made to build up a con-
stitution which would embody the bet-
ter points of those existing at other
colleges. The members of the various
committees who had this investigation
in hand, as well as the present mem-
bers of the Athletic Council, have giv-
en a great deal of time and thought
to the matter with one hope in view,
namely
-to be able to work out a situ-
ation which in the long run would be
satisfactory to the governing bodies of
the College and to the students, and a*
the same time be successful in opera-
tion.
I think you will agree with me that
it is most unfortunate that its first
important act should be received in
such an unfortunate manner.
Your letter suggests that it is the
opinion of the Student Council that in
respect to any change in coaches, the
views of the student body should be
ascertained first. This is a thought
which did not come up for discussion
in the framing of the Athletic Consti-
tution because, so far as I can remem-
ber, it is not done in any college whose
constitution was studied. If, how-
ever, the Student Council feel that
this provision should be made a part
of the Athletic Constitution, I am
sure the members of the Athletic
Council would be willing to discuss
the matter with them, having in view
the advisability of amending the now
existing Constitution if, after mature
consideration, it was considered ad-
visable by all concerned.
Again let me repeat that I am sure
all the members of the Athletic Coun-
cil will regret very much the results
following one of their first important
decisions. It is an unfortunate situ-




Mr. Arthur L. Crimmins,
President The Student Council,
Brunswick, Maine.
Dear Mr. Crimmins:
I have your letter of February 12th
and note therefrom that manv of the
students, through you, "petition the
Athletic Council of Bowdoin College
to reconsider the resignation of Mr.
Ben Houser.'*
I am informed that Mr. Houser
voluntarily offered his resignation and
he alone can withdraw it or recon-
sider. So far as I know, the Athletic
Council has only three alternatives:
accept: refuse to accept; or ask Mr.
Houser to reconsider.
It is my belief that the President of
Bowdoin College and his Boards
should have full power in selecting
and deciding upon the personnel of the
teachine staff, and all should be treat-
ed fairly and with practicality. All
should possess and teach good morals,
habits conducive to good health, phys-
ical fitness', and intellectual vieor. All
should be responsible to the college it-
self. The athletic coach should be re-
sponsible to the President and his
Boards just as is the professor of
Latin, of English, of Mathematics, of
History, and of other subjects.
Students should participate spon-
taneously and energetically in all life
of the college, and should always be
prepared to play a useful and impor-
tant part in the complicated intellec-
tual, moral, social and athletic proc-
esses. There should be a live and
enthusiastic interest of the student
body in the welfare and success of
varsity teams, whether it be the de-
bating team, the baseball team, chess
team, or football team.
Participation of this kind with pre-
scribed studies becomes a serious busi-
ness that is entirely too large, too
complex, and too usurping of time to
expect students to assume business
responsibilities that rightfully belong
to those who have more experience
and more time at their disposal. Stu-
dents attend college primarily, of
coarse, to receive instruction in the
humanities, and parents mav right-
fully and indignantly protest when
too many extra curricular activities
are imposed. Students should be as
free from irksome business respon-
sibilities relative to athletics as they
are from business and professional re-
sponsibilities that attach themselves
Vicar of Selly Oak England, still re-
sides at that place.
lOU'D Walk a Mile for a Camel - - but you
can walk Fifty Yards and refresh yourselves at
THE COLLEGE SPA
if SATISFIES
to the various academic departments.
I am entirely sympathetic with the
general student point of view. My ac-
tivities since undergraduate days have
kept me in constant and close touch
with student bodies of many colleges,
and I feel a very deep interest in the
young men who have the best inter-
ests of Bowdoin College close to their
hearts.
Everything accomplished by the
Athletic Council has been done in per-
:
fectly good faith and, while I regret
;
most sincerely the students' attitude I
toward the acceptance of Mr. Houser's
resignation, I feel reasonably sure all
will realize that those of the Alumni
j
who unselfishly give of their time, ;
money, and experience— as well as
those of the faculty and student body
j
who make up the Athletic Council
—
,
are working solely for the best inter-
ests of the College and the entire body
of students who make up the College.









Direct Entrance from B. a\ M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
SOO ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower Built-in-Radio Speaker





Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR one—$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO—$4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 640
February 22, 1931.
To the Editor of the Orient:
The letter of Mr. George Jackson is
the best thing that has come out of
Harvard in many moons. Being now
a stroller in the academic groves—
however humble my position may be—
I have put away my vocabulary of in-
vectives and have through prayer and
my renunciation of Ibsen taken to
myself a chaste and politic tempera-
ment. I cannot resist, however, to
say that Ben Houser, whom I do not
know personally, is as a coach superb,
and as a gentleman clean of heart
and speech. My position in college as
a member of the Student Council and
as a member of the publications has
given me access to the opinions of
many Bowdoin men. He is more than
a good coach; he is a very fine charac-
ter.
May I, in closing, compliment the
Orient in bringing to light through a
notice of a certain meetingandthrough
organizing student opinion a collu-
sion unworthy of Bowdoin. Such work





To the Editor of the Orient:
As members of the track squad we
wish to correct any wrong impression
given by a comment in the Orient
of two weeks ago. Coach Magee did
not approach any member of his squad
to influence them in any way regard-
ing the signing of the Student Coun-
cil petition. Whether any member
signed or not was entirely a matter
of his own volition. To the best of
our knowledge Jack has kept his opin-
ions on the matter entirely to himself.
S. R. FOSTER, (CapT.)
R. C. MOYER (Mgr.)
Hazing at Trinity
The Trinity Class of 1934 published
a proclamation declaring that the
Freshman Class would no longer abide
by certain traditional "Rules" such as
those requiring caps and black ties.
The freshmen carried out this vow to
the letter in spite of warning and
threats from the "Medevia" and va-
rious attempts to "discipline" the class
by the fraternities. However, the 1934
class will be allowed to enforce the
customary rules next year.
February 28, 193L
To the Editor of the Orient:
Ben Houser's resignation has
created a great deal of discussion
among alumni of Bowdoin College
who are interested in its athletic
policy. The newspapers, and your
valuable college paper, have printed
many articles which leaves an inter-
ested alumnus with the thought that
something is wrong somewhere. I
personally have not been able to get
any information as to why Ben re-
signed. Furthermore, no individual,
or no body of individuals, who may be
in a position to give any information
for his act, have come out in the open.
Needless to say that something is the
cause of this secrecy.
Ben Houser came to Bowdoin the
same year that I matriculated. I have
had an opportunity to be schooled in
various branches of athletics by a
number of coaches, but never did I
enjoy the scholarly, gentlemanly, and
sincere teaching that I received under
Ben.
Coach Houser's loss to Bowdoin will
be a great one, and I personally feel
that Bowdoin's baseball teams of the
future, unless schooled by a man of
Ben's qualifications, will suffer ma-
terially.
I trust that those who can influence
Ben to remain will get busy and ar-





STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Nothing small about this work
Reaching out to the far corners of the
earth for raw materials of telephone ap-
paratus, is a Western Electric function
in the Bell System.
To assure adequate sources of supply,
men engaged in this work of mass pur-
chasing continually search the entire
globe. To buy wisely, they study all
factors affecting prices—economic and
labor conditions, transportation facil-
ities, freight rates—on a world-wide
scale. Each year their purchases, worth
many millions of dollars, include such
diverse products as platinum from
Russia, mica from India, asphalt from
Venezuela, flax from Belgium and
France.
All in all, a vast and fascinating task.
For men of keen business judgment,
the opportunity is thereI
on the Birmingham City Council and
was a Magistrate for Birmingham
and Worcestershire Counties from
1887 to 1924. In 1918, the King of
England granted him a Baronetcy. Sir
John's wife, the former Mary Price,
daughter of the Rev. Thomas Price,
BELL SYSTEM
\
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTB R-CON NBCTING TBLBPHONBS
m *m
^y
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Have Been Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Prices. This Chance
Does Not Come Often.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Intercollegiate Column
Yale's New System
Yale has announced its plans to
adopt the tutorial system. Each house
of a quadrangle shall be put under a
master with ten aids. The new sys-
tem shall, to a large extent, enable
the students to receive the benefits of
a small college, such as greater in-
timacy with other students and with
professors,and the greater opportunity
for participating in athletics.
Aid to Unemployment
Colgate University, Department of
Physiology, offers forty cents an hour
to students who will consent to aid
experiments now being conducted by
the laboratory. The work, being done
in connection with taste experiments,
consists of swallowing a toy balloon
with a tube attached. This is to test
the reaction of the inner organs. The
theory being studied is that foods
liked by the individual are given bet-
ter treatment by the digestive system
than foods not liked, and that cater-
ing to taste may prove beneficial in
stimulating proper digestive action.
The A.B. Degree
Much discussion has lately centered
around the liberal arts colleges and
the A.B. degree. Some believe thai
interest in that degree is dying and I
that in the near future the small arts
colleges and with them, the A.B. will
I
disappear.
The latest comment on the Arts
;
degree, however, is that made by Dr.
Cutten, President of Colgate. He as-
\
serts that the A.B., is in the firsi
\
place, a misnomer, that the work done
j
for that degree is too much laboratory
work and not enough along the line
J
of arts. Athletics and other extra \
curricular activities he believes ared
more deserving of the Arts degree.
As an example, President Cutten
states, "We give A.B. credit for tha
study of harmony. and musical appre-
ciation but no credit whatsoever for
the tooting of a horn." (His oppo-
nents question whether "tooting a




(CodUdqm) from Pas* 1)
Tuffy Townies
Recently a group of Amherst, Mass.,
"Townies" apprehended some fresh-
men and made them believe they were
sophomores. The objects of their raid
were their pea-green hats.
University of Chicago
The university of Chicago boasts of
( 1 ) the youngest large university
president in the country. (2) The old-
est freshman in the U. S. (He is 72
but keeps all freshman rules). (3) A
professor who wears sidewhiskers and
rides a bicycle around the campus.
music was furnished by the Polar
Bears, playing the popular favorites
in a truly splendid manner. The com-
plete musical club program for the
evening was:
"Rise Sons of Bowdoin" and "Well





Encore: "Autumn Sea" Gericke
Glee Club, with solo by
A. W. Tarbell '32






"Feasting I Watch" Elgar
"Song of the Sea" Stebbins





"Bowdoin Beata" and "Phi Chi"
Combined Clubs
(4) Its recognition of "thru" as the
correct spelling of "through". (5)
Of having had the famous actor, Mil-




The Freshman class at Emory Uni-
versity would be worth just $190 if it
were sold for junk or fertilizer says
the Holy Cross Tomahawk.
RECITAL OF NATIVE





TO SPEAK IN CHAPEL
(Continoad from Pas* 1)
Billy Sunday at Tech.
Close to eight hundred of the stu-
dents and instructors in Technology
went to hear Billy Sunday. The audi-
ence was intensely interested in his
subject and the clever way he put
over his point. (There was a great
deal of speculating as to whether or
not the evangelist would try to "sell
Heaven" to the institution!. _ ,
second in a harmonic minor scale
which the gypsy orchestras of Hun-
gary play without written scores at
the great balls! This gypsy type is
the first of the three types.
With the beginning of his story we
were told of a splendid ball whose
opening selection was of the popular
Csardas dance time from which the
fo* trot, an easier form of dance, has
degenerated. This music was exhibited
at the keyboard where it was shown
to be made of tunes composed in the
Doric or natural harmonic scale. The
gypsy music is the music which the
higher classes enjoy over their wine
and which is the music heard most
by the foreigner, who does not have
the opportunity of hearing in the little
villages the second type of Hungarian
music, which is the true folk song.
Folk Songs Mentioned
These real folk songs, peculiarly
enough, are not well known; nor can
they be heard directly by any visitor
to the village in which they originate.
Janos Baikari and Janos Lavotta, two
foot travelers, were the recorders of
these folk tunes and the composers of
the gypsy music which is really a
medley of these country-side airs.
Baikari and Lavotta found that by
traveling in peasant costume among
the peasants they could discover the
words and themes which the young
men and girls sang together as they
husked bv hand the maize from which
they made their flour.
The third type of Hungarian music
is not heard so much now; it is the
music which became popular during
the latter part of the 17th century
when Hungary inflicted a glorious
defeat on the Turks. The type was
! that of the soldier; it was a sort of
j
camping or marching tune.
Lam spoke with pride of Bela Bar-
I
tok, a leading modernist of the Acad-
I emy of Music at Budapest where Lam
I himself studied before coming to
|
America. Some selections of the mod-
|
ern harmonization, were given, four !
of which were standard compositions
j
of Bartok.
In the College Library George Lam
has placed some of his own transla-
tions of the Hungarian folk songs from
which was fashioned the gypsy music.
Padlocked
Five fraternity houses were raided
at Michigan in a recent liquor clean-
up. 14 quarts of whiskey, 4 cases of
gin and 3 cases of wine were taken. IS
students went to police headquarters.
(The Maine Campus observes, "We're
so glad our boys aren't like that?")
work among young people. Mr. Eddy
comes to Bowdoin under the auspices
of the New England Committee of
Student Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciations.
Lectured at Colby
Following his engagement here, Mr.
Eddy will go to Waterville to give a
lecture at Colbv. "The Colby Echo",
in announcing his coming, recalls his
lecture there last year and says of
him:
"Sherwood Eddy is one of the most
forceful speakers that ever came to
Colby. He speaks right from the
shoulder and puts his arguments
across with great clearness and with
many illustrations. His strong chin
and keen eye are evidence of the pow-
erful personality behind him. His ap-
pearance is that of a business man
rather than that of a minister.
"The Colby Chapel was crowded at I
every one of his lectures. He is an
j
earnest and practical Christian. Hei
brings his religion into everything. He
j
makes it his life and in doing so he i




• Continued from Ttupe . /
"PUBLIC OWNERSHIP"
IS TOPIC OF DEBATE
AT Y. M. C. A. MEETING
(Continwd from Paire 11
Flunkers' Frolic
Coe College of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
holds an annual party for those
"flunking out", called the Flunkers'
Frolic. Odd!
A roadhouse near the U. of Colo-
rado furnishes free taxi service to
University students.
Twenty-five Years Ago
A Musical recital was given by Dr.
Mason in the Art Building. The pro-
gram featured "The Overture". Mi-
gnon (Thomas,) At the Spring, Joseffy,
L'Ombre Overture, Flotow, March
Characteristique, Rosey, and Wag-
ner's Tannhauser were presented.
tion to corruptive problems. Mr. John
C. L. Dowling, Fire Commissioner,
then upheld Mr. Hall's views and ex-
tended some of them. The afternoon
was entirely given over to discussion
of topics dealing with sports. A tea
was held at five o'clock at which the
delegates had an opportunity to meet
the various speakers personally and
discuss with them individual problems.
Saturday evening Rev. John C.
Schroeder of the State Street Con-
gregational Church of Portland spoke
on the effects of religion on corrup-
tion. He showed how in a way cor-
ruption could be dealt with by the
use of religion. An open period of
discussion was held after this talk and
then came a very welcome dance. Th?
delegates were well enough divided
to render the evening pleasant to all.
General Conclusions Cited
Sunday morning at eight o'clock a
communion took place. Another con-
ference session was held at nine-thirty
when Dr. Laidler made a summary of
foregone conclusions and gave many
helpful concrete examples of them.
He urged the reconstruction of viewj
and the increase of study in the mat-
ters of corruption. Cooperation is an-
other quality that Dr. Laidler said
was much needed to help fight off this
public evil. At noon a church service
was led by Mr. W. J. Kitchen, execu-
tive secretary of the New England
Students' Christian Association, who
had general charge of the convention,
and Mr. Buell Gallagher of the Na-
tional Staff. The conference closed
with a dinner.
items, bring the total appropriation
for scholarship aid to a figure in ex-
cess of $27,000.00. This figure is
more than $4000 larger than the total
of a year ago.
Richmond Receives Large Award
The largest award is the Stanwood
Alexander Scholarship, which has
been made to Albert Francis Rich-
mond '31 of Taunton, Mass. Mr.
Richmond is a major in History, has
done some work in debating, and was
last year chosen as Ivy orator by
the junior class. He received A's in
all of his subjects during the first
semester of the current year.
Other interesting awards are the
Edward F. Moody Scholarship, for
proficiency in Chemistry, won by Rob-
ert William Card '31 of Somerville.
Mass., and the William Law Symonds
Scholarship "for students showing
tendency to excellence in literature",
which has been awarded to James
Aldrich Whipple, Jr., '31 of Winthrop,
Mass. The Richard Almy Lee Schol-
arship, awarded this year for the first
time, has been assigned to Selden Eu-
gene McKown '32 of Maiden, Mass.
Richard Appleton Torrey '31 of
Groton, Mass., is the recipient of a
tuition scholarship from the Law-
rence Foundation, entering college
from Lawrence Academy at Groton.
This foundation is the oldest of the
scholarship funds at Bowdoin, dating
from 1847.
Ives Scholarship Awarded
The Howard R. Ives Scholarship,
given in memory of Howard Rollins
Ives of the class of 1896, has been
won by Edward Bernard McMenamin
'33 of Portland, Maine, while the
Charles F. Libby Scholarship, given
each year to a "deserving young man
who is a resident of Portland", is as-
signed to William Wesley Galbraith
'33.
Thomas West Libby '34 of Augusta
receives the Buxton Scholarship which
is among the earliest established at
Bowdoin. The Annie E. Purinton
Scholarship, established by Mrs. D.
Webster King in memory of her sis-
ter. Miss Annie E. Purinton, and
which is primarily for award to a
Brunswick or Topsham boy, has been




The College has just published
about forty-five hundred copies of a
bulletin entitled "The Dedication of
the War Memorial".
The frontispiece of the bulletin is
from a photograph of the War Memo-
rial taken by Professor Warren B.
Catlin. Next, in order, comes the
Roll of Honor, the inscriptions that
are on the base of the flagstaff, the
order of exercises at its dedication,
and the addresses of Pres. K. C. M.
Sills and Pres. Robert D. Leigh of
Bennington College. On the last page
are the names of the gentlemen who
served as members of the War Me-
morial Committee at various times.
The committee on the publication
of this pamphlet consisted of Prof.
Charles T. Burnett, chairman, Prof.
Henry E. Andrews, Mr. Paul Nixon,
Mr. E. O. Achorn and Major W. D.
Ireland. The details of the work in
publishing it, however, were carried
out by a sub-committee consisting of
"Professor Burnett, the chairman, and
Mr. Gerald G. Wilder. The whole
booklet contains sixteen printed pages.
ART NOTES
The Exhibition of Contemporary
American Art is still on view at the
Walker Art Building. The closing
date is March 7th. There are on ex-
position, oil paintings, prints, water-
colors, and drawings by American and
foreign artists. The subjects are va-
ried: still life, landscapes, animal life,
conservative, and ultra modern work.
The exhibition, consisting partly of
loan items from the private collec-
tion of Mr. Dan Fellows Piatt, has
been arranged to show a representa-
tive collection of contemporary art
work. As announced last week, the
College Art Association, sponsors of
the exhibition, offer a prize for the
best critical essay on this display.
SOCIAL INSURANCE
SUBJECT OF DEBATE
lliontinu*t' i rou rnu» \%
Which is larger— the white
ball or the black? Don't
answer too quickly.
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT
your taste tells the Truth!
MILDER. ..and
BETTER TASTE
© 1931, Liocitt 4 Mtus Tobacco Co.
alone contributes, one to which only
the employee contributes, and one to
which the state alone contributes.
Each of these taken singly is unjust,
but a combination of the three may
be of great value. A fund would be
formed by the employer's contribut-
ing two per cent of the payroll, the
employee's contributing one per cent
of his wages, and the state matching
the employee's contribution.
Labor Exchange Established
A labor exchange would be set up to
keep track of opportunities for work.
Anyone unemployed would have to ac-
cept work unless it was made avail-
able by strike, or unless the hours
were longer and the standard of work
lower than that of other men in the
same position. Funds would go to a
central fund controlled by the state
department of labor. To decide dis-
putes there would be an appeal board
composed of the employer, the em-
ployee, and a neutral. Basing its de-
cisions on the record of the preceding
year's work, the board would give
certain stable factories or corpora-
tions either rebate on the last year's
contribution or credit for the coming
year.
This plan would be economically
sound. In depression, relief given lo
unemployed would give them purchas-
ing power which would keep up produc-
tion. With the uncertainty of holding
a job removed, employees would work
more efficiently.
Negative Offers Arguments
The first speaker for the negative
was Richard S. Folger of M.A.C. He
based his arguments against unem-
ployment insurance on the results in
Great Britain and Germany where it
had been tried. He said that in 1912
Great Britain started a system similar
in principle. The employer contrib-
uted five cents, the employee five
cents, and the state two cents, but
rates soon rose to sixteen, fourteen,
and eight cents respectively. Then the
share of the state rose to fifteen cents.
Sir Philip Snowden said a great part
of the recent 150,000,000 pound def-
icit was, due to exhaustion of the
treasury by this extra burden of un-
employment insurance falling on the
state. Thus the system is im-
practical. It is also unjust
since it holds the employee finan-
cially responsible for conditions he
cannot control. The system provided
by the affirmative would be un-
scientific since it overlooks a vast
number of unemployed who would have
no chance to become a part of the
system.
Insurance Plan Benefits All Unem-
ployment
The second speaker for the affirma-
tive, Albert S. Davis, Jr., showed how
the plan of the affirmative would pro-
vide for the different types of unem-
ployment. The rebate and credit sys-
tem would give employers an incentive
to spread trade so as to last through-
out the whole year and in that way
prevent seasonal unemployment. The
duties of the labor exchange would
take care of those put out of work
through technological reasons. Finally
the system would tide over and offset
by its steadying influences the cyclical
unemployment which is inevitable.
The last speaker for the negative
was Leonard A. Salter, Jr. He de-
manded that the arguments be based
on experience. He then went into an
application of the laws of insurance
to the affirmative's plan. There must
be a risk which can be estimated and
insured and a premium, constant dur-
ing the contract. The risk in this case
would be not the employee's being
thrown out of work but his not being
able to get work after being fired.
Since no information can be acquired
on this last, the risk could not be
NSFA GLEANINGS
Two vacuum cleaners have been in-
stalled at the University of Utah to
groom 74 horses of the R. O. T. C.
A large, well-built barn will be re-
modeled as a semi-permanent educa-
tional building for a new women's
college to be opened in September at
North Bennington, Vermont.
The intercollegiate prohibition as-
sociation has announced a prize essay
contest open to all college students in
the United States, for which a first
prize of $500 or a trip to Europe is
offered.
A roadhouse near the University of
Colorado has arranged for students
to ride in taxis free of charge to
dances there
Two coeds of the New Jersey Col-
lege "or Women were suspended for
bein^ caught in a raid in a speakeasy.
1
estimated and therefore not be in-
sured. As shown in the case of the
raising of rates of contribution in
Great Britain, the premiums vary by
legislative action. Therefore the un-
employment insurance would not ac-
tually be insurance, and would be
economically unsound.
New Plan Favored
It is unnecessary to adopt such
economically unjust legislation. The
negative has another plan. It is one
of cooperation of the national and
state governments. There would be a
National Planning Board and, in
cases of unemployment, public works
which do not have to be constructed at
any special time could be pushed for-
ward. Technological unemployment
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On Thursday night of last week,
j
the A.T.O. quintet managed to set
j
down the Psi U basketeers 34-28 in l
the fastest and hardest fought game |
of the year. The winners, although i
outjumped throughout, converted i
some sensational passing and clever
short range basket shooting into a
win.
Play in the first period was very
fast but somewhat ragged and when
the whistle blew the score was knottcu
at six apiece. The teams settled
down in the second quarter with the
Psi U's failing to convert several
scoring opportunities through poor
marksmanship. A basket by Harri-
son in the closing seconds of the half
gave the A.T.O.'s a fifteen to four-
teen lead. The final half found
"Charlie" Prouty and "Al" Royal
teaming up perfectly for the winners
with the latter man on the scoring
end most of the time. The lead con-
stantly changed hands, keeping the
spectators on edge all the time. About
half way through the final quarter,
Purdy, star Psi U guard was ousted
from the game on four personals. The
A.T.O.'s then came through with a
winning surge by sinking three bas-
kets in^ quick succession which
clinched the game and gave them the
leadership of their league.
A. T. O. G FG Pts
Prouty. If 3 2 1
Royal, rf 5 4 14
Harrison, c 5 10
Dolloff, lg
Dennis, rg 2 2
Totals 13 8 34
Psi U G FG Pts
Dana, If 1 2
Mason, rf 3 2 «
McMenamin, rf 2 1 5
Creighton, c 4 1 9
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IF IT'S PRINTING
You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
are at your service. Tel. 3
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
The University of Wisconsin in-
tends, upon the suggestion of Dr.
Alexander Meiklejohn, to recommend
the discontinuance of the experiment-
al college, according to an Associated
Press release. Dr. Meiklejohn has
directed the five-year experiment.
The closing of the college, Dr.
Meiklejohn said, would enable the
faculty of the university to make a
study of the results obtained. After
consideration of the practical aspect.-,
of the experiment, Dr. Meiklejohn
suggested that the faculty either con-
tinue the college, modify its scope oi
abandon all formal experimentation.
The experimental college marked a
radical departure in education. Dr.
Meiklejohn set up the educational lab-
oratory at the suggestion of Dr. Glenn
Frank, president of the university,
who induced him to join the faculty.
He was president of Amherst College
from 1912 until 1924.
In the experimental college Dr.
Meiklejohn set up new lines of pro-
cedure for first and second year stu-
dents. The students composed a
separate unit at the university. They
had their own classrooms and lived
together in a dormitory. They thus
were practically secluded from the
academic life of the university as a
whole.
After two years in the experimental
college, the students became members
of the junior class of the university.
The college was founded on the tu-
torial system and instead of studying
specific subjects, students devoted
their time to learning of civilizations.
Butler. Finally Captain Smith hit the
water on the start of the final leg,
and was three-quarters of the way
across the pool before Brown's en-
try had been touched off. Smith,
swimming easily, increased his safe
margin to take the event by nearly
twenty yards.
440 Goes to Visitors
Pearsall of Brown allotted himself
the lead position at the start of the
440 grind, sweeping along with a long,
even crawl. Howard of the Polar
Bears, and his teammate were side by
side in second place, holding a scant
lead over Oliver.
At the half-way mark Pearsall had
built up an indisputable lead, and
Howard was barely holding his own
with Oliver. With a nundred yards
left, Howard, who had been dropping
steadily behind, was laboring hard,
endeavoring to hold to Oliver't
threshing feet. A plucky fifty yard
sprint drew him close to the Bruin
second, giving him a close third.
Bob Smith, captain of the Bowdoin
watermen, made his last appearance
in the 100-yard dash. He drove Hall,
of Brown, to the limit, finishing the
four lap sprint a good second, with
Esson, his teammate, drawing a
third. The time was 57 seconds flat.
Easton Captures Backstroke
Norm Easton, profiting by the ab-
sence of the Bruin backstroke ace,
White, repeated his good work of the
medley relay, and touched the pool's
edge on the fourth lap for a first place
in 1:58.1 minute. Silverson and Nick-
erson of Brown pressed him for sec-
ond and third.
The summary:
200-yard medley—Won by Bowdoin
(Easton, Densmore, Smith); Brown
(Silverman, Butler and Walsh). Time,
3 minutes, 26 2-5 seconds.
50-yard dash—Won by Hall, Brown
;
second, Bowman, Bowdoin; third, Es-
son, Bowdoin. Time, 24 4-5 seconds.
(New pool record).
440-yard swim—Won by Pearsall,
Brown; second, Oliver, Brown; third,
Howard, Bowdoin. Time, 5 minutes, 59
1-5 seconds.
300-yard medley swim—Won by
White, Brown; second, Sperry, Bow-
doin; third, Bowman, Bowdoin. Time,
four minutes, 10 1-5 seconds. (New
New England intercollegiate record).
Diving—Won by Hawkinson, Brown
(64.9); second, Aldrich, Brown (59.8);
third, Carpenter, Bowdoin (57.6).
200-yard backstroke—Won by Eas-
ton, Bowdoin; second, Silverson,
Brown; third, Nickerson, Brown.
Time, one minute, 58 1-5 seconds.
100-yard dash—Won by Hall,
Brown; second, Smith, Bowdoin; third,
Esson, Bowdoin. Time, 57 seconds.
200-yard breaststroke—Won by
Densmore, Bowdoin; second, Butler,
Brown; third, Sperry, Bowdoin. Time,
two minutes, 50 3-5 seconds.
200-yard relay—Won by Brown
(Walsh, Koebig, White, Hall), Bow-
doin, (Esson, Howard, Bowman,
Smith). Time, one minute, 41 4-3
seconds. (New pool record).
AJLU. MEET PROVIDES
FINE PERFORMANCES




every event and a new world record in
the 70 yard high hurdles featured the
National A.A.U. Track and Field
championships in Madison Square
Garden, New York, last Wednesday
night. The showing made by Bow-
doin's entries was most gratifying, In
spite of the international and high
class competition, Jack Magee's run-
ners accounted for themselves in no
|
uncertain fashion.
In the first heat of the 300 yard
1
run, Creighton Gatchell crashed
|
through for Bowdoin and won in 33.5
seconds, the second fastest heat of the
evening. The third heat was an-
other victory for the White, Syd Fos-
ter eating up the course in 33.6 sec-
onds. Both were unquestionably great
performances.
The semi-final heats were a differ-
ent story. In his heat, Gatchell drew
the outside lane, which proved to be
the margin between victory and de-
feat for the Bowdoin flyer. Syd Foster
took second to Johnny Lewis, the
colored phenomenon, and national
champion over the distance. Foster
led all the way, but was edged by
inches at the tape in a sensational
finish. The time, which won the event
for Lewis, was 33.3 seconds.
New World Mark in Hurdles
Charlie Stanwood did some excel-
lent hurdling over the 70 yard high
sticks, but did not qualify for the
finals. The world record for the
event was lowered to 08.5 seconds by
Percy Beard, an instructor at Ala-
bama Polytech. When it is considered
that the other finalists were Lee
Sentman of Illinois, Johnny Morriss
of Louisianna, and Gene Record of
Harvard, in that order, Stanwood can
hardly be criticised for his failure to
place!
Larry Usher ran a very creditable
race in the 1000 yard run, but was
out of the money. Ray Conger, Il-
linois A. C, stole the race from
Johnny Bullwinkle, CC.N.Y. flash, in
a driving finish. Conger's time was
2:14.1.
The incident which had all 1400
spectators on their toes was a smash-
ing comeback victory in the two-mile
by Leo Lermond, veteran Boston track
ace. Clark Chamberlain, leading
figure in intercollegiate cross-country
running, led the pack a killing pace for
over half the way, while Lermond
hung back, running his own race.
Then the Bostonian cut loose in char-
acteristic style and strode home in the




(Continued from Pas* 1)
COLLEGE AVIATORS
A recent survey by the Aeronau-
tical Chamber of Commerce for the
Year Book of 1931 shows a large in-
crease in the number of aviation
courses in the various colleges over
the country. Colleges are becoming
increasingly more air-minded and
boast more students, more teachers
and more courses than in previous
years.
A thousand more students than last
year are studying aviation in colleges
and more than one-third of these are
taking four-year courses that will lead
to a special bachelor's or master's
degree in aviation. Not only are more
students studying aviation, but more
colleges are offering courses in re-
sponse to a growing demand, the re-
port reveals. Seventy-four colleges
now have courses of some sort in
aviation as against 61 for last year.
Just as in medicine or engineering,
students may now take graduate
courses in aviation. Fourteen dif-
ferent colleges now offer graduate
courses. These institutions offer full
four-year courses, leading to degrees
of bachelor of science in aeronautical
engineering or air transportation, and
graduate courses which give degrees
of master of science in aeronautical
engineering or doctor of philosophy.
Aviation instruction is also growing
rapidly in public schools, the chamber
learned. So many public schools now
offer training for aviation mechanics
that students are now learning the
trade there instead of going to pri-
vate schools.
Sportsman's Pen
Although the Boston Herald had it
that the Bowdoin swimming team was
"submerged" by Brown, the truth is
that the Providence outfit had a real
struggle to win by a 46-31 count.
Ted Densmore's win in the 200 yard
breast-stroke gives him an undefeated
performance record over M. I. Tn Wes-
leyan, Harvard and Brown.
Hall of Brown University lowered
the Curtis Pool record in thie 50 yard
dash to 24 4-5.
With the advent of mud and water
on the Great Undrained comes Ben
Houser's first call for baseball. A
promising troop of battery men have
responded.
"Harpo" Souther and "Pup" Mor-
rell will undoubtedly bear the burden
of the mound work this season.
The gym team stacks up against
M. I. T. at Cambridge Saturday. It is
unfortunate that the veteran, Amos
Leavitt, will be unable to make the
trip for his stellar work on the horse
will be sorely needed.
The Zeta Psi - Alpha Tau Omejra
basketball game for the league cham-
pionship next Thursday evenine will
be a torrid affair well worth attending.
The freshman tracksters continue to
clean up. They obliterated the Deer-
ing High School contingent, 80 1-6 to
5 5-6.
Larson, frosh shot putter, annexed
a meet record and shattered the fresh-
man mark in his event against Deer-
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KEEP THAT PIN!
After August 15, 1931, co-eds in
the state of Ohio will have to re-
turn fraternity pins to their origi-
nal owners or spend a month or so
in jail, for a law on the Ohio
statute books declares that "Who-
ever, not being entitled so to do
under the rules and regulations
thereof, wears the badge or button
of a society or organization of ten
years' standing in this state, shall
be fined not more than $20, or im-
prisoned not more than 30 days,
or both."
the humble citizen must have his daily
bread. We, as members of this com-
munity all have our duties. Foremost
among them is love of liberty. We all
love liberty. Liberty and equality. We
love equality, too. So in closinsr I want
to appeal to all of you. I am ready to
die for my country, and all I ask is
that you vote sanely and wisely on
this question, which is a duty of every
one of us."
Just then the whistle blew three
times, and stuffing his hose into his
pocket. Boss Bill lumped into his car
and went tearing up Jordan avenue at
a sixty mile clip to demonstrate his
love of liberty.
Town meeting opened. Boss Bill was
there with a ladder and a red axe.
Thomas Means was there with a lexi-
con and a picture of the house of
Atreus. There were also some other
people there, thev do insist on coming.
The moderator decided they could
begin, an the cheering sections made
a few preliminary noises. Mr. Means
took the floor. Mr. Edwards mumbled
his peroration as Mr. Means addressed
the moderator and passed around his
pebbles.
All was tense. A woman in the bal-
cony was shivering with excitement.
She had St. Vitus' dance. People in
the back of the hall discussed the
crops, told that one about why the
Atlantic is always referred to as
"she", and complained that the sum
raised wasn't enough to build the
bridge anyway.
Mr. Means raged on. "... People
should never say 'how modern the
Greeks were' . . . they should say,
'how ancient we are'. Aristotle says
in his Ethics that this is so. Does our
local Tax Collector know more than
Aristotle ? After all. if we should re-
move from the town of Brunswick
everything of Greek origin, there
wouldn't be much left. Where could
you get something to eat then. I ask
you? You'd have to sro to Bath. And
who wants to go to Bath? Is Philip
dead ? I ask you, now, is he ? There is
an argument you can't meet offhand. 1
leave it to you, and you, and you ..."
Mr. Means sat down after his peb-
bles were gone, and amid much noise
the Red Cross (led by Burnett and
Cram) carried off those who had suffo-
cated.
Mr. Edwards arose. Mr. Edwards
struts slightly better when erect. He
took his hat off as the applause
swelled, but put it on atrain when his
head swelled.
"Now folks. I ain't educated, and
ain't never had no chance to eo to col-
lege, or nothing. But I know when my
rights as a citizen are being trampled
upon (applause by the fire depart-
ment) and realize when folks is put-
ting something over on me (applause
by the police). Now in this here mat-
ter I can see where these educated
Leonard of Deering went to the latter
in a fine sprint in the last hundred
yards.
The mile run turned out to be a
walkaway for Paul Ambler of the
1934 team. Taking the lead at the
halfway mark, he set up a half-lap
advantage over the rest of the field.
Winning the race as he did. not
pressed by anyone, he came within a
fifth of a second of the meet record.
Perkins and Burton had a fighting
race for runner-up with the former
leading bv a bare vard.
Cubs Get 300 Easily
With Allen and Skillings the only
freshmen entered in the three hun-
dred, the race had a decided Deering
atmosphere: for both of these flashes
prepared at the Portland school. These
two men finished first and second re-
spectively. Allen's winning time was
thirty-five seconds flat.
In the high jump the last Deering
man failed at five feet four and three-
quarter inches leaving Bob Porter and
Thurman Larson in a tie for first.
Bob then attempted to break the ex-
isting record of five feet seven inches.
He cleared the bar at three-quarters
of an inch above the record but it took
him four jumps to accomplish it and so
a new record did not go down on the
books.
The relay, the last event of the af-
ternoon, was another victory for the
Polar Cubs. After Skillings had given
Walker a two-yard lead, each Bowdoin
man added about the same distance
until Allen breasted the tape eight
yards ahead of his Deering rival.
The summary is as follows:
40 yard dash—Won by Skillings
(B): second. Walker (B); third,
Stevens (D). Time: 4 4-5 s.
1000 yard run—Won by Tibbetts
(B); second, Burton (B); third. Mur-
phy (D). Time: 2 m. 32 s. (New
record).
45 yard high hurdles—Won by Al-
len (B); second, Appleton (B); third,
Wilcox (D). Time: 61-5 s.
Shot put—Won by Larson (B); sec-
ond, Ingalls (B) ; tie for third between
Waite (B) and Roberts (D). Distance:
48 feet, four inches. (New freshman
record).
45 yard low hurdles—Won by Allen
(B); second, Gray (B); third, Reid
(B). Time: 5 3-5 s.
600 yard run—Won by Gray (B);
second, Reid (B); third, Leonard (D).
Time: 1 m. 22 4-5 s.
One mile run—Won by Ambler (B);
second. Perkins (B); third. Burton
(B). Time: 4 m. 50 2-5 s.
300 vard dash—Won by Allen; sec-
ond. Skillings (B); third. Heald (D).
Time: 35 s.
High jump—Tie for first between
Porter (B) and Larson (B); tie for
third between Atwood (B), Olson (B)
and Stevens (D). Height: 5 feet,
4 3-4 in.
Relay—Won bv Bowdoin (Skillings,
Walker, Gray, Allen). Time: 2 m.
15 1-5 s.
GYM TEAM FACES
TEMPLE AN*D M. I. T.
During the past week the gym team
has been going through the paces quite
strenuously in preparation for the
meet which will be held on Saturday
in Boston against M.I.T. at' which
time Temple University of Philadel-
phia will oppose M.I.T. also. Bowdoin
at this time is attempting- to arrange
for a meet with Temple in Brunswick
at some future date. The meet on
Saturday will not be a triangular
meet but three separate dual meet?.
Bowdoin entries are as follows: hori-
zontal bar, Dana, Eaton and Peabody;
parallel bars, Colton and Davies, Capt.
Short; rope climb, Clark, Cushman,
and Thomas; side horse, Dana, Davies,
and Leavitt; rings, Colton, Eaton,
Leavitt; tumbling, Short, Thomas and
Watson.
Athletics—During the last week of
February in 1906, Bowdoin found it-
self busy with several events of im-
portance, including an attack on the
Athletic policy by the Maine Campus.
The offending editorial attacks Bow-
doin for not surrendering its athletic
administration to the Maine Intercol-
legiate Arbitration Board.
Activities—The Glee Club and the
Mandolin and Guitar Club plan a con-
cert trip to include preparatory and




jgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
SrtBk Srntlymi
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
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Prompt Service - Fair Prices
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JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialise in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
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prepare 'or > profusion of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent re-
search has enlarged the scope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backer!
by superior training. Sack training Tufts
College Dental School o'rrs to it» student*.
School opens on September 30. 1931. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing yur
career. For information address—
Dr. Wn.LiAM Rice, Bran
416 Huntington Avenue Boston, Mas*.
men up on the hill are doing just that.
(A grown man jumps up and down on
his seat, and a mother of fourteen
children applauds wildly. Fire de-
partment brings in more hose). If I
ain't honest, and you ain't honest, it's
something that ain't got no business
to come up in this here meeting. You
and I are doing my best to run this
town, and we can get along all right
without having some educated man
tell us how it's done. Education is all
right in its place, but we don't need
it here in town meeting."
Mr. Edwards continued now and
then, and when he sat down the fire-
men started a pumper going to carry
away the tears shed on the floor.
Patriotism swelled so high that men
swallowed hard to keep from bawling,
and the women lost complete control
of themselves. Women do that in
Brunswick, even the educated ones.
When the vote was taken the edu-
cated people refrained from indicat-
ing their desires, being so humbled bv
the eloquence of the fire hydrant num-
ber one, and not desiring: to let on that
thev knew a thing or two. School
children in the back of the hall voted
with both hands, and Mr. Edwards
won the day. He was immediately
given three new positions, which he
assumed modestly, and he promised
to make another speech next year.
Wave you chosen
your life work?
In the field of health service the Har-
vard University Dental School-- the old-
est dental school connected with any
university in the t'ntted States --otters
thorough well-balanced courses in all
branches oi dentistry. All modern equip-
ment for practical work under super-
vision of men hiirh in the profession.
Write for details and admission rrqmire-
wuuls to Lcroy M. S. .Winer. Dram
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL













Bowdoin Takes Second Dual





Soviet Russia is Subject




Densmore and Emton Star for Bow-
doin Winning Both Breast and Back
Stroke Respectively
After tasting defeat all season, the
White natators finally crashed
through to win the final dual meet
of the year. Boston University was I
the team which Bowdoin so success- |
fully submerged. The last team which
j
Bowdoin defeated was M. I. T. on i
January 17, and so victory must taste i
exceedingly well to the Millerites. The
'
score of the meet last Saturday was j
35-27. It was anybody's meet right
up to the final gun. At the 200 yard ;
relay race, the meet was knotted at 27 \
all. Bowdoin, swimming one of the
j
fastest relays of the season, managed
to win it in the fast time of 2 min-
utes, 48 3-5 seconds. This spurt gave ,
the team eight points which brought




George .Guyette, ace of the B.U.
'
team was easily the star of the meei
when he took first places in the 50,
!
100, and 440 yard dash for a total of
15 points. Densmore and Easton j
starred for Bowdoin by taking the
-breaststroke and the backstroke re-
spectively.
The summary:
50 yard dash—Guyette, B.U., first:
Bowman, B., second; Saunders, B.U.,
third. Time, 26 1-5 seconds.
440 yard swim—Guyette, B.U., first;
Howard, B., second; Durham, B.,
third. Time, 6 minutes, 13 2-5 seconds
Diving—Clem, B.U., first; Motley,
B.U., second; Carpenter, B., third.
150 yard backstroke—Easton B.,
first; Eaton, B., second; Houton, B.U.,
;
third. Time, 2 minutes 1 3-5 seconds. |
200 yard breaststroke—Densmorn,
B., first; Sperry, B., second; Bannis-
ter, B.U., third. Time, 2 minutes, 51
3-5 seconds.
100 yard dash—Guyette, B.U.,
first; Smith, B., second; Hartford,
B.U., third. Time, 59 2-5 seconds.
200 yard relay—Won by Bowdoin,
(Esson, Howard, Bowman, Smith),
time, 2 minutes, 48 2-5 seconds.
A graphic picture of Mahatma
Ghandi's life and a penetrating analy-
sis of his philosophy were given in a
talk by Sherwood Eddy in Chapel last
Sunday. Dr. Eddy's speech was of
particular interest because he had met
Ghandi in parson often in his Indian
work and had spent a considerable
amount of time talking with him.
Dr. Eddy is a forceful and dynamic
speaker whose wide experience and
high ideals have made him very prom-
inent in social work. Dr. Eddy is a
graduate of Yale and holds honorary
degrees from that institution and
from Wooster. From 1896 to 1911 he
worked in India as national secretary
with the Y.M.C.A. and in 1911 he was
appointed secretary for Asia. From
1915 to 1917 he served as a Y.M.C.A.
worker with the British army but
transferred in 1917 to the American
forces. He is the author of a large
number of books on social questions
including "Facing the Crisis" and
"New Challenges to Faith". His latest
book js on Soviet Russia and is en-
titled "The Russian Challenge." Last
January, on his sixtieth birthday. Dr.
Eddy resigned from the Y.M.C.A. to
take up the fight for social justice in
America.
Quotes from Sermon on the Mount
Dr. Eddy opened his sermon with a
passage from the Sermon on the
|
Mount: "Ye have heard that it hath
j
been said, an eye for an eye and a
!
tooth for a tooth: but I say unto you
!
. . . whosoever shall smite vou on thy
right cheek, turn him the other also."
I
Mahatma Ghandi illustrates this pas-
j
sage and principle.
During the past year or so. I have
(Continued on page «)
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offered a refreshing variety to its cus-
j
tomary cinematic program when the
j
Bowdoin College songsters and mu-
1
sicians appeared on the stage during I
the Monday and Tuesday perform-
1
ances. The entertainment presented !
consisted mainly of numbers used in '
the University ' Club of Boston pro-
gram a week ago.
Thirty singers, comprising the col-
lege glee club, and twenty musicians
furnished this novel addition to the
theatre's regular show, an innovation
enjoyed bv both the townspeople and
the students. The combined clubs
first presented selected Bowdoin
songs to the audience: "Rise Sons of
Bowdoin". and "We'll Sing to Old
Bowdoin."
Instrumental music was next the
order of the evening when the mu-
sicians offered several operatic med-
leys. . Following this the Glee Club
sang two classical selections, inter-
spersed bv an incidental solo by Al-
fred W. tarbell '32.
Male Quartet Appears
After the musicians had again pro-
vided a number from "Nina Rosa",
the Male Quartet rendered three
songs. "Jolly Fellows", by Rhys-Her-
bert. "Suabian Folk Song." and "Vik-
ing Song". Three Glee Club presen-
tations followed, "Feasting I Watch,"
by Elgar; "Song of the Sea," Steb-
bins; and "Song of Fellowship."
Spirited renditions of two famous
Bowdoin songs, "Bowdoin Beata" and
"Phi Chi" by the combined organ-
izations concluded the clubs' pro-
gram. "
Tuesday, March 17, Mr. Frederic
Tillotson of Boston will give a piano
recital at Memorial Hall. Mr. Til-
lotson has played here before and
was enthusiastically received. He has
recently played with the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra.
The program will be as follows.
Four Pieces for the Clavier
Three Part Invention, G minor
Bach
Ariette Leonardo Leo




Six Moments Musicals .... Schubert
Etude D minor Scriabine
Valse in G
Nocturne in C mirior Chopin
Insects Leo Livens
Minstrels Debussy




Game Birds to be Subject of Illus-
trated Lecture
^WILLIAM M. EMERY *98
TO SPEAK HERE SOON
William M. Emery of the class of
1898 will give an illustrated lecture
on Longfellow's "Wayside Inn", Sat-
urday, March 21, at 8 o'clock, in the
Moulton Union lecture room before
the Pejepscot Historical Society and
guests. One hundred lantern slides
will be shown, and in the treatment
of the theme, history, romance, poetry
and art will be pleasingly interwoven.
Mr. Emery is on the staff of the Bos-
ton Transcript and a member of the
Board of Overseers of the College.
This evening in the Moulton Union
at 8.15 Professor Alfred O. Gross
will speak on "Game Birds". Prof.
Gross's lecture about the feathered
tribes will emphasize the presence of
the game birds and the danger of their
becoming extinct. He intends to
mention also the passenger pigeon.
The passenger pigeon was entirely ex-
terminated in 1915 when the last one
of the family was killed at Bar Har-
bor. Mr. Gross, an ardent natural-
ist, says that he is planning a trip
to Labrador next summer to watch
animal life with Thornton W. Burgess.
His trips in search of material of in-
terest to ornithologists are many. Re-
cently he has been to Wisconsin to
study the prairie chicken; tomorrow
he *will show some movies taken by
himself of this bird and its haunts.
Illustrating his story with slides
and movies he is to tell about the
heath hen which since colonial days
has been well known from the Caro-
linas to Maine. Now, however, there
is only one heath hen in existence;
this bird is living at large on Martha's
Vineyard. As much as $70,000 has
been spent by the government to pre-
serve the lineage of this old bird, but
all efforts have failed, and the last
heath hen now keeps undisputed his
home on the island.
An active correspondence is kept
up with sportsmen everywhere who
since 1925 have sent to Bowdoin hun-
dreds of specimens of ruffed grouse
for the examination of diseases and
parasites. The ruffed grouse become
first prolific then exiguous in periodic
cycles. This fluctuation is hard to
check or account for, and through a
constant survey of that poultry af-
fliction known as Blackhead Prof.
Gross is trying to save the ruffed
grouse from all risk of becoming
scarce.
We Break Silence
On Sunday, the Athletic Council met and refused to take action
on the student petition for the reconsideration of the resignation
of Ben Houser. So far, the ORIENT has tried to show the Athletic
Council the "handwriting on the wall" and hoped that they would
be able to read between the lines of our defense of Ben Houser a
vast criticism of the whole tendency of the new Bowdoin athletic
policy. We gave them a chance to clear themselves. They merely
maintained a silence that was as incriminating as an open admis-
sion of guilt. We too had been silent on many features of this
abominable business— and we sincerely regret that we were such
so long. Had we been less dignified and more violent, perhaps
the result would have been different.
The time has come for each and every student in Bowdoin Col-
lege to know the fasts, and we submit them herewith. This affair
has not been settled. It has grown larger until it now embraces
the entire athletic policy of the College. This small group of in-
fluential alumni have gained virtual control of our athletics. Will
this mean subsidizing of Bowdoin teams and proselyting of the
athletics of a college whose record has always been of the best, or
shall we, the students, faculty, and those many alumni who have
not entered into the spirit of high-pressure athletics, oppose a
solid front to this alumni tyranny?
Meeting Held Saturday
Let us consider the facts in this case. Last Saturday, Mr. Har-
vey D. Gibson, Chairman of the Athletic Council, came to Bruns-
wick. He met with the undergraduate members of the Athletic
Council for some two hours, during which time the general situa-
tion was discussed. The large and imposing total of seven under-
graduates was present— illustrating to what a large extent these
representatives of ours are interested in the rights of their con-
stituency. By a vote of four to three of the undergraduates pres-
ent, it was decided that the Athletic Council meet, discuss and re-
consider the so-called resignation of Ben Houser. This vote oc-
curred after a long period of discussion, and was the direct result
of a sudden move by the Chairman to have new athletic plans
adopted.
Saturday afternoon, the members of the Athletic Council were
informed that there would be a meeting of the Council on Sunday
at five p. m. ; and the meeting was held. The so-called resignation
of Ben Houser was brought up at this meeting, and nothing was
done about it— it stands as announced.
The New Plan
Then and there a new plan for athletics was adopted, but this
plan is to be kept SECRET. WHY? It all seems to be a game,
the object of which is to keep everyone except the Powers That Be
in the<lark about what goes on. I^THfe -vrrrrrr has* It been universal
custom to play hide-and-seek with our athletic policy? But, al-
though the Orient has been denied access to the details of this
plan, it is very evident that it provides for GREATER alumni
control in athletics. The secrecy becomes more offensive when we
learn that the student members of the Council, who are our repre-
sentative*, who speak for us, seem pledged to silence with regard
to anything that goes on in meeting.
The work of certain student representatives who from the be-
ginning have done everything possible to retain Houser is no less
praiseworthy because their work has gone for naught. The names
of Crimmins, Souther, Ricker, Colton and McLaughlin should be
closely identified with the "Lost Cause" : the retention of Houser.
This group expressed its opinion on the matter honestly and
fearlessly.
Let us turn historian for a few moments. There was no writ-
ten constitution of the Athletic Council, at least none that the
Director of Athletics knew anything about, from 1912, when the
Council first organized, until last June, when in the hurly-burly of
Commencement, the present constitution was foisted upon the
student body.
Furthermore, this increased alumni control has become very
evident lately— perhaps as a result of a certain alumni move at
the conclusion of the 1929 football season which was blocked by
the faculty and the students. At any rate, after this failure of
athletics, alumni control has become increasingly stronger until
it now approaches absolute control as a limit.
The Constitution of the Athletic Council is a significant docu-
ment. Few of the undergraduates have realized that by mental
lassitude in allowing the acceptance of this constitution, our hand
in our own athletic activities has been signed away. This is no exag-
geration, as a perusal of the document itself will prove. Of course,
we grant that on two occasions the students have been informed of
the new provisos regarding the hiring and firing of coaches— but
these two occasions were prior to the appearance of the constitu-
tion in writing. Moreover, as usual, the undergraduates were
asleep. At the first meeting of the Athletic Council this fall the
constitution was read through to the undergraduate members, who
did not see the trap therein and subscribed to it. All this makes
our stand sound much like crying over spilt milk. It is not that
!
It is a definite appeal for the restoration of some definite rights to
that part of the College which is'most logically the part to exercise
them— the students.
Hou8er'8 Hand Forced
The net result of this move was that a small group of alumni,
whose views do not represent those of the alumni body any more
than they do the views of the students, gained almost absolute con-
trol. Consequently, in the December meeting of the Council, the
Houser business came to a head. Houser did not resign— his
hand was forced ! No explanation was to be had from these alumni
regarding the affair. And here is another instance of an incrimi-
nating silence. By forcing Houser's hand and thus summarily
dismissing a loyal servant of the College, they have acted in an
extremely high-handed fashion. And here we have another char-
acteristic inconsistency. According to one source of information,
the alumni have avoided the machinery of their own toy : the con-
stitution! of the Athletic Council. This document provides that the
dismissal of a coach shall be passed upon by both President Sills




Bowdoin Mile Relay Team
Smashes Former Mark
for Distance
A world record and seven intercol-
legiate marks were broken in the
tenth annual indoor I.C.A.A.A.A.
meet last Saturday in the 102nd En-
gineers' Armory, New York City. The
University of Pennsylvania's great
team won first place easily with
thirty eight and one tenth points. The
high lights of the meet from the
Bowdoin point of view were Dwight
Brown's weight slinging, which
brought four points to the White, and
the running of the mile relay team,
whose time of 3:28.2 smashes the
Bowdoin indoor record over the dis-
tance.
"Doc" Brown's performance with
the 35 pound weight was remarkable.
Although beaten by Red Steiner's rec-
ord breaking heave of 54 feet, 9 in-
ches, Brownie swung the ball out
farther than 50 feet on four occa-
sions. His best distance, 52 feet 5
1-4 inches, was very close to Fred
Tootell's throw of 52 feet, 9 1-2 in-
ches, which won the event at the
I.C.A.A.A.A. games of 1923.
The Polar Bear relay stepped into
a very fast heat, being forced to run
I with Pennsylvania, Georgetown, and
! Princeton. Unable to qualify for the
j
finals, the boys nevertheless set up
a new indoor record for Bowdoin's
i mile relay teams to shoot at. Sid
Foster led off with a 51.2 leg, fol-
lowed by Creighton Gatchell, Donald
|
Briggs, and Harry Thistlewaite in
that order. Their time was 3 minutes,
i
28.2 seconds. Pennsylvania's great
quartet broke the world record, set-
ting a mark of 3 minutes, 17.8 sec-
onds.
Charlie Stanwood did very well in
\
the 70 yard high hurdles. After














AND ZETA PSI CLOSE
Mack Outstanding Individual Work *
Expected in Thirteenth Annual
Affair
Carl F. A. Weber was elected presi-
dent of his class at the Freshman
Class elections which were held in
Memorial Hall on Thursday evening,
March 5. Thurston' B. Sumner was
elected vice president, and Carl A.
Ackerman secretary and .treasurer.
Weber, whose home is in South
Portland, attended Deering High
school before entering Bowdoin where
he was outstanding, having been
Senior Class president and Saluta-
torian. Since he has been here he
has been prominent in undergraduate
activities. He is the only Freshman
straight A man; recently he won the
Freshman public speaking prize, anl
I
is a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Sumner's home is in Somerville,
;
Massachusetts, where he attended
; Somerville High school and was vice-
1 president of his class. During this
year at Bowdoin he played on the
;
Freshman hockey squad and plays the
I
traps for the "Polar Bears" and U
!
trying out for assistant managership
of baseball. He belongs to the Delta
Upsilon fraternity. Ackerman lives in
Swampscott, Massachusetts. Prior to
;
coming to Bowdoin he attended Thay-
I
er Academy, Braintree, Massachu-
!
setts. During the fall he was guard
|
on the Freshman football squad, and
at the present time he is out for tracK.
He is a member of Theta Delta Chi.
On Friday evening the Thirteenth
Annual Interfraternity Track Meet
Will get under way at the Sargent
Gymnasium The competition will be
perhaps a bit more keen than in the
past few years with Delta Kappa Ep-
silon and Zeta Psi slated to fight a
fierce duel for top honors. The for-
mer has won this meet for two suc-
cessive years now, while the latter
has a winning record which it would
like to see regained. The meet, which
is the biggest athletic event of the
winter season here, will find a
spirited group of freshmen to press
the competition. Allen, Alpha Delta
Phi, will be well worth watching in
his first real competition against the
veterans. Others who will play a
prominent part among the freshmen
will be Larsen, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Appleton and Ambler, Psi Upsilon,
and Burton, Delta Upsilon.
No definite changes have been an-
nounced as to how the meet will be
run off, but it is expected that the
medley relay will be run as has been
the custom of the past two years,
!
with the first man running the 440.
J
the second the 220, the third the half
mile, and the anchor man will finish
with the mile. Field events will be
run off in the afternoon as usual in
: order that there may be the least pos-
sible delay in running off the meet
in the evening. At night the order
;
of events will be the 40 yard daoh
1 trial heats, mile run, followed by the
semi final and final heats of the dash,
the 440 yard run, the 45 yard low
.
hurdles, trials and finals; 880 yard run
j
and finally the two mile run.
There will be numerous individual
events which will receive considerable
;
attention. The MO yard run with
hosier. Thistlewaite" and Gatchcll as
the outstanding entrants should be
watched carefully for there is a good
chance of a new record being estab-
lished, breaking the old one of 52
seconds set bv Yancev, Beta. With
i
"Doc" Brown, T.D., heaving the 35
pound weight over 52 feet last Sat-
urday in the I.C.4A. meet in Nevv
I
(Continued on Fan*- 4) s
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Shipping, Law, Publishing, Electric
Power and College Teaching
Discussed
This morning and afternoon, the
annual Vocational Day program of
the college was conducted in the As-
sembly room of the Moulton Union.
Various speakers representing lead-
ing vocations appeared before the
student audience to discuss the merits
and other aspects of their professions.
Some of the speakers later inter-
viewed members of the student body.
The first period from 8.30 to 9.30
was devoted to a discussion of Ship-
ping. Albert T. Gould '08, Boston
Admiralty, led this meeting.
From 9.30 to 10.30 a.m. Albert
Marshall Jones '93 of Boston gave
an address on the vocation of Publish-
ing. Mr. Jones is at present head of
the Marshall Jones Company of Bos-
ton, a book publishing concern,. Mr.
i
Jones has also had a career in edu-
cation having served as principal of
the High school at Cornish, Me-, the
j
Home School in Billerica, Mass., and
! the Perkins Institute for the Blind
| in Boston.
Before taking up his present work,
;
Mr. Jones was a manager in the pub-
| lishing company of Dodd, Mead and
Co., Boston.
The third speaker on the program
j
was Robert W. Adams, manager of
the Central Station, General Elec-
tric Company, Boston, Mass. He dis-
cussed the vocation of "Electric Pow-
er".
At 11.30, Professor Herbert Clifford
Bell, Professor of History at Wesley-
< Continued on past .1)
j
Hammer and tongs argument held
;
the rostrum of Memorial Hall last
I
Friday night when the masculine side
' of the human race, forcefully repre-
!
sented by Bowdoin debaters, en-
|
deavored to prove to the feminine ele-
;
ment, championed by Swarthmore Col-
lege, that "the emergence of women
from the home is a regrettable feature
of modern life." The spirited give and
take of the four contenders provided
rare entertainment for the audience,
though no decision was announced.
Both representatives from the
Pennsylvania women's institution,
which is approximately correlative to
Bowdoin in size, held in their argu-
ments that the modern business wo-
man is merely filling a long-felt need
by entering upon economic affairs.
The opposition, consisting of Norman
von Rosenvinge and Paul A. Walker,
contended the reverse, declaring that
emergence of women would ultimate-
ly break up the entire social structure
of the world.
Miss Mary E. Betts. and her col-
league. Miss Margaret Zabriskie, were
as firmly linked together by the bonds
of their sex in debating this question
as were the Bowdoin men. The whole
question resolved itself into a consid-
eration of modern domestic life on one
hand, as compared to what it may be-
come if women continue to be active in
the business world.
TWO ONE ACT PLAYS
GIVEN AT BANGOR
Short Stories Adapted for Stage by
Wallace M. True and Fred R.
Kleibacker
Last Friday, March 6, the Masque
and Gown presented two one-act plays
to a crowded audience at Bangor.
Before the plays, twelve of the six-
teen Bowdoin men participating were
guests of the Penobscot County Bow-
doin Club at dinner in the Penobscot
Exchange.
The first of the two plays was
presented at 8.15 p.m.. The name of it
was the "Three Strangers", adapted
from Hardy's play of the same name,
by Wallace Morse True "31. The cast
was as follows:
Shepherd Fennel, Walter Hinkley "34
New Albert Tarbell '32
GJ«es Frederick "Burton '34
First Stranger Robert Ecke *31
(CooUatwtf «i pat* t)
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We Break Silence
(Continued from Pas* 1)
and Malcolm Morrell. It is alleged that neither of these men were
consulted. If this is so, then the knavish trick played on Houser
was merely camouflaged by the statement that Ben had resigned.
Queer resignation! And then we hear from an equally reliable
source that both were consulted! It sounds like most excellent
fence-sitting! And the fact that no explanations whatsoever were
made to a coach who has done his best for Bowdoin for some fifteen
years ought to make these alumni respect themselves highly!
"Fair play and may the best man win !" More rubbish, apparently.
Quite in accord with what this new athletie policy will probably
make out of the College— an institution where tramp athletes
may spend pleasant years, unhampered by either financial or scho-
lastic worries so long as they proceed to win track meets or foot-
ball games for dear old Alma Mater. A fine picture, is it not?
It is decidedly pertinent to the entire discussion to note that the
football team was dealt with from the monetary point of view
with a lavish hand. Whereas the hockey team was practically
destitute. ' The football team had the advantages of a training
camp. Had this most significant form of football "over-emphasis"
,
been provided by the College we are quite positive its tune would
be less in harmony with the Alumni Athletic policy which Bow-!
doin is now adopting. The hockey team equipment was to a great
extent "hand-me-downs" from last season, or equipment which
the football team had not seen fit to use. On trips the Coach was
forced to keep his squad to a bare minimum. More often than not
he dipped into his own pocket to bridge the gap in the expense
account. And this is another glittering example of the ideals which
this college is so proud in fostering!
It is interesting to mention here that the Great Ones also tried
to dispense with the services of Roland Cobb and Bob Miller. They
struck a stonewall apparently here, although the Orient knows
nothing of the details. Clearly, a big program was on foot to
organize the athletic department all over again with but one idea
— winning teams.
And harking back to the so-called resignation of Ben Houser
once again, the alumni actions smack suspiciously of the afore-
mentioned large and powerful nigger in the woodpile when we
state that the undergraduate members of the Athletic Council
were asked to leave the meeting before the big business of the day,
the firing of Houser, was brought up. Shades of Boss Tweed!
Never, perhaps, has such an exhibition of rank political method
been perpetrated in the history of the College.
We should be thankful for one thing, however. Namely, that
after the horse has been stolen, we are going to lock the door ! That
is, from now on "the student members of the Athletic Council shall
be present throughout all meetings of the Council, even when the
Council is considering matters on which student members have no
vote." This leads us to ask why the students should have no vote
on any subject brought up for discussion.
Alumni Council Letters
Of course, all this builds up no very ennobling case for the
alumni members involved. But it is the statements of two of these
men which most incriminate and dishonor thera in their stand.
We refer, of course, to the letters published in the last issue of the
Orient. Messrs. Crowley and Gibson have presented two very
nice-sounding cases in defense of their actions, but unhappily,
THEIR CASES DO NOT AGREE. Mr. Crowley professes an
ignorance of deeper motives involved that almost approaches the
naive, whereas Mr. Gibson tells us in a paternal fashion that "all
is for the best in the best of possible worlds"— in other words,
that Houser's resignation was asked as a result of a careful and
well-laid plan to improve athletics at Bowdoin. Mr. Gibson speaks
in a tone of sorrow— he has been misunderstood, as have the
other members of the Council. We suggest to Mr. Gibson that he
might not have been thus misunderstood had he come out and
stated just what lay at the bottom of all these proceedings. But
he did not! Mr. Crowley's sublime ignorance of the attendant
facts and his professed sympathy with our point of view almost
makes us wonder if Mr. Gibson could have come forth with his
"plan". When two stories should coincide and do not, we all know
what conclusion is the logical one to draw. We should say that it
will take a very large amount of fence-sitting— even more than
has been done thus far— to explain away the inconsistencies be-
tween these two "explanations". Neither has yet answered the
one question we asked : "Why did Houser 'resign' "?
The Alumni Send Petitions
On top of the letters from Mr. Crowley and Mr. Gibson, we have
heard of two alumni petitions, one which was circulated among
the Portland Alumni and one that went the rounds down Boston
way. We are sorely tempted to publish the list of names of the
men signing, for these alumni represent practically every field of
activity— they give us a true cross-section of the alumni attitude,
an attitude which, as we have said, the alumni on the Athletic
Council do not represent. The Boston petition contains a most
significant line— which practically sums up the case. " . .'. the
Council has not acted in accordance with the sentiment of either
the alumni or the athletic body". We might also add that it does
not represent the sentiment of the faculty. Quoting from the
letter of Bradley P. Howes '28, which accompanied our copy of
the Boston petition, "There are one hundred and three signatures.
I feel that this is a very representative group as the men who have
signed have all come in contact with Ben. Included in the group
are three football captains, one football manager, two track man-
agers, four hockey captains, one hockey manager, one baseball cap-
tain, two baseball managers, two editors-in-chief of the ORIENT,
twenty-five letter men, four captains of minor sports, several as-
sistant managers and a number of high-ranking students. From
the many men I have come in contact with I feel that if it were
possible and I had the time, I could have gotten many more signa-
tures. More than 85*/r of the group known as the Boston Grad-
uate Students Alumni Association have signed the petition."
Add to these, the results of our own petition and we have a defi-
nite indication that this is no minor cause. The entire athletic
policy of the College is now at stake. It is no longer a question of
: Ben Houser. We fought for Houser for reasons both of policy and
|
of sentiment. We apparently have lost out there. But let us get
! down to policy now.
The Impending Danger
There is a new plan afoot. Quite patently, it will bring alumni
control of athletics into an even more absolute degree. It is
rumored that a man will be obtained from either the New York
Rangers or the Boston Bruins to coach hockey, and that some
assistant coach from Harvard is to take over the duties of baseball
coach. Coach Bowser is to head the coaching staff. We Are sure-
ly getting organized— and for what? Why, Bowdoin is to make
her place in the athletic sun ; our alumni are going to be able to
strut into their clubs or their business offices and loudly proclaim
that Bowdoin trounced another college in football. But will that
be true? No, of course it will not. The Great God Cash is about
to take up his empire over our athletics, apparently. And how
will those of us who like to play on various athletic teams relish
the idea of being superseded by the inevitable "mercenaries" ?
Penn Plan Considered
And at practically the same time that the alumni are adopting
a new plan which intends to strengthen their control, certain mem-
bers of the faculty are considering the Penn Plan in its various
aspects. This plan, as you know, provides for a faculty control of
athletics and raises the status of the athletic department to that
of any other in the college. In many ways, the Penn Plan would
prove the antithesis of the present situation, but we are not sure
that this would prove a remedy.
It is hardly the place of the, ORIENT to judge between the two
V HEN YOU have worn yourself out from
braving the elements . . .
DROP IN AT THE SPA
and regain your spirit and pep
.
— IT SATISFIES
plans, but we feel, and feel strongly, that some compromise be-
tween the two would be the answer to a situation already compli-
cated by too much alumni control. In this compromise plan, the
undergraduates must be given a voice. In fact, we feel that the
I
undergraduates and faculty, since they are more directly in touch
;
with the College than are the alumni, should have the majority
vote on questions pertaining to athletics. As it stands now, we are
i burdened with excessive alumni control. Our situation is approx-
i imately five years behind the times, and what is worse, we are
|
heading in the WRONG direction— unless the Penn Plan or some
modification of the Penn Plan goes through. We accuse the Col-
lege of over-emphasis of athletics
!
Fight Not Yet Won
The issue at stake is far from settled by the alumni action in
assuring us that our representatives may be allowed to sit through
meetings of the Athletic Council. Our representatives should be
allowed a vote on matters such as these which vitally affect the in-
terests of the student body. Any plan which does not provide for
more complete student participation in athletic administration
will not suffice. If our representatives have no vote on important
matters of athletic policy, we might as well cease to elect members
to that body.
In conclusion, then, the ORIENT feels that the rights of the un-
dergraduates have been shamefully neglected in this whole affair,
and far from merely bewailing the fact, we herewith present our
casei that it may not happen again. We have not been wholly with-
out blame in all this ; when we should have been most alert, we
have slept soundly, trusting implicitly in those higher up to care
for our interests. From now on let us wake up, or rather, let us
make our representatives on Student and Athletic Councils wake
up. We should have a voice in the athletic policy of the College,
and let us get it ! It is only through student and faculty control,
local control, that is, that Bowdoin's athletics will be insured
against professionalization in the future. And that state is one
.
which every one of us should help avoid.
Saturday, March 7, at eight thirty
o'clock, Prof. Charles Gray gave an-
other of his interesting readings in the
main lounge of the Moulton Union.
This time Professor Gray chose as his
subject a short story by Sherwood An-
derson, and a selection by Arnold Ben-
nett. From the works of the former,
Professor Gray selected "Meeting at
South" and "Mary with a Hijrh
Hand" was his choice of a work by
Arnold Bennett. As Professor Gray
is not yet sure whether he will be
able to give the customary reading
next Saturday evening, a definite an-






WITH THE SMARTEST OF
GENTLEMEN'S APPAREL
We arejproud of our presentation of fine apparel for this spring
of 1931 . . . Proud of the assemblage of fabrics, colors and
models, definitely new and nationally accepted among a dis-
tinguished and discriminating clientele. Harmon's invite you to
see for yourself this first Spring Showing!
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CUMBERLAND
Wednesday - March 11th
DONT BET ON WOMEN
- with •
Edmund Lowe-Jeanette MacDonald
Pictorial • Sport light • Travelog!!*





Friday - March 13th
-VAUDEVILLE-
— on the screen —
KISS ME AGAIN
- with -
Bernice Claire - Walter Pidgeon
also Paramount News
Saturday - March 14th
FATHER'S SON
- with -
Lewis Stone - Irene Rich
Mickey Bennett
Comedy Sound Act
Monday-Tuesday - March 16th-17th
THE MAN WHO CAME BACK
- with -
Janet Gaynor • Charles Farrell




Following a meeting of the Bowdoin
College Athletic Council held Sunday
afternoon the secretary, Boyd W.
Bartlett, sent the following letter to
Arthur L. Crimmins, president of the
Bowdoin College Student Council, in
reply to the protest of the undergrad-
uates against the acceptance of the
j
resignation of Ben Houser, veteran
j
baseball and hockey coach:
"The Athletic Council desires to •.
make it clear to you and to the sign-
j
ers of the petition that it has accepted
Mr. Houser's resignation in view
of a reorganization which is being
effected in the Athletic Department of
the College. The council believes this
reorganization will result in a neces-
sary financial saving to the college,
and eventually in a more efficient oper-
ation of the department. For this
reason the council feels that it is not
justified in reconsidering Mr. Hous-
er's resignation.
"The council takes this opportunity
to express its sincere appreciation of
Mr. Houser's service to the college,
which has been long and faithful. It
also wishes to congratulate the stu-
dents on their loyalty to Mr. Houser,
which is a splendid tribute to him, and
on their earnest desire to promote
the best interests of the college."
Writing in reply Mr. Crimmins in
behalf of the undergraduates stated:
"I submit to the undergraduates of
Bowdoin College the reply to our pe-
tition for the reconsideration of Mr.
Houser's resignation.
We are convinced of the validity of
the reasons given by the Athletic




This week end the Campus will be
over run with three hundred aspirants
for the championship of the Bowdoin
Interscholastic Track Meet. These
boys will be the representatives of the
various high schools and preparatory
schools in New England. The inter-
scholastic meet has been held here
for the past few years and it has al-
ways been a great success. This year,
however, it gives promise of being
the best of all the past ones. There
is only one real difference between
this year's meet and those of pre-
vious years and that is that the meet
is to be divided into two divisions in-
stead of one. The first is to include
the preparatory schools which have
entered and the other is to have the
high schools. The advantage of thia
new system over the old is evident.
Under the old plan the medium sized
high schools had little or no chance
to win a place in the meet for the
preparatory schools usually take all
the places. Now that there has bee?!
a division between the two, there will
undoubtedly be a much more spirited
meet. The meet will be held Saturday
afternoon and evening, the day after
the interfraternity meet.
ognize the need of economy which
was the basis of their action.
I wish to thank the Athletic Council
for their expression of appreciation
for Ben Houser's services."
Signed,
Arthur L. Crimmins, President
Bowdoin College Student Coun-
cil.
Many Prizes to be Awarded
A trophy will be awarded to each
division winner. In addition to
this there will be a horde of individual
trophies given. Prominent among
these will be a silver cup to be given
the individual who gets the greatest
number of points. There is also a
cup given by the Portland Evening
Express to the relay team of some
Maine school which covers the dis-
tance in the fastest time.
The preparatory schools which arc
entered are as follows: New Prep,
Bridgton, Coburn Classical, Dummer
Academy, Fryeburg, Hebron, Hunt-
ington, Rents Hill, Maine Central In-
1
stitute, St. Johns, and Wassookeag.
The following high schools are ei.-
tered: Brunswick, Camden, Cony,
|
Crosby, Fairhaven, Lisbon, Lynn
|
Classical, Morse, New Hampton Prep,
;
Skowhegan, Deering, South Portland,
,
Portland, Waterville, Thornton, and
j
Wilton Academy.
Huntington and Portland Favored in
Divisions
Huntington has managed to win tne
meet for three years out of the past
six, and they should again repeat
their victory. If they do win the meet,
it will not be with a walk away score,
for Bridgton and New Prep will be
close on their heels. Among the higii
schools, Portland and South Port-
land will be in the limelight. Portland
will enter the meet the favorite,
through its victory in the Four-Cor-
nered meet with South Portland,
Deering and Thornton. The winners
of the meet since 1925 have been:
1925, Phillips Exeter Academy; 1926,
Huntington; 1927. Medford Hig'i
School; 1928, Huntington; 1929, New-
ark Prep; 1930, Huntington.
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Hare Been Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Prices. This Chance
Does Not Come Often.
4




(Contmuea from Pairp 1)
an University spoke on "College
Teaching". Professor Bell has had a
wide experience in college teaching.
After graduating from the Univer-
sity of Toronto, Dr. Bell studied
in Paris and in the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. He then served
as an instructor in history at the
University of Wisconsin. From 1912
to 1926, he was a professor of history
at Bowdoin and then in the latter
,
year, transferred to Wesleyan.
At 1.30 the Pulp and Paper Indus-
try was the subject for discussion.
Edgar S. Catlin, General Manager
of the Pejepscot Paper Company here
in Brunswick gave a "splendid talk
on this topic.
The last talk of the program was
given by Edward J. Berman '20 of
Portland who discussed the profession
of "Law". After graduating from
Bowdoin Mr. Berman attended the
Harvard Law School from which he
received his law degree. He practiced
law for a time at Lewiston and then
transferred to Portland where he is
now a member of the firm of Berman
and Berman.
Vocational Day at Bowdoin has
been a regular feature of the college
for about five years. Some colleges
such as Dartmouth and Rollins give
regular courses in vocations but Bow-
doin's system may be said to be a
very adequate substitute especially as
it gives the entire student body a
chance to profit by the vocational lec-
turers. The program of Vocational
Day was in charge of the Placement
Committee of the Alumni Council
which includes Albert T. Gould '08 of
Boston, chairman, Professor Philip
W. Meserve '11, Donald W. Philbrick
'17 of Portland and Frank A. Far-
rington '27 of Augusta.
TWO ONE ACT PLAYS
GIVEN AT BANGOR
(Continued from Paere 1)
Second Stranger John Fay '34
Third Stranger, Harold H. Everett '34
Constable Robert Hayden "34
Coach, Robert Ecke
The second one-act play wits en-
titled "Durga". This was adapted by
Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr., '31, from
Kipling's "At the End of the Pas-
sage." Its characters:
Hummil, an assistant engineer
James P. Blunt '31
Spurstow, a doctor
Frank Carpenter '32
Mottram, an agent of the India survey
Eliot Smith '33
Lowndes, an agent of the Civil Service
John Ricker '32
Chuma, a servant
H. Schuyler Bradt, Jr., '33
Coach, Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr.
Following the two plays, a dance
was given, with music by Perley Rey-
nolds' Orchestra.
Al Madeira '33 and Henry P. Van de
Bogert '34 deserve honorable mention
for their creditable management of
the stage. Dana Lovell "32, Business
Manager of the Masque and Gown,
made all necessary arrangements for
the trip.
Much interest has been shown in
the Exhibition of Contemporary Art
which has been on view at the Walk-
er Art Building for the past two
weeks. The exhibit, sponsored by
the College Art Association, has at-
tracted the attention of numerous
visitors both within and outside the
college. Oil paintings, watercolors,
prints, and drawings, conservative




Tondreau Block - Brunswick, Maine
USED MOTORCYCLES
from $60.00 up - Guns taken in trade
LIVERNOIS CYCLE & GUN STORE
95 Maine Street





Direct Entrance from B. A M. Depot
and Boeton Madieon Square Garden
SOO ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower v Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) Scrvidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE—S2-M, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
HJfl lfH^"^«ww| wt#w| 9*Wt W«Be^F
WANTED
A Bowdoin Student who
wants to help defray his
expenses while attending
college.
A clothing line highly rec-
ommended by other colleges.
Free training by experienced
clothing men.
Apply at Office of
Business Manajrer - Moultcn Union
and interview will be arranged
'
J. H. Bacon, Sales Mgr, Edward*
Tailoring- Co. lac. Fairfield. Me,
Why we spend $2,000,000
to put Camel cigarettes
in the new HuMIDOR Pack
WeE have been in the tobarco business a long
time down here at Winston-Salem and we take
a lot of pride in the quality of the cigarettes we
make.
While we have spent a good many million
dollars advertising Camels, we've always held
to the old fashioned idea that the thing that
really counts is what we put into our cigarette
and not what we say about it.
If we know anything about tobacco, and we
think we do, Camels contain the choicest Turk-
ish and the mellowest, ripest domestic leaves
that money can buy.
In fact we have every reason to be proud of
the quality of Camels as they come from the
factory, but the remark of an old friend of ours
from Denver some time ago emphasized a point
that has been the problem of the cigarette
industry for years.
As he inhaled the smoke from a Camel we
gave him in our oflices one morning, he sighed
'with very evident enjoyment and then asked
jokingly, "What is this, a special blend re-
served for Camel executives?"
"Certainly not," we told him. "This package
of Camels was bought at the corner store this
morning."
"Well," he said, "I've been a dyed in the wool
Camel smoker for a good many years, but upon
my soul I never got a cigarette as good as this in
Denver. If you would give the rest of the world
the kind of Camels you sell here in Winston-
Salem, you ought to have all the cigarette busi-
ness there is."
J.HAT statement simply em-
phasized again the cigarette
industry's most important
problem. The more we
thought about it, the surer
we were that he was dead
right, and that somehow,
something must be done.
Denver wasn't getting a fan-
break. Neither in fact was
any other town. The only peo-
ple who really knew how good
Camels could be,were the folks
right here in Winston-Salem.
That was due to a factor no
cigarette manufacturer had
ever been able to control.
Naturally there is no differ-
ence whatever in the quality
of the tobacco in Camels, whether you buy
them in Winston-Salem, Denver or Timbuc-
too. But up to now there has been a very real
difference in the condition of the cigarettes by
the time they reached the smoker.
The flavor and mildness of fine tobacco
depend upon the retention of its natural, not
added, moisture content which is prime at
about ten per cent.
In spite of our great pains always to make
sure Camels left the factory with just the right
amount of natural moisture, no cigarette pack-
age had ever yet been designed that could pre-
vent that precious moisture from drying out.
J.IIERE are three things about a cigarette that
can sting the tongue and unkindly burn the
throat.
( 1 ) Cheap tobaccon.
(2) Partieiem ofpeppery dunt left in the
tobarco becautte of inefficient <>learn-
ing method*.
(3) A parched dry condition of the to-
bacco dne to lorn* ofnaturalmoisture
by orerheatiny or evaporation.
Always certain of the quality of our tobaccos
we had already made Camel a "dustless" cig-
arette by the use ofa specially designed vacuum
cleaning apparatus exclusive with our factory.
Now, ifwe could perfect a package that would
actually act as a humidor and retain the natu-
ral moisture content, then Yuma, Arizona,
could enjoy Camels as much as we do here at
Winston-Salem.
We knew what we wanted.
We tried many things. We
asked the Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory to help us.
Aftermanyexperimentsand
humidity tests covering all
methods of packing cigarettes
came the detailed report of
'
which this i.i the net
:
C<4)Ho existing cigarettepack-
age, including those wrapped




(/J) All cigarettes so packed
tend to dry out rapidly from
the day they are released from
the factory.
(C) Only a waterproof mate-
rial with a specially devised
air-tight seal could give the desired protection.
(D) This measure, while costly, could be relied
on to keep Camels in prime condition for at
least three months in any climate.
If you have a technical bent, the graph below
made by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory
will show you the exact results of their ex-
haustive study.
25 DAT f HART OF CIGARETTE MOISTURE LOSS
4 Average 50 package* r
Unwrapped rarkagr







Pittsburgh Tenting Laboratory Report \°!50473-JanJ2.1931
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory chart above graphically
shows you that only the Camel Humidor Pack delivers
cigarettes to you in prime condition
J.OU may be sure we gave this report a lot of
careful study. We checked it and re-checked it
and then we went ahead. We tried this device
and that. At last we met success. The air-tight
wrapping involved the designing of special
processes, special machines.
That costs a lot of money, more than $2,000,-
000 the first year, but after you have tried
Camels packed this modern new way we are
sure you will agree it is a fine investment.
For some time now every Camel that has left
our factory has gone out in this new Humidor
Pack.
We have said nothing about it until now, to
make sure your dealer would be able tp supply
you when the good news came out.
Ca*mel smokers of course have already dis-
covered that their favorite cigarette is better
and milder now than ever before.
If you aren't a Camel smoker, try them just
to see what a difference there really is between
harsh, dried out tobacco and a properly con-
ditioned cigarette.
You cmnjeel the difference, you can hear the
difference and you certainly con taste the dif-
ference.
Of course we're prejudiced.
We always have believed that Camel is the
world's best cigarette.
Now we know it.
Just treat yourself to Camels in the new
Humidor Pack and aee if you don't agree.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, .V. C.
FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQVITY SHOP
Old Farnitare, China. Pewter, Glue
Miae Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
AT THE BRICK HOUSE
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Popular Sheet Music snd Records
Agent for Victor Radio
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.
Tel. 136—87 Maine St.—Tel. 137
qualifying in a trial heat and two
semi-final heats, Charlie was nosed
out in the third heat of the semi-
finals. The competition included the
best collegiate hurdlers of the East.
Eugene Record of Harvard won in
8.7 seconds.
Carl Coan of Pennsylvania defeated
Bullwinkle of C.C.N.Y., in the mile
run, making a new intercollegiate in-
door record of 4:15.2. Larry Usher's
good work for Bowdoin was smoth-
ered by the exceptional competition.
Coach Jack Magee was quite con-
tented with the work of his charges.
In his own words: "The team showed
excellent improvement and I was sat-
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Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
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who cater to fraternity trade
Bowdoin will end its swimming sea-
son this Saturday when five men will
represent the College in the New Eng-
land Swimming meet in Middletown,
Conn. The team will be composed of
Bowman, Easton, Smith, Densmore
and Sperry. Bob Miller stated that
he expected the meet to be very close,
with the scores very evenly divided.
Other than Brown, Springfield and
Worcester Tech. he said that Bowdoin
would have a srood chance of finishine
among the leaders.
The 200 yard breast-stroke will
probably be a three cornered race be-
tween Densmore. Emerson of Worces-
ter, and Chamberlain of Wesleyan.
Emerson is favored to win the event,
but Densmore is liable to turn the
tables and finish the season undefeat-
ed. Easton has been showing such im-
provement in the last few weeks that
he is favored to place in the 150 yard
back-stroke. Art Sperry and Bow-
man are entered in the 300 yard dash
and the medley. They have only been
defeated once this year and stand a
very good chance of winning the
events. The trials for the meet are
this Friday evening, while the finals









On Sunday, March 15th, Rev. Mr.
Robbins Wolcott Barstow of Madison,
Wisconsin will speak in chapel. Rev.
Mr. Barstow received his doctor's de-
gree from Ripon College, Ripon, Wis.,
in 1J>26 and the same degree from
Dartmouth two years later. His ex-
periences have been widely varied and
what he has to say should be of in-
terest. Until the war he served in
various ecclesiastical posts in both the
East and West. He was the chaplain
of the 81st Artillery during the war
and also of the 8th Ammunition. Rev.
Mr. Barstow wrote two books in 1028,
"Modem Perplexities" and "Getting
Acquainted with God". In the morn-
ing Rev. Mr. Barstow will speak at
the First Parish Church, and then
here during the regular chapel hour.
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient:
With regards to the article "Recital
of Native Music is Given by Exchange
Student" which appeared in the last
week issue of the Orient I would like
to mention a few things which might
make the suggested three types of
Hungarian folk - music somewhat
clearer.
There are three distinct types of
Hungarian folk-music: the gypsy, the
Kurucz, and that of the unknown folk-
tunes collected and edited a twenty
years ago by Bela Bartok and Zoltan
Kodaly. both of them professors of
composition in the Music Academy of
Budapest.
The gypsy music takes its origin
from the widely known folk tunes
played by an orchestra of gypsy musi-
cians generally containing two violins,
a viola, a fiddle, a "cimbalom" (the
ancestor of the piano) and a Clari-
netto in B. These orchestras are the
standard types of interpreters of Hun-
garian music, playing well known
tunes of folk origin, and those compo-
sitions of certain mostly amateur com-
posers in folk manner where the au-
thorship is never investigated. The
foreigner has mostly the chance to
hear this music when visiting Hun-
gary.
The "Kurucz" songs are from the
late seventeenth century. Most of
them are camping or marching songs
collected and partly composed by two
Hungarian noblemen Bihari Janos and
Lavotta Janos, both of them living in
the XVIItb century. This music is in-
terpreted, too. by the gypsy bands.
The fairly known collection of the
real Hungarian folk tunes found in the
smallest villages of 100 or 200 inhabi-
tants, is still the delicatesse of music
loving people, because of their modern
harmonization of Bela Bartok and Zol-
tan Kodaly. These two famous mod-
ern composers based their composi-
tions upon folk tunes as Schubert and
Schumann in the German music, or
Burns and Longfellow in poetry.
The gypsy music is characterized,
including the "Kurucz" songs of the
XVIIth century, by the use of the har-
monic minor scale the seventh being
always an augmented secund. The
most famous representators of the
gypsy music are Liszt in his "Hun-
garian rhapsodies". Brahms in his
"Hungarian dances", and "Berlioz" of
the "Kurucz" songs in his "Rakoczi
Ouverture".
In the collection of Bartok and
Kodaly we very frequently find the
use of the natural minor scale. Bar-
tok's "String quartettes" and.Kodaly's
"Psalmus Hungaricus" embody the
character of the most valuable of
Hungarian folk-music.
George L. Lam '31.
President Barstow of the Hartford
'
Theological Seminary will meet Dr.
Goodrich's class Sunday. March 15,
at twelve-fifteen at the Union. The
meeting will be in the B. C. A. room. '
President Barstow will also be the
speaker at Sunday chapel.
Friday, March 6, a meeting of the
Nominating Committee of the Alumni
Council was held at Boston.
Wednesday, March 11, a meeting of
the Franklin County Alumni 'Associa-
tion will be held at Farmington,





(Contlnmd from Pu* 1)
seen two great experiments, one in
Russia aiming to achieve social jus-
tice by violence and the other in India
where Ghandi was trying to obtain
justice and liberty by non-violent
means. In speaking to Ghandi after
one of his weekly twenty-four hour
periods of complete silence, I was sur-
prised to find in him a vein of the
agnostic and rationalist. I also found
in him much of the mystic. He prays
twice a day for half an hour, at four
o'clock in the morning and at seven-
thirty in the evening. He allows
nothing to interfere with this custom
not even congresses and political
crises. He is furthermore a man of
extremely simple habits. Although he
does the work of ten men he eats only
a little rice and a bowl of goat's milk
three times a day. His character
seems to be a composite ot a Buddha,
a Saint Francis Assisi. and a modern
English lawyer.
A Forceful Leader
Ghandi has a great hold upon the
Indian people. Tens of thousands
flock to see him. In fact during his
lifetime he has had an influence over
more people than any other religious
leader, more than Confucius, Christ or
Mohammed. Last week at 3 a. m.,
this feeble old man weighing less than
one hundred pounds strode out of the
marble palace of the Vicerov of India
to walk six miles through the rain to
the humble dwelling of his relatives.
This simple man had just won from
the great British Empire the rights
for which he had fought, which include
the right to picket opium shops and
to boycott English cloth. What is the
source of this man's power? It lies in
a communion with God and in affec-
tion. He believes in returning evil
with good and hatred with love. He
had won his struggle with the mighty
British Empire not through violence
but through love.
Conducts Forum on Russia
In the evening Dr. Eddy spoke in
the Lounge of the Moulton Union on
Russia. He described the Five Year
Plan and its agricultural and indus-
trial phases. He pointed out that the
greatest evil in modern Russia was its
lack of liberty. The Russian consti-
tution provides for freedom but -the
government does not always enforce
it. In the case of religion for example,
it allows freedom of worship to most
sects . but sends to Siberia any out-
standing ministers. The greatest good
in Russia is the Communist feeling for
social justice. If American liberty
could be combined with Russian social
justice an almost Utopian state would
result.
After his speech. Dr. Eddy answered
questions on the condition of women,
on marriage, and on motivation in
Russia.
Word has recentlv been received
here that Paul E. Everett '32, who i?
spending the year at the Sorbonne
in Paris as a member of the Foreign
Study Group sponsored by the Uni-
versity of Delaware, ranked among
the highest ten of the group of about
sixty men in the first half year.
•s one of these cigarettes
longer than the other— or
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York, we may be ready to expect the
record of Fred Tootell '23, Sigma Nu,
of 51 feet, 6 1-2 inches to fall. Allen,
Alpha Delt and Stanwood, Deke, and
with the possibility of McLaughlin,
Zete, donning his track shoes once
again ought to provide plenty of
thrills in the hurdles and dash.
The outcome of the Deke-Zete duel
will depend a great deal on the rein-
forcement which the freshmen are able
to give. The Deke team will be made
up of Stanwood, Johnson, Emmons,
Barbour, Hayes, and Briggs, in the
running events while Kleibacker and
Johnson will try to gather points in
the field events. To augment this
group Larson and Gray of '34 will
help increase the number of points.
The Zetes are counting on Mc-
Laughlin, Thistlewaite, Wingate, and
Gatchell in the dash and hurdles.
Donworth will compete in the mile,
while Thistlewaite and Gatchell are
expected to play a prominent part
in the outcome of the half mile. Ap-
;
pleton will no doubt take the high
{
jump. Waite and Reid are the fresh-
'' man representatives on the team.
Allen Will Be Watched
Psi Upsilon's strength lies mainly
; in its ability to gather points in the
! mile and two mile. Sewall will be
!
out to force Usher while Steve Lav-
I ender ought to be counted on to
]
figure prominently in the scoring of
I
the two mile. Last year Lavender
I took a second with Whitcomb first.
I
Usher took third, four yards behind
the Psi U. distance man. John Milliken
toill enter the broad jump while Pol-
lock will take part in the weight
I
events. Ambler and Appleton will
j
try to add a few additional points to
j
the score of the garnet and gold.
Charlie Allen will have to do most
of the scoring for Alpha Delta Phi
;
to put them in the running, although
Cushman should' place in the pole
|»vault and running high jump. Larry
Usher will be the mainstay in the
D. U. machine, running the mile and
two jnile races. Kappa Sigma will
depend oh Cobb in the mile and two
mile, Olsen in the 16 pound shot put,
.
and discus throw. Theta Delta Chi
will have Doc Brown capturing th*>
85 pound hammer throw without
any trouble. Madeira will probably
compete in the shot put. The Chi Psi's
headliner will be Del Galbraith in
the hammer throw. Packard and
Skillings will be other members of the
team. The strength of the Betas lies
in the ability of Sid Foster to gath-
er points in the 440 yard dash and
880 yard run.
It is quite apparent that this yeat
finds few well-balanced teams but
numerous individual stars who will
be well worth watching. It is im-
possible to determine how many rec-
ords will be broken but suffice it to
say that sucn keen competition in
the various events is bound to bring
forth changes in the Interfraternity
track records.
Riley Insurance Agency
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT
your taste tells the Truth!
MILDER. ..and
BETTER TASTE


















114 Maine St* Cumberland St
IF ITS PRINTING
You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
Tel. 8are at your service.
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlap Sts.
Always "Noticed
But Never Notictjble
jgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Brisk Srotipra
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Onr Representative
PHIL BRISK
e»ac8»»»»»»aapfflacaacHgqc»xa»»Me










Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircutting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S
Candy and Ice Cream
74 MAINE STREET




prepare for a profusion of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent re-
Kirch has enlarged the scope ot every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, back.nl
by superior training. Su.-h training Tufts
College Dental School o Vrs to its students.
School opens on September 30, 1931. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing ymr
career. For information address
—
Da. William Rice, Dean
416 Hantiagton Avenue Boitoo, Mas*.
Wave you chosen
your life work?
In thc field of health servise the Har-
vard University Dental School—the old-
est denial school connected with any
university in the loited States—offers
thorough well-balanced courses hi all
branches of dentistry. All modern equip-
ment for practical work under super-
vision of men hvh in the profession.
Write far details and admission rrquire-
mrnts to Leroy U. S. timer. Dean
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Records Fall as Three Hundred Academy and High School
Trackmen Compete in Annual Affair
KEEN COMPETITION IN BOTH DIVISIONS
With well balanced teams Hunting-
ton school and Portland High swept
through to victory in their respective
divisions last Saturday afternoon in
the nineteenth annual Bowdoin Inter-
scholastics. Over three hundred ath-
letes competed in the meet and during
the course of the afternoon some
sparkling performances were turned
in. The High School trackmen man-
aged to break one record and equal
another while the Prep School fliers
sent two marks by the boards and
were par with two others.
A flashy array of sprinters and a
crimson thatched high jumper from
St. John's Prep provided some stitF
competition for Huntington. The lat-
ter school managed to pick up 40 1-3
points, scoring in all but two events
while the Danvers boys amassed 31
5-6. In the other class Portland with
a total of 26 led her South Portland
rival by four points. Lynn Classical
was third in this division with 16 3-4,
while Deering High accumulated 12
3-4 tallies for fourth position.
Tom Uniacke, Huntington's ace,
turned in two splendid performances
in the course of the afternoon. The
long, ambling stride of this lad gave
him an easy victory in the final of
the 600. His time of one minute six-
teen four-fifths seconds was only one
and three fifths seconds behind the
record set by Bloor of Newark Prep
two years ago. Later, running the
mile, Uniacke again outdistanced his
field turning in another victory.
Sandler, former Lowell High school
jumper and now preparing at St.
John's, leaped sensationally to win
the high jump at six feet, one inch
and thereby breaking the existing
record by two inches. The other Prep
school record to fall was in the 1000
where Black of Rents Hill clipped a
fifth of a second off the previous best
time by running the event in two min-
uates twenty-four seconds.
Niblock of Lynn Classical pushed
out the twelve pound iron pellet forty-
nine feet 5 5-8 inches to set another
mark in the High school class. Good
of South Portland was the outstand-
ing performer in this division and
led everyone in scoring with eleven
points. These he garnered by winning
the 300, high hurdles and running on
the Capers' relay quartet which
turned in the second fastest time.
Leo of Cony High school defeated
a fast field in the forty to win that
event. He also annexed third in the
300. Coombs, South Portland flier sped
away from the field in the 1000 for a
victory in two minutes twenty-eight
and four-fifths seconds. This will go
down as a record on the books; for
there was no official mark previous
to this.
The following are the point scores
in the Prep School division: Hunting-
ton 40 1-3, St. John's Prep 31 5 6,
Hebron 10 1-2, New Prep 10, Bridg-
ton 9 1-3, Rents Hill 9, Coburn 7 1-2, \
Governor Dummer Academy 3, New
Hampton Prep 3 and Maine Central
Institute 1. In the High school divi-
sion: Portland 26, South Portland 22,
Lynn Classical 16 3-4, Fairhaven 16,
Deering 12 3-4, Cony 9, Waterville •'.
Morse 5 1-4, Lisbon 3, Brunswick 2




40 yard dash—Won by McArdle, St.
John's; second Rersey, Huntington;
third, Duff, St. John's; fourth, Carey,
St. John's. Time, 4 3-5 seconds.
45 yard high hurdles—Won by
Dolan, Coburn; second, Lill, St.
John's; third, Sandler, St. John'=;
fourth, Rowan, Huntington. Time, 6
1-5 second. (Equaling record).








Lantern Slides and Moving
Pictures Show Birds in
Native Habitat
On Thursday evening in the Lounge
of the Moulton Union, Professor Al-
fred Otto Gross of the Biology de-
partment gave an interesting and pro-
fusely illustrated lecture on "Game
Birds". Professor Gross is among the
outstanding ornithologists of the
country and has done much bird study
in the field. Last summer he visited
the central plains of Wisconsin to
study the prairie chicken and this
summer he plans to go to Labrador to
study animal life there with Thorn-
ton W. Burgess.
In addition to his teaching, Pro-
fessor Gross is conducting an exten-
sive study of the ruffed grouse. This
bird is becoming rather scarce be-
cause of disease, parasites, the dep-
redations of hunters, and the pe-
riodic "bad years", and accordingly a
study is being made in order to check
further decrease.
Four Species of Birds Discussed
The major part of Professor Gross'
lecture was devoted to a description
of the characteristics and history of
four species of birds, the passenger
pigeon, the heath hen, the ruffed
grouse, and the prairie chicken. He
told of the struggle made by ornithol-
ogists to prevent the extinction of
these birds. The last passenger pi-
geon in existence was kept at Bar Har-
bor for a number of years, but it died
in 1914. At present only a single
heath hen is left, a male, living on
Martha's Vineyard, though formerly
this species was very common along
the Atlantic seaboard. When danger
of its extinction became evident a
number of birds were placed on the
Martha's Vineyard reservation, at
first with favorable results; later,
however, their number dwindled for
several causes until only the one is
left.
Prof. Gross has done considerable
work on the conservation of the ruffed
grouse, which lately has been at-
tacked by a new disease. Over two
thousand specimens have been sent to
Bowdoin for his examination and
study. Prof. Gross concluded his lec-
ture with an account of his work with
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Two Other Amounts Left—
One for Expense of Flying
American Flag
In the will of Edgar O. Achorn '81,
who died recently in Florida. Bowdoin
has been named the beneficiary of a
portion of his $160,000 estate. Other
bequests of large amounts center
around educational and religious insti-
tutions found in various parts of the
country. <.
A total of three funds have been left
to Bowdcin. The first one provides
for the care and expense of flying the
American flair over the college each
day it is in session. A sum of $1,500
was left for this and a provision made
for the use of any surplus in buying
books for the library.
The second fund is to be known as
the Edgar O. Achorn Prize and the
income from the $1,200 of the fund is
to be used in awarding prizes to the
winners of the annual freshman-soph-
omore debate. Should this be discon-
tinued, the said income shall go to the
freshman or sophomore who produces
the best essay on "Chapel Exercises,
Their Place at Bowdoin". or any other
subject relating to the place of reli-
gion in a liberal education.
The third and last fund of $10,000 is
to be used in providing one or more
scholarships to be known as the Clara
Rundlett Achorn Scholarships, in
honor of the testator's mother. The
scholarships are to go to worthy,
needy students, preference to be given
to students from Lincoln Academy.
The Zeta Psi Chapter has been be-
queathed $500 of the estate. Other
institutions which' are to benefit from
the will are Lincoln Academy, the Sec-
ond Congregational Church of New-
castle, the Skidompha Library Asso-
ciation, the Survivors of Harlow Dun-
bar Post 57, G.A.R.. of Damariscotta
ROBERT FROST WILL
GIVE READINGS SOON
Hopes to Create Interest
in Poetry Among Many
Students
A second visit of New England's
own poet, Robert Frost, is expected
next Monday. Mr. Frost was here in
1925 to speak to the Institute of Mod-
ern Literature, where his presence
was a seed of literary interest in the
hearts of the students. Mr. Frost, who
received an honorary literary degree
in the class of 1926, will give readings
of his poems in Memorial Hall on
Monday evening. On Tuesday evening
he will meet informally the students
who are interested in verse.
Mr. Frost was born in San Fran-
cisco and came East when he was
quite a young boy. After graduating
from Lawrence High school he tried
studying at Dartmouth and at Har-
vard, but not unlike the happy-go-
lucky and whimsical Walt Whitman
he became bored with all routine. He
received praise from New Hampshire
school boards for the school teaching
he did after he left college. He lived
Delta Kappa Epsilon Wins
Interfraternity Track
Meet by Defeating Zetes
Stanwood Takes Frank N. Whittier Cup as High Point
Scorer—Usher Smashes Two Distance Records
ZETA PSI VICTORIOUS IN CLOSE RELAY





"Wings and Wheels" was the sub-
ject of the Reverend Mr. Robbins Wol-
cott Barstow's talk in chapel last
Sunday, in which he discussed the
conflict between things material and
things spiritual. The Rev. Mr. Bar-
stow, a graduate of Dartmouth Col-
lege, is now president of the Hartford
on a farm from 1901 until 1912 when I Theological Seminary to which he re-
he went to England with his wife and I cently came from Madison, Wisconsin,
family. The text of his talk was taken from
It was while he was near London | one of the books of the prophets, and
that the New England man wrote his I his main point was that the best lif»
first accepted works. Again like Walt i is that which hears and heeds the
Whitman's work. Frost's poems and • sound of wings over against the sound
his book, "A Boy's Will," received ! of wheels. In opening his talk he said
more attention in the foreign country that he was boldly lifting the phrase
than at home. In 1915 he returned to ' out of its own setting and applying
America where he wrote "Mountain it broadly, with his own interpreta
tion, to life. The words, he said, are
symbolical of the ever present and
perpetual contrast and conflict, the
life of things .spiritual against things
material. As John Oxenham, the Eng-
lish writer, said, "Not by size do we
Interval." following which he went to
Amherst College to teach.
From the time of this last publica-
tion until 1923 his manuscript lay
sterile. Always at leisure, he wrote
only when stirred to do so. His pen-
.
cil was never clocked or calculated to i measure men or things, * Another
the Neighborhood House of Jamaica j turn out Edgar Guest quotidians. His| modern English writer, commenting
Plain. Mass.. and Lincoln Memorial fourth book. "New Hampshire." wfj ?» A"«H¥ * «*"* .» «**»
University of Cumberland Gap. Tenn. the Pulitzer Prize for the best vol- ; »*»• that instrumentalism is out-
ume of American poetry published in ! standing in American life. Americans
1923. He was invited to spend some ; think »» terms of tools,
time at the University of Michigan Lumber or Beauty?
where he was not required to teach but ! Mr. Barstpw was standing one day
onlv to create an interest in litera- on the shores of Lake Winnepesaukee.
ture. It was glorious fall and the hills op-
posite were riotous with color. One
of the two men standing beside him,
realizing the immensity of it all, said,
"Isn't that beautiful?" The second
man said, "Yes, it ought to cut sixty
million feet." His eyes were so full
of the sawdust of his mill that he
couldn't see the beatuy in it. We all
ask, as he did, how much ? how many ?
Instead we should ask whither? and
why? and to what purpose?
A Zulu girl who was visiting Mr.
Barstow's sister asked, "What do you
At a recent meeting of the Athletic Americans do with all the time you
Council, the following men were! save?" We are annihilating space,
awarded their hockey letters: Cap- j making technological development,




ment at New England*
Arthur Sperry of Bowdoin twice
lowered the record for the medley
swim in competition at the New Eng- ' Bllodcail
land Swimming Association's annual
meet, held last Friday and Saturday in
the Wesleyan University pool. Other
records to fall were the marks in the
medley relay, the 150-yard backstroke,
and the 160-yard relay. Springfield
won the title from Brown, defending
champion of two years' standing, by
virtue of general power.
Sperry's time in the qualifying meet
on Friday night was 4 minutes 20 2-5
seconds, good enough to smash the ex-
isting mark for the distance, and he
splashed through the medley finals on
Saturday in 4.15 1-5. Walter Bow-
man tallied for the White with a
fourth in this event.




and Merrill Manager for
Next Year
' but we need more than technology.
'31, B. W. Bates '31, G. H. Souther
'31, R. Perry '31, C. C. Bilodeau J32,
M. MacLachlan '32, D. D. Sloan '32,
D. A. Stockman '32, T. H. Kimball
'33, J. C. Rosenfeld '33, W. H. Lowell,
Jr., '33, H. W. Richardson '34. Man-
ager R. C. Van Varick '82 was also
200-yard breaststroke, was outswum I awarded his letter. John B. Merrill
by Emerson of Worcester Polytech in
j
'33 was elected next year's manager,
the exceptional time of 2 minutes | while Charlie Bilodeau was elected as
41 3-5 seconds. The Worcester medley
j
the Captain of the 1932 team. In the
relay trio made a new association rec- election of the manager, the letter
ord of 3 minutes 16 2-5 seconds. White
j
men have one vote, the captain, coach,
of Brown lowered the 150-yard back-
j
and manager one vote and the Student
stroke time to 1 minute, 44 3-5 sec
Delta Kappa Epsilon 's powerful,
track machine, scoring in all but one
event, swept the interfraternity
boards last Friday night to pile up 61
points in a meet which witnessed the
shattering of four Bowdoin records.
Zeta Psi, thirteen points behind the
victors, drew an easy second.
Firsts in both hurdles and the high
jump, as well as places in the dash
and broad jump, gave Charlie Stan-
wood, lean Deke junior, high scoring
honors for the meet with eighteen
counters. His vertical leap, 13-16
of an inch under an even six
(
feet,
shaded the former record of 5* feet,
10 3-4 inches. Larry Usher, Delta Up-
silon mainstay, smashed two distance
records when he hurled himself across •
the tape to take a bitterly contested
880 in 2:01; and when he led the pack
over the line, completing the mile in
4:32.3.
Bettering the standing record by
three seconds, the Zete medley relay
quartet took first in 7:49 minutes.
Their anchor man, Thistlewaite,
profiting by the twenty yard lead
earned for him by his teammates,
set a fast pace for Usher of D.U.
and Lavender, Psi U., who were clos-
ing in on him.
The slim leader held his diminishing
advantage until the last lap, when
Usher started a furious sprint for the
lead. Lavender, weakening, dropped
behind to an easy third. Thistlewaite
and Usher reached the second turn
neck and neck, with the D.U. runner
holding the outside; even at the last
bend, swinging wide, Usher managed
to stay with the flying Zete. The last
thirty yards saw a desperate battle,
with Thistlewaite nosing out the D.U.
contender by a scant foot.
Betas Had Two-Man Team
Sid Foster and his lone teammate,
Jit Ricker, led off the Beta Theta I'i
scoring by taking first and fifth in the
dash, in 4.3 seconds. Johnson, Deke,
drew second place, while McLaughlin,
staging a brilliant come-back on the
cinders, came through for third.
The Varsity captain repeated his
win as he took the lead in the 440 at
the gun, and held the advantage, de-
spite the efforts of Thistlewaite and
]
Gatchell, both Zetes, to overtake him.
Hickok, Sigma Nu, and Gray, Deke
freshman strode across the chalk for
fourth and fifth places.
Topping the high timbers in 6 sec-
onds flat, Staftvood breasted the tape
for first, with McLaughlin, back at
his old forte for the first time since
The architect must have all the details
and pages of calculations to build his
church, but he must also picture it ,
completed, a thing of beauty and I ,aK
st Spring, when he was forced to
utility. Someone has described us as I aband?n ™ninS! coming in a close
a group of biological cells, neuro-
logical fibers, and bio-chemistry re-
actions, but if so, we also have cer-
tain integrations and control, total
personality that transcends this.
Contrast in Colleges
Two or three years ago the presi-
dent of the University of Wisconsin
talked about wheels and wings but
not in those very words. He said that
in an organization like the university
second. Diminutive Jit Ricker, Beta,
sped close to McLaughlin's heels for
third.
Usher Breaks Mile Record
Larry Usher sprinted to the lead in
the start of the mile, leading the
huge entry which soon settled down to
a steady pace behind him. Sewall, Ps>i
U., followed in the leader's traces,
with Cobb, Kappa Sig, in close third
position.
At the half mile the trio's places
were practically unchanged, all three
over the
Last Saturday, March 14, the gym
team was defeated by the Springfield
College gymnasts at Springfield, 43-
11. Colton, by taking second place
on the rings and third on the parallel
bars was 'the star of the home team.
Leavitt won second place on the sido
horse. Cushman in the rope climb
won another second place while Clark
took third place in the same event.
The best teamwork of the Bowdoin
men was done on the horizontal bar.
Captain Short, a sure pqjnt winner,
being very ill on the afternoon of the
meet failed to place although he per-
formed.
The following men made the trip:
Bowman, Bradt, Clark, Colton, Cush-
man, Dana, Davies, Eaton, Leavitt,
Peabody, Short, and Thomas.
On March 28th the New England
Juniors' Amateur gym meet will be
held in the M. I. T. gymnasium in Bos-
ton. There will be seven men making
the trip. They are as follows: Bow-
man, Colton, Davies, Eaton, Leavitt,
Peabody and Short.
On Saturday March 21 Bowdoin will
hold its first open swimming which
is to be held under the auspices of
the New England Association of the
Amateur Athletic Union.
Entries are coming 'in very rapidly
from everywhere and a most highly
contested meet is to be expected. The
following are the events that will
be run off at the meet:
150 yard backstroke—New Eng-
land A. A. A. U. Junior Champion-
ship for men—open to any member of
the A. A. U., who has not previously
won a championship.
100 yard free style—Interscholas-
1
tic Championship—open to any school
boy in New England.
50 yard dash—Maine State Cham-
pionship—open to any boy who is a
resident of Maine.
Invitation Diving.
200 yard breaststroke—open event.
50 yard dash—open event.
100 yard free style—Intercollegiate
Championship—open to the students
of the Maine Colleges.
50 yard dash—open to Brunswick
boys.
This meet is sanctioned by the New
England Association of the Amateur
Athletic Union, and all swimmers
entering the open events must be
registered in that organization. A. A.
U. rules will govern the competition.
Council one vote
onds, and swam also with the Brown
I
Next year the prospects for a good there were professors, and courses
160-yard relay team, whose 1 minute team are very promising. There will listed in the catalogue, buildings, lab- j ™™. P











should be a fine nucleus around clubs, athletic teams, but beyond these \ Pac*; led by Ambler, Psi L. frosh ace.




ered his eleventh lap, he
winning the New England crown, and to these letter men there will be this
',
(Continue*
— iwySj j JfH?*nened hls ^nde;, and t,ow!>'
Brown was close behind with 23. Other
!
year's freshman team. In Dakin, God- ' I P,ulI!d fay from Sewall and Cobb; in
scores were Worcester Polytechnic,
i
frey, Pickard. McKenney, and Massey TILLOTSON OFFERS the-last c,rc'»ng he increased, his lead
16; Wesleyan, 14; Williams 131, Bow- alone, there is the making of a team,
doin, 9, and Amherst. 7. and all of them should show up well.




to fifteen yards, and flashed over the
I
line for a new record of 4.32.3 min-
;
utes. Sewall, Cobb, Ambler and
; Burton pursued him across the line,
(Continued on page 4)
Classical Numbers Predominate





Mr. David Porter, Secretary of the
Student Division of the International
Y.M.C.A., will speak in Sunday
Chapel. Having graduated from Bow-
doin in the class of 1906, Mr. Porter
received from Oxford the degrees
of A.B. in 1907 and A.M. in 1911.
Since 1907 he has been with the
Y.M.C.A. and now is one of the most
prominent workers in the student di-
vision. His subject for Sunday is as
yet unannounced.
The Orient board has asked me as Secretary of the Athletic
Council to correct certain statements of fact, appearing in their
editorial in the March 11th issue under the title "We Break
j *& ^^nienllnTan' ap?-
Silence", upon which they were misinformed. In what follows I j ciative audience last night in Memo-
shall endeavor to indicate matters of fact incorrectly stated in the £££ BotioinK^'rendered^n
editorial, and to make clear in so far as possible what the facts unusually pleasing variety of clas-
actually are. In some cases these mistakes are trivial, but in others
j ^jLrt VfcnL Part Invention, Six
they carry implications of a derogatory nature which it is highly j Moments Musicals, by Shubert,
Chopin's Nocturne in C minor, and
Debussy's Minstrels represented tho
works of the more famous composers,
important to correct.
In the opening paragraph of the edi-
torial it is stated that "the Athletic
Council met and refused to take action
on the student petition." While this
statement is somewhat ambiguous, the
Athletic Council most certainly con-
sidered the student petition, and re-
plied to it through mv letter of March
9th to the President of the Student
Council.
In the third paragraph the state-
ment appears that Mr. Gibson "met
with the undergraduate members of
the Athletic Council for some two
hours." This, of course, should be the
Student Council and not the Athletic
Council. At the end of the same para-
graph the statement "this vote oc-
curred after a long period of discus-
sion, and was the direct result of a
sudden move by the Chairman (Mr.
Gibson) to have new athletic plans
adopted". is absolutely incorrect in so
far as it refers to a "sudden move by
the Chairman to have new athletic
plans adopted". The plans referred to.
consisting of a reorganisation of the
Athletic Department, were approved
TWO LOWER CLASSES
COMPETJSJN TRACK
Result of Closing Event
of Indoor Season is
Questionable
With the Fraternity Meet and In-
terscholastics over, the next big track
event will be the annual freshman
sophomore meet, which will be run
bv the Athletic ~-— -- of „^*;«„ while compositions of Albeniz, Faure, I °ff this coming Saturday afternoon> Council at a meeting,
Leonardo^ Livens> Scarlatti and 1 and will bring to a close the indooron January 21st, more than a month
before Mr. Gibson's conference with
the Student Council
Scriabine rounded out the program. I track season.
Mr. Tillotson, who 'has earned ft Although the freshmen have an ex-
In"the next "paragraph it is stated I wide reputation, having recently I
tremely well-balanced team, the soph-
"the so-called resignation of Ben P,aved with the Boston Symphony j omores have some outstanding per-
Houser was brought up at this meet- < Orchestra, rendered each number with |
formers who can be counted on to
ing. and nothin* was done about it". I hi8 **& artistic interpretation.
Inasmuch as this was the first meet- «.
ing of the Athletic Council after the TO LECTURE SOON
resignation was submitted to the Ath- ON WAYSIDE INNletic Director, it was considered, and
its acceptance by the Athletic Director
was formally approved by the council.
Referring to the meeting of the Ath-
letic Council on March 8th the state-
ment occurs that "then and there a
Longfellow's "Wayside Inn" will be
the subject of William M. Emery's
lecture here, illustrated with one hun-
new plan for athletics was adopted". ' dred lantern slides. Mr Emery^ of
Since the plan of reorganization of thf
e <**** ?' "^T^f^M^^"l?
the Athletic Departmen™bnSed by °f the editorial staff of the Boston
the Athletic Director was considered Transcript and President of the Bow-
and approved in modified form by the i do,n Alumni Association of Boston
council at its January 24th meeting. 1 " weU M a member of the Board of
this statement is untrue. The para- Overseers. His lecture, to be given in
graph continues "but this plan is to the Moulton Union at 8 p.m. Saturday
be kept secret". The proposed plan March 21'Vf 1
nd?r ft m£pie!*£f the
for reorganisation was read to the PW*** Historical Society of Bruns-(CmUmm aa Paaa 1) wick.
take several first places. "Milt"
Hickok and Gordon Briggs are ex-
pected to do things in the dashes for
the 1933 team. Skillings, Walker and
Allen are the best freshman bets. Mc-
Laughlin, State champion in the
hurdles, is scheduled to take this
event, although Charlie Allen may
surprise. Briggs '33, Manning '33 and
Gray '34, should fight it out in the
600. The freshmen with Ambler,
Burton, Perkins and Tibbetts seem to
predominate in the distance events.
Marshall Davis and Roger Lowell are
best of the Sophomores. Thurman Lar-
son '34 should come through with a
first in the shot followed closely by
Haskell '33. The high jump seems to
be a toss-up between Milliken "33,
Gerdsen '33, Kahili '34, Odde '34 and
Porter "84.
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Post Mortem
In last week's editorial, we discover that we used as actual fact
information given us as such by sources then considered trust-
worthy. From these pseudo-facts, we find that in certain instances
we have drawn conclusions and imputed motives that are ground-
less. We regret this exceedingly, and in the interests of truth we
have requested Professor Bartlett to draw up a statement of these
errors for the Orient. This statement we publish in another col-
umn of this paper. We cannot do otherwise than sincerely regret
their existence, especially insofar as they apply to personalities,
such as the members of the Athletic Council. We feel, however,
that we have acted in good faith in the matter on information then
believed to be authoritative.
Furthermore, through outside agencies, in no way connected
with the Orient Board, the letter of Professor Bartlett to the
President of the Student Cpuncil concerning Houser's resignation
was sadly mutilated. We were unable to rectify this blunder till
too late, but print herewith the text of the letter in full.
Moreover, quite apparently, in the tempest, some of our points
have missed their marks. We should like to take this opportunity
to correct certain erroneous impressions which somehow have
evolved from last week's editorial. In the first place, may we say
that no faculty member either wrote or inspired any part of "We
Break Silence". There have been an assortment of rumors brought
to our ears as to who was. responsible for various parts of it, but
not one of them is true. The Orient Board, and the Board alone,
is responsible. And while we are on the subject, might we add
that our editorial was not the hasty composition of a frantic half
hour, but was rather the result of a long period of investigation,
from sources then b«lieved reliable.
Secondly, we regret exceedingly that through a hasty and care-
less scanning of the editorial, some conclude that we are antago-
nistic to the present coaching staff. No such thought, we feel cer-
tain, ever entered the mind of any board member. We have every
reason to consider Bowser and Magee the excellent coaches they
are. Furthermore, we fail to understand whence comes the deduc-
tion that we look with disfavor on the idea of a winning Bowdoin
team. We should like to see nothing better, provided it is obtained
in accordance with matters of policy not opposed to this Bowdoin
tradition, which it is alleged we have violated.
Thirdly, we regret exceedingly that certain newspapers saw fit
to magnify the questions of policy at stake and to sensationalize
the views set forth in the editorial. Like the majority of the un-
dergraduates, they failed to read the editorial closely, and hence
they inferred from it much more than we intended.
However, the foregoing by no means makes us any the less con-
vinced that what we need here at Bowdoin is more local and less
alumni control. We see in the Penn Plan, or some modification
thereof, a possible solution. It may not be the only feasible one
;
it may need a great deal of modification to fit conditions here at
Bowdoin. Possibly the more desirable solution may be found by
the granting of full voting privileges to the undergraduate mem-
bers of the Athletic Council. Under the present system, it would
be far too easy for one faction to gain control (by the simple expe-
dient of five votes to three) of the athletic policies of the College.
Cut down the number of student votes, if necessary, to maintain a
more equal distribution of power, but let us, as Bowdoin under-
graduates, have a definite say in matters pertaining to the ath-
letics of Bowdoin College.
Communication
March 9, 1931.
Mr. A. L. Crimmins




The Athletic Council acknowledges
receipt of your letter of February
12th and the petition of the students
regarding the resignation of Mr. Ben
Houser as coach of baseball and
hockey.
The Athletic Council desires to
make it clear to you and to the sign-
ers of the petition that it has accepted
Mr. Houser's resignation in view of a
reorganization which is being effected
in the Athletic Department of the
College. The council believes this
reorganization will result in a neces-
sary financial saving to the college,
and eventually in a more efficient
operation of the department. For this
reason the council feels that it is not
justified in reconsidering Mr. Houser's
resignation.
The council takes this opportunity
to express its sincere appreciation of
'Continued from Pag* I)
student members of the Athletic Coun-
cil as part of the minutes of the pre-
vious meeting, and they were given
full opportunity to discuss it. It was
considered by all, including the stu-
dent members, undesirable to publish
details of the reorganization, until cer-
tain arrangements havinsr nothing to
do with Mr. Houser had been com-
pleted. Further on "But although the
Orient has been denied access to the
details of this plan, it is very evident
that it provides for srreater alumni
control in athletics". This statement
is absurd, for the plan under discus-
sion is simolv a reorganization within
the Athletic Department, and under
the Director of Athletics, and has
nothing to do with the control of ath-
letics by the alumni or anyone else
outside the department.
Two paragraphs later there is this
statement. "There was no written con-
stitution of the Athletic Council, at
least none that the Director of Ath-
letics knew anything about, from 1912,
when the council was first organized,
until last June". I have before me a
pamphlet printed in 1912 which con-
tains the Constitution of the Athletic
Council of Bowdoin College.
Under the heading "Houser's Hand
Forced" appears the statement "Con-
sequently in the December meeting of
the council the Houser business came
to a head". The onlv meeting of the
council in December was one at which
onlv routine business was transacted,
and Mr. Houser's case was not dis-
cussed at all. Under this same head
rumors are quoted which imply that
the Athletic Council has been acting
unconstitutionally. As secretary of
that organization I can vouch for the
constitutionality of the procedure
which it has followed, as attested by
the minutes of its various meetings.
In. regard to the statement "And the
fact that no explanations .whatsoever
were made to a coach who has done
his best for Bowdoin for some 15
years ought to make these alumni re-
spect themselves highly" I call atten-
tion to the'Jonstitution of the, Athletic
Council, which provides that coaches
are engaged and dismissed by the Di-
rector of Athletics with the approval
of the faculty and alumni members of
the Athletic Council and of the Presi-
dent of the College. Mr. Houser's res-
ignation was therefore properlv re-
ceived by the Director of Athletics,
and any discussion with him of the
reasons for its acceptance was prop-
erly the function of the Director of
Athletics and not of the members of
the Athletic Council. I am informed
by the Athletic Director that Mr.
Houser was told why his resignation
'
was accepted.
With regard to vour conclusions un-
\
der the heading "The Alumni Send
Petitions". I seriously question
whether enough evidence has been
presented to warrant the sweeping
statement that "they give us a true
cross-section of alumni attitude . Of
course this statement probably was
made as a matter of opinion rather
than of fact, but I think it desirable
to point out that it should be so con-
strued. A similar interpretation
should. I think, be given to the state-
ment in the same paragraph concern-
ing the sentiment of the faculty, since,
so far as I know, no formal poll of the
entire faculty has been taken on the
subject. Accordingly such statements
can scarcely be made as matters of
fact.
I want to say in closing that I think
the Orient Board has acted in a very
straight-forward manner in their will-
ingness to make public correction upon
learning that they had not been cor-
rectly informed as to these facts.
BOYD W. BARTLETT. Secretary,
Bowdoin College Athletic Council.
Mr. Houser's service to the college,
which has been long and faithful. It
also wishes to congratulate the stu-
dents on their loyalty to Mr. Houser,
which is a splendid tribute to him, and
on their earnest desire to promote the
best interests of the college.
For the information of the student
body the council wishes me to state
that at its last meeting the following
resolution was adopted unanimously:
"It is the sense of this meeting that
Section V-B of the constitution of the
,
Athletic Council shall be interpreted
to mean that the student members of
the council shall be present through-
out all meetings of the council, even
when the council is considering mat-
ters on which student members have
no vote."




A large tract of land has been pur-
chased in Florida where Yale will
breed anthropoid apes for psychologi-
cal investigations.
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient:
I wish to take this opportunity to
reply to the very unnecessary editorial
which appeared in the last week's is-
sue of your paper under the heading
"We Break Silence". The editorial as
it appeared is positively insulting to
the undergraduates of the college; It
in nowise truly expresses the majority
of student opinion. It is a disgraceful
display of editorial privileges and does
not in any way reflect credit upon
those who shared in its creation.
The editorial unfortunately fell into
the handsj of some newspaper man who
immediately communicated it to the
Associated Press. Thereupon it went
to papers all over the country, carry-
ing with it the general sentiment that
it was representative of the opinion of
the entire student body of Bowdoin.
The harm has been done, and it cannot
be undone. The majority of the mem-
bers of the siudent body have been
highly insulted by having it stated
that their views were so narrow and
revolting as were those of the ones
who wrote the editorial or in any way
contributed to it.
It is not inappropriate to say that
the manner in which the Orient has
handled the entire Houser case has
been a very poor one. even at best. I
do not wish to condemn the members
of the Orient staff for their zeal in
rallying to what they call the "lost
cause". They are no more to .blame
than any other unthinking student, no
more to blame than the majority of
the student body who have been acting
in Houser's behalf as a matter of sen-
timent and not as a matter of princi-
ple. What the Orient board is to be
condemned for is the disgraceful way
that it has regarded the entire affair,
for its underhanded and backbiting
policy, for its belligerent attitude
capped by its very disgraceful "We
Break Silence". What the Orient board
is to be condemned for is its inability
to take the whole affair in a gentle-
manly or sportsmanlike way. The
members of the Athletic and Student
Councils were convinced of the validity
of the arguments in the case, and
through the president of the latter or-
ganization stated frankly that they
were satisfied with the decision of the
Athletic Council. It seems that their
opinion has been entirely disregarded
by the writers of the scathing edi-
torial. Those who in any way con-
( Continued on pass 3)
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Somethin' good'll come of that!"
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Whether your choice of fabrics is a tweed,
a flannel, a cheviot, or a diagonal, you
will find splendid assortments here.
Authentically styled and modestly priced.
$35.00 $39.50 $45.00
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INCORPORATED
STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
The long arm of the telephone
* operator— made longer
How to extend the operator's range five-
fold? There's an exaYnple of the prob-
lems put up to a telephone engineer.
This was part of a study in stepping
up the speed of service to distant points.
"Long Distance" used to relay your call
to one or more other operators. Now
she herself reaches the city you are call-
ing, 30 or 300 or 3000 miles away.
Result : in five years the average time
needed to complete a long-distance con-
nection has been cut from 7 minutes to
less than 2 minutes.
In this industry even long approved
methods are never considered beyond
improvement. For men of the right
aptitude, that viewpoint is a stimulating
challenge.
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF I N T E R - C O N N C T I N G TELEPHONES
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT THREE
W HEN YOU have worn yourself out from
braving the elements . .
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Saturday - March 21st
TOL'ABLE DAVID
J with -
Richard Cromwell • Noah Beery
Joan Peers
Also Comedy - Sound Act and
Talkartoon
Mon. and Tues. - March 23 and 24
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THE RIGHT TO LOVE
Also Paramount News • Sound Act
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Communication
(Continued from page 2)
tributed to the writine of this edi-
torial, faculty and students alike,
would do weli to use as an example
the manly views which these under-
graduates have now expressed.
The Orient feels that with this hieh
handed athletic policy and alumni tyr-
anny that Bowdoin will be in danger
of losing- her fair name as a colleare
unbesmirched by tramp athletes. To
this statement there are but two
things to be said. First of all there
is no high handed athletic policy, no
alumni tyranny, and in the second
place the athletic council will not
make it one of its duties to proselyte
athletes. I can say for a known fact
that the coaches of track and football,
the two sports most struck at by the
Orient have never" officially attempted
to get athletes to come to Bowdoin nor
have they ever reaped the benefits of
proselyted athletes handed down to
them by a hisrh handed athletic coun-
cil. Let it be known that the records
of Coaches Bowser and Magee are ab-
solutely clear in this regard.
The Orient seems to disagree with
the idea of winninsr teams. It would
be. folly to say that the opinion of the
student body taken as a whole was
atrainst winninsr teams. Bv far the
greater number of undergraduates
want to see winninir teams. It is only
natural that thev should. What right,
then, has the Orient to disagree with
the idea of winnine teams ? # The col-
lege as a whole wants to see its teams
come out victorious, and it is unfair
for the Orient to scoff at the policy of
the athletic council which was right-
fully designed to produce winning-
teams.
There is. to be sure, an evil in win-
ning- teams, but it is an evil which does
not exist here now, nor which "the ath-
letic council intends to have exist.
Winninr teams should be condemned
when the stress is put solelv on vic-
tory, and victorv is (rained bv extrava-
gant means, such as excessive use of
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and strength of those students partici-
pating. The Orient asserts that foot-
ball was dealt with from the monetary
standpoint with lavish hand whereas
the hockey team was almost destitute.
If the members of the Orient board
would take the trouble to look over
the figures of athletic appropriations
and expenditures for a period of years
they would find that they would have
no justification for making such a re-
mark. The budsret of the athletic de-
partment is carefully worked out and
each sport is fairly dealt with as re-
gards its importance, the length of its
season, and the comparative length of
time which it has been operating.
Hockey waa not, despite what the
Orient may say, destitute. Football
was not over-emphasized, track was
most certainly not over-emphasized,
and minor sports did not go penniless.
There was indeed a fair distribution
of the funds this year, and this has
been the case in other years, and the
Orient should have no fault to find
here.
Recent announcements from Presi-
dent Sills inform us that the carrying
out of Bowdoin's athletic policy is to
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient:
For several years Bowdoin College
has been evolving a system of man-
agement and control of the athletic
activities of the undergraduates. At
present it is trying out a system of
control in which the authority is
vested in an Athletic Council composed
of five Alumni and three faculty mem-
bers. Until this scheme proves to be a
complete failure, let the undergradu-
ates and those on the faculty, who are
adverse to it, support it to the fullest
extent. Let us support coaches who
are sincere in their coaching. Let the
Editorial staff make an end of petty
bickering by the democratic expres-
sion of student opinion in the Orient.
Sincerely yours,
CREIGHTON E. GATCHELL. j
be vested in three men, namely: Mal-
colm E. Morrell, Charles W. Bowser,
and John J. Magee. Those who know
these three men, who have had the
pleasure of working under them or be-
ing associated with them in any con-
nection will agree thatthe athletic pol-
icy of the college could not be entrust-
ed to any finer men. Each of these
three is a sportsman and gentleman, a
teacher of fine and clean athletics, and
above all else a firm believer in the
traditional policy of the college, "Fair
play and may the best man win".
Bowdoin men, undergraduates, alumni
and faculty alike, may well feel proud
of the choice of these three men by the
Athletic Council and the Boards of the
College. They may feel certain that
these three men will do their utmost
to keep clean the record which Bow-
doin has enjoyed in the athletic world,
and also that thev will dd their utmost
to create athletic teams of which Bow-
<toin men may well feel proud.
BALL TEAM WORKS
IN TWO SHIFTS
Baseball from now on will be held in
two shifts in the cage, according to
Ben House r. From 1.30 until 2.30 on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, these
men will work out: Barstow, Bennett.
Brown, Clarke, Crimmins. Dakin.
Dwyer, Hempel. McKown. McLachlan,
Means. Parmenter. Ricker. Rose.
Shute, Souther. Travis, and Whittier.
The other group, who will practice
at the same time on Tuesday, Thurs-
day, and Saturday, are as follows:
Archibald. Baker, Bossidy. Braith-
waite. Cannon. Creigrhton, Dowling.
Freeman. Gould. Griffin, Ham, Jordan,
Kellev, Koempel. Johnson, Lewia,
In conclusion then I wish to say that
it is high time that the undergrad-
uates and faculty cooperated with
Morrell, Bowser and Magee. Both un-
dergraduates and faculty members
have for a lone time been doing all
that they can to block the way of ath-
letic progress as planned by these
three men. They have been taking
shots in the dark, and have not come
out in the open as good sportsmanship
demands. They have been fighting in
an underhanded way, and should be
thoroughly ashamed of the position
which thev have taken. Let us bring
to an end this disgraceful method of
j
"mud slinging", for it isn't worthy of i
Bowdoin ideals. Let us rather get be-
j
hind the athletic policy which we .have
I
before us, outlined in the principles of
Morrell, Bowser and Magee; cooperate
with these men. and out forth athletic
teams of which the undergraduates,
the alumni, the faculty and the college
as a whole can justly be proud.
Sincerely yours,
JAMES C. FLINT.
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Have Been Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Prices. This Chance
Does Not Come Often.
i
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Lord, Marshall, Miller, Morse.
O'Brien, Pelton, Robbins, Sherman,
Stanley, Stone and Smith.
REV. R. W. BARSTOW
SPEAKS IN CHAPEL
(Continued from Pace 1)
content of it all in personality. There
is a constant challenge to preserve
and safeguard the qualitative in the
face of the quantitative. This is pre-
cisely the office of religion, to as-
sure the awareness of wings in the
presence of the necessary wheels. By
religion, I mean that total drive with-
in or without. It is to exalt the
spiritual content and intent. Religion
is concerned with the realm of values
above the realm of facts. It matters
not whether the person is banker or
cattle-herder, merchant or student,
minister or factory hand, he becomes
the dupe of a wheel—dominated
mediocrity if he cannot hear the "sound
of the wings". Twenty-three centuries
ago, Aristotle, so Will Durant tells
us, turned from details of science *:o
problems of conduct. What is life's
supreme good?
Do you not think Aristotle, Jesus,
Isaiah, Augustine, would agree that
the best life is that which hears and
heeds the sound of wings over against
the sound of wheels?
COLLEGE TEA FOR
FACULTY WILL BE
HELD IN THE UNION
There will be a college tea for the
faculty and officers of the college in
the main lounge of the Moulton Union
on Thursday, March 19, from 4 until
6 o'clock. Undergraduates who wish to
come are cordially invited to attend.
Mrs. K. C. M. Sills will be the hostess.
Mrs. 0. C. Hormell, Mrs. S. B.' Smith
and Mrs. P. B. Ferguson will pour, as-
sisted by Mrs. G. M. Bollinger, Mrs.
M. B. Cushing, Mrs. R. H. Cobb and
Mrs. R. D. Childs. This is the first
time that a general faculty tea has
been held in the Union.
What the XEW
HUMIDOR PACK
means to Camel Smokers *
COMPARE a package ofCamels with
any other cigarette and note the
difference in the technique of packing.
Note that Camels are completely en-
closed in an outer transparent cover of
moisture-proof cellophane and sealed
air-tight at every point.
We call this outer shell the Humidor
Pack. It differs from the ordinary cello-
phane pack and while it is egg-shell
thin, it means a lot in terms ofcigarette
enjoyment.
It means, for instance, that evapora-
tion is checkmated and that Salt
Lake City can








it is highly impor-
tant, if you are to
get full benefit of
25 HV> ( H VRT Ol
The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory chart above
graphically shout* you that only the CJemml Humidor
Pack deliver* cigarettes to you in prime condition
The Humidor Pack insures that. It
prevents the fine tobaccos of Camels
from drying out and losing any of their
delightful flavor.
Aside from cheap tobacco, two fac-
tors in a cigarette can mar the smoker's
pleasure:
Fine particles of peppery dust if left
in the tobacco by inefficient cleaning
methods sting and irritate delicate
throat membrane.
Dry tobacco, robbed of its natural
moisture by scorching or by evapora-
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this quality, that these cigarettes come
to you with their natural moisture
content still intact.
Check the difference yourself
It is a very simple matter to check the
difference between Humidor Packed
Camels and other ordinary dry cigarettes.
First of all you can feel the difference
as you roll the cigarettes between your
fingers. Camels are full-bodied and
pliable. A dry cigarette crumbles under
pressure and sheds tobacco.
Ifyou will hold a cigarette to each ear
and roll them with your fingers you can
actually hear the difference.
The real test ofcourse is to smoke them.
And here's where the new Humidor Pack
proves a real blessing to the smoker.
Asyou inhale the cool, fragrant smoke
from a Camel you get all the mildness
and magic of the fine tobaccos of which
it is blended.
But when you draw in the hot smoke
from a dried cigarette see how flat and
brackish it is by comparison and how
harsh it is to your throat.
If you are a regular Camel smoker
you have already noticed what proper
condition of the cigarette means.
But if you haven't tried Camels in
the new Humidor Pack you have a new
adventure with Lady Nicotine in store.
Switch your affections for just one
day, then go back to your old love
tomorrow ifyou can.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY. Win»tm»-SmUm, H C
*smoke a Fresh cigarettel
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Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
E»rted Cheeses and Biscuits of all
nds east of Portland.
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(Continued from Paire II
with the first two nearly half a lap
forward.
Lavender Wins Easy Two Mile
Steve Lavender, slim blond Varsity
star, competing for Psi U., forged into
the fore as the two mile grind got
under way, with his teammate Sewall
close behind. For seven laps Estlc,
also a Psi U. held to third position. As
the pack scattered. Lavender began
lapping the laggers, while he and
Sewall lengthened their advantage to
half a lap.
With a mile and one half behind
him, Lavender began to draw away
from Sewall, wearied by his mile run,
and soon lapped the man running in
third position. With two circlings
remaining, the small strider broke
into a furious sprint, breaking the
ribbon thirty yards ahead of Sewall,
a scant three seconds behind a new
record. Time, 10:15.1 minutes.
880 Mark Shattered
Usher, who had drawn second posi-
tion at the start of the half-mile, im-
mediately sped into the lead; with
Thistlewaite, coming in from a wide
start, at his heels. Briggs, Deke
middle distance hope, battled for a
front position from his unfortunate
third row starting post. Close on This-
tlewaite's flying heels was Lowell,
Kappa Sig.
By the outset of the fourth lap,
with half the field forced out because
of the burning pace, Usher and This-
tlewaite were struggling for first
position, while Lowell and his team-
mate Cobb battled Briggs for third
place in the flying parade. Usher,
holding a scanty edge over the Zete
contender, reached the last half-lap,
still running strong. Both men
burned up the final stretch in an ef-
fort to reach the tape; but Usher,
with a last lunge, shaded Thistle-
waite to win by bare inches.
Brown Conquers in Weight
Doc Brown, fresh from his second
in the Intercollegiates, found little
difficulty in heaving the 35 pounder
50 feet, 11 inches to garner a first
for the Theta Delts, though he failed
to break his own record of 52 feet,
7 3-4 inches. Thurn Larson, unde-
feated Frosh phenomenon, tossed the
16 pound shot 41 feet, 5 3-4 inches.
Olsen, Kappa Sig field star, scaled
the discus 125 feet for a first, with
the Deke frosh, Larson, again sharing
honors when he drew second place.
McLaughlin, Zete, further surprised
the enthusiastic audience, when he
staged another comeback, to span 20
feet, 9 1-4 inches in the broad jump.
The summary of events
:
40 yard dash—Won by Foster
(Beta); second, Johnson (Deke);
third, McLaughlin (Zete); fourth,
Stanwood (Zete); fifth, Ricker (Beta).
Time, 4.3 seconds.
440 yard dash—Won by Foster
(Beta); second, Thistlewaite (Zete);
third, Gatchell (Zete); fourth, Hickok
(Sigma Nu); fifth, Gray (Deke).
Time, 52.1 seconds.
One mile run—Won by Usher (D.
U.); second, Sewall (Psi U.); third,
Cobb (Kappa Sig); fourth, Ambler
(Psi U); fifth, Donworth (Zete).
Time, 4:32.3. (New meet record).
45 yard high hurdles—Won by
Stanwood (Deke); second, McLaugh-
lin (Zete); third, Ricker (Beta);
fourth, Allen, (A. D.); fifth, Apple-
ton (Psi U). Time, 6 seconds.
45 yard low hurdles—Won by
Stanwood (Deke); second, McLaugh-
lin (Zete); third, Allen (A.D.);
fourth, Reid (Zete); fifth, Rickar
(Beta). Time, 5.2 seconds.
880 yard run—Won by Usher (D.
U.); second, Thistlewaite (Zete);
third, Briggs (Deke); fourth, Lowell
(Kappa Sig); fifth, Cobb (Kappa
Sig). Time, 2.01 minutes. (New meet
record).
Two mile run—Won by Lavender
(Psi U); second, Sewall (Psi V);
third, Morris (D. U.); fourth, Pottie
(Zete); fifth, Packard (Chi Psi).
Time, 10:15.1 minutes. 1
Discus—Won by Olsen (Kappa
Sig); second, Larson (Deke); third,
Haskell (Sigma Nu); fourth, Morre!!
(Deke); fifth, Foster (Beta). Dis-
tance, 125 feet.
Broad jump—Won by McLaughlin
(Zete); second, Briggs (Deke); third,
Ricker (Beta); fourth, Johnson
(Deke); fifth, Stanwood (Deke). Dis-
tance, 20 feet, 9 1-4 inches.
16 pound shot put—Won by Lar-
son (Deke); second, Haskell (Sigma
Nu); third, Johnson (Deke); fourth,
Pollock (Psi U); fifth, Olsen (Kappa
Sig). Distance, 41 feet, 5 3-4. inches.
35 pound weight—Won by Brown
(T. D.); second, Galbraith (Chi Psi);
third, Hay (Zete); fourth, Larson
(Deke); fifth, Barton, (Deke). Dis-
tance, 50 feet, 11 inches.
High jump—Won by Stanwood
(Deke); second, Johnson (Deke); tie
for third among Porter (T. D.), Odde
(A. T. O.), and Gerdsen (D. U.).
Height, 5 feet, 11 3-16 inches. (New
meet record).
Pole vault—Won by Appleton
(Zete); second, tie among Pope, Rob-
bins, (Kappa Sig) and Morrell
(Deke); fifth, Ricker (Beta). Height,
12 feet, 3 1-2 inches.
Medley relay—Won by Zeta Psi;
second, Delta Upsilon; third, Psi Up-
silon; fourth, Kappa Sigma; fifth,
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Time, 7:49 min-
utes. (New meet record).
Standing of teams—Delta Kappa
Epsilon, 61; Zeta Psi, 48; Psi Upsilon,
22; Beta Theta Pi, 22; Kappa Sigma,
21; Delta Upsilon. 21; Sigma Nu, P;
Theta Delta Chi, 8; Chi Psi, 5;
Alpha Delta Phi, 5; Alpha Tau Ome-
ga, 2.
SIGMA NUS AND A.T.O.'S
TO PLAY FINAL GAME
ON FRIDAY EVENING
Interfraternity basketball exhibited
a mad scramble for positions as the
last leg of the league games was com-
pleted during the past week anda half.
While the A. T. O.'s were clinching
their position as leaders of League A.
the Psi U quintet decided their heated
argument with the Zetes concerning
second place by a win that pushed the
latter down a rung.
The Chi Psi representatives made a
strong bid to tangle things all up in
a knot in League B by holding the
Sigma Nu aggregation to an even
score until the last five minutes of
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600 yard run—Won by Uniacke,
Huntington; second, Girstein, Hunt-
ington; third, Smith, Bridgton; fourth,
Cole, Coburn. Time, 1 minute, 16 4-5
seconds.
1000 yard run—Won by Black, Kents
Hill; second, Beasley, Huntington;
third, Oulton, Huntington; fourth,
Dunn, St. John's. Time, 2 minutes,
24 seconds. (New record).
12 pound shot put—Won by Fink,
New Prep; second, Eldred, Bridgton;
third, Sullivan, Hebron; fourth,
Springer, Hebron. Distance, 48 feet,
1 3-4 inches.
High jump—Won by Sandler, St.
John's; second, Dermody, Huntington;
third, MacLean, Hebron; tie for fourth
between Rowan, Huntington, and
Morse, St. John's. Height, 6 feet, 1
inch. (New record).
One mile run—Won by Uniacke,
Huntington; second, Black, Kents
Hill; third, Winston, Hebron; fourth,
Hunnewell, M. C. I. Time, 4 minutes,
45 1-5 seconds.
300 yard run—Won by Duff, St.
John's; second, Lawson, Huntington;
third, Powers, Bridgton; fourth, Mc-
Mahon, St. John's. Time, 33 2-5 sec
onds. (Equalling the record).
Broad jump—Won by Kersey,
Huntington; second, Dermody, Hunt-
ington; third, tie between Sandler,
St. John's and Dolan, Coburn. Dis-
tance, 20 feet, 3 inches.
Pole vault—Won by Fink, New
Prep; second, Hodgdon, New Hamp-
ton; third, tie between Gross, Hebron,
and MacDonald, Hebron. Height, 10
feet, 9 inches.
High School Division
40 yard dash—Won by Leo, Cony;
second, Elowitch, Portland; third,
went wild, scoring sixteen points in
the remaining time. A win for Chi
Psi Lodge would have meant a tie for
first between Sigma Nu and the D. U.
house, as the latter had earned a win
by forfeit from the Dekes.
The A. T. O.'s met little opposition
in disposing of the Zetes, 32-13. The
Non-Fraternity men, however, gave
them a stronger scrap, losing out L»y
the score of 49-31. The result of the
Psi U-Zete encounter was 40-18. Al-
though the Zetes were leading 15-14
at the end of the half, and were fight-
ing strongly, the Psi U's crashed
through with this rather lop-sided
score.
In League B, the Sigma Nu's. by
virtue of the aforementioned final
rally, stepped off the court with a 42-
27 victory over the Chi Psi's and a
first place in League B, to their credit.
The rest of the games scheduled in
both leagues were forfeited, the
Dekes to the D. U.'s, the T. D.'s to the
A. D.'s, and the Betas to the Sigma
Nus.
The play-off between the Sisrma Nu
and Alpha Tau Omega fraternities,
who now stand at the head of their
respective leagues, is to take place this
coming Friday evening at 8 o'clock.
Both teams have gone undefeated and
both have shown a fine brand of bas-
ketball. There will be a twenty-five
cent charge for admission.
Stevens, Deering; fourth, Brown, Wa-
terville. Time, 4 4-5 seconds.
45 yard high hurdles—Won by
Good, South Portland; second, Rose,
Deering; third, Butler, Skowhegan;
fourth, Tryon, Portland. Time, 6 1-5
seconds.-
600 yard run—Won by Poland,
Portland; second, Norton, Portland;
third, O'Connor, Lynn; fourth, Dusen-
bury, South Portland. Time, 1 minute,
21 3-5 seconds.
1000 yard run—Won by Coombs,
South Portland; second, Carlyn, Lynn;
third, Karlin, Portland; fourth, Mal-
loy, Wilton. Time, 2 minutes, 28 4-5
seconds.
12 pound shot put—Won by Nib-
lock, Lynn; second, Hayes, Fairhaven;
third, Ricker, Portland; fourth,
Plezia, Fairhaven. Distance, 49 feet,
5 5-8 inches. (New record).
High jump—Tie for first between
Abelon, Brunswick; Stevens, Deer-
ing; Carlyn, Lynn; and Roland, Morse.
Height, 5 feet, 4 inches.
One mile run—Won by Murphy,
Deering; second, Ricker, Lisbon;
third, Tabor, Cony; fourth, Coombs,
South Portland. Time, 4 minutes, 47
2-5 seconds.
300 yard run—Won by Good, South
Portland; second, Conroy, Portland;
third, Leo, Cony; fourth, Angell,
South Portland. Time, 34 seconds.
(Equals record).
Broad jump—Won by Brown, Wa-
terville; second, Winer, Lynn; third,
Roland, Morse; fourth, Home, Cros-
by. Distance, 18 feet, 11 3-4 inches.
Pole vault—Won by Dubiel, Fair-
haven; tie for second between Wylod-
ka, Fairhaven; Andrews, Fairhaven;
Kelley, Portland. Height, 10 feet.
Prep School Team Races
St. John's (McArdle, Duff, Mc-
Donough, Carey) defeated Hunting-
ton and New Hampton. Time, 2 min-
utes, 10 1-5 seconds.
Governor Dummer Academy
(Churchill, Browm, Carter, Bates) de-
feated Bridgton. Time, 2 minutes, 13
2-5 seconds.
Kents Hill (Black, Polychronides,
Court, Tufts) defeated M. C..I. and
Wassookeag School. Time 2 minutes,
L6 1-5 seconds.
Hebron Academy (MacLean, Mor-
gan, Jensen, Mooney) defeated Co-
burn Classical Institute. Time, 2 min-
utes, 17 1-5 seconds.
High School Team Races
Portland High (Karlin, Conroy,
Dziodzio, Siewertsen) defeated South
Portland High. Time, 2 minutes, 12
1-5 seconds.
Fairhaven High (Sherman, Bos-
worth, Sylvia, Machado) defeated
Lynn Classical. Time, 2 minutes. 14
seconds.
Deering High (Heald, Stevens, God-
dard, Hobson) defeated Cony High.
Time, 2 minutes, 14 4-5 seconds.
Morse High (Reynolds, Hatch, Row-
land, Hagen) defeated Brunswick
High. Time, 2 minutes, 18 3-5 sec-
onds.
Watervilie High (Dusty, Poulin,
Rancourt, Brown) defeated Skowhe-
gan High. Time, 2 minutes, 19 1-5
seconds.
Wilton Academy (Sabin, Cox, Rey-
nolds, Severy) defeated Lisbon High.
Time, 2 minutes, 20 seconds.
Camden High (Alexander, Hol-
brook, Hopkins, Keene) defeated
Crosby High. Time, 2 minutes, 22 sec-
onds. »
< > Which is the longer of these twohorizontal lines? If you know the
answer-—try it on someone else.
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT
your taste tells the Truth!
MILDER...AND
BETTER TASTE



















114 Maine St., cor. Cumberland St.
IF IT'S PRINTING
You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
are at your service. Tel. 8
«
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has si-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Cor. Maine and Dunlao Sta.
Always Noticed
But "Never Noticuble
QgRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, h:is
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Srtak SroiiffrH
16 EAST 50th STREET
'
NEW YORK CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK










Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize in Haircatting
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing:
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Engraving
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S







prepare for a profession of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent re-
search has enlarged the Hope of every phj-.'
of dentistry'- The field demands more than
ever tWore. men and worsen of ability, backed
by su;i*rior traininc. Such training Tufts
College Dental SrJkonl o-.rs to iis students.
School opens on September 30, 193!. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing y»ur
career. For information address
—
Dr. Wn.UAM RlCB, Pram
416 Huntington Avenue Boston, Mass.
Have you chosen
your life work?
In THt field of health service the Har-
vard University Dental School— the old-
est dental school connected with any
university in the United States—orters
thorough well-balanced course* in all
branches of dentistry. All modern equip-
ment for practiral work under super-
vision of men hi«h in the profession.
Write for delailt and admission rrquira-
tmenls to Lcroy U. S Muter, Dram
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
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Intercollegiate 100-yard Proves to be
All Bowdoin Affair with Smith.
Bowman and Howard
Three records were broken and an-
other equalled in the Bowdoin College
open swimming- meet held last Satur-
day night in the Curtis Pool. The time
in the New England A.A.U. Junior
150-yard backstroke bettered the exist-
ing mark in both trial heats, and the
final time lowered the record 6 4-5 sec-
onds. A dead heat in the 100-yard
schoolboy championship, Ralph Cal-
kin's state championship victory in the
50-yard dash, and the high-board div-
ing exhibition were the other high-
lights.
New Junior Record in Backstroke
The final heat of the 150-yard back-
stroke event was a real battle. Bow-
doin's Bob Foster was out in front for
two-thirds of the distance, when How-
ard Proctor of the Metropolitan Swim-
ming Club took the lead and beat Fos-
ter to the finish by a scant yard. Rich-
ard Steele, Huntington School, swam a
good third. Proctor's winning time
was 1:60 4-5, nearly seven seconds
faster than the previous mark of
1:57 3-5.
Wally Hedquist, Worcester Acad-
emy, shared the 100-yard interscho-
lastic laurels with Gordon Connolly of
Huntington. Frank Holland of Dean
Academy was a stroke ahead of the
field at half the distance, where he
missed a touch and lost the lead while
pausing to complete the turn. With-
out this mishap. Holland might well
have made it a three-cornered contest
for first place.
Calkin Wins State 50-Yard Title
Ralph Calkin. Bowdoin freshman,
won the jlaJW gf Maine 50-yard dash
ever JomMSmINMbYB in a scorch-
ing ItMT sn"s*mSl rVTWMf- r at the
"THE WAYSIDE INN"
IS SUBJECT OF PAPER
GIVEN IN THE UNION
William M. Emery *M, Prominent
Bowdoin Alumnus, is Speaker for





and won in 26 seconds. Bill Haskell, |
who has evidently been "holding out
on us," took third place with ease.
Clinton Osborne, who will enter
Bowdoin next fall, drew constant ap-
plause in the invitation diving. Os-
borne won the event in spite of a
sprained ankle, which had to be care-
fully taped before the meet. Larson
of the B.A.A.. Peers of Providence,
and Snyder of Newton were the run-
ners-up.
Breaststroke Record Broken
Wally Hedquist took the open 50-
yard dash in the record-equalling time
of 24 4-5 seconds, trailed by George
Guyette of B. U. and Gordon Connolly
of Huntington. The pool breaststroke
record went to Carrington Noel. Wor-
cester Boys' Club, whose time was
59 1-5 seconds. Bill Locke of Harvard
swam a close second and Ted Dens-
more, Bowdoin, was third.
The "Intercollegiate 100-yard dash"
resolveJHiself into an all-Bowdoin af-
fair. CaptalkBob Smith. Walter Bow-
man and Frank Howard vanquished
the imaginary opposition in that or-
der. Smith carving two-fifths of a sec-
ond from his own previous best time.
59 3-5 seconds. The Brunswick 50-
yard^Mash came near being a dead
heat. McKeen snatching the town title
from Dave Burnett. The time was 30
seconds.
The most enjoyable" feature of the
evening's program was the high-board
diving exhibition staged by Clinton
Osborne of English High School and
Robert Carson. Jr., of the freshman
class. Frank Carpenter's antics sup-
plied vivid contrast for the graceful
feats of the potential Bowdoin diving
champions. Carson's running front
one-and-one-half and a beautiful "fly-
ing dutchman" by Osborne were the
favorites of the eallery.
The summary of the meet is as
follows:
N.E.A.A.U. 150 yard backstroke
championship— First, Proctor. Met
Swimming Club: second. Foster, Bow-
doin; third. Steele. Huntington. Time:
1 minute. 50 4-5 seconds (new record).
100 yard interscholastic champion-
(Conunnea an pw 4)
William M. Emery of the Boston
Transcript gave a most charming; en-
tertainment under the auspices of the
Pejepscot Historical Society in the
lounge of the Moulton Union at Bow-
doin College last Saturday evening.
The evening was devoted to a lecture
on "The Wayside Inn", the scene of
Longfellow's immortal verse, which is
now the property of Henry Ford. Mr.
Emery's address was illustrated by a
series of handsome slides, in which
were depicted the several rooms in
the inn with a description of the ar-
chitecture and furnishings, and pic-
tures of the notables who had oc-
cupied the house during its various
stages. But the most entrancing por-
tion of the whole was the delineation
of the real characters, composing the
group which formed the subject of
the poet's "Tales of a Wayside Inn".
These were taken in turn and were
finely described by the speaker, the
whole being charmingly interwoven
with lines appropriate to each one of
the participants. Of peculiar inter-
est was the subsequent history of each
and the important part they held in
the realm of music, poetry and art
in after years. It is evident that Mr.
Emery has given much time and re-
search to the study of his subject.
Prefacing the lecture Mr. Emery
said:
"It is indeed a privilege and an
honor to be invited to speak before
old Pejepscot, the Historical Society
of my native town. Here, in a com-
fortable house on Cumberland street,
the home of my grandfather, Samuel
S. Wing, I first saw the light of day.
In the beautiful Pine Grove Cemetery
sleep many of my kindred. Throng-
ing memories gather about me to-
night. How many delightful sum-
mers I passed here in my boyhood.
How happy was the care-free life of
college days. Ties of affection for
Brunswick strengthen with the ac-
cumulating years.
"One of the high spots in memory
is the recollection of the celebration,
on a rare day in June, of the 150th
birthday of this town,—a celebration
inspired, ably planned, and success-
fully carried out by the Pejepscot
Historical Society; the matchless
literary exercises in the old Church
on the Hill; that felicitous o^mn i!ffgM
dress"By' the courtly OT. Mitchell,
president of the day; the melodious
poem by our beloved Professor Chap-
man; and the oration, with its sono-
rous and scholarly periods, by one of
Brunswick's most gifted native sons,
Professor Charles Carroll Everett of
Harvard.
"Then followed the grand proces-
sion, and the dinner in the Town Hall,
where Tom Reed and Dingley of
tariff fame poked fun at each other,
and Governor Burleigh, President
Hyde, and other notable speakers also
held us with their wit and wisdom.
I think about it often, as one of the
most enjoyable dayfe I ever expe-
rienced."
Mr. Emery read a selection from
Prof. Chapman's poem. He also re-
ferred to the semi-centennial reunion
of Longfellow's class at Bowdoin,
when the poet read "Morituri Saluta-
mus" and Annie Louise Cary sang
"The Day is Done". A portrait of
Maine's famous diva was thrown upon
the screen. "With an allusion to "Paul
Revere's Ride" as the most celebrated
of the "Tales of a Wayside Inn" the





Idealism Keynote of Youthful View-




The Bowdoin chapter Pi Delta Ep-
silon met Sunday evening, March
15, at the Theta Delta Chi House.
The purpose of this meeting was to
elect eligible men to this national
honorary society. The membership
requirement at Bowdoin is for a man
to work on an accredited college pub-
lication for two years. Thirteen men
were elected with the provision that
they wish to affiliate themselves. The
initiation of these men will come
sometime in April. The following
are the men selected as being eligible:
J. B. Colton "31. J. T. Gould '31. R.
M. MacFarland '31, W. N. Small '31,
H. L. Smyth '31, J. L. Snider '31, P.
C. Ahern '32. D. N. Antonucci "32,
G. L. Barstow '32, G. C. Knight '32,
N. K. Macdonald '32. G. T. Sewall "32,
and W. W. Stearns "32.
President Sills spoke last Sunday
evening on "The Faults and Virtues
of Youth" at a meeting of the Young
People's Fellowship of the Episcopal
Church. In the course of his talk,
President Sills pointed out that youth
becomes quickly enthusiastic over
some proposition but that it loses this
enthusiasm as quickly. Youth is im-
patient and hence neglects to see the
older people's viewpoint. Youth's
great virtues, on the other hand, are
their idealism and loyalty. Even in
this "hard-boiled" age when people
shun displays of idealism, youth con-
tinues to be idealistic. Youth is loyal
to their organizations whether it be
school, college or church. Youth's
grasp of an intellectual problem is
sounder than an older person's. Fur-
thermore, youth likes to be shown
specific reasons for doing something,
and when it understands these, it em-
braces its cause with ardent enthu-
siasm.
Fifth Meeting
Last Sunday's meeting was the fifth
in a series of meetings of the Fellow-
ship since its organization by the
Bowdoin Episcopalian club under the
direction of Gordon E. Gillett '34. The
meetings of the Fellowship are ordi-
narily devoted to discussions. Such
topics as the control of divorce and
the emergence of women have been
treated in previous meetings. All the
members of the college are welcome
at the meetings which start every
Sunday night at seven o'clock in the




Unexpected Strength in 1933
Team Overcomes First
Year Threat
T. A. LARSON WINS
HIGH POINT HONORS
The Androscoggin still flows mer-
rily down to the sea, Walter Johnson
holds forth on the interminable story
of the trolley-car and the chapel, and
there is no balm in Gilead. For the
Freshmen did not win the interclass
track meet With McLaughlin, Briggs.
and half a dozen other stalwarts run-
ning like men possessed, and a little
group of weight-men drudging as the
slaves in Solomon's mines, 1933 fought
off all advance dope and took Swede
Larson and Company into camp, 601
to 431.
Incidentally, Larson did a com-
mendable job in the course of the two
afternoons that the meet lasted,
breaking two records. On Friday he
got the discus out for one hundred and
twenty feet, seven and three-quarters
inches, which set a new mark. This
performance he followed up by put-
ting the shot a fraction over forty-one
feet. A first in the weight and a tie
for first in the high jump made him
high scorer.
McLaughlin Makes Recovery
The return of McLaughlin to some-
thing approximating his old form was
another promising sight. The lanky
Soph picked third in a hair-raising
forty, slid over the high hurdles in
six-one,andafter placing second in the
broad-jump, he ran a beautiful first
hitch for the relay team. But from
the completion of the weight events,
it was more or less of a certainty that
the Freshman hopes were on the skids
for another year. Charley Allen, evi-
dently over-run during the last two
of heavy competition, did his
to no avail. His highest pointage
Sthe quarter, where he took sec-
hind Milt Hickok, and another
second in the hurdles.
Creditable Half Mile Ban
Perhaps the half-mile was the pret-
tiest race of the day. Briggs, who
finished in the creditable time of two-
four and three-fifths, sprinted into the
lead on the first corner and held it
from then on. Hickok
position until the4 TfflflfTn mpwhen
Freddie Burton, sprinting desperately
on a back-stretch corner, finallv
passed him. As the gun fired for the
last lap. Burton opened his stride, but
Briggs responded and held his lead
across the tape.
The Sophomore relay team was
never headed, once McLaughlin tore
into the lead on the corner. Braley
Gray, with a two-stride lead against
him, challenged Hickok all the way,
running almott shoulder-to-shoulder
at times, but could not quite catch him
Then Briggs got the jump on Allen,
and held a three-yard lead to the bitter
end.
40-Yard Dash Close
The finish of the forty-yard dash
was closer than convenience should al-
low. Hickok led by about a half-yard,
and Briggs burst out of the pack to
fling himself over the line for second
place by the width of the hair on his
chest and nothing more. Third place
was a terrific jumble, from which the
judges finally picked McLaughlin,
with the Freshmen moaning and
groaning considerably about it.
In the mile run Ambler opened up
his customary sprint with a lap or so
to go and ran around the field to come
in six or seven yards ahead. Behind
him Marshall Davis ground along,
running the last half-lap on his nerve
and nothing much else. Fred Burton
opened a bid for second place when
Ambler had passed Davis, but failed
to come up fast enough.
It would not be surprising to see
Briggs take a place in the broad-iump
at the state meet this year. He did
twenty-one feet one inch in the cage
Saturday afternoon, and unless a host
of O'Connors come to the fore upstate,
twenty-one feet can't be sneezed at
when the clans gather at Orono.
Summary:
Forty-yard dash, trials: First heat,
won by Hickok (S), second, Walker
(F) ; time 5 sec. Second heat, won by
Briggs (S), second, Allen (F): time
4 4-5 sec. Third heat, won by Mc-
Laughlin (S), second, Skillings (F);
time 5 sec.
Forty-yard dash final—Won by Hic-
kok (S); Briggs (S). second; Mc-
Laughlin (S), third. Time 4 4-5 sec.
Discus throw—Won by Larson (F);
Haskell (S). second: Briggs (S), third.
Distance 120 ft. 71 in. (New meet rec-
ord).
35-pound weight throw—Won by
Larson (F); Madeira (S), second; In-
< Continued on Pax* «)
DAVID R. PORTER
CHAPEL SPEAKER






Professor Edward H. Wass is at
present making a slow but satisfac-
tory recovery from a major operation
which he underwent on Tuesday,
March 17th. Though Professor Wass'
condition has been critical, be is ex-
pected to be back at his post in the
music department and to resume his
duties as chapel organist soon after
Easter.
During Professor Wass' absence
Henry Cleaves '31 is substituting at
the organ and it is expected that Pro-
fessor Brinkler of Portland will con-
duct the music classes. Professor




Points Expected in Broad Jump and
Hurdles — Galbraith, Johnson,
Foster Will Star
The need for Christ's teachings in
the modern world was the subject of
a chapel talk last Sunday by David
B. Porter, Secretary of the Student
Division of the International Y.M.C.A.
in which he stressed the desirability
of having young men about to set out
in life dedicate themselves to apply-
ing Christ's teachings. Mr. Porter
wis a member of the class of 1906
and was Bowdoin's first Rhodes
scholar. Since his return from Ox-
ford in 1911 he has been connected
~h the Y.M.C.A. He has devoted
iself particularly to student
—
pre-
fatory school and college—work.
,
Mr. Porter began his talk by re-
calling his undergraduate days at
Bowdoin. It is impossible for a for-
mer undergraduate to return to speak
iH Sunday chapel without yielding to
the temptation to say something about
his scale of values during his college
days in the light of his subsequent
experiences. One of the chief aspira-
tions of an undergraduate is his life
work.
Telia of Choosing Vocation
Mr. Porter described how he had
ided upon his life work. Originally,
had proposed to enter either news-
per work or the law, but one sum-
r while he was spending his vaca-
in Europe as Rhodes Scholar, a
d sent him a book containing a
es of biographical sketches of
minent American liberals. He was
ired by their example and wished
to enter the field of politics. But, one
day while sitting quietly in a chair be-
fore a fire the -thought occurred to
him that "What America needed was
net more wealth- or more cleverness
but more goodness." With this idea
in view, he thought over the profes-
sions which offered the best opportu-
nity to increase fee amount of good-
ness and finally chose Y.M.C.A. work.
The need for men who will dedicate
themselves to this end is greater than
ev*e»>-~~.—
*~f— — ;— -
Conditions Requiring a Remedy
On Sunday afternoon Mr. Porter
happened to come across the Presi-
dent's Speech at the dedication of the
War Memorial. Here was excellently
expounded a problem that needed so-
lution. While a student here, Mr.
Porter went to hear a renowned social
prophet lecture at Memorial Hall. The
only sentence of the speech which he
now remembers is, "Fifty years from
now poverty will be abolished from
the U. S." Twenty five of these years
have passed but still millions are un-
employed and without support.
Last year Mr. Porter was traveling
through the Near East, India, and
China. The conditions that struck him
everywhere were the poverty, dis-
ease, and starvation.
All Professions May Aid
It is not only the ministers and the
social workers who must strive for
the betterment of the world through
the abolition of war, poverty and dis-
ease, but all professions. We need
lawyers, business men and doctors
who will grasp Christ's teaching and
work for the establishment of a new
social order which Christ called "the
kingdom of God" and which now is
often designated as "the Common-
wealth of Brothers".
A recent editorial in a Boston pa-
per disclaimed the need for Christ's
teaching in the modern world. The
editorial stated that Christ had lived
over 1900 years ago and that this




Under the co-direction <Jf Coach
Magee and Major Victor Fleming, di-
rector of athletics at the United Stales
Military Academy, arrangements
were recently concluded for a dual
meet to take place at West Point on
the afternoon of May second. A full
squad will be taken on the trip,
which will be made by way of New
York.
,
Some thousand-odd miles will be
covered in the course of the jaunt,
which is the longest one ever to be
attempted under Magee's regime, and
possibly in the history of track at
Bowdoin. A number of circumstances
have combined to make it possible,
not the least of which is the coopera-
tion afforded by Harvey Dow Gibson,
who has offered the use of his private
yacht to carry the sauad from New
York up the Hudson. Another fea-
ture of the trip will be a formal re-
ception to be tendered to the Bowdoin
men following the meet.
Creditable Showing Expected
Just what the outcome of various
events will be is rather hard to say at
present. The squad faces an ardu-








Many Prominent Figures of Scientific
World to Appear in Lecture
Series
Many notable figures of the world of
natural science will lecture at Bow-
doin sometime during the first two
weeks following spring vacation as
features of the program of the Insti-
tute of Natural Sciences. The faculty
committee, headed by Professor Man-
ton Copeland, has arranged a long and
varied schedule for this series of dis-
cussions, embracing the fields of
Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry,
Geography, Geology, Medicine, Phys-
ics and Psychology. The Institute will
be the fifth in a series begun in 1923,
when the subject chosen was "Modern
History." This was followed at two-
month, usually somewhat dead as far
as track goes. But with upper-class-
men being pushed by the Freshmen
in several places, there should be
more enthusiasm than usual displayed
by men having to clinch positions.
A win is rather out of the question.
In the last dual meet that seems to
afford a good chance for comparison,
Army whipped Boston College by a
two to one score. In several events,
however, Jack's men should be well
out in front. Del Galbraith has a
handy chance of taking the hammer-
throw with a foot or so to spare, and
the hurdlers, if they live up to the
reputation they went after last
Spring, ought to gather quite a few
points. The broad-jump will be well
worthwhile watching, for men have
been doing twenty-one feet or so in-
doors, and should step it up a bit
later on. And there's no doubt but
that Syd Foster will be watched in
the quarter, and Dan Johnson in al-
most anything that he decides to en-
ter.
down to train during the coming *"* «"•"* wi*h "Mo<J|m . Uten-




. Through the medium of these
Institutes the undergraduates and
members of the community have been
given an opportunity to hear some-
thing of the problems which claim the
attention of the leaders in each of
these branches of knowledge.
Noted Astronomer to Speak
Doctor Harlow Shapley, director of
the Harvard College Observatory, and
probably the most learned astronomei
of the East, will speak on Tuesday,
April 7, taking as his subject "The
Cosmic Panorama." A graduate of
the University of Missouri and a
holder of the honorary LL.D. from
that institution, he received his Ph.D.
'
at Princeton in 1913, going at once
to the Mount Wilson Observatory, in
California, from which position he was
called to Harvard in 1921. He is a
member of many scientific societies
and was awarded the Draper Medal by
the National Academy of Science in
1926, in which year he received the
University Medal at Brussels when he
was an exchange lecturer to the Uni-
"JvlrafBes of Belgium.
Professor Kirkley F. Mather, also
of the scientific staff at Harvard, will
speak on the "Sons of the Earth; the
Geologist's View of History" on Wed-
nesday evening, April 8. A graduate
of Denison University, he holds his
Ph.D. from the University of Chi-
cago, having also been honored by an
Sc.D. from his Alma Mater in 1929.
He has served as instructor and pro-
fessor of Geology, Paleontology and
Physiography at a number of institu-
tions and sigce 1925 has been Chair-
man of the 'Department of Geology
and Geography at Harvard. A mem-
ber of many scientific organizations,
he is also well known as an author,
two of his best known books being
"Mother Earth" and "Science in
Search of God," both published in
1928.
On April 9, Professor Dayton C.
Miller, of the Case School of Applied
Science at Cleveland, Ohio, will pre-
sent "Demonstrations on Visible
Sound." A graduate of Baldwin Uni-




Interfraternity Championship Falls to
Maine Street Contingent for
Fifth. Year
Crashing through with fifteen
points in the third period while hold-
ing their opponents scoreless, the
Sigma Nu basketball team downed the
Alpha Tau Omega five 33-20 last Fri-
day in the game that gave them
the championship of the Interfrater-
nity League. The contest was hard
fought and lacked the roughness that
most of the other games played this
year have shown. The excellent pass-
ing of the Sigma Nu outfit and Dave
Perkins' well judged shooting were
determining factors. The A. T. O.
quintet which had little difficulty in
running up scores against teams in




Radio Character Introduced by Donald
F. Snow During Regular Session
of Congress
On March 2, Donald F. Snow, a
Bowdoin Alumnus and at present one
of the Representatives of the State
of Maine in the seventy-first Con-
gress, presented to the House another
Bowdoin man, Phillips H. Lord, more
widely known as Seth Parker. Mr.
Snow's address of presentation, as
quoted in the Congressional Record,
follows:
"Mr. Speaker, Bowdoin College is
a typical small New England college,
located in the beautiful village of
Brunswick, Me.
In its early days it graduated Long-
fellow and Hawthorne, and a little
later a President of the United States,
Franklin Pierce.
In 1896 three graduates of this lit-
tle institution were occupying, re-
spectively, the offices of Speaker of
this House, President of the Senate,
and Chief Justice of the United States
—Thomas B. Reed, William P. Frye.
and Melville W. Fuller.
It is my privilege to introduce to
you this afternoon another Bowdoin
graduate. He is not, however, a poet,
a novelist, a statesman, or a jurist.
He is, in fact, a mere boy, but is
known from one end of this country
to the other. His voice is familiar to
(Continued on pas* «)
With an enthusiastic workout hold-
ing forth each day in the cage, -and a
bright sun raising havoc with the
snow and ice formations, baseball
seems to have regained its annual
position as the center of attraction on
the Bowdoin campus. A strong sched-
ule is facing the White ball tossers;
the first game is to be played with
Harvard at Cambridge, April 11th.
Coach Houser has asked the fol-
lowing men to return from their vaca-
tion for early practice Wednesday,
April 1st:
B. R.Shute, D. G. Means, G. H.
Souther, N. A. Brown, W. W. Travis,
A. L. Crimmins, E. C. Parmenter, G.
S. Bennett, J. A. Clarke, G. H. Whit-
tier, H. K. Hempel, B. S. Dwyer, J.
A. Ricker, M. MacLachlan, R. W.
Dakin, H. H. Rose, G. L. Barstow,
S. E. McKown, R. G. Dowling, E. C.
Baker, B. C. Emerson, D. Pelton, R.
C. Robbins, H. G. Lewia, J. U. Griffin,
B. H. Bossidy, and A. D. Stone.
The Junior Varsity has a most
difficult schedule for this season, but
the prospect is especially bright with
Freshmen Hempel, Bennett, Emerson,
Dowling, Lewia, Dakin, and Miller
showing plenty of promise.
mouth, and was given an LL.D. by
Western Reserve in 1927. He is a
member of many important scientific
organizations and has served as pres-
ident of the American Physical Asso-
ciation. The holder of several gold
medals for research in his field, he is
the author of a number of books, in-
cluding "The Science of Musical
Sounds."
Professor George H. Parker, biolo-
gist and neurologist, who will speak
here on Friday, April 10. has chosen
as his lecture subject "Animal Colora-
tion and the Nervous System." Pro-
fessor Parker has been director of the
zoological laboratory at Harvard since
1906, having graduated at that insti-
tution and been granted its degree of
SclD. He has done a great deal of
writing and constructive research in
his field and in 1914 was sent by the
United States government to investi-
gate the Pribilof seal herd.
History of Psychology to be
Discussed
Professor Edwin G. Boring, grad-
uate and holder of the doctorate from
Cornell, will discuss "The Rise of
Scientific Psychology" on April 11.
In addition to teaching at Cornell.




A dance for Bowdoin men will
be held Thursday evening, April
the second, at The Barn in Dan-
vers, Massachusetts. Informal,
starting at nine o'clock. Tickets,
three dollars per couple. The Bam
is attached to the James Putnam
House, which is located a mile off
the Newburyport Turnpike, to-
wards Danvers. And the Pied
Pipers will play.
The Bowdoin College Athletic Coun-
cil has awarded numerals to the fol-
lowing members of the freshman
hockey team: H. C. Allen, Jr., Russell
W. Dakin, Robert G. Dowling, Bart
lett E. Godfrey, Robert F. Hayden,
Gordon K. Massey, Charles H. Mc-
Kenney, Jack Morris, Frederick P.
Pickard, Richard C. Robbins, and Ar-
thur D. Stone. The team had a very
good season. After losing the first
game to Hebron Academy, 7-1, they
defeated Bridgton Academy, 4-1,
Brunswick Hockey Club, 2-1, and the
Varsity, 4-2. The final date of the
season was with Lisbon Hockey Club,
but inclement weather ended the sea-
son early.
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Valedictory
"The King is dead— long live the King!" With this issue, the
present Orient Board fades into ancient history and a new staff
prepares to make its debut. To many that fact may give occasion
for a heartfelt sigh of relief, but notwithstanding, we cannot re-
frain at this time from making a brief survey of the past edi-
torial year.
In the first place, we have been preeminently critical. As we
look back through these various issues, we become more and more
aware of that fact. Yet we still feel that, in spite of our criticisms,
we have not ceased to be "good college citizens", and that we have
had the welfare of the College at heart. We have not tried to ex-
press the opinions of the majority of the undergraduates, for we
have discovered that the majority of the undergraduates have no
opinions. We have, however, endeavored to represent the majority
of undergraduate opinions. In so doing, we have noticed that a
certain old saw could well be modified to read thus: "You can
please some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some
of the time ; but you can't please all of the people all of the time."
Our issues have been oftentimes protests, and protests are cer-
tain to bear out our proverb. We protested against the site of the
flagpole (and incidently against the form of the memorial) , for we
felt that we as undergraduates should have been given a say in
this matter. The site was changed. We advocated the establish-
ment of a College Book Store in the Moulton Union on the grounds
that it would be of mutual benefit to both students and adminis-
tration. We even dared to say that the Student Council was not
a representative body but purely honorary, and we should have
liked to see each fraternity and the non-fraternity group repre-
sented in this body. We strenuously advocated modification of the
present system of compulsory chapel. We protested against the
dismissal of Coach Houser. We argued for more undergraduate
(and faculty) control of athletics policies.
In almost every instance, we have found some support from the
undergraduate body. But we have found much more inertia. In
other words, we have not had a particularly successful year per-
haps? We feel, however, that we have succeeded in provoking
thought in some circles — that our efforts have not been entirely
wasted. In short, they have probably been as successful as most
progressive movements are in a passive, leisurely, carefree so-
ciety. The success or failure of a college paper, especially a week-
ly, depends, we feel, on whether or not it can induce its readers to
think on current problems.
We have reason to believe that the ORIENT will continue to
espouse what we feel to be the cause of the undergraduate. We
have received very hearty support from all members of the Board,
and with elections very imminent, we should like to state that the
selections of Editor-in-Chief and of the two Managing Editors
have probably never been more difficult to make. We wish to thank
the entire Board for its sincere cooperation and to wish our suc-
cessor as favorable conditions as have been ours throughout the
past year.
Which is wider, the gate or the
opening? Maybe your eyes
fooled you that time.
YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT
your taste tells the Truth!
MILDER. ..and
BETTER TASTE
© 1931, Liggett ft Myess Tobacco Co.
looked upon as one of the outstanding
women scientists of the present time.
The final lecturer in this year's In-
stitute will be Professor Edward G.
Conklin of Princeton University,
speaking on "Fitness, the Great Prob-
lem of Life and Evolution." A grad-
uate of Ohio Wesleyan University
with a Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins, he
holds honorary Sc.D.'s from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania and from his
Alma Mater and has also been grant-
ed his LL.D. by Western Reserve Uni-
versity. He is a member of many
scientific societies and has served as
President of the American Society of
Zoologists and American Society of
Naturalists. He is the author of sev-
eral books on heredity, environment,
and evolution, and a co-editor of the






Clark University and Harvard, where
since 1924 he has been director of the
psychological laboratory. Professor
Boring has served the United States
government in his field, being attached
to the Surgeon-General's Office during
the latter part of the World War. He
is the author of "History of Experi-
mental Psychology" and a contributor
to numerous scientific magazines.
On the following Monday, April 13,
Professor Charles H. Herty of New
York, former president of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society, will speak on
"Chemistry's Service in the Promotion
of Industrial Research in America."
A graduate of the University of
Georgia, with advanced study in Ger-
many and at Johns Hopkins, where he
received his Ph.D., he has had an in-
teresting career as college professor,
expert consultant to the United States
Department of Agriculture and to sev-
eral associations of manufacturing
chemists, and also the one-time editor
of the Journal of Industrial and Engi-
neering Chemistry. Retiring as ad-
visor to the Chemical Foundation in
1928, he is now an industrial consul-
tant in New York City.
Director of American Geographical
Society to Speak
Dr. Isaiah Bowman, Director of the
American Geographical Society, will
discuss "The Invitation of the Earth"
on April 14. A Harvard graduate, he
received his Ph.D. at Yale where he
was given an honorary A.M. in 1921.
As an active geographer in the field
he has led expeditions into South
America and has served as adviser to
a number of important governmental
commissions, being chief territorial
specialist of the American Commis-
sion to Negotiate Peace at the close of
the World War. He is a member of
geographical societies throughout the
world and holds several gold medals
for special work along this line. Doc-
tor Bowman is the author of several
books of importance and of many
papers on the geography of South
America. He was a .speaker at the.
Bowdoin Institute of Modern History.
On April 15. Doctor Florence R.
Sabin of the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research, will present as her
topic "Recent Studies of the Chemis-
try of Bacteria as Applied to Disease."
A graduate of Smith College, she
holds the degree of M.D. from Johns
Hopkins and honorary degrees of
ScD. from Smith, the University of
Michigan and Mount Holyoke College.
'
She is the author of many books and
articles in the field of Anatomy and is
Communication
To the Editor of the Orient:
As one of the youngest members of
the Bowdoin College undergraduate
body, I should like to express what I
feel to be the opinion of the majority
of the undergraduates in regard to
this Ben Houser situation.
How can the Orient or anyone else
expect the student body to have an
exact opinion, and take a definite
stand on either side of the matter,
when we are all unenlightened ? The
whole affair has been dealt with in
platitudes and uncomprehensible sup-
positions. The student body has been
given no real reason from the Orient,
from the Athletic Council, from the
Alumni or from Houser, why Houser
resigned or why the Athletic policy
has been changed.
The entire subject is becoming
hackneyed and monotonous. Unless
one or all of the above mentioned
agencies can come forward and give
us a clear cut, unadulterated state-
ment, I would suggest that the Orient
had better discontinue all of this
"beating about the bush" and give
the student body some intelligible and







At the University of Amsterdam,
Holland, pledges to fraternities must
shave off all their hair and enter
buildings through windows. Also
at this university the American stu-
dent group is thought to be the most
interesting on the campus. This crowd,
it is pointed out, enjoy good drinking
and conversation after 1 a.m. the offi-
cial curfew of Holland.
Languages
The N. S. F. A. reports that the
number of high and preparatory
school pupils taking foreign lan-
guages has decreased lately. In most
cases just the hare amount for college
entrance requirements are studied.
The practical slant of many Ameri-
can schools and the general adoption
of English abroad are given as rea-
sons for the decrease in interest
shown here.




The name Electrical Thinker might be ap-
plied to one unit of telephone apparatus.
Technically it is known as a Sender and is
brought into action each time a call is made
in a panel dial central office. By means of
electrical mechanism, it records or "remem-
bers" the dialed number and routes the call
to the proper line.
The steady expansion of the Bell System
— in volume of calls, number of telephones
and miles of wire — cannot be taken care of
merely by an enlarged use of existing types
of apparatus.
To serve the continually growing telephone
needs of the nation, it will always be the task
of Bell System men to devise, refine, perfect
and manufacture new kinds of equipment
such as The Thinker.
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
mm
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BurdettCollege
Train lor busincM the Individual way.
Intensive technical courses, Business
Administration, Accounting, Executive
Secretarial, Stenographic-Secretarial, Of-
fice Management, Bookkeeping. Per-
sonal attention, able (acuity, placement
service. Men and women from 70 dif-
ferent colleges in attendance. Placement
calls for graduates numbered 3149 last
year. New building and equipment.
Special attention paid to the needs of
college men and women. Previous com-
mercial training not required for en*
trance.
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Wednesday - March 25th
DOCTORS' WIVES
• with-
Warner Baxter • Joan Bennett
Also Screen Song- - Sportlight
and Travelogue
Thursday • March 26th
THE HOT HEIRESS
- with -
Ben Lyon • Ona Munson
Tom Outran - Walter Pidgeon
Also Sound Act and Comedy
Friday - March 27th
-VAUDEVILLE-





Saturday - March 28th
MR. LEMON OF ORANGE
- with -
El Brendel - Fifi Dorsay
Also Comedy and Sound Act
March 30 - 31
Fredric March




News - Sound Act • Travelogue
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ART NOTES
A recent visit to the Art Building
found little of interest. A remarkable
etching by Alfred Hutty, having as
a subject the minute study of a tree,
has been received. This etching came
in December and is a fine addition to
the Art Museum. It is the first to be
published by the American College
Society of Print Collectors, which ha3
Marquis Reitzel of Rockford College,
Rockford, 111., as chairman.
In regard to etchings the students
of Bowdoin should not forget the
Charles A. Coffin collection located in
the basement of the Walker Art
Building. This collection received in
1923 is most representative, contain-
ing many famous etchings by old mas-
ters.
The last bit of art news is the re-
cent addition of two etchings from the
Anna Maud Washburn estate of Port-
land. These have been executed by
the well-known etcher Cadwalleder
Washburn and are studies of physiog-
nomy. One is called the "French
Fisherman", while the other is un-
titled.
Love L 2
Again comes Rollins College with
another queer course— five hours a





Tondreau Block • Brunswick. Maine
USED MOTORCYCLES
from $60.00 up - Guns taken in trade
LIVERNOIS CYCLE & GUN STORE
95 Maine Street






Dirsct Entrance. from B. A M. Dapot
and Boston Madison Squars Qardan
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped withTub and
Shower • Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) v Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Dining Room. Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONC-S2J*. "SM*. *M
FORTwO-HAt,
Rushing
The University of Toledo has put its
new rushing system into effect. First,
second, third and fourth choices are
indicated bv the students and the bids
are given accordingly. This method in-
sures greater secrecy since the stu-
dents indicate choice first, and do not
know how maijv bids they received.
MAGEE SPEAKS ABOUT
OLYMPIC TRAINING
On the still debatable subject of
whether the final Olympic track and
field tryouts should be held two weeks,
four weeks or six weeks before the
Olympic Games begin on July 30,
1932, at Los Angeles, Coach John
Magecof Bowdoin College introduces
a new thought. Coach Magee has
been a member of two Olympic coach-
ing staffs and his thoughts on the
subject, therefore, may be accepted
as worthwhile, whether or not you
happen to agree.
His notion is that the final tryouts
should be held two weeks before the
Olympics begin, as those tryouts are
now tentatively scheduled. His reason
is that this time it will be much easier
to keep the highly-attuned American
stars at the top of their form than it
has been in other years, because this
time the squad will not be loaded on
a steamship for eight or nine days
with a foreign land as the destina-
tion.
"Usually, through no fault of the!
bovs themselves, or of the coaches,
there has been a mental letdown with
this ocean-voyage to Belgium, France,
Holland or wherever the games were,
held," explains Magee.
Athletes Become Tourists
"Training rules may be enforced as
strictly as you wish on board ship, but
the athletes unconsciously lose their
fighting edge and their intensity of
purpose. Without knowing it, they
tend to become tourists instead of an
athletic army bent on conquest. It
takes days for them to settle down
after arrival on the other side be-
cause there are so many strange
things to be seen. The let-down comes
and it's a super-human job to bring
them back in the space of a week or
ten days.*
"Put these athletes oh the train in
Chicago after the final tryouts and
haul them out to California and you'll
find they'll reach there physically
rested but with their minds on the
laces and on nothing else. The novelty
of ship-board life, of a strange lan-
guage, of souvenir peddlers and a
hundred other items in the foreign
trip will have been eliminated. They'll
be ready with much less difficulty
than usual.
"Two weeks is long enough this
time far the interval between tryouts
and the beginning of the games."
The COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We Have a Few Portable Typewriters Which Have Beta Rented Once
or Twice, Which We Are Selling at Reduced Prices). This Chance
Does Not Come Often.
F. W. CHANDLER & SON
Sunday Chapel
(Contlnosd from Pas* 1)
"simple Galilean peasant" had no mes-
sage for the world of today. Every
man is privileged to his own opinion
in the matter. It seems, however,
that the application of Christ's prin-
ciples would go a great way in solving
the world's social and international
problems. The religion of Christ is not
falling into decay to be supplanted by
another religion. Quite the contrary,
the modern revivals in other religion
are all tending towards Christianity.
The modem world needs more men
who will follow the teachings of
Christ. In England there is an old
cannon reminiscent of Anglo-French
wars. On it a battered inscription
Make the Spa Your Headquarters
If You Stay in College During Vacation





And I will carry a ball to Calais".
Some such thought is needed by
young men setting out into the world
if they are to lead a worthwhile and
satisfying life.
Football Abolished
Johns Hopkins University has de-
cided to discontinue intercollegiate
football as at that institution. In-
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Prepared for R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Certified Report No. 1 S 0-»7»
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory
by C£.flvr\ Chief Chemist
I
30 DAYS
THE whole country is talking about the throat-
easy mildness and the prime freshness of Camel
Cigarettes in the new Humidor Pack.
The above chart prepared by the Pittsburgh Turing
Laboratory tells you why.
Please examine it carefully. It is an unfailing guide
to cigarette selection and enjoyment.
As you can quickly see by the three upper curves on
this interesting chart, cigarettes that lack the protec-
tion of the Humidor Pack lose their moisture rapidly
from the day they are manufactured.
And day by day as this moisture disappears, the
smoke from these cigarettes becomes harsher, hotter,
more unkind to the smoker's throat.
Not so with Camels!
The Humidor Pack is moisture proof and sealed air-
tight at every point. It protects the rich, flavorful
aroma of the choice Turkish and Domestic tobaccos
of which Camels are blended.
jtlsvlre theme temtm gourself
It is so easy to tell the difference between parched dry
cigarettes and fresh prime Camels that it is no wonder
everybody is reaching for a fresh cigarette today.
Your fingers identify stale, dried-out tobaccos at once.
While a Camel is flexible and pliant.
Your ears can tell the difference too. For a dust-dry
cigarette crackles under pressure.
But the real test is taste and there is simply no com-
parison between the rich mildness of a Camel and the
hot, brackish smoke from a stale, dry cigarette.
Switch to Camels just for today then leave them
tomorrow if you can.
H. i. KEYNOLQS TOBACCO COMPANY, Wlm—m*mUm. H. C
\
Camels
Artificial heat in houses and
apartmentssoon dries the mois-
ture out ofcigarettes strapped
the oldfashioned way. It is the
mark ofa considerate hostess,
bymeansoftheHumidorPack,
to "Serve a fresh cigarette."
Buy Camels by the carton—
this cigarette scill remainfresh
emn.1. M.C
FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ANTIQV1TY SHOP
Old Furniture, China, Pewter, Glass
Mias Stetson gives personal attention
to orders for antique roods of any kind
AT THE BUCK HOUM
It Sarin* St, Braaawiek - TeL 24S-M
25 years in
EATON HARDWARE CO.











Popular Sheet Music and Records
Agent for Victor Radio
FIVE EASTERN TEAMS
TO TAKE UP RUGBY
TONDREAU BROS. CO.
We carry the largest assortment of
Imported Goods, Fruit, Fresh Vegeta-
bles, Olives, Pickles, Domestic and Im-
ported Cheeses and Biscuits of all
kinds east of Portland.




Latest College Styles in
Bostonian and Florsheim
Oxfords—$5 to $10




who cater to fraternity trade
Rugby football will be included in
the sports schedule of Yale, Princeton
and Harvard this spring. This trio of
colleges, together with the U. S.
Marines of Philadelphia, and the New
York Rugby football club, have
formed a quintette of playing teams.
The present schedule calls for a
game between Yale and the New
Yorkers at New York, March 22. The
following week end the Marines will
meet Ysle at New Haven, while
Princeton is playing the New York
fifteen at New York. Harvard's first
game is scheduled with the Marines
at Cambridge, Mass., March 30, and
a number of other contests among the
five teams have been booked during
April and up to May 16.
Last spring this group, with the ex-
ception of Princeton, played nine
games, the U. S. Marines and Yale
netting the most victories. In addi-
tion, Yale played the powerful Mon-
treal club, twice champions of Quebec,
to a tie. Princeton decided to take
up the sport this year.
Followers of Rugby point out that
each one of the fifteen players to a
side has a chance to carry the ball,
run with it, pass, kick, or tackle. It
calls for all-round team play rather
than the work of individual stars. It is
a thrilling game that bears very little
resemblance to soccer, or the standard





(ConUnoad from Pas* 1)
90 per cent of the membership of
the House, but not 1 per cent of you
have ever seen him.
He is in Washington at this time
for the purpose of appearing tonight
at Constitution Hall in a benefit per-
formance for a very worthy Washing-
ton charitable organization. His serv-
ices are donated, and such is his draw-
ing power that all tickets were com-
pletely sold out over two weeks ago.
In my opinion this young boy is the
source of more joy and cheer, and
contentment, and wholesome enjoy-
ment than any person living in the
United States today.
Mr. Speaker, it is with a peculiar
degree of oride that I now present to
the House—in private life, Phillips
H. Lord, of New York, but on each
Sunday evening lovably known in ra-
dio as Seth Parker, of Jonesport, Me."
galls (F). third. Distance 38 ft. 5 in.
16-pound shot put—Won by Larson
(F); Haskell (S). second; Waite (F).
third. Distance 41 ft iin. (New meet
record).
440-yard dash—Won by Hickok (S)
;
Allen (F). second; Lowell (S), third.
Time 65 1-6 sec
Pole vault—Triple tie for first be-
tween Gerdsen (S) and Pope and Rob-
bins (F). Height 10 ft 6 in.
Mile run—Won by Ambler (F);
Davis (S), second; Burton (F), third.
Time 4:491-6.
Running broad jump— Won by
Briggs (S); McLaughlin (S), second;
Allen (F). third. Distance 21 ft. 1 in.
Two-thirds mile relay—Won by
Sophomores (McLaughlin, Lowell,
Hickok, Briggs); Freshmen (Shillings,
Reid, Gray, Allen), second.
880-yard run—Won by Briggs (S);
Burton (F), second; Hickok (S),third.
Time 2:04 3-5.
Forty-five-yard high hurdles—Won
by McLaughlin (S); Allen (F), sec-
ond; Manning (S), third. Time 61-6
anilOCv«
Running high jump—Tie for first
between Milliken (S) and Larson (F);
tie for third between Gerdsen (S) and
Porter (F). Height, 5 ft. 7 in.
Alumni Notes
The One Hundredth Meeting of the
Bowdoin Club of Portland was held
at the Falmouth Hotel recently. In
celebration of the event a fifty cent
meal -was served following the exam-
ple set at the original meeting held in
the Falmouth. The speakers were:
Judge Harry C. Wilbur '94, chairman
of the original organization commit-
tee; Judge W. M. Ingraham '95, first
president of the club; and Philip G.
Gifford '03, first secretary.
A luncheon meetinsr of the class
agents of the Alumni Fund will be
held at the Hotel Falmouth next
Monday evening, March 30th. Mr.
Harry Lakeman of Dartmouth col-
lege will speak.
On Wednesday, Thursday and Fri-
day evenings this week at 5.15 o'clock
a series of five minute talks will be
given by members of the Bowdoin
faculty. These are presented with an
aim to clarify all conditions sur-
rounding the granting of the State
of Maine Scholarships.
All the good eggs will wear
Kenwalls Easter morning
At the one time of the year when all young
men become really clothes conscious— is it,
any wonder that a large majority turn to
Harmon's? . . . Kenwalls are original in
fabric, authentic in style, fine of quality and
modest in price.
35.00 - 40.00 - 45.00
Three or Four Pieces
MA^MDN




(Continued from Pas* II
by the well organized defense of the
black and yellow and especially by
the fine work of the guards.
The game began on even terms
with the A. T. O.'s perhaps pressing
the offensive slightly. At the quarter
they were out ahead 6-5 thanks to
good passing and shooting. For the
remainder of that half the lead
changed hands frequently, but the
Sigma Nu team looked better and
their passing was much smoother. At
the half they had a one point lead
which they proceeded to increase in
the next period.
At the opening of the third quarter
the Sigma Nu's immediately assumed
a vigorous offense and the A. T. O.'s
rarely had an opportunity to shoot.
Perkins sunk several shots from the
vicinity of the foul line and Edwards
did some good recovery work under
the basket. The passing in this pe-
riod was the best that was seen in the
game and the Sigma Nu quintet
clearly showed their superiority. In
the final stanza the A. T. O.'s man-
aged to get together on their passing
and Prouty got his eye on the basket
again. The yellow and black were
outscored eight to five in this period
but they were too far ahead to be
threatened.
SIGMA NU G FG Pts
Perkins, rf 7 3 17
Edwards, If 3 1 7






ALPHA TAU OMEGA G FG Pts
Prouty, rf 4 S
Royal, If 3 «
Dunbar, If
Harrison, c 1 1








April 11—Harvard at Cambridge.
April 20—Bates at Lewiston.
April 24—Maine at Brunswick.
April 25—Colby at Waterville.
April 28—Mass. Aggies at Am-
herst.
April 29—Amherst at Amherst.
April 30—Wesleyan at Middletown.
May 1—Northeastern at Boston.
May 2—Tufts at Medford.
May 6—Maine at Orono.
May 9—Colby at Brunswick.
May 15—Colby at Waterville.
May 19—Maine at Orono.
May 21—Bates at Lewiston.
May 22—Bates at Brunswick.
May £6—Maine at Brunswick.
May 28—Colby at Brunswick.









May 20—Governor Dummer Acad-
emy at South Byfield.






6—Holbv Cross at Worcester.
7


























2_West Point at West Point.
9—U. of N. H. at Durham.
May 16—State Meet at Orono.
May 22 and 23—N. E. Champion-
shins at Bates. Lewiston.




ship—First, tie between Hedquist.
Worcester Academy, and Connolly.
Huntington; third, Holland, Dean
Academy. Time: 58 seconds.
50 yard dash—Maine State cham-
pionship—First, Calkin, Washington-
unattached; second. Stetson. U. of
Maine; third, Haskell, Bowdoin. Time:
26 seconds.
Invitation diving—First, Osborne, !
Boston E. H. S.; second, Larson.
BAA.; third. Peers, Providence Y.M.
C.A.; fourth, Snyder. Newton Y.M.
C.A.
50 yard dash—open—First, Hed-
quist, Worcester Academy; second,
Guyette, B.U.; third, Connolly. Hunt-
ington. Time: 24 4-5 seconds. (Equals
pool record).
200 yard breaststroke—First. Noel,
Worcester Boys' Club; second. Locke,
Harvard; third. Densmore, Bowdoin.
Time: 2 minutes, 44 3-5 seconds. (New
pool record).
Intercollegiate 100 yard dash
—
First, Smith; second. Bowman; third.
Howard, all of Bowdoin. Time: 59 1-5
seconds. (New record).
Brunswick 50 yard dash—First, Mc-
Keen, Brunswick H. S.; second. Bur-
nett, Brunswick H. S. Time: 30 sec-
onds.
We are in receipt of a copy of the
March issue of the American Foreign
Service Journal which contains a
prize story written by N. Tobey
Mooers, '18. Mr. Mooers is at this
time on detail as American Consul
at the city of Quebec, having served
in Europe for the past ten years. This
contest was open to all members of
the United States Foreign Service, a
group containing numbers of clever
writers and it seems an honor that a
Bowdoin man should have won it.
B. C A. BOOK SERVICE
The B. C. A. has inaugurated a
Book Service, the idea of which is to
provide the men interested in any
publications on religious, social or in-
dustrial problems of the present day
with a chance to get these books at a
reduced rate. Some of the works on
hand are in pamphlet form, but the
full volume can be gotten on request.
The best offer is Sherwood Eddy's
book "The Challenge of Russia" com-
bined with a pamphlet by Kirby Page
entitled, "Is Mahatma Gandhi the
Greatest Man of the Age ?" for $1.25.
Also we have on hand pamphlets
on:
"Sex and Youth" by Eddy
"Jesus or Christianity" by Kirby
Page
"Abolition of War" by Eddy and
Page
"Religion and Social Justice" by
Eddy
"Am I getting an Education?" by
Eddy
"What Religion Means, to Me" by
Fosdick (and other authors) and sev-
eral others on world policies and peace
All the books and pamphlets can
be seen at 3 Winthrop and ordered
through Warren Palmer.
All members of the College desir-
ing membership cards in the Bowdoin
Christian Association should see
Everett Lays at 25 Maine Hall. All
members of the College are entitled
to have these cards as all are mem-
bers, either active or associate. Ac-
tive members please see me about
signing the pledges as soon as pos-
sible. The membership cards are ac-
cepted in nearly all Y.M.C.A.'s in the
country.
"Going to college is a current fad,
like Backgammon," said Bruce Bar-
ton, prominent author, contributor to
various widely-read magazines, and
chairman of Batten, Barton, Durstine
and Osborn, well-known advertising
agency, in an interview recently
granted the Princetonian.
Washington State College is said
to report that college yells and cig-
arettes are bringing about a definite
lowering of girls' voices.
Millsaps College in Mississippi has
adopted a plan for determining the
amount of tuition to be paid by stu-




























{gRISK Clothing which is
custom tailored to
your individual measure, has
that distinctive touch which
always marks the wearer as
well dressed.
Srtak Urottprc
16 EAST 50th STREET
NEW TORE CITY
Watch For Our Representative
PHIL BRISK
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Prompt Service - Fair Prices
The Bowdoin Barbers
SOULE and WALKER
JUST BELOW THE RAILROAD
We Specialize In Haircuttint
Varney's Jewelry Store
Watch Repairing
By An Experienced Watchmaker





Fine Repairing and Enfrava-g
141A MAINE STREET
LEBEL'S




114 Maine St, cor. Cumberland St.
IF ITS PRINTING
You will find the service ren-
dered by this office all you
could desire. Whether it is a
small job or a large book the
facilities of
THE RECORD
are at your service. Tel. S
Let us estimate on your next
job of printing. Quality has al-
ways been the standard of work
done in this shop.
Brunswick Publishine- Co.





prepare for a profession of
widening interest and opportunity. Recent re-
search has enlarged the scope of every phase
of dentistry. The field demands, more than
ever before, men and women of ability, backed
by superior training. Such training Tufts
College Dental School o'';ers to its students.
School opens on September 30. 1931. Our
catalog may guide you in choosing ynir
cartel. Fat initrmation address—
Dm. William Rice, Dean
416 Huntington A veaua Boston, Maaa.
Have you chosen
your life work?
In the field of health service the Har-
vard University Dental Srhool—the old-
est dental school connected with any
university in the I n.iru Stairs—offers
thorough well-balanced courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modern equip-
ment for practical work under super-
vision of men high in the profession.
Write for drtaili and admiuio* require-
ments ta Leroy MS Umer. Dean
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dent. 70 , Longwood Ave., Boston, Maaa.
ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
\
